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Foreword
On behalf of the Program Committee Co-Chairs, who are listed below, and the Program Committee of the
2008 International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering (SEKE-2008), it is an
honor to welcome you to SEKE-2008 in San Francisco, California. It has been my pleasure as Program
Committee Chair to help organize this year’s impressive scientific and technical program and the technical
proceedings. The proceedings contain the papers selected for presentation at SEKE-2008. I hope these
proceedings will serve as a valuable reference for the research community.
The International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering has entered its 20th
year. For the past nineteen years, the Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering has
provided a unique, centralized, forum for academic and industrial researchers and practitioners to discuss
the application of either software engineering methods in knowledge engineering or knowledge-based
techniques in software engineering. Preference is given to papers that emphasize the transference of
methods between both engineering disciplines; however, outstanding papers on software engineering or
knowledge engineering alone have also been presented.
This year’s program committee consists of the following great team of Vice Program chairs:

Program Co-Chairs:
Guido Wirtz, Bamberg University, Germany
Jerry Gao, San Jose State University, USA
Du Zhang, California State University, USA
The SEKE-2008 Program Committee selected papers for publication in the proceedings and presentation at
the Conference based upon a rigorous review process of the full papers. We received an overwhelming 252
submissions from many countries. The acceptance rate for full papers is 48% and for short papers is 16%.
This year, authors from 37 countries (Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, China, Colombia, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, India, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Jordan, Malta, Mexico,
Netherlands, Pakistan, Portugal, Singapore, South Korea, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan,
Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, Uruguay, Venezuela) will present papers at the
conference.
I appreciate having had the opportunity to serve as the Program Chair for this Conference, and am very
grateful for the outstanding efforts provided by the Program Committee Co-Chairs. The Program
Committee members and reviewers provided excellent support in promptly reviewing the manuscripts. I
want to extend my sincere and deepest thanks to Dr. Shihong Huang and Dr. Masoud Sadjadi as the
Publicity Co-Chairs, Dr. Jose' Carlos Maldonado as the South America Liaison. My appreciation also goes
to the keynote speakers for sharing their insights and experiences with the conference attendees, and to the
SECIML 2008 workshop and special tracks organizers. I am grateful to the authors and sessions chairs for
their time and efforts to make SEKE-2008 a success. As always, Dr. S. K. Chang of the Knowledge
Systems Institute, USA, provided excellent guidance throughout the effort. Last but not the least, we all
owe a special debt of gratitude the heroic efforts of Mr. Daniel Li, of the Knowledge Systems Institute.
Finally, I truly hope that you will enjoy the technical programs of SEKE-2008 and encourage you to
explore and enjoy the various attractions San Francisco has to offer.

Taghi M. Khoshgoftaar
SEKE-2008 Program Chair
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Keynote I:
Why Doesn't the Software Do What I Need It to Do?
or Aligning IT Objectives with the Business
Cecilia Claudio
Abstract
Software Development has a long and varied history that is littered with many failures
and fewer successes. While Software Developers have the best intentions the "results"
when viewed from a management perspective often fall short. Schedule and budget
overruns are common and often the original business objectives (and certainly the
expectations) are not or only partially met. This presentation will examine the historical
reasons that have resulted in unmet expectations and various strategies will be discussed
for ensuring that expectations are aligned with results.

About Dr. Cecilia Claudio
Cecilia Claudio has spent the last 15 years as CIO at leading organizations and has
established a proven track record of transforming IT to become a valued partner to
business users. She is currently CIO at SanDisk Corporation, which she joined in
February 2007. Previously Ms. Claudio was CIO of Mercury Interactive; Zurich
Financial Services; Anthem Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Harvard Pilgrim Health Care.
Ms. Claudio also serves on several boards including Sybase, newScale and DiVitas and
has previously served on the board of Farmers Group Inc. She has also served on CIO
Advisory boards for Cisco, IBM, Siebel, Syndera and Tablus. She was recognized by
Computerworld as one of the Premier 100 IT Executives worldwide in 2001, and has
been recognized as one of the Top 100 Women in Computing in the US by McGraw Hill.
Ms. Claudio earned an MA in Philosophy in 1974 in Lisbon - Portugal.
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Keynote II:
Impact! The Challenge of Industrial Research in
Computer Science in a Web 2.0 World
Laura Haas
Abstract
The IBM Almaden Research Center, located in San Jose, California, is one of eight IBM
Research Division facilities worldwide and a premier industrial research laboratory.
Currently, over 200 permanent members, postdoctoral scholars, and academic visitors
pursue research in computer science and closely related fields. But pressures on industrial
research in computer science are increasing. Labs need to be nimble to adapt and to
continue to bring value to their company and its customers. In this talk, these pressures and
the resulting demands on industrial labs are illustrated through an exploration of several
research projects from Almaden's computer science department. We discuss how they are
changing IBM's business, their disciplines, and maybe even the world, and the diverse
mechanisms they employ to have impact. Projects will be drawn from five different areas
in which Almaden specializes, including computer science theory, information
management, health informatics, human-computer interaction and services science, and
will illustrate a number of different approaches from traditional, academic-style research to
"standard" industrial research directly influencing IBM's products to research in the
marketplace (featuring work directly with customers, partners and standards bodies) to
spin-outs to engagement with educators to influence curriculum formation.

About Dr. Laura Haas
Laura Haas is an IBM Distinguished Engineer and Director of Computer Science at
Almaden Research Center. She also leads information management research worldwide
across IBM’s eight research labs. Most recently, she was responsible for Information
Integration Solutions (IIS) architecture in IBM's Software Group, after leading the IIS
development team through its first two years. Dr. Haas joined the development team in 2001
as manager of DB2 UDB Query Compiler development. Previously, Dr. Haas was a
research staff member and manager at IBM's Almaden Research Center for nearly twenty
years. In Research, she worked on and managed a number of exploratory projects in
distributed database systems. She is best known for her work on the Starburst query
processor (from which DB2 UDB was developed), on Garlic, a system which allowed
federation of heterogeneous data sources, and on Clio, the first semi-automatic tool for
heterogeneous schema mapping. Garlic technology married with DB2 UDB query
processing is the basis for WebSphere Information Server's federation capabilities, while
Clio capabilities are a core differentiator for the new Rational Data Architect. Dr. Haas is an
active member of the database community, serving as vice chair of ACM SIGMOD from
1989-1997, and, currently, as Vice President of the VLDB Board of Trustees, as well as on
many program committees for technical conferences. She has received several IBM awards
for Outstanding Technical Achievement, and an IBM Corporate Award for her work on
federated database technology. She is a member of the IBM Academy of Technology, an
ACM Fellow, and a member of the board of the Computing Research Association.
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Keynote III:
Building Global Ecosystem for Collaborative
Computing Research and Education
Yi Deng
Abstract
I will present our experiences in developing international partnerships for collaborative,
interdisciplinary computing research and education, from the Latin American Grid
Consortium (LA Grid) to the NSF sponsored International Partnership for Research and
Education (PIRE) initiative, involving leading universities, industry and governmental
organizations in eight countries on four continents. I will discuss our partnership model,
our problem-driven research framework, as well as our approach of using research
collaboration to drive streamlined education and workforce development.

About Dr. Yi Deng
Yi Deng received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from the University of Pittsburgh in
1992. He currently serves as the Dean of School of Computing and Information Sciences
at the Florida International University (FIU) – the state university of Florida in Miami, a
position he has held since 2002. He is an accomplished leader in computing research and
innovation, and has led many large scale multidisciplinary research and education
initiatives. He founded and directed three research centers, including the Center for
Advanced Distributed System Engineering, the NSF Center of Emerging Technologies
for Advanced Information Processing and High Confidence Systems, and the IBM Center
for Autonomic and Grid Computing at FIU. He co-founded the Latin American Grid (LA
Grid) Consortium with IBM, an innovative international partnership for computing
research and workforce development, with 11 member institutions in the US, Puerto Rico,
Mexico, Spain and Argentina.
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Transformations for Rapid Prototyping of Time-Critical
Applications
Shi-Kuo Chang1, Zhoulan Zhang1, Colin J. Ihrig1
Paolo Maresca2 and Valentina Ternelli2
1
Department of Computer Science
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 USA
chang@cs.pitt.edu
and
2
Department of Computer Engineering
University of Naples
Naples, Italy
paomares@unina.it

Abstract: Application software nowadays tends
to be more intelligent to perform actions
autonomously, and the development of such
software tends to have shorter turn around time.
In our approach for designing distributed
intelligence systems, each object called a TeleAction Object (TAO) is enhanced by an index
cell (IC). Objects enhanced by index cells can
perform actions by themselves. Therefore
intelligence is distributed to these tele-action
objects. An IC system is an active index
consisting of a network of index cells that
embodies a lot of distributed knowledge to
enhance the overall intelligence of the
application software. In the rapid prototyping of
time-critical applications, intelligent application
software can be generated by combining the
technologies of IC cards, IC system (active
index), relational mining and time management
to transform IC card specifications into
executable codes, thus accelerating and
simplifying the development of time-critical
applications. The Methodology for this
transformation approach is described in detail in
this paper.

possess the following characteristics: (a) it can
integrate web services, components and legacy
software into a functioning system; (b) it must be
operational before deadline and remain
operational until expiration time; and (c) it must
satisfy user-specified timing constraints. These
characteristics indicate that application software
should be intelligent and capable of performing
autonomous actions.
In our approach for the rapid prototyping of
distributed intelligence systems, each object is
called a Tele-Action Object (TAO), which is a
multimedia object with associated hyper-graph
structure and knowledge structure [4]. A TeleAction Object can be as simple as a single piece
of information without connection or relation to
any other objects. Or we can combine several
TAOs in certain connections into a new complex
TAO and/or add certain knowledge to a TAO.
Basically the TAO is further refined as two parts
(G, K): hyper-graph G and knowledge K. For a
TAO the hyper-graph G is used to describe the
connections and relations between the sub-TAOs
within it. The knowledge K is used to describe
the actions.

1. Introduction
Recent advances in communications technology,
web-based applications and service oriented
architecture have stimulated the need for
application software development with shorter
and shorter turn-around time.
Nowadays
customers require application software to
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The private knowledge specific to that object is
enhanced by an index cell (IC). Index cells [2]
behave like agents; however there can be
numerous index cells. Objects enhanced by index
cells can perform actions by themselves.
Therefore intelligence is distributed to these tele-

action objects. Objects may also contain
multimedia data. An IC system is an active index
[2, 3] consisting of a network of index cells that
embodies a lot of distributed knowledge to
enhance the overall intelligence of the
application software.
Based upon index cells and tele-action objects, in
the rapid prototyping of time-critical applications
we propose an approach by combining the
following technologies:
–
IC cards,
–
IC system (active index),
–
Relational Mining for appropriate web
services,
–
Time Management Techniques.
The IC cards enable the visual specification of an
application. It captures the interaction patterns
and timing constraints. The interaction patterns
depict how the objects interact with each other,
and the timing constraints indicate how much
time the objects have for action before deadline.
The interaction patterns lead to relational graphs
specification and protocols, finally the
transformation into IC system (active index).
The timing constraints lead to time analysis
based upon Petri net. The intelligence of ICs in
IC system enables the ICs to automatically locate
the agents they want to communicate with, and
this relational mining mechanism can be used to
discover appropriate web services. In
component-based software engineering, “gap
fulfillment” of the right components uses a
similar approach.
The rapid prototyping environment and tools are
illustrated by Figure 1.1. The user/developer
first creates and edits the IC cards using the IC
Card Management System, which generates an
XML specification XMLicc. Next the user/
developer can design an IC system based upon
the user requirements specified by XMLicc using
the
Multimedia
Knowledge
Eclipse
Environment, which in turn produces another
XML specification XMLicx. The IC Software
Engineering
Environment
accepts
the
specification of the IC system XMLicx, compiles
it into executable code, runs the code and
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produces runtime snapshots for tracing the
execution. Since traceability is maintained by
the rapid prototyping environment, the
user/developer can go back to change the
requirements by modifying the IC cards,
redesign the IC system, and test it again. Using
the above tools the rapid prototyping and
development of time-critical applications
becomes easier and more effective.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we present the IC card structure and its XMLicc
schema. In Section 3 the visual editor for the IC
system, MKEE, is described. In Section 4 we
show where the XMLicc schema and XMLicx
schema differ and how to transform one schema
into the other. The compilation of the XMLicx
of an IC system into codes is explained in
Section 5. Section 6 describes the IC software
engineering environment. In Section 7 we
discuss further research topics.

2. IC Card and its XML schema
An IC card is the user’s or developer’s
specification of an active object or an agent [5].
An active object usually interacts with other
active objects according to certain interaction
patterns. There are six basic interaction patterns
– quiet (meaning this active object has no tasks
and has no interactions with other active
objects), by-myself-no-interaction, by-myselfwith-interaction, by-others-no-interaction, byothers-with-interaction, and mixed (meaning
both active objects have to do tasks and they
have interactions). Figure 2.1 shows an example
of defining an active object using IC card [5], in
which interaction pattern and timing constraint
are included.
User/developer

ICCard

ICCard
Manageme
ntSystem

XMLjcc

Multimedia
Knowledge
Eclipse
Environmen
t

XMLjcx

ICSoftware
Engineering
Environmen
t

Cod

KnowledgeBase

Figure 1.1. Tools for the rapid prototyping
environment of time-critical applications.


Figure 2.1.An IC card with interaction patterns.


The IC Card Management System enables
efficient editing, organization, and management
of IC cards. It maintains a list of icCardEntry,
which is a collection of icCard. Each
icCardEntry has icEntryName, along with
EntryId indicating which group an icCard
belongs to.
For each icCard, it includes the following
attributes:
–
icName: name of the IC
–
icId: id of the IC
–
icDescription: description for the IC
–
icIntPattern: how current IC interacts
with another IC, can be one of the six patterns
–
icMyTask: task of the current IC
–
icTimeCriticalCondition: the timing
constraints imposed on the IC
–
icNumberTotal: N, the total number of
IC cards to describe current IC
–
icNumberCurrent: i, the ith IC card (if
N IC cards are used to describe the IC)
icCard also has a sub-element icOther, which
keeps the needed information to interact with
another IC. It includes such attributes:
otherId: the id of the other IC which the
current IC will communicate with
icOtherName: the name of the other IC
icOtherMessage: the message sent to
the other IC
icOtherTask: the other IC’s task

3. The Visual Editor for IC System
The MKEE (Multimedia Knowledge Eclipse
Environment,
can
be
found
at
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http://eclipse.dis.unina.it/MkeeSite/)
is
an
Eclipse Development Environment that provides
the modeling of multimedia applications and the
sharing of knowledge owned by multimedia
objects. A multimedia application can be
modelled in terms of intelligent objects, i.e., the
TAOs [4], which are tele-action objects related
by hyper-graph G and enhanced by knowledge
K. Every object reacts differently depending on
the input that it receives from the outside. The
mechanism of answering to the stimuli can be
realized by associating a private knowledge to
the TAO through the Index Cells [2]. Therefore
the application software constructed using this
approach supports both the static description of
the multimedia application in terms of TAO
objects, and the definition of Index Cells net
representing the dynamics structure.
A typical IC system is made up of a series of
interacting Index Cells, which communicate with
each other through message passing. A typical
Index Cell has such structure as shown in Figure
3.1:

Figure 3.1. The Index Cell Structure.


The Index Cell is a particular Finite State
Machine which accepts Input messages, executes
operations and sends one or more output
messages to one or more IC or to external
environment. The amount and type (or types) of
IC depends on the state and Input Messages. It is
a Mealy model machine and, according to the
problem domain, could be deterministic or nondeterministic, but as theory states, any ND-FSM
could be transformed in a deterministic FSM.
An example of the visual specification of an IC
system based on the healthcare application is
illustrated in Figure 3.2. In this IC system,
Camera captures patient’s images and Sensor
captures patient’s health conditions such as
blood pressure and temperature. A disabled

patient cannot make alert request by
himself/herself, so an alert is initiated by Sensor
and/or Camera. Emergency Alert forwards the
alert information to Hospital Response when any
parameter’s threshold is reached. Then both the
Doctor and Nurse will be informed. Nurse will
be dispatched to assist the disabled patient if
necessary, and Nurse can communicate with
Doctor.

Figure4.1. IC Card XML and IC System XML


The mapping between IC card in IC Card
Management System and Index Cell in MKEE
IC system is shown in Table 4.1. The matching
shows that the two specifications are indeed
compatible.

Figure 3.2. A Disabled Patient IC System.


MKEE has the advantage to be a
hardware/software platform independent and
enable designer to speedily generate application.
These advantages are very important in the
healthcare environment where a lot of hardware
devices and interface to manage there exists. The
MKEE tool generates XMLicx specifications of
the IC system. Therefore it can be used to serve
as the front end for the IC system compiler.

Table 4.1. Map IC Card to MKEE IC System
IC Card Management
System
icCardType.icId
icCardType.icName
icOtherType.icOtherMess
age
icOtherType.icOtherName

icCardType.icMyTask/
icOtherType.icOtherTask/
icCardType.IntPattern
icCardType.
icTimeCriticalCondition

4. Mapping between IC Cards and
MKEE IC System
In MKEE the Index Cell is a little different from
the IC depicted by IC card. While mapping the
same name and id from IC card to Index Cell,
Index Cell provides more details such as states
and transitions than IC card does. Although the
visual representations of IC card Management
System and the MKEE IC System are different,
they both can be represented by XML, which
facilitates the sharing of data across different
information systems. Figure 4.1 shows the treestructured XML schemas used in IC card and IC
system.
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MKEE IC System
IndexCell.id
IndexCell.name
Message.name
(The message sent to
target IC)
IndexCell.name of
other IC
(The target IC name
of output message)
Relate to the action
target in transition
(external/source)
Parameter.dataValue
(Time parameter in
messages)

Specifically for the timing constraints, users can
indicate the time during which a task should be
done in an IC card’s TimeCriticalCondition
field. In an IC system, similar timing constraints
can be imposed through the parameter of
message in transition.
Since both IC Card Management System and
MKEE are built on Ecore models, we can use
IBM Model Transformation Framework (MTF)
to implement partial transformations between the
two models. MTF provides an extensible rules
language that can be used to define what the

transformation should accomplish, and a
transformation engine which can interpret the
rules in order to perform the transformation.
MTF works on models described by a
compatible meta-model in order to express the
correspondences in a consistent way. The output
of MTF transformation is a set of mappings that
relate the objects of two models. The user can
specify the mapping as a relation that defines the
type of mapping that will apply to model class
instances.

5. Compiling IC Specifications
Modern compilers are typically made up of five
conceptual phases. The first three phases, lexical
analysis, syntax analysis, and semantic analysis,
are grouped together to form the compiler’s front
end. The fourth conceptual phase is code
optimization and is referred to as the middle end.
The final phase, dubbed the back end, is the code
generator.
The front end is responsible for recognizing
validity, or lack thereof, of source language. It
also shapes the source language into an
intermediate representation (IR), typically an
abstract syntax tree (AST) for the middle and
back ends. In the case of the IC system, the
MKEE visual editor creates the AST. The AST
is then analyzed for proper semantics by the
compiler. Upon completion of semantic analysis,
the task of the front end is complete.
The middle end of the compiler analyzes and
transforms the IR through optimizations, so as to
improve code quality such as reduced execution
time. The IC system compiler does not currently
perform any optimizations.
The back end generates the final output in the
target language. Contrary to the front end, the
back end is source language independent and
target language dependent. The IC system
compiler generates Java classes, which can be
used in cross-platform web applications.
5.1. Input to the IC System Compiler
The MKEE tool is an Eclipse visual editor for
specifying IC system. It outputs an XMLicx file
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describing an IC system. XML documents, due
to their inherit tree structure, provide an obvious
mapping to an AST in a typical compiler. Once
the XML file is created, it can be processed by
the IC system compiler. The compiler reads in
the XML file, and creates an internal IR. The
MKEE tool outputs valid XML files. However,
the XML may not be semantically correct for
code generation. Semantic analysis is performed
on the IR, and, pending valid semantics, output
as a set of Java classes. The Java classes can in
turn be used in web based Java Server Pages
(JSP) applications.
When a JSP page is
accessed, a web page is dynamically created by
compiling the Java classes used by the page.
The use of server side computation and the Java
programming language allows for platform
independence and rapid development of web
applications.
5.2. Semantic Analysis
The top level of the IC system is a collection of
Index Cells. Index Cells are composed of States
and Transitions. For type checking purposes, all
immediate children of an Index Cell must be of
type State or Transition. States themselves must
have a type of internal, entering, or ending. A
value of entering indicates that this is a start
state. All Index Cells must have exactly one
State of type entering. There can be multiple
ending and internal states. Each Index Cell must
also have a maximum lifetime value. Index
Cell’s which do not persist forever will have a
numeric value specifying the lifetime in
milliseconds. Once the length of the lifetime has
expired, the Index Cell will die.
Transitions are hierarchal objects composed of
Actions, Input Messages, and Output Messages.
Transitions have a source state and a target state.
Both the source state and the target state must be
resolvable to valid State structures. Transitions
also must have a type of boundary or internal.
Internal transitions occur between states in the
same Index Cell. Boundary transitions occur
between states in different Index Cells and are
used to pass messages. Internal transitions

areused to drive the progression between States
in an Index Cell.
Messages and Actions are composed of
Parameters. Parameters must have a data type
and data value, as well as a name property.
Output Messages have a Target Index Cell that
must be resolvable to a valid Index Cell. Actions
have simple semantics, requiring only a name.
5.3. Code Generation
The code generator of the IC system compiler
creates a set of Java classes that can be used in
JSP applications. The code generator is based on
a set of transformation rules. The following
example illustrates the transformation from
MKEE formatted XML to Java code. It is worth
mentioning that names in MKEE are entered by
the user.
The user-provided names are
transformed to ensure that they are valid
identifiers in the Java language. A simple Index
Cell taken from the previously described
disabled patient IC system is shown in Figure
5.1. The visualization of the Index Cell will
result in the MKEE XML in Listing 5.1. The
MKEE XML is passed to the compiler. The
compiler will apply a set of transformation rules
to the XML resulting in Java source code. Table
5.1 contains a non-exhaustive listing of
transformation rules used in the compiler.
Transforming most of the XML is a relatively
straightforward process. Transitions provide the
most challenging transformation process. The
Transitions along with the States are transformed
into the Index Cell’s transition function. The
Java implementation of the transition function
for the example Index Cell is shown in Listing
5.2.

<indexCell
currentState="//@icSystem/@indexCell.0/@state.0" id="ic1"
maxLifeTime="infinity" name="Camera">
<state name="state1-1"/>
<state name="state1-2"/>
<transition id="trans1"
source="//@icSystem/@indexCell.0/@state.0"
target="//@icSystem/@indexCell.0/@state.1">
<message xsi:type="ic:OutputMessage" id="msg1"
name="patient's image">
<targetIC>ic3</targetIC>
<parameter dataType="time" dataValue="Tc"
name="Tc"/>
</message>
<action body="collect image info periodically" id="act1"
name="msg1" target="source"/>
</transition>
</indexCell>

Listing 5.1. Specification of an Index Cell.
Table 5.1. Example Transformation Rules.
MKEE XML
<indexCell id=””>

Æ

<indexCell
currentState=””>
<parameter
dataType=””/>
<action id=””>
<targetIC></targetIC>
<message id=” ”>

Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ
Æ

Java
Transformation
public class 
extends
IndexCell
This.currentState
= ;
new ()
private void ()

new
( “”,
“”,  )

public void transition() {
switch( this.currentState )
{
case icSystemindexCell0state0:
changeState( icSystemindexCell0state1 );
break;
case icSystemindexCell0state1:
if ( this.previousState ==
icSystemindexCell0state0 ) {
act1(); postMessage( new msg1( "ic1", "ic3",
new Object() ) );
}
else stateError();
break;
default:
stateError();
}
}

Listing 5.2. Example Transition Function.

In the target code, each Index Cell is
implemented as a separate Java class. Each
Index Cell class is a thread, in order to allow
multiple Index Cells to run concurrently. The
States of an Index Cell are implemented as a
finite state machine based on the Transitions
between them. Messages are implemented as
objects which are passed between Index Cells.

Figure 5.1. Visualization of an Index Cell.
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The Messages’ Parameters are implemented as
the objects’ data fields with corresponding
inspector functions. Actions are implemented as
function calls.
An Action’s Parameters
correspond to the arguments to the function.
Each Index Cell transitions through its state
machine until its lifetime expires. On state
transitions, any corresponding output messages
and actions are executed. If the next state
expects an Input Message, the thread will sleep
until it receives any messages it is expecting.
Finally, the next transition will be taken.
The code generator can be enhanced by
relational mining as follows. If through the
relational mining technique an appropriate web
service is found to perform certain functions,
then the code generator will only produce the
Java class to invoke the available web service.

6. The IC Software Engineering
Environment
The IC Software Engineering Environment
(ICSEE) is an environment for compiling and
generating Java codes from MKEE XML output.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the interface of ICSEE. The
ICSEE main screen shows the various stages
including UploadXML, Parsing, Generate,
Compile, Load and Instantiate, as well as the
options of Save, Delete, Logout, and ReadMe.
We will also use the disabled patient example
here. Figure 6.1 illustrates the results after
UploadXML, showing the various Index Cells.
After uploading the disabled patient XML which
is generated by MKEE, click the “Parsing”
button. Then all the Index Cells including
Camera, Sensor, Sensor Emergency Alert,
Hospital Response, Expert, and Nurse will be
parsed and displayed in “Index Card
Information” section. The Java source code will
be generated at the server side when user clicks
“Generate”. The server will start compiling the
generated Java source code, and the compiled
classes will be saved. When clicking “Load”, the
generated classes will be loaded into JVM; when
clicking “Instantiate”, the created instances will
be displayed in the "Index Cell Instances"
section.
Using ICSEE the user/developer can easily test
and trace the rapid prototyping process. The
generated Java code also lays the foundation for
further developing application software.
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7. Discussion
The transformation approach for rapid
prototyping of intelligent software applications is
described in this paper. The transformation from
IC systems into codes enables the user/developer
to explore the design space based upon different
IC systems. However the transformation from IC
cards to IC systems is still at best a manual
process. Our next objective should be to
(partially) automate this transformation.
There are different ways to realize the
transformation from IC cards to IC system:
developing syntactic transformation on the XML
documents, or developing graph transformation
algorithms to produce a target graph from the
initial graph, or using some AI techniques such
as rule-based approach. Following the first
approach, now we can find the matching
between IC cards and IC system and define the
mapping rules between the two models.
However the IC cards represent an initial
specification without details about interaction
protocols, timing considerations and protocols.
The mapping rules are incompletely defined.
Therefore the other approaches are still
necessary and require further investigation.
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Abstract

process models, and to execute them.
This paper summarizes the results of a case study to ﬁnd
out if prominent existing BPMS meet real-world expectations. Based on a detailed list of evaluation criteria covering
all steps relevant for BPMS (section 2), a real-life scenario is
used to evaluate two different BPMS - a multi-vendor system
based on tools from IDS Scheer and Oracle as well as a single
vendor system provided by Intalio (section 3). The results
are summarized in table 2. A more detailed description of
the scenario and the case study implementation as well as
a more in-depth discussion of the results is documented in [4].

Business Process Management Systems aim to support the
Business Process Management paradigm and to ease legacy
application integration. However, do such systems really
meet real-world requirements? This paper introduces and
discusses a set of criteria which are important for business
process management systems and applies these criteria in
comparing tools from three important vendors, namely IDS
Scheer, Oracle and Intalio based on a real-world case study.
Keywords: BPMS, usability criteria, Webservices

1. Introduction

2. Evaluation Criteria

Business Process Management Systems (BPMS) [7] are sets
of tools to support the Business Process Management (BPM)
life-cycle [5] that are either offered by one vendor, or multiple vendors offer parts of a BPMS. Smith [6] sees a list of key
advantages in using a modern BPMS: it bridges heterogenous
application environments, includes human activity by incorporating workﬂow, allows web service orchestration, provides
the opportunity to customize the whole process for speciﬁc
customers and partners, offers an integrated user interface
through a single portal and back-end integration, and monitors
process instances. Rather than introducing new technology
or replacing existing business applications, BPMS integrate
existing technologies and existing applications in a processoriented fashion. Based on this notion of BPMS, Smith and
Fingar [7] describe requirements for a BPMS as follows: a
BPMS should be able to support modeling, deploying, and
monitoring business processes, as well as to support integration of heterogeneous processes, automatization, and collaboration.
Table 1 depicts which BPMS tools support what step in
the BPM life cycle. Business process design includes process
documentation with a process notation, such as Event-driven
Process Chain (EPC) [3] notation and Business Process
Modeling Notation (BPMN) [9]. Conﬁguration includes
the transformation [2] from process models into formal
languages such as the Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL) [1]. Integration facilitates better reuse of existing
applications. BPMS allows easy deployment of conﬁgured

The criteria used to evaluate BPMS tools take a holistic
view on the entire process. The 23 criteria are clustered into
three layers which are introduced in [5]: questions 1–9 cover
the business layer, questions 10–19 address the integration
layer, and questions 20–23 address the execution layer. The
questions represent real-world requirements originating from
an industry project.
1. What kind of people are involved during design and
improvement in the BPM life cycle. These steps need
to be business driven, and ﬂexible, thus, people who
manage business processes, need to be in the position
to express their understanding of business, without
technically founded limitations.
2. Standard or proprietary design notation points out
if the process design notation in question was standardized by a group such as OMG or OASIS, or if
it is a vendor speciﬁc format. Moreover, does the
standard cover the graphical elements and the persistence of the notation? By using a standard notation,
it is easy to switch process design tools or exchange
process diagrams between different process design tools.
3. Industry acceptance shows if a process design notation is widely used in industry. Established notations
are more likely to provide supporting technologies
and middle-ware. In addition, if a design notation
is widespread, it might undergo further and constant
improvements.
4. Completeness of process design notations denotes
the expressive power of a notation (cf [8]). Business

∗ The ﬁrst author is funded by means of the German Federal Ministry of
Economy and Technology under the promotional reference 01MQ07012.
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Table 1. BPM tools used in the process life cycle
Design Conﬁguration Integration Deployment
IDS Scheer (ARIS)
Oracle
Intalio

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

SOA Architect
Business Architect
Process Manager
BPEL Designer
Process Server
Process Designer

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Execution

X
X
X
X

analysts need elements to express business tasks, business objects, and business partners. Missing elements
result in complex process diagrams emulating missing
constructs, which are difﬁcult to maintain.
Data management. indicates the possibility to design
business objects with the process design tool. Business
objects make the process diagram semantically richer
and better to understand for process stake-holders.
Is a methodology behind process design notation. A
methodology covers the semantics of the notation and
reduces the complexity of business process design via
guidelines how to use and how to combine the elements
of the notation.
Does the design tool support the full design notation in
its recent version. The more a tool supports a design
notation standard, the greater the ability to exchange
process diagrams.
Diagram repository states if the process design tool
accesses diagrams from a shared repository or from a
local machine. A process repository has the advantage
that more people are allowed to access processes, thus,
processes are viewed and re-viewed by more people,
which, to an extend, improve process diagrams.
Process version control shows if a process design
tool contains or has access to version control. Next
to a shared repository, this is a very useful tool for
maintaining process diagrams. Business analysts are
able to roll back to a prior version of the process, if necessary, or browse the evolution of a process for a better
understanding of the meaning behind the current version.
What kind of people are involved in the conﬁguration
and the integration step of the life cycle. Process
diagrams should not be altered much to be executed.
No change in business logic should be needed, but a
technical mapping is required. People on this level must
not be faced with the complexity of business logic.
Compatibility of design notation and execution language
refers to what extent the design notation is transformable
into the execution language. There are two main reasons
for incompatible languages: (i) languages are either
block-oriented or graph oriented or, (ii) languages may
support different concepts and use richer semantics.
Standard or proprietary execution language points out
if the execution language in question was standardized,
or if it is vendor speciﬁc. This covers the language and
the persistence of the language. Using a standard language eases switching execution engines or exchanging

process conﬁgurations between different engines.
13. Industry acceptance shows if an execution language is
widely used in industry. Besides the importance to use
standards, it is necessary to ﬁnd supporting technologies
and middle-ware to support execution languages.
14. Message type management. Is it possible to design or
even import message types with the conﬁguration tool?
Next to conﬁgure the ﬂow of business tasks between
applications, departments and companies, it is necessary
to deﬁne message types. These types may be imported
from service deﬁnitions, database table deﬁnitions or
class deﬁnitions from a programming language. Otherwise, they might be deﬁned with the conﬁguration tool.
15. Conﬁguration complexity measures how many tools are
needed for a successful process conﬁguration. Besides
an integrated conﬁguration tool, it may necessary to
apply conﬁguration to other middle-ware before deployment is possible. The more tools and middle-ware need
to be conﬁgured, the higher the complexity.
16. Is process conﬁguration part of a shared repository.
This criteria points out if the conﬁguration tool accesses
process conﬁgurations from a shared repository or from
a local machine. The former has the advantage that
more people access the conﬁguration, thus process
conﬁguration might be adapted by many people.
17. Is the process conﬁguration attached to the process
diagram. If there is a well-deﬁned link between a
process diagram and the process conﬁguration, changing
the diagram as well as the conﬁguration consistently
becomes much easier.
18. Is process conﬁguration bound to one execution platform refers to the vendor lock issue. This is the case, if
process conﬁgurations are only be executed on the platform which the process diagram was conﬁgured with.
This may happen if execution engines do not support
standards or industry accepted execution languages.
A vendor lock makes it difﬁcult to switch between
different execution engines.
19. Legacy applications integration explains what kind
of applications and their services may be integrated.
However, middle-ware technology makes it possible to
integrate those application as services.
20. What kind of people are involved in the deployment
step. System analysts should be qualiﬁed to accomplish
this task. If other than the system analyst needs to be
involved, process deployment is a too complex step.
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21. Deployment tool integration tells whether a deployment
tool is integrated into an IDE or not. Users do not need
different tools, the acceptance of the user is higher and
users already know how the tools behave.
22. Deployment complexity measures how many tools are
needed for a successful process deployment. Next to
an integrated deployment tool, it may be necessary
to deploy to more than one execution engine. The
more deployment steps are required, the higher is the
complexity for process deployment.
23. Process version control. This refers to what will
happen if instances of a process are running and a new
version of that process will be deployed. There are
four possibilities. Firstly, all instances are stopped and
deleted. The new process will be deployed. Secondly, a
deployment of a new version is refused, when instances
of that process are still running. Thirdly, the tool tries to
merge running instances with the new process deﬁnition.
If a merge is possible, the new version will be deployed,
otherwise the deployment will be refused. Running
instances may run until they terminate. New instances
are based on the new version of the process. The old
version of that process will be archived when every
instance has been terminated.
These criteria are used to evaluate the different tools when
realizing the example process that is introduced next.

in today’s business. Moreover, it spans more than one
company’s department and more than a single application.
Hence, it is suitable to check technical capabilities and business to business integration issues. The results of applying
our criteria when implementation GSIS using two different
BPMS are summarized in table 2; for a detailed discussion
refer to [4].

4. Outlook
Future work has to include better integration of different tools
into a BPMS. Further adoption and improvement of standards, such as BPEL, and WSDL might tackle this issue. Tool
providers must enhance tool functionality and better separate
the roles in the life cycle. Moreover, process design notations must advance in the direction of BPMS, that is, that
business processes are intended to be supported by webservices. Lastly, as business processes become executable and
traceable by means of process portals, BPMS should permit
the monitoring of important data and processing of this data.
Business analysts might even model Key Performance Indicators (KPI) with a process design notation and get processed
results for process instances on those indicators. This allows
to identify bottlenecks and shortages in business processes.
Only after lots of ambitious efforts and their successful
completion over the next years, BPMS will become easier to
use during the entire life cycle of business processes.

3. Case Study and Results
References

Two companies are involved in the case study: Shade Tree
Garage (STG), a garage shop in New Jersey, repairs cars for
nearly all makes of cars wehereas the SPC company manufactures car spare parts and distributes them to garage shops.
Prices for spare parts are not ﬁxed and change on a daily basis.
Shade Tree Garage wants to minimize its stocking costs and
to maximize planning reliability. SPC identiﬁes this demand
as a selling proposition, and intends to offer a Garage Shop
Information System (GSIS) to garage shops.
The business process, which is shown in ﬁgure 1, offers
price information and quantity information for spare parts to
garage shops. On the business level, the following business
tasks are identiﬁed: (1) Request spare part information on the
garage shop side, (2) Receive spare part information request,
(3) Get price information for spare part, (4) Get quantity information for spare part, and (5) Send spare part information on the SPC side. The business objects include (1) unique
ID for spare parts, (2) Price, and (3) Quantity. On the service level, two services are needed: (1) PriceService, and (2)
QuantityService. Both services are available as web services
and provide a WDSL ﬁle. The appropriate message exchange
pattern between SPC and garage shops is a Request-Response
pattern. To access the GSIS, the GSISRequestMessage is used
which contains a placeholder for a spare part ID. Spare part
information is received by the GSISResponseMessage which
contains a placeholder for price and quantity information.
The case study comprises an end-to-end business process
that contains reasonable business logic and has relevance
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Figure 1. Case Study Process
Table 2. Evaluation: 1-9 – Business Level / 10-19 – Integration Level / 20-23 – Execution Level
ARIS Business Architect

Intalio BPMN Designer

1.
2.

Process owner, business analyst, process participant
EPC; not a standard, was published in 1992, XML based,
thus open.

3.

EPC is accepted in the industry for documenting and communicating processes within a company. Recently, SAP and
Oracle use ARIS tools to enable business analysts to interact
with middleware.
Complete
Possible
Architecture Integrated Information Systems (ARIS)
Full support
Global or local diagram repository
No version control

Business analyst
BPMN is an OMG standard, may replace UML activity diagram, only standard for graphical elements, not easy exchanged.
BPMN is seen as a workﬂow deﬁnition language, since it is
very rich in graphical elements. Business people hesitate to
use it since it is so rich at technical elements. Tool support
is available.
BPMN in general.
Possible with limitations
Speciﬁcation with instructions how to use the notation
Limited support
No repository
No version control

ARIS SOA Architect, Oracle BPEL Designer

Intalio BPMN Designer

System analyst, software developers
EPC → BPEL 1.1 Poorer to richer semantic translation
BPEL 1.1, Speciﬁcation from IBM & Microsoft
Accepted language, great tool support, missing concepts,
such as human people integration
Complete
Conﬁguration with two major tools necessary
Global or local service repository
Process diagram and process conﬁguration are linked,
though only the conﬁguration done in the SOA Architect.
It is possible to synchronize changes.
No vendor lock

Business analyst, system analyst, software developer
BPMN → BPEL 2.0 Different semantics
BPEL 2.0, Speciﬁcation from OASIS
BPEL 2.0 Speciﬁcation not yet adopted, no other tool support
Complete
Conﬁguration with one tool
Local service repository
Process diagram and process conﬁguration are attached.
Changes to either process diagram or process conﬁguration
affects the other.
Since BPEL 2.0 is not widespread, process conﬁguration is
limited to Intalio’s BPMS
Integration through web services (Connectors for SAP)

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.

19. Integration through web services

20.
21.
22.
23.

Oracle Process Manager

Intalio Process Server

System Analyst Software Developer
Integrated into the BPEL Designer
BPEL Designer and Process Manager
Parallel

System Analyst Software Developer
Integrated into the BPMN Designer
BPMN Designer and Process Server
Newer versions overwrite older versions
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Veriﬁcation of optimization algorithms: a case study of a quadratic assignment
problem solver
Tsong Yueh Chen∗, Huimin Lin†, Robert Merkel & Daoming Wang

Abstract
It is often difﬁcult to verify the solutions of computationally
intensive mathematical optimization problems. Metamorphic
testing is a technique to verify software test output even when
a complete testing oracle is not present. We apply metamorphic testing to a classic optimization problem, the quadratic
assignment problem (QAP). A number of metamorphic relations for the QAP are described in detail, and their effectiveness in “killing” mutated versions of an exact QAP solver is
compared. We show that metamorphic testing can be effectively applied to the QAP in the absence of an oracle, and discuss the implications for the testing of solvers for other hard
optimization problems.

1

Introduction

In software testing, an “oracle” is a means by which it is determined whether the output of a test case meets the software’s
speciﬁcation. In some cases, a convenient oracle is readily
available; however, there are many situations where the oracle’s evaluation is manually conducted, a slow and error-prone
process. For some applications - a notable example is scientiﬁc simulation - even this may not be possible.
Metamorphic testing is a testing technique designed to allow the checking of test output where there is no oracle, or it
is too expensive to verify against the oracle [1]. In this paper, we investigate the use of metamorphic testing on a class
of problems where oracles are difﬁcult to ﬁnd - mathematical optimization problems. A classic example of this class,
the quadratic assignment problem, serves as the subject of our
case study.

1.1

The Quadratic Assignment Problem

Mathematical optimization problems, in general, involve
ﬁnding the maxima or minima of functions, usually taking
∗ T.Y. Chen and Robert Merkel (corresponding author) are at at Swinburne University of Technology, John St.
Hawthorn 3122, Email:
{tchen,rmerkel}@swin.edu.au
† Huimin Lin and Daoming Wang are at the Institute of Software, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China, Email: {lhm,dmwang}@ios.ac.cn
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into account constraints of the function parameters. Many
practically important classes of optimization problems are
NP-hard1 , or even harder. In practice, given that we need an
actual solution rather than simply knowing the existence of
one, this means that verifying that a solution is indeed optimal can be very difﬁcult.
The Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) is a classic
example of this kind of difﬁcult operations research problem. Informally, the problem can be viewed as “the assignment of facilities to locations” [2]. For example, consider
a company which intends to build k factories denoted as
f1 , f2 , . . . , fk . The factories can be constructed in k distinct
locations l1 , l2 , . . . , lk . The output of some factories is used
as the input to others. The amount of goods that will move between factories is quantiﬁed as the “weight”. This weight can
be represented as a k × k matrix w, where w(i, j) represents
the weight of the items moving from factory fi to factory fj .
The relative expense of moving items around between locations can be represented in another k × k matrix c, where
c(i, j) represents the cost of moving a unit of weight from
location li to location lj . In many real-world applications,
the cost corresponds to the distance between two locations.
Therefore, it is common for c(i, j) and c(j, i) to be the same
for all i and j, and thus for the matrix to be symmetric, but
this is not compulsory according to the formal deﬁnition of
the problem. The quadratic assignment problem is to assign
factories to locations such that the total transport cost is minimised. More formally [3], the goal is to ﬁnd a bijection
g : {f1 . . . fk } → {l1 . . . lk } such that the following summation is minimised:
k 
k


w(i, j) c(g (i) , g (j))

(1)

i=1 j=1

Like many other optimization problems, the solution g may
not be unique (as will be illustrated in section 2.1).
Given that the problem is NP-hard, and the obvious practical applications, there has been a great deal of research to ﬁnd
efﬁcient approximation algorithms for the QAP (see [4] for a
survey).
In this paper, however, our interest in the QAP was in
demonstrating the detection of faults in an exact QAP solver.
1 in

their decision problem form

Lau [5] provides such a solver, implemented in Java. Primarily intended for educational purposes, this solver meets
our needs as a relatively straightforward implementation that
could be easily incorporated into a test harness. Lau’s code
base contains a large number of other methods that implement
other optimization algorithms, that are not executed when using the QAP solver. To avoid irrelevant and time-consuming
processing of this code in our experimental setup, methods
unrelated to the QAP (and thus never executed) were removed
from the source code.

1.2

Metamorphic Testing

Metamorphic testing [1] is a method for verifying test output in the absence of an oracle. It is based on the idea of taking
pre-existing source test cases T , and systematically generating a set of follow-up test cases T  based on T . While it may
not be known directly whether the program output on individual members of T or T  is correct, T  is constructed in such
a way so that certain relations between T , T  , and their corresponding outputs, must hold if the software is functioning
according to its speciﬁcation.
To take a simple example, consider that the software under test is designed to compute the sine of an angle θ. Elementary trigonometry tells us that sin (−θ) = −sin (θ) ∀θ.
We can use this property as a metamorphic relation to derive
follow-up test cases and relationships between the outputs for
the original and follow-up test cases. Therefore, if we have executed a test case θi with output sθi , we can derive a follow-up
test −θi . The output from the execution of the follow-up test
case −θi must be equal to −sθi for the metamorphic relationship to hold. If it does not, then a failure in the software under
test is revealed.
This metamorphic relation is a simple one-to-one correspondence between a single source test case and a single
follow-up test case, but metamorphic relations can be deﬁned
between multiple tests. For instance, consider the trigonometric tangent function. The tangent addition formula states
tan θ+tan φ
that for angles θ and φ, tan(θ + φ) = 1−tan
θ tan φ . To use
this metamorphic relation with two source test cases, θ and
φ, a follow-up test case (θ + φ) is constructed and executed,
and the metamorphic relation is then checked. Furthermore,
while these examples have made use of an equality relationship, this is not obligatory; other relationships can be deﬁned,
such as inequalities, greater-than or less-than relationships, or
non-numeric relationships such as subsets.
Metamorphic testing has been examined in a number of
contexts, including COTS component testing [6], contextsensitive middleware [7], and programs involving symmetries
[8]. It has been shown to provide effective testing in the absence of an oracle.
In this paper, we seek to demonstrate the application of
metamorphic testing for a solver of a well-known optimization problem.
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2

Some Metamorphic Relations for the QAP

For most software under test, there are many valid metamorphic relations that might be used to check software correctness. However, not all of them will be effective in revealing software failures; as a trivial example, if we have a program P that takes some input I (assuming there is no internal
state), and returns P(I), clearly P(I) = P(I) for all I. However,
this will probably reveal only a very few failures.
We devised a number of metamorphic relations that we
hoped would be effective for evaluating the correctness of a
QAP solver. The three types of metamorphic relations (six
relations in total), were identiﬁed quickly, over a few hours.
None of the authors had any previous experience in the area of
QAP solvers. All the metamorphic relations we constructed,
were evaluated experimentally. We did not cherry-pick a few
satisfactory metamorphic relations from a much larger, mostly
unsatisfactory bunch!

2.1

Relabelling

The labelling of factories and locations in the QAP does
not affect the nature of the solutions, only their names. For
instance, assume that we have a QAP of size 3 with an optimal assignment of f1 to l2 f2 to l1 and f3 to l3 . If we relabel
factories f1 , f2 , and f3 as f2 , f3 , and f1  respectively, without changing the weights between the relabelled factories, we
know that assigning factory f2  to l1 , f3  to l2 , and f1  to l3
will be optimal for the relabelled QAP.
However, for any given QAP, there may be more than one
optimal solution - for a trivial example, consider a QAP where
all weights are zero and hence every possible assignment is an
optimal solution. However, the QAP solver does not guarantee to return any particular optimal assignment. Therefore,
we cannot assume that the optimal solution found to a relabelled problem will be the corresponding relabelling of the
optimal assignment found for the original problem. However,
all optimal solutions by deﬁnition have the same total cost;
therefore, any optimal solution to the relabelled problem will
have the same total cost as the optimal solution to the original
problem.
Consider the QAP denoted by Qa with weight and distance
matrices deﬁned as follows:
0 5 8
0 7
2
wa = 0 0 0 , ca = 7 0 10
(2)
0 4 0
2 10 0
If we relabel the factories such that f1  = f3 , f2  = f1 , and
f3  = f2 , we can obtain a weight matrix wa :
0 0 4
(3)
wa  = 8 0 5
0 0 0
Similarly, if we relabel the locations l1  = l2 , l2  =
l3 , l3  = l1 , we get a distance matrix ca :

0
ca  = 10
7

10
0
2

7
2
0

(4)

The QAP instance Qa , with weight matrix wa  and distance matrix ca has an optimal solution with exactly the same
cost as Qa . The QAP instance Qa , with weight matrix wa
and distance matrix ca  will also have an optimal solution with
the same cost, as would (though we did not use this) Qa 
with wa  and ca .
We implemented this metamorphic relation by developing
a tool that randomly permutes the weight of any given problem instance, and then separately permutes the distance of
the problem instance, resulting in two follow-up problem instances. The QAP solver is then used to solve both the source
problem instance Qa and the two follow-up problem instances
Qa  and Qa . The total cost of all three must be equal.

2.2

increase by d · . For this relationship to hold, there must be
no “isolated” factories (that is, factories for whom all weights
are 0) in the existing problem.
For instance, consider again Qa from the previous section.
The distance matrix for the follow-up test cases, Qa  and Qa ,
ca , is deﬁned as follows:
0
7
ca  =
2
M

7
0
10
M

2
10
0
M

M
M
M
0

(5)

We can deﬁne the corresponding weight matrices, wa  for
the zero-weight case, and wa  for the non-zero weight case:
0
0
wa  =
0
0

5
0
4
0

8
0
0
0

0
0
, wa  =
0
0

0
0
0
0

5
0
4
0

8
0
0
0

0
0
1
0

(6)

Adding a new factory

There is no straightforward way to predict the effect on the
optimal solution after an arbitrary addition of a factory and
location to an existing QAP. However, if it is possible to ensure that any optimal solution must have the new factory being
placed in the new location, calculating the cost of the optimal
solution to the expanded problem, is then quite straightforward.
One way to ensure this is to make the new location a very
long distance M from all the existing locations (much greater
than distances between existing factories), and assign zero
weights between the new factory and all existing factories. As
discussed earlier, there is the possibility that there are multiple optimal solutions to the original QAP, and therefore there
are multiple optimal solutions for the expanded QAP. If this is
the case, we cannot be sure that the optimal solution found by
the solver for the expanded QAP will simply be the optimal
solution found for the original one, with the new factory assigned to the new location. Regardless, any optimal solution
must have the new factory in the new location, and hence the
total cost must not change.
One potential ﬂaw in such a scheme is that there are still
certain obvious types of faults that such a relation will not
detect. For instance, consider a bug in the cost calculator
such that it always ﬁnds a total cost of 0, regardless of the
assignment of factories to locations. Therefore, a modiﬁed
version of this metamorphic relation was sought. Instead of
zero weights between the new factory and all existing factories, one existing factory fi is chosen randomly, and a weight
smaller than all existing non-zero weights is assigned between
the new factory fn and fi , with weights between the new and
existing factories other than fi set to 0. In this case, the new
factory will still be assigned to the new location, but the cost
of an optimal solution will be increased. If the distance between fn and fi is d, and the weight is , the total cost will
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The QAP problem Qa  made up of wa  and ca  will have
the same total cost as Qa . The QAP problem Qa  deﬁned by
wa  and ca  will have a total cost M > Qa .
Both versions of this metamorphic relation, linking Qa
with Qa , and Qa with Qa , were implemented as described.

2.3

Merging

The previous metamorphic relations are straightforward
one-to-one correspondences. As explained in section 1.2, it is
possible to deﬁne metamorphic relations for the QAP involving multiple test cases. Here, we deﬁne a metamorphic relation based on the merger of two existing problem instances.
Such a merged problem Qm can be constructed in a fairly
straightforward manner from two smaller problems Qa and
Qb . The factories for Qm are the union of the factories
from Qa and Qb . If la1 , la2 . . . , laj designate the locations
in Qa , let lma1 , lma2 , . . . , lmaj designate all the locations in
Qm taken from Qa . For all possible pairs of lmaα and lmaβ ,
let the distance between them be the same as the distance between the corresponding locations in Qa , caαaβ . Similarly, for
lmb1 , lmb2 , . . . lmbk , the distances between the pairs should be
the same as the corresponding locations in Qb . The weights
for the merged problem should be constructed in the same
manner.
The key insight enabling the optimal solution to the merged
problem to be predicted is the distances and the weights between pairs, where one member of the pair is from Qa and
one from Qb . This can be achieved by making the distance
between the pairs of locations of this type some very large
value M - much larger than the distances between all pairs
where both are from Qa , or both from Qb . The weights between pairs of factories where one is from Qa and one from
Qb are zero. To minimise the total cost, any optimal solution
will ensure that the very long distances correspond with the

zero weights, and thus ensures that the factories corresponding to Qa are in one “cluster” of locations, with the factories
corresponding to Qb at the other cluster.
If the “clusters” of factories end up at the locations corresponding to their corresponding problems, the total cost of the
merged problem will be the sum of the two original problems,
thus giving us a metamorphic relation. But we must guarantee that the factories are located in this manner. The simplest
way to guarantee this is to ensure that the original problems
are of different sizes - any attempt by the solver to place the
factories in the “wrong” cluster will result in at least one very
large cost penalty, and will thus not be an optimal solution.
A second metamorphic relation can be created by a technique similar to that for adding nodes, by ensuring that there is
one small weight between a pair of factories, one in each cluster. One factory originally from Qa , fmaj , and a factory from
Qb , fmbk are randomly selected, and rather than a zero weight
between them a very small weight , smaller than all existing
weights, is added between them, such that w(aj, bk) = . The
total cost of the optimal solution to the merged problem is then
the sum of the total costs of the original problems and  × Δ.
To illustrate this, we consider Qa from the previous examples, and Qb deﬁned as follows:
0 20
0 0
wb =
0 0
5 0

0
0
0
10 0
25
,c =
0 30 b
15
0
0
22

25
0
12
44

15 22
12 44
0 68
68 0

cm

7
0
10
M
M
M
M

2
10
0
M
M
M
M

M
M
M
0
25
15
22

M
M
M
25
0
12
44

M
M
M
15
12
0
68

M
M
M
22
44
68
0

wm

5 8 0 0
0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0
0 0 0 20
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 5 0

0
0
0
0
10
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
30
0

Experimental evaluation

As we did not have access to a set of faulty QAP solvers,
we instead used the technique of mutation testing to assess the
effectiveness of our metamorphic relations.
In our experiment, we compared the proportion of mutants
killed by the various metamorphic relations we have devised,
to the proportion killed by checking against a pre-computed
correct solution - that is, with a test oracle.

3.1

(8)

Mutations - Jumble

Mutation testing is a well-established technique in which
faults are deliberately inserted into software to form “mutants” to determine whether a set of test cases can detect them.
It can be used for a number of different purposes, including
making an assessment of the quality of test cases in terms of
mutation scores, denoting the proportion of mutants killed.
Jumble [9] is a mutation testing tool designed for assessing
the quality of unit tests written in the JUnit unit testing framework for Java software. Jumble supports the evaluation of a
test case by the following procedure:
• identifying all locations in a Java class where its supported mutation operations can be performed, producing
a set of mutants.
• For each mutant, executing the speciﬁed JUnit test, and
recording whether the test detects a failure.

The weight matrix for the zero-weight case, wm and for
the weight case, wm , are as follows:
0
0
0
= 0
0
0
0

3

(7)

We can now deﬁne follow-up test cases for the two variants of the metamorphic relations, Qm for the zero-weight
case and Qm  for the weight case. In both cases, the distance
matrix cm is deﬁned as follows:
0
7
2
= M
M
M
M

0 5 8 0 0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0
0
1
0 4 0 0 0
0
0
0
wm  = 0 0 0 0 20 0
(10)
0 0 0 0 0 10 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 30
0 0 0 5 0
0
0
Qm has a total cost equal to the sums of the costs of Qa
and Qb , and Qm  has a total cost equal to Qm + M .
Both of these metamorphic relations were implemented as
described, with a small program written to transform two existing problem instances into a single merged one, with zero
or non-zero weight between a pair of members of different
original problems.

(9)
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• Reporting the proportion of mutants detected.
Jumble allows the user to specify a number of different
mutation methods, but by default two types of mutations are
enabled. The ﬁrst involves conditionals, where a condition in
an if, while, do, and for statements, is replaced by its
negation. The second default mutation type is for arithmetic
operators, where arithmetic operator is replaced by another
according to a predeﬁned table - for instance, the “+” operator
is replaced with “-”. Only the default mutation types were
used in our experiments.

3.2

Metamorphic Relation

Sample cases as source test data

For our experiment, we required some QAP instances that
could serve as the basis for a suitable source test set. Rather
than generating our own QAP instances, we started with some
sample instances from the QAPLIB library of quadratic assignment problem instances, which is widely used in the QAP
research community as a testbed to determine the performance
of new exact and approximate solvers. [10].
The nature of our experiment meant that even the smallest problems in QAPLIB were too slow to be practical. More
tractable QAP instances were created by selecting a contiguous, randomly selected subset of the factories and locations
in a problem instance in QAPLIB. The use of contiguous
subsets, rather than just selecting random factories and locations, was on the basis that many of the problem instances
in QAPLIB seemed to have the shortest distances to numerically contiguous factories, and many had quite sparse weight
matrices, with the vast majority of non-zero weights to near
neighbours. By this measure, we hoped to retain the “ﬂavour”
of the original problems.
Even so, the limited computing resources available made it
impractical to apply Jumble mutations to many different test
cases. Only a few test cases were therefore tried with each
metamorphic relation, but using a large number of mutants.
In this study, for most problems only three problem instances were used as the source test cases (referred to as t1 , t2
and t3 in Table 1). 768 mutants were tried with each test case.
For the “merge” relations, two source test cases are required,
and that the two source test cases must be of different sizes.
For these relations, three additional QAP instances, slightly
smaller than t1 , t2 , and t3 , were created by the same shrinking procedure. These new QAP instances were paired with
the corresponding ti to provide the necessary second source
test for the merge relation.

3.3

Testing procedure

For each selected QAP instance and each metamorphic relation (or pairs of problem instances in the case of the “merge”
metamorphic relation), a JUnit test case was created. The JUnit test executes the source test case, the follow-up test case,
and checks whether the speciﬁed metamorphic relation holds,
and succeeds or fails accordingly. Jumble was then used to
repeatedly apply the JUnit test to all the different mutated versions of the QAP solver. The proportion of mutants that were
detected was recorded.

4

Results

Table 1 shows the proportion of mutants killed by running
the three test cases and the various metamorphic relations. For
the merge relations, as noted previously, two source test cases
of different sizes were created to apply this relation. For these
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Oracle
Relabelling
Add (zero weight)
Add (weight)
Merge (zero weight)
Merge (weight)

Mutants killed (%)
t1 t 2 t 3
71 73 75
13 13 14
25 25 25
75 74 74
21 22 24
77 74 76

Table 1. Proportion of mutants killed by metamorphic relations

relations, therefore, the column ti should be read as “ti and
another, smaller, source test case”.
It is not surprising that the oracle case did not kill all mutants, simply because a single test case is not necessarily a
failure-revealing input for any speciﬁc mutant. What may
be slightly more surprising to the reader is that the performance of two of the metamorphic relations, “Add (weight)”
and “Merge (weight)” is higher than that of the oracle. This
can also be explained in terms of the number of test cases executed. Effectively, “Add (weight)” executes two test cases for
each source test case, and “Merge (weight)” executes three
test cases for each pair of source test cases, while testing using the oracle only involves the execution of one test case. An
error revealed by any of the source or follow-up test cases may
violate the metamorphic relation and hence reveal the failure.
The results show dramatic differences in the effectiveness
of different metamorphic relations - the “Relabelling” relation detected around 13% of mutants, whereas the “Merge
(weight)” relation detected around 75% of mutants. This
shows that selection of metamorphic relations is vital for the
effective application of metamorphic testing
Furthermore, we observe that a seemingly minor difference
in a metamorphic relation - the difference between “weight”
and “zero weight” for both the “Add” and “Merge” metamorphic relations - results in dramatic differences in failurerevealing effectiveness. It is interesting to consider why
this small difference contributed to such contrasting failurerevealing effectiveness. There are a number of possible explanations. One explanation, discussed in [11], is that the
“weight” versions of the metamorphic relations led the program execution patterns in the follow-up test cases and the
source test cases to be more divergent, giving more chance
for a bug to be exposed. If so, this indicates that testers should
choose relations that encourage divergent execution patterns.
There are, of course, a wide variety of other metamorphic relations that could be tried for this problem. One property of the QAP, (and many other optimization problems),
is that a problem instance may have multiple optimal solutions. This makes it difﬁcult to devise metamorphic relations based on the mapping of factories to locations, rather
than the total cost. However, making metamorphic relations

conditional may make this easier. For instance, if problem
instance Q has assignments a and total cost t, we create a
follow-up problem instance Q identical to Q except that one
randomly selected weight value wm (i, j) = wm (i, j) + ,
where  is a positive constant. We can unconditionally say
that t ≤ t ≤ t +  ∗ cm (i, j). However, two other conditional
metamorphic relations exist. If the assignment for the optimal
solution for Q is still a, the total cost c must increase by precisely  · cm (i, j). Furthermore, if the cost increase is strictly
smaller than  · cm (i, j), a the assignment for the optimal
solution to Q, must be different to a.
In this experiment, we have used an exact solver that
guarantees to ﬁnd a globally optimal solution to the QAP.
In practice, heuristic approximation algorithms are typically
used; under such conditions, the metamorphic relations above
would not be suitable. Some work has already been conducted
in applying metamorphic testing to heuristic algorithms [12].
The dramatic difference in effectiveness of different metamorphic relations suggests it would be desirable to have some
method to screen a set of metamorphic relations to ﬁnd an effective subset. This study suggests that mutation analysis may
prove useful for this purpose.

5

Conclusion

In this study, we have shown that metamorphic testing can
be effectively used to ﬁnd faults in an exact QAP solver.
To our pleasant surprise, we found that it was relatively
easy, even for non-experts in the problem domain, to come
up with effective metamorphic relations. Even given the relatively small scope of this study, we feel that this is a strong
indication of the likely practical utility of this approach.
Our results suggest that the metamorphic testing approach
is very likely to be useful for ensuring the quality of other
solvers of hard optimization problems, given the difﬁculty of
verifying the correctness of their solutions.
The simplicity of metamorphic testing suggests that relatively inexperienced practitioners, or even end users, can perform useful veriﬁcation using this technique. The tester can
speciﬁcally target the properties that are important for their
own use of the software. Furthermore, the technique is very
straightforward to describe, and requires only a small amount
of domain knowledge to apply.
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A number of models exist for evaluating the
acceptance of new techniques and technology, in
particular the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
[8], which is considered the most applicable model in
many usage scenarios. The Method Evaluation Model
(MEM) [9], which uses the same TAM constructs, was
the first to be applied in the context of Functional Size
Measurement (FSM) procedures ([4], [10]).
From preliminary results obtained with MEM, we
define an acceptance model for model driven
measurement procedures, identifying particular factors
that affect perceptions of usefulness and ease of use.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we
present a brief overview of the literature. Section 3
presents our proposal to evaluate the acceptance of
FSM procedures. Finally, we present our conclusions
and suggest further work

Abstract
Software development based on transformation models
has resulted in increasing interest in full automatic
software measurement from conceptual models. In this
paper, we propose a theoretical model for evaluation
of the extent to which a model-driven measurement
procedure would be accepted in practice. We identified
a number of factors that could affect perceived
usefulness and ease of use, and which would in turn
affect the intention to use.
Keywords: acceptance model, software measurement,
model driven process, functional size

1. Introduction
Software measurement, considered in the literature as
essential for software product and process
improvement, has not yet been accepted in practice. A
study reported that 21.1% of software professionals
contacting the Software Engineering Institute from
2004-2005 did not use a measurement method [1].
Another study showed that less than 10 percent of
practitioners classified metrics programs as positive
[2].
In our experience, one important reason for this gulf
between researchers and practitioners is a lack of
confidence among practitioners, who view manual or
semi-automatic software measurement as a complex
and difficult undertaking.
However, with the appearance of the model-driven
development process, several proposals have arisen for
automatic measurement of specific artifacts developed
at early stages and in particular contexts
[3][4][5][6][7].
This paper aims to explore the various factors that
affect practitioners’ perceptions, and how such
perceptions can affect the acceptance of a modeldriven measurement procedure in practice.

2. Literature Review
According to Cooper and Zmud [11], acceptance is
one of the stages in the diffusion of technological
innovations, and is defined from an employee
perspective. This means that an organization’s
personnel are induced to commit to Information
Technology application usage. Acceptance must not be
confused with adoption; for Cooper and Zmud,
adoption is defined as stage where negotiations are
started in relation to the decision to adopt the
innovation and mobilizing of organizational and
financial resources for doing so.
The acceptance of technology has been investigated
in a number of different fields (Internet-based health
applications [11], multimedia information systems for
learning [12], CASE tools [13], etc.). However, in the
software measurement field few papers on this subject
were found in the literature. *
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• Intention to Use: the extent to which a person
intends to use a particular method.
We used MEM in its original form, and analyzed its
applicability to functional size measurement, based on
an integrative review of these three empirical
evaluations reported in [18].
Only one of the MEM relationships was
corroborated. This means that the intention to use an
FSM procedure is influenced more significantly by
perceived usefulness than by perceived ease of use. In
addition, the relationship between perceived usefulness
and ease of use was not significant for the FSM
procedures context.
We therefore came to the conclusion that perceived
usefulness should not only be evaluated with respect to
the effectiveness of the FSM procedure in achieving
objectives intended by the users, but that other factors
should be included.

Among the relevant literature is the proposal of
Umarji and Emurian [14] focused on evaluation of the
likelihood of acceptance of a metrics program. Their
model takes as input organizational culture, and the
nature of the metrics program.
Gopal et al. [15] researched the influence of
institutional factors on the assimilation of metrics in
software organizations. They also identified a set of
determinants for metrics program success [16]. These
determinants are divided into organizational and
technical variables.
In our research we do not deal with in-depth
organizational variables, since our proposal focuses on
measurement procedure acceptance from a software
practitioner’s perspective and on the intrinsic nature of
software measures.
To define our acceptance model, we first present
our experience using MEM [9] in the functional size
measurement context.

3.2. Extending the MAM to evaluate FSM
procedures

3. A Theoretical Model for Evaluating the
Acceptance of FSM Procedures

We have extended the MEM core (MAM) by the
inclusion of the factors that influence perceptions of
usefulness and ease of use when users are using a
model driven FSM procedure (see Figure 1). Two
types of factors were identified:
• Intrinsic Factors corresponding to quality and
tangibility of results, and the minimum number of
actions required for calculating the functional size
using an automated measurement procedure.
• Extrinsic Factors corresponding to the experience
and job relevance of the software practitioner.
Next, we describe each of the factors included in our
proposed model.

In this section, we define a model for evaluating the
acceptance of FSM procedures in practice by means of
the extension of a theoretical model.

3.1. Previous research: MEM and FSM
In the last seven years we have been working on
functional size measurement at early stages of the
model-driven development process, defining and
empirically evaluating three FSM procedures: 1)
OOmFP [4], a measurement procedure designed for
sizing conceptual schemas in function points; 2)
OOmFPweb [4], extended procedure to size Web
applications; and 3) RmFFP [6], a procedure designed
to measure size from object-oriented functional
requirements specifications.
The empirical evaluation of these FSM procedures
was carried out by applying MEM [9], with the results
of this evaluation reported in [4] and [10]. MEM
combines Rescher’s theory of pragmatic justification
[17], and Davis’s Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) [8]. The core of the MEM consists of the same
perception-based constructs as the TAM, but which
were adapted to evaluate Information System design
methods. These constructs are called the Method
Adoption Model (MAM).
• Perceived Ease of Use: the extent to which a person
believes that using a particular method would be free
of effort.
• Perceived Usefulness: the extent to which a person
believes that a particular method will be effective in
achieving intended objectives.

Figure 1. Model for evaluating acceptance of an
FSM Procedure
3.2.1. Quality of results. According to the ISO/IEC
14143-3 report [19], certain performance properties of
an FSM method have to be taken into account when
analyzing the quality of results. These properties are
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expressed in terms of accuracy, repeatability,
reproducibility and convertibility:
Accuracy: closeness of agreement between a
quantity value obtained by measurement and the true
value of the measurand.
Precision: closeness of agreement between quantity
values obtained by repeated measurements of a
quantity, under specified conditions, i.e. repeatability
and reproducibility.
Convertibility: this is defined as the ability to convert
the results obtained by applying two or more FSM
Methods in the measurement of the same set of
Functional User Requirements.
Automated
measurement
achieves
precision.
Therefore, we consider accuracy and convertibility as
quality properties that may influence the usefulness
perceived by the users when they use a Model-Driven
FSM procedure. We therefore propose that:
P1: There will be a positive relationship between
Quality of results and Perceived Usefulness

even though the procedure provides accurate and
convertible results, possibly because the use of the
FSM procedure is not relevant for the job type (e.g.
executive, project manager, designer, etc.) of the
software practitioner concerned.
We have redefined job relevance as the extent to which
an individual believes that an FSM procedure is
applicable and relevant to his or her job. Thus we
intend to examine whether:
P4: There will be a positive relationship between Job
Relevance and Perceived Usefulness
3.2.5 Experience. Various studies assert that subjects
with direct hands-on experience would be more likely
to hold stronger perceptions as to ease of use and
perceived usefulness of a technology, based on the
subjects’ ability to generate more beliefs and to
extrapolate from past behaviors related to their
experience
[21],[22].
We
hypothesize
that
measurement and modeling experience should have a
strong effect on user’s perceptions. For instance, less
experienced modelers may be unable to adequately
understand the software artifact to be measured, which
could cause erroneous perceptions regarding usefulness
and ease of use of an FSM procedure.
We define the experience factor as knowledge or skill
gained in use measurement and development methods
over a period of time.
Thus we propose the following:
P5: There will be a positive relationship between
measurement and modeling Experience and Perceived
Ease of use.
P6: There will be a positive relationship between
measurement and modeling Experience and Perceived
Usefulness.

3.2.2 Tangibility of results. This factor is also called
result demonstrability, which has been refined by
Moore and Benbasat for information systems and is
derived from Innovation Diffusion Theory used in the
sociology field [20].
In our case, even if a measurement procedure produces
effective (accurate, precise and convertible) results, if
these results are not interpreted by an indicator (they
are “indistinct”), users will have difficulty
understanding the usefulness of the measurement
procedures.
For this reason, we have redefined this factor as the
extent to which an individual believes that the results
of using a FSM procedure can be observable and
understandable. Thus we propose:
P2: There will be a positive relationship between
Tangibility of Results and Perceived Usefulness

3.2.6 External factors. These are factors that do not
depend on the measurement procedure in itself, but on
the organization as a whole. These include where the
business follows trends in the market based on
advertising and marketing or peer company use, or has
business priorities giving rise to time or cost
constraints, or the maturity level of an organization
[16]. We intend to determine whether these external
factors influence the intention to use a Model Driven
FSM procedure. Thus, we propose the following
premise:
P7: There will be a relationship between External
Factors and the intention to use.

3.2.3. Minimum actions. Previous empirical studies,
[4], [23] corroborated that for manual measurement,
measurement productivity1 has a positive effect on
perceived ease of use. However, this variable is
irrelevant for fully automated FSM procedures. We
believe that perceived ease of use could be influenced
by the minimum number of actions necessary for the
obtaining of the functional size. Therefore, we propose:
P3: There will be a positive direct relationship
between Minimum Number of Actions required to
obtain the functional size and perceived ease of use.

4. Conclusions and further work

3.2.4 Job relevance. It is possible for a model-driven
measurement procedure not to be perceived as useful
1

We have defined a theoretical model to evaluate the
acceptance of model-driven measurement procedures
from an individual perspective. This model was

Number of size units that can be measured per unit of time.
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defined by means of the extension of the MEM core
(MAM), by including two types of factors that
influence perceptions of usefulness and ease of use
(intrinsic and extrinsic factors).
We have considered result quality to be a primary
and intrinsic factor that will affect the intention to use
model driven measurement procedure. As these results
cannot in themselves be interpreted, another intrinsic
factor was used to evaluate whether obtained results
are understandable by practitioners when using an
estimation model (are tangible). Finally, as this
measurement is automated, manual measurement
productivity has not been considered. The minimum
actions required to obtain functional size in a model
driven context have been taken into account.
With respect to extrinsic factors that will influence
perceptions of usefulness and ease of use, we have
considered the factors that affect the practitioner’s
viewpoint when using a measurement procedure (e.g.
level of experience, job relevance and organizational
factors).
Finally, we plan to carry out an empirical study to
verify causality relationships between both extrinsic
and intrinsic factors and .the MAM constructs.
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Abstract
A large body of research in software requirement engineering domain has been dedicated to enhancing the structure of task scenarios using scenario schemas and predeﬁned structures. However, less attention has been paid to
the application of schemas in extracting design knowledge
from scenarios. In this paper, we propose a schema-based
technique to extract the design knowledge embodied in the
text of scenarios and represent them using multi-view design diagrams. In this context, we deﬁne a framework and a
scenario syntax that allow for generating a set of structured
scenarios that cover the requirements of a software system.
We deﬁne a novel scenario schema to parse the informal
text of scenarios and populate an objectbase to maintain
the design knowledge building blocks. Consequently, a set
of guidelines are deﬁned to incrementally build design diagrams for software views such as data and function. As a
case study, the design diagram generation for a restaurant
system is presented.
KEYWORDS: Knowledge; Transformation; Scenario;
Schema; Design; Multiple Views; Object base.

1 Introduction
Scenario-based knowledge extraction from requirements
has attracted signiﬁcant attention within the requirement engineering ﬁeld [13]. Scenarios are represented in a variety
of formal and informal methods ranging from simple text
and graphical media to relational algebra [6]. In this paper,
we deﬁne a scenario as “a structured narrative text describing a system’s requirements in terms of system-environment
interactions at business rule level”. Scenarios are considered as easy-to-use and effective means in different phases
of software engineering process, such as: requirement elicitation and analysis, design representation, code development, testing, and maintenance [11, 8, 10, 14]. A wide
range of research in knowledge extraction from software requirements attempt to investigate: the enhancement of scenario generation by using scenario schemas or pre-deﬁned

structures [3, 17]; scenario analysis and knowledge extraction [2]; and design-related document generation [15, 16].
In this paper, we introduce a novel technique to transform the knowledge from scenarios into well-formed design diagrams in two views of data and function. In this
technique scenarios are generated using domain knowledge
and in conformance with a regular expression syntax that
imposes a structure to the scenario representation. The proposed approach allows us to reuse the domain knowledge
and business rules within the scenarios through a scenario
template knowledge base. Further, the generated structured
scenarios are parsed using a novel scenario schema to populate an objectbase of design related entities and dependencies. The populated objectbase serves both as a data
source during the design diagram construction and as a
valuable electronic asset of design knowledge to be analyzed, augmented, and used during the maintenance phase
of the software system. Finally, the information in the objectbase is used to create standard diagrams, such as EntityRelationship diagram (ER) for data view, and function diagram for function view.
The contributions of this paper include: i) a framework
to transform the structured knowledge of the scenarios into
view-based design diagrams; and ii) a novel schema that allows for decomposing the scenarios into an objectbase of
design-related entities and dependencies. As a case study,
the design diagram generation for a fast-food restaurant system is presented.

2 Related work
The proposed approach in this paper relates to the literature for capturing and representing knowledge from task
scenarios for various purposes. We present several approaches and discuss their similarities and contrasts with
our work.
Anton and Potts [1] discuss different representations of
scenarios in object oriented software engineering and requirements engineering. Jarke et al. [9] present a review on
approaches to scenario-based requirement engineering and
research issues.
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3 Proposed framework
In this section, we discuss the steps for transformation of
the knowledge embodied in the text of scenarios into design
knowledge represented by two views data and function of a
software system. These steps are presented using the framework of Figure 1. In a nutshell, the proposed framework
generates a set of structured scenarios and uses a schema to
parse these scenarios into ingredients of the view-based design representations. The proposed framework consists of
three stages, as follows.

3.1 Stage 1: scenario generation
This stage consists of generating a set of structured textbased scenarios that conform with a regular expression syntax. To facilitate scenario generation and controlling the
format and vocabulary of the generated scenarios, a predeﬁned set of domain-speciﬁc templates can be utilized.

Design
construction

(Stage 1)
(Stage 2)

Scenario
decomposition

Scenario
generation

Add structured scenarios

(Stage 3)

Lamsweerde et al. [5] introduces KAOS methodology
that supports requirements extraction from high-level goals,
and assigns objects and operations to the various agents in a
system. Their meta-model has similarities with our schema,
however our approach aimed at extracting design diagrams
after capturing the requirements.
In [6] a formal representation of scenarios using tabular expression is introduced in order to simplify the tasks
of scenario validation, veriﬁcation, and integration. In [3] a
schema for semantic model of scenarios is deﬁned to help
requirement reﬁnements. Leite et al. [7] aid the process of
scenario construction and management by structuring scenarios using a conceptual model along with a form-oriented
language. However, in addition to requirement elicitation
and validation, our framework transforms the generated
structured scenarios into design diagrams. Damas et al.
[4] propose tool-supported techniques to generate behavior models from end-user scenarios, whereas we extract design diagrams from scenarios. Hufnagel et al. [16] present
a scenario-driven object oriented requirements analysis to
support design of a system. This approach does not deﬁne
a scenario schema and also it is methodology dependent. In
[12] a method for modular representation of the scenarios
is proposed that supports the reusability of the scenarios in
different design contexts. This approach is similar to ours
in the sense that it attempts to deﬁne a structure for the scenarios.
Overall, the signiﬁcance of our approach is that we generate scenarios using semi-structured templates and transform the knowledge within the text of scenarios into design
relevant knowledge using guidelines that provide a repeatable and view-based design reconstruction process.

Knowledge base:
− Scenario templates

Requirements:

Generate
scenario

Set of
candidate
scenarios

− Business rules
− Application domain

Conform
with
scenario syntax

Set of
qualified
scenarios
Map onto
sceneario
schema

Objectbase:
Validate
against
Requirements

Actor, Information, Action
Incremental
design
construction

Data
view

Function
view

Figure 1. The proposed design construction
framework from scenarios.

Consequently, at the end of this stage a set of qualiﬁed scenarios are produced that cover a part or the whole of the
system requirements.
Scenario structure. We deﬁne a structure for scenarios
that is imposed by the regular expression syntax in Figure
2 and the semantics that are deﬁned by the application domain’s business rules. In this scenario syntax, Actor, Action,
and WorkingInformation are the entity-types and actiontypes that will be deﬁned in Section 3.2. Each scenario
consists of a sequence of one or more Actors, Actions, and
Working Information, each of which can have between zero
or more Constraints. In this form we can generate syntactically correct scenarios which will be further decomposed to
populate the objectbase in Section 3.2 and generate design
diagrams in Section 3.3.
Scenario templates. In order to facilitate generation
of structured scenarios and reuse of the captured domain
knowledge and vocabulary, the proposed framework
leverages a tool to populate a knowledge-base of scenario
templates which are organized to store the structured
scenarios in a speciﬁc application domain. This allows a
software engineer to assemble scenarios using a repository
of domain-speciﬁc vocabulary that is maintained for a
software domain. Figure 3 illustrates a sample scenario
template form for a fast-food restaurant system. This form
consists of ﬁelds such as: Actor, Information, and Action,
where each ﬁeld possesses a vocabulary of corresponding
business terms. The generated scenario at the bottom of the
form is a proper assembly of the terms selected from these
ﬁelds.
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Scenario

:

{Actor + {Constraint}0..N }1..N + {Action + {Constraint}0..N }1..N + {Working information +
{Constraint}0..N }1..N

Figure 2. Regular expression syntax for scenario generation, where “+” and “0..N” represent composition and range, respectively.

Goal

1..*

1..*

Scenario
1
1..*

1..*

Data
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3.2 Stage 2: scenario decomposition
In this stage, the qualiﬁed scenarios are mapped onto
the proposed scenario schema in Figure 4 which allows us
to parse the structured scenarios and generate instances of
classes Goal, Actor, Working information, Action, and their
corresponding dependencies that are deﬁned in the scenario
schema. The generated instances incrementally populate
an objectbase of design knowledge that is used to generate
design-related diagrammatic representations.
Using the class diagram representation of the scenario
schema in Figure 4 the texts of the structured scenarios are
parsed and the resulting instances of the classes are stored in
the objectbase. The objectbase is represented as a group of
columns, where each column stores the instances of a class
in the scenario schema that belong to different scenarios. In
other words, a scenario (as a row) in the populated objectbase consists of the instances of the relevant classes of the
scenario schema that are stored in different columns, and a
unique index that identiﬁes the scenario.
As shown is Figure 4, in our model every instance of
the Scenario class is composed of one or more instances
of Actor, Working information, and Action classes, and
zero or more instances of Dependency class. Every Action,
Actor, and Working information is associated with zero
ore more Constraints. Moreover, every Scenario instance
is associated with one or more instances of Goal class.
In the rest of this section the classes of the proposed

Action
dependency

Data
dependency

Figure 3. Scenario generation template form
for a fast-food restaurant system.

Figure 4. Scenario Schema to parse a scenario and populate an objectbase.

scenario schema are introduced along with examples from
a fast-food restaurant system domain.
Goal: represents the reasons and the desired effects for
which the subject system has been produced and used. A
goal can be functional which corresponds to performing a
task, or objective which refers to achievement of a quality
for the system. Examples of goals in a fast-food restaurant
system are as follows: handling payment (functional),
preparing food (functional), and shortening order preparation time (objective).
Actor: an actor is a “human” or a “system” or a
“component of a system” that interacts with other actors
during the execution of the scenarios. Examples of actors
in a restaurant system include: order taker (human),
raw material supplier (system), or food assembly station
(component of a system).
Action: an action is an activity that is performed by an
actor during the execution of the scenarios. Generally, an
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action manipulates an instance of Working information.
Actions can be categorized into three different types of
Input, Internal, and Output, based on the scope of the
system. Examples include: taking order (input), computing
the price of an order (internal), and delivering food (output).
Working information: refers to the information that
is manipulated (exchanged, transported, communicated,
operated on, stored, etc.) by the scenario’s actor during
the execution of the scenario’s actions. Examples are:
customer’s order, raw material, menu item, and item price.
Dependency: refers to a binary relationship between
two instances of the classes Actor, Action, or Working information. When needed, the multiplicity of the participants
in a dependency should be mentioned in the dependency instance. In such a case, the dependency can be represented
by a quadruple with the multiplicity of each participant proceeding it.
In our schema, a dependency can be of type Data dependency or Action dependency. Data dependency can be
one of the following subtypes: Is, e.g., “order taker Is an
employee”; Is-associated-with, e.g., “every menu item Isassociated-with a recipe” (or (1,menu item,1, recipe)); Has,
e.g., “every menu item Has a name”; Belong-to, that is the
inverse1 of Has, e.g., “an ID Belongs-to an employee”; Ispart-of, e.g., “a kitchen Is-part-of a restaurant”.
Action dependency can be one of the following subtypes:
Precede, e.g., “order payment Precedes order delivery”;
Follow, that is the inverse of Precede, e.g., “order preparation Follows order taking”. Is-parallel-with, e.g., “sending
order to assembly station Is-parallel-with sending order to
preparation station”.
The proposed scenario schema in Figure 4 includes a
Constraint class that associates any quantiﬁable constraint
to Data, Action, and Dependency classes. Examples of different types of constraints include: capacity, value range,
ordinal, timing, privilege, etc. As an example, a restaurant
system may have “younger than 10” as a constraint associated with actor of some scenario, in order to perform a
speciﬁc action such as “offering kids deal”.

3.3 Stage 3: design construction
In this section, we discuss the guidelines that transform
the contents of the objectbase obtained in Stage 2 into
design diagrams. Entity-Relationship (ER) and function
diagrams are the most intuitive and relevant diagrams
that can be directly extracted from the objects within the
objectbase and represent data view and function view of

the system, respectively.
Data view. The following guidelines specify the generation of ER diagrams from the objectbase:
Data view step I. Extract all instances of Actor, Working
information, and Data dependency classes from the object
base and apply the following rules on them:
1. Instances of Actor and Working information are candidate
entities/attributes.
2. Instances of Is dependency imply generalization and inheritance relationships, i.e., A Is B, means A is sub-entity of B,
or B is super-entity of A.
3. Instances of Is-associated-with dependency imply candidate
association relationships.
4. Instances of Has and Belong-to dependencies are used to
identify the attributes of the entities, i.e., A Has B (or B
Belongs-to A) means B is an attribute of entity A.
5. Instances of Is-part-of dependency imply candidate decomposition relationships.
6. Candidate entities/attributes that never appear on the righthand side of a Has dependency (or left-hand side of a Belong
to) dependency are entities and not attributes.
7. Candidate entities/attributes that appear on either side of a Is,
Is-associated-with, or Is-part-of relationship are considered
as entities.
8. Candidate entities/attributes that appear on the left-hand side
of a Has dependency (right-hand side of a Belong to dependency) are considered as entities.
9. Candidate entities/attributes that appear on the right-hand
side of a Has dependency (or left-hand side of a Belong to
dependency) and do not apply in any of the rules vi-viii, are
considered as the attributes of the entity on the other side of
that dependency.

Data view step II. Depict every entity by a rectangle,
every attribute of an entity as a bubble connected to it and
label them by their names. Every relationship between two
entities can be represented by a line connecting them. Label
every relationship according to the type of dependency it
came from, e.g., “is”, “is-part-of”, etc.
Function view. Function view of a system is well
represented by function diagrams. The following guideline
speciﬁes the generation of function diagrams from the
objectbase.
Function view step I. Extract all instances of Action, Action dependency, and Constraint classes from the object
base and apply the following rules on them:
1. Instances of Action class are the functions.
2. Instances of the Follow and Precede dependencies determine
the time-order of execution of the functions. To simplify
the diagram generation, transform all the Precede dependencies to Follow, i.e., for all functions f1 and f2 , change
f1 Precedef2 to f2 Followf1 .

1 For some dependencies, their inverse dependencies are also included
in the schema to facilitate back tracing of dependencies in the objectbase.
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3. The participants of a Is-parallel-with dependency must be
executed concurrently.
4. The condition(s) for a function to follow another is determined by the Constraints related to the function, actor, and
working information in the corresponding scenario that the
“following” appears.

Function view step II. Generate F ollow+ relationship
(the transitive-closure of the Follow), i.e., f1 F ollow+ f2
means there exists a set of functions gi where, f1 Follow g1 ,
g1 Follow g2 , ..., gn Follow f2 .
Function view step III. Sort the functions in ascending
order based on the number of the functions they follow, i.e.,
based on the number of times they appear on the left hand
side of a Follow relationship.
Function view step IV. Start from the beginning of the
sorted list, depict the ﬁrst function (name A) with a square
and label it by its name. List all the functions that Follow
A. If the list contains only one function (name B), depict B
and connect A to B with an arrow. If the followers list contains more than one function (name B, C, ...), then a choice
condition has occurred. If there are any pair of functions
(name B and C) in the list that have an Is-parallel-with dependency, connect A to B and C with arrows and an AND
bubble. Otherwise the functions are connected using an OR
bubble. Next, all arrows are labeled with the triggering condition(s) obtained in rule “4” above. Finally, remove A from
the list and repeat Function view step IV, until the list is
empty.
The functions in the function view correspond to the actions performed by the actors in the system, and can be considered as candidate methods of classes in the detailed design of the system. Also, the sequence and the AND and OR
relationships between the functions reﬂect the design decisions that should be considered during the implementation
phase of the system.
The above guideline can be semi-automated. User involvement is required in cases of conﬂicts or inconsistencies, such as duplicate usage of actor or action names in
different roles, etc. In such cases user can be prompted to
perform manual resolution.
The realization of the scenario to design transformation
will be presented as a case study in the next section.

4 Case study: Fast-food Restaurant System
In this section, the results of applying the proposed
framework to the case of a fast-food restaurant system is
presented.

4.1 Stage 1: scenario generation
The following scenarios that conform with the proposed
scenario syntax in Figure 2 were generated using our pro-

prietary scenario generation tool. Note that for simplicity
in demonstration, the following scenarios demonstrate little
interactions and few conditions.
• Scenario #1: “Order taking station computes and reports
the price of the orders.”
• Scenario #2: “Order taking station sends the paid orders
to assembly station.”
• Scenario #3: “Order taker logs into the OT station using
ID and password.”
• Scenario #4: “Order taker initiates orders.”
• Scenario #5: “Order taker adds and removes (edit) menu
items of an unpaid order.”
• Scenario #6: “Order taker enters the amount of money
received from the customer (cash-in) to OT station.”
• Scenario #7: “Order taker defers the payment of orders.”
• Scenario #8: “Order taker reviews the orders.”
• Scenario #9: “Order taker calls-back unpaid orders.”
• Scenario #10: “Order taker returns the change (and
receipt) for the order.”
• Scenario #11: “Order taker sends the cash exceeding
cash limit to the cash safe.”
• Scenario #12: “Order taker logs out from his/her ID.”

4.2 Stage 2: scenario decomposition
At this stage, the scenarios were mapped onto the proposed scenario schema to instantiate different class instances and the resulting instances are stored in the objectbase. Table 1 presents a part of the objectbase that is populated with instances of Data and Action and ﬁve Dependency classes from Scenarios #1 to #10 above.

4.3 Stage 3: design construction
In this stage we followed the guideline presented in Section 3.3 to construct the diagrams for data and function
views.
Data view. Candidate entities/attributes are stored in
different Data columns (i.e., Actor|System , Actor|Human ,
and W orking inf ormation) of the objectbase. Similarly,
the dependencies among these candidates are stored in the
objectbase (under Is, Belong-to, ... columns). A part of the
the ER diagram for the restaurant system (i.e., order taker
component), constructed using the guideline for Data view
is shown in Figure 5.
Function view. The list of extracted functions sorted
by F ollows+ relationship is shown in Table 2. Also, the
extracted dependencies between these actions are stored
in different Action dependency columns of the objectbase.
The function diagram for the order-taker component of
the restaurant system (constructed using the guideline for
Function view) is shown in Figure 6.
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Table 1. A part of the objectbase created from the scenarios #1 to #10.
Actor|System

Actor|Human

W orking inf ormation

Action|Input

Action|Internal

1

OT Station

-

order,price

-

compute price

report price

2

OT Station, ASM station

-

paid order

-

-

send paid order to ASM station

3

-

order taker,OT station

ID&password

-

login to system

-

4

-

order taker

order

-

initiate order

-

5

-

order taker

menu item,unpaid order

-

add/remove menu item

-

6

-

order taker,OT station

cash-in

enter cash-in

-

-

7

-

order taker

order

-

defer payment

-

8

-

order taker

order

-

review

-

9

-

order taker

unpaid orders

-

call-back

-

10

-

order taker

change/receipt

-

-

return change/receipt

Index

Follow

Action|Output

Index

Is-associated-with

Belong-to

Is-part-of

Precede

1

-

(price,order)

(report price, compute price)

(report price, compute price)

-

2

-

-

(1,paid order,1,order)

(send paid order to ASM station, report price), ...

-

3

-

(ID&password,order taker)

-

-

(login to system, send paid order to ASM station), ...

4

(1,order taker,n,customer order)

-

-

(initiate order, login to system)

(initiate order, compute price)

5

(n,menu item,1,order)

-

-

(edit order, initiate order), ...

(edit Order, compute price), ...

6

-

(cash-in,order)

-

(enter cash-in, report price), ...

(enter cash-in, send paid order to ASM station), ...

7

-

-

-

(defer payment, edit order), ...

-

8

-

-

-

(review orders, login to system)

-

9

-

-

(1,unpaid order,1,order)

(call-back unpaid orders, login to system)

(call-back unpaid orders, enter cash-in), ...

10

-

(change/receipt,order)

-

(return change/receipt, enter cash-in), ...

(return change/receipt, send paid order to ASM station)

(price,cash−in,change)

(ID,password)

take

order taker

order

consists

menu item

Table 2. List of actions in order taking component and corresponding to Follow relation.

works in

cash

(cash limit)

OT
sation

paid
order

unpaid
order

cash safe

Figure 5. Generated Entity-Relationship diagram for the order taking component.
The generated design diagrams and the existing knowledge in objectbase will enable us to extract other design diagrams such as class diagram of the system. Figure 7 illustrates the complete class diagram of the restaurant system.
This diagram is obtained from the ER diagram of the system that was generated in the proposed framework. The
space limitation of the paper does not allow us to provide
the required guidelines.

5 Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we presented a systematic and semiautomatic approach for transforming the design knowledge
within task scenarios onto a set of design diagrams. We proposed a framework with three major stages of scenario generation, scenario decomposition, and design construction.

Index

Action

Follows+

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Login using ID & password
Logout the system
Review orders
Initiate order
Call-back unpaid orders
Edit orders
Compute price
Report price
Defer order payment
Enter cash-in
Return change & receipt
Send order to assembly station
Send excess cash to cash safe

1
1
1
1
1,5
1,5,6
1,5,6,7
1,5,6,7,8
1,4,5,6,7,8
1,4,5,6,7,8,10
1,5,6,7,8,10,11
1,4,5,6,7,8,10,11,12

The task scenarios are structured by the means of a regular
expression syntax and can be reused through a knowledgebase of scenario templates. A scenario schema has been
proposed as the core of the approach that allows us to decompose scenarios into design entities and dependencies as
the means to populate an objectbase. The generated objectbase would maintain the building blocks that allow the
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Logout
the system

Login
using
ID & Password

the maintenance phase of the software system. Speciﬁcally,
the objectbase can be mined to extract more general design
decisions that is not feasible by a human-based analysis.
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menu items
to/from order
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Abstract— The discipline of Personal Software Process (PSP)
can help developers to understand their ability, improve their
software process, and increase their productivity and software
quality. However, to improve the software process, developers
need to gather their own process data. This does impose substantial overhead to developers. This paper presents an Eclipse
plug-in tool that can help developers to measure and analyze
their software process based on the principles of PSP. Speciﬁcally,
the program size, process time, and defect data can be collected
automatically or semi-automatically using the tool. In addition,
the tool can provide valuable process information, such as the
size and time statistics, defect distribution, and productivity, to
help developers to assess their performance and to improve their
software process.

(IDE) tool. This makes developers have to use a PSP tool,
such as a spreadsheet, to manually record their process data
while using an IDE tool to develop their programs. The
separation of data gathering and program development tools
causes inconvenience and additional tool-switching overhead
to developers. It also increases the possibility of making
mistakes in recording the process data.
This paper proposes a PSP supporting tool for Eclipse
platform [10], called the PSP data Collection and Analysis
Tool (PSPCAT), to assist developers to collect their PSP
data automatically or semi-automatically in the development
phase. Eclipse is an open source programming platform and
has been widely used in software community. In particular,
Eclipse provides a Plug-in Development Environment (PDE)
[11] that can enable plug-in tools to be integrated with Eclipse
and to access the resources of Eclipse workbench. With the
PSPCAT, developers can write programs and gather their
process data using Eclipse without switching tools so that the
data collection overhead can be reduced and the data accuracy
can be improved.
The PSP can help developers to improve their software
process. However, not all the developers are familiar with the
PSP framework and follow the PSP deﬁned process. In order
to support most developers to gather their process data, the
PSPCAT is designed to provide three data collection modes:
automatic, semi-automatic, and manual modes with different
levels of data accuracy. Developers can choose one of them
according to their preferences or familiarity with the PSP.
Moreover, to gather the defect data automatically, the PSPCAT
can extract the compiling and testing error messages from the
Eclipse JDT compiler and JUnit [12] and compute defect ﬁx
time automatically based on how the defects are selected to
remove by the developers. In addition, through analyzing the
accumulated historical data, the PSPCAT can provide various
process analysis reports, such as the project summary, the
trends of quality and productivity, and the statistics of defects,
time, and program size. These reports can help developers to
understand their current process performance and analyze the
causes to improve their software process.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, existing PSP supporting tools are brieﬂy reviewed.
Sections 3 and 4 describe the approaches used by PSPCAT to
gather the PSP time and defect data, respectively. Section 5

I. I NTRODUCTION
The Personal Software Process (PSP) [1], [2] was proposed
by Watt S. Humphrey to help developers to improve their
personal software process. The main idea of the PSP is to
understand and improve software process through planning,
tracking, measuring, and analyzing the deﬁned process. It has
been shown that, by adopting the PSP practices, developers
can signiﬁcantly reduce the number of defects, increase the
software quality and productivity, and improve the predictability of software process [3], [4]. This facilitates developers to
deliver high quality software with less development time and
cost.
Although the PSP practices can help developers to improve
their performance, developers must collect their own process
data, such as the size of programs, the time spent on each
process phase, the number of injected and removed defects,
the types of defects, and the defect ﬁx time, to evaluate their
process. However, gathering these process data can be timeconsuming and error-prone even though the PSP framework
has provided many well-designed forms to help developers
recording their process data. The data gathering still involves
lots of work and requires to be done consistently and carefully,
which imposes a large amount of overhead to developers.
Thus, a supporting tool that can help to reduce the overhead,
avoid the human errors introduced in the data collection,
and facilitate the process analysis has become critical for
developers to use PSP.
Although there have been several PSP tools [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9] that can support PSP data collection, most of the tools are
not integrated with an Integrated Development Environment
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presents the architecture design and the uses of the PSPCAT.
The last section summarizes the conclusions and describes our
future work.

Table I shows the comparisons of the PSPCAT and other
PSP supporting tools. In particular, the PSPCAT mainly focuses on the development phases of the process. It can avoid
the cumbersome introduced by tool-switching and gather PSP
data automatically or manually with different levels of data
accuracy. Moreover, the PSPCAT can automatically compute
the defect ﬁx time and suggest the defect type. It also provides
several PSP analysis reports and can export the process data
in terms of XML format for the consolidation of team process
data.

II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we brieﬂy review several PSP data collection
and analysis tools and make a comparison between these tools
and PSPCAT.
Personal Software Process Studio (PSPS) [5] is proposed to
facilitate the PSP discipline. It supports the tables and forms
required for the entire PSP framework from PSP0 to PSP3.
Basically, the PSPS allows developers to manually record
the program size, time, and defect data. In addition, it provides PSP size estimation and project planning forms, design
templates, project summary report, and Process Improvement
Proposal (PIP) tables. The major deﬁciency of the PSPS is
that developers need to keep track of the process data by
themselves and have to manually record the data into the
PSPS.
PSP Process Dashboard [6] is an open source PSP tool that
provides all the scripts, tables, forms, standards, and analysis
reports deﬁned in the PSP. The PSP Process Dashboard
completely advocates the PSP framework. It supports all the
process deﬁnitions from PSP0 to PSP3 and, for each process
deﬁnition, it includes all the process phases from the planning
to the postmortem phase. However, similar to the PSPS, the
PSP Process Dashboard is a standalone tool which is not
integrated with any IDE tool. Thus, it requires developers to
manually record their process data.
Hackystat [7] is an open source framework for automatic
collection and analysis of process and product data. The Hackystat employs a client-server architecture. In particular, the
Hackystat has provided various clients (or sensors) integrating
with other tools, such as Eclipse, Emacs, JUnit, and Ant. These
sensors can gather process and product data and send to a
repository at server for further analysis. Developers can check
their process and product data and corresponding analysis from
the Hackystat server. Hackystat is able to collect the PSP data
automatically. However, many defect data, such as defect type,
defect injection and removal phases, and ﬁx time, are not
gathered. This could pose some limitations on defect analysis.
PSP Assistant (PSPA) [8] is a client-sever PSP supporting
tool. The client of PSPA is an Eclipse plug-in that can
automatically gather the program size and some defect data.
Speciﬁcally, the PSPA can classify and rank the defects to
assist developers to analyze their performance. It also can consolidate the schedules and defect data of individual developers
into a schedule and defect library for the development team.
DuoTracker [9] is a tool for supporting software defect data
collection and analysis. The DuoTracker can be integrated
into a defect tracking tool, such as Bugzilla [13]. It allows
developers to view the defect records reported in the defect
tracking tool. The developers then can enter the PSP required
information for selected defects. In addition, by integrating
with the defect tracking tool, the DuoTracker can gather the
defects occurred beyond the compile and test phases.

III. T HE C OLLECTION OF THE PSP T IME DATA
In order to better understand and improve software process,
the PSP framework explicitly deﬁnes the process structure.
Basically, a deﬁned process consists of several phases, such as
plan, design, code, compile, test, and postmortem. Developers
have to gather the time and defect data for each phase. Since
most developers employ the IDE tool only for developing
programs not for planning or designing the projects, the
PSPCAT is designed to gather the process data for the code,
compile, and test phases instead of the entire PSP process.
Because not all the programmers are familiar with the PSP
framework, the PSPCAT provides three data gathering modes:
automatic, semi-automatic, and manual modes with different
levels of data accuracy and user intervention to support most
programmers to gather their process data. Developers can
choose the data collection mode according to their familiarity
with PSP or their needs for data accuracy. For example, the
automatic mode can automatically track the process phases
and gather the time and defect data of each phase without
user intervention. However, this mode is unable to count the
interrupt time of the process since there is no way to determine
if the developers are thinking of the design or taking a break
when they are not interacting with the computer. As a result,
the time data gathered may not be fully accurate. To count
the actual time spent on each phase correctly, developers can
manually pause and resume the PSPCAT timer for each break
(manual mode) or they can manually modify the automatically
recorded time data to reﬂect the interrupt time (semi-automatic
mode).
Moreover, the Eclipse supports continuous compilation in
order to save the compilation time. This means that, when
developers are writing code, the Eclipse will continuously
compile the programs and show the syntax errors found so far.
In such a case, there is no speciﬁc compile phase as deﬁned in
the PSP process structure. However, if the developers would
like to analyze their process in detail, they may want to
disable the continuous compilation in the Eclipse and to get
their time spent on the compile phase. To support this, the
PSPCAT gathers the time data of compile phase in the semiautomatic and manual modes. Table II lists the differences
among the three data collection modes supported by PSPCAT.
Basically, the automatic mode can change the process phase
automatically, but it does not consider the compile phase and
interrupt time. The manual mode requires developers to switch
the process phases and record the interrupt time manually. The
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TABLE I
T HE COMPARISONS OF PSPCAT AND OTHER PSP TOOLS
Name
Time Logging
PSP Process
manual
Dashboard
PSPS
manual
Hackystat
auto
PSPA
auto
DuoTracker
N/A
PSPCAT
manual/auto

Defect Logging
manual

LOC Counting
manual

Project Summary/Analysis Reports
project plan summary (PPS), analysis (full support)

Data Export
no

manual
auto (no defect type & ﬁx time)
auto (no defect type & ﬁx time)
semi-auto
manual/auto

manual
auto
auto
N/A
manual/auto

PPS, analysis (full support)
process summaries, analysis
PPS, analysis (schedule, defects)
N/A
PPS, analysis (quality, time, defect, size)

no
yes
yes
no
yes

TABLE II
T HE DIFFERENCES AMONG THE PSPCAT DATA COLLECTION MODES
Differences
Supported
Process
Phases
Change of
Phase
Time Calculation

Auto Mode
code, test

Manual Mode
code, compile,
test

Semi-Auto Mode
code,
compile,
test

automatic

manual

automatic (no
interrupt time)

Interrupt or
Break
Defect Collection
Cyclic Programming
(class level)
Process
Analysis
Reports

not support

automatic (allow
to pause/resume
timer & change
data)
support

automatic (allow
manual change)
automatic (allow
to pause/resume
timer & change
data)
support

automatic (no
compile phase)
support

automatic

automatic

support

support

productivity,
quality, defect,
time, size (no
compile phase)

productivity,
quality, defect,
time, size

productivity,
quality, defect,
time, size

Fig. 1. The state diagram used to track the process phases (automatic mode)

is stopped. Thus, the time spent on the code phase can be
obtained by computing the time period between the start and
stop of the coding task. Similarly, the process will change from
the code phase to the test phase when developers create a new
test class, lunch the Eclipse debug function, or invoke JUnit.
The process will remain at test phase until the Eclipse debug
function is terminated or all the JUnit test cases are passed.

semi-automatic mode is similar to the automatic mode, except
it allows the recorded data to be updated manually.
It should be noted that the developers may not exactly
follow the order of process steps deﬁned in the PSP framework
which requires the process phases to be changed sequentially.
For example, developers can ﬁnish all the coding ﬁrst and
then compile and test the program; or they can code a little
and test a little. To count the time spent on each phase
without user involvement (i.e., automatic mode), the PSPCAT
has to automatically track the current process phase of the
project under development. To achieve this goal, the PSPCAT
considers the start and stop of coding, compile, and test
tasks as different states. The various events invoked by the
developers or JUnit, such as creating a new class, exiting
Eclipse, and invoking JUnit, are considered as transitions
between the states. By listening to these events and computing
the time period between the start and stop of the tasks, the
PSPCAT can obtain the time that developers spend on each
task (i.e., phase).
Figure 1 shows the task state diagram used to track the
process phases in the automatic mode of the PSPCAT. The
PSPCAT will detect the events occurred and change the
states accordingly. For example, the occurrence of new class
event indicates that the coding task is started. Likewise, the
occurrence of “ﬁle save” event suggests that the coding task

IV. T HE C OLLECTION OF THE PSP D EFECT DATA
As compared with the time data collection, the gathering
of the defect data is more time-consuming and error prone.
Thus, the major focus of PSPCAT is to reduce the defect
data collection overhead while increasing the data quality.
To reduce human involvement, the PSPCAT employs two
techniques to obtain the defect data automatically through
(1) inserting a listener at Eclipse workbench to observe the
compiling error messages; and (2) using the extension points
provided by JUnit to obtain the execution results of test cases.
The former allows the PSPCAT to gather the compiling defect
data in the compile and test phases and the later allows the
PSPCAT to collect the functional defect data in the test phase.
Note that the PSP defect data include the time when the
defect was found, the defect number, the defect type, the
defect injection phase, the defect removal phase, the defect
ﬁx time, and a brief defect description. Based on whether the
defect data can be automatically obtained, the PSPCAT either
collects the data directly or simply gives a default value. For
example, to gather the defect descriptions, the PSPCAT obtains
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the error messages directly from the Java compiler and JUnit.
For gathering the defect types, the PSPCAT will initially assign
the type of syntax error to those defects found by the compiler
and the type of function error to those defects revealed by the
JUnit. After reviewing the defect, developers can change the
initial value and provide an appropriate defect type for the
defect if necessary.
Moreover, to compute the defect ﬁx time automatically, the
PSPCAT exploits the “Goto” function provided by Eclipse.
The “Goto” function basically allows developers to double
click on an error message appeared in the Eclipse problems
view so that the cursor of the Java editor will automatically
move to the location of the corresponding error. It can help
to locate the defect that developers would like to ﬁx. Thus,
by listening to the “Goto” event, the PSPCAT can obtain the
defect that the developers may possibly aim to ﬁx and record
the start time (denoted as Tstart ) for removing the defect.
After changing and recompiling the code, if the error does
not appear in the problems view, the PSPCAT will consider
this error being removed and record the stop time (denoted as
Tstop ) for ﬁxing the defect. Thus, the defect ﬁx time (denoted
as Tf ix ) for this error can be computed using the following
equation:
Tf ix = (Tstop − Tstart )/N,

In addition to compute the ﬁx time of compiling defects,
the PSPCAT also derives the ﬁx time for the functional defects
appeared in the JUnit failures window. The computation of ﬁx
time for the functional defects is similar to that of ﬁx time for
the compiling defects since the JUnit also supports the “Goto”
function allowing developers to double click on a failure test
method in order to open the test method in the Java editor.
V. T HE A RCHITECTURE D ESIGN AND THE U SES OF THE
PSPCAT
In this section, the system architecture of PSPCAT is brieﬂy
described and some screen shots are provided to illustrate
the uses of the PSPCAT. Figure 2 shows the architecture
design of the PSPCAT. Basically, the PSPCAT consists of four
subsystems. Each of the subsystems is described brieﬂy as
follows:
•

•

(1)
•

where N is the number of defects disappeared in the problems
view due to this code modiﬁcation. Since developers may
not use the “Goto” function to ﬁx a defect, the PSPCAT
considers three possible debugging practices: (1) All defects
are removed using the “Goto” function; (2) No defects are
removed using the “Goto” function; and (3) Only part of the
defects is removed using the “Goto” function. For the ﬁrst
case, the defect ﬁx time can be computed by simply using
equation (1). For the second case, the PSPCAT does not know
which defect is going to be ﬁxed by developers. Under such
circumstance, the PSPCAT considers the defect ﬁx time of
each individual error as the average time spent on ﬁxing a
defect. Assume that the process is in the compile phase, the
total number of compiling errors found is Ntotal , and the time
spent on the compile phase is Tcompile . The average ﬁx time
for each compiling error can be obtained using the equation
below:
Tf ix = Tcompile /Ntotal .

•

(2)

For the last case, the PSPCAT uses equation (1) to compute
the ﬁx time for those defects removed through using the
“Goto” function. The ﬁx time for the remaining defects is
derived from equation (2). Suppose that the process is in the
compile phase, the total number of defects removed by the
“Goto” function is Ngoto , and the total time to ﬁx these defects
is Tgoto . The average ﬁx time for the remaining defects then
can be derived from the following equation:
Tf ix = (Tcompile − Tgoto )/(Ntotal − Ngoto ).

The Data Collection Subsystem (DCS) mainly focuses on
the gathering of process data, including the project plan
summary, size, time, and various defect data.
The Controller and Plug-in Subsystem (CPS) manages
the interactions among the subsystems and the Eclipse
platform. In particular, the CPS controls the changes of
the PSP phases, observes various Eclipse events through
the workbench, and accesses the project information
through the Eclipse workspace.
The Data Analysis Subsystem (DAS) provides the PSP
project plan summary and various statistic analysis reports based on the collected process data, such as the
size and time trends, productivity, defect distribution, and
quality analysis.
The Data Management Subsystem (DMS) mainly supports the management of the gathered process data. It
provides the repository for the historical project data and
the functionality to export and upload the data to external
server.

Fig. 2.

The architecture of the PSPCAT

To use the PSPCAT, developers ﬁrst need to enable the
data collection and specify the data collection mode and data
repository. Once the data collection is enabled, the process

(3)
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Fig. 3.

Examples of the size, time, and defect logs in PSPCAT
Fig. 5.

Examples of process analysis reports provided by PSPCAT

can reduce the tool-switching overhead and the possibility
of making mistakes in gathering process data. In particular,
the tool provides three data collection modes with different
levels of data accuracy to support different needs of developers
and programming practices. The proposed tool also provides
various analysis reports to help developers to understand
their development performance and to improve their software
process.
Currently, the PSPCAT gathers only the PSP data in the
code, compile, and test phases. In the future, we plan to
enhance the PSPCAT to support the entire PSP framework.
Moreover, we plan to extend the PSPCAT to support the
Team Software Process (TSP) [14] based on the client-server
architecture. The process data of each team member collected
by the PSPCAT client can be consolidated at the PSPCAT
server so as to obtain the TSP data to analyze the team
performance and to improve the team software process.
Fig. 4.
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data of the project under development can be gathered automatically or manually. The gathered data are then shown in the
corresponding log views. Figure 3 presents the log views for
the size, time, and defect data. Developers can insert, delete,
update, or sort out the data records in each log view.
After a project is completed, the PSPCAT can analyze the
process data logs and provide the PSP plan summary for
the project. As shown in Figure 4, the project plan summary
includes the overall summary of the project and the statistics of
the collected size, time, and defect data. Based on the gathered
data, the PSPCAT also provides process analysis reports that
can help developers to examine and improve their software
process. Figure 5 shows some examples of the process analysis
reports provided by PSPCAT.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper has presented an Eclipse plug-in tool called PSPCAT to support automatic PSP data collection and analysis.
By integrating with the Eclipse platform, the proposed tool
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Abstract Process tailoring largely depends on experts'
knowledge and might be time-consuming, costly and
error-prone. Actually, process tailoring knowledge should
be captured, documented and reused for future projects. To
address this problem, a systematic method for process
tailoring is proposed. The factors that strongly influence
process tailoring are recognized as process drivers. The
reusable process tailoring knowledge is organized by
packages. Each package contains a certain process driver
and its impact on the process framework which is the
general process for tailoring. Aided by a conflict resolving
model which checks and resolves possible conflicts
between different packages, the packages can be reused for
generating a project-specific process. A case study of RUP

tailoring is presented to validate the method proposed.

largely depends on experts' knowledge, and might be
time-consuming, costly, and error-prone[4, 5]. To address
this problem, a systematic way for process tailoring based
on knowledge reuse is proposed.
Our method consists of two steps. (1) Capturing and
documenting the reusable knowledge of process tailoring.
The reusable knowledge is packaged in the light of process
drivers. Each package contains the information of a certain
process driver and its influence on the process. (2)
Tailoring the process by reusing the packaged knowledge.
A conflict resolving model, which is abbreviated to conflict
model, give support to resolve possible conflicts when more
than one package is applied to process framework.

2. The Method for Process Tailoring
The purpose of this paper is to improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of process tailoring by capturing and sharing
the tailoring knowledge within the organization. The
knowledge is explicitly documented and organized as
reusable process tailoring packages.
There are two principal roles. The first one is Process
Engineer who is in charge of capturing the process tailoring
knowledge and developing the tailoring packages for reuse
in different projects, while the other one is Project Manager
who is responsible for creating project-specific process with
reuse of the tailoring packages. The process of the method
is presented with UML activity diagram in Figure 1.
Generally, Process Engineer has abundant knowledge of
the process framework, as well as the insight into the
development situation of the organization. He is responsible
for identifying process drivers from different aspects (e.g.
project, organization, person and product). These drivers
characterize the profile of development situation, and each
driver defines some project-specific requirement of the
process which can be transformed into process tailoring
operations on the process framework. For example, the new
system development project requires more user-developer
interaction than the existing system modification project.
The Process Engineer may identify a process driver, which
is called new system development. This process driver
requires supplementing some user interaction activities and

1. Introduction
A well-defined software process is critical to improving
software productivity and quality. Many a software process
framework has been published, such as Rational Unified
Process(RUP)[1], V-Modell XT[2] etc., which provides a
good starting point in software process construction.
However, they have to be tailored, downscaled and
specialized to the context of use[3, 4].
Certain factors that strongly influence process tailoring
have been recognized, for example, system scale, system
complexity and time pressure of the project. Generally,
experts make tailoring decisions based on the perceiving of
the factors in a given context and the knowledge of the
factors’ influence on the process. These factors are named
as process drivers in this paper.
According to [3], the practice of adjusting a standard
software development process to accommodate differences
among projects is called tailoring. So far, process tailoring
The work is funded by Grant 2006AA01Z189 from Hi-Tech Research
and Development Program of China and Grant2005CB321805 from the
National Key Basic Research of China.
*Corresponding author
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adding additional prototype-development iteration into the
process framework; furthermore, the activity of analyze the
difference between the existing system and new system

Project Manager analyzes the characteristics of the
project at hand and determines the project-specific process
drivers. For every process driver, a Process Tailoring
Package is selected. When more than one package is
applied to the process framework, conflicts may occur. In
this case, the project manager should resolve the conflicts
with the help of a predefined conflict model explained in
section 4. Finally, the project-specific process instance is
created.

Project Manager

Process Engineer

Identify Project-Specific
Process Drivers
Determine
Process Drivers
Manage Process
Tailoring Packages

Identify Impacted
Process Contents

Select Process
Tailoring Packages

3. Meta-model of Reusable Knowledge Packages
To effectively represent and organize the process
tailoring knowledge, a meta-model is proposed to
demonstrate the core concepts and their relationships. It is
shown in Figure 2 with UML class diagram.
For the sake of concision and clarity, we only focus on
those fundamental concepts of process meta-model. A Work
Definition describes a unit of work with the clear purpose,
usually expressed in terms of creating or updating some
Work Products. Within a Work Definition, each performing
Role achieves a well-defined goal. Work Definition is the
abstract class of Activity and Task. Activity supports the
nesting and logical grouping of Tasks which can be broken
down into Steps.
A Process Driver focuses on a certain concern which the
process tailoring aims to handle. Every Process Driver is
associated with a Process Tailoring Package. A Process
Tailoring Package consists of one to more Impact Pieces
which describes the information of exactly one tailoring
operation. There are three classes named Contribute,
Suppress, and Replace implementing the abstract class
Impact Operation. They define the concrete types of
tailoring operation, which denote adding, deleting and
modifying Work Definition respectively.

Apply Process Tailoring
Packages to Process Framework
[Need Additional
Process Contents]

[Occur conflicts]

[ Not need ]

Create New
Process Contents

Resolve Conflicts
[Not occur]

Check Consistency
Create Process
Tailoring Packages
Create Process Instance

Figure 1 Process of the Tailoring Method

requirement in the process framework can be deleted. For
every process driver, Process Engineer should analyze
which process contents are impacted. If the existing process
could not fully meet with the requirements of process
drivers, new process contents are created. Process Engineer,
then, creates Process Tailoring Packages, which present
how process drivers impact the process contents. Process
Tailoring Package itself is not a complete software process
but externally defines the modifications to process
framework.

Figure 2 Meta-model of the Reusable Tailoring Knowledge
to remove it.
In order to resolve the conflicts, two issues should be
4. Conflict Resolution
concerned: (1) How to identify the place where the conflict
Conflicts may occur when more than one Process
occurs? (2) What action should be taken if conflict occurs?
Tailoring Package is applied to process framework. The
According to the place where the conflicts occur, two
conflicts result from different Process Tailoring Packages
types of conflict are identified. Assuming Work Definition
attempting to modify the same Work Definition in different
Wa and Wb are impacted by two Process Tailoring Packages,
way. For example, one Process Tailoring Package may
say package Pa and Pb respectively. If Wa and Wb are
attempt to replace an activity while another one may want
exactly the same Work Definition, a homo-place conflict
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occurs. If Wa is a part of Wb (e.g., Wa is a sub-activity of
Wb), a hetero-place conflict occurs, vice versa. Considering
an example, a certain package demands delete an activity,
while another package requires replace a task in the same
activity, a hetero-place conflict appears.

(a) Homo-place Model

with pseudo code is shown in Figure 4. Firstly, a tree is
generated in terms of composition relationship between the
Work Definitions in process framework. Special marks are
added to corresponding node for every Impact Piece. Each
node is checked by post-order traversal then. If there is a
homo-place or hetero-place conflict, an action is taken
according to conflict model. If there is no conflict which
needs manual intervention, a tailored process is generated,
or else the places conflicts occur are pointed out.

(b) Hetero-place Model

Figure 3 Confliction Model
The conflict models of these two types are shown in
Figure 3. C, S and R respectively represent the tailoring
operation Contribute, Suppress and Replace. Additionally, a
special mark (‘+’ / ‘-’) is added as the prefix of the Impact
Operation. Symbol ‘+’ means the Impact Operation directly
acting on the Work Definition; Symbol ‘-’ means the
Impact Operation acting on the sub-element of the Work
Definition. The cross units represents the action of conflict
resolution actually taken. Besides the typical Impact
Operation types, there are additional action types:
y N: Two operation types would not occur simultaneously.
y H: Operation actually adopted is up to Project Engineer.
Moreover, the reasons behind the operation ‘S’ are
further analyzed:
y Not needed: the Work Definition is not needed at all. An
example is that the development of operation system
does not need the activity of “Design the Database”.
y Valueless: There is not enough time and effort to
implement a certain Work Definition, or the Work
Definition would not bring any value.
Symbol ‘/’ separates the action types by the reasons behind
the operation ‘S’. The former action is taken if the reason is
“Not needed”, or else the latter is taken.

Figure 5 Example of the Algorithm Applied
An example is shown to illustrate the algorithm
mentioned above. The initial status of the tree is shown in
Figure 5(a). The nodes are checked in turns by post-order
transversal. In Figure 5(b), the Impact Operation ‘R’ of
node 8 and the Impact Operation ‘C’ of node 9 are
transferred to node 6 and marked with ‘-’, so the mark of
node 6 is changed to “+S-R-C”. There is a hetero-place
conflict between “+S” and “-C”, thus the conflict is
resolved according to Figure 3(b). In particular, the
operation ‘S’ here is “Valueless” suppression, so the actual
tailoring operation adopted is ‘R’ and the mark of node 6 is
changed to “-R-C”. Now node 6 doesn’t have any other
conflict and its operation ‘R’ and ‘C’ is transferred to node
2. Other nodes are processed in the same way, shown in
Figure 5(c) and 5(d).

5. Case Study
For empirical validation of the method proposed, we
applied it in a company which specialized in software
development of web-based solutions to general business.
The company had adopted RUP as its process framework
but process tailoring was carried out in an ad-hoc way, so it
showed great readiness to improve process tailoring.
First, we worked with the company’s experts to identify
those distinct characteristics of the organization and its
common project types. After that we captured and
documented the knowledge of how these drivers impact the
RUP based on the experts’ previous experience. For

Figure4 Conflict Checking and Resolving Algorithm
A conflict checking and resolving algorithm described
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example, the driver of “High Usability” specially focuses
on analyzing user and usability requirements, and asks for
adding two new tasks into the activity of “Understand
Stakeholder Needs”. A process asset library is established to
store the reusable process tailoring knowledge.
A project of online bookstore made a request for tailoring
process. The size of project was small that only five
developers were engaged within the duration of three to
four months. The customers of online bookstore are
members of the general public, not technical experts. Hence,
application usability must be high. The customers also pay
extremely attention to privacy protection and security of
transaction security. As a result, the drivers of “Small Size
Project”, “High Usability” and “High Security” are the
first-class concerns. Then the corresponding process
tailoring packages selected are applied to RUP to generate
project-specific process. For lack of space, the resulting
process is omitted in this paper.
With the accumulation of the process tailoring
knowledge within the organization, the method proposed
can drastically improve the efficiency of tailoring.

The process framework must be adapted to the specific
context, which requires substantial up front effort. Reuse of
the tailoring knowledge can drastically improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of tailoring.
This paper proposes a method for process tailoring based
on the concepts of process driver and process tailoring
package. Partitioning tailoring knowledge by process driver
is propitious to narrow the focus at a time and improve
reusability. In particular, the process tailoring package
externally defines the changes to the process framework,
which provides more flexibilities than directly modifying
process framework. The way of applying process tailoring
packages to process framework is more efficient than that
of combining activities required by process drivers.
Moreover, the decision model and the algorithm proposed
provide the strong support for conflict checking and
resolving.
The meta-model proposed in this paper is based on the
Software Process Engineering Specification v1.1
(SPEM)[9]. The forthcoming SPEM v2.0 plans to separate
Method Contents from Process. More dedicated analysis
should be taken to deal with the new change.

6. Related Work
Reference

Although process tailoring is a mandatory activity for
organization adopting process framework, it strongly
depends on experts’ knowledge[4]. The amount of research
done on process tailoring to date can be considered small.
It is shown that knowledge reuse can improve efficiency
and effectiveness of process tailoring[5]. Case-based
reasoning is adopted to facilitate reusing the cases to
customize the target process [6, 7]. However, any two
projects are different, so a process successfully applied to
one project may not work in another[4]. Partitioning the
tailoring knowledge by process driver has much more
reusability and flexibility than the case. The knowledge
based inference technique is also utilized in [7] to derive
process. Every process driver is supported or deactivated by
a set of activities. The selected activities are integrated to
generate process. But it is very troublesome to combine
activities one by one. Its conflicts resolution is achieved by
constraining selecting incompatible drivers simultaneously.
Such a disposal is not reasonable in practice. Karlsson[8]
utilizes the concept of Configuration Packages which are
pre-made reusable configurations of a base method suitable
for a characteristic. Combining configuration packages will
result in overlapped activities and increase the overload of
tailoring effort. He just simply adopts priority-based policy
and leave human to deal with conflicts.
RUP itself contains configuration activities, which create
a Development Case. But these activities are not sufficient,
at least not considering reusability of tailoring knowledge.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work
No single process is suitable for all software projects.
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to design a training process that is able to present results at
Kirkpatrick’s “Results” level [3].
The key aspect for the successful implementation of our
process is the capability of the organization in defects
causal analysis. Since the Causal Analysis and Resolution
(CAR) process area belongs to maturity level 5 in the
staged representation of the CMMI model, we want to
make sure that the implementation of some causal analysis
specific practices is possible in a level 3 organization.
In the following section, we provide an overview of the
target organization, followed by our process proposal for
the training department. Then in section 4, , we provide an
analysis of the current state of causal analysis research. We
specifically focus on linking causal analysis to
organizational training. We finally provide data on the
implementation and validation of causal analysis sessions
within a maturity level 3 organization.

Abstract
In this paper, we present a process for linking
organizational training efforts with defects causal analysis
in software development organizations. The process is
being implemented in a CMMI maturity level 3
organization. Since causal analysis is not an expected
process area at maturity level three, key success factors
for the implementation of the process are identified and
analyzed. The conclusions were tested in this software
development organization. In order to do that, a pilot
project was selected and training was implemented to
support the process. The training results are analyzed in
order to validate the overall approach. The resulting work
provides a guideline for implementing causal analysis in
lower maturity organizations and establishes that the
implementation is viable in the target organization.

1. Introduction

2. Brief
description
of
the
target
organization and its infrastructure

Organizations nowadays invest large amounts of money
in their training programs. Just in the United States,
organizations invest an average of U$S 100 billion
annually [1]. Organizations invest in training under the
assumption that higher trained employees will result in
higher quality products and reduced costs.
Nevertheless, in spite of all this investment and effort,
organizations have not been so successful at providing
consistent data that will link the investment on
organizational training to organizational results.
Kirkpatrick’s four levels of training evaluation
establishes a framework against which organizations can
measure up its investment in training. Kirkpatrick’s four
levels are called: Reaction, where trainees feelings towards
the training are measured; learning, were trainees acquired
knowledge is measured; Transfer, in which a measure of
the amount of the Learned knowledge as actually put to
use in the work; and Results, were impact to the
organization’s bottom line results is measured.
In this paper we propose a process for an organizational
training department within a CMMI [2] maturity level 3
(CMMI L3), that addresses this problem. Our objective is

The organization we are working with has recently
obtained a maturity level 3 rating. It is a software factory
that provides customized software solutions to in-shore
and off-shore customers. Its development offices are
located in Uruguay, and it has sales offices in the
Caribbean and Mexico.
In the past two years, the organizational training
department has invested - in US dollars - the equivalent to
7% of billable working time of their software developers.
As a result, the training department needs to show the
organization the return of its investment.
A Microsoft Office SharePoint Server supports the
organizational measurement system. The SharePoint
Server allows for the interoperation with other Office
tools, for instance Microsoft Access is used for data
analysis needs and the front end for data recollection is
usually a Microsoft InfoPath form. The organization defect
tracking system is one example.
Currently, the training department is using the
described tools for its measurement needs. However, its
data repository is not yet linked to the defect tracking
system.
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Figure 1 Overview of the Proposed Process
of Validation and Verification activities will populate the
Defect Tracking System database (QADataBase) with
classified defects (arrow 2).
At every project’s milestone, the development team
(arrows 3) holds causal analysis meetings. The objective of
these meetings is to provide the training department with
training proposals. The idea is that developers will take the
classified defect data (arrow 3) from the QADatabase and
identify which training they would have needed in order to
prevent some of the mistakes that triggered the defects
(arrow 4).
The training department will use both the classified
defects from the QADatabase and the outputs from the
causal analysis sessions in order to plan the training
interventions (arrow 5).
Arrow 6 represents the ultimate goal of this proposal,
which is the ability to show results in terms of Return on
Investment (ROI) [5]. Return on Investment is interpreted
as a Kirkpatrick’s “Results” level measurement. Return on
investment can be calculated by taking into account the
defect reduction that should be noticed after the training
department intervention. We expect to use the ROI
classical formula to calculate ROI:

3. A description of our proposed process
This section describes the process we are deploying in
order to link organizational training results to defects
causal analysis. The idea is to make use of the information
available at a CMMI L3 organization. Specifically, we
want the training department to take advantage of the data
available in the organization’s defect tracking system. The
purpose is that the training department will monitor the
defect data in the system and will interpret the data as the
training needs of the organization’s development projects.
The training department will use this information to plan
training interventions specifically tailored to the
development projects needs. We expect that those
interventions will have positive results in the projects
quality, and that those results will be noticeable in a
reduction of the number of defects.
Figure 1 uses the diagram from the CMMI basic
process management areas [2] in order to help us illustrate
our process (items which come from the original CMMI
diagram are shown in grey color, items from our proposal
are left in white).
The first requirement of our process is that the defect
tracking system must support a classification scheme that
will allow for easier data analysis. IBM’s Orthogonal
Defect Classification (ODC) [4] is an example of one of
such schemes, and the one we have used as reference.
ODC is described in section 5.1.
In this process, when developers execute Verification
and Validation activities they are required to classify the
defects they log into the defect tracking system (arrow 1).
During the course of the projects life cycle, the execution

ROI =

100*( Benefits − Costs )
[5].
Costs

As a first step into the implementation of this process,
we will turn our attention to validate arrows 3 and 4 of this
cycle. First, we will present a systematic review of
available literature about the implementation of causal
analysis process area in lower maturity organizations. Our
objective is to see if there have been previous attempts at
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implementing causal analysis in a context similar to the
one we have described. If the review is successful, we will
turn our attention into developing and validating a
consistent classification scheme within the organization.

In reference to our first question, we only found one
reference [7] which shows that CAR can be implemented
at a maturity level 3 organization (question A). The
research done by Buglione and Abram [7], describes how
it is possible to implement a CAR process area in
organizations that have not yet achieved higher maturity
rating. They base their implementation of the causal
analysis meeting using Ishikawa (or Fishbones) diagrams
[18] and defects have been classified using IBM’s
Orthogonal Defect Classification [4].
Finally, Table 1 shows that we have classified the
results of Causal Analysis in three categories (question B).
“Process Improvement” is the category that reports using
Causal Analysis results as an input to process
improvement initiatives. This use is aligned with [4] first
proposal of ODC. The “Project Defect Profile” category
represents initiatives that use defect data to compare the
actual project to the historical projects database of the
organization. They use Causal Analysis to understand
deviations from the historical data and to implement
corrective actions to their project and to the organization’s
process. In the “Defect Prediction”, we have seen attempts
to use artificial intelligence techniques to profile project’s
defects and to predict the number of remaining defects.
Finally, “Cost Saving by Defect Reduction”, means that
the implementation of causal analysis can provide cost
savings. All the results show the intended uses of causal
analysis as they are recommended in the CMMI model.
Unlike our research objective, none of the reviewed
authors have linked causal analysis to training needs.

4. A review of causal analysis methodologies
Since Causal Analysis and Resolution (CAR) is a
CMMI L5 process area, we cannot expect to see a CAR
process deployed in a level 3 organization. Yet, the causal
analysis meeting is the critical success factor of our
process since the output of the causal analysis meeting
(arrow 3) is one of the inputs that the training department
will need in order to plan and deploy the training
interventions.
A systematic review [6] of the causal analysis
bibliography was carried out. Our objective was to answer
these two questions: A) Has anybody else tried to
implement CAR at a CMMI L3 organization? B) What are
people doing with the results of the CAR meeting?
Table 1 shows a summary of the results of the
systematic review on the implementation of causal analysis
in lower maturity organizations.
Table 1 Summary of the reviewed literature
Authors
Is it a Lower Purpose of CAR
Maturity (L2 or analysis
L3)
Organization?
Buglione, L
Yes
N/A
just
the
et al. [7]
challenge
of
implementing it at
lower
maturity
organizations
Bhandari, I
No
Process
et al [8]
Improvement
Card D. N.
No
Process
[9]
Improvement
Card
D.
No
Project
Defect
N.[10]
Profile
Card
D.
N/A
Cost Saving by
N.[11]
Defect Reduction
Mitzukami
No
Project
Defect
D.[12]
Profile
Lezak M et
No
Process
al. [13]
Improvement
Fredericks
No
Process
M et al[14]
Improvement
Norman
N/A
Defect Prediction
E.F. [15]
Bibi S. et al
N/A
Project
Defect
[16]
Profile and Defect
Prediction
Jacobs J. C.
N/A
Project
Defect
et al [17]
Profile and Defect
Prediction

5. Development and Validation
classification scheme

of

the

For a successful implementation of causal analysis
session, the organization must develop a classification
scheme that will enable developers to consistently classify
defects. This section starts by presenting an overview of
IBM’s ODC taxonomy, which has served as the
groundwork for our classification scheme. We then
describe our implementation and our results.

5.1.
Reference classification scheme:
Orthogonal Defect Classification
At IBM [4, 20, 21] Defect Data classification has been
used to drive Software Process Improvement initiatives.
They call their process Orthogonal Defect Classification
(ODC). Within the ODC context, developers classify
defect data in orthogonal classifications. IBM proposes a
taxonomy for defect classification based on the source of
the defects:
•
Education, in this category the developer did not
understand some aspect of the product or the process. This
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category is further divided into education in base code,
education in new function, and other education, depending
on what was not understood.
•
Communication, in this category the developer
did not receive the required information or the information
was incorrect.
•
Oversight, in this category the developer failed to
consider all cases and conditions. Usually some detail of
the problem or process was overlooked. The developer
forgot something, had difficulty checking thoroughly, or
did not have enough time to be thorough.
•
Transcript. In this category the developer knew
what to do and understood the item thoroughly but simply
made a mistake. Transcription errors are typically caused
by some problem in a procedure, for example, typing or
copying a list of items.
In relation to ODC we have reviewed the work by [19],
where they recognize the importance of having a
classification scheme that is consistent with the
organizations’ tools and culture.

5.2.
plan

the researchers established equivalence between the
organization’s classification and ODC (see Table 31).
The organization was already using a defect tracking
system whose defect states were the ones proposed by the
Microsoft Solution Framework for CMMI Process
Improvement [20]. Therefore, implementing the ODClike
classification went seamless in the developer’s culture.
The new classification scheme had to be implemented into
the defect tracking system front end (a Microsoft InfoPath
form template), which required only 4 hours work.
Table 3 Example of the organization’s defect
classification scheme
Defect
Classification
ODC
Category
Criteria
Category
Equivalence
Communication
Product
Interface
Integration Error implementation
does not match
specification.
Changes are not
transferred
to
lower layers.
Data
not
transferred from
lower layers.
Education
Error in use or Controls 'Freeze'.
not
configuration of Paging
in
user
interface working
DataGrids.
controls
DataGrids missing
headers.
…
…
…

Classification Scheme implementation

The classification scheme was developed based on the
advice in [19]. In their work, the authors recognize the
benefits that the organizations can obtain if they take the
time to develop their own classification scheme consistent
with their information needs. As a result of this work, it
was decided to develop a classification scheme that was
suitable for our target organization. We divided the
deployment plan in four major stages (as shown in Table
2). In the first stage, we developed the custom
classification scheme. Secondly, the classification scheme
was deployed to the organization through its defect
tracking system (this is described in this section). Then,
training in developing classification ability had to be
implemented in order to achieve a reliable classification
capability within the organization (described in the
following section).

5.3.
Description of the classification training
and its results
For a successful implementation of the causal analysis
meetings the developers must be consistent in their defect
classification across the organization. A training event was
prepared for the pilot project’s developers.
Three of the organization’s developers attended
training. One of the trainees (C1) was a senior developer
of the organization. The other two developers had
experience in the pilot project’s product line. Moreover,
since we wanted to simulate the turnover rate of the
organization, we included a fourth individual (O) to our
experiment. This fourth subject had no contact with the
organization and was given no training in the classification
scheme.
The training consisted on a 4-hour seminar split into 2
days. The seminar was prepared and given by one of the

Table 2 Classification scheme deployment plan
Stage
Activity
Organizations Capability
Design
and
Validate
classification scheme
Deploy
Classification Modify defect tracking
scheme
system
Training
Design
and
deploy
classification training
Evaluate training results
As we mentioned earlier, to minimize the rejection risk
of the classification deployment, it is important that the
classification taxonomy was consistent with its information
needs and culture[19]. A custom classification was
developed with the help of the practitioners. Furthermore,

1

Since defect data can be sensitive to the organization, we were asked to
show only what was strictly necessary to communicate our results.
Hence, we decided not to include the full classification scheme here.
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researchers. This kind of training is the standard training
effort that this organization invests on a given process. The
organization’s training events of this kind are similar to the
ones described in [21]. During the seminar, an explanation
of the causal analysis meetings purposes was given to the
trainees. The classification scheme was presented with a
sample defect for each one of the 12 classification
categories.
For training evaluation, we provided the trainees with a
set of 31 defects which we asked them to classify. We
wanted a measure of how reliable the classification was
between the trained developers. For this objective we
applied Cohen’s Kappa [22] between each of the subjects
following a process similar to the one shown in [19, 23].
Cohen’s Kappa is a statistical measure of inter-rater
reliability, it is used to compare the level of agreement
between two subjects who are classifying the same data
set. We also applied the Kappa correlation to the outsider
(O), and to an expert classifier (E). Our intention was to
measure how the untrained individual rated against the
other subjects. Furthermore, we applied a Fleiss’ Kappa
[24] to the trained group, and to the trained group plus the
untrained subject. Fleiss’ Kappa is a statistical measure for
assessing the agreement of a number of subjects
classifying a fixed data set. We expect that the
examination of the results will show that trained
individuals score higher correlation values than untrained
individuals.
Table 4 shows the results for every pair: E represents
the expert rater (one of the analysts who helped develop
the classification). C1 – C3 represent the trained
developers and O represents the outsider. While Table 5
presents the Fleiss’ Kappa results with and without the
Outsider.

Table 6 Kappa significance table for Cohen and Fleiss
Cohen’s
Significance
Kappa
<0
Poor Agreement
0.00 – 0,20
Slight Agreement
0,21 – 0,40
Fair Agreement
0,41 – 0,60
Moderate Agreement
0,61 – 0,80
Substantial Agreement
0,81 – 1
Almost
Perfect
Agreement
Table 5 shows that the group did not achieve the target
score, which is an indication of the effectiveness of the
training. Nevertheless, the most remarkable result is that
the inclusion of an untrained individual does not reduce
the overall agreement significance.
The result on the exercise provides enough confidence
in that the developers (C1-C3) are able to consistently
classify defects according to the organization’s
classification scheme. Such results will enable the training
department to process the causal analysis meetings output
as input for specific training to the projects. In addition to
this, results also show the importance of training for
supporting the classification scheme.
The results in Table 4 show that training has effect on
the subjects’ ability to classify. This conclusion is drawn
from Table 4 where we can see that trained subjects score
higher agreement among themselves than when there are
compared with the untrained subject. On the other hand,
some of the trained subjects have failed to meet the 0,61
expected rate. We interpret this as an indication that
training can be improved. This conclusion is supported by
the fact that all three trained subjects scored correlations in
the same significance category (between 0,47 and 0,62). In
any event, the results have shown that with a 4 hour
training regular developers classify 50% better that junior
developers. And senior developers achieve a classification
ability that scores substantial agreement in the correlation
table. Finally, the comparison of the results with the
untrained subject proves that training has impact on the
classification ability of the developers. Taking into
consideration the inclusion of the untrained subject shown
in Table 5, it seems that the organization would do better
to improve the efficiency of the training given, rather than
achieving 100% training coverage of their developers.

Table 4 Cohen's Kappa between subjects
Subjects
Cohen’s
Subjects
Cohen’s
Kappa
Kappa
significance
significance
E – C1
0,73
C1 – C3
0,47
E – C2
0,55
C1 – O
0,36
E – C3
0,52
C2 – C3
0,52
E-O
0,34
C2 – O
0,37
C1 – C2
0,62
C3 – O
0,30
Table 5 Fleiss' Kappa calculation results
Subject Group
K agreement
E-C1-C2-C3
0,53
E-C1-C2-C3-O
0,44

6. Conclusions and future work
In this article, we have proposed a process that links
defect causal analysis to the training department. The
process enables an organizational training department to
show its contribution to the bottom line results of the
organization. We have taken the first steps into
implementing the process and we have also conducted a
verification of these first steps.

Table 6 presents the significance agreement intervals
for both Cohen’s and Fleiss’ Kappas proposed by [25].
Based on this table, we set the objective for accepting
developers’ classification agreement in the “Substantial
Agreement” interval or above.
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It was determined that the key point for the success of
the deployment of the process was the causal analysis
session. An effort was made to reviewing the current state
of the implementation of causal analysis in lower maturity
organizations. The result was that we were able to find
research that shows implementing causal analysis in lower
maturity organizations is possible.
We developed a custom classification scheme for the
organization, and cost-effectively modified the defect
tracking system to deploy it.
Training in that classification scheme was given to a
pilot project. The results show that training improves the
developers’ ability to classify defects.
In conclusion, causal analysis meetings have been
successfully implemented in a maturity level 3
organization. Previous experiences encourage us to affirm
that an implementation of the Causal Analysis and
Resolution process area can be achieved at a lower
maturity organization. We are now developing the
following steps to achieve a full implementation of the
proposed process.
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Abstract

of software systems, as proposed by the concept of Component Orientation (CO) [19], and the automation of system
maintenance tasks, as described by the vision of Autonomic
Computing (AC) [4, 8], can help. With the mKernel system
[1, 2] a generic AC infrastructure is available that enables
comprehensive management of component-oriented EAs that
are realized with the Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) 3.0 technology [3]. Based on mKernel, we provide a comprehensive
set of steps, that are customizable and perform ﬁne-grained
reconﬁguration tasks. These steps can be combined ﬂexibly to generic and autonomous reconﬁguration procedures for
EJB-based EAs. Each of these procedures realizes a certain
reconﬁguration strategy, i.e., a certain way to perform a reconﬁguration. Currently, our approach provides four reusable
strategies that serve as templates for easing the planning and
execution of a concrete reconﬁguration.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
provides an overview to the background, namely system reconﬁguration, CO and the AC infrastructure mKernel. Section 3 discusses related work, while section 4 presents our approach of reconﬁguration procedures. Finally, the last section
gives a conclusion and an outlook on future work.

Enterprise Applications (EA) are complex software systems
for supporting the business of companies. Evolution of an EA
should not affect its availability, e.g., because of a temporal
shutdown, business operations may be affected. One possibility to address this problem is the seamless reconﬁguration of
the affected EA, i.e., applying the relevant changes while the
system is running. Our approach to seamless reconﬁguration
focuses on component-oriented EAs. It is based on the
Autonomic Computing infrastructure mKernel that enables
the management of EAs that are realized using Enterprise
Java Beans (EJB) 3.0 technology. In contrast to other
approaches that provide no or only limited reconﬁguration
facilities, our approach consists of a comprehensive set of
steps, that perform ﬁne-grained reconﬁguration tasks. These
steps can be combined into generic and autonomous reconﬁguration procedures for EJB-based EAs. The procedures
are not limited to a certain reconﬁguration strategy. Instead,
our approach provides several reusable strategies and is
extensible w.r.t. the opportunity to integrate new ones.
Keywords: maintenance, seamless reconﬁguration, EJB

1. Introduction

2. Background

Enterprise Applications (EA) are complex software systems
for supporting the business of a company. According to
Lehman’s laws [10] software implementing real world applications like EAs must continually evolve, else their use and
value would decline. The need for system evolution originates, e.g., from failures, inefﬁciencies or changes of the business or of the system environment that lead to new or changing requirements for EAs. Thus, system evolution can be
categorized as corrective (removing software faults), adaptive (adjusting the system to the changing environment), or
perfective (enhancing or improving the functional and nonfunctional system characteristics) (cf. [15, 18]). Due to the
critical role of an EA within a company this evolution should
not affect the availability of an EA and therefore the business
operations. Otherwise, the company might miss business opportunities and loose reputation and trust. One approach to
address this problem is the seamless reconﬁguration, i.e., applying the relevant changes to the system while it is running.
Except of delays in the response time reconﬁguration should
be transparent to the clients of the EA. This post-deployment
runtime evolution can be seen as one critical challenge in software evolution [14]. To cope with this issue, the modularity

After introducing the basics of system reconﬁguration, the
concept of CO and relevant aspects of the EJB standard are
presented. Finally, we describe how mKernel combines EJB
with the vision of AC.

2.1. System Reconﬁguration
The architecture of a software system is the high-level organization of [its constituent] computational elements and the
interactions between those elements ([5], p.269). In this context, according to [13], there are two general approaches for
software reconﬁguration: parameter adaptation and compositional adaptation. The ﬁrst one modiﬁes variables of one
or more elements that determine their behavior. The second
one addresses structural reconﬁguration through addition and
removal of elements, including the manipulation of connections among them (cf. e.g. [9, 15, 17]). The weakness of
parameter adaptation is that it allows only changes that were
anticipated during development, because the elements have to
provide the variables and react appropriately to their modiﬁcations. In contrast, compositional adaptation is intended for
the dynamic and unanticipated reconﬁguration of a system.
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For carrying out a reconﬁguration, two objectives are to be
considered and desirable [9]. First, the reconﬁguration should
minimize the disruption to the system, i.e., the affected part of
the system may notice delays but no failures, while the rest of
the system should be able to continue its execution normally.
Thus, reconﬁguration should be carried out seamlessly. Second, a consistent state of the system must be preserved during and after reconﬁguration. Consequently, a reconﬁguration, like, e.g., the replacement of an element, may require to
place the affected part of the system in a consistent state before structural changes are performed. A state is consistent if
the affected elements are quiescent [9], i.e., none of them is
currently engaged in servicing a request and none of them will
initiate a request. Furthermore, no requests initiated by nonaffected elements are forwarded to affected ones. To reach a
quiescent state, requests that are currently serviced must be
ﬁnished. New requests must be blocked except those which
are needed to ﬁnish servicing ones. Otherwise, some elements
are not able to reach a quiescent state and end up in a deadlock. Quiescence of the affected part of the system gives new
elements the opportunity to be initialized in a state which is
consistent with the rest of the system, and elements to be removed the opportunity to leave the system in a consistent state
[9]. In case of an element replacement, this may include the
need for transferring the internal state of a replaced element
to a replacing one [15, 16].

tion, the affected part of the system is released at once from
the quiescent state, such that it can be assured that all elements
and connections are reconﬁgured appropriately, before resuming their execution. Comparably with the other strategies, an
advantage of requiring quiescence is that, e.g., an underlying
database is not used during quiescence, which enables its consistent modiﬁcation or transfer. Consideration of strategies is
important to ﬁnd the best way to reconﬁgure a system.

2.2. Component Orientation
The concept of Component Orientation (CO) [19] is a
paradigm for the development of software systems in a modular way through functional decomposition. Such systems are
composed of modules, called Components. A component encapsulates a certain functionality and provides it through contractually speciﬁed Interfaces. A component may use services
from other components through their provided interfaces. An
interface required by a component is called Receptacle. Consequently, a component-based system can be seen as a collection of loosely-coupled modules which collaborate among
each other through their interfaces. Furthermore, a component can be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parties [19]. Thus, CO addresses the complexity during development and deployment by modularity of
requirements, architectures, designs, implementations and deployments. This modularity supports the partial reconﬁguration of component oriented systems.
The Enterprise Java Beans standard (EJB), version 3.0,
[3] is a component standard for the realization of componentoriented EAs on top of the Java programming language. It
deﬁnes a sound component model that is based on so called
Enterprise Beans, or Beans for short. There are two types
of beans considered in the standard, namely Message Driven
Bean and Session Bean. The former one is intended to be
accessed through asynchronous message passing, and the latter one provides interfaces to access its encapsulated functionality. Session beans can be either stateless or stateful.
An instance of a stateful session bean is exclusively used by
a single client and retains its client-speciﬁc Conversational
State across multiple invocations. In contrast, an instance of
a stateless session bean is not exclusively used by a client.
Moreover, each invocation from a client on the same reference
may be executed on different instances. Thus, all instances of
one stateless session bean are equivalent, and their states are
client independent. Receptacles can be declared for session
and message driven beans through EJB References. These
can be connected to interfaces provided by session beans.
Beans may be customized through Simple Environment Entries which can be interpreted as a kind of property. Before
deploying beans, they must be conﬁgured, i.e., their properties must be set and their corresponding receptacles and interfaces must be connected. As unit of deployment the EJB
standard deﬁnes the EJB module that must contain at least one
bean. In the EJB context, parameter adaptation is performed
through setting bean properties, and compositional adapta-

How to apply changes are questions of reconﬁguration
strategies. In [16] the three strategies Flash, Non-Interrupt
and Interrupt are presented. The Flash strategy reconﬁgures
one element without concerning about other elements. Reconﬁguration takes place immediately without handling existing interactions and the states of the affected elements. No
state transfer is performed and existing connections to old elements are not updated. Therefore, these connections become
invalid and are likely to cause errors. Finally, the system may
become inconsistent. Consequently, Flash does not always
perform a seamless and consistent reconﬁguration. Nevertheless, it can be used, amongst others, for parameter adaptation
or for reconﬁguring elements not being critical for the consistency of the application. In contrast, the other strategies
preserve consistency of the system and perform a seamless
reconﬁguration. The Non-Interrupt strategy supports the exchange of elements without the need for quiescence, hence
reducing system disruption signiﬁcantly. Both elements, the
old one that is going to be replaced and the replacing one, are
active. An intercepting facility forwards requests of already
existing sessions to the old one and requests of new sessions
to the replacing one. After all sessions on the old element
have ﬁnished, it can be removed and only the new element is
used. This strategy does not require a state transfer. It requires
that the two elements can be used concurrently. The Interrupt
strategy transfers the affected part of the system into a quiescent state before reconﬁguration takes place. The states of the
affected elements and existing connections between elements
are handled, such that, e.g., an element replacement can be
performed without causing any failures. After reconﬁgura49

tion through (un)deploying modules and manipulating connections between beans. However, after the deployment of a
module into an EJB Container, the runtime environment for
components, the conﬁgurations of beans can not be changed.

work for message-oriented systems that supports a ﬁxed set
of reconﬁguration strategies. In contrast to their work, our
approach is extensible w.r.t. the integration of new strategies.
Moreover, the replacement of strategy elements is supported
which provides additional ﬂexibility. We support separation
of concerns, because developers of EAs do not have to consider reconﬁgurations during development. Finally, the deployment and instance level are explicitly addressed, especially the transfer of conversational states of stateful session
bean instances is supported. Our work addresses a different
application area, namely EJB-based EAs.
Göbel and Nestler [6] extend the EJB speciﬁcation by
adding one more bean type, namely a composite bean. This
composite encapsulates runtime adaptation by selecting different sub-components of the composite. Thus, the developer
must consider this extension to the standard and only anticipated reconﬁguration is possible that depends on the internals
of the composite. Jarir, David, and Ledoux [7] enhance the
EJB container to provide limited reconﬁguration by intercepting calls to impose user-deﬁned functionality. More possibilities are provided by Rutherford et al. [17], though their work
is restricted to reconﬁguration at the deployment level. They
consider the management of the deployment lifecycle of modules and the modiﬁcation of properties and of connections of
beans. Nothing is said about the handling of bean instances,
i.e., replacing bean instances together with their possible conversational states is not considered. In contrast, MatevskaMeyer, Olliges, and Hasselbring [12], who conﬁne reconﬁguration to redeploying modules, recognize the problem of the
state transfer. They conclude that stateful beans are not safe
to structural changes and provide no solution. Finally, the
research group of the Peking University Application Server
(PKUAS) [20] has implemented an own EJB container that
incorporates the necessary technological facilities for updating modules including bean instances and state transfer. Thus,
they consider the deployment and instance level. But they do
not support higher-level facilities, like reconﬁguration strategies that may simplify the role of administrators.

2.3. Autonomic Computing and mKernel
The vision of Autonomic Computing (AC) [4, 8] addresses the
management of systems at runtime. Its basic idea is to assign
low level, administrative tasks to the managed system itself
to disburden human administrators. The system manages itself according to the goals speciﬁed by the administrator. Autonomous management covers the four aspects self-healing,
self-protection, self-optimization, and self-conﬁguration. The
last aspect addresses reconﬁguration explicitly. Furthermore,
each aspect can be mapped to at least one of the different kinds
of system evolution discussed in section 1, namely corrective,
adaptive, and perfective.
The mKernel system [1, 2] provides a generic AC infrastructure for EJB-based autonomous applications. It includes
a comprehensive Application Programming Interface (API)
of sensors and effectors through which the managed application can be inspected and manipulated by a higher level facility. Through this API, mKernel provides a reﬂective view, the
meta level, of the managed application, the base level. Both
levels are causally connected [11]. This reﬂective view enables the management of the application at three different levels of abstraction. The Type Level addresses information regarding types of the constituting elements of the managed application, i.e., artifacts being the result of development. The
Deployment Level concentrates on a concrete conﬁguration
of the managed application that is deployed into a container.
Finally, the Instance Level addresses the bean instances and
interactions among them. With this multi-level view, subtle
management operations are possible. As discussed in section 2.2, the EJB standard limits the conﬁguration of bean
properties and connections among beans to the deployment
time, but mKernel enables the modiﬁcations of them at runtime. Together with supporting the lifecycle of EJB modules,
mKernel provides runtime support for parameter and compositional adaptation. Nevertheless, the EJB speciﬁcation is not
violated or restricted by mKernel. Developers of EJB modules do not have to follow special guidelines beyond those of
the EJB standard during development to enable the manageability of modules through mKernel. Thus, the developer can
solely focus on the application logic while a preprocessing
tool weaves the sensors and effectors into the EJB module.
This approach maintains the idea of Separation of Concerns.
Furthermore, mKernel is realized as a plugin for an existing
EJB container and does not require any adjustments of the
container implementation.

4. Autonomous Reconﬁguration Procedures
Our approach to seamless reconﬁguration of EJB-based EAs
covers parameter and compositional adaptation. To meet various reconﬁguration needs we identiﬁed and provide a comprehensive and complete set of customizable and reusable steps,
that are described in table 1. The ﬁrst column contains identiﬁers for the steps. The second column covers a short description of the particular step. Each step performs a special reconﬁguration task, like, e.g., the deployment of a module (step a)
or the establishment of connections between beans (step l).
Steps are realized by so called executors that are based on the
mKernel API. This is depicted on the left hand side in the reconﬁguration model in ﬁgure 1. Our implementation provides
default executors for all steps, except the step that is intended
for reconﬁguration of databases. Nevertheless, administrators
have the freedom to provide custom executors for arbitrary

3. Related Work
Our approach to seamless reconﬁguration is inspired by the
work of Rosa, Rodrigues and Lopes [16] who present a frame50

ID Step
Deployment of the new EJB module. Setting the Simple Environment Entries and cona
necting the EJB Reference of its beans.
Declaration of the quiescence region which comprises those beans or whole modules
b that must be quiescent at a later point in time. For module replacement, this region is
the module which is going to be replaced.
Start tracking and collecting session bean instances of beans of the quiescence region to
c
get to know the instances that are handled with step f .
Initializing the quiescence, i.e., initializing the blocking of calls on the instances of beans
d
of the quiescence region. The region becomes quiescent after ﬁnishing current calls.
e Waiting until the quiescence region becomes quiescent.
f Extracting the state of stateful session bean instances being collected because of step c.
g Extracting the database that underlies the quiescence region.
h Transfer or modify the database.
i Starting of the new EJB module.
Modifying (optional) and injecting the states, being extracted at step f , to newly created
j
instances of the corresponding stateful session beans of the new EJB module.
Publishing the references of the new bean instances that have been the target of the
k transfer of step j. Client components holding references to replaced stateful session bean
instances are provided with the corresponding new reference to the replacing instance.
Re-route connections that are newly established. The source of the these connections
are client components of the new/old EJB module and the target of these connections
l
shifts from the beans of the old EJB module to the beans of the new EJB module.
Re-route already existing connections, i.e., clients of the old module holding references
to bean instances of the old module are provided with new references to bean instances
of the new module. In case of an I or I/N I this step only considers connections whose
m
targets are bean instances which have not been transferred. Connections to transferred
bean instances are already covered by step k. In case of N I this step is optional and only
consistently applicable if the target of the connection is a stateless session bean instance.
Release the quiescence region, i.e., blocked calls and eventually blocked bean instance
n lookup requests are released and continue executing through using the reference already
held before quiescence or the reference provided in steps k, l or m.
Stop and optionally undeploy the old EJB module if the old module is not used any more,
o
or in case of the F strategy, should not be used any more through existing connections.
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Table 1. Reconﬁguration procedures and their steps
depend on any other step. Starting a new EJB module, e.g.,
requires that the module has been deployed before, therefore
step i depends on a. Nevertheless, as some steps may be optional, corresponding dependencies need not to be met. For
the case, that no state transfer is necessary, steps c, f , j and
k can be omitted, and the step of stopping the old EJB module (o) does not depend on step k, but only on g, l and m.
Consequently, these dependencies are inﬂuenced by a concrete arrangement of steps that may skip optional steps and
by the concrete modules and beans each step is addressing.
However, dependencies can be used to ﬁnd basic restrictions
in ordering the steps or potentials for parallel execution of
steps. There exists, e.g., no dependency between the steps
a and b, such that they can be executed in arbitrary order or
even in parallel. The reusability of each step, the ﬂexibility in ordering the steps and the possibility to omit optional
steps enable various combinations of steps into generic reconﬁguration procedures. Each procedure realizes a certain

steps replacing the default ones. In this way, special requirements for reconﬁguring concrete applications can be fulﬁlled.

Figure 1. Reconﬁguration Model
The provided steps are the basis for the strategies (see ﬁgure 1). Therefore, steps can be combined into generic and
autonomous reconﬁguration procedures. A procedure must
fulﬁll the dependencies between its constituting steps. The
third column of table 1 contains the steps each step depends
on transitively. A ’/’ depicts that the particular step does not
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(steps c, f , j and k) is only required if stateful session beans
are involved and an I or I/N I strategy should be used. Without state transfer and database reconﬁguration there is no need
for quiescence, hence F or N I are the preferable strategies.
For each step being part of a concrete strategy an executor must be assigned. A step executor may deﬁne input and
output parameters. Inputs represent information required for
an appropriate execution and information about execution results are provided through outputs. Outputs can be mapped to
inputs of subsequent executors. E.g., our executor implementation for step f outputs the extracted conversational states
which are used as inputs for the executor of step j. At strategy
level, inputs can also be speciﬁed. These can be connected
to those executors inputs for which no matching outputs are
given. Likewise, outputs can be deﬁned for a strategy that
provide information about execution results of an instantiated
strategy to an administrator. Therefore, executor outputs can
be connected to strategy outputs. To sum up, a concrete strategy consists of a set of steps together with their executors,
speciﬁcations of inputs and outputs at the strategy level, and
mapping speciﬁcations between parameters. In addition to the
dependencies described in the third column of table 1, these
mappings may introduce additional dependencies. A strategy
is valid if there are no circular dependencies and if all executor
inputs are connected either to strategy inputs or outputs of preceding executors. As long as the dependencies are fulﬁlled,
the order of steps may change within a procedure. Thus, it is
conceivable that a strategy is realized by several procedures,
i.e., different orders of steps. The procedures described in the
last four columns of table 1 reﬂect the provided implementations. For a concrete reconﬁguration need, an administrator
must provide a reconﬁguration plan, i.e., a strategy must be
chosen, instantiated and conﬁgured. Consequently, the plan
consists only of the selected strategy and of values for strategy
inputs (see right hand side of the ﬁgure 1). During execution,
parameter values are injected to the relevant step executors.
Therefore, the reconﬁguration can be executed without further interaction need. Thus, an administrator only needs to
know what a strategy is doing, but not how it is realized.
Our current implementation supports all four aforementioned strategies to replace one EJB module with an alternative implementation of this module. The reconﬁguration plan
for each strategy requires only the identiﬁers of the replaced
module and of the replacing module type as input values to
perform the reconﬁguration autonomically. Nevertheless, the
following restrictions must be fulﬁlled.

reusable reconﬁguration strategy. Therefore, administrators
can develop custom strategies, that may be derived from others or that may be completely new ones. Even, a dynamic
arrangement of steps during runtime is possible, resulting in
ad-hoc strategies (see ﬁgure 1). Our approach provides the
four strategies Flash (F ), Non-Interrupt (N I), Interrupt (I),
and Interrupt/Non-Interrupt (I/N I). Besides the ﬁrst three
ones, already presented in section 2.1, we identiﬁed I/N I as
an additional new strategy for replacing modules. It is a mixture of the strategies I and N I. Its idea is that the new and old
module are running concurrently, but newly created sessions
are forwarded to the new module and start processing immediately. Already running sessions on the old module will not run
until they ﬁnish, like it is done with the N I strategy. In contrast, they are driven into a quiescent state and their instances
of the stateful session beans are transferred to the new module, where ﬁnally the sessions continue their processing. The
advantage of I/N I is that system disruption is minimized because newly created sessions are not blocked from servicing
requests. Therefore, the underlying database must be usable
by both modules concurrently. Furthermore, the old module
is removed from the system consistently.
In the following, we discuss in detail how the four strategies F , N I, I and I/N I can be applied for the case of replacing an EJB module with an alternative implementation.
Therefore, each of the last four columns of table 1 describes
a realizing procedure for the corresponding strategy. The entries of these columns are to be read as follows. A step that is
not applicable or available within a strategy is denoted with a
’-’. Otherwise, the number indicates the position of this step
within the procedure.
For the F strategy only the deployment level is relevant
since existing bean instances and connections among them
are not handled. The other strategies distinguish between already existing connections and newly established connections
of bean instances, hence considering the instance level of the
application. Re-routing a connection before it is created is
always possible. Re-routing existing connections is feasible
if the target of the connection is a stateless session bean, because the states of stateless session bean instances are client
independent (see section 2.2) and both beans, replaced and
replacing one, provide the same functionality. However, if
the target is a stateful session bean, an existing connection
can only be modiﬁed consistently if the conversational state is
transferred to the corresponding target instance, otherwise the
client-speciﬁc state would get lost. As described in section 2.1
a state transfer requires quiescence of the affected beans, i.e.,
all instances of the affected beans must be quiescent. Reaching quiescence is simpliﬁed by the EJB standard because bean
instances are per deﬁnition non-reentrant and are not allowed
to perform any kind of thread handling. Quiescence is performed by the steps b, d, e and n. Another motivation for quiescence is the need to transfer or modify the database (steps
g and h) that underlies the modules, i.e., the old and the new
module must be either quiescent or in a stopped state. This
is addressed by the I strategy. In summary, a state transfer

1. The replacing module must provide implementations for
at least those interfaces that are provided by the replaced
module and referenced by clients. This implies that the
replacing module must fulﬁll the same contracts speciﬁed by these interfaces as the replaced module.
2. Each interface identiﬁed through restriction 1 must be
implemented by exactly one session bean inside both,
replaced and replacing modules.
3. For all required EJB References of each of the session
beans providing at least one of the interfaces identi52

ﬁed through restriction 1, there must exist appropriate
providers. An appropriate provider is a session bean
which is not part of the replaced module. If the provider
is part of the replacing module, this restriction must hold
recursively. All EJB References of providers not being
part of the replacing module must be connected to interfaces, recursively.
4. For each bean of the replaced module, there exists one
bean in the replacing module that provides at least the
same interfaces w.r.t. restriction 1.
5. For stateful session beans, the state transfer at instance
level is only performed for those ﬁelds of the replaced
bean - regardless of their access modiﬁers - for which
there exists a matching counterpart in the replacing bean.
In this context, two ﬁelds are matching if they have the
same name and type in both, the replacing and the replaced beans.
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Though these restrictions are imposed on modules, the alternative implementation of the replacing module may eliminate
failures in the behavior of the replaced one or it may be a more
efﬁcient implementation. Additionally, the integration of new
functionality through adopting new or enhanced interfaces by
the replacing module is possible.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
With this paper we presented a ﬂexible approach to seamless reconﬁguration of EJB-based EA that need not to be
anticipated during EA development, hence it maintains the
idea of separation of concerns. By providing generic and
reusable procedures an administrator is freed from handling
ﬁne-grained reconﬁguration tasks for each reconﬁguration
need. Instead of prescribing how a reconﬁguration should be
applied, the administrator can choose between several strategies. Thus, the role of the administrator is reduced to selecting an appropriate strategy and creating a reconﬁguration plan
that conﬁgures a generic procedure for a concrete reconﬁguration need. The reconﬁguration is performed autonomically.
As future work, it would be desirable if a mixture of the
presented strategies could be applied for the replacement of a
module, i.e., a strategy is applied only to a subset of beans of
the module instead to all of its beans. Thus, disjoint subsets
of beans can be reconﬁgured individually. Perhaps, this can
be even broken down to the instance level. Finally, ﬁrst considerations are made to weaken the restrictions of our current
executors, e.g., to enable the replacement of n modules with
m modules. Additionally, we investigate x-to-y relations for
the bean replacement instead of only x-to-1 relations.
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Abstract
Code duplication is a common software development
practice that introduces several similar or identical segments of code, or code clones. In addition, there is currently
a trend towards the use of multiple languages in the development of software systems. While there has been much
work on clone detection and increased interest in studies of
multi-language software systems, there have been no studies of code clones that span multiple languages, which we
term cross-language code clones. In this paper we describe an approach for cross-language clone detection. We
then introduce a tool, which is based on the CodeDOM library that is included with the Microsoft .NET Framework,
to demonstrate the existence of cross-language clones in a
real software system that contains both C# and Visual Basic.NET source code. Because our clone detection algorithm operates on a tree structure, other tree-based clone
detection algorithms could be substituted in the implementation of our tool.

1. Introduction
Code duplication is a common software development
practice that introduces several similar or identical segments of code, or code clones, and has many forms: language construct recurrence, pattern or paradigm adherence,
framework reuse, and copy-paste replication. There are
some advantages to duplicating code; developer productivity can be improved through the use of copy-paste to quickly
replicate functionality. However, there are also important
disadvantages to duplicating code; program comprehensibility, maintainability, and correctness can all be adversely
affected by code duplication practices, particularly copypaste replication. For example, when a change is to be
made to a duplicated piece of code, a developer must determine whether the change should be made to all duplicate
instances (clones) of that code. If the developer makes an

incorrect determination, or accidentally misses a duplicate
instance, then a bug is introduced.
Because code clones can have a negative impact on system quality, techniques and tools to eliminate code clones
have been proposed. For example, techniques for automatic
refactoring have been described [3, 5] and tools to guide
manual refactoring [12] and to allow meta-level refactoring [4] have been developed. However, studies have shown
that some code clones are inherent and that their elimination is not always desirable [15, 16]. Therefore, additional
techniques, such as linked editing [38], are needed to mitigate the unneccessary maintenance costs associated with
code clones [11].
Irrespective of the beneﬁts or drawbacks attributed to a
code clone or a category of code clones, techniques and
tools to detect code clones are needed, and much work
on clone detection has been performed. These techniques
and tools use as inputs a variety of program representations, including source code [1, 2, 8, 14, 25], parse or abstract syntax trees [5, 9, 13, 19, 20, 37, 39], abstract semantic graphs [28], and program dependence graphs [17, 22].
Furthermore, these techniques and tools use a variety of
matching approaches, including string or token comparison [1, 2, 8, 14], metric comparison [28], hashing [5], subgraph isomorphism [17, 22], feature vectors [19, 13], frequent item sets [25, 39], sufﬁx trees [20, 37], and structural abstraction [9]. Direct comparisons and evaluations
of some of these techniques and tools are provided in the
literature [6, 33].
While several of the aforementioned clone detection
techniques can be adapted to multiple languages [32] and
some of the aforementioned clone detection tools accept
more than one source language (for example, CCFinder [14]
can detect code clones in Java, C, C++, C#, Visual Basic,
and COBOL programs), all of the techniques and tools focus on detecting same-language code clones, that is, code
clones for which each associated code segment is written
in the same source language. However, there is currently
a trend towards the development of heterogeneous soft-
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ware systems in which multiple languages are used. The
Microsoft .NET Framework [29], which leverages a common byte code format and virtual machine to allow programs written in different languages to interact, is a central actor in this trend. While this trend has caused increased interest in studying multi-language software systems [18, 27, 26, 30, 35], there are currently no approaches
for detecting code clones that span multiple languages or
studies of such clones.
In this paper we describe an approach for detecting code
clones that span multiple languages, which we term crosslanguage code clones. Our approach is complementary to
other clone detection techniques, as we are focused primarily on issues associated with detecting cross-language
code clones and not on the mechanics of clone detection.
We also introduce a tool, C2D2, that implements crosslanguage clone detection for the .NET Framework. We then
apply C2D2 to two subsystems of a real, open-source software system, MonoTM [31]. Our results demonstrate the
existence of cross-language code clones, speciﬁcally code
clones that span the C# and Visual Basic.NET languages.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we provide background information about the libraries that
we use to implement our cross-language clone detection
system, C2D2, and in Section 3 we provide an overview
of C2D2. In Section 4 we describe a case study and report
our results. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 5
and conclude in Section 6.

2. Background
In this section we provide background information
about the Code Document Object Model (CodeDOM) and
NRefactory. Both are libraries that we use to implement our
cross-language clone detection system, C2D2.

2.1. CodeDOM
The Microsoft .NET Framework includes the Code Document Object Model (CodeDOM) library, which provides
a language-independent metamodel for representing source
code [7]. CodeDOM exists primarily to allow developers
of programs that emit source code, such as the Visual Studio.NET forms designer, to emit source code in multiple
programming languages from a common representation. A
CodeDOM graph is a graph of CodeDOM nodes that represent the logical structure of source code and can be used
both to generate source code in any language for which an
implementation of the ICodeGenerator interface is provided.
CodeDOM is similar to other metamodels for abstract
syntax trees [10, 21] but is more similar to the Dagstuhl

Middle Metamodel (DMM) [23] and the Common MetaModel (CMM) [36]. Like the DMM and the CMM, CodeDOM provides classes that represent many common objectoriented language constructs, including namespaces, type
declarations (classes, structs, and enumerations), methods,
ﬁelds, exceptions, and control statements. Also like the
CMM, CodeDOM provides classes that represent statements and expressions, and is extensible. The expressiveness of CodeDOM is limited by the necessity of providing
the option to generate code in any language in the .NETfamily. Thus, CodeDOM can express only constructs that
are available in all .NET languages.
Language constructs that are not directly supported by
CodeDOM can be represented using a generic node, or
“snippet” node. However, in many cases, source code can
be restructured to avoid the use of snippets. For example,
the switch statement is not present in all .NET languages,
but can be restructured as a series of if statements. Such
a restructuring ensures that the desired functionality can be
achieved across all .NET languages.

2.2. NRefactory
Microsoft implements the interfaces in the CodeDOM library that allow a developer to populate a CodeDOM graph
programmatically, but they do not implement the interfaces
that would allow a developer to populate a CodeDOM graph
from existing source code. The SharpDevelop IDE [34]
includes the NRefactory library, which provides parsers
for both C# and Visual Basic.NET; each of these parsers
builds an internal abstract syntax tree (AST) representation
of the input program. The CodeDomOutputVisitor class of
NRefactory traverses the internal AST to produce a CodeDOM graph that represents source code that is semantically
equivalent to the source code provided as input to the parser.
However, because the expressiveness of the CodeDOM is
limited, the source code generated from the produced CodeDOM graph may not be syntatically identical to the original
source code.

3. C2D2
In this section we present our cross-language clone detection system, C2D2, including an overview of the system,
a description of changes we made to NRefactory, and the
details of our clone detection algorithm.
Figure 1 illustrates an overview of the C2D2 system,
which takes as input one or more C# or Visual Basic.NET
source ﬁles and produces as output a listing of detected
clones. The source ﬁles, which are shown in the upper left
of the ﬁgure, are read by the convertor component, which
is shown towards the lower left of the ﬁgure. The convertor
component converts each source ﬁle to a CodeDOM graph
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erly translated to CodeDOM; we are not yet able to obtain a
CodeDOM graph for NRefactory due to these deﬁciencies.
Nonetheless, our initial efforts allow the CodeDOM graphs
produced by our modiﬁed version of NRefactory to be used
for our feasibility study.

3.2. Clone Detection Algorithm

Figure 1. Overview of C2D2. Dashed lines represent “use” dependencies. Solid lines represent data ﬂow.
Tabbed ﬁles are provided by the user. Clouds represent internal data structures. Lined ﬁles are generated by the system.

by passing it to the NRefactory library, which is shown
in the lower left of the ﬁgure. The connector component,
which is shown in the lower middle of the ﬁgure, connects
the collection of CodeDOM graphs produced by the convertor component to form a uniﬁed CodeDOM graph. The
detector component, which is shown in the lower right of
the ﬁgure, detects clones in the uniﬁed CodeDOM graph
produced by the connector component. Output of the detector component is a clone report that lists the detected code
clones.

3.1. Changes to NRefactory
We made several changes to the NRefactory library to ﬁx
bugs and to provide new functionality. With these changes,
the CodeDOM graphs produced by the NRefactory parsers
are usable for clone detection. Our corrections and additions to the NRefactory code are located primarily in the
CodeDomOutputVisitor class. For example, in C# the
using keyword can be followed by either an expression or
a statement; however, only the expression case was handled
by the version of NRefactory that we downloaded (version
2.2.0.2532). We added code to handle the statement case.
The parsers provided by NRefactory annotate some (but
not all) AST nodes with line and column numbers, but do
not propogate this information to the produced CodeDOM
graphs. However, CodeDOM allows graph nodes to be annotated with a dictionary of user data via the UserData
property. We leveraged this property to add line and column numbers (along with other auxilary data provided by
the NRefactory lexers and parsers) to the nodes in the CodeDOM graph.
Our efforts to correct and enhance the NRefactory library are ongoing. Despite our efforts, there remain C#
constructs that are either not properly parsed or not prop-

We utilize a hybrid token/tree-based algorithm for clone
detection. Tree-based detection algorithms tend to be
slower and more complex than token-based algorithms, so
we wished to use a token-based algorithm to complete our
feasibility study of cross-language clone detection. However, our input structure is a tree, not a token stream; thus,
we created a hybrid token/tree-based algorithm.
The ﬁrst step in our algorithm is to traverse the tree that
underlies the uniﬁed CodeDOM graph and to create and
store a string token for each leaf node in the tree. We perform the traversal depth-ﬁrst to allow each interior node in
the tree to access the tokens of its children during the traversal. An interior node stores the tokens of its children in a list
and in preﬁx order. After traversal of the tree is complete,
the list in the root node contains the token for each node in
the tree, and so on down the tree. During the traversal, we
also store each tree node in a list of nodes of the same type;
one list exists for each CodeDOM node type.
Our matching algorithm is based on the Levenshtein distance algorithm [24]. The Levenshtein distance between
two strings is the minimum number of character insertions,
deletions, or substitutions required to transform one of the
strings into the other string. We adapt this algorithm to work
on lists of tokens representing CodeDOM nodes (recall that
each CodeDOM node in the tree, except for a leaf node,
contains the list of tokens for its children), which in turn
represent code segments. We determine the minimum number of token insertions, deletions, or substitutions required
to transform one list of tokens into the other list of tokens.
We store our results in a data structure that stores the number of tokens cloned and the percentage matching (cloning)
between two lists of tokens (code segments).
We only apply our matching algorithm on CodeDOM
nodes of the same type. This is equivalent to only applying
the algorithm on AST nodes of the same type, or to only
attempting to match code segments of the same syntactic
form. By intelligently applying our matching algorithm we
reduce the complexity of the clone detection process and
greatly improve performance. In addition, we eliminate the
possibility of detecting a clone that crosses a block boundary; thus, we retain a key advantage that tree-based clone
detection approaches have over token-based approaches.
Our matching algorithm takes four parameters. The ﬁrst
parameter speciﬁes a minimum number of tokens that a list
may contain to be considered, and the second parameter
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# of Clones

Total
8,029

30–40
7,347

Percentage Matching
40–50
50–60
60–70
361
188
10

70–100
0

0–10
0

10–20
805

20–30
4,328

Tokens Matched
30–40
40–50
2,590
278

50–60
25

60–70
3

70+
0

Table 1. Cross-Language Clones. The number of cross-language clones detected by C2D2, categorized by percentage
matching and by tokens matched.

static public void EmitInt (ILGenerator ig, int i)
{
switch (i){
case -1:
ig.Emit (OpCodes.Ldc_I4_M1);
break;
...
default:
if (i >= -128 && i <= 127){
ig.Emit (OpCodes.Ldc_I4_S, (sbyte) i);
} else
ig.Emit (OpCodes.Ldc_I4, i);
break;
}
}

Shared Sub EmitLoadI4Value(ByVal Info As EmitInfo, \
ByVal I As Integer, \
ByVal TypeToPushOnStack As Type)
TypeToPushOnStack = \
Helper.GetTypeOrTypeBuilder(TypeToPushOnStack)
Select Case I
Case -1
Info.ILGen.Emit(OpCodes.Ldc_I4_M1)
...
Case SByte.MinValue To SByte.MaxValue
Dim sbit As SByte = CSByte(I)
Info.ILGen.Emit(OpCodes.Ldc_I4_S, sbit)
Case Else
Info.ILGen.Emit(OpCodes.Ldc_I4, I)
End Select
Info.Stack.Push(TypeToPushOnStack)
End Sub

Figure 2. Example Cross-Language Clone. A portion of a cross-language clone detected by C2D2. The left side of the
ﬁgure lists a C# code segment from mcs/constant.cs and the right side of the ﬁgure lists a Visual Basic.NET code segment
from vbnc/source/Emit/Emitter.vb. The full clone spans lines 805–855 of mcs/constant.cs and lines 1384–1414 of
vbnc/source/Emit/Emitter.vb, and has a percentage matching of 58 (69 of 118 tokens matched).

speciﬁes the corresponding maximum number. These parameters can be used to reduce the number of matches attempted by the algorithm; please note that these parameters
specify the numbers of tokens a list may contain to be considered by the algorithm and not the numbers of tokens that
a clone may contain. The third parameter speciﬁes a minimum percentage matching. This parameter can be used to
ﬁlter clones that do not reach the speciﬁed percentage of
similarity. Finally, the fourth parameter speciﬁes whether
to attempt to detect same-language clones (in addition to
cross-language clones).

4. Case Study
In this section we describe a case study used to evaluate
the feasibility of our approach. We use the C# and Visual
Basic.NET compilers from Mono [31], version 1.2.6, as the
test case. We chose these compilers because they are opensource and are part of a large, multi-language software system. Furthermore, as compilers for a common back end (the
.NET runtime environment) they are likely to have common
functionality in their code generators.
The C# compiler, mcs, consists of 38 C# ﬁles that
contain 49,216 lines of non-blank, uncommented, non-

preprocessed source code. The Visual Basic.NET compiler, vbnc, consists of 422 Visual Basic.NET ﬁles that
contain 52,161 lines of non-blank, uncommented, nonpreprocessed source code. Thus, our test case totals 460
source ﬁles and 101,377 lines of source code. Before running C2D2 on the test case, we conﬁgured it as follows:
minimum number of tokens (50), maximum number of tokens (200), minimum cloning percentage (30), and attempt
to detect same-language clones (no). We performed all experiments on a workstation with an AMD AthlonTM 64 X2
3800+ processor and 1 GB RAM; the operating system is
Microsoft Windows XP Professional SP2 32-bit. Using the
above conﬁguration and the test case as input, the total execution time for C2D2 is 21 minutes and 23 seconds (wall
clock time).
Table 1 summarizes the results of the execution. A total of 8,029 cross-language clones were detected; however,
7,708 of the detected clones had a percentage matching of
less than 50, leaving only 198 clones with a percentage
matching of 50 or greater. Of those 198 clones, only 10 have
a percentage matching of 60 or greater and none have a percentage matching of 70 or greater. At ﬁrst glance, these results do not appear to demonstrate the existence of meaningful cross-language clones. Yet, the example clone illustrated
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in Figure 2 shows that percentage matching is a potentially
misleading metric for cross-language clones detected using
our algorithm. Figure 2 illustrates a cross-language clone
that consists of a segment of C# code and a segment of Visual Basic.NET code. If it were not for the stack manipulation performed in the Visual Basic version of the code then
the functionality would be identical. This example clone is a
type 3 clone [6], i.e., a clone in which identiﬁers have been
changed and statements have been changed, added, or removed (added in this case). However, the percentage matching for the clone is only 58% (69 of 118 tokens matched),
which might seem low.
Despite the discovery of the cross-language clone illustrated in Figure 2 and others, when compared to the results of other clone studies, the number of detected clones
with a signiﬁcant percentage matching appears to be low
for the amount of code included in the test case. There
are several possible explanations for this. First, as noted
above, percentage matching seems to be a misleading metric for evaluating cross-language clones detected using our
algorithm. Second, Mono simply might not have many
cross-language clones; this seems likely given that different projects within Mono often have disparate development
teams. However, this would indicate that study of additional multi-language software systems is warranted. We
plan to undertake such studies in the future. A third possibility is that C2D2, while capable of ﬁnding some crosslanguage clones (as demonstrated above), might miss other
cross-language clones. This could be due to the clone detection algorithm employed. Again, this would indicate that
further study, including applying more advanced tree-based
clone detection techniques, is warranted.

5. Related Work
In this section we discuss related work, which we divide
into two categories: (1) studies of clones and (2) studies of
multi-language software systems.

5.1. Studies of Clones
Many techniques and tools for clone detection exist.
These techniques and tools operate on a variety of program
abstractions, including strings [1, 2, 8], tokens [14, 25],
trees [5, 9, 13, 19, 20, 37, 39], and graphs [17, 22, 28]. Because our approach detects clones on a tree structure, other
tree-based clone detection algorithms could be substituted
for the one we present.
Studies investigating the presence of code clones in
single-language software systems have found signiﬁcant
amounts of duplicated code within these systems. These
studies, known as clone coverage studies, suggest that it

is not uncommon to have over 20% cloned code in a software system. For example, CCFinder detected almost 30%
cloned code in version 1.3.0 of the JDK [14], and CPMiner detected over 22% cloned code in version 2.6.6 of
the Linux kernel [25]. In addition, one study reported over
59% cloned code in a COBOL payroll application [8].

5.2. Cross-Language Studies of Multi-Language
Software Systems
There is currently a trend towards the development of
heterogeneous software systems in which multiple languages are used [18]. This trend has caused increased interest in studying multi-language software systems. Topics
of interest include modeling, usability, tool support, as well
as maintenance processes, which would include clone detection and evolution.
Linos, et al. [27] and Moise and Wong [30] present studies of cross-language dependencies found in software systems written in C/C++ and Java. Strein, et al. [35] present
an approach to cross-language program analysis for refactoring and a prototype tool that handles both C# and Visual
Basic.NET; however, they do not leverage CodeDOM for
their implementation. Finally, Linos, et al. [26] present an
approach to computation of metrics on MSIL (Microsoft Intermediate Language). Their ultimate goal is to determine
whether computation of metrics at the MSIL level is as effective as computation of metrics directly on source code.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
The current trend towards the use of multiple languages
in the development of software systems introduces new
challenges for software comprehension and software maintenance. Many techniques and tools for clone detection,
elimination, and removal have been described in the literature, and some of this literature addresses the problem of applying these techniques and tools to software systems written in a variety of languages. However, none of these techniques or tools have been applied to multi-language software systems with a focus on detecting code clones that
span multiple languages.
In this paper we introduced an approach for detecting
code clones that span multiple languages, which we termed
cross-language code clones. Our approach complements
other clone detection techniques, as it is focused on issues of detecting cross-language code clones and not on
the mechanics of clone detection. We described an approach for cross-language clone detection and presented a
tool, C2D2, that implements cross-language clone detection
for the .NET Framework. Our experimental results demonstrate the existence of cross-language code clones, speciﬁcally code clones that span C# and Visual Basic.NET.
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As future work we propose to enhance the usability and
interoperability of C2D2 by producing output ﬁles that can
be read by existing clone visualization systems, to integrate more advanced tree-based clone detection techniques
into C2D2, and to perform more extensive studies of multilanguage software systems.
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decision support system (DSS) to help access this
complex structure and large amount of information. A
potential solution to this problem would be to develop
a decision based system for the S3m. This DSS could
be available for both maintainers and maintenance
clients. The proposed modelling of a software
maintenance DSS was based on the van Heijst
methodology [3], which consists of constructing a task
model, selecting or building an ontology [4], mapping
the ontology onto the knowledge roles in the task
model and instantiating the application ontology with
this specific domain knowledge. According to van
Heijst, there are at least six different types of
knowledge to be taken into account when constructing
such a system: tasks-goals, problem-solving methods,
task instances, inferences, the ontology and the domain
knowledge (see Fig.1). Van Heijst uses the different
types of knowledge in a more generic way than we do
in this document.

Abstract - Maintaining and supporting the
software of an organization is not an easy task, and
software maintainers do not currently have access to
decision support systems (DSS) to evaluate strategies
for improving the specific activities of software
maintenance. This article presents a DSS which helps
in locating best practices offered by a software
maintenance maturity model (S3m). The contributions
of this paper are: 1) to instrument a maturity model
with a DSS tool to aid software maintenance
practitioners in locating specific best practices that
could help them answer their questions.

I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge transfer of a large number of best
practices, described in a maturity model, has proved
difficult [1]. This is especially true during the training
stage of an assessor or a new participant in a process
improvement activity. It is also challenging to quickly
refer to, or access, the right practice, or subset of
practices, when trying to answer specific questions
during or after a process maturity evaluation.
The software maintenance maturity model S3m
contains a large number of software maintenance
concepts and information which are structured in
many successive levels [2], [14]. The first level is
labelled ‘process domains level’, and regroups the
maintenance practices in 4 process domains (process
management, maintenance request management,
software evolution engineering and support to software
engineering evolution). Each process domain is broken
down into one or more key process areas (KPAs).
These KPAs logically group together items which
conceptually belong together. As an example all
training related practices are grouped into one KPA. A
KPA is further divided into roadmaps with one or
more best practices, spanning five maturity levels. The
complete S3m has 4 domains, 18 KPAs, 74 roadmaps
and 443 best practices. It would be beneficial to have a

Fig.1. The different components of knowledge models [3]
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importance (see Table 1). These are also examples of
knowledge statements about the domain of software
maintenance. Key to helping software maintainers
would be to provide them with ways of resolving their
problems by leading them to documented best
practices.

For van Heijst, domain knowledge refers to a
collection of statements about the domain [4]. The
domain of this specific research is software
maintenance, and it is divided into 4 process domains.
Examples of statements are presented in section 3. At a
high level, the ontology refers to a part of the software
maintenance ontology [5] presented in section 4. The
problem solving methods and tasks are described at
length in section 5. The tool environment and
conclusion, as well as future work, are presented in
sections 6 and 7. Section 2 begins by presenting the
goals of the S3m architecture.

TABLE I
TOP MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS [8]
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

II GOALS OF THE S3M ARCHITECTURE
The S3m was designed as a customer-focused
benchmark for either:
• Auditing the software maintenance capability of a
service supplier or outsourcer; or
• Supporting the process improvement activities of
software maintenance organizations.

8
9
10
11
12

To address the concerns specific to the maintainer, a
distinct maintenance body of knowledge is required.
The S3m is also designed to complement the maturity
model developed by the SEI at Carnegie Mellon
University in Pittsburgh [6] by focusing mainly on
practices specific to software maintenance. The
architecture of the model locates the most fundamental
practices at a lower level of maturity, whereas the most
advanced practices are located at a higher level of
maturity. An organization will typically mature from
the lower to the higher maturity level as it improves.
Lower-level practices must be implemented and
sustained for higher-level practices to be achieved.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Maintenance problem
Managing fast-changing priorities
Inadequate testing techniques
Difficulty in measuring performance
Missing or incomplete software documentation
Adapting to rapid changes in user organizations
A large number of user requests in waiting
Difficulty in measuring/demonstrating the
maintenance team’s contribution
Low morale due to lack of recognition
Not many professionals in the field, especially
experienced ones
Little methodology, few standards, procedures or
tools specific to maintenance
Source code complex and unstructured
Integration, overlap and incompatibility of
systems
Little training available to personnel
No strategic plans for maintenance
Difficulty in meeting user expectations
Lack of understanding and support from IT
managers
Maintenance software running on obsolete
systems and technologies
Little will for reengineering applications
Loss of expertise when employees leave

There is a growing number of sources where software
maintainers can look for best practices, a major
challenge being to encourage these sources to use the
same terminology, process models and international
standards. The practices used by maintainers need to
show them how to meet their daily service goals.
While these practices are most often described within
their corresponding operational and support processes,
and consist of numerous procedures, a very large
number of problem-solving practices could be
presented in a DSS which would answer their many
questions about those problems. Examples are
presented in section 6. Maintenance client problems
could also be linked to these internal problems because
of the impacts it can occur. When using the software
maintenance ontology in the DSS, it was necessary to
consider the structure of the maturity model
relationship between the many process domains,
roadmaps and practices. This problem is addressed
next.

III S3M ARCHITECTURE AND KNOWLEDGE
STATEMENTS

Software maintainers experience a number of
problems. These have been documented and an attempt
made to rank them in order of importance. One of the
first reported investigations was conducted by Lientz
and Swanson [7]. They identified six problems related
to users of the applications, to managerial constraints
and to the quality of software documentation. Other
surveys have found that a large percentage of the
software maintenance problems reported are related to
the software product itself. This survey identified
complex and old source code which was badly
documented and structured in a complex way. More
recent surveys conducted among attendees at
successive software maintenance conferences [8]
ranked perceived problems in the following order of
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Fig.2. Part of the software maintenance ontology of (Kitchenham and et al., 1999)

planning, Service Level Agreements, maintenance
manager negotiation, training, procedures, and so forth.
Many more concepts must be involved to contribute to
all aspects of the solution, but our purpose is to show
the utility of a DSS in the software maintenance
domain, and it therefore starts with a constrained
number of concepts. Maturity models typically include
the detailed best practices that could be of help in
solving this type of problem. The main issue is that the
best practice locations and their interrelationships are
hidden in the layered architecture of the maturity
model, specifically in its process domains, KPAs and
roadmaps. It is therefore necessary to find a way to link
this layered architecture with the maintenance concepts
of the ontology and proceed to analyze the tasks
required to build a DSS to support the maintainers in
their quest for solutions. The next section describes the
navigation concepts that have been implemented in
S3mDSS. The user of the DSS navigates using a
sequence of tasks that will lead him through a further
sequence of tasks.

IV ONTOLOGY OF THE SOFTWARE
MAINTENANCE BODY OF KNOWLEDGE

We elected to implement only a subset of the
ontology developed by Kitchenham et al. [5] and Ruiz
et al. [9] for the initial trial of this research project. The
Kitchenham ontology was chosen because its author is
well known in Software Engineering maintenance.
Other software maintenance ontologies could also be
used [9], [10] and [11] to enhance the Kitchenham at
al. proposal. Fig. 2 describes the different maintenance
concepts considered surrounding a software
maintenance activity. Software maintenance is highly
event-driven, which means that some maintenance
activities are unscheduled and can interrupt ongoing
work. This subset of the ontology represents many, but
not all, the concepts involved in responding to the
questions related to the first problem identified by
Dekleva [8]: “Managing fast-changing priorities”.
Maintainers agree that this is the most important
problem they face. How can they handle the fastchanging priorities of the customer? Solutions to this
problem are likely to be found by using many paths
through the maintenance concepts of the ontology.
Navigation through these concepts should lead to
associated concepts which are conceptually linked and
likely to contribute to a solution, like the need for
better event management, change control, maintenance

V HIGH LEVEL VIEW OF S3M DSS
In [3], the first activity in the construction of a DSS
is the definition of task analysis. Task analysis begins,
at a high level, with a definition of an index of terms.
This index includes words commonly used in software
engineering (see Figure 3). From this index, a subset of
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more restrictive words is identified. This subset is a list
of keywords recognized specifically in software
maintenance. Each keyword is then connected to one
or more maintenance concepts. A maintenance
concept, in software maintenance, is a concept found in
the Software Maintenance Body of Knowledge and
ontology (see Fig. 2). Every maintenance problem
identified by Dekleva [8] has been translated into a
case problem and connected to the software
maintenance ontology. Each case problem is then
linked to a set of themes (questions) which help the
user of the DSS to navigate into a part of the maturity
model that will propose recommendations in the form
of best practices. The link between the maintenance
concepts and the maturity model is made in the themes
concept. Themes are questions which have been
developed to hop from node to node in the ontology. A
close look at Fig. 2 reveals that the themes concept can
combine different maintenance concepts and, finally,
create a set of recommendations of the maturity model.
For every best practice, there is a linked theme (or
choice) from which the user can select (also called
facts) which will lead to a final specific set of
recommendations. This 1-1 matching between theme
and recommendation will contribute to a composed set
of recommendations directly adapted to the user
context. Above all of this, a distinction between
internal maintenance engineers and maintenance client
has been made. We think that the same problems are
involved for both side but we need to adapt the way we
ask. In this case, when a maintenance client uses the
system, themes are adapted to his understanding.

Expanding the 6 high-level tasks in Figure 3, we
propose 12 detailed tasks which will help identify a
subset of best practices related to the S3m.

VI DSS TOOL TECHNOLOGY
Next we will explain the technology used as well as
an overview of the design of the DSS. Then we will
demonstrate how this DSS can be used to help a user
answer a question and how an expert populates a
complete case problem.

A. Technology and design
The S3mDSS was built using Java, Java Server
Pages, JavaScript, CSS and HTML technologies. This
combination of technologies was selected for its easy
access via the Internet.
TABLE II
DSS QUESTIONS
#
A

B

C

D
E
F
G
H
I
J

K

Questions
Are there training plans for to new maintenance
engineers about generic topics like management and
processes activities?
Do maintenance engineers periodically update their
knowledge associated with the software and its
infrastructure they maintain?
Are maintenance engineers trained and motivated to
perform well when using the processes/services and
their support role?
Is there some training communication with customers
offered to software maintenance engineers?
Do you use any internal benchmarking data to guide
the training of maintenance resources?
Does the maintenance organisation have a training
budget?
Are there plans describing the training needed for
each maintenance position and application software?
Is there training time planned?
Do senior maintainers familiarise new employees?
Are training needs defined for both technical and
management responsibilities for each development
project?
Do people working on the pre-delivery and transition
receive the training deemed appropriate by the
software developer?

Fig.3. High-level view of S3m

Behind that, a SQL Server database was added in order
to manage the knowledge base. This choice was
justified by the lack of reactivity that XML parsing
proposed before. The architecture is based on a 3-tiers

Provided recommendations are some kind of invitation
to his maintainer to follow different rules. This could
both help maintenance enterprise but also client one.
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to the user in the form of questions (see Table 2). The
user will find facts for each practice (theme). He can
answer yes or no to any of the themes. In function of
the facts chosen, the system composed a set of
recommendations to the user. Figure 4 shows how the
DSS will recommend the following solution
(simplified for this paper): RecSet.

model providing easy maintainability and is composed
of a presentation layer, a business layer and DAO
layer. The business layer design has been split into 2
parts: the first part regroups all the controlling servlets
and the second parts regroup all the business methods.
Servlets assure proper communication between the
presentation layer and the business layer while the
business methods communicate with the DAO
layer.Currently, more than 550 words and 70 keywords
have been introduced into the DSS. Five maintenance
problems identified by Dekleva have been introduced
and took 17 hours to complete.
We estimate that there is still 2,000 hours required
to populate the knowledge base for all the S3m
practices for maturity 0, 1 and 2. The DSS has 3
different interface types: administrator, expert and
user. The administrator interface manages access rights
to the DSS, while the expert interface offers experts the
option of adding new index words, keywords,
concepts, cases, themes and recommendations. The
next section will demonstrate how the DSS helps a
user answer a specific question: How can I improve a
maintainers training? 

Fig. 4: DSS recommendation mechanism

Figure 5 (next page) shows an example of the user
layout in the previous case problem. The user layout is
made up of 4 dynamic tables representing all the
concepts we discuss before.
Each table is displayed step by step by user
selection and associated with a help function. In the top
of the layout, a toolbar has been inserted to start every
research by typing a word into the system or selecting
a keyword. Next will show in practice how a
maintenance expert can enter a case problem into the
DSS.

B. Helping a user answer a question
First of all, the user enters a word that will identify
a suggested keyword that represents the topic he is
interested to obtain answers for. As an example, the
user enters: training. This keyword will guide the DSS
to the most closely related KPA and roadmap concepts
of its database. Currently, the DSS presents the
following keyword: maintenance training as a
feedback. In this same feedback the DSS presents the
maintenance concepts, which are related to this KPA
and roadmap, to the user.

VII EXPERT INTERFACE
Fig. 5 (next page) show an example of the expert
layout. This layout asks experts to add, modify or
delete high level view elements. Expert can also add a
complete case to the DSS by respecting the following
recommendation, question, case problem, maintenance
concept, keyword and word order because of the links
between elements. Below the top table, a form is
proposed where expert can fill information like
element name, help content or links with upper or
lower elements.

It also presents the concepts in order of priority.
This is done using a percentage of relevance linked to
each concept. The expert had previously established
this percentage. The user is then asked to choose one or
multiple concepts, maintenance human resources in
our example. The DSS presents the case problems
associated with this maintenance concept selected to
the user. It will present the case problems in order of
priority to the user. A percentage of relevance is also
related to each case problem. The expert has also
previously established this percentage. The user
chooses one or multiple case problems that represent
the closest is current problem, ex: little training
available to maintenance engineers in our example.
With this case problem, there are 11 themes presented

All existing elements are accessible by conventional
html lists and can be added very easily by selecting and
pressing a button. When validation button is pressed,
an additional form shown in Fig. 6 appear. Experts can
then complete association percentages between linked
elements. Note that experts can use HTML mark-ups
into recommendation text to add hyperlinks, lists or
tables.
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Figure 5: S3mDSS user interface layout

engineers concerns. This will be helpful for users to
navigate first in all the software maintenance problems
before they can drill down to a specific area. Second
tasks will be to enhance the number of maintenance
problems and insert examples of how the case problem.
A case problem is an example of what other companies
have done to solve a specific issue. We have been
tracking the usage of the DSS for 2 years now and can
report on its usage. Although users will be able to find
a recommendation there is little evidence that this
information is helpful in their daily work. More
validation is required to see if a DSS in this very
unstructured and low maturity domain could yield any
benefit to an organization. More research will be
conducted this year with the help of master students
from the FUNDP from Belgium.

X CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Identifying the best practices in a maturity model is
a difficult task, considering their number and the
multiple possible answers associated with each of
them. Our proposal is that a DSS could help in finding
an appropriate recommendation. The next step in this
research project is to populate the DSS, validate the
results with experts in the domain and determine
whether or not the DSS is a useful support tool for
training on the content of the maturity model. The
S3mDSS is a working prototype and is available on
http://www.s3m.ca. Future work will consist of first
creating a higher level representation of the key users,
customers, maintenance managers and maintenance
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Figure 6: S3mDSS expert form layout
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consistencies between PIM and PSM introduce some difficulties to generate PSMs tailored to other platforms. This is
especially true if PIM level changes are made in PSM instead. In this case, the generation of PSM to a new platform
would not have PIM details that exist in the other platform.
It means that if a MDD project aims to create software for
different platforms, PSMs of each platform have to be consistent with the corresponding PIM and with PSMs of other
platforms. It is also true for models in the same abstraction
level.

ABSTRACT
Model-Driven Development aims to use models as first
class artifacts in software development. Therefore, the need
to control model evolution in this context became as important as to control the evolution of source-code. In ModelDriven Architecture, a target model is generated from a
source model through a transformation process. Consequently, there is a relationship among them. However, these
models may evolve independently due to modifications,
making them inconsistent with each other. In this scenario,
traditional versioning is fundamental, but it is not sufficient
to control the evolution of different interconnected models
that represent the same software. In this paper, we propose
a server side transformation, synchronization and versioning approach to control the evolution of models.

Model versioning is essential to control model evolution.
However, if source and target models are versioned independently, there will be no guarantee that they are consistent with each other. Since these models have to evolve
together, versioning is not enough to control their evolution
in MDA context. Therefore, these models have to be synchronized before versioned.

Keywords
Version Control, Model Versioning, Model-Driven Development, Model-Driven Architecture, Model Evolution.

Models synchronization is achieved from round-trip engineering through bidirectional transformations that preserve
previous versions of existing models. However, if a synchronization tool is not automatically executed, software
engineers may forget to use them, leading to inconsistent
models.

1. INTRODUCTION
Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is the Object Management Group (OMG) framework for Model-Driven Development (MDD) [18]. One characteristic of this approach
is the generation of a target model from a source model
using a transformation engine. It means that the software is
represented by different models, most of the time in different abstraction levels.

Based on these facts, this paper proposes a server side
model transformation, synchronization and versioning approach to control model evolution in MDA.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly describes the Model-Driven Architecture. Section 3
discusses the key aspects of our approach. Section 4 presents some related works. Finally, the conclusion and future
work are presented in Section 5.

In large software projects, multiple people assuming specific roles and located at different places may modify related models independently. For example, a PSM (Platform
Specific Model) generated from a PIM (Platform Independent Model) may need to be modified because it does not
have all the necessary details to derive the source-code. In
other words, models may need to be updated in order to be
used to generate other models or source code.

2. MODEL DRIVEN ARCHITECTURE
OMG was inspired by constantly shifting infrastructures,
requirements changing, and new emerging technologies to
create the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [18]. This
approach considers models as first-class development artifacts and uses them not only for understanding and commu-

Since these models are related with each other, modifications applied to a model may create inconsistencies between
them. However, as these models represent the same software, inconsistencies cannot be allowed. For example, in-
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nication, but also for design, construction, deployment, operation, maintenance, and modification of a system.

PIM-PSM transformations are vertical transformations
among different abstraction levels. However, it is also possible to generate models in the same abstraction level
through horizontal transformations, such as PIM-PIM and
PSM-PSM.

2.1 MDA Models
MDA specifies four kinds of models: Computation Independent Model (CIM), Platform Independent Model
(PIM), Platform Model (PM) and Platform Specific
Model (PSM) [18]. CIM represents the system requirements. It takes into consideration domain concerns, such as
the vocabulary used by the domain practitioners. CIM
represents a view of the system without computational details. PIM is a view of the system considering computational solutions that aim to be generic to any platform.
Thus, it represents a system that can be tailored to multiple
platforms, assuming that these platforms are compatible to
the architectural styles adopted in the corresponding PIM.
PM provides the technical concepts, requirements, and services of a specific platform. PSM is a view of a system
considering the platform details. It can be seen as a merge
of PIM and PM, augmented by some changes specific to the
target platform.

2.3 MDA Application
The application of MDA is relatively simple. It can be divided into two main phases: infrastructure setup and transformation. The infrastructure setup starts with the creation
of mappings based on a platform or a set of platforms.
These mappings will be used by transformations. In addition, the marks to be applied on a PIM may also be defined,
usually through a Profile [19].
After this initial setup, the software engineer uses a modeling tool to create a model (e.g., a PIM). Afterwards, that
model may be marked according to the available Profiles.
Finally, the transformation is executed, using the mappings
and the marked model to generate the corresponding model
(e.g., a PSM) and the record of transformation.
This scenario focuses on forward engineering. However, it
is also possible to occur reverse engineering transformations, generating a PIM from a PSM.

2.2 Model Transformation
Model transformation is the process of creating a target
model from a source model of the same system. Although it
could be made manually, the MDA approach aims at automating this operation. This is a key factor to the increasing
MDA adoption over traditional software development.

3. ODYSSEY-MEC
In this section we introduce Odyssey-MEC (Odyssey for
Model Evolution Control), a server side transformation,
synchronization and versioning approach to control MDA
models evolution.

In forward engineering, a model-to-model transformation
uses the CIM and other information to generate a PIM.
Subsequently, another model-to-model transformation
combines PIM and PM to create the corresponding PSM.
Finally, PSM is used by a model-to-text transformation to
generate the source-code to the specific software platform.

In the following, we detail our approach presenting its architecture, model infrastructure, model repository, model
versioning, model transformation, record of transformation,
element search, and model synchronization.

A model transformation uses mappings to create target
model elements from source model elements. Mappings
provide specification of how one or more target elements
are derived from source elements. It also may have mapping rules based on specific marks, like stereotypes and
tagged values. For example, a PIM class with the stereotype
<<entity>> may generate an EJB (Enterprise JavaBean)
class for the JEE1 platform.

3.1 Architecture
The architecture of the approach is shown in Figure 1. It has
four types of repositories: Transformation Mappings, PIM,
PSM, and Record of Transformation. The Transformation
Mappings Repository (TMR) stores the transformation
mappings to be used by the transformation engine. These
transformation mappings are created by a transformation
engineer, as specified by Bacelo et al [1]. PIM and PSM
Repositories store PIMs and PSMs, respectively. It is
worth to notice that these repositories persist versioned
models. Moreover, each platform has its own PSM repository. Record of Transformation Repository (RTR) stores
the Record of Transformations (RT).

During model generation, the model transformation should
also generate the record of transformation. It includes the
traceability links between source and target model elements and informs which parts of the mapping were used
during the generation. It is an important resource to support
synchronization.

Our approach comprises three main components to control
model evolution: Odyssey-VCS [15, 17], Odyssey-MDA
[1], and a synchronization engine (SE). It also uses a Transaction Manager (TM) component to control the synchronization and versioning process in a transaction context. The

It is important to notice that CIM, PIM and PSM are in different abstraction levels. This mean that CIM-PIM and

1

http://java.sun.com/j2ee/1.4/docs/tutorial/doc/index.html
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Odyssey-VCS component is used for model versioning and
the Odyssey-MDA component for model transformation.

generate a history of model versions and maintain information like when, why, and who has made modifications. This
history of model versions and modification information are
stored in a repository. The basic functionalities of version
control systems are: check-in (save a model into the versioned repository), check-out (get a model from the versioned repository), merge (join two models) and detect conflicts (identify concurrent modifications that cannot be resolved)[2].

Odyssey-VCS has hooks that execute the TM and the SE
when a model is checked in. SE uses Odyssey-MDA to
generate target models, and Odyssey-VCS to access the
models to be synchronized and their versioning data. It also
uses RT as an auxiliary resource to synchronize the models.
Finally, an Odyssey-VCS client is used to communicate
with Odyssey-VCS server (it can be any CASE tool that
exports models through XMI 2.1 format). Odyssey-VCS
client communicates with Odyssey-VCS server through
Web Services [4].

Our model-based version control component is OdysseyVCS. This component has a client/server architecture and
offers all the requirements discussed above. It uses the EMF
reflective API to support the versioning of any UML model
element2. It can also execute external code trough hook
implementation.

Odyssey-VCS Client

Hook postcheckin

Hook precheckin

Hook precheckin

Odyssey-VCS

Odyssey-VCS works at fine-grained model versioning. This
means that it is capable of identifying a new version of any
UML model element. When a model element is composed
from other model elements, if one of these elements is
changed, the composing model element also receives a new
version number. This is propagated recursively up to the
outer model element, frequently a model package.

Hook postcheckin

Odyssey-VCS

Transaction
Manager
Synchronization
Engine

3.5 Model Transformation
Model transformation depends on a set of mappings and
rules to create elements in a model from elements of another model. There are different ways to generate a new
model using transformations [18]. Some existing approaches to model-to-model transformations are: ATL
(ATLAS Transformation Language) [11], Triple [3], OptimalJ [7]. UMT [16], UMLX [8], and Odyssey-MDA[1]. A
further discussion about transformation can be found in
[21].

Odyssey-MDA

PIM

RTR

TMR

PSM

Figure 1. Odyssey-MEC Architecture

3.2 Model Infrastructure
OMG chose UML (Unified Modeling Language) as the
standard modeling language for MDA. Therefore, our approach controls the evolution of UML models.

One of the requirements for controlling model evolution is
the support for bidirectional transformations. This means
that transformations should be able to generate PSM elements from PIM elements, and PIM elements from PSM
elements. This feature is needed because different people
may be working over different models, and new elements
inserted in a PSM may have to be represented in its corresponding PIM. From the approaches presented above, ATL
[11] and Odyssey-MDA [1] allow transformations in both
directions. However, ATL requires the writing of a particular transformation mapping for each direction. On the other
hand, Odyssey-MDA allows the specification of bidirectional transformations in the same mapping. In addition, it
is also shipped with a tool for model marking, named ModelMarker. Due to that, we adopted Odyssey-MDA as our
transformation engine component.

Although OMG uses MOF (Meta Object Facility) as UML
meta-model, Odyssey-MEC uses the Eclipse Ecore metamodel [5]. The use of Ecore instead of MOF is not an obstacle to control the evolution of UML models because
EMF uses XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) [20] for externalizing UML models. Client tools just have to use the
same XMI version used by EMF (version 2.1).

3.3 Model Repository
Model repositories are used to store models. In our case, it
is necessary to store all versions of a model to control the
model evolution.
Due to the lack of versioning repositories for EMF, we
adopted Odyssey-VCS as our versioning component, as
detailed in Section 3.4.

3.4 Version Control

2

Version control is a key resource to control the evolution of
models during development and maintenance. It is used to
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A model element is any UML element defined in its metamodel,
for example, a class, attribute, operation, component, association, etc.

Odyssey-MDA is capable to execute vertical and horizontal
transformations. Therefore, although this paper is focused
in vertical transformations, our approach can also be applied to control the evolution of models at the same abstraction level.

UML model elements are identified in XMI files by unique
identifiers. Unfortunately, most tools do not preserve the
value of these ids when models are exported. Therefore,
this identifier cannot be used do identify model elements.
To solve this problem, Odyssey-VCS uses a unique identifier as a tagged value.

3.6 Record of Transformation

The Odyssey-VCS meta-model has an element called Version. This element represents a version of a UML model
element, and stores some versioning data, such as the element version number. It also has references to the UML
model element it represents and references to the prior and
next versions. Therefore, there is a list of versions for each
element, which constitutes the element version history. This
version history is useful to find prior and next versions of
an element. However, due to the use of separate repositories
for PIM and PSM, elements in different models have their
own version history.

A record of transformation (RT) [18] is used to identify
source models from target models and vice-versa. This is a
very important resource to synchronize models, as it helps
to identify existing model elements that have to be updated
instead of being overwritten. Traceability links are particularly important for the synchronization activity when some
relevant information is lost during the transformation [22].
In Odyssey-MEC approach, RTs are represented as a Traceability Links (TL). This is an Ecore model element that
we created to reference the source and target model
elements and the mapping that was used to generate the
target element. Traceability links are generated by our Odyssey-MDA component during model transformations.
Since more than one source or target model may be involved in transformation, it is possible that more than one
traceability link references the same source element or target element.

The combination of version history list and traceability
links can be seen in Figure 2. Together, these two references
make it possible to freely navigate from one version to another and from an element of a model (e.g., PIM) to another
element of another model (e.g., PSM). This capability supports the versioning and synchronization processes discussed in Section 3.9.

3.7 Transaction Control

PIM

The synchronization and versioning of source and target
models should be performed in a transaction context. In
other words, if one of these steps fails, the whole process
has to be canceled to avoid model inconsistencies.

PSM
<<entity>>
Student

Version 1

RT

<<EJBean>>
Student

a1 : String
a2 : String

Prior

To solve this problem, we adopted a Transaction Manager
(TM) component that implement a two-phased transaction
commit. When a model is checked in, the Odyssey-VCS
pre-checkin hook uses TM to verify if there is any existing
transaction in progress. If not, it asks for a new transaction
and informs Odyssey-VCS that the model can be versioned.
Odyssey-VCS starts its own transaction to create the model
version. After versioning the model, Odyssey-VCS executes
the post-checkin hook. This hook initiates the transformation and synchronization process. During this activity, other
Odyssey-VCS instances may start their own transactions, as
well as RTR. If all Odyssey-VCS instances finish their
transactions successfully, TM navigates trough all OdysseyVCS instances asking them to confirm their transactions.
This also happens with RTR. Finally, the global transaction
is confirmed.

Version 2

a1 : String
a2 : String
getA1() : String
getA2() : String
setA1(a1 : String)
setA2(a2 : String)

Next

<<entity>>
Student

Version 1

RT

Prior

<<EJBean>>
Student

a1 : Int
a2 : String

Next

Version 2

a1 : Int
a2 : String
getA1() : Int
getA2() : String
setA1(a1 : Int)
setA2(a2 : String)

Figure 2. Version, PIM and PSM references

3.9 Model Synchronization
Interrelated models have to be consistent with each other.
Therefore, it is necessary to synchronize them during development and maintenance, but preserving prior modifications. The ability to automatically synchronize models
without information loss is called roundtrip engineering
[22], and the lack of this ability usually leads to legacy systems [13].

3.8 Element Search
The versioning process depends on finding prior element
versions. The synchronization process depends on finding
PIM and PSM elements that have a trace relationship. Due
to that, our element search occurs in two dimensions: time
(different versions) and space (different models).

Odyssey-VCS is designed to control the evolution of independent models. It means that this component alone is not
capable of controlling the evolution of models that have
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traceability links among them. Therefore, it is necessary to
adopt a synchronization engine together with OdysseyVCS. This synchronization engine is triggered by OdysseyVCS hooks.

traceability link that exists between the source and target
models.

4. RELATED WORK
Gîrba et al. [10] proposes Hismo as a meta-model based
solution to control model versions. However, this approach
does not take into consideration synchronization and does
not support UML models.

The synchronization engine, which is a component of Odyssey-MEC, depends not just on PIM and PSM version
control information, but also on existing record of transformations of prior PIM and PSM versions. It also depends
on Odyssey-MDA to generate models.

Matheson et al. [14] proposed an architecture for capturing
models evolution in MDD. They suggest the use of a repository centric solution that is independent from client
tools and stores model versions and their relationships in
fine granularity. XMI is proposed as the data exchange
mechanism for UML artifacts, and it uses XML and XML
Schema to specify the transformation specifications. Besides the similarities with our approach, nothing was mentioned about the execution of model synchronization and
model versioning.

When a model is checked in, Odyssey-VCS tries to create a
new version of the model. The Synchronization Engine
(SE) is executed only if there is no version conflict during
the versioning process. This avoids synchronization effort
in cases of conflicts. If there is no conflict, SE selects the
transformation mapping to be used and sends it to OdysseyMDA, together with the new model version that was
checked-in. Odyssey-MDA generates the target model
(TM) and the RT of each target element, and returns them
to SE. SE uses Odyssey-VCS of the target element to verify
if there is any existing version available. If no previous version is found, SE considers the target model as a new model. In this case, SE checks in the target model using the
Odyssey-VCS repository designated to it.

There are some other researches [6, 9, 12] that take model
evolution into consideration in some different ways, but do
not consider versioning and model synchronization, as we
do in our work.

5. CONCLUSIONS

If there is an existing version of the generated target model,
SE has to pre-process it in order to allow Odyssey-VCS to
match the model with its prior version. This pre-processing
starts with the recovery of versioning information. After
that, the versioning information is interwoven into the generated target model.

This paper presented an approach to control the evolution
of MDA models considering the model synchronization and
versioning in a client/server architecture. Therefore, any
CASE tool that can export models using XMI format is a
potential client to Odyssey-MEC.
The way that PIM and PSM are versioned in Odyssey-MEC
eliminates the need of any special mechanism to synchronize them. This synchronization is made when OdysseyVCS merges the model that is being checked in with its last
available version.

This pre-processing process is composed of the following
steps: (1) SE navigates trough all elements of the generated
target model; (2) Using the traceability link, SE finds the
related source model; (3) SE searches for the most recent
version that has a traceability link dependency to an element of the target model; (4) When this element is found,
SE retrieves its version information and puts into the respective generated target model element.

The client/server architecture of Odyssey-MEC makes it
possible to implement distributed MDD using the MDA
approach. The automatic model synchronization avoids the
errors that can be introduced during manual synchronization. It also guarantees that models will always be consistent.

After the process is finished, SE checks in the model. It is
worth to notice that, at this moment, the generated target
model has all the necessary versioning information to allow
Odyssey-VCS to interpret it as a new version of a model
under version control. The generation of a new version of
the model element means that the differences between the
existing version and the checked-in version were merged. In
other words, the synchronization was performed. If some
conflicts occur during this merge process, all the operations
are canceled.

Although this paper focused on PIM and PSM, models in
the same abstraction level may also be generated, synchronized and versioned. This can be done via horizontal transformation definitions during the MDD project creation.
Moreover, we were mostly focused in this paper on PIM
and PSM synchronization and versioning. Therefore, only
two abstraction levels where considered. However, the approach works with unlimited abstraction levels. In this case,
a PSM can be considered a PIM for the next abstraction
level. It is also possible to support PSM for multiple platforms.

When a source element has traceability links to more than
one target element, the part of the transformation used to
generate the target element is used to identify the correct
element. This information is specified together with the

Currently, Odyssey-MDA works just with static models
(i.e., class and component models). It means that Odyssey-
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6.

MEC cannot synchronize dynamic models, such as sequence model. Nevertheless, Odyssey-VCS can still be used
to version control these models, but without synchronization among them. Moreover, the current version of Odyssey-MDA is able to deal with just one model as input and
generates another model as output. Therefore, OdysseyMEC supports model evolution in a one-to-one basis.

7.
8.

Our next step is to evaluate the proposed approach by applying some selected cases that will take into consideration
conflict resolutions, forward and reverse transformations,
transformation mapping change, etc. The results will be
evaluated through precision and recall analysis [23], comparing them to the expected values.

9.

10.

As future work, we intend to: (1) expand our support to
CIM and source-code; (2) develop an additional tool to
help de visualization of MDA models evolution during the
project execution and system maintenance; (3) control the
evolution of transformation mappings and register in the RT
the version of the transformation mapping used during the
transformation; (4) expand our support to other UML
models, such as the behavioral models; (5) modify Odyssey-MDA to receive and generate more than one model;
and (6) use rules do control modifications that can be applied on interrelated models.

11.

12.

13.

14.
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Abstract

ware engineering measurements datasets, initially relatively
free of noise. The datasets were relatively cleansed of inherent noise before the injection of simulated attribute noise.
Injecting noise into a dataset that already contains noise can
bias any empirical conclusions. Thus, the experiments in
this study were carefully designed to ensure result accuracy
and robustness. The attributes selected for noise injection
were ranked based on their KS statistic to determine their
class prediction signiﬁcance. Those with higher rankings
were injected with domain realistic noise, in order of decreasing KS statistic [6].
The experimental results demonstrated that when the
number of attributes injected with noise was ﬁve or more,
or approximately 39% of the 13 independent attributes, the
impact on classiﬁcation performance became more important in this study. On the other hand, all classiﬁers had relatively minimal impact on their performances when one, two,
three, or four of the most signiﬁcant attributes were injected
with noise. This performance behavior provides evidence
that having moderate levels of attribute noise in software
measurement datasets is not nearly as important to classiﬁcation performance [11].

A ubiquitous problem in software quality classiﬁcation is
the presence of noise in measurement data. Noise can have
a tremendous effect on classiﬁcation performance. Relatively few studies, and none in the software quality estimation domain, have considered the impact of noisy attributes on classiﬁer performance. This study investigates
the impact of attribute noise on the performance of 11 software quality classiﬁcation models. Noise was injected into
seven real-world software measurement datasets, initially
relatively free of noise. Attributes were ranked based on
their KS statistic to determine their predictive signiﬁcance.
Those with higher rankings were injected with noise, in order of decreasing KS statistic. If the number of attributes
injected with noise exceeded a threshold value found in this
study, the classiﬁcation performance deteriorated.
Keywords: attribute noise, random forest, software quality
classiﬁcation.

1 Introduction
The presence of noise in data is a recognized problem in
software quality initiatives [11]. Noise can signiﬁcantly affect the results and conclusions obtained from classiﬁcation
performance studies. For example, in the software quality
estimation domain, models are built to distinguish program
modules that are likely to contain faults (fault prone or f p)
from those that are not fault prone (nf p). It is common in
mission critical systems [8], that the misclassiﬁcation of f p
modules can threaten property and/or lives.
Relatively few studies, and none in software quality classiﬁcation, have considered the impact of attribute noise on
classiﬁcation performance. A considerable number of studies in the data mining and machine learning ﬁeld have focused solely on the impact of class noise on classiﬁcation
performance. In this study, we injected domain realistic attribute noise into seven class-imbalanced1 real-world soft-

1.1 Related Work
Studies considering the impact of attribute noise on software quality classiﬁcation have not been found. Often, related studies in other domains have suggested that in many
cases, eliminating instances with class noise will improve
classiﬁcation accuracy [3, 7]. Further, very few of these
studies have investigated the impact of attribute noise [18]
on classiﬁcation performance. Typically, handling attribute
noise is more difﬁcult than class noise [14, 18]. Class noise
occurs when a program module is labeled as belonging to
a class different than the one implied by its attributes, e.g.,
f p → nf p or when nf p → f p. Often, eliminating instances which contain attribute noise is counter-productive,
because other attributes belonging to the deleted instance
can still contain valuable information. Zhu and Wu [18]
pointed out an important fact from real-world data: the
class information is usually much cleaner than commonly
assumed; and it is the independent attributes that usually

∗ Readers may contact the authors through Taghi M. Khoshgoftaar, Empirical Software Engineering Laboratory, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, FL 33431
USA. Phone: (561)297-3994, Fax: (561)297-2800.
1 In binary classiﬁcation, if one of the two classes has more program
modules, then the data is considered imbalanced relative to the class.
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contain more noise. Our previous work [10] determined
similar ﬁndings, corroborating the importance of measuring
the impact of attribute noise on classiﬁcation. In this study,
we used 11 classiﬁers and two performance metrics to investigate the impact of attribute noise on software quality
classiﬁcation performance. No other related study has used
this many classiﬁers to investigate the impact of attribute
noise. In fact, to our knowledge, similar comprehensive experimental procedures to those used in this work have not
been reported in any other related studies.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the 11 classiﬁers used. The experimental
methodology is provided in Section 3. Experimental results
are presented in Section 4, and the conclusion is provided
in Section 5.

Table 1. Primitive Software Metrics
T otal Lines of Code
Executable LOC
Line Count Metrics
Comments LOC
Blank LOC
Code And Comments LOC
T otal Operators
Halstead Metrics
T otal Operands
U nique Operators
U nique Operands
Cyclomatic Complexity
McCabe Metrics
Essential Complexity
Design Complexity
Branch Count Metric Branch count

2 Classiﬁers
classiﬁer and is named JRip [4] in Weka. The default Weka
parameters for these three classiﬁers were not changed.

Every classiﬁer used was implemented in the Weka
tool [17]. Default parameter changes were done only when
classiﬁer performance improved signiﬁcantly. C4.5 [13] is
a benchmark decision tree learning algorithm. Two different versions of the C4.5 classiﬁer were used. C4.5D uses
the default parameter settings in Weka, while C4.5N uses
no decision-tree pruning and Laplace smoothing [16]. The
random forest (RF100) classiﬁer [2] uses bagging and the
‘random subspace method’ to build an ensemble of randomized decision trees which are combined to produce the ﬁnal prediction. RF100’s ‘Number of Trees’ parameter was
changed to 100 from its default value of 10. K nearest
neighbors [1] (kNN) classiﬁers were built with changes to
two parameters. The ‘distanceWeighting’ parameter was set
to ‘Weight by 1/distance’. Two different ‘kNN’ classiﬁers
were built using k = 2 and k = 5 and were denoted ‘2NN’
and ‘5NN’, respectively.
The support vector machine (SVM) classiﬁer called
SMO in Weka had two changes to the default parameters:
the complexity constant ‘c’ was set to 5.0 and ‘buildLogisticModels’ was set to ‘true’. By default, a linear kernel
was used. For a Multilayer perceptrons (MLP) classiﬁer (a
type of neural network), the ‘hiddenLayers’ parameter was
changed to ‘3’ to deﬁne a network with one hidden layer
containing three nodes, and the ‘validationSetSize’ parameter was changed to ‘10’ to cause the classiﬁer to leave 10%
of the training data aside to be used as a validation set to determine when to stop the iterative training process. Radial
basis function networks (RBF) are another type of artiﬁcial
neural network. The only parameter change for RBF was
to set the parameter ‘numClusters’ to 10. Naive Bayes (NB)
utilizes Bayes’s rule of conditional probability and is termed
‘naive’ because it assumes conditional independence of the
features. Logistic regression (LR) is a statistical regression
model for categorical prediction. RIPPER (Repeated Incremental Pruning to Produce Error Reduction) is a rule-based

3 Experimental Design
3.1 Experimental Datasets
The datasets used are from seven NASA software
projects: JM1, CM1, MW1, PC1, KC1, KC2, and KC3
which were obtained from the NASA Metrics Data Program
(MDP). Instances represent software modules with 21 software measurements. Classiﬁers were built using 13 primitive metrics2 as independent variables and a module-class
(binary) as the dependent variable, i.e., f p (fault-prone) or
nf p (not fault-prone). The minority class is represented as
the positive or f p class, while the majority class is represented as the negative or nf p class.
The RBCM noise ﬁlter was applied to these datasets in
order to identify and remove subsets of noisy instances [9].
Table 2 provides details about the seven initial datasets and
their respective cleansed versions. In this table, the #P column contains the number of positive (f p) examples, while
the #N has the number of negative (nf p) examples. The %P
column provides the percentage of positive examples relative to the total number of examples in a dataset, e.g., PC1
originally contained 1107 instances, of which 6.87% were
f p. After cleansing, 703 total instances remained of which
7.54% were f p. The cleansed datasets were used in this
work. These datasets were subjected to a methodical and
carefully designed noise cleansing process described in [9]
(also see Van Hulse [15] for a detailed discussion of the
noise cleansing procedure).
Table 3 shows the classiﬁcation performance across all
classiﬁers obtained using each of the cleansed datasets. According to the AUC and KS performance metrics, the best
classiﬁcation performance was obtained by using JM1. The
2 The
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other metrics are derived from the 13 primitive ones in Table 1

metrics consider only the default decision threshold of 0.5.
ROC curves illustrate the performance across all decision
thresholds. For a single numeric measure, the area under
the ROC curve (AUC) is widely used, providing a general
idea of the predictive potential of the classiﬁer.

Table 2. Dataset characteristics
Initial
Cleansed
Data
#P
#N
%P
#P
#N
%P
JM1
470 2393 16.42 235 2210 9.61
CM1
48
457
9.50
39
277 12.34
MW1 31
372
7.69
20
291
6.43
PC1
76 1031 6.87
53
650
7.54
KC1
325 1782 15.42 271 1093 19.87
KC2
106 414 20.39 82
333 19.76
KC3
43
415
9.39
38
264 12.58

3.3 Noise Injection Procedure
The attributes selected for noise injection were identiﬁed by the KS test at a 5% signiﬁcance level [9]. The KS
two-sample test is a non-parametric statistical signiﬁcance
test [5]. It is useful in determining the f p and nf p discriminative quality of the attributes under consideration. The
greater the KS statistic for an attribute, the better is its discriminative quality for segregating the f p instances from
nf p instances. Noise was injected at ﬁve levels - 10%,
20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%. Noise was ﬁrst injected into
the most signiﬁcant predictive attribute, creating a total of
35 derived datasets from the seven cleansed datasets. The
derived datasets from each cleansed dataset contain a different amount of corruption in that attribute. The next 35
datasets were obtained by corrupting both the most and second most signiﬁcant attributes. This procedure was repeated
until the seven most signiﬁcant attributes were corrupted.
The results of six attributes injected with noise were excluded from this study because of similarities to the results
obtained when seven attributes were used. A noise level of
10% implied that the values for the selected attributes were
corrupted for 10% of the instances. The corruption was obtained by replacing the given value with a randomly selected
value reﬂecting an instance of the opposite class, i.e., nf p
or f p. For a given injected noise level, the nf p and f p proportions of the instances injected with noise was approximately the same as the nf p and f p proportions of the given
dataset. For example, if the given dataset had a proportion
of 70:30 for nf p:f p instances and if 100 instances were injected with noise, then those 100 instances would consist of
70 nf p and 30 f p instances.

Table 3. Cleansed Datasets Performance
Data
AUC
Rank Data
KS
Rank
JM1
0.9987
1
JM1
0.9974
1
KC1
0.9977
2
KC1
0.9763
2
KC2
0.9922
3
PC1
0.9607
3
PC1
0.9915
4
KC2
0.9532
4
KC3
0.9865
5
KC3
0.9521
5
CM1 0.9837
6
CM1 0.9487
6
MW1 0.9767
7
MW1 0.9428
7
Avg
0.9896
Avg
0.9616

second best performance was obtained using KC1, and the
worst performance was obtained using MW1. The average
values (’Avg’ row) across all the cleansed datasets and classiﬁers were used as a baseline reference for performance
comparisons. Note that all datasets have nearly perfect performance by the classiﬁers, further supporting the fact that
the datasets have been cleansed of noise signiﬁcantly.

3.2 Performance Metrics
Traditional performance measures such as classiﬁcation
accuracy, or its complement, misclassiﬁcation rate, are inappropriate when dealing with the classiﬁcation of class imbalanced data. When as few as 1% of examples belong to
the positive class, a classiﬁer can achieve an accuracy of
99% by simply labeling all examples as belonging to the
negative class. In a domain such as software quality classiﬁcation, however, such a model is useless. Instead, two
performance metrics that consider the ability of a classiﬁer to differentiate between the two classes were used. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic [6] measures the maximum
difference between the empirical distribution function of the
posterior probabilities of instances in each class.
The second metric used was the Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve [12] (ROC). ROC curves graph true
positive rates on the y-axis versus the false positive rates on
the x-axis. The resulting curve illustrates the trade-off between detection and false alarm rates. Often, performance

3.4 Experimental Design Summary
The models were trained using the derived datasets from
the cleansed datasets. 10-fold cross validation was used to
build and test the models. The datasets were broken into
10 partitions, where nine of the 10 partitions were used to
train the model, and the remaining (hold out) partition was
used to test the model. This was repeated 10 times so that
each partition was used as hold out data once. In addition,
10 independent repetitions of each experiment were done
to avoid any bias that may occur during the random selection process and to ensure the statistical signiﬁcance of the
results. The results reported in the following sections represent the average of these repetitions. Noise was injected
in up to seven of the most signiﬁcant attributes from each
dataset. There were ﬁve levels of noise, 10%, 20%, 30%,
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Table 4. Overall Impact of Attribute Noise
AUC
KS

Clean
0.9896
0.9616

1-attr
0.9875
0.9506

2-attr
0.9856
0.9429

3-attr
0.9812
0.9310

4-attr
0.9794
0.9268

5-attr
0.9651
0.8987

7-attr
0.9504
0.8542

Table 5. Noise Impact on Classifiers by AUC
C4.5N
NB
MLP
RIPP
5NN
SVM
RF100
RBF
LR
C4.5D
2NN

1-attr
0.9826
0.9939
0.9875
0.9764
0.9946
0.9941
0.9989
0.9661
0.9932
0.9827
0.9925

2-attr
0.9852
0.9919
0.9875
0.9674
0.9924
0.9906
0.9991
0.9622
0.9929
0.9832
0.9890

3-attr
0.9815
0.9879
0.9865
0.9547
0.9887
0.9941
0.9973
0.9618
0.9896
0.9698
0.9815

4-attr
0.9811
0.9833
0.9850
0.9543
0.9863
0.9933
0.9972
0.9574
0.9925
0.9666
0.9768

5-attr
0.9667
0.9721
0.9786
0.9367
0.9816
0.9647
0.9907
0.9438
0.9762
0.9337
0.9709

7-attr
0.9621
0.9499
0.9456
0.9088
0.9721
0.9700
0.9898
0.9331
0.9662
0.8956
0.9608

Figure 1. SVM Performance using JM1

injected noise is increased. Note that the right most column in these tables (showing seven corrupted attributes and
labeled ‘7-attr’) has the lowest classiﬁcation performance.
The only exception to this trend in both tables is observed
in Table 5. In this table, SVM is bolded to show its performance improvement when noise injection increased from
ﬁve to seven attributes. SVM’s unusual performance using JM1 can be used as an example of a classiﬁer with unexpected results in a particular case study and it is further
explored in Figure 1. Note that all classiﬁers maintained
very good performances when one, two, three, or four of
the most signiﬁcant attributes were injected with noise.
Figure 1 shows SVM’s performance based on the average KS metric (in the y-axis) when using the derived
datasets from the best performing dataset, JM1 (AUC results are similar but not shown due to space limitations).
The x-axis has the number of attributes injected with noise
per injected noise level. At the lowest level of injected
noise, 10% (labeled at the bottom of the ﬁgure), SVM had
its largest performance loss when noise injection was increased from four to ﬁve attributes. In contrast, SVM had
a relatively large performance improvement when noise injection was further increased from ﬁve to seven attributes.
The classiﬁcation performance was nearly perfect for the
ﬁrst four attributes with injected noise, regardless of the
level of noise. In comparison to the other noise levels
(separated by the solid vertical lines in Figure 1), 20%,
30%, 40%, and 50%, SVM recorded its best performance
at the highest level of noise, 50%. This unusual SVM
performance can be partly explained as an anomaly in
the performance of this classiﬁer when using the derived
datasets from JM1. Under no other experimental scenario
did SVM’s (nor any other classiﬁer’s) performance resem-

40%, and 50%, eventually injected into these attributes.
Based on these experimental parameters, there were a total of 231,000 models built and evaluated.

4 Experimental Results
4.1 Noise Impact on Classiﬁcation Performance
Table 4 contains the impact of attribute noise on classiﬁcation performance averaged overall datasets and learners. The column labeled ‘Clean’ contains the performance
values obtained when using the cleansed datasets. The column labeled ‘1-attr’ contains the performance values overall learners and datasets when the most signiﬁcant attribute
was injected with noise. The rest of the columns (labeled
‘2-attr,’ ‘3-attr,’ ‘4-attr,’ etc.) show the performance values when noise was injected into two, three, four, ﬁve,
and seven of the most signiﬁcant attributes. Both metrics
showed that when there were ﬁve attributes injected with
noise (in the column labeled ‘5-attr’) a relatively large drop
in classiﬁcation performance occurred. If we compare the
performance values from the ‘Clean’ column to the rest of
the performance values from the other columns, we can
clearly see the relative large performance decline in column
‘5-attr’. Furthermore, the largest performance losses were
4.0% for the AUC and 10.7% for the KS metric. These
losses were obtained by calculating the percent difference
between the ‘Clean’ baseline and the ‘7-attr’ column values.
Tables 5 and 6 contain the impact on each classiﬁer’s performance overall datasets and noise levels as the number of
attributes injected with noise increased. The best performing classiﬁer (RF100) is bolded. Both tables show declining classiﬁer performance as the number of attributes with
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Table 6. Noise Impact on Classifiers by KS
C4.5N
NB
MLP
RIPP
5NN
SVM
RF100
RBF
LR
C4.5D
2NN

1-attr
0.9620
0.9485
0.9205
0.9527
0.9482
0.9654
0.9860
0.9241
0.9531
0.9599
0.9357

2-attr
0.9544
0.9372
0.9195
0.9294
0.9436
0.9593
0.9854
0.9184
0.9521
0.9495
0.9228

3-attr
0.9422
0.9181
0.9178
0.9033
0.9404
0.9541
0.9746
0.9135
0.9426
0.9253
0.9096

4-attr
0.9389
0.9036
0.9092
0.9042
0.9371
0.9463
0.9726
0.9068
0.9492
0.9202
0.9064

5-attr
0.9026
0.8767
0.8962
0.8877
0.9245
0.8977
0.9500
0.8778
0.9122
0.8666
0.8937

Table 8. Performance of Classifiers using JM1

7-attr
0.8734
0.8117
0.8106
0.8147
0.8899
0.8629
0.9324
0.8495
0.8714
0.8134
0.8669

RF100
5NN
2NN
LR
MLP
RBF
NB
C4.5N
C4.5D
RIPP
SVM

AU Cc
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9998
0.9992
0.9958
0.9957
0.9951
1.0

AU Cn
0.9991
0.9988
0.9986
0.9985
0.9981
0.9956
0.9955
0.9949
0.9919
0.9919
0.9682

Rn
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

KSc
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.9999
1.0
1.0
0.9985
0.9915
0.9915
0.9906
1.0

KSn
0.9962
0.9941
0.9926
0.9950
0.9897
0.9889
0.9846
0.9893
0.9879
0.9849
0.9506

Rn
1
3
4
2
5
7
10
6
8
9
11

Table 7. Overall Performance of Classifiers
RF100
5NN
LR
SVM
NB
2NN
MLP
C4.5N
C4.5D
RBF
RIPP

AU Cc
0.9997
0.9974
0.9947
0.9980
0.9959
0.9948
0.9908
0.9824
0.9811
0.9767
0.9736

AU Cn
0.9955
0.9859
0.9851
0.9845
0.9798
0.9786
0.9784
0.9765
0.9553
0.9541
0.9497

Rn
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

KSc
0.9912
0.9623
0.9624
0.9807
0.9619
0.9535
0.9404
0.9661
0.9619
0.9444
0.9526

KSn
0.9668
0.9306
0.9301
0.9309
0.8993
0.9058
0.8987
0.9289
0.9058
0.8983
0.8956

Rn
1
3
4
2
8
6
9
5
7
10
11

Table 9. Performance of Classifiers using
MW1
RF100
SVM
5NN
NB
MLP
LR
2NN
C4.5N
C4.5D
RIPP
RBF

AU Cc
0.9991
0.9998
0.9933
0.9942
0.9991
0.9902
0.9787
0.9494
0.9508
0.9370
0.9519

AU Cn
0.9814
0.9758
0.9747
0.9698
0.9693
0.9674
0.9595
0.9550
0.9215
0.9010
0.8907

Rn
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

KSc
0.9859
0.9959
0.9297
0.9564
0.9883
0.9470
0.8897
0.9359
0.9366
0.8966
0.9085

KSn
0.9113
0.8952
0.8923
0.8485
0.8894
0.8834
0.8464
0.8865
0.8315
0.8132
0.7995

Rn
1
2
3
7
4
6
8
5
9
10
11

ble the one obtained using JM1’s derived datasets.

4.2 Noise Impact on Classiﬁers
performance was obtained by the RF100 classiﬁer, regardless of the levels of noise, number of signiﬁcant attributes
with injected noise, dataset used, or metric used. The second best performing classiﬁers were 5NN (as ranked by the
AU Cn ) and SVM (by the KSn ). The classiﬁers most affected by attribute noise were RBF and RIPPER.
Tables 8 and 9 show the performance of the classiﬁers
when using the derived datasets from JM1 and MW1 (see
Table 3 for datasets details). Both tables show the impact of
attribute noise by the lower AU Cn values when compared
to those values from AU Cc . The same trend is observed in
the KS values. The rankings are based on the AU Cn and
KSn values respectively.
Table 8 shows RF100 as the best performing classiﬁer,
followed by 5NN (for AU Cn ) and LR (for KSn ). The
classiﬁer most affected by noise was SVM. Recall that both
SVM and 5NN had the second best overall performance in
this study. We explained SVM’s performance when using
JM1 in the previous section with a particular emphasis on
the line plot shown in Figure 1. On the other hand, Table 9 shows RF100 as the best performing classiﬁer, with
SVM and 5NN as the second and third best classiﬁers re-

In this section we investigate the impact of attribute noise
on each of the 11 classiﬁers averaged over all datasets, all
noise levels and all attributes injected with noise. The impact on performance using the JM1 and MW1 datasets is
also presented. Note that there are small disagreements between the AUC and KS values in Tables 7, 8, and 9. In
general, the top two or three performing classiﬁers have
very close values and rankings. This observation is also
true for the two lowest performing classiﬁers. The tables
have the same column format showing (from left to right)
the classiﬁer name, the AU Cc value obtained from the
cleansed datasets, the AU Cn value obtained from the derived datasets with injected noise, the derived ranking (Rn )
based on AU Cn , the KSc value obtained from the cleansed
datasets, the KSn value obtained from the derived datasets
with injected noise, and the corresponding ranking (Rn )
from KSn . The best ranked classiﬁer (RF100) is bolded
in the tables which are ordered by AU Cn ranking.
Table 7 shows the impact of noise by the lower AU Cn
values when compared to those values from AU Cc . The
same trend is observed in the KS values. The rankings are
based on the AU Cn and KSn values respectively. The best
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spectively. RBF and RIPPER had the lowest classiﬁcation
performance. These results agreed with the performances
presented in Table 7 and were very similar to the results observed from KC1, KC2, KC3, PC1, and CM1. The results
from these datasets were not presented due to space limitations.

and will include additional software measurement datasets.
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are used improving the quality and reliability of software
products. Some of those techniques include software inspection [6], software redesign [11], formal requirements
analysis [16], and knowledge-based software quality models [3, 8, 15]. This paper focuses on the latter approach to
software quality improvement.
It is known that the presence of software errors and faults
has a direct impact on the achieved level of quality and reliability of software-based systems. Hence, reducing the
presence of software faults in program modules is a practical way to assure an improved level of software quality.
Knowledge-based software engineering includes quantitative software quality estimation modeling and analysis. A
software quality prediction model is typically built by training a machine learner (prediction model) on known software measurements and defect data collected from a prior
release or previously developed system. Upon validation,
the trained software quality model can be applied to predict the unknown defect data for program modules of the
currently under-development project.
The characterization of defect data (software quality)
varies from project to project, and depends on goals of the
software quality improvement team. In some cases, software quality is expressed and evaluated in terms of membership of program modules to different quality-based groups,
such as high-quality and low-quality. In other instances,
software quality is expressed and evaluated in terms of number of faults associated with different program modules. In
some other analysis, the amount of code churn required to
ﬁx a reported problem is used to express and evaluate software quality. We focus on number of faults in a program
module as the primary characteristic of software quality.
We present an innovative artiﬁcial neural network model
that overcomes several shortcomings of traditional neural
networks, and investigate its performance and viability as a
software quality prediction model. To demonstrate its bet-

A timely software defect prediction activity is a useful
tool in improving the quality and reliability of softwarebased systems. Such a model provides the quality improvement team with a guidance on which program modules, prior to system testing and deployment, should be allocated the limited re-inspection and quality improvement
resources. Among existing software fault prediction techniques, artiﬁcial neural networks are effective in extracting the complex relationship between the different software measurements of program modules and their associated defect data. We present an innovative neural network model that alleviate the various problems associated
with the traditional back-propagation neural network models. The proposed Adaptive Resilient Propagation Neural
Network (APROP) model for software defect prediction is
investigated with a case study of a real-world high assurance software system. The APROP defect prediction model
is compared with the traditional back-propagation neural
network, and those results indicated a signiﬁcant improvement in fault prediction. A comparison with a non-neural
network model, Multiple Linear Regression, further validated the improved fault prediction of the proposed model.
The APROP model is not limited to software defect prediction, and can be applied for other estimation problems during software development, such as identifying critical test
cases for regression testing.

1. Introduction
Assuring good software quality and reliability is essential to any software development project, especially for high
assurance and mission-critical software systems. In software engineering practice, various techniques and processes
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ter performance for software fault prediction, the proposed
Adaptive Resilient Propagation Neural Network (denoted as
APROP) is compared with the traditional steepest gradient
artiﬁcial neural network (denoted as ANN). We also compare the APROP model with a non-neural network software
quality model; and for that purpose, we use the Multiple
Linear Regression (denoted as MLR) prediction method.
The APROP neural network model is investigated with
a case study of software measurement and defect data obtained from a real-world military command, control, and
communication system. We build three software fault prediction models, i.e., based on the APROP, ANN, and MLR
models. The three models are compared for statistical signiﬁcance in their relative prediction performances. It is
shown that the proposed Adaptive Resilient Propagation
Neural Network model provides signiﬁcantly better fault
predictions compared to both ANN and MLR models.
While other algorithms and models have been used for
software fault prediction, the focus of this paper is limited to presenting the APROP model as a viable and practical alternative to the traditional back-propagation neural
network. We also include MLR in our comparison with
APROP; however, a comprehensive comparison with other
prediction algorithms and models is out of scope for this paper – in part due to paper size considerations. The application of our APROP model is not limited to fault prediction,
and can be extended to predict other attributes in software
project development, e.g., identiﬁcation of critical test cases
for regression testing.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes key related work in the literature; Section 3 presents the Adaptive Resilient Propagation Neural
Network model; Section 4 summarizes Multiple Linear Regression which we compare with the APROP model; Section 5 describes our case study, and analyzes the obtained
empirical results; and, Section 6 concludes our paper and
includes suggestions for future research directions.

mize return on quality improvement activities by guiding in
predicting which program modules are fault-prone or notfault-prone. A software fault prediction model estimates the
number of faults a given module for use as a guide to target
available resources to program modules that are likely to
have more faults. Finally, a module-order software quality model provides the quality improvement team with a
quality-based ranking of program modules which can then
be used for targeted software quality improvement efforts.
In the literature, one can ﬁnd various methods and techniques that have been investigated for building software
quality estimation models, including decision trees [9], regression [15], case-based reasoning [3], soft computing
methods [7, 18], artiﬁcial neural networks [17], etc. This
paper does not include an extensive coverage of various
software quality prediction methods, as it is beyond its
scope. However, readers are provided with sufﬁcient background material in the cited references.

3. Adaptive Resilient Propagation Network
Artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN) are systems that are deliberately constructed to make use of some organizational
principles resembling those of the human brain. ANN have
been studied for a long time since Rosenblatt [13] ﬁrst introduced single layer perceptrons. For multilayer neural networks, back-propagation [10, 14, 19] is the most popular
training algorithm.
We designed an adaptive resilient propagation neural
network (APROP) based on the resilient propagation, adaptive learning rate, momentum, and structure optimization
technique to overcome the inherent disadvantages of slow
training speed, large memory usage, potential diverge training problems, and local minimum associated with backpropagation algorithms.
A typical neural network has the input layer, a numbers of hidden layers, and the output layer. Figure 1 shows
a feedforward multilayer neural network. The traditional
back-propagation algorithm adjusts the weights and basis
by application of a gradient to compute the inﬂuence of each
weight in the network with respect to a cost function E.

2. Related Work
A perfect software development environment would include software quality improvement activities being applied
to all program modules. However, limited resources available for re-inspections and quality improvement require a
targeted allocation of those resources for maximum software quality improvement. The output of software quality estimation models are predictions that a development
team can utilize to identify high-risk or low-quality program
modules in the system. Knowledge-based software quality
estimation models generally include software quality classiﬁcation models [5, 9], software fault prediction models [2],
and module-order models [7].
A software quality classiﬁcation model aims to maxi-
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However, training a multilayer network is usually a timeconsuming process, and it is not easy to achieve the global
optimal solution. Many algorithms have been proposed to
speed up the learning process and achieve better solutions.
For example, Martin Riedmiller and Heinrich Braun [12]
proposed adapting the partial derivative of weights to optimize the learning process. APROP differs from traditional
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Figure 1. A feedforward neural network
value and error signals ∇Eih for the output layer:

resilient propagation networks in that both its learning rate
and changes in weight derivatives are adaptive, and a growing method is used to automatically search for the optimized structure. Making both learning rate and the weight
derivatives adaptive, and optimizing structure of networks
can achieve better prediction and a faster and more stable
learning process.
In summary, the ARPROP learning algorithm can be outlined in the following way. Consider a network with H layers, h = 1, 2, ..., H, and let nethi and ohi denote the net input
h
and output of the ith unit in the h layer, respectively and wij
h−1
denote the connection weight from oj to ohi . Suppose the
network has m input nodes and n output nodes. There are p
pairs of training pairs {(x(k) , d(k) )} where k = 1, 2, ..., p.
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(c) Error back-propagation: Propagate the errors
backward to update the weights and compute the
error signals ∇Eih for the preceding layers:
For all weights and biases

1. Initialization: Choose a learning rate r, maximum
epoch number and training goal Egoal . Randomly select weights and basis for each neuron.

h
(n + 1)
∇wij

= fadapt (

∂E
h
(n), ∇wij
(n),
∂wij

∂E
(n + 1), r)
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2. Training loop: Apply the kth input pattern to the input
layer (h = 1).

h
wij

h
h
= wij
+ ∇wij
(n + 1)

where fadapt is an adaptive function.

3. While not done: the whole set of training data has been
cycled through once.

(d)
h−1
∇wij

(a) Forward propagation: Propagate the signal forward through the network using

=
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where h = H, H − 1, ..., 2.
(e) update learning rate according to r =

j

0.01
1+e−1.4∗E

4. One epoch iteration: End while

(1)

5. Stop training check: If the total error reach the training
goal Egoal or the epoch reach the set maximum, stop
training, otherwise go back to the training loop for the
next epoch.

for each i and h until the outputs of the output
layer ohi have all been obtained.
(b) Output error measurement: Compute the error
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The above APROP is for a ﬁxed-node hidden layer ANN.
If the hidden layer units are few, however, the ANN’s learning ability is reduced, and the ANN may not converge and
can not remember any learning pattern. On the other hand,
if the hidden layer units are too many, the unnecessarily
complex network can easily result in over-ﬁtting of the software quality model. Hence, we empirically tried to ﬁnd
an optimal number of hidden layer units for the ANN by
changing the number of nodes in hidden layer until the best
prediction quality was achieved.

Table 1. Software Product Metrics
Symbol Description
η1
Number of unique operators.
N1
Total number of operators.
η2
Number of unique operands.
Total number of operands.
N2
V (G)
McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity.
Number of logical operators.
NL
V
N log2 (η1 + η2 ) is Halstead volume

N
η1 log2 η1 + η2 log2 η2 is Halstead length.
LOC
Lines of code.
ELOC
Executable lines of code.
PROCS Number of procedures in a package.
COM
Number of command lines.
BLNK
Number of blank lines.

Initially, the number of hidden layer units was made
equal to that of input nodes and then the number of nodes
in hidden layer was changed until the best prediction quality was achieved. The input data was randomly divided into
two subsets: (1) training data used to train the neural networks, and (2) validating data used to test the training quality. The structure of the neural network that had the best
training result was chosen.

5. Software Project Case Study
5.1. System Description

4. Multiple Linear Regression

We studied a large military command, control and communication system implemented in Ada. The software
system was developed in a large organization by professionals using the procedural programming paradigm. The
fault/defect data from problem tracking reports generated
during the system integration and test phase. The defect
and software measurement data is aggregated at the module
level, where a program function or method is considered a
program module. The number of faults (Y ) in a program
module is the dependent variable in our software quality
research, and is predicted by a set of software metrics collected for the system.
The software metrics used in our case study are shown in
Table 1, and include Halstead’s, McCabe’s and Statementrelated product metrics [4]. The type and number of metrics
used for the case study system were primarily governed by
their availability, internal workings of the project, and the
data collection tools used. Other metrics, including software process were not available. The use of the speciﬁc
software metrics in our study does not advocate their effectiveness; hence, a different project may consider a different
set of software measurements for analysis [3].
The case study data consisted of all 282 program modules measured by the development team. To create an independent evaluation dataset, we apply data splitting and
randomly partition the original dataset into two subsets.
The ﬁt or training dataset consisted of two thirds of the
program modules, while the remaining one-third formed
the test (evaluation) dataset. Using an independent set for
model evaluation provides unbiased software quality prediction results. Table 2 provides some summary statistics

Multiple linear regression is a statistical method for estimating a dependent variable as a function of independent
variables [1]. The model is based as an equation where
the dependent variable (number of faults in our study) is
expressed in terms of predictors (software metrics in our
study), and is generally given by,
ŷi = a0 + a1 xi1 + · · · + ap xip
yi = a0 + a1 xi1 + · · · + ap xip + ei
where, xi1 , . . . , xip are the independent variables values,
a0 , . . . , ap are the parameters to be estimated, ŷi is the dependent variable to be predicted, yi is the actual value of the
dependent variable, and ei = yi − ŷi is the error in prediction for the ith case.
The software measurement data is initially subjected to
statistical analysis for removing any correlation existing between independent variables and to remove insigniﬁcant independent variables. The process of determining the independent variables which are signiﬁcant is known as model
selection, and several methods exist. They are forward elimination, stepwise selection and backward elimination. Here,
stepwise regression is used. Stepwise regression [1] selects
an optimal set of independent variables for the model. In
this process, variables are either added or deleted from the
regression model at each step of the model building process. Once the model is selected, the parameters a0 , . . . , ap
are then estimated using the least squares method.
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Table 3. Prediction Accuracy for Models
Models AAE ARE PRED(20) PRED(25)
MLR
1.787 0.700
57.4%
57.4%
ANN
2.064 0.710
60.0%
60.6%
APROP 1.159 0.513
70.2%
71.3%

Table 2. Statistics for number of faults
Statistic
Fit Data Test Data
# Modules
188
94
Min.
0
0
Max.
29
42
Mean
2.27
2.56
Std. Dev.
4.65
5.88

Each variable (software metric) in the model was signiﬁcant
at α < 0.04. The quality of ﬁt of the trained software quality model was indicated by an R2 = 0.738. Application
of the model to the test dataset yielded an average absolute
error of 1.787, i.e., AAE = 1.787.
In order to be consistent with the multiple linear regression, the neural network model used the same independent
variables (V (G), NL , η1 , η2 ) as the multiple linear regression model. We built two neural networks. One is APROP
and the other is a traditional steepest gradient neural network (ANN). We compared prediction performances of the
models based on the AAE, ARE, PRED(20), and PRED(25)
values computed for the test dataset. Table 3 shows that
APROP performed better than the other two methods.
Toward verifying the improved performance of APROP
against MLR, we conducted a paired t-test with AAE as
the response variable. The hypothesis test is formulated as,
μ(YM LR )

on number of faults for the program modules in the ﬁt and
test datasets.

5.2. Performance Metrics
The performance accuracy of a given fault prediction
model is evaluated with respect to the following metrics
computed for the test dataset: Average Absolute Error
(AAE), Average Relative Error (ARE), and the percentage of estimates that are within 20% (PRED(20)) and 25%
(PRED(25)) of the actual number of faults value. With respect to the AAE and ARE performance metrics, lower values indicate better fault prediction accuracy. With respect to
PRED(20) (or PRED(25)), a model with perfect fault prediction ability would have a PRED(20) (or PRED(25)) of
100% implying that it would estimate within 20% (or 25%)
of the actual number of faults, 100% of the time.
The AAE and ARE metrics are given by, AAE =
n
n

yi
1
i |, and ARE = n1 i=1 yyii−+1
, where n
i=1 |yi − y
n
is the number of modules in the test data, yi and yi represent the actual and predicted number of faults, respectively.
In the case of ARE, since the actual number of faults may
be zero, we add a “1” to the denominator to avoid division
by zero.

H0 : μ(YM LR (xi ) − YAP ROP (xi )) = 0
HA : μ(YM LR (xi ) − YAP ROP (xi )) <> 0
A 95% conﬁdence interval of {0.065, 1.190} for the
mean difference between MLR and APROP doesn’t include
a zero, suggesting a signiﬁcant difference between them.
An observed t = 2.21, which is greater than the critical
value t1−α ; n−1 , where α = 0.05 and n = 94 (the number
of program modules in the test dataset) in this case study –
hence, t0.05 ; 93 = 1.66. The p-value for this test is 0.029.
The small p-value further suggests that the data are inconsistent with H0 : μ(d) = 0, that is, the two AAEs are
not close to zero. Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis H0 , and concluded that APROP’s AAE is signiﬁcantly
lower than MLR’s in this case study.
We also conducted a paired t-test, with AAE as the response variable, to evaluate the signiﬁcance of APROP’s
fault prediction accuracy compared to that of ANN. The hypothesis test is once again formulated as,

5.3. Empirical Results and Discussion
We applied the multiple linear regression model (MLR),
APROP, traditional steepest gradient neural network (ANN)
on the case study data, respectively. The multiple linear
regression model in this section predicted number of defects in the software modules. These predictions were based
upon a selection of principal components after conducting
principal components analysis for 95% variance. The ﬁrst
step of model selection was followed by ﬁtting the model,
and ﬁnally analyzing of the quality of ﬁt and prediction accuracy of the software fault prediction model.
Stepwise regression selected V (G), NL , η1 , η2 at the 5%
signiﬁcance level. The following model was obtained using
the least-squares estimation technique.

H0 : μ(YAN N (xi ) − YAP ROP (xi )) = 0
HA : μ(YAN N (xi ) − YAP ROP (xi )) <> 0
The 95% conﬁdence interval for mean difference between
ANN and APROP is (0.046, 1.763), which doesn’t include
a zero and t = 2.09 is larger than critical value. Hence,
we reject the null hypothesis H0 , and conclude that the

Y = 0.054 + 0.0306 η2 − 0.0318 V (G)
+0.2310 NL − 0.0425 η1
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APROP model signiﬁcantly reduces the AAE metric in this
case study.

[5] L. Guo, B. Cukic, and H. Singh. Predicting fault prone modules by the dempster-shafer belief networks. In Proceedings
of the 18th International Conference on Automated Software
Engineering, pages 249–252, Montreal, Quebec, Canada,
October 2003. IEEE Computer Society.
[6] M. Kalinowski and G. H. Travassos. A computational
framework for supporting software inspections. In Proceedings of 19th International Conference on Automated Software Engineering, pages 46–55. IEEE Computer Society,
September 2004.
[7] T. M. Khoshgoftaar, Y. Liu, and N. Seliya. Module-order
modeling using an evolutionary multi-objective optimization approach. In Proceedings of 10th International Software Metrics Symposium, pages 159–169, Chicago, IL,
September 2004. IEEE Computer Society.
[8] T. M. Khoshgoftaar and N. Seliya. Fault prediction modeling for software quality estimation: Comparing commonly
used techniques. Empirical Software Engineering Journal,
8(3):255–283, September 2003.
[9] T. M. Khoshgoftaar and N. Seliya. Comparative assessment of software quality classiﬁcation techniques: An empirical case study. Empirical Software Engineering Journal,
9(3):229–257, 2004.
[10] Y. LeCun. A learning procedure for asymmetric network.
Cognitiva, 85:599–604, 1985.
[11] G. Masuda, N. Sakamoto, and K. Ushijima. Redesigning of
an existing software using design patterns. In Proceedings
of the International Symposium on Principles of Software
Evolution, pages 165 – 169, Kanazawa, Japan, November
2000. IEEE Computer Society.
[12] M. Riedmiller and H. Braun. A direct adaptive method
for faster backpropagation learning: The RPROP algorithm.
Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Neural Networks, pages 586–591, 1993.
[13] F. Rosenblatt. Principles of Neurodynamics: Perceptrons
and the Theory of Brain Mechanisms. Spartan Books, New
York, 1962.
[14] D. E. Rumelhart, G. E. Hinton, and R. J. Williams. Parallel Distributed Procesing, volume 1, chapter 8. MIT Press,
Cambridge, MA, 1986.
[15] N. F. Schneidewind. Body of knowledge for software quality measurement. IEEE Computer, 35(2):77–83, February
2002.
[16] E. Troubitsyna. Integrating safety analysis into formal speciﬁcation of dependable systems. In Proceedings of the International Parallel and Distributed Processing Symposium,
page 8pp. IEEE Computer Society, April 2003.
[17] Z. Xu and T. M. Khoshgoftaar. Software quality prediction for high assurance network telecommunications systems. The Computer Journal, 44(6):557–568, December
2001. British Computer Society.
[18] Z. Xu and T. M. Khoshgoftaar. Application of fuzzy rule
extraction to minimize the costs of misclassiﬁcation in software quality modeling. In J. Lee, editor, Software Engineering With Fuzzy Theory. Physica Verlag, 2002.
[19] M. C. Yovitz, G. T. Jacobi, and G. Goldstein. Self Organizing Systems. Spartan Books, Washington, DC, 1962.

6. Conclusion
A software defect prediction model can aid the software quality improvement team in conducting a more focused quality improvement by identifying program modules likely to have more defects. We presented the Adaptive Resilient Propagation Neural Network as a valuable
alternative to the traditional back-propagation neural network model for software defect prediction. The proposed
APROP model is shown to yield statistically signiﬁcant
performance improvement compared to both the traditional
back-propagation neural network model and the multiple
linear regression model.
The black-box characteristic of artiﬁcial neural network
models make them less attractive to analysts, including
software practitioners. Hence, one has to consider both
model-comprehension and model-accuracy when determining which defect prediction model to use. When it comes
to absolute reduction of latent software faults, accuracy of a
defect prediction model should be more important. When it
comes to assessing the intricacies of the software development process, a white-box software defect prediction model
is more attractive. As there is no one-solution-ﬁts-all for
software defect prediction, the analyst should consider various models (including APROP) and decide which one best
suits their project’s quality improvement goals.
Future work will include: additional case studies with
other real-world software projects toward further validation
of the beneﬁts obtained by the APROP model; developing
ways to further improve the architecture and performance
of the APROP model; and, extending the APROP model for
other software engineering prediction problems.
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Abstract
The Eclipse open source development platform has garnered signiﬁcant attention in recent years, largely due to
its extensible plug-in architecture. Many plug-ins that analyze program source code have been developed in academia
and industry; the majority of these plug-ins have used the
Java Development Tools (JDT) to analyze Java source code.
However, Eclipse also provides the C/C++ Development
Tooling (CDT), which has now reached version 4.0. If the
CDT is to become as successful a basis for implementations
of static analyses as the JDT, then the challenges of using
the CDT to build such static analyses must be investigated.
In this paper we present an evaluation of the accuracy of
call graphs extracted with the CDT. We present a CDTbased subject system and a gcc-based oracle system, and
we evaluate the subject system using the oracle system. Our
evaluation gives special attention to features of C programs
that often cause difﬁculty for lightweight parsers, such as
the one provided by the CDT. These features include function pointers, macros, and conditional compilation. Our results identify areas where the CDT still needs improvement,
but also demonstrate the feasibility of using the CDT as a
basis for more advanced static analysis tools.

1. Introduction
Most modern integrated development environments
(IDEs) use a plug-in architecture, that is, an architecture
in which tool builders can augment the base functionality of the IDE by deﬁning extension modules (or plugins). Eclipse [4], Microsoft Visual Studio [16], and NetBeans [19] are all examples of IDEs that use this architecture. Many researchers have exploited these IDEs, especially Eclipse, to implement new techniques, such as static
analyses of program source code. Because these IDEs provide commonly required infrastructure components, including parsers and static representations of source code, re-

searchers can focus their efforts on implementing their techniques. In addition, these IDEs allow researchers to more
easily distribute their work to practitioners as well as to
other academicians.
Eclipse is an open source development platform that
has garnered signiﬁcant attention in recent years — largely
due to its extensible plug-in architecture. Dozens of
publicly-available and commercial plug-ins are available for
Eclipse, including nearly 40 for analyzing program source
code.Perhaps the most well known feature of Eclipse is
its Java IDE, the Java Development Tools (JDT); most,
nearly all, Eclipse plug-ins that perform static program
analyses are based on the JDT. However, Eclipse also
provides a C/C++ IDE, the C/C++ Development Tooling
(CDT) [5], which has recently become more robust and has
now reached version 4.0.
The CDT provides two parsers (for C and C++, respectively), each of which is hand-written with recursive descent technology, performs neither type-checking nor semantic analysis, and constructs a static internal representation from program source code. The internal representation
for each language models common language extensions,
such as GNU and Microsoft extensions, through the use of
special, dialect-speciﬁc nodes. The CDT also provides an
indexer that attempts to resolve all bindings, although binding resolution is not based on language semantics and is not
as accurate as type-checking or semantic analysis.
If the CDT is to become as successful a launching point
for implementations of static analyses as its breatheren the
JDT, then the challenges of building such static analyses
using the CDT must be investigated. In this paper we leverage the CDT to extract call graphs from the source code of
C programs and evaluate the accuracy of the extracted call
graphs by comparing them to call graphs extracted with an
oracle system. We selected the call graph for this accuracy
evaluation because it is a fundamental static program analysis that is needed to perform more advanced analyses such
as interprocedural data ﬂow analysis. This evaluation will
be useful to other researchers who wish to understand the
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current capabilities and shortcomings of the CDT with regard to the implementation of static program analyses.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide background information about the program representations and the tools that we use to perform
our evaluation. In Section 3 we provide an overview of the
CDT–based system that we evaluate and the gcc-based system that we use as our oracle. In Section 4 we describe
our accuracy evaluation and report our results. Finally, we
discuss related work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2. Background
In this section we brieﬂy describe the program representations and the tools that we use to perform our evaluation. The three program representations that we describe
are static program representations, that is, they can be constructed from the program source code without using dynamic (run-time) information. The tools that we describe,
along with the CDT, serve as the bases for the tools which
we developed to perform our evaluation.

2.1. Static Program Representations
An abstract syntax tree (AST) is a pruned parse tree
from which nonterminals, keywords, punctuation, and other
nodes and edges that do not affect the semantics of the program have been omitted. The AST is constructed by most
parsers in lieu of an unabridged parse tree and is the most
pervasive static program representation. An abstract semantic graph (ASG) is an adorned AST to which nodes and
edges that represent semantic information about the program, such as edges from variables to their declarations and
edges from type uses to their deﬁnitions, have been added.
The ASG is often the output of a compiler front end and
contains a wealth of information — one can construct many
other static program representations using only the information found in an ASG [11].
A call graph is a directed graph in which the nodes represent the functions in a program and the edges represent
the potential calls to those functions. For example, given
two functions f0 and f1 , an edge ( f0 , f1 ) appears in the set
of edges if there is a potential call to f1 by f0 . The call graph
for a program is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) if the program does not use recursion. A call graph extracted from
program source code is called a static call graph, while a
call graph extracted from a running program is called a dynamic call graph.
In strictly ﬁrst-order procedural languages, call graph extraction is straightforward; at each call site the target of the
call is directly evident from the source code. However, in
C (and C++), function pointers complicate call graph extraction. Semantic information, such as type deﬁnitions and

bindings, are required to determine the target of a call made
through a function pointer. Furthermore, the lax syntactic
rules of C can make calls made through function pointers
difﬁcult to distinguish from normal calls if certain conventions are not followed.

2.2. GENERIC
The C/C++ compiler from the GNU Compiler Collection, gcc, uses an ASG to facilitate recognition, analysis,
and optimization of a program. Since version 3.0, gcc has
provided, via a command line ﬂag, a facility for writing the
ASG for a translation unit to a text ﬁle. The schema for
the ASG representation stored in these text ﬁles, known as
TU ﬁles, is called GENERIC [15]. Several researchers have
used instances of GENERIC to perform program analysis,
comprehension, and visualization tasks [1, 9, 10, 14].
The g4 re tool chain [12] includes a library, generic, that
provides parsing, storage, traversal, and serialization facilities for working with GENERIC ASG instances. The input
to generic is a TU ﬁle, and the output is a gzipped XML
encoding of the input ﬁle or an in-memory representation
of the ASG. The TU ﬁle parser is implemented with a ﬂex
scanner. A simple node list data structure stores the inmemory representation, and several parameterized methods
traverse the leftmost child right sibling (LCRS) tree that underlies the ASG.

3. Systems
In this section we describe the two systems that we created for our evaluation: the subject system and the oracle system. In Section 3.1, we describe the subject system, which uses the AST provided by the CDT to extract
call graphs. In Section 3.2, we describe the oracle system,
which uses the ASG provided by gcc and the generic library
to extract call graphs. Both systems extract call graphs for
C programs.

3.1. Subject System
Figure 1 illustrates our subject system, which is an
Eclipse plug-in that takes as input a C program consisting
of one or more C ﬁles and produces as output an XML ﬁle
containing a call graph. The C ﬁles, shown in the upper left
of the ﬁgure, are read by the CDT, which is shown in the
lower left of the ﬁgure. For each C ﬁle, the CDT produces
one AST; the CDT provides a Visitor [7] base class from
which other plug-ins can inherit to traverse the in-memory
representation of each provided AST instance.
The cgce plug-in, shown in the lower right of Figure 1,
extends the CDT and other essential Eclipse components
(some of which are elided from the ﬁgure for clarity). The
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Figure 2. Overview of Oracle System (cgc).
Dashed lines represent “use” dependencies. Solid lines
represent data ﬂow. Tabbed ﬁles are provided by the user.
Lined ﬁles are generated by the system.

Figure 1. Overview of Subject System (cgce).
Dashed lines represent “use” dependencies. Solid lines
represent data ﬂow. Tabbed ﬁles are provided by the user.
Lined ﬁles are generated by the system.

cgce plug-in extends the Visitor base class provided by the

CDT to perform its AST traversals; during the traversals,
cgce collects and stores information about functions and

function calls. The CDT provides AST instances, not ASG
instances, so cgce must manage a symbol table to resolve
names; we built a partial symbol table to store information
about scopes, functions, and function pointers. The symbol
table that we manage allows cgce to detect calls to function
pointers that the CDT call hierarchy cannot; in addition, the
performance impact introduced by the symbol table is negligible.
After processing the information gathered during the
visit to create a call graph, the cgce plug-in writes the call
graph to an XML ﬁle, which is shown in the upper right of
Figure 1. The XML ﬁle stores the call graph hierarchically
by ﬁle and function; optionally, cgce can ﬁlter the call graph
by either of these criteria before the XML ﬁle is written. In
addition, cgce can ﬁlter the call graph based on the location
of the callee function.
The cgce plug-in is full-featured and provides much
more functionality than is described in the previous paragraphs. Using cgce, a user can, within Eclipse, explore the
call graph in a hierarchical view or double-click the hierarchical view to jump to the deﬁnition of a function or to a
function call. In addition, cgce can produce a dot [8] ﬁle
that can be used to graphically view the call graph outside
of Eclipse.

3.2. Oracle System
Figure 2 illustrates our oracle system, which takes as input a C program consisting of one or more C ﬁles and produces as output an XML ﬁle containing a call graph. The
C ﬁles, shown in the upper left of the ﬁgure, are read by
gcc, which is shown in the lower left of the ﬁgure. For each
C ﬁle, gcc produces one TU ﬁle; the resulting set of TU
ﬁles, shown above center in the ﬁgure, is the input to the
cgc program.
The cgc program, shown in the lower right of Figure 2,
uses the generic library, which is shown below center in the
ﬁgure, to read TU ﬁles. The Visitor pattern [7] is used by
cgc to traverse the in-memory representation of each ASG
instance that it obtains from the generic library. During the
traversals, cgc collects and stores information about functions and function calls. After processing this information
to create a call graph, cgc writes the call graph to an XML
ﬁle, which is shown in the upper right of Figure 2. The
XML ﬁle format produced by cgc is the same as that produced by the subject system; the ﬁltering capabilities of cgc
are also the same as those provided by the subject system.

4. Accuracy Evaluation
In this section we describe our accuracy evaluation of
call graphs extracted with the CDT. In Section 4.1 we describe our technique, including the scope of our accuracy
evaluation and the rationale for our oracle system. In Section 4.2 we describe our experimental setup. Finally, in Section 4.3 we list the results of our experiments.

4.1. Technique
Researchers have given much attention to extracting accurate and precise call graphs for the C language [3, 17].
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Were it not for function pointers, call graph extraction for
the C language would be straightforward; thus, this attention has focused on function pointers. However, before
techniques for extracting call graphs in the presence of function pointers can be applied, accurate information about
functions, function pointers, and function calls (including
those through function pointers) must be obtained. In this
evaluation, we focus on determining whether this (accurate)
information can be obtained using the CDT.
In this evaluation, our oracle system, cgc, is gcc-based;
in particular, cgc extracts call graphs for C programs using the ASG provided by gcc. Our rationale for designating
cgc as the oracle system is based on an argument similar
to the one used by Murphy, et al. [18]. The argument is as
follows: during compilation, gcc builds an ASG and uses
that ASG to generate executable code; if the generated executable code is correct then the ASG from which it was
generated must be correct. Given that gcc is an industrialstrength compiler and that it is used to compile a myriad
of widely-used programs, we can assume, with some conﬁdence, that the executable code generated by gcc is correct,
and, therefore, that the ASG used by gcc to generate that
executable code is also correct. Because cgc simply gathers
information from the ASG provided by gcc, we can reasonably designate it as our oracle system.
In addition to using our oracle system to evaluate the accuracy of our subject system, we used the call hierarchy
view included with the CDT to validate our subject system.
There are limitations to the functionality of the call hierarchy view. For example, it does not build a call graph for
the entire program, but rather for one function at a time. To
ensure that we were correctly extracting all available information from the CDT, we used the call hierarchy view as a
reference during development of our subject system. However, please note that, as described in Section 3.1, our subject system manages a partial symbol table. Thus, our subject system is able to extract more information about calls
to function pointers than the call hierarchy view.

4.2. Experimental Setup
We performed all experiments on a DellTM OptiPlexTM
755 workstation on which we installed the Slackware 12.0
operating system. We created all TU ﬁles with gcc version 3.3.6. We used Eclipse version 3.3 and Java version
1.6.0_01 to develop and to execute our Eclipse plug-in. We
wrote an XSLT stylesheet to extract results from the XML
output ﬁles; we applied the stylesheet with Saxon-B version
8.9. Finally, we formatted and compared the resulting data
using a series of simple bash scripts.
We use the Apache HTTP Server [2], version 2.2.6, as
the test case for our evaluation. We chose Apache because
it is mature, open-source, widely-used, and makes exten-

User Functions

Library Functions
Functions

System
Deﬁned
Undeﬁned
Subtotal
Subtotal
Total

Subject
2,497
21
2,518
671
3,189

Oracle
2,497
21
2,518
666
3,184

Table 1. Function Declaration Information. The
number of user functions and the number of library functions reported by each system. A function is a user function
if it is declared in one of the source ﬁles for the test case
and a library function if not.

sive use of function pointers, which are a key element of
our evaluation. In addition Apache makes extensive use of
macros and conditional compilation, both of which are often difﬁcult for lightweight parsers, such as those included
in IDEs, to handle properly.
The Apache source tree contains multiple support libraries, but we selected only ﬁles from the modules,
server, and os directories. Moreover, we only selected
Unix-speciﬁc ﬁles from the modules and os directories and
only selected ﬁles speciﬁc to the prefork version of the
mpm module. Finally, we did not select any test modules
from the modules directory. When generating the TU ﬁles
for the oracle system, we conﬁgured Apache to include all
available features.The test case resulting from our selections
and conﬁguration consists of 212 ﬁles, including 61 header
(.h) ﬁles and 151 source (.c) ﬁles. The total size for the test
case is approximately 89K lines of non-commented, nonpreprocessed lines of source code (NCLOC).
As discussed in Section 3.2, the XML ﬁle format produced by the oracle system is the same as that produced
by the subject system; furthermore, the ﬁltering capabilities
of both systems are also the same. Before performing our
experiments we conﬁgured each system to remove from its
extracted call graph all functions declared outside of the 212
ﬁles that comprise our test case, including all function calls
found within those functions. Note that we did not remove
calls to functions declared outside of the 212 ﬁles in the test
case as long as the function in which the calls were made
was not removed.

4.3. Results
Table 1 lists data about function declarations reported by
the subject system and the oracle system. A function declaration is categorized as a user function if it is declared in
one of the 212 source ﬁles for our test case; otherwise, it is
categorized as a library function. Furthermore, a user function is categorized as deﬁned if a corresponding function
body was found or as undeﬁned if no corresponding func-
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Calls to Functions

Calls to Function Pointers
Calls

System
User
Library
Subtotal
Subtotal
Total

Subject
6,884
8,842
15,726
515
16,241

Oracle
6,884
8,809
15,693
525
16,218

Table 2. Function Call Information. The number of calls to functions and the number of calls to function
pointers reported by each system. A call to a function is
categorized as user or library depending on whether it was
a call to a user function or a library function.

tion body was found.
The data in Table 1 indicates that the CDT-based subject
system is in near total agreement with the gcc-based oracle
system with respect to the nodes in the call graph. The only
discrepancy is in the number of reported library functions;
this discrepancy is a result of the way that the subject system
detects library functions. The subject system reports information about a library function only when that function is
the target of a reported function call. Thus, the discrepancy
in the data from Table 1 is an artifact of a misreported function call(s); a more detailed explanation follows.
Table 2 lists data about function calls reported by the
subject system and the oracle system. A function call is
categorized as a call to a function if the target of the call is a
user or library function; otherwise it is categorized as a call
to a function pointer. Furthermore, a call to a function is
categorized as user if the target of the call is a user function
or as library if the target is a library function.
The data in Table 2 indicates that there are function calls
which the subject system does not properly recognize. In
particular, the subject system reports 33 extra calls to library
functions and 10 too few calls to function pointers. Upon
further investigation, we discovered that some of these differences were not the fault of the subject system, but rather
of the oracle system. These differences all resulted from
inlining; in total, 24 calls to strlen with a literal string parameter were inlined by gcc. However, we also discovered
ﬂaws in the CDT centered around function pointers.
Next we discuss a C construct that is problematic for
the CDT and, hence, our subject system. On line 990
of the ﬁle server/vhost.c, a parameter func_cb, to
the function ap_vhost_iterate_given_conn has type
ap_vhost_iterate_conn_cb, which is an alias type
(typedef) for a function pointer. A call to func_cb on
line 1024 is not recognized by the CDT as a function call;
however, our subject system does correctly determine that
there is a function call on line 1024. Unfortunately, due to
the limited information in the partial symbol table, our subject system does not correctly report the call as a call to a

function pointer, but rather reports the call as a call to a library function. Calls to function pointers that are passed as
parameters account for six (6) of the extra calls to library
functions listed in Table 2. In addition, such calls account
for the ﬁve (5) extra library functions listed in Table 1.
We have accounted for 30 of the 33 extra calls and 6 of
the 10 too few calls to function pointers reported by our
subject system. The remaining three extra calls are caused
by problems the CDT has dealing with a combination of
function pointers and macros, namely with a macro expansion that deﬁnes a function pointer variable and a later
call through that variable. Curiously, this problem only appeared three times, and was properly handled in other cases.
Nevertheless, this combination of a macro and function
pointer accounts for the three remaining extra calls to library functions and three of the four remaining too few calls
to function pointers reported by our subject system. As in
the previous paragraph, while our subject system misidentiﬁed these calls as calls to library functions, the CDT did not
recognize the function call at all.
Finally, on line 106 of the ﬁle server/util_pcre.c,
there is a call of the form (pcre_free)(preg->re_pcre).
The CDT does not recognize the function call, and the partial symbol table managed by our subject system lacks the
information necessary to identify the call. This is due to
the function pointer pcre_free being deﬁned in a library
header ﬁle, which our subject system ignores. We have now
accounted for all of the differences listed in Table 2.

5. Related Work
In this section we brieﬂy review literature that relates to
our work. There are two primary categories of research
about call graphs: (1) extraction and (2) evaluation. We
brieﬂy review this research, and we then review tools that
use the CDT to extract call graphs.
Milanova, et al. [17] apply the FA pointer analysis by
Zhang et al. [21] to the extraction of call graphs for C programs with function pointers. They compare a call graph
extracted using this analysis to the most precise call graph
that can be extracted with existing pointer analyses. They
conclude that the FA analysis can provide precision comparable to that of more expensive pointer analyses. Atkinson [3] describes a technique to improve the precision of
extracted call graphs for C program with function pointers.
The technique is parameterized by a pointer analysis and is
safe (it does not degrade the accuracy of the extracted call
graph). The supplied pointer analysis is augmented by function type information, and potential calls through function
pointers are ﬁltered based on the results of the (improved)
pointer analysis. The focus of both of these techniques is on
improving the precision of extracted call graphs, not on extracting the accurate information needed to implement these
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techniques.
Murphy, et al. [18] describe the most comprehensive
study of static call graph extractors to date. They empirically compare call graphs extracted from three software systems written in C by nine call graph extractors and present
both quantitative and qualitative ﬁndings. In addition, they
deﬁne a design space for static call graph extractors. Their
argument for their oracle system is similar to our argument
for our oracle system; however, their oracle system is not
based directly on a compiler. Instead, their oracle system
is based on a source-to-source translation tool that is based
upon an obsolete version of gcc.
Lhoták [13] contributes a call graph difference search
tool. The tool ranks edges in the call graph by their likelihood of causing signiﬁcant differences among call graphs.
In addition, the author describes a complimentary viewer
that highlights certain differences among call graphs. Furthermore, the author presents the ranking algorithm implemented by the ﬁrst tool and describes the results of a case
study. The focus of the case study is determining imprecision in a static call graph by comparing it to a dynamic call
graph for the same program; the subject language for the
case study is Java.
We are aware of two other tools based on the CDT that
extract call graphs for C programs. The ﬁrst of these tools is
the CDT itself. The most recent version of the CDT, version
4.0, includes the call hierarchy view, which shows the user
the callers of a function. However, the call hierarchy view
operates on only one function at a time – it does not build
a call graph for the entire program. The second tool is the
Eclipse Parallel Tools Platform (PTP) [6]. Recoskie and
Tibbitts [20] reported on the static analysis capabilities of
PTP, including a call graph extractor. However, they did not
report on the accuracy of the call graphs that they extract.

features of the CDT, as well as the Eclipse Parallel Tools
Platform (PTP). Our goal is to facilitate comprehension and
maintenance tasks of large software systems written in C,
including the Linux kernel and the GNU Compiler Collection.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we presented an accuracy evaluation of call
graphs extracted with the Eclipse CDT. We built a subject
system and an oracle system, and we evaluated the subject system using the oracle system. In our evaluation, we
used the Apache HTTP Server as our test case, because it is
open-source, is mature, is widely-used, and makes extensive
use of function pointers, macros, and conditional compilation. Our evaluation can be viewed as a (partial) accuracy
evaluation of the AST produced by the CDT, and therefore,
as a (partial) accuracy evaluation of the C parser from the
CDT. The results of our evaluation show that the parser is
extremely robust, even in the presence of heavy use of function pointers and the preprocessor.
We plan to use the CDT to build a more comprehensive
source code analysis tool for the C language. We envision
a general purpose tool that will complement the existing
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Software tools can make the resource estimation task
easier by automating calculations and providing means
for collecting and storing the data [8]. This paper gives
an overview to time tracking tools that are available for
software developers. Furthermore, we introduce a
classification of time tracking tools and present an
evaluation of selected tools with the DESMET method.
The tool evaluation is a part of a case study
investigating deployment of software measurement
tools within a small software development organization.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Chapter two introduces the research that have been
done in the area of time tracking tools. Chapter three
describes the research setting of this study.

Abstract
This paper introduces a case study that was carried
out in a small Finnish software development
organization. The aim of the study was to evaluate
possibilities for establishing tool support for tracking
software developers’ working time. The organization
wants to improve their project management and effort
estimation processes and they need a lightweight,
tool-based approach for collecting and reporting the
working time data. We propose a categorization for
different types of time tracking tools and perform an
evaluation of tools from different categories.
Requirements for the tools and evaluation criteria are
derived both from literature and the case company.
DESMET method is utilized to rank the tools.

2. Related work
Version control systems and bug tracking databases
have been identified useful tools for getting information
of software development projects in order to make
effort estimations. [1, 13] Reliable effort estimation is
crucial for estimating cost and schedule of a project,
and helps in risk assessment. For cost estimation,
several expert-based techniques [11] and algorithmic
models, such as COCOMO [2] have been introduced.
Effort estimation models can also have indirect benefits
in predicting the number of defects in software and
helps in making decision when to stop testing, for
example [14]. Algorithmic estimation models are usually
addressed to large projects. More lightweight methods
exist for making estimates in small or individual-based
projects. Such methods are the Personal Software
Process (PSP) [5] or LEAP toolkit [6], for example.
Several studies suggest that establishing a software
measurement successfully requires an adequate tool
support. Tools for automatic data collection and use of
persistent measures database are often listed among

1. Introduction
Software measurement aims at providing quantitative
information about development processes in order to
estimate effort, time and costs that are required to
produce a software product. The measurement process
itself includes a wide variety of activities and specific
metrics. Resource estimation is one of the first key
elements to implement when establishing a predictable
software development process.
Estimates are typically based on historical data, and
recording, storing and analyzing process data is a
challenging task. Ensuring the accuracy of the data is
even more difficult, because different people can report
the same data differently. Software development is
human-centric, creative work, and measuring such
phenomenon always requires some assumptions to be
made. However, measurement is a necessity if an
organization wants to systematically manage and
improve their development processes.
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the essential success factors of a measurement
framework. Examples of the articles and studies
highlighting the importance of correct tools for
measurement include [4, 17], for example.
Especially the PSP approach has given inspiration to
many time tracking tools, including Process Dashboard
(http:// processdash.sourceforge.net/), PROM [19],
Hackystat [9] and Jasmine [18]. In PSP, measurement
and analysis of historical development data is in key
role in making estimates of effort and product quality.
There is a wide variety of time tracking and effort
estimation tools. Even a spreadsheet application can
provide the basic set of templates and reports. In the
other end are sensor-based tools that can collect data
automatically and provide an extensive selection of
analysis reports based on the data. It may also be
useful to integrate process guidance and experience
base into the measurement tool [18].
Johnson et al. [6] introduce three generations of tool
support for gathering metrics on individual software
developers' work. The first generation is manual data
collection, developers logging their effort, size and
defect information in printed templates and forms. The
second generation includes more automated tools such
as Process Dashboard, where users can record data
through a relatively convenient user interface and the
tool provides different types of analyses on the data.
The third generation means fully automated
measurement, in which developers do not have to
worry about data logging or analysis.
Tools can also have some disadvantages, such as
context switching. The need to continuously change
between product development and process recording
software may cause inaccuracies in the data and
decrease the motivation to use the tools. Fully
automated data collection tools eliminate the need for
context switching. However, fully automated tools
cannot necessarily recognize breaks in developer’s
work correctly, and it may be needed to correct
automatically recorded data later on. Concerns on
privacy is another challenge with automation. [8]

intensive and more attention has to be paid to the
software development processes than before.
The purpose of the study was to in vestigate
commercial and freeware solutions available for tracking
the work time of software developers. Currently the
organization utilizes simple time card system for that
purpose. It is connected to the access control so that
on arrival an employee clocks in for a specific project
number and the system marks the working hours for
that project. This system, and the information it
provides, is not adequate for the company’s needs in
future. The current system stores only information
about the projects the employees are currently working
on and how many hours they have spent on each
project. Even though the current system keeps record
of the working time on the project-basis, the
information is not detailed enough to really help in
planning future projects and estimating project
schedules and costs. The current system does not
support reporting on what specific tasks of the project
designers are doing. Such information would be
necessary in order to monitor the development effort
and identifying possible problems in the development
process. For example, distinguishing design,
implementation and testing efforts from each other is
essential for evaluating the quality of both product and
process.
The case organization wishes to establish a
historical development database with the new time
tracking system. Based on the historical data, schedule
and effort estimates could be made more accurately
than at the present. Furthermore, the estimation can be
targeted more precisely regarding the phases of the
development and individual tasks within a project.
For the purposes of this study the reference
framework used in the tool comparison is DESMET [12].
It is a two-part methodology for comparatory
evaluation of tools and methods in a given context for a
specific purpose. The first part of the DESMET method
includes the selection of an appropriate evaluation
method, and the second part the actual methods and
their descriptions. From the quantitative, qualitative
and hybrid evaluation methods available we chose the
qualitative feature analysis, which was most feasible
given the research setting.
Although the actual tool tests weren’t designed and
conducted as a part of a process utilizing the DESMET
method in the first place, it is used here to structure the
empirical findings. On the other hand, the feature
analysis selected as the evaluation method is usually
conducted based on the literature and documentation
available for the evaluation object. Therefore this

3. Research setting
The case organization is a small division of a large
multinational company developing embedded systems.
The division that participated in the study is a software
development unit of about 20 software designers.
A study project for investigating time tracking
systems was established because the organization
wants to forecast the durations of their future projects.
The products of the company are getting more software
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study, while using the test reports from the case
company tool evaluation tests, can be seen as fulfilling
the signs of a DESMET feature analysis.
It should be noted that the DESMET is designed for
the industry, to aid in selecting the best suited tool or
method for that context from the given set of
candidates. In this case the context is an industrial case
which is also a source for a part of the tool
requirements, so the use of the DESMET method is
justifiable also in this academic study.

analysis, the tool selection and its results are described
in more detail in the next section. This chapter
discusses the selection of required features for the
tools to be evaluated, their prioritization and their
scoring system. The level of rigour required cannot be
affected in this study, since the only available source of
information for the evaluator is the written test
documentation. Responsibility of carrying out the
evaluation is rather trivial in this case, and the analysis
of the evaluation results is presented in the results and
discussion section.
As feature analysis supports feature groups,
hierarchies and refinements, this study uses it to
classify the requirements on the main level to two
different groups: those identified by the case company
and those identified by the test team with the aid of
some scientific literature. [e.g. 3, 7, 8, 9, 16] Summary of
the requirements – which have been considered as
features that are studied from each tool in this study –

4. Features used in evaluation
From the nine basic processes included in a feature
Table 1. Case -company originated features for
a tool to be evaluated in feature analysis.
Classification
Data mgmt.
Data mgmt.
Data mgmt.
Functional
Functional
Functional
Functional

Functional
Functional
Functional
Functional
Functional

Description

Priority

Access to database is controlled
Database stores relevant modifiable raw
variables
All data stored in a web/intranet-server
database
Free choosing of project and phase
worked on
Worktime input must be possible also
“after-the-fact”
At least worktime calculations must be
automated
Tool must support customisable projects
and phases in them
Tool must support recording and
reporting times/phase, times/project,
times/user
Time granularity must be represented
accurately (hours and minutes)

1

Support for multiple simultanious users
Privacy of personal data among
developers
Both estimated and actual times are
supported and they can be compared
Time tracking must be done by pushing
start/pause/stop -button(s)

1

Table 2. Literature-based features for a tool to
be evaluated in feature analysis.

1
Classification

Description
Data
is
modifiable
and
Functional importable/exportable
System informs the user about status
Functional and events
System should support mistake-free data
Functional collecting
System should be customizable for
Interface expected types of changes
System should not allow the user to
Usability
forget the use of the system
Tool usage must be as unobtrusive as
Usability
possible (few minutes / day)
High overall usability, especially on the
Usability
features used most often.
minimum need of investments and
Usability
involvment from management
System should speak the user's
Nielsen
language

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

2
2

1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
1

Nielsen

Interface

Support for existing operating systems
1
Support for multiple common file formats
(XML, HTML, txt)
1

Nielsen

Consistent use of terms and concepts.
1
Minimize the amount of things the user
needs to remember
1
Flexibility for tailoring, efficiency for both
beginners and experts
1

Interface

Compatibility with existing systems

2

Nielsen

preventive error -approach

1

1

Nielsen

provide help and documentation

1

Nielsen

Provide easy exits

2

Nielsen
Nielsen

Informative error messages
Minimalistic design

2
2

Nielsen

give feedback to user

2

Interface
Interface

Reporting

Nielsen

Priority

1

Reporting

Reports are accurate, stable and reliable
Data collected: project, phase, people,
start time/phase, end time/phase, total
times

1

Reporting

Reports based on historical data

1
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are presented in Table 1 and Table 2. Each feature is
also attached with a scoring scheme, against which
each evaluated tool is ranked. For this study, a simple
yes/no scoring scale is adopted, indicating just the
presence of a feature in the tool without analysing the
level of the implementation of the feature. Priorities
(indicated with 1 and 2 in Tables 1 and 2. Priority 1 is of
higher priority) for each feature were devised along the
requirements by the case company.
Both main categories of features are further divided
into feature classes. These classes indicate if the
feature in question is mainly related to the domain area
–functionality of the system, how the data is managed
by the system, what kind of interfaces the system has
to other systems as well as the user, how the system
handles reporting of its data to different users, and
what kind of usability the system has. Generic usability
heuristics are incorporated into these features in the
form of Nielsen’s heuristics [15, 16].

as easy way, but suffers from potential compatibility
problems with existing systems and its reliability is in
the end down to the user and how accurately she fills
her timesheets.
Recording-based tracking can also be described as
start-pause-stop -tracking, due to the fact that systems
that incorporate this method usually do so by
providing user with a user interface to start, pause and
stop the tracking with a single press of a button. From
the state of the tracker timesheets are automatically
filled, and reports generated as in system-based
tracking. Advantage of this method is that it provides
somewhat more reliable user data than system-based
trackers, since the filling of the timesheet is done more
simply and promptly when relevant – there's no need
for user to remember exact times when the system does
it automatically. As with any method, this also has
some drawbacks: Since it may distract the user from
other, more thought-intensive tasks at the time, the
motivation to use the system may not be high, thus
causing inaccuracies in collected data. Also the
monitoring of the time spent working away from the
computer is difficult, and usually must be done in a way
very similar to the system-based tracking method.
Completely automated tracking systems usually
function by attaching sensors or similar hooks to
different software tools that are used by the developers
as part of their development work. From the usage
statistic acquired via those sensors time and possibly
also other metrics can be calculated. On the obvious
positive side this way of collecting data is completely
unobtrusive and therefore suffers no inaccuracies due
to use of the tracking tool itself, but is more inaccurate
in its way of gathering off-computer working time. In
addition, the problem of resolving the quality of actual
work done (if any) while the sensors register activity in
tool usage remains problematic.
From the above categories, the following tools were
selected for this evaluation as being the most
representative of its class: For system-based trackers
and as sort of a “de-facto baseline” MS Project is
evaluated.
For SPS-systems the Process/Team
Dashboard is used for evaluation, and Dovico
Timesheet is included as a system combining the
system- and SPS-approaches. Automatic systems
weren't tested with the case company, and thus are
evaluated here based solely on academic and possibly
other literature, are represented by the University of
Hawaii's Hackystat. For completely manual way of
tracking data no tool is selected – since it doesn't
necessarily use any.

5. Tool evaluation
For any evaluation framework to produce usable
results, an object of analysis is required. In this case
the DESMET method being comparative, a selection of
different tools is used. Based on initial set of
requirements (simple, multi-user tool for Windows
platform that has a free trial version available), some
tools were searched, found and selected to be
evaluated. By all means all possible project
management and time tracking systems were not tested,
from initial searches ten tools were selected for further
testing.
For this study, a representative sample of those ten
tools was attempted to find. This was done by
categorizing the tools according to their method of
gathering data, as per classification devised by the
testing [8, 10]. The categories for the tools were based
on the way the systems gather their data, the so-called
level of time tracking: manual, system-based, recordingbased or fully automatic tracking.
Manual tracking consists of methods that involve
the user writing times manually into some form of log,
like a timesheet, and then delivering those timesheets to
her supervisors. It has the advantage of being a very
flexible method, but also error-prone and timeconsuming way of tracking data.
System-based tracking is partly automated way of
data gathering, where each user submits her timesheet
to a system that allows supervisors to generate reports
from user data. It has the benefit of being more real-time
than completely manual method and fairly cheap as well
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Table 3. Total features passed for each tool grouped by feature category.

Functional
Nielsen
Interface
Usability
Database
Reporting

MS Project
8
6
2
1
0
2

Dashboard
12
8
5
3
0
3

Dovico
12
9
5
3
3
3

Hackystat
9
8
4
4
2
2

Max.
available
12
10
5
4
3
3

too surprising since they represent the same SPS-tool
category in this evaluation. Main differences between
these two are in the database support they provide and
in usability characteristics. Although usability is rather
subjective measure, the support for relational databases
is surely something that industrial users desire.
It seems that a well-implemented SPS-type of tool is
better than current fully automated systems for time
tracking, but if full automation could be implemented
with more comprehensive time tracking support it
would be the best solution. This, as well as better SPStool implementations are something that should be
investigated in further studies. In this study the case
organization decided to evaluate and pilot the Dovico
Timesheet tool more closely. The choice was made
between the Dashboard and Dovico Timesheet, but the
usability of the latter was perceived to be better.
This kind of evaluation benefits the case
organization, because it focuses attention to the
process of effort estimation and time management, and
thus improves both of them via the “Hawthorne-effect”.
A well-argumented tool selection fixes these processes
as well to some extent, but isn’t enough by itself.
Finally, the DESMET method works well for this kind
of evaluation, but if more than one person is involved
in defining the features and scoring them, it is very
likely that issues of subjectivity and difficulties in
communication arise. Especially the interpretation of
the meanings behind feature descriptions has to be
communicated carefully. If the communication
difficulties can be overcome an evaluation using the
DESMET method is very well suited for collaboration
and knowledge exchange between academia.

6. Results and discussion
The last phases of the feature analysis consist of
analyzing the results and presenting them to interested
parties. In this case the presentation is done via this
paper, and the analysis we will provide here. All of the
five tools in this evaluation were assigned a true/fals e
value for each of the features identified to be relevant.
There were no predefined acceptance threshold of
values, but it was understood that the tool that had the
most desired features supported was the one that
thecase organization would consider to be selected.
The results are portrayed in table 3. Each row in the
table represents one class of features that were
analyzed. On the columns for those rows are the
numbers of features that were present in each tool,
columns therefore representing the tools in the
evaluation. One of the columns is labeled as “Max.
available”, which represents the maximum number of
features that were analyzed in each category. Compared
to these maximum values we can see that none of the
tools fulfils the requirements completely. Biggest
deviations from the maximum values are in the database
and usability feature categories. These are the topics
that the tool developers should pay attention to in
order to make their products more appealing to the
industrial users. On the other hand all tools scored well
in the functional and reporting feature categories.
When comparing the individual tools, it is evident
that MS Project that is probably the most widely-used
project management tool does not compare well to the
maximum values. Full automation as provided by the
Hackystat tool has also some shortcomings. These
problems stem from the fact that you cannot automate
all aspects of time tracking. The main issue with the
Hackystat tool concerns data collection capabilities. It
is not easily possible to track time while user is doing
work away from the computer. The Dovico Timesheet
and Project Dashboard are quite similar, which is not

7. Conclusion
This study draws together requirements for time
tracking tools from a case company and relevant
academic literature. We found that a systematic
approach for evaluating the tools based on these
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requirements is beneficial even though an ideal tool
would not exist. Requirements definition, evaluating the
tools and reflecting the entire process of effort
estimation and time management helps the organization
to identify potential process improvement areas.
We suggested a classification for time tracking
tools, partially based on literature and partially on
empirical observations during this study. Based on the
experiences gained from this case, instead of manual or
system-based approaches to time tracking, we suggest
either a well-implemented fully automated tracking tool
or a more comprehensive support via a SPS-tool to be
explored when selecting a time tracking tool.
The tool support for time tracking is an actively
studied area, but there remains a number of issues that
need further investigation. Before a fully automated
tool that covers all phases of data collection is
developed, the time tracking data is as accurate as the
people that track it.
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Abstract

This paper presents process and resource modeling
concepts and constructs in RealSpec, a real-time
specification language based on the functional dataflow
language Lucid [6].
In doing so, the language
semantics of Lucid are extended to include complex
data types with functions, a concept necessary for
defining resource objects. The selection of Lucid was
made to satisfy language design goals of functional
computation model, declarative nature, and freedom
from implementation bias. Moreover, Lucid supports
high parallelism by design with every equation within a
program representing parallel executing data flow nets.
The remainder of the paper is organized in the
following sections. Section 2 provides a synopsis of
the Lucid dataflow programming language. Section 3
briefly discusses the semantic extensions to Lucid to
add user defined algebras and objects. Section 4
introduces RealSpec specification language. Section 5
presents resource modeling concepts in RealSpec.
Section 6 applies process and resource concepts to the
specification of the dining philosophers’ problem.
Section 7 summarizes the paper.

Resource modeling is an important aspect of realtime systems.
However, resource modeling and
resource constraints are found to be lacking from
majority of real-time specification language. RealSpec
real-time specification language is proposed with
language constructs for defining and manipulating
both abstract data structuring and hardware system
resources. The paper provides details of abstract data
resources along with examples. The well known dining
philosophers’ problem is specified to demonstrate
language resource modeling features.

1. Introduction
Resource modeling and constraints are an important
aspect of real-time systems [1]. The timing behavior of
a real-time system depends not only on delays due to
process synchronization, but also on the availability of
shared resources [2]. As with timing constraints,
specifying physical resources and constraints on those
resources required by a computation has a key role in
determining the performance, quality, and correctness
of computation in real-time systems. Even though Lee
et al. pointed out the lack of resource modeling
consideration in the context of process algebra
formalism [2], the issue seems to be equally prevalent
for most real-time specification techniques. The lack
of resource modeling was also highlighted by a
comparison of real-time specification techniques [3].
A real-time specification should provide a highly
integrated and time-constrained resource modeling
approach along with interaction protocols in a platform
independent way [4, 5]. In addition, the specification
should provide the primitives to control and to keep
track of resource utilization.

2. Lucid Dataflow Programming Language
Lucid [6] is a functional dataflow programming
language based on Landin’s Iswim language [7]. The
statements in a Lucid program are equations defining
streams and filters, not commands for updating storage
locations as in the case of traditional imperative
programming languages. Hence, Lucid is a definitional
language. The equations in a Lucid program are
assertions or axioms from which other assertions can
be derived using the Lucid axioms and rules of
inference [8]. Hence, Lucid provides a formal system
where proofs of programs can be carried out [8]. The
Lucid programmer states exactly the output of a
program, but only suggests or indicates the
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computations to be performed. The variables in Lucid
are regarded as dynamic objects and their values are
simultaneously updated at each computation step. The
following is a simple Lucid program example:

The binary operator asa (as soon as) computes by
repeatedly reading in pairs of values of its two
arguments until, if ever, the second argument has the
value true. Assuming a true is eventually read then the
value taken by the asa operator will be the value of
the first argument corresponding to the true value of
the second argument. For example, if x = <0, 1,
2, 3,…> and y = <false, true, false,
true,…>, then

a + b
where
a = 2;
b = 5;
end;

In the above program the where clause is an
expression together with a set of definitions of
variables used in the expression.

x asa y = <1, 1, 1,…>

The next section provides extensions to Lucid
semantics for resource modeling.

Lucid allows functions to be defined by equations
where the equations within the where clause can use
other functions or variables defined in the clause. The
expression defining a function can also use the same
function so that recursive definitions are also possible:

3. User Defined Algebras and Objects in
Lucid
Lucid is based on a few fixed algebras such as
integers, reals, Booleans, and strings. However, in
order to be able to represent resources, Lucid needs to
be enhanced to include user defined algebras for
representing complex data types. Based on the Iswim
family of languages [7], data objects may have operator
nets or filters in addition to a set of variables. A Lucid
program then would be an operator net for this “data
with operator net”. Each instance of input and output
would be some form of this data with a specific internal
state based on the values of its member data types and
the internal operator nets. Thus, the instance variables
of a data object must themselves be full-fledged Lucid
streams resulting in streams of data objects which
contain a stream of data objects that are followed by
potentially an n number of streams [9]. This concept is
demonstrated below for a data object d with an internal
instance variable x, where t’ is the time index for d
stream and di represent object d with an updated state
based on its internal instance variable and manipulation
functions. For each di, the internal instance variable x
goes through a sequence of values indexed by t”:

fac(p)
where
fac(n) = if n < 2 then 1
else n * fac(n-1) fi;
end;

There is no requirement that a variable or function
be defined before it is used. In general, the order of the
definitions in a clause is irrelevant.
The simplest conditional expression in Lucid is the
primitive if-then-else. For example, the following
program takes two input streams x and y and outputs a
stream consisting of the maximum at each index value:
max(x, y) = if x <= y then y else x fi;

If x and y have values <5, 2, 10, 21, 7,…>
and <3, 9, 9, 13, 15,…>, respectively, then the
output stream would be <5, 9, 10, 21, 15,…>.
Lucid provides a binary operator fby (followed by)
for abstract iteration over sequences.
The two
arguments of this binary filter are combined by taking
the first component of the first argument and appending
to it the stream corresponding to the second argument.
For example, if x and y are two streams <x0, x1,
x2, …> and <y0, y1, y2, …>, respectively, then x
fby y would be the stream <x0, y0, y1, y2,
…>. For example,

t”=0
t”=1
t”=2
…

t’=0
d0
a0 
a1
a2

t’=1
d1
b0 
b1
b2

t’=2 …
d2 
c0 
c1
c2

Lucid is based on the unconventional idea that
computations do not terminate. The input to a Lucid
program which runs indefinitely is the infinite history
of the values ‘fed into’ it, and the output is the infinite
history of all the values produced [6]. Lucid, however,
allows writing programs whose actual output is finite.
To terminate a Lucid program, a special symbol eod
(end-of-data) is output that closes the output stream and

x
where
x = 1 fby x+1;
end;

This program defines x (the output) to be the stream
<1, 2, 3, 4, 5,…>, an infinitely varying
sequence. The first argument of fby primes the pump
that permits successive future values to be generated.
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terminates the program normally.
program

For example, the

process functions. The functions in a process are
Lucid-like declarative assertions. For example, a
process factorial that contains a single function
calcfac(int n) to calculate factorial can be defined
as follows:

3 fby 5 fby eod

will put 3 and 5 on the standard output and then
terminate. The semantics of the member functions of
data objects with internal streams is defined using the
terminated streams. Each call to a local function will
result in the data object function to be evaluated based
on the local where clauses followed by an implicit
eod. RealSpec uses the terminated stream semantics
for data object member function calls.

process factorial() {
calcfac(int n)
where {
fac(int x) = if x < 2 then 1
else x * fac(x-1);
}
}

A process has a single execution thread by default.
However, a process may have as many threads as
possible. Multiple threads can be defined as part of a
process definition. In the example below, x gets the
value of x+1 if the executing thread is th1, indicated
by the property pid, otherwise x gets the value of
x*2:

4. RealSpec: An Executable Specification
Language Based on Lucid
The following section introduces basic concepts of
the RealSpec executable specification language.
4.1. Active and Passive Objects

process p() threads th1, th2 {
… x = 1 fby if pid == 0 then x+1
else x*2; …
}

Two types of objects are modeled in RealSpec: active
and passive. Active objects are those which instigate
an action and are responsible for handling control to
other objects. Active objects can change their own
states and may utilize services of other passive objects.
Active objects have their own execution threads.
Passive objects are those which do not have their own
execution thread instead these passively wait for other
objects to require their services. Passive objects are
usually activated on receiving messages from other
objects. RealSpec uses active objects to model system
processes and passive objects to model system
resources.

The processes can also communicate with each
other via message passing using a pair of send and
receive
thread
functions.
The
message
communications can either be synchronous or
asynchronous.
In the following example of
synchronous message passing with timeouts, p1 blocks
for 50 microseconds and p2 blocks for 75
microseconds:
process p1() {
… p2.send(data) @tout 50 us; …
}

4.2. System Definition

process p2() {
… x = p1.receive() @tout 75 us; …
}

A system construct is used to model a system in
RealSpec. The system construct provides a context for
the rest of the specification and consists of the
declaration of system resources, statically defined
processes, process and thread creation order, and
global system level functions. A system definition in
RealSpec is specified using a system construct:

5. Resource Modeling in RealSpec
RealSpec supports modeling of system resources.
These resources consist of abstract data structure such
as semaphore, mutex, array, stack, and queue, and
hardware resources such as signal, analog IO, memory,
communication channel, and timer. The hardware
resources are the representation of various system and
hardware elements along with mechanisms for
manipulation of these resources by the specification
processes and functions. This paper focuses on the
abstract data resources.

system s {
resources { … }
processes { … }
functions { … }
}

4.3. Process and Thread Objects
A process object is defined using a process
construct. A process construct consists of the keyword
process with process name followed by process
body within curly brackets. The body of a process
definition may consist of declaration for primitive data
variables, other active or passive objects, and a set of

Users can define new resources using a resource
construct.
A resource construct consists of the
keyword resource with resource name followed by
resource body within curly brackets. The body of
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resource consists of resource variable definitions and
resource functions. The variables and functions may
appear in any order.

successful since leader count is zero. When a follower
arrives, the follower signals the leader which wakes up
the leader. The follower counter is already greater than
zero, so the follower proceeds to dance. The leader
wakes up, checks the counter to be greater than zero,
decrements it and also proceeds to dance.

resource <name>(<parameters>) {
<resource variables>
<resource functions>
}

The mutex resource structure is identical to
semaphores with the difference that mutex private
counter value is always zero or one.

Once defined, resources must be instantiated before
these can be used. The instantiation may be at the
system level, process level, or within other resources.

Stack Resource: A stack, also called a LIFO (last-infirst-out), resource in RealSpec is defined by following
schema. The stack resource is multi-thread safe by
using internal semaphores and mutex resources.

Semaphore and Mutex Resource:
Semaphore
resource is defined for process and thread
synchronization. The resource is used to protect shared
resources and critical regions. The semaphore resource
is defined with two functions wait and signal, a
private integer counter, and a private queue of threads.
The parameter value is passed in by users as the
initial counter value at declaration. The optional
parameter pol may be used by users to define sleeping
thread wakeup scheme. RealSpec supports two wakeup
schemes, first-come-first-serve and priority based,
defined as constants. The resource is defined using
following schema:

stack(int value, int pol=FCFS_BASED)
{
list slist = [];
semaphore available(size, pol);
semaphore occupied(0, pol);
mutex m(pol);
int size = value;
generic operator<<(generic x, generic p);
generic operator>>(generic p);
int items();
bool full();
bool empty();
generic top();
}

semaphore(int value, int pol =
FCFS_BASED) {
int counter = value;
int policy = pol;
list pidqueue = [];
bool wait(generic p);
bool signal();
}

The stack is internally modeled using a list variable
slist.
Two semaphores available and
occupied are used for controlling read from empty
stack and write to a full stack. A mutex resource m is
used to lock and unlock stack access for a thread. The
write operator (<<) adds an item x to the top of the
stack as soon as the thread p writing to the stack locks
the stack. The calling thread is put to sleep within the
available semaphore if the stack is full. Likewise, the
calling thread is put to sleep within the mutex m if the
stack is locked by another thread. The write operator
returns the updated stack. The read operator (>>)
works in a similar manner and returns the item at the
top of the stack. Consider following specification
example using stack for evaluating a simple arithmetic
expression written in postfix notation.
The is
current declaration is used for nested iteration by
“freezing” each individual expression in the input
stream into the variable in for parsing and evaluation.

Consider an example where there are two rows of
ballroom dancers, leaders and followers, waiting in two
queues, A and B, before entering the dance floor.
When a leader arrives, it checks to see if there is a
follower waiting. If so, they can both proceed.
Otherwise, the leader waits. Similarly, when a follower
arrives, it checks for a leader and either proceeds or
waits. This problem can be represented in RealSpec by
two semaphores, leader and follower, both of
initial size zero:
semaphore leader(0);
semaphore follower(0);
process p1 {
dance() asa (leader.wait(p1)
asa follower.signal());
}
process p2 {
dance() asa (follower.wait(p2)
asa leader.signal());
}

stack s(10);
evaluate(input) = calc(s, in)
where {
in is current input;
calc(s, n) = if n == nil
then s >> result
elseif isdigit(hd(n))
then calc(s << hd(n),tl(n))
else calc(op(s, hd(n)), tl(n));
op(s, c) = case c of {

If the leader arrives before follower, the leader
signals the follower which increments follower’s count
and leader goes to sleep as soon as follower signal is
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philosophers sit around a circular table with a plate of
spaghettis.
However, there are only five forks
available.
Each philosopher thinks.
When a
philosopher gets hungry, the philosopher sits down and
picks up the two forks that are closest to the
philosopher. If a philosopher can pick up both forks,
the philosopher eats for a while. After a philosopher
finishes eating, the philosopher puts down the forks and
starts to think. The classic problem is used as a
specification example for RealSpec so focus can be
directed on the specification in RealSpec rather than
the problem itself. Also, it is assumed that the duration
between picking up left and right forks is zero avoiding
deadlock.
The problem is specified in RealSpec by declaring
five forks as mutex resources shared between five
philosopher process threads p1 to p5. The five forks
are defined as a list constant by enclosing within the [%
and %] brackets. A philosopher process is defined that
consists of five threads with eat and think functions.
When a process is created, all defined threads are
automatically created and start simultaneous execution.
Each philosopher represented by the five threads pi is
defined
by
the
value
of
the
function
eatandthink(). The function eatandthink()
is recursively defined in the where clause as an
equation with initial value of eat followed by the
value of think which in turn is followed by the call to
eatandthink() to represent repeatability of eating
and thinking for each philosopher. A philosopher starts
eating as soon as the philosopher has forks and the
duration of the eating is specified using temporal
operator @dur. The philosopher tries to lock two
adjacent forks represented by two adjacent mutex from
the forklist.
If both forks are locked, the
philosopher starts eating; otherwise the thread is
suspended until both forks are available. The think
function works in the similar manner but does the
opposite things. The function unlocks the right fork as
soon as the left fork is unlocked followed by thinking
for duration thinktime.

}
}

Queue Resource: A queue resource in RealSpec is
bounded to a fixed number of items meaning that it has
a specific capacity. Moreover, like stack, the queue
resource is multi-thread safe by using internal
semaphores and mutex resources. The queue resource
has a similar schema as the stack. The operations of
the write (<<) and read (>>) operators are different
such that << writes to the end of the queue and >>
reads from the front of the queue.
Array Resource: RealSpec provides single dimension
array resource. The array resource is multi-thread safe
by using internal mutex resource. The array resource is
defined by following schema:
array(int value, int pol=FCFS_BASED)
{
list alist = [];
mutex m(pol);
int size = value;
generic operator<<(generic x, generic p);
generic operator>>(generic p);
generic operator[](int index);
}

The write (<<) and read (>>) operators work in the
same manner as in stack and queue except that the
write or read is performed at the array location
identified by the index operator []. The following
example uses arrays to perform selection sort of a
stream of numbers sequences. The example assumes
that the input sequences have ten or less numbers. The
example also assumes that the input sequence has
already been read into the array a.
array a(10);
ssort(a, items) = a asa k == 0
where {
A is current a;
k = items-1 fby k-1;
a = A fby swap(a, imax, k);
imax = imax asa j == K+1
where {
K is current k;
A is current a;
j = 1 fby j+1;
imax = 0 fby
if (A[j]>>a) > (A[imax]>>b)
then j else imax;
}
swap(a, imax, k) = …
}

7. Summary and Future Work
The paper presented RealSpec executable
specification language in general and resource
modeling concepts in in particular. RealSpec real-time
specification language is based on the functional,
declarative, dataflow programming language Lucid.
The abstract data resources were discussed in detail
and the resource concepts were applied to specify the
dining philosophers’ problem. A language compiler is
currently under implementation to be able to execute
and debug specifications of real-time systems in

6. Dining Philosophers in RealSpec
Dijkstra invented the dining philosophers problem
as a synchronization problem [10]. Imagine that five
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system {
resources {
mutex f1, f2, f3, f4, f5;
}
processes {
philosopher threads { p1; p2; p3; p4; p5; };
}
}
process philosopher thread p1, p2, p3, p4, p5 {
eatandthink()
where {
eatandthink() = eat() fby think() fby eatandthink();
eat() = (eating asa hasforks) @dur eattime m
where {
eating = 'Philosopher ' ^ mkstring(pid) ^ ' is eating!';
hasforks = leftfork.lock() asa rightfork.lock();
}
think() = (thinking asa putforks) @dur thinktime m
where {
thinking = 'Philosopher ' ^ mkstring(pid) ^ ' is thinking!';
putforks = rightfork.unlock() asa leftfork.unlock());
}
forklist = [% f1, f2, f3, f4, f5 %];
rightfork = ith(pid, forklist);
leftfork = ith((pid+1)%5, forklist);
eattime = 5;
thinktime = 10;
}
}

Figure 1. Dining Philosophers Specification
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Abstract
Change impact analysis plays an important role in software
maintenance. It allows evaluating the possible effects of a
change. We present, in this paper, a static technique supporting
predictive change impact analysis for object-oriented systems
and associated tool. The technique uses a model based on
control-call flow graphs obtained by static analysis. The controlcall flow paths, generated in a compacted form from the model,
are used to predict change propagation. The technique we
present has been compared, according to several criteria (quality
of precision and performance), to two static impact analysis
techniques (call graph and slicing based techniques). We used
several versions of a Java project (JMOL). The results are
reported and discussed in the paper. We also give an overview of
the environment we developed to support the proposed approach.

1. Introduction
Maintenance is widely recognized as a very costly step of
the software development process [2, 3]. Two basic
activities of software maintenance are [1]: the
comprehension of the system and the evaluation of the
effects of a change. To understand the potential effects of
a change, a developer must first understand how the
system works [4]. To reduce the important costs of
software maintenance, it is necessary to ease the change
management process using approaches that allow, among
others, evaluating the potential effects of a change [5, 6, 7,
8, 9]. Furthermore, the complexity of interdependencies
between components of a software makes this task even
difficult [10, 11, 12]. A change to a software, however
small, can lead to unexpected ripple effects [13].
Change impact analysis, often called Impact Analysis,
plays a crucial role in this context. It allows developers
and managers to evaluate the possible effects of a change
to the source code of a program [15, 16]. Impact analysis
information can be used to plan changes, to execute
changes, as well as to follow the effects of a change [14].
One of the main goals is to insure, in an iterative process,
the consistency of a system before and after a change was
implemented [17, 18, 19]. Impact analysis is often used to
evaluate the effects of a change after it was implemented
[13]. However, more proactive approaches could use
impact analysis techniques before it is implemented [5,
13]. In this way, they would allow developers assessing
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and choosing, among several ways of implementing a
change, the solution presenting the lowest estimated
impact. Predictive approaches give a global overview of
the required efforts in terms of costs and planning [4, 13].
Barros et al. [1], among other authors, discussed the
importance of determining the effects of a planned change
before it is implemented. The predictive analysis of an
impact requires, however, that the maintainers specify the
approximate location where the planned changes will be
implemented. Impact analysis techniques can be divided
into two major classes [5]: traceability and dependence
analysis techniques. Impact analysis techniques can be
dynamic such as [13, 14, 24, 26], static such as [4, 10, 21,
22, 27, 29], or techniques combining both static and
dynamic analysis such as [23]. We focused in this paper
on static dependence analysis techniques.
We present a static technique supporting predictive
change impact analysis for object-oriented systems and
associated tool. The technique uses a model based on
control-call flow graphs (a reduced form of control flow
graphs) obtained by static analysis of the source code. The
atomic instructions of a control flow graph that do not
contain method calls are ignored. The control-call flow
paths, generated in a compacted form from the model, are
used to predict change propagation. Working at the
method level granularity makes the analysis more
appropriate in practice [13]. We conducted an empirical
study using several versions of a Java large project
(JMOL). The observed changes were collected from its
successive versions. The technique we present has been
compared, according to several criteria (quality of
precision and performance), to two static impact analysis
techniques (call graph and slicing based techniques). The
sets of potentially affected classes, returned by the three
techniques after a given change, were compared to the
observed changes. The results are reported and discussed
in Section 5.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents an overview of call graph and slicing
based impact analysis techniques. The impact analysis
technique we propose is presented in Section 3. Section 4
gives a brief overview of the developed tool. Section 5
presents the empirical study we conducted and discusses
the obtained results. Finally, we give some conclusions
and future work directions in Section 6.

elements compared to a direct propagation. Furthermore,
according to [18], it is preferable to analyze iteratively the
direct results when performing a change process.
However, Wang et al. [18] did not explore the quality of
precision of the returned results. They did not precise
whether the direct results are better, in terms of quality of
precision, compared to those obtained indirectly. Law et
al. in [13] conclude that static slicing can be costly in
resources and can return imprecise results when dynamic
behaviors are analyzed. Moreover, program slicing is
difficult to implement [37]. An implementation of forward
slicing based on the approach of Weiser [30] was realized
in our work. We implemented, in fact, a version of static
forward slicing similar to the definition of Data Slicing of
Zhang et al. [38]. The algorithm we implemented focuses
on the identification of methods containing one or several
paths of impacted data. Starting from a control flow graph,
we adjust the intra and inter modular data dependence
links between the different atomic instructions (irreducible
instructions) of a method.

2. Related work
Impact analysis based on call graphs [21] considers
when a procedure P is modified, all the procedures called
by P (directly or indirectly) as potentially affected. Impact
analysis, in this way, can lead to imprecise results [13,
23]. In fact, we cannot determine, from a simple call graph
of a procedure P, what are the conditions related to the
propagation of the impact of a change from a procedure to
the other procedures. Moreover, call graphs cannot
capture the propagation of an impact resulting from the
return to a procedure [13]. This weakness was also
discussed in [23]. Call graphs capture the local structure
of potential calls. They ignore, however, the other aspects
related to their control. The behavior of calls is much
more complex that call graphs indicate. The first
experimentation we conducted and discussed in [27],
which focused on a partial comparison between the
proposed technique and call graphs based techniques,
confirmed the conclusions of several other researches. It
was limited, however, to an analysis of the size of the
returned impact sets and has not assessed their quality in
terms of precision. We implemented, for the needs of our
experimentation, two versions of call graph based impact
analysis (direct and indirect).
Program slicing was introduced by Weiser in [30] to
support debugging and program comprehension. The
proposed algorithm is based on an analysis of data flow in
a control flow graph. It determines the parts of a program
that are potentially affected by the values of the variables
of a slice criterion [35, 18, 36]. Two sets of data are
defined: defined variables and referenced variables, for
each node (instruction) of the graph [31]. The Weiser
algorithm was adapted by several authors [32, 33, 29].
Bishop [34] focused on the improvement of the
performance (time) of impact analysis using traditional
slicing techniques. Others authors [18, 13, 14] assessed
the performance of static forward slicing and particularly
the size of the returned sets of potentially affected parts of
a program after a change. Wang et al [18] discussed the
role of program slicing in a ripple-effect process. They
implemented a prototype for the analysis of Cobol
programs using backward and forward slicing. They
concluded, after several experimentations, that the indirect
propagation returns a too large set of potentially affected
M ()

M ()

{

{
IF cond0 Then S1;

Definition 1 : A control flow graph (CFG) is a directed
graph. The nodes of the graph represent decision points
(if-then-else, while, case, etc.), an instruction or a
sequential bloc of instructions. A sequential bloc of
instructions S is a sequence of instructions such that if we
execute the first instruction, we are sure to execute the
others, and always in the same way. A directed arc links
node Ni to node Nj if it is possible to execute the
instruction corresponding to Nj immediately after the one
associated to node Ni. The arcs of the graph indicate the
control from one node to another.
Definition 2 : A control-call flow graph (CCG) is a control
flow graph from which the nodes representing instructions
not leading to calls are removed.
Let us consider the example of method M given in
figure 1.1. Si represents a sequence of instructions that do
not contain method calls. Figure 1.2 gives the body of
method M reduced to calls. The corresponding call graph
is given in figure 1.3. Finally, figure 1.4 gives the
corresponding control-call flow graph. The proposed
technique is organized in several steps.

M

M1();

Else S2;

M2

Else M3();

If cond1 Then M2();

M3

While cond2 Do

Else M3();

{

M3

M4

M4();

{ M4();

M5();

Cond.2

M5
M6

}

M5(); }

Cond.1
M2

M

While cond2 Do
If cond3 Then S4;

M1

M1

If cond1 Then M2();

S3; M1();

M6();}

3. Control-call flow graph based impact analysis

M4

M6

M6();

Exit

}

(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)
(1.4)
Fig. 1. Portion of a method, its reduced form and corresponding call graph and control-call graph.
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M5

M ()

M2()

{ M1();

{ M7();

If cond1 Then M2();

M6()
{ If cond4 Then M8();

If cond3 Alors M8();

Else M3();

M10();

}

}

M3()

While cond2 Do
{

M8()

{
M4();

{
M8();

M5();

M9();

}

}

}
M6(); }
Fig. 2. Synthesis (reduced form) of several methods.

1. M : M1 ( M2 / M3 ) { M4, M5 } M6

M, M1, M2, M7, M8, M9, M6, M8, M9, M10

2. M2 : M7 [ M8 ]

M, M1, M2, M7, M8, M9, M6, M10

3. M3 : M8

M, M1, M3, M8, M9, M6, M10

4. M6 : [ M8 ] M10

M, M1, M2, M7, M8, M9, M4, M5, M6, M8, M9, M10

5. M8 : M9

M, M1, M3, M8, M9, M4, M5, M6, M8, M9, M10
M, M1, M2, M7, M8, M9, M4, M5, M4, M5, M6, M8, M9, M10
………

Fig.3. Compacted control-call paths.

Fig. 4. Some control-call paths.

Step 1. Construction of control-call flow graphs: The
control-call flow graphs, corresponding to the different
methods of the program, are extracted by static analysis of
the source code.
Step 2. Generation of compacted control-call paths: From
the control-call flow graphs, we generate the control-call
paths in a compacted form. Starting from the compacted
paths, we can generate the set of reduced control-call paths
by eliminating unfeasible ones. The compacted paths allow
informing on the dynamic behavior of a program. This
represents an advantage relatively to dynamic approaches
that attempt to obtain these paths by analyzing and
compacting execution traces. Figure 2 gives the synthesis
(control reduced to calls) of several methods that we
consider to illustrate our approach. Figure 3 presents the
compacted control-call paths corresponding to the methods
of figure 2. We use several notations to express the control
in the call sequences. The notation {sequence} expresses
the iteration in the execution of the sequence (or part of a
sequence). The sequence in { } can be executed 0 or
several times. The sequence (sequence 1 / sequence 2)
expresses an alternative in the execution of the two
sequences. The sequence [sequence] expresses the fact that
the sequence between [ ] can be executed or not. Figure 4
illustrates some of control-call paths that can be deduced
from figure 3.
Step 3. Impact Analysis: Our technique considers, if we
plan a change on a method M, solely the impact that can be
propagated through any control-call flow path including
method M [27]. This principle was already used in [13].
Any method called after M, called by M, and any method
calling M is included in the set of potentially affected
methods.

4. Iterative Impact Analysis: A Supporting Tool
We developed a tool (JIAT: Java Impact Analysis Tool) as
a plug-in for the Eclipse development environment. Others
authors have also implemented their impact analysis tool
using the Eclipse API [23, 39]. It allows, in fact, the
creation of Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), which facilitates
the analysis of the code of a project. Their use makes also
the tool independent from the version of the Java language.
The architecture of the developed tool is given in figure 5.
The tool compiles, using Eclipse environment, a set of
AST for a given project. Then, the CCG engine converts
the AST in standard CCG structures for each method of the
project. Finally, the analysis engine uses the set of CCG to
generate the control-call flow paths and capture the
potentially affected classes (methods). The analysis
process is done in three steps:
Change location: The tool allows the user to indicate the
location of the planned changes. This is done by
positioning the cursor in a method from the Eclipse’s Java
file editor. An example is given in figure 6.
Analysis of change propagation: The user asks the tool to
do a change impact analysis from the position of the
cursor. The tool compiles the CCG and gives different
views of the results.
View of the results: The results are presented in two
different forms: textual and graphic. The textual view can
be interpreted as a list of affected classes and methods
(figure 7). Figure 7 shows two windows: the first one
shows the class or the method that will be modified and the
second one shows the set of classes (methods) that could
be impacted. The graphic view, shown in figure 8, allows
the user to have a global view of the extent of the
propagation of the change.
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Compile AST of
Class and Methods
Eclipse JDT API

AST
AST
AST

REA
Engine

Impact
Set

use

use

CCG
Engine

Return Impacted
Methods

Create

AST
AST
CCG

Fig. 5. Impact analysis tool.

6. Location of a change.

Fig. 7. Presentation of the results in textual form.

Fig. 8. Presentation of the results in graphic form.
Return to previous
analysis

Localisation of
Change

No

Method instructions
{
...
}

Need sub
analysis ?

Yes
Change
Propagation
Analysis

Correction of a
method

View of
the results

Creation of a
new
REA Process

Fig. 9. Iterative process for the construction of impacted sets.

sets that can contain several non impacted elements. In the
process, only the elements that can be affected directly
following, for example, a modification to a method Mi are
considered. Let us suppose that this set is noted IMi. If
after the modification of Mi, another method Mj belonging
to IMi needs an adaptation, we can repeat the process that
consists on constructing the corresponding IMj set. This
process is repeated iteratively until there are no more
impacted methods by the change. In this way, we avoid
considering, for regression testing, a relatively large set of
methods that do not actually need to be tested again.

The visualization of the propagation can be done,
according to the choice of the user, in two different ways:
the first shows the parts of the code that are directly
affected, and the second shows the parts that may be
affected indirectly. The user can select a class (method) in
the list of affected classes ( methods) (figure 7, window 2)
and restart the analysis process. He can also return to a
previous state by selecting another class (method) in
window 1. We consider, for simplification reasons, solely
the set of elements (classes, methods) that are potentially
affected directly following a given change. The set of
impacted elements is constructed iteratively (figure 9). In
this way, the technique avoids managing eventual large
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5. Case Study

5.2. Used metrics

5.1. Methodology and data collection

Hassan et al. [25] defined two metrics to compare rippleeffects analysis approaches. They proposed the metric
recall defined as the percentage of the number of elements
identified by an approach (PO) on the number of elements
that were really changed. This measure indicates the
sensitivity of the approach. For example, a recall of 0.3
signifies that the approach has correctly identified for
example 30% of the modified classes, but 70% of the
classes
really modified were not identified. They
proposed also the precision measure defined as the
percentage of elements correctly identified by the
approach (PO) on the total number of identified elements
(P). For example, a precision of 0.5 implies that for two
classes returned by an approach, one of the classes is not
really impacted by a change.

We conducted an empirical study using several
generations of an open-source Java project (JMOL,
available on www.sourceforge.net). JMOL is a free
application for the visualization of molecules for students,
educators and researchers in chemistry and biochemistry.
The project represents a concrete case study and was used,
among others, in [40]. The goal is, in particular, to
determine the precision of the considered approaches in
identifying the right impacted classes (methods) after a
change. In a first step, we identified between two
successive versions of JMOL the different instantiated
changes. The observed changes from one version to
another of JMOL were collected. We applied the selected
approaches: Call Graph (CG), Control-Call Graph (CCG)
and Forward Slicing (FS). The sets of potentially affected
classes (methods), returned by the three techniques, were
compared to the observed changes. The three techniques
were also compared using some performance criteria. Our
experiments followed a methodology similar to the one
used in [25]. We extended it by assessing the
performances of the three approaches.
Identifying changes and impacted classes: We
compared (repeatedly for each version), using the binary
comparison tool of Eclipse, two major successive versions
of JMOL to identify the methods (classes) changed from
one version to the other. This allowed us to extract, for
each version, the set of changed methods (classes).
Moreover, when a programmer makes a change (initial
change) on a method for example, it is possible that other
methods will be modified (adapted) as a consequence of
the initial change. These changes (propagation) must be
identified. To identify the initial changes, we combined
the use of the binary comparison tool of Eclipse with a
manual analysis of the code. This task was not easy to
perform.
Filtering the elements that do not induce propagation:
To construct adequately the set of elements that were
really affected, from one version to another, it is important
to filter the elements that do not generate a propagation of
change such as it is mentioned in [25]. Several changed
methods where ignored according to some criteria such as:
reformatting the code (adding spaces, empty lines),
changing informative elements (changing comments), etc.

5.3. Results and discussion
Collecting and analyzing data on changes from JMOL for
the assessment of three approaches was not easy. Our
experiments have been limited to the seven first versions
of the software, which presently count about 10 versions.
The collected data were significant enough to allow us to
complete our experiments. Table 1 gives some descriptive
statistics on the different versions of the project. We can
observe, among other things, that the size (number of lines
of code) has gone from 18357 to 30288. This represents
an increase of 65%. The number of classes was 237 and is
now 315 (33%). The number of methods has gone from
1073 to 1732 (61%). The transition from version 1 to 2
was not retained, because there was not enough data.
Table 2 summarizes the obtained results. The three
evaluated approaches (implemented for Java programs)
are shown in the table: CGi (indirect call graphs), CGd
(direct call graphs), CCG (control-call flow graphs) and
FS (forward slicing). Column C indicates the number of
changed classes between two versions. The total number
of observed changes is 121. Column P notes the total
number of classes that each approach returned and column
PO notes the classes that were correctly identified by each
approach. CCG obtains a better sensitivity with a recall of
32%, higher than FS (22%), and CGd (30%). However, FS
obtains a precision of 58% where CCG obtains 48%. CGi
has the lowest precision. CCG gives better results than
CGd by having a better precision and recall. Compared to
FS, CCG is less restrictive in its analysis.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics on the different versions of project Jmol.
Versions
1
1.1
1.2
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

# att. pub.
100
155
155
65
64
59
59
181
183
182

# att. prot.
47
48
48
35
52
54
54
44
49
49

# att. priv.
569
585
588
575
590
535
589
529
541
553
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# classes # méthodes
237
1073
256
1153
259
1164
206
950
214
996
225
956
249
1079
293
1656
313
1718
315
1732

LOC
18357
20228
22548
18166
18666
19324
21908
28252
29650
30288

Table 2. “Recall” and “Precision” of the three approaches.

REV

OCCURRED

CGi

CGd

CCG

P

PO Recall Prec.

P

2-3

15

64

11

0.73

0.17

15

7

0.47

0.47

23

7

0.47

0.30

6

5

0.33

0.83

3-4

20

42

10

0.50

0.24

15

4

0.20

0.27

5

3

0.15

0.60

4

2

0.10

0.50

4-5

14

25

7

0.50

0.28

10

6

0.43

0.60

12

7

0.50

0.58

16

6

0.43

0.38

5-6

43

50

18

0.42

0.36

19

10

0.23

0.53

19

10

0.23

0.53

43

8

0.19

0.19

6-7

29

17

8

0.28

0.47

17

5

0.17

0.29

18

7

0.24

0.39

1

1

0.03

1.00

121

PO Recall Prec.

P

FS

C

PO Recall Prec.

P

PO Recall Prec.

198 54 0.49 0.30 76 32 0.30 0.43 77 34 0.32 0.48 70 22 0.22 0.58
average
average
average
average
Table 3. Performances of the three approaches.

REV

CGi

CCG

FS

Analysis

Mem.

AST

Analysis

Mem.

AST

Analysis

Mem.

AST

Analysis

Mem.

2-3

1638

10795

49.8

1695

156

47.1

1671

140

41.2

1695

10584

48.5

3-4

2096

12630

62.5

1971

174

50.1

1732

171

44.2

1826

10888

45.3

4-5

1834

11369

58.9

1957

130

52.6

1763

234

39.3

1544

11325

44.2

5-6

1988

16850

72.6

2011

195

59.1

2044

187

45.0

2054

16021

51.2

6-7

2808

46473

94.4

2305

265

75.0

2627

152

75.3

2614

27308

63.6

avg.

2073

19623

67.6

1988

184

56.8

1967

177

49.0

1947

15225

50.6

CGi

Precision

CGd

AST

CGd

CCG

FS

0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00

0.00

0.20

0.40

0.60

Recall

Diagram 1. “Recall” vs “Precision”: class level.

Diagram 2. Analysis time compared to the number of
classes and quantity of memory used by revision.

Moreover, Zhang et al. report in [38] that they observe a
very short distance (in instruction granularity) of the
impact propagation by doing a dynamic FS. We also
observed a small distance for static FS. Diagram 1 gives a
global view on the sensitivity and precision of the
approaches. The more an approach follows the diagonal
line, the more its results are balanced (sensitivity and
precision). The more the approach is close to the higher
right corner, the more it is effective. FS obtains a high
precision compared to the other approaches, but obtains a
low recall. CGi obtains the best recall. It also obtains the
worst precision. CGd obtains a better precision compared
to CGi, but a low sensitivity. CCG seems to be more
effective than the other techniques. It gives results more
balanced than the other approaches (sensitivity and
precision - closest to the top right corner of the diagram).
Table 3 reports on time, in milliseconds, for the
creation of an Eclipse AST structure for each approach, as
well as analysis time, which include the creation of their
respective dependence structures. The use of memory of

each approach is also noted for each experiment. From the
reported results, we can observe that on average the
creation of an AST takes 2 seconds. Both direct
approaches obtain the fastest results on analysis, which is
approximately 1/10 of seconds and is relatively fast. For
CGi and FS techniques, the analysis time is very imposing.
On average, they both take 19 and 15 seconds respectively
to give a result. To do 5 analyses CGi and FS take more
than a minute, while CGd and CCG techniques take less
than one second. The quantity of memory used is similar in
all approaches. This is due to the intensive use of Eclipse’s
AST to implement the approaches. CGi seems to be using
more memory than the others. The creation of matrices to
determine the indirect relations could explain a higher use
of memory. In diagram 2, we show also the required time
(left axis). Visually, it seems that there exists a link
between the increasing number of classes from one
revision to another, the required time to complete an
analysis, and the average quantity of memory used for all
approaches. The more there is information to analyze, the
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more the memory required by each approach increases.
This remark is also true for the required time.
Furthermore, the direct approaches are largely faster than
the indirect approaches and seem more or less influenced
by the increased number of classes between revisions.
6.

[6] J. Han. Supporting Impact Analysis and Change Propagation in
Software Engineering Environments, In Proceedings of the 8th Intl.
Workshop on Software Technology and Engineering Practice (STEP'97),
London, England, pp. 172-182, July 1997.
[7] V. Rajlich, Modeling software evolution by evolving interoperation
graphs. Ann. Softw. Eng. 9, 1-4, 235-248, Jan. 2000.
[8] Black, S. 2001. Computing ripple effect for software maintenance.
Journal of Software Maintenance 13, 4, 263, 2001.

Conclusions and future work directions

We presented, in this paper, a static technique supporting
predictive change impact analysis for object-oriented
systems and associated tool. The technique uses a model
based on reduced control flow graphs (control-call flow
graphs) obtained by static analysis of the source code. We
compared it according to several criteria (quality of
precision and performance) to two static impact analysis
techniques (call graph and slicing based techniques).
We performed an empirical study using several
versions of a Java large project (JMOL). The obtained
results show that CCG and FS techniques are more precise
than CG based approaches. Moreover, CCG obtains a
better sensitivity than FS. However, FS obtains a better
precision than CCG. CCG seems to be more effective than
the other techniques. It gives results more balanced than
the other approaches (sensitivity and precision - closest to
the top right corner of the diagram). On the performance
level (analysis time), CCG is much faster than FS. In a
general manner, and taking into account the criteria used
for the assessment of the techniques, CCG technique seems
presenting a good compromise relatively to the other
techniques. The present study has also confirmed the
relevance of taking into consideration the control flow and
data flow in impact analysis. The unification of the two
approaches would be an interesting way to explore.
Moreover, the tool supporting our approach can be
used to evaluate, by successive simulations of changes,
their estimated impact sets. This possibility allows
choosing, among several solutions for implementing a
given change, the one having the lowest estimated impact.
This presents an advantage compared to the FS approaches
which are applied generally after a given change is
implemented. As future work, we plan to: (1) Extend our
technique to take into account data flow, (2) and
experiment the new model.
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Abstract

developer trying to gain understanding of an existing
program (in particular Java program for this research). A
reverse engineering framework REEF [14] is used to
assess the capability of program understanding of these
tools. The assessment is qualitative in the sense that the
unit testing tools are not evaluated according to absolute
ability, but rather according to the types of reverse
engineering activities that they support. The unit testing
tools that are considered in this paper are quite popular:
Agitator (from Agitar Software) [6], Junit [3], and
EasyMock [1].
The next section of the paper briefly describes
background for this research. Section 3 describes the
Reverse Engineering Environment Framework (REEF),
the instrument that it used to structure the assessment.
Section 4 describes the three unit testing tools examined
as a part of this study and the results of the evaluation
performed. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the paper and
discusses possible avenues for future work.

The rise of agile methodologies and open source
software has led to the creation of several new tools
designed to help software engineers construct better
applications. One particular emphasis of these new tools
is the creation of unit tests. This paper describes a
qualitative assessment of the reverse engineering
capabilities of three unit testing tools (Agitar Software’s
Agitator, and the open source tools JUnit and
EasyMock) for Java programs. The focus of the
assessment is largely on how the unit testing tools can
assist in understanding existing code. The assessment is
structured using an existing Reverse Engineering
Environment Framework (REEF). The results of the
assessment suggest that unit testing tools can indeed aid
software engineers in understanding Java programs.
Keywords: program understanding, reverse engineering,
unit testing, qualitative, assessment, REEF, Java

2. Background
1. Introduction
Unit tests examine individual pieces (or units) of a
system. Units are generally classes or methods in a
typical object-oriented program, and unit tests focus on
the functionality contained within the unit. These tests
simply check that the unit behaves in the manner it was
designed. Unit tests are generally written by developers
in conjunction with the code that comprises the unit
being tested. Traditionally, developers have been
reluctant to create unit tests, to the lament of the testers
on those projects. Little tool support existed that was
used in practice, and developers had no training or
support materials for creating these tests.
The emergence of agile methodologies brought a
change to all this. Most agile methodologies put a strong
emphasis on creating and maintaining a suite of unit tests
to serve as a “safety net” to ensure that making changes
to the code (either to fix bugs or add new functionality)
does not break existing functionality. Test Driven

One area of software engineering tool functionality
that has grown rapidly over the past few years is that of
unit testing. This is due, in part, to the growing
popularity of Agile methodologies such as Extreme
Programming [9] or Scrum [12]. Many of these
development methodologies place a strong emphasis on
the developers creating robust unit test suites (often even
before the code itself is written) and executing these tests
frequently. Numerous tools, both commercial and open
source are available for creating unit tests. While these
tools have an established reputation for aiding in
developing unit tests, there are other uses to which they
can be put as well – in particular, they have inherent
abilities to aid program understanding by reverse
engineering.
This paper assesses the reverse engineering
capabilities of unit testing tools from the perspective of a
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Development (TDD) is one form of agile software
development where the developer creates a single unit
test that fails. Then, the developer creates the simplest
code possible to make the test pass (without breaking the
others). Once the test passes (along with all the other
existing tests), the developer refactors the code to clean
it up, and then repeats the cycle, starting again with a
single test.
This pre-coding creation of unit tests serves as a
design method. Since the tests usually exist in a separate
class than the code they test, creating the test forces the
developer to think about the interface his or her code
provides from the perspective of using it from another
class. It also encourages the developer to identify the
domains of applicable values for the code, and the
circumstances that should cause exceptions. Another
benefit of unit tests often cited by proponents is the idea
of tests as documentation for the system. Since all code
can be tied back to a particular test that required the code
to be added, and the tests are executed with each change
to the code, these tests are kept in sync with the code.
They also serve as examples of what is expected of the
code – both for inputs and outputs, and for exceptional
conditions.
Both of these benefits are aided by and foster a deep
understanding of the program. The initial designing of
the code that goes into creating the test instills the
understanding in the original developer, and this
understanding then gets encapsulated in the unit tests,
where it is ready for future developers to quickly regain
when they have to work with the code. With the tools
facilitating this degree of program understanding, it
follows that these tools may be useful not only for
developing a system, but also for reverse engineering it
once it has been developed.

understanding (e.g., [7],[8],[10]). The REEF has been
used to examine several different applications domains
(e.g., [15][17][18]). This paper represents the first time
the REEF has been used in the context of unit testing.
Reverse Engineering Tasks
The REEF identifies five reverse engineering tasks
as being the most important ones to consider. These tasks
are program analysis, plan recognition, concept
assignment, redocumentation, and architecture recovery.
Program analysis is pattern matching at a syntactic level,
plan recognition is pattern matching at a semantic level
in the programming level domain, and concept
assignment is pattern matching at a semantic level in the
application domain. Redocumentation is the recreation of
documentation for an existing system, while architecture
recovery recovers the overall design (architecture) of the
existing system.
Canonical Activities
The activities of reverse engineering can be
organized into three main groups: data gathering,
knowledge management, and information exploration .
These groups are derived from the classification of the
artifacts manipulated by reverse engineering into three
categories. Artifacts can be data (factual information);
knowledge (data along with relationships and rules
derived from that data); and information (knowledge
which is communicated based on a contextual selection
from all available knowledge).
Quality Attributes
Practitioners often refer to the attributes as the
“-ilities” as many of the attributes share that suffix.
Dependability, reliability, and usability are all examples
of a quality attribute. The REEF includes three of these
attributes as measures on which to compare tools:
applicability, extensibility, and scalability. Applicability
examines the subset of application and implementation
domains to which a given tool applies. Extensibility
looks at the mechanisms a tool provides for its end user
to extend and customize the tool’s capabilities, and
scalability looks at how well a tool can handle projects
of increasing size and complexity.

3. The REEF
Space limitations on this paper preclude an in-depth
description of the REEF’s entire structure here; the
interested reader is referred to [16] for more information.
The framework classifies reverse engineering tools
across five major dimensions: cognitive model support,
reverse engineering tasks, canonical activities, quality
attributes, and miscellaneous characteristics. This paper
focus on reverse engineering tasks, canonical activities,
and quality attributes only.
There have been a number of assessment
instruments developed whose goals include an
evaluation of the capabilities inherent in reverse
engineering tools to support activities related to program

4. Assessment
Consider the following scenario: a developer is
tasked with understanding a Java program. This system
may or may not have much in the way of accurate
documentation, and it is the developer’s task to perform
some maintenance action on the system. Because
schedules are tight, the developer needs to get the
required understanding of the system as quickly as
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possible, and ideally, there would be some method of
capturing the understanding to make it easier for the next
person who has to maintain the system.
The tools discussed in this section can help with this
task. Although the tools are primarily for unit testing,
they do have varying degrees of reverse engineering
capabilities that can be used in support of program
understanding. This section describes an assessment of
these capabilities according to the REEF.

apply any programmable criteria to determine if the
expert applies to the project, class, or method being
examined. Essentially, the rules are defining the clichés
to which the expert is relevant.
Redocumentation. A third reverse engineering task
supported by Agitator is redocumenting the program
through the creation of observations and assertions. As
observations are made and assertions identified about the
program under certain circumstances, these assertions
can then be recorded in Agitator. While it is difficult to
get the assertions out for use in other formats, Agitator
does provide the benefit of rechecking these assertions
on demand. This is particularly useful as changes are
made to the application–if a change is made to an
application that violates one of the assertions, it is found
during the next agitation run.

4.1 Agitator
Agitar Software’s Agitator is a tool designed to
“agitate” code in order to find bugs in the code. This
agitation involves executing the code with various inputs
that are automatically generated by the tool. While the
code is being executed, Agitator makes observations of
conditions which are always or often true of the code.
These observations are then presented to the user who
determines which are supposed to be always true. The
observations that are supposed to be true are promoted to
assertions, and all further agitation runs of the code
check that the defined assertions always hold true.
Assertions can be assigned within specific contexts of
the application (so that a path that generates an exception
could have a different set of assertions than a normal
path through the code).

Canonical activities
Data Gathering. Agitator supports data gathering by
the static analysis of applying the experts to the code and
applying rules of coding style to the code. In addition,
Agitator performs dynamic analysis of the system while
the code being examined is executed and the
observations are being made about the code. This feature
aids in the act of reverse engineering as well, by
displaying the observations that it finds to be true or
almost always true (along with the values for which an
observation was not true).
Knowledge Management. The discovery element of
knowledge management is supported through the
creation of observations. As Agitator observes things
about the application, it may reveal information or
patterns that even the original developers did not
recognize. Agitator also helps in the evolution of
knowledge about the system, particularly as the system
changes. With a click of the mouse, the code can be reagitated. During this process, all the existing assertions
are verified to still be true, and new observations may be
made. These new observations or failing assertions may
reflect updated information about the code (thus
replacing old information) or they may reflect bugs that
have been introduced into the application.
Agitator
supports
Information
Exploration.
information exploration by navigating through the
information about the code using the considerable
navigation capabilities built into Eclipse. Another
element of the information exploration activity is that of
analyzing the information. For reverse engineering,
Agitator largely does this through the assertions and
observations, though its flagging of code style violations
also does some analysis as well. The final element of this
activity is that of the presentation of information.

Reverse engineering tasks
Program Analysis. Agitator focuses on individual
methods of the classes it is testing and the parameters of
those methods. It also allows outcome partitioning of the
assertions. An outcome partition is one possible path
through the code. By default, Agitator provides
outcomes for the normal path through the code and any
exceptions it encounters while executing the code.
Additional outcomes can be created, however, lending
support to more complex situations and allowing for
more fine-grained assertions to be made about the code.
Both this partitioning of outcomes and the partitioning of
the assertions by class and method are examples of tasks
that can be categorized as a type of program analysis. In
both cases, it aids in the understanding of the program by
narrowing the engineer’s focus to one small part of the
code, and the assertions that are relevant to that one part.
Plan Recognition. Another reverse engineering task
that Agitator supports is plan recognition. The rules that
define where the experts are applicable serve as patterns
that the tool then matches against the system. These rules
allow filtering based on the names of classes or the
inheritance hierarchy of the code before an applicability
check is performed. This applicability check can then
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Agitator has multiple ways of presenting its information
—via Eclipse views displaying different aspects of the
agitation process, via graphical display within the source
editor itself, indicating how much coverage was
achieved by the agitation and presentation of information
through its Management Dashboard (a set of generated
Web pages providing overviews of the project).

reverse engineering task of program analysis. The tests
analyze the program, indicating what’s working as
expected and what is not. For reverse engineering, this is
useful if the tests were created along with the code. It is
also useful if maintenance has begun and changes are
being made to the code.
The
agile
development
Redocumentation.
community argues that the code in the unit tests serves as
documentation and they are examples of how to call into
the methods being tested and a complete set of unit tests
illustrates the boundary conditions and constraints to
which the system is subject. With this idea of tests as
documentation, creating unit tests for an existing system
can be categorized as an element of the redocumentation
reverse engineering effort. At the end of the creation
process, an artifact (the test suites and cases) remain to
serve as documentation for the code, reducing the time
required for later engineers to work on the system.

Quality attributes
Applicability. Agitator only works for programs
written in Java. Because it is developed, marketed and
priced as a commercial software package, it is more
applicable to projects that have a substantial tools
budget, rather than the majority of open source or
freeware software being developed. Agitar does remedy
this to some extent by agitating some common open
source code and making the dashboards available for
these projects on their website.
Extensibility. Agitator exists as a set of Eclipse
plug-ins. Because of this, it is possible to augment the
functionality of the tool by installing one or more of the
many existing Eclipse plug-ins [5]. Agitator also
provides a high degree of end-user programmability.
While it provides many built-in factories and experts, it
also includes APIs so that end-users can develop their
own instances of these components as their project
requires them. It is also possible for additional assertions
to be created, using a Java-like syntax. This allows the
end user to program in assertions that are not based on
observations.
Scalability. Agitator scales to large projects fairly
well. Since each set of assertions applies to a single
outcome partition of a single method, and agitation is
done per class, it is feasible to have many classes and
methods while still focusing on just one at a time.

Canonical activities
Data Gathering. The results of executing the tests
also serve as a source of data for the canonical activity of
data gathering. The tests serve as dynamic system
examination, and give insight into what works or what
hypotheses are correct.
Knowledge Management. JUnit’s tests also serve the
canonical activity of knowledge management. They can
be used to organize knowledge that has already been
obtained by grouping tests of similar functions or
contexts together. The tests can also be used to discover
additional knowledge about the application through the
encoding of hypotheses in the tests. As the tests pass or
fail, they confirm or disprove the hypotheses. Each of
these results adds to the knowledge available about the
system. The tests can be used to encapsulate experience
about the system once it is gathered. These tests can
either be pre-existent (created when the code was
originally written, as in TDD) or created based on the
results of other experience capture activities.

4.2 JUnit
JUnit is an open-source tool created by Erich
Gamma and Kent Beck, and is a member of a family of
tools collectively referred to as “xUnit” that span a
variety of programming languages. JUnit provides a set
of methods the developer can use to assert certain
conditions on the code. These assertions typically are
based on return values of methods in the code, but may
also involve other aspects of the environment or the
system being tested.

Quality attributes
Applicability. The xUnit family works with many
languages and each individual tool applies in much the
same way as described above. JUnit, in particular, works
with Java programs. By itself, it can be used for the
public and default level methods and fields of a class.
However, add-ons are available that extend the tool’s
reach to GUIs and private members [11].
Extensibility. JUnit is released as an open source
tool which means that anyone can download the source
code and extend the tool as they desire. It is also possible
to extend the default classes (through add-ons), leaving

Reverse engineering tasks
Program Analysis. JUnit’s main function is to
execute tests against the application being tested. Each
time these tests are run provides an instance of the
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the core JUnit code as is, and thus increasing the
potential user base for additional functionality.
Scalability. As with Agitator, JUnit tests focus on no
more than one unit each (and often there may be several
tests for that unit). This means that the only issue with
performance scaling is one of the time involved, both to
develop the tests and to execute them. Large suites of
JUnit tests may take 5-10 minutes to execute, but usually
the tests run in less time than that.

confirms or disproves that these calls occur in the order
and with the parameters that are expected.
Quality attributes
Applicability. EasyMock can be used on any Java
application. Its design makes it much more suited to
cases where interfaces are used and classes are passed
into methods, and without the use of these language
features, substantial code changes may be required to use
the mock object created by EasyMock. These changes
run the risk of introducing bugs into the code being
reverse engineered, potentially taking the reverse
engineer down a path away from program understanding.
Extensibility. EasyMock is released as open source
software, meaning that anyone can extend its
functionality by editing the code.
Scalability. Like the other tools in this paper,
EasyMock focuses on units of code. This narrow focus
allows it to scale well to a large number of units, though
the time required for deploying and using the tool does
increase with the number of units.

4.3 EasyMock
EasyMock is an open-source tool written by
Tammo Freese. It serves as more of a support tool for
unit testing than a tool for executing unit tests.
EasyMock allows its users to create a mock object which
functions as a proxy for a real object that is unavailable,
unpredictable, or otherwise difficult to test.
Reverse engineering tasks
EasyMock’s lack of standalone reverse engineering
capabilities means that it does not directly perform any
of the REEF’s reverse engineering tasks. Instead,
EasyMock supports the tasks of program analysis and
redocumentation by allowing the engineer to focus on
one piece of the application. It also provides the ability
to better control the return values of subsystems (such as
databases, for example) that make it easier to understand
the error handling code present in an application.

5. Summary
This paper described an evaluation of the
capabilities of three unit testing tools in a situation where
reverse engineering of a system was required. A
summary of the canonical activity portion of the
evaluation across all three tools is included in Table 1.
Our evaluation of these tools revealed that unit
testing tools share several characteristics that make them
useful for reverse engineering in aid of program
understanding. For example, they have a narrow focus,
which allows them to scale up to large systems fairly
easily. The tools focus on units of code, which means
that the tools have the capability to gain access the
individual units. Because of the emphasis of frequent
execution of the tests, unit testing tools often serve to
encapsulate knowledge about the system that would
otherwise be lost. This aids in future maintenance efforts
by reducing the time it takes to get back up to speed.
Some areas that may prove useful to examine in the
future is that of the variation in language focus amongst
unit testing tools. For example, while the majority of the
xUnit family of tools are modeled on JUnit, some tools
are now beginning to evolve in different directions based
on the capabilities of their base languages. Nunit [4], and
TestNG [13] are trying to improve on the model
presented by JUnit and may have different impacts on
reverse engineering.

Canonical activities
Data Gathering. EasyMock aids in the canonical
activity of data gathering by performing dynamic system
examination. When a test containing EasyMock code is
executed, EasyMock examines the method calls made to
the part of the system that is being mocked. It then
validates these calls against the ones it was told to
expect. This can be helpful in understanding the flow of
actions in the system, particularly if the tests are
developed in an evolutionary fashion where few or no
expected calls are described, and each call that
EasyMock reports is verified and then added to the test.
Knowledge Management. EasyMock provides a
limited form of knowledge management. As the tests are
created with accurate expected results, they store the
knowledge of the order that went into creating the tests.
As more method calls are discovered, the tests can be
updated to reflect evolving knowledge about the system.
Information Exploration. EasyMock can aid
information exploration. Each time an EasyMock test
executes, it analyzes the inter-method calls being made
into the portion of the system being mocked. It then
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Finally, an area that could prove worthy of study is
the opposite of this research: the application of reverse
engineering tools to software testing. Since testers are
gaining understanding of what a program does when
they test it, it is quite possible that some of the tools of
reverse engineering might prove very helpful to them.

[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
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Whilst valid in the case of centralised systems, these
Abstract
assumptions do not necessarily hold in cases of distributed
systems with components running on different platforms.
In such systems, runtime events may come from
distributed components operating with different time
clocks. Furthermore, distributed system components may
have different types of connections with the monitor and,
therefore, generate events which arrive at the monitor with
different communication delays and possibly in an order
that is not the same as the order of their generation.
Thus, in order to check properties involving events
from distributed components, a monitor would have to
overcome two problems: (i) to synchronise the clocks of
the various event sources, so that the timestamps of the
different events can be ordered and compared to each
other, and (ii) to establish until when a particular event
needs to be stored, so that it can reason about the system
properties in a sound way or, equivalently, to compute the
required monitoring lifetime of each event.
Consider, for instance, the case of monitoring the
availability of the communication channel between two
components C1 and C2 of a system by ensuring that the
dispatch of a request R from C1 (Event-1) will always be
followed by the receipt of R by C2 (Event-2) within a
specific time period. In this case, Event-2 may arrive at
the monitor before Event-1 due to different
communication delays in the relevant channels. Thus,
when the monitor receives Event-2 it will have to decide
for how long it should wait for Event-1 and wait for this
event before dropping Event-2 or otherwise it may report
a false violation of the availability of the communication
channel between C1 and C2. This would happen in cases
where, after dropping Event-2, the monitor receives an
Event-1 corresponding to it.
In this paper, we present an extension of a dynamic
verification framework described in [20] which addresses
these problems. The original framework monitors systems
against properties expressed in Event Calculus (EC) [19]
and was initially developed to support monitoring based
on events which are generated by a single source. The
extension of the framework that we present in this paper
enables it to monitor systems in which events are
generated by distributed sources having different clocks
and communication channels to the monitor.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section
2, we provide an overview of our monitoring framework
and the language that it uses to specify monitoring
properties. In Section 3, we propose a solution for

Runtime system verification has been proposed as a form
of dynamic verification of software systems which can be
applied in settings where complete static verification or
exhaustive system testing is not practical. Runtime
verification checks properties against runtime events
generated during the operation of a system. Current
approaches to runtime verification assume that runtime
events are time-stamped by a single clock and, thus, can
be totally ordered. They also assume that events are
received by the reasoning engine in the same order as
they have been produced. These assumptions are
apparently true only in systems with a single clock. In this
paper, we present the extension of a framework for
runtime verification which can monitor distributed
systems, in which events are produced by different
components, each having its own clock.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Runtime (or dynamic) system verification has been
proposed as a complementary approach to static system
verification and testing, which can enhance confidence in
the correctness of system operations by monitoring and
identifying violations of required system properties during
the normal system operation [3][6][10]. Runtime
verification is needed due to the inability to guarantee the
completeness of system models that have been used for
static analysis and the preservation of these models by
system implementations. It is also useful as it is difficult to
foresee all the different circumstances that may arise
during the operation of a system and therefore guarantee
that the assumptions, under which its correctness can be
statically proved, hold at runtime.
Typically, platforms for runtime verification (e.g. [6]
[9][11][20]) provide support for specifying formally the
properties of a system that should be verified at runtime,
identifying the events that should be available in order to
assess if certain properties are satisfied, capturing these
events at runtime, and checking for violations of the
required properties.
The main limitation of existing runtime verification
platforms is that they assume that the systems to be
monitored consist of components running on a single
machine. In such cases, the events of the system that is
being monitored are: (i) time stamped by a single clock,
(ii) totally ordered, and (iii) received by the monitor in the
same order as they are generated by the system that is
being monitored.
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them to the monitor. When a collector captures a runtime
event, it wraps it into an envelope with additional
information including the source of the event (i.e., the
component where it was captured) and a timestamp
indicating when the event was captured at the component.
To enable the synchronisation of event timestamps, the
framework incorporates components that realise the
Network Time Protocol [17] (i.e., a protocol based on the
clock synchronisation scheme described in [12]). The
implementation of this protocol allows event collectors to
compute the difference of their clocks with the clock of
the monitor at regular intervals. This difference is used to
transform timestamps taken according to the clock of each
collector into timestamps that express time in terms of the
monitor’s clock. This is achieved by implementing an
NTP client at each event collector and an NTP server at
the machine that hosts the monitor, as shown in Figure 1.
The NTP clients call the NTP server at regular intervals to
synchronise their clocks with the clock of the server. The
use of NTP can synchronise distributed clocks at a very
high level of accuracy since recent versions of NTP
(version 4) use a resolution of less than one nanosecond.

computing the lifetime of events that the framework
receives from distributed sources and show how these
lifetimes are used during monitoring. In Section 4, we
give an overview of related work and, finally, in Section 5
we summarise our work and outline directions for further
research.

2.

MONITORING FRAMEWORK

2.1. Overview
As shown in Figure 1, the dynamic verification
framework that we have extended consists of a monitoring
manager, a monitor, a Network Time Protocol (NTP)
server, and communicates with different event collectors
attached to the components of the system that is being
monitored.
The monitoring manager has responsibility for
initiating, coordinating and reporting the results of the
monitoring process. Once it receives a request for
monitoring a specific set of properties, the manager
checks whether it is possible to monitor them and, if it is,
it sends the properties to be checked to the monitor, and
starts listening to events which are generated by different
types of external event collectors. These events are
received via TCP/IP sockets and sent to the monitor.
After receiving events from the manager, the monitor
checks whether they violate any of the properties given to
it. The monitor is a generic engine for checking violations
of EC formulas against a given set of runtime events.
During monitoring, it also takes into account information
about the state of a system that it derives from runtime
events using a special type of EC formulas called
assumptions (see Section 2.2). When a violation of a
property is detected, the monitor records it in a deviation
database which is polled regularly by the monitoring
manager to retrieve detected deviations.
C
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2.2 Specification of Properties
As indicated in Section 1, in our runtime monitoring
framework the properties to be monitored are expressed in
a language based on Event Calculus (EC) [19]. EC is a
first-order temporal logic language which can be used for
representing and reasoning about events and their effects
over time. An event in EC is an occurrence that takes
place at a specific instance of time (e.g., invocation of a
system operation, receipt or dispatch of a message) and
may have an effect. The effects of events are represented
by fluents. Fluents are conditions which may change over
time (e.g. a condition indicating that a system has received
a message) and are initiated and/or terminated by events.
The occurrence of an event in EC is represented by the
predicate Happens(e,t,ℜ(lb,ub)). This predicate denotes
that an instantaneous event e occurs at some time t within
the time range ℜ(lb,ub) (i.e., lb ≤ t ≤ ub) . The boundaries
lb and ub that define time ranges are specified as linear
expressions over time variables of Happens predicates in
an EC formula of the form:
lb = l0 + l1 t1 + l2 t2 + … + ln tn
ub = u0 + u1 t1 + u2 t2 + … + un tn
Given our focus on runtime system monitoring, the
events we consider represent invocations of system
operations, responses from such operations, or exchanges
of messages between different system components. Thus,
events have the following structure which captures the
information required for monitoring such system
interactions without affecting the overall expressiveness of
the framework with respect to standard EC:
event(_id, _sender, _receiver, _status, _sig, _source)

NTP Server
Monitor
Deviation DB
Monitoring Manager
Verification framework

COMPONENT B
Event Collector2

NTP Client

Figure 1 : Verification framework
The framework assumes that the components of the
systems to be monitored have associated event collectors
that can capture events during their operation and send
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represening the receipt of the call by _C1 in no more than
10 time units after the dispatch of call. Thus, Rule 1
expresses a bounded availability property for the
communication channel between the component _C3 and
other components of the system (_C1) since it requires
that the requests generated by _C3 are transmitted within a
bounded time period.
The unconstrained predicate in this rule is the
predicate Happens(e1C3, t1,ℜ(t1,t1))1, since the lower and
upper bounds of its time variable are defined without any
references to other time variables in the rule. Thus, at
runtime, new instances of Rule 1 will be generated as soon
as an event that can be unified with this predicate is
received. Each of these rule instances will remain alive
until it is fully unified or until no further unification of an
event representing the receipt of a response of the call
dispatched by _C3 in the rule instanceispossible.
Note that, as in the above example, our framework
requires all the constrained predicates in a rule to have
time variables with constrained upper bounds. This is to
ensure that rules can be verified. For example, if the
Happens predicate for e2C1 in the head of Rule 1 did not
have an upper bound, then its absence would never cause
the monitor to flag the rule as violated, since the monitor
would always wait for some e2C1 event at some point in
the future.

In this structure:
 _id is a unique identifier of the event
 _sender is the identifier of the system component that
sends the message represented by the event
 _receiver is the identifier of the system component that
receives the message represented by the event
 _status is the processing status of an event (i.e.
whether or not its processing has started when the
monitor receives it)
 _sig is the signature of the dispatched message or the
operation invocation/response represented by the
event, comprising the operation name and its
arguments/result.
 _source is the identifier of the component where the
event was captured.
Fluents are defined as relations between objects of the
form rel(O1, …, On) where rel is the name of a relation
which associates the n objects O1, …, and On. The
initiation or termination of a fluent f due to the occurrence
of an event e at time t is denoted in EC by the predicates
Initiates(e,f,t) and Terminates(e,f,t), respectively. An EC
formula may also use the predicates Initially(f) and
HoldsAt(f,t) to denote that a fluent f holds at the start of
the execution of a system and at time t, respectively.
The rules to be monitored at runtime are specified in
terms of the above predicates and have the general form
body  head. The meaning of a rule is that if its body
evaluates to true, its head must also evaluate to true. The
Happens predicates in a rule which have no constraints for
their lower and upper time boundaries are what we call
“unconstrained” predicates. During the monitoring
process, rules are activated by events that can be unified
with the unconstrained Happens predicates in them. When
this unification is possible, the monitor generates a rule
instance to represent the partially unified rule and keeps
this instance active until all the other predicates in it have
been successfully unified with events and fluents of
appropriate types or it is deduced that no further
unifications are possible. In the latter case, the rule
instance is deleted. When a rule instance is fully unified,
the monitor checks if the particular instantiation that it
expresses is satisfied.
An example of a rule that can be expressed in the EC
language of our framework is given by the formula below:

3.

COMPUTING LIFETIME OF EVENTS

As we discussed in Section 1, the problem that arises
with the use of events which are generated by distributed
sources is two-fold: firstly we need to synchronise the
clocks of the different event sources so that the
timestamps of the events that they generate can be
comparable to each other and secondly we need to know
until when we need to store a particular event in order to
be able to reason about the system state and check rules.
The clock synchronisation that is performed through the
use of the Network Time Protocol (NTP) by our
framework solves the first problem but not the second.
To appreciate the second problem, consider Rule 1,
assuming without loss of generality that _C3 and _C1
denote both the source of the event and the clock of the
source system component where the event was captured.
As the occurrence of events of type e1C3 in Rule 1 is
unconstrained, events of this type can instantiate the rule
during monitoring. Unlike them, events of type e2C1 are
temporally constrained by e1C3 events in the rule and
cannot, therefore, create new instances of the rule; they
can only be unified with existing rule instances.

Rule 1: ∀ _eID1,_C1,_C3:String; t1:Time
Happens(e(_eID1,_C3,_C1, REQ, authorise(),
_C3),t1,ℜ(t1,t1))  ∃ _eID2:String ; t2:Time
Happens(e(_eID2,_C3,_C1, REQ, authorise(),
_C1),t2,ℜ(t1+1,t1+10))

This rule states that when an event e(_eID1,_C3,_C1,
REQ, authorise(), _C3),t1,ℜ(t1,t1)) representing a call of
the operation authorise() in a component _C1 by a
component _C3 is dispatched, it must be followed by an
event
e(_eID2, _C3, _C1, RES, authorise(), _C1)

1
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e1C3 is an abbreviated reference to the event e(_eID1,_C3,_C1, REQ,
authorise(), _C3), in which the subscript denotes to the event ID and
the superscript to the event source. Such abbreviated references are
used in the rest of the paper in all cases where other event variables
are not important.

Thus, if the monitor receives an event of type e2C1, in
addition to unifying it with all the current instances of
Rule 1, it must keep it until there is no possibility to
receive an e1C3 event that could be correlated with e2C1
through Rule 1. This is necessary since if e2C1 is dropped
and later the monitor receives an e1C3 event with an earlier
timestamp than e2C1, it would report a false violation of
Rule 1. The possibility of e1C3 and e2C1 events arriving at
the monitor in the opposite order of their occurrence
arises due to different (and dynamically changing)
communication delays in the channels that connect C1 and
C3 with the monitor or even attacks in these channels that
can cause the loss of events. Whilst keeping events of type
e2C1 in this case is necessary for the soundness of the
monitoring results, the monitor must also ensure that it
keeps these events only for the maximum time that is
necessary for the soundness of the results. This is because
if the monitor keeps them longer the size of its event store
will increase monotonically with a deteriorating effect on
both the space and time required for monitoring. The
maximum time point until when events e2C1 would need to
be kept by the monitor, in this example, can be established
by finding the maximum value of the time variable t1 of
e1C3 events that satisfies the constraints: (1) t1 ≤ t2−1 and
(2) t2 ≤ t1+10.
In general, for a rule with n+1 Happens predicates,
there will be 2n+1 such inequalities to solve. This is
because one of the rule predicates is unconstrained (the
one firing the rule), the remaining Happens predicates
contribute two inequalities each, and we need an extra
equality to establish the exact value for the time variable
of the event in question (t2 in our previous example with
the e2C1 events).
Figure 2 shows the algorithm for computing the
lifetimes of an event. According to this algorithm, when
an event e occurs, the set R(e) of rules which have
predicates that can be unified with the event e is
determined (this set includes rules that have event types
which are the same as the type of e or supertypes of it).
The set R(e) will include rules that may specify time
constraints for the event that cannot be fully evaluated yet.
Subsequently, the constraints of each rule in R(e) are
identified and expanded with an equality expressing that
the time variable of the predicate of the rule that has been
unified with e is equal to the timestamp of e (step 2.a).
Given the time constraint set that results from this process,
the algorithm computes the maximum possible value for
each of the time variables of the rule using the Simplex
method [8] (step 2.b.i). Subsequently, it groups the
different time variables according to the clock of the event
source they are related to (step 3), and generates a set of
all the conditions (Lifetime(e)) for computing the upper
bound of the lifetime of e (step 4). A condition in
Lifetime(e) states that e won’t be needed after the last
event that is seen from a channel which is relevant to e has

a timestamp (last_observed(cj)) that is greater than the
maximum possible value of the time variables grouped in
this channel’s group (see condition last_observed(cj)>
maxti∈Gj(max(ti))). The reason for using the timestamp of
the last event that has been observed from a clock in the
evaluation of the Lifetime(e) conditions is because events
are communicated to the monitor through TCP/IP sockets
which guarantee a FIFO transmission within the same
component (clock)-monitor channel. The conditions in
Lifetime(e) determine the lifetime of e since when their
conjuction becomes true, the lifetime of e will expire.
Compute_Lifetime(e):
1. R(e) = { r | r has a predicate p that can be unified with e}
2. Forall r ∈ R(e) do
a. CNr= {time constraints of r} ∪ {time variable of
predicate p that matches e = timestamp of e}
b. Forall ti ∈ CNr do
i.

Find max(ti) given CNr

3. Group the time variables ti into as many groups Gj as the
different event sources (clocks) cj in R(e)

4. Lifetime(e) = ∪j ((last_observed(cj) > maxti∈Gj(max(ti))))

Figure 2: Computing the lifetime of an event – I
In our previous example, if Rule 1 is the only rule that
is being monitored and an event of type e2C1 is observed at
t2=10, step 1 will produce the set R(e2C1) = {Rule-1}, step
2.a will produce CNr = {t1 ≤ t2−1, t2 ≤ t1 + 10, t2 = 10},
step 2.b.i will produce the solutions max(t1)=9 and
max(t2)=10 by finding the maximum value of t1 for which
the constraints in CNr are satisfied, and step 3 will
produce two groups of time variables {t1} and {t2}, for the
two clocks C1 and C3, respectively. Finally, in step 4, the
lifetime constraint set for e2C1 will be established as:
Lifetime(e2C1) = {(last_observed(C1)>10),
(last_observed(C3) > 9)}.
It should be noted that our algorithm uses the Simplex
method, which has exponential complexity O(2n) (for a
problem with n variables [8]), to find the maximum time
of a time variable in step 2.b.i., although there are
algorithms with polynomial compexity (the worst case
complexity of Karmarkar’s algorithm [1], for example, is
O(n3.5)). This is because for small numbers of variables, as
the ones normally appearing in monitoring rules (n ≤ 10),
Simplex has better performance. Furthermore, the
algorithm of Figure 2 computes the maximum value of a
time variable for each rule separately, rather than
combining them into a single larger problem. This is
because the individual rule problems can be solved
independently and a larger set of rules would take more
time to solve due to the additional time variables (in
general 2n + 2m < 2n+m for n,m ≥ 2). Due to this approach,
once the individual rule systems have been solved, the
different time variables that are associated with events
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coming from the same clock need to be grouped together,
as done in step 3 of the algorithm.
Note that at this step, the algorithm of Figure 2
assumes that the clocks/sources of the events in the rules
are fully specified when a rule is matched with an
incoming event. In the example of Rule 1 this is the case,
since the sender of an event e2C1 (i.e. C3) is also the source
of events e1C3. Thus, when Rule 1 is matched with an e2C1
event, the identity of C3 becomes known. However, there
might be cases where the exact source of events that could
potentially be matched with a rule is not known after the
rule is matched with arrived events. Consider, for
instance, the following rule:

initially groups time variables into groups corresponding
to the types of the event sources that are associated with
them in the rules. Then, for each of the source type
groups, it finds all the sources of the particular type that
are known to the system, creates different groups for them
and assigns copies of the time variables of each source
type to each of the source groups that were generated from
the type. Thus, if it is known that the system that is being
monitored with Rule 2 has 3 terminals, the algorithm of
Figure 3 will create different variable groups for each of
these terminals and assign copies of the time variables t1
and t2 to each of these groups.
Having computed the Lifetime(e) constraint set, upon
the arrival of an event e at runtime we use it to compute a
vector with the maximum time values for e with respect to
the different clocks related to it. For the ongoing example
of Rule 1, the vector of e2C1 would be < 10, 9 >. The event
and its vector are then stored in the database of the
monitor. Also, when a new event arrives at it, the monitor
checks if the lifetime of some other events which depend
on the clock of the new event has expired. The above
process is shown in Figure 4.

Rule 2:
∀ _eID1, _eID2, _U: String; _C1,
_C3: Terminal; _C2: Component; t1, t2:Time
Happens(e(_eID1,_C1,_C2, REQ, login(_U,_C1),
_C1),t1,ℜ(t1,t1)) ∧
Happens(e(_eID2,_C3,_C2, REQ, login(_U,_C3),
_C3),t2,ℜ(t1,t2)) ∧ _C1 ≠_C3  ∃ _eID3: String; t3:Time
Happens(e(_eID3,_C1,_C2, REQ-A, logout(_X,_C1),
_C1),t3,ℜ(t1+1,t2-1))

This rule requires that if a user _U logs in to a system
_C2 from a terminal _C1 and later he/she logs in again
from a different terminal _C3, he/she must have logged
out from the former terminal before the second login. The
rule effectively monitors cases where users are logged in
from different terminals at the same time. When an event
e(_eID2,_C3,_C2, REQ, login(_U,_C3), _C3) (or e2C3 in
our abbreviated form) arrives at the monitor, its lifetime
will need to be estimated in reference to the maximum
possible values of time variables t1 and t3. In this case,
however, the algorithm of Figure 2 does not work, since at
step 3 it is not known which other terminals the user of
e2C3 may be using or, equivalently, which source clocks
should be associated with the time variables t1 and t3.

1. Observe an event e
2. Update the global vector of observed clock values
3. Lifetime(e) = Compute_Lifetime(e)
4. Store e in the DB with its vector of different clock limits
5. Remove events from the DB if their clock limits have been
exceeded

Figure 4: Using event lifetimes

4. RELATED WORK
Forms of dynamic verification have been developed
and investigated in the context of program verification,
safety critical, and service centric systems.
In program verification, research has focused on the
development of programming platforms with generic
monitoring capabilities, including support for generating
program events at runtime (e.g. jMonitor [11]),
embedding specifications of monitorable properties into
programs and producing code that can verify these
properties during program execution (e.g. monitoringoriented programming [4] and [6]). There is also work
focusing on runtime verification of requirements
specifications [7]. However, metric time is not considered
in [4], [6], [7] or [11]. Runtime monitoring methods have
also been applied to autonomous safety critical systems
[16], as the testing of such systems is difficult and
resource consuming. In service-centric systems, dynamic
verification has focused on monitoring service level
agreements (SLAs) [2][20]. In safety critical systems,
early monitoring methods focused on detecting timing
failures and guaranteeing system responsiveness [9][15].
Though [15] supports timing constraints, it does not
support distributed monitoring. The distributed

Compute_Lifetime(e):
1. R(e) = { r | r has a predicate p which unifies with e}
2. Forall r ∈ R(e) do
a. CNr= {time constraints of r} ∪ { time variable of
predicate p that matches e = timestamp of e}
b. Forall ti ∈ CNr do
i.

Find max(ti) given CNr

3. Group the time variables ti into as many group types TGu
as the different types of event sources cu in R(e)
4. Forall group types g ∈ TGu do
c. Forall the known sources j of type g do
i.

Create a group Gj and assign copies of the time
variables of g to it

5. Lifetime(e) = ∪j {(last_observed(cj) > maxti∈Gj(max(ti)))}

Figure 3: Computing the lifetime of an event – II
To deal with such cases, we use an extension of the
algorithm, shown in Figure 3. The extended algorithm
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monitoring of [9] on the other hand does not support
fluents or general expressions for time and does not
clarify how the bound of the size of the event histories is
decided. Event correlation has also been considered in
[18] where event observers are produced as transducer
automata recognizing and rewriting the input events.
Compared to our framework, the approach in [18] does
not support fluents or metric time.
The extension of the framework in [20] with the
capabilities described in this paper makes it possible to
verify complex properties, based on events captured from
distributed sources, thus, exceeding the capabilities of
other approaches.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented extensions of the
monitoring framework described in [20] that render it
applicable to multi-clock distributed systems. Our
extensions address two of the problems of distributed
systems monitoring: (1) the need for synchronizing the
clocks of different event sources so that the events they
emit can be correlated, and (2) the estimation of the
lifetime of events within the monitor in order to ensure
that unknown transmission delays of other events that may
need to be correlated with them will not affect the
monitoring process. To address the first of these
problems, we have incorporated an implementation of the
NTP protocol in our framework. To address the second
problem, we compute the maximum lifetime of an event
by identifying, the constraints between the time variable
of the event and time variables of other events that coexist with it in rules and solving these constraints to find
the maximum possible lifetime for the event using the
Simplex method (see [12] for full details).
One possible optimisation of our solution is to
statically solve all the linear constraint systems at
initialisation, so as to only need to instantiate the specific
values of the different timestamps associated with a new
event and its related rules when the event arrives, instead
of solving the corresponding linear system each time. This
would require a symbolic solution of the linear constraints
system instead of the more straightforward numerical
solution which we currently employ. For this reason we
have decided against the symbolic solution in the current
implementation, and intend to examine this option once
we have gained more experience with the behaviour of the
current implementation in a distributed setting.
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Establishment of a common ontology for a certain
domain is one of the cornerstone among cooperative agents
(peers) participating in semantic search. However, agreeing
on a common ontology may not be realistic. In multi-agent
systems
(MAS)
research
concerning
agents’
communication, having a common ontology is only possible
when the design rationale, the concepts and meanings
assigned to the concepts as well as the context of applying
the concepts are shared. In other words, the agents must be
designed in such a way that all the domain concepts and
their meaning (i.e. semantics) should be provided in
advance. In heterogeneous MAS, for a single domain,
usually there is no agreement on the ontology among
developers, and for several domains, the potential
ontologies are large, unwieldy and may lead to less
resolution and higher abstraction.
Recently, the idea of having agents learn concepts from
each other has been suggested as a solution to improve
agent communication. For example, the work in [8] suggests
a method for learning a language and the work in [9] has
focused on interactions between two agents to learn a single
concept. In our previous work, we have presented a method
for agents to learn concepts from several peer agents [1-2]
and a method for verification of the learnt concepts [5].
Euzenat in [4] defines semantic interoperability as the
faculty of interpreting the annotations at the semantic level,
i.e. to ascribe each imported piece of knowledge to the
correct interpretation or set of models. Possible levels of
interoperability needed to be considered when trying to
understand an expression from other systems are in
ascending order of semantic intensity:
 encoding: being able to segment the representation in
characters;
 lexical: being able to segment the representation in
words (or symbols);
 syntactic: being able to structure the representation in
structured sentences (or formulas or assertions);
 semantic: being able to construct the propositional
meaning of the representation;

ABSTRACT
In this paper we present (1) a method for semantic search
supported by ontological concept learning; and (2) a
prototype multiagent system that can handle semantic search
and encapsulate the complexity of such process from the
users. Agents which conduct semantic search on behalf of a
user, deploy ontologies to organize structured and
unstructured documents in their corresponding repositories.
The ontology for each repository is individualized and
commitment to a common ontology is not required. The
agents can improve their search capability by learning new
concepts from each other. This method thus allows agents
dynamically establish common grounds on concepts known
only to some of them. The concept learning is realized by
analyzing positive and negative examples from other agents,
and/or taking votes in case of conflicts in the received
knowledge by involving other agents again.
Index Terms — multi-agent system, semantic search,
ontology, concept learning, semantic interoperability.
1. INTRODUCTION
In contrast with the traditional keyword search
technology which purely depends on the occurrence of
words in documents, semantic search denotes one or more
concepts in the context of other concepts. Understanding the
denotation of concepts can help retrieval part of search
engine understand the context of search, the activity the
users is trying to perform, thus drive expectations on the
categories of documents [6]. The essence of semantic search
is semantic interoperation towards denotation part in the
search phrase. Nowadays, general denotation procedures are
realized depending on ontology-oriented means, and
ontologies adopted are usually evolved and maintained in a
distributed way. Thus, multiplicity of ontologies raises the
issue of integration and renders the communication between
peers involved in a semantic search ineffective.
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 semiotic: being able to construct the pragmatic meaning
of the representation (or its meaning in context).
This model resembles humans’ natural communication
style that each semantic level can be achieved only if the
lower ones have been traversed. For example, people can
exchange useful information only if they have chosen a
language, and clarified meanings of concepts which are
critical to the topic. The idea of layered semantic
interoperability has already been applied to the WWW [3]
and is directly applied in our architecture of layered
semantic search.
In this paper we present a method and a system that uses
the ontology learning in a multi-layer semantic search. The
architecture and learning supported search mechanism will
be explained through the prototype system in Sections 2 and
3. The implementation details are provided in Section 4
followed by an example in Section 5 and conclusions in
Section 6.

agreements help both sides to settle natural languages,
encoding standards for exchanging information,
representation grammar of search phrase, etc.
2. A search phrase can be optionally initiated at any layer,
then will be passed down, layer by layer, to the bottom
layer (encoding layer). Each layer will add
corresponding annotation information to the search
phrase. Packaged phrase, finally, will be sent out.
3. Each layer can work relying on the ontology located on
the same layer of semantics.
Definitions of functionalities of layers of semantic
interoperability are given below.
The encoding layer, as base layer, defines encoding
format of data exchange, thus implicitly defines the
character sets of a natural language for exchanging a search
phrase. ASCII and Unicode are mainly used as encoding
formats. The lexical layer tokenizes the search phrase. At
this layer, important identifiers of ontology components are
identified. Functionality of this layer is not easily realizable
for some natural languages such as Chinese because
tokenization of sentences is a big issue due to the lack of
explicit delimiter, except for punctuation, to separate each
single word (or symbol). The syntactical layer identifies
concepts by structuring words following grammar at query
side, and it is capable of understanding the structured
representation to extract concepts at responding side. The
semantic layer provides ability to understand propositional
meaning of the representation of search phrase. The
semiotic layer provides ability to understand meaning of
the representation of search phrase in a context (specific
domain). The objective of this paper is to design and
implement a prototype semantic search system to study
annotation-learning workflow with focus on the lexical
layer.

2. LAYERED SEMANTIC SEARCH
ARCHITECTURE
Based on the semantic interoperability model [4], we
have devised the layered semantic search architecture as
illustrated in Figure 1. In this model peers can communicate
and conduct search at various levels. This layered
architecture will reduce complexity by breaking complex
semantic interoperability into smaller problems; it
standardizes interfaces between adjacent layers; it facilitates
modular engineering and development of search tools; and
Peer1

Peer2

Semiotic

Semiotic

Semantic

Semantic

Syntactic

Syntactic

Lexical

Lexical

Encoding

Encoding

3. SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
The overview of prototype system for annotation-learning
workflow within lexical layer is shown in Figure 2. In this
system, software agents form a cooperative group to learn
and search concepts. Each agent is responsible for a local
unstructured data repository with a local ontology. The
agents are responsible for organizing documents in their
own repositories using any ontology they deem appropriate.
The agents also communicate with each other to respond to
search queries.
The system design assumptions, following the FIPA
guidelines (http://www.fipa.org) are:
a) MAS is a close cooperative group. It means that there
is, at least, one agent taking charge of registering
service. Any other agent joining the group needs to
register by offering its necessary information such
service type and access point.
b) There is, at least, one agent that provides yellow page
service to enable agents find each other.

Communication Channels
Figure 1. Architecture of layered semantic search

it accelerates evolution of technology.
The model puts some constraints on the communication
between peers, namely:
1. One layer only talks with its peer layer on remote side
under some agreements (or protocols). These
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DoAnnotation(Annotator1, Doc1, Doc2, …)
Once annotation engine is created, it will be run against
repository to annotate and grab satisfying documents.
ReplyQuery(Annotated Documents, PositiveExamples,
NegtiveExamples)
This method takes charge of replying to query. In this
project, it also implements some specific filtering work such
as selection of positive examples and creation of negative
examples (see Section 3.2 for details).

(concept1,…, keyword1,
keyword2,…)

Annotator:

Figure 2. System overview
1. Create annotation
type system

GAIA design methodology [10] is used to design the
MAS. Each individual agent currently holds 4 roles:
Document Annotator, Concept Learner, Register Handler,
and Concept Manager. IBM’s UIMA [7] is used to enable
dynamical annotation of documents, and, therefore, enable
classification of documents within their own repository. In a
later phase, we will utilize an addition Peer Finder role to
create an open cooperative MAS that enables agents
automatically find each other. Details of the annotator and
learner roles are explained below.

3. Do annotation
upon documents

Concept Hierarchy:
Concept1 (f1, f2,…)
...
2. Create
Annotation Engine.
AE1:
Pre-defined processing
logics

4. Reply query with
annotated documents

Figure 3. Process of Documents Annotation

3.1. Document Annotator
Regular search usually is capable of finding tokens without
any relationship between them. The tokens are not able to
reflect domain-specific properties similar to atoms in early
chemistry which are unable to retain chemical properties of
a complex chemical substance.
The documents annotator in this project is aiming at
annotating “molecules”, special combinations of tokens, on
which some well-defined constraints are applied. Creating
such type of annotation, especially dynamically creating
annotations is a fundamental role, not only for concept
learning, but also for semantic search involving newly learnt
concept. As the following formula describes,
Annotation = Fconstraints(token1, token2, …).
Constraints can be, for example, window size, appearing
order within certain window size of text, etc. The annotation
process is depicted in Figure 3. The methods used in the
annotation process are:

3.2. Concept Learner
An agent knowing a concept is equivalent to having a
defined classifier for that concept. The classifier is a binary
function which decides whether a new incoming document
belongs to (or explains) the concept. The Concept Learner
role is used to generate this classifier.
We adopt a feature-based representation model to
represent concepts. That is, each concept is composed of a
set of features or keywords which are regarded as the best
representation of this concept. For each concept, there exists
a set of documents whose major topic belongs to this
concept. Those documents are called positive objects for
this concept. The list of features can be generated from the
positive objects using a simple statistics method [11]. The
similarity between a pair of concepts is defined as:
Similarity between concept c1 and concept c2
Sc1,c2:
Nc1c2: Number of documents that belong to both
concept c1 and concept c2 (with relevance
degree greater that a defined threshold)
Nc1Uc2: Number of documents that belong to either
concept c1 or concept c2.
Based on this definition for each concept set we have an
ontology matrix as shown in Figure 4. The values in this
matrix denote the similarity value between pairs of
concepts. For example, the similarity value between c1 and
c2 is 0.8, and there is no relationship between concept c1 and
c3 since the similarity value between them is zero.

CreateConceptHierarchy( [concept], keyword1,
keyword2, …, CH1)
Annotator first creates a Concept Hierarchy (CH) using
received series of keywords. This CH directly goes into the
Annotation Engine (AE) to tell what is needed to be
searched from the document repository.
CreateAnnotationEngine (Type1, AE1)
This method takes CH as a parameter to dynamically build
Annotation Engine (AE) which is the algorithm’s container.
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c1
c2
c3

c1
1
0.8
0

c2
0.8
1
0

The receiver agent also performs this action to produce a
given number of negative examples for the concept based
on the ontology matrix.

c3
0
0
1

ReplyQuery(pi, ni)
The receiver agent i sends back the positive (pi) and
negative (ni) examples to the learner agent.

Figure 4. Ontology Matrix

The learner is based on the training set available. For
each concept, we select a set of positive objects (documents
in this case) belonging to the concept and a corresponding
set of negative objects using the ontology matrix. For
example, if we want to create a classifier for concept c1, we
choose positive examples from the documents assigned to
concept c1. For negative examples, we choose documents
which belong to concept c3 because those documents do not
represent concept c1. This mechanism may not always lead
to an optimum learning and we have investigated other
algorithms [2]. Finally, using the positive and negative
examples, we adopt a data mining algorithm to train and get
the classifier for concept c1.

Learn ((p1,n1), (p2,n2), …)
The learner agent will take all the documents transferred
from the teacher agents as the training documents to form a
new concept. We have examined various data mining
algorithms such as Naïve Bayes and SVM. If there are any
conflicting documents, they are dismissed. It means only
documents which are agreed by all the agents are regarded
as the documents under the new concept.
Integrate (concept)
With the new concept from the method Learn, the learner
agent will assign a temporary name to it and suggests it to
the administrator of the learner system. The administrator
can approve the concept, assigns a meaningful name to it
and add it to the local repository.

3.2.1. Concept Learning Process
We illustrate the learning process using the following
actions (see Figure 5).

4. IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 System Architecture
Figure 6 shows the prototype system. Document Annotator
is developed using IBM’s UIMA (Unstructured Information
Management Architecture) [7]. IDE Eclipse Europa is
selected because it supports UIMA and Apache Tomcat
http://www.eclipse.org/europa/) which is used to deploy
document annotation service in this project. UIMA is
featured by type system in which the data has a type and a
set of attribute, value pairs [7], so that it is conceptually
identical to concept from our point of view.
Figure 5: Concept Learning Process

4.2. Document Annotator
The components to fulfill actions CreateConceptHierarchy,
CreateAnnotationEngine, DoAnnotation, and ReplyQuery
need to be built to form a complete Annotator. Central task
is to deal with creation of type system.

QueryConcept (“keyword1”, “keyword2”, …)
The learner agent will start the concept learning by issuing
action QueryConcept which will send the query to other
agents. The parameters it takes are a list of keywords
representing features of a potential concept.

4.2.1. Creation of Type System
According to type system definition specification [7], the
first step is to build XML-based type system descriptor.
Figure 7 shows an actual descriptor from the project. This is
an aggregate type system which is composed of several
basic primitive types. The lines enclosed by an oval
represent one type definition which includes name,
description, super-type name, and its features. UIMA
provides APIs to build class components to dynamically
adjust contents of descriptors and create a corresponding
Java class.

SelectBestConcept (“keyword1”, “keyword2”, …)
On the receiver side, the agent first uses keywords to build
annotator dynamically which then is used to annotate the
candidate documents.
SelectPosEx(concept)
After getting the best concept and candidate documents
associated to this concept, the receiver agent will select a
given number of positive examples from the candidate
documents.
CreateNegEx (concept)
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Document
Annotator

4.3. Concept Learner
The Concept Learner role is responsible for implementing
action Learn which takes training documents as input, and
produces concept classifier.

Docs
Rep.

4.4. Concept Manager
Concept Manager role helps agent to manage set of
concepts coming from three sources: newly learnt through
training, selected by experts of specific domain, and newly
learnt through semantic search. It need implement actions:
SaveConcept, RetrieveConcept.

Concept
Learner

Control
Concept
Manager
Register
Handler

Concept
Rep.

5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Yellow
Pages

To illustrate semantic search-learning process, here we
provide a simple but illustrative example. In this scenario,
three existing repositories of documents concentrating on
software testing (Rtest), object-oriented analysis and design
(Roo), and agent-based software engineering (Ragent) are
created. Agent-based software engineering (Ragent) is
considered as the local repository.
In the local repository there are several documents: some
of them are about MAS methodology; some about other
concepts. The initial status, as shown in Figure 8, tells that
all documents, having not been annotated, are organized in
flat structure.

GUI

Customer
Figure 6. Architecture of Prototype System

4.2.2. Creation of Annotation Engine (AE)
Developer of an annotator has to implement a standard
interface having several methods, such as initialize(),
process() and destroy() to embed processing logic into it.
There are two ways for creator to tell process() method
which types need to take and which types need to produce.
One is manually creating a component descriptor which is
XML-based document, like type system descriptor; another
is using APIs that come along with UIMA to dynamically
set this component descriptor. The latter is preferable
because developer can select input/output type system at
run-time. Immediately after the Annotation Engine is
created, the process() will take over to scan documents and
produce types as specified in AE descriptor.

Figure 8. Snapshot of Initial Repository

Based on current status, a regular query, as shown in
Figure 9, is initiated. In this case, a user wants to know
“what the token Prometheus means in software
engineering”. Processing this query with no semantic search
(as depicted by empty “Concepts” box in Figure 9) will
return two documents, with completely different contents.
The document 03 is talking about Prometheus MAS design
methodology; meanwhile, the document 11 is about Greek
mythology which is apparently not the one that user
intended to receive.
To disambiguate search results, the agents will take the
following steps to kick off a semantic search:
1. A concept learning routine is started to evaluate returned
documents, through which new concepts, for example,
“agent” (including its features) is identified; it then will
be propagated within the group (see [11] for details).

Figure 7. A Type System Descriptor
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2. Each agent, upon receiving this concept, will annotate its
own repository. Annotation procedure re-categorizes
repository by conforming to concept hierarchy. Figure
10 shows changes happened to repository R-agent.
3. New concepts will be added to the concept repository in
order to support decoding query phrase, or searching.

capable of categorizing the repository, consequently,
making retrieval of documents more efficient.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented a method and a prototype MAS
for semantic search-learning. This method is based on the
architecture of layered semantic interoperability. The central
procedure is composed of dynamical document annotation
and concept learning mechanisms to solve the problem of
semantic heterogeneity in distributed information
management with minimum overhead and no need to
commit to a common ontology. From the implementation,
we can conclude that the semantic search supported by
concept learning is a generative evolutional procedure. It is
started by a regular search leading to learning a new
concept. Then later the learnt concept is used in semantic
search, and the search resolution will improve.
Future work includes implementation of the role
PeerFinder which will lead to an open MAS. Also, research
efforts will be put on organizing concepts into a hierarchy
through learning. Finally, based on research achievements,
we will propose a protocol for search on other layers of the
semantic interoperability model.

Figure 9. Illustration of Regular Search Procedure
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Figure 10. Snapshot of Annotated Repository

Figure 11. Illustration of Semantic Search Procedure

Once these steps are completed, a next round of search
will start by involving the newly learnt concepts. Figure 11
shows a disambiguated result by sending query phrase
consisting of both keywords and concepts.
From the procedure explained above, we can conclude
that dynamical annotation guided by concept hierarchy is
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Abstract—Program comprehension’s importance as a
research field has recently increased. In fact the task of
understanding the working of a program roughly
represents half of the maintenance costs. Our approach to
software comprehension is to map the high level models of
the system to the source code. The building of the models
follows the technique proposed in the Unified Process
(UP). The model recovery process, that has been presented
elsewhere, rested so far on manual techniques. But to offer
a real help to software maintainers, it should be automated.
This papers presents the tools we built to automate the
mapping of high level business and system models to the
source code. These tools use artificial intelligence
techniques to make heuristic search of the possible maps
between the models. After having explained the way we
solved the problem, the paper shows a comparison of the
performance of the tool as compared to the manual
application of the process on a real industrial software.

operational context, and its relationships to its application
domain in terms that are qualitatively different from the
tokens used to construct the source code of the program.”
The rebuilding of these mental mappings seems then
necessary for program comprehension. It allows
understanding of the system domain components by linking
them to business domain components. The surprising fact is
that most of the remarkable techniques for program
comprehension or reengineering fail to take domain
elements into account and focus mainly on the syntactical
features of the programs [3].
A reengineering methodology, relying as much on the
analysis of the properties of source code as on the existence
of the mapping between the domain and the code is
proposed in [3]. This methodology allows the construction
of a “bridge” between the source code of a program and its
analysis diagram (robustness diagram) as reconstructed
from the specifications. It is important to note that this
methodology has been empirically tested on a real life
legacy system [14] leading to the next natural step:
automating. This has been done using artificial intelligence
and knowledge engineering techniques. This article focuses
on these techniques and the results that have been obtained.
First, a brief reminder to our reengineering methodology
is given in section 2. Then, Sections 3 and 4 focus on the
system that has been built to automate the methodology. In
section 5, we discuss the results comparing them, when
possible, to the ones obtained manually by Jossi on the
same system [14]. Section 6 presents the related work in
domain-driven reverse-engineering and section 7 concludes
the paper by explaining the future work.

1. Introduction
It is commonly known that maintenance is the most
expensive part in the life cycle of a software system; it
represents between 60% and 90% of the total cost of a
program [8]. It is less commonly known (yet extremely
interesting) that almost two thirds of the maintenance cost
are devoted to software comprehension or understanding
[16]. The importance of program comprehension in
maintenance comes from the nature of reengineering. In
fact, before being able to restructure or re-implement a
legacy program it is necessary to understand its working
and its functional architecture [2]. During the process of
implementing a program, developer’s understanding of the
program grows since they have to keep in mind which
elements of the system satisfies what part of the
specifications. Unconsciously, developers build a mental
mapping between the problem domain elements (business
domain or real world) and the elements of the system
domain (source code) [20][23]. This mapping represents
their understanding of the program being developped. This
mental process agrees with the following definition of
program comprehension [1]:
“A person understands a program when able to explain
the program, its structure, its behavior, its effects on its

2. Reengineering methodology
The methodology presented in [3] is based on the
development process know as Rational Unified Process
(RUP) [15]. Its goals are:
 To rebuild the domain and system models that a
developer may have used during the forward
engineering of the program.
 To construct a mapping between these models and the
actual code of the system.
To tackle the reengineering problem in its greatest
generality, the methodology considers the documentation of
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B.
Second phase
In this phase we concentrate on the mapping between the
system models, especially the robustness diagram and the
source code elements. By re-creating the links between the
analysis objects and the classes of the programs we are able
to close the traceability link from the high level business
models and the implementation [4]. To create these links
we use two kinds of techniques:
 Static analysis: this works on the static structure of
both the source code and the robustness diagram. They
are called static because they rest on the syntactic
features of the elements.
 Dynamic analysis: this works on the features of the
system that can only be observed at run-time. Most of
this information concerns the interactions between the
elements of the program, their frequency, their nature,
and their order. By executing the system we will
compare what actually happens inside the system with
what was supposed to happen (as documented by the
system models). We will then search for similarities
that lead to the mappings.
We perform post-mortem dynamic analysis i.e. we generate
an execution trace file during the execution of the system
that we analyze off-line. One of the problems of dynamic
analysis is to choose the scenario to execute on the system
i.e. what action should the user perform for the execution
trace to convey the required information [9]. Because of our
approach, we concentrate on the recovered use-case of the
system that represents what the users actually do with the
system. Then, we gathered an execution trace for every usecase flow we recovered from the first phase of the
methodology. This execution trace holds a sequence of
operation invocations whose order is obviously correlated
to the user manipulations. This observation is central to our
reengineering methodology.

the program as nonexistent and its original developers as
unavailable. The lack of these two information sources
forces the methodology to focus on the current state of the
program and its actual users. In fact, even if the actual users
of the program ignore everything about the implementation
of the program, they represent an invaluable source of
information on the business purpose and the features of the
system. Then, the methodology suggests that actual users
be consulted in order to gather information useful to rebuild
the domain and system models.
Therefore, our reengineering methodology can be split in
two phases, each one focusing in one of the two abovementioned goals. To ease global comprehension, we refer
to the normal way the RUP phases are developed as the
“forward” direction (this is represented by the gray arrow in
figure 1):

Figure 1: The two phases of our methodology.

The first phase focuses mostly on the re-documentation
of the functional specifications of the program and their
analysis. It is developed in the “forward” direction of RUP.
In the second phase, we rebuild a mapping between
analysis models and the source code of the programs. This
is performed “backwards”. The moment in the RUP
timeline where these two phases meet might be seen as the
moment in time where the mapping we’re trying to rebuild
was established by the original developers of the system. It
is also the moment in time at which the maintainers of the
program reestablish this knowledge.

3. The platform

A.
First phase
The first phase focuses on re-building the business and
system models. This ends up with the System Use-Case
Model and the associated Analysis (Robustness) diagram. It
follows the disciplines of the RUP:
 Reconstruction of the business models, Business UseCase model and Business Analysis model.
 Reconstruction of the system models, the System UseCase model and the Analysis (Robustness) diagram
associated to every use-case.
The analysis diagram is built from the following analysis
objects stereotypes [15]: Boundary (interface to the external
world), Entity (information holder) and Control
(orchestrator of the use-case’s execution). Then, the above
mentioned models allow us to establish the traceability
links between the functional needs at the business level and
the analysis objects that represent the corresponding system
responsibilities.

Three characteristics of both our methodology and the
problem we are trying to solve had a strong impact on the
way we implemented the platform:
1. We have described our approach to program
comprehension as a forward and backward application
of the RUP. Then, according to RUP, our methodology
is iterative and incremental as well [4].
2. Most of the information used to rebuild the program
and system models are gathered from the users. So, we
cannot be sure of their accuracy.
3. Human reasoning is a logical process in which new
information is obtained by evaluating previously
known information [22]. Therefore, the platform
should allow the revision of the old inferences in the
light of new information.
By the way, it is interesting to note that the iterative
nature of the RUP is at the same time necessary to the
simulation of human reasoning. Indeed, obtaining new
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information can be seen as one iteration of the simulation.
Therefore, at each iteration, new information merges into
the group of known information. These information units
will be called facts from now on.
So far, it could seem that a production system (i.e. the
artificial technique to simulate reasoning by production
rules [17]) is all we need to perform the simulation.
However, such a production system could not easily deal
with uncertain facts. Then, our system should be able to
revise its reasoning while new facts are generated by the
production system. Consequently, we chose to adapt a TMS
(Truth Maintenance System) [7] to control the production
system as well as the set of facts produced and stored at
each iteration. The TMS works with a Knowledge Base
(KB) that holds all the facts generated by the production
system. As we said, human reasoning generates new facts
in an iterative fashion. This process could be decomposed
into several smaller and simpler reasoning units which,
together, perform the whole reasoning. These smaller
reasoning units are called inference rules in the TMS
paradigm.

execution of the use-case, together with their actual
parameters and returned values, making no room for
misinterpretation. We considered that there were little
chances to succeed in comparing both representations
without first adding information to the use-case flows that
would bring them closer to the elements observed in the
execution traces.

Figure 3: Building the extended use-case flows

Robustness diagrams are built by analyzing the use-case
flows and determining which robustness diagram objects
are involved at each step [15]. Most of the times, this
mapping is not documented and generally lost because
there is no need to keep it at the end of system
development. In our case nevertheless, this relationship
between use-case flow steps and analysis objects is exactly
what we need to re-create. We then built the extended flows
for each use-case containing, for each step, the list of the
involved analysis objects. Figure 3 shows the process of
building the extended flows.
Finally, from a close examination of the execution trace
we realized that some of the modules are invoked all over
the timeline of the execution. Since no objects exhibit such
a behavior in the extended flow of the use-cases we prefiltered the execution trace by removing these
“omnipresent” modules since they are unmatchable.

Figure 2: Our system components and process.

Figure 2 shows a representation of the elements
composing our system: the KB and the set of inference
rules. Its execution can be described as follows: the
inference rules are applied iteratively on some of the facts
in the KB, the facts produced by the inference rules are
added to the KB at the end of each iteration. Then the TMS
engine is responsible for assigning a level of certainty to
each fact in the KB.

4. Mapping analysis objects to source code
There are two sources of information that are used to
perform the search of the mappings:
1. The description of the use-case flows.
2. The execution trace gathered while executing the
scenarios corresponding to the use-cases.
In fact, these are two representations of the same reality:
the performance of a business function by the system. The
first is located at the user level, the other at the system
level. Since the operations of the system are called in the
same order as the manipulation of the user, we should be
able to correlate both representations. Use-case flows
normally consist of a sequence of text-lines (steps)
expressing the interaction of the user with the system and
the response of the system. The information in this
representation is not formalized thus leading to subjective
interpretations. On the other hand, execution traces are
made up of a sequence of operations called during the

A.
Mapping the boundary objects
Boundary objects represent interfaces between the
outside world and the system. The matching technique is to
compare the positions of the occurrences of the boundary
objects in the extended flow of the use-cases and in the
execution trace. We should then be able to identify which
source code components are likely to implement what
boundary object. However, we cannot expect to observe an
exact match, mostly because the density of occurrences is
extremely different between the extended flows of the usecases and the execution trace. Indeed, while occurrences in
extended flows are a small multiple of the number of steps
in a use-case flow, which stays generally under 50, the
number of occurrences in a execution trace can easily count
in thousands.
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To bring the two descriptions close enough to find
matches between their elements, two strategies are
developed:
1. Bring down the number of occurrences of elements to
analyze in the execution trace by filtering those that
cannot implement a boundary object, based on
syntactical considerations.
2. Summarize the multiple occurrences of a given element
in the execution trace with a function computing the
“density” of occurrence. This function allow us to bind
an occurrence of the boundary object in the extended
flow with the element of the execution trace that has
the highest density of occurrence at the same moment
in time.
Before talking about the actual implementation of these
strategies, we need to clarify some of the terms used in our
experimentation. The system on which our technique has
been tested is an industrial package software. It is a fatclient kind of client-server system. The client is made of
240k lines of VB6 code. The server consists of 80k lines of
PL/SQL code accessing an Oracle database. In this paper,
for the sake of conciseness, we will concentrate on the
reverse engineering of the client part of this system. The
elements of the execution trace will be Visual Basic
procedures invoked during the execution of the UC flows.
These procedures belong to modules which represent the
level of granularity we target in our mapping process: the
analysis objects are mapped to VB modules.
The first strategy was performed manually by Jossi [14].
He manually selected, based on the extension of the file
name, the modules in the source code that implement a
window. This technique was easily automated on our
platform, reducing from 363 to 12 the number of modules
to look for in the trace file and from 27537 to 1954 the
number of events to analyze in the execution trace. This
filtering step has then become a proper inference rule in the
production system. We now have to look for the mappings
between the remaining modules and the boundary objects in
the extended flows of the use-cases.
Our technique is to compute a measure of closeness
between a module occurrence in the execution trace and a
boundary object occurrence in the extended flow. First, we
normalize the timeline of both descriptions, the extended
flow and the execution trace, to the interval [0..1]. Every
event will then take place in this normalized timeline. The
closeness measure is not only computed on the base of the
distance between occurrences but also on the following
concepts:
 Depth of the call: since the robustness object in the
extended flow of the use-cases are considered the key
object implementing the behavior they should be
readily visible in the execution trace. In other words
they should not be deeply nested in the execution call
chain. Then, we implemented the following heuristic:



the deeper the invocation in the call chain, the less
probable the match.
Coverage: represent the extent of use of a module
along the timeline. The more the spread of the
occurrences of a module the larger the coverage.
Therefore we favor modules whose occurrences are
located in specific moment in time, over modules
whose occurrences are evenly distributed along the
timeline.

Finally, our closeness metric c is computed by the
following formula where d , p and v represent distance,
depth and coverage respectively:
K1

c

1 1  1
   
d  p   v 

K2

(1)

The values K 1 and K 2 have not yet been formally
investigated so far. In our implementation, we empirically
determined the best values by trial and error. The closeness
formula computes the match between a single occurrence of
a boundary object in the extended flow and an occurrence
of a module in the execution trace. Next we must compute
the match over the entire timeline of the execution of the
use-case. In order to display the result as a graphic, we
compute the moving average of the closeness value over the
timeline. The result is presented in figure 4. The resulting
value is called the “significance level” of a module to a
boundary object. In this figure, the vertical axis represents
the significance level of a particular module at the in time
represented by the horizontal axis.

Figure 4: Significance levels for modules.

To establish the final mapping, we took each boundary
object and computed, for every module, the mean of the
significance value for each of the objects occurrences. We
normalized the results for each boundary object so that their
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larger than 5% of the timeline. We estimated
empirically that a bigger distance would not let us to
conclude anything.
Figure 5 presents the truth table for the closeness
operator. We shall remark that the function is not defined in
the case where p and q are both absent.

sum was 1. This way we gave more importance to the high
significant modules without overlooking the significance of
other modules. The normalized values gave us a meaningful
way of ordering the mappings between each boundary
object and each module according to their likely match.
B.
Mapping Entity objects
A first analysis of the modules used to access the tables
has shown that all access went through the same few
modules. In other words, there is no specificity of the
modules to the entity objects of the robustness diagram.
Therefore we decided that it would be more useful to recreate the mapping between the entity objects and the
database tables that store the information represented by
these objects. As before, we compared the occurrences of
the objects in the extended flows of the UC and the table
access in the execution trace. Then, we need to analyze the
values of the parameters of the operations in the execution
trace to find the strings corresponding to SQL queries. This
activity has been automated by another heuristic rule.
Nevertheless, the mapping heuristic is different from the
one we used to map boundary objects because:
1. The mapping of an entity object to a table can be
observed as one global access or as many localized
accesses. Therefore, coverage does not play any role in
this mapping.
2. Unlike operations, there is no hierarchy of accesses to a
table. Therefore, there is no equivalent to the depth of
calls in the case of table access.
Distance between occurrences in the normalized timeline
is the only measurement that we use in this rule to compute
the closeness of the match. However, the mapping is much
fuzzier in the case of database tables than modules because:
 The same table might be used to store several
information items belonging to different entities.
 A table could be used in read mode to validate
information stored in another table.
Therefore we decided to manage the match between the
entity object occurrences and the table occurrence like the
symptoms and illnesses in medical problem solving. In
other words, the closeness between the object occurrences
in the timeline and the table occurrence in the timeline is
considered the symptom and a true correlation between
both items (object and table) as the diagnosis. Then, we
measure the specificity and sensibility of the relationship
between the symptoms and the diagnosis as a way to
evaluate the strength of the match. We proceed in two
steps: first we compute the sensitivity then the specificity.
To formalize the relationships between “symptoms” and
“diagnosis”, we use the following definitions:
 {T,O} represents the mapping between the table T and
entity object O (i.e. the diagnosis)
 T | O represents the closeness between the positions of
T and O on the timeline (i.e. the symptom). For the
closeness to be true, the distance between the
occurrence of the object and the table should not be

Figure 5: Truth table of the function of closeness p|q.
st

1 step: sensitivity: it is computed as the probability to
observe a short distance between the table and the entity
objects if these elements are truly correlated:

{T , O}

T|O

In order to approximate this probability, we made the
following supposition: the higher the probability of
(T  O )  (T  O ) , the less likely {T , O} . In other
words: T  O  T  O
{T , O}
However, since (T  O )  (T  O )  T  O and
given that the meaning of (T | O ) is T  O 1 (figure 5)
we have:  T | O
{T , O} , which is equivalent to
equation (2). This means that P (T  O ) is the likelihood
of {T , O} .
2nd step: specificity: it is computed as the probability to
not observe a short distance between the table and the entity
objects if these elements are not correlated

{T , O}

 T |O

Or equivalently: T | O
{T , O}
In order to compute this probability we assumed the
following: the more probable (T | O ) , the more likely
{T , O} . Within this assumption, the probability of
{T , O} can be approximated by probability of (T | O ) ,
which is the probability of (T  O ) (figure 5).
By combining these two metrics we can build a formula
that, applied to every couple (table; entity object), gives us
measure of the likelihood of a true correlation between
them.
Let P1 be the value of P (T  O ) (sensibility) and let’s
P2 be the value of P (T  O ) (specificity). We combine
these two results through the following equation of the
certainty of a match between T and O :

c

K  P2  P1

(2)

K is a constant allowing us to give more or less
importance to P2 according to the specific situation at
hand.

1

This holds because we are not interested in the cases
where both instances, T and O are absent.
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5. RESULTS

A mapping should not be created between tables and
objects which are often far from each other on the
common timeline.
Figure 6 presents the results of the mapping of entities to
tables. The vertical axis represents the different tables. The
horizontal crosses shows the moment in time where the
table is accessed. The horizontal axis represents the
timeline on which we set the occurrence of the entity
objects. For example {entity1,T4} and {entity2,T3} satisfy
the first expectation. The candidate mapping {entity2,T4}
is rejected because their occurrences are close on one part
of the timeline only (about 0.6 in the normalized timeline).
In fact they are more often far from each other than close.

In order to evaluate the performance of our heuristicbased matching system we compared its results for the
mapping of the boundary objects to the ones obtained
manually by Jossi [14]. It must be noted that all the
mappings produced by our engine are weighted by the
certainty of the match. This is not the case in the manual
match performed by Jossi. Therefore, we cannot directly
compare a set of weighted matches to individual matches
obtained by hand. Then, we compared the most likely
matches produced by our engine to each match obtained
manually.
Our system produced 14 mappings and the manual match
16. The comparison between both techniques has shown
that 13 mappings were the same. This means that:
 Our system was able to correctly establish 81% of the
manual mappings.
 From the 14 selected mappings made automatically,
93% were correct.
Boundary object

Modules mapped

Modules mapped

by Jossi

by our system

1

Create a new folder

VQPRO005.FRM

VQPRO005.FRM

2

Context

VQPRO005.FRM

VQPRO005.FRM

3

Persons

VQPRO005.FRM
Z_RGEN00.FRM
VINDI001.FRM
VQPRO005.FRM
Z_DGEN01.FRM
VQPRO005.FRM
Z_DGEN01.FRM

VQPRO005.FRM
VQPRO005.FRM
Z_DGEN01.FRM
VQPRO005.FRM
Z_DGEN01.FRM

4

Address

5

Address input

6

Folder explorer

VQPRO004.FRM

VQPRO004.FRM

7

Step management

FMENUPOP.FRM

FMENUPOP.FRM

8

Evaluation

VXTRT004.FRM

9

Modalities

VNINT001.FRM

VXTRT004.FRM
Z_ATTENT.FRM
VNINT001.FRM

10

Intervention decision

VNINT001.FRM

VNINT001.FRM

11

Characteristics

VNINT001.FRM
Z_ATTENT.FRM

VNINT001.FRM

Figure 6: Results of the mapping of entities to the tables.

The tolerance to non-matches is controlled by the
parameter K. This let us keep {entity2,T2}, although there
are some non-matches along the timeline, but reject
{entity3,T5} because:
 T2 occurrences didn’t happen close to the occurrences
of any other entity object than entity2. Therefore, the
mapping was a lot more likely for entity2 than for the
other entities.
 T5 occurrences are close to more occurrences of
entity1 than entity3. Therefore, T5 was mapped with
entity1 with a higher value of certainty than with
entity3.

Table 1: Comparison of the manual and automatic
mappings.

Table 1: Comparison of the manual and automatic
mappings. shows the mappings that were obtained by Jossi
and by our automated system. At the same time, it shows,
by highlighting them, the mappings that are different
between the results of both techniques.
The mapping between tables and entity objects was not
performed by Jossi because of the high quantity of
information to process. Jossi limited his investigation to the
search of the modules that performed the accesses to the
database. It is not possible then to compare the results of
the inference engine with any previous results, as we did in
Table 1. Therefore, to analyze these results, we will
compare them to our expectations:
 A mapping should be created between tables and
objects whose occurrences are often close on the
timeline.

6. RELATED WORK
Domain models have long been acknowledged as a good
way to improve reverse engineering and program
understanding [19][18]. For example, in their Pioneering
work, DeBaud and Rugaber [6] and DeBaud [5] used an
executable domain model in the form of an object oriented
framework. This framework represents the concept of the
domain and helps the search for the corresponding concept
in the programs. Then, each time a concept is identified in
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code that the system could match against some domain
concepts is limited. In fact many program elements are left
without finding a suitable mapping. The conclusion we can
draw from this work is that the code associated to the entity
objects in a given program only represents a limited part of
the total amount of code.

the program being reengineered, the corresponding class of
the domain is instantiated representing the result of the
reverse-engineering [6]. From this experiment, DeBaud [5]
remarked that domain models can efficiently guide software
artifact comprehension. However, their structure is
somewhat subjective and depends on the application. In
other words, in the same domain, many different “models”
can be represented. Therefore such a model must be
flexible to account for all the variations of the domain
concepts used in the program. Moreover DeBaud
highlighted the difficulty to match the granularity of both
the program code elements and the domain model. In
particular he mentioned the difficulty raised by the
delocalization of the concept in the program i.e. the lines of
code referring to a concept are often noncontiguous. It must
finally be noted that the domain model used in this work
represents programming concepts not business concepts.
This approach is quite similar to the work of Gold [12]
who, in its HB-CA system for concept assignment used a
knowledge base of programming concepts. In this work
also, the domain model does not represent business
concepts but programming concepts. For example, the
experiment reported refers to programming notions such as
“read file”, “write file”, “compute value”. Using this
knowledge, HB-CA is able to identify the segments of the
source code where files are written, read etc. Later, the
problem of non-contiguity of the source statement dealing
with a concept was solved by Harman, Gold et al. by using
slicing techniques [13]. Rugaber and Stirewalt used a
formal specification using an algebraic specification
language to model both the domain and the program being
reverse-engineered [18]. Their main purpose is to evaluate
the effort needed to reverse-engineer a program. Then they
build the model of the program and, using a code generator,
they generate a new system from the formal specification.
If the generated system is “close enough” to the original
system, the model of the system is considered adequate.
They can afterwards evaluate the reengineering effort based
on this model of the program. However, to construct it, they
first build a domain model that gives them expectations for
the concepts that might be represented in the code. Then
they build the program model. Next they link the program
model to the domain model, an operation called
“interpretation”. These connections help to understand the
system purpose and how the code fulfils that purpose. The
approach taken by Gall, Weidl and Klotsch [10][11][24] is
to build an object model of the main domain abstraction
implemented in the code, using all documentation and
expert advice available. This is considered the domain
model. Then the source code is analyzed to find candidate
software objects. Finally the two sets of objects are
matched using a similarity factor based on syntactic (name)
and semantic (data type) properties. Human expertise is
required to solve the many ambiguities that arise during this
process. Their experiments have shown that the amount of

7. CONCLUSION
The heuristic techniques we used to automate the match
between the objects of the robustness diagram and the
programming elements produced very encouraging results.
The main findings are:
1. The manual match between the objects in the
robustness diagram and the elements of the
implementation of the system can be automated.
2. The result obtained show that the automatic match can
outperform the manual match especially if the quantity
of information prevents any manual match to be done.
3. The implementation based on a production system
coupled with a TMS is a workable solution. In
particular, the processing time is reasonable with
respect to the amount of information to process. In
particular the processing of a trace of more than 25’000
events took less than a dozen of seconds in all our
experiments.
This system has been developed in Java as an Eclipse
plugin. It has been linked to a UML modeler so that the reconstructed models of the program can be used as input to
the heuristic matcher. Future work ideas include:
 Extend the mapping engine to deal with higher
abstraction models built with the RUP methodology
like the Domain Object Model representing the key
abstractions in the domain.
 Extend the specificity / sensibility metrics to all
domain model objects.
 Improve the certainty calculation to better take into
account the iterations between several use-cases and
their partial matches.
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demonstrated in ReleasePlanner®) is more complex and
requires more in depth explanations to achieve good user
understanding on the tool support and its solutions.

Abstract
Objective: This paper aims to generate explanations from
a series of data points obtained from a decision support
system called ReleasePlanner® for supporting product
release planning and considered to be a black box.
Method: Concept analysis is applied to 1085 data points
received from running 10 scenarios of a real world
product release planning project with 35 candidate
solutions generated by ReleasePlanner®.
Results: Three main results are obtained: (1) patterns
between inputs and outputs; (2) impact of individual input
parameters on outputs; and (3) sensitivity level of outputs
in dependence of inputs.
Conclusion: Concept analysis is shown to be a feasible
technique for gaining more insight into the structure of
results obtained from a black box input-output system,
such as, but not limited to, ReleasePlanner®.

How can we facilitate better understanding of the
ReleasePlanner® solutions? In this paper, a data analysis
technique called concept analysis [11] is applied for this
purpose. It is applied to investigate data within a specific
product release planning problem and identifies hidden
relationships between the project inputs and outputs. In
particular, three types of relationships are analyzed:




The answers to these three research questions provide
additional knowledge that is currently unavailable to users
of the ReleasePlanner® system. As a result, the users’
acceptance and trust level on the tool and its solutions is
expected to be improved.

Keywords
Explanations, concept analysis, product release planning

1

Patterns between the input and output attributes
Impact of individual input attributes on the outputs
Sensitivity level of the outputs to the inputs

The remainder of this paper is organized as the follows.
Section 2 gives an overview of product release planning
and the related decision support tool ReleasePlanner®.
Section 3 introduces the background of concept analysis.
In Section 4, a sample product release planning project is
investigated to demonstrate the application of concept
analysis. Section 5 analyzes and interprets the results in
the context of the three stated questions. Finally, Section
6 summarizes the research and outlines future research.

Introduction

Product release planning involves decision making on
assigning features to different releases for incremental
software product development. It must simultaneously
consider several aspects, such as conflicting stakeholder
priorities and objectives, feature interdependencies, and
resource and risk constraints [15]. A decision support
system called ReleasePlanner® [13] has been developed to
support decision makers in the complex release planning
process. It is based on computationally efficient
optimization algorithms for the generation of a set of
alternatives solution having a proven degree of optimality.

2

Product Release Planning

Many formal approaches have been proposed for product
release planning, such as incremental funding method [5],
cost-value approach [9], planning software evolution with
risk management [8], and hybrid intelligence (EVOLVE*)
[15]. The latter is used in this paper. This section gives a
short overview of this approach to the extent necessary to
understand and judge the results obtained from concept
analysis presented later in this paper. More details on the
method are available from [15].

However, the findings from a series of experiments
conducted with ReleasePlanner® users revealed that they
were reluctant to accept the solutions advised by this tool
[6]. Similar observation has also been made on other
systems [4] [10]. It was concluded in [1] that the major
problems are not technical problems, but people problems
in which people have very limited understanding on the
support they get from decision support systems. In
addition, according to [2], product release planning
problem is classified as a wicked problem [14] which is
hard to be precisely formulated. Thus the procedure
needed to solve product release planning problems (as

2.1 Technical Formulation
In incremental product development, the goal of product
release planning is to select from a set of features F =
{f1,…,fn} and to assign them to one of K possible releases
each of them having a weight (relative importance) of k
(k = 1…K). A release plan is described by vector x with
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decision variables {x(1),…,x(n)}, where x(i) = k if feature
fi is assigned to release option k  {1,…,K}; and x(i) =
K+1 otherwise (i.e. the feature is postponed).

by the tool [6]. The major reason is that the tool works in
a black box manner and the rationale of solution
generation is hard to understand by the users. This is even
more complicated because the users usually investigate
multiple scenarios with multiple solutions.

Two types of feature dependencies are considered:
coupling and precedence relationship. A coupling CC(fi, fj)
indicates that both features fi and fj must be released
jointly. A precedence PC(fi, fj) indicates that feature fi
cannot be released later than fj. Some features can be
fixed to certain release by the pre-assignment preassignx(i)=k, indicating that fi is fixed to release k.

3

Concept analysis, firstly introduced in [17], is a theory of
data analysis to identify conceptual structures among a set
of data. It has been successfully applied to many fields
[12], including in software engineering [11].

The planning approach considers T resource types for
implementing the features. Capacities Cap(k, t) relate
each release k to each resource type t  {1,…,T}. Every
feature fi requires an amount of resources of type t r(fi, t).
Thus, each release plan x assigns feature fi to release k
expressed as x(i) = k, for all releases k and resource types
t, must satisfy x(i)=k r(fi, t)  Cap(k, t).

In this paper, concept analysis is investigated to address
the three research questions presented in Section 1.
Another two techniques, i.e. rough set analysis and
dependency network analysis, have also been applied to
explain release planning solutions by ReleasePlanner® [7].
However, they can only deal with the first two research
questions and are not the focus of this paper. Detailed
applications of these two techniques are available at [7].

A set of stakeholders S = {s1,…,sq} is involved in release
planning. Each of them has a relative importance  
{1,…,q}. It is a nine-point ordinal scale that provides
differentiation in the degree of importance. The higher the
importance value is, the more important the stakeholder is.

3.1 Basic Terminology
Concept analysis investigates the relations R between a
set of objects O, and a set of attributes A. The triple C =
(R, O, A) is called a formal context.

In brief, the purpose of release planning is to provide the
most attractive features at the earliest releases to the most
important stakeholders. For the purpose of this paper,
Value(s, fi), Urgency(s, fi), and Competitiveness(s, fi) are
the three attributes of a feature’s attractiveness. Each
feature can be prioritized from these three criteria with the
value ranging from 0 to 9. These criteria are associated
with the weights 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

Def. 1 (Common Attributes and Common Objects):
For any set of objects b  O, the set of common attributes
having the same attribute value is called common
attributes related to b and is denoted by ca(b) = {a  A
|  o  b : (o, a)  R}. For a set of attributes A  A, their
common objects are co(A) = {o  b |  a  A : (o, a)  R}.
Def. 2 (Formal Concept): Each pair c = (b, A) with b =
co(A) and A = ca(b) is called a formal concept. It
demonstrates a pattern, i.e. relation, between b and A.

The three prioritization criteria are the basis to formulate
the objective of product release planning. The objective
function Utility(x) is defined as a linear combination of
the priority votes of stakeholders related to these criteria:
K

Utility( x)

 (



k

k 1

Def. 3 (Concept Lattice): All formal concepts for a given
context C are called a complete concept lattice in which
concepts can be partially ordered. If c1 = (b1, A1) and c2 =
(b2, A2) are two concepts in the context C, a partial order
c1 c2 can be defined whenever b1  b2 and A1  A2.

 Pr iority( f ))
i

i: x ( i ) k

where Priority(fi) is an aggregated priority of fi defined as:
Sq

Pr iority ( f i )

 (

s

Concept Analysis

( 1  Value( s, f i ) 

Def. 4 (Greatest Lower Bound and Least Upper
Bound): The greatest lower bound of c1 and c2 is the
concept with objects b 1b 2 and attributes held by all
objects in b 1b 2. The least upper bound of c1 and c2 is
the concept with attributes A1A2 and objects which have
all attributes in A1A2.

s s1

 2  Urgency ( s, f i )   3  Competitiveness ( s, f i )))

2.2 ReleasePlanner®
ReleasePlanner® [13] is a decision support system that
aims at performing systematic product release planning
based on computationally efficient optimization
algorithms. Users are able to perform what-if analysis to
pro-actively explore different scenarios defined by a
sequence of inputs of the same project under investigation.
In addition, the tool is capable of generating a set of
diversified solution alternatives for each instance.

3.2 An Illustrate Example
Applied to planning product releases, O constitutes the set
of features F to be assigned to different releases. The
input to and output from product release planning using
ReleasePlanner® form set A. Figure 1 shows a simple
example of concept analysis in this domain. The upper
part is a data table of feature set F = {f1,…,f4} defined
with the attribute set A = {a1,…,a3}. In this table, the
value of each attribute for each feature can be H, M, or L.

A series of studies on ReleasePlanner® revealed that its
users tended to have higher confidence and trust on their
manual solutions than the ones generated more efficiently
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These values represent different value ranges. The lower
part of this figure shows the corresponding concept lattice
with all the concepts {c1,…,c8} and their order relations.
In this lattice, the values of the attributes in each concept
are also highlighted. Among all the concepts, c1 is the
most general one and c8 is the most specific one. Some of
the order relations among the concepts are c2 c1, c3 c1,
and c7 c1. From this figure, we can also identify the least
upper bound and greatest lower bound of a set of concepts.
For example, c1 and c4 are the least upper bound and
greatest lower bound of c2 and c3, respectively.

4.2 Data for Concept Analysis
With the above project settings, each feature fi in each
solution is associated with a data point used for concept
analysis (see Table 1). The selection of the attributes is
based on the experience of manual analysis of several
product release planning projects [15]. The first six input
attributes are relevant to stakeholder votes which are
considered in the objective function for planning. In
particular, ConfUrgency(fi), ConfValue(fi), and ConfComp(fi)
are the standard deviation between different stakeholders’
votes for each feature fi from the three criteria,
respectively. They indicate the degree of disagreement
among stakeholder opinions. The other six input attributes
address resource utilization and criticality of features.

Data Table (H: High M: Medium L: Low)

Table 1: Data defined for concept analysis
Input Attribute

Concept Lattice

Definition
S 18

c3 = ({f1,f3},{a2 :H, a3 :L})

AverageComp(fi)

Re st Criticality ( f i )

Applying Concept Analysis to Explain
Product Release Planning Results

RestCriticality(fi)
(t = 1, 2, 3)

r ( f i , Re st )
2

 Cap(k , Re s )
t

Output Attribute
Release(fi)

To illustrate the application of concept analysis to explain
results generated by ReleasePlanner®, we investigate on a
sample project based on the data from a real life product
release planning problem. As a summary, this project is
defined with the following inputs:



Re s tUtiRatio( f i ) 

k 1

4.1 Sample Project



Re lConfUrgency ( f i )

i 1

Figure 1: Example concept analysis



S

(similar for AverageValue(fi), AverageComp(fi))

RelConfValue(fi)

c8=({},{a1 :H, a1 :M, a1 :L, a2 :H, a2 :M, a2 :L, a3 :H, a4 :M, a3 :L})



S 18



ConfUrgency ( f i )
AverageUrgency ( f i )
RelConfComp(fi) (similar for RelConfValue(fi), RelConfComp(fi))
r ( f , Re st )
Re stUtiRatio( f i ) 31 i
RestUtiRatio(fi)
(t = 1, 2, 3)
 r ( f i , Re st )

c4 = ({f1},{a1 :H, c5 = ({f2},{a1 :H, c6 = ({f3},{a1 :L, c7 = ({f4},{a1 :M,
a2 :L, a3 :L})
a2 :H, a3 :L})
a2 :M, a3 :L})
a2 :H, a3 :L})



 Urgency( s, f i )

S S1

RelConfUrgency(fi)

4

S

S S1

AverageUrgency( f i )

AverageValue(fi)
c2 = ({f1,f2},{a1 :H, a3 :L})



AverageUrgency(fi)

c1 = ({f1, f2, f3, f4,},{a3 : L})

Definition
Release(fi)

Based on our previous experience on the analysis of these
attributes, each attribute is discretized according to Table
2. The purpose of discretization is to scale attributes with
continuous values to a nominal or ordinal scales.

F = 31 features {f1, …, f31} to be assigned
K = 2 releases
S = 18 stakeholders {s1,…,s18} with weights {1,…, 18}
Prioritization criteria Urgency(s,fi), Value(s,fi), and
Competitiveness(s,fi)
T = 3 types of resources {Res1, Res2, and Res3}

Table 2: Discretization of the defined attributes
Input Attribute
AverageUrgency(fi)
AverageValue(fi)
AverageComp(fi)
RelConfUrgency(fi)
RelConfValue(fi)
RelConfComp(fi)

The full details of this project setting can be referred to
http://pages.cpsc.ucalgary.ca/~dug/ConceptAnalysis. This
project setting and the results obtained from it are taken as
the baseline scenario. From this baseline, the tool user
also generates another 9 scenarios that the user thinks to
be the most important (but not necessarily the complete)
scenarios for investigation. Together these 10 scenarios
are used for what-if analysis which is useful and
important for product release planning, as discussed in
Section 2.2. For all these scenarios, in total 35 solutions
are generated by ReleasePlanner® for later analysis.

A real number
in [0, 9]
A real number
in [0, 1]

RestUtiRatio(fi)

A real number
in [0, 1]

RestCriticality(fi)

A real number
in [-1, 1]

Output Attribute

Release(fi)
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Value Range

Value Range
An integer in
[1, 3]

Discretization
High
[6, 9]
Medium
[4, 6)
Low
[0, 4)
High
[0.7, 1.0]
Medium
[0.4, 0.7)
Low
[0.0, 0.4)
High
[0.10, 1.00]
Medium
[0.05, 0.10)
Low
[0.00, 0.05)
No
[0.00, 1.00]
Low
(-0.01, 0.00)
Medium [-1.00, -0.01]
Discretization
Not necessary

Based on the above definition and discretization, a table
with 1085 data points (35 solutions with each containing
31 features) is obtained for later concept analysis. The
complete table is available at the website provided earlier.

The findings from these aspects contain new knowledge
that reveals the underlying relationships between the
inputs to ReleasePlanner® and its outputs, for the studied
sample project. They can be used as explanations for this
decision support system and its solutions.

4.3 Concept Analysis of the Data

5.1 Pattern Transitions and Data Similarity

We used an open source library called Colibri/Java [3] to
perform concept analysis. It builds a concept lattice which
contains all patterns (concepts) for the data prepared in
Section 4.2. We then implemented a tool to traverse the
concept lattice to select only those patterns where the
distribution of the output values significantly changed
along the (subset) relations between these patterns. To test
significance, we used Fisher Exact Value and Chi Square
tests (significance level of p=0.01) [16]. Using our tool,
two filtered lattices were generated that contain the
patterns which affect the distribution of releases the most:




Each generated concept lattice covers the most significant
patterns discovered from the product release planning
data used for concept analysis. These patterns are
presented in the “context” part and of the different
granularities, i.e. from the most general to the most
specific. A general pattern can be transformed to more
specific ones, and vice versa. By examining the
generalization or specification relationships among these
patterns, the transitions among the patterns become
visible. In addition, the discovered patterns demonstrate
the similarities shared among the data used for analysis.
Data that are categorized under a same pattern are of the
similarity as demonstrated by the pattern. For any two
patterns that can be generalized to the same more general
pattern, the two data sets supporting these patterns must
be similar to each other in the way that is represented
from the general pattern.

Concept lattice #1 contains 64 patterns where the
likelihood of assigning a feature fi to release 1 is
increased by at least 45%.
Concept lattice #2 contains 1093 patterns where the
likelihood of assigning a feature fi to any release, i.e.
1, 2 or 3 (postponed), is increased or decreased by at
least 30%.

To illustrate the pattern transition and data similarity in
this sample project, the concept lattice #1 is analyzed for
simplicity. Any other lattices can be analyzed similarly.

The first lattice is essentially a part of the second one. The
details of these lattices are available at the website given
earlier and will be analyzed in depth in Section 5.

Figure 2 shows the top four levels of patterns within this
concept lattice and the transitions of these patterns. The
complete transitions of all the patterns in this lattice can
be referred to the website provided earlier. In this lattice,
the most general pattern is #1, as shown in the very top of
the figure. It can be specified to pattern #2, #3, and #4 at
the second level. In this case, we say pattern #1 is the
generalization of pattern #2, #3, and #4. On the other
hand, pattern #2, #3, and #4 are the three specifications of
pattern #1. Each of these three patterns can be further
specified to other patterns until no more specific pattern
can be found. For example, one of the most specific
patterns is pattern #60. It follows the specification path of
pattern #1 #3 #6 #41 #50 #60.

Table 3: Example record in the generated concept lattices
Context
Var
0.49
_R1
-0.3
_R2
-0.18
_R3

Context_R1
Context_R2
Context_R3

Res3Criticality(fi)_Low
AverageComp(fi)_High
548 Context+Var_R1
339 Context+Var_R2
198 Context+Var_R3

118
1
0

Each filtered lattice consists of a number of patterns and
transitions between these patterns in the form shown in
Table 3. This table is read as, for all the 1085 cases in the
dataset, the distribution of features fi following the pattern
of “Res3Criticality(fi) = Low” (“context” part) is 548 data
points for release 1 (“context _R1”); 339 for release 2
(“context_R2”); and 198 for release 3 (“context_R3”).
The pattern of “Res3Criticality(fi) = Low AND Average
Comp(fi) = High” (“context” and “var”) is supported by
118 data points for release 1 (“context+var_R1”); 1 for
release 2 (“context+var_R2”); and 0 for release 3
(“context+var_R3”). The transition between these two
patterns can be understood as a rule: adding “Average
Comp(fi) = High” (“var”) to the “context” part increases
the likelihood of assigning a feature fi to release 1 by 49%
(“ _R1”), and decreases the likelihood to release 2 and 3
by 30% (“ _R2”) and 18% (“ _R3”), respectively.

1 {R3C}
2 {R1C,R3C}

3 {R1R,R3C}

5 {R1R,R1C,R3C}

7 {R1R,R2R,
R1C,R3C}

8 {R3R,R1C,
R2C,R3C}

4 {R2R,R3C}

6 {R1R,R2R,R3C}

16 {AC,R1R,
R3R,R3C}

17,18 {RCC,R3R,
R1C,R3C}

Legends:
AU: AverageUrgency(fi) AV: AverageValue(fi) AC: AverageComp(fi)

5

Analysis and Interpretation of Results

RCU: RelConfUrgency(fi) RCV: RelConfValue(fi) RCC: RelConfComp(fi)

In this section, we analyze the two lattices generated in
Section 4.3 from three perspectives: similarity of patterns,
importance of input attributes, and sensitivity of outputs.

R1R: Res1UtiRatio(fi)

R2R: Res2UtiRatio(fi) R3R: Res3UtiRatio(fi)

R1C: Res1Criticality(fi)

R2C: Res2Criticality(fi) R3C: Res3Criticality(fi)

Figure 2: Transition of patterns (concept lattice #1)
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This part of the results provides the ReleasePlanner® users
with the explanations by identifying a subset of all the
defined inputs that play the most significant impacts on
the tool when it generates solutions.

Regarding the similarities shared among all the 1085 data
used for the analysis, all these data are the same in terms
of their values on the input R3C (Res3Criticality(fi)), as
illustrated through the most general pattern, i.e. pattern #1.
More similarity is discovered from the data #1 to #715
and #869 to #930 because these data points also share the
same value on the input attribute R1C (Res1Criticality(fi)),
besides on R3C. As a result, these data form a more
specific pattern, i.e. pattern #2.

5.3 Sensitivity Level of Outputs to Inputs
The generated concept lattices also check if adding a new
input attribute (“var” part) to the existing patterns
(“context” part) would change the distribution of release.
If the change is significant, this input is likely responsible
for such change, i.e. the output is sensitive to this input.
To observe the sensitivity of the output on each input, the
second concept lattice is used for analysis again. In
particular, we examine six types of how the “var” part
may impact on the distribution of releases:

These results can be interpreted as a type of explanations
on ReleasePlanner® solutions. If, in a solution, the release
assignment of a feature is supported by general pattern(s)
that are supported by a large number of data points, the
users are more likely to accept such result. Otherwise,
they might want to further improve the solution.



5.2 Importance Level of Inputs on Outputs
By examining all the found patterns (“context” part), we
can identify each input attribute’s importance level to the
output attribute, in our case the release. The assumption is
that the higher the number of the occurrence of an input in
the patterns is, the more important this input is in
determining the release value. However, an exception to
this assumption is that this number cannot be as high as
the total number of data used for analysis. The rational for
this exception is given later.



R1/R2/R3 +0.30: increase
distribution of assigning a
and 3, respectively
R1/R2/R3 -0.30: decrease
distribution of assigning a
and 3, respectively

by at least 30% in the
feature fi to release 1, 2,
by at least 30% in the
feature fi to release 1, 2,

For each input, we first count its number of occurrence in
the “var” part of each record. For example, in the record
in Table 3, the input attribute AverageComp(fi) is in the
“var” part with 118 cases supporting the impact of R1
+0.30. Therefore its number of occurrence in this record,
for this type of impact, is 118. Then, by summing up such
numbers for all the records of the same impact type, we
obtain the total number of occurrence of this input. Figure
4 shows this number for each input based on the above
calculation. We assume that the higher this number is, the
more sensitive the output is to this input.

For this purpose, we investigate the second concept lattice
which provides more coverage than the first one on the
patterns inherent in the data. Figure 3 summarizes the
number of occurrence of each input in this concept lattice.
Res3Criticality(fi) appears to be the most important
attribute. It is in all the patterns and has the same value. In
other words, it has no influence at all on the distribution
of release. Res1Criticality(fi) and Res1UtiRatio(fi) are
important attributes which have different values. The least
important ones are AverageComp(fi), AverageUrgency(fi),
and RelConfComp(fi). Other input attributes have medium
level of importance.

# of Occurrence of Each Input Attribute
(as New Input Attribute to Existing Patterns)
R1 +0.30
R2 -0.30

R1 -0.30
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From this figure, RelConfUrgency(fi), Res3UtiRatio(fi)
and AverageComp(fi) have the most significant impacts
on the distribution of release. Specifically, release 1 is
most
sensitive
to
RelConfUrgency(fi)
and
AverageComp(fi) for at least 30% of increased
distribution, and to AverageComp(fi) for at least 30% of

Figure 3: Importance level of each input on the output
(concept lattice #2)
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decreased distribution. Release 2 is most sensitive to
Res3UtiRatio(fi) and AverageComp(fi) for at least 30% of
increased distribution. But they usually have no impact as
R2 -0.30 or R3 ±0.30. On the other hand, Res1UtiRatio(fi),
Res1Criticality(fi), and Res3Criticality(fi) almost never
contribute to any change by at least ±30% in any release.
Although they occur the highest times in the patterns in
Figure 3, their sensitivity levels are not as significant as at
least ±30% and cannot be reflected in Figure 4. The other
input attributes in general have medium level of
sensitivity on the output attribute.

view of explanations on the tool and its solutions.
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Abstract—It has been recently shown that defect predictors built on the combination of log-ﬁltering, InfoGain attribute selection and Naive Bayes learner, outperform rule
based learners. Naive Bayes is a well known statistical technique that assumes the ’independence’ and ’equal importance’ of attributes, which are not true in many problems.
This paper addresses the ’equal importance’ of attributes assumption of Naive Bayes. We show that with simple heuristics, relevant weights can be assigned to attributes according
to their importance which improves defect prediction performance. Furthermore, our proposed heuristics have linear
time computational complexities whereas choosing the optimal subset of attributes requires an exhaustive search in
the attribute space. We compare the weighted Naive Bayes
and the standard Naive Bayes predictors’ performances on
publicly available datasets both from Nasa and various small
and medium enterprises (SMEs) in Turkey. Our results indicate that assigning weights to static code attributes may
increase the prediction performance signiﬁcantly, while removing the need for feature subset selection.
Index Terms—Metrics/Measurement, Complexity measures, Methods for SQA and V&V

I. Introduction
Quality of software is often measured by the number of
defects in the ﬁnal product. Minimizing the number of
defects -maximizing software quality- requires a thorough
testing of the software in question. On the other hand, testing phase requires approximately 50% of the whole project
schedule [1], [2]. This means testing is the most expensive, time and resource consuming phase of the software
development lifecycle. An eﬀective test strategy should
therefore consider minimizing the number of defects while
using resources eﬃciently.
Defect prediction models are helpful tools for software
testing. Accurate estimates of defective modules may yield
decreases in testing times and project managers may beneﬁt from defect predictors in terms of allocating the limited
resources eﬀectively [3].
Defect predictors based on linear regression, discriminant analysis, decision trees, neural networks, Bayesian
networks and Naive Bayes classiﬁcation have been analysed in previous research [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11].
Among these, Naive Bayes is reported to achieve significantly better performances than the other methods [8].
This research is supported in part by Bogazici University research
fund under grant number BAP-06HA104.

Naive Bayes assumes the independence and equal importance of attributes despite the fact that these assumptions
are not true in many cases. Nevertheless, Naive Bayes has
a good reputation for its prediction accuracy [12].
The number of research for relaxing the assumptions of
Naive Bayes has signiﬁcantly increased in recent years.
These research focused on modiﬁcations to break the
conditional independence assumption and weighting attributes [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. All studies reported
results that are generally ’not worse’ than the standard
Naive Bayes, while preserving the simplicity of the model.
For the attributes that are used for constructing predictors, some research prefer ranking the attributes for subset selection [18], [8], and some use a ranking criteria for
attribute weight assignment [16], [19]. In fact, subset selection corresponds to ’hard’ weighting of attributes, i.e.
assigning 0 or 1 for attribute weights.
This paper attempts to tackle the assumption of ”equal
importance of attributes” of Naive Bayes in defect prediction context. Attribute weighting has been explored
to some extent for other problems such as cost estimation. Auer et. al. employs attribute weigthing for analogy based cost estimation [19]. However, they assign random weights to project features and search for the optimal
weigths. Similarly, neural network models for defect prediction have inherent attribute weighting. However, neural
networks are non-deterministic and complex models that
require optimization of the network structure together with
many model parameters. Thus they require relatively large
number of data samples for building a predictor. In practice, usually a limited amount of data is available. Further,
the weights of the neural network model can not be easily
interpreted especially in complex networks.
Furthermore, previous studies employ feature subset selection as a ﬁltering step before learning a model. In brief,
they label the available static code attributes as ’useful’ or
’non-useful’ based on some threshold determined by various attribute selection/ ranking methods. This approach,
subsetting, has three disadvantages:
1. A threshold value should be set carefully either with
extensive experimentation or manually.
2. An attribute labelled as useful is employed as if its
degree of usefulness is the same as the rest of the useful
attributes.
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3. An attribute labelled as non-useful:
(a) may contain useful information, but is discarded by
the threshold value.
(b) may be useful in combination with other attributes,
but the attribute selection/ ranking method discarded it [20].
In this paper we aim at removing these disadvantages
introduced by feature subset selection. For this purpose,
we propose attribute weighting along with several heuristics for determining the degree of importance of static code
attributes. Recent research investigates integrating feature
selection into generic classiﬁcation models [21]. While not
generic, our approach also integrates feature selection into
Naive Bayes [17], [16].
Considering defect prediction, we claim that all static
code attributes do not have equal eﬀect on defect prediction and they should be treated accordingly. Our goal is to
develop a methodology that permits the use of static code
attributes in terms of their relevance to defect prediction.
Menzies et.al. state that: ”how the attributes are used to
build predictors is much more important than which particular attributes are used” [8]. We also focus on how rather
than which.
We reproduce the experiments on NASA datasets by
Menzies et.al in order to construct a baseline for comparison. Furthermore, we include datasets collected from
SME’s, in order to justiﬁy the generalization of our results.
We aim at combining the best practices of the above mentioned studies for constructing robust and accurate defect
predictors. We use a weighted Naive Bayes classiﬁer and
construct heuristics for accurate attribute weight assignment. We propose to treat each attribute based on their
estimated importance and we search for empirical evidence
for the validity of our approach. Our results indicate that
assigning weights to static code attributes may increase
the prediction performance signiﬁcantly, while removing
the need for feature subset selection. Although the complexity of the proposed model is increased, we observe more
stable results.
II. Methods
A. Weighted Naive Bayes (WNB)
Standard Naive Bayes derivation can be obtained by
placing a special form of multivariate normal distribution,
as the likelihood estimate in the Bayes theorem. By special form we mean that the oﬀ-diagonal elements of the
covariance matrix estimate are assumed to be zero, i.e. the
attributes are independent. In this case the multivariate
distribution can be written as the sum of univariate normal distributions of each attribute (See Equation 1). In a
classiﬁcation problem we compute the posterior probabilities P (Ci |x) for each class and choose the one with the
highest posterior. In general the logarithms are used for
computational convenience.
d

1
P (Ci |x) = −
2 j=1

xtj − mij
sj

2

+ log(P̂ (Ci ))

(1)

While assuming the independence of attributes, a
weighting term can be introduced to reﬂect the relative
importances of attributes. Then Weighted Naive Bayes
can be written as in Equation 2 [16], [17].
d

P (Ci |x) = −

1
wj
2 j=1

xtj − mij
sj

2

+ log(P̂ (Ci ))

(2)

Now that we have introduced another parameter, we
should ﬁnd a way of estimating it accurately. For this
purpose we propose 8 heuristics, which are explained in
the next section.
B. Attribute Weight Estimation
We propose 8 heuristics mostly derived from attribute
ranking techniques in order to estimate weights for the
static code attributes. In all heuristics we compute the
rank values for the attributes and then derive weights by
normalizing over the sum of all rank values (See Equation
3). Thus, all weights are scaled to lie in the [0, 1] interval.
A complete list of heuristics used in this research is given
in Table I.
Rank(j)
wj = 
i Rank(i)

(3)

First heuristics is based on the Principal Component
Analysis (PCA), which projects the data points onto orthogonal principal axes such that the variance in each axis
is maximized. We do not directly use PCA for dimensionality reduction. Rather, we claim that attributes with
higher contributions for determining principal components
should have higher weights in the prediction method. In
our proposed heuristic, we use k eigenvalue and eigenvector
pairs that correspond to the 95% of the proportion of the
variance explained. Eigenvalues are written as λ1 , λ2 , .., λk
and eigenvectors are written as eid where i = 1..k, d = 1..D
and D is the number of attributes. Then the weight of
attribute d is estimated as a weighted sum of the corresponding eigenvector elements as given in Equation 4.

λi eid
(4)
wd = 
λi
Among proposed heuristics, GainRatio and InfoGain are
mainly used in decision tree construction to determine the
attributes that best splits the data [22]. Zhang and Sheng
use the GainRatio heuristic for attribute weight assignment [16]. InfoGain is used in other studies for subset selection by ranking attributes [18], [8]. Our goal is to convert
these ranking estimates into attribute weights. For this
purpose we also evaluate OddsRatio, LogProb, ExpProb,
CrossEntropy and Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence.
In defect prediction context, these heuristics correspond
to the following: Given an attribute A,
• KL measures the similarity between the distributions
of defective and nondefective modules. The more
diﬀerent the distributions, the higher the weight attribute A has.
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TABLE I
List of heuristics used in this study.
Heuristic
PCA
Information Gain

Equation
See text

IG(x, A) = Entropy(x) −
a∈A
GR(x, A) =

Gain Ratio
KL Divergence
Odds Ratio
Log Probability
Exponential Probability
Cross Entropy

IG(x,A)
,
SplitInf o(x,A)

|x=a|
Entropy(x
|x|

where SplitInf o(x, A) = −



= a)
|x=a|

a∈A |x|

DKL (x, A) =
p(x = a|pos) log(x = a|neg)
a∈A

p(x=a|pos)(1−p(x=a|neg))
OR(x, A) = log
a∈A (1−p(x=a|pos))p(x=a|neg)

p(x=a|pos)
LP (x, A) = log
a∈A p(x=a|neg)

EP (x, A) = exp ( a∈A p(x = a|pos) − p(x = a|neg))


CE(x, A) =

TABLE II
Datasets
Name

# Attributes

# Modules

DefectRate (%)

CM1

38

505

9

PC1

38

1107

6

PC2

38

5589

0.6

PC3

38

1563

10

PC4

38

1458

12

KC3

38

458

9

KC4

38

125

39

MW1

38

403

9

SQ1

36

113

23

SQ2

26

286

5

SQ3

29

36

22

SQ4

26

1360

6

SQ5

26

1925

3

OddsRatio measures wheter defective modules are
more likely to occur than the nondefective modules.
• LogProb is the logarithm of the ratio of probability of
a module being defective over probability of a module
being nondefective.
• ExpProb is the exponentiation of the diﬀerence of
probability of a module being defective and probability of a module being nondefective.
• CrossEntropy is the average number of bits needed to
diﬀerentiate between the defective and nondefective
module distributions.
Assigning weights with these heuristics takes linear time.
On the other hand, ranking the attributes with these methods and then searching for an optimal subset requires both
an exhaustive search in the attribute space and the evaluation of performance with each candidate subset. We
expect to observe that the attributes that are discarded by
the subset selection methods would have relatively small
weights than the selected attributes.
•

III. Datasets
We have evaluated 13 datasets from diﬀerent project domains. Among these, 8 public datasets are obtained from
NASA MDP Repository [23]. These datasets are accepted
to reﬂect the common industrial software engineering prac-

a∈A

log

|x=a|
|x|

p(x = a|pos) log p(x = a|neg)

tice. However, in order not to restrict the experiments
to datasets from a single company, we have also formed
5 more datasets (i.e. SQ datasets). These are collected
from SME’s in Turkey, which operate in diﬀerent domains.
These entities do not have any certiﬁcation yet for their
software processes, but some of them are in the process of
certiﬁcation and all are among the leading companies in
their corresponding domains.
The projects in the SQ datasets include: embedded software from a leading whitegoods manufacturer, software for
archieving media broadcasts for government audit, application software from a national science council, software
for ﬁnancial applications and telecommunication software.
Sample sizes of the projects vary from 36 to 5589 modules, which enables experiments in a broad spectrum of
project sizes. Each NASA dataset has 38 attributes static
code attributes (See [23], [8]). SQ datasets include 26 to 36
of the static code attributes available in NASA datasets.
In both datasets modules with error counts greater than
zero are assumed to be defective.
IV. Performance Measures
We have used probability of detection (pd) and probability of false alarm (pf) as the performance measures [8].
pd is a measure of accuracy for correctly detecting the defective modules. Therefore, higher pd’s are desired. pf is
a measure for false alarms and it is an error measure for
incorrectly detecting the nondefective modules. pf is desired to have low values. Since we need to optimize two
parameters, pd and pf, a third performance measure called
balance is used to choose the optimal (pd, pf) pairs. balance is deﬁned as the normalized Euclidean distance from
the desired point (0,1) to (pd, pf) in a ROC curve [8].
Zhang and Zhang argue that using (pd,pf) performance
mesures in imbalanced classiﬁcation problems is not practical due to low precisions [24]. On the contrary, Menzies
et.al argues that precision has an unstable nature and it
can be misleading to determine the better predictor [25].
They also give examples of low precision predictors that are
in use in SE industry. We also think that predictors with
high pd rate can be practical even when they have high pf
rate. Especially in mission critical and safety critical systems, detecting defects accurately with the cost of many
false alarms is aﬀordable [25], [26], [27]. Furthermore, we
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believe that this strategy is still more eﬃcient than using
exhaustive testing. Thus, we argue that it would not defeat the purpose of defect prediction as Zhang and Zhang
claims [24].
In addition, we would like to point out that balance performance measure should be used carefully for determining
the best among a set of predictors. Since it is a distance
measure, i.e. the distance of (pd,pf) to the optimal point
(0,1), a speciﬁc balance value deﬁnes a quarter-circle on
the ROC graph with radius of (1 - bal) and with the origin
(0,1). So, predictors with diﬀerent (pd,pf) values can have
the same balance value. This does not necessarily show
that all predictors with the same balance value have the
same practical usage. As mentioned above, domain speciﬁc requirements may lead us to choose a predictor with
a high pd rank although it may also have a high pf rank.
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Fig. 1. Performance measures (pd, pf, bal) for Nasa datasets

V. Experiment Design
SQ1

VI. Results
(pd, pf, bal) results of 100 experiments for NASA and SQ
datasets are plotted in Figure 1 and Figure 2 repectively.
From these ﬁgures, we observe that Infogain(IG), GainRatio(GR) heuristics and standard Naive Bayes with logﬁltering(LNB) outperforms other heuristics. These three
methods show statistically signiﬁcant performances than
others in all datasets. Thus, we only tabulate these three
methods’ mean (pd,pf,bal) values in Table III and Table
IV.
In NASA datasets, overall evaluation yields 5, 6 and
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We have compared the best defect predictor reported so
far (log-ﬁlter, InfoGain attribute selection, standard Naive
Bayes [8]) with the Weighted Naive Bayes classiﬁers constructed by our proposed heuristics on NASA datasets.
Then we have evaluated the weighted Naive Bayes method
on SQ datasets to show the applicability of the model in a
wide range of company proﬁles. The experimental design
follows the framework suggested as a baseline by Menzies
et.al. [8]. We have also reproduced these experiments on
NASA datasets for comparison purposes.
We have applied log-ﬁltering on the datasets before we
trained the predictor [8]. Then, we have used 10-fold crossvalidation in all experiments. That is, datasets are divided
into 10 bins, 9 bins are used for training and 1 bin is used
for testing. Repeating these 10 folds ensures that each bin
is used for training and testing while minimizing the sampling bias. Each holdout experiment is also repeated 10
times and in each repetition the datasets are randomized to
overcome any ordering eﬀect and to achieve reliable statistics. Overall, we have performed 10x10=100 experiments
per heuristic for each dataset and our reported results are
the means of these 100 experiments for each dataset. We
have applied t-test with α = 0.05 in order to determine
the statistical signiﬁcance of mean results. Since t-test assumes normal distribution, analysis can be misleading in
case of skewness. In order to detect any skewness in the
distribution of the results, we also include box-plots. All
implementations are done in MATLAB environment.
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KL

Fig. 2. Performance measures (pd, pf, bal) for SQ datasets

4 wins for InfoGain, GainRatio heuristics and LNB respetively. These results indicate that our proposed approach yields comparable and in some cases better results
than the ones reported on these datasets so far. InfoGain
and GainRatio heuristics achieve higher pd and pf values
compared to LNB. We argue that the projects that require
high reliability should have higher pd values. Since these
datasets have this requirement, InfoGain and GainRatio
based heuristics may be preferred over LNB.
In SQ datasets we observe a decrease in the average of
all performance metrics. This stems from the bad predictions in SQ3 dataset. The results for SQ3 are (pd, pf,
bal) = (32, 20, 50). Excluding SQ3 from the average enhances the results. On the other hand, SQ3 dataset includes only 36 modules whereas the number of attributes
is 30. SQ3 results suggest that defect prediction becomes
a harder task and it lacks the desired performance in small
projects. However, this should be veriﬁed by testing on
additional small projects.
Figure 3 shows the boxplots of 100 balance results for IG,
GR and LNB. The leftmost and the rightmost lines in the
boxes correspond to the 25% and 75% quartiles and the line
in the middle of the box is the median. The notches around
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TABLE III
Results for Nasa

CM1

PC1
LNB
Method

Method

LNB
GR
IG

LNB (%)

pd

pf

bal

pd

pf

bal

CM1

82

39

69

82

41

68

83

32

74

PC1

69

36

66

69

35

67

41

12

57

PC2

66

22

72

66

20

72

70

15

76

PC3

81

37

71

81

37

71

59

15

69

PC4

89

32

76

88

27

79

92

29

78

KC3

85

28

77

78

25

76

47

14

61

KC4

80

34

72

78

33

72

79

32

73

MW1

64

32

66

71

37

67

44

07

60

Avg:
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Fig. 3. Boxplots for Nasa datasets.
TABLE IV
Results for SQ
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This paper presented an application of defect prediction
built on weighted static code attributes. We have used
several heuristics in order to estimate the weights of attributes based on their relative importance. These heuristics have linear computational times. We have evaluated
our approach on Weighted Naive Bayes predictor, which is
an extension of standard Naive Bayes. Our major contri-
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the median correspond to the 95% conﬁdence interval of
the median. We observe that the statistical signiﬁnace of
the means also apply for the medians of the three methods in most cases. We should also note that it is a sign of
skewness if the medians are not centered between 25% and
75% quartiles. In most datasets, we observe such skewness.
The dashed lines in the boxplots indicate 1.5 times of the
interquartile range, i.e. the distance between the 25% and
75% quartiles. Data points outside these lines are considered as outliers. CM1, PC4, KC3 and MW1 datasets
have relatively large number of outliers in this sense. Another observation is that the weighting results are more
stable than standard Naive Bayes. Figure 3 shows that, in
all datasets, the spread of balance values are less than or
equal to that of Naive Bayes.
Figure 4 shows the same plot for SQ datasets. It is
clearly seen that the behavior on SQ3 dataset is diﬀerent
from the others and the results are highly skewed due to
the small number of data samples in this dataset.
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Fig. 4. Boxplots for SQ datasets.

bution in this research is to introduce a novel ”weighted
attributes approach” for defect prediction.
Condidering our motivation about the disadvantages of
subsetting, we have eliminated the need for a threshold
value, thus the most time consuming ’search for the optimal’ step is avoided. All availabe attributes are used
according to their estimated importances based on their
discriminative power for defect prediction i.e. less important attributes are used with lesser weights. While some
attributes seem to have greater importance than others
for defect prediction, we believe in the notion that there
is not a magical set of attributes to achieve the best performance. Moreover, automatic collection of static code
attributes does not cost much. Therefore, we encourage to
collect as many attributes as possible so that the weigthed
scheme choses how they will be used. It would then be
better to use all available attributes rather than explicitly
throwing away a portion of collected data with subsetting.
Our proposed approach performs at least equaivalent
and in some cases better than the currently best defect
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predictor [8]. Although more parameters are introduced
by the weights, the predictions are more stable. Finally, it
has better time complexity and we generalize the results on
both NASA datasets and datasets collected from various
SME’s.
Though some research stated against using static code
attributes [28], [29], our results conﬁrms the foundings of
Menzies et. al.[8]. This shows the applicability of defect
predictors based on static code attributes in a wide range
of companies and projects.
We should note that our datasets include an extreme
case (i.e. SQ3) with too few modules. We can comment
that exceptionally small projects has highly skewed predictions with large variances. This is because there are not
enough data samples to learn a stable theory. A future
direction should be to focus on determining the necessary
number of data samples for stable defect predictors.
From a software practitioner’s point of view, these results are useful for detecting defects before proceeding to
the test phase. In this sense, test resources can be managed more eﬃciently. Additionally, many companies in the
software market develop their standards or make use of the
best practices from industry, to determine the thresholds
for static code attributes in order to guide developers during implementation. Our results indicate that the impact
of changes in static code attributes to the defect rate varies
for diﬀerent attributes. Weights of the model can be interpreted as the attributes’ contribution to the defectiveness
of the modules and can be considered in code reviews.
One research direction is to examine the other assumption of Naive Bayes, which is the ’independence’ of attributes assumption. We have ongoing research to address
this problem by introducing multivariate distributions to
defect predictors in order to model correlations between
attributes.
Another future work is to measure attributes of module
complexities by taking the software structure into account.
Current static code attributes measure the complexites of
modules independently, whereas these modules are not independent of each other. We think that attributes incorporating the communications among modules would lead
better prediction performances.
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interpretation may vary according to the different
concerns people present about the project. Also, external
drivers (such as consumer’s expected delivery date and
budget restrictions) may influence the selection of
“similar” projects, favoring those whose data yield
estimations for the current project within a feasible zone.
Finally, there may be issues regarding which data about a
past project is available, how such projects were
characterized, and how the information was stored.
Diversity on data formats, technology used, programming
language, development team, environment, and so on,
may require adjustments on the available datasets in order
to make them useful for the new project.
In this paper, we propose a simulation based approach
to predict the expected probability distribution for the size
of a software project in a given period, based on
information collected from the project itself. Our
fundamental assumption is that the most similar project to
the one requiring estimation is the project itself. Thus, past
information about the project is probably the best
estimator for its future performance. Version control
systems, like CVS [6] or SubVersion [7], commonly used
in many industrial software projects, provide the required
information. The approach is related to the second project
prediction perspective, since relevant factors collected
from past data are used to predict the future of the
software project. A case study regarding the application of
the approach is presented and its limitations are addressed.
The remaining of this paper is organized in five
sections. Section 2 presents concepts and definitions that
support the collection of information from version control
systems to feed the simulation model. Section 3 presents
the proposed simulation model and how results can be
drawn from it. Section 4 presents a case study where the
proposed approach is applied to a large software project.
Section 5 presents related work. Section 6 addresses some
limitations of the proposed approach and, finally, section
7 draw conclusions and directions for future work.

Abstract. In this paper we present a simulation based
approach to predict the expected probability distribution
that describes the size of a software project in a given
period in the future. Since the simulation strongly
depends on historical information, we propose the
collection of such data from version control systems,
which are well-known and widely used in the industry.
We discuss the information collection process and the
simulation model that is built and executed based on such
data. Finally, we present a case study in which we apply
the proposed approach to estimate the size of a large
software project on a three month time frame, comparing
simulation results with other estimation procedures.
Keywords: software estimation, software economics,
measurement and empirical Software Engineering.

1 Introduction
Size prediction is a hard problem for software projects.
Many are the external and internal forces that can
influence software growth, and the combined effect of
such forces may prove difficult to model. Nevertheless,
estimating future size is paramount as an early warning
sign of missing milestones and the need to negotiate
adjustment to project schedule and cost baseline. By
predicting the size of a software project in the near future,
a manager can identify whether the development team is
productive enough to attain the functionality necessary to
meet the next milestones within the desired time frame.
So, the manager can plan team allocation on maintaining
the software assets that are already constructed and the
new functions to be built.
Two perspectives are usually explored when
researchers propose a software project prediction method:
(a) modeling the project and its influence factors in great
detail, yielding complex simulation models that can be
executed under distinct scenarios to provide insight on the
future of the software project [1] [2] [3]; or (b) selecting a
small group of relevant influence factors, deriving
analytical formulations that explain the attributes under
estimation based on data from past projects, and applying
these equations to estimate the project at hand [4] [5].
While the first perspective demands knowledge about
the software project to build the simulation models, the
second perspective requires a selection criteria by which
past projects are chosen to provide data to estimate the
new one. Usually, this selection criterion is based on
similarity, a subjective and ambiguous term whose

2 Collecting Information from Version Control
Configuration management tools have become well
known and widely accepted by the software industry [8].
The availability of free source tools for version control,
the growth of outsourcing and geographically distributed
development, and the need for larger development teams
drive the use of version control systems in medium and
large software projects.
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time t1 to t2, t1 < t2, while the second calculates the
percentile size change in the period.

Version control systems store every version of relevant
artifacts that compose a software project, thus maintaining
a history of changes done throughout the software lifecycle. Version information, such as comments about the
changes that were made, completion date and developer in
charge, are attached to each version of an artifact. Version
control systems are commonly used to allow navigation
and retrieval of different versions of source code modules,
but research in the field is evolving to allow requirements,
design documents, project plans, and every other
document to be managed by these systems.
Therefore, over the years the central repository of a
version control system becomes a rich source of timerelated information about a software project. After some
development time, the repository is populated and the
information it holds can be used to estimate relevant
attributes for the project. So, instead of relying on “similar
projects”, our approach uses information from the project
itself to support estimation.
Before describing the simulation process that yields the
probability distribution for project size in a given period,
we need to formalize the information structure under the
control of a version control system. A version control
system manages several software project repositories. We
define a software project repository (SPR) as the finite set
of files (Fi) that compose a software project:

diff (Fi, t1, t2) = size (Fi, t2) – size (Fi, t1)
growth (Fi, t1, t2) = diff (Fi, t1, t2) / size (Fi, t1)

The selection of a metric to act as the size function is
not trivial. Lehman suggests counting the number of
source files as a size measure for large software projects
[9], while Godfrey and Tu [10] use lines of source code to
measure size. Moreover, [11] has shown that the number
of source code lines is high correlated to the number of
source files in large software projects and, therefore, these
metrics grow at roughly the same rate. We decided to use
lines of code because most size estimation procedures are
directly related to this measure, such as [4, 5].
Nevertheless, collecting information from version
control systems is a time consuming activity [12] that
must be automated to scale to large projects with many
thousands of files. We have developed a framework,
namely JCVS, which is able to collect information from
version control repositories and store such data to XML
files or database tables. These are easier to query for
project specific information than the poorly structured
textual files that compose the version control repository.
In the proposed approach, our major interest is related to
the number of lines of code in the files’ reviews, but the
framework is capable of retrieving the source code itself
and all the attributes presented in the former formulations.

SPR = {Fi | 1 ≤ i ≤ N}

Each file composing a software project repository is
described by the directory in which it is located and an
ordered set of reviews (Ri). Each review (Ri,j) is described
by a unique identifier, the developer who committed the
review to the central repository, the moment when the
commit operation was executed, a comment describing the
changes, and the resulting source code.

3 The Simulation Model
The historical growth data about the files composing a
software project can be analyzed as a time series, that is, a
set of values observed in successive time intervals.
Converting time series to probability distributions (by
computing the number of times each value is repeated in
the series) is a practical procedure to highlight the series’
descriptive characteristics, such as average value and
variance. Moreover, by analyzing the correlations among
time series, we can describe how they behave together,
that is, how a change in one series is reflected in the other.
We propose the use of Monte Carlo simulation to
estimate the size of a software project in a given period
based on correlated probability distributions derived from
time series collected from the project’s version control
system. Monte Carlo simulation is a sampling technique
that estimates probability distributions for one or more
results, given distributions for a set of parameters. The
simulation process requires: (a) a finite set of parameters
with known probability distributions; (b) a finite set of
results, whose probability distributions will be estimated;
and (c) a model that states how given parameter values
yield a value for each result. Monte Carlo simulation
consists in several cycles, each generating a value for each
parameter (according to its probability distribution),
calculating results according to the rules and relations
prescribed in the model, and annotating these results.
After thousands of such cycles, thousands of values are

Fi = (directory, Ri)
Ri = {Ri,j | 1 ≤ j ≤ M}  Ri,j.time < Ri,k.time,  j < k
Ri,j = (id, developer, time, comment, code)

Based on such definitions, we define the size function,
which represents the size of a given file review. The
function maps a concept from the space defined by the
reviews of a given file to the space of natural numbers,
where size is defined.
size (Ri,j): Ri  N

We also define the current operator, which returns the
last review committed in a given moment for a given file.
It allows us to define the size function against time,
measuring the size of the current review in that moment.
current (Fi, t) = Ri,j
Ri,j.time ≤ t, Ri,j  Fi
not  Ri,k: Ri,j.time < Ri,k.time ≤ t,  1 ≤ k ≤ M
size (Fi, t) = size (current (Fi, t))

Finally, we define the diff and growth operators. The
first calculates the nominal size change observed from
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size function is defined below. The definition for the diff
and growth operators is straightforward.

annotated for each result and their probability distribution
can be derived from these values. Monte Carlo simulation
is popular because it allows parameters to be described by
any type of probability distribution (such as the normal or
beta distributions) and model development does not
require specific knowledge on statistics or how to apply
operations upon probability distributions.
In our proposed estimation method, the parameters are
parts of the software project, being characterized by
probability distributions estimated from growth time
series extracted from version control systems; the single
result is the observed growth of the project; and the model
prescribes that the growth of the project is equal to the
sum of the nominal growth of its parts divided by project
size. So, the definition for both parameters and model
depends on how the project is broken into parts. Two
restrictions apply to this decomposition: (i) it must be
possible to collect growth time series for each part from
version control systems; and (ii) high correlated time
series must be grouped and treated as a single part1.
The first restriction allows two decomposition strategies:
to take each file composing the project as a part or to take
selected groups of files as a part. However, the second
restriction eliminates the first strategy, since for large
projects there would be thousands of composing files. In
such a situation, there is a large probability that there will
be any two files, Fi and Fj, so that changes to Fi will be
coincident to changes to Fj over time. This results in high
correlation among these time series, breaking the second
restriction. Thus, the remaining option is to divide the
project into file groups and treat each group as a part.
In the context of the proposed method, we define a
component as a group of files that are logically related to
each other in a project (for instance, they represent distinct
design aspects for the same concept or process). The
project must be divided into a set of complementary
components (Ck). We suggest using of the project’s
directory structure as a starting point for the division,
refining it according to the distribution of project features
among the source code distribution units (for instance,
packages in an UML model). The final set of components
must be so that each and every file in the repository
pertains to one and only one component.

N

size(Ck , t )   size( Fi , t )

After dividing the project into components, we collect a
growth time series about each component from the version
control system. These growth time series are calculated by
applying the following process: (a) build a time series for
the size of each project file, collecting these data directly
from the version control system, as presented in section 2;
(b) sum up the time series for the files that compose each
component, yielding a time series for the size of each
component; (c) apply the growth operator in a weekly
basis over each component size time series, resulting in a
weekly growth time series for each component.
The weekly basis was selected since we expect that our
approach will be used in medium or large size projects,
where development time is measured in months or years.
Using a monthly basis would leave few data points to
build the component’s probability distribution, while a
day seems too small a period to measure changes in
components’ sizes. Further investigation is required to
determine if the weekly basis can be generalized to any
project, independent of its size or any other characteristic.
Next, the growth time series for each component must
be analyzed to identify and eliminate outlier points. Such
outliers are common in software development, and they
are discernible as ripples in the growth time series as files
are reused into the component (upward ripple), files are
transferred to another component (downward ripple),
developers delay the commitment of large changes to the
central repository (upward ripple), or third-party code is
put under version control (upward ripple). We observed
that such ripples are more common early in the project
life-cycle or during the transition phase of a service
acquisition (such as third-party development). Since they
do not represent the expected behavior for the project,
these outliers must be eliminated before simulation.
Each weekly growth time series is then converted to a
probability distribution that describes the component in
the simulation process. Correlations among these time
series are calculated and organized in a symmetric matrix
where each row and column represents a component and
each cell conveys the correlation among the components
in its row and column. After sampling a growth value for
each component in a simulation cycle, such values are
applied to the correlation matrix in order to represent the
joint behavior of growth in components. Thus, we have a
set of correlated parameter values.
The simulation process also depends on the estimation
period, that is, the number of intervals after a given date
on which project size will be estimated. As data collection
is established in a weekly basis, the estimation period ( )
is also expressed in weeks. Each simulation cycle samples
correlated parameter values times, yielding random
weekly growths for each component (Gt). The size of the
component after the estimation period is given by:

SPR = {Ck | 1 ≤ k ≤ Z}
Ck = {Fi | 1 ≤ i ≤ N}
  Fi  SPR   Ck: Fi  Ck, 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ Z
  Fi  SPR, Fi  Ck  not  Cl: Fi  Cl,
1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ k, l ≤ Z; l ≠ k

Given these definitions, we can define the size function
and the diff and growth operators for components. The

1

 Fi  Ck, 1 ≤ i ≤ N

i 1

When using Monte Carlo sampling with correlated time series,
their correlations are organized in a symmetric matrix that
must be positive defined. This property cannot be observed if
two or more series present high correlation.
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)  size(Ck , T )

size(Ck , T

Next, we created the growth time series for the
components, as presented in Section 3. By visually
inspecting these time series, we observed some outliers
and proceeded with an investigation with the system
architect to understand whether these outliers were valid
values that should be accounted for in the simulation or
there were reasons for these large growth variations that
should not repeat in the future. Therefore, we conducted a
qualitative outlier elimination based on information
gathered through interviews with the project architect,
instead of a model based, quantitative outlier elimination
procedure. This investigation revealed important issues
about project components:

(1 Gt )
t 1

After simulating each component size weeks ahead,
project size is estimated by summing up the sizes of its
components. So, each simulation cycle yields an estimated
project size and an estimated size for each component. By
executing thousands of cycles, the proposed approach
yields a probability distribution for project size and a
probability distribution for each component’s size.

4 Case Study
This section describes the application of the proposed
approach to a large scale system. The system is used by
financial institutions and financial departments of nonfinancial companies to identify, analyze, and manage
investments in market, over-the-counter, and hedge assets.
It is under development since early 2005, with an average
team of ten developers, using object-oriented and software
component technologies. The software is developed using
an incremental process and is currently composed of about
500 KLOC distributed along 1,931 source code files.
In this case study we were interested in addressing the
ability of the proposed approach to estimate project size in
the future, comparing the estimated size to the observed
growth. We had version control data for the project since
February, 2005 to September, 2007. We designed the case
study so that such data was separated into two samples:
data from February, 2005 to June, 2007 was used to
parameterize the simulation model, while data from July,
2007 to September, 2007 was used as a test sample, being
compared to results achieved from simulation.
Based on an assessment of its directory structure and a
meeting with the system architect, the software project
was decomposed into fifteen components. Six of these are
under development since the project started (February,
2005), five others were started a year later (February,
2006), and the last four components were started about a
year and a half after development was commenced
(November, 2006). Though some components had version
control data available since February, 2005, we decided to
collect information only for the period when all
components were under development (that is, from
November, 2006 to September, 2007). This allowed us 34
weeks of sample data and 12 weeks of test data. Also, this
period would better reflect the actual productivity, since
the development team was smaller in the early stages of
the project life-cycle. Table 1 presents the size (in KLOC)
of each component after the 34 weeks of sample data (first
row) and after the 12 weeks of test data (second row).

The six components built from February, 2005 (aux,
sass, sinf, sdec, svar, and scfr) were developed by
reusing code from a previous version of the same
system. So, their early development stages show high
growth (thousands of KLOC added in a single week),
which was not compatible with the effort dedicated to
the components and could only be related to the
inclusion of reused code. Therefore, data from the
early development stages should be suppressed from
the analysis. This was not an issue to the current case
study (which used information from November, 2006
on), but was recorded as a lesson learned for field
data collection;
Two components (srep and irep) were developed by
an external company, being integrated to the project’s
version control system later in their development
process. So, the time series for these components
present large ripples as new code is integrated
monthly (due to a staged delivery schedule), instead
of a smoother daily integration. Moreover, the
maintenance of these components was transferred to
the company within the test data period. So, the large
growth ripples ceased and a moderate growth
behavior was observed. This could not be projected
by the components’ time series, since they reflected a
third-party development period. We decided to
estimate project size without these components, thus
eliminating their series from analysis;
A component (aux) presented a “ladder style” time
series: a week presenting high growth was followed
by several weeks without development (that is,
growth very close to zero). By enquiring the architect
about this component, we discovered that it was
composed by utilities classes, many of them reused
from previous projects. The reuse of previous code
justified the “ladder-effect” in the time series, as
complete, quality code from other projects was
injected into the version control repository. We
decided to keep the component under analysis,
eliminating a single very large ripple that made the
component’s size double in a single week.

Table 1 - Component sizes after the sample and test data periods
aux
21,7
24,9

sdbb
45,0
48,1

sass
51,7
51,8

sinf
53,7
54,5

srep
6,1
14,0

sdec
23,8
28,2

svar
28,0
33,7

idbb
24,5
25,8

iass
19,5
19,8

iinf
47,3
53,1

irep
10,3
12,4

idec
20,7
22,5

ivar
50,8
57,5

icfr
13,2
13,2

scfr
20,7
21,3

After removing the outliers from the time series, we
generated their probability distributions and calculated
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17% to 20%. Thus, correlations among component growth
time series play a fundamental role to estimation, which is
not captured by analyzing the single system growth path.
Analyzing the distribution for component sizes, we
observed that svar presented higher growth than expected
from past information, idbb presented lower growth, and
idec presented less growth variations than observed in the
time series. Questioning the architect about such results,
we were informed that new features were recently added
to the svar component (leading to higher growth than
expected), and that sample data captured a phase in which
new features were implemented in idbb, complementing
features that were earlier implemented in the sdbb
component (thus, test data represented an stabilization
period for such component, presenting lower growth).
Finally, the architect could not explain the large variability
in the idec component in recent, test data.
Thus, analysis results provide indications that the
proposed method may be useful to address project size in
the future. Moreover, analysis indicates that it can elicit
relevant questions about project component’s evolution,
useful to register project history and to predict future
behavior for the software project.

their correlation matrix. The multivariate distribution was
submitted to the simulation process, yielding future size
distributions for each component. The distributions after
10,000 simulations are available at the URL http://www.
uniriotec.br/~marcio.barros/seke2008/ index.html.
Figure 1 presents the probability distribution for project
size 12 weeks after the sample data period, related
statistical information, and a comparison to the observed
size. The final project size (vertical line at 454.5 KLOC,
excluding the srep and irep components) is within the
boundaries of the probability distribution and close to the
region determined by its first standard deviation from the
average (469.7 to 510.1 KLOC).

5 Related Work

Information
Observed Size
Std Deviation
1st Quartile

KLOC
454,5
20,2
465,5

Information
Estimated Size
Median
3rd Quartile

The most typical approaches for using version control data
to provide insight upon a software project are based on
visualization. Many approaches, such as the Seesoft tool
[13], the Aspect Browser [14], and Augur [15], allow the
visualization of dependencies among changes to a
software project. Such tools usually summarize project
information in line lengths and/or color codes, allowing
thousands of data elements to be presented simultaneously
on a screen. However, these tools are not yet able to draw
conclusions from the data, leaving this task to the analyst.
Monte Carlo simulation has been used to draw the
evolutionary path of specific uncertainties in software
projects. Grey [16] and Hullet [17] present simulation
methods to estimate project schedule and cost baseline. In
[2], we see the use of Monte Carlo sampling to model
uncertain results of a system dynamics model, according
to probability distributions associated to its parameters.
To the best knowledge of the author, there is no attempt
to use size information from version control systems to
predict the future size of software projects. However, in a
recent paper Kitchenham et al [18] addressed the benefits
of using in-company estimation methods (that is,
estimation models based on information from previous
projects developed by the same company) instead of using
cross-company methods. It was observed that, in some
companies, in-company methods performed better than
cross-company models, thus enforcing that in-project data
may be useful for estimation.

KLOC
489,9
487,3
511,8

Figure 1 - Probability distribution for future project size and
related statistics

We compared this result with a projection of system
size after 12 weeks using the growth of the whole system
as a single time series. Over the 34 sample data points, the
average growth for the whole system was about -0.91%,
which yields an expected size of 376.8 KLOC after the 12
weeks of test data. Thus, the error between the simulation
based estimation and the real system size after the test
period was about 7%, while a projection of system size
over the same period based on a single system growth
time series would generate an error rate of about 17%.
We also compared simulation results to estimation
based on exponential weighting the growth time series for
the whole system, a usual estimation procedure in time
series analysis. Exponential weighting uses a polynomial
based on a factor (λ) by which observations are weighted.
The polynomial is built so that recent observations have
more weight than older observations. The estimated
system growth (EG) is calculated as shown below.
EG = (Gt + λ.Gt-1 + … + λN.Gt-N) / (1 + λ + … + λN)

6 Limitations of the Proposed Approach

 Gt-K: observed system growth on time t-K

Due to the nature of the information used to describe
the parameters of the simulation process, the proposed

By varying the lambda factor from 100% to 70%, we
observed that estimation error for system size grows from
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approach has some limitations. First, it is tightly related to
the coding activity, since version control systems are
usually used during such activity. However, we see
growing interest on using such systems before coding, to
store and evolve specifications, design diagrams, and
other artifacts created during project development. As
research in this direction unfolds, we probably will be able
to use other artifacts to support estimation.
Second, the approach cannot estimate project size early
in the life-cycle, since there must be “past information”
upon the project. We suggest that analogy estimation,
based on similar projects from the past, might be used to
provide a first estimation for the project. This estimation
can be refined as project information is made available in
version control systems. The combination of analogy and
project-based estimation strategies requires investigation
and is a future perspective for our research.
We also believe that the usefulness of the proposed
approach may vary according to the usage of different
project life-cycle models. Project-based estimation is
probably more useful when development is carried on
using an incremental or spiral life-cycle model, in contrast
to a waterfall life-cycle model, since the coding activity
(and generation of version control information) starts
earlier in the former models.
Other important aspect of the proposed method is that
estimation is solely based on the production of source
code lines. Though it may seem that many factors that
influence the growth of a software project are overlooked,
the method assumes that recent history will repeat itself in
the near future. Thus, the same factors that affected recent
production of source code lines will play their role again,
affecting production in the estimation time horizon. So,
we rely on a single relevant productivity indicator,
assuming that it captures the influence of other factors.
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7. Conclusions and Future Perspectives
This paper presented a simulation process to estimate the
size of a software project in a given time horizon,
according to information collected from the project’s
version control system. The project is divided into
components, component size changes in the past are
calculated from version control data, probability
distributions are drawn to describe component growth
dynamics, and Monte Carlo simulation is used to estimate
the joint effect of these distributions upon project size.
Further investigation is being conducted to assess the
usefulness of the approach under distinct development
models. We intend to evaluate it under agile development,
process-oriented organizations, and distinct life-cycle
models. We also intend to provide better procedures for
the component division and outlier elimination stages of
the proposed approach. Moreover, since Monte Carlo
simulation is computer intensive, we can study version
control information on the perspective of time series
models, such as auto-regressive (AR), moving average
(MA) and integrated models (ARIMA).
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OTSO and its case studies in [6][7]. Also there are
requirement engineering based methods for COTS
evaluation and selection, as introduced in [8][9]. These
existing works mainly focus on systematic selection
process, selection criteria definition technique, functional
and non-functional requirement based selection, and
decision making techniques. However, they rarely
consider the potential development effort for developing
the new software, leveraging a given set of candidate
reusable components. The lack of careful consideration of
reuse-based development effort may cause inappropriate
selection of reusable components, which increases the
possibility of higher cost and longer development
lifecycle and counteracts the benefit of reuse.
In this paper, we present AREA (Asset Reuse
Econometric Analysis), a method that enables systematic
evaluation of the development effort for each candidate
reuse approach based on alternative reusable components
selection. The core components of the method include a
process guiding the evaluation and an algorithm for
calculating the effort based on analyzing the use case gap
between to-be developed new software and selected
reusable components. A proof-of-concept implementation
is built for AREA and is currently being piloted with
solution development teams working at IBM’s Global
Business Solutions Center (GBSC), from whom
preliminary feedback has been acquired.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the AREA process and algorithm.
Section 3 introduces a web-based AREA support tool. We
report the pilot of AREA in section 4. In section 5, we
conclude and propose some future works.

Abstract
Reuse-based development effort is an important factor to
be considered when selecting appropriate reusable
components. However, it’s rarely considered very
seriously in current practice, as current methods for
estimation of reuse development effort rely heavily on
personal experience and different developers may provide
very diverse estimates. In this paper, we propose a
method - AREA (Asset Reuse Econometric Analysis) that
enables systematic evaluation of development effort for a
new software based on consideration of alternative
reusable components. The core components of the method
are a process guiding the evaluation and an algorithm for
calculating the effort based on use case gap analysis
between to-be developed new software and selected
reusable components. A proof-of-concept implementation
of AREA is introduced and the feedback acquired through
its pilot with a solution development team in IBM’s
Global Business Solutions Center (GBSC) is presented.

Keywords: software reuse, reusable component
selection, development effort estimation, use case gap
1. Introduction
Software applications are playing an increasingly critical
role in supporting daily business, and there is widespread
need for high quality software applications to be delivered
in very tight time schedule. Software reuse has been
considered a promising way for improving the quality and
productivity of software development via leveraging
validated reusable software components [1][2].
Among the issues and problems associated with software
reuse, the selection of suitable reusable components from
numerous candidates is a critical one [3]. The challenge
is to achieve appropriate balance among multiple
concerns: functional requirements, non-functional
requirements, technical compatibility, financial issues,
and so on. An overall reusable component selection
process and some general criteria for assessing the
suitability of potential reusable components are presented
in [4]. A strategy for managing risks in the components
selection is proposed in [5]. Kontio et. al present their
COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) selection method –

2. AREA Method
In this section, we will first describe the conditions on
which AREA is intended to be applied. Then, the overall
AREA process and the core use case gap-based
development effort calculation algorithm are presented.
Finally, we will give an illustrative example for better
understanding of the method.

2.1. Assumptions
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In present reuse practice, various public or private
reusable component repositories [10][11] are set up to
accommodate reusable component information and
software developers search and/or retrieve reusable
components for reuse based software development. To
apply the AREA method, we assume that for each
reusable component registered in the repository, the
following affiliated artifacts can be found: its use cases,
its implementation work products, the traceability
between use case and work products providing
information on which work products realize which use
cases.

While generating the reuse approach, some factors are
usually considered by software developers, including the
to-be developed software’s architecture design, the to-be
developed software’s technical constraints, and the
interface compatibility of reusable components selected
for this approach, etc. It’s rare that a resulting reuse
approach can exactly match the requirements of the to-be
developed software. As a result, once we take one
approach, further efforts are required to supplement new
functions, to transform existing un-matched functions,
and to remove unwanted functions, and the effort size
depends on the degree of function added, transformed or
deleted. In order to calculate the development effort, we
need to clearly specify the gap between requirements of
the to-be developed software and the existing functions of
the individual components considered for reuse. As use
case [12] has been widely adopted as an effective way to
specify software functions, AREA recommends
specifying the requirement gap with use case gap metrics.
Use Case Points (UCP) estimation method estimates
software development effort based on external use cases
specifying the software’s functional requirements [13].
UCP method assumes that all use cases are to be
developed from scratch. Use case points are assigned
according to use case and actor’s complexity and adjusted
by a set of technical factors and environment factors. The
final effort estimation is calculated by multiplying UCP
by a statistical parameter PHperUCP (Person Hours per
UCP). Experiments [14][15] reveals that this method is
more accurate than expert estimation in industrial trials.
Our work differs from this in that we estimate the
development effort based on use case gap between to-be
developed software and reusable components, instead of
use case of the to-be developed software.
Table 1 provides a non-exhaustive list of the basic use
case gap metrics.

2.2. The AREA Process
Figure 1 describes the overall AREA process. There are
four major steps in the process: searching reusable
components, generating reuse approaches, calculating
development effort for each reuse approach, and
comparing all the reuse approaches considering their
development effort.

Table 1: Basic Use Case Gap Metrics

Object
Figure 1: Overall AREA Process

First given the to-be developed new software, software
developers search a reusable component repository for
candidate reusable components that fully or partially
realize the whole or partial requirement of the to-be
developed software. For example, we might find three
candidate reusable components for required function “xml
parser written in java” and five candidate reusable
components for requirement “logging”.
In the second step, based on the search result, software
developers can generate multiple reuse approaches. For
example, in approach one, candidate reusable components
a, b and c will be reused, while in approach two,
candidate reusable components a, e, and f will be reused.

Actor

Event
Flow

Extensio
n Point
(EP)
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Metric Definition
(Weighted) Number of as-is actors
(Weighted) Number of new actors
(Weighted) Number of unwanted
(Weighted)
Number
of
to-be
transformed actors
(Weighted) Number of as-is flows
(Weighted) Number of new flows
(Weighted) Number of unwanted flows
(Weighted)
Number
of
to-be
transformed flows
(Weighted) Number of as-is EPs
(Weighted) Number of new EPs
(Weighted) Number of unwanted EPs
(Weighted)
Number
of
to-be

For the effort of T_UCi whose Set_of_R_UCi is not
empty, we will calculate it based on the historical
development effort of the implementation work products
it reuses. Suppose the gap between T_UCi and
Set_of_R_UCi is denoted by PAi, PNi, PTi, and PDi. More
the
percentage
of
specifically,
PAi denotes
Set_of_R_UCi’s actors/event flows/extension points that
have the same counterpart from use case(s) in T_UCi. PNi
denotes the ratio of new actors/event flows/extensions
points in T_UCi to the total actors/event flows/extensions
points in Set_of_R_UCi. PTi denotes the percentage of
Set_of_R_UCi’s actor/event flow/extension point that has
similar but not equal counterpart from use case(s) in
T_UCi. PDi denotes the percentage of Set_of_R_UCi’s
actor/event flow/extension point that has neither similar
nor equal counterpart from use case(s) in T_UCi.
The effort calculation for this kind of T_UCi is defined by
formula 4. Here, we make an assumption that reusing asis from reusable components needs no effort.
Formula 4:
Effort of T_UCi = (PTi * TFi + PNi + PDi * DFi) *  Effort
of WPj_UCi, where |Set_of_R_UCi| > 0;
TFi (Transformation Factor) is a number denoting the
ratio of transformation difficulty to new development
difficulty. For instance, a TFi value 0.5 means that for use
case T_UCi, developing from scratch is twice as hard as
transforming based on existing implementation work
products. Similarly, DFi (Deletion Factor) is a number to
denote the ratio of deletion difficulty to new development
difficulty.

For a given use case of the to-be developed software,
there are three scenarios when identifying reusable
components. The first case is that it represents totally
new functions and cannot find any similar reusable
component use case. The second case is that there is one
reusable component use case representing similar
functions as it does. The third case is that there are
multiple reusable component use cases which together
provide similar functionality.
Based on the clearly specified use case gap, we will
leverage the size and effort information of the reusable
components selected in current reuse approach to
calculate the potential development effort for the to-be
developed new software taking this approach. Our
ultimate purpose is not to provide a very precise
estimation on the development effort for resource and
schedule planning, but to provide software developers
with an additional effort related dimension for reuse
approach tradeoff. The effort calculation approach is
detailed in the following section

2.3. The Effort Calculation Algorithm
For the convenience of algorithm presentation, we first
define some notation as follows:
- The reusable components selected by current reuse
approach are denoted as C1, C2, …, Ck
- The use cases of the to-be developed new software
are denoted as T_UC1, T_UC2, …, T_UCn
- The use cases of a reusable component Ci are
denoted as R_UCi1, R_UCi2, …, R_UCim
- The reuse relationship between to-be developed
software use case and reusable component use case(s)
is denoted as (T_UCi, Set_of_R_UCi).
- The implementation work products related to a
reusable component use case set Set_of_R_UCi are
denoted as WP1_UCi, WP2_UCi, …
Considering the three scenarios about the similarity
between T_UC and R_UC introduced in previous section,
there may be none, one, or multiple reusable component
use cases in Set_of_R_UCi. The development effort E for
new software consists of the effort Enew for realizing those
use cases without leveraging any reusable components
and the effort Ereuse for realizing those use cases
leveraging reusable components.
Formula 1:
E = Enew + Ereuse
Formula 2:
Enew =  Effort of T_UCi, where |Set_of_R_UCi| = 0;
Formula 3:
Ereuse =  Effort of T_UCi, where |Set_of_R_UCi| > 0;

2.4. An Illustrative Example
In this section, we will use an example to demonstrate the
AREA process and calculation algorithm.
* Search Reusable Components
Suppose the to-be developed software S has three use
cases: T_UC1, T_UC2, T_UC3. The candidate reusable
components obtained from repository are C1 (with one use
case R_UC11), C2 (with two use cases R_UC21 and
R_UC22) , C3 (with two use cases R_UC31 and R_UC32)
and C4 (with one use case R_UC41). The use case
similarity relationship between the new software S and C1,
C2, C3, C4 are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Use Case Similarity Relationship

Use Case
R_UC11
R_UC21
C2
R_UC22
R_UC31
C3
R_UC32
C4 R_UC41
C1

For the effort of T_UCi whose Set_of_R_UCi is empty,
we still need software developers to manually input a
development effort as there is no baseline for reference.
Summing these effort values comes to Enew.
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T_UC1
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

T_UC2
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

T_UC3
No
No
Yes
No
No
No

Also, software developers can get the historical
development efforts of implementation work products
realizing C1, C2, and C3 from repository, as listed in
Table 3.

(5) E = Enew + Ereuse
= 0 + 34.4PHs
= 34.4PHs

Table 3: Historical Work Product Development Effort

Use Case

Work
Product
WP11
C1 R_UC11
R_UC21
WP21
C2
WP22
R_UC22
R_UC31
WP31
C3
WP32
R_UC32
WP41
C4 R_UC41
(* PHs means PersonHours)

* Development Effort Calculation for Reuse Approach 2
As in reuse approach 2, C3 and C4 will be reused by S, the
software developers compare the use cases of S and those
of C3 and C4. They get the values for use case gap metrics,
as listed in table 5.

Development
Effort
20PHs (*)
45PHs
30PHs
30PHs
20PHs
25PHs

Table 5: Use Case Gap for Reuse Approach 2

PA
PN
PT
PD
(T_UC1, {R_UC31, 50% 20% 40% 10%
R_UC32})
(T_UC2, {R_UC41}) 80% 10% 20%
0
(T_UC3, {})
/
/
/
/
Suppose the transformation factors TF1 = TF2 = 0.6 and
DF1 = DF2 = 0.4, then the calculation steps for reuse
approach 2’s development effort is:
(1) Effort of T_UC1
= (PT1 * TF1 + PN1 + PD1 * DF1) *  Effort of WPj_UC1
= (40% * 0.6 + 20% + 10% * 0.4) * (30+20)
= 24 PHs

* Generate Reuse Approaches
Based on the preliminary analysis on above search results,
software developers generate two alternative reuse
approaches. For the first approach, C1 and C2 are reused.
For the second approach, C3 and C4 are reused.
* Development Effort Calculation for Reuse Approach 1
As in reuse approach 1, C1 and C2 will be reused by S, the
software developers compare the use cases of S and those
of C1 and C2. They get the values for use case gap metrics,
as listed in table 4.

(2) Effort of T_UC2
= (PT2 * TF2 + PN2 + PD2 * DF2) *  Effort of WPj_UC2
= (20% * 0.6 + 10% + 0 * 0.4) * (25)
= 5.5 PHs

Table 4: Use Case Gap for Reuse Approach 1

PA
PN
PT
PD
(T_UC1, {R_UC11}) 60% 20% 20% 20%
(T_UC2, {R_UC21}) 70% 30% 30%
0
(T_UC3, {R_UC22}) 90% 10% 10%
0
Suppose the transformation factor TF1 = TF2 = TF3 = 0.6
and deletion factor DF1 = DF2 = DF3 = 0.4, then the
calculation steps for reuse approach 1’s development
effort is:
(1) Effort of T_UC1
= (PT1 * TF1 + PN1 + PD1 * DF1) *  Effort of WPj_UC1
= (20% * 0.6 + 20% + 20% * 0.4) * (20)
= 8 PHs

(3) Ereuse
= Effort of T_UC1 + Effort of T_UC2
= 24PHs + 5.5 PHs = 29.5 PHs
(4) Enew = Effort of T_UC3 = 15 PHs, as estimated
manually by software developers
(5) E = Enew + Ereuse
= 15 PHs + 29.5 PHs
= 44.5PHs
* Compare between Reuse Approach 1 and 2
With the development effort calculation results gotten in
previous steps, software developers can learn that reusing
C1 and C2 for S will save 44.5 – 34.4 = 10.1 PHs effort
than reusing C3 and C4. Although it’s not the determinant
factor for developers to select reuse approach 1, software
developers can combine this factor with others (like the
price for getting reusable components for each approaches,
how developers skill availability for different approaches,
and so on), to support more precise decision making.

(2) Effort of T_UC2
= (PT2 * TF2 + PN2 + PD2 * DF2) *  Effort of WPj_UC2
= (30% * 0.6 + 30% + 0 * 0.4) * (45)
= 21.6 PHs
(3) Effort of T_UC3
= (PT3 * TF3 + PN3 + PD3 * DF3) *  Effort of WPj_UC3
= (10% * 0.6 + 10% + 0 * 0.4) * (30)
= 4.8 PHs

3. Proof of Concept Implementation

(4) Ereuse
= Effort of T_UC1 + Effort of T_UC2 + Effort of T_UC3
= 8PHs + 21.6 PHs + 4.8 PHs = 34.4 PHs

3.1. High Level Architecture
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As depicted by Figure 2, major components of the AREA
support tool fall into four layers. Components in the
representation layer provide software developers with the
integrated interface for login, reuse approach design,
candidate reuse approach tradeoff, and so on. This layer
is implemented with JSP (JavaServer Pages)[16] and
Struts[17], both widely available technologies.
Components in the application layer provide core
functions, including user management, project
management, alternative reuse approach management and
estimation management. We use SCA (Service
Component Architecture)[18] to implement the
components in application layer.
Components in the data access layer provide convenient
and stable database access interfaces for application layer
components. iBatis[19] is used for the data access
components implementation.
The repository implemented with DB2 provides persistent
storage for user information, work product metrics,
software project profiles, reuse approaches, etc.

Figure 3: Specifying Use Case Gap

As prerequisite tasks are performed and completed,
individuals assigned to dependent tasks would be notified
that their tasks can and should be commenced. When the
analytical tasks are completed, all the software developers
can review the development effort calculation report and
start reuse approach evaluation.

3.3. Dashboard
The tool provides an estimation effort dashboard to the
software developers. The dashboard presents the
components in each reuse approaches, the use case
similarity relationship between new software use cases
and reusable component use cases, the detail information
about use case gap, the process and result of development
effort calculation. Then, software developers can drill
down into the details behind the effort result and
understand the effort in a scientific way.

4. Pilot and feedback
Figure 2: AREA Tool Architecture

Version 1.0 of the AREA tool is currently being piloted
with solution development team working at IBM’s Global
Business Solutions Center (GBSC). The GBSC
developers who use AREA tool comment that: in their
previous reuse-based development practice, development
effort estimation is not typically considered when
selecting reusable components, as manual estimation of
the development effort relies heavily on personal
experience and different developers may give very
different estimation. With the AREA tool and its backend
method, the development effort calculation for candidate
reuse approaches becomes more scientific and it’s easier
for them to come to an agreement on the result as the
calculation process is explicit to all.
Also, the feedback from the pilot users drives new
requirements for further method enhancement and tool
development, which includes:
1) To extend the AREA method for considering Nonfunctional requirement gap between new software and
reusable components while calculating the development
effort.
2) To integrate the AREA tool with Rational Software
Architect so that use cases, implementation work products,

3.2. Workflow
The architecture is designed to allow these functional
components and tools to be accessed in the context of a
collaborative workflow. Typically, a workflow would be
started whenever new software is proposed for
development. A project would be started to analyze the
development effort for candidate reuse approaches. First a
leading software developer would start a project for the
to-be analyzed software, and assign other developers to
work on the analysis using the Role assignment wizard.
From that point, the leading software developer can
monitor the project progress. The software developers
assigned to different roles would perform the profiling
and analytic tasks as prescribed in their role assignments.
Figure 3 shows the screenshot for use case gap specifying
task.
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and the traceability between them can be viewed in the
native environment.
3) To allow customizable calculation for use gap PA, PN,
PT, and PD based on basic use case actor, flow and
extension point gap metrics.
4) To provide more intuitive and interactive reporting.

5. Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we present the AREA method, which
enables systematic evaluation of development effort based
on alternative reusable components selection. The core
components of the method are a process guiding the
evaluation and an algorithm for calculating the effort
based on use case gap analysis between to-be developed
new software and selected reusable components. A proofof-concept implementation of AREA is built and being
piloted with a solution development team working at
IBM’s Global Business Solutions Center (GBSC).
Preliminary feedbacks reveal that the AREA tool and its
backend method make the development effort calculation
for candidate reuse approaches more scientific and it’s
easier for them to come to an agreement on the result.
In the future, we are going to enhance the method and tool
according to suggestions acquired in present pilot, and
continue the validation in more cases.
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most important and complicated resource. William R.
Tracey, in Human Resources Glossary defines Human
Resources as: ‘The people that staff and operate an
organization’ [5]. The importance of human factors in
software development gained more and more
attentions [6]. How to take full advantage of human
resource is the pivotal question for software companies.
In software project management field, how to set up,
monitor and control project schedule effectively based
on resource constraints remains a key problem. That
human resource belongs to more than one departments
in matrix organizations (IBM, H3, Ă ), dynamic
project teams and multi-project environment make it
difficult to get a high utilization rate of human
resource:
1 The low visibility of human resource availability
makes project schedule according to resource status
difficult.
2 The size of the project and the complexity of
human resource make estimating the duration of the
project consistent with human resource availability
difficult.
We suggest a project schedule method based on
organizational resource availability. The method first
describes organization’s human resource availability
and defines human resource constraints for a task, then
schedules tasks while assigning human resource to the
tasks. Some evaluation indicators and analysis
approach for the result are also offered to help project
manager to solve resource problem and improve the
project plan. Because organization’s resource
availability is considered during making project
schedule, the final project schedule is practical which
can guide the software development effectively by
avoiding potential resource problem.

Abstract
Organizational resource constraints should be
taken into consideration when making a software
project plan, as resource problems are one of the main
causes of software project failures. Most of the
resource schedule methods focus on optimizing
resource allocation for a fixed project schedule. There
is a lack of methods that guides project schedule based
on resource constraints. Human resource is the most
important resource in software development. We
suggest a project schedule method that can satisfy both
the schedule constraints among tasks and
organizational human resource availability. It can
provide decision support for project managers in
making practical project schedule, such as helping
them to schedule project more effectively to ensure
high resource utilization rate, and providing useful
information for project plan modification and resource
plan creation.

1. Introduction
A practical project plan is an important assurance
for project success. According to IEEE standards [1-2]
for SPMP (Software Project Management Plan),
project schedule and resource allocation are the most
important parts of SPMP. The project would finish on
time only has enough resource been assigned.
Resource problem is one of the primary causes of
software project failures [3]. In order to enhance
organizational competitive edge and to ensure high
ROI (Return on Investment), how to use resource more
effectively is the key problem to solve for those large,
global-distributed software companies.
In CMMI for Development Version 1.2, project
resource includes “labor, machinery/equipment,
materials and methods” [4]. Different from traditional
industry processes, software development processes
mainly depend on human capability. Human is the

2. Related works
PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique)
and CPM (Critical Path Method) [7] help project
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manager to schedule tasks based on the constraints
among tasks and estimate the time limit for the project.
These methods are widely used in industrial fields, but
they do not consider resource constraints when
scheduling tasks, the resource utilization ratio can not
be ensured. The derived critical path is often
unpractical.
Critical-Chain
[8-9]
takes
resource
into
consideration based on CPM. But it focuses on project
schedule control, not the scheduling method.
Human resource is the core resource of software
companies. How to describe human capability and
manage human resource effectively is the key problem
of software project management [3] [10]. It seems that
most of the researches [11] on resource schedule
methods do not consider the characteristic of human
resource for optimization.
We proposed software process modeling based on
organization entity capability (OEC-SPM) [12-15].
Organization entities with similar capability are
modeled as a Process-Agent. Some descriptions of
human resource in OEC-SPM are adopted in this paper.
The work in this paper stands on organizational
resource availability. We believe that a project
schedule which conforms to organizational resource
availability is a strong assurance for software project
success.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 3 describes the two kinds of constraint in
project scheduling. The method will be explained in
section 4. In section 5, an example is offered to
illustrate the usage of our method. Section 6 discusses
the conclusion and future work.

T (Task) = {TN, R, ED, APR, ISD, IFD, PSD, PFD,
HRA, NHRA}
TN is the task name. R indicates that only the person
who has the role can execute the task. ED is the
estimated duration of the task. APR is the amount of
estimated human resource required by the task. ISD is
the ideal start date of the task without considering
resource constraints. IFD is the ideal finish date of the
task without considering resource constraints. PSD and
PFD stand for the plan start date and plan finish date
of the task after resource allocation. HRA is the
human resource list assigned to the task. NHRA is the
number of human resource assigned to the task.
For example, T = {module C development,
Programmer, 7, 4, 2008-3-26, 2008-4-1, 2008-4-1,
2008-4-9, {“jack”, “tom”}, 2} means the task called
‘module C development’ needs four programmers to
work together for 7days. The ideal start date is 2008-326, The ideal finish date is 2008-4-1. The plan start
date is 2008-3-28, and the plan finish date is 2008-4-3.
The task has two human resources assigned, they are
jack and tom.
A software project consists of many tasks.
SP (software project) = { Task1 , Task 2 , Task 3 Ă}
(3) Human resource
Task will be executed by the assigned human
resource. It will run normally only when the assigned
human resource has the capability needed and has
enough time. We describe human resource as follows:
HRS (Human Resource Set) = { HR1 , HR2 , HR3 Ă}
HR (Human Resource) = {N, RS, WC}
N (Name) is the name of human resource. RS (Role
Set) contains roles that human resource can act as. WC
(Work Calendar) is the time table of human resource.
It indicates which days are free and which are
occupied by tasks.
WC (Work Calendar) = { Day1 , Day2 , Day3 Ă}

3. Schedule constraints and resource
constraints
3.1. Basic concepts

Day = {Date, Task}
Day.Task null indicates that the human resource is
free on that day. Day.TasNĮ null indicates that the
work day is occupied by the task.
Assumption1: It is assumed that ED and APR of a
task is reasonable. Task schedule and resource
allocation will follow these estimated values. The
analysis and evaluation of the result are also based on
them.

Some concepts in our research scope are described as
following:
(1) Role and role set
RS (Role Set) = { Role1 , Role2 , Role3 Ă}
Role is the description of capability and
responsibility of human resource when executing a
task. For example:
RS = {Designer, Programmer, Tester}
(2) Task and project
Task is the low level work package in WBS [1-2]. Its
cost, workload, duration, work product and resource
requirement can be easily recognized. We define task
as follows:

3.2. Schedule constraints among tasks
Definition1. T.Pre-Tasks: Other tasks which can
impact T’ schedule are defined as T.Pre-Tasks.
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Constraints among tasks mainly lie in schedule
constraints because of work products. They can be
easily recognized by project manager. T.Pre-Tasks can
be empty, which means the task is independent. When
T.Pre-Tasks are not empty, each task in T.Pre-Tasks
may have four kinds of schedule constraints (Table 1)
with T. They are SS (start-start), SF (start-finish), FS
(finish-start) and FF (finish-finish).
Table 1. Four kinds of schedule constraints
Type
Explanation
Figure
SS

B.PSD>=A.PSD

SF

B.PFD>=A.PSD.

FS

B.PSD>=A.PFD

FF

B.PFD>=A.PFD.

RC1: T.RęHR.RS
RC2: ൿ HR ę { HR | HR.WC.Day.Date ę >7.PSD,
T.PFD]} ė HR.WC. Day.Task = null
RC3: T.APR =T.NHRA
RC1 means that the assigned human resource must
have the ability of the desired role. RC2 means that the
assigned human resource must have enough spare time
in the given duration of the task. Humans who satisfy
RC1 and RC2 can be assigned to the task. When the
human resources of the task satisfy all the three
constraints, the schedule and resource of the task can
be decided.
Definition5. HR.NET (Number of Executable
Tasks): The number of un-assigned tasks which
satisfy RC1 and RC2 with HR is called HR.NET.

4. Project schedule method based on
resource availability

T.Pre-Tasks can be divided into four sub sets based on
the four constraint types. They are: T.Pre-Tasks.SS,
T.Pre-Tasks.SF, T.Pre-Tasks.FS, and T.PreTasks.FF. The tasks in each sub set have the same
type of schedule constraint with T. The schedule of T
should satisfy the following four SC (schedule
constraints):
SC1. SS-All: T.PSD >= T.Pre-Tasks.SS.MPSD
MPSD (Max Plan Start Date) is the latest plan start
date of all the tasks in the given task set.
SC2. SF-All: T.PFD >= T.Pre-Tasks. SF.MPSD
SC3. FS-All: T.PSD >= T.Pre-Tasks.FS.MPFD
MPFD (Max Plan Finish Date) is the latest plan finish
date of all the tasks in the given task set.
SC4. FF-All: TPFD >= T.Pre-Tasks.FF.MPFD
Task schedule result must satisfy the four
constraints above (SC1-SC4), otherwise the project
execution will be affected by schedule conflicts.
Definition2. T.ISD: The later date of T.PreTasks.SS.MPSD and T.Pre-Tasks.FS.MPFD is called
T.ISD (ideal start date).
Definition3. T.IFD: The later date of T.Pre-Tasks.
SF.MPSD and T.Pre-Tasks.FF.MPFD is called T. IFD
(ideal finish date).
Definition4. T.SD: The number of days between
T.ISD and T.PSD is called T.SD (schedule delay).
When T.SD > 0 we say that T is delayed.

4.1. Method of resource allocation and project
schedule
The main framework of the method is shown in
figure 1.

Figure 1. Main framework of the method
The detailed process flow is shown in figure 2. When
scheduling tasks, we try to let the tasks start as early as
possible, and we have an assumption below
considering the characteristic of human resource.
Assumption2: We assume that it is a strong
assurance for high productivity that the human
does the same job continuously. Too much
alternation among different tasks will lead to low
work efficiency.
Inputs: Task set (SP), Human resource set (HRS)
Process flow:
Step1: Get task set (ts) = {T | T ęSP ġ T.Pre-Tasks =
};
Step2: Call Allocation (ts);
Step3: Get task set (ts) = {T | T ęSP ġ T.Pre-Tasks
Įġ{M|MęT.Pre-Tasks ġ M.HRA = null} = ġ
T.NHRA=null};
Step4: Call Allocation (ts);
Step5: if {T | T ę SPġT.HRA = null}Į, go to step
3; else go to step 6;
Step 6: Allocation finish.
The detailed process flow of some core functions are
described in pseudo codes as following:

3.3. Resource constraints of task
Project schedule should satisfy resource constraints
besides the four schedule constraints. When assigning
human resource to tasks, three RC (Resource
constraint) should be considered.
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}
T.PSD = T.PSD +1;
} while (true);
T.SD = T.PSD – T.ISD;
Update T.HRA;
Update the work calendar of the human in HRS;
}
Function getPFD (T)
{
If (T.PSD+T.ED>=T,IFD) return T.PSD+T.ED;
If (T.PSD+T.ED<T.IFD) return T.IFD;
}
After all the tasks have been processed, we can get
a practical project schedule which accords with
schedule constraints and organizational resource
availability.

Function Allocation (ts)
{
get all tq of ts (tq is a permutation of ts );
for each tq
{
copy HRS to tq.HRS;
for each task T in tq
{
Call Process(T, tq.HRS);
}
Re-calculate ISD and IFD of the
tasks whose HRA is null in SP;
get the plan finish date of project
which is recorded as PFDP;
}
Choose the tq which has the earliest PFDP;
Update SP and HRS according to the chosen
tq and tq.HRS;
}
}

4.2. Indicators for result evaluation
In order to evaluate and analyze the results, we
define three indicators as following:
Indicator 1: RUT (Resource Utilization rate of the
Task) = ED / (PFD36D + 1).
RUT>1 indicates that human resources of the task are
overloaded. RUT<1 indicates that the human resource
may have much more spare time during executing the
task.
Indicator 2: RST (Resource Satisfaction rate of the
Task) = NHRA / APR.
RST<1 indicates that the resource is not enough for the
task.
Indicator 3: DTP (Delayed Task rate of the Project) =
Number of tasks whose SD > 0/ Number of tasks in the
project.
DTP > 0 means that there are tasks which can not start
in time because of resource limitation.
These indicators can help project manager evaluate
the result and find the root cause of abnormity. For
example, if RUT<1, the project manager could assign
additional work to the human resources to raise the
resource utilization rate. If RUT>1, the project
manager has to modify ED and APR of the task to
avoid schedule risk. If RST<1 or DTP>0, new
employees might be employed, or let the relative
human resource delay less important tasks.

Figure 2. The detailed process flow
Function Process (T, HRS)
{
Get the number N of humans who have the role which
T requires;
Set the smaller one of N and T.APR as the target
resource amount Y;
Update HR.NET for all humans in HRS;
Ordered all the HR in HRS by ascending HR.NET;
T.PSD = T.ISD;
Do
{
T.PFD = getPFD(T);
Search the human combination which can
satisfy RC1, RC2;
If the size of human combination = Y
{
Break;

5. Example
5.1. Case design
Take a typical small software project for example.
The plan start date of the project is assumed as 2008-41. The project manager wants to know the probable
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finish date of the project when considering resource
status. The software is divided into two modules (A
and B). The role set is defined as RS = {D (Designer),
P (Programmer), T (Tester)}. The tasks are listed in
Table 2. The schedule constraints among tasks are
shown in Table 3. The human resource status is shown
in Table 4. Holidays are not considered for
simplification.
Table 2. Tasks in the project
ID
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

Name
System design
A detailed design
A development
A test
B detailed design
B development
B test
Integration test

R
D
D
P
T
D
P
T
T

ED
14
10
6
4
10
7
4
10

tasks which have no unscheduled Pre-Task. {T2, T5}
is our next target. We find that {T2, T5} can’t start
synchronously because there is not enough resource
available. We will decide to delay which task using the
method in section v4.1. The task set has two
permutations: tq1={T2, T5} and tq2={T5, T2}. The
schedule results of the two different permutations are
shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Two optional schemes

APR
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
3

{T2,T5}
{T5, T2}

Pre-Tasks and SC
Null
T1-FS
T2-FS
T3-SS, T3-FF

ID
T5
T6
T7
T8

PSD
2008-4-15
2008-4-25
2008-4-25
2008-4-15

PFD
2008-4-24
2008-5-5
2008-5-5
2008-4-24

Human
P1 P3
P1 P2
P1 P2
P1 P3

We will calculate the ISD and IFD of the other
tasks based on the two results. The finish date of the
project is 2008-5-21 for tq1, and 2008-5-20 for tq2.
We will choose tq2 to continue our approach.
{T3, T6} is the next target. Schedule the tasks in the
same way until all the tasks have been processed.
Finally the project schedule result is shown in Figure 4,
and the task attributes are shown in Table 6.

Table 3. Schedule constraints among tasks
ID
T1
T2
T3
T4

T
T2
T5
T2
T5

Pre-Tasks and SC
T1-FS
T5-FS
T6-SS, T6-FF
T4-FS, T7-FS

Table 4. Human resource availability
ID
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6

RS
D P
D P
DPT
DPT
T
T

WC (Days occupied by other projects)
2008-05-05---2008-05-14
2008-04-10---2008-04-20
2008-05-04---2008-05-10
2008-04-25---2008-04-26
2008-04-15---2008-04-23
2008-05-15---2008-05-25

Figure 4. Gantt chart when resource
constraints are considered.
Table 6. Task attributes after resource
allocation
ID
T1
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
T8

5.2. Resource allocation and task scheduling
At first, we schedule tasks considering only the
schedule constraints. After implementing the method
in section 4.2, we get the scheduling result show in
Figure 3.

PSD
2008-04-01
2008-04-25
2008-05-05
2008-05-05
2008-04-15
2008-04-27
2008-04-27
2008-05-11

PFD
2008-04-14
2008-05-04
2008-05-10
2008-05-10
2008-04-24
2008-05-03
2008-05-03
2008-05-20

HR
P1 P3 P4
P1 P2
P2 P4
P5 P6
P1 P3
P3 P4
P5 P6
P3 P4 P5

SD
0
10
0
0
0
2
0
0

Different from the schedule in Figure 3, the final
duration of the project has been extended to 50 days.
The overall schedule is longer but more practical
because it can guarantee that all the tasks can be
executed with enough resource. The black cycle in
Figure 4 indicates the root cause of schedule delay. T2
will be delayed for 10 days because of limited human
resource. Also, both T6 and T7 can not start as early as
we expected in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Gantt chart when resource
constraints are not considered
The project duration is 41 days which is perfect
because all tasks can start as early as possible. The
project will finish on 2008-5-11, but it is impractical
because resource constraints were not considered.
Now we implement our method to this case. First
we will process tasks which have no Pre-Tasks.
T1.ISD=2008-4-1, T1.IFD=2008-4-14. The satisfying
resource combination is {P1,P3,P4}. T1.PSD=2008-41, T1.IFD=2008-4-14. Then we will process other

5.3. Result analysis
We can use the three indictors in section 4.2 to
analysis the schedule result. Indictors for tasks are
shown in Table 7. The DTP is 2/8=0.25. From the
value of the indictors two problems are discovered.
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Table 7. RUT and RST of each task
ID
T1
T2
T3
T4

RUT
1
1
1
0.67

RST
1
1
1
1

ID
T5
T6
T7
T8

RUT
1
1
0.57
1

help software companies to achieve higher resource
utilization rate.
Future work will focus on assistant tools
development. The method will be integrated with
Process-Agent technique. Optimized human resource
allocation method using simulation technique will be
further researched.

RST
1
1
1
1

(1) RUT < 1: The RUT of T4 and T7 is below 1.
Project manager could assign additional tasks to P5
and P6 during the execution of task T4 and T7.
(2) DTP > 0: The causes of this abnormity are task T2
and T6 (T2.SD=10, T6.SD=2). That P2 does not have
enough time during 2008-4-15 and 2008-4-20 causes
T2 could not start in time. We will not discuss T6
because it is not on the critical path now.
Project manager may wonder whether hiring a new
designer is necessary. Supposing a new designer P7 is
added to the HRS, after implementing our method, we
could get the schedule result shown in Figure 5, and
the task attributes are shown in Table 8.
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ordinary, non-critical software development projects. In
that context, effective synchronizing activities of all involved parties are a key factor for project success. One example activity requiring such synchronization is verification and validation done by an independent organization, or
independent verification and validation (IV&V). A mismatch between the IV&V plan and the overall project plan
may lead to significant delays or (in extreme cases) to the
skipping of certain IV&V activities. In consequence, the
whole mission might be exposed to the high risk of a significant loss of money, and, in the worst case, injury or
death of people. Yet, comprehensive support for planning
and managing IV&V is missing.
Effort estimation approaches proposed by the research
community have traditionally focused on planning and
tracking classical, in-house software development. Effort
estimation methods that grew upon those objectives focus
on providing exact estimates. They do not, however, support an easily understandable, systematic and reliable
analysis of the most relevant causal effort dependencies.
Even though an accurate prediction is provided, software
practitioners have hardly any support to prevent potential
project overruns. In the short-term perspective, this would
mean a lack of a solid basis for effectively mitigating project risks, and in the long-term perspective, a limited ability
to identify process improvement areas and to learn. Moreover, estimation methods promoted by the research community require large data sets, whereas methods commonly
employed by industry extensively involve domain experts.
All those aspects significantly reduce the applicability of
existing estimation methods in the IV&V context, where
reliable and comprehensive project management has to be
provided despite the minimal availability of quantitative
data and human expertise.
In this paper, we propose applying the Cost Estimation,
Benchmarking, and Risk Analysis method (CoBRA®)
[12][17] to estimate the effort of the IV&V of missioncritical software systems. CoBRA® is a hybrid method that
combines analytical and expert-based estimation. It provides a systematic way to transform various sources of organizational knowledge (minimal set of measurement data
and expert judgment) into a transparent and reusable effort
model that supports achievement of a variety of project
management objectives, such as risk management or nego-

Abstract
The ability to generate sufficiently accurate effort estimates can be seen as a key success factor for multiorganizational projects focusing on the development of
large and critical software systems. This is caused, for instance, by the need for synchronizing multiple development
and verification and validation processes. Paradoxically,
effort predictions in the critical software systems domain
are still relying on human judgment. This requires much
overhead and its reliability depends largely on the expertise and individual preferences of the involved experts. In
particular, verification and validation by independent entity (IV&V) needs an estimation method that supports negotiating and managing IV&V costs in the context of sparse
measurement data and low availability of domain experts.
In order to address these problems, in this paper we propose applying a hybrid effort estimation method called CoBRA® for estimating effort for IV&V of mission-critical
software systems. When applied in an industrial context,
CoBRA® improved estimation accuracy and precision by
about 40%, on average, compared to experts estimates and
OLS regression.

1. Introduction
The average company spends about 4 to 5 percent of its
revenue on information technology, with those that are
highly IT-dependent - such as financial and telecommunications companies - spending more than 10 percent on it [5].
Now, a great part of those investments is wasted because
software organizations are still proposing unrealistic software costs, work within tight schedules, and, in consequence, finish their projects behind schedule and budget
(about 50% of projects), or do not complete them at all
(more than 25% of projects). Moreover, even though projects are completed within a target plan, the functionality
and quality of products delivered are usually cut to fit this
plan [11]. This indicates that software project planning is a
critical success factor of a software project.
Project planning in the safety-critical domain is particularly important and difficult at the same time. Large functional constraint, high quality requirements, and involvement of several independent parties make it much more
challenging to plan mission-critical projects than to plan
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tiating of project costs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly characterizes the IV&V context. Section 3
gives an overview of existing software effort estimation
methods, followed by a more detailed description of the
CoBRA® method in Section 4. Section 5 presents the empirical results of an industrial application of CoBRA® for
planning the effort of IV&V, followed by lessons learned
(Section 6) in the study. The paper ends up with a brief
summary and conclusions given in Section 7.

measurement data from around 10 already completed projects have been collected within the past 10 years. However,
the data suffered from significant incompleteness (around
20% of missing data) and large variability – due to the high
uniqueness of the considered projects. Since hardly any
data-driven estimation method that would meet the estimation objectives (Section 2.2) can be applied reasonably,
estimates are typically based on the judgment of one or
more domain experts. Although sparse project data are
available, experts based their estimates solely on personal
experiences. One of the reasons is that the available simple
size measures, such as pages of software requirements
document, are believed not to reflect the amount of IV&V
effort reliably. Yet, expert-based estimation did not provide
satisfactory support for project management. First, the reliability of the estimates depends largely on individual expertise and preferences of involved domain expert. In consequence effort estimates are not accurate and vary widely
across projects (see Table 4 and Table 5 in Section 5.5).
Moreover, estimation costs much effort each time it is performed, and since it does not provide any explicit effort
model, it hardly supports decision making in a project.

2. Independent Verification and Validation
2.1. Characteristics of IV&V
Independent verification and validation (IV&V) can be
defined as a process where software work products generated by a development team are verified and validated by a
completely independent organizational entity. Independence is considered here [7] in terms of technical, managerial, and financial independence. IV&V is typically applied
in the context of safety- or mission-critical software systems, such as space and nuclear plant systems.
The typical constraint of IV&V, as compared to classical in-house V&V, is limited information on processed
artifacts. On the one hand, there is limited knowledge about
the software development environment; on the other hand,
IV&V has to handle various types of mission-critical systems. This variety does not allow for collecting many historical project data. Moreover, involvement of three sites
(customer-, development-, and IV&V-entity) in the software development process contributes to frequent and unpredictable requirements change.
In that context, managing an IV&V project’s resources
is critical and difficult at the same time.

3. Related Work
Numerous types of estimation methods have been developed over the last decades. In this section we provide a
brief overview of existing estimation methods from the
viewpoint of their applicability in the context of IV&V. For
a comprehensive review and comparative evaluation of
existing methods, please refer to [16].
Existing effort estimation methods differ basically with
respect to the type of inputs they require and the form of
the estimation model they do provide. With respect to input
data, we differentiate between three major groups: dataintensive, expert-based, and hybrid methods (combining
available data and expert knowledge in order to come up
with estimates). Among the data-intensive methods, some
require past project data for building customized models
(define-your-own-model approaches), others provide an
already defined model, where factors and their relationships
are fixed based on a set of multi-organizational project data
(fixed-model approaches). The major advantage of fixedmodel approaches is that they, theoretically, do not require
any historical data to be applied. Those methods might be
especially attractive in the IV&V context, where very
sparse (if any) data are typically available. Yet, in practice,
fixed models, such as COCOMO [2][1], are developed for
a specific context (typically different from IV&V) and are,
by definition, only suited for estimating the types of projects for which the fixed model was built. The applicability
of such models for the IV&V context is, in practice, very
limited. In order to improve their performance, a significant
amount of organization-specific project data would be required for calibrating the generic model. In that case, the

2.2. Objectives of Effort Estimation
Besides traditional estimation objectives such as precise
planning and tracking software resources, project needs
decision-making support. In particular, explicit identification of factors having the greatest impact on IV&V cost and
their quantitative impact should be supported. Identification
of customer-specific factors (e.g., level of customer support) may be used to justify and negotiate IV&V costs that
cannot be influenced by the IV&V supplier. On the other
hand, identification of the IV&V supplier’s characteristics
(process and human capabilities) that have the greatest impact on increased IV&V costs will allow targeting improvement actions to specific process areas and improving
the efficiency of IV&V. In consequence, project risks can
be mitigated timely and critical organizational processes
can be improved.

2.3. Current Effort Estimation Practices
A survey about current estimation practices at Japan
Manned Space Systems Corporation (JAMSS) revealed that
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(“perfect”) at the start of the project. Effort overhead is the
additional effort spent on overcoming the imperfections of
a real project environment, such as insufficient skills of the
project team. In this case, a certain effort is required to
compensate for such a situation, e.g., team training has to
be conducted. In CoBRA®, effort overhead is modeled by a
causal effort model that consists of factors affecting project
effort within a certain context. The causal model is obtained through expert knowledge acquisition (e.g., involving experienced project managers).

little usefulness of the fixed-model approaches for IV&V
effort estimation would not differ much from the defineyour-own-model approaches, which require a significant
amount of context-specific data to build customized effort
models [15]. Application of the define-your-own-model
methods in the context of IV&V is further limited by the
additional requirements of specific methods. Parametric
approaches, such as regression [14], for instance, make
several assumptions about underlying project data (completeness, normal distribution, etc.) that are rarely met in
the software domain. Non-parametric methods originating
from the machine learning domain, such as artificial neural
networks (ANN) [3] or Decision Trees/rules [15], make
practically no assumptions about the data but are quite sensitive to their parameter configuration and there is usually
little universal guidance regarding how to set those parameters. Thus, finding appropriate parameter values requires
some preliminary experimentation.
In contrast to data-intensive methods, expert-based estimation does not require any project measurement data
because estimates are based on the judgment of one or
more human experts [2]. Expert estimation is, in fact, commonly used in the software industry (including IV&V). It
does, however, have several significant limitations. First,
much effort is required each time estimation is performed,
and the reliability of the outputs it provides largely depend
on the expertise and individual preferences of the human
experts involved. Moreover, since the rationale underlying
final estimates is not modeled explicitly, there is hardly any
support for effective decision making in a project (risk
management, process improvement, project scope negotiations, etc.). Recently, a few hybrid methods have been proposed to cope with deficits of data-intensive and expertbased estimation. They combine a reduced amount of both
measurement data and human expertise to provide more
reliable estimates with limited estimation overhead. Empirical applications [17][10] report on their higher estimation accuracy and stability when compared to data- or expert-based methods. Moreover, methods that employ explicit causal effort modeling (e.g., CoBRA® [17]) have
proven to greatly contribute to the achievement of a variety
of organizational objectives, such as risk management or
process/productivity improvement.

Nominal Productivity  Size  Effort Overhead

Effort

Nominal Effort

Effort Overhead

i

   Multiplier ij ( Effort Factor i , Indirect Effort Factor j )
i

(1)

 Multiplier i (Effort Factori )
(2)

j

An example is presented in Figure 1. The solid and
dashed arrows indicate direct and indirect relationships,
respectively. For instance, Requirements volatility has a
direct impact on development effort. The strength of this
negative influence on effort may, however, be modified
(compensated) by Disciplined requirement management
(indirect influence). The effort overhead portion resulting
from indirect influences is represented by the second component of the sum shown in (2).

Figure 1: Example of a Causal Effort Model
The influence on effort and between different factors is
quantified for each factor using experts’ evaluation. The
influence is measured by means of effort overhead, i.e., a
relative percentage increase of the effort above the nominal
project. In order to capture the uncertainty of evaluations,
experts are asked to give three values: the maximal, minimal, and most likely cost overhead for each factor (triangular distribution).
The second component of CoBRA®, the nominal project
effort, is based on data from past projects that are similar
with respect to certain characteristics (e.g., development
type, life cycle type) that are not part of the causal model.
These characteristics define the context of the project. Past
project data is used to determine the relationship between
cost overhead and costs (see equation #1). Since it is a simple bivariate dependency, it does not require much measurement data. In principle, merely project size and effort
are required, whereby both can be measures using any valid
metric representing project size and effort.

4. The CoBRA® Method
CoBRA® [12][15] is a hybrid method combining dataand expert-based effort estimation approaches. CoBRA®
the method is based on the idea that project effort consists
of two basic components: nominal project effort and an
effort overhead portion as presented below.
Nominal effort is the effort spent only on developing a
software product of a certain size in the context of a hypothetical “ideal” project that runs under optimal conditions;
i.e., all project characteristics are the best possible ones
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in pages of software requirements for objectives O1 to O5
and system specification (software and hardware) for objective O6 additionally. The effort was measured in persondays (PD).

Based on the quantified causal model, past project data,
and current project characteristics, an effort overhead
model is generated using a simulation algorithm (e.g.,
Monte Carlo). The probability distribution obtained could
be used further to support various project management activities, such as effort estimation, evaluation of effortrelated project risks, or benchmarking. More details regarding the CoBRA® method can be found in [12][15].

Table 2. Review objectives considered in the study
Id
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6

5. Case Study

Objective
Risk analysis
State transition completeness/consistency
Design completeness
Interface completeness/consistency
Timing consistency/correctness
Traceability with correctness

#projects
5
5
5
4
3
5

5.1. Context of the Study
5.2. Study Objectives

The study was performed in the context of JAMSS, a
company that performs IV&V of space software systems
(embedded software domain). JAMSS has been, for instance, supporting IV&V for critical space software systems created by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency
(JAXA) for more than 10 years.
In this study, we focused on IV&V of the software requirements specification documents using the document
review technique. The document review process starts with
a risk analysis to identify a software system’s operational
risks. Software requirements are then reviewed in more
detail based on their operational risks with respect to one or
more review objectives. In principle, there were six review
objectives [8] (Table 2): (O1) risk analysis, (O2) state transition completeness and consistency, (O3) design completeness for exceptional behavior, (O4) timing correctness
and consistency, (O5) interface correctness and consistency,
and (O6) traceability.
There were three domain experts involved in the study
(Table 1) who provided their knowledge to build the effort
overhead model. The main fields of expertise covered by
involved experts included: software product quality &
safety assurance (SPQSA), software safety reviews (SR),
and safety assurance in operation (SAO).

The objective of the study was to validate accuracy and
precision of CoBRA in the context of JAMSS IV&V (compared to expert judgment and Ordinary Least Squares
method) and its contribution to the achievement of defined
organizational objectives (Section 2.2).

5.3. Study Design
5.3.1. Effort Estimation Procedure
Motivated by its numerous benefits, the CoBRA®
Method was proposed as best fitting the effort estimation
capabilities and objectives of JAMSS. First of all, CoBRA®
proposes a systematic way to build an explicit and reusable
effort model based on both implicit knowledge of domain
experts and sparse measurement data. Moreover, it provides on the output a transparent and intuitive model of
causal effort dependencies specific for the context where it
was applied. The first step of the effort estimation procedure included development of the CoBRA® model using
the knowledge of the involved domain experts and measurement data (size and effort) from already completed (historical) projects. For each of the six IV&V objectives specified in the study (Table 2), a separate CoBRA® model was
developed. After the CoBRA® models had been created,
each was validated on the historical data in a leave-one-out
cross-validation experiment.

Table 1. Involved domain experts
Expert
1
2
3

Expertise
SR
SPQSA
SAO

Domain experience
[#years]
7
8
4

Estimation experience
[#projects]
8
9
6

5.3.2. Study Hypotheses
In order to effectively support achievement of the estimation objectives, the outputs of CoBRA® need to be reliable.
In our study, we evaluate reliability byvalidating the predictive performance of the estimation outputs, measured in
terms of predictive accuracy and precision. We expect that
CoBRA® will outperform the currently employed expertbased estimation as well as the Ordinary Least Squares
method (OLS), one of a few data-driven methods that are
applicable in the study context (due to very sparse measurement data). This leads us to two study hypotheses:

As project measurement data, the number of document
pages was selected as the size of a software requirement
because even if the complexity of a requirement complexity
is related to the effort for reviewing a document, the document itself has to be read by the IV&V team in order to
find out what this complexity is.
IV&V effort data from five projects were collected for
each project. In practice, because some IV&V objectives
were not addressed, effort data were not collected for each
IV&V objective except for one project. Therefore, weekly
working statuses of IV&V were used to abstract the effort
for each IV&V objective. Measurement data available for
the estimation included size and effort. Size was measured

H1. CoBRA® provides more accurate and more precise estimates than estimation based on expert judgment.
H2. CoBRA® provides more accurate and more precise estimates than estimation based on OLS.
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5.3.3. Evaluation of Estimation Performance
The effort models created in the study effort models
were evaluated with respect to their predictive performance.
We define predictive performance as the ability of the effort model to provide accurate and precise estimates. Estimation accuracy refers to the nearness of an estimate (Ê) to
the true value (E). In order to remain comparable to other
estimation studies, we use common estimation error measures and accuracy measures [4], such as relative error (RE
in equation #3) and mean magnitude of relative error
(MMRE).
Eˆ i  Ei / Ei

RE i

performed a power analysis.

(3)

The Conte’s RE and MRE measures are the subject of
common criticism in the software research community [6].
One of the alternative measures of estimation error proposed is the so-called z measure (equation #4) [6]. It quantifies the ratio of the estimate to the actual value
zi

Ei / Eˆ i

Figure 2. Overall efficiency of IV&V
Table 3. Effort factors considered in the study
Factors influencing IV&V efficiency
Domain experience of the IV&V team
Requirements volatility allowed within an initial contract
Novelty of applied IV&V technique
Number of system’s interfaces to other (sub)systems
Time pressure in the last IV&V phase
Level of risk assessment done by a supplier or customer
Fault Tree Analysis done by IV&V company
Timing consistency objective included in IV&V
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) review performed
New (inexperienced) personnel involved in IV&V

(4)

Estimation precision refers to the degree to which several estimates are very close to each other (i.e., the scatter
in the data). For the purpose of comparability to other studies, we adopt the Pred.m measure. The Pred.m measures
the percentage of estimates that are within m% of MRE [4].
In our study, we use m = 25% as typically employed in
software estimation studies. Moreover, we adopt relative
standard deviation (RSD) (5) proposed by [6] for software
effort estimation as uncorrelated with size (Si) (which is a
weakness of classical standard deviation measures).

E
n

RSD

i

 Eˆ i / S i

i 1

Objectives
O1-O3
O2-O4, O6
O3
O4, O6
O5
O1
O1
O5
O5
O1

5.5.1. Hypothesis H1
The results of the empirical investigation (Table 4) suggest that, in principle, CoBRA® provides noticeably more
accurate estimates than either expert judgment or OLS for
all considered IV&V review objectives (a few exceptions
are marked in gray). For example, it improves MMRE by
70% and 40%, on average, compared to OLS and domain
experts, respectively. Only few of the obtained results are
statistically significant at the chosen  level (marked in
bold). As expected, in most of the cases, statistical significance testing did not provide meaningful results (-1 <<
80%). The only powerful results are marked in italics.
Summarizing, we conclude that hypothesis H1 is valid.

2

(5)

n 1

5.4. Study Execution
During the study execution, six CoBRA® models were
created for each of the IV&V objectives.For each model,
domain experts identified several factors (Table 3) that are
responsible for the variance of IV&V efficiency for a certain objective (Figure 2).

Table 4. Effort estimation accuracy

5.5. Results and Interpretation

Obj.
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6

This section presents the results of the empirical study.
Table 4 and Table 5 present the aggregated measures of the
predictive performance. In order to test the significance of
the observed effects, appropriate statistical test were performed [13] (at  = 0.05). The results of a Shapiro-Wilk W
test indicated that the MRE and z results come from normal
population; in that case, a parametric Paired T-test for homogeneity of means was used. Since the RSD data violated
the normality assumption, a non-parametric Wilcoxon
Matched-Pairs Signed Rank test was used. Note that expert
estimates were available for a subset of the past projects
considered (indicated as n in Table 4 and Table 5). Finally,
as we were afraid that for such a small data sample, statistical tests would not have enough power (-1  80%), we

CoBRA
MMRE
Mean z
18.2%
97.9%
25.4%
96.6%
22.4%
101.%
98.6%
24.1%
39.6%
105.8%
24.5%
93.1%

OLS
MMRE
Mean z
60.0%
44.1%
34.0%
66.0%
32.1%
73.0%
33.2%
66.8%
46.3%
63.0%
44.5%
55.5%

MMRE
42.7%
37.1%
36.0%
44.4%
72.2%
13.8%

Expert
Mean z
57.3%
116.5%
64.0%
55.6%
94.4%
88.8%

n
2
4
3
3
3
2

5.5.2. Hypothesis H2
The analysis of estimation precision (Table 5) suggests
that, in principal, CoBRA® noticeably outperforms both
expert judgment and OLS for all considered IV&V review
objectives (a few exceptions are marked in gray). For example, it reduces RSD by 54% and 40%, on average compared to OLS and domain experts, respectively. Similar to
accuracy, in most of the cases, statistical significance test-
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ing did not provide meaningful results (-1 << 80%).
Summarizing, we conclude that hypothesis H2 is valid.

tegic project/process objectives, such as risk management
for effort overrun for each IV&V objectives. At the same
time, as reported by several empirical studies, it provides
accurate and precise estimates.
When applied in the context of an example IV&V organization, CoBRA® proved to provide more reliable estimates than both the expert-based estimation currently applied and ordinary regression (OLS) - one of few dataintensive methods applicable in the IV&V context. It improved the accuracy and precision of estimates by 40%, on
average. At the same time the method provided a transparent, context-specific effort model that supported IV&V
practitioners in achieving project and process management
objectives (e.g., negotiating project scope or improving the
effectiveness of IV&V activities).

Table 5. Effort estimation precision
Obj.
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6

CoBRA
Pred.25
RSD
80.0%
26.3%
60.0%
10.7%
60.0%
15.1%
09.9%
50.0%
00.0%
07.7%
80.0%
07.8%

OLS
Pred.25
RSD
20.0%
74.0%
60.0%
17.6%
60.0%
42.1%
50.0%
20.6%
33.3%
12.5%
40.0%
28.1%

Pred.25
00.0%
25.5%
33.3%
00.0%
33.3%
100.0%

Expert
RSD
71.3%
12.6%
22.6%
17.3%
15.0%
01.9%

n
2
4
3
3
3
2

5.6. Threats to Validity
Several threats to the validity of the presented case study
were identified. First, the very sparse project measurement
data available prevented us from achieving sufficient power
of performed statistical tests. Moreover, expert estimates
used to compare CoBRA®’s performance were available
only for some of the past projects considered in the study.
Finally, the conclusions drawn in the study are limited to
the specific context of IV&V reviews at JAMSS. Generalization of the study findings requires further replications.
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6. Lessons Learned
The following practical lessons were learned while applying the CoBRA® method for estimation effort of IV&V:
(LL1) Effort estimation scope: Since IV&V activities
differ depending on the objective of IV&V, the scope of
effort estimation (the context for which an effort model is
built) should be limited to a single IV&V objective. Total
effort is the sum of effort over all objectives.
(LL2) Size and complexity of review: The complexity of
a document under review should be considered as an effort
driver beyond simple size measures, such as number of
document pages.
(LL3) Effort drivers: Considering effort drivers other
than size is a very important aspect of effort modeling. We
experienced that a single factor may multiply effort by as
much as 10 times (e.g., a complete lack of risk assessment
already done by a software supplier may increase the effort
of independent risk analysis by up to 20 times). Such an
effect is impossible to investigate based only on historical
size and effort data.

7. Summary
In this paper, we proposed adapting the CoBRA® software estimation method to predict the effort of independent
verification and validation (IV&V). The method provides a
potential solution to estimation problems in the context of
IV&V. By integrating data- and expert-based estimation,
CoBRA® requires minimal amounts of project measurement data and reduces the involvement of domain experts.
As a result, it provides a reusable model that supports stra-
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Abstract
This article introduces a set of unified basic concepts for
Process Capability Models for the unification, generalization and modeling of views of the structure and elements of relevant models, with more similar granularity
of its leaf elements. This set is part of an ongoing research effort to evolve the current Software (and Systems) Process Improvement area towards a Model Driven Process Capability Engineering for Knowledge
Working Intensive Organizations. The set is implemented in Eclipse Ecore. Its evaluation includes the
modeling of a unified view of CMMI-DEV and ISO/IEC
15504-5 models as relevant examples.
Keywords
Software Process Improvement (SPI), Model-Driven
Engineering (MDE), and Knowledge Working
1. INTRODUCTION
In a panel on Research Directions in Software Process
Improvement (SPI), David Card pointed out that SPI
“has become a driving force in the global software industry. … [however the majors SPI] approaches today
are considered competitors. In reality they are all based
on very similar concepts and techniques. The packaging
obscures the underlying principles. Eliciting and refining
underlying principles is the role of science” [1].
This article introduces a set of unified basic concepts as
a proposal for the underlying principles of Process Capability Models that are a relevant part of SPI (now
redefined as Software and System Process Improvement). SPI was established as a “driving force in the
global software industry” around the development and
successful usage of the Capability Maturity Model for
Software (SW-CMM) [2]. Nowadays, the Capability
Maturity Model Integration for Development (CMMIDEV) [3], the successor of SW-CMM, and the ISO/IEC
15504-5 Exemplar Process Assessment Model for Software Engineering (ISO/IEC 15504-5) [4] are the dominant reference models for SPI. A more generic term –
Process Capability Model – is proposed to mean all
good practices reference models organized with the
concept of Process Capability. Three more generic terms
are also introduced: Process Capability Area, Process
Capability Level and Process Capability Profile.
Process Capability Area is a set of related specific “what
to do” good practices. Process Capability Level is a set
of related generic “how good to do” good practices.
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Process Capability Profile is a model of a process, under
the aspect of process capability, composed of pairs of a
process capability area at a process capability level.
The article is organized as follows. This first section is
an introduction to the article. The second section
presents the research context and methodology. The
third section defines goals. The fourth section introduces
a class diagram for the unified basic concepts. The fifth
section describes CMMI-DEV and ISO/IEC 15504-5
views. The sixth section provides evaluation against the
goals. The seventh section presents related and future
work. Finally the eighth section presents conclusions.
2. RESEARCH CONTEXT
The set of unified basic concepts introduced in this article is part of an ongoing research effort [5, 6, 7, 8]
proposing a Model-Driven Process Capability Engineering for Knowledge Working Intensive Organizations
(MDPEK) for the evolution of the current SPI area.
MDPEK is a Model Driven Engineering (MDE) [9, 10]
for improving knowledge working (including software
and system working) intensive organization, identifying
and acting in relevant processes based on the concept of
process capability, integrated with the organization
strategy to better business results, driven by a Process
Capability Profile defined with elements from one or
more Process Capability Models [8]. The models are, for
example, CMMI-DEV, ISO/IEC 15504-5, iCMM,
eSCM-SP, OPM3, COBIT, ITIL, COMPETISOFT and
MR-MPS and/or process capability views of different
types of good practices models, such as ISO 9001,
PMBOK, EFQM, SWEBOK and Agile Methodologies1.
MDPEK focus on knowledge working processes, as
defined first by Drucker [11]. In this sense, Process
Capability Models not related with software or systems
may also be used, as for example, the Process Capability
Model for University Research Laboratories [12].
This research effort uses an industry-as-laboratory approach as proposed by Potts [13]. Potts argues that the
traditional research-then-transfer approach is inadequate
because it treats research and its application by industry
as separate, sequential activities.
Following the industry-as-laboratory approach, a
MDPEK exemplar methodology (named as PRO2PI for
1

These fourteen models are well known. References for them
are available elsewhere, for example, in Salviano [6, 8].

Process Capability Profile to Process Improvement) has
been developed and applied in the industry together with
the development and utilization of MDPEK and the set
of unified basic concepts [5, 6, 7, 8].
The set of basic concepts introduced in this article is the
result of the second phase of a project in this research
effort. Phase 1 is a proposal and initial specification as
described by Salviano [6]. Phase 2 is the development
and implementation of a revised version and the modeling of CMMI-DEV and ISO/IEC 15504-5 models as
examples.
3. RESEARCH GOALS AND METHODOLOGY
To guide the activities of the second phase, a main goal
and five unfolded
objective
goals
are defined. The
main goal is that
the unified basic
concepts represent
a useful proposal
for the underling
basic concepts of
Process Capability Models. The
first
unfolded
objective
goal
(Goal 1) is that
the set of unified
concepts generalize and unify the
structure
of
CMMI-DEV and
ISO/IEC 15504-5
models. The Goal
G2 is that it has
fewer, more generic and more
flexible key basic
concepts than the
CMMI-DEV and
ISO/IEC 15504-5
models.
The Goal G3 is
that it supports the
mapping
and
unification of the
elements
of
CMMI-DEV and
ISO/IEC 15504-5
models. The Goal
G4 is that it supports a hierarchy
of elements and
represents the leaf elements with more similar granularity, than the correspondent elements of CMMI-DEV and
ISO/IEC 15504-5 models.
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Finally, the Goal G5 is that it supports the definition of
process capability profiles with any combination among
the elements of available models, reusing elements,
preserving the original models and without the need to
create new models.
4. *HUDHV CLASS DIAGRAM FOR THE UNIFIED
BASIC CONCEPTS
The set of unified basic concepts for Process Capability
Models is represented as the *HUDHV Class Diagram as
illustrated in Figure 1 defined with TopCased [15], an
Eclipse Modeling Framework [14] plugin to the definition of metamodels based on Ecore.

Figure 1 – *HUDHV Class Diagram in Eclipse Ecore

In Figure 1, for legibility’s sake, the words Process, Capability and Profile are replaced by Proc, Cap and Prof.

An organization defines and uses a ProcessCapabilityProfile as a model of its current or future process. A
ProcessCapabilityProfile is composed of one or more
ProcessAreaCapabilityProfiles. Each ProcessAreaCapabilityProfile is a ProcessCapabilityArea at a ProcessCapabilityLevel. Each ProcessCapabilityArea and each
ProcessCapabilityLevel is composed of one or more
ProcessOutcomes. Each ProcessOutcome is composed
of one or more PracticeElements.
A ProcessCapabilityModel is a collection of one or
more ReferencePractices. ReferencePractice is an abstract super class for (with the exception of ProcessCapabilityModelElements) all Process Capability Model
elements, including the ProcessCapabilityModel itself.
There are four attributes for ReferencePractice: id (identification), name, def (definition) and desc (description).
ProcessCapabilityModelElements is a collection of all
ReferencePractices. A ReferencePractice may refer to
one or more PracticeGuidances. ProcessCapabilityModel and PracticeGuidance are two concrete subclasses of
ReferencePractice. There are also three more subclasses
of ReferencePractice: the abstract classes PracticeElement, PracticeGroup and PracticeSystem.
PracticeElement has four subclasses: ProcessOutcome,
BasePractice, WorkProduct and Resource. PracticeGroup has two subclasses: ProcessCapabilityArea and
ProcessCapabilityLevel. PracticeSystem has two subclasses: ProcessCapabilityProfile and ProcessAreaCapabilityProfile.
ProcessAreaCapabilityProfile represents a ProcessCapabilityArea at a ProcessCapabilityLevel. ProcessCapabilityProfile is a collection of one or more ProcessAreaCapabilityProfiles. A ProcessCapabilityProfile is a
collection of one or more ProcessAreaCapabilityProfile.
Each ProcessCapabilityArea and ProcessCapabilityLevel is a collection of one or more PracticeElements. A
PracticeElement is a collection of one or more ProcessOutcomes. A ProcessOutcome is a collection of one or
more BasePractices, zero or more WorkProducts and
zero or more Resources. ProcessOutcome, BasePractice, WorkProduct and Resource are subclasses of ProcessElement.
The concrete class ProcessAreaCapabilityProfile is a
connection between PracticeSystem and PracticeGroup.
The concrete class ProcessOutcome is a connection
between PracticeGroup and PracticeElement.
ProcessCapabilityArea, ProcessCapabilityLevel, ProcessOutcome, BasePractice and ProcessCapabilityProfile are modeled with two more subclasses each, using
the Composer Design Pattern [16]. This design pattern
addresses the need to compose objects into tree structures to represent part-whole hierarchies. Composite lets
clients treat individual objects and compositions of objects uniformly. Each one of these classes is modeled as
an abstract class with two concrete subclasses each: the
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first one models the composition relation (with the
Comp suffix) and the second one models the leaf element (with the suffix Leaf). The composition and the
leaf element use as a name the aggregation of the initials
of the root element name (PCA, PCL, PO, PP, PCP and
PCM) followed by the suffix Elem or Comp.
The class diagram in Figure 1 is named *HUDHV because
its shape resembles the drawing in the cover of Milton
Nascimento´s album named Geraes [17]2.

Figure 2 – *HUDHV Diagram and Geraes Album Cover

5. CMMI-DEV AND ISO/IEC 15504-5 VIEWS
This section is a partial unified view of the complete
modeling of CMMI-DEV and ISO/IEC 15504-5 models
that is described in a technical report [18].
A CMMI-DEV´s Process Area is modeled as a ProcessCapabilityArea composed of one, two or three lower
level ProcessCapabilityAreas. Those lower levels ProcessCapabilityAreas correspond to the CMMI-DEV´s
Specific Goals. There are twenty-two process areas and
forty-eight specific goals in CMMI-DEV. The process
areas are organized into four process area categories.
Each process area category is modeled as a higher level
ProcessCapabilityArea. Therefore these three CMMIDEV concepts (process area category, process area and
specific goal) are modeled as ProcessCapabilityAreas in
three levels of composition.
The CMMI-DEV Project management process area
category, for example, is modeled as a ProcessCapabilityArea composed of six lower levels ProcessCapabilityAreas (with ids “PP”, “PMC”, “SAM”, “IPM”,
“RSKM” and “QPM”). The PP ProcessCapabilityArea,
for example, is composed of three lower levels ProcessCapabilityAreas (with names “Establish Estimates”,
“Develop a Project Plan” and “Obtain Commitment to
the Plan”. Each one of these three lower levels ProcessCapabilityAreas is a ProcessCapabilityAreaLeaf, while
each one of the two higher levels ProcessCapabilityAreas (“Project Management” and “Project Planning”) is
a ProcessCapabilityAreaComp.
2

The idea of an icon is inspired in Favre on the S Mega-Pattern: “The
shape of the S pattern has been chosen to directly mimic the layout
of the piece of art One and Three Chairs from Kosuth” [9, p. 6].

The four original CMMI-DEV process area categories,
twenty-two process areas and forty-eight specific goals
are modeled as forty-eight ProcessCapabilityAreaLeafs
and twenty-two ProcessCapabilityAreaComps concrete
classes. These twenty-two ProcessCapabilityAreaComps are the four process area category and the eighteen process areas with two or three specific goals. The
four process areas with only one specific goal are modeled as ProcessCapabilityAreaLeaf because there is no
difference between the original process area and its one
specific goal.
A CMMI-DEV specific goal is a ProcessCapabilityAreaLeaf composed of ProcessOutcomes. There is no
concept of outcome in CMMI-DEV. A specific goal is
composed of specific practices. In order to model an
outcome, each specific practice is modeled as an outcome and as a practice. The outcome is the practice
rewritten with the passive voice. The specific practice
“SP 1.1 Elicit Needs”, for example, is modeled as a
BasePractice (id “SP 1.1”, name “Elicit Needs”, and def
“Elicit stakeholder needs, expectations, constraints, and
interfaces for all phases of the product lifecycle”) and as
a ProcessOutcome (id “Out 1.1”, name “Needs are elicited”, and def “stakeholder needs, expectations, constraints, and interfaces for all phases of the product lifecycle are elicited”).
An ISO/IEC 15504-5´s process is modeled as a ProcessCapabilityArea. There are forty-eight processes in
ISO/IEC 15504-5 model that are organized in nine
process groups. Each ISO/IEC 15504-5 process groups
is modeled as a higher level ProcessCapabilityArea. The
ISO/IEC 15504-5 process groups are further organized
in three process categories. Each ISO/IEC 15504-5
process category is a higher level ProcessCapabilityArea. Therefore, these three ISO/IEC 15504-5 concepts
(process category, process group and process) are modeled as ProcessCapabilityAreas in three levels of composition.
The ISO/IEC 15504-5 organizational life cycle process
category, for example, is modeled as a ProcessCapabilityArea (name “Organizational”). This ProcessCapabilityArea is composed of four lower levels ProcessCapabilityAreas (with names “Management”, “Process Improvement”, “Resource and Infrastructure” and
“Reuse”). The Management ProcessCapabilityArea, for
example, is composed of six lower levels ProcessCapabilityAreaLeafs.
An ISO/IEC 15504-5 outcome and its correspondent
base practices are a ProcessOutcome with BasePractices. Each base practice corresponds to one or more outcomes. When a base practice corresponds to more than
one outcome, it is decomposed in a way that each element corresponds to only one outcome. The ISO/IEC
15504-5 Risk management process, for example, is a
ProcessCapabilityArea with six ProcessOutcomes. The
first ProcessOutcome is modeled with desc equal to “the
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scope of the risk management to be performed is determined”. This first ProcessOutcome has only one BasePractice (id “MAN1.BP1”, name “Establish risk management scope”, and desc “Determine the scope of risk
management to be performed”).
A CMMI-DEV process capability level is a ProcessCapabilityLevel composed of one, two or ten lower level
ProcessCapabilityLevel. Those lower levels ProcessCapabilityLevel are named Generic Goals in CMMI-DEV.
There are six process capability levels in CMMI-DEV
and seventeen Generic Goals.
An ISO/IEC 15504-5 process capability level is a ProcessCapabilityLevel, composed of zero, one or two lower level ProcessCapabilityLevel. Those lower levels
ProcessCapabilityLevel are named Process Attribute in
ISO/IEC 15504-5. There are six process capability levels and nine process attributes in ISO/IEC 15504-5.
The six original CMMI-DEV process capability levels
and the six original ISO/IEC 15504-5 process capability
levels are modeled as six ProcessCapabilityLevels composed of zero, one, two or three lower level ProcessCapabilityLevels. As both sets are based in the measurement framework of ISO/IEC 15504, they are similar.
But they are not equivalent. Therefore, each set is modeled separated, but using a similar structure in order to
facilitate further composition among them.
The ISO/IEC 15504-5 “Managed process” capability
level and the CMMI-DEV “Managed process” capability level are modeled as ProcessCapabilityLevel (id “2”
and name “Managed process”). This capability level is
defined in ISO/IEC 15504-5 as composed of two
process attributes (PA2.1 and PA2.2). The corresponded
capability level in CMMI-DEV is defined as composed
of ten Generic Practices (GP2.1 to GP2.10). The correspondent ProcessCapabilityLevel is modeled as composed of three lower levels ProcessCapabilityLevels.
Table 1 describes these three lower levels ProcessCapabilityLevels, identified in column “Unified Leaf PCL”.
Some of the original Generic Practices and Outcomes
are divided into two parts, identified as (p1) and (p2), in
order to allow a correspondence to the other model.
Using the contents of Table 1 as a guide, the capability
levels of the original CMMI-DEV, the original ISO/IEC
15504-5 and a unified view, can be modeled. They use a
subset of the same fourteen ProcessCapabilityLevelLeafs. Unified 2.1.1, 2.1.6 and 2.3.4 exist in CMMIDEV but not in ISO/IEC 15504-5. Unified 2.1.2, 2.2.1
and 2.2.2 exist in ISO/IEC 15504-5 but not in CMMIDEV. A similar table is produced for capability level 3
(with also three ProcessCapabilityLevelLeafs), for capability level 4 and 5 (each one with two ProcessCapabilityLevelLeafs).
A CMMI-DEV staged representation is modeled with
four ProcessCapabilityProfiles, each one representing a
maturity level.

Table 1 - Example of Unified View
Generic Practices
for CMMI-DEV
Generic Goal 2
Id
GP
2.1

Name
Establish Organizational Policy

Unified
Leaf
PCL
Id

Outcomes for ISO/IEC
15504-5 Process Attributes
2.1 and 2.2
Id

Name

2.1
.1
2.1.2

PA 2.1
a)

Objectives for the
performance are
identified;
Performance of the
process is planned;

GP
2.2

Plan the
Process

2.1.3

PA 2.1
b) (p1)

GP
2.3

Provide
Resources

2.1.4

PA
2.1
e)

GP
2.4

Assign Responsibility

2.1.5

PA 2.1
d)

Responsibilities and
authorities are
defined, (…);

PA 2.2
a)

Requirements for
the work products
are defined;

2.2.2

PA 2.2
b)

Requirements for
documentation and
control are defined;

GP 2.5

Train People

Resources and information necessary are
identified, (…);

2.1.6

2.2.1

GP
2.6

Manage
Configurations

2.2.3

PA 2.2
c)

Work products are
appropriately identified, (…)

GP
2.9

Objectively
Evaluate
Adherence

2.2.4

PA 2.2
d)

Work products are
reviewed and adjusted as necessary ;

GP
2.8
(p1)

Monitor and
Control the
Process

2.3.1

PA 2.1
b) (p2)

Performance of the
process is monitored;

GP
2.8
(p2)

Monitor and
Control the
Process

2.3.2

PA 2.1
c)

Performance of the
process is adjusted
to meet plans;

GP
2.7

Identify and
Involve Relevant
Stakeholders

2.3
.3

PA 2.1
f)

Interfaces between
the involved parties
are managed.

GP
2.10

Review
Status

goal, maturity level, capability profile) and one key
implicit concept (process area capability profile) are
modeled with four key concepts of the class diagram
(ProcessCapabilityArea, ProcessCapabilityLevel, ProcessAreaCapabilityProfile and ProcessCapabilityArea).
Four explicit key ISO/IEC 15504-5 concepts (process,
process capability level, process capability profile and
process attribute) and one key implicit concept (individual process capability profile) are modeled with the
same four key concepts of the class diagram. For PracticeElement, four explicit key CMMI-DEV concepts (specific practice, generic practice, typical work product and
sub practice) are modeled with four key concepts of the
class diagram (BasePractice and WorkProduct). Six
explicit key ISO/IEC 15504-5 concepts (outcome, base
practice, work product, generic practice, generic resource and generic work product) are modeled with the
four key concepts of the class diagram (ProcessOutcome, BasePractice, WorkProduct and Resource). As
the same eight key concepts cover twelve CMMI-DEV
concepts and eleven ISO/IEC 15504-5 concepts, this
goal is considered satisfied.

2.3.4

The abstract class PracticeElement and its concrete
subclasses ProcessOutcome, BasePractice, WorkProduct and Resources represent the elements of the original specific and generic goals of CMMI-DEV, composed of specific and generic practices and sub-practices
and typical work products, and the original outcomes,
base practices, work products and resources from
ISO/IEC 15504-5.
6. EVALUATION
As an evaluation, the achievements of the five objectives
goals are commented. The achievement of Goal G1 is
evidenced by the modeling of CMMI-DEV and ISO/IEC
15504-5 models. The achievement of Goal G2 is evidenced by the number of key concepts. Seven explicit
key CMMI-DEV concepts (process area, specific goal,
process area category, process capability level, generic
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The achievement of Goal G3 also is evidenced by the
description of how the key elements of both models are
modeled. The achievement of Goal G4 is evidenced by
an analysis of what elements from CMMI-DEV and
ISO/IEC 15504-5 are modeled as ProcessCapabilityAreaLeaf and ProcessCapabilityLevelLeaf. There are
differences in terms of granularity among the original
twenty-two process areas from CMMI-DEV, among the
original forty-eight processes from ISO/IEC 15504-5,
and between the two models as well. The Project Management process from ISO/IEC 15504-5 is similar to the
set composed of two CMMI-DEV process areas: Project
Management and Project Monitoring and Control. These
two process areas have five specific goals. In order to
make feasible the relationship among these two models,
both, the ISO/IEC 15504-5 process and the pair of
CMMI-DEV process area, are modeled as five ProcessCapabilityAreaLeafs. The forty-eight original ISO/IEC
15504-5 processes are covered by seventy-two ProcessCapabilityArea, and, the original twenty-two process
areas of CMMI-DEV are covered by forty-eight ProcessCapabilityArea, with almost all of them already
included in the seventy-two from ISO/IEC 15504-5.
The achievement of Goal G5 is evidenced by the class
ProcessCapabilityModelElements as a collection of all
elements. The reference to the elements is the only selfcontained reference and allows the reuse of each element
in any model.
7. RELATED AND FUTURE WORK
Mappings, comparisons and harmonization among concepts and elements from Process Capability Models in
general, and from a CMMI-DEV model and ISO/IEC
15504-5 model in particular, have been done elsewhere,
as for example, by Lepasaar et al. [19], Alexandre and

Habra [20] and Rout and Tuffley [21]. The iCMM and
MR-MPS models combine elements from a CMMI
model and ISO/IEC 15504-5 model. All of these related
works address the goals G1 and G3, but they do not
address the goals G2, G4 and G5.
Siviy and Kirwan [22] present an initial reasoning
framework for harmonizing process improvement efforts
when multiple improvement technologies and models
are in use. *HUDHV is a specific proposal, based in
process capability, for that reasoning framework.
As a future work, a phase 3 of the project is under way
in which *HUDHV is under another revision in order to
support the concepts of the other models listed in section
2. A preliminary analysis pointed out that most of these
concepts are already supported. This revision is also a
consolidation of the unified basic concepts as a complete
formal specification and implementation Process Capability Profile Metamodel in order to define a consensual
agreement on how elements of a process should be selected to produce a given Process Capability Profile. The
concept of metamodel is used as proposed by Favre [9]
and Bézivin [10].
8. CONCLUSION
This article proposes *HUDHV class diagram as a set of
unified basic concepts for Process Capability Models,
addressing the issue identified by Card [1]. The class
diagram is evaluated against five defined goals, including the modeling of CMMI-DEV and ISO/IEC 15504-5
models. This proposal is part of an ongoing research
effort to evolve the current SPI area towards MDPEK
and PRO2PI. The class diagram helps the understanding
the concepts of Process Capability Models independent
of how a particular model implemented these concepts.
This proposal is a relevant step towards a process capability profile metamodel that will support MDPEK and
PRO2PI and therefore the consistent utilization of elements from multiple models to process improvement.
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flexibility, being suitable to development of software with
unstable requisites, by small teams of highly skilled
developers [11]. Both agile and planned approaches have
context-dependent shortcomings that, if are not addressed,
can lead to project failures. The challenge is to balance the
two approaches to take advantage of their strengths in a
given situation while compensating for their weakness [2].

ABSTRACT
In order to be effective in the generation of high quality
products, a software process must suit the application
domain, the organization’s unique features, the development
teams and the specific characteristics of the project. On the
other hand, software projects involve development risks,
depending on the complexity of the project, the team
expertise, the technology deployed and many other factors.
In this paper, a systematic approach is proposed to manage
risks in software development projects through process
tailoring. This approach aims at adapting a process to a
specific project, with the objective of minimizing its
exposure to its identified risks. Goal/Question/Metric plans
are defined to monitor risks. Some developed case studies
are presented.

Keeping the processes descriptions is important because
they allow reusing the organizations’ knowledge and
processes to be assessed and improved [14]. Reusing
processes is a way of reusing experience and knowledge,
making possible to create a collection of reusable processes,
which can be inter-connected to instantiate new and more
complex processes. To produce high quality software in a
competitive way, on schedule and within costs previously
estimated, it is also necessary to manage the risks involved
in the software development of a specific project [5].

1. INTRODUCTION
Tailored software processes are required so that projects
can adopt development methods, techniques and practices
according to their specific needs. The Software Engineering
Institute (SEI), through Capability Maturity Model
Integration (CMMI), proposes that organizations define a
standard process, common to all the organizations’ projects,
and tailor this process according to the specific
characteristics of each process [11]. However, process
tailoring is not a simple task; it requires knowledge and
experience in the software process. While a process is
tailored, the characteristics of the project and of the
environment must be taken into account. Dependable
software development [15] for instance, requires particular
environment features, tasks, and support tools to support the
formalization of specifications, to demonstrate program
correction and to create software replication, among others.
Planned development process models [11] highlight
detailed identification of processes activities and tasks and
are suited to projects where a system quality improvement
is required to make the projects more manageable, and to
forecast dates and costs. These process models guide the
team as they develop the work [11]. Agile models highlight

This paper proposes a systematic approach - Project Risk
Management Approach (PRiMA), which aims at tailoring
the organization’s process, to be used in a specific project,
inserting in it preventive and corrective actions for the
prioritized risks of the project. The preventive actions to
risks are described as process and organizational patterns,
since those catch successful practices in software
management and can be used in the elaboration or
improvement of the software processes [4]. The
organization’s standard process and the organizational and
process patterns related to the risks that they intend to
prevent are stored in a knowledge base that must evolve
with time based on the developers experience. This makes it
possible to reuse a usable set of software process assets that
improve process performance across the projects and
provide a basis for cumulative, long-term benefits to the
organization [14].
A Project Risk Management Approach Tool - (PRiMATool) was developed to support the use of the systematic
approach proposed. This tool allows that the organization’s
standard process to be tailored to meet the specific needs of
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- Team Skill: Boehm [2] extends Alistair Cockburn´s
classification of people, and uses it as an important factor to
balance between agile and plan-driven methodologies. The
classification ranges from: people who are unable or are
unwilling to collaborate (level -1) to people who can revise
a method, breaking its rules to fit an unprecedented new
situation (level 3). The team skill is calculated according to
the percentage of people classified in the levels of
understanding.
The association of patterns to risks was based on the
existing knowledge in published books and articles as
[2][11][14][1][12] and in catalogues of existing patterns
[4][8]. Figure 1 shows examples of risk association rules,
such as the risk ambiguously or imprecisely written
individual requirements to patterns that intend to prevent it
in different project contexts. Different rules are associated
to the same risk in different contexts. For example, Rule 1
has as goal to prevent risk in projects with planned
characteristics – large teams with medium abilities and
software of low criticality [4][12], while Rule 2 will be
used to select patterns in dependable projects – high skill,
medium teams and high criticality [4][15], and Rule 3 will
be used in projects with agile characteristics – high skill,
small teams and medium criticality [1][8]. The above
associations of risks to patterns are examples; the
organization has to adjust and tune them to its reality and to
elaborate new rules according to its needs.

a project, inserting in the project process, actions to prevent
and monitor risks. As the tailoring result, a website is
created with the description of the process for the project.
The paper is outlined as it follows: Section 2 shortly
introduces organizational and process patterns; Section 3
explains the systematic approach proposed to manage risks
in software projects, called PRiMA; Section 4 describes
PRiMA-Tool. In Section 5 some case studies are presented.
Section 6 mentions some related work, and in Section 7
conclusions and future works are suggested.

2. ORGANIZATIONAL AND PROCESS
PATTERNS
According to Coplien [4], successful software organizations
use the same organizational and process patterns in the
software development. These patterns are not found in less
productive or not so successful organizations [4]. A pattern
describes the essential part of a solution for a recurrent
problem in a specific context [8]. Organizational and
process patterns catch successful practices in the
management of software development [4] and can be used
to model a new organization and a new development
process for a project, or also to improve an existent process.
When put into practice together in an organized way,
process patterns can be used to create software processes
for the organization. Process patterns are considered blocks
of reusable processes that can be used
to tailor the software process to find
the specific needs of the organization
[4].
In this work, the organizational
knowledge to prevent risks is
described through rules that associate
one or more risks to one or more
patterns to which they propose a
solution, preventing or minimizing
the risks. The rules are associated
with project contexts, where they
work better. [7]. Rules have an
accuracy factor, which measures the efficiency of patterns
associated in risk control. A factor of 0 (zero) means the
patterns does not help at all, while a factor of 10 means the
patterns can be applied to completely eliminate the
associated risks. The accuracy factor can be adjusted, by
users, from real experiences of the use of the rule. The
project context is identified in terms of three criteria, using
an approach similar to Cockburn [3] and Boehm [2]:

Figure 1 - Association of Patterns to Risks
An important characteristic of a process pattern is that it
describes what must be done, but not exactly the details of
how to do it [4]. It is necessary to identify the process
elements required in the deployment of each pattern
associated to the risks in a software process. Figure 2 shows
process elements required to the deployment of the pattern
ScenariosDefineProblem, as an example extracted from
Coplien [4]. This association is based on the description of
the pattern and on the practices described by models such as
the CMMI [14], and by processes such as RUP [12], XP
[1], PMBOK or by authors as Pressman [11], Sommerville
[15], among others.

- Defects Criticality: The possibility of loss associated with
the occurrence of a defect. It ranges from loss of comfort
(1) to the loss of many human lives (5);
- Team Size: The number of people involved is also an
important factor considered by Cockburn [3]. The larger the
project team, more intermediate documents must be
produced to coordinate the work;

The activities, proposed by Rational Unified Process (RUP)
[12], Develop Vision, Find Actors and Use Case and Detail
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a Use Case are associated to the pattern Scenarios Define
Problem (from Rule 1), as another example. Due to the
readability of Figure 2 only the activity Find Actors and
Use Cases was completely described, according to the
description of RUP [12]. The process elements required to
the insertion of this activity in a software process are
highlighted in Figure 2. The activities, process elements
associated to it, the patterns and the association rules are
inserted in a knowledge basis.

To identify risks, the team members must be interviewed
and group sessions must be organized with the team and
with stakeholders involved in the project [5]. The process of
identifying risks must not be limited to checklists proposed
in the scientific literature. It is possible, for example, to
create a list from the major problems that took place in the
organizations past works, as suggested by DeMarco and
Lister [5].
Considering that there can be a great number of
identified risks for a project, each of a distinct
nature and impact, in the activity Priorize the
Risks, the risk exposure (RE) technique is
employed to give priority to the risks that have
more impact on the project and high or medium
probability of taking place. Risk exposure, also
called risk impact or risk factor, is the product
of the probability of a non-satisfactory result to
occur, and the loss associated to this nonsatisfactory result. This work uses a 0 to 10
scale in order to measure the probability and
the loss of each risk. Quantifying risks by risk
exposure provides a relative priority order for
all the identified risks. The project manager defines if all
the risks identified will be handled, or just the ones with RE
higher than a threshold. The cost to manage all the risks can
be very high and risks with low probability of occurrence or
low loss may not justify the cost to treat them [5].

Figure 2 – Association of Pattern to Process Elements

3. PROJECT RISK MANAGEMENT
APPROACH
The aim of the approach is to allow the elaboration of
software development process for a specific project. This
process has the objective of minimizing the project
exposure to its identified and measured risks, according to
the context of the project. Figure 3 shows the sequence of
activities proposed by PRiMA.

The activity Select Patterns defines how to recover from the
knowledge base, the patterns which aim to prevent the
prioritized risks for a specific project [7]. In section 2 we
described the proposed mechanism to select patterns from
an organizational knowledge base.
The activity Tailor the Process for the Project describes
how the process can be tailored to integrate the patterns
selected to prevent the risks, resulting in the process defined
for a project. The process tailoring is based on a process
framework that integrates 1. the activities to be performed
in all projects, 2. organizational patterns as preventive or
corrective actions to risks, 3. GQM plans associated to
risks. Each organization must define its own framework or
tailor this to meet its specific needs. In the framework are
described process tailoring guidelines and process
configuration aiming to facilitate the tailoring task. The
guidelines describe how to tailor process elements
according to the size and formality of the project. Process
configurations are pre-defined process models, aiming to
meet typical projects or process improvement models, such
as CMM. The framework structure is briefly described in
section 3.1 of this paper.

Figure 3 – Project Risk Management Approach

During the project, it is necessary to monitor the risks to
ensure that risks factors stay within the planned thresholds
or to take some actions when they fall beyond the
quantitative targets. In the activity Elaborate the GQM Plan
to Monitor the Risks, the GQM Plan is defined. The GQM

In the activity Identify Project Risks, the risks that may
affect the project are identified. To help the project manager
in this activity, the use of a common checklist of most
frequently occurring risks is suggested [7].
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Tailoring guidelines and process configurations are
proposed to facilitate tailoring and definitions of the
organization’s process tasks. Process configurations are predefined process models, which include a set of process
elements - they can be used as a starting point to define the
organization’s own process. These models were defined
from well known processes or methodologies described in
the literature. In the framework implemented with PRIMAtool the following process configurations are suggested:
simplified processes, as essential RUP [12], which
describes a small set of elements to use the RUP in a
project; complete, as RUP [12] and XP [1]; or extended to
fulfill software improvement models, as RUP CMM Level 2
and RUP CMM Level 3. These process configurations are
examples; every organization will define its process
configurations according to its needs. SW-CMM and
CMMI [14] consider that guidelines must be elaborated
describing how to tailor the standard process of the
organization to meet the specific needs of the project. These
process tailoring guidelines are associated to the process
elements and describe a list of alternatives to tailor a
specific element. Process guidelines help the designer in
tailoring processes, describing alternatives to tailor process
elements according to the size and formality of the project.
The guidelines are textual descriptions that describe details
of how tailoring must be done to each process element [14].

Plan details the metrics that must be collected to answer the
questions associated to the goals of the plan. The GQM
goals must be formulated in the following way “Analyze the
<object of study> aiming <goal> as regards to the <focus>
in the point of view of <point of view> in the following
context <context>". Table 1 shows, as an example, a GQM
Plan to monitor the risk ambiguously or imprecisely written
individual requirements.
Table 1. GQM Plan: Ambiguously or imprecisely
written individual requirements risk
Risk: Ambiguously or imprecisely written individual requirements
Goal: Analyze the project with the purpose of monitoring the
requirements definition from the viewpoint of the development team.
Question: Did the users
Metric 1: Percentage of Validated
validate the project
Requirements by the client
requirements documents?
RVRC = (amount of requirement
documents validated/ total amount of
requirement documents) *100

The risk monitoring is based on the metrics defined in the
GQM Plan. The measures are stored in historical basis to be
used in future estimates and in the project control. The
metrics help the project manager to Monitor the Project
Risks, providing visibility to their progress. The project
manager must identify when corrective actions must be
taken because the probability of occurrence of risk is
growing. The probability of a risk to occur is defined by
comparing the measurements done with pre-established
thresholds. As results of the project risk monitoring, two
situations may occur: 1. the measurements are within the
acceptable thresholds, and a management action is not
required; 2. the measurements are beyond the allowed
thresholds, being necessary the execution of the activity
Select patterns again to select other preventive actions to be
inserted in the software project process.

4. PRIMA-TOOL
An experimental environment was developed composed of
two tools: Pattern-Based Methodology Tailoring Tool
(PMT-Tool) and Project Risk Management Approach Tool
(PRiMA-Tool). PMT-Tool module was developed by Júlio
Hartmann [7]. PMT-Tool is responsible for cataloguing the
process patterns and associating them with the software
risks by means of preventive rules, as well as selecting the
pattern to prevent prioritized risks in a specific project.
PRIMA-Tool module is responsible for the elaboration of
the project software process, from organization’s standard
process tailoring, inserting in it the selected patterns to
prevent
the
project
risks
and
defining
the
Goal/Question/Metric Plans to manage the project risks.
Having concluded the project process tailoring, Prima-Tool
generates a website with the description of the defined
process for the project to be consulted by developers,
managers and process engineers. The tools are available for
interested
readers
to
play
with
at
http://www.urisantiago.br:8080/prima/.

At the end of any iteration, or periodically, the risks
identified and prioritized for the project must be reviewed.
In this review new risks may be identified, generating the
need of tailoring the process again, and therefore new
preventive actions can be included in the process to be used
in the next iteration.

3.1 Framework
The basis of the tailoring task is a process framework, from
which different processes can be instanced by the selection
of process elements, previously defined by the organization.
The framework is composed of a knowledge base, tailoring
guidelines and process configuration.
The knowledge base comprises: software risks; instances of
process elements (activities, roles, artifacts, disciplines,
tools) used in the definition of software processes; activity
diagrams describing the sequence of execution of activities
by discipline; organizational and process patterns; rules of
association patterns to risks; preventive actions describing
the process elements needed to be deployed in patterns
stored in the knowledge base; and goals, questions and
metrics used to monitor risks.

5. CASE STUDIES
Two case studies were carried out to validate the proposed
framework. The case studies were made based on two
software projects developed at a university, which will be
called Y University. The projects show different
characteristics, being one of the projects goal to develop a
financial system in one of the Y University campuses
(Fin$oft Project), while the other project goal is to develop
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Column 3 in table 2, shows the activities to be added to Y
University’s standard process (column 2) to form the
specific process for the Fin$oft Project. The team that is
developing Fin$oft financial software is small, with
developers who are knowledgeable on the technology to be
used in the project. The client is within the campus where
the system will be developed, so the project configuration
can use most of the agile methodologies. The main patterns
suggested by PRiMA are those that aim to provide more
agility to the organization standard process, based on RUP.

an academic system in a distributed way, by teams located
at three different campuses of the same university
(@cadSoft Project). Y University standard process is very
simple, and it is based on a small subset of RUP activities,
proposed by Essential RUP [12]. Table 2 shows in column
2, the activities that make the Y University standard
process.
The team that will develop the Fin$oft software is
composed of a project manager, two developers, two
trainees and the Computing Center Coordinator, who is the
Senior Manager of this project. The team is classified as a
high-skilled team, as developers are experienced in the
programming language employed and have already
developed similar systems. The defined risks for the Fin$oft
project are: failure to manage end user expectations,
misunderstanding the requirements, conflict between user
departments, scope and goals are not clearly defined, and
non-realistic schedule and budget. Among the pattern list
suggested by the PRiMA Approach, the patterns selected
were:
EarlyAndRegularDeliverXP,
PlanningGame,
OnSiteCustomer, ConstantRefactoring, BuildPrototype,
DocumentedSoftwareEstimate,
SimpleDesign, SizeTheSchedule and DocumentedConfigurationManagementPlan.

Another case study, @cadSoft academic software is being
developed by three teams, totalizing 22 people: 3 project
managers, 8 developers, 10 trainees and 1 senior manager,
based on the Y University administrative area. The team is
classified as average skilled, due to the large number of
trainees and the fact that the team does not master the
technology chosen for the system development. The defined
risks for the @cadSoft project are: lack of a methodology
for the project, lack of required knowledge/skill in the
project, misunderstanding the requirements, introduction of
new technology, wrong development of functions of user
interfaces, unfeasible design, and lack of top management
commitment to the project.

Table 2. Organization’s standard process and Fin$oft’s and @cadSoft’s defined processes
Discipline

Organization’s Standard Process
Develop Requirements Management
Plan

Fin$oft
Write User Story
Divide User Story
Priorize User Story
Develop a System Prototype
Validate a System Prototype
Write Tasks

Requirements

Architectural Analysis
Class Design
Database Design
Analysis and Design

Implementation

Execute Developer Tests
Implement Design Elements

Test

Define Test Approach
Define Test Details

Deployment
Configuration and Change
Management

Project Management

Environment

Execute Unit Tests
Implement Tasks
Refactor Code
Execute Acceptance Tests
Write Acceptance Tests
Write Unit Tests

Create Deployment Unit
Develop Support Materials
Confirm Duplicate or Rejected CR
Review Change Request
Submit Change Request
Update Change Request
Compile Software Development Plan
Develop Business Case
Develop Iteration Plan
Identify and Assess Risks
Initiate Project
Iteration Acceptance Review
Lifecycle Milestone Review
Prepare for Phase Close-out
Prepare for Project Close-out
Project Acceptance Review
Report Status

Select and Acquire Tools
Set Up Tools
Tailor the Process for the Project

@cadSoft
Find Actors and Use Cases
Structure the Use Case Model
Detail a Use Case
Review Requirements
Asses Viability of Arch. Proof-of-concept
Construct Architectural Proof-of-concept
Describe the Run-time Architecture
Implement Innovative Idea
Review the Architecture
Review the Design
Validate Innovative Idea
Execute Unit Tests
Refactor Code
Review Code
Execute Acceptance Tests
Write Acceptance Tests
Write Unit Tests

Establish Change Control
Process
Write CM Plan

Establish Change Control Process
Write CM Plan

Accept Task
Classify by Risk
Collect Metrics
Define Iteration Scope
Define Control Processes
Define the Scheduler
Define Velocity
Develop Measurement Plan
Elaborate Release Plan
Estimate Task
Estimate User Story
Monitor Status Project
Negotiate the Scheduler Team
Negotiate with Customer

Assess Iteration
Initiate Iteration
Iteration Planning Review
Plan Phases and Iterations
Project Approval Review
Project Planning Review
Project Review Authority (PRA) Review

Develop Development Case
Review the Software Process for the
Project
Identify Training
Execute Training

Training
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Among the suggested patterns listed to prevent risks, the
following
were
selected:
ConstantRefactoring,
SoftwareLifeCycleIsDefined,
EarlyRegularDeliverRUP,
ScenariosDefineProblem, ShunkWorks, ArchitectureTeam,
ProjectProcessIsDefined, PeerReviews, ApprenticeShip,
SeniorManagementReview and DocumentedConfigurationManagementPlan. Column 4 shows the activities added to
the Y University standard process (column 1) to form the
specific process for the @cadSoft Project.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This article proposes a Project Risk Management Approach
– PRiMA - which makes it possible to instantiate
development processes tailored according to the identified
and prioritized risks of the development project. The aim of
tailoring is to elaborate a defined process to a project
suitable to the project’s context, taking advantages of agile
methods, planned or hybrid, while preventing identified
risks for the project. The approach presented in this paper is
limited by the difficulties of validating the empirical
knowledge of experienced process designers, software
engineers and project managers, expressed as patterns and
risk resolution rules. Nevertheless, it has a strong and
original contribution to structure a systematic approach for
capturing this knowledge and assisting process designers
and project managers on leveraging it. The approach
suggests that the use of risk analysis combined with
organizational patterns is a promising way of overcoming
the limitations of existing software process improvement
frameworks. The information stored in the knowledge base
can be updated and must improve with time and as the team
gets more experience. Results of post-mortem analysis of
projects can help in this task. Future works include the use
of a workflow management system to create environments
to support the execution of processes defined from PRiMA.

In the @cadSoft Academic System’s process, the situation
presented is opposed to that of the Fin$oft, because the
team is distributed in different campuses, and the customer,
in this case the University administrative area, is far from
the development teams, the team is composed of many
trainees, who usually stay in the team only for short periods.
The most relevant patterns, suggested by PRiMA-Tool, are
patterns which aim to provide more planning and
documentation to the software process. Considering the
difficulty in face to face communication in distributed
teams, documents are generated so that the teams can
communicate and keep informed.
PRiMA helps the process designer on performing the
process tailoring. However, the process designer role is
fundamental, and her careful empirical consideration and
evaluation is necessary in order to tailor an adequate
process for a given project. The tool is helpful because it
suggests the most suitable patterns to the project,
accordingly to the data which is recorded in its repository.
It saves the time of the process designer to browse through
dozens or even hundreds of patterns which are available.
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Abstract1

requirements and the specific context of each project [5],
[6].
The act of adjusting and/or particularizing the terms of a
standard software development process to accommodate
differences among projects is called tailoring [7]. It implies
adding, deleting and/or modifying elements, and changing
relationships. The result of tailoring activities is a bespoke
software process, which is called project-specific software
process.
Nevertheless, though recent studies have recognized the
importance of process tailoring, it is important to stress the
difficulties related to this task. Park et al. [5] and Xu [2]
highlight as the lack of knowledge support may make
tailoring a difficult task. Fitzgerald et al. [8] discuss some
issues about how agile methods are used and tailored in
practice, once there is not much knowledge about tailoring
of agile methods. Yoon et al. [9] show the problems one
might face in order to maintain the consistency between the
tailored process and the standard software development
process.
The main goal of this paper is to present a set of wellformedness rules based on a process metamodel to
constrain tailoring activities as something that may
contribute to some of the issues mentioned above. The
well-formedness rules are based on the RUP metamodel
[10]. We believe that these rules facilitate software
development organizations to guarantee consistency on
their tailored processes with their standard software
development processes.
The paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 presents the
relevant literature on process tailoring and describes how
process tailoring is supported in the RUP. Section 3 shows
the well-formedness rules. In Section 4, an example of
usage is described followed by conclusions.

Process tailoring consists on the manipulation of an
existing software process to incorporate new elements or
remove existing ones. However, it is essential to constrain
tailoring activities to guarantee certain properties hold in
the tailored process. Therefore it is necessary to define a
properly mechanism for process tailoring capable to
maintain the consistency and compliance of the resulting
process. In this paper, we propose the use of a set of wellformedness rules required to ensure tailoring of standard
software development process based on RUP process.

1

INTRODUCTION

The efforts to implement standard software development
processes across large organizations have gradually
increased in the last years. Because the product quality is
associated to the process utilized in its construction [1] the
goal is to adopt a well-defined process in software
development.
The use of a standard software development process
may allow the improvement of performance, predictability
and reliability of the work processes; and the increase of
productivity [2]. Furthermore, it also facilitates the
implementation of the process capability maturity models
such as ISO/IEC 15504 and Capability Maturity Model
Integration (CMMI).
Nowadays, many “off-the-shelf” processes that facilitate
the initial job of deciding the process elements have been
suggested by the academy and industry. The most known
one is the Rational Unified Process (RUP) [3] proposed by
IBM Rational, which provides information regarding
activities and tasks for software development and
management.
However a “one process to fit all project needs”
approach does not work in software development [4]. As
each project is unique in terms of business domain,
customer requirements and technology [2], there is a need
to adapt the standard software development process to the

2
2.1

BACKGROUND
Process Tailoring

Nowadays, it is widely accepted that a standard software
development process should be tailored to fit the needs of
the projects context [11]. Important capability maturity
models such as ISO/IEC 15504 and CMMI recommend
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tailoring standards before applying them to a specific
project. For instance, CMMI, a current version of the SWCMM, assumes that the best way to support the variation of
the processes is to provide tailoring guidelines associated
with the standard software development process to answer
specific needs of the organization projects. These
guidelines should specify which elements can be modified
from standard software development process as well as in
which circumstances this occurs. ISO/IEC 15504, on the
other hand defines that organizations must have a strategy
for tailoring projects assets. It implies the establishment and
maintenance of a standard set of processes and strategies
for tailoring project's needs. The processes should indicate
applicability and expected performance, and identify
detailed tasks, activities and associated artifacts.
Software development processes such as RUP, XP and
OPEN also consider process tailoring. They provide some
guidelines to orient the deletion of the non-applicable
elements, addition of required elements, and modification
of existing elements for a particular project.
Process tailoring is also not new in the literature [12]
and it has recently become a target of attention to the
software engineering community. Some researchers have
been focusing their attention on project characteristics that
influence tailoring decisions [13], [14]. The same issue has
also been studied or understood as a “contingency factor”
[15], [16]. Other authors have involved the knowledge
management on process tailoring [2], [17].
The main interest of this paper is to guarantee the
consistency between the tailored process and the standard
software development process. A review of the literature
though shows few studies addressed to this aspect. Yoon et
al. [9] have proposed a systematic method to formalize a
standard software development process, process tailoring
and to verify the tailored process. The authors describe a set
of tailoring operations to preserve the dependency
relationships among the elements of the standard software
development process. Although the authors have considered
the conformity between the standard software development
process and tailored process and suggested some operations
for this purpose, their study have not considered several
mandatory software process elements such as roles, tools,
phases, etc.
Welzel et al. [18] have developed a method to process
tailoring (ProcePT) based on a process model called GVModel. The process model is formed by activities and
artifacts that must be tailored in the project context. GVModel provides a set of 90 conditions to hold the deletion
of these activities and artifacts. The authors have also
developed a tool to support the GV-Model in PROLOG.
However, the limitations of this research are the same
found in [9]. Additionally, the artifact deletion is the only
tailoring operation considered.
Although some studies have tried to cover the standard
compliance there is the need for additional research on the
area, as it can be seen in a recent systematic review on
process tailoring [6].

2.2

RUP and Process Tailoring

RUP is a software engineering process that can be adapted
for a very large class of software systems, different
apllication areas, different types of organizations and
different project sizes. The act of “adapting the process” is
what RUP calls by process tailoring. Bearing in mind that
two projects within the same organization may also be
different, RUP indicates the use of process tailoring for
each software project. The result of this tailoring is part of
what RUP calls a development case. A development case
describes all activities, roles, artifacts, and templates that
must be used in a software project.
To support process tailoring RUP provides a specific
discipline called environment. The environment discipline
focuses on the necessary activities to configure the process
for a project. Besides, guidelines and white papers on
tailoring RUP for different types of projects and domains
are also available. The problem related to the guidelines
and the environment discipline is their informallity, that is,
no reference about RUP metamodel can be found on them.
As a consequence it is not possible to verify the consistency
of the tailored processes.
In this sense, we verify the need of a suitable
specification of tailoring rules based on the process
metamodel. Without these rules, it is impossible to
guarantee the integrity of the relationships among the
elements that compose the metamodel according to the
standard software development process. Moreover,
considering the complexity and the amount of elements that
compose RUP, the process tailoring activities is
impracticable without an automated support. In order to
achieve that, it is necessary to specify a set of rules
compliant to the process metamodel.

3

WELL-FORMEDNESS RULES TO
RUP PROCESS TAILORING

The approach of this research to tailor RUP process is
composed by a set of well-formedness rules to process
tailoring. The rules lead to some tailoring operations that
preserve dependency relationships among the elements that
compose RUP process. These rules are based on an
extension of original RUP metamodel presented in [19],
which captures the elements and relationships required on
tailoring activities. The extended metamodel is shown in
Figure 1. The included classes in this metamodel from the
original RUP metamodel are three: Task, Sub-artifact and
Optional. And, the new relationships are: the self
relationships of the Workflow Detail, Activity, Task and
Sub-artifact classes and the relationship referred to as
modifies created between the Activity and Sub-artifact
classes.
The operations aimed by the well-formedness rules are
to delete or add elements to RUP process. It has been
developed rules for elements such as Disciplines, Workflow
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artifacts, the process engineer may also associate the
artifacts used by the new activity. Here, the process
engineer uses the Sub-artifact class and the relationships
referred to as consumes, produces and modifies to indicate
which specific parts of an artifact will be consumed – in
this case those mandatory or optional –, produced and/or
updated by the new activity.
Workflow Detail Addition: When a workflow detail is
added, at least one relationship with activity, discipline and
phase instances must be created. In addition, related
workflow details (precedent and subsequent ones) must be
defined.
Sub-artifact Addition: When a process engineer
wishes to produce additional information for a specific
project he/she may add new sub-artifacts, which will be
part of an artifact. In this tailoring operation, the process
engineer must define at least one responsible role and
optionally other roles that will update the new sub-artifact.
The relationships referred to as consumes, produces and
modifies may be used to associate the new sub-artifacts to
different activities. Moreover, if the new sub-artifact has
some kind of dependency relation to other sub-artifacts it
must be created by the process engineer, who is also
responsible for creating a relationship between the subartifact and an artifact.
Artifact Addition: Since we define an artifact as a set
of sub-artifacts, the artifact addition operation implies in
sub-artifacts addition. Thus, when an artifact is added at
least one sub-artifact also must be included. However, it is
known that when a process engineer applies the standard
process to a small-size project or rapid application
development, he/she may wish to manage process in
higher-level to reduce workload and not to split an artifact.
In this case, it is advisable to create for each artifact one
sub-artifact with the same name of the artifact only. In
ProTTo (our prototype cited in Section 4) it was
implemented in the artifacts inclusion funcionality an
option for process engineers to choose whether the included
artifact need to be split or not. Thus, when an artifact is not
split ProTTo automatically creates one sub-artifact with the
same name of the included artifact.
Discipline Addition: Discipline addition is not
supported since RUP disciplines cover all areas about
software development.

Details, Activities, Artifacts and Sub-artifacts. It is
important to note as mentioned above that sub-artifacts do
not exist in the original RUP metamodel. So, it has been
defined a new class in the proposed metamodel to this
element, once it allows the representation of the parts of an
artifact. The concept of sub-artifacts is required to the
process tailoring since not all artifacts are generated by only
one activity. Sometimes parts of an artifact can become
from distinct activities. Thus, sub-artifacts are necessary in
order to allow the deletion of an activity which is
responsible for producing a sub-artifact no longer
demanded for the software process. As a consequence, it is
possible to select which parts of an artifact are necessary
for a specific project during the process tailoring.

Figure 1 - The Extended RUP Metamodel

3.1

Tailoring Operation: Addition

As the UML multiplicity allows to refer to the number of
objects in one class that can be related to one object in the
related class and can be used on both sides of a relationship,
it is considered that the well-formedness rules to addition
operation are all expressed in the proposed metamodel.
Thus, in order to add an element, the process engineer must
respect the relationships of the added element only with
other process elements. Details of the well-formedness
rules to addition operations are provided bellow. Here, due
to space constraints, we have decided not to illustrate the
rules with tables as done in the following subsection.
Activity Addition: Adding activities instances implies
in at least one relationship with the workflow detail element
to indicate where the activity will be executed. Moreover, a
responsible role for the activity execution and the related
activities (precedent and subsequent ones) of the new
activity must be defined. If necessary, the process engineer
may associate tools to the new activity and create tasks to
detail its execution. As activities have a clear purpose,
usually expressed in terms of creating and/or updating

3.2

Tailoring Operation: Deletion

Since RUP covers a large variety of development software,
deletion operations are very common on process tailoring.
For some of these operations, well-formedness rules are
guaranteed in the present extended metamodel through
UML relationships and its multiplicities. For instance, the
composition relationships of the Discipline, Activity and
Artifact classes, which define that the deletion of any of
these elements implies in the deletion of its parts. However,
many of the well-formedness rules can not be expressed
using UML class model. So, we explain in a systematic
way each deletion operation proposed in the present
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approach. Bellow, all of them are illustrated with tables,
since we may not express all well-formedness rules through
the present extended metamodel as mentioned before. The
tables show all affected elements by each tailoring
operation and present a specific rule associated to each of
them. Addiotionally, each rule contains a numeration to
facilitate its identification.
Activity Deletion: Deleting activity istances of a
standard software development process must be used only
for optional activities (see the mandatory attribute of the
Activity class in the Figure 1). In this operation, all activity
tasks are deleted, since activities can be composed by tasks
(see rule #9 of the Table 1). Moreover, related activities
(precedent and subsequent ones) have to be connected in
order to redefine the process workflow (see rule #1 of the
Table 1). If a deleted activity produces sub-artifacts, it will
be necessary to remove them from the activity (see rule #6
of the Table 1). In this case, if a removed sub-artifact has a
dependency relationship with other sub-artifacts or it is
mandatory consumed by other activities, other elements
will have to be deleted (see rule #2 and #6 of the Table 1).
Finally, all the associations of the deleted activity with the
Role, Workflow Detail and Sub-artifact class have to be
eliminated (see rule #3, #4, #5, #7 and #8 of the Table 1).
Workflow Detail Deletion: When a process engineer
does not want to perform a group of related activities in a
specific discipline he/she can delete workflow details. To
do so, he/she must check whether the phases, activities and
discipline related to the deleted workflow detail keep at
least one relationship with another workflow detail. The
phases, activities and disciplines that do not have other
relationships also have to be deleted (see rule #1, #2 and #3
of the Table 2). It will also be needed to connect related
workflow details (precedent and subsequent ones) (see rule
#4 of the Table 2).

Table 2 - Well-Formedness Rules to Workflow Detail Deletion

Activity

Tool
Workflow
Detail
Role

#2

#3
#4
#5
#6

Subartifact

#7
#8

Task

#9

#1

Discipline

#2

Phase

#3

Workflow
Detail

#4

All relationships with activities must be
deleted. If some activities no longer have
relationship with other workflow details,
they also must be deleted.
Workflow detail must be deleted from the
discipline. If the discipline no longer has
workflow details, it also must be deleted.
All relationships with phases must be
deleted. If some phases no longer have
relationship with other workflow details they
also must be deleted.
Related workflow details (precedent and
subsequent ones) must be connected.

Artifact Deletion: When an artifact is deleted its subartifacts must be deleted, too (see rule #1 of the Table 3).
However, it will usually lead to other deletion operations
(e.g. artifact deletion implies in executing deletion
operation for all sub-artifacts of the deleted artifact).
Table 3 - Well-Formedness Rules to Artifact Deletion
Subartifact

#1

All sub-artifacts of the artifact must be deleted.

Sub Sub-artifact Deletion: Sub-artifact deletion is used
to produce an artifact with different formats and levels of
formality. Thus, when a process engineer wants to produce
a less formal artifact he/she may delete pieces of this
artifact, what can make it simpler. In order to delete a subartifact, a process engineer has to check if it is produced on
software process or not. If so, he/she also has to delete its
production activity (see rule #2 of the Table 4).
Additionally, the process engineer must detele the subartifact of the artifact which it is associated and eliminate
its associations with the Role class (see rule #1 and #4 of
the Table 4).
Once the deleted sub-artifact is used by other activities,
the process engineer must check whether it is mandatory or
not. The activities where it is mandatory must be deleted
(see rule #3 of the Table 4). Similarly, the process engineer
has to check if the deleted sub-artifact has dependency
relationships with other sub-artifacts, since these subartifacts also have to be deleted (see rule #5 of the Table 4).
Discipline
Deletion:
Deleting
disciplines
is
implemented in the present approach following its use in
RUP process, once some disciplines can be optionally
performed (as Business Modeling, for example). In our
approach, when disciplines are deleted the process engineer
has to delete its workflow details (see rule #2 of the Table
5). Additionally, he/she has to eliminate the associations of
the deleted discipline with the LifeCycle class (see rule #1
of the Table 5).

Table 1 - Well-Formedness Rules to Activity Deletion
#1

Activity

Related
Activities
(precedent
and
subsequent ones) must be connected.
Activities that consume the sub-artifacts
(only the not optional ones) deleted by the
activity must be eliminated.
All the associations among the activity and
tools must be eliminated.
All the associations among the activity and
workflow details must be eliminated.
All the associations among the activity and
roles must be eliminated.
Sub-artifacts produced by the activity and
its dependent sub-artifacts must be deleted
(this can imply in deletion of the other
activities).
Sub-artifacts consumed by the activity must
have its relationships eliminated.
Sub-artifacts modified by the activity must
have its relationships eliminated.
All tasks of the activity must be deleted.

Table 4 - Well-Formedness Rules to Sub-Artifact Deletion
Artifact
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#1

Sub-artifact must be deleted from the artifact.
If the artifact no longer has sub-artifacts, it

Activity

#2
#3

Role

#4

Subartifact

#5

of 2 artifacts, 8 sub-artifacts, 1 activity and 8 tasks.
Moreover, the impact analysis shows that some
relationships had also to be deleted, such as relationships
among the deleted sub-artifacts and the activities that had
consumed or modified them. Additionally, another impact
caused by the tailoring operation, not shown in Table 7, is a
process workflow change, that is, some deleted activities
(Develop Requirements Management Plan and Find
Requirement Attributes) were removed from the parallelism
structures they had been configurated to work parallely
with other activities in the workflow details in
Requirements discipline.
We have also deleted the Perform Architectural
Synthesis activity in the Perform Architectural Synthesis
workflow detail. For this operation, the results of the impact
analysis are shown in Table 8. Note that besides the
exclusion of the Perform Architectural Synthesis activity
other elements had also to be deleted. In this case, the
tailoring operation led to the additional deletion of 1
artifact, 4 sub-artifacts and 5 tasks. Here, the process
workflow had been changed for a second time in order to
arrange the sequence of the activities execution in Perform
Architectural Synthesis workflow detail.

also must be deleted.
The activity that produces the sub-artifact
must be deleted.
The deleted sub-artifact must be disconnected
of the activities. If some of these activities
depend on the artifact to be performed they
also must be deleted.
The association between the sub-artifact and
roles must be deleted.
The dependent sub-artifacts of the sub- artifact
also must be deleted.

Table 5- Well-Formedness Rules to Discipline Deletion
LifeCycle

#1

Workflow
Detail

#2

4

The discipline must be deleted from the
lifecycle. If the lifecycle no longer has
disciplines, it also must be deleted.
All workflow details of the discipline must
be deleted.

EXAMPLE OF USAGE

We have applied the well-formedness rules to tailor RUP
process in ProTTo – the tool prototype based on the
proposed metamodel and on well-formedness rules to
process tailoring [20]. We have considered the
Requirements and Analysis & Design disciplines of RUP
process as the standard software development process and
we have tailored them by deleting some activities
considered as optional on RUP process. Such activities are
listed in Table 6.

1
2

Table 6 – Deleted Activities on Process Tailoring

3

Requirement Discipline Activities
Develop Requirements Management Plan (Deleted)
Find Requirement Attributes (Deleted)
Analysis and Project Discipline Activities
Perform Architectural Synthesis (Deleted)

Figure 2 - Interface in ProTTo to Process Tailoring

In each deletion operation the side effects of the remained
process elements were analysed, thanks to the impact
analysis functionality available in ProTTo. This
functionality allows any deletion operation, made in the
process, to be propagated through out the various related
elements. Thus, the affected elements are indicated by alert
icones before the deletion is executed. Figure 2 illustrates
the interface used in ProTTo to process tailoring. In this
figure number 1 indicates the part of the interface used to
perform the tailoring operations. Number 2 and number 3
illustrate how a standard software development process is
viewed in ProTTo. It is also possible to see an example of
impact analysis in the figure in Number 2 and 3.
The first deleted activity in this example was the
Develop Requirements Management Plan. This activity was
performed in the standard software development process in
a unique workflow detail called Analyse the Problem. Some
partial results of the impact analysis can be found in Table
7. It shows tailoring operation led to the additional deletion

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed capable well-formedness
rules to lead the process tailoring. The main contribution of
these rules is to guarantee the consistency between the
tailored software process and the standard software
development process in order to avoid tailoring
unconformities. In this paper, the focus has been on RUP
process. However, we consider it possible to use this
approach in other processes such as XP and OPEN, once
these processes can also be tailored to specific projects. In
this case, well-formedness rules must be adjusted
considering the metamodel of each process.
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The information that is extracted builds on the idea that
the programmer’s activity, i.e. the adding, modifying,
deleting, reading of code is an indicator of the knowledge
that the programmer has about that part of the code [6].
Other approaches such as expertise recommenders,
which suggest who has expertise in particular parts of the
program also base their recommendations on this
assumption. Tools such as Expertise Recommender [7],
EEL [8], and Expertise Browser [9] make
recommendations based on commits to source code
repositories.
The objective of the expert identification measurement
framework is twofold: the primary goal is to track the
time spent editing the artifacts that are created during the
software development process, such as documents, source
code, spreadsheets, etc. to infer the user’s knowledge on
that artifact. Additionally, data that describes the artifact
being accessed is also collected to allow the retrieval of
an artifact using its properties as search criteria.

Abstract
Software companies depend heavily on knowledgeable
employees. Competence and skills management are
essential instruments to understand how to employ the
available skills in an optimal way.
Unfortunately, implementing knowledge management
strategies like competence and skills management is
challenging because resources, time and effort are
required before benefits become visible.
This paper shows an approach to collect noninvasively (i.e., without requiring any effort by
developers) data about “who” is working on “what”
during software production.
We present two examples to show how to answer three
questions: “who is the expert of a specific part of the
code?”, “who should do pair programming with
whom?”, and “what knowledge gap arises if a specific
developer leaves?”.

2. Related work
1. Introduction

Examples of existing implementations can be
categorized within two groups depending if the
knowledge about who knows what has to be provided by
the users of the system or if it is extracted from other
sources.
Examples of tools of the first group are the StepStone
Skills & Competency Management Module [10] or SAP
ERP Human Capital Management [11] in which
employees maintain their own or the skill profiles of their
subordinates.
A common problem of knowledge engineering is how
to generate knowledge with as less effort and resources as
possible [12]. Asking employees to maintain their
knowledge profile takes time which means that it will
generate costs since if experts spend time sharing
knowledge, they will be less productive [13].
To overcome this barrier to adopt knowledge
management, tools that try to extract knowledge
automatically from existing artifacts who knows what
were developed. Two examples are AnswerGarden [14]
which creates a knowledge repository storing the
questions and answers exchanged between help desks and
their clients and ActiveNet [15] which extracts knowledge

Competence management and expert identification are
activities within the field of knowledge management
which aim to find out who knows what [1]. This
information can serve various purposes, e.g., to find the
right employees to staff new projects [2], to match
positions with skills [3], or to support software
maintenance [4].
In distributed environments or in larger development
teams knowledge about who wrote a particular piece of
code, who knows about a particular set of classes, who is
responsible for a particular requirements document is
essential. According to [5], software developers apply just
as much effort and attention determining whom to contact
in an organization as they do getting the job done.
To partly solve this problem, this paper proposes a
measurement framework to extract knowledge about who
knows what about software development artifacts (such as
source code, documents, slides, spreadsheets, etc.) noninvasively, i.e., without the need by the developers to
spend time on documenting their knowledge within a
knowledge management system.
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from the e-mail traffic, instant messaging, and digital
workspaces that employees use in their every days’ work.
Proposals like the “Knowledge Dust to Pearls
Approach” [13] build on the AnswerGarden approach to
refine the collected knowledge into “experience pearls”
that are collected in form of an “experience base” for the
purpose to be reused for the planning of future activities.

the cases this is the artifact that is currently on focus). The
following pseudo code describes how one measurement
probe (i.e. an application of our measurement framework
connected to the API of an application to observe)
collects data.
initialize
initialize
initialize
initialize

3. Measurement framework

user with the current user
app with the application name
artifact using getCurrentArtifact()
start with the current date and time

while application to observe is running
// we want to collect data with the
// granularity of one second so that
// our application does not consume
// too many resources on the machine
// of the developer
wait for 1 second
if getCurrentArtifact() <> artifact then
set now to the current system date and time
set duration to now - start

To extract the desired knowledge from the ongoing
software development process, we developed a
measurement framework that is able to identify on which
artifact a user is currently working on, to read properties
of the artifact currently accessed, how long it is accessed,
and to store this information in a central database. It was
our focus during development that all steps can be done
non-invasively, i.e. without the need for the developer to
interact with the knowledge management system.
We use the period of time spent on a part of the system
as an indicator of the knowledge of a developer. As a
developer works on a system, he or she gains knowledge
about the domain of the system, the development process
used to build the system, and the design and
implementation of the system [16]. Previous studies such
as [6], or implementations such as [7] and [9] have shown
that activity as a knowledge indicator can be used to build
a model of what a programmer knows about a code base.
Currently our measurement framework can identify
artifacts accessed using the Microsoft Office suite 1
(Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Visio, Frontpage, and
Outlook), the OpenOffice.org office suite 2 (Writer, Calc,
and Impress), and software development environments
such as Microsoft Visual Studio 3 , Eclipse 4 , NetBeans 5 ,
and IntelliJIDEA6.
The mentioned applications allow to read the currently
accessed artifact through a provided API. We developed a
set of measurement probes (one per application) that
constantly poll these applications about the current
artifact accessed. As soon as the reported value changes,
the amount of time passed since the last change is written
to the local log file together with the current date, time,
user name and name of the artifact accessed. In regular
intervals the so collected log is transferred to a central
server.
We assume that the API of the application to observe
provides a function getCurrentArtifact() that we use to
access the current artifact modified by the user (in most of

append user, app, artifact,
start, duration to the local log file
set artifact = getCurrentArtifact()
set start = now
end if
end while

The pseudo code above shows how the probe
constantly polls the observed application and generates an
entry in the local log file if the current artifact changes.
The so obtained activity log files are transferred to a
central database where all data is stored. The three steps,
artifact identification, local data caching, and data transfer
are illustrated in figure 1.
What we consider as the concrete artifact depends on
the application: within Microsoft Office and OpenOffice
it is a file. This means that we track the accesses and
modifications of the properties of files. Within
programming environments we consider the method as
the artifact, i.e., the time spent editing, adding, deleting a
method is the highest granularity of the data that is
collected. This data can be aggregated later e.g., at the
class, namespace, or file level.
The measurement unit of time is seconds, which is then
aggregated to hours or days on reports.
The result of the data collection step consists of
artifacts, properties of artifacts, and the sequence of
accesses on the artifacts (see figure 2). In this way, the
described measurement framework collects when, who
accesses which artifact, and – to allow the filtering of
artifacts – logs properties that describe the artifacts
accessed by the user.
Collecting data about the ongoing software production
without the direct intervention of the developer has been
proposed also in other contexts than Knowledge
Management: e.g., the HackyStat tool [17], which can be
used to collects metrics about produced artifacts to better
control the software development process and to give

1

Microsoft Office. http://office.microsoft.com
OpenOffice.org. http://www.openoffice.org
Microsoft Visual Studio, http://msdn2.microsoft.com/vs2008/products
4
Eclipse.org, http://www.eclipse.org
5
Sun NetBeans, http://www.netbeans.org
6
JetBrains IntelliJIDEA, http://www.jetbrains.com/idea
2
3
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feedback to developers about the impact of their work on
quality properties of the developed software.

framework which allow access to the table “properties”
(see figure 2) within Prolog.
timestamp

4. Data analysis

properties
value

To help users searching for experts within the system
described above, we categorize the collected time spent
editing artifacts according to different criteria.
For example, if the source code of a specific company
is organized in such a way that the namespace indicates
the component of the software system, it is reasonable to
group the time spent per artifact by namespace. In this
case, knowing the namespace, i.e. the component, helps to
find who dedicated the most time accessing artifacts
within that namespace, i.e. the employee with the most
knowledge of this component, the expert [6].

id
property_type
id
artifacts
name
id
artifact_type

Step 1: identify the active artifact
Mozilla FireFox

Microsoft Visual
Studio

Web page

name

name

timestamp
access
duration

C# class

id
OpenOffice Calc

user
name

Spreadsheet

log

Figure 2. EER diagram of the measurement
framework

Currently the following predicates are available for the
use within Prolog rules:

Step 2: store data about identified
artifact in local log file

path(X, N): true, if the artifact with the id X is a
file stored within the folder with the name N (N is
specified as a Prolog array, i.e. ['c', 'a', ‘b’] for the
namespace “c:\a\b”);
b) file(X, N): true, if the artifact with the id X is a file
with the name N (without path);
c) class(X, N): true, if the artifact with the id X
represents a class with the name N;
d) method(X, N): true, if the artifact with the id X
represents a method with the name N;
e) namespace(X, N): true, if the artifact with the id X
is contained within the namespace N (N is
specified as a Prolog array, i.e. ['a', 'b'] for the
namespace “a.b”).
f) access(Y, U, X, S): true, if the access with the id Y
by the user U to the artifact X lasted S seconds.
g) access_date(Y, D): true, if the access with the id Y
occurred on the date D.

a)

Step 3: transfer the collected
data to a central server
Server
Data transfer
daemon

Database

Figure 1. Overview of the framework

Other examples for classifying the access duration are
the project name, prefixes of class names (e.g., “test” to
find the testing experts), or types of documents.
To be able to change the rules easily, we use Prolog
rules to define how the data should be classified (using
Interprolog [18] as a bridge between Java and Prolog).
Within Prolog we define a set of predicates that
correspond to the properties collected by the measurement

To define a classification of the artifacts, we expect
that the predicate classification_artifact(T, X, C) exists
and that it returns true if an artifact with the id X is
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contained in the class with the name C according to the
classification criteria with the name T.
To classify the records stored within the table access
(e.g. to classify certain accesses within a certain time
range to a specific category) we expect that the predicate
classification_access(T, A, C) exists and that it returns
true if an access with the id A is contained in the class
with the name C according to the classification criteria
with the name T.
The resulting classifications are cached within the
database so that they can be easily queried using SQL.
Figure 3 shows the EER diagram of how the
classifications of artifacts and accesses to these artifacts
are stored within the database: classifications can be made
according to different criteria. For example, it is possible
to classify artifacts according to their importance and
according to their size.
All criteria T that the classifying Prolog predicates
classification_artifact and classification_access return are
stored within the table classification_criteria. All classes
C used within the two classification predicates are stored
in the table classification_classes.

and file. Within Acme, the developers agreed that the
development effort should be grouped on the namespace
level, considering only the first two packages since the
first package for them represents always the name of the
project and the second package the name of a main
component.
If, e.g. a class is contained within the namespace
a.b.c.d, we attribute all the time spent editing in this class
to the class a.b.
Therefore, as rules, we defined the predicate
first_two(X, H1, H2, R) so that it is true if H1 and H2 are
the first two elements of the array X and R is the
remainder of the array:
first_two(X, H1, H2, R):-namespace(X, Y),
[H1|T1] = Y, [H2|R] = T1.

Now, classification_artifact(T, X, C) can be defined as
follows:
classification_artifact(T, X, C) :- T=expert,
first_two(X, H1, H2, R),
concat(H1, '.', P1), concat(P1, H2, C).

id

This means that for the type of classification expert, we
consider an artifact with the id X part of the class C, if the
first two packages of the namespace of the artifact X
correspond to the name of C.
To visualize the data obtained using our measurement
framework, every tool able to connect to a database using
JDBC can be used, we used OpenOffice Calc 7 to query
the database and to generate a pivot table of the format as
shown in figure 4.
In this table, all classification items accessed within the
analyzed period are shown as lines, the users accessing
these classification items as columns. Within the pivot
table the single values represent the sum of time spent by
the specific user on a specific classification item.

classification_criteria
name
id
classification_classes
name

artifacts

access

Figure 3. EER diagram of how the classifications of
artifacts and accesses are stored in the database

Classification

Users

5. Examples
In the following two examples we will show how the
described measurement framework can be used to address
expert identification and skill management issues.

Sum of time spent per
classification item

Figure 4. Schema of the pivot table to visualize the
effort distribution

5.1. Example 1

In this way, calculating the ith largest value of time
spent on each classification item, we obtain the ith expert
of that classification item. Within Acme, we used
percentages (the time spent in relation to the time spent by
the top expert) to ease the understanding of the resulting
pivot table.

In the following example we describe the analysis of
experts within a case study carried out for a company in
the domain of industrial automation, which, for
confidentiality, in the following we call “Acme”.
Acme’s IT department consists of about 50 employees,
23 of them are developing software for internal use.
We installed our measurement framework and
collected the time spent per method, class, namespace,

7
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OpenOffice.org Calc, http://www.openoffice.org/product/calc.html

In the example shown in table 1, user 2 has almost the
same amount of experience as user 1 considering classes
within namespaces starting with project1.a, but he is the
only one that has experience with classes within
project2.c.
Within our case study we formatted the table above to
ease the understanding of the data for the user: we color
the cells in dark green if the value is above 90% and in
light green if it is above 50%.
The column “Experts” shows the number of users
within the current line with values above 50%. If in this
column the number of users is equal to 1, this means that
there is only one user that knows about that part of the
code. Within the case study we colored these cells in red.

asset, representing the knowledge of the development
team. This knowledge has to be shared among team
members using practices like “pair programming”
(meaning that all code has to be programmed in two) or
“common code ownership” (meaning that the entire team
is responsible for the source code and that everybody has
the right to modify everything) [19].

Classification

Users

Classification

Users
User1

User2

project1.a

100%

90%

project1.b

10%

project2.c
project3.d

10%

User3

Experts
2

100%

1

100%

1

User2

User3

project1.a

100%

90%

20%

project1.b

80%

80%

100%

project2.c

90%

100%

80%

project3.d

70%

100%

80%

Table 2. Example of pivot table representing the
knowledge of each user about the code within a
classification item (considering only the last 6
months)

1

100%

User1

In such contexts it is important that all know
everything about the produced code. A measurement
framework as described here can be used to determine the
knowledge of different developers about different
subparts of the code and could be extended to recommend
who should do pair programming with whom to optimally
distribute the knowledge.
In the case of Acme, we decided to consider only the
time spent in the last half year as an indicator of
experience. If e.g., a programmer for more than half year
did not dedicate time in the development of a specific
component he or she had to do pair programming with
one of the developers currently working on that part to be
up to date with the last modifications.
For
this
we
defined
the
predicate
classification_access(T, A, C) as follows:

Table 1. Example of pivot table representing the
knowledge of each user about the code within a
classification item

To summarize, using the mentioned measurement
framework and a tool to query the obtained data such as
OpenOffice Calc, it is possible to:
determine the ith expert of a specific part of the
code, assuming that the time spent in adding,
modifying, and updating reflects the knowledge of
the code,
b) to show the experience of a specific user,
c) to evaluate the knowledge gap that will occur if a
specific user will leave.

a)

classification_access(T, A, C) :- T=expert,
access_date(A, B), parse_time(B, C),
get_time(D), E is D-C, E < 259200, C=pp.

Point c) addresses the problem that when a person with
critical knowledge leaves an organization, this creates
severe knowledge gaps. It is crucial to understand what
knowledge is lost to prevent valuable knowledge from
disappearing. Additionally, knowing which knowledge
disappeared can help to decide which skills are needed for
the new employee and on which areas he or she should
work on.

This means that for the type of classification expert, we
consider an access to an artifact with the id X part of the
class pp (pair programming), if the access date (obtained
as a string B and converted to the Prolog timestamp C) is
not less than six months (259200 seconds) ago.
Within our SQL query we sum up all the accesses
belonging to the class pp.
As in the example 1 we used OpenOffice Calc to
visualize this data. The resulting table is formatted in the
same way (see table 2 for an example), just that now the
data shows who worked on which classification item (i.e.
the first to elements of the namespace) during the last 6
months.

5.2. Example 2
Acme is using Extreme Programming [19] as software
development methodology.
Within agile methodologies, the focus lies on “working
software over comprehensive documentation” [20]. The
produced source code is considered the most valuable
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Proceedings of the 24th International Conference on
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[13] Basili, V, et al., "An Experience Management
System for a Software Engineering Research
Organization." Washington, DC, USA : IEEE Computer
Society, 2001. SEW ’01: Proceedings of the 26th Annual
NASA Goddard Software Engineering Workshop. p. 29.
[14] Ackerman, M S and Malone, T W., "Answer Garden:
a tool for growing organizational memory." New York,
NY, USA : ACM, 1990. Proceedings of the ACM
SIGOIS and IEEE CS TC-OA conference on Office
information systems. pp. 31-39.
[15] , ActiveNet - Facilitating Real-Time Collaboration.
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[16] Susan Elliott Sim, Richard C. Holt., "The Ramp-Up
Problem in Software Projects: A Case Study of How
Software
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Naturalize."
1998.
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International Conference on Software Engineering.
[17] Johnson, Philip M, et al., "Beyond the Personal
Software Process: metrics collection and analysis for the
differently disciplined." Washington, DC, USA : IEEE
Computer Society, 2003. ICSE ’03: Proceedings of the
25th International Conference on Software Engineering.
pp. 641-646.
[18] Calejo, Miguel., "InterProlog: Towards a Declarative
Embedding of Logic Programming in Java." [ed.] José
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[19] Beck, Kent and Cynthia, Andres., Extreme
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Amsterdam : Addison-Wesley Longman, 2004. ISBN
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In the example in table 2 it is visible that user 3 should
to pair programming either with user 1 or user 2 for the
next requirement on the component project1.a.
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Abstract
Web Services contribute to decrease costs and solve
integration problems in web applications. On the other
hand, they bring some complications to test activity and
demand speciﬁc testing techniques and tools. In this
context, the perturbation based approach has been successfully explored. Perturbation operators modify XML
and SOAP messages that are then used as test data.
However, the set of proposed operators are not complete. Considering this fact, in this paper, a new perturbation approach is introduced based on XML patterns associated to UML models. In this way, the approach considers semantic aspects related to other kind
of faults. The implementation aspects and evaluation
results of the introduced approach are also discussed.
Keywords: XML, fault-based testing, perturbation
testing

1

Introduction

Web Services (WS) are software programs that operate independently to oﬀer services over the Internet
to other software programs, including web applications
and other WS [16]. They are developed to allow interoperability among technologies, as well as, protocols,
platforms and operating systems. WS are a well-known
implementation of the Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA), which conceptually deﬁnes a structured data
exchanging model, providing the applications the ability to be loosely coupled with limited knowledge of each
other implementations.

With the advent of Internet, the use of WS is crescent. They contribute to minimize costs and to solve
integration problems in web applications. However,
they demand speciﬁc testing techniques and tools and
have been considered a challenge by many authors [7].
This fact is due to their speciﬁc characteristics. They
are more widely distributed and heterogeneous. They
involve multiple standards and protocols than traditional software, moreover, the absence of a user interface makes it harder to apply a test procedure, due to
the loss of controllability. Moreover, WS admit changes
of data ﬂow among software components at execution
time, what is called dynamic integration.
Bloomberg [2] presents several aspects involving
Web Service testing. For example, WS make extensively use of XML technology [14] to exchange data
among applications, thus, testing interactions based on
XML messages is a very important aspect to be tested,
contributing to Web Service quality assurance. The
SOAP protocol [15] (basis of the Web Service technology) is an XML message that carries information and
is responsible for invoking WS over the Internet.
Considering these diﬀerent aspects, some works address Web Service testing [1, 3, 9, 10, 11, 13]. In [11]
a framework that converts WSDL speciﬁcations into
test scenarios is described. In [3] Finite State Machines are used to model and test the WS behavior.
Heckel and Lohmann explore the use of contracts [9].
In [1, 10, 13] a method based on data perturbation
of XML and SOAP messages is explored. XML messages are modiﬁed and used as test data for testing
the interaction between pairs of WS. The method can
be applied without knowledge about the implementa-
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tion of the WS and has presented promising results in
terms of revealed faults. However, the explored perturbation operators consider only syntactic aspects to
generate the test data. Semantic aspects related to the
data speciﬁcation need to be considered because they
can generate test data related to other kind of faults.
With the objective of improving eﬃcacy in terms of
revealed faults, this paper introduces an XML pattern
driven data perturbation approach.
The introduced approach makes use of UML-XML
mapping techniques [5] and XML structural patterns [8]. To perturb an original XML message, the
XML vocabulary, given by a schema and its correspondent UML model, is analysed. According to the
pattern found in the schema, the original message is
perturbed and used as test data. The idea is to consider the meaning of XML vocabularies to generate test
data and to reveal speciﬁc faults related to the semantics of the XML messages. In this sense, the approach
is adequate for applications that use XML vocabularies modeled with UML language and can be viewed
as complementary to the existent perturbation testing
approaches.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 shows related works on WS testing. Section
3 overviews XML-UML mapping techniques and patterns used in the introduced perturbation approach.
Section 4 describes and illustrates the XML pattern
guided approach. Section 5 experimental results from
an evaluation study and comparisons with traditional
operators. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Web Service Testing

There are many issues involving Web Service testing [2], for example: testing SOAP messages; testing WSDL ﬁles; testing the publish, ﬁnd and bind
capabilities of a SOA; testing Web Service consumer
and producer emulation; testing synchronous and asynchronous capabilities; etc. Some works address these
issues. Tsai et al [11] describes a framework that converts WSDL speciﬁcations into test scenarios. In [12], a
method for test data generation based on the topology
of WS is proposed. Heckel and Lohmann [9] explore
the use of contracts. Bultan et al [3] propose the use of
Finite State Machine to model and test the behavior
of composite WS. The model is composed by multiple peers that communicate with asynchronous messages. However, the test can also be conducted considering a peer-to-peer model. For this kind of model, the
works [1, 10, 13] address the use of modiﬁed XML and
SOAP messages to test WS.
In [10], Oﬀutt and Xu have introduced an approach

based on data perturbation for Web Service testing.
The idea is to modify request messages by using some
mutation operators. It is similar to mutation testing [6], however, the diﬀerence is that the mutants
are actually the test cases to be used to test the Web
Service. Similar works that have the same objective
are [1, 13]. In [1] a tool, named SMAT-WS, is described and used in the test of nine WS.
Perturbation Based Testing of WS has been successfully applied. Experimental results show that this approach is fault-revealing. It can be considered a promising testing approach to test interactions of XML based
components of SOA applications such as WS. It is independent on how the application (or service) is implemented. Another advantage is that test data generation can be easily automated. A disadvantage is that it
is not possible to determine whether the set of operators is complete. The proposed operators, for example,
only consider syntactic aspects of XML documents. Semantic aspects related to the data speciﬁcation need to
be considered. In the Section 4 we introduce a new kind
of perturbation approach, guided by XML patterns.

3

XML Patterns Based on UML

The use of UML to deﬁne XML vocabularies
presents some advantages: 1) UML allows the visualization and representation of XML structures through
standardized diagrams; 2) ability to capture the semantics of the XML model; and 3) easy reading for
humans. Some works address XML-UML mapping
techniques. In our work we use the approach proposed by Carlson [5] and supported by the tool hyperModel [4]. The main concepts from the approach are
illustrated in Figure 1. The UML classes are mapped
to complexType deﬁnitions. In addition to, an element
is declared, with the same type of the complexType
of the class. The attributes and associations of the
classes are mapped to XML elements. The used content model was <sequence>, which makes possible to
list the class elements, with their multiplicity restrictions. The UML inheritance is mapped using XML
Schema inheritance.
In [8], the idea of using UML models to establish
XML patterns is introduced. The idea is to provide
patterns to XML documents that are expressed with
visual models. Two kinds of models are explored: design patterns related to Web applications and patterns
more directly related to the structure of UML models
used to model XML vocabularies.
Table 1 displays a summary of the main XML patterns. To illustrate the patterns, we will use the simpliﬁed XML vocabulary from OASIS Universal Busi-
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Figure 2. OASIS Universal Business Language Vocabulary Fragment

Figure 1. UML-XML mapping proposed by
Carlson

Table 1. XML Structural Patterns
Pattern
homologous
association
recursive
association
multiple
reference
homologous
derived

Description
expresses the association between two
concepts in diﬀerent contexts
models a relationship among elements
deﬁned in a recursive way
models, as a singular class, an element
that can be referenced by multiple classes
establishes a group of derived classes
from a same basis class, which can present
class relationships amongst themselves

ness Language (UBL) [4] shown in Figure 2. It models
the transport of hazardous items, in which the temperature control is fundamental. In this fragment,
we identify two groups of Homologous Associations.
The ﬁrst includes the associations MaximumTemperature and MinimumTemperature, the second one contains EmergencyTemperature and FlashpointTemperature. This vocabulary also presents the pattern Multiple Reference. Diﬀerent classes refer to class Temperature.

4

Using XML Patterns for Test Data
Generation

In this section, we explore the use of XML structural patterns for test data generation and introduce
perturbation testing based on patterns. The idea is to
consider the meaning of XML vocabularies to gener-

ate test data and to reveal speciﬁc faults related to the
semantics of the XML messages. The approach can
be applied in applications that use XML vocabularies
modeled with UML.
Initially, we introduced and implemented a set of
four perturbation operators. The operators have the
same name that the original pattern. To apply an operator, the correspondent pattern is identiﬁed in the
XML vocabulary associated to the WS being tested,
given by a schema and its respective UML model. In
this way, we identify an element. According to a pattern, we decide the transformation to be applied and
the element will be changed, removed, etc. Values in
the message are changed by other possible ones present
in a library of vocabulary instances. The perturbed
message is then used as test data. The operators are:
a) HA (Homologous Associations): changes attribute values of a class related to an association A by
the attribute values of the same class related to the
homologous association B.
Consider again the vocabulary from Figure 2. The
pattern Homologous Associations shows two diﬀerent
classes linked through two or more associations, which
reveal the speciﬁc meaning of the relationships. The
perturbation in the XML message, deﬁned considering the pattern HA, consists of changing the data that
corresponds to an association by the data related to
other arbitrary homologous association. This way, the
semantics of the message is altered to a diﬀerent semantics, but possibly very close and coherent regarding the original meaning. For example, the application
of HA can generate a test message that involves the
MaximumTemperature and MinimumTemperature associations. A message relative to the hazardous items
transport could present the following fragment to deﬁne the temperatures:
<HazardousItem>
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<TechnicalName> Plumbum Nitrate II
</ TechnicalName>
...
<HazardousGoodsTransit>
<TransportEmergencyCardCode> 51
</ TransportEmergencyCardCode>
...
<MaximumTemperature>
<Measure> 27 </ Measure>
...
</ MaximumTemperature>
<MinimumTemperature >
<Measure > 10 </ Measure>
...
</ MinimumTemperature>
</ HazardousGoodsTransit >
</ HazardousItem >

Suppose that the chosen element to be perturbed
is MaximumTemperature that has the measure value
27 for this instance. The developed perturbation algorithm will substitute this value by the content of a
MinimumTemperature element, found in some instance
of a given XML document. For example, consider that
there is an instance with value -7 for MinimumTemperature, such as:
...
<MinimumTemperature >
Measure > -7 </ Measure>
...
</ MinimumTemperature>
...

When perturbing the previous instance, the value of
MaximumTemperature of the item being perturbed will
be substituted by the value of MinimumTemperature of
the second instance. The resulting instance is:
...
<MaximumTemperature>
<Measure> -7 </ Measure>
...
</ MaximumTemperature>
<MinimumTemperature >
Measure > 10 </ Measure>
...
</ MinimumTemperature>
...

In the perturbed instance the value for the maximum temperature is smaller than the value of the minimum temperature. This message can produce a failure,
if such situation was not considered in the implementation of the web service being tested.
b) MR (Multiple References): changes attribute values of a class A related to a reference of
class B by attribute values of A related to a reference
of another class C.
Figure 3 presents a fragment extracted from
UBL [4]. The class Country is referred by three other

Figure 3. Multiple Reference Perturbation

Figure 4. Homologous Derived Perturbation
classes. An example of perturbation is to change the
value of attribute Name from class Country correspondent to the address of a client by other value correspondent to the source country of an item.
c) HD (Homologous Derived): changes attributes values of a derived class by common attribute
values of the homologous derived class.
Consider the fragment of W3C XML Schema for
Schemas vocabulary [4] of Figure 4. There are two derived classes for Element. The common attribute value
of minOccurs (or maxOccurs) of TopLevelElement is
changed by the attribute value of LocalElement.
d) RA (Recursive Association): in general, a
document that follows this pattern corresponds to a
tree hierarchy. The operator changes this hierarchy.
Each element in the tree is changed by its predecessor
(or successor) in the hierarchy. Consider the fragment
of eBay XML API vocabulary [4] of Figure 5 and the
following message:
<SOAP-ENV:Envelope ...>
<SOAP-ENV:Body>
<ns1:processCategory
xmlns:ns1=’’http://soapinterop.org/’’>
<name xsi:type=’’xsc:string’’>processors</name>
......
</ns1:processCategory>
</SOAP-ENV:Body>
</SOAP-ENV:Envelope ...>

The store is divided in categories and each derived
category has its own subdivisions represented in a tree.
A computer store has a division of components, which
is divided into monitors and processors categories.
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Table 2. Test Cases and Faults

Figure 5. Recursive Association Pattern
An example of perturbation for the above message
that uses RA operator is to change the value “processors” either by “monitors” or “computers”, which are
other categories in the hierarchy.

Web Service

Test Cases

WS1
WS2
WS3
WS4
WS5
WS6
WS7
WS8
WS9
Total

16
19
9
13
9
9
14
11
12
112

Eﬀective
Test Cases
4
2
1
3
0
1
2
2
3
18

Found
Faults
2
1
1
1
0
1
2
2
2
12

Table 3. Operator Efﬁciency

5

Case study

To make possible a better analysis of the proposed
data perturbation guided by XML patterns, and to allow its practical application, a tool -called PDDP (Pattern Driven Data Perturbation Tool) - was developed.
The fundamental artifacts for PDDP are: the SOAP
message in which the perturbations are applied; the
vocabulary deﬁnition used in the components communication; a library of vocabulary instances, used to derive the perturbed messages.
The initial SOAP message is used as a model to create the perturbed messages, where we have at least one
modiﬁcation of an element in the XML sub-tree that
is encapsulated in the element Body of the SOAP protocol. The vocabulary deﬁnition is supported by tool
hyperModel, driven to the Carlson mapping method.
The XML Schema generated by hyperModel is used as
an input for PDDP. The instances in the library that
obeys the deﬁned vocabulary are the source of elements
used for the generation of perturbed messages.
A study was accomplished with PDDP to evaluate the applicability of the proposed perturbation approach and the eﬃcacy of the operators in comparison
with the traditional ones. To do this, we used the same
system of WS used in the experiment reported in [1],
as well as its results.
The system was tested during its development and
the found faults are not seeded. It is composed by
nine WS and integrates other systems that involve ﬁnancial, administrative and structural government controls. Each Web Service was submitted individually
to PDDD. During the execution of the tests we had
free access to the database, so that results of the operations could be veriﬁed. Two input XML ﬁles were
supplied: an XML Schema with the vocabulary deﬁnition, generated by hyperModel tool; and an XML ﬁle
with instances of valid elements, according to the XML
Schema. For each Web Service a valid initial message

Traditional
Operators
Semantic
Operators

ML
I
N
BE
IN
14.81
29.63
38.89
6.61
4.65
VI
S
B
U
25.56
35.19
16.67
29.63
HA
RA
HD
MR
29.16%
27.77%
0%
20.14%

was given, from which the perturbed messages were
derived.
Table 2 presents, for each Web Service, the number
of test cases generated, the number of test cases that
revealed faults and the total of faults found. From this
result, we can analyse the contribution of each operator by analysing the total number of generated test
cases and the number of revealed faults. MR operator
presented the greatest contribution (72.2%). It is the
most common pattern found in the model; the operators HA (8.3%) and RA (11.1%). On the other hand,
the operator HD did not contribute to reveal faults.
However this low contribution can be explained by the
nature of the used WS. The parameters perturbed by
the HD pattern correspond to a user login, which is
related to a password. It is observed that the user validation mechanism is simple and did not present faults.
Table 3 presents results comparing the semantic and
traditional operators.1 The eﬃciency is deﬁned as the
quotient between the number of test cases that revealed
faults for a speciﬁc operator and the total number of
test cases generated by the same operator.
The semantic operators present similar eﬃciencies.
This does not happen with the traditional ones. If we
consider the general eﬃciency (the great average), the
eﬃciency of the semantic operators (21.2%) is comparable to the eﬃciency of the traditional ones (19.2%).
Other point to be considered is the type of faults
found by each group of operators. The operators have
distinct characteristics and because of this, reveal dif1 This table shows the following traditional operators (results extracted from [1]): Mod Len (ML), Incomplete (I), Null (N), Boundary Extension (BE), Inversion (IN), ValueInversion (VI), Space (S),
Boundary (B) and Unauthorized (U).
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ferent kind of faults. The traditional operators revealed
faults related to validation of parameters. The semantic ones, generates valid messages, which are test cases
with greater probability of revealing faults related to
the application business logic. This can explain the
reasons why the number of faults found by the semantic operators was smaller than that revealed by the
traditional operators. To reveal faults related to the
application businesses logic is something more ambitious and more diﬃcult.

6
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Abstract- OWL is a good candidate to establish the
platform-independent machine-interpretable model of
domain knowledge in an easy-to-understand, easy-to-use
approach. It can also provide strong support for
automatic model transformation and inconsistence
checking by ontology reasoning mechanisms. Much
research has been investigated to integrate ontology
model with object-oriented models. However, current
transformation methods suffer from the problems
including code scattering, tightly coupling between classes
and missing of structural and semantic information. To
address the problems, the paper proposed an aspect-based
approach to translate OWL ontology to AspectJ model. In
this way, the knowledge can be separated from the code in
the modelling phase and then integrated with the code
automatically in the implementation phase. With the
support of ontology technique, the OWL-specified domain
model can be easily verified, reused and adaptive to
changes. The proposed approach enables the
externalization and automatic integration of the domain
knowledge in the traditional object-oriented programming.

1. Introduction
Inaccurate requirement understanding, complex
software design and difficult code reuse are the important
problems in software development. Various methods have
been proposed to solve these problems, and model driven
architecture (MDA) is an effective one. MDA aims at
describing requirement using a platform-independent
model and then translating the model to the
implementation of the system [1]. The models in MDA
include static structure model and event workflow, and
static structure model is used more frequently in practical
programming. How to describe the static structure model
properly and how to adapt the change of static structure
model in the implementation of the system are two
problems in software development. We found that OWL
ontology [2] is a good candidate to do this work. Thanks
to its capacities of describing the domain knowledge
preciously, OWL ontology is easy to understand and easy
to use. At first, OWL ontology can bridge the gap between
the requirement and design in software development.
Secondly, OWL ontology can promote the software
reusability because OWL itself is an open and platform

independent mark-up language. At last, OWL can promote
the automatic software development in model
classification and inconsistence checking by using
inference for OWL ontology.
At present, there exists a reasonable research to map
OWL ontology to software programming languages such
as Java. Most of the work focused on mapping OWL into
object oriented (OO) model. Because of the differences
between description logic and OO system, these methods
have some problems such as meaning missing and
structure inconsistent.
This paper provides a mechanism for mapping OWL
ontology into aspect oriented model. By this mapping
strategy, we can solve problems that existed in mapping
OWL to OO model, and we have finished the translation
tool based on it. The proposed approach enables the
externalization and automatic integration of the domain
knowledge in the traditional object-oriented programming.

2. Related Work
For the similar concept and relation, most research work
was focused on mapping OWL ontology to OO model. In
model translation, OWL ontology is translated some kinds
of OO model language such as Java. Such good examples
are Kazuki [3] proposed by David Rager, RDFReactor [4]
proposed by Benjamin Heitmann, and Jastor [5] proposed
by Ben Szekely.
Currently, all proposed methods focused on translating
OWL ontology into OO model. As [6-7] stated: there exist
fundamental differences in understanding OWL and OO
system. For example, there is no class description in OO
model. Especially, property in OWL ontology is
independent of class, while the property in OO belongs to
a part of class. Some problems of mapping OWL ontology
into OO model are code scattering, tightly coupling
between classes, and Code concentration.
A. Code Scattering.
As shown in Figure 1, in the OWL ontology, Property13 are three resources independent of two classes A and B.
When we map this ontology into OO model, the code of
Property2 will be scattered into Class A and Class B. This
results in the problem of code maintenance. That is, if
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Property2’s description is changed, we need to change the
code in both two classes synchronously.

3. Mapping Principals from OWL Ontology to
AO Model
As we know, there are two reasons which cause these
problems. One is different structure between the OWL
ontology and the OO model, and the other is the difference
in description capacity of these two models language. To
solve these problems, we try to find another programming
model which is more flexible than OO model, and which
is more suitable for the OWL ontology model.
In recent years, aspect oriented (AO) programming are
becoming widely used to overcome the limitations of OO
programming model [8]. AO programming introduces a
new modular unit, called "aspect", for the specification of
crosscutting concerns. It organizes the crosscutting
relationships between objects by using weaving
mechanism so that it can decoupling the relationship
between objects and help to concentrate software's code.
Aspect oriented model can express the syntactic and
semantic features of the OWL ontology rather properly.
By taking advantage of “aspect” module unit and its
flexible crosscutting weaving mechanism, the problems
addressed in translating the OWL ontology into OO model
translation can be properly solved.

Fig. 1 Mapping OWL property to OO model

B. Tightly Coupling between Classes
In order to mapping the relationships between classes,
translating model will obtain a lot of coupling
relationships. As shown in Figure 2, to express the
semantic of equivalent relationship between ClassA,
ClassB and ClassC, six relationships in OO model are
generated which make the coupling relationship are rather
complex.

A. Code Concentration
AO model can encapsulate OWL elements including
both class and property while keep their independence of
each other. As shown in Figure 4, the properties in the
OWL ontology can be mapped into AO model
independently, and also these property aspects can be
weaved into corresponding classes by inter-type
declarations. It makes the codes be able to concentrate on
the separate properties aspects.

Fig. 2 Mapping equivalentClass to OO model

C. the Missing of Structure Information
Because OWL ontology and OO model have
fundamental differences in structure description, translated
OO model can not reflect the structure of OWL ontology.
It makes the mapped model difficult to be understood. As
shown in Figure 3, the property description and class
description which are represented clearly in the OWL
ontology are mixed together in OO model after translation
as described in the right of Figure 3.

Fig. 4 Mapping OWL property to AO model

B. Decoupling Class Relationships
In AO model, we can generate an independent aspect
for the relationships between multiple classes. As shown
in Figure 5, AspectEquivalent is an aspect to show the
equivalent relationship, the equivalent relationships
between three classes A, B and C can be obtained by
weaving AspectEquivalent into these classes respectively
and only three relationships are needed.

Fig. 3 Structure mapping between OWL ontology and OO model

As stated above, these addressed three challenges in
model translation and also are the main concerns of this
paper.
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A. OWL Class and Class Description
Referring to the class mapping method proposed by
Aditya Kalyanpur [10], we make use of the well matching
between the OWL class and the AspectJ code to perform
the class mapping as follows. Each OWL class is mapped
into an interface and an implementation class. The class
description and class’s restrictions on properties are
mapped into a class description aspect in AspectJ.
1) Class
A class in the OWL ontology is mapped into an
interface and implementation class in AspectJ. For
example, class A in the OWL ontology will be mapped
into interface IA and interface implementation class CA in
AspectJ.
2) subClassOf
A subClassOf B in OWL is mapped into a inherit
relationship between interfaces of two mapped classes IA
and IB in AspectJ.
3) equivalentClass
Let OWL the equivalent class map into the interface
with the same properties, and each equivalent relationship
between classes is mapped into an equivalent relationship
aspect. In this aspect, we declare these equivalent classes
to implement all these equivalent interfaces. For example,
A and B are two equivalent classes, in the equivalent
relationship aspect, we create following AspectJ codes:

Fig.5 Mapping equivalentClass to AO model

C. Structure Consistency
The model generated by AOP is finer-grained and
flexible, and it keeps the model structure consistency
between the OWL ontology and the translated AO model.
This makes the transformed model easily understandable,
and also the transformed codes are easy to be maintained
and reused. In our proposed method, three kinds of
elements including class, class description and property in
the OWL ontology are mapped to class, class description
and property aspect respectively in the AO model. As
shown in Figure 6, compared with mapping into OO
model, mapping into AO model can keep the structure of
the OWL ontology very well.

declare parents:(A||B) implements IA,IB;

Fig. 6 Structure mapping between OWL ontology and OO model

In the following, we will propose a comprehensive
translation method to map the OWL ontology into a
general AO model using AspectJ [9]. Two principals are
used throughout the translation. For the part of the OWL
ontology, which is consistent with the OO model, we use
the mapping method used in the mapping from the OWL
ontology into the OO model. For the other part which are
inconsistent with OO model in the OWL ontology such as
class description, properties and restriction, we propose to
aspects and weaving mechanism to perform the translation.

4. The Mapping from OWL Ontology into AO
Model
In the translation, we first define interface IThing to be
the ancestor of all mapped classes, it corresponds to class
Thing in the OWL ontology. Each generated class has a
unique id property which is set in the class constructor
corresponding to the class name in OWL ontology. In the
following, we will give the translation methods in detail.
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Based on the interface programming, class A and class B
can be used alternately so that the semantic of equivalent
between class A and B can be expressed.
4) intersectionOf
In the OWL ontology, the A intersectionOf (B, C)
represents that class A has the characteristic which both
class B and class C has. We can translate it to this code in
class description aspect:
declare parents : IA extends IB, IC;

In this way, IA will get the all characteristic of IB and
IC.
5) unionOf
In the OWL ontology, unionOf has the opposite
meaning with intersectionOf. We use this code to express
it:
declare parents: (IB || IC) extends IA;

6) disjointWith
In the class description aspect, we can define a function
with the same function name which returns a different
type for all the member interfaces of this relationship. It
can avoid these interfaces being extended or implemented
by a same interface or class. So it can express the semantic
of disjoint relationship in OWL ontology.
7) complementOf
A complementOf B in OWL represents two complement
classes. In the class description aspect, let IA and IB are

two interfaces extend from the most top interface IThing.
Then, we use the mapping method of disjointWith to make
them be disjoint with each other, at last we can use class
pattern expressions to let all interfaces which do not
extend from IB extend from IA. So the mapping can be
described as:
public IA IA.forDisjoint (){…}
public IB IB.forDisjoint (){…}
declare parents:(!IThing && IThing+
+))) extends IA;

a target classes set which the property to be weaved into.
Firstly, we define a domain interface which represents all
the domain classes. Secondly, we add the property to the
domain interface by using inter-type declares. Finally, let
the interfaces in the domain extend from the domain
interface.
For example, person and publisher are two domain
classes of property hasContact. In the property aspect, we
define:

&&(!(IB

private List IhasContactDomain.hasContact;
declare parents:(IPerson||IPublisher) extends
IhasContactDomain;

8) oneOf
We check the value of object’s id property in its
constructor. If the id does not belong to the id set which is
defined in the OWL oneOf statement, an exception would
be thrown out.
9) Cardinality
We set a pointcut for the property setter in the class
description aspect, and define an advice to check the
number of items in the list of property values before this
pointcut, if the number of items is not consistent with the
cardinality, an exception is generated. In this way, we can
separate the property restriction from the property
definition and we can define different property restrictions
for the same property in different classes. For example, in
the OWL ontology, the cardinality of property P restricted
on class A is 1, it will map into the AspectJ codes in class
description aspect which is described as:

If the classes in domain changed in the OWL ontology,
we only need to modify the weaving target set
(IPerson||IPublisher).
2) range
Range is used to describe the data type of property’s
value which a property can take. We use a list to represent
all the property values in AspectJ, and check the type of
all items in this list when setting the value of property.
For example, property hasContact has the range of class
Contact, it can be mapped into:
public
void
IhasContactDomain.setHasContact
(List values){
…//check the values listed in the list, if the
value is not the types defined in the list, an
exception will be thrown out.
this.hasContact = values;}

pointcut
setP(List
arg):set(List
IA.P)&&
args(arg);
before (List arg):setP(arg){
if(arg.size()!=1)
throw new CardinalityException(…);}

3) Functional
Functional property is a property that can have only one
(unique) value y for each instance x, i.e. there cannot be
two distinct values y1 and y2 such that the pairs (x,y1) and
(x,y2) are both instances of this property. In the mapping,
when setting the property value, we can check the number
of items in the list of property values. If the number is
greater than 1, then an exception is thrown out.
4) InverseFunctional
InverseFunctional property means that this property
value is unique in this system. In the property aspect, we
maintain a property value list for all the Objects which
have this property, and check the value when the property
value is set. If the value has been existed, an exception is
thrown out, else set the value and add it to the list.
5) Symmetric
A symmetric property is a property for which holds that
if the pair (x,y) is an instance of P, then the pair (y,x) is
also an instance of P. In the mapping, we use P(a,b) to
indicate that object a has property P with value b.
Symmetric property P (a,b) means P(b,a). In the property
aspect, we add code to make b.P=a after a.P is set as b.
6) Transitive

10) hasValue
In the same way, we can use the similar mapping
method with the cardinality mapping to check whether the
list of the property values contains the object with correct
object id.
11) someValuesFrom/allValuesFrom
We use the similar methods with the cardinality
mapping to check if the objects in the list of the property
values belong to right classes.
B. OWL Properties
OWL properties consist of the description of property
constructs, the characteristics of properties and relations to
other properties. Following gives the mapping from the
property descriptions in the OWL ontology to AspectJ
1) domain
Domain describes the classes which have the properties.
It defines which classes could have the properties. In the
mapping into property aspect, the domain class points out
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The transitive property P means that P(a,b),
P(b,c)=>P(a,c). To describe its semantic, we add a
function to return all the transitive values. It means, for
object a, the function will return b and c. For b, the
function will return c.
From above description, for an OWL ontology
described in OWL-DL, we can translate it into AspectJ
codes which maintain the semantics of the ontology
properly.

the OWL ontology into AspectJ code. The input is a valid
OWL document and the output is its corresponding
AspectJ codes.
We use JDK1.5 as the running environment and use
protégé OWL API as the OWL parser. For an OWL
document input, the translation tool first parses the
document using the parser and then maps it into AspectJ
code automatically according to the mapping strategy
proposed in the paper.
Using
the
OWL
ontology
presented
in

5. Implementation and Experiment

http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-owl-guide-20040210/wine#

as an example, after the translation, we can get the
AspectJ code as shown in Figure 7:

Based on the mapping principals and mapping rules
described in section III and IV, we implemented a model
translation tool which named OWL2AspectJ to translate

Fig. 7 Translated AspectJ codes structure

Where, win.clas contains all codes generated from
classes and class descriptions in wine ontology. clas.interf
contains the interfaces of the classes. clas.cla defines all
the implementation classes. clas.cap contains the class
description aspects. In the property mapping, wine.prop
contains the codes generated from properties and their
characteristics in OWL ontology. Where, wine.prop is the
aspect of properties, and wine.prop.domainrange
corresponds to the interfaces of domain and range. These
codes are independent of each other, the aspects of classes
and properties are interacted through the AspectJ weaving
mechanism.
For the classes in ontology wine, after translation, three
independent parts of codes are generated. They are the
class
interface
wine.clas.interf.IWine,
interface
implementation class wine.clas.cla.CWine and class
description aspect wine.clas.cap.AWine. The most
important codes are defined in the part of AWine, it can
operate on IWine by weaving mechanism to keep the
semantic of the ontology. For the properties in Wine
ontology such as hasColor, after translation, property
aspect wine.prop, the interface of property domain
wine.prop.domainrange, the interface of the property
range wine.prop.domainrange, and IhasColorRange are
generated respectively. The main codes are in AhasColor,
and it can be weaved into corresponding classes.

6. Evaluation of the Mapping
In section IV, we have described the mapping method
for the classes and properties in the OWL ontology in
detail. Here, we use two examples to test whether the
transformed codes can express the semantic presented in
the OWL ontology.
Example
1:
ConsumableThing
and
NonConsumableThing are two complement classes, we
use following program to test the generated codes.
IWine w=new CWine();
if(w instanceof IConsumableThing)
System.out.println("w is ConsumableThing");
if(w instanceof INonConsumableThing)
System.out.println("w is NonConsumableThing");
IRegion r=new CRegion();
if(r instanceof IConsumableThing)
System.out.println("r is ConsumableThing");
if(r instanceof INonConsumableThing)
System.out.println("r is NonConsumableThing");

We could get the following result:
w is ConsumableThing
r is NonConsumableThing

This test indicates that the generated codes can classify
wine and region into ConsumableThing and
NonConsumableThing correctly.
Example 2: We also test the class description on oneOf
for class WineColor by the following code:
IWineColor wc=new CWineColor("White");

It runs correctly. Then we run :
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IWineColor wc=new CWineColor("blue");

classes. What we should do is to cumulate the price by
seeing all the items as the instances of IPriceDomain.

The program throws an exception:
wine.exception.OneOfException: blue is not one
of {White Rose Red}

C. Rich Semantics of OWL Ontology would Bring New
Characteristics to Programming
Translating the OWL ontology into the AspectJ code
can maintain the semantics of the ontology and bring out
some new characteristics for programming model. For
example, in a marketing system, all classes are classified
into two complement classes, consumable thing and
inconsumable thing, and each has different characteristics.
If we add a new inconsumable class A into the system and
class A did not extends from any inconsumable class, class
A will be seen as an inconsumable thing and get all
characteristics of inconsumable thing automatically.

It indicates that generated codes can use the exception
processing to constrain the semantic of oneOf.

7. Benefits from the Model Translation
The OWL ontology has high powerful expressive
capacity and the AO model has high flexibility in
programming. Using the translation from the OWL
ontology into AO programming model may get following
advantages.
A. Readability and Maintainability of Translated Code
How to keep the consistency between document and
code has been a challenge in software development. The
OWL ontology is build based on the concepts and
relationships of a specific domain, and it can be easily
understood by human and at the same time currently we
have some OWL ontology editor tools with friendly user
interface. On the other hand, the AO model is high
consistent with OWL ontology in structure description. So
we can use OWL ontology as the document of code and
furthermore we can read, maintain and reuse the codes by
using the OWL document. Once the OWL ontology is
changed, software developers can quickly locate the code
to be modified instead of calling translation again which
can avoid overwriting the previous information.

8. Conclusions
This paper proposed a new method to mapping OWL
ontology to AspectJ. The methods can translate most
elements in OWL DL into AspectJ code, and the
translated codes can express the semantic of OWL
ontology and is high consistent with the OWL ontology in
both structural and semantic description. With the
development of software and knowledge engineering,
MDA based software development and ontology based
knowledge management have been widely used. The
convergence of these two fields shows a promising trend
in software development. OWL ontology gives the well
defined semantic model in the requirement domain, in the
software development, developers can extract the OWL
ontology they are concerned with. Then, the translation
from the ontology to AspectJ can be performed to generate
the corresponding aspect model to be the static structure of
the system. At last, the further development can be made.
In this way, we could speed up the software development
and reduce the development investment.

B. New Programming Model Benefiting from the Code
Structure of Property Independence
In the traditional OO programming model, property is
treated as a class element and it is tightly coupled with one
class. In fact, one property can exist in multiple classes. In
this case, when a property changes, we have to modify the
class codes with which each property is connected. It may
result in the problem of code maintenance. Using the
mapping method proposed in this paper, we can constrain
the modification in the property itself. Also, if different
classes have different requirements for this property, we
can define the property restrictions in the classes.
As we know, in the translated AspectJ codes, each
property has an interface to present its domain. In the
development, we can deal with this property instead of
considering the objects related to the property so that it
provides a flexible programming model. For example, a
cart is represented as a list of commodities object with
different class. If we want to get the total price of all these
commodities in the cart, by using traditional method, we
need to know all items class before adding up their price.
Now, we can only process the price’s property
independently and do not need to consider their real
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MAPLE: a Maintenance Approach for PatternenabLed rEconfiguration of SOA-based
enterprise application
Songlin Hu, Ying Liang, Jiuming Tian, Yicheng Song



computing area. The maintenance and evolution of such a
Abstract--Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is widely system is becoming popular recently [1]-[2]-[3], but only a
adopted as a way to reach flexible integration of enterprise few current works have been presented to discuss it.
system, and Event Driven Architecture (EDA), which enables
The objective of maintenance here is to modify the existing
complex event processing as well as asynchronized
system while preserving its integrity. As a consequence,
communication among systems, is also attracting more attentions.
The deployment of such an environment makes it possible for problems including expression of changes, impact analysis,
organization to improve interoperability and agility, and brings change propagation, and revalidation should be tackled.
Even though the SOA based system, power by looseabout new challenges to the maintenance and evaluation of the
whole system at the same time. The paper first analyzes problems coupled building block and flexible composition mechanism,
retrieved from a real engineering scenario, and proposes the has the potential ability to be adaptive to the changing
MAPLE approach to implement two-level abstraction by reusing
requirements, it is still challengeable to have the complicate
and reconfiguring of business and technical patterns. As showed
by a legacy system integration experience in a Textile and system reliably “reconfigured” according to new situations.
To achieving the goals mentioned above, the MAPLE is
clothing manufacture company, it provides a practical route to
put
forward here to describe and manage the relationships
achieving maintenance and evolution of the EDSOA (Event
Driven SOA)-based enterprise application.
between technology and business models via two level
abstractions, and enables maintenance by reuse and
Index Terms--Maintenance and evolution; SOA based system; reconfiguration of the relationships. The objectives we are
Event driven; Business pattern; Enterprise integration pattern;
aiming at would be broken into two levels: the first one is
Textile and clothing manufacture.
BPEL reconfiguration in response to changes in business
model, the second one is high level service reconfiguration in
response to changes of usage of certain resources.
I. INTRODUCTION
The paper is organized as below: the first section gives an
S a popular paradigm, SOA is becoming a hot topic both
overview of related work, engineering background, and
in industry and academy. It shows some unachievable
presents the challenges generated from real application
high level advantages when combined with event technologies,
and is now treated as a fairly good choice for building large scenarios. The MAPLE approach is introduced in Section 2,
scale systems as well as reuse and integration of legacy including conceptual idea of pattern based two-level
abstraction. Section 4 shows the whole framework along with
systems.
Topics in early stage of the whole lifecycle of conducting a roles for it. In Section 5, our application experience in a
SOA based system have been the focuses of works in service Textile and clothing manufacture company is illustrated. At
last, conclusions and future works are presented.
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II. RELATED WORKS, BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION
A. At Process Level
Whether it is named as abstraction or not, abstraction of
process has been studied to improve the capability of process
modeling and execution. Recently, semantic web service
composition has been focus of famous SOA research groups,
like Meteor-s [5] and SWARD [6], which can achieve
semantic abstraction of services, and facilitate dynamic
service selection at run time. While at the same time, modeldriven BPEL management creates another way to process
abstraction. IBM has put forward a product to map UML
model to BPEL [7], allowing process modeler to create UML
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detecting dependency and impact of BPEL could be executed
automatically, and the changing of BPEL could be
implemented with automatic algorithm and sometimes with
user interaction if needed.

Fig. 2. BPEL model for Fig 1.

Write ratio information
to ERP system

Data exchange
Information Logging

Reject
Approave

Information checking

Get ratio from A-CAD
System

Send Notification of Cloth
Sample manufacturing to
A-CAD system

at first, and then map the UML models to corresponding
BPEL. Similarly, Aalster proposes an approach and related
algorithms to translate Petri-net to BPEL model [8]. The
process modeler who is familiar with Petri-net-Like workflow
can indirectly build BPEL without know the technical detail
of BPEL languages.
In practice, the logic of BPEL is always much too
complicated than the logic of business level processes,
especially for the processes with asynchronized events as well
as service invocations. With event driven features, the BPEL
implementation of the business logic has to be fulfilled by
using “receive”, “onMessage”, ”Correction” etc., which make
the diagraph of the business process “stretched” or totally
changed. The logic of BPEL is also affected by available
services. Moreover, the users who want to use model driven
BPEL approach should have to be familiar with technical
models like UML, which is also hard for business user to
grasp. Obviously, it is necessary to find a new way to enable
the IT manager in the serving stage to adjust the processes to
meet new requirements.

Fig. 1. Process model from business point of view

Fig 1 illustrates a real business level process. It describes
the business logic for a data exchange procedure between
legacy ERP and CAD systems. At the beginning, a
notification is sent to a CAD workstation with initial data as
soon as the ERP system receives a new order, and the design
result will be exchanged back to the ERP system after the
CAD designer finishing the task assigned. During the
exchange procedure, a manager of the ERP system will verify
the data, check to see whether to accept the data or not. If the
data is rejected, the CAD designer will get the feedback, and
executing the task again.
The process digraph looks sample from business point of
view, while the corresponding BPEL model has to be
designed as the one showed in Fig 2. It is obviously that it is
far from practice to map the business level process like Fig 1
to an executable BPEL by using formalized specifications and
automatic algorithms. It is essential to find another way to
implement the abstraction.
In practice, due to the management standards or routines,
organization structure and the functionalities assigned to the
departments, there exist lots of similarities among business
logics. The idea here is to take advantage of the patterns to
construct the relationship between business view and technical
view of the process, and to facilitate the design or
modification of processes by reusing or reconfiguring the
patterns. With the support of patterns, maintenance of BPEL
can be achieved by reconfiguring high level process, while

B. At Service Level
At service Level, wrapping of legacy system to web
services can be treated as a kind of abstraction [9]. A service
in one process can also be a set of abstract interfaces for
another process. Abstraction can be semantic description of
service interfaces using Meta-data or ontology as well. In this
paper, we focus on high level abstraction of service by using
Enterprise Integration Pattern (EIP) [10]-[11].
S1

Point to Point

S2

Recipient List

Fig. 3. Service Level Abstraction using EIP

Asset in an enterprise can be utilized in different way at
different time. For example, in our engineering project,
information A generated from ERP system is sent by process
1 to one CAD workstation. After a period of time, it is asked
to be sent to a design group that contains a number of CAD
workstations. Here, we can define one services S1, and
generate S2 just by changing the integration pattern it uses.
The integration style for both of them is messaging. The
Messaging System for S1 is message channel (point to point),
while S2 should adopt message router (Recipient List).
Patterns like Translator and Message router can also be
used to enable data transformation and complex message
Routing. In this way, we can define services for different
usage, which can enable service level abstraction.
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III. MAPLE
Fig 4 gives a conceptual view for two-level abstraction.
Process level abstraction is to build abstract business level
process based on business pattern, while EIP based abstraction
is a kind of service abstraction, which constructs abstract
service using integration pattern.
Business
Level Process

Process e Level
Abstraction

Mapping
Rules

Service Level
Abstraction

EIP Based
Abstraction

Utilization

RMI

JDBC

MQ

CAD 3

SOAP

CA

CRM

CAD 2
CAD 1

CAD ...

router

Web-Site
Database

ERP

router
CAM 2

CAM 1

Fig. 4. Two-Level Abstraction

A. Business Template
In this approach, we use business template to describe
business level process, BPEL, and the relationships between
these two to represent a particular kind of business pattern. It
is defined as following:
< business template >::= <ID>< business process >< BPEL
Template >< Mapping Rules >
<business processes> ::= < service component >< logic
node >
<service component> ::= < Messaging component >< RPC
component >
<logic node>::= <sequence activity ><pick activity >< flow
activity >< while activity >< start activity >< end activity >
< BPEL Template > ::= < BPEL File >{< WSDL Files >}*
< Mapping Rules >::= {< service component >< BPEL
Object >}*
Mapping rules are the relationships between Service
Components in business level process and Objects in BPEL, it
only contain elements that users can modify without
interfering with the whole process logic for a particular
pattern. So far, 4 BPEL objects, namely: Invoke, receive,
onMessage and reply activity, are involved in our approach.
The validity of mapping rules should be guaranteed by
template designers.
Service component mapping is mainly related to several
elements in the BPEL and WSDL files, the specific
relationship are listed as follows:
RPC component is related to “Invoke”, while the Message
component could be “Receive”, “onMessage”, or “reply”. Any
change to these two components will affect some other
relevant elements besides themselves.

The operations allowed in a business pattern are:
Component changing: the operation is to change a
component in business level process. It will result in change
of related BPEL object. The system will synchronize
reconfigure relevant elements, and will ask for user interaction
to edit “Assign” objects if needed.
Component adding: the operation is to add a sequential or
parallel component to the business level process.
Corresponding object and relevant elements will be added to
the BPEL.
Component deletion: the operation is to delete a
component if it has no relationships with other components.
Corresponding object and relevant elements will be deleted
Assign Modification: the operation is to modify the
variables and their relations in “Assign” object. It is utilized to
guarantee the validation of data flow.
The overall procedure for reuse of one pattern contains
four steps: 1) Reconfigure the Pattern by an operation; 2)
Automatically Detect impacts; 3) Read parameters and
messages information from WSDL file for the service being
change, and automatic change the partial structure of the
BPEL, d; 4) Ask for user interaction to modify BEPL
“Assign” object for data flow if needed.
TABLE I
RELATED ELEMENTS THAT WILL BE AFFECT BY CHANING OF PARTICULAR KIND
OF COMPONENT

Component
Elements
WSDL file
import
partnerlink
partnerlinktype
variable
assign

RPC

Messag

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

B. Enterprise Integration Pattern
We propose abstract service based on Enterprise
Integration Pattern. An abstract service shows high level view
of one operation of service to users, from which the users can
get the information of how the service works. It describes the
EIP used by the services, corresponding end points and
pattern dependent components it will use. The definition of
Abstract Service is described as below:
<Abstract
Service>::=<ID><Operation><WSDL><EIP
pattern><End points><Pattern dependent Components>
Pattern dependent Components is the component related
to particular pattern, like Message Router component or
Message Translator component.
The abstract service can be directly mapped to the
deployment files of the end points in the Enterprise Service
Bus product like ServiceMix.
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initial and evolution stages.
ESB Component developer: Responsible for designing,
A. MAPLE Framework
developing, testing of additional building blocks for
The framework for MAPLE is illustrated in Figure 5. integration and management, like logging service, auditing
Besides tools that are already provided by current venders, services, etc. The Service Components are plugged into
like BPEL tools, ESB, Portal and IDE, four modules are Enterprise Service Bus as well. It works in initial and
added to facilitate the MAPLE approach, including:
evolution stages.
Service Abstraction Manager: Responsible for managing
Portal
PTM
BTE
original service end points and Service components, as well as
data transformation rules deployed to ESB. The role creates
BPEL deployer
BPEL Designer
abstract services by using suitable Enterprise Integration
SAM
Debugger
Pattern, and maintains the routing configuration in response to
BPEL Engine
ASR
changing requirements of services. It can be treated as the
Management Interface
combination of Service Developer in SOA Back-End Support
ESB
group and Service Designer in SOA Business Process Design
group. It works in initial, evolution and serving stages.
Business Process Orchestrator: The role develops BPEL
Fig 5. MAPLE Framework
based on the business process provided by Business Process
Architect. It belongs to SOA Business Process Design Group.
Service Abstraction Manager (SAM): the SAM is the It works in initial and evolution stages.
toolkit for designing abstract services using different
Business Template designer: Designs business templates
enterprise Integration pattern. The configuration information according to Business patterns. It has the responsibilities of
of abstract services will be restored in Abstract Service both Business Process Manager in SOA Back-End Support
Repository.
group and SOA process manager in SOA Management group.
Abstract Services Repository (ASR): Repository for It works in evolution and serving stages.
abstract services. BPEL designer and BTE will use it to get
Process maintenance manager: The role utilizes the
service and related WSDL file. It also maintains abstraction template defined by Business Template designer to construct
information that contains relationship among service and the new BPEL or to reconfigure the process, so as to implement
endpoints related to it according to certain EIP. It can be used small changes. It is similar as Business Process Manager in
by BTE and BPEL designer.
SOA Back-End Support group. It works in serving stage, and
Business Template Editor (BTE): It is utilized to model can also be used to rapidly create processes in evolution stage.
business level processes, and to edit mapping relationships
Interface developer and ESB component developer uses
between business level processes and BPEL. Changes of IDE like eclipse, Business Process Orchestrator uses BPEL
BPEL can be achieved by configuring the template, and the designer, while the others will use the new modules in figure 5.
creation of new process can be done in the same way to SAM and SAR are tools for Service Abstraction n manager,
generate new template with modified business level process Business Template designer and Process maintenance
and BPEL. The service components can be selected from ASR. manager will use BTE and ASR.
Business Template Mapper (BTM): Mapping changes of
business level process to BPEL, detect impacts by rule and
V. CASE STUDY
modify related objects in response to the changes.
The approach proposed in this paper has been applied in an
The first two are used to manage service level abstraction,
ongoing integration project for a large textile and clothing
while the others are developed for process level abstraction.
Manufacture Company. The company owns 23 categories of
B. Roles for the framework
IT systems like: D/CAM/CIM, PDM, ERP, etc.
The
integration
project
was
launched
to
cope
with
the
problem
Mattsson[12] has presented preliminary ideas on the roles
required for developing, evolving and maintaining SOA-based mentioned above in early 2007. After requirement analysis, a
systems. The roles are categorized into 7 groups, namely: high level business process is draw to illustrate the overall
SOA Front end support, Back end support, Traditional Back collaboration process for order-driven manufacture.
By analyzing the business process, we find that the atomic
end support, SOA design, SOA management, Quality
process
of the enterprise can be separated into several
Assurance, Business Project Members[]. Here, we focus on
roles for the maintenance ˂ evolution system, especially the categories: The first category involves data exchange of
roles closely related to the Framework, while ignoring the fabric rate, fabric width, size scale, operation schedule, etc.;
the second category involves management of the samples,
others. The roles are:
Interface developer: The role belongs to Traditional Back files, production schedules etc.; the third category involves
end support group, and is responsible for developing and verification of cutting consumption, patch control etc. Each
verifying interfaces based on legacy systems to meet the category contains large number of atomic service. Obviously,
requirement of Service Abstraction Manager. It works in it will take great efforts to implement realization and
IV. FRAMEWORK AND ROLES
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maintenance all of these processes. This paper proposes a new
method which simplifies the creation and adjustment of
processes by means of classifying the business processes with
the similar logic, refining the business patterns, designing and
generating business templates.

……
<bpel:process……xmlns:ns1=”http://ict.ac.cn”
xmlns:ns2=http://ict.ac.cn/xsd”
xmlns:ns3="http://sizeratio.example.org"
xmlns:ns4="http://erpservice.example.org/"
xmlns:ns5="http://sizeratio.example.org/xsd" ……>
<bpel:import…namespace="http://sizeratio.example.org"
location=http://127.0.0.1:8080/axis2/services/SizeRatio?wsdl />
<bpel:import…namespace="http://erpservice.example.org"
location= "http://10.61.0.11/ERPWriter/?wsdl" />
……
<bpel:variable name="messageIn"
messageType="ns4: WriteSizeRatioSoapIn" />
<bpel:variable name="messageOut"
messageType="ns4: WriteSizeRatioSoapOut" />
……
<bpel:copy>
<bpel:from…… >……</bpel:from>
<bpel:to part="parameters" variable="MessageIn">
<bpel:query>ns4:listType</bpel:query>
</bpel:to>
</bpel:copy>
……
<bpel:invoke inputVariable=" MessageIn "
operation="WriteSizeRatio" outputVariable="MessageOut"
partnerLink="ERPPL"
portType="ns4:ServiceSoap"/>
……
</bpel:process>
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Fig. 6. Overall procedure and related business Patterns

Fig.7 shows an example of event-driven data exchange
pattern, which includes 8 steps. The BPEL implementation
related to this process has the same structure with the BPEL
showed in figure 2.Figure 8 shows some parts of the BPEL
framework in the basic template.
3. Data transferring
4 Write Data to B

2. Trigger Event

1 data arrived

A

B

8 Write Data to A

Fig. 9. A set of BPEL information for a specific invoke node. It is generated
by change the empty invoke node to an existing service. The Business Mapper
will retrieve information from related WSDL file, and automatically modify
the BPEL files.

5. Disposal

6 Data updated
7 Exchange auditing
And Logging

Fig. 7. The procedure for Event driven Data Exchange pattern
……
<bpel:process……xmlns:ns1=”http://ict.ac.cn”
xmlns:ns2=”http://ict.ac.cn/xsd” ……>
<bpel:import…… location=ServiceLocation
namespace="http://ict.ac.cn"/>
<bpel:import…… location=AServiceLocation
namespace="http://ict.ac.cn/xsd"/>
……
<bpel:variable name="messageIn"
messageType="ns2: WriteDatatoASoapIn" />
<bpel:variable name="messageOut"
messageType="ns2: WriteDatatoASoapOut" />
……
<bpel:copy>
<bpel:from…… >……</bpel:from>
<bpel:to part="parameters" variable="MessageIn">
<bpel:query>ns2:listType</bpel:query>
</bpel:to>
</bpel:copy>
……
<bpel:invoke inputVariable=" MessageIn "
operation="WriteDatatoA" outputVariable="MessageOut"
partnerLink="ERPPL"
portType="ns2:ServiceSoap"/>
……
</bpel:process>

Fig. 10. The system user interfaces when run the BPEL to implement an event
driven data exchange process between ERP and CAD systems.

Fig. 8. A set of BPEL information for one invoke node filled with grey in Fig.
1. The words in italics are about the node.

The process showed in Fig 1. one can be generated from
this template. Suppose ERP is treated as system A, and the
user select a ERP write operation “WriteSizeRatio” in the
service located in “http://10.61.0.11/ERPWriter/?wsdl” to take
the place of the “WriteDatatoA” operation in the basic
template. BTM will read information from the WSDL, and
map the change to the BPEL. Figure 9 shows the generated
template, with the operation replacement. In BPEL code, the
words in italics are differences between basic template and
generated template.
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In this process, abstract services are configured using
different pattern. For example, in step 2, event generated in
the ERP system is wrapped to be a JMS message. Since the
event should be used by another process, publish subscribe
pattern is utilized, where the end point acts as publisher and
the abstract service acts as subscriber.
After generating new BPEL for the ratio Data exchange
between ERP and CAD systems, it can be deployed to the
platform. Figure 10 illustrates some user interfaces.

[12] Kajko-Mattsson, Mira; Lewis, Grace A.; Smith, Dennis B, “A
Framework for Roles for Development, Evolution and Maintenance of
SOA-Based Systems,” Proceedings of the 29th International Conference
on Software Engineering Workshops, 2007. pp:117

VI. CONCLUSION
A maintenance approach for SOA based system is
proposed based on two-level abstraction, which provides a
practical way to facilitate reconfiguration of SOA processes
and abstract services. Experiences accumulated in our first
stage application in a real SOA based project prove that it can
achieve easy-to-use reconfiguration without introducing
unexpected effects to the whole system.
The future works includes improving the framework,
implementing new functionalities for the new modules,
formalized study on the descriptions of business template and
abstract service, etc. Semi-automatic generating and validating
of business pattern itself based on BPEL can be an interested
topic as well.
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Reliability Oriented QoS Driven Composite Service Selection Based on
Performance Prediction
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failures of any service and any communication link
will make the entire composite service incomplete.
This will cause a re-selection to bind new services,
which inversely increase the response time of
composite service. Thus, this paper attempts to select
composite service in order to maximize the QoS of
composite service considering the effect of reliability
as well.
In this paper, we propose an approach of reliability
oriented composite service selection. Key to our
approach is the proposed model of service reliability.
Such reliability model integrates request processing
reliability and transmission reliability, which can be
used for evaluate the reliability of services. Meantime,
a semi-Markov model is used to quantify the reliability
of service. Then, reliability oriented QoS driven
composite
service
selection
is
presented.
Experimentations show that the proposed selection
approach have better performance in preserving the
reliability of composite service than traditional QoS
driven selection approach.

Abstract
In order to improve the reliability of composite
service, this paper proposes an approach of reliability
oriented composite service selection. Firstly, a service
reliability model which integrates request processing
reliability and transmission reliability is proposed. In
order to compute the transmission reliability, a semiMarkov model based performance prediction is used.
Finally, we put the proposed reliability model into QoS
driven service selection. Experimentations show that
the proposed selection approach have better
performance in preserving the reliability of composite
service than traditional QoS driven selection approach.

1. Introduction
As web services operate autonomously within a
highly variable environment (the Web), as a result of
which their QoS may evolve relatively frequently,
either because of internal changes or because of
changes in their environment [1], such dynamic
properties highlight the problem of QoS driven service
selection.
Most previous works divides QoS and reliability
into two different research fields and studies them
separately. However, in reality, QoS and reliability are
closely related and affect each other. Let us take one of
QoS attributes, response time, as an example. The
response time of composite service is a random
variable affected by many factors. First, there are many
services available on the Web with different request
processing speeds. Thus, the response time can vary
depending on which service is used for executing the
task in the composite process. Second, some service
can fail during its execution. So the response time is
also affected by the processing reliability. Third, the
communication links can fail during data transmission.
Thus, the transmission reliability affects the response
time as well. Then, when tasks are assigned to services
with better response time and worse reliability, the

2. Related Works
As web service is a kind of software on the Web,
traditional reliability model for evaluating the software,
such as Ref.[2], can be used to quantify the request
processing reliability. However, as web service
existing on the Web, the state of Network (such as load
and throughput) will affect the reliability of service.
Thus, when it is to model the reliability of service,
traditional model for quantifying reliability of software
cannot be directly used in the field of service
composition.
In the researching field of service composition,
researchers [3] use the successful execution rate of a
service with the maximum expected time frame to
quantify the reliability of a service. This approach is
relatively simple. In Ref. [4], the researcher uses a
Possion Distribution to quantify the reliability of grid
service with the assumption that the data transmission
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composition, service reliability represents the degree to
which service can serve the request as estimated QoS.
In the following, we will discuss how to model the
service reliability.
In the context of composition, the earliest start time
etij of component service j for task i in the composite
process can be computed as Eq.(1).
#&max!etku  t ku ", k ' 0 (1)
etij % k (i
#$0, k 0
Where, task k (k<i) is the one that will be invoked
before task i and tku is the response time of candidate
service u for task k.
As web service existed in the complex Internet
environment, the reliability of service should not only
consider the processing reliability as most software,
but also take into account of transmission reliability. In
this paper, we model the service reliability as an
integration of request processing reliability and
transmitting reliability. To quantify request processing
reliability, common software’s reliability model [2] is
used. To quantify transmitting reliability, as it relies on
the current state of the Network, the holding time in
current state and the predicted duration, we quantify
the transmitting reliability based on a semi-Markov
based performance prediction. In the following, we
will give the definition of reliability of service.
Definition 2. Reliability of Service. Reliability of
atomic service s in composite service CS is the
probability that a request is correctly responded with
the estimated time frame, which can be defined as
follows: R(s, CS)=<Rp(s, CS), Rt(s, CS)>, where
z Rp(s, CS) is the request processing reliability,
which can be defined as Eq.(2):
R p s, CS e  t (2)

speed and failure rate of Network is a constant value.
However, such assumption do not always hold true.
Such reliability model cannot reflect the reliability of
service in many situations.
Compared with the above works, we model the
service reliability as an integration of request
processing reliability and transmitting reliability.

3. Performance Prediction for Reliability
Modeling
3.1 Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some basic concepts
that will be used in the remainder of the paper.
Definition 1. QoS of Atomic Service. For an
atomic service s (which only contains one operation),
the QoS of s can be defined as: QoS(s)=<Qt(s), Qp(s)>,
where:
is
the
response
time
of
s.
z Qt(s)
Qt(s)=tp+R/Vtransmission, where tp is the request
processing time; R is the amount of data needed
to transmit between s and the execution engine
and Vtransmission is the transmission speed.
z Qp(s) is the cost of invoking s.
From the definition, the change of request
processing time, the transmission speed and the cost
will influence the QoS of the service. The affected
QoS of service will in turn influence the QoS of
composite service. Cost for invoking a service is
published by the service provider. The request
processing time relies on the number of requests in the
waiting list and the processing speed of the computer.
The transmission speed is affected by the network.
Compared with the changes caused by service
providers, changes of the request processing time and
transmission speed will be changed more frequently.
Such change will affect the performance of service.
The reliability of the service is to evaluate the degree
to which the service can serve the request as
announced QoS.
Thus, in this paper, we will based on the following
assumption to model the service reliability:
(a) failure at different service and communication
links is independent; (b) from the time of sending
request to the service to the time of receiving the result
from the service, data transmission speed is a constant
value; (c) the failure rate of processing the request is a
constant value; (d) the cost for invoking a service is
never changed.

Where,  is the failure rate of service when
processing a request; t is sum of response time of s
and earliest start time of s in CS; Eq.(2) is a
common in software’s reliability, which has been
justified in both theory and practice [2].
z Rt(s, CS) is the transmitting reliability. We
will show how to quantify it in section 3.3.
z The overall reliability of service s can be
computed as Eq.(3)
R s, CS R p s, CS ) Rt s, CS (3)
Definition 3. Reliability of Composite Service.
Reliability of composite service CS is the
probability of that all the component service
execute correctly, which can be defined as Eq.(4):
R CS 1 
1  R s , CS (4)

3.2 Model of Service Reliability in Context of
Composition

*

v

v

Where, sv is a component service of CS.

QoS reflects how a service can implement the
function with certain performance. In context of
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to tf and situation with at least one transition. Then, the
probability can be computed as Eq. (7).
P V , Ve  Di , d
(7)

3.3 Performance Prediction for Quantifying
Transmission Reliability
We introduce discrete time semi-Markov model [5]
for the prediction.
Definition 4. States of Data Transmission Speed. We
use th_VQ to signify the threshold of data transmission
speeds in Qualified state.
z If V(t)>= th_VQ, then ST(t) =Qualified state;
z If 0<V(t)<=th_VQ, then ST(t)=Soft Damage
state;
z If V(t)=0, then ST(t)=Hard Damage state.
Definition 5. Semi-Markov Model for Data
Transmission Speed. Let  be the state space of data
transmission speed ={1, 2, 3}. Z={Zt; t>=0} is the
random procedure on . If the following conditions
are true, we call that Z={Zt; t>=0} is a semi-Markov
process.
z If current state is i, the next state will be entered
is j with probability Pij. Especially, Pii=0;
z Given that the next state entered will be j, the
time it spends at state i until the transition occurs
is a holding time t with distribution Fij(t).
Let Hi(t) be the distribution of holding time in state
i, Hi(t)= F t ) P . The average holding time in state



ij

P V , Ve  Di , t f  t  d Di , d

 P V , Ve  Z t f
1  Fi Ve )

e

1  F Ve ) Pj )

i



ij

Pi

Hi t f  t  d  Hi d
1  Hi d

i

f

i

j ) P d ( Di ( d  t f  t Di , d
Hi t f  t  d  Hi d
1  Hi d

According the prediction of transmission speed,
the transmission reliability of service s in the context
of composition, can be computed as Eq.(9):
Rt s, CS P (9)
Where, P can be either computed as (7), or (8),
according to the current state of service.

4 Reliability Oriented QoS
Composite Service Selection

i can be signified as μi. According to lemmas [5] of
semi-Markov model, there exists stationary
distribution =[1, 2, 3] and for each j, it can be
computed as Eq.(5). Also, let Pi the steady-state
occupancy probability of state i, it can be computed as
Eq. (6).
3
3
(5)
+
+P; + 1
i 1

tf

P V , Ve ) P Z t f

ij



 1  Fi Ve ) Pi )

1  Hi d

z State j is different from i.
If state j is different from i, it means that there exist
at least one transition during the duration from t to tf.
Then, the probability can be computed as Eq. (8).
(8)
P V ,V  Z
j  d ( D ( d t t D , d

j

j

i  d ( Di ( d  t f  t Di , d

1  Hi t f  t  d

Driven

Reliability oriented QoS driven composite service
selection is to maximize the QoS of composite service
considering the effect of reliability as well. The
problem of such selection can be described as (10).
max F CS v
v
(10)
s.t Q t CS . Q t

i

v

i 1

c

R CS v - Rc

+ i i (6)
+ j  j

Where, CSv={(t1, s1, k1),…, (ti, si, ki), …, (tn, sn,kn)}, here,
tv is the task in composite process and sv,kv is the
service selected for tasl tv; Qct is the constraint of
response time; Rc is the reliability constraint; F is the
fitness function which considers both QoS and
reliability of the composite service and can be
computed as (11).
Q t CSv  ut 
Q p CSv  u p 
(11)





j

In order to predict the future state, it is required to
get the context related to data transmission speed.
Definition 6. QoS-Related Context. The QoS-related
context observed by observation o can be defined as
QC(o)=<tob, v, stob >, where tob is observing time; v is
the observed data transmission speed at tob; stob is state.
The aim of prediction can be described as: if the
current state is i, current time is t and the holding time
in current state is d, we need to predict the probability
of the data transmission speed Vf at future time tf above
the expected speed Ve. Let j be the state Ve belongs to.
To solve this problem, we will consider the following
two situations:
z State j is same to i
In this situation, the probability can be a sum of the
probabilities in the situations with no transition from t

F CSv

wt )




/t




 wp )




/p




 wR ) R CSv

Where wt, wp and wR are the weights (0<=wt, wR,
wp<=1, wt+wp+wR=1).  and μ are the standard
deviation and average of the QoS values for all
potential composite services.
Such problem can be mapped into a multi-constraints
satisfying problem. Several approaches [6] can be used
for solving such problem. As the limitation of this
paper, we will not discuss how to use the algorithm to
solve such a problem in detail.
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because that during the selection process, not only the
QoS of composite service is considered, but also the
reliability of composite service is respected in our
approach. Thus, the more reliable composite service
will always meet the constraint of response time.
The above experimentations show that the proposed
approach is more effective in preserving the reliability
of composite services.

5. Experimentations
Experimentation 1 is used to test the effectiveness
of the proposed semi-Markov model based QoS
predicting approach. Simulate test set of data
transmission speed according to the Gaussian
distribution. The threshold of failure probability is 0.9.
The size of QoS-related contexts is 100000. Compare
the relation among predicted result, predicting interval
and the observation interval between two neighboring
contexts. Table.1 gives the result (OQ is the
observation interval between two neighboring QoSrelated contexts in QCS; N is the number of predictions;
R is the average accurate rate of the predictions.

6 Conclusions
In order to maximize the QoS of composite service
considering the effect of reliability as well, we propose
an approach of reliability oriented composite service
selection. Model of service reliability is proposed.
Then, we put such model into the problem of reliability
oriented QoS driven composite service selection.
Experimentations show that the proposed selection
approach have better performance in preserving the
reliability of composite service than traditional QoS
driven selection approach.

Table. 1. Semi-Markov Based Predicted Result
OQ=0.1s
OQ=0.05s
OQ=0.5s
I=
I=
I=
I=
I=
I=
I=
I=
I=
180 10
180 10
180
10
60
60
60
N
R%

300
95

300
86

300
80

200
97

200
93

200
83

150
98

150
95

150
92

Response time of composite
service(s)

Table.1 shows that if the observation interval
between two neighboring contexts is smaller and the
predicting interval is shorter, the prediction will be
more accurate. When the observation interval is short
enough, although predicting interval is a little bigger,
the accurate of prediction will be better also. Thus,
through minimizing observation interval, the accuracy
of prediction result can be improved.
Experimentation 2 is used to test the reliability of
composite service. Randomly generate 10 abstract
composite processes. Select the composite service for
each composite process. Simulate test sets of data
transmission speed according to the Gaussian
distribution and set IQ=0.1s, the threshold of reliability
is 0.95. Simulate change of data transmission speed
according to Gaussian distribution from the beginning
time of composite service execution to the completing
time of composite service execution, after selection.
Compare the response time of composite service. The
result is shown in Fig 1.
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
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Fig. 1. Comparison of Re-Selection Numbers

Fig 1 shows that the composite service selected by
the proposed reliability oriented QoS driven service
selection approach always has better response time
than the one selected by QoS driven approach. This is
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Abstract—RSS (Rich Site Summary, or Really Simple Syndication)
is widely used for notifying readers of updated information on
blogs and feeding news to readers quickly. RSS is very simple, and
so is mostly used as a web service. However there is no
satisfactory search engine which works for RSS. The reason is that
RSS is continuously modified, and the structure of general search
engines is ineffective to collect information from RSS sources.
In this paper, we discuss a web crawling algorithm, and
propose a structure for an RSS crawler which is geared toward
collecting and updating RSS in the Web2.0 environment. The
proposed method (1) uses visited domain name history to predict
the location of the RSS of a new seed URL, and (2) updates RSS
information adaptively, based on some update-checking heuristics.
These approaches can serve as cornerstones for an efficient and
effective RSS search engine.

such as “allblog.net” and “naaroo.com” in Korea. These
sites are called meta-blogs. People can add their RSS
address to the meta-blogs by themselves. The meta-blogs
check updates of registered blogs and categorize contents
like news articles for portal sites. However the meta-blog is
inconvenient because they involve passive registration of
RSS by personal bloggers. Also people can only search for
registered contents, and so the search results of portal
contents are limited to narrow topics.
Development of a search engine specifically for RSS is
needed to solve these problems. Generally speaking, a web
search engine consists of three parts: a crawler, an indexer,
and a searcher [4,5]. The crawler collects information from
websites, and the indexer manages an index of gathered
information to support fast retrieving. The searcher offers
searching results based on the index. There are studies on
RSS gathering, but the results have been less than
satisfactory thus far. In this paper, we propose an RSS
crawler that takes advantage of the features of RSS. This
proposed RSS crawler makes use of gathered domain
information to find the location of RSS from seed URLs.
Furthermore it adaptively checks the updates from sites of
collected RSS with an RSS manager. To do this, the RSS
manager keeps information on the update time of each RSS
feed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
offers a brief overview and related work of the search
engine and RSS. Section 3 describes the proposed RSS
crawler with emphasis on the RSS crawling algorithm for
effectively gathering RSS update information and on the
structure of the RSS manager for adaptive updates of RSS
feeds. Section 4 gives a comparison between our proposed
approach and some existing work. Finally, in Section 5, we
conclude the paper with remarks on future works.

Keywords—Web2.0, RSS, Crawler, Adaptive Revisit manager

1. Introduction
Web2.0 [1] is a next generation web service paradigm
which is different from past technologies. In this paradigm,
information providers and users are engaged in interactive
communications about their demands and needs [2]. RSS
(Rich Site Summary or Really Simple Syndication), a novel
XML based technique in the Web2.0 environment, is used
for transferring data easily, and notifying readers of updates
to blogs via RSS reader applications or meta-blogs almost
in real-time.
Historically, RSS has been used to refer to “Rich Site
Summary,” “RDF Site Summary” and “Really Simple
Syndication.” It is a data format based on XML, used to
supply update information on websites with frequent
content updates [3]. RSS is very simple, and so is mostly
used as a web service especially on blogs. People can
subscribe to an RSS “feed” with an RSS reader application.
The feed lets people know that new information is available
even though they do not visit the website, and people can
use the reader application to categorize contents to their
taste.
In response to the increasing use of RSS, sites have
emerged which offer an RSS reader-like portal service,

2. Related Work
2.1. Web Crawler and RSS Search Engine
One of the most important reasons for Google to
become a tremendously successful company in the web
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often discuss these issues with other people. However many
events happen everyday, so information and issues that
people need and are interested in change fast.
Precision and recall are the popular evaluation measures
for search engines. Precision is the percentage of related
documents with keywords in the results. Recall is the ratio
of number of related documents with matching keywords
returned by a search to the whole number of related
documents. A search engine with a long revisit period often
cannot show newly updated information. As a result, the
recall quality of the search engine deteriorates. On the other
hand, while frequent revisits can improve recall quality,
they cause unnecessary network traffic and maintenance
costs.
A main feature of RSS in both installable type of blogs
and joinable type of blogs is that RSS is located in the same
subpath as the blog, and so we can gather RSS easily based
on the domain information without visiting all URL links.
With the addition of a new module to use domain
information, we can improve crawling speed.

service field is that Google has developed a search engine
that crawls the enormous web very effectively. Google uses
a totally automatic crawler and a specialized page-rank
algorithm [6]. The days to register and categorize website
information manually by humans are long gone. Most of
the web search engines nowadays use some sort of
automatic crawling algorithms.
There are researches for developing RSS crawler by
various researching group [7-10]. Among them, beta version
of Feedshow.com was developed by French researchers in
2006. It gathers RSS with crawler and provides a search
engine. Furthermore Bloglines.com and Blogpulse.com are
developed with their own RSS aggregator. However most of
these services cannot adequately satisfy people's demands
and needs, because the searching results are too limiting to
fine useful information. Also ranges of the results are
limited to their locality, such as Europe or the States. It
seems that the problem stems from the lack of some
effective crawling algorithm for aggregating RSS and from
the disconnection between the web service and the features
of RSS which update frequently.
There is also interest in developing the RSS indexer.
Brooks and Montanez introduced autotagging and
hierarchical clustering into the blogosphere [11]. The
automatically generated tags were useful to help users with
their choices. However these tags could not be combined
with each other in any meaningful relationships, so people
had to connect them by hands. It is acknowledged in the
paper that the autotagging algorithm needs to be improved.

3. Proposed RSS Crawler
3.1. Gathering RSS with Domain Information
The main use of RSS is for blogs and news feeds.
Between these two types of web services, blogs use RSS
mostly widely. Accordingly, we can design an RSS crawler
which gathers RSS by considering the typical features of
blogs. The most commonly used blogs belong to either the
installable and joinable type, such as WordPress or Blogger.
In installable type blogs, people install the blog application
on a hosted site in their own domain, while people join and
get sub level domain access in the joinable type.
People have their own domain and web server in the
case of installable type blogs. For example, WordPress has
to be installed on a web server, and so its RSS is located in
the same sub-path, assuming the owner did not change
when they installed it. This feature is also applied with
other kinds of installable type blogs. Therefore when the
crawler visits a blog, it can recognize which kind of
installable blog application is used while reading any web
pages on that domain. With proper storage and indexing of
these kinds of information, the crawler can find the location
of an RSS without visiting all links.
Blogger is a representative example of the joinable type
of blogs. In this case, the blog creates a sub level domain
with a user ID, so if a user joins with ID “tom” then, the
address of the blog might be generated as
“http://tom.blogspot.com/”. Joinable blogs which generate
sub level domains have a feature that allows RSS to be
found in the same sub path location as the blog.
In this paper, we propose a path manager that uses the
domain and path information when it crawls. The path
manager analyzes and stores information about current

2.2. Features of RSS
RSS is updated when new content is added on a website
or blog. The period of the updates is determined by the
preferences of the information provider or the character of
the service type. RSS can be located in the same URLsubpath as the blog in some cases, such as WordPress (an
installable type blog) and Blogger (a joinable type blog),
which are the two most popular blogging tools in the world.
The period of update is important in the collection of
information from RSS. The internet has been growing
consistently over the past two decades, and a large number
of web pages are newly created every day. Furthermore the
bloom of blogs results in new contents every day, with
frequent updates all over the world. These voluminous
newly created web pages far exceed the ability of search
engines to crawl and process, so the revisit period for a
particular website to check its update may be far longer
than the update period of the site itself. This causes
deterioration in the quality of search results, because the
results may not contain the most recently updated contents
until the crawler revisits the websites that appear in the
search results.
This situation gets worsened especially in blogs. Many
people post their thoughts about life and social issues, and
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time. This adaptive revisit method is based on the posting
pattern of the information provider.
The proposed crawler considers three pieces of
information in the <pubDate> element: (1) The update time
interval. The crawler finds the time interval of update, e.g.,
daily or weekly. This can be calculated from date
information. (2) The day of the week. Posting a new article
is the result of human work. People have their own life
patterns, so the analysis of the day of the week can be an
important clue. (3) The update time. A frequently updated
time is also based on human patterns, and so we can expect
that it is an effective indicator. Hence the crawler can revisit
during frequently updated time to reduce the gap between
posting time and revisit time. Based on the aforementioned
heuristics we can expect an improvement in the recall
quality of our search results.
Next we introduce an analysis method to be utilized by
the adaptive revisit manager. This method analyzes
gathered RSS files and applies a statistical method on the
day of week and an adaptive method on time. Let u denote
the probability of future day's update. Let U and Ű be the
value of recent updated data (U is constantly 1) and the
mean of past updated data respectively. The algorithm
estimates the Ű using Ű= u/ w where w is a whole period
for all data and u is a number of days where there exist
updated data. Table 1-(a) shows the presence or absence of
updated data in a sample RSS. In this example, w is 45 and
u is 25, so Ű is almost 0.556.

pages, and predicts the location of RSS in the current
domain. The structure of the proposed crawler is shown in
Figure 1. The crawler in Figure 1 has two features which
are different from normal search engine crawlers: (1) a part
for comparing domain information, and (2) a part for
checking whether the blog is an installable type or a
joinable type.
In the first step, the path manager checks that there is a
visited upper level domain based on the top-level domain
and second-level domain. This helps the crawler find RSS
quickly in the case of joinable type blog. Next, the crawler
checks whether the blog is an installable type, if there is no
matched domain. The crawler identifies an installable type
blog based on the pattern of path links and text. These can
be analyzed and maintained during the crawling process. If
the seed URL is based on either an installable or joinable
type of blog, the crawler may find the location of RSS, and
it can reduce unnecessary visits to find RSS.

Table 1. Presence or absence of update in a sample RSS.

Figure 1. A structure of crawler for gathering RSS.
3.2. Adaptive Revisit Manager
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(a)

In this subsection we describe an adaptive revisit
method to check updates of RSS based on the update period
of gathered RSS. Generally speaking, web crawlers revisit
gathered websites occasionally to check updates and find
errors in URL connections. RSS is more efficient on
websites which are frequently updated than less visited
websites. Furthermore information consumers are greatly
satisfied when the RSS always includes recent information.
Accordingly, the meta-blog and RSS reader applications
have to provide recent information to satisfy people. The
proposed crawler analyzes the <pubDate> element in
gathered RSS, and uses it to predict the next update time.
The <pubDate> element includes a date and time in the
form: “<pubDate>Wed, 16 Jan 2008 01:51:44
+0900</pubDate>”. With this information we can
determine when the website is updated: daily or on specific
day such as on Saturday. The crawler predicts next update
time based on analyzed data, and revisits the RSS at that

(b)
The term is a weight factor that controls the rate of
convergence of the algorithm (always at 0.9), and is a
statistical weight factor that is calculated from the mean of
update on the day of week. The
can be calculated
according to Table 1-(b). The statistical weight factor of
Tuesday which is a next day of the latest update is
0.333(2/6) in this example. Finally the probability is
estimated using Pu= U+(1- )Ű. We determine 0.5 as the
threshold. Here, the probability value is 0.355. It is smaller
than the threshold, so we can predict that there may not
exist an update on the next day. After that the algorithm
recalculates an update probability of the day after tomorrow
(Wednesday). In this case w increases to 46. With the same
method, Ű =25/46 0 0.543 and is 0.833(5/6), and so u is
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network traffic to work efficiently for RSS. Furthermore we
wanted to design a crawler just for gathering RSS
effectively. The proposed RSS crawler in this paper has two
main features: (1) It gathers RSS easily based on path and
domain analysis of installable and joinable type blogs,
which represent the majority of RSS use. (2) It revisits
gathered RSS adaptively based on update pattern analysis
of the period, day of the week, and time of updates on the
target site.
The proposed RSS crawler appears to gather RSS more
efficiently, and the adaptive revisit method can improve
recall quality of the search results. The proposed method
offers the possibility of reducing wasted time on crawling,
and improving recall quality. For future work, we intend to
implement the proposed RSS crawler and evaluate its
performance.

0.804. We know that most likely there will be an update on
Wednesday.

4. Comparison
In this section we compare our approach with some of
the similar web services. Table 2 summarizes the
comparative results. The similar web service providers
include: Google, Feedshow, Bloglines, Blogpulse, and
Allblog.
Table 2. A comparison with similar web services.
Search Engine with Crawler
Method for
collecting RSS
Method for
checking update
Times until
Update reflection

Meta-blog

Our approach
RSS
crawler

Google
web
crawler

Feedshow Bloglines Blogpulse
Allblog
RSS
RSS
RSS
register RSS
crawler crawler crawler
by hands

adaptive

static

static

static

static

adaptive

short

long

long

short

normal

normal
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As we mentioned in this paper, our approach consists of
two major components. (1) The crawler that crawls RSS
efficiently with gathered domain information. It reduces
useless out-links so as to find RSS fast. (2) Revisit manager
that is based on an adaptive and statistical method for
checking updates. This helps to reduce the cost for
checking the updates, and to promptly reflect the updates as
soon as they occur. Google has absolutely nice performance
but its method for checking updates takes too much time.
Performance of Feedshow is very poor while Bloglines and
blogpulse are in good performance range. However
Bloglines checks updates once an hour and Blogpulse
checks it once a day, thus creating unnecessary checking
cost. Allblog is a different kind of service. It is a meta-blog,
and people register their RSS to share with others. Its
checking update strategy is adaptive according to frequency
of RSS update. On balance, our approach can provide
efficient performance with low update-checking cost.

5. Conclusion
RSS is the most widely used information distribution
technique in the Web2.0 environment. It is an open standard
for transferring data efficiently based on XML. RSS is
widely used in many fields such as news and blog feeds,
and data transferring on mash-up services. However, the
state-of-the-practice in the field is that few existing RSS
search engines is efficient and effective. As a result,
development of better RSS search engines is critically
needed.
In this paper, we described the design of an RSS crawler
which gathers and updates RSS efficiently. The crawler, the
main part of a search engine, is a tool to visit the vast World
Wide Web and collect data. Commonly the crawler
recursively analyzes out-links of web pages starting from a
seed URL, but this method wastes too much time and
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ABSTRACT In this article, we propose a new
online payment protocol, QuickPay, which is
built as a middleware framework for online
payment and other online financial transactions.
We provide the general design of the QuickPay
system by describing its business and technical
goals, system architecture, major players, and the
relationships among the players. To show how
QuickPay works, we discuss one specific
application in some detail. We demonstrate that
QuickPay can provide an effective and secure for
online payments.

Openness - QuickPay can accommodate users
who use other online payment systems.
High scalability - QuickPay is able to support
additional customers and vendors without any
impact on existing customers and vendors. This
implies that there is no performance bottleneck
in the system.
Independence and open plugin - Here, we
mean that QuickPay supports different online
financial transaction with different sets of
protocols. Each set of protocol can plugin to the
framework freely and independently.
Isolation - By isolation, we mean that
QuickPay’s users (vendor, broker, or customer,
as discussed below), can have their own
implementation for QuickPay’s protocols. Their
implementations are isolated from each other.
Security at low cost - This implies that
QuickPay provides reasonable security (as
compared to existing online payment systems),
with a low overall cost.
Standard user interface - This means that
QuickPay will have a standard user-friend
interface for end users.

Keywords
Security, online payment, micropayment
INTRODUCTION
Online payment systems are designed to
facilitate online purchases involving various
amounts of money [3, 5, 8]. Online payments
present several challenges, such as Trust between
physically separated customer and vendor;
anonymity of customer; instant payment; low
processing cost; etc. [6, 9].
At present, many online payment systems have
been developed. Based on their design principles
and characteristics, we can roughly classify them
into the following three categories: Token-based
Systems [2 8, 7, 10, 12]; Account-based System
[1]; and Protocol-based Systems [4].

ARCHITECTURE
QuickPay is designed as a middleware
application based on HTTP, Web Services, and
other related open source protocols. In addition,
we assume that in most cases, customers do
online shopping from their own dedicated
domains, such as home computers so that we can
tie customer “identification” with specific
machines. Secondly, we assume that a broker
(who is responsible for settling accounts) has
much less motivation to cheat as compared to
vendors and customers, due to the broker’s longterm interest in commissions.

Based on our analysis of existing online payment
systems, we propose QuickPay as a generic
online payment application which, in our
estimation, provides an optimal tradeoff among
the competing demands for security,
effectiveness and cost. QuickPay has also been
designed so that it can be used for the widest
possible variety of commercial activities.

QuickPay defines four main player roles for the
system, as discussed below and illustrated in
Figure 1.
System Host is the central controller and
administrator for the whole QuickPay system.
This is the only component that can be trusted by

QUICKPAY REQUIREMENTS
We believe the following business requirements
are the most critical to the success of a system
such as QuickPay.
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all other players and it has the most
authentication information on the other parts.
Vendor represents anybody (usually an
ecommerce website) that is selling products
(tangible or intangible) online and intending to
use QuickPay to collect payments.
Financial Broker is an entity (typically, a
financial institution) that serves to facilitate
payments for online purchases on behalf of its
customers (i.e., End Users in QuickPay). A
Financial Broker is a trusted partner and is
expected to have a long-term relationship with
the System Host.
End User.is the final player role in QuickPay. In
business term, an End User is generally regarded
as a person who wants to use QuickPay to pay
for his or her online purchase. In technical term,
an End User represents an installation of
QuickPay’s client-side software, which is
bonded to a machine (desktop, laptop, Palm,
Internet Phone, or other).

Among these players, the System Host and a
Financial Broker have the closest and most fully
trusted relationship. Instead of serving End Users
directly, QuickPay is designed to work with a
Financial Broker, which in turn serves its End
Users.
The System Host knows an End User based on
the End User’s Wallet, which contains a unique
identifier assigned by the System Host and is
bonded to a single physical machine. The
Financial Broker deals with its End Users via
PayCards. An End User obtains a PayCard if and
only if he or she has an existing account with the
host Financial Broker.
Anyone who wants to sell a product or service
online can join QuickPay as a Vendor and use
QuickPay to collect payments. Theoretically, all
a Vendor needs is a unique Vendor ID from the
System Host. Note that the Vendor only has an
order-based one-time relationship with End
Users and Financial Brokers.
QUICKPAY PROTOCOLS

End User
PayCard

plugin

As mentioned above, QuickPay is composed of a
set of independent protocols. Considering the
fact that it is not possible to cover all the
protocols in this short article, we will briefly
introduce the support protocols and then use the
micropayment protocol as an example to
describe some of the most common
characteristics of the protocols. See [13] for
complete details of the QuickPay protocol.

Wallet

Transient, Order based

Machine-binding

Binding with exist account

Perm Member

Loose Account

System Host

QuickPay Support Protocols QuickPay defines
a set of support protocols. Their main purpose is
to take most of the security burden from
application protocols so that those application
protocols can perform with relatively high
security at low cost. For example, in QuickPay,
an End User is designed to pay for an order to its
Financial Broker indirectly. To support this
feature, QuickPay employs an administration
protocol, Add-PayCard, which serves to bond an
End User (represented by its Wallet) to an
existing account in an individual Financial
Broker (represented by its PayCard).

Transient, Order based

Financial Broker
Vendor

Figure 1
In addition to these player roles, the QuickPay
system also defines two client-side software
components. The Wallet is a browser plug-in
software component provided by the System
Host. It provides a standard QuickPay client side
graphical user interface; maintains the necessary
client-side data; and handles all of the online
communication between End Users and other
parts of the system. A PayCard is a Wallet plugin software component provided by the Financial
Broker.

Generally, administration protocols run much
less frequently but are more critical for overall
system security as compared to application
protocols. Consequently, the implementation of
these protocols can rely on high-security
algorithms with relative high cost.
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payment commitments of the Financial Broker
made here are temporal, and will be finally
settled in a batch settlement process. Note that
the System Host is not directly involved in the
payment transaction, but it does monitor the
whole process indirectly by keeping track of
orders.

Example: Micropayment protocol. The
Micropayment protocol must run at very low
transaction cost in order to support mini-sized
online orders. To achieve this goal, the QucikPay
micropayment protocol is designed with the
emphasis on performance over security. In
addition, QuickPay shifts some security burden
to administration protocols in order to improve
the performance of this protocol.

Msg 1.1: Submit Order

DISCUSSION
As mentioned above, the central issue faced by
online payment systems is how to achieve a
reasonable tradeoff between transaction costs
and payment security. Instead of focusing on
trying to protect sensitive data at low costs with
specialized algorithms, QuickPay is aimed at
cutting the transaction cost (and, simultaneously,
the value to the attacker) of the sensitive data
that is transmitted. To accomplish this, QuickPay
implements a set of unique strategies.

Msg 1.2: Register Order

End User

Msg 4: Log Order

Msg 3: Deliver Order

Unlike account-based payment system,
QuickPay uses device-base (such as IP address)
authentication. This greatly reduces the overhead
of a transaction. As well known, spoof attack is
the main security of such authentication. Besides
taking advantage from built-in protection in
standard protocol (such as TCP) and the fact that
it is difficult for spook attackers to get response
for their false request, QuickPay also designed
additional protection for such attack. For
example, the order-registration design can be
used by Financial Broker to filter DoS attack and
deny forgery orders from impersonate Vendor.
The offline support of System Host can be used
to reduce DoS attack against it.

System Host
Msg 2: Confirm Order

Financial Broker
Vendor

Figure 2
The QuickPay micropayment protocol consists
of four steps and 5 messages as illustrated in
Figure 2. The process starts when the End User
submits an order to a Vendor, as represented by
Message 1.1 in Figure 2. Note that this message
contains information about the active Financial
Broker. Simultaneously, the End User registers
the order with the Financial Broker with
Message 1.2, the integrity of which should be
guaranteed by Financial Broker. After receiving
the message, the Vendor will send a
confirmation message (Message 2) to the
Financial Broker. If the Financial Broker finds
that the order has been registered by the End
User, it commits to pay for this order on behalf
of the End User; otherwise, it will deny the
order. The Vendor will then deliver the order to
the End User (Message 3) only if it obtains a
commitment for payment from the Financial
Broker; otherwise, it will deny the order. Once
the order has been delivered to the End User, the
End User will send a log message (Message 4) to
the System Host so that System Host can track
the order.

QuickPay supports a finite set of Financial
Brokers, whose information is public and static.
Therefore, it is easy for a Vendor to identify a
Financial Broker and it is difficult for an attacker
to commit a false payment by impersonating a
Financial Broker.
QuickPay requires a Financial Broker to
guarantee the integrity of the transaction between
its Payment Card and its host, and the Financial
Broker only commits to a registered order. An
attacker cannot make a forgery of the order
unless he or she can register it, which would, in
practice, be very difficult, if not impossible.
For most existing payment systems, the
transaction process is linear. If any step in the
payment chain is broken, the system is
compromised. Suppose that such an application
has two steps. If the security risk for each step is

In this Micropayment protocol, all of the online
transactions are public and in plaintext format.
There is no direct security implementation
applied to the transaction of these messages. The
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5%, then the overall risk would be almost 10%
since
10% 0 9.75% =1-(1-0.05)(1-0.05)
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In contrast, QuickPay uses a collateral
verification strategy. That is, for each payment
request, the Financial Broker obtains information
from both the End User and the Vendor. Under
this approach, to obtain a 10% security risk for
the overall process, each step in QuickPay can
afford a security risk of about 33% to each
component, since
10.9% = 0.33*0.33
In other words, QuickPay can tolerate a much
looser security implementation, which allows for
much lower transaction costs, as compared to
traditional payment systems.
.
Protection of passwords and other crucial user
information is one of the most critical security
issues (especially in account-based system), and
it is costly to protect users’ personal information
during a payment transaction. In QuickPay, all of
the players except for the Financial Broker do
not have End User personal and/or Financial
Information and there is no need to exchange
such information during payment transactions.
As a result, QuickPay itself bears no direct cost
to protect such security-related information.
With many existing payment system, customers
need to submit some credentials to vendors and
those credentials potentially can be abused by
malicious vendors to, for example, make
fraudulent transaction. In QuickPay, the payment
commitment is based solely on individual orders.
Consequently, a commitment cannot be readily
reused to collect any additional fraudulent
payment.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we outlined QuickPay, an efficient
online payment protocol designed for different
types of online payment and other financial
transactions. By identifying and focusing on the
most common characteristics of different online
payment situations, QuickPay can significantly
outperform existing online payment applications.
We believe that QuickPay satisfies the core
requirements necessary to become a widespread
financial solution for a variety of online business
activities.
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Abstract – As network-enabled devices and computerized
services become ubiquitous in a breadth of applications, it
is imperative that distributed system architectures enable
components to communicate effectively and efficiently in
heterogeneous environments. Standardized applicationlevel network protocols are currently the most popular
communication solution but a significant amount of
flexibility is then lost at the network boundary. We propose
an interaction model for distributed systems that will allow
application knowledge in the form of programming logic to
be shared across platform and programming language
boundaries. We define an XML-based meta-language for
describing application logic which is not targeted toward
any one specific programming language, environment, or
machine stack (real or virtual). Distributed applications
can use this specification to exchange logic such as the
details of application-level protocols in heterogeneous
environments at runtime. This removes the distributed
system’s dependency on standardized and generalized
application-level protocols. Distributed systems can also
exchange algorithmic solutions to specific problems
(knowledge dissemination), removing the need for any
network-based communications to a centralized server.
These freedoms will ultimately enable a distributed system
that is more efficient, scalable, and adaptable than the
current state of the art.

systems to share application logic across these language
boundaries.
We propose an architecture which will allow distributed
system participants to share not only data and method
invocation requests, but actual application logic among
heterogeneous components. We define an Extensible
Markup Language (XML)-based meta-language, called the
Application Logic Markup Language (ALML), which will
allow distributed applications to share application
knowledge in the form of data manipulation and flow
control across language boundaries. The logic shared can
include service-defined, client-side execution logic to create
and modify application-level network protocols, allowing
services to tune application-level protocols at runtime based
on system-wide concerns such as usage patterns, network
stability, and system loads.
We hypothesize that a
distributed system built on an ALML foundation will
provide the basis for a more efficient, scalable, and
adaptable distributed system than is possible using current
state-of-the-art in platform- and language-independent
distributed system technologies.

1. OVERVIEW

2.1 Message passing architectures
Message passing architectures (e.g., CORBA [1], Web
Services [2]) define system interfaces and network protocols
to share data and remote procedure calls among
heterogeneous components. Since the network traffic is
defined as part of the standard, these architectures are often
environment-independent and highly interoperable. They
achieve this independence and interoperability at the cost of
network flexibility. Their protocols defined independently
of specific applications, and are therefore generally unable
to exploit knowledge about a specific system’s usage
patterns, data flow, or other critical information which could
help it potentially operate more effectively.

2. MOTIVATION
Current distributed technologies can be categorized into
two broad architecture paradigms: message passing
architectures and mobile code architectures.

Distributed system components need to be able to
communicate effectively and efficiently with each other
regardless of their respective hardware platforms, operating
systems, and programming languages (henceforth referred
to in this paper simply as a system's “environment”).
Current state-of-the-art in distributed system architectures
provides only a partial solution. These systems generally
achieve
environment-independence
by
defining
standardized, over-the-wire protocols that are targeted
toward data sharing and request/response communications.
Any environment can communicate with any other
supported environment across network boundaries using the
chosen standardized protocol. However, a significant
amount of computational expressiveness is lost from the
original programming language due to the inability of

2.2 Mobile code architectures
Mobile code architectures (e.g., Java’s Remote Method
Invocation (RMI) [3]) on the other hand allow executable
code to be shared from one distributed network node to
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another. This code can contain implementation details on
how the sender is going to modify the application-level
protocol to improve performance for a given situation. The
code could also contain algorithms that instruct the receiver
how to perform a given function itself. These architectures
are generally homogeneous in nature, at least at the
communication level. This homogeneity is required for
both ends of the communication pipe to be able to interpret
the instructions that are communicated. While significantly
more flexible with respect to controlling network bandwidth
consumption and overall system performance (e.g., CPU
utilization, remote request latency, etc) than messagepassing architectures, expecting anything but prototypes and
the smallest of real-world systems to be homogeneous is
unrealistic.

in portable XML, ALML allows the same logic
representation to be interpreted in both, as well as any other
existing and yet-to-be-defined, environments.
Reference [5] describes the general use of XML in
distributed systems: a method to share data across the
network. The XML specification allows applicationspecific tags to be defined. These tags are used to qualify
data for storage and transfer in an environment-independent
way. However, XML is simply a file-format specification
and therefore details such as how to get XML files from one
component to another in a distributed system are not
included. Also, the meaning of the XML tags are not
generally codified in XML but rather specified externally.
So while XML may help applications understand distributed
data it does not solve the data distribution problem. ALML
adds the architecture-defined tags, their meanings, and
bootstrapping protocols necessary to enable a distributed
logic-sharing system.
Reference [6] proposes using XML to describe the
behavioral specification (preconditions and postconditions)
of using distributed resources. This is one step toward
allowing distributed systems to better self-organize, but still
requires compile-time knowledge about the application wire
protocol in order to share this information. This approach
only describes what will happen; it does not allow the
service to describe how it will happen. XML has been
proposed as its own programming language (e.g., [7], [8]).
These languages have been targeted at their own unique
runtime environments. Our language is not targeted at any
one runtime environment but is a formal way to capture
application logic that can be interpreted and executed in any
number of environments. Turning that logic into an
executable process is left to the end-consumer, maintaining
the portability across environments. XML has also been
used to define purpose-specific languages for modeling
various processes in different applications (e.g., [9], [10]).
ALML is an attempt to develop a general-purpose language
which can be used by any application to describe the
necessary flow of control and application logic in order to
achieve some goal. Rather than defining purpose-specific
XML tags, ALML defines generalized programming
structures and flow-control statements allowing distributed
systems to develop their own specialized capabilities.

2.3 A hybrid approach
Our goal is to create a distributed architecture that is a
hybrid of these two approaches. This will be accomplished
by combining the environment-independence of the
message passing architectures with the protocolindependence of the mobile code architectures. As a first
step, we are proposing the ALML specification as a “virtual
language” to capture the application logic generally encoded
in language-specific source code.
An ALML-based
distributed system is an environment-independent
architecture with many of the benefits of a mobile-code
architecture. These benefits include the ability to change
network protocols at runtime and to inject new “knowledge”
into clients at runtime. The significant distinction from
other mobile-code architectures is that the information
shared across the network in ALML is defined in a higherlevel conceptual description of application logic rather than
code compiled for a specific (virtual) machine stack. This
logic description enables the system developer's intent to be
interpreted and executed on the client side in any
environment. Ultimately, this enables a mobile code
architecture which also is environment-independent.

3. RELATED WORK
The Jini Network Technology architecture exhibits
many of the dynamic benefits ALML is striving to reach [4].
However, Jini achieves these benefits in a “virtual platformdependent” way, relying on a Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
to interpret the compiled, shared application logic defined in
Java’s bytecode. Even though Java and .NET’s Common
Language Runtime (CLR) are technically platform
independent by themselves, they are defined as different
virtual machines and are not portable across their virtual
boundaries. That is, Java bytecode will not execute on the
CLR, and .NET’s Common Intermediate Language (CIL)
will not execute on a JVM. By specifying and sharing logic

4. APPLICATION LOGIC MARKUP LANGUAGE
The ALML architecture, shown in figure 1, is built on
top of existing (and yet-to-be-defined) environments. The
ALML specification and its corresponding XML schema
definition (XSD) define the ALML logic grammar. A wire
protocol for ALML-aware clients to “find and bind” with
ALML-enabled services is included. A library (defined in
ALML) provides generally useful utilities to ALML clients.
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And an ALML engine can be included to process and
interpret ALML logic definitions on the client-side.

4.3 The ALML library
The ALML library contains a set of classes that are
guaranteed to be available to all ALML-compliant execution
systems. This library provides useful capabilities that
ALML services can make use of without implementing a
significant amount of ALML code themselves and without
requiring an extensive amount of XML to be downloaded to
clients each time an ALML service is invoked. The library
also provides hooks for ALML engines to provide certain
capabilities which are tied to the specific client-side
environments. The necessary library classes are still to be
determined, but it is expected that standard mathematical
operations (e.g., sin, cos, sqrt), networking objects (e.g.,
sockets), and standard input and output mechanisms will be
a part of the toolset.

FIGURE 1: A HIGH-LEVEL VIEW OF THE ALML ARCHITECTURE.

4.4 The ALML engine
An ALML engine is implemented for each supported
environment. It is responsible for interpreting the XMLdefined logic into environment-specific executable
instructions at runtime.

While services can utilize ALML internally, this is not
a requirement. Services need to provide an ALML-defined
proxy via the find-and-bind protocol but need not execute
the proxy logic at runtime themselves. The ALML proxy
provided to the client will be interpreted in the client’s
environment, executing whatever application logic that
service implementation defines.

5. LIZARD
A proof of concept system code-named Lizard is
currently under development. The system implements core
components of the ALML architecture in Java. It is being
used to help identify required library classes and gaps in the
ALML specification.
The proof-of-concept system is currently comprised of
two parts. The first is the ALML XSD and a set of Java
classes generated by JAX-B to operate over ALML XML
files. The second is a specialized Java class loader that per
request 1., converts a local ALML XML file into Java
source file, 2., compiles the generated Java source file using
the standard Java compiler javac, and 3., loads in the newlygenerated class for client applications to use.
This particular implementation is not a requirement of
an ALML engine; this is only a reference implementation.
The extra step of generating source and compiling it using a
Java compiler adds more overhead than having the ALML
engine directly interpret or internally compile the ALML
XML. However, this approach was chosen in the interest of
saving development time.
Presumably once the
specification is well-defined, future implementations can
focus more on runtime performance and less on ease-ofimplementation.
As the system evolves, we plan to completely define the
basic requirements for the ALML system and library.
Currently only flow of control statements are supported.
We also intend to define and implement a find-and-bind
capability, including the ability to download ALML-related

4.1 The ALML specification
The ALML specification is an XML schema definition
(XSD) which defines the ALML grammar and upon which
the ALML system is built. The XSD includes standard
object-oriented concepts including class definitions,
packages or modules for grouping related classes, member
variables, and methods. Standard flow-of-control constructs
are also provided (e.g., looping, conditionals). The ALML
specification is strongly typed, defining it own set of
primitives. Standard visibility constructs are also provided.
4.2 The ALML find-and-bind protocol
The ALML distributed system will require a
bootstrapping process which will allow clients to find
desired services on the network and obtain the ALML-based
proxy definitions at runtime without human intervention.
While the specific details of this protocol have not yet been
defined, it is expected that the specification will at a
minimum provide multiple ways to locate a desired service
such as the capabilities a client desires, definition of service
attributes, and specific service addressing. The protocol
should also operate over both UDP (broadcast for locating
on a local network) and TCP (“well-known” locations for
fixed installations and operation across routers and
firewalls. Finally, the protocol will utilize widely accepted
and supported application-level protocols (e.g., HTTP) and
addressing mechanisms (e.g., URI) when appropriate.
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In defining an application-level network protocol, we
must consider the expected usage of the Loan object. If we
expect methods to be called individually and uniformly then
a simple request-response messaging system per method
may be appropriate. But if we expect the loan object to be
utilized in a batch processing system where “makePayment”
will be called n times (where n > 1) before a call to
“getBalance” we may be able to significantly improve
system performance by locally caching the total of all
“makePayment” calls on the client side, and then making a
single remote “makePayment” call to the service with the
cached total as the first step in a “getBalance()” or
“getPayoffAmount()” request. This level of batching will
reduce network utilization by saving (n-1) “makePayment”
requests being sent across the network. It will also reduce
CPU utilization on the client by saving (n-1) marshalling
and unmarshalling of remote requests. It further reduces the
CPU service load by also distributing the logic for adding
the payment (n-1) times to the client system. Finally, it
reduces system latency by saving (n-1) network round-trips.
And an even smart proxy could contain the logic for both
proxy types, and chose the appropriate protocol based on
usage patterns to even further improve overall system
performance.
A mobile code-based architecture does not
automatically solve the efficiency problem but rather
provides a framework in which system designers and
software engineers are able to solve distribution issues in a
domain-specific and application-aware way.
There is extra cost associated with setting up a
connection in a mobile code-based architecture, especially if
that code is interpreted. There are additional up-front costs
with respect to the network as the proxy code is
downloaded. There are additional costs to CPU usage as the
proxy code is compiled or interpreted on the first time it is
used. There is also additional latency introduced in the
initial call as the mobile definition is downloaded and
interpreted. These costs, however, should be constant and
therefore independent of n.
Furthermore, in special
circumstances system clients could also be seeded with
initial proxies to further reduce initial connection costs
when required.

files at runtime. Currently the system expects specific XML
files in the local standard class path.

6. EFFICIENCY, SCALABILITY, AND ADAPTABILITY
We hypothesize that a distributed system architecture
that supports sharing application logic will lead to systems
that are more efficient, scalable, and adaptable than systems
based on standardized network protocols. Distributed
systems based on standardized network protocols by
definition cannot modify network communications. These
systems utilize compile-time bound client-side proxies—the
code that communicates with the server over the network on
the client’s behalf. They are bound to the client at compile
time since the proxy details are completely defined as part
of the architecture’s protocol standardization. Distributed
systems that are capable of sharing application logic at
runtime (mobile code) can exploit situational knowledge by
deferring client-side proxy implementation details until
runtime and changing them at any time. The details can
then be tuned to any specific criteria which is important to
the specific system (e.g., minimize network utilization,
reduce latency, improve scalability).
6.1 Improving efficiency
Efficiency can be measured in a number of different
ways: network throughput, CPU utilization, memory
footprint, power consumption, etc. Every application will
have its own criteria and thresholds for acceptable
performance across scarce resources. Every protocol and
usage pattern will affect different performance
measurements uniquely.
Selecting one generalized,
standardized protocol will introduce a design bias and
cannot possibly efficiently cover every situation. A system
which allows services to provide mobile code to define
smart proxies at runtime enables the system to react and
adjust to changing situations.
For example, consider a simple banking distributed
application with a Loan object that has three methods:
void makePayment(double amount);
double getBalance();
double getPayoffAmount();

6.2 Improving scalability
As discussed in section 6.1, tuning application-level
protocols based on system usage can reduce demands placed
on specific resources and/or distribute the processing of a
distributed system, allowing the same software and
hardware to provide greater capacity. Even so, if that
capacity is reached, mobile code-based smart proxies can
continue to help by providing the ability to redirect entire
services, individual methods, and even specific requests
across multiple servers helping systems achieve scalability.

Ignoring the complexities of exception handling and
synchronization in distributed systems, we assume
“makePayment” reduces the loan’s principle by “amount”
less any interest payments (also ignored here). The method
“getBalance” return the loans current balance, or principle
yet to be repaid. The method “getPayoffAmount()” returns
the total amount to payoff the loan in one payment (assumed
to be the principle possibly plus some interest and/or bank
fees).
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These redirections can be based on past performance,
current situations, or overall system goals—and all managed
internally to the smart proxy on the client, but without tight
client coupling. In some instances, the smart proxies can
contain the entire logic to perform algorithmic-based
services, further distributing the execution of a service
across client machines, but maintaining the algorithm
implementation definition at the service. If the algorithm
needs to be updated in the future, the single service
implementation is updated and the new algorithmic solution
will be automatically pushed to all clients. This maintains
the service distribution while helping with system
maintenance.

efficiency of the ALML specification must also be
considered. For example a versioning mechanism for
ALML documents may be appropriate in order to allow
ALML engines to reduce redundancy when downloading
and interpreting ALML files. Finally, we must provide
ALML engine implementations in several diverse languages
to show the portability and efficacy of ALML.
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component reuse technologies. Finally, we conclude by
summarizing our findings and identifying directions for future
work.

Abstract— Reuse is widely considered key to improving software
productivity and quality. It appears in various forms – ranging from
independent binary components to highly abstract knowledge
codified as design patterns. Common to all these approaches is that
they involve different people working together to construct reusable
assets and adapt them to work in various contexts. In that sense,
reuse is impossible to achieve without collaboration. In this paper, we
therefore claim that collaboration should receive a higher profile in
reuse. First, we investigate the collaborative aspects in two selected
reuse approaches. We then show how they can benefit from
collaborative tools, i.e. wikis and collaborative development
environments, and propose a novel integration of the latter with
recently developed component retrieval systems.

II. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COLLABORATION AND REUSE
Systematic reuse is commonly split up into the two dimensions
development for reuse and development with reuse [9].
Development for reuse deals with the creation of reusable
artifacts, while development with reuse deals with their utilization
in other contexts. The generic process steps included in these
dimensions are depicted in Figure II.1. First, a software artifact is
initially constructed with or without the intention of reusing it in
other contexts. However, in order to actually make an artifact
reusable there is always some kind of abstraction involved [10,
11]. Subsequently, the artifact is privately or publicly shared, e.g.
by publishing it in a repository. This will enable other people to
locate the artifact as a candidate for reuse. Development with
reuse involves the selection of a suitable artifact, which is
subsequently adapted to meet the requirements of a specific
context and integrated into a software system [10].
Collaboration between individuals, groups, departments and
organizations can be observed within the reuse phases as well as
at the transitions between them. In most successful reuse
scenarios, a dynamic interaction between development for and
with reuse can be observed. In order to examine this relationship
in more detail we take a closer look at collaboration in two
particular cases: First, we analyze design patterns as a highly

I. INTRODUCTION

S

oftware reuse has been assigned a pivotal role in substantially
improving development cost, software quality and time-tomarket [1]. With the vision of software reuse solving the
“software crisis”, many new development paradigms, methods
and tools have been developed over the years. Nearly four
decades after Software Engineering emerged as a discipline, reuse
has retained most of its relevance in both academia and industry.
Reuse approaches have been successfully adopted in a number of
instances, e.g. Component-based Development (CBD) [2] and
design patterns [3]. However, its interpretation has gradually
shifted towards embracing any kind of knowledge that is reused
during the development process [4, 5].
Although it has long been recognized that reuse is not only a
technical but also a cognitive and social problem [6], the
collaborative character of reuse has remained largely uncovered.
Software development processes have recently become
increasingly distributed since often geographically dispersed
teams have to work together on large-scale development projects
[7]. That is why issues arising with collaborative software
development (CSD) have started to play a key role in software
engineering research [8]. Collaboration is particularly relevant in
the field of software reuse because it typically involves different
stakeholders working together horizontally, by crossing
organizational boundaries, and vertically, by cutting through
different aspects of software engineering processes.
In this paper, we therefore investigate how software reuse
approaches can be leveraged by taking a collaboration
perspective. The paper is separated into two main parts: In section
two, we study the fundamental relationship between collaboration
and reuse. We analyze two cases in order to better understand the
role of collaboration. In section three, we then show how
collaborative technologies can be applied to improve recent
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II.1 Reuse process
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conceptualized by one or more developers. Despite the fact that a
single developer may have the initial idea and knowledge
required to express a solution in the form of a pattern, it is likely
that it emerges when interacting with other developers who
encounter similar problems. A pattern is typically the result of
ongoing discussions about “good design solutions” to reoccurring
problems. In that sense, patterns capture collective developer
experience.
When a solution has repeatedly proven successful in several
cases, it is worth describing and publishing as a pattern. Patterns
can be shared by work teams and departments, but also by larger
communities. An example for the latter is the first Web-based
wiki, also known as Portland Pattern Repository, which was
constructed by Ward Cunningham in 1995 to allow patterns to be
collaboratively edited by an online community [15]. Unlike
choosing books or online repositories to publish patterns, wiki
systems provide a highly interactive approach to knowledge
exchange. Not only are developers with the same interests invited
to contribute patterns, it is also much easier to enrich the
knowledge base. Other developers can discuss the pros and cons,
provide links to related patterns or add examples in other
programming languages. Such interactive ways of collaboration
across organizational boundaries during the construction and
abstraction phase provide a powerful example for a Communityof-Practice [16].
However, sharing a pattern is only one side of the reuse story,
because it needs to be identified and interpreted before it can be
successfully applied. Developers need background knowledge to
understand a pattern, e.g. in object-orientation and modeling
notations such as the UML, and they have to understand the
problem space to decide about its suitability. Just as design is seen
as a collaborative effort, so is the decision process of selecting
and applying patterns. To this end, patterns become a focal point
for both individual and collective learning. This leads us towards
a key role of collaboration in pattern reuse: “Not only do patterns
teach useful techniques, they help people communicate better and
reason about what they do and why” [14].
To summarize, we can distinguish two major forms of
collaboration in pattern reuse: on the one hand, they provide a
scalable collaborative approach to transferring their know-how
across projects, departments and organizations. On the other
hand, using a common language during design supports
developers in communicating architectural and design
knowledge. This allows developers to collaborate more
effectively in critical stages of the development process.

successful example of knowledge reuse. Second, we investigate
the collaborative aspects of product-line engineering.
A. Case 1: Design Pattern Reuse
Background. Inspired by work of Christopher Alexander in civil
architecture [3], design patterns emerged in the early 1990s as a
highly successful technique for reusing software design and
architectural knowledge. A small group in the object-orientation
community came up with the idea of composing a catalogue of
recurring designs that would assist developers in writing objectoriented software. The first systematic collection of design
patterns was published in the popular “Gang-of-four” book [3].
Today patterns are one of the most prominent examples for highquality knowledge reuse. A pattern describes a solution to a
common design problem [12]. Recurring experience about a
domain is distilled and captured in a way that makes this
knowledge easily acquirable by someone who does not have it
[13]. A pattern description consists of several elements: a pattern
name, a description of a problem, a solution, a context in which
the solution works and discussion of the consequences. It is
usually documented in text form, and optionally enhanced by
diagrams and sample code. Hence, a pattern is not a software
artifact that can be reused “as is”, instead always needs to be
located, assessed and interpreted by one or more developers
before it can be applied to a specific context.
Reuse process. Although patterns should not be seen as “ready-touse” recipes, they allow large scale reuse of development
experience. A design pattern may capture the experience of just
one developer; nevertheless it can be applied millions of times
[14]. The conception process follows a typical scheme: Since
designing software is a highly complex activity, developers use
abstractions to decompose the problem into smaller, more
manageable parts. The same or similar design decisions are made
for recurring problems. Since some of the designs turn out to be
better than others, learning processes are triggered. While a
developer uses reflection-in-action and gains more experience,
she is able to make tacit knowledge about “good designs”
explicit.
Once this kind of knowledge is conceptualized and documented
in the form of a pattern, it can be shared with other developers.
This can be done by publishing pattern catalogues in books or - in
a more participatory style – using Wiki systems such as [15]. If
other developers encounter a design problem, they can search
these media to investigate if a similar problem has been solved
earlier and been described as a pattern solution. Usually,
developers are able to narrow down a list of patterns to a few
interesting candidates. After carefully weighing the costs and
benefits of these candidates, one is selected and applied to the
problem at hand.
More experienced developers will be able to recall suitable
patterns and instantly decide about their suitability. Since they
have embodied the necessary knowledge, they can effectively
apply a wide range of patterns in various contexts. As part of a
feedback loop, the experiences made by applying patterns can
also be made explicit to create more specialized patterns or to
guide fellow developers.

B. Case 2: Product Line Engineering
Background. Many software developing organizations create “a
family of similar, but slightly different, systems rather than a
single system” [17]. There is a potential to reuse the overlapping
functionality of these systems, which cannot not be tapped when
developing system by system individually. Software product lines
(or system families) were thus introduced to plan software reuse
right from the start. A software product line is a set of similar
software systems which are developed and maintained together
[18]. It typically consists of a product line architecture, a set of
software components and a set of products [19].
On the one hand, developing a product line can only be useful
when the systems have at least some features in common. This is
typically the case when choosing systems from the same

Role of collaboration. Pattern reuse is characterized by
collaboration at different stages. First, a new pattern needs to be
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the stakeholders. Features and domains are prioritized according
to the expected costs and benefits. It is then decided what
becomes part of the reuse infrastructure.
Later, domain and application engineering activities have to be
coordinated so that double work is avoided. On the technical side,
the challenges are addressed by component-based approaches
such as KobrA [17]. Precise specifications make it possible to
develop components by independent providers and reassemble
them during application engineering. Splitting the software
lifecycle into domain and application engineering requires
feedback between the two phases – changes in the latter have to
be communicated to the domain layer. If these aspects of PLE are
not carefully considered, it is possible that the initiative fails to
bring the promised benefits.

application domain. The commonalities of systems therefore
constitute the skeleton of a product line. On the other hand, there
are also variabilities that need to be taken into account. Variable
features are incorporated into the software assets to make them
customizable for individual systems. In Product Line Engineering
(PLE) it is therefore crucial to set the correct scope of a system
family and to plan the commonalities and variabilities ahead so
that the necessity of subsequent changes is diminished. Hence,
PLE has a deep impact on all phases of Software Engineering
processes, starting with requirements management. A number of
methodologies for PLE have been proposed, such as Foda [20],
PuLSE [21], and KobrA [17].
Reuse process. PLE is separated into two independent phases:
First, domain engineering deals with identifying the
commonalities and variabilities of the scoped products. A
domain-specific architecture with reusable components is
developed. Second, application engineering is the process of
developing individual products on the basis of a product line
architecture. Domain engineering is development for reuse, while
application engineering is development with reuse.
Unlike in individual systems development, the requirements of a
product family have to be collectively identified and analyzed.
Some of the products may already exist, others may be planned in
future. This makes the definition of a product line’s scope
difficult [21]. It is thus recommended that everything included by
a concrete product is part of the domain [22]. During domain
analysis a reference model is built from the concepts and
relationships in the scoped domain [23]. Together with the
commonalities and variabilities it frames the overall product line
architecture. The architecture is decomposed into reusable parts
that will be integrated into the individual products. All reusable
parts follow a generic design by capturing variability in the
domain. All reusable artifacts and documentation are made
available through a mutual component repository [23]. In
application engineering, only requirements of the dedicated
product are relevant. In the ideal case all artifacts have been
constructed during the domain engineering phase and can be
taken from the repository [23]. In order to meet the individual
product requirements, the generic artifacts are customized
according to the previously defined variation points. However,
the reuse process is not as straightforward in reality, because
product requirements are constantly evolving [24]. In an
evolutionary approach, the ability to provide feedback from
individual product development to product line development is
thus crucial.

C. Discussion
In the previous subsections, we analyzed the role of collaboration
in two reuse approaches that appear very different at first glance.
Design patterns are a leading example of reusing highly distilled
knowledge in the development process. PLE, on the other hand,
deals with systematically planning the reuse of software artifacts
in a family of similar products. In the first case, software
development is primarily seen as a creative, agile process. The
collaboration between producers and consumers can be
characterized as loosely coupled, because it is not necessary for
consumers to provide feedback. Nevertheless advancements in
design patterns are mainly driven by open communities who
contribute to the overall knowledge base and help to guide other
developers.
In contrast, the second case highlights the engineering perspective
on software development. Here, collaboration between domain
engineering and application engineering occurs not only during
the inception phase. Since the requirements are continuously
evolving, changes in individual applications have to be
propagated back to the domain level, driving the evolution of the
product line and thus naturally require a tight integration of
collaboration techniques.
At second glance, however, both approaches expose similarities
in terms of the underlying knowledge processes. Reuse can be
interpreted as a collaborative knowledge construction process
where knowledge is not seen as a commodity to be consumed,
e.g. by retrieving artifacts from a reuse repository, but something
that is collaboratively designed, constructed [28] and consumed.
Knowledge about the application domain, architecture or design
does not reside in one person’s head but is distributed across
disciplines, work teams or organizational entities. Therefore, the
reuse process has to be viewed as a process of knowledge
formation, where a shared mental model is created and
transformed to match an artifact’s varying contexts. The
challenge lies in creating an environment in which the underlying
knowledge processes such as externalization and combination are
effectively supported (cf. [29, 30]). To this end, communities-ofPractice [16] provide flexible and informal ways of collaboration
in both design pattern reuse and PLE. They encourage people
with the same interest to engage and interact in a group, which
facilitates knowledge-sharing and social learning.
After characterizing software reuse as a collaborative process, we
will now look at how collaborative technologies can be enhanced
to improve current reuse practices.

Role of collaboration. Developing a software product line is
always a joint effort which involves stakeholders from different
organizational entities as well as disciplines. The collaborative
character of PLE, however, has only recently been stressed [25,
26]. In a systematic approach the product line scope and
supported features have to be negotiated previous to constructing
or reengineering reusable artifacts. Since the required business
and technical knowledge is distributed among many participants,
a mutual agreement has to be reached first. To this end, “a
collaborative approach can facilitate understanding the different
stakeholder concerns and converging on mutually acceptable
solutions” [26]. EasyWinWin [27] is proposed as an interactive
negotiation technique for reaching satisfactory agreement among
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extensions have made it possible to utilize wikis as collaborative
databases with machine-interpretable knowledge. Instead of
purely processing text information as in traditional wikis, page
content can now be decorated with semantic metadata. In this
case, a knowledge model can be automatically extracted. This
new generation of “semantic wikis” enables new applications in
software engineering.
Ontobrowse semantic wiki has been specifically developed to
support the sharing of architectural knowledge [33]. Pages are
interpreted as entities, i.e. concepts, relations and objects. The
wiki is thus no longer a “small web of formatted text pages” but a
knowledge base that can be automatically processed. In
Ontobrowse, a knowledge base is clearly separated into two parts:
a knowledge structure defined by one or more ontologies
(concepts and relations in a domain of interest) and instance
knowledge defined by individual objects with their property
descriptions. It is furthermore possible to add and modify text
descriptions for every page as in traditional wikis.
In order to apply Ontobrowse to component matching, one has to
set up the wiki in two steps. First, an ontology for software
components has to be specified. It defines a terminology for
describing software components, e.g. “component”, “interface”,
“method”, “input”, “output” and “business object”. Second, a
plugin is created which maps component descriptions in a
specific format (e.g. Java enterprise beans) to the ontology. The
wiki can then be configured to automatically crawl for component
descriptions in this format, extract the content and fill the wiki’s
knowledge base. Once the knowledge base has been initialized it
is possible to formulate a specification-based query, e.g. for all
components that use the business object “CheckingAccount” (see
Figure III.1).

III. ENHANCING COLLABORATIVE TECHNOLOGIES
TO SUPPORT REUSE
In section two we argued that reuse is an inherently collaborative
process. While this insight may appear apparent to many reuse
researchers and practitioners, it nevertheless has a profound
impact for the emergence of new reuse methods and tools. We
therefore introduce two key collaborative technologies in
software engineering and describe by example how they can be
enhanced to support core reuse tasks.
A. Wikis
In recent years, wikis have emerged as one of the most successful
collaborative technologies [31]. Wikis enable Web content to be
simultaneously edited by multiple users. One of the core
principles is to encourage every reader of a wiki page to become
an author as well – simply by editing the page content using a
wiki language. Because of the low entry barriers communities
have now got the opportunity to asynchronously work on a
common subject of interest. Nowadays the most successful
example of wikis is the Wikipedia. Wikis have also been widely
adopted for the documentation of software projects by both opensource communities and enterprises.
Hence, wikis are an interesting candidate for addressing
collaborative issues in software reuse. Interestingly, the very first
wiki engine was developed for the shared development of design
patterns (see Sec.2.1). In most cases, however, wikis are solely
employed as a project documentation tool supporting the
accessibility of unstructured knowledge. For example, wikis often
serve as a simple problem/solution database. Only recently, has
the wiki paradigm been extended to realize more sophisticated
applications. These extensions already address specific reuse
problems or could easily be easily customized to do so. Advanced
usage scenarios of wikis in software and knowledge reuse
include:
1. Requirements engineering in PLE
2. Semantic matching of software components
3. Reusing knowledge models across software projects
We will now discuss these advanced applications of wikis in
more detail.
Requirements Engineering in PLE. Wikis have already been
proposed as a lightweight approach for requirements elicitation,
analysis, specification and management. The DisIRE (Distributed
Internet Based Requirements Engineering) method employs
Wikis for the distributed management of requirements [32]. The
wiki pages are structured in a way that a requirement
specification can be processed by external tools, e.g. to carry out a
cost-benefit analysis. DisIRE can be applied to support the PLE
scenario where the requirements of several products have to be
managed as one (see Sec. 2.2). This is due to the fact that PLE is
always a distributed process where the requirements need to be
negotiated by multiple stakeholders. Wikis are also an appropriate
tool for managing ongoing requirement changes, which is
indispensable for long-term projects such as PLE.

III.1 A semantic component query in Ontobrowse
The wiki provides a user-friendly frontend for specifying
component queries and navigating component descriptions. Once
a suitable component has been identified it can be easily retrieved
if its location was inserted into the knowledge base.
Reusing knowledge models. In semantic wikis such as
Ontobrowse it is not only possible but also encouraged to reuse
the knowledge structure. Software projects setting up another
wiki instance are able to reuse existing knowledge models
(ontologies). Thus, reuse at the knowledge level is achieved.

Semantic component matching. Component matching is not an
obvious feature of wikis. Nevertheless, recent semantic
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Moreover, other knowledge models covering additional aspects
of a software project – such as requirements and project
management – can be added and refined as soon as they are
required for a specific task.

popularized by Ye’s CodeBroker [38] in the late 1990s. The basic
idea is that a developer does not need to invest extra effort into
querying the component repository – which can quickly lead to
developers not reusing anymore if a few attempts have failed,
according to [39] – since the reuse tool proactively searches for
reusable material in the background and is supposed to present
only those results that are likely to fit into the context a developer
is working on. Thus, we believe a high relevance of the reuse
results is crucial in this context. In an agile context the so-called
Extreme Harvesting approach [40] utilizing test-driven reuse is
able to deliver very precise reuse recommendations [37] based on
queries that can be automatically derived from test cases as they
are commonly used in agile development processes. Recently, the
main effort was to develop a test-driven reuse tool tightly
integrated into the Eclipse IDE in order to achieve fully proactive
reuse recommendations for developers. Its test-driven mode
requires a developer to apply an agile test-first development
approach where our tool is able to recommend reusable
candidates based on (JUnit) test cases a developer has just
created. These test cases contain enough syntactical and
semantical
information
to
facilitate
very
precise
recommendations, especially if a potential candidate could have
been automatically tested in a secured (server-side) environment
as shown in the following figure.

B. Collaborative Development Environments
In recent years, Collaborative Development Environments
(CDEs) have appeared as a new category of development tools
focusing not on individual productivity but supporting
collaborative activities appropriately [34]. Typical features of a
CDE are a versioned code repository for multi-side development,
an issue tracker, project management and analysis tools,
requirement management and documentation tools (e.g. wiki
engine). Most platforms provide a Web interface as well as
plugins for Integrated Development Environements (IDEs).
Prominent examples of CDEs include CollabNet/Sourceforge1,
Codebeamer2 and GForge3.
Although a CDE allows many software projects to be managed in
parallel, the potential for reuse across projects has yet to be
recognized. So far CDEs provide little support for collaborative
reuse of software components and code since common
configuration management software such as CVS or SVN does
not include support for targeted retrieval of reusable assets. In
other words, search possibilities are limited and do not go beyond
simple keyword matching even if a CDE includes source code in
its searching capabilities. An additional problem is often the lack
of awareness about potentially reusable software in large and
distributed organizations. Thus, the challenge is to enhance CDEs
with more sophisticated retrieval techniques for reusable material,
i.e. source or binary components.
Although [35] provided a good overview on component retrieval
techniques, the authors realized that none of them was actually
usable in practice. To date, it is also not clear what the best
approach for reusing components might be. Component-based
development approaches such as KobrA [17] propose component
selection based on a specification taken from the design of a
system. This, however, requires retrieval techniques for
components that go far beyond simple keyword matching.
Another aspect related to this is certainly the problem of filling a
repository with more than just a few hundred reusable
components [36] since historically companies were normally not
willing to open their intellectual property to researchers working
on this challenge. Thus, the retrieval techniques for older
prototypes were mostly too imprecise and not able to deal with
the large numbers of software (typically many thousands if not
millions of files) contained in the repositories of distributed
companies [37] today. Up until now it is also not clear whether
labor intensive approaches such as the previously mentioned
semantic wikis or semantic web services will scale for that large
number of reusable software.
In order to increase awareness of reusable components it is
furthermore desirable that developers in one project are informed
about similar software components in other projects without
actively searching for them. This leads us to the idea of so-called
proactive reuse recommendation tools that have first been

III.2 Screenshot of test-driven reuse in Eclipse
Alternatively, the developer is designing or coding as normal in
his Eclipse environment. Meanwhile the recommendation tool is
automatically analyzing the structure of the class under
development and derives queries for the underlying component
repository. Potential candidates (based on a syntax analysis) are
immediately returned and proposed to the developer.
These features have been implemented in the Merobase search
engine4. Its Eclipse plugin for providing proactive
recommendations is called Code Conjurer5. The integration with
CDEs is simple because Merobase is able to automatically build a
unified index from a potentially large number of software
configuration management repositories such as CVS or SVN
from various company sites or even beyond company borders.
The recently finished version can thus be used within the scope of
collaborative development platforms. However, since it is not yet
clear, how metadata such as UML diagram etc. from a wiki can

1

http://www.collab.net
http://www.intland.com
3
http://gforge.org
2

4
5
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http://merobase.com
http://merobase.com/plugin-manual.do

be integrated with the component retrieval server, we plan to
present a more detailed discussion on this at another occasion.

[14]

IV. CONCLUSION

[16]

[15]

In this paper, we have taken a collaborative perspective on
software and knowledge reuse. So far there has been very little
emphasis on its collaborative character. In order to clarify the role
of collaboration we have therefore analyzed two distinct reuse
approaches, namely design patterns and PLE. Design patterns are
a case of knowledge reuse, emphasizing the agile and
community-based perspective towards software development.
They enable design experience to be more easily transferred to
other developers. PLE, on the other hand, reflects the systematic,
engineering perspective. However, we have discovered that
collaboration plays a vital role in PLE as well. Especially,
community-based approaches are highly suited to support the
continuous evolution of a software product line.
In the second part, we then investigated collaborative
technologies that already receive a high profile in software
development organizations and open source communities. In
particular, software development wikis should receive an even
higher attention. We have learned earlier that design pattern reuse
inspired the development of wikis in the first place. In turn, one
should also consider using wikis in other scenarios, e.g. to support
requirements analysis for product families or matching reusable
software components. In order to tap the full potential of software
and knowledge reuse we call for a novel integration of recent
reuse recommendation systems into collaborative environments.
However, although the technical premises for semantic and proactive component retrieval are already fulfilled, they still need to
be integrated into CDEs. This will become our main focus in
future work.
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Component containers are cornerstone of
development
of
component-based
distributed
applications, since they provide deployment and runtime infrastructure following given component models
[2]. Container is responsible for creating and managing
component instances, allocating system resources
automatically, acting as interaction agent among
components and interpreting remote requests.
Functionalities provided to components are
encapsulated as infrastructure services, such as
transaction monitoring and logging, which are
transparent to client users of components.
Along with increasing component types, even more
(because of different versions of component
specifications) component containers are required.
However, most of them are not new, but variants of
previous built systems, which makes it essential to
reuse both design knowledge and existing code
systematically among component containers.
Software reuse refers to the use of previously
developed software resources in new applications.
Because less development effort to be made and
reusable software resources are rigorously tested,
software reuse can increase productivity and software
quality.
Most of current software reuse methods are
inappropriate as principal guideline for systematical
reuse of component container. Design pattern
(including architectural pattern) and reuse libraries are
excluded because of incomplete reusing scope, while
containers are too complex and diverse for domainspecific reference architecture, framework and
generative methods. Product line engineering has
proven successful as systematical reuse method [3],
and is the best choice.
Product line engineering has become an important
and widely used approach for efficiently developing
portfolios of software products. This approach

Abstract
Component containers play a key role as the
infrastructure of component-based distributed
applications. Nowadays, various kinds of
components are emerging to satisfy requirements of
developing applications on Internet. Hence, it’s
becoming more and more important to improve
development process of component containers with
software reuse methods. Product line engineering
has proven successful as systematical reuse method,
and is the best choice for component container
family comparing to other software reuse methods.
However, diverse understandings of CBSD concepts
and big difference among architecture of existing
component containers issue great challenges to
yield component container product line. In this
paper, we first standardize basic concepts of CBSD,
including component model and component
container, along with their relations. Feature model
of component containers is extracted based on these
concepts. Then we present architectural design,
including modules, interfaces and invocations, as
well as commonality and variability analysis, which
followed by product derivation process to produce
component container with product line through
several kinds of intuitive actions. Product line
architecture and product derivation process
comprise a component container product line,
named PLACE. A case illustrating development
process of a J2EE servlet container with PLACE
shows enhancement of reusability and effectivity of
the product line architecture.

1. Introduction
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model implementation supports the execution of
components and their assemblies that conform to
the model.

produces order-of-magnitude economic improvements
compared to one-at-a-time software system
development [3]. In product line engineering, software
development process consists of two major processes
or life cycles: software product line engineering and
application engineering [12]. During software product
line engineering process, the commonality and
variability in the product line are analyzed in light of
the overall requirements of the product line. During
application engineering process, an individual
application that is a member of the software product
line is developed. Instead of starting from scratch, as is
usually done with single systems, the application
developers make full use of all the artifacts developed
during the software product line engineering life cycle.
In next section, challenges to apply product line
engineering to component container domain are
analyzed. And in Section 3, a product line of
component container, named PLACE, is presented by
giving its two major parts: product line architecture
and product derivation process. A case is given in
Section 4, in which a J2EE servlet container is
developed with PLACE, and shows improvement of
reusability and effectivity of the product line
architecture. After related works are compared in
Section 5, Section 6 concludes this article and gives
future works.

We will use Definition 1 as common
understandings of these concepts in this paper,
according to which component model will be used
instead of component specification, standard or other
terminology without confusing.
According to Definition 1, component model acts as
behavior and development guidelines of components
and component based software systems, which is also
requirement source of component container. We then
will use component model as base of feature modeling
of component container, as shown in Section 3.1.

Fig.1 Relationship among several concepts of CBSD
The second challenge is abstraction of architectural
design. Every component model has its own applicable
area, for example EJB is middle-sized business
component and web service is coarse-grained interorganization component, because of what EJB using
RMI/IIOP and JMS, supporting transaction and
persistence while web service using SOAP along with
WS-* specifications. Therefore, architectural design
difference between component containers is critical for
building product line.
Fortunately, basing on common understanding to
CBSD concepts what we talked in the first challenge,
component containers have common workflow
(server/client paradigm and remote request handling),
similar use cases (request handling, component
deploying, system monitoring etc.), so that can be
implemented by same set of architectural patterns and
variability realizing techniques [4], which is of great
help for handling design alternatives.

2. Challenges to Apply Product Line
Engineering to Component Container
Domain
The first challenge we are facing is requirement
modeling. Sources of requirements of component
container include component specifications and
existing component containers, and all of them
internally
follow
component-based
software
development (CBSD) theory. However, different
explanations are adopted among component
specifications [1][2][10]. In order to build a product
line of component container, understanding of
concepts from CBSD must be unified.
Heineman and Councill define component,
component
model
and
component
model
implementation (a.k.a. component container) and their
relations in [2] as following, and as shown in Fig.1:

3. Product Line Architecture Design

Definition 1 A component is a software element
that conforms to a component model and can be
independently deployed and composed without
modification according to a composition standard.
A component model defines specific interaction
and composition standards, while a component

3.1. Feature
Container

Modeling

of

Component

According to existing domain modeling methods,
features are abstraction of services provided by and
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There are three kinds of architectural elements
present in Fig.3. Modules are depicted by boxes, while
interfaces are represented by black triangles on the
edge of module boxes. Inner or outer directions of
triangles show required interfaces or provided
interfaces respectively. And invocations are by lines
connecting pairs of interfaces. Modules, interfaces and
invocations with dotted lines mean optional elements,
while solid lines mean mandatory elements. Mandatory
elements exist in architectures of all products derived
from PLACE, comparing to optional elements which
are only in architectures of some products within the
product line.
We will introduce modules and their interrelations
briefly.
Protocol processor is responsible for parsing and
composing messages used to communicate with clients
through network protocols. It converts request
messages into in-memory objects, which are passed on
to service manager; meanwhile it also composes
response messages with results received from service
manager, and sends them back to clients. Sometimes,
protocol processor will invoke concurrency controller
to handle requests concurrently.
Service manager is in charge of request dispatching
as well as lifecycle managing of container services,
which includes loading, starting and stopping. After
protocol processor converts requests messages into
objects, service manager processes them with
intercepting container services, and then passes them
on to component manager. Sometimes service
manager also invokes concurrency controller to
provide container services with concurrency support,
or send run-time status to monitor.
Component
manager
integrates
many
functionalities such as component invoking,
configuring, lifecycle managing, lifecycle events
notifying. Deployer invokes component manager when

Fig.2 Component Container Feature Graph
techniques used in applications, and they are used by
domain experts to communicate their idea, needs and
problems. Feature-oriented modeling technique was
first presented by Kang etc.[5]
Requirements of component container can be
divided into two categories: those from component
models and from container vendors. We call them
model requirements and customized requirements
respectively. Model requirements are explicitly
regulated through component specifications, interface
definition languages or protocol standards. Customized
requirements are those except model requirement,
which is proposed by container vendors basing on
marketing strategy, user desire, development cost or
state of practice. Features of product line are extracted
from common requirements of most products in it.
Therefore, features of component container consist of
model features and customized features respectively.
Layered relationships among features are shown in
Fig.2, in which higher layer in the tree indicates more
abstractive feature and lower layer means more
concrete feature.

3.2. Architectural Design of Container Product
Line – PLACE
In this section, we propose an architectural design
of container product line, named PLACE (Product
Line
Architecture
of
component
Container
Environment), which is based on analysis in former
sections as well as state-of-practice of architectural
design of component containers. Modules and their
relationship in PLACE are shown in Fig.3.
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Variabilities in PLACE can be classified into
functional variability and non-functional variability.
Functional variability includes adding or removing
functionalities, adjusting behaviors of or relationships
between modules, while non-functional variability
includes extensibility etc.
Developer will realize variability by choosing one
from design alternatives in product derivation process,
which is explained in next section.

Fig.3 Architectural Design of PLACE
deploying components or component applications.
When handling requests, component manager invokes
registry, state manager and instance manager
respectively, to look up, manage component states and
component instances. Component manager also
probably invoke concurrent controller to provide
concurrency support to its submodules.
Besides providing component instances with
environmental information, context manager also
receives and deals with invocations of run-time
container services, which are perform by invoking
service manager.
Monitor collects run-time information of container,
whose possible sources are component manager and
instance manager based on categories of information
in current containers.

3.3. Commonalities
PLACE

and

Variabilities

3.4. Product Derivation Process
Designing containers with PLACE has two steps: 1)
product requirements analysis, during which architect
compares concrete component model against common
features in PLACE; 2) deriving concrete container
architecture from PLACE, including three kinds of
actions: specialization, removal and augmentation.
Specialization means to replace abstract modules
supporting generic features with concrete modules
supporting specific features. Removal means to remove
modules or invocations not needed by concrete
container, since requirements of every single container
are only subset of that of PLACE. Augmentation is to
add modules, interfaces or invocations implementing
requirements that are not covered by PLACE.

in

Commonalities in PLACE include architectural
modules’ separation, relationships among them which
defined by abstract interfaces and data structure of
messages transformed among modules.
As shown in Section 3.2, these commonalities are
based on common requirements of all component
containers within PLACE according to feature graph in
Section 3.1. For example, Deployer module is
corresponding to ‘deployment’ feature in Fig.2, and its
interface provided to Component Manger defines
abstract methods as following. It accords to general
actions of deployment functionality.

4. Case Study
ONCE platform [5] consists of a series of software
infrastructure products developed by Institute of
Software, Chinese Academy of Sciences. Several
representative component containers are included in
ONCE, such as Servlet, EJB, web service, Portlet and
BPEL containers.
Containers in ONCE have these following
characteristics: a) Component models of all these
containers are distributed component. b) For
development of reusable assets, all products should use
same programming language. Our choice is Java, since

interface Deployer {
boolean deploy(ComponentIdentifier compId)
throws DeploymentException;
boolean undeploy(ComponentIdentifier compId)
throws DeploymentException;
}
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most of them (EJB, Servlet, Portlet) belong to J2EE1
by Sun Microsystems, Inc., and the other two
component models are also compatible with it.
We have applied PLACE in design practice of
component containers in ONCE. Next, we will take
design process of a Servlet container as a example.
Servlet technology2 resides in representative layer
of three-layer architecture of J2EE applications, which
is responsible for generating user interface code and
handling interaction with clients. During development
of ONCE products, we proposed following
requirements to Servlet container to enhance usability:
a) Hot deployment, which means to deploy or
undeploy Servlet applications (in WAR files) at
run-time.
b) Web Administrative Console (WAC). User
can monitor and manage components and
component instances in Servlet container remotely
through web user interface, and also can monitor
components and instances by viewing various
statistics information provided by WAC, start or
stop deployed Servlet components. WAC should
also support remote deploying, which allow clientside user to upload and deploy WAR files through
web browser.

monolithic design since this Servlet container only
supports HTTP protocol, so it’s specialized into Http
Processor, and invocation parameters between Http
Processor and Service Manager are OnceHttpRequest
and OnceHttpResponse.
Removal. State Manager and related invocations are
removed, so are invocations from Service
Manager/Component Manager to Thread Pool, and
from Monitor to Service Manager. Removed
architectural elements are not in Fig.5 anymore.
Augmentation. Added parts include Remote
Management Console, Hot Deployer, Remote
Deployer and corresponding interfaces and invocations,
which are shown as boxes with shadow background
and bold lines

4.1. Discussion
In this case, only 3 of 12 modules are built from
scratch, while 7 of 12 modules’ definitions keep
unchanged comparing to those in PLACE. Although
development cost of different modules are very
different and some implementing code may be written
to
complete
modules’
functionalities,
total
development time and cost is deduced remarkably.
While most of top-level modules being reused,
reusability of source code is increased too. For
example, thread pool which is originally developed for
EJB container can be reused without rewritten except
changing several parameters, such as size of thread
pool.

5. Related Work
One research area related to our work is domain
analysis [7] [8] [9]. Moon et al. [7] introduces a
process for developing domain requirements where
commonality and variability in a domain are explicitly
considered. Within their metamodel for domain
requirement, variation points are categorized into four
types: computation, external computation, control, and
data, which is similar to our classification of variations
in component models. They also identify computation,
external computation, and control variations in
BehaviorPRelements (a perspective along a timeline),
and data variations in StaticPRelements (a perspective
along static structure). Chastek et al. [8] and Mei et al.
[9] also propose interesting approaches to elicit and
model domain requirement, but they all focus on
requirement level of product lines, do not think about
design and implementation levels as we do in PLACE.
Our work is also inspired by publications on
component-based software engineering and component
models [1] [2] [10]. Lau et al. [1] classify component

Fig.4 Architecture of Servlet container derived
from PLACE
Comparing to PLACE architecture in Fig.3, Servlet
container’s architecture in Fig.4 shows the following
variabilities:
Specialization. Protocol Processor and Concurrency
Controller in PLACE are specialized to Http Processor
and Thread Pool respectively, depicted by boxes with
dark gray background. Protocol Processor follows
1

Which also known as Java EE now. Java EE at a Glance,
http://java.sun.com/javaee/

2

Java Servlet Technology, http://java.sun.com/products/servlet/
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China (863) under Grant No. 2006AA01Z19B,
2006AA01Z180; the National Key Technology R&D
Program of China under Grant No. 2006BAH02A01.

models into a taxonomy based on commonly accepted
desiderata for CBD (Component-Based Development)
and evaluate categories with respect to these desiderata.
Lau et al. regard software component model as a
definition of semantics, syntax and composition of
components. As we already quoted in Section 1,
Heineman and Councill [2] define these concepts,
component, component model and component model
implementation, with each other. Szyperski et al. [10]
define component without component model, and tend
to look into component models and platforms from
technical and strategic perspective. The main
differences of our work are more detailed analysis and
narrowed scope, based on container product line point
of view. Their definitions of component models are too
coarse-grained to guide domain analysis and
architectural design.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
Software reuse can improve quality and
productivity of component containers, which is crucial
for fulfilling requirements of emerging component
models. Product line engineering is a promising
technique for systematical reuse of portfolios of
software products. However, applying product line
engineering is facing challenges including different
understandings of basic concepts from CBSD and
serious diversity among architectural designs of
existing component containers.
In this paper, we analyzed these challenges and
proposed PLACE: a product line of component
containers, which consists of two major parts: product
line architecture and product derivation process. Based
on common understanding of basic concepts and
feature modeling of component container, architectural
design reflects general modules’ separation, interfaces’
definition and interacting relationships among them,
while product derivation process shows practical
procedure to design a component container product
with PLACE with three kinds of intuitive actions. In
the end, a case shows effectiveness of PLACE by
illustrating development process of a Servlet container.
As future work, we are analyzing component
models with variability modeling techniques, such as
COVAMOF
[11], to further
reveal their
interrelationship, and making effort to generalize this
approach to apply to other product lines.
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syntactic features of the language that enable the manipulation and use of program elements with a minimal amount
of code, with a syntax that is easy to understand.
The -ADL.NET project is a compiler and runtime system development effort with the goal of compiling -ADL
to the .NET platform and running architecture specifications on that platform. The motivation for this project is to
provide a large experimental space for testing and evaluating the process oriented, formally founded -ADL in the
context of a widely used software development and execution platform. At the same time there is a need to specialize
the -ADL language in order to leverage the functionality
available in the reusable .NET software libraries.
This paper proposes language extensions to -ADL in
order for it to interface with .NET software libraries. The
.NET platform is fundamentally object-oriented, and the
need to represent .NET semantics while remaining within
the confines of the process-oriented paradigm of -ADL
poses a modelling problem. Section II presents some general details of -ADL in order to put the language extensions in context. Section III provides syntactic details of
the proposed language extensions. Section IV presents related work with a comparison to the .NET API access features in other .NET languages based on formal methods.
Section V concludes the paper.

Abstract – The -Architecture Description Language
(-ADL) is a high level software architecture specification language, formally founded on the -Calculus. ADL.NET is a software implementation developed for
the purpose of integrating -ADL in the Microsoft
.NET platform, with the view of expanding the usage
horizon and application possibilities of -ADL as an
executable formal language for prototyping and rapid
architecture-centric development.
Since .NET is a multilingual development platform,
the ability of a .NET language to access software components written in other .NET languages opens up new
possibilities for multilingual software development using -ADL.
This paper proposes extensions to -ADL to be implemented in the -ADL.NET compiler, in order to allow it to use existing .NET APIs written in other .NET
languages. The proposed extensions cover all the features of the .NET language foundation: namespaces,
classes, constructors, methods, fields, properties, events,
enumerations, exceptions, null-ness, method delegation,
different aspects of casting, generics and inner classes.
Index Terms – -Architecture Description Language;
.NET; Compiler; Platform Specific Extensions

I. INTRODUCTION

II. -ADL

An Architecture Description Language (ADL) is a language especially conceived to address the modelling needs
of software architectures. Various ADLs have been designed with different approaches to software architecture
modelling [1]. -ADL, a relatively recent ADL [2] adopts a
formal approach towards software architecture specification, based on the -calculus. The main advantage of this
approach is the reliability of the resulting system, a very
important area of focus for large and complex software.
However, the software architecture description should also
be easy to understand and manipulate. For this -ADL operates on the principle of first class citizenship for all language elements. In light of this approach, there are specific

-ADL is an Architecture Description Language presented in [2] [4]. The purpose of Architecture Description
Languages is to model software architectures, and according to [5] they focus on the high-level structure of the overall application rather than the implementation details of any
specific source module. However -ADL also provides
programmatic constructs that allow it to model implementation details, so it can be seen as both a modelling and an
implementation language.
-ADL can be considered as a benchmark for second
generation ADLs in the sense that it is formally founded
and allows the customization of run-time architectural concepts. These two features were not present in earlier formal
ADLs.

* This work is supported by the Higher Education Commission of Pakistan
under the Program Overseas 2005-776582.
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behaviour {
x : Connection [Boolean];
compose {
via a1 send Void where {x renames b};
and
via a2 send Void where {x renames b};
and
via a3 send Void where {x renames b};
}
}
value a1 is abstraction() {
b : Connection [Boolean];
via out send "Hello";
via b send true;
}

value a2 is abstraction() {
bb : Boolean;
b : Connection [Boolean];
via b receive bb;
via out send " World";
via b send false;
}
value a3 is abstraction() {
bb : Boolean;
b : Connection [Boolean];
via b receive bb;
if (bb == true) do {
via b send bb;
via b receive bb;
}
via out send "!\n";
}

Listing 1. A Simple Multi-Agent System in -ADL

from those inside a choose block, only one will execute.
The replicate construct connotes the infinite replication of
an execution block.
Arithmetic and assignment syntax in -ADL is based on
the familiar style of Java and C#. -ADL supports a set of
basic data types in the form of Integer, Boolean, String and
Float; and a diverse set of constructed data types: any,
view, tuple, union, quote, variant, set, bag, and sequence
types. Listing 1 presents a sample -ADL code highlighting
the main syntactic features of the language. It demonstrates
the modelling of a simple synchronized multi-agent system
in -ADL. Three parallel pseudo-applications of the abstractions a1, a2 and a3 are performed in the behaviour.
The three abstractions then synchronize with one another to
print the string "Hello World!" in the right order.

The second feature implies that the semantic definition
of high level architectural elements can be customized,
allowing a large amount of flexibility when defining architectural styles [6].
-ADL is formally founded on the higher-order typed calculus (hence the name), which encompasses a formal
transition and type system. It conforms to the language
design principles of correspondence, abstraction and data
type completeness [2]. Type completeness assures first
class citizenship to all types i.e. they can be declared, assigned, can have equality defined over them, and can be
persisted. The structural operational semantics of -ADL
represent behaviour (and thereby computation) by means of
a deductive system, expressed by a formal transition system
in line with the language type system. Type soundness asserts that well-typed terms do not give rise to runtime errors under the transition system.
-ADL has a layered syntactic structure, with a core language layer forming the foundation of higher layers that
build upon one another. For example high level architectural concepts such as components and connectors are expressed in terms of behaviours and abstractions, which are
fundamental units of execution. A behaviour is an independent unit of execution launched when a process starts
executing. Abstractions are abstractions over behaviours as
functions are abstractions over data. Abstractions need to
be called from behaviours or other abstractions in order to
issuing behaviours. In order to enable communication between different parts of a unit of execution, or amongst
different units of executions, connections are employed.
Send and receive statements allow synchronous communication through connections. -ADL provides concurrency
constructs in line with those of -calculus, in the form of
compose, choose and replicate. Sub-blocks inside a compose block will execute in parallel with each other, while

III. .NET EXTENSIONS TO -ADL
We now present the proposed syntax extensions to ADL to provide support for accessing the .NET API. All
details are presented from the -ADL perspective, using
elements defined in -ADL to model the extensions. An
understanding of the .NET language framework is assumed.
The focus of this current set of extensions is to allow the
use of existing .NET libraries in -ADL.NET, and not develop reusable components in -ADL.NET for access
through other .NET languages. The latter could form the
focus of later work on -ADL syntax extensions.
A. Declaring and Instantiating Classes
Let NET be the .NET governor behaviour, in terms of
the -ADL formalism. We declare that NET has connections type_in and type_out, and they both process values of
type Any (i.e. values of any type). NET supports a typing
system expressed by the .NET namespace value attached to
each type it receives or sends e.g. "System.String". The -
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ADL type system is therefore extended to be able to evaluate the .NET namespace notation and hence recognize the
.NET types. All .NET objects are treated as abstractions in
-ADL.
The instantiation of a .NET class would be as follows:

//initial length
//... declaration(s)
via NET::type_in send
"System::Text::StringBuilder";
via NET:: type_in send 42;
via NET:: type_out receive x;

x:System::Text::StringBuilder; //declaration
via NET::type_in send
"System::Text::StringBuilder";
via NET::type_out receive x;

Generally, the arguments to the constructor will be sent
via type_in to the NET behaviour, right after sending the
string that contains the type of object that needs to be created. The shorthand notation to this syntax would be:

Here the type_in connection receives a string value indicating the type of object it will process. The NET behaviour then internally creates the object and sends it out via
the type_out connection. A shorthand notation forming the
language syntax for this would be an overload of the '='
sign connoting instantiation, with the restriction of using
parenthesis after the class name:

x = System::Text::StringBuilder(42);

Multiple arguments will be sent as a comma separated
list e.g.
y = MyObject("arg1", true, 0.5);

D. Methods, Fields and Properties
In order to incorporate the use of methods in -ADL, we
develop an internal model of a .NET class that is recognizable in the -ADL syntactic domain, and covers interaction
with both static and non-static fields and methods. Each
.NET class is represented by a corresponding behaviour,
and serves to provide access to static fields and methods.
Conforming with -ADL syntax this behaviour contains
publicly accessible variables (for representing static fields).
Static methods are treated as connections. Each connection receives an argument of type any. It also makes a return value available via an input prefix (for methods that
have non-void return values). In order to model non-static
fields and methods, a similar approach is used with the
difference that abstractions and not behaviours represent
objects.
Listing 2 shows a .NET class and Listing 3 shows how it
would look like in -ADL. Notice that a .NET class is fully
expressed by a behaviour and an abstraction, to model the
static and non-static aspects of the class respectively. The
following example shows how fields and methods for .NET
objects are accessed in -ADL:

x:System::Text::StringBuilder; //declaration
//instantiation:
x = System::Text::StringBuilder(
();

x would now contain a reference to an abstraction of
type System::Text::StringBuilder.
B. Namespaces
In order to recognize the .NET namespaces and incorporate them for usage in -ADL programs, we specify the
namespaces being used in a -ADL program using the use
directive. It is used at the program level, outside behaviour
or abstraction definitions. Therefore:
//... declaration(s)
x = System::Text::StringBuilder();

can be rewritten as:
use System::Text;
//...behaviour header
//... declaration(s)
x = StringBuilder();

Note that the namespace System is implicitly used and
need not be declared using the use keyword.

x : PiADL::Vector; y : Float;
x = PiADL::Vector(3,4);
compose {
via x::Resultant send Void;
and
via x::Resultant receive y;
}

C. Constructors
The statement
x = System::Text::StringBuilder();

The shorthand equivalent of the above code would be

would result in NET internally calling the default constructor of StringBuilder. In case a constructor with arguments
needs to be called, we can employee NET::type_in as follows:

x : PiADL::Vector; y : Float;
x = PiADL::Vector(3,4);
//shorthand for the method call compose
y = x::Resultant();

//invoking the StringBuilder constructor
// with an Integer argument defining
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public class PiADL.Vector {
private double _x, _y;
public double X {
get { return _x; }
set { _x = value; }
}
public double Y {
get { return _y; }
set { _y = value; }
}
public Vector(int x, int y) {
_x = x; _y = y;
}

public static string Space()
{
return "PiADL";
}
public double Resultant()
{
return Math.Sqrt(_x*_y);
}
public double Angle()
{
return Math.ATan(_y/_x);
}
} //end class

public static string Name()
{
return "Vector";
}

Listing 2. .NET class (using C# code)
Vector names behaviour
{
Name : Connection[any];
Space : Connection[any];

Resultant : Connection[any];
Angle : Connection[any];
dVal : Float;

compose
{
replicate {
via Name receive;
via Name send "Vector";
}
and
replicate {
via Space receive;
via Space send "PiADL";
}
}
} //end behaviour

compose
{
replicate {
via Resultant receive;
dVal = X * Y;
dVal = Math.Sqrt(dVal);
via Resultant send dVal;
}
and
replicate {
via Angle receive;
dVal = Y / X;
dVal = Math.ATan(dVal);
via Angle send dVal;
}
} //end abstraction

value VectorInstance is abstraction {
X : Float; Y : Float;

Listing 3. -ADL model for the .NET class
use System::Windows::Forms;
behaviour {
t : TextBox;
t = TextBox();
t::Click = a;
}
value a is abstraction (x : Integer)
handles TextBox::Click {
//....
}

Fields and properties are treated as shorthand projections
e.g.
x::Length = 42;

There is also a case of indexed properties, which are
treated from the programmer's perspective as an array.
Both arrays and indexed properties are accessed using
square brackets enclosing the index value, such as:

F. Enumerations
A .NET enumeration is modelled as a -ADL view type,
with all elements of type Integer.

a : System::Collections::ArrayList;
o : System::Object;
//initialize and populate a
o = a::Item[4];

G. Exceptions
Since exceptions are full-fledged classes in .NET, they
can be treated using the same behaviour-abstraction model
described in III.A. above. Examining the exception properties and variables, and calling its methods is the same as
described in III.A. The exception handling syntax is the
try-catch-finally approach seen in C#, as shown below:

E. Events
Abstractions handle events generated by .NET objects.
The handles keyword will allow the assignment of an abstraction to handle a certain event type. The proposed syntax is:
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o = (System::Object)v; //explicit cast
c::Add(o);
v = (view)c[1]; //explicit cast

s : String;
i : Integer;
e1 : FormatException;
e2 : OverflowException;
try {
via out send "Enter an integer: ";
via in receive s;
i = Convert::ToInt64(s);
i = i * i;
via out send i;
}
catch (e1, e2)
{ via out send "Invalid input value."; }
finally {
via out send
"\n\n End of try-catch-finally demo.\n";
}

K. Upcasts and Downcasts
Following the syntactic convention in III.J, .NET objects
can be cast to any one of their inherited types and back. As
such casts are dynamically checked in .NET, any runtime
errors resulting from incorrect casts will have to be handled
using the exception handling mechanism discussed in III.G.
The following example illustrates the syntax:
use System::Windows::Forms;
behaviour {
b : Button; c : Control; o : Object;
b = Button();
c = (Control)b; //upcast
o = (Object)c; //upcast
c = (Control)o; //downcast
b = (Button)c; //downcast
}

H. Null Values
.NET objects initialized as Null values can be recognized
and compared using the null keyword. All .NET objects are
assumed null at the time of declaration.

L. Generics
Since our current focus in .NET extensions for ADL.NET is to provide the ability to use existing class
libraries only, and not to be able to create new ones, we
need not go into a detailed syntax mapping for .NET generics. It is sufficient to be able to declare and instantiate a
.NET generic class as follows:

I. Delegates
.NET delegates are represented using the connection renaming syntax in -ADL. For example we apply this proposed syntax for delegates to the class definition in Listing
3:
m : Connection[Any];
m renames Vector::Name;

c : GenericClass<Integer>; //declaration
c = GenericClass<Integer>(); //instantiation

J. Casting to and from System::Object
System::Object is the canonical root class from which all
.NET classes are derived. Consequently, .NET collection
types often cast into System::Object the elements they are
collecting. In the -ADL.NET compiler, each of the basic
types corresponds to one of the primitive types of the .NET
platform. The .NET platform provides the ability to box
primitive types into representative objects e.g. the System::Int64 structure exists for 64-bit integers and so on. In
-ADL.NET the constructed types are implemented as
.NET classes and hence are directly cast-able to and from
System::Object. Therefore the following proposed syntax
for casting -ADL types to and from objects is easy to implement:
c
v
o
i

:
:
:
:

For generic class with multiple generic parameters, the
parameters can be comma-separated. From the -ADL perspective, the class GenericClass<T> represents a family of
behaviour-abstraction pairs, each one of which processes a
certain data type. Note that this model is compatible with
constrained generic classes as well [12]. -ADL.NET will
also be able to use its own basic and constructed types as
type parameters when instantiating a generic.
M. Inner classes
Just as a regular .NET class is fully defined by its name
and namespace, an inner class can be defined by its name,
container class and namespace. From the -ADL.NET perspective a public inner class is treated in the same manner
as an ordinary class. For example if a class Container contains the class Inner, and is declared in the namespace MyNameSpace then the following -ADL.NET code will be
valid:

System::Collections::ArrayList;
view[a : String, b : Boolean];
System::Object;
Integer;

c = System::Collections::ArrayList();
i = 5;
v = view(a : "Cast test", b : true);

i : MyNameSpace::Container::Inner;
i = MyNameSpace::Container::Inner();

c::Add(i); //implicit cast to System::Object

The -ADL.NET code then can access the members of
Inner like for any other class or object.
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ticularly important in that the architecture oriented focus of
-ADL lends naturally to the notion of employing readymade software components to put together a software system, or perhaps roll out a software development project in
which both architecture and components evolve through
interaction with each other.
One goal of the -ADL.NET project is to allow software
architectural modelling on a mainstream software development platform. The implementation of these proposed
extensions will enable the development of software using
multiple paradigms and languages simultaneously. This
helps meet the universal goals of reliable and low-cost
software development through the following advantages:
effort put in defining the software architecture is employed
directly in the resulting software system; the privilege of an
architectural view of the system that can be analyzed
through compilation and execution; and bringing the benefits of the architectural paradigm to the rich technological
foundations of .NET.

IV. RELATED WORK
The work presented here merits a comparison with a
similar work performed for other formally founded languages. One such language is F# [7], a .NET language
based on ML [8]. Both languages are based on formal
methods, although F# is a functional language while ADL is a process oriented language. But in each case, the
foundations of these languages differ greatly from that of
.NET, which is principally object oriented. Furthermore F#
provides syntax level interoperability for all the .NET features discussed in section 3 except for generics, thus providing an almost equivalent level of access to the .NET
API, when compared to the -ADL .NET extensions.
However F# has been designed as a .NET language right
from the start, whereas -ADL as a language is neutral to
any platform technologies.
Another ML based language for the .NET platform is
SML.NET [11] based on Standard ML '97. It supports most
of the features discussed in section III, but does not provide
support for events or generics.
L Sharp.NET [9] is an implementation of the Lisp functional programming language for the .NET platform. It
provides support for namespaces, object instantiation, and
access to static and non-static methods, fields and properties. Advanced features such as casting, event handling,
exceptions and generics are however not supported.
DotLisp [10] is a lisp like interpreted .NET language with
limited support for .NET types and delegates, as well as
exception handling. It does not allow the instantiation of
objects or the use of namespaces.
In short when it comes to compilers and extensions to
formally founded languages for .NET, the current body of
related work restricts itself to functional languages. Plus as
seen in this section, none of these languages provide support for generics, an important feature of .NET version 2.0
[3]. Seeing this reported work from another angle, there is
no Architecture Description Language compiler for .NET
besides -ADL.NET. This work is thus a significant overture in that it provides the possibility of examining a process-oriented, formally founded Architecture Description
Language in the context of the .NET universe.
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V. CONCLUSION
The purpose of the .NET extensions to -ADL is to provide syntactic basis for the -ADL.NET compiler to interact with .NET libraries. At the same time, these extensions
form a reference for interfacing -ADL with other software
technologies. The development of these extensions is par-
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For the collaboration based on software artifacts, the
version control systems are often used to manage the
software artifacts, for instance, CVS, SVN, etc. These tools
are very important for collaborative development among
software engineers, but the artifacts stored in these tools are
almost code-level programs, and lack a reasonable
organization from the viewpoint of software development
process. As a result, these tools are short of support for
collaborative design and maintenance of software, which
usually require the designers or maintainers to have a big
picture about the system.
To support the collaborative development in the whole
software lifecycle, it is necessary to provide software
developers with an appropriate model to organize various
software artifacts in software development process from a
high level perspective. Then, software engineers can
collaboratively develop software based on this model.
With software becoming large and complex, software
architecture (SA) becomes a blueprint to guide the
development and maintenance of software systems, and it
plays an extremely important role in the whole software
lifecycle. Now, some SA-centered development methods
have been put forward. Richard Taylor and David Garland
present their own Architecture Description language (ADL)
and propose the SA-centered development method based
on the ADL [2,3]. Siemens’s Hofmeister etc. describe a set
of architecture views and put forward a corresponding
software development method from requirement to
implementation [4]. IBM’s tool “RSA” (Rational Software
Architecture) also focuses on SA-centered development
[20]. In a conclusion, SA has become the core of software
artifacts in software development process and an ideal base
for collaborative development. Now many SA-centered
software development methods and tools (e.g.,
ArchStudio[5] and MolhadoArch[6]) have partly supported
the collaboration among developers. But these tools do not
use the semantics of SA adequately, and they just support
simple collaboration for several authors based on the
management of authority.
In this paper, we put forward a collaborative
development approach based on SA. First, based on version
control tool and semantic information of SA, we abstract

Abstract
Software projects often require many software engineers
to coordinate their efforts to build large software systems.
How to support collaborative development among the
stakeholders in a project, even if separated by time or
space, to produce software artifacts efficiently becomes a
very important problem. Software architectures are
considered important because they are the blueprints for
target software products and determine system-wide
qualities, and they can be used to organize various
software artifacts in software development process from a
high level perspective. Based on such an important role of
software architectures, this paper puts forward an
approach to collaborative software development based on
software architecture, to support the collaboration
spanning the whole software lifecycle. Moreover, the paper
provides the detail on how this method works efficiently by
a case study.

1. Introduction
Software engineering projects are inherently cooperative,
requiring many software engineers to coordinate their
efforts to produce a large software system [1]. How to
support collaborative development among the stakeholders
in a project to produce software artifacts efficiently
becomes a very important problem.
Typical software development methods provide
collaboration support from two sides: one is to provide
various communication mechanisms between software
developers; the other is to provide collaborative support
based software artifacts for software developers. For the
first category, there are many kinds of communication
mechanisms such as email, instant message, video meeting,
etc. However, these communication mechanisms are based
on natural language and quite short of standardization,
which is easy to lead to ambiguous understanding for
developers. On the other side, collaborative development
method based on software artifacts can solve this problem
if software artifacts have good structure, clear syntax and
explicit semantics.
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a direct way [12,13]. But their work is to show different
detailed information from several views, and we organize
the detailed information of modification in multi-view of
software architecture. Another difference is that this
visualized view is the threshold of collaborative
development, and not just a static visualized display.
(5) Integrated collaborative development tool. There
are some researches focusing on the integration of several
communication tools [14,15,16]. IBM and Microsoft both
have their commercial products to support collaboration.
The core of these products is to abstract the common
mechanisms from typical collaboration and communication,
and integrate them together. However, our work is from the
view of the development method based on SA, and
discusses potential issues for collaboration. Moreover, most
of these tools support collaborative communication based
on fine-grained code, but we try to organize the
collaborative development from a high level at SA.
(6)
Web
based
collaborative
development
environments. Eclipse is an open source community. Its
project focuses on providing a set of development platform
and framework to facilitate the construction of software.
Every eclipse project has an independent page as the entry
to all tools based on the Internet, which includes identity
authentication, CVS, mailing list, newsgroup, WiKi [17],
and Bugzilla [18]. Now, our work focuses the integration
surrounding IDE, and how to extend it to the Internet
environment will be our future research work.

the information of fine-grained modification into SA in
order to support designers to collaboratively design SA
model. Then we can enlarge this collaboration mechanism
from collaborative design to the whole lifecycle because
SA is a core artifact in the whole software lifecycle. Via
introducing bi-transformation technologies [7], we can use
architectural knowledge based on version control tool to
capture the transformation relationship between SA and
other artifact to transform the modification manipulation of
other artifacts to the modification manipulation of SA
model, so as to support the collaborative development
among different developers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents some related work. In Section 3, we put forward
an approach to collaborative development based on
software architecture. Section 4 illustrates the approach
with a case study. Section 5 concludes the contribution of
the paper and gives the future work.

2. Related work
To the best of our knowledge, the researches on
collaborative development based on SA cover several
aspects. We organize the review of the related work from
five main aspects as follows.
(1) The collaboration support for different
development phase. Many SA development tools support
collaborative authoring by versioning architecture
description files, e.g., ArchStudio and ACMEStudio [8],
but this kind of support for collaboration is fine-grained
without the semantic information of SA. Thus, the support
is just limited in the phase of SA design rather than the
entire software lifecycle.
(2) The support for communication mechanism of
collaboration. Our work is different from some researches
which just use the mechanism of communication to support
collaboration [9]. Our work supports the collaboration
based on models, and it can eliminate the ambiguity
induced by the communication in natural languages. On the
other hand, these mechanisms of communication are also a
supplement to our work and easy to be integrated to our
framework.
(3) The synchronization of artifacts in collaboration.
Our collaborative mechanism inherently supports the
synchronization of artifacts, in other words, the
synchronization among several replications of an artifact.
Compared with the research on optimistic replication [11],
our work can support large-granularity synchronization and
even the synchronization of heterogeneous replications.
(4) The visualization of collaboration. One key issue in
collaboration is how to assist the collaborative developers
to know other person’s work status (i.e., awareness) [10].
There are some related researches, in which the mechanism
of these researches is similar to that of our work. That is,
based on version control tool, to get the low-level
information of modification and display the information in

3ˊOur Approach
The core of our approach is maintaining the different
versions of an architecture model, and revealing the change
in the proper views of an architecture model, on the basis
of the semantics of this architecture model. An overview of
our approach is illustrated as Figure 1.
ABCTool for an individual designer

Type
view

Config

view

…

Architecture

CVS Infrastructure
Figure 1. Approach Overview
In the rest of this section, we present several key aspects
of our approach supporting collaborative development.
3.1. Software Architecture Model
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modifications explicitly in ABCTool, for example, using
different color to distinguish added components, deleted
components and unchanged components.

By referencing the typical architecture description
language (ADL) [19], we define the meta-model(described
as Figure 2) of software architecture by using Eclipse Ecore.
The core concept of this meta-model is Component. We
partition and organize the software into components, each
with a relatively individual concern. Components are
associated with connections which link the provided and
required interfaces together.

3.4ˊModel Maintenance by Collaborative Developers
For changed model, collaborative developers can select
accepting the modification, rejecting the modification or
adding new modification to the modification. The
maintenance activities for the modification can be mapped
to the operations in CVS. During the maintenance,
collaborative developers can use the modification
information offered by CVS to identify the intention of the
modification. Sometimes, they may need to contact the
modificator directly to discuss the goal of the modification.
We provide a support mechanism for peer-to-peer
communication in ABCTool.
3.5. The Collaborations among the Developers in
Different Phases
As a core artifact in the entire software development
process, SA model is a suitable medium for various
developers from different phases to communicate. In
different phases, developers will deliver different artifacts,
but most of these artifacts record some core information of
SA. In other words, some transformation relationships exist
between these artifacts and SA model. Thus, by
transforming the core information in SA and adding special
information in a given phase, the artifact in the given phase
can be constructed. Using those research fruits in the bitransformation field [7], we can use a set of transformation
rules to reflect the modification of SA model to other
model, and also reflect the modification of SA level
information in other model to SA model. Thus, we can
utilize the approach above to assist the collaborations
among the developers participating in different phases.

Figure 2. Software Architecture Model in Our Approach
We also introduce the concept of InnerStructure, which
helps organizing the whole system as a hierarchical
structure to support the stepwise refinement during
architecture design. Based on the meta-model, we construct
a software architecture modeling environment by using
Eclipse GMF, named ABCTool, in order that we could
assist designers to record their design decisions by
recording their manipulations such as additions and
deletions of elements and modifications of properties and
relationships of elements.
The entire architecture model is recorded in the form of
XMI in several files. Among the files, one set of files
record the model information of the core elements, and
another set of files record every view’s diagram
information, including diagram color, font and the layout of
elements.

4ˊCase study

3.2ˊVersion Control in Low level
Designers can modify the SA model via the graphic
interfaces, including core model, elements and layout.
When the designers finish and save the modification, some
related XMI files will be changed. As pure context files,
these XMI files can be managed by a version control tool.
We select CVS to achieve this because ABCTool is based
on Eclipse platform which provides fully support for CVS.
By using CVS, we can record who makes the
modifications and what modifications have been made to
SA model in the collaborative development process. We
use Eclipse Plug-in to encapsulate the record file of these
modifications and visualize them in ABCTool.

The following case illustrates how ABCTool assists
different developers to collaboratively design a large
software system. In the entire software development
process, there are various artifacts, and these artifacts have
different versions. Eclipse has integrated CVS to support
collaborative development, but CVS just manages artifacts
as context. For example, in Eclipse, we can see the history
page of every file, including the version number,
modification time, and author etc. According to different
version, we can use command “Compare” to view the
difference between two versions. In design phase, as core
artifact, SA model is often composed of Component Type
View and Component Configuration View etc. Thus, the
management mechanism based on context in CVS is not
enough. To solve this problem, our modeling tool
“ABCTool” provides the visualized version management
for the elements in Component Type View and Component
Configuration View etc.

3.3ˊVisualization of the SA Model Modifications
By CVS interface, we can obtain the information about
the modifications from the XMI files. By analyzing the
modifications information, we can elicit which elements in
SA model have been modified and what kind of
modifications has been made. Moreover, we can display the
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pop up a dialog box to remind user “cvsuser” that there is a
new version has been submitted (described as Figure 6).

Furthermore, the current version control tools do not
support synchronized update of artifacts, and developers
have to initiatively update the artifacts to get the new
version. So it is quite short of support for a group of people
to collaborate their development, which often leads to low
efficient collaboration. Aiming at this problem, ABCTool
notifies the update to other collaborative developers when a
developer updates an artifact. ABCTool will also display
different updates for collaborative developers, for example,
red color represents the update of “delete”, green color
represents the update of “add”, and yellow color represents
the update of “modify”.
We will illustrate our approach described in section 3 by
the following case. The scenario is as follows. Two
developers collaboratively design software system
“Example”. One’s user name is “cvsuer”, and the other’s
user name is “wangxh”. Configuration View
“My.adl_cofig” (Shown as Figure 3) is one of main design
artifacts of SA. It is stored in the server of CVS. We use
file “My.adl.cofig” to describe how ABCTool assists the
collaborative design among developers. Suppose that both
developers are collaboratively developing the software
based on version 1.2 in the design phase.

Figure 4. Wangxh’ Client Interface before Version Update

Figure 5. Wangxh’ Client Interface after Version Update

Figure 3. Component Configuration View “My.adl_cofig”
(1) User “wangxh” is editing file “My.adl.cofig” in the
client. From the Page “History”, we can see that there are
two versions of this file, Version 1.1 and Version 1.2. In
the server of CVS, newest version is 1.2. When user
“wangxh” adds connector “Z1” and saves the file, we can
see that the newest version in the client of User “wangxh”
is still version 1.2 from the Page of “History” (described as
Figure 4). Now the newest version is version 1.2 in the
server. In the left navigator column, label “>” represents
that the version of this file in the client is not consistent
with the version in the server of CVS.
(2) After user “”wangxh” delivers the new version to the
server of CVS, wangxh’s client interface will be changed to
Figure 5. We can see that the page of “History” shows the
newest version in the client is version 1.3. We also see that
file “My.adl_cofig” in the client is consistent with the file
in the server from the left navigator column.
(3) When user “wangxh” submits new version, the page
of “History” of another user “cvsuser” will display the
version update of this file. At the same time, the tool will

Figure 6. The Dialog Box to Remind the New Version
(4) When user “cvsuser” knows that the newest version
of editing file “My.adl_cofig” is version 1.3, and its current
version is 1.2, he can compare the difference between these
two versions by the operation of “compare in ABCTool”
(described as Figure 7). ABCTool can distinguish the
classification of updates from their color. So, the new
added connector will be highlighted green to represent its
update is “add”. Similarly, the element is yellow or red to
represent the update is “modify” or “delete” respectively.
The comparison based on the elements in diagram includes
some kind of semantic comparison between these elements.
So, it totally differs from the comparison based on text file.
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We can see that the collaborative development supported
by ABCTool is based on SA, and intuitionistic.

Figure 7. Compare the Difference between Two Versions

5. Conclusions
This paper puts forward an approach to support
collaborative development in different phases based on
software architecture. By using CVS, we can use software
architecture model to distill the semantics of context
changes recorded in CVS, and then use visualized SA
modeling tool to display the change of SA model to assist
different designers to collaborate their design. By using bitransformation technologies, we can use the transformation
relationships between SA and other artifacts to transform
the modification manipulation of other artifacts from/to the
modification manipulation of SA model and then use SA
modeling tool “ABCTool” to support the collaborative
development for different developers.
In the future, we will make further research on two key
issues. One is how to provide more detailed controls on
changes, including providing more semantics of change,
introducing various developer roles, and managing
authority. Another is how to introduce more architectural
knowledge (e.g., design rationale) to facilitate the
collaborative development.
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Abstract
The design of complex software systems requires careful
analysis of alternative architectures, which may affect different qualities of an application. This paper reports on a
case study in network management. Network management
systems are traditionally designed according to a clientserver paradigm. This work extends previous research that
explored alternative solutions based on mobile code. Competing solutions are evaluated through analytical modeling.
We also built a prototype design workbench, which supports
more detailed comparisons of competing architectures by
rapidly developing mockup implementations.

1. Introduction
Software architects are often confronted with the choice
among different architectural paradigms in the design and
implementation of complex software applications. Selecting the most appropriate style for the speciﬁc problem to be
solved is not an easy task, and many factors inﬂuence the
choice. Each choice, in fact, can have different effects on
different properties that the resulting system should ensure.
For example, one solution might be more robust, but might
have a higher response time for certain functions. In general, no solutions can be found that work best in all possible
practical situations, even for speciﬁc application domains
and execution environments. It is therefore important to develop an approach that may support software architect in
decision making.
In this paper we contextualize this general problem for
an important class of critical software applications, namely
network management (NM). NM is crucial for modern
telecommunication networks, composed of thousands of interconnected nodes, which must be conﬁgured and monitored to guarantee a globally correct and efﬁcient behavior.
The network comprises many different kinds of devices:
routers, switches, signal regenerators, repeaters. Because
of distribution and accessibility problems, on site conﬁgu-

ration and maintenance of individual nodes is often impossible. Rather, it must be performed by a remote NM system,
which is responsible for collecting data from network apparatuses, monitoring them, and possibly reacting to the critical situations to guarantee the required quality of service.
NM is the discipline that studies the procedures and
techniques used to monitor and conﬁgure the nodes of a
telecommunication network. Besides conventional bookkeeping of on-line data and normal maintenance operations,
NM is responsible for managing exceptional situations that
can suddenly happen (e.g. broken links, trafﬁc peaks). For
example, to face a sudden overload of a particular network
link, a performance management functionality might reconﬁgure a node by redirecting user trafﬁc.
This paper is not strictly on NM. Rather, NM provides an
interesting and realistic case study, which highlights how an
architecture-driven software design process may provide a
rational support to the reasoning and decision making of the
software developer. We developed the case study in collaboration with industry1 , in the context of a feasibility study
for the implementation of a new generation of NM services.
The currently adopted solutions to NM, such as SNMP
[6] or RMON [14], adhere to a strict client-server paradigm,
where the management station is in charge of querying
nodes, collecting from them run-time monitoring data, and
issuing appropriate response commands. The network management protocol speciﬁes the format of messages and the
semantics of operations. Because operations are described
at a very ﬁne-graine level, any NM functionality requires a
large number of messages to be exchanged, and this micromanagement causes serious efﬁciency drawbacks in terms
of bandwidth consumption and computational burden at the
management station. The links connecting the management
station to the rest of the network easily become bottlenecks.
Another source of congestion can arise when new software
has to be delivered through the network. For example, to
install, upgrade or modify the ﬁrmware code on a network
1 We wish to thank Marco Mussini of Alcatel-Lucent, who challenged
us to work on software architectures for NM, and Michele Panzeri who
participated in the project.
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element, a point-to-point connection must be activated with
every node. The installation may become necessary as a response to detected congestion symptoms. Paradoxically, to
react to congestion, the management station has to collect
data from network nodes, thus further contributing to congestion. Access to the nodes involved in NM can thus become difﬁcult or sometimes impossible. Network congestion generates response time degradation and hinders network scalability.
A software architecture based on mobile agents (MAs)
[1, 4, 8, 9] appears to provide an appealing alternative
paradigm for the design of NM systems. MAs can be
deﬁned as computational entities that act autonomously—
proactively and reactively—and can relocate themselves on
different nodes of a network. More precisely, we refer to
MAs that fall under the so-called weak mobility paradigm.
Weak mobility implies that an agent moves from one node
and restarts its execution as a new process at the destination node. It can, however, carry state information as global
data, as we will see later on in more detail2 .
Intuitively, an MA can be injected in the network and instructed to reach a set of controlled nodes to perform some
NM functionality. At each node the agent may collect the
necessary data locally, process them, and then eventually
move back to a control station to report its ﬁndings. The
ratio between the size of the data that must be collected locally and the data transported to the control station is called
semantic compression performed by the agent. Intuitively
agents look like an appealing solution whenever the network functionality that has to be performed fosters a high
semantic compression. In fact, this would reduce network
trafﬁc over an equivalent solution based on the traditional
CS paradigm. More generally, a NM architecture based on
MAs looks appealing for the following reasons [4]:
• Load balancing: computation is distributed on many
nodes.
• Availability: the control station may be temporarily
down while the agents injected in the network locally
monitor the nodes.
• Asynchronous, autonomous, parallel interaction. Mobile agents may work in parallel.
• On-line extensibility. On-the-ﬂy installation (for versioning and patching) is easy to achieve.
• Analysis precision. The agent installed in a node can
collect precise real-time measurements, independent
of the network latencies that would be involved in a
CS solution.
2 A taxonomy of mobile agents and the notion of weak mobility versus
strong mobility have been introduced in [7].

• Network trafﬁc reduction. By migrating code near the
data it processes, network trafﬁc may be reduced ([11,
13]).
Main goal of our study was to precisely evaluate CS vs.
MA architectures to try to minimize network trafﬁc. The
ﬁrst approach we investigated was based on a simple mathematical model, which allows the designer to reason in a
quantitative fashion about network trafﬁc. This part of our
contribution extends previous work [2]. Because of the limitations implicit in analytical reasoning, our next contribution has been directed to developing an environment that
would support rapid prototyping. In this environment, it is
possible to perform an empirical analysis of network trafﬁc
in the different cases.
Our experience conﬁrms the need for the software engineer to be supported by a suitable methodology and tools
while reasoning about different architectural alternatives.
In fact, there is no winning solution in general, even in
domain-speciﬁc cases, like NM. The architecture that performs better should be chosen depending on the speciﬁc
functionality to provide. Also, the two approaches to
reasoning—analytical modeling and prototyping—are complementary. In fact, the former may ignore some relevant
phenomena that occur in reality and sometimes it requires
input data that are difﬁcult to anticipate. On the other hand,
the latter may provide an estimate for such data to drive a
more reﬁned analytical modeling. Although our approaches
to architectural reasoning are presented here to evaluate CS
vs. MA, we argue that similar approaches can be followed
in other cases of competing architectures, and can be extended to quality attributes other then network trafﬁc.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details the
comparison of CS and MAs via analytical modeling. Section 3 describes the experimental workbench we developed
for rapid prototyping. It also illustrates a simple case study
adopted as proof of concept, which focuses on analysis of
network trafﬁc generated by a classiﬁcation task performed
by a neural network, implemented using both paradigms.
Finally, Section 4 draws some conclusions, and discusses
the general lessons learned from the case study.

2. Architectural Reasoning via Analytical
Modeling
Previous work by Picco and Baldi [2] addressed this issue by comparing CS and MA on networks with uniform
communication cost (e.g. a fully connected network). Their
work describes a simple analytical model through which
the alternative architectures are easily compared. Unfortunately, however, their work does not apply to several common practical cases. In particular, large telecommunication networks, for which NM is crucial, usually have a ring
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topology. In this section we extend the approach of Picco
and Baldi to networks with a ring topology, using the same
formal notation. Let us introduce the following entities:
• ηCS = Protocol Overhead for Client Server
• ηMA = Protocol Overhead for Mobile Agents
• I = Request Size

Indeed for every node the status is the sum of the previous statuses (i.e. the information collected in the previous
nodes). Assuming that the size of replies is a constant R we
can write:

0,
if n=1
(3)
SMA,n = n−1
m=1 QR = (n − 1)QR, if n>1
Consequently:

• R = Reply Size
We assume the network to be composed of N nodes and,
in a CS architecture, the management station performs Q
requests of size I to each node, which replies with messages
of size R. Instead in a MA architecture, an agent is injected
in a node by the control station, with the purpose of letting it
visit possibly all nodes of the network and performing some
actions in each of them, consisting of issuing Q requests of
size I and receiving replies of size R. After all nodes are visited, eventually the agent migrates from the last node back
to the control station.

TMA =

N


ηMA (CMA + (n − 1)QR) + ηMA N QR = (4)

n=1

N (N + 1)
QR)
2
Obviously, under the same assumptions made for MAs, for
the CS paradigm the cost in a ring topology network is not
uniform because the cost of communication depends on the
distance in the ring between the management station and the
node of interest.
= ηMA (N CMA +

2.1. Total Network Trafﬁc
The total trafﬁc generated by a MA on a ring topology
network can be modeled by the following formula:
TMA =

N


(CMA + SMA,n ) + ηMA

n=1

Q
N 


Rq,n

Requests

Replies

Management
Station

Management
Station

(1)

n=1 q=1

The ﬁrst term describes the trafﬁc generated by an agent
during its relocations: every agent has a size that is determined by a code fragment CMA and a state SMA,n . The second term describes the replies from the nodes, i.e., the data
collected at each node, which must be communicated to the
control as illustrated in Figure 1.
Code
and
Status

Figure 2. Client Server communication ﬂow

Thus the total trafﬁc can be modeled by the following
weighted sum (see Figure 2):
N

TCS = 2

2


mQ(ηCS I + ηCS R)

(5)

m=1
Replies
Management
Station

Figure 1. Mobile Agents communication ﬂow
The state of the agent in each node is composed of the
replies collected by the agent during its relocations. It is
thus possible to write:

0,
if n=1
SMA,n = n−1 Q
(2)
R
,
if n>1
m=1
q=1 q,m

where m represents a multiplicative factor (m = N/2 if we
consider the trafﬁc at the management station; m = (N/2)1 at the adjacent nodes, and so on). The formula can be
rewritten as:


N N
+ 1 Q(ηCS I + ηCS R)
(6)
TCS =
2
2
At this stage, it is necessary to take into consideration the
semantic compression. As we observed earlier, in fact,
agents can compress the data collected. Thus the size of
the reply computed by a MA at a given node can be a fraction of the size of the data that are transmitted back to the
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management station in a CS setting. Assuming the size of
the reply in the CS case to be a constant R and assuming the
average reduction factor to be a constant θ, the size of the
replies for a MA at each node is θR. TMA then becomes:
TMA = ηMA (N CMA + θ

N (N + 1)
QR)
2

(7)

Moreover, assuming N to be large, and ηMA ≈ ηCS , we
obtain that TMA <TCS if and only if:
CMA <

N
N
Q(I + R) − θQR
4
2

(8)

This inequality describes under which circumstances MAs
are preferable to CS in terms of total trafﬁc generated in a
ring topology network. The MA code size is compared with
a term that depends on number of nodes, number of queries,
request and reply size and average semantic compression.
MAs can perform even better if global semantic compression can be achieved on replies. As an example, let us
consider a scenario in which an agent travels through the entire network, computing at each node a compressed value,
and delivering to the control station the maximum of such
values. In this case the agent has to carry through the network only a single reply R containing the current maximum.
Thus TMA becomes:
TMA = ηMA N (CMA + R)

(9)

TMA <TCS if and only if:
CMA <

N
Q(I + R) − R
4

(10)

2.2. Network Trafﬁc at the Control Station
Network management can generate intense trafﬁc around
the control station. Intuitively, this is especially true in CS
cases. Thus, instead of analyzing the total network trafﬁc,
it may be interesting to evaluate the possible bottlenecks
around the control station. The trafﬁc generated by the CS
paradigm is:
(11)
TCS = ηCS N Q(I + R)
The formula represents the transmitted requests I and the
received replies R between the control station and two adjacent nodes inside the ring (see Figure 2). On the other hand,
for MAs we have:
TMA = ηMA CMA + ηMA N QR

(12)

Consequently TMA <TCS if and only if:
CMA <N QI

(13)

where NQI represents the total size of the requests. Moreover, considering semantic compression, we obtain:
CMA <N Q(I + R) − θN QR

(14)

This inequality clearly states that MAs perform better if the
agent’s code is smaller with respect to the difference between the (semantically compressed) data collected by an
agent and the size of the total requests and replies transmitted/received by the control station. Furthermore, if we analyze the trafﬁc at the management station in case of global
semantic compression we obtain:
CMA <N Q(I + R) − R

(15)

We may conclude that the comparison of CS and MA
architectures in terms of the generated trafﬁc depends on
several parameters of the application. Some of the data involved in the formulae may be difﬁcult to anticipate, and
might require some experiments to be performed in order to
obtain them. We believe that in general this kind of analysis may beneﬁt from a complementary kind of experimental
analysis. The prototype workbench described in the next
section has been developed to support this task.

3. Prototype Workbench
The workbench offers features that allow the designer
to rapidly develop mockups of NM functionalities and run
them to get comparative quantitative data (e.g., network
trafﬁc). Mockups comprise a set of sites, connected through
a network. A middleware, called playground, supports
communication and coordination of NM mockup components that run on top of it. Each site provides its own playground. To support rapid prototyping, we decided to use
scripting languages to implement NM functionalities. Each
functionality is implemented by what is called an agent.
Agents should not be confused nor identiﬁed with MAs.
They can be programmed to behave as MAs, but they can
also support other paradigms, such as CS. Agents may be
written in any scripting language. We developed support
for Perl, Python, and Ruby, but others may be easily developed. A decoupling layer (i.e., the tool layer), provides
an API that allows agents to transfer their execution from a
playground to another and allows communication mapping
the data provided by agents onto linear messages transferred
by the middleware. Figure 3 shows a fragment of the architecture.
An agent deﬁnes an elementary functional unit. It is represented by a tuple <C, B, D>, where C is a code block
that deﬁnes a computation, B is a dataset (called backpack)
that stores useful information for the agent, and D is the
agent’s descriptor. D stores the static and dynamic description of an agent (interface, intention, version, author). If an
agent implements an MA that collects data in each visited
node, collected data are stored in the backpack. In such a
case, the tuple that represents an agent is transferred from a
playground to another as an XML ﬁle.
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Figure 3. System Architecture

Agents may communicate via asynchronous messages.
A message is deﬁned by the pair <E, Y>, where E is the
message envelope and Y is the body, which represents the
information to transfer, and has variable length. E is also a
pair <S, R>, where S identiﬁes the sender and R identiﬁes
the receiver(s). S is deﬁned by a pair <IDsite, IDagent>,
which uniquely identiﬁes an agent. Because the middleware
supports both unicast and broadcast (at site level or at agent
level), R can have one of the following structures:
• <IDsite, IDagent>: unicast.
• <IDsite, *>: site unicast, agent broadcast.
• <*, IDagent>: site broadcast, agent unicast.
• <*, *>: site broadcast, agent broadcast.
An agent that wishes to send the message must provide information about the receiver(s) and the body. The communication tool automatically generates the rest of the message. Once sent, the message is passed to the middleware
and then routed to destination. Once it arrives at destination, the message is queued, waiting that the receiver agent
to read it.
The middleware provides two primitives that support
agent mobility 3 : Relocate and Visit. First of all, when
an agent wants to migrate across the network it creates the
backpack containing the data to be carried to the destination. Afterwards, when a Relocate is invoked, an agent indicates to the middleware the destination site through its
identiﬁer IDsite. If the Visit primitive is invoked, the agent
visits the whole network, site after site. It is not necessary
to specify any destination but it still necessary to prepare
the backpack containing the data. In this case, inside the
backpack there is also additional information written by every playground visited by the agent during the Visit. At the
implementation level, when a Relocate is invoked, an XML
string representing the agent is sent to the destination playground, where a new process running the agent is started,
with the backpack as a parameter.
3 As we already mentioned, we support weak mobility, as deﬁned in [5].

The playground offers to the agents a number of support tools, which allow new NM functionalities to be prototyped. The tools API provides the mechanisms (communication, migration and synchronization primitives) needed
to implement different architectural styles; in particular, CS
and MAs. Thus through the workbench it is possible to develop, test and monitor applications for NM designed in different paradigms. Different solutions may be tested in the
form of mockups at design time by using this workbench, to
support architectural reasoning, before implementing them
as a new NM applications.

3.1. Experimenting with the Workbench
Hereafter we illustrate how the workbench can be used
to support architectural reasoning. In our case study, we
analyze the network trafﬁc around the NM control station
and we compare CS and MA solutions for a speciﬁc network management function that performs alarm correlation. Alarm correlation is a useful NM feature, which is
often used for alarm ﬁltering or diagnosis. An experiment
we made is based on the approach described by [12], which
uses neural networks for this task. Because a considerable
amount of data must be collected from the network nodes to
train the neural network algorithm, we decided to compare
alternative solutions based on CS and MA paradigms, by
evaluating the trafﬁc generated around the NM control station. The neural network used in our case study needs about
10000 iterations to converge during the training phase. Using our prototype workbench, the solution of our case study
can be designed with a CS architecture in which the neural
network is implemented by an agent installed on the NM
control station. The agent builds the dataset through requests to agents installed on the individual network nodes.
Alternatively, it is possible to exploit MAs. Indeed, the neural network can be embodied inside an agent and the learning algorithm is executed on every node. For space reasons,
we cannot report the details of the experimental results.
However, they show that the CS solution generates much
more trafﬁc than the MA solution. Indeed, the latter does
not need to transmit the entire dataset, because it exploits
its capability to migrate the code near the data. Using MAs,
the control station is only in charge of injecting the agent
inside the network and receiving it at the end. Figure 4(a)
summarizes the training time of the neural network depending on the number of iterations. Figure 4(b) summarizes the
network trafﬁc generated around the control station during
the training phase. The MA paradigm becomes convenient
with a relatively low number of iterations. In particular, it
generates a constant trafﬁc (corresponding to the agent implementing the neural network). Vice-versa, the network
trafﬁc generated by the CS paradigm grows linearly with
the number of iterations.
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Figure 4. Experimental Analyses

4. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we addressed the issue of systematically
supporting the choice of an architecture among a set of alternatives through rigorous, quantitative reasoning. We addressed the speciﬁc domain of NM, focusing on network
trafﬁc minimization. We developed two complementary approaches to architectural reasoning: one based on analytical modeling, and another based on execution of mockups.
To support the latter, we developed a workbench environment. The workbench supports fast development of complex NM functionalities by exploiting the abstractions of
agents, playgrounds, and tools. Mockup applications can
be written in any scripting language and the system is designed with a plug-in support to add new languages and new
tools. Finally, we have shown how the workbench can be
used to perform experimental analyses. This work is part
of our long-term research that aims at supporting software
engineers in the design and early validation of software architectures. We are working on a variety of architectural
paradigms and a variety of validation approaches covering
both functional and non-functional requirements. In particular, we focus on validation techniques that include formal
analysis via model checking [3, 10].
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Abstract

pose of each component in the framework is to complete
each of the processes in the testing method’s workﬂow.
Model checker-based testing [15] is used here as a general method for testing software speciﬁcations based on SPS
patterns and CPs. It can be used to test speciﬁcations generated in Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) and other formalisms
such as Computational Tree Logic (CTL) [9]. PROTEF is
described in details in Section 2.4, while PROGENE and
(PROTÉGÉ) are described in sections 3 and 4 respectively.

Most formal software veriﬁcation techniques are based
on formal speciﬁcations of software behavior. Approaches
to facilitate the creation of formal speciﬁcations include the
Speciﬁcation Pattern System (SPS) and Composite Propositions (CPs). Recent research into generating Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas from SPS patterns resulted in a set
of templates that support CPs, but are complex and difﬁcult
to verify. This paper describes PROTEF, a software framework to automatically generate and test formulas representing software speciﬁcations using model-checker-based testing. This method can be used to test templates in LTL and
other formalisms. The framework was used to test LTL templates developed to support CPs.

2. Background
2.1. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
LTL is a highly-expressive formal language that is
widely used in model checkers such as NuSMV [1] and
SPIN [8], as well as for the runtime veriﬁcation of Java programs [18]. The standard LTL operators are shown in Table
1. One problem with LTL is that it is hard to read. For example, it is not immediately obvious that the LTL speciﬁcation
2(a → (p ∧ (¬p ∧ ¬a))) represents the English requirement “If a train is approaching(a), then it will be passing(p),
and later it will be done passing with no train approaching”.
In this paper, an execution trace is represented by positions, read left to right, where each position indicates a state.
The spaces are ﬁlled with the atomic propositions that are
true in that state. A dash indicates no proposition is true. If
more than one proposition is true, they are written between
parentheses. Table 1 lists the usual LTL operators with example and counter example traces.

1. Introduction
Software veriﬁcation is a fundamental part of the software production process. Formal veriﬁcation techniques,
such as theorem proving [14], runtime-monitoring [4, 5],
and model checking [1, 2, 8] are based on formal speciﬁcations of software behavior. Creating and validating formal
speciﬁcations is a signiﬁcant impediment to the adoption of
formal veriﬁcation techniques [6, 7].
There have been successful research efforts to minimize the challenges of creating formal speciﬁcations including the Speciﬁcation Pattern System (SPS) [3], Composite Propositions (CPs) [10, 11], and the Property Speciﬁcation Framework (Prospec) [10, 12]. These approaches
assist a user in the creation of speciﬁcations based on commonly used patterns.
This work introduces the Property Testing Framework
(PROTEF), a software framework to automatically generate and test formulas representing software speciﬁcations,
in particular, speciﬁcations based on SPS and CPs. The
framework consists of three main components: (1) Property Generator (PROGENE), (2) Property Test Generator
(PROTÉGÉ), and (3) Property Tester (PROTEST). The pur-

2.2. Speciﬁcation Pattern System (SPS)
Dwyer [3] conducted a survey of software projects and
identiﬁed a set of commonly occurring software properties.
These properties were generalized, formally described, and
categorized into speciﬁcation patterns. SPS facilitates the
speciﬁcation of software properties by providing a set of
general templates with natural language descriptions. After reading the English descriptions, practitioners identify
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Table 1. Description of LTL Operators
Operator
¬
∧
∨
U
X

2

Name
Not a
a And b
a Or b
a Until b
Next a
Eventually a
Always a

Example Trace
−−−−−
(ab) − − − −
a−−−−
a a a b−
−a − −−
− − a − −−
aaaaaaaa

Counter Trace
a−−−−
− − (ab) − −
−−b−−
a a a − b−
a−−−−
−−−−−
aaaa − aaa

To motivate the use of CPs, consider the example requirement “Request (R) always triggers Acknowledgment
(A) between Beginning of execution (B) and System shutdown (S)”. Suppose R not only triggers A, but it also triggers Logging (L), and Validation (N). Questions that arise
include Do they happen at the same time? Are they all required? Must they occur in a certain order? These concerns are addressed by CPs. In this case, assume that A,
L, and N must all occur at the same time. Then we can
use the P arallelE CP class. Using the LTL templates of
the CP classes in Table 2 and applying direct substitution
of the propositions in the property to the template yields:
P arallelE (A, L, N) ≡ (¬A ∧ ¬L ∧ ¬N ) ∧ ((¬A ∧ ¬L ∧
¬N ) U (A ∧ L ∧ N )).
SPS uses direct substitution of single propositions into
predeﬁned templates to generate pattern-based speciﬁcations. Salamah [16] demonstrated that it is not possible
to use direct substitution of composite propositions in SPS
templates without losing the original intent of the pattern
and scope.
To address the problem created by direct substitution,
Salamah [16, 17] generated a new set of general pattern
and scope templates like the templates generated by Dwyer.
The correctness of a template is deﬁned as the quality of
maintaining its original pattern and scope semantics when
substituting CPs while at the same time preserving the original intent of the CP classes. For the purposes of this
work, we will call the pattern and scope templates created
by Salamah abstract templates. Abstract templates (as opposed to SPS templates) have placeholders for CPs rather
than single propositions. A template is instantiated by replacing the placeholder in the abstract template with a CP.
An abstract template is correct if for all possible instantiations of the abstract template, the meaning of its pattern,
scope and CP classes is preserved.

Table 2. Description of CP Classes in LTL
CP Class
AtLeastOneC
AtLeastOneE
P arallelC
P arallelE
ConsecutiveC
ConsecutiveE
EventualC
EventualE

LTL Description (P LT L )
p1 ∨ . . . ∨ pn
(¬p1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ) ∧ ((¬p1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ) U (p1 ∨
. . . ∨ pn ))
p1 ∧ . . . ∧ pn
(¬p1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ) ∧ ((¬p1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ) U (p1 ∧
. . . ∧ pn ))
(p1 ∧ X(p2 ∧ (. . . (∧Xpn )) . . .))
(¬p1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ) ∧ ((¬p1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ) U (p1 ∧
¬p2 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ∧ X(p2 ∧ ¬p3 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ∧
X(. . . ∧ X(pn−1 ∧ ¬pn ∧ Xpn )) . . .))
(p1
∧
X(¬p2 U (p2
∧
X(. . .
∧
X(¬pn−1 U (pn−1 ∧ X(¬pn U pn )))) . . .))))
(¬p1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ) ∧ ((¬p1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ) U (p1 ∧
¬p2 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ∧ ((¬p2 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ) U (p2 ∧
¬p3 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬pn ∧ (. . . ∧ (pn−1 ∧ ¬pn ∧
(¬pn U pn )) . . .)))))

the template they need and substitute their propositions into
the template. SPS introduces the concepts of pattern and
scope. A pattern is the speciﬁcation template describing the
software behavior, and scope is the extent of program execution over which the behavior described by the pattern
must hold.

2.3. Composite Propositions (CP)
Some applications require the speciﬁcation of sequential
and concurrent behavior, and it may be necessary to deﬁne
groups of propositions and the relations between the propositions. Mondragon et al. [10, 11] created a set of abstractions that describe the relation between groups of propositions, referred to as CPs.
Mondragon deﬁned eight CP classes that can be used
to describe sequential and concurrent software behavior by
identifying the relationships among the propositions in the
properties. With CPs, propositions represent either conditions or events. Events are either the beginning or the end of
a condition and are instantaneous, while conditions have duration. Conditions describe concurrent behavior, and events
describe synchronization. Table 2 provides a description in
LTL of the CP classes described by Mondragon. The subscript at the end of the CP class speciﬁes whether the class
refers to a set conditions (C) or events (E).

3. Property Testing Framework (PROTEF)
The goal of the work described in this paper is to gain
conﬁdence in Salamah’s abstract pattern-based templates
for LTL by testing them. Testing all the abstract templates
is not an easy task given the total number of combinations
of patterns, scopes and composite propositions classes. For
example, restricting ourselves to CPs with three propositions, the abstract template from the Absence pattern and
the Af ter L scope, ¬((¬L) U (L ∧ P ), would produces
a total of 64 formulas, by substituting the 8 existing CP
classes for L and the eight existing CP classes for P . Continuing in this fashion for all the abstract LTL templates and
all the CP classes would produce over 30,000 formulas. In
order to test all of the concrete formulas it is necessary to
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patterns and scopes, and concrete CPs for all CP classes,
we can generate combinations of pattern-based speciﬁcations. In the work described here, we have limited the abstract templates to a single pattern, a single scope, and two
composite propositions classes.
The Property Generator module has several features required to make the framework general for further use. First,
PROGENE works independently of the formal language.
Second, it is extensible: In the event that new patterns and
scopes are identiﬁed, they can be easily included in the list
of supported patterns and scopes. Third, it extends to new
CPs: Currently the work in composite propositions includes
a total of eight composite propositions classes. If new composite propositions classes or new propositions types are
identiﬁed, they too can be easily incorporated.
We use the abstract LTL templates presented in Salamah
[16, 17]. We have chosen to work with only the abstract
templates pertaining to the Absence pattern and four CP
classes. In the templates, each letter R, Q, L, and R with superscript LTL refers to a placeholder for a composite proposition in LTL, which is to be replaced by the practitioner’s
own CPs. Salamah’s templates use the letters P and R with
subscript H to indicate a special class of CPs that refer to
the part of the CP where the proposition holds. Salamah
also introduces special AND symbols: &r , &l and &−l .
These operations do not extend regular LTL, and they have
special semantics that make speciﬁcation easier. The semantics of these operators are out of the scope of this paper;
however, PROGENE supports these operators.
PROGENE takes as input the templates similar to the
ones shown in Table 3. Each CP placeholder in the templates needs to be identiﬁed. A notation for identifying
placeholders in the templates was developed:

Figure 1. PROTEF Framework
develop a testing method that automates the generation and
testing of the templates.
A framework for manipulating properties called Property Manipulation Framework (PROPMAN) was developed
that includes the basic object-oriented modules required to
manipulate pattern-based properties using Java. The Property Testing Framework (PROTEF) was implemented using PROPMAN. PROTEF is designed to use pattern-based
properties for two particular purposes: (a) generating concrete speciﬁcations using abstract templates and (b) testing the generated concrete speciﬁcations. The effectiveness of PROTEF and the usefulness of our testing approach
was demonstrated by testing the pattern-based speciﬁcations in LTL for all formulas in the Absence pattern and the
Bef ore R scope, limiting the choice of composite propositions to EventuallyE and AtLeastOneC .
PROTEF includes three subsystems: the Property Generator (PROGENE), the Property Test Generator (PROTÉGÉ)
and the Property Tester (PROTEST). PROGENE is responsible for generating all the possible permutations of speciﬁcations that will be tested. PROTÉGÉ is the subsystem
responsible for generating test cases for each pattern-based
speciﬁcation. Once we have the speciﬁcations and test
cases, the job of PROTEST is to perform the actual testing
of the formulas. This workﬂow, devised for testing a large
set of pattern-based speciﬁcations, is depicted in Figure 1.

• P roposition: A proposition is a character identiﬁer.
The character is one of L, P, Q, or R.
• N EGAT ED proposition type: This placeholder
will be substituted by the negated LTL formula for the
CP in proposition type, where proposition type is
deﬁned as in CP (proposition type).
• HOLD proposition type: This is placeholder represents a special CP class, deﬁned by Salamah. This special CP class is also depicted by an LTL formula and
is dependent upon proposition type, where propositions are deﬁned as in CP (proposition type).
PROGENE provides the ﬂexibility for the user to deﬁne
new placeholders in addition or replacing the ones used to
generate the formulas described here and included in the
framework by default.
In the rest of this section, the listings, PC, RC, PE, and
RE, refer to CPs named P or R, for conditions (C) or events
(E) using the deﬁnition for proposition type given above.

3.1. The Property Generator: PROGENE
PROGENE is the framework module that generates the
pattern-based speciﬁcations that must be tested. Abstract
templates are instantiated with CPs producing pattern-based
speciﬁcations. By using all of the abstract templates for all
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1. Label: AtLeastOneC
CP Class: At Least One Condition
Formula: (P1 ∨ P2 ∨ P3 )

Table 3. LTL Templates for Absence of P Before R
Pattern/Scope
Absence of PC
Bef ore RC
Absence of PC
Bef ore RE
Absence of PE
Bef ore RC
Absence of PE
Bef ore RE

LTL Template
¬((¬R) U ((P &r ¬R) &l  R))

2. Label: AtLeastOneC
CP Class: At Least One Condition
Formula: (R1 ∨ R2 ∨ R3 )

(R → ¬((¬(N EGAT ED R
∧ X HOLD R)) U P &r ¬HOLD R)))
¬((¬R) U ((P ) &r ¬R) &l  R)

The metadata will be used in the testing phase. It includes information such as the CP classes of each of the
CPs that comprise the formula, as well as pattern and scope
information of the pattern-based speciﬁcation.

(R → ¬((¬(N EGAT ED R∧
X HOLD R)) U P &r ¬HOLD R)))

The ﬁrst template can be applied to cases where P is of type
C. Similarly the second template can be applied to the cases
where P is of type E.
The CP templates shown in Table 2 are instantiated using three simple propositions, and the resulting CPs will
be directly substituted in the corresponding placeholders in
the abstract templates in Table 3. Given the templates and
CPs, PROGENE generates all the possible concrete patternbased properties that can be generated by substituting the
composite propositions into the corresponding placeholders
in the abstract templates. In addition to the actual speciﬁcation, PROGENE generates metadata regarding the origin of
each concrete pattern-based property. The following listing
is an example of the generation of one pattern-based property in our case study:

3.2. Property Test Generator (PROTÉGÉ)
A test case for a speciﬁcation consists of an execution
trace and an expected result. PROTÉGÉ is the subsystem
that provides the functionality required to manage property
tests. This subsystem prepares all the necessary elements
for the Property Tester. Our testing method is based on the
work of Salamah et al. [15].
Patterns, scopes, and CP classes have speciﬁc logical
deﬁnitions and semantics that can be inferred from their
English descriptions. For example, given a pattern-based
property of type Absenceof P bef oreR, where P and R are
CPs of class AtLeastOneC , we can infer that no CP P is
TRUE before the CP R is TRUE. Since both P and R are
of type AtLeastOneC , we can further reason that we do
not expect even a single proposition that belongs to P to become TRUE, before any of the propositions that belong to
R becomes TRUE. This can be visualized using execution
traces, for example, “ − − − − R − − − P − − − − − −”.
Since P and R are CPs of type AtLeastOneC , if the proposition sets P and R are deﬁned as P = {p1 , p2 , p3 } and
R = {r1 , r2 , r3 }, then, instantiating the CPs based on the
LTL deﬁnitions gives AtLeastOneC (P) = p1 ∨ p2 ∨ p3 and
AtLeastOneC (R) = r1 ∨ r2 ∨ r3 . The original trace of execution may be replaced by “ − − − − r1 − r2 − r3 −
− − p1 − p2 − p3 − − − − −”.
The trace of execution shown above satisﬁes the property, since there is an absence of all the propositions in P
before the ﬁrst proposition in R appears. Given a trace of
execution and a pattern-based property as inputs, the expected output is whether the trace of execution satisﬁes the
property. This constitutes a property test case: a trace of
execution, a pattern-based property and TRUE or FALSE,
depending on whether the trace of execution should satisfy
the property.

• Original Abstract Template: “Absence of PC Before
RC”

¬((¬CP (RC)) U ((CP (P C)&r ¬CP (RC))&l
CP (RC)))
• Comprising propositions for the P and R CPs:
– AtLeastOneC (P1 ∨ P2 ∨ P3 )
– AtLeastOneC (R1 ∨ R2 ∨ R3 )
• Generated LTL Speciﬁcation:
¬((¬(R1 ∨ R2 ∨ R3 )) U (((P1 ∨ P2 ∨ P3 ) ∧ ¬(R1 ∨
R2 ∨ R3 )) ∧ (R1 ∨ R2 ∨ R3 )))
• Generated Metadata:
– Base Property:
∗
∗
∗
∗

Label: Absence of PC Before RC
Pattern: Absence of P
Scope: Before R
Template: ¬(((¬R) U P &r ¬R) &l  R)

– Generated Property:
¬((¬(R1 ∨ R2 ∨
R3 )) U (((P1 ∨ P2 ∨ P3 ) &r ¬(R1 ∨ R2 ∨
R3 )) &l  (R1 ∨ R2 ∨ R3 )))

Generating Test Cases PROTÉGÉ’s main function is to
generate property test cases. PROTÉGÉ is designed to automatically generate large sets of test cases. In order to gener-

– CP components:
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Table 4. Traces of Computation of Absence
P(EventuallyE ) Before R(EventuallyE )
Trace of Computation
(R1 R2 R3 ) − − P1 − − P2 − P3 −
(R1 R2 R3 P1 P2 P3 ) − − − − −
− − − − − − − − (R1 R2 R3 )
− − − − (R1 R2 R3 P1 P2 P3 )
− − R1 − R2 − R3 − − P1 P2 P3 −
− − R1 R2 − P1 P2 − R3 − P3 − −
− − R1 R2 R3 − − P1 P2 P3 R1 R2 R3 − −
− − P1 − P2 − P3 − − P1 P2 − P3 − −
− − P1 P2 P3 − − − R1 R2 R3 − −
− − − − − − P1 P2 P3 R1 R2 R3
− − − P1 P2 P3 R1 R2 R3 − − −

Expected Result(T/F)
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

Figure 2.
SMV Code Used in Testing

ate tests for all properties resulting from the possible combinations of patterns, scopes, and CPs, it is necessary to use
basic execution traces describing pattern-based properties
of single propositions. These traces are deﬁned in Salamah
et al. [15, 16]. They deﬁne the basis for testing all the
possible combinations of properties with CPs. In deﬁning
these basic traces, Salamah used boundary value analysis
and equivalence class testing.
For the purposes of this case study, we generated a set of
68 cases to test the properties of type Absence of P before
R, for the EventuallyE and AtLeastOneC CP classes.
1
PROTÉGÉ reads traces and expected results from a ﬁle
and stores these in the property test oracle, which provides
tests for a speciﬁc pattern-based property. When a request
is made to the oracle, it encapsulates the property, the execution trace, and the expected result into a structure that
can be used by PROTEST. Table 4 shows example traces of
computations used to test the template for Absence of PE .
Before RE , where both P and R are of type EventuallyE .

In our case, rather than verifying the model, we assume
the correctness of the model and verify the speciﬁcations.
This is the basis for what we call model-checker-based testing of properties. PROTEST includes an interface to the
NuSMV model checker [1]. NuSMV was chosen for the
simplicity of its modeling language, its graphical user interface, and its availability. By providing an interface to
NSMV, PROTEST users are able to run the NSMV model
checker using Java.
An execution trace can be transformed into a model in
the following manner. Given an example execution trace:
− − − P1 P2 P3 − − − R1 R2 R − − −, number the states
starting at 0. The example trace shows that P1 is true only
in state 3, p2 is true only in state 4, and so on. We generate
a model that has only one possible execution path. Figure 2
shows the SMV code created for this example.
The SMV code creates a Boolean variable for each of
the propositions in the trace of execution and determines the
value of the counter variable when the propositions will be
true. The ’LTLSPEC’ deﬁnes a property speciﬁcation. The
‘ASSIGN’ section creates a counter from 0 to 14 matching
exactly the trace of execution. A model is generated for
each test case, the model checker is invoked, and the result
is compared to the expected result.

3.3. Property Tester (PROTEST)
PROTEST executes property tests created by PROGENE
and PROTÉGÉ by using a model checker. In order to apply model checking to software three things are needed: a
ﬁnite state machine model of software, a speciﬁcation, and
a model checker. The model checker exhaustively searches
all possible states in the model verifying that it satisﬁes the
speciﬁcations. In typical use, a model of a system is built,
the system’s speciﬁcations are created, and a model checker
is run to verify that the model satisﬁes the speciﬁcations.
Practitioners assume the correctness of the speciﬁcations
and verify the software model.

4. Example Template Veriﬁcation
To demonstrate the PROTEF framework, we generated
and tested a subset of all the possible pattern-based properties based on SPS and CPs. The subset of properties included the Absence of P pattern and the Before R scope,
limiting ourselves to two choices of composite propositions
classes AtLeastOneC and EventuallyE .
The subset of the properties that we used included four
pattern-based CPs. Table 5 shows the results of executing
the model checker-based testing for the four generated prop-

1 The automatic generation of test cases for the remaining pattern/scope
combinations is left as a future work, and it is based on the same approach
used for generating this set of 68 cases.
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Table 5. Test Results For Absence Before R
P
AtLeastOneC
AtLeastOneC
EventuallyE
EventuallyE

R
AtLeastOneC
EventuallyE
AtLeastOneE
EventuallyE

Test Cases
16
20
18
14

Tests Passed
16
20
18
14

erties: Absence of PC Before RC , Absence of PE Before
RC , Absence of PC Before RE , and Absence of PE Before RE .
The initial execution of the test suite generated for the
Absence of P before R pattern produced several failures.
Expert reviews with the author of the templates, temporal logic experts, and practitioners revealed three primary
causes: (1) There were errors in the expected values supplied to PROTÉGÉ. (2) The original templates were incorrect. (3) There were misinterpretations of the semantics of
the &r operation introduced in Salamah [16]. After the
problems were corrected (i.e., the templates were updated
and the &r operator reimplemented), the test cases were reexecuted successfully.
These three classes of errors demonstrate the importance
of the testing effort. We independently discovered errors
in the original templates, the same errors discovered during
Salamah’s attempts at formal correctness proofs. The miscalculation of the expected value of the test cases indicates
how difﬁcult it can be to create and read complex speciﬁcations. Tool support is essential. It is important to consider
these original test failure causes in order to avoid repeating
these potential failures in the future.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
One of the goals of this project is to be able to verify
the correctness of all the pattern-based properties for any
pattern, scope and CP class. In this work we built the software framework needed to achieve that goal and we demonstrated how to use the framework to verify a subset of the
properties. The SPS authors state that they verify the correctness of their properties through formal peer reviews.
PROTEF could help in the veriﬁcation of their formulas in a
more systematic and autonomous way and provide a higher
degree of reliability.
The generation of execution traces is a fundamental part
of testing the properties that is not automatic. It may be possible to create general tests from which concrete tests based
on speciﬁc composite propositions classes can be generated,
and further work is required in this area.
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to model internal operation of objects, and provides a
mechanism to connect together the PNs of distinct
objects.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
2 we present details of transformation from OOD to
Collaborative Objects and to respective Petri nets. This
section presents also execution of several scenarios for the
ATM machine. The paper presents only small portion of a
much larger project in technology transfer.

Abstract
This paper presents a case study of integration of
object-oriented design with Petri nets. Cooperating
Objects are used for Petri net modeling of the objectoriented design. Firstly, all objects are represented by
separate Petri nets. Secondly, a coordinating Petri net is
designed to represent collaboration of objects involved.
Benefits of both methodologies and of Object-Oriented
Design and formalisms of Petri nets are used for
verification and validation purposes. ATM case study
has been used to illustrate the method presented. We
used SYROCO tool in process of rapid prototyping of
Object-Oriented systems by means of Petri nets.

2. Petri Net Representation of the ATM
Object-Oriented Design
We define first general algorithmic strategy of OOD
specification with transformations into Petri nets that is
expressed through the following macro-steps:

1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to explore the integration of
Object Oriented Design (OOD) using Petri nets (PN).
OOD techniques are well established, but they lack a
formalism and rigor. This becomes apparent when
attempts are made to verify and validate a design prior to
implementation. Extending the OO methodology to
include parallelism makes the problem worse.
PNs provide a well understood formal method for
modeling concurrent systems. PNs do not support the
concepts of modularization, encapsulation, and
information hiding. It is highly desirable to find a way to
combine the best characteristics of these two differing
design methods. In [4], a strategic amalgamation of the
OOD with PNs has been presented. The approach
preserves results of OOD and allows verification, and
validation of the designed system using PN-based tools.
There are several approaches to integration of OOD and
PNs. Among them are: Sibertin-Blanc [5], and Ceska et
al. [3]. The goal of this paper is to explore the integration
of OOD technique, PN’s formalisms, and methodology of
Cooperative Objects [5]. The case study chosen was that
of a bank ATM machine. This OOD is adopted from [8]
and it is not presented in the paper. We selected
SYROCO that provides technology platform to define
Cooperative Objects (COO). The COO language uses PNs

Step 1. For each class/object of the OOD define a
corresponding Petri nets with its Object-Control Structure
(OBCS). Classes/objects with inherent concurrency
should have this feature explicitly expressed in the PN
model.
Step 2. Using Collaboration Diagram of the OOD, create
one PN that represents formalization of coordination of all
classes/objects of the OOD by means of Petri net.
Step 3. Verify/Validate the OOD through simulation of
the PN model; this will involve execution of the PN
model with various positive and negative scenarios of
interest.
We implemented UserInterface subsystem of the ATM,
and a skeleton of the Atm class. The following objects
were implemented as Cooperative objects: Atm,
BankCardReader, Form, Menu, SecureForm, and
UserMessage. Taking into account space limitation of the
paper we present two PN models only. Fig. 1 represents a
PN model of initialization of the Atm with a selection of
ATM operations. Fig. 2.presents a PN model of the card
validation process.
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(from the UserMessage class). Upon completion of the
RemoveCard() service, the return value is passed as a
token to the ResetATM place. The token in the ResetATM
place enables the Restart transition. This transition
invokes the LogUser() operation, which is a stub
simulating the activities performed to close out a
customer session. Upon completion of the LogUser()
operation, a token is deposited in the Start place, readying
the Atm object for another customer session. The
AtmInit() service makes a series of calls to the AddItem()
service of the MainMenu object. These calls initialize the
ATM main menu. Each call provides a text string used as
the menu label, and a menuChoice item returned when
that menu entry is selected.

2.1. The Petri net model of the Atm class
The Atm class is the root class of the system. The Atm
COO object is initialized when Atm Init operation
executed. The Atm Init() operation creates the
BankCardReader device object and initializes it. It also
initializes the Greeting object. ATM system main menu is
then initialized. The main menu is an instance of the
Menu class. Finally, a single token is deposited into place
Initial in the Atm OBCS.
A token in place Initial (Fig. 1) enables the firing of
transition InitializeAtm. This transition invokes service
AtmInit. Completion of service AtmInit deposits a token in
place Start. A token in place Start enables transition
WaitForCustomer. This transition invokes the
InsertValidCard() service of the Greeting object, which is
of class UserMessage. Upon completion of the service
call, a Customer Identifier (cid) is returned, which
becomes the token deposited in the HaveCustomer place.
This token enables the DisplayMenu transition, which
invokes the GetChoice() service of the mainMenu object,
an instance of the Menu class. Upon completion of the
GetChoice() service, a menu selection is returned which is
deposited into place HaveSelection as a token. The menu
selection token in place HaveSelection enables one of the
five transitions connected to the place. Each transition
handles one of the functions available on the main menu
of the ATM system.
A valid menu selection of type QUERY enables the
BalanceInquiry transition. This invokes a stub operation
in the Atm class that reports activation of the Balance
Inquiry transaction. Completion of this operation moves
the menu selection token back into the HaveCustomer
place, enabling the DisplayMenu transition as before. A
valid menu selection token of type DEPOSIT in place
HaveSelection enables the Deposit transition. This in turn
invokes a stub operation in the Atm class that reports
activation of the Deposit transaction. Completion of this
operation moves the menu selection token back into the
HaveCustomer place, enabling the DisplayMenu
transition as before. A valid menu selection token of type
TRANSFER in place HaveSelection enables the Transfer
transition. This invokes a stub operation in the Atm class
that reports activation of the Funds Transfer transaction.
Completion of this operation moves the menu selection
token back into the HaveCustomer place, enabling the
DisplayMenu transition.
A valid menu selection token of type DONE, or an
invalid menu selection representing activation of the
CancelKey, in place HaveSelection enables the Completed
transition. This in turn invokes a stub operation in the Atm
class that reports completion of the customer session.
Completion of this operation moves the menu selection
token into the Finish place. The token in the Finish place
enables the RdyNextCustomer transition. This transition
invokes the RemoveCard() service of the Greeting object

2.2. The UserMessage Design
An arbitrary number of UserMessage objects can be
instantiated at any time, each one represented by
independent PN Object Control Structure (OBCS). The
Greeting object is defined by the Atm. The object is
initialized by Init() operation that appears in the
UserMessage. Each UserMessage object requires access
to single BankCardReader object and single
DisplayScreen object of the ATM system Fig. 2).
The Greeting object InsertValidCard() service is
invoked by transition WaitForCustomer of the Atm object.
This invocation enables transition t1 of the UserMessage
OBCS. Transition t1 deposits the service request token in
place SrvReq, and it deposits a control flow token in place
GreetingMsg. A token in place GreetingMsg enables
transition t2. When t2 fires, it calls the DisplayScreen
device, and then it invokes the Input() service of the
BankCardReader device. Transition t2 does not complete
until the BankCardReader Input() service completes,
returning a UsrResp token (Rtn) which is deposited in
place CardStatus. This token indicates whether or not a
valid bankcard has been inserted into the ATM machine
and validated by customer. A valid response token in the
CardStatus place, along with a service request token in
the SrvReq place, enables transition t3. This transition
returns the response (Rtn) to the caller that invoked the
InsertValidCard service. In the case of a valid response,
the return value contains customer identification (cid). An
invalid response token in the CardStatus place indicates
an invalid card, or a cancel request by the customer. In
this case transition t4 is enabled, which deposits a token
into the InsertWaiting place. The InsertWaiting place will
not enable transition t5 until the token has been in place
for a time delay. After that, transition t5 can fire and will
deposit the token into place GreetingMsg. This restarts
the greeting cycle again, the original request remains
pending and control does not pass back to the caller of the
InsertValidCard() service.
The Greeting object service RemoveCard() is invoked
by the ATM object OBCS transition RdyNextCustomer.
This invocation enables transition t6 of the UserMessage
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number associated with the card. The response is saved in
attribute cpin of the BankCardReader object.

OBCS. Transition t6 deposits the service request token
(req) into place Srv2Req and also deposits a control token
into place RemoveRdy. The token in the RemoveRdy place
enables transition t7. Transition t7 invokes the Eject()
service of the BankCardReader device. Upon returning
from the Eject() service, a token is deposited into place
Ejected of the Greeting object. The presence of a token in
place Ejected, as well as the presence of a service request
token (req) in place Srv2Req enables the firing of
transition t8. Transition t8 creates a return parameter
(Rtn) and sets it to a valid response before returning it as a
token to the caller of the RemoveCard service.

2.3 The Menu Design
An arbitrary number of Menu objects may be created at
any time. Each object includes two basic functions, an
AddItem service that builds the menu by adding selectable
menu items to it, and a GetChoice service that displays
the menu in its current state, allowing selection of an
entry and returning a UsrResp item indicating the
selection. The design of the Menu COO class contains by
far the most complicated OBCS of any of the other COO
classes. The implementation included one instance of a
Menu object, the mainMenu object used by the Atm
subsystem as its main menu for a customer to choose a
transaction to be performed. The complexity of this class
demands that an overview of the design be presented prior
to describing the detailed functioning of the Petri Net
composing the OBCS. The AddItem service is used to
build the menu, adding entries to the MenuData place.
This place is the central data store that holds the essence
of the menu.
The design approach implemented was to map the
current set of menu choices (it starts from the beginning
of the menu) from place MenuData onto the available set
of keypad keys stored in place KeyData, creating a set of
menu display items for the current page of the menu,
which are then stored in place DisplayData. This set of
display items contains additional menu choices not
present in place MenuData to specify selection of the next
menu page, or a return to the top of the menu if we are at
the last menu page. The current page of the menu is then
displayed one item at a time, constructing a set of menu
choice items, which are stored in place ChoiceData. A
keypad entry is solicited from the customer and used to
select a choice token from place ChoiceData. This item is
either returned as a menu selection, or used to generate
the next display page of the menu if it is a "next page" or
a "top of menu" selection. The handling of boundary
conditions adds to the complexity of the Menu object.
Cases in which the menu has no entries (the AddItem
service has not yet been called), there are more keys
available than menu items to be displayed, or a key is
pressed that does not correspond to a valid menu choice
must be properly handled. The Menu class design selected
allows for a menu to change (via the AddItem service)
between invocations of the GetChoice service.
The mainMenu object is declared by the Atm object.
The mainMenu object is initialized with a call to its Init()
service. The Menu class Init() service begins by saving
the pointers to the DisplayScreen and the Keypad objects
passed to it. Then a number of attributes are initialized to
denote an empty menu. The text labels used to display the
"next page" and the "top of menu" entries are defined.
The keys available for menu selection use are defined in

2.2. The BankCardReader Design
Startup of the BankCardReader Object OBCS (Fig. 2).
Only one BankCardReader object is created in the ATM
system. This occurs during initialization of the Atm
object. A pointer to this object is saved and distributed to
other classes that require access to the BankCardReader.
The BankCardReader device is initialized by the Atm
object invoking its Init() routine. The BankCardReader
Init() operation first initializes the Form object called
pinForm. This is a secure form used for entry of the
customer PIN number. Then the prompt used to obtain the
PIN is initialized. The BankCardReader object OBCS
begins running as a result of the call to the Init()
operation.
The Input() service of the BankCardReader is invoked
by transition t2 of the Greeting object service
InsertValidCard. This call enables transition t1 of the
BankCardReader OBCS. The action of transition t1 calls
operation IsCardPresent(). This operation is a stub.
Transition t1 uses the boolean flag to fire one of two
emission rules depending on the returned value. If there is
no card present in the device, transition t1 deposits a
token in place NoCard. If there is a card present in the
device, then a token is deposited in place CardPresent. In
either case, a token req, representing the service request,
is also deposited in place SrvcReqHolding.
The token in place CardPresent enables transition t2.
Transition t2 calls operation IsCardValid(). This
operation is a stub that simulates a hardware/software
function that determines whether or not the inserted card
is a valid ATM bankcard. If the inserted card is not valid,
transition t2 deposits a token in place InvalidCard. This
token enables transition t3, which displays an appropriate
message to the DisplayScreen device, and puts a token
into place RemoveCard. Operations following place
RemoveCard will be described later. If the inserted card is
valid, transition t2 transfers a token to place ValidCard,
which subsequently enables transition t6. Transition t6
calls operation ReadCardPin(), followed by a call to
operation ReadCardCid(). Operation ReadCardPin() is a
stub. The stub operates by asking the user to enter the PIN
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array key_data. The KeyItem class is defined as X.
Tokens representing these key definitions are created and
put into place KeyData. The initialized contents of place
KeyData must be preserved throughout all of the menu
processing. At this point the mainMenu object OBCS
begins running, and control returns to the Atm object. The
AddItem() service is used to add menu entry items to the
menu object. Examples of AddItem() service calls for the
mainMenu object can be found in transitions InitT1
through InitT5 of the AtmInit service. Parameters of the
service call are the label, the text string used to label the
menu entry, and the choice, a menuChoice type, used to
denote the menu item selected. An invocation of the
AddItem() service enables transition t1 of the Menu
OBCS. The transition calls operation SaveItem(). This
operation creates a MenuItem from the label and choice
input parameters. A MenuItem consolidates the menu
entry text label, the return choice, the index, or position of
this menu entry within the menu, and the key that will be
assigned to this entry. Transition t1 deposits this
MenuItem as a token into place MenuData and returns
control to the caller of service AddItem(). Place
MenuData holds the essential data comprising the menu.
The contents of this place must persist uncorrupted
throughout the lifetime of the menu object.

point the bank card reader device would “swallow” the
ATM card, the machine resets, and the initial greeting
message is again presented. Successful validation of the
customer makes available the customer ID for use by the
rest of the system. The customer elects to terminate the
session by selecting the completion item on the menu.
The system announces completion of the transaction,
termination of the customer session, ejection of the card
and resets with display of the main greeting message.
Notice that removal of the card in this scenario is different
than in previous scenarios. In previous scenarios the card
is never validated and so the InsertValidCard service of
the Greeting object never returns control to the Atm
object. In this scenario the Greeting object does complete
and the Atm object executes the mainMenu object. The
card removal is done by invocation of the Greeting object
RemoveCard service [transaction RdyNextCustomer in the
Atm OBCS.

3. Conclusion
The basic concept to combine OOD with Petri Nets to
model causality and concurrency is sound. The concept is
to embed the Petri net inside the object class, using it to
model the current state of the object. It also ties together
all of the objects Petri nets into a structure that can be run
for simulation purposes. The paper demonstrates that
effective and scalable application of this concept to a
middle size OOD is practically possible.

2.4. Startup of the ATM
The Atm object is designated as the root object of the
system. This part shows the ATM waiting for insertion of
a card into the bank card reader device. The “no” answer
given to the BankCardReader stub operation
IsCardPresent simulates the hardware device sensing the
absence of a card. After a short delay imposed by the
Greeting object the main menu greeting prompt reappears
on the display screen.
This part demonstrates the customer canceling during
PIN entry. The ATM machine detects the presence of a
valid, readable bankcard. The bankcard reader device then
extracts the PIN number and the Customer Identification
number from the bankcard. Next the customer is
prompted to enter the PIN. The customer enters the
correct PIN, but before pressing the ENTER key, decides
to cancel by striking the CANCEL key. Note that the “x”
key as described in the design of the Keypad class
simulates the CANCEL key. As a result, the card is
ejected and the ATM machine resets for the next
customer. A valid card is inserted and the PIN and
Customer ID are read from it. The customer is prompted
to enter the PIN the first time, and it is entered
incorrectly. Notice the secure version of the Form class
echoes the PIN entry back so it is unreadable on the
display screen. An appropriate response is displayed to
the customer and he is given another opportunity to enter
the PIN. This is repeated two more times until the ATM
machine announces it is retaining the bankcard. At this
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Fig. 1. Petri net model of the root Atm OBCS.
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Fig. 2. Petri net model of the Input service.
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Usability studies of Prospec have shown that it
facilitates the elicitation, understanding, and specification
of formal properties [6].
This paper describes Prospec 2.0. In particular, it
describes the new features in Prospec that are aimed at
improving the tool’s support for generating and validating
formal property specifications.

Abstract
Numerous formal approaches to software assurance
are available, including: runtime monitoring, model
checking, and theorem proving. All of these approaches
require formal specifications of behavioral properties to
verify a software system. Creation of formal specifications
is difficult, and previously, there has been inadequate tool
support for this task. The Property Specification tool,
Prospec, was developed to assist users in the creation of
formal specifications. This paper describes Prospec 2.0,
an improvement to the previous version, by addressing
the results of a study conducted to assess the usability of
the tool and by adding functionality that supports the
validation process.

2. Background
The Specification Pattern System (SPS) [4] is a set of
patterns used to assist in the formal specification of
properties for finite-state verification tools. SPS patterns
are high-level abstractions providing descriptions of
common properties that hold on a sequence of conditions
or events in a finite state model. SPS patterns characterize
two behavioral aspects: the occurrence and the order of
events or conditions.
Occurrence patterns are universality, absence,
existence, and bounded existence. Order patterns are
precedence, response, chain of precedence and chain of
response. In SPS, a chain pattern defines a sequence of
events or conditions. Chain-precedence and chainresponse patterns permit specifying a sequence of events
or conditions as a parameter of precedence or response
patterns, respectively. SPS restricts the specification of
sequences to precedence and response patterns.
In SPS, a pattern is bounded by the scope of
computation over which the pattern applies. The
beginning and end of the scope are specified by the
conditions or events that define the left (L) and right (R)
boundaries, respectively.
A study by Dwyer et. al. [4] identified the response
pattern as the most commonly used pattern, followed by
the universality and absence patterns. These three patterns
accounted for 80% of the 580 properties sampled in the
study. Because of the frequency with which response
properties occur, it is important to provide abstractions
that support multiple propositions when specifying
sequence of events or concurrent behavior. Because
multiple propositions may occur in the cause and effect
part of response properties, CPs can be used to assist in
their specification and validation. By using CPs in either
part of the response pattern (the cause or effect), it is
possible to represent common behavior associated with

1. Introduction
Formal methods to support software assurance require
the identification of behavioral properties of the software
system, generation of formal specifications for the
properties, validation of the specifications, and
verification of the correctness of the system. The
effectiveness of the assurance approach depends on the
quality of the formal specifications, and a significant
hurdle to the use of formal approaches is the development
of correct formal specifications.
Typically, the person creating the formal specification
must have a strong mathematical background and be
aware of the subtleties of the specification language. For
example, model checkers, such as SPIN [1] and NuSMV
[2] use formal specifications written in Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) [3], which can be difficult to read, write, and
validate. This problem is compounded if requirements
must be specified in more than one formal language,
which frequently is the case if more than one verification
tool is used. The specifier must be aware of the
differences in expressiveness of each of the target
languages.
The Property Specification (Prospec) 1.0 tool was
developed to address some of these challenges. Prospec
uses the Specification Pattern System (SPS) [4] and
Composite Propositions (CP) [5] to assist developers in
the elicitation and specification of system properties.
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concurrent systems, such as synchronized join and fork,
concurrency, non-determinism, and sequences.
Mondragon et al. [5] introduced Composite
Propositions (CPs) to handle pattern and scope parameters
that represent multiple conditions or events. The
introduction of CPs supports the specification of
concurrency, sequences, and non-consecutive sequential
behavior on patterns and scope. Mondragon proposes a
taxonomy with twelve classes of CPs. In this taxonomy,
each class defines a detailed structure for either
concurrent or sequential behavior based on the types of
relations that exist among a set of propositions.
The original version of Prospec is an automated tool
that guides a user in the development of formal
specifications. It includes patterns and scopes, and it uses
decision trees to assist users in the selection of
appropriate patterns and scopes for a given property.
Prospec 1.0 extends the capability of SPS by supporting
the specification of CP classes for each parameter of a
pattern or scope that is comprised of multiple conditions
or events. The use of CP classes allows practitioners using
Prospec to specify ordered sequences, non-deterministic
sequences, and concurrency. By using CPs, a practitioner
is directed to clarify requirements, which leads to reduced
ambiguity and incompleteness of property specifications.
Prospec uses guided questions to distinguish the types
of scope or relations among multiple conditions or events.
By answering a series of questions, the practitioner is lead
to consider different aspects of the property. A type of
scope or CP class is identified at the end of guidance.
Prospec generates formal specifications in Future Interval
Logic (FIL) [7] and the Meta-Event Definition Language
(MEDL) [8].

modify the physical position and labels for
parameters S and P in the response and
precedence patterns in the pattern screen.
These and other observations made when using Prospec
motivated the creation of Prospec 2.0. The revised tool
includes changes to the user interface and, more
significantly, the tool is being revised to generate LTL
specifications with support for validation of the
specifications. To provide the ability to export properties
into other software tools, Prospec 2.0 uses XML.

3.2 Linear Temporal Logic Generation
Salamah et. al. [9, 16] showed that direct substitution of
one or more parameters for a pattern or scope that
includes CPs may result in a specification that does not
meet the intent of the user. Consider the following
example: “The delete button is enabled in the main
window only if the user is logged in as administrator and
the main window is invoked by selecting it from the
Admin menu.” The property could be classified
Existence(P) with Before R scope, and P is a classified as
Eventualc(p1,p2)*1 where p1 denotes “User logged in as an
administrator,” p2 denotes “Main window is invoked,”
and R denotes “Delete Button is enabled. The SPS
template for Existence(P) Before R is ( R) (!R U (P 
!R)) and the formula for EventualC is (p1  X (!p2 U p2)).
Direct substitution would yield:
R  (!R U (!R  (p1  X (!p2 U p2)))).
This, however, would permit the delete button to be
enabled between the time that the administrator logs in
and the administrator invokes the main window.
To address this, Salamah [16] introduced general
templates to support the generation of LTL formulas that
use CPs. For example, consider the Response (P, Q)
pattern with Global scope in which P and Q are
ConsecutiveC(p1, p2)*, i.e., (p1  X (p2)) and ParallelC (q1,
q2)*, i.e., (q1  q2). The general
template for the
“Response- Global scope” is:

3. PROSPEC 2.0
3.1 Prospec Revisions
A formal experiment evaluated the effects that the
original Prospec and SPS have over the quality of the
generated software property specifications with respect to
completeness and correctness [17]. SPS supports the
creation of specifications through a web site and manual
substitution of propositions into templates. The following
research hypothesis was supported: users who specify
software properties using Prospec, identify, on the
average, more correct patterns and scopes than users
who specify software properties using the SPS web site.
The subjects also provided comments for Prospec in the
post-evaluation form. They suggested that Prospec:
 provide the capability to access all the properties
defined in a given project;
 allow the capability to apply the negation
operator to propositions;
 indicate the properties that contain a recorded
assumption; and

 (PLTL  (PLTL &l

QLTL)),

where PLTL and QLTL represent LTL formulas for the CP
class and &l is a special operator that ensures that  QLTL
is “anded” only with the last element of the sequence
represented by PLTL [9, 16]. As a result the formula
becomes:
 ((p1  X (p2 ))  (p1  X (p2  ( (q1  q2))))).

*
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The complete list of CP classes and their LTL descriptions is
available in Mondragon et. al., [5].

opposed to the original implementation in which
individual screens were distributed over the available
screen space). The larger frame provides practitioners
with a separate context for each property. The enclosing
frame enables concurrent property specification as well as
easy transition between these property specifications.
Since Prospec 2.0 supports concurrent property
specifications, a Property Browsing Tree is available for
accessing properties. The Property Browsing Tree allows
practitioners to browse, traverse and quickly preview
properties being specified. Also, the Property Browsing
Tree allows editing of properties attributes such as scope,
pattern, CPs, and propositions, as shown in Figure 1.
Once a user selects a property attribute in the tree, the
appropriate window will be opened allowing modification
of the property attribute.
Another interface improvement is the Visual
Representation window. This window will provide a
visual representation of the specified property as a trace
of computation that shows the scope and the specified
property pattern. The visual representation in conjunction
with the written description will be the base for the
validation capabilities of Prospec 2.0.

In the previous example for enabling the delete button,
the general template for the Existence(P) with Before R
scope example described earlier is: !((!(PLTL &r !RLTL)) U
RLTL), where &r is a special operator that denotes that
!RLTL holds at all the states within the sequence
represented by PLTL [9, 16]. As a result, the correct
formula is:
!((!(((p1 & !R) & X((!p2 & !R)U (p2 & !R))))) U R)
To support validation of generated formulas, each
general formula has associated traces of computations that
represent behaviors that are accepted or not accepted by
the LTL formula being tested. The traces of computation
can be used to test the formulas using a model checker
[16, 20]. In addition to supporting the process of testing
the LTL formulas, these templates provide visual
representations to aid the user in understanding the
meaning of the complex LTL formulas that are generated,
helping those users who are not immersed in formal
representations.
Salamah [15] used multiple techniques to verify the
correctness of the general formulas: formal proofs,
testing, and reviews. In order to support the formal proofs,
the work included formal definitions of patterns and
scopes that use CPs. This supports the ability to define
similar properties in other specification languages.
A secondary effort in Salamah’s work involved
modifying the original LTL formulas provided by Prospec
for patterns and scopes whose parameters contained only
single propositions and CP. The approach to simplify the
formulas was to reduce the number of states in the Büchi
automaton (BA) generated from an LTL formula. The
size (number of states) of the automaton that results from
the intersection of the BA generated by the LTL formula
and that of the system model has as its upper bound the
product of the number of states in each of the two. Work
has been done by other researchers on the translation of
LTL to BA to reduce the number of states in the resulting
BA and to speed up the process of the BA generation [12,
13, 14]. It was possible to reduce the number of temporal
operators, and as a result improve the efficiency of 17 out
of 30 the formulas defined by Prospec [21].

Figure 1. Prospec 2.0 Main Window

The Property window describes the basic property
information such as the property name, the informal
property description as provided by the client and any
assumptions made about the property, as shown in Figure.
2 and Figure 3. Properties can be created by clicking on
the New button, removed by clicking on the Delete button
and stored into the viewing table by clicking on the Save
button. Different Properties can be browsed and viewed
by selecting them from the table of propositions. The
scope section includes the scope type, assumptions made
about the scope, and the left and right propositions. CP
attributes include a Type to differentiate between events
and conditions, a CompositeProp to identify the desired
CP, and a PropositionList including the simple
propositions to be used in the CPs. A proposition is
described by a symbol and a description.

3.3 Interface
Prospec 2.0 includes new features to support the
specification of properties. The interface maintains the
support and functionality of the original Prospec, i.e., the
guiding screens for selecting scope and patterns remain
the same. The main changes to the interface are related
primarily to CP specifications and information
presentation.
Figure 1. presents the main screen for Prospec 2.0. To
the left in the main screen the Property Browsing Tree is
shown. The larger frame on the right encloses screens (as
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description attribute to open the property description
screen. Using this screen, she names the property
Message Recipient Protocol and provides the informal
description.
Now Jill must identify the scope, the region of the
program over which the property must hold. She accesses
the property browsing tree and double-clicks the scope
attribute to open the scope specification screen, which
displays English descriptions of the five available scopes.
After using the decision tree in the Guided Selection
screen, Jill selects Global as the property scope as shown
in Figure 4. Properties with Global scope must hold over
all states of execution.

Figure 2. Prospec 2.0 Property Specification Window
Upper Section

A new feature in Prospec 2.0 is a window that allows
the user to view a summary of the property being
specified. The window shows the current state of the
specification and the formal specification if defined. This
window is embedded into the Property window, as shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Prospec 2.0 Property Specification Window
Lower Section

Figure 4. Section of Prospec 2.0 Scope Window

Prospec 2.0 allows users to create, save, and print
reports of the specifications. The reports are created either
directly from the Prospec 2.0 application or from the
XML files containing the metadata of the property
specifications. The reports include the informal
specification as provided in the description section of
Prospec 2.0, the formal specification as generated by
Prospec 2.0, information to construct the visual
representation
matching
the
generated
formal
specification, and the corresponding metadata such as
logic used or version number.

After identifying the scope, Jill selects a pattern.
Selecting the pattern attribute of the property browsing
tree opens the pattern specification screen. The five
available patterns are described there, and Jill decides to
use the Response (T,P) pattern as shown in Figure 5. In
this pattern, the conditions or events described by T are a
response to the conditions or events described by P. The
letters T and P represent a proposition and a composite
proposition (CPs), respectively. This choice is appropriate
since Jill wants to ensure that there is a rejection
whenever an unacceptable message is received. Prospec
offers guided selection to assist a user in the selection of
an appropriate pattern.

4. Scenario
The following scenario illustrates the use of Prospec.
Jill is a software engineer working on security issues in
web services. She recognizes that the system must support
the following requirement: “A message recipient shall
reject messages containing invalid signatures, messages
missing necessary claims, or messages whose claims have
unacceptable values [18].” Since the project team will use
a model checker to verify the algorithms, she needs an
LTL specification.
Jill starts Prospec and creates the new property project
SOAP Message Security and selects LTL as the logic to be
used for the formal specification. She accesses the
property browsing tree and double-clicks the property

Figure 5. Section of Prospec 2.0 Pattern Window
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Once the pattern has been selected, Jill defines T and P.
To define P, Jill creates the simple propositions
invalid_sign (Message contains invalid signatures),
miss_claims (Messages are missing necessary claims),
and unacceptable_value (Messages have claims with
unacceptable values). Because P is defined by three
propositions, Prospec displays a message indicating that a
CP must be defined. Once the CP screen is accessed as
shown in Figure 6, Jill determines that the three simple
propositions are conditions (propositions that hold in one
or more consecutive states) and should be combined using
AtLeastOneC (G) to indicate that at least one of the
propositions in the set G can trigger the condition. A
decision tree in the Guided Selection screen for CPs can
be used to determine which CP to use. To define the T
parameter, Jill creates a new proposition reject (Message
is rejected), indicating that the message recipient rejects
the incoming message. This completes the pattern
definition.

true in that state. If no proposition is true, a “-“ is used. If
more than one proposition is true, the propositions are
enclosed in parentheses. Some of the execution traces for
the SOAP Message Security property are shown in Table
1. For this example, symbol I stands for proposition
invalid_sign, symbol M for proposition miss_claim,
symbol U for proposition unacceptable_value, and
symbol R for proposition reject.
Trace of Computation
--I---R---

Result
Satisfied

--RU------

Unsatisfied

U---M-----

Unsatisfied

(IM)--------R

Satisfied

Table 1. SOAP Message Security Property Execution Traces
Examples

5. RELATED WORK
This section describes other tools used also for the
elicitation and formal specification processes and how
these efforts differ from Prospec 2.0.

5.1 Propel
The goal of Propel [10] is to help practitioners write
and understand properties by providing templates that
explicitly capture details as options for commonlyoccurring property patterns based on SPS. The provided
templates are represented using both disciplined natural
language (DNL) and finite-state automata (FSA). The
practitioner can view both representations simultaneously
and select from which representation to elucidate the
desired property.
The main difference between Prospec 2.0 and Propel is
that Prospec 2.0 uses guided questions to distinguish the
types of scope or relations among multiple conditions or
events while Propel uses DNL. Also the pattern visual
representations differ between the efforts, in Prospec 2.0
timelines are used while in Propel FSA are used.

Figure 6. Prospec 2.0 Scope Window

To create the LTL formula from the scope and pattern,
Jill selects the view formula button on Prospec’s main
screen. Prospec takes the scope, pattern, and CP and
generates the LTL formula:
((invalid_sign | miss_claim | unacceptable_ value)
reject)

5.2 Timeline Editor



Timeline Editor [11] allows the formalization of certain
type of requirements. To formalize these requirements a
series of events and required system responses are placed
on a timeline. The tool converts the timeline specification
automatically into a test automaton. The timeline
specification can then be used directly by a logic model
checker or a test-sequence generator.
As opposed to Prospec 2.0, Timeline Editor cannot
capture group of events occurring in arbitrary order nor
provide visual feedback for validation purposes. Prospec
2.0 allows practitioners to specify group of events

This formula specifies that during the execution of the
program, whenever an unacceptable message is received
by a message recipient, a rejection follows. In addition to
the LTL formula, a set of sample execution traces is
presented showing possible sequences of execution and
the value of the formula for each sequence. Jill reviews
these execution traces to ensure that the formula captures
her intent.
An execution trace is a sequence of states read from left
to right. Each space represents the propositions that are
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[5] Mondragon, O., Gates, A., and S. Roach, “Composite propositions:

occurring in arbitrary order by using CPs and SPS. Also,
the traces of computation generated by Prospec 2.0 allow
practitioners to validate that the specified properties
match the practitioner’s intent.

[6]

5.3 SPIDER
[7]

SPIDER [19] generates specification properties using
natural language representations. This process is based on
a natural language grammar and specification pattern
system to derive a natural language sentence. This
sentence is then mapped to the temporal logic that can be
analyzed formally by a tool such as SPIN. The structured
language grammar supports translations of untimed and
timed properties to multiple temporal logics.
There are three main differences between Prospec 2.0
and SPIDER. Prospec 2.0 offers support for composite
propositions, guided selection in the specification process,
and property validation using traces of computations.

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we describe Prospec 2.0, an improvement
to the property specification tool Prospec 1.0. We discuss
the new features of Prospec 2.0 and describe how these
changes enable practitioners to use Prospec 2.0 as both as
an automated formal property specification tool and as an
automated formal property specification validation tool.
The use of XML in Prospec 2.0 and its ability to be
interoperable, it will be possible now to integrate the
Prospec into the chain of tools that could provide the
desired end-to-end automation for all aspects of software
development.

[12]
[13]
[14]

[15]
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Abstract—A large imbalance between proportions of the not-faultprone and fault-prone program modules in a software measurement
dataset has an adverse impact on the trained software quality model. This
rarity of known fault-prone modules during software quality modeling
is a common occurrence, especially in high assurance systems. Such
disparity in proportions of the two classes is observed in other domains
as well. We present an evolutionary computing-based data sampling
approach to address class imbalance in binary classiﬁcation problems.
The approach, named Evolutionary Sampling, works by “naturally”
selecting the good instances in the training data and removing those
that are redundant, irrelevant, or impart no additional knowledge. We
compare our majority undersampling technique with the other existing
majority undersampling techniques, i.e. random undersampling, Wilson’s
editing, and one-sided selection. Our approach can also be combined
with a genetic algorithm-based optimization of a classiﬁer’s modeling
parameters. The multilayer perceptron neural network is used in this
study as the underlying software quality model. Case studies of two
real-world software measurement datasets are used for evaluating our
genetic algorithm-based data sampling approach with the other majority
undersampling techniques. It is shown that Evolutionary Sampling is
signiﬁcant in outperforming the other data sampling techniques, and
shows a clear improvement over the software quality model built without
any data sampling.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Knowledge-based software quality modeling often involves learning from a training dataset that consists of a very large number
of high-quality (or not-fault-prone) program modules and a very
small number of low-quality (or fault-prone) program modules. Often
seen in high-assurance systems [1], [2], [3], this rarity of known
fault-prone modules poses a unique class imbalance that impedes
the training of a useful software quality estimation model. The
class imbalance problem is also observed in other domains, such
as diagnosis of rare medical conditions [4], detecting oil spills from
satellite images [5] and detection of computer security breaches [6].
A software quality classiﬁcation model is typically built using
known software measurement and defect data from a prior system
release or a similar software project developed previously. The given
classiﬁcation algorithm aims to extract and learn associations between
the different software metrics and the defect data for the training
dataset. The validated model is then ready to predict the unknown
quality-based class for a program module with known software
metrics.
Given a binary classiﬁcation problem such as predicting program
modules as either fault-prone (fp) or not-fault-prone (nfp), a training
dataset that suffers from class imbalance can be divided into a
majority class (not-fault-prone) and a minority class (fault-prone). A
classiﬁer trained on such a skewed dataset is more likely to predict
a new instance as belonging to the majority class since it was overrepresented during the training process. Such a model is clearly not
useful, since the more important minority class (fault-prone modules)

will go undetected more often. The deﬁnition of what is considered
as a fp or nfp program module is dependent on the software project
and its quality improvement objectives.
We present a novel and effective genetic algorithm-based approach
for sampling a training dataset suffering from class imbalance such
that instances from the majority class are intelligently removed. The
resulting training dataset is relatively more balanced than the original
since the minority class size remains unchanged. A data sampling
technique that reduces the majority class size, while maintaining
the minority class is termed majority undersampling. In contrast,
a data sampling technique that increases the minority class size,
while maintaining the majority class is termed minority oversampling.
Developed as a research prototype, evANN implements the proposed
Evolutionary Sampling (EVS) approach and also facilitates a GAbased optimization of the underlying learner’s modeling parameters.
evANN is extensible to almost any existing binary classiﬁer.
This paper compares EVS with every other existing majority
undersampling techniques that address class imbalance in machine
learning problems. Those techniques include random undersampling [7], Wilson’s editing [8], and one-sided selection [9]. The other
category of data sampling techniques (i.e., minority oversampling)
that address class imbalance are not considered for comparison in
this paper due to space limitations; however, they are compared with
EVS elsewhere [10].
The EVS data sampling approach is presented and evaluated with
case studies of two real-world software measurement datasets. In the
case of both case study datasets, the minority class instances (i.e.,
nfp modules) are less than 10% of the total number of instances in
the given training dataset. The same software project data are also
used in the comparison of EVS with the three other majority undersampling techniques. The Multilayer Perceptron, as implemented in
WEKA [11], is the learner used to build software quality models in
this study.
We empirically demonstrate that EVS improves classiﬁer performance compared to software quality modeling without applying any
data sampling technique. In addition, it is shown that EVS performs
signiﬁcantly better than all other majority undersampling techniques,
i.e., EVS is better than random undersampling, Wilson’s editing, and
one-sided selection for the case studies presented.
The contributions of this paper include: (1) presenting Evolutionary
Sampling, a novel GA-based data sampling technique for addressing
class imbalance, (2) a computationally intensive empirical study
that compares the proposed data sampling approach with other
existing majority undersampling techniques, and (3) application of
data sampling techniques for addressing rarity of fault-prone modules
in knowledge-based software quality estimation modeling.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
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summarizes the other three majority undersampling techniques that
are compared with EVS; Section III discusses the default parameter
settings for the Multilayer Perceptron learner and performance metrics used for evaluating the software quality classiﬁcation models;
Section IV details the proposed data sampling approach along with
relevant GA background; Section V describes the case studies, and
discusses the empirical results; Section VI concludes our paper with
key research ﬁndings and suggestions for future work.
II. OTHER M AJORITY U NDERSAMPLING T ECHNIQUES
The three other majority undersampling techniques we examine
include random undersampling, Wilson’s editing, and one-sided selection. Random undersampling (RUS) is an effective, yet simple,
technique in which a portion of the majority class instances are
removed at random from the training data. Weiss et al. [7] report
an equal balance between the majority and minority classes is often
desirable, but that the optimal ratio between the two groups will vary
with different datasets and domains.
Wilson’s editing (WLE) strives to remove noisy instances of the
majority class based on a k-nearest-neighbor (k-NN, with k = 3)
algorithm that classiﬁes each instance in the training dataset using
the remaining instances [8], [12]. The training dataset is reduced
by removing instances that were incorrectly classiﬁed by the 3NN algorithm. An alternate version of WLE incorporates a weight
factor, based on the class distribution, that is taken into account when
computing the distance between instances. This weighting results in
some bias toward identiﬁcation of the minority class instances.
One-sided selection (OSS) aims to remove both noisy and redundant instances of the majority class from the training dataset [9].
Initially the redundant instances are removed by creating a consistent
subset of the original training dataset that will correctly classify
all of the training data using a one-nearest-neighbor (1-NN) rule.
Incorrectly classiﬁed instances and borderline instances which lie
close to the boundary between the two classes in the feature space
are removed using Tomek links [13]. A Tomek link exists between
a positive (minority class) and a negative (majority class) instance if
the two instances are nearest neighbors of each another.
III. S ELECTED L EARNER AND P ERFORMANCE M ETRICS
The learner we use in conjunction with the different data sampling
techniques in this study is the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). We
use WEKA’s [11] implementation of the MLP learner with (unless
stated otherwise) the following default parameter settings: a learning
rate of 0.3 with no decay; a momentum rate of 0.2; 500 training
epochs/iterations, validation set at 10% of original dataset; an error
threshold of 20 for the validation set; a random number generator
seed of 0; and 3 nodes in one hidden layer.
In a two-group (positive and negative) classiﬁcation problem, if the
positive group represents the minority class and the negative group
represents the majority class, then a false positive indicates an error in
which a majority class instance is incorrectly classiﬁed as belonging
to the minority class [7], [14]. A false negative indicates an error in
which a minority class instance is incorrectly classiﬁed as belonging
to the majority class. A true positive and true negative would
respectively represent correct classiﬁcation of a minority instance
and a majority instance. Evaluating competing models with multiple
metrics simultaneously may be difﬁcult when there is no clear winner.
We use singular metrics that are well-known performance metrics in
data mining and machine learning – Area-Under the ROC Curve,
Geometric Mean, and F-measure [11].

An ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve is a visual
representation of a classiﬁer’s performance in which the model’s
true positive rate (y-axis) is plotted against its false positive rate
(x-axis) [15]. A desirable ROC curve is one that maximizes the
Area-Under the ROC Curve (AUC). Since an ROC curve does not
show bias toward the majority class, the AUC value serves as a good
singular performance metric when dealing with class imbalance. The
AUC provides a rating for the classiﬁer’s general predictive ability
regardless of class prior probabilities and misclassiﬁcation costs [16].
The Geometric Mean (GMean) provides a singular measure for
evaluating classiﬁer performance compared to using multiple classiﬁcation
 error rates or classiﬁcation accuracies. The GMean is computed
as (true positive rate) · (true negative rate). Kubat et al. [9]
suggest the geometric mean as a good performance metric for
classiﬁcation problems involving class imbalance. A higher GMean
indicates that a classiﬁer is balanced and shows good performance
for both classes. We use the AUC and GMean performance measures
in the ﬁtness function for our Evolutionary Sampling process, as
explained in Section IV-B. The AUC and GMean are also computed
as model evaluation metrics.
The F-Measure (F-Meas) is based on two information retrieval
metrics, Recall (or effectiveness) and Precision (or efﬁciency), where
Recall is the true positive rate and Precision is the ratio of the true
positive rate and the sum of the true positive rate and the false positive
rate. When Recall and Precision are given equal importance, the Frecision
. The ﬁtness function
measure is computed as 2×Recall×P
Recall+P recision
of our Evolutionary Sampling approach does not include the Fmeasure, which is instead used as an independent performance metric
to evaluate the classiﬁers.
IV. GA-BASED DATA S AMPLING
A. Genetic Algorithms
GAs perform optimization, simulating natural evolution by creating
offspring as a result of mating of the ﬁtter individuals [17]. Each individual is a solution to the problem being addressed. This evolutionary
process continues until some stopping criterion (e.g., achieved ﬁtness
level or number of generations processed) is reached and the ﬁttest
individual is chosen and will hopefully have a near-optimal solution
encoded in its genes [18]. The genes are the parameters of a solution,
i.e. an individual. During the simulated evolution, various genetic
operators (e.g., crossover, mutation, etc.) may be used to mimic the
mating process among ﬁtter individuals.
The crossover (or recombination) genetic operator simulates the
process of natural mating by creating offspring that contain genetic
material from both parents. To create the chromosomes in the
children, we set a randomly determined locus, or crossover point
in the parents’ chromosomes. The ﬁrst child receives a copy of the
ﬁrst parent’s genes up to the crossover point and the second parent’s
genes after that point. The other child receives the second parent’s
genes to the left of the locus, and the ﬁrst parent’s genes to the right.
The above crossover is a single-point crossover, and is used in our
study. The other crossover types used in the literature, multi-point
crossover and uniform crossover [19], are not used in our study.
The mutation genetic operator plays a key role in the exploration
of the search space as it actually alters the gene alleles to new values
instead of simply recombining the gene alleles which already exist
in the population. When an individual’s chromosome consists of a
binary string, the mutation operator may invert the bit value for a
randomly selected gene. In a more complex chromosome that encodes
integer or real values, creep mutation can be used to add or subtract
a random amount from the gene, but within speciﬁed bounds. We
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use a method proposed by Tate [20] which creates mutated clones of
individuals independently of the crossover genetic operator.
A natural selection process is needed to determine which individuals in the population have better ﬁtness. The best chromosome
selector orders the individuals in the population by ﬁtness and selects
the ﬁttest to remain for the next generation. The best chromosome
selector can lead to an early convergence which may represent a
local-minimum and not the optimal solution [21]. We use the best
chromosome selector as a preprocessing stage for the crossover and
mutation operators with the aim of preventing a poor individual from
being selected for crossover and mutation.
Ranking selection orders the individuals by ﬁtness at the beginning
of the selection process, and only considers an individual’s goodness
ranking relative to other individuals, regardless of their actual ﬁtness
magnitudes. Generally, tournament selection is preferred over roulette
wheel selection [18]. In tournament selection, a set number of
individuals (tournament size) are randomly selected to participate in
the tournament. We select four individuals for tournament selection,
as explained in the next section. Once the individuals are picked, the
system ranks them according to their ﬁtness and then plays out as a
tiny roulette wheel. The ﬁtter the individual in the tournament, the
greater its chance of being selected. The winner of the tournament
survives to become part of the next generation. The system conducts
as many tournaments as needed to obtain the desired population
size. We use tournament selection at the end of each generation to
provide a way to return the population to its desired size for the next
generation.
B. Evolutionary Sampling
evANN is a GA-based data mining application developed for our
research on addressing class imbalance. Written in Java, this tool
currently includes three machine learners, Multilayer Perceptrons,
C4.5 and RIPPER, and is based on the WEKA framework [11]. While
evANN can be extended to include Evolutionary Sampling (EVS)
with other machine learners, in this study we focus on Multilayer
Perceptrons (MLP). evANN also implements a GA-based solution for
optimizing modeling parameters of the machine learner, i.e., the MLP
architecture in our case. EVS is a majority undersampling technique
that works to reduce the number of majority class instances used to
train a classiﬁer. This philosophy reﬂects the relatively very large
proportion of the majority class (nfp) instances as compared to the
minority class (fp) instances.
We utilize the basic gene types provided in the Java Genetic Algorithms Package (JGAP) library [22] which evANN uses as its GA engine. In JGAP, each of the genes (BooleanGene, IntegerGene,
and DoubleGene) is an individual object and the set of genes for
an individual is contained in a Chromosome object. The genes are
considered basic units in the chromosome for purposes of crossover
and mutation, and we can set maximum and minimum values for each
gene. The chromosome of an individual in evANN contains information
on how to sample the dataset and how to optimize the learner when
building the classiﬁer. We use GA to ﬁnd an optimal sample of the
majority classes used in the fold’s training portion of the dataset –
ﬁve-fold cross-validation is used in our study.
We deﬁne two basic chromosome parts (see Table I) for an
individual in a GA-based experiment using evANN. Part A contains the
genes needed to tune a machine learner’s modeling parameters, and
Part B contains the genes used to perform evolutionary data sampling.
Both parts of the chromosome can be ignored during evolutionary
computing based on whether each is required for a given experiment
in our study.

TABLE I
C HROMOSOME DEFINITION FOR THE MLP LEARNER

Part

Gene Type
DoubleGene
DoubleGene
IntegerGene

Values
0.0 to 1.0
0.0 to 1.0
1 to m̂

A

IntegerGene

0 to 2

IntegerGene

1 to m̂

IntegerGene

1 to m̂

BooleanGene

true or false

BooleanGene

true or false

BooleanGene
BooleanGene

true or false
true or false

B

Description
Learning rate
Momentum rate
Number of nodes
in ﬁrst hidden layer
Number of additional
hidden layers
Number of nodes
in second hidden layer
Number of nodes
in third hidden layer
Decay learning rate
for back-propagation
Sampling ﬂag for N0
..
.
Sampling ﬂag for Nn−1

The genes in Part A differ according to the conﬁguration parameters for a given learner. All the genes in Part B of a chromosome
contain a Boolean allele. A chromosome’s Part B has one gene for
every majority instance in the dataset being tested. A gene value of
true indicates that the corresponding data instance should remain in
the training dataset, while a false value informs the system to remove
that instance from the training data. Data sampling is only done from
the training dataset, i.e., we never alter a fold’s test dataset.
The chromosome deﬁnition for the GA-based experiments with
MLP is shown in Table I. The numerical ranges shown in the table for
the non-Boolean parameters are based on a combination of our prior
machine learning experience and good coverage around the default
parameter values as per WEKA [11]. If m represents the number of
attributes in the given dataset, including the class attribute, then m̂ is
the lesser of m and 20. This is done from a computational efﬁciency
consideration point of view.
The MLP chromosome allows for up to three hidden layers
(IntegerGene). While two hidden layers are sufﬁcient to approximate any continuous function [23], we allow evANN to consider
up to three hidden layers with the aim of producing better results.
However, given two MLP conﬁgurations with similar performances,
evANN considers the less complex MLP as the better one. Part B of
the chromosome has N0 , N1 , . . . , Nn−1 genes, each representing a
BooleanGene (true or false) for data sampling inclusion.
The ﬁtness function of our GA system combines two effective
performance factors, AUC and GMean. We opted to use both a
threshold-independent factor (AUC) and a threshold-dependent factor
(GMean) in an effort to evolve more generalized software quality
classiﬁcation models with less overﬁtting tendency [11]. The raw
ﬁtness, in its simplest form, of an individual X is given by the
expression f (X) = α(AU C) + β(GM ean), where α and β are
constants which weigh the relative importance of the AUC and
GMean factors, and add up to 1. We assigned a value of 0.5 to both
α and β, making them equally important in the evolutionary process.
Given two individuals, we want to state that the better performer
is ﬁtter in every case. When two individuals perform similar we look
at the sample size to decide which of the two is ﬁtter – the one with
a smaller sample size is better. The ﬁnal ﬁtness function for our data
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sampling approach with MLP is given by,





f (X) = round 10s α(AU C) + β(GM ean)


1−γ


+

IN
k H + kO
−δ
max(kH + kO )
max(IN )


(1)

In the above equation, s is the number of digits after the decimal
place which we want to consider from the combined AUC-GMean
raw ﬁtness value – we opt for s = 4. The numbers of hidden
and output nodes in the MLP network are given by kH and kO ,
respectively. We deﬁne complexity for the MLP model as the ratio
of the actual number of hidden and output nodes to the maximum
possible number of those nodes. We use ratios for both the network
complexity and the sample size (IN ) so that they both respectively
range between 0 and 1. γ and δ are weights used to adjust the
importance of the MLP complexity and the sample size factors, where
γ + δ = 1.0. We consider both factors equally and assign a value of
0.5 to each.
The weighted sum of the network complexity and sample size
factors will always range from (0,1]; hence, we subtract that sum
from 1 because we want the function to minimize it as GA works
to maximize the overall ﬁtness. As we focus on binary classiﬁers,
the MLP model will always have two output nodes (kO = 2) as per
WEKA [11]. kH will vary according to the parameters encoded in
Part A of an individual’s chromosome when optimization of the MLP
conﬁguration is considered during evolution. When optimization of
MLP conﬁguration is not considered, we use a default value of three
nodes in one hidden layer; hence, the complexity term equals one.
The following steps summarize the GA implemented in evANN and
used for our empirical investigations. The goal of our GA system is
to maximize the ﬁtness function deﬁned in Equation (1).
1) Create a population with the speciﬁed number of individuals
(100 for the experiments in this research). Randomize the allele
values for each individual’s genes.
2) Create a sampling reference dataset with copies of the majority
class instances. The order of the instances in this reference
dataset matches the order of the genes used for evolutionary
sampling in the individual.
3) Add a sampling index value to all the instance objects in
the training data. The sampling index is simply the index
of the instance in the reference dataset created in Step 2. It
corresponds to the position of the evolutionary sampling gene
in each individual’s chromosome. evANN performs this step as
a preprocessing measure to create a look-up system between
the evolutionary sampling genes in the chromosome and the
actual training data instances so that there will be no need to
conduct searches for instances in the training data as the genetic
algorithm progresses.
4) Create training and test pairs of datasets for each of the folds for
ﬁve-fold cross-validation. Use the experiment number (1–20) to
seed the random number generator for splitting the data. A ﬁvefold cross-validation involves randomly dividing the software
measurement dataset into ﬁve subsets, and training the classiﬁer
with four subsets while the remaining subset is used for testing
(evaluating) the classiﬁer. This process of training and testing
is repeated ﬁve times, each time with a different evaluation
dataset.
5) Loop for the desired number of generations:
a) Run the “best chromosome” natural selector. Keep the
ﬁttest 75% of the population to take part in this generation

and discard the remaining individuals.
b) Apply the crossover operator. The number of crossovers to
perform is equal to 50% of the current population size. For
each mating in single-point crossover we randomly select
two individuals from the population with replacement.
The two new individuals are then added to the population
to be processed by natural selection at the end of the
generation.
c) Apply the mutation operator. Each gene in all of the
chromosomes in the population has a 25% chance of
mutation. Mutation does not change the individual being
mutated, but rather if an individual has one or more genes
selected for mutation, the algorithm creates a copy of the
individual and mutates the copy’s genes. A mutation rate
of 0.25 reﬂects the results of Tate [20] and Haupt [24],
which suggest that for complex gene encodings (such as
our GA system) a higher mutation value (instead of the
traditional 0.1) would be more beneﬁcial. Tate [20] also
recommends increasing the mutation rate when one is
unable to increase the population size, generally because
of the computational overhead involved.
d) Run the tournament natural selector to select individuals
who will survive to the next generation. In each tournament of four randomly selected individuals, one is chosen
for survival. The ﬁttest individuals are more likely to be
chosen, but it is not guaranteed that they will be.
In the algorithm above, an individual’s ﬁtness value is calculated
on demand. When evANN calls for an individual’s ﬁtness for the ﬁrst
time, it performs the following steps:
1) Create ﬁve threads, one to handle each of the ﬁve folds for our
cross-validation procedure. Each thread receives a copy of the
fold training dataset and the fold test dataset created in Step 4
of the GA algorithm.
2) For each thread:
a) For each instance in the fold training dataset, use the
sampling index value stored with the instance in Step 3
of the GA algorithm to ﬁnd the corresponding gene in the
individual’s chromosome. If the Boolean allele value for
that gene is false, remove the instance from the thread’s
training dataset.
b) Instantiate the selected WEKA classiﬁer. This involves
using the default parameters for the classiﬁer if evANN
is set for data sampling without classiﬁer parameters’
optimization.
c) Build the classiﬁer using the fold training dataset.
d) Evaluate the classiﬁer using the fold test dataset. Store
the resulting performance metrics (AUC and GMean) for
the individual.
3) Take an average of the performance metrics for the ﬁve folds
to be used for calculating the individual’s ﬁtness. We use this
average only to score the individual for the genetic algorithm.
The GA considers the individual to be a composite of the
ﬁve folds; however, we report all ﬁve scores for the crossvalidation folds separately for the ﬁttest individual at the end
of the experiment. Thus, one experiment represents one model
run on ﬁve (cross-validation) datasets and, therefore, gives us
results for ﬁve runs.
We run each GA experiment 20 times, each time with a different seed for the pseudo-random number generator used for crossvalidation as explained in Step 4 of the GA algorithm. At the end
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TABLE II
R ESULTS OF GA E XPERIMENTS W ITH MLP

of a set of experiments, we have results for 100 GA runs for one
experiment. The average values of the respective performance metrics
are reported.

F-Meas performance
BAS
EVS-DF EVS-OT
0.053
0.431
0.415
0.129
0.327
0.342
AUC performance
Dataset
BAS
EVS-DF EVS-OT
CM1
0.812
0.840
0.838
SP2
0.829
0.841
0.845
GMean performance
Dataset
BAS
EVS-DF EVS-OT
CM1
0.094
0.759
0.754
SP2
0.260
0.608
0.639
Dataset
CM1
SP2

V. E MPIRICAL I NVESTIGATION
A. Case Study Datasets
The CM1 project is a NASA mission software responsible for the
monitoring and analysis of science instruments. Written in C, this
project’s data is made available through the Metrics Data Program
at NASA. Each program module in the dataset provides the software
metrics for a module or a function in the CM1 project. The dataset
includes 13 numeric and two nominal independent attributes and a
nominal class attribute. The minority class consists of the software
modules considered to be fp, while the majority class represents the
modules which were nfp. There are a total of 505 modules, of which
48 (9.50%) are fp while 457 (90.50%) are nfp.
The SP2 project contains software metrics and defect data for a
release of a large-scale telecommunications system written in Protel,
a language similar to Pascal [25]. Program modules in the dataset
represent the source code modules in the software project. The 42
numeric independent attributes describe the program module’s values
for various software metrics. The dependent attribute is nominal and
identiﬁes the module as fp or nfp. The fp modules form the minority
class, while the nfp modules form the majority class. There are a
total of 3981 modules in SP2, of which 189 (4.75%) are fp while
3792 (95.25%) are nfp.

TABLE III
M AJORITY U NDERSAMPLING T ECHNIQUES ’ R ESULTS

Dataset
CM1
SP2
Dataset
CM1
SP2
Dataset
CM1
SP2

B. Experimental Settings, Results and Analysis
The evolutionary experiments were conducted with a population
size of 100 individuals and for 100 generations. These speciﬁc
values were based on considering a combination of computational
practicality and obtaining relatively good results. However, it is likely
that a larger population size and a longer evolution would yield better
performances. An evolutionary experiment in our study involved 20
runs of stratiﬁed, ﬁve-fold cross-validations to train and test an MLP
classiﬁer with a given dataset.
We use the experiment run number (1-20) to seed the random
number generator when creating the ﬁve cross-validation folds. A
given run involves ﬁve instantiations of the classiﬁer, where each
involves one-ﬁfth of the modules in the dataset being reserved for
evaluating (testing) the classiﬁcation model, while the remaining
four-ﬁfths are used to train the model. At the end, we have 100
values for our performance metrics, i.e., product of 20 runs and 5
folds. For a given GA experiment, this translates to 200 evolutionary
computing models for the two datasets in our study. The two
GA-based experiments (evolutionary sampling with, and without,
MLP conﬁguration optimization) develop a total of 400 evolutionary
models. Considerable time and computing resources were involved
to complete all the experiments in our study. This is a common
observation in a typical evolutionary computing-based analysis.
The performance metrics for the MLP models trained both without
any data sampling technique and with Evolutionary Sampling are
shown in Table II. The BAS column represents MLP models trained
without any data sampling technique and with default options for
the MLP learner of WEKA. The EVS-DF column represents MLP
models trained with default parameter conﬁgurations (of WEKA)
and with Evolutionary Sampling. The EVS-OT column represents
MLP models trained with both Evolutionary Sampling and with
optimization/tuning of the MLP parameter conﬁgurations. The MLP
models are evaluated on the F-Meas, AUC, and GMean performance

F-Meas performance
EVS-DF
RUS
WLE
0.431
0.312 0.198
0.327
0.272 0.166
AUC performance
EVS-DF
RUS
WLE
0.840
0.807 0.805
0.841
0.834 0.832
GMean performance
EVS-DF
RUS
WLE
0.759
0.676 0.332
0.608
0.714 0.313

OSS
0.094
0.147
OSS
0.809
0.830
OSS
0.162
0.286

metrics. Recall, F-Meas was not used in our ﬁtness function as
compared to the AUC and GMean.
The EVS-DF and EVS-OT models clearly outperform the BAS
models, making a clear case for addressing the rarity of faultprone modules in software quality modeling. This is true for both
software measurement datasets and for all three performance metrics.
An ANOVA and Tukey’s Honestly Signiﬁcant Difference (HSD)
statistical analysis indicated that the EVS-DF and EVS-OT models
are signiﬁcantly better than the BAS models at α = 0.05 [10]. A
comparison between the EVS-DF and EVS-OT models indicates that
the two modeling approaches are relatively competitive with respect
to all three performance metrics.
We compare our EVS approach with other existing majority undersampling techniques, and those results are summarized in Table III.
The table reﬂects classiﬁer performances of MLP learners trained
using the default parameter conﬁguration in WEKA. The table does
not include the EVS-OT results because those software quality models
were trained with optimization of modeling parameters for the MLP
learner, as discussed earlier. The RUS results are the best performances among random undersampling rates of 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%,
75%, and 90% for a given dataset. The results for WLE represent the
better value of the standard and the weighted versions [8].
In the case of the smaller software measurement dataset, CM1,
the EVS-DF models are always better than all of the other majority
undersampling techniques. This is true for all three performance
metrics considered in our study. In the case of the larger software
measurement dataset, SP2, the EVS-DF models have the best performances with respect to F-Meas and AUC. However, with GMean as
the performance metric, the RUS technique gave the best results. An
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ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD statistical evaluation revealed that when
combining all results from both datasets, the EVS-DF models were
better than the other majority undersampling techniques [10].
VI. C ONCLUSION
Evolutionary Sampling is presented as a viable data sampling
technique for addressing rarity of the minority class instances in
a machine learning dataset. This paper addresses the problem in
the context of software quality classiﬁcation modeling where the
proportion of fault-prone modules is often a very small fraction of
the software measurement training dataset.
Implemented as a research prototype, evANN, the proposed majority undersampling technique can also be combined with a genetic
algorithm-based optimization of the different modeling parameters
of a machine learner. This paper focuses on using the multilayer
perceptron neural network as the binary classiﬁer of choice; however,
the proposed approach and comparative study can be extended to
most other binary classiﬁers. Currently evANN implements the C4.5
decision tree, RIPPER, and Multilayer Perceptron learners, and is
based on the WEKA data mining tool framework.
Software measurement datasets from two real-world software
projects are used as case studies for evaluating the proposed Evolutionary Sampling approach. In addition to comparing the before and
after Evolutionary Sampling software quality models, this study also
compares EVS with three other majority undersampling techniques.
They are random undersampling, Wilson’s editing, and one-sided
selection. A comparison with other data sampling techniques, i.e.
minority oversampling, is not presented due to space limitations.
Empirical results of the case studies presented clearly indicate that
EVS improves the software quality model’s performance as compared
to modeling without any data sampling technique. A classiﬁer is
evaluated based on three independent performance metrics, namely
Area-Under the ROC Curve, Geometric Mean, and F-Measure. Compared to the other majority undersampling techniques, the proposed
approach shows a signiﬁcant improvement, especially when F-Meas
and AUC are considered as performance metrics. Among the two
software measurement datasets, random undersampling fares competitively for the larger dataset. This is likely due to the availability of
good majority class instances even after randomly eliminating some
majority class instances.
Some directions for future work include further validation with
additional datasets and optimizing the different GA parameters
such as population size, number of generations, mutation rate, and
crossover rate. While GA parameters’ optimization would likely
improve the end results, such analysis comes at the expense of
increased computational and time complexities. However, some of
that concern can be alleviated since GA generally lends itself well to
parallelism, and parallel systems can provide added beneﬁts to using
evolutionary techniques.
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based software engineering (VBSE) is to integrate value
considerations into the full range of existing and emerging
software engineering principles and practices so as to
increase the return on investment (ROI = (benefits–
costs)/costs) for the stakeholders and optimize other
relevant value objectives of software projects [1, 2].
Machine learning (ML) has been playing an
increasingly important role in helping develop and
maintain large and complex software systems. However,
machine learning applications to software engineering
have been largely confined to the value-neutral software
engineering setting [29-31,33]. In this paper, the general
message we attempt to convey is to apply ML methods
beyond the value-neutral software engineering setting and
to VBSE. The training data or the background knowledge
or domain theory or heuristics or bias used by ML
methods in generating target models or functions for
software development and maintenance should be aligned
with stakeholders’ value propositions (SVPs) and
business objectives. Even though the transition to VBSE
from the traditional value-neutral setting is necessarily
evolutionary because not all the theories, infrastructures,
methodologies and tools for VBSE have been fully
developed yet, there are a number of agenda items for
VBSE [2].
The goal of the road map in VBSE is to make software
development and maintenance decisions that are better for
value creation [2]. On the other hand, the hallmark of ML
is that it results in an improved ability to make better
decisions. VBSE offers a fertile ground where many
software development and maintenance tasks can be
formulated as ML problems and approached in terms of
ML methods. The purpose of this paper is to describe an
initial research agenda for ML applications to VBSE with
regard to the identified areas in VBSE (value-based
requirement engineering, architecting, design and
development, verification and validation, planning and
control, risk/quality/people managements, and a theory of
VBSE [2]).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
offers an overview of the related work. Section 3
highlights some important concepts in VBSE. In Section
4, we describe an initial research agenda for ML
applications in VBSE. Finally Section 5 concludes the
paper with remark on future work.

Abstract
Software engineering research and practice thus far
are primarily conducted in a value-neutral setting where
each artifact in software development such as
requirement, use case, test case, and defect, is treated as
equally important during a software system development
process. There are a number of shortcomings of such
value-neutral software engineering. Value-based software
engineering is to integrate value considerations into the
full range of existing and emerging software engineering
principles and practices.
Machine learning has been playing an increasingly
important role in helping develop and maintain large and
complex software systems. However, machine learning
applications to software engineering have been largely
confined to the value-neutral software engineering
setting. In this paper, the general message to be conveyed
is to apply machine learning methods and algorithms to
value-based software engineering. The training data or
the background knowledge or domain theory or heuristics
or bias used by machine learning methods in generating
target models or functions should be aligned with
stakeholders’ value propositions. An initial research
agenda is proposed for machine learning in value-based
software engineering.
Keywords: value-based software engineering, machine
learning, stakeholder value propositions, Pareto modules.

1. Introduction
Software engineering research and practice thus far are
mainly conducted in a value-neutral setting where each
artifact in software development such as a requirement, a
use case, a test case, a defect, and so forth, is treated as
equally important during a software system development
process [2]. There are a number of shortcomings of such
value-neutral software engineering [1]: (1) its exclusion
of economics, management sciences, cognitive sciences,
and humanities from the body of knowledge needed to
develop successful software systems; (2) its delimitation
of software development by mere technical activities; and
(3) its failure to explicitly recognize the fact that software
systems continue to satisfy and conform to evolving
human and organizational needs is to create value. Value-
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resources. (2) Discovering either internal or external
properties of the processes, products, or resources. (3)
Transforming products to accomplish some desirable or
improved external attributes. (4) Synthesizing or
generating various products. (5) Reusing products or
processes. (6) Enhancing processes. (7) Managing
products.
There were many different ML methods utilized in the
aforementioned applications [29-31, 33]. A common
property in the existing ML applications is that the
software engineering issues were tackled solely from
technical or logical perspectives (involving mappings and
transformations, for instance) without the value
dimension being taken into consideration (e.g., how to
increase ROI for the stakeholders and optimize other
relevant value objectives of software projects). The
training data or the background knowledge or domain
theory or heuristics or bias used by the ML methods in
generating target functions did not contain any value
propositions.

2. Related Work
In addition to machine learning in (value-neutral)
software engineering (MLSE), there are a number of
related and emerging software development paradigms:
search-based software engineering (SBSE), evidencebased software engineering (EBSE), model-based
software engineering (MBSE), artificial intelligence in
software engineering (AISE), and computational
intelligence in software engineering (CISE). We provide a
brief account for each of the paradigm. Figure 1
highlights their similarities and differences.

2.2. SBSE
SBSE treats software development tasks as a search
problem with regard to a set of constraints and a search
space of possible solutions [6, 12]. It relies on
evolutionary algorithms, gradient ascent/descent, particle
swarm intelligence, simulated annealing, tabu search or
colony optimization techniques to tackle the software
development or maintenance tasks. So far its applications
have included the following areas in software
engineering: requirement engineering, project planning,
cost estimation, maintenance, reverse engineering,
refactoring, program comprehension, service oriented
tasks, quality assessment, and testing (structural,
functional, non-functional, state-based properties,
robustness, stress, security, mutation, regression,
interaction, integration, and exception). Value
considerations are not explicitly incorporated into the
search process.

Figure 1. Emerging software development paradigms.
2.1. MLSE
ML falls into the following broad categories:
supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semisupervised learning, analytical learning, reinforcement
learning, and multi-agent learning. Each of the categories
in turn includes various learning methods. Supervised
learning deals with learning a target function from labeled
examples. Unsupervised learning attempts to learn
patterns and associations from a set of objects that do not
have attached class labels. Semi-supervised learning is
learning from a combination of labeled and unlabeled
examples. Analytical learning relies on domain theory or
background knowledge to learn a target function.
Reinforcement learning is concerned with learning a
control policy through reinforcement from an
environment. Multi-agent learning is an extension to
single-agent leaning. There are many emerging learning
methods such as argument based machine learning,
interactive learning, transfer learning, and so forth.
In software development, there are processes, products
and resources [9], which in turn have internal and external
attributes. Internal attributes describe an entity itself,
whereas external attributes characterize the behavior of an
entity (how the entity relates to its environment).
A partial list of ML applications in value-neutral
software engineering includes [29-31, 33]: (1) Predicting
or estimating measurements for either internal or external
attributes of software development processes, products, or

2.3. EBSE
EBSE is geared toward improving the decision making
process related to software development and maintenance
by integrating current best evidence from research with
practical experience and human values [7, 15]. There are
five main steps in EBSE as delineated in [7, 15]: (1)
Translate a relevant problem or need of information into
an answerable question. (2) Glean the literature for the
best available evidence that can be used to answer the
question. (3) Assess the evidence for its validity, impact,
and applicability. (4) Combine the appraised evidence
with practical experience, and stakeholders’ values and
circumstances to make decisions. (5) Evaluate
performance and find ways to improve it. An important
strength of EBSE is that it does take into consideration
SVPs.
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It offers a framework where SVPs are incorporated into
the technical and managerial decisions made during
software development and maintenance [1, 11].
Value includes product, process and resource
attributes. Value attributes include: profits (generated
from products), strategic positioning in market share,
utility, relative worth, reputation, customer loyalty,
innovation technology, cost reduction, quality of life,
improved productivity.
An emerging agenda of issues in VBSE has been
proposed in [2], that includes the following areas:
• Value-based requirements engineering. The key
objectives include recognition of success-critical
stakeholders, elicitation of SVPs, and reconciliation
of SVPs.
• Value-based architecturing. The goals are to iron out
the discrepancy between a system’s objectives and
achievable architectural solutions.
• Value-based design and development. The goals are
to ensure that a software system’s objectives and its
value considerations are embodied in the software’s
design and development practices.
• Value-based verification and validation. The
objectives are to ascertain that a software solution
meets its value objectives and that V&V tasks are
sequenced and prioritized as investing activities.
• Value-based planning and control. The objectives in
this area are to incorporate the value delivered to
stakeholders into the product planning and control
techniques.
• Value-based risk management. How to factor the
value considerations into principles and practices for
risk identification, analysis, prioritization, and
mitigation is the main focus in this area.
• Value-based quality management. The goals are to
prioritize desired software quality considerations with
respect to SVPs.
• Value-based people management. The tasks involve
building stakeholder team, manage expectations, and
reconcile SVPs.
To facilitate ML applications in VBSE, a number of
concepts need to be in place, one of which is about Pareto
modules.
Figure 2 depicts a reported study in [5] where the
dotted line reflects the value-neutral practice in which an
automated test data generation tool assumes that all tests
have the same value. The Pareto curve for the empirical
data, on the other hand, displays the actual business value
where one of the fifteen customer services accounted for
50% of all billing revenues.
We refer to module(s) that realizes a service of such a
high positive impact on the system’s ROI as Pareto
modules. They are the most important modules of a
software system with regard to its product value. How

2.4. MBSE
MBSE is centered on software models, modeling, and
model transformation technologies. It is a disciplined
approach to developing and extending a product family.
The software models provide the necessary information to
support, economically and effectively, future changes to a
software product family. By focusing on models that
capture and consolidate developers’ understanding of a
family of software products, reusable assets can be
developed that satisfy a wide variety of uses and can be
utilized to analyze existing software to quickly compose
or synthesize new solutions for subsequent products in a
product family [4, 21, 26]. The goal is to achieve the
benefits of reuse, shorter time to market, product
maintainability and higher quality. However, value
considerations are not prominently factored into the
paradigm.
MBSE consists of two parallel engineering processes:
domain engineering and application engineering, and
sanctions the concepts of product families, a production
system, and software assets (the reusable resources
needed in application engineering such as domain models,
software architectures, design standards, communication
protocols, code components and application generators).
Many organizations have model-based development
paradigm in place: Microsoft’s Software Factory [10],
Lockheed Martin’s Model Centric Software Development
[28], and NASA JPL’s Defect Detection and Prevention
[8].
2.5. CISE
In CISE (or software engineering with computational
intelligence), soft computing techniques such as fuzzy
sets, neural networks, genetic algorithms, genetic
programming and rough sets (or combinations of those
individual technologies) are utilized to tackle software
development issues recently [13, 14, 16, 17, 23]. The
results have been largely confined to the value-neutral
setting.
2.6. AISE
The application of some general artificial intelligence
techniques to software engineering (AISE) has produced
some encouraging results [19, 20, 22, 25, 27]. Some of
the successful AI techniques include: knowledge-based
approach, automated reasoning, expert systems, heuristic
search strategies, temporal logic, planning, and pattern
recognition. Again the results thus far have been obtained
in the value-neutral setting.

3. VBSE
The essence in VBSE is that the approach aims at
aligning software development and maintenance with
customer requirements and strategic business objectives.
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modules contribute to a product’s overall value hinges on
reconciled SVPs.

4. Research Agenda for ML in VBSE
In this section, we first discuss some general issues
on how to calibrate ML methods for VBSE tasks. Using
Boehm’ VBSE agenda in [2] as a roadmap, we then
describe some preliminary agenda items of how ML can
help with the goals, objectives and tasks in VBSE.
4.1. How to calibrate ML methods
ML methods formulate various general hypotheses,
models and target functions through either observed
training data, or some background knowledge or domain
theory, or a combination of both. The generalization
process during leaning also hinges on certain adopted bias
or heuristics.

Figure 2. Pareto distribution for varying test case value.
For a given software system , we can define a set M
of modules, a valuation function υ, and a value set  as
follows:
M = {mi | mi Į  };
υ: M → [0, 1];
 = {υ(mi) | mi Į M }
The valuation function υ can be defined by SVPs and
has the following properties:
•
•

Figure 3. Calibrating ML methods for VBSE.

0 < υ(mi) ≤1, for all i;
σୀଵ Xሺ݉݅ ሻ ൌ ͳǤ

To calibrate ML methods for VBSE tasks, the
fundamental issue is how to incorporate SVPs from the
business value level into the technical level details of ML
model generation process. Specifically, this translates into
the following issues: how to use SVPs to select data
features and to group training data, how to incorporate
SVPs into domain knowledge representation, how to
prioritize rules, based on SVPs, in domain knowledge
during model generation, how to include SVPs in defining
search bias, how to use different value attributes in
defining domain-specific biases for the search process,
how to utilize SVPs in defining hypotheses and
constraining hypothesis space, how to factor SVPs into
ensemble construction and classification combination
process when ensemble learning is used to generate
models, and how the value concept plays a role in
defining ML method-specific heuristics (e.g., fitness
function, information gain measure).

We define a partially ordered set (, ≤) where ≤ is a
binary order relation on  and satisfies reflexivity, antisymmetry and transitivity for all elements in . We say
that υ(mp) is a principal element for (, ≤) if we have the
following:
∀υ(mj)Į [υ(mj) ≤ υ(mp)]1
We use ρ to denote the principal module as specified
by υ(mp). We define a principal-element-ordered subset
[mi, ρ] of  and its cumulative value μ[mi, ρ] as follows:

[mi, ρ] =  − {υ(mk) | υ(mk) ≤ υ(mi)}

μ[mi, ρ] = σ Xሺ݆݉ሻ  אሾ݉ Uሿ
݅ǡ
Now we are in a position to formally define the
concept of Pareto modules.
Definition 1. Given a threshold value τ Į (0, 1], we
identify a principal-element-ordered subset [mi, ρ] such
that τ = μ[mi,ρ]. Modules in [mi,ρ] are referred to as Pareto
modules with regard to τ.
If τ < μ[mi, ρ] but removing any mj from μ[mi, ρ] would
result in τ > μ[mi, ρ], then the condition of τ = μ[mi, ρ] is
relaxed to that of τ ≤ μ[mi, ρ].

4.2. Value-based requirements engineering
For the objectives in value-based requirements
engineering, techniques such as business case analysis,
requirements prioritization and release prioritization have
proven to be effective [2].
ML methods can be utilized to assist business case
analysis, and requirements and release prioritization.
Specifically, ML methods can be used to predict or
estimate software cost, software size, software
development efforts, and release prioritization and timing.

If there are several principal elements in , we can use other
criteria to designate one for the discussion.

1
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analysis [3], there is a dichotomy between planning and
market share as the value attribute: inadequate planning
results in little delay to capture market share but high RE
due to oversights and rework; excessive planning reduces
the chance of major problems but at the expense of high
RE because of time-to-market delays.
ML methods can be used to help find the “sweet
spot” for different risk profiles and different risk exposure
profiles. Depending on the circumstances, either inductive
learning, or analytical learning, or a combination of
inductive and analytical learning can be deployed.

These prediction, estimation or cost models would help
stakeholders gain insight on what capabilities are not
feasible with regard to budget, schedule and technology
constraints, which features of a system are most important
and attainable, and which aggregate of capabilities will
meet stakeholders’ critical needs given the resource
constraints. This in turn will assist stakeholders in
prioritizing and reconciling potential conflicting value
propositions. Possible ML methods for generating the
models include: decision trees, Bayesian learning, neural
networks, genetic algorithms, genetic programming, casebased reasoning, and inductive logic programming.

4.5. Value-based design and development

4.3. Value-based verification and validation

To ensure that a system’s objectives and its value
considerations are embodied in the software’s design and
development practices, the software traceability
techniques play an important role [2]. During the software
development process, many artifacts are produced and
maintained: documents, requirements, design models, test
scenarios, and so forth. Trace dependencies are to identify
relationships among those artifacts and the quality of the
trace dependencies should reflect the value of the artifacts
they attempt to bridge. This is vital for a number of
reasons, from documentation, program understanding,
impact analysis, consistency checking, reuse, quality
assurance, user acceptance, error reduction, cost
estimation, to customer satisfaction.
ML methods can be used to establish value-based
trace dependencies among different artifacts. Methods
such as instance-based learning (case-based reasoning),
inductive logic programming, rule-based learning would
lend themselves to the task.

The key techniques in value-based V&V are valuebased and risk-based testing techniques [2]. Central to
those techniques is how to align SVPs with the technical
level details in test construction and execution and how to
sequence and prioritize testing activities as investing
activities [24, 32].
Since we only have the Pareto module concept in
place, we need to introduce defect-intensive and defectprone modules, impact and non-impact defects before we
can use an SVPs-based approach to identify modules of
the aforementioned types and decompose the overall test
data generation process for a given software system into a
sequence of test data generation cycles with each focusing
on some specific testing objective(s). From a value-based
standpoint, to improve the return on investment, we want
to make sure to first maximize the success rate of Pareto
modules and to minimize the chance of having impact
defects that devastate the value contribution. Afterwards,
attention can be focused on non-impact defects and nonPareto modules. Thus, a prioritization of cycles can be
generated that is driven by the value consideration and
allows the most critical modules with regard to SVPs to
be thoroughly tested first.
For each cycle, a number of ML methods can be
utilized to generate test cases for different classes of
modules. Some possible ML methods include: genetic
algorithms [18], genetic programming, inductive logic
programming and rule-based active learning.

4.6. Value-based quality management
ML methods can be used to generate predictive
models for identifying high risk or fault prone
components as an integral part of the quality
management. Because of the need to align desired quality
properties with SVPs, value considerations should be,
directly or indirectly, involved in defining or contributing
to those quality properties. SVPs should also help
prioritize the desired quality factors.
ML methods that are appropriate for the task include:
decision trees, genetic programming, neural networks,
case-based reasoning, inductive logic programming, and
concept learning.

4.4. Value-based risk management
There are a number of techniques for value-based
risk management: the risk-based “how-much-is-enough”
techniques, the risk-based analysis for project
predictability, the risk-based simulation, and the riskbased testing techniques [2].
A pivotal concept in risk management is the risk
exposure (RE) involved in a prescribed course of actions.
RE is defined as follows:
RE = P(ϫ) × S(ϫ)
where P(ϫ) is the probability of loss ϫ, and S(ϫ) is the
size of loss. ϫ can be defined based on any value attribute
as discussed in Section 3. In the risk exposure profile

5. Conclusion
VBSE offers a new software development paradigm
that recognizes the importance of business and customer
value considerations. It tackles the decision making
process in software development and maintenance from a
value-based perspective. In this paper, we discuss the
issue of ML applications to VBSE. Because ML
applications to software engineering thus far have been
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largely confined to the value-neutral setting, we reviewed
the landscape in the field and took a closer look at the
emerging agenda for VBSE to find out how ML can be
positioned to play a larger role in VBSE. We propose
some guideline on how to calibrate ML methods to
accommodate the value considerations that are so critical
in accomplishing VBSE agenda items. Using Boehm’
VBSE roadmap as a guide, we describe some preliminary
agenda items on how ML can help with the goals,
objectives and tasks in VBSE.
The take-home message of this work is two-fold:
VBSE offers a ROI-conscious approach to software
development and maintenance, and ML has an active and
important role to play in various agenda items in VBSE.
The viability of ML applications in VBSE hinges on
the outcomes of empirical studies, which will be pursued
as our future work. How to solidify SVPs into various ML
methods is an open issue worth studying.
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Abstract

the quality of the released software product. The defect
reports are currently analyzed manually by testers, developers, and other stakeholders. Manual analysis is tedious,
error-prone, and time consuming, leading to a less efﬁcient
testing process.

This paper addresses the problem of clustering defect
reports. Clustering defect reports can provide valuable
information to software testers, e.g. it could help better
plan and prioritize the testing effort as testers could focus on testing the features with most defects as indicated
by the largest clusters identiﬁed. In this paper, we present
results obtained with one clustering algorithm, K-means,
and two models of defect reports. In one model we use
the summary ﬁeld of the reports and in another the description ﬁeld. Our experiments on defect reports from
Mozilla’s Bugzilla, a database of defect reports related to
the open source Mozilla project, showed that clustering defect reports based on their summary ﬁeld (average accuracy=44.2240%) outperformed clustering based on the description ﬁeld (average accuracy=29.3581%). Both methods outperform the baseline of randomly picking a cluster
(accuracy=20.0000%). We evaluated the clustering algorithm with respect to clusters containing bug reports that
refer to the same underlying problem.

We propose here automatic methods to analyze defect reports. In particular, we propose automatic methods to clustering defect reports in order to discover patterns among reported defects. Clustering could reveal sets of related problems and this information could be further used to better
plan the testing effort. For instance, a large cluster of related reports could indicate which feature(s) of the software
product needs to be further tested. While a cluster of defect
reports that look similar content-wise may not always describe the same underlying bug, i.e. root cause, they could
highlight visible features of a product that need more attention from the testing team. However, in this paper we address the more challenging task of clustering defect reports
based on their describing the same underlying bug. This is
possible by evaluating the clustering using reports that were
judged by developers as being duplicates, i.e. describing the
same bug.
Defect reports are ﬁled by testers (or users) who discover
the defects through testing (or use). The reports are stored
in a database called defect database. It is the developers’ job
to take open, i.e. not yet ﬁxed, defects from the database,
analyze the corresponding reports, and ﬁx the defects. Defect reports include many details about the corresponding
defects including an id that uniquely identiﬁes the defect,
the status of the defect (e.g. new, veriﬁed, resolved), a sum-

1. Introduction
We address in this paper the challenging task of clustering defect reports. Defect reports are detailed descriptions
in natural language of defects, i.e. problems in a software
product. The quality and proper handling of defect reports
throughout the testing process will have a great impact on
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mary ﬁeld, and a description ﬁeld. The description ﬁeld is
the richest source of information about the defect. The ﬁeld
describes in plain natural language details about the defect,
including symptoms and steps to reproduce the defect. The
summary ﬁeld is an one-sentence description of the problem.
We propose here advanced methods for analyzing defect reports that take advantage of the description and summary ﬁelds of the reports. Our approach is to use advanced
natural language processing (NLP) and informational retrieval (IR) techniques for automatic analysis of the reports. We regard each defect report as a textual document
and use a well-known technique in IR, called the vectorial
representation[1], to represent documents.
In our experiments, the K-means clustering algorithm
proved to be by far the most successful (we tried several
other clustering algorithms, e.g. EM, FarthestFirst available
in Weka, a machine learning toolkit[15]) to ﬁnd clusters of
similar defects and thus the paper focuses on reporting the
results obtained with this algorithm. We used two models to represent defect reports, one based on the summary
ﬁeld and another based on the description ﬁeld of reports.
Our experimental data consisted of defect reports collected
from the open source Mozilla project (www.mozilla.org)
but the proposed methods are transferable to defect reports
from other projects, e.g. Eclipse (www.eclipse.org). The
clustering was evaluated based on reports describing the
same underlying problem. That is, defect reports are in
the same cluster if they describe the same underlying problem. As a preview of our results, we found that using the
summary ﬁeld of defect reports for clustering (average accuracy=44.2240% when compared to human judgment) is
better than using the much longer description ﬁeld (average accuracy=29.3581%). We could say that given a set of
defect reports we could identify the subsets, i.e. clusters,
referring to the same underlying bugs with an accuracy of
44.2240%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, Related Work, we outline previous efforts that are
relevant to our work. The Defect Management section offers details about how defect reports are handled in the open
source Mozilla project and its associated defect tracking
tool Bugzilla. In the following section, Experiments and
Results, we present details about our experiments and the
results obtained. A Discussion and Future Work section follows. The Conclusions section ends the paper.

fect reports for various purposes.
Clustering is the unsupervised classiﬁcation of data
points (usually represented as vectors in a multidimensional
space) into groups (clusters) based on similarity. A cluster
is therefore a collection of objects which are similar to each
other in the same cluster and are dissimilar to objects belonging to other clusters. The clustering problem has been
addressed in many contexts and by researchers in many disciplines. This reﬂects the broad appeal of clustering and its
usefulness as one of the steps in exploratory data analysis.
While we are not aware of any particular work on clustering
defect reports, there is published research related to clustering defects in the manufacturing of semiconductors[4] and
integrated-circuits (IC; [14]). Karnowski and colleagues [4]
showed that fuzzy logic can help better cluster defects on
semiconductor wafer maps. Singh and Krishna[14] have
shown that using clustering information in optimization
testing can signiﬁcantly improve the shipped product contrary to the previous assumption that the probability of a
test to detect a faulty circuit is independent of the number
of faults in that circuit.
The usage of natural language processing applications to
improve software development and testing has been around
at least since 1990s [13, 6, 7, 2].
More recently, there has been renewed interest in applying natural language techniques to mine useful artifacts from the various repositories associated with software projects (see the yearly Workshop on Mining Software
Repositories at http://msr.uwaterloo.ca). We discuss next a
series of research efforts that are directly related to our work
on clustering defect reports.
Linstead and his colleagues [5] described a framework to
automatically mine developer contributions and competencies from a given code base. They also used the framework
for extracting software function in the form of topics. Their
ﬁndings indicate that it is feasible to extract the function
(in the form of topics) of source code and developer expertise on these topics. This information could be used, for
instance, to better plan defect ﬁxes: the most qualiﬁed developer will be assigned to handle defects related to topics
s/he is expert in. Linstead and colleagues [5] treated source
code as text.
The use of the vectorial representation[1] to address defect report related issues has been explored by Runeson,
Alexandersson, and Nyholm [11] for the task of identifying
duplicate defects (see also the work of Rus and Shiva [12]).
It is noted that identifying duplicate defect reports is not exactly the same with clustering defect reports. Runeson and
colleagues adapted ReqSimile (a tool that links customer
wishes to product requirements using statistical natural language processing [10]) to identify duplicate defects. ReqSimile uses the vector space model and cosine similarity
[1] to decide how related two requirements documents are.

2. Related Work
There are two major lines of previous research relevant
to our work. First, there is work on defect clustering. Second, there is research on using NLP and IR to mine artifacts
from software repositories and in particular to analyze de-
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Ideally, before reporting a defect, the tester must reproduce the bug using a recent build of the software, to see
whether it has already been ﬁxed, and search Bugzilla to
check whether the bug has already been reported. If the bug
can be reproduced and no one has previously reported it,
the tester can ﬁle a new defect report including: the component in which the defect exists, the operating system on
which the defect was found, a quick summary of about 60
or less characters, a detailed description of the defect, and
attachments, for instance screenshots. We focus next on the
summary and description ﬁelds (as presented in Mozilla’s
Bug writing guidelines), the two information-rich ﬁelds of
any defect report.
A good summary should quickly and uniquely identify
the defect. It should explain the problem, not the suggested
solution. Example of a good summary is Canceling a File
Copy dialog crashes File Manager, while bad examples are
Software crashes and Browser should work with my web
site.
The description ﬁeld is a detailed account of the problem. The description ﬁeld of a defect report should contain the following major sections, although the breakdown
of the ﬁeld into these sections is not enforced in Bugzilla:
overview (more detailed restatement of summary), steps to
reproduce (minimized, easy-to-follow steps that will trigger the bug; including any special setup steps), actual results (what the application did after performing the above
steps), expected results (what the application should have
done, were the bug not present), build date & platform (date
and platform of the build in which you ﬁrst encountered the
bug), additional builds and platforms (whether or not the
bug takes place on other platforms or browsers, if applicable), and additional information (any other useful information).
Any deviation from the above guidelines leads to vague
reports which in turn lead to a less efﬁcient process of handling the defects. On the other hand, recording every detail
about a defect can lead to overkill. The reality is that seldom defect reports include all the above suggested details.
In this paper, we present experiments on defect reports as
collected from Mozilla’s Bugzilla. In general, the collected
reports are of good quality but reports of lower quality can
be found among the collected reports.

The vector space model represents documents in a collection as vectors of V dimensions, where V is the vocabulary,
i.e. the set of distinct words, of the collection. There is one
dimension for each word in the vocabulary. Entries in documents’ vectors are weights which indicate how important
the corresponding word/dimension is for distinguishing the
content of the document from other documents. If a word
does not occur in a document, the corresponding weight is
zero. The similarity of two documents is given by the cosine of the corresponding vectors, which can be seen as the
normalized dot product of the vectors. Runeson, Alexandersson, and Nyholm [11] used the term frequency (TF) of
words in a document as the weighting scheme. In this paper,
we use a more powerful weighting scheme, namely Term
Frequency-Inverted Document Frequency (TF-IDF; see the
Experiments and Results section). Their experiments were
conducted on Incident Reports, i.e. defect descriptions,
from software projects at Sony Ericsson Mobile Communications. For each set of duplicate descriptions they identify
a master defect. Their evaluation focuses on how well their
method can retrieve the master defect in the list of top N
most similar defects to a given defect description. Here, we
use the vectorial representation with TF-IDF weighting for
the task of clustering defect reports.

3. Defect Management
During testing, defects within software are discovered
through testing (and ﬁxed) and new functionality is added,
which must be tested. The testers report defects using a
defect management tool, also called defect tracking tool,
whose back-end is typically a relational database. The general process of handling defect reports includes the following steps: the defect is found and ﬁled in the defect tracking
tool, the report is evaluated by an analyst, the defect is assigned to a developer, the developer ﬁnds the defect and
ﬁxes it, and the defect report is closed. The tester, analyst,
and developer could be same or different persons depending on the size of the project. In open source projects, users
voluntarily report defects.

3.1 Defect Handling in Mozilla
It is important to understand the details of defect handling
in the Mozilla open source project because our experimental data is collected primarily from Mozilla’s Bugzilla.
Bugzilla, a bug tracking tool, allows testers to report bugs
and assign these bugs to developers. Developers can use
Bugzilla to keep a to-do list as well as to prioritize, schedule, and track dependencies. Not all entries in Bugzilla are
bugs. Some entries are Requests For Enhancement (RFE).
An RFE is a report whose severity ﬁeld is set to enhancement.

4. Experiments and Results
We present in this section details on applying the Kmeans clustering algorithm to cluster defect reports. The
results of the experiments on data from Mozilla’s Bugzilla
are discussed.
Clustering is the unsupervised classiﬁcation of patterns
(usually represented as a vector of measurements, or a point
in a multidimensional space) into groups (clusters) based on
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similarity. In other words, it is the process of organizing objects into groups whose members are similar in some way.
A cluster is therefore a collection of objects which are similar to each other in the same cluster and are dissimilar to
the objects belonging to other clusters.
Typical clustering involves the following steps [3]:
data representation (optionally including feature extraction
and/or selection), deﬁnition of a similarity measure appropriate to the data domain, clustering or grouping, and assessment of output.
We will address in more detail these steps next, starting
with the Data representation, as a great deal of effort has
been spent on this step.

a well deﬁned step in natural language processing, separates
punctuation from words. Another important preprocessing
step is to remove stop words. We used a standard list of
stop words, e.g. the SMART list (ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/
pub/smart/english.stop). Lemmatization is another preprocessing step coming after stop word removal. It maps each
morphological variation of a word in a text fragment to its
base form, e.g. go, going, went, gone are all lemmatized to
go, their root or base form. We used the WordNet lemmatizer available in the WordNet library[9].

4.3 Clustering Experiments
Clustering software defect reports can take different forms.
For instance, the clustering can be based on either the severity of the bug, or based on the fact that the defect reports describe the same defect, i.e. they are duplicates, or based on
other criteria such as component/feature-speciﬁc clustering,
e.g. clustering printer-related defect reports.
In this paper, we chose to defect reports based on their
describing the same underlying bug. We regard a defect
report and its duplicates as a cluster. This modeling is
adequate as the original defect report should be similar,
content-wise, to its duplicates. The data used in our experiments comes from Mozilla’s Bugzilla where duplicate
information is available. The duplicates are marked as such
by members of the Mozilla development team and thus we
deem them highly reliable. We automatically collected our
experimental data from Mozilla’s Bugzilla database as described next.
To create our data set, we started collecting 20 Bugs from
the Hot Bugs List of Mozilla’s Bugzilla. The Hot Bugs List
contains the most ﬁled recently bugs. The list can be sorted
based on the number of duplicates (see the Dupes ﬁeld for
each entry in the Hot Bugs List). A secondary criterion for
selecting the reports was the severity of the reports because
we wanted to have diversity among the clusters in terms
of severity. Thus, we ﬁnally chose the top 20 defect reports from the Hot Bugs List in terms of largest number of
duplicates and diversity of severity. We retrieved 50 duplicates for each of the 20 defect reports. Hence, the total number of bugs considered were 1020. Only the top
20 bugs from the Hot Bugs List were chosen because only
these bugs had more than 50 duplicate each. Having fewer
than 50 duplicates for each original bug would have led to
too small clusters. The list of 1020 bugs served as input to
the Data Collection module of our system that automatically
collects over the Internet (from Mozilla’s Bugzilla database)
the Description and Summary of these 1020 bugs and stores
them locally in text ﬁles. The ﬁnal data set contained 1003
data points because we eliminated 17 reports which had no
proper description ﬁelds. For these eliminated reports the
description ﬁeld was empty or was simply redirecting the

4.1 How to Represent Defect Reports?
A ﬁrst basic issue we must address is the logical view of
the reports (see [1] more information on logical view). We
may want to model the reports in the simplest way possible,
for complexity reasons, while capturing the gist of the defect. The description ﬁeld of a report is the most informative
piece of information about the defect. On the other hand, it
may contain too much information. Using the shorter summary of a report may lead to a more efﬁcient algorithm for
clustering as fewer words need to be considered to capture
the meaning of the report. We experimented with both models, description vs. summary, in this paper and report the
winner.
Another important issue is the formalism used for the
representation. We used the vector space model [1]. The
vectorial representation of documents was brieﬂy described
earlier in the Related Work section. A key feature in the vector space model is the weighting scheme of the words. We
used the TF-IDF scheme, a composed measure that is the
product of the frequency of a term in a document (TF), and
its inverted document frequency (IDF)1 . The basic idea of
the TF-IDF measure is that a word is important, has a large
weight, if it occurs frequently in the document (high TF)
and if it does not occur in too many other documents (low
document frequency which means high inverted document
frequency[IDF]).

4.2 Preprocessing
Each defect report must be preprocessed before it is mapped
onto the vectorial representation. Preprocessing maps a report onto a list of tokens that have linguistic meaning, i.e.
words. It is comprised of the following steps: tokenization, stop word removal, and lemmatization. Tokenization,
1 The IDF of a word is the percentage of distinct documents the word
appears in from a very large collection of documents. It is used to measure
the speciﬁcity of the word. The fewer documents a word occurs in, i.e. the
rarer, the more speciﬁc the word is.
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the number of objects, k is the number of clusters and t is
the number of iterations. In many cases, the k, t  n and
hence can be ignored.
K-Means Clustering with Weka. We used the Simple K-Means algorithm in WEKA to obtain the clusters
and automatically evaluate the performance of the clustering. Some implementations of K-means only allow numerical values for attributes. In case of categorical attributes
they must be converted to numerical values. It may also
be necessary to normalize the values of attributes that are
measured on substantially different scales (e.g., age and income). WEKA’s SimpleKMeans algorithm automatically
handles a mixture of categorical and numerical attributes.
Furthermore, the algorithm automatically normalizes numerical attributes when doing distance computations. The
WEKA’s SimpleKMeans algorithm uses Euclidean distance
measure to compute distances between instances and clusters. To perform clustering, we needed to set a couple parameters: number of clusters, which informs the clustering
algorithm how many clusters to generate, and seed. The
seed value is used in generating a random number which is,
in turn, used for making the initial assignment of instances
to clusters. In general, K-means is quite sensitive to how
clusters are initially assigned and thus it is often necessary
to try different values and evaluate the results.

user to another bug, e.g. the ﬁeld contained textual pointers
such as ”see bug #123”.
The data set was further processed and analyzed with
two data mining tools: RapidMiner[8] and Weka[15]. We
used RapidMiner to generate the vectorial representations
for defect reports. Weka was used to apply the K-means
clustering algorithm to the data set. The two processing
steps are explained in more details below.
The TF-IDF Generation Module computes the TF-IDF
weights for each term in the vocabulary. For Description
documents, i.e. reports represented using their Description
ﬁeld, the vocabulary size was 4569. The vocabulary size
indicates the number of dimensions of the document vectors
in the vectorial representation. For Summary documents,
the vocabulary size was 991. From the vocabulary size of
the two representations, description vs. summary, we notice
the efﬁciency of the summary-based representation which
has lower dimensionality.
In the next step, the defect reports in vectorial representation must be mapped to a format that WEKA requires in
order to do clustering. The required format is the ARFF
(Attribute Relation File Format) ﬁle format. This ﬁle can
be generated using the RapidMiner’s ArffExampleSetWriter
operator.
Clustering. There are two major categories of clustering
algorithms as listed below.
• Hierarchical clustering algorithms produce a nested
series of partitions based on a criterion for merging or
splitting clusters based on similarity.

4.4 Results
The clustering accuracy is the number of documents correctly clustered divided by the total number of documents.
WEKA includes an evaluation module that automatically
compares the output of the clustering algorithm to the correct clustering, which in our case are the expert human judgments regarding whether one description is a duplicate of
another as indicated in Mozilla’s Bugzilla.
The performance of the K-means clustering algorithm
depends on the number of seeds initially used to start the
clustering. We experimented with various values for the
seed parameter to ﬁnd what is the best number of seeds to
use. We varied the seed value from 0 to 1003 in increments
of 1. For Description-based representation of reports, the
maximum performance was found to be for the seed value
33, which is 47.7567%, and the minimum performance was
found for the seed value 175, which is 7.2782%. The average performance obtained was about 29.3581%.
For Summary-based representations, the maximum performance was found for seed value 825, which is 59.8205%,
and the minimum performance was for seed value 275,
which is 34.2971% . The average performance obtained
was about 44.2240%. Thus, our proposed method is able
to identify clusters of reports describing the same underlying problem with an accuracy of 44.2240%. A baseline approach would be to always guess one of the twenty clusters

• Partition based clustering algorithms identify the partition that optimizes (usually locally) a clustering criterion.
Example algorithms from each category are hierarchical agglomerative (HAC) and K-means, respectively [15].
HAC produces a hierarchical structure of clusters while Kmeans leads to a ﬂat, direct clustering. In HAC, each data
point is initially regarded as an individual cluster and then
the task is to iteratively combine two smaller clusters into a
larger one based on the distance between their data points.
In the K-means algorithm, we specify a priori the number
of clusters (K) we would like to have in the end. In testing, this could be useful when testers want to ﬁnd out what
are K, say K=20, clusters in the set of open defects. The
algorithm usually starts with K seed data points which are
considered as individual clusters. In subsequent iterations,
the remaining data points are added to some cluster based
on the distance to the centroid of each cluster. The centroid
is an abstract data point of an existing cluster that is found
by averaging over all the other points in the cluster. A distance metric must be deﬁned for clustering algorithms. The
advantage of using K-means is that it is very easy to implement and relatively efﬁcient i.e. O(t × k × n), where n is
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for an average accuracy of 20%. A statistical t-test (α=0.05)
was used to compare the baseline to our approach and found
our approach to be signiﬁcantly (p¡0.0001) better than this
baseline. The null hypothesis was that the average accuracy
computed over 1004 seed points is equal to the average accuracy of the baseline approach.
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software testing. In Proceedings for the First International
Workshop on Advances and Innovations in Software Testing,
Memphis, USA, May 6-8 2007.
[13] J. Schlimmer. Learning meta knowledge for database checking. In Proceedings of the National Conference of the American Association of Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AAAI’91), pages
335–340, 1991.
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on test transparency and ic test optimization. IEEE Transactions on Computers, 45(6):753–757, June 1996.
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5. Discussion and Future Work
Having a clustering feature integrated in a defect tracking tool such as Bugzilla could be extremely beneﬁcial. For
instance, in a large software development project this feature can be used periodically, e.g. once a week or once
a month, to analyze the set of open defects by clustering
them. The clusters can be used by the testing team in various ways, for instance to prioritize their work. We plan to
continue our investigation of clustering defect reports by using other representations for defect reports, e.g. using only
the overview section of the description ﬁeld of a software
report. One interesting research question to be explored in
the future is the suitability of our proposed methods to cluster similar but not necessarily identical defect reports.

6. Conclusions
We addressed in this paper the challenging task of clustering defect reports. The evaluation was based on clusters containing defect reports describing the same underlying bug. Our experiments on defect reports from Mozilla’s
Bugzilla with the K-means clustering algorithms showed
that using reports’ summaries together with a TF-IDF vectorial representation leads to better clustering than using full
descriptions of reports, which is also computationally more
expensive.
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modules that were “better” in terms of their degree of internal
cohesion and external coupling, i.e., with a higher degree of
internal cohesion and a lower coupling with each other.
However, higher cohesion and lower coupling were not the
final objective of the introduction of object-oriented
techniques: higher cohesion and lower coupling were supposed
to improve the external qualities of software systems, e.g., in
terms of maintainability, reusability, error-proneness, etc. Thus,
even when they are based on some internal software quality,
decisions on software development techniques and processes
are actually often made to improve of some external software
quality. Furthermore, even when the goal is to improve some
process quality, decisions do affect external software qualities.

Abstract— It is usually believed that software qualities may
influence each other and that improving one software quality
may cause some other qualities to worsen. Since no commonly
used set of metrics exist for quantifying the software qualities of
interest, the perception of the influence of one software quality on
another is often used in practice when making decisions about
software development. We describe the results of an empirical
study on the beliefs of software practitioners in the mutual
influence of the ISO 9126 software qualities. The study shows
that the subjects believed, on average, that a number of
influences exist between the ISO 9126 software qualities.
However, the practitioners did not believe that trade-offs exist
among several of these software qualities. In other words, they
believed that improving one quality is often likely to improve
other qualities as well.

In this paper, we focus only on external software qualities,
so the term “software quality” is used in this paper with the
meaning ”external software quality,” unless otherwise
explicitly stated.

Keywords-ISO 9126;software quality

I.

INTRODUCTION

It is commonly believed that there may be interactions
among software qualities, and that improving one of the
qualities of a software product may have a (possibly adverse)
effect on other software qualities. It is argued that, if this was
not the case, then it would be possible to improve all software
qualities at the same time. This entails that practitioners must
constantly make decisions as to how to proceed during all
software development phases based on a balancing among the
different software qualities that are affected by the decisions.
For instance, a design decision may increase the level of one
quality while decreasing the level of another. Therefore, the
interactions among software qualities should always be taken
into account during the software development process.

During software development, decisions are made to obtain
better software products in terms of several software qualities.
Software qualities (or attributes) are usually divided into
internal and external software ones:


Internal software qualities (e.g., size, structural
complexity, coupling) can be measured based on the
knowledge of the software product alone;



External software qualities (e.g., reliability, usability,
maintainability, and readability) are related to both the
software product and its environment. External
software qualities are related to the many “users” of a
software product, e.g., reliability and usability are
related to the software's final user; maintainability and
readability are related to the software developers.

In principle, decision making should be based on
quantitative information, if possible. This requires:

External software qualities are usually the qualities of
industrial interest, since they are related to the behavior of a
software product towards its “users.” On the other hand, the
study, measurement, and “improvement” of an internal
software quality is fully justified only if that internal software
quality is believed to be linked to least one external software
quality of industrial interest or to a process quality (e.g., cost,
time-to-market). For instance, one of the goals of the
introduction of object-oriented software development
techniques was to obtain software systems divided into



the definition of adequate measures for the qualities of
interest, and



empirical studies that ascertain or at least provide
convincing support on the existence and nature of the
interactions among software qualities.

However, the state of the art of software measurement has
not reached a point in which (1) adequate measures are often
available for the qualities of interest, and (2) a sufficient
number of studies are available on the interactions of software
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qualities. As a consequence, software designers and developers
often make decisions based on their own beliefs in the
existence and nature of interactions among software qualities.

The ISO 9126 [5] standard was originally defined in 1991.
Refinements and guidelines have been provided over the years.
For instance, standard sets of external and internal measures
have been provided in the new version [6, 7] of the ISO 9126
standard and a measurement process-oriented view has been
introduced in the ISO 14528 standard. However, the basic
structure of the ISO 9126 standard has not been substantially
affected by the its evolution. Thus, we have used the original
standard in this study.

The goal of the study documented in this paper is to assess
the degree of belief of software practitioners on the interactions
among the ISO 9126 software qualities, and determine if there
is some degree of consensus among the practitioners. This
paper takes an empirical approach, in that its results are based
on data collected from practitioners in a series of empirical
studies carried out with practitioners from Italian and Swiss
software companies. We wanted to obtain a characterization of
software practitioners’ beliefs about the mutual influences of
software qualities, i.e., have a quantitative idea of the
distributions of these beliefs and descriptive statistics such as
mean, standard deviation, and median. In addition, we also
explored the significance of these beliefs are from a statistical
point of view. At any rate, this study provides initial evidence,
but more studies are certainly needed to gather more evidence.

Suitability
Accuracy
Functionality

Compliance
Security
Maturity
Reliability

Robustness
Recoverability

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 concisely describes the ISO 9126 standard. Section 3
describes the setting of the empirical study. The statistical
hypotheses we tested are in Section 4. The empirical results are
reported and discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concisely reports
on the internal, external, and construct validity of the empirical
study. Conclusions and outline of future work are in Section 7.
II.

Interoperability

Time Behavior
Resource Behavior

Quality

Understandability
Usability

METRICS

Efficiency

Learnability
Operability

ISO 9126

Analyzability
Changeability

A few quality models have been defined in the last few
years, starting from [9]. Quality models are often defined in a
hierarchical fashion (e.g., see Fig. 1). The overall quality of a
software product is viewed as composed of a set of qualities.
These qualities may be hierarchically refined by several layers
of qualities (some of which may be internal software qualities).
At each layer, the relative importance of each quality may be
weighted depending on the measurement problem at hand. This
hierarchical refinement process ends with the definition of a set
of measures to quantify each quality. The weights provided to
each quality may be used to combine the values of the
measures into a single value for the overall software quality.

Maintainability
Stability
Testability
Adaptability
Installability
Portability
Conformance
Replaceability

Figure 1. The layers of ISO9126.

The ISO 9126 standard is organized on four layers (see Fig.
1). The first layer is that of the overall software quality. On the
second layer, the overall software quality is refined as being
composed of six qualities. Each quality is refined in terms of a
set of qualities on the third layer. The qualities defined on the
third layer afford direct quantification via a set of measures,
which are left unspecified in the original standard. For
completeness, we now list the six qualities on the second layer
along with their refining qualities on the third layer.

In some quality models, the qualities and measures
associated with all the nodes of this hierarchical structure are
fixed [9]. In other quality models, some parts are left
tailorable/unspecified, for instance the set of measures [5].
There are also general, flexible framework that can be tailored
to several different environments and measurement objectives,
like the Goal/Question/Metric paradigm [1,2], which allows for
the building of different quality models and measures.
Depending on the measurement application at hand, different
qualities may be chosen to be studied. Also, the same quality
may be refined via different sets of qualities in different
measurement applications. At the end of the hierarchical
generation process, different measures may thus be generated
for different measurement applications.
At any rate, like in many other engineering disciplines,
efforts have been made in recent years to reach a standard view
of software quality and of a quality model. This has led to the
definition of the ISO 9126 quality model [5, 6, 7], in which
software quality is viewed as composed of 6 qualities.
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Functionality is about meeting stated and implied
needs when the software is used under specified
conditions.



Reliability is about maintaining the
performance under specified conditions.



Efficiency is about providing the required performance
relative to the amount of resources used, under stated
conditions.

level

of



Usability is related to being able to understand, learn,
and use the software under specified conditions.



Maintainability is related to analyzing software
products to find a fault, change the software products,
making sure the change does not have side-effects, and
testing the new version.



Portability is related to being able to make a software
product run in different environments.

meaning “X strongly negatively influences Y” and the value +5
has the meaning “X strongly positively influences Y.” Thus,
value 0 has the meaning “X does not influence Y.” The -5 .. +5
scale was chosen because (1) it would clearly represent both
negative and positive influences and (2) a sufficient number of
values were available to respondents to quantify their beliefs
about the degrees of influence and provide different rankings
for different degrees. It was made clear to the subjects that the
single values of the scale were not important per se, but they
were used to obtain a ranking of the beliefs of the various
influences. For instance, the value ‘4’ per se did not provide
much information, but it indicated that the subject believed a
higher degree of influence than a ‘2’ value. The subjects were
also allowed to leave blank the values associated with a pair
<X, Y>, if they did not feel sufficiently confident about
providing any value. This was done to reduce the number of
unsubstantiated guesses. For completeness, it was explained to
the subjects that “blank” and 0 had two different meaning, i.e.,
“blank” meant “don’t know,” while 0 actually meant “I believe
there is no influence.” It was made clear to the subjects that
there was no “correct answer” for any of the pairs <X, Y>. The
aim of the survey was only to capture the participants' beliefs
in a quantitative form and no consequences of any kind would
derive to them from their answers. In addition, the survey also
had the pedagogical goal [3] of making the practitioners reflect
about the ISO 9126 standard, the meaning of its qualities, their
interactions, and the fact that software quality needs to be
planned in advance and that development decisions may have
an impact on several different qualities.

The ISO 9126 standard also says that these qualities
describe, with minimal overlap, software quality. Thus, they
are somewhat orthogonal, even though this does not mean that
there are no dependencies among them. However, some degree
of independence should be there. If there was a very strong
influence between two such qualities, one may wonder why
they are both in the standard. This is what happens in other
fields as well. When a strong statistical correlation is found
between two variables, then the two variables basically contain
the same information, since, once one of them is known, the
other one is basically known too, i.e., it can be discarded from
the core modeling of some phenomenon as being redundant.
ISO 9126 is therefore a general reference model that lists a
number of qualities that software practitioners should have in
mind when they build software. Practitioners should be aware
that interactions among these qualities may exist, so they can
make informed decisions during software development. Here,
we focus on how aware practitioners are of these interactions.
III.

SETTING OF THE EMPIRICAL STUDY

IV.

The main goal of the empirical study was to evaluate the
degree of consensus about the influence of each second-layer
ISO 9126 quality on the others. The empirical study involved
145 software practitioners from Italian and Swiss software
development companies, who were attending advanced classes
on software quality. The subjects were involved in a variety of
different application domains, from business software
applications, to web applications, to automotive, etc. The data
were collected during ten editions of the same course on
software quality, over a period of 4 years, from 2000 to 2004.

STATISTICAL HYPOTHESES EXPLORED

The hypotheses we tested are of two kinds, as follows.


The ISO 9126 standard was first explained to the subjects.
Then, the subjects were asked to quantify their personal degree
of belief about how strongly each ISO 9126 quality influences
the other ISO 9126 qualities and data were collected. Data
were collected by means of a very simple data collection form,
organized in the shape of a matrix. Each cell of the matrix was
related to a pair of qualities, one of which was the
“influencing” quality, say X, while the other was the
“influenced” quality, say Y. The idea was to check whether it
was believed that pushing for quality X (the “influencing”
quality) would also affect quality Y (the “influenced” quality),
as both qualities depend on the same root cause, i.e., the way
the software is written. We distinguished an influencing from
an influenced quality because the influence of X on Y may not
necessarily be of the same type (i.e., positive or negative) and
strength as the influence of Y on X.
For each pair of qualities <X, Y>, the subjects were asked to
provide a value on a –5 .. +5 scale, where the value –5 has the
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Hypotheses related to single distributions. Since the
data we collected were ordinal [10], we investigated
hypotheses related to the median of each distribution,
instead of the mean, which, strictly speaking, is not a
meaningful indicator of central tendency for ordinal
data [10]. The motivations for these hypotheses related
to single distributions come from conventional wisdom
that has it that qualities do influence one another. We
wanted to test whether our respondents actually
believed in this idea. Given two qualities X and Y, our
null hypothesis was H0: MX = MY, and the alternative
hypothesis was H1: MX  MY, where MX and MY
represent the medians of X and Y, respectively. As
explained in Section III, these hypotheses have the
meaning “if software is written in such a way as to
push for quality X, I believe that quality Y is also
affected.” Since no assumptions on the direction
(positive or negative) of influence could be safely
made, our above statistical hypotheses were
nondirectional, and we used two-tailed statistical tests
to test them [8]. Note that two-tailed statistical tests are
more conservative than one-tailed tests for a given
level of statistical significance, so it is less likely to
reject the null hypothesis with two-tailed tests. Thus,
we wanted to be even more careful about investigating
the existence of such beliefs.



number of values (135) corresponds to pair <F,M> and the cell
with the lowest number of values (117) to pair <U,R>. This
seems to indicate that most subjects had a sufficiently solid
idea about most interactions among software qualities.

Hypotheses related to the associations of pairs of
distributions. Given two qualities X and Y, we checked
whether there was an association between the ranking
provided by the subjects about the influence of X on Y
and the influence of Y on X, i.e., the influence between
X and Y works in both directions. For each association
checked, the null hypothesis states that there is no
association, while the alternative hypothesis states that
there is a positive association, since one may expect
that if it is believed that there is a positive (resp.
negative) influence of X on Y, then there is a positive
(resp. negative) influence of Y on X. Studying these
associations is an additional way of checking whether
the subjects believed that (1) there is a real trade-off
between qualities (this is the case when a double
negative association exists between the distributions,
i.e., improving X makes Y worse, and improving Y
makes X worse), or (2) the two qualities X and Y
support each other (this is the case of a double positive
association between the distributions, i.e., improving X
also improves Y, and vice versa).
V.

Second, the data distributions show a fairly large spread of
values. As could be expected with 145 total respondents, all of
the 30 data distributions actually have the maximum spread
possible, i.e., -5 .. +5 (this piece of information is not reported
in Table I, because it would be the same for all cells). As for
the interquartile range, the average of the distance between 1Q
and 3Q is 4.43 and the standard deviation is 1.07. In addition,
all of the standard deviations of the distributions are between
2.31 and 3.06. These measures of spread show that the
participants’ consensus about the influences between ISO 9126
software qualities was limited and some of the participants
believed that there was a really strong interaction between
software qualities, but their beliefs were conflicting.
TABLE I.
F

RESULTS
F

Here, we first provide the results on the hypotheses related
to single distributions are in Section V.A. The results related to
associations between distributions are in Section V.B.
A. Results Related to Single Distributions
Table I contains the summary statistics for the data
collected for each of the possible pairwise interactions between
ISO 9126 qualities. Each ISO 9126 quality is identified by its
initial letter. The rows represent the influencing qualities, while
the columns represent the influenced qualities. Each cell of the
matrix in Table I contains the values of:


N: the number of values collected



1Q: the location of the first quartile



M: the median of the data distribution (the value 0.5 in
cell <F,U> is due to the midpoint approximation used
when a distribution has two medians)



3Q: the location of the third quartile



m: the average value of the data distribution



/: the standard deviation of the data distribution



p: the statistical significance of the Wilcoxon signed
rank test [11], used to test the hypothesis about the
believed influence between the two qualities. The
Wilcoxon signed rank test is appropriate for assessing
hypotheses about the medians of single data
distributions of discrete, ordinal data.

R

E

U

M

P

N: 126
1Q: 0
M: 0
3Q: 3
m: 0.81
/: 2.49
p:<0.001
N: 123
1Q: -1
M: 0
3Q: 2
m: 0.29
/: 2.35
p: 0.45
N: 122
1Q: 0
M: 0
3Q: 3
m: 0.79
/: 2.68
p:0.011
N: 122
1Q: -1
M: 0
3Q: 3
m: 0.43
/: 2.68
p:0.148
N: 118
1Q: -2
M: 0
3Q: 0
m:-0.67
/: 2.40
p:0.056

STATISTICS FOR THE DISTRIBUTIONS

R

E

U

M

P

N: 133
1Q: -2
M: 0
3Q: 3
m: 0.82
/: 2.73
p:<0.001

N: 131
1Q: -2
M: 0
3Q: 3
m: 0.53
/: 2.82
p:<0.001
N: 136
1Q: -1
M: 2
3Q: 4
m: 1.32
/: 2.89
p:<0.001

N: 130
1Q: -1
M: 0.5
3Q: 3
m: 0.65
/: 2.88
p:<0.001
N: 129
1Q: -1
M: 0
3Q: 3
m: 0.46
/: 2.71
p:<0.001
N: 127
1Q: -2
M: 0
3Q: 2
m: 0.05
/: 2.83
p:<0.069

N: 135
1Q: -1
M: 2
3Q: 3
m: 0.99
/: 3.02
p:<0.001
N: 127
1Q: 0
M: 2
3Q: 3
m: 1.50
/: 2.51
p:<0.001
N: 126
1Q: -2
M: 0
3Q: 2
m: 0.01
/: 2.81
p:<.145
N: 129
1Q: -2
M: 0
3Q: 2
m: 0.09
/: 2.73
p:0.409

N: 125
1Q: -2
M: 0
3Q: 1
m:-0.38
/: 2.45
p:<0.001
N: 118
1Q: -1
M: 0
3Q: 0
m:-0.22
/: 2.31
p:0.052
N: 125
1Q: -3
M: -1
3Q: 0
m:-1.16
/: 2.52
p:<0.001
N: 127
1Q: -3
M: 0
3Q: 1
m:-0.41
/: 2.76
p:0.107
N: 125
1Q: 0
M: 1
3Q: 3
m: 1.03
/: 2.86
p:0.002

N: 128
1Q: 0
M: 1
3Q: 3
m: 1.04
/: 2.55
p:<0.001
N: 117
1Q: 0
M: 0
3Q: 2
m: 0.39
/: 2.36
p:0.076
N: 124
1Q: -1
M: 1
3Q: 3
m: 0.90
/: 2.96
p: 0.003
N: 119
1Q: -2
M: 0
3Q: 1
m: -0.45
/: 2.56
p:0.365

N: 120
1Q: -2
M: 0
3Q: 2
m: 0.11
/: 2.76
p:0.359
N: 127
1Q: -2
M: 0
3Q: 2
m: -0.24
/: 2.91
p:0.261
N: 125
1Q: -3
M: -2
3Q: 0
m: -1.22
/: 2.55
p:<0.001

N: 125
1Q: -1
M: 0
3Q: 1
m: -0.03
/: 2.40
p:0.213
N: 127
1Q: -2
M: 0
3Q: 1
m: -0.23
/: 2.83
p:<0.34

N: 126
1Q: -2
M: 0
3Q: 3
m: 0.32
/: 3.06
p:0.425

Third, notwithstanding the spreads of values, a number of
distributions show that it makes sense to hypothesize the
existence of some degree of consensus about the influence of
some software qualities on other software qualities. To this
end, the statistical significance of the results is quite clear. We
set a statistical threshold of 0.05, as is customary in empirical
software engineering. Based on the number of responses we

We have also reported the values of m and / to provide a
more complete idea of the central tendency and spread of the
data distributions, though the data were collected on an ordinal
scale, for which m and / are not appropriate, in principle.
As a first observation, Table I shows that the 145 subjects
provided values for most of the cells. The cell with the highest
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had for each distribution we could safely use the normal
approximation to the exact distribution of W, the statistic used
in the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Since the test is two-tailed, pvalues less than 0.025 provided us with evidence to reject the
null hypothesis. We have obtained statistically significant
results in 15 distributions out of 30, i.e., in half of the cases,
our respondents believed that two qualities interact.

Let us now look at pairs of qualities for which there is no
conclusive evidence on the fact that one influences the other,
but the influences in Table I are of the same sign, e.g.,
Efficiency and Functionality, though there is evidence that
Functionality influences Efficiency, as shown by the p-values
in Table I. Table II shows that there is an association between
the scores of <F,E> and <E,F> which seems to confirm that,
even though the influence <E,F> is not statistically significant,
the two qualities in general are believed to somewhat support
each other, or at least they are not conflicting anyway, even
though one influence is stronger than the other. Further
investigations may be needed in this case, though.

Fourth, it is somewhat surprising that the majority of
influence relationships are believed to be nonnegative. This can
be assessed in several different ways. Out of 30 medians, 2
turned out to be negative, 21 null, and 7 positive. The
interquartile range turns out to be more biased towards negative
values (e.g., -2..1, like in the case of <F,P>) in 8 cases,
centered on 0 (e.g., -2..-2 like in the case of <U,E>) in 6 cases,
and more biased towards positive values (e.g., -1..3, like in the
case of <F,M>) in 16 cases. Out of 30 relationships, 20 have a
value m > 0 and 10 have a value m < 0. So, all of these
statistics provide the same kind of evidence. These results are
somewhat unexpected, since it is commonly believed that there
is a trade-off among software qualities, i.e., trying to improve
one of them may result in worsening another.

TABLE II.

<X,Y>
<F,R>
<F,E>
<F,U>
<F,M>
<F,P>
<R,E>
<R,U>
<R,M>
<R,P>
<E,U>
<E,M>
<E,P>
<U,M>
<U,P>
<M,P>

In addition, 8 out of the 10 distributions with a negative
value for m are actually related to Portability, so only 2 out of
the 20 distributions that do not involve Portability actually have
a negative m. Based on these results, one may conclude that the
respondents in the sample viewed Portability as a sensitive
quality that needs to be taken into account during development,
since decisions about software products to improve other
qualities may negatively affect Portability.
B. Results Related to Associations between Distributions
Table II contains the values of Spearman's rho and
Kendall's taub [4] about the agreement of the rankings of the
influences <X,Y> and <Y,X>. We used Spearman's rho and
Kendall's taub because the variables we used are ordinal ones.
Both statistics range between –1 (perfect negative association)
and +1 (perfect positive association), so they quantify the
degree of association. In addition, both statistics can be used to
check whether the association is statistically significant. We
found that there is a statistically significant association (at the
0.05 level) between the rankings of the influence of quality X
on quality Y and the rankings of the influence of quality Y on
quality X for all pairs of qualities <X,Y>.

SUMMARY STATISTICS BY INFLUENCING AND INFLUENCED
QUALITY

<Y,X>
<R,F>
<E,F>
<U,F>
<M,F>
<P,F>
<E,R>
<U,R>
<M,R>
<P,R>
<U,E>
<M,E>
<P,E>
<M,U>
<P,U>
<P,M>

rho
0.68
0.59
0.60
0.35
0.58
0.61
0.54
0.31
0.35
0.55
0.51
0.65
0.50
0.71
0.61

taub
0.60
0.46
0.50
0.31
0.52
0.49
0.42
0.26
0.29
0.45
0.44
0.56
0.43
0.61
0.54

As for those pairs of qualities for which there is no
evidence that either quality influences the other (e.g., see the
cells for <E,U> and <U,E> in Table I), the results on rho and
taub provide further support for the lack of actual influence.
VI.

VALIDITY OF THE EMPIRICAL STUDY

Like in any empirical study, we need to examine the factors
that may have biased our results. We believe that the following
factors may have influenced an empirical study like ours.

For a pair of qualities <X,Y> where both the influence of X
on Y and of Y on X are statistically significant (see Table I) and
the influence is of the same direction, these results show that
the respondents seem to believe, even though with various
degrees of strength, that there is a bidirectional influence
between qualities. Specifically, the association with the highest
values for rho and taub involves Usability and Portability. The
subjects seem to indicate that there is a real trade-off between
these two qualities, since the values of m for both <U,P> and
<P,U> in Table I are negative and also the interquartile ranges
are biased towards negative values. The second highest values
for rho and taub involve Functionality and Reliability. This
result could actually be somewhat expected, as this indicates
that the subjects believed that the two qualities support each
other, i.e., improving one will also improve the other.

A. Internal Validity
These two factors could pose a threat to the internal validity
of the empirical study.
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Subjects. The subjects were not selected beforehand,
so, no self-selection occurred, and various different
professional figures were involved. This may be
acceptable for the internal validity of our study.



Knowledge on ISO 9126. All the subjects were given
the same information about ISO 9126. It would not
make sense to “randomize” this factor, i.e., provide the
subjects with different degrees of knowledge about
ISO 9126.



B. External Validity
The question may arise as to how representative our
empirical study is in the population of empirical studies on ISO
9126 qualities.




Subjects. It would not be possible to claim that the
subjects were representative of the population of
software project leaders and developers. However, no
pre-selection was carried out and the class was given
10 times to different people with different
backgrounds, skills, and expertise in different
application domains.

At any rate, a good deal of further work is will need to be
carried out, including:

Knowledge on ISO 9126. Not all project leaders and
developers are in general knowledgeable on ISO 9126,
and even those who are may have various degrees of
knowledge. However, some knowledge on ISO 9126
was an obvious precondition of the study, if only to
have a common terminology across all subjects.

[1]

understanding
the
reasons
behind
software
practitioners’ beliefs, so these reasons can be studied
and tested;



studying the effect of providing the new subjects with
the new standard sets of measures for the qualities;



investigating the relationships between
software qualities and external ones.

internal
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On the other hand, several reasons may provide an
explanation for why no mutual influence was detected for a
number of pairs of qualities, including:

the course on software quality did not explain
adequately the concepts behind the ISO 9126 qualities;
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The research documented in this paper has investigated
empirically whether several software project leaders and
developers believed that external software qualities influence
each other. The results seem to indicate that, on average, the
subjects believed in the existence of a number of such
influences, and, more surprisingly, on the fact that these
influences are positive. Thus, the need for trade-offs between
possibly conflicting qualities does not seem to be perceived by
our respondents. Also, the influences seem to be bidirectional,
which provides further evidence to this perceived lack of tradeoffs. The one real exception is Portability, which is believed to
be conflicting with almost all other qualities.

there is actually no influence in general for those pairs,
i.e., the qualities are mostly independent of each other;
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C. Construct Validity
We did not use any particular measure defined for the basic
constructs, i.e., the ISO 9126 qualities, of the study. There is no
general agreement on how these constructs should be
measured, and any measures could be questioned as to whether
they actually quantify the quality they purport to measure. An
operational measure was defined for the assessment of the
mutual influences among qualities. One may wonder whether
this was an appropriate way to capture these influences. We
chose an ordinal measure because it would have made little
sense to choose an interval or ratio measure, since we are
interested here in rankings. Also, we provided a measure with
11 integer values (from -5 to +5), so it was sufficiently finegrained to capture the rankings among influences.



the ISO 9126 qualities should be provided with more
precise explanations; as for this, the introduction of
standard sets of measures will provide further aid in the
understanding of the definition of the ISO 9126
qualities.
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Abstract
In this paper, we describe our trace monitoring system
and a methodology for reverse engineering interface protocols to capture the sequence of method invocations for large
C++ applications. To evaluate our system, we present a case
study using the networking library in the Mozilla Internet
Application Suite, and three Mozilla applications: Firefox,
Thunderbird and Sunbird. We use trace monitoring of the library to capture the interface protocols for the classes in the
library and our preliminary results support our assumption
that interface protocols follow a speciﬁc pattern and that
these patterns can facilitate comprehension of the underlying interactions among the classes in the system.

1. Introduction
The process of software maintenance, including modiﬁcation, refactoring, and usage of complex object oriented
systems, requires knowledge about the system under study
and, in particular, about the interactions among the classes
and components of the system. However, software artifacts
that describe these interactions are frequently unavailable
and for large, open-source C++ applications, they are virtually nonexistent. Thus, much of the research in software engineering has focused on the development of tools to automatically generate information to improve comprehension
of the application under study, and thereby facilitate the
maintenance effort.
In this paper, we present Hylian, our system for code
regeneration and trace monitoring in large C++ applications.
Hylian uses an augmented form of the GNU gcc parser to
output parse trees in XML format, permit modiﬁcation of
the parse trees, and to regenerate a modiﬁed version of the

source code. We used an earlier version of Hylian to reverse
engineer a grammar for the gcc C++ parser, version 4.0.0
[5]; the current version permits modiﬁcation of the parse
tree to extract trace information of a C++ application under
study.
To demonstrate the utility of Hylian, we generate trace
information, extract the sequence of method invocations,
and generate regular expression representations of the interface protocols for Necko, a large networking library written
in C++ [9]. To exercise the Necko library, we use three large
applications in the Mozilla Internet Application Suite: Firefox, Thunderbird and Sunbird, a browser, mailer and calendar application respectively [8]. We then choose classes in
the Necko library that are used by the three applications and
examine the regular expression representation of the interface protocols for the Necko library.
Our preliminary results support our assumption that the
interface protocols for these classes follow a speciﬁc pattern
and that these patterns can be used to facilitate comprehension of the class and to guide usage of the class by developers unfamiliar with the Necko library. Moreover, the regular expression representations of the interface protocol for a
class can serve as examples, or templates, of correct usage
of a class for a large library. We conjecture that these examples of library usage exemplify the comprehension model
needed in the maintenance of large libraries and, together
with other comprehension tools, can facilitate the maintenance effort.
In the next section, we review the terminology and concepts that we use in our work. In Section 3 we describe
our trace monitoring methodology and its use in reverse engineering interface protocols. In Section 4 we present the
case study described above and in Section 5 we review related research. In Section 6 we draw conclusions.
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Figure 1. The Hylian System. This ﬁgure illustrates Hylian, our code analysis and trace monitoring system.

2. Terminology and Concepts
In this section, we review the terminology and concepts
that we use in our work. In Section 2.1 we review grammars
and parse trees, and in Section 2.2 we review the concept of
trace monitoring.

2.1

Grammars, Parse Trees and ASGs

A grammar deﬁnes a language by specifying valid sequences of derivation steps that produce sequences of terminals, known as the sentences of the language. One procedure for using a grammar to derive a sentence in its language is to begin with the start symbol S and apply the
production rules in some sequence until only non-terminals
remain. This process deﬁnes a tree whose root is the start
symbol, whose nodes are non-terminals and whose leaves
are terminals. This tree is known as a parse tree; the process
by which it is produced is known as parsing. Our system,
Hylian, generates parse trees that we augment to monitor
the execution of the libarary unders study.

3.1

Figure 1 summarizes the ﬂow of information through the
system that we use. The source code for a C++ library is
shown as input to Hylian, shown as a tabbed box to the
left side of the ﬁgure. Hylian uses an augmented version
of the GNU gcc parser, version 4.0.0, to generate a parse
tree representation of the library code in XML format [5].
We produce transformed code to monitor the library by augmenting the parse trees with parse subtrees that contain code
to trace the method invocations in the library; this phase is
illustrated in Figure 1 as a tabbed box labeled Transformed
Library. The Transformed Library is compiled into object
code by the GNU C++ compiler, which is linked with the
object code for the application that will utilize the library.
The resulting executable, together with the input to the application, produces the Protocol Strings, which are then
transformed into the Interface Protocol for the library, expressed as regular expressions.

3.2
2.2

Overview of the Hylian System

Construction of Regular Expressions

Trace Monitoring

A trace monitor is a software artifact that observes the
actions in a software system and, when certain activities
are detected, the monitor executes some code of its own
[2]. Trace monitors are especially useful for the detection
or veriﬁcation of runtime behavior. In our work, we use
trace monitoring to detect class method invocations and to
record a history of these invocations.

3. Protocol Extraction Methodology
In this section, we describe our system for monitoring
the execution of an application and its corresponding library, and for reverse engineering interface protocols for
C++ classes in the library. In the next section we present
the Hylian system that we utilize and in Section 3.2 we describe our approach to regular expression generation.

We use an iterative algorithm to convert each protocol
string into a regular expression and, for a protocol string
of length n, our algorithm runs in O(n3 ) time. We ﬁrst
search the protocol string for recurring patterns of size 1,
then recurring patterns of size 2, and continue the search,
looking for recurring patterns of size n/2. For example, in
searching for patterns of size 2, the string “abab” will be
converted to (ab)+ . When the protocol string for each object is converted to a regular expression, we then use a perl
package, Regexp::Assemble, to construct a single regular expression from the set of protocol strings generated by
each instantiation of the class under consideration.
There is an abundance of research describing techniques
to recover interface protocols using a ﬁnite state machine
or regular expression representation [4, 7, 10, 11]. Our future work includes an investigation into these techniques to
improve our protocol recovery process.
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Figure 2. Study Summary. This ﬁgure illustrates our study to evaluate our methodology for generating interface
protocols for the Necko Networking Library utilized by the Mozilla Internet Application Suite.

Application
Necko
Firefox
Sunbird
Thunderbird

Version
2.0a1pre
3.0a8
0.6a1
3.0a1pre

Units
101
1,262
1,586
1,826

Parse Tree
1,542,653
27,857,127
33,023,605
35,190,012

tocol strings for each application. We then ﬁnd the union
of the protocol strings generated for Necko usage by each
application to produce protocol strings for Necko classes,
Protocol Strings, shown as a folded edge box (folded box)
at the middle right of the ﬁgure. We then generate an Interface Protocol for Library, as regular expressions.

Table 1. Testsuite Statistics.

4.1

4. Case Study: The Mozilla Internet Suite
In previous sections of this paper, we described our approach for exploiting dynamic trace monitoring to capture
the interface protocols of classes in an object-oriented system. In this section we describe a study that we conducted
to evaluate our methodology and to show the utility of our
approach. Our study involves an investigation into three
applications included in the Mozilla Internet Application
Suite: Firefox, a commonly used browser; Thunderbird, a
mailer; and Sunbird, a calendar management application
[8]. We use these applications to investigate usage of the
Necko networking library included in the Mozilla Internet
Application Suite.
Figure 2 illustrates our use of the Hylian analysis system, presented in Section 3, for transforming library code
to provide dynamic trace monitoring and generate interface
protocols for the classes in a library. In our study, we use
the Necko library, listed on the left side of the ﬁgure, as input to our system, transform and regenerate the code, and
use the GNU C++ compiler to generate object code for the
transformed library, Necko Transformed Library, shown
in the middle part of the ﬁgure. We then link the object
code representation of the Necko Transformed Library,
ﬁrst with an object code representation of the Firefox application, and then with an object code representation of the
Thunderbird application, and ﬁnally with an object code
representation of the Sunbird application to produce pro-

The Mozilla Application Suite

The statistics in Table 1 provide information about the
version and size of the four applications that we study in this
section. The ﬁrst column lists the application, Application,
the second column lists the version number, Version, the
third column lists the number of compilation units, Units,
and the fourth column lists the number of lines in the parse
tree ﬁles, Parse Trees, for each application. The applications are ordered in the table by their parse tree size. For
example Necko, the Mozilla networking library, is listed in
the ﬁrst row of the table and consists of version 2.0a1pre,
101 compilation units and 1,542,653 lines in the parse tree
ﬁle. The largest application, Thunderbird, is listed on the
last line of Table 1 and consists of version 3.0a1pre, 1,826
compilation units and 35,190,012 lines in the parse tree ﬁle.

4.2

Usage of the Necko Networking Library

Table 2 provides detailed information about the usage
of Necko by the Firefox, Thunderbird, and Sunbird applications, including some information about the generated
protocol strings for Necko classes. To exercise the Firefox browser, we visited medium-sized websites containing
a number of images: nytimes.com, washingtonpost.com,
slashdot.org, and digg.com. To exercise the Thunderbird
application, we sent two emails consisting of plaintext and
HTML markup, and we received an email message with
a 1MB ﬁle attachment. To exercise the Sunbird calendar
application, we synchronized the calendar component with
three ICL formatted online calendars.
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Application

Classes

Instantiations

Firefox
Sunbird
Thunderbird

76
55
54

14,055
1,297
1,591

Number
14,055
1,297
1,591

Protocol Strings
Longest String Average Length
59,070
31
17,578
68
47,649
88

Table 2. Usage of Necko by the three Mozilla applications.

The ﬁrst three columns of Table 2 list the application,
Application, the classes used, Classes, and the number of
classes instatiated, Instantiations, by the respective application. For example, the Firefox application used 76 of the
142 classes in Necko, which is 21 more classes than the Sunbird application used, and 22 more classes than the Thunderbird application used, even though Firefox is the smallest
of the three applications, as measured by number of compilation units and number of lines of parse tree code (cf. Table 1). The sum of the instantiations in the third column
(14,055+1,297+1,591) is 16,943, the total number of class
instantiations for all three applications.
The ﬁnal three columns in Table 2 list information about
the protocol strings, Protocol Strings, generated by each of
the three applications. The fourth column lists the number,
Number, of strings generated and, since each object generates a protocol string, the number of strings is the same
as the number of objects listed in the third column of the
table. The ﬁfth column lists the length of the longest string,
Longest String, generated by each of the respective applications. The Firefox application generated the longest protocol string containing 59, 070 method invocations, which
means that one of the instantiated classes made 59, 070 invocations of methods in the Necko library. The ﬁnal column
of Table 2 lists the average length, Average Length, of the
protocol strings generated by the objects of the respective
application.

4.3

Class Comprehension in Large Systems: Regular Expressions for Necko

Figure 3 contains two tables that describe information
about the use of class nsDiskCacheInputStream in the
Necko networking library. The table at the top of the ﬁgure contains four columns listing the name of the application, Application, the number of instantiations of nsDiskCacheInputStream, Instantiations, the number of
unique sequences of method invocation strings for nsDiskCacheInputStream, Unique Sequences, and the
interface protocol expressed as a regular expression, Interface Protocol. The ﬁrst row of the table at the top of the ﬁgure lists information for Firefox, which created 166 instantiations of nsDiskCacheInputStream, generated 12 unique
method call sequences that are summarized by the regular

expression abc+ ded. The last two rows of the table list information for Sunbird and Thuderbird, which did not create
any instantiations of class nsDiskCacheInputStream and
did not use any of the methods.
The table at the bottom of Figure 3 has two columns
where the ﬁrst column, Mapping, speciﬁes the mapping
between letters and method names and the second column, Unique Sequences of Method Calls, lists the set
of unique sequences of method invocations made by class
instantiations of the Firefox application on the Necko networking library. For example, the ﬁrst row of the second
column of the table lists a sequence of 30 method invocations consisting of calls to ab, followed by a sequence of 25
calls to c, followed by calls to ded. Similarly, the ninth row
of the second column of the table summarizes a sequence of
158 method invocations consisting of calls to ab, followed
by a sequence of 153 calls to c, followed by calls to ded.
Note that we use dots to indicate that some of the 153 calls
to c have been elided from the ninth row of the table; however, all of the other sequences are illustrated precisely as
they were generated by our test cases.
The regular expression representation of the 12 sequences is listed in the fourth column of the ﬁrst row of
the table at the top of Figure 3, abc+ ded. In lieu of documentation, UML case tool artifacts or other speciﬁcation of
the usage of a class, the reverse-engineered interface protocol can provide invaluable information about how a class in
a large system is used, or may be used. For example, using
the mapping, the typical usage of an instantiation of class
nsDiskCacheInputStream consists of a call to the constructor, a call to AddRef, followed by one or more calls to
Read, then calls to Close, Release and Close.

4.4

Comparison of Class Usage

Figure 4 illustrates a class instantiation history for those
classes in the Necko library that were used by the Firefox,
Thunderbird and Sunbird applications. Since we are interested in comparing usage by all three applications, the ﬁgure only lists those classes that were used more than ten
times by each of the applications.
The three bars on the left side of the ﬁgure represent
usage for the nsFileOutputStream class in the Necko library where the ﬁrst bar indicates that Firefox created 44 in-
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Use of nsDiskCacheInputStream by Three Applications
Application Instantiations Unique Sequences Interface Protocol
Firefox
166
12
abc+ ded
Sunbird
0
0
NA
Thunderbird
0
0
NA
Protocol Strings for Firefox Application
Mapping
Unique Sequences of Method Calls
a → nsDiskCacheInputStream 01: abccccccccccccccccccccccccded
b → AddRef
02: abccccccccccded
c → Read
03: abccccccccded
d → Close
04: abcccccccccccccded
e → Release
05: abcccded
06: abccccccccccccccccded
07: abcccccded
08: abcccccccded
09: abccccccccccccccccccccccccc . . . ccccccded
10: abccccded
11: abccded
12: abccccccded
Figure 3. Method Invocation Sequences for Class nsDiskCacheInputStream.

stances, Thunderbird created 37 instances and Sunbird create 28 instances of this class. The three bars in the middle of
the ﬁgure represent usage for the nsBufferedStream class
in the necko library where the ﬁrst bar indicates that Firefox created 66 instances, Thunderbird created 68 instances
and Sunbird create 56 instances of this class. The usage of
this class is more evenly distributed than the usage of nsDiskCacheInputStream illustrated in Figure 3.
We found that the generated regular expressions for more
heavily used classes in Necko can be less readable than the
regular expression, abc+ ded that we obtained for class nsDiskCacheInputStream. For example, Firefox usage of
class nsDiskCacheInputStream generated the expression
abbcdbcb∗ f bg ∗ ch∗ (ggh)∗ c∗ e∗ , which may not be as useful as the one we obtained for class nsDiskCacheInputStream, or may indicate that nsDiskCacheInputStream
has more complex usage patterns. Our ongoing work includes an investigation of some of the excellent regular expression generation algorithms in literature [4, 7, 10, 11].

5. Related Work
The generation of interface protocols can be accomplished using either static or dynamic analysis. The static
approach has the advantage of ﬁnding all possible sequences of method invocations but must address the problems of pointer alias [6] and infeasible paths. Moreover, the
static approach may provide interface protocols that are irrelevant to the application under consideration, as we have
seen in Section 4.4. the regular expressions can be overly
complicated. The dynamic approach has the advantage of
providing only those sequences of method invocations that
are relevant to the application under consideration and does

not suffer the problems of alias or infeasible path resolution.
The related work that we review in this section employs the
dynamic approach to protocol recovery.
Cornelissen and Moonen describe a technique for addressing the scalability problem in extracting information
from execution traces of function calls in Java programs [4].
They observe that certain event sequences are repetitive,
where the repitition typically results from the occurrence
of method invocations within loops. Their summarization
technique entails the use of similarity matrices to visualize
the repetitive method invocation sequences in the trace. Recurring sequences of method invocations appear as patterns
in the matrix. However, the sequences appear in the matrix
as diagonal lines and this abstraction results in the loss of
information about the identity of the methods in the recurring sequences. The approach that we describe in this paper
entails summarizing the recurring sequences of method invocations as regular expressions, which has the advantage
of maintaining the identity of the methods involved in the
recurring sequences.
Walkinshaw et al. describe the construction of state machines from user supplied scenarios and execution traces of
Java programs [10]. They use the scenarios from the user,
the execution traces and the QSM state-merging approach
to interactively generate a state machine of the system. Our
approach differs from that of Walkinshaw et al. in that our
technique is fully automated and does not require user supplied scenarios.
Butkevich et al. describe an extension to the Java programming language to facilitate static conformance checking and dynamic debugging of object protocols [3]. Object
protocols are sequencing constraints on the order in which
methods in a Java application may be invoked. In their
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6. Concluding Remarks
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We presented Hylian, our system for code regeneration
and trace extraction in large C++ applications. We have
demonstrated the utility of Hylian by generating trace information, extracting the sequence of method invocations, and
generating regular expression representations of the interface protocols for Necko, a large networking library written
in C++, utilized by the Mozilla Internet Application Suite
[9]. We generated interface protocols for Necko using three
large applications in the Mozilla Suite that use the Necko
library: Firefox, Thunderbird and Sunbird [8].
The preliminary results of our case study of Necko support our assumption that the interface protocols for these
classes follow a speciﬁc pattern and that these patterns can
be used to facilitate comprehension of a class, to guide usage of the class, or to measure the complexity of usage of
the class by developers unfamiliar with the Necko library.
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for competitive advantage. The following statics are a simple
proof of this attention [2]:
1) A total of 80 percent of Fortune 500 companies have KM
staff.
2) Texas Instruments has saved $1 billion since it launched
KM programs in the mid-1990s.
3) 95 percent of CEOs polled at the 2001 World Economic
Forum in Davos, Switzerland, said that KM was critical to
organizational success.
4) 91 percent of Canadian business leaders polled by
IpsosReid in 2001, believed that KM practices have a
direct impact on organizational effectiveness.
In [3], Polanyi categorized knowledge in two types, the tacit
and explicit. The latter is basically what can be documented
and distributed, while the tacit knowledge resides in the human
mind, behavior and perception, and thus, it is difficult to be
formalized and distributed [4].
Each KM program needs to balance which kind of
knowledge it is focusing, and based on this focus it can be
categorized in one of the four KM styles defined by Choi and
Lee [4].
1) Passive: little interest in KM. It is not managed in a
systematic manner.
2) System-oriented: put more emphasis on codifying and
reusing knowledge. It increases codifiability through IT,
and thus, decreases the complexity of accessing and using
knowledge.
3) Human-oriented: the emphasis is on acquiring and sharing
tacit knowledge and interpersonal experience. Knowledge
usually originates from informal social networks.
Meaningful knowledge can not be simply retrieved form
the database or repository.
4) Dynamic: emphasizes both tacit and explicit knowledge,
and does it in a dynamic fashion, similar to a
communication-intensive organization. They depend on
cultural knowledge.
Independent of style, knowledge management can be seen as
a process to create, gather, store, transfer and apply knowledge
[5]. There are many different definitions for the stages
composing a KM process. In 2004, Bose presented the stages
which compose a cyclic process in knowledge management

Abstract—Knowledge Management area has gathered great
interest in software development industry and the applicability of
its process into an organization, In order to support the
requirements of a maturity level, is the main focus of this report.
Thus, CMMI requirements were assessed and introduced into a
KM project that was run into a CMMI level 3 organization and
the results were analyzed to evaluate whether or not it was useful
to apply KM into such scope.
Index Terms — CMMI, Knowledge Management, Software
Development Process.

I. INTRODUCTION

K

NOWLEDGE management discipline is gathering a
growing attention on organizations that seek the
establishment and tracking of the knowledge disseminated
throughout the company. Procedures, processes, tools, among
other initiatives are supporting the use and dissemination of
such discipline within software development context.
Therefore the objective of this work is to present the
knowledge management approach used to support the
deployment of a CMMI level 3 process into a software
development organization. In addition, to assess the results
achieved by the use of such process in order to provide
improvement opportunities to the organization.
This report is organized as it follows: Section II presents a
general overview on Knowledge Management and the basic
concepts used to develop the process, followed by the research
of where KM requirements are found on CMMI [1] on Section
III. Section IV describes the process approach defined by the
organization to adopt KM, Section V details the tool adopted
and the reasons that show why such tool is being used, and,
Section VI presents the case study results. Finally, Section VII
shows the concluding remarks and future work.
II. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW
For the last years, the Knowledge Management area is
receiving a special attention from organizations, as they search
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[ 2]:
1) Create knowledge: the knowledge comes primarily from
the experiences and skills of the employees. Knowledge is
created as people find new ways to do things. Sometimes
it is necessary to brought in external knowledge when it
does no reside in the organization.
2) Capture knowledge: the created knowledge is stored in a
database or repository in raw form.
3) Refine knowledge: context is added to knowledge, so it
can be easily reused. In this stage the tacit knowledge,
usually captured from human experience, is captured and
transformed and refined along with explicit knowledge.
4) Store knowledge: This stage includes the codification of
tacit and explicit knowledge, after refined, so it can be
used later.
5) Manage knowledge: knowledge must be kept current, so it
must be reviewed systematically to verify if it is still valid
and accurate;
6) Disseminate knowledge: The knowledge is made available
so everyone in the organization can easily access it
anywhere and anytime. New technologies are usually used
to help in the dissemination of knowledge.
Some of the several benefits of the use of a knowledge
management strategy are: the reduction in loss of intellectual
capital from employees who leave the company; the cost
reduction for the development of new products; and the
increased productivity by making knowledge easily accessible
to all employees [2].

•
•
•
•

support environment; to specify the criteria for
including items in the library.
Specify the procedures for storing and retrieving
items; to enter the selected items into the library and
catalog them for easy reference and retrieval.
Make the items available for use by the projects.
Periodically review the use of each item and use the
results to maintain the library contents.
Review the organization’s process asset library as
necessary.”

Process Area
(PA)
OPF
Organization
Process
Focus

OPD
Organization
Process
Definition

III. KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT AND CMMI
Knowledge management process definition was being
established together with the adaptation of the organizational
process from CMM level 2 into CMMI level 3. Therefore, it
was necessary to understand which requirements, from the
CMMI model [1], treat knowledge management general
aspects.
Accordingly, CMMI level 3 has three process areas (PAs)
that address KM’s necessities. Table I presents the mapping
among these PAs together with a short description.
Based on the sub-practices from CMMI, OPF and OPD
process area define the organizational approach to posterior
use on projects, as for instance:
• “Conduct periodic reviews of the effectiveness and
suitability of the organization’s set of standard
processes and related organizational process assets
relative to the organization’s business objectives.
• Obtain feedback about the use of the organizational
process assets.
• Derive lessons learned from defining, piloting,
implementing, and deploying the organizational
process assets.
• Make lessons learned available to the people in the
organization as appropriate.
• Design and implement the organization’s process
asset library, including the library structure and

IPM
Integrated
Project
Management

TABLE I
MAPPING BETWEEN CMMI AND KM
Specific
Specific Goal
Practice
Description
(SG)
(SP)
SG 1
SP 1.3-1
Identify
Determine
Identify the
improvements to the
ProcessOrganization’s
organization's
Improvement
Process
processes and
Opportunities
Improvements
process assets.
SG 2
SP 2.4-1
Incorporate processPlan and
Incorporate
related work
Implement
Process-Related
products, measures,
Process
Experience into
and improvement
Improvement
the
information derived
Activities
Organizational
from planning and
Process Assets
performing the
process into the
organizational
process assets.
SG 1
SP 1.5-1
Establish and
Established
Establish the
maintain the
Organizational
Organization’s
organization’s
Process Assets
Process Asset
process asset library,
Library
like procedures and
lessons-learned
reports.
SG 1
SP 1.2-1
Use the
Use the
Use
organizational
Project’s
Organizational
process assets and
Defined Process Process Assets
measurement
for Planning
repository for
Project
estimating and
Activities
planning the
project’s activities.
SP 1.5-1
Contribute work
Contribute to
products, measures,
the
and documented
Organizational
experiences to the
Process Assets
organizational
process assets.
Document lessons
learned from the
project for inclusion
in the organization’s
process assets
library.

The other process area, IPM, is concerned about how the
projects will use the organizational process assets for planning
new project activities and then how the projects will contribute
to the organizational process assets, for example:
• “Use the organization’s measurement repository in
estimating the project’s planning parameters.
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•

organizational interests and stimulates changes in
organizational knowledge.
The main outputs of this activity are lessons learned
registered on Mantis (the tool that supports the process and
which will be explained in detail on the next section) and
knowledge registered either on C.E.S.A.R Wiki3 or
A.M.I.G.O.S4.

Propose improvements to the organizational process
assets.
• Store process and product measures in the
organization’s measurement repository.
• Submit documentation for possible inclusion in the
organization's process asset library.
• Document lessons learned from the project for
inclusion in the organization's process asset library.”
Based on this research, these requirements were used as a
basis to build the KM process, which will be described on the
next section.

B. Plan lessons learned collection
The main objective of this activity is to plan the collection of
lessons learned by the identification of specific milestones in
the scope of project or in the scope of the organization. As
outputs, the Software Quality Engineer (SQE) updates the
project plan with the milestones of project and Software
Engineer Process Group (SEPG) updates the organizational
plan to contemplate the collection lessons learned in the
organization.

IV. PROSCES AND KM
According to the characteristics presented on the
introduction, the process that will be described intends to
Dynamically Manage the knowledge acquired, emphasizing
both tacit and explicit. Furthermore, the organizational
approach to implement a formal knowledge management
process is formed by a process definition, a support tool,
process templates and guidelines. Such KM process, called
ProSCes1, within the context of software development, is
considered a support sub-process, due to the fact that it
permeates the whole software development cycle, and the main
purposes are:
• Stimulate the change of knowledge between
professionals through the record and use of
information in the knowledge organization base.
• Identify and organize lessons learned, that represent
the knowledge applied to the projects reality.
• Provide the spread of global knowledge, available to
the entire organization areas.
This process can be used by people from all levels of the
software engineering activities, such as Project Managers,
System Engineers, Quality Engineers, Configuration
Management Engineers, Human Resource, Operations
Manager, Quality Manager, Project Manager Officer and
Engineering Manager.
An important relevant factor is that ProSCes differentiates
knowledge and Lessons Learned (LL), where the first one is
any knowledge acquired by the organization collaborators
derived from professional experience, studies and research.
While, on the other hand, Lessons Learned are the relevant
practical results acquired from real situations in projects
specifically at C.E.S.A.R.2.
The process is organized into 6 main activities:

C. Execute lessons learned
This activity focuses on the identification of lessons learned
in the project/organization. In the scope of the project, SQE
configures a questionnaire based on the project milestone and,
in the scope of the organization SEPG configures it based on
which sub-processes will be assessed. The teams answer the
questions based on the knowledge acquire and theses answers
are collected and consolidated to be presented by each specific
audience (project or organizational).
As a result, a report is generated with all the knowledge
consolidated so that the SQE or SEPG selects which of the
knowledge can be considered lessons learned. Another
possible output are change requests opened for the software
development processes, that will be requested by SQE or
SEPG to the organization process group.
D. Maintain best documents and lessons learned data
The purpose of the activity is to register the selected lessons
learned on Mantis and maintain the information available, so
that teams have direct access to the information. The activity
steps start with the registration of the lessons learned on
Mantis, followed by the facilitation of the lessons learned
access for the whole organization, and the maintenance of the
Mantis repository with actual and relevant information for all
organizational projects.
SQE and SEPG are responsible for the lessons learned
registry in the repository, which are registered according to a
set of pre-defined parameters that will be described in details
on the Section V, which talks about Mantis tool.
This activity generates the register of lessons learned, best
documents, recommended and non-recommended practices in
the repository.

A. Disseminate the identification and use of knowledge into
projects
This activity focuses on the identification and registry of
existent knowledge, promote continuous and effective use of
the knowledge available and stimulate the collection of lessons
learned in the projects. It maintains discussion forums about

E. Disseminate lessons learned usage
The proposal of this activity is to encourage the use of
projects lessons learned into the organizational context and

1

3

ProSCes: Software Process of C.E.S.A.R, available at the intranet of the
organization, not accessible for outsiders. http://cesar.org.br/prosces
2
C.E.S.A.R. – Recife Center for Advanced Studies and Systems.
http://www.cesar.org.br

C.E.S.A.R Wiki, Available at the intranet of the organization, not
accessible for outsiders. http://cesar.org.br/wiki
4
A.M.I.G.O.S – Multimedia Environment to the Integration of Groups
and Social Organizations. http://amigos.cesar.org.br
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provide the exchange of experiences among projects.
The responsible for this activity is SEPG, that should
promote seminars presenting the content generated the
knowledge repository. On the other hand, SQEs should
encourage team for the continuous use of the lessons learned
repository.

Tool Decision Process Results
80,0%

40,0%

37,0%

0,0%

1
MANTIS

65,0%

RPM

37,0%

MANTIS WITH
INTEGRATION

55,0%
Tools

Fig. 1. The results achieved through the application of a formal decision
process to decide which tool would best fit the knowledge management
process applied by ProSCes.

The results of the decision taken process calculate the
percentage of criteria (described on Table II) satisfaction for
each tool identified, and, consequently, their ranking in the
process. Therefore, 65% of the criteria are satisfied by Mantis
tool, against 37% for RPM and 55% for Mantis with
integration with RPM.
Based on these considerations, ProSCes adopted Mantis,
and although mostly used for a bug tracking system, it can be
easy configured in order to achieve desirable levels of usage to
a knowledge management support tool. Mantis internal
structure was adapted to contemplate the following
arrangement, where a lesson learned can be described
according to the following parameters:
Categories
• Best Document: documents that are considered a
model of reference to the organization in a
determined sub-process, for example, a
requirements specification document or an
architectural design document.
• Recommended Practice: experiences acquired
from the process execution that are considered
successful and which could be reproduced in other
projects.
• Non-recommended Practice: experiences lived by
projects team that are not considered successful
and should not be reproduced in other project with
the same scope.
• Feedback: from the team related to the processes
releases, regarding whether the change was useful
or not for the project and the proposal of changes
to the organizational process.
Moment of Collection
• Process Audit: during a formal process audit
conducted based on a specific sub-process area,
where the SQE tries to identify lessons learned
gained by the projects.
• Metrics Analysis: where the team consolidates
process indicators and points out any process
improvement or lessons learned from the metrics

V. KM APPLIED TOOL
In order to support the use of knowledge management into
an organization, it is necessary to set up an environment that
can contribute to the use and improvement of knowledge
management processes. In order to choose which environment
could be best applied to our context, a formal decision taken
process, described as one of the sub-processes available at
ProSCes, was run in order to evaluate the existing solutions
available.
The first part of this process contemplates the identification
of criteria and weighs to evaluate the possible tools, according
to what is described on Table II.
TABLE II
TOOLS’ CRITERIA

Integration with the organizational projects base
Agility to implement the solution
Agility to find the lessons learned
Performance to include information (Lessons Learned)
Technical risk of the alternative that may exist to
implement the solution

55,0%

20,0%

F. Identify process improvement opportunities
This activity focuses on the identification of process
improvement opportunities based on the learned generated by
the project in the organization.
The SEPG periodically analyzes the lessons learned
repository to identify opportunities to improve the
organizational process. Typically, lessons learned that are
repeated in various projects and lessons learned about a
specific sub-process activity are examples such opportunities.
Modifications to the process can happen in terms of an
inclusion of activity, update an existing on, inclusion of new
process techniques, guides elaboration, among other aspects.

Criteria

65,0%

60,0%

Weigh
20
15
25
10
30

These criteria were used to analyze three solutions to
support KM deployment into the organization:
1) Mantis: the implementation of lessons learned repository
through the use of mantis tool, which “is a popular free
web-based bug tracking system” [6].
2) Rational Portfolio Manager – RPM: the implementation
of lessons learned repository through the use of RPM,
which is a tool to support project integrated management
[7]
3) Mantis with integration: the implementation of lessons
learned repository through the use of mantis tool with an
integration with RPM data.
The conclusion of the process led to the results presented in
the graphic on Figure 1.
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analysis.
• Execution of Lessons Learned: a formal
collection of lessons learned conducted by the SQE
through the use of questionnaires applied on
specific project teams, where there is a report as
the activity output.
• Other: any other moment during process
development.
Source of Collection
• Own Initiative: the source that comprehends to
knowledge that comes from individual initiative,
that is not formally registered anywhere.
• Knowledge Repository: database where all
collaborators have free access to input any
knowledge, like C.E.S.A.R. Wiki or A.M.I.G.O.S.
• Lessons Learned Repository: is related to Mantis
tool itself, where lessons learned can be raised
from other lessons learned previously registered.
Transitional States
• Submitted: the SQE submits the lesson learned to
Mantis but it has to be reviewed by SEPG in order
to publish it.
• Published: a lesson learned that has been
published and reviewed by SEPG in order to
guarantee that the content can be published to the
organization.
• Rejected: a lesson learned that has been reviewed
by SEPG and is not considered a lesson learned to
be published to the organization.
Besides theses characteristics, mantis permits the creation of
correlations among all lessons learned submitted, by the
settlement of relationship, which can be: (1) one is parent of
the other; (2) one is son of the other; (3) one is duplicated with
another, and (4) one is related of another. These relationships
are represented through the use of relationship trees, a
graphical and visual representation of the lessons learned
available on the knowledge database.

the CMMI level 3 process.
Accordingly, this case study attempts to present the results
of the KM Process execution since the definition of the
process, following by the checkpoint of the CMMI appraisal,
until the present moment.
The main motivation to asses how KM was introduced into
ProSCes are:
• Analyze the results of the process to propose
improvements.
• Analyze the use of Mantis as a knowledge
management support tool.
• Analyze the involvement of the organization into the
knowledge management process.
• Identify the main source of lessons learned within the
development process.
B. Collected Data
Based on that scenario, some metrics were collected to
support the case study, and the first on is presented on Table
III. The numbers show that until the CMMI appraisal, most of
the lessons learned were published, and after that period, most
of them were just submitted.
TABLE III
LESSONS LEARNED DISTRIBUTION ALONG THE TIME
Lessons
Before CMMI Appraisal
After CMMI appraisal
Learned
From January 2007 until
From November 2nd 2007
November 1st 2007 (%)
until March 2008 (%)
Submitted
23 %
62 %
Published
47 %
30%
Rejected
30 %
7%

To better understand the involvement of the organization
into the process, we analyzed the moment in which lessons
learned were identified. The results show that, from the entire
database:
• 30% of the lessons learned reported come from the
activity Execute Lessons Learned.
• 44% of the lessons learned reported come from the
activity to Realize Process Audit.
• 4% of the lessons learned reported come from the
activity Analyze Metrics.
• 22% come from any other activity in the project.
It was also important to evaluate the percentage of
distribution of the lessons learned categories, where they are
divided into:
• 33% are Best Document
• 59% are Recommended Practice.
• 4% are Non-recommended Practice.
• 4% are Feedback.
Besides that, another relevant aspect is that 82% of the
lessons learned available appear with Own Initiative as the
source of information, against 12% of the others (6%
Knowledge Repository and 6% Lessons Learned Repository).
Another important number to evaluate is related to the
submission of changes request opened in the bug tracking
system for the organizational process, and only 2% are related

VI. CASE STUDY
A. Scenario and Objectives
The case study was conducted with the main objective to
assess the adoption of knowledge management through the use
of ProSCes, together with Mantis. The institution applied is
C.E.S.A.R., a seven hundred employee company located on
the northeast of Brazil which, by the time of the process
definition, was on the course of the CMMI level 3 assessment.
C.E.S.A.R.’s software development process considers many
technologies (J2ME, J2EE, .NET, etc), distinct lifecycles and
project categories, such as embedded software development,
mobile applications, client-server applications, mobile games,
test automation, among others. For the CMMI level 3
assessment, 4 projects were chosen as the most representative
ones in the organization, and approximately 68 people were
directly involved in the process to define and institutionalize
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to the Knowledge management sub-process.

disseminated knowledge and lessons learned could be
integrated into one tool.

C. Results Analysis
According to the numbers collected, the characteristics
which presented the greater percentage are summed up on
Table IV.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The deployment of knowledge management process into a
software development organization, during the process of
improving a maturity level, has presented considerable results
indicating positive remarks to the organization. By trying to
achieve tacit and explicit knowledge, the process is improving
its definition and applicability into projects.
On the other hand, the results presented on the case study
induces us to the idea that there is a long path to run, in terms
of process definition and tools to support and get the
organization’s involvement.
According to the stages presented by Bose [2], with the
process definition and execution, we intend to follow all
phases from the cycle process:
• Create: with the definition of the process.
• Capture: by the execution of the process.
• Refine: through process improvement change
requests, and through new projects, with new
contexts, using and registering its experiences with
already existing knowledge.
• Store: with the use of mantis tool.
• Manage: together with SEPG that helps the
maintenance of the process and database.
• Disseminate knowledge: which is a consequence of
the process and their execution.

TABLE IV
CHARACTERISTIC AND PERCENTAGE ACHIEVED
Characteristic
Process Audit
Recommended Practices
Own Initiative

Percentage
44%
59%
82%

By analyzing this Table we can conclude that Process Audit
is the moments in which lessons learned were mostly collected,
a moment when the SQE directly asks the team about any
lessons learned. This indicates the other moments to collect
LA are not being well explored either because of the process
or the teams are not having enough maturity to identify
Lessons Learned on those moments.
Recommended practices are the ones that have the greater
appearance on Mantis database, and we can infer that the
maturity of the organization tends to the discovery of practices
that can be replicated on other projects. Non-recommended
practices and feedbacks are not being frequently reported.
Another consideration is that 82% of the lessons learned
reported are from the source Own Initiative which shows that
the other source of information are not being effectively used.
It is necessary to analyze whether the other repositories are
necessary to the KM process, or are not suitable to its goals.
The number of change requests opened for the knowledge
management sub-process, either for a process improvement or
for adaptation represents only 2%, which does not mean that it
is not relevant. This is due to the fact that we have 23 other
sub-process that change requests can be opened.
Another representative analysis is based on the numbers of
Table III, where we see that less lessons learned are being
published after CMMI appraisal. This situation reflects the
idea that SEPG has changed its priorities after the formal
appraisal.
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Based on the results analyzed, some improvement
opportunities were raised to request changes on knowledge
management sub-process, according to what is presented:
• Improve the process of lessons learned publication,
by assessing if there can be added more agility to this
process, in order not to be so dependant on the SEPG.
• Review Mantis tool in order to detail what is being
effective, in terms of the existing categories, access to
the submission of lessons learned, and collect an
opinion of the organization about it through a formal
research.
• Evaluate all source of information available on
ProSCes and question whether or not all these
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Abstract
Injecting autonomous behaviors into existing nonautonomous programs is desirable but requires a high
degree of code transformation. Such code transformation
is complicated and requires different level of code
insertion and transformation to provide the required
functionality. Proper underlying software architecture is
required for managing the code once it is transformed into
autonomous entities. All this is even become complicated
when existing programs (whose source code is no longer
available) want to utilize such code transformation and
service architecture. This paper discusses techniques to
transformation existing code into autonomous entities and
presents underlying management architecture to run such
transformed application.

2. Related Works
There are several code transformation techniques in
Java actively researched by a number of researchers [110] in different aspects of software development.
However, these approaches either work towards
traditional hard coded method or have different goals than
this work:
 Although Addistant [1] works with Java bytecode, it
uses a separate user specified placement policy to
translate user code to a distributed version and
requires placement policies be specified at the class
level, limiting the opportunity to exploit object-level
control. J-Orchestra [2] is similar research work that
rewrites user code and replaces local data exchange
with remote communication.
 Operate at the source code level [3].
 Program through pre-defined interfaces to utilize such
approaches [4].
 Use monitoring and profiling during run time [5, 6].
 Use a modified Java Virtual Machine [7, 8], and
sacrifices portability and interoperability for doing so.
 Use different programming languages [9, 10].
Please see [11] for detailed description and contrast of
these works (most of the related work is not mentioned
here for space constraints) with the work presented in this
paper.

1. Introduction
Programming a distributed application is a tedious
task and programmers need expert knowledge of handling
the distribution related management issues along with
programming the problem at hand. This becomes even
daunting when programmers have to incorporate
autonomic behaviors into the system also. The scenario
gets even complicated when developers want to transform
existing non-autonomic distributed system (whose source
code is no longer available) into an autonomic system. In
real life, programmers’ want to concentrate on the
problem in hand, rather than spend time on incorporating
autonomic behaviors in their system or deal with the
distribution management issues. It will be tremendously
beneficial to programmers if such autonomic behaviors
can be added automatically and transparently to existing
systems and distribution related issues can be addressed
without spending much time for it. Although object
oriented technology provides programmers with
advantage of rapid program development in a networked
environment, it becomes overwhelming when it is
necessary to handle the autonomic computing aspects of
the program as well. Towards this goal, the initial phase
would be to how to convert an existing object oriented
program into self-manageable chunks and access them
autonomously across the system so that autonomic
behaviors can be added into those autonomous entities as
needed. This paper presents such code transformation
techniques to produce autonomously accessible program
component from existing object oriented programs and
identifies issues related to such code transformations.
Although the technique presented in this paper works with
Java byte code, any interpreted code such as C#, that

3. Code Transformations
After the user presented the code (computationally
intensive, large parallel applications) to the system, a
static code analyzer builds an object graph from the user
supplied byte code. See reference [12] for more details on
the static code analyzer. Once it generates the object
graph, the graph is partitioned [13] according to the
underlying system configuration, communication
requirements or any user supplied policy. The underlying
system comprises a collection of platform-agnostic
autonomic elements [14] as an interface to the service
providers and the associated pre-processor for
comprehensive byte code to byte code translation, so that
the resultant transformation produces a self-adaptive
version of the user code. The transformed program is
based on self-contained concurrent objects communicating through standard object based communication
protocols and incorporates salient features (such as
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be concerned about following any specific
programming rules.
For such transformations of user code, the following
issues need to be addressed:
i. Methods (M) and constructors (C): There are more
methods in the proxy class to interact with the AE
and also to manipulate the object itself. So, if Mn , Cn
 Original Class Æ Mn1 , Cn1  Proxy Class, where
n1>n. The original methods are overridden with the
following structure:
Pre-processing
Original method call
Post-processing
Instead of instrumenting each method, a wrapper
method is created to ensure consistency with the
existing line number table for debugging purpose.
ii. Polymorphic method calls: To determine the original
calls of a method in a polymorphic call requires a
stack oriented emulator such as that in the JVM.
Creating such an emulator is a separate research
problem and in the initial version of the
transformations, polymorphic method calls are not
considered.
iii. Direct field access: All direct field access is
converted to getter and setter methods to facilitate
remote method invocation.
iv. System classes: Since the system classes cannot be
modified, the same techniques as used in J-Orchestra
[2] are adopted. System objects are either moved with
the user objects or, if they use any platform
dependent code, remain on the same node and other
proxies access these system objects using a callback
facility.
v. Handling distributed I/O: It is undesirable to have
user code produce output in a remote machine or ask
for input somewhere other than it is intended to.
Therefore all input/output operations need to be
redirected. This leads to the following possible
transformations: Standard output and error, Standard
input, File input and File output.
vi. Exception handling: Reference [14] illustrates the
approach adapted for handling exceptions.
vii. ‘final’ class: To extend the functionality of a unmodifiable class in the proxy, the final keyword is
removed from the classpool [15] inside the class file.
In this way, the semantic and functional consistency
of the class remains the same but now extra methods
can now be added and existing methods can be
overridden in the proxy to add the extra functionality.
viii. Existing interfaces: Since Java allows a single class
to implement as many interfaces as required, no
changes are required in this case.
ix. Static methods and fields: Any class that has static
methods and fields is divided into two subclasses
where one has all the static methods and fields and
another has the non-static entities. Separate proxies
are created for each subclass and the static subclass is

Broker architecture and asynchronous call) from existing
middleware technologies.
3.1 Autonomic transformations
Since the transformed program runs as a distributed
program, any single node in the system could have one or
more objects executing on it. As all of the related objects
within any single node have to be manipulated
transparently, several different scenarios present
themselves for consideration:
a. One AE(Autonomic Element) per node with each
object as a ME (Managed Element [14]): The
traditional proxy approach [1] could be employed;
however, the full computation power of a particular
node is not utilized in this scenario. The traditional
proxy approach only supports a single object per
proxy, but multiple objects per proxy are required for
the approach presented in this paper.
b. One AE per node with multiple objects as ME: This is
the most common scenario where multiple objects
run concurrently in one node. The traditional proxy
notation must be extended to address this scenario.
c. Multiple AEs per node with multiple objects as a ME:
Although this scenario is possible, it is not supported
by the autonomic computing paradigm and is not
considered further.
A proxy structure is implemented that encapsulates
one or more runtime objects into a single manageable
entity that communicates with other such entities in the
system with a single communication channel provided by
the proxy object. Having an encapsulating proxy object
allows us to incorporate the autonomic functionalities
seamlessly into the user objects with the help of sensors,
actuators and control interfaces. Any inter-object
communication inside a single ME proceeds as usual;
however, any inter-object communication between two
different MEs is delegated to the encapsulating proxy
object. There are two possible choices to create such an
encapsulating proxy:
a. The proxy class inherits the original class: This
works for only one class as Java does not support
multiple inheritance. This can be overcome by
creating a new interface with all the methods of each
of the target classes and then having the proxy
implement that interface by copying the method’s
body into the proxy class.
b. Renaming the original class with the proxy class:
This is the traditional approach and does not work
without modification for the proposed approach as it
is difficult to delegate all proxy invocations
separately. This approach needs to be extended by
creating a clone of the original class structure as the
new proxy structure and, at the byte code level,
redirect all calls to the proxy class. This allows the
existing methods to be overridden with additional
functionalities and the class to be extended with new
methods. Since all associated transformations are
performed at the byte code level, users do not need to
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corresponding local variables are changed. Please see
[11] for more details on the techniques used for
parameter passing.
 All public methods in the distributed class are
modified to throw a RemoteException (to satisfy RMI
requirements) and MigratedException (to satisfy
runtime migration) along with any other existing
exception thrown by the method.
 To make remote objects migratable, they are
transformed to implement the Serializable interface.
The code transformer checks whether the class itself
or any of the class in its inheritance tree implements
Serializable, and adds it if necessary. However, not
every class in Java can be made Serializable in that
way because of the language level constraints. Such
objects have to be anchored in one single node during
the execution of the program.
Other than making these changes, the remainder of the
code remains intact. As a requirement of RMI, all
methods must be public so that they can be called
remotely. So the code transformer checks that all access
rights are maintained. Only after the semantic check and
transformation, the methods in the generated class are
made public.

anchored in one node and interacts with other proxies
using RMI callbacks.
x. Use of ‘this’ and ‘super’: Use of super does not cause
any problem in the transformed code. However, the
use of this needs to be delegated to the appropriate
proxy class.
xi. Use of reflection: Reflection in the user code is not
considered due to the added complexity in the byte
code rewriting phase. A separate package on
reflection that delegates user enforced reflection must
be developed to address this issue.
To handle other Java language features, the
techniques used have similarities with the techniques used
in J-Orchestra [2]. The major distinction with the
approach in this paper is that object level distribution is
attempted, whereas J-Orchestra uses class-level
distribution. One significant drawback with both of these
approaches is that it incurs extra space and time cost to
run the resulting distributed application. Since new proxy
classes are created and segments of byte code are inserted
into the exiting byte code, some inflation in the resulting
code size is expected.
3.2 Distribution Transformation
Once a group of objects has been identified as a
managed element of an autonomic element, the
corresponding class files must be transformed accordingly
to facilitate insertion of autonomic primitives into the
code. The static portion of the class is first moved to a
separate class by the static analyser [12] and
corresponding redirection is established to preserve the
semantic and functional flow of the original execution.
Communication between distributed objects is permitted,
but such interaction should be kept to a minimum in order
to reduce the communication overheads. The assumption
is that the distributed classes are multi-threaded to allow
asynchronous execution. This assumption is true for the
problem domain of the research where the whole program
is modelled as a collection of concurrent objects.
For each of the distributed objects, the code
transformer transforms the byte code by instrumenting
code to provide autonomic properties. Specifically the
points where distributed objects are declared and called
are now transformed to call and invoke corresponding
proxy object classes. The proxy can itself redirect that call
to a distributed autonomic element depending on the
system level distribution policy. Every distributable class
is transformed and the distribution transformer makes the
following changes:
 The distributed class is modified to implement a new
interface which holds distribution primitives.
 Any input/output statements in the user code are
marked for redirection as specified by system level
policy. The reason for redirecting all input/output is
explained in the next section.
 The constructor is replaced with an initialize method.
 Based on the parameter-passing mode (pass-by-value
or
pass-by-reference),
all
parameters
and

4. Performance Analysis
Experiments were conducted to find the time
requirement of delegated method calls using proxy-based
managed elements. After code transformation, every
remote method call now takes place through the
autonomic element. Therefore the call can be broken
down into several parts:
i. Call to local proxy.
ii. Call from local proxy to remote proxy (AE).
iii. AE locates the remote class, loads it and uses
runtime reflection to delegate the execution to the
corresponding method.
To explain the process, consider the UML diagram of
an example program presented in Figure 1 (a). The
application class (which is the starting point of this
application) creates an instance of classA which is run as
a threaded object. For instance, we like to transform the
instance of classA into a managed element of an
autonomic element. The class diagram is now transformed
into three separate portions with separate transformations
as follows:
1. Application Class: Instead of referring to classA, it
will now refer to the proxy instance of classA
(Figure 1 (b)). A new wrapper class is created for
classA that acts as the proxy of the original class.
Along with the traditional proxy transformation, a
new private variable that holds the reference (local or
remote) of the actual object, and a new method that
helps initialize the actual object reference, is inserted
into the proxy class.
2. Used classes inside the managed instance: Objects of
any class that classA is using must now implement
the java.lang.Serializable interface to help the system
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to transfer the instance over the network if needed
(Figure 1 (c). All such classes are checked to see

3.

classA_proxy
+A1
-objRef
+<init>()
+m1()
+m2()
+init()

whether they implement either the Serializable
interface or a subclass of that interface. If not, then it
is added automatically. If such classes use any object
instance which is not serializable (for instance having
another thread inside that object), then that particular
managed element must be anchored on a single
machine during the life time of the application.
Original class: The original class relationship is kept
unchanged (Figure 1 (d)). Only the constructor is
now replaced by a new method initialize to create an
instance of the class during runtime by the autonomic
element using a consistent interface.
A new class is designed to house the managed object
applicationClass

«uses»

java.lang.Thread

(a)
«uses»

applicationClass

classB

«interface»
java.io.Serializable

+main()

(b)

(c)
classA
java.lang.Thread

+A1

java.lang.Thread

remote AE using the standard naming protocol. For a
single remote call using the delegated proxy pattern, the
increase in execution time is approximately 45%. With
several calls to the same AE, this reduces to less then 10%
as the JVM normally caches classes and for subsequent
calls class loading and reflection occur faster than the
initial time. Table 1 shows this behavior of the proxy
based remote invocation. Code inflation for the
transformations is linier (around 10% for distribution
transformation and 30% for autonomic transformation)
and depends on the number of objects and classes in the
user code.
The benefit of having a double delegated structure is
that the distribution concerns and the self-management
concerns are separated at the code level. This allows
future code extension, since adding the two level
delegations work in two separate processes and in
sequence.
Programmers
can
add
their
own
transformations in the future if they wish following a
similar approach; however the penalties for doing so are
further increased code inflation and reduced response
time due to extra code execution and class loading.

classB

+A1
-objRef
+<init>()
+m1()
+m2()
+init()

«uses»

Figure 2. Transformed Runtime Program Structure.

«uses»

classA_proxy

AutonomicElement

managedElement

+<init>()
+m1()
+m2()

+main()

«interface»
aeInterface
+setup()
+init()
+call()

-objRefs[]
-classes[]

classA
+A1

«uses»

+initialize()
+m1()
+m2()

(d)

1.4

Figure 1. Example Class Diagram.

1.2
1

instance which implements a pre-defined interface. The
AutonomicElement class creates an instance of the
managedElement class. Figure 2 shows the runtime
structure of each proxy class in the system. The init
method in the proxy class is responsible for gathering
necessary information (such as location of an available
AE and naming of the AE) and establishing the
deployment of the object to an autonomic element. Once
all necessary information is gathered and processed, the
proxy initially invokes the setup method of the
corresponding
managedElement
with
necessary
information (such as class name for object instance,
location of class and generated name for identifying that
instance) as arguments. Next, the init method is invoked
to create the actual object instance in the autonomic
element with any initializing arguments. Any further
method call from the proxy is then delegated by using the
invoke method inside the proxy class. Figure 3 shows the
timing for such remote calls, where other denotes the time
it takes for local proxy class loading and locating the

Remote Call
Other

0.8

Reflection
Time(ms) 0.6
0.4
0.2
0
Normal Remote Call

Delegated Remote Call

Figure 3. Timing Information for Delegated Invocation.
Table 1. Effects of Multiple Calls on Respnose Time.
Standard
Delegated
Number of
Remote
Remote
% Change
calls
Call (ms)
Call (ms)
1000
391
476
21.74
10000
2289
2593
13.28
100000
19372
20261
4.59

5. Management Architecture
The design of the management architecture is driven
by the desire to produce a transparent and easy to use
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system that can be self-managed. The architecture
provides services (physical resources) to the submitted
workload (user application), where services are defined as
an engagement of resources (service providers) for a
period of time according to a contractual relationship
(Service Level Agreement or SLA) with a service
requester (application user). Figure 4 shows the overall
system architecture. The architecture is broken into two
views: structural and managerial. In the structural view,
the lowest layer consists of the actual physical resources
that are providing the services. This layer is abstracted by
a virtual resource layer to hide the interface complexity of
the actual physical devices. Having this virtual layer with
a pre-defined interface allows the architecture to
incorporate new physical devices in the future without reprogramming the whole architecture for each new device.
The upper layers provide a set of predefined services
dependant on the state the current autonomic element is
currently in. Some of the autonomic elements are directed
to act as managerial elements to provide certain services
across the entire system, so that other autonomic elements
can work smoothly and can provide the service as
requested. The application layer, normally kept dormant,
can be brought alive if needed by either the user or by
another autonomic element. The autonomic element layer
is responsible for the management of autonomic elements
and general system wide management. The middleware
service layer performs actual communication services
which are used for inter autonomic element
communication, repository update, notification of
migration of managed elements etc. The managerial view
consists of the management functions necessary to

Figure 5. Hierarchical Management of System.
Figure 5 shows the hierarchical management view of
the architecture. The global autonomic manager acts as
the interface between the user and the underlying system.
Each of the program partitions is treated as a service
instance and encapsulated by an autonomic element for
self-management. Each of the service instances are
assigned to resource domains that best suit the instance’s
needs. See reference [13] for more information on
devising such service instance to domain composition
details. Each of the actual physical resources has a
corresponding virtual resource adapter that provides a
uniform and consistent interface to the physical resources.
This
simplifies
resource
management,
service
composition and dynamic resource addition/deletion. In
order to perform autonomic service management, the
system must maintain appropriate information about the
different components of the runtime environment in
repositories (databases). Repositories are classified into
three distinct types:
 Policy repository (PR): This repository contains the
policies created at runtime or pre-defined by
operators or users following a template policy
implementation. The user can browse through
existing policies and can use them to create new
policies using a policy editor interface.
 Service repository (SR): The service repository
contains information (such as parties involved in a
service level agreement) about the different service
instances activated by the global autonomic manager,
types of resource used, amount of resource being
used and past operation history.
 Resource repository (RR): This repository holds
information about the resources available to the

Figure 4. Autonomic Service Architecture.
manage the services delivered. Management functions
primarily involve policy management, resource
management, service management and life-cycle
management. All management functions are performed by
autonomic elements which are self-managing and whose
role is to ensure automated delivery of services.
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applications where the computation-to-communication
ratio is significant.

service providers at any given time. Information that
may be stored for each resource includes type of
resource,
resource
performance
matrices,
communication matrices, etc.
The implementation of these repositories is performed
hierarchically to avoid a single point of failure.
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6. Management Operations
In this three tier peer to peer architecture (Figure 4),
each autonomic element can also act as a managerial
element. All autonomic elements operate over a unified
management model that provides a set of operations and
interface common to all autonomic elements. Normal
autonomic elements access this model to retrieve their
current configuration and save their current state, whereas
managerial elements use it to discover other elements in
the system. Representation of management information is
a crucial part of any self-management architecture. The
representation should be easy to manipulate and should
follow an open standard for faster incorporation and
future extensibility. XML-based WSDL is used to
represent such management operations for these reasons.
Currently, there are four types of management
information kept by the system:
i. Resource information: Resource and service provider
properties are expressed by this type of information.
Care should be taken so that there are no duplicate
entries and periodically (heuristically decided) this
information needs to be updated to keep it consistent
and non-redundant.
ii. Performance information: This type of information
represents the performance status of a running
autonomic element. Before two autonomic elements
come to a service agreement, they transfer
performance information to learn more about each
other, which includes different performance
measurements and current operational state.
iii. Configuration information: This type of information
is used to configure the behavior of an autonomic
element. Concurrency control has to be in place so
that multiple configuration information is in play at
the same time.
iv. Relationship information: This type of information
expresses
dependency
relationships
between
autonomic elements.
A model similar to DNS revolver is employed to discover
autonomic elements in the system.

7. Conclusions
The approach to transform code to add distribution
concerns and self-management concerns is presented and
evaluated in this paper. The software architecture to
support such transformed code is also presented and
different aspects of it is discussed. Architectural choices
have a profound effect on the capabilities of any
autonomic system and affect many of the design decisions
during its implementation. The presented architecture
supports computational and data intensive centralized
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Existing architecture design methods [2] mostly
provide high-level processes and guidelines for design,
whereas still lacks pragmatic support for architects to
discover solutions and make decisions. On the other
hand, the wide-accepted design knowledge, e.g.,
patterns, though useful to codify successful expertise
and improve architects’ competence, is often too
generic and lacks incorporation into specific design
methods, so still falls short of supporting the
architecting process directly and effectively.
The software architecture community has an
emerging focus on Architectural Knowledge (AK),
which is defined as the integrated representation of the
software architecture of a software-intensive system or
family along with architectural decisions and their
rationale, external influence and the development
environment [3]. Existing research on AK mostly
focuses on the recording and comprehension of
architecture decisions and rationale. How to leverage
the accumulated knowledge to support architecting
activities is still a very open issue.
We have proposed a decision-centric architecture
design method [4], which models the core notions and
provides a semi-automated process for architecture
design. In this paper, we explicate four kinds of design
knowledge specially pertaining to this design method,
i.e., issue knowledge, solution knowledge, decision
knowledge, and rationale knowledge. Because of their
natural correspondence to the design notions and
activities, these kinds of knowledge can be captured
and retrieved for reuse at the right point of need,
according to the design context. We have developed a
tool to support the design method and leverage the
design knowledge. We illustrate how this tool
automatically helps architects reserve the design
knowledge and promotes the potential reusable
knowledge for them to accomplish the design more
efficiently.

Abstract
Software architecture design is a knowledgeintensive activity. Existing design methods mostly
provide high-level processes and guidelines. The
generic design knowledge, e.g., patterns, falls short of
incorporating into specific design methods. Emerging
research on Architectural Knowledge (AK) mostly
focuses on its recording and comprehension, whereas
how to leverage the knowledge to support architecting
is still a very open issue. In this paper, we present a
decision-centric architecture design method, explicate
four kinds of design knowledge pertaining to this
method, and propose a schema to record the
knowledge. Because of their natural correspondence
to the design notions and activities, these kinds of
knowledge can be captured and retrieved for reuse at
the right point of need, according to the design context.
We illustrate how our architecture design tool
automatically helps architects reserve the design
knowledge and promotes potential reusable knowledge
for them to accomplish the design more efficiently.

1. Introduction
Architecture design plays a crucial role in the whole
lifecycle of software. Software development is a
human and knowledge-intensive creative activity [1].
This claim is especially true for architecture design.
Various kinds of knowledge, e.g., design knowledge,
analysis knowledge, and realization knowledge, are all
critical inputs to the design process [2]. The success
and efficiency of the design depend on not only the
tacit experience and skills of architects, but also the
explicit form of the knowledge and the way to utilize it.
___________________
* Corresponding author
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 gives an
overview of our decision-centric meta-model and
architecture design process. Section 4 describes the
design knowledge pertaining to our design method.
Section 5 and 6 describes the capture and reuse of
design knowledge within the design process. Finally,
Section 7 presents concluding remarks and future work.

3. Overview of the decision-centric
architecture design method
Figure 1 shows the meta-model to describe the
notions in our decision-centric architecture design.
FR

Component

RE

SA
NFR

Connector
1

1..*

address

2. Related work

Solution

Decision

Rationale

candidate
1..*

A number of methods have been proposed for
software architecture design, e.g., QASAR [5],
ADD[6], Siemens Four-Views (S4V) [7], RUP’s 4+1
View [8], etc. Many methods derive the resulting
architecture via a series of transformations and provide
design knowledge in the forms of guidelines, patterns,
tactics, etc. For example, QASAR [5] formulates
design guidelines to indicate suitable transformations.
ADD [6] applies architectural tactics and patterns that
satisfy the driving quality attribute requirements. Our
approach implements automated synthesis of candidate
architecture solutions, and the capture and reuse of
design knowledge during the design process.
The effort on Architectural Knowledge (AK) in the
architecture community [3] is to make AK explicit to
facilitate its sharing and reusing. Bosch [9] promotes
that design decisions should be represented as firstclass entities in software architectures. Kruchten et al.
[10] describe a use-case model for an architectural
knowledge base, together with its underlying ontology.
Habli and Kelly [11] address the reuse of architectural
knowledge through the use of derivational analogy. Ali
Babar and Gorton [12] develop a framework and tool
for capturing and using architectural knowledge to
improve the architecture process. We tailor the
architecture design knowledge to our specific design
method, so that the knowledge can be leveraged
efficiently for architecting.
Knowledge Management (KM) is an emerging
discipline that promises to capitalize on organizations’
intellectual capital, and the KM in software
engineering is also drawn considerable attention [1].
Basili [13] proposes a framework where Experience
Factory develops and packages experience for reuse.
Henninger et al. [14] propose the organizational
learning approach to software development. Rich and
Waters [15] point out that the software engineering
tools will need more knowledge intensive approaches.
We follow the theme of knowledge-based approach for
software development, and aim to take advantage of
the knowledge in software architecture design with a
lightweight knowledge management effort.
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Figure 1. The decision-centric meta-model
An issue is an architecturally significant problem
that must be solved by the architecture design. Issues
address specific aspects of requirements or any other
considerations at the architecture level.
Solutions are specialized into issue solutions and
architecture solutions. An issue solution provides a
possible way of solving an issue. An architecture
solution is a candidate architecture design that has
addressed all of the issues. Architecture solutions can
be synthesized from issue solutions.
Decisions are specialized into issue decisions and
architecture decisions. An issue decision means
adopting or discarding one candidate issue solution.
An architecture decision means adopting or discarding
one candidate architecture solution. Issue decisions can
be determined by architecture decisions.
Rationale is specialized into issue rationale and
architecture rationale. Issue rationale is the reason
behind issue decisions. Architecture rationale is the
reason behind architecture decisions. Issue rationale
can be deduced from architecture rationale.
Figure 2 shows the iterative process to implement
our decision-centric architecture design. The main
inputs to this process are software requirements and
(optional) original architecture. The main outputs of
this process are decided architecture, recorded
decisions, and captured rationale.
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Figure 2. The decision-centric design process
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In the issue eliciting activity, stakeholders
deliberate and determine architecturally significant
issues, based on the requirements, the original
architecture, and the design considerations.
In the solution exploiting activity, architects derive
candidate solutions to each issue. First, they discover
solutions, according to reusable design knowledge or
newly developed technologies. Second, they instantiate
these solutions from informal descriptions to concrete
design models.
The solution synthesizing activity automatically
synthesizes the candidate architecture solutions from
various issue solutions. First, the relations between
issue solutions (e.g., inclusive, conflictive, etc.) are
identified to indicate whether they can be combined
together. Second, a combination tree is built to explore
all feasible combinations of issue solutions. Finally,
the issue solutions within every feasible combination
are merged to generate candidate architecture solutions.
In the architecture deciding activity, stakeholders
select the target architecture solution from the
synthesized candidate architectures. They need to
evaluate the candidate architecture solutions according
to the requirements, compare them by multiple criteria,
make trade-offs between the competing objectives, etc.
The rationale capturing activity automatically
deduces issue decisions and rationale from the settled
architecture decisions and rationale, based on the
synthesis relationship between architecture solutions
and issue solutions. If one issue solution participates in
synthesizing the architecture solution that is adopted,
then the decision on this issue solution is adopting too.
Otherwise the decision on this issue solution is
discarding. Moreover, the rationale of the architecture
decisions can be used to explain the reasons for
adopting or discarding the issue solutions that
participate in synthesizing the architecture solutions.

architecture design, including not only the resulting
architecture, but also the decisions and rationale, the
candidate solutions, the issues, and the requirements,
etc. Furthermore, we record all the relations between
these entities, as specified in the meta-model,
including the tracing relations from issue solutions to
issues and to requirements, the synthesizing relations
from issue solutions to architecture solutions, the
deducing relations from architecture decisions and
rationale to issue decisions and rationale, etc.
We define the structure of above information with
an XML schema, where the architecture design
repository (ADRepository) includes information about
every architecture design project (ADProject). Figure 3
shows the schema of ADProject.

Figure 3. The XML schema of design information
The ADProject schema specifies four kinds of
information items:
- Requirement, represents one requirement. The
Type specifies whether it is a functional (FR) or nonfunctional requirement (NFR).
- Issue,
represents
one
issue.
The
AddressRequirements specifies the requirements it
addresses.
- IssueSolution, represents one candidate issue
solution. The SolveIssues specifies the issues it solves.
The Instantiation is an URI pointing to the concrete
ADL model of this solution. The Evaluation includes
Pros and Cons of this solution. As aforementioned, the
issue decision is determined by the decisions on the
architectures that this issue solution participates in
synthesizing. If this issue solution participates in
synthesizing the architecture solution that is adopted,
the Result of this issue solution’s Decision is ADOPT,
otherwise is DISCARD. The Rationale is the link to the
Decisions of the architecture solutions that this issue
solution participates in synthesizing.

4. The design knowledge pertaining to the
design method
The design knowledge here refers to the problemsolving expertise within our architecture design
process. We explicate four kinds of design knowledge:
issue knowledge (illuminates how to elicit issues from
requirements), solution knowledge (illuminates how to
exploit issue solutions and architecture solutions),
decision knowledge (illuminates how to make
architecture decisions and issue decisions), and
rationale knowledge (illuminates the rationale of
architecture decisions and issue decisions).
To preserve all these kinds of design knowledge,
we codify comprehensive information about each
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- ArchiSolution,
represents
one
candidate
architecture solution. The SynIssueSolutions specifies
the issue solutions that participate in synthesizing this
architecture solution. The Instantiation is an URI
pointing to the concrete ADL model of this solution.
The Evaluation includes the Pros and Cons of this
solution. The Result of this architecture solution’s
Decision may be ADOPT or DISCARD. This Result is
specified by the architects. The Rationale is a
statement of the reason behind this decision, and it is
also specified by the architects.
The above comprehensive information manifests
the four kinds of design knowledge. In concrete terms,
the knowledge is embodied in these information items
and their correlations: the issue knowledge is
embodied in the Issue items, and their relations to the
requirements they address (AddressRequirements); the
solution knowledge is embodied in the IssueSolution
items and their relations to the issues they solve
(SolveIssues), as well as the ArchiSolution items; the
decision knowledge and rationale knowledge is
embodied in the Decision and Rationale elements of
the IssueSolution and ArchiSolution items.
Section 5 and 6 illustrate these kinds of knowledge,
as well as their capture and reuse, based on a case of
Commanding Display System (CDS) [4]. The target of
CDS architecture design is to achieve a real-time, high
dependency system for live and history data display.

Figure 4. Interfaces for specifying issues
<Requirement ID="RE0001">
<Description>Live data display</Description>
<Type>FR</Type>
</Requirement>
<Requirement ID="RE0004">
<Description>Real-time</Description>
<Type>NFR</Type>
</Requirement>
<Issue ID="IU0001">
<AddressRequirements IDREFS="RE0001 RE0004"/>
<Description>Real-time live data acquiring</Description>
</Issue>

Figure 5. The captured issue knowledge
<IssueSolution ID="IS0001">
<SolveIssues IDREFS="IU0001"/>
<Description>DS pushes data to Ms directly</Description>
<Instantiation>IS0001.ADL</Instantiation>
<Evaluation>
<Pros>Simple to implement; normal DB technology</Pros>
<Cons>Lack of management for live data</Cons>
</Evaluation>
<Decision>
<Result>DISCARD</Result>
<Rationale xlink:type="simple" xlink:href="xpointer(//
ArchiSolution[contains(SynIssueSolutions/@IDREFS,
here()/../@ID)]/Decision)"/>
</Decision>
</IssueSolution>
<ArchiSolution ID="AS0008">
<SynIssueSolutions IDREFS="IS0002 IS0005 IS0007
IS0009 IS0011"/>
<Description>A real-time DB is used to store all data from
DS, Ms get live data from DB directly, …</Description>
<Instantiation>AS0008.ADL</Instantiation>
<Evaluation>
<Pros>Advantage of real-time DB, maintainable, …</Pros>
<Cons>Cost of development, …</Cons>
</Evaluation>
<Decision>
<Result>ADOPT</Result>
<Rationale>New technology, high maintainability.
</Rationale>
</Decision>
</ArchiSolution>

5. Capture of the design knowledge within
the design process
Capture issue knowledge. The issue knowledge
can be captured within the context of issue eliciting
activity. Our tool provides interfaces for users to
specify the elicited issues, as shown in Figure 4. The
tool then automatically records the issues and their
relations to the requirements. Figure 5 shows a sample
of the recorded requirements and issues that embody
issue knowledge.
Capture solution knowledge. The solution
knowledge can be captured within the context of
solution exploiting and solution synthesizing activities.
In the solution exploiting activity, our tool provides
interfaces for users to specify the exploited issue
solutions. The tool then automatically records the
solutions and their relations to the issues. In the
solution synthesizing activity, the tool automatically
synthesizes candidate architecture solutions from
various issue solutions, and records the synthesized
architecture solutions. Figure 6 shows a sample of the
recorded issue solutions and architecture solutions that
embody solution knowledge.

Figure 6. The captured solution knowledge, and
the decision and rationale knowledge
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All above queries can be implemented on the
recorded issue knowledge. For example, a query of the
Issues by the requirement keyword “Live” is
implemented with XPath:

Capture decision and rationale knowledge. The
decision and rationale knowledge can be captured
within the context of architecture deciding and
rationale capturing activities. In the architecture
deciding activity, our tool provides interfaces for users
to specify their decisions on the candidate architecture
solutions and the rationale of their decisions. The tool
then automatically records these decisions and
rationale. Moreover, the tool automatically deduces
issue decisions and rationale from the architecture
decisions and rationale, and records them. Figure 6
also shows a sample of the recorded decisions and
rationale.

//Issue[contains(AddressRequirements/@IDREFS,//Requi
rement[contains(Description,"Live")]/@ID)][//Requirement[
contains(Description,"Live")]]

Reuse solution knowledge. The solution
knowledge can be reused in the solution exploiting
activity, to help users exploit solutions to the specified
issues. Within this context, our tool automatically
retrieves potential reusable solutions from the design
repository. For the reused issues, the tool retrieves
their solutions in the design repository directly and
promotes for reuse. For the newly elicited issues, the
tool query the issues whose Descriptions include the
keywords of the new issues, then retrieves the
solutions to these similar issues and promotes for reuse.
Besides the automatically suggested solutions, users
can also conduct several kinds of queries manually to
find other potential reusable issue solutions. For
example:
- Query the IssueSolutions whose Descriptions
include the specified keywords.
- Query the IssueSolutions whose SolveIssuess
include the Issues whose Descriptions include the
specified keywords.
- Query the IssueSolutions that are included in the
SynIssueSolutionss of the ArchiSolutions whose
Descriptions include the specified keywords.
Architecture solutions are not prone to be directly
reusable, because of their relative coarse granularity
and the diversity of different projects. However, they
can also be queried to provide references. For example:
- Query the ArchiSolutions whose Decsriptions
include the specified keywords.
- Query
the
ArchiSolutions
whose
SynIssueSolutionss include the IssueSolutions whose
Descriptions include the specified keywords.
All above queries can be implemented on the
recorded solution knowledge. For example, a query of
the ArchiSolutions by the issue solution keyword
“push” is implemented with XPath:

6. Reuse of the design knowledge within
the design process
Reuse issue knowledge. The issue knowledge can
be reused in the issue eliciting activity, to help users
elicit issues according to the specified requirements.
Within this context, our tool automatically retrieves
potential reusable issues from the design repository via
a background query. The query finds the issues whose
AddressRequirementss include the Requirements
whose Descriptions include the keywords of the
current project’s requirements.
Besides the automatically suggested issues, users
can also conduct several kinds of queries manually to
find other potential reusable issues. For example:
- Query the Issues whose Descriptions include the
specified keywords.
- Query the Issues whose AddressRequirementss
include the Requirements whose Descriptions include
the specified keywords.
Figure 7 shows the interface automatically
suggesting issues for reuse when users specify a new
issue (the left dialog), and the interface for users to
query the issue knowledge manually (the right dialog).

//ArchiSolution[contains(SynIssueSolutions/@IDREFS,//
IssueSolution[contains(Description,"push")]/@ID)][//IssueSo
lution[contains(Description,"push")]]

Reuse decision and rationale knowledge. The
decision and rationale knowledge can be reused in the
architecture deciding activity, to help users make
decisions on the specified solutions. Within this
context, our tool automatically retrieves potential
reusable decisions and rationale from the design
repository. For the reused issue solutions, the tool

Figure 7. Interfaces for reusing issue knowledge
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retrieves their decisions and rationale directly and
provides references for users.
Besides the automatically suggested decisions and
rationale, the user can also conduct several kinds of
queries manually to find the relative decisions and
rationale for reference. For example:
- Query the Decisions and Rationale on the
IssueSolutions by the decision Result.
- Query the Decisions and Rationale on the
IssueSolutions whose Descriptions include the
specified keywords.
As aforementioned, architecture solutions are not
prone to be directly reusable, neither are their
decisions and rationale. However they can also be
queried to provide references for users. For example:
- Query the Decisions and Rationale on the
ArchiSolutions by the decision Result.
- Query the Decisions and Rationale on the
ArchiSolutions whose Descriptions include the
specified keywords.
All above queries can be implemented on the
recorded decision and rationale knowledge. For
example, a query of the Decisions on the architecture
solutions by the keyword “real-time DB” is
implemented with XPath:
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Abstract

documented well and coherently; and, secondly, these
component descriptions need to be collated in some way to
produce the documentation for a system. For the first, we
argue that a document conveys an implicit narrative (or
story) to the reader, and that fine-tuning this improves the
overall document. We use ideas from Rhetorical Structure
Theory (RST) [8] to study and enhance the coherence of
this implicit narrative (which we call a document narrative or DN) [9]. In this paper, we present a generic DN to
document a component’s structure and behaviour.

The documentation of an architecture is as important as
the architecture itself. Tasked with communicating the
structure and behaviour of a system and its constituent
components to various stakeholders, the documentation is
not trivial to produce. It becomes even harder in open,
modular systems where components can be replaced and
reused in each progressive build. How should documentation for such systems be produced and how can it be made
to easily evolve along with the system it describes? We
propose that there is a close mapping between the system
architecture and its documentation. We describe a relational model for the architecture of open systems, paying
close attention to the property that certain components can
be reused or replaced. We then use ideas from storytelling
and a discourse theory called Rhetorical Structure Theory
(RST) to propose a narrative-based approach to architecture documentation; giving both a generic narrative template for component descriptions and a RST-based relational model for the document architecture. We show how
the two models (system and documentation) map onto each
other and use this mapping to demonstrate how document
fragments can be stored, automatically extracted and collated to closely reflect the system’s architecture.

To address the second issue, we develop a relational model
for the system architecture (comparable to other relational
models in this field [10]) and a RST-based relational model
for the document architecture, and show how the two map
onto each other. We use this mapping to describe how aspects of the system architecture can be used to guide the
structure and sequence of the documentation.
A mapping between the two models as shown here has two
major benefits. Firstly, it allows a database to be created
that can store the architecture details and the set of associated document fragments. When queried, it is able to return
a narrative-based document that reflects the system architecture. Better still, it allows documentation to be reused or
replaced where appropriate. Secondly, since there is a
strong correlation between the models, system architects
will be forced to think of the accompanying documentation
from an early stage which will benefit both the system and
the documentation. We conjecture that architectures that
are easier to document using our technique are better architectures.

Keywords
System architecture, documentation, narratives, RST
1. INTRODUCTION
An architecture is the partitioning of a whole into parts
(components), with specific relationships between these
parts [1-3]. There is an increasing need for faster software
development, and much of this is now dependent on modular architectures with reusable components that allow for
quicker evolution and localised updates [4]. Documenting
the architectures of such evolving systems is not trivial. Of
all the potential stakeholders, we are concerned primarily
with the documentation required by developers who are
charged with evolving the product. So, the question we ask
is - how does one produce documentation for a developer
who has to revise the software and thus use most of its
documentation?
There are various techniques and guidelines on how to
document architectures [1, 5-7]. Our approach, however,
looks at this problem from a narratives perspective based
on the hypothesis that ‘saying it like a story’ improves
document coherence and readability. There are two issues
that need to be considered: each component needs to be

The rest of this paper is set out as follows: Section 2 gives
some background information; section 3 introduces the
relational model for the system architecture and a generic
DN for documenting a component; section 4 presents the
RST-based relational model for the documentation and
illustrates the mapping between the two models; in section
5, we demonstrate our ideas using a simple example and
section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.
2. BACKGROUND
A significant proportion of a software architect’s time is
spent interacting with stakeholders and communicating the
architecture [11]. A majority of this communication is done
via documentation. Architecture documentation is expected
to cater to three categories of readers: those selecting this
system, those learning to develop typical applications using
this system and those intending to modify its architecture
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[6]. The work presented in this paper addresses documentation targeted at the third category (even though it could be
of use to the first group too).
Because architectures can be so complex, several practitioners and researchers have developed techniques that divide
the documentation into views which help separate the different aspects of the architecture [1, 5, 12]. The documentation is then composed of the relevant views along with
any documentation that applies to more than one view (the
‘glue’ that binds the views together). Similarly, Kruchten
introduced a 4+1 model for an architecture [5] which is a
generic way to describe architecture using five concurrent
views, each addressing a specific set of concerns important
to different stakeholders: the logical view, process view,
physical view, development view and a fifth view that contains use cases or scenarios.

composition). This leads us to the first relation in our
model:
contains (container:component, slot, component:component)

Components also have dependencies on other components.
This is, in fact, essential for modular systems where the
behaviour of the whole is only realised when the constituent components work together. We call this the uses relation. Component A uses B if A (user) uses an interface
provided by B (service).
uses (user:component, service:component)

A particular benefit with open, modular architectures like
the ones we focus on is that a component can be replaced
by another component if it provides the similar functionality and interfaces. This can happen, for example, when two
suppliers manufacture comparable components leaving the
implementer to pick one depending on other criteria such
as price and reliability. Of course, this option to replace
usually works only in one direction. A superior component
B’ that can perform all the functions of an inferior component B (and more) can be used to replace B. However, B
cannot be used in situations where a B’ is required. This
brings about the third relation replaces:

We recognise from these previous approaches that it is impossible to capture everything about an architecture in one
document. We, therefore, abstract away from development
and physical details to a much higher level. At this level,
we only focus on descriptions about the software components, what they are made up of and how they interact with
other components. We recognise that other audiences may
require other types of documentation but they are beyond
the scope of this paper.
We are also not the first to employ documenting strategies
from another domain in architecture documentation. The
pyramid principle [13], for instance, has been used to
structure architecture documentation [6]. The pyramid
principle is based on structuring the document around developing a question-answer dialogue with the reader. So,
information is exposed incrementally as answers to questions that arise in the reader’s mind. Also, storyboarding
has been used to identify requirements and select COTS
components [14]. In this paper, we make use of our previous work on narrative-based writing [9] and apply it to
architecture documentation. This combination of narratives
and RST in this domain is a novel approach. (A brief introduction to RST is given in section 4 and the features of
narrative-based writing required for this paper are included
where necessary. More can be found in [9].)

replaces (superior:component, inferior:component)

A diagrammatic representation of the three relations is
shown below.
contains
uses
Component

replaces
Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of our relational model for
the system architecture

3. A RELATIONAL MODEL FOR SOFTWARE
As with most architectural descriptions, the central concept
in our model is a component. A component can either be
atomic or have subcomponents plugged into appropriate
slots1. These subcomponents, in turn, can be made of subsubcomponents and so on. This continues until a level is
reached where the components can be considered as ‘black
boxes’ (i.e., it is unnecessary and beyond the scope of the
documentation to dwell deeper into the hierarchy of de-

1

We realise that, when compared to languages such as UML
with numerous relations, our model may appear limited.
However, for the purposes of this paper, the model given
above is sufficient.
4. A RELATIONAL MODEL FOR
DOCUMENTATION
In our previous work, we have researched and developed a
technique called narrative-based writing [9] to improve the
coherence of technical documents such as research proposals. The technique required authors to first formulate a
“document narrative” (DN): an explicit précis of what the
authors wanted to convey to the readers in a story-like

The idea of a ‘slot’ gives us a the flexibility to have multiple subcomponents of the same type plugged into different slots within the same component.
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RS-tree can be formed involving all the segments, then the
text is coherent. However, if there are non-sequitors or
difficulties producing this tree, then the text may need restructuring. This is a valuable guide when evaluating the
structure and coherence of a text [8].

form. The DN is then analysed using a discourse theory
called Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [8]. RST helps
add more meaning and supportive reasoning to the DN and
also gives an indication of how well it is structured. The
DN and the corresponding RST analysis are then used to
produce the document. The technique was particularly useful in collaborative writing where multiple authors had
differing opinions about the document’s objectives and
structure.
We use this technique here to compose fragments of documentation corresponding to the components in the architecture. However, before proceedings, it is necessary to give a
brief overview of RST and how it can be applied to text.
Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST)
RST was developed in 1988 by Mann and Thompson [8].
The theory attributes the coherence of a text to implicit
logical relationships that exist between parts (usually called
segments) of that text. So, for instance, segment A and B
can be involved in a MOTIVATION relationship which
means that segment B provides some information to motivate the action(s) in segment A. In Mann and Thompson’s
original paper, they define 23 such relationships with precise definitions of the sorts of text that can be involved in
each.
In RST, the segments of text are classified as nuclei or satellites. Nuclei are considered essential to the understanding
of the text. Satellites provide supporting material to the
nuclei but are not absolutely necessary. Most relationships
exist between a nucleus and a satellite. Returning to the
example of the MOTIVATION relationship before, it can
be illustrated using the diagram below. Note that the arrow
always goes from the satellite to the nucleus.

Description

Background

Satellite provides background information to the
nucleus

Elaboration

Satellite elaborates the information in the nucleus

Justify

Satellite justifies the information presented in
the nucleus

Motivation

Satellite motivates the reader to perform the
action in the nucleus

Sequence

Multiple nuclei that follow each other in sequence

Restatement

Satellite is a restatement of the information in
the nucleus

Table 1. The RST relationships used in this paper

A Narrative-based Component Description
We look first at applying the narrative-based writing technique to describing each component. What we want to end
up with is a generic structure that can be used for all components. Bearing in mind that a ‘component’ in our case
can mean anything from a composite system to an atomic
sub-component, some of the key concepts that need to be
conveyed in the documentation are its behaviour, subcomponents (if any), whether it is able to interact with other
components and, if appropriate, brief comparisons to similar products that are available. However, what is the best
order to place this information in? This is where a DN can
help. Trying to construct a narrative helps identify the natural sequence to the information and even recognise segments that are missing. A generic DN for the component
descriptions (divided into 7 segments) is presented below
along with a possible RST analysis of it. We say “a possible analysis” because it is viable that different analysts will
produce different RS-Trees. The important point is to agree
with the co-authors on the analysis and be able to form a
tree (see Figure 3) which helps gauge the level of coherence of the text.

MOTIVATION

Nucleus: Action to be performed

Relationship

Satellite: Information to
motivate the performance of
the action in the nucleus.

Fig. 2. A MOTIVATION relationship in RST

Some relationships like SEQUENCE can exist between
more than two segments of equal importance (so, two or
more nuclei). We have briefly described the RST relationships that appear in this paper in Table 1.
In order to do a RST analysis, the first step is to divide the
text into segments. Each segment should have functional
integrity and is often a clause or a sentence. The next step
in a bottom-up analysis is to identify relationships that exist
between pairs of segments. Segments involved in a relationship can, in turn, become involved in another relationship. Hence, the process is recursive and continues until all
the segments can be assembled into a tree of relationships
called a RS-tree. Mann and Thompson conjecture that if a

“[Select component X]1 [because it meets the set requirements and
has some advantages over comparable technologies in the market.]2
[It is also a vast improvement from previous versions.]3 [It can receive the following instructions and perform the necessary tasks in
response.]4 [The behaviour was grouped as it is done in this component for several good reasons.]5 [Furthermore, X can also interact
with other components that it needs to in the following ways to produce the desired effect.]6 [On closer inspection, X is composed of
multiple subcomponents that, when combined, enable its functionality. These components are x1-xn and they will be described later.]7”
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Motivation Background
1: Select component
X

2: because it meets
the set requirements
and has some
advantages over
comparable
technologies in the
market.

Elaboration
3: It is also a vast
improvement from
previous versions.

4-7
Justify
4: It can receive the
following instructions
and perform the
necessary tasks in
response.

Sequence
5: The behaviour
6: Furthermore, X can
was grouped as it is also interact with
done in this
other components
component for
that it needs to in the
several good
following ways to
reasons.
produce the desired
effect.

7: On closer
inspection, X is
composed of multiple
subcomponents that,
when combined,
enable its
functionality. These
components are
x1-xn and they will be
described later.

Fig. 3. A possible RST analysis of the generic DN above

overview of the system which is expanded by subsequent
fragments (like sub-sections). We equate this to the RST
ELABORATION relationship.

Some parts of the narrative may not apply to all components of course. For instance, when describing components
that are not going to be further decomposed, segment 7
about subcomponents is not relevant. Segment 2 is seen to
provide motivation to convince the reader to choose (or
buy) component X in the case where a decision has not yet
been made.

elaboration (fragment, fragment)

For components at the same level, the corresponding fragments need to be presented in an appropriate sequence. We
propose using the uses relationship from the system architecture to determine the sequence. So, if component A uses
component B, then we propose that the most suitable way
to document it is to make fragment(A) appear before fragment(B). We call this second relationship SEQUENCE
(also a RST relationship). We need to break loops in the
uses relation by a suitable forward-reference mechanism.
We recognise that even then the uses relation is only a partial order, but it seems not to matter which order unrelated
fragments appear, as long as all the descriptions of the
components that use them appear first.

It is worth mentioning that this narrative structure applies
to the body of the document. Additionally, there would be
other sections such as the introduction and conclusions
which are compulsory in most documents. We call the description of a component adopting this narrative a
FRAGMENT. A fragment is a self-contained description
of an architectural component. Note that a fragment will be
divided into several segments prior to doing a RST analysis. For a structured component, the fragments describing
its contained components will be organised into a narrative
structure where the fragments at the lower level are taken
to be RST segments at the higher level.

sequence (fragment, fragment)

A Relational Model for Document Architectures
From the above, we see that, for an architecture involving
many different components at different levels in the hierarchy, there will be as many document fragments. For a
document about the architecture, several of these fragments
will need to be placed in a suitable order. Our eventual
target is to develop a system where document fragments
can be automatically extracted according to the architecture. To this end, we have developed a relational model for
the documentation that corresponds to the system architecture. The novelty about this model is that these relations are
also from RST. A fragment is central to our documentation
model. Conceptually, this is similar to the component in the
system architecture model.
Firstly, it needs to be noted that a fragment can be made up
of other fragments. This is similar to the contains relation
in the system architecture except that in the document
model, a fragment’s narrative is composed of other fragments’ narratives. So, the topmost fragment will contain an
description of the system and this is elaborated by fragments about

If components can be replaced by other components, it
must be the case that the corresponding fragments can be
replaced too. However, it is important to note that the replacement of document fragments works in the opposite
direction to the replaces in the system architecture. Say, for
instance, a newer component A’ with more functionality is
used to replace component A in a build. However, if fragment(A’) is not yet ready, it is still possible to use fragment(A) in this case because only the capabilities of A are
expected and realised. However, fragment(A) cannot be
used in an instance where A’ is required because it will not
describe the extended functionality. The closest relationship in RST for this is RESTATEMENT. In RST, this
means that one segment says the same thing as another in a
different way.
restatement (fragment, fragment)
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uses

contains

sequence

Component

elaboration

Fragment

replaces

restatement

Fig. 4. The mapping between the system architecture model (left) and the document architecture model (right)

The figure above shows the mapping between the system
architecture model and the document architecture model.

T is a basic toaster that can detect when the user has pressed down
the lever and start heating the toast for a set time. Once this time
has passed, the heating is switched off and the lever returned to its
original position. T is composed of two subcomponents: the heating element (H) and the control module (C). These will be described later in the document.

5. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE
We demonstrate the storage and extraction of document
fragments using a simple example of a toaster T. T is made
up of two subcomponents: the heating element (H) and the
control module (C) which instructs H to start heating when
the lever is pushed (thus, C uses H). Furthermore, H has a
sub-subcomponent M, the timer.

Similar fragments exist for all the components except C’
and H’. However, this does not affect the documentation
for T which will have the fragments in the order shown
below:

Toaster (T)

fragment (T)
Control (C)

Heating element (H)

fragment (C)

Timer (M)

fragment (H)
fragment(M)

Another build of T (T’) is made but since component C is
not available it is replaced by C’. Fragment(C’) does not
exist but since only the functionality of C will be realised
in this build, the documentation can remain unchanged.

Fig. 5. A simple toaster T

Additionally, we know that a newer version of C, C’, that
can respond to changes in the ‘browning level’ made by the
user can replace C. Similarly H’ is more advanced and can
vary the time of heat depending on the browning level.
This information can be recorded using relational tables:

A third build is now made based on T’ (T’’) which has H’
instead of H. However, this time the fragment C cannot be
used to describe C’ since the additional functionality can
now be used because the heating element is able to deal
with temperature (browning) changes. Hence, the documentation cannot be completed until fragment(C’) and
fragment(H’) are ready.

contains
container

slot

component

T

h

H

T

c

C

H

m

M

With a data model as the one shown, it is possible to determine whether all the fragments are available to produce
documentation for a given build. For a simple example like
this toaster, this may seem trivial. However, for large systems with hundreds of components where the documentation is received from many sources, the searching of fragments and generation of documentation becomes correspondingly hard.

uses
user

service

C

H

replaces
superior

inferior

C’

C

H’

H

The hierarchical structure is
obtained by the contains
relation and the sequence
from uses relation.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Previously, we have worked on architectures and software
reuse [15, 16], and more recently on the structure of technical documentation [9, 17]. In this paper we have brought
these two strands of research together.

A sample document fragment structured according to the
DN in Fig 3 for the toaster T is shown below:
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— Object-Oriented Programming. 1997, Springer Berlin / Heidelberg.
7. Gatzemeier, F., Patterns, Schemata, and Types—Author
Support Through Formalized Experience. 2000. p. 27–
40.
8. Mann, W. and S. Thompson, Rhetorical Structure Theory: Toward a functional theory of text organisation.
Text, 1988. 8(3): p. 243-281.
9. De-Silva, N. and P. Henderson. Narrative-based writing for coherent technical documents. in ACM Special
Interest Group on the Design of Communication. 2007.
El Paso, Texas, USA.
10. Holt, R., Binary Relational Algebra Applied to Software
Architecture, in CSRI Tech Report 345. 1996, University of Toronto, Canada.
11. Kruchten, P., What do software architects do?, in
Available online at
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/architecture/what_architects_d
o.pdf. 2006.
12. Soni, D., R.L. Nord, and C. Hofmeister. Software architecture in industrial applications. in 17th International
Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE). 1995. Seattle, USA: ACM Press New York, NY, USA.
13. Minto, B., The pyramid principle. 3rd ed. 2002, UK:
Pearson Education Limited.
14. Gregor, S., J. Hutson, and C. Oresky. Storyboard Process to Assist in Requirements Verification and Adaptation to Capabilities Inherent in COTS. in First international conference on COTS-Based Software Systems
(ICCBSS 2002). 2002. Orlando, USA: Springer.
15. Henderson, P. Laws for Dynamic Systems. in International Conference on Software Re-Use (ICSR 98). 1998.
Canada: IEEE Computer Society.
16. Henderson, P. and J. Yang. Reusable Web Services. in
8th International Conference on Software Reuse (ICSR
2004). 2004. Spain: IEEE Computer Society.
17. De-Silva, N., A narrative-based collaborative writing
tool for constructing coherent technical documents, in
School of Electronics and Computer Science. 2007,
University of Southampton: Southampton, UK.
18. Sametinger, J. Reuse documentation and documentation
reuse. in TOOLS 19: Technology of Object-Oriented
Languages and Systems. 1996. Paris, France: Prentice
Hall.
19. Priestley, M. and M.H. Utt, A unified process for software and documentation development, in Proceedings
of the 18th annual ACM international conference on
Computer documentation: technology & teamwork
2000, IEEE Educational Activities Department: Cambridge, Massachusetts. p. 221-238.
20. Sametinger, J., Object-oriented documentation. ACM
Journal of Computer Documentation, 1994. 18(1): p. 314.

As future work, we will investigate the relevance of this
documentation model in different varieties of system evolution. So far we have only studied the case where the components in a system become progressively more advanced.
Other changes include re-factoring the system functionality
(logically related components can be grouped to form one,
say) and the production of a family of products that are
based on a common core [4]. Is it then the case that the
author starts with a core document that is relevant to all the
products and extends it to fit each product?
The data model in this paper has also been implemented so
that we are able to carry out further experiments with real
systems.
Just as software components are reused to increase productivity, document fragments should also be reused. However, traditional documentation does not lend itself very
well to reuse [18]. In order to reuse a component, one has
to understand its functionality and how it can be used in a
specific context. We cater for this requirement by arguing
that successful reuse can be achieved by defining a common structure, extracting common information and extending current documentation.
Producing high-quality documentation is a complex task. It
should ideally parallel the development of the artefact [19]
and can benefit from reflecting the structure of the system
being described [20]. We have shown that there is a strong
mapping between the system architecture and the way in
which its documentation is composed and thought about.
We believe this will improve the quality of both the architecture and the documentation, and increase the extent to
which both can be reused.
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Abstract
Emergence of systems biology motivated more comprehensive and integrative approaches for modeling physiological processes. Presented study proposes a software framework to integrate multilevel and multiscale models for physiological processes. The aim of the study is to provide the
interfacing mechanisms to facilitate the integration of models from multiple research groups increasing the ability to
construct complex simulations of physiological models. In
this paper, high level design of the proposed system, integration of physiological models and the architecture to modularize the integration are presented. As the proposed system targets a multiscale and multilevel integration of mathematical models, complex diseases or physiological processes effecting many organs or organ systems, like diabetes, are within in the application areas. Besides enhancing the model development processes; the presented study
will accelerate the development, analysis and testing of integration approaches for multiscale and multilevel physiological models.

1. Introduction
Emergence of systems biology provided a comprehensive and integrative perspective to examine the structure and
function at the cellular and organism levels instead of focusing on the isolated parts [6, 14]. However the challenge of
building medical simulations where multiscale and multilevel physiological processes are developed together is often too great for any individual group since expertise from
different ﬁelds is required. Therefore it is necessary to have
frameworks where various models can be integrated leading to new simulation models from independently developed models. The present study addresses this challenge
∗ This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation under grants CISE IIS-0222743, EIA-0329811, and CNS-0423253, and US
DoC under grant TOP-39-60-04003.

and proposes a software framework to integrate mathematical models of physiological processes ranging from intra
cellular level up to organ, organ system and organism levels. Speciﬁcally; the aim is to facilitate the integration of
multiscale and multilevel models of physiological processes
in a modular framework. To achieve this task, instead of
building the architecture based on the domain speciﬁc components such as anatomical and physiological information;
we are focusing on the application enforced functionality,
integration of information.
Mathematical models for the physiological processes
represent the regulation, control and modiﬁcation of a physiological variable which has an effect on deﬁning the current
state of the whole system [7]. A change in a physiological
variable has a direct or indirect effect on processes determining other physiological variables. In other words, every
physiological variable carries an information which needs
to be accessed, used, modiﬁed or integrated by other variables. Therefore integration of physiological processes is
conceptualized by the transfer, access or sharing of information among the models representing the processes, and
will be referred as information ﬂow throughout the paper.
In the proposed framework, models to be integrated are
decoupled by separating the mechanisms of information
ﬂow from the information itself. Information ﬂow architecture, which is a crucial part for the model integration is
the focus for this paper.
In addition to the integration of various physiological
processes, the software will also enable using different integration algorithms and approaches with the interfacing
mechanism. Therefore developers will have control on
what to integrate as well as on how to do the integration.
With these attributes, the framework will provide a user
friendly, plug-and-play type environment where both individual models of physiological processes and different integration approaches can be used.
In the next Section (Section 2), studies that are using integrative approaches and their attributes which motivated
the proposed architecture are summarized. The rest of the
presentation for the framework will be based on a case sce-
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nario using a circulatory system model [3] coupled with
an IV drug model and its effects on a target organ [20].
In Section 3 details of the problem and the conceptualization of the system for integrating physiological processes
is discussed. High level design of the proposed solution
and overview about the system components are presented
in Section 4. Design of the information ﬂow idea, being the
focus of this paper is discussed in Section 5 accompanied
with the implications on the case scenario. Implementation
details for the current status of the project are given in Section 6 to show how the components, which are not discussed
in detail in this paper are integrated with the information
ﬂow mechanism.

Regulatory Mechanism
Higher Level
Cognitive Functions

Nervous
System

Endocrine
System
hormones

Neurotransmitters

Chemical stimuli

Blood Circulation

Nerves (Axons)

Physical stimuli from
sensory receptors

pumping

Heart
Chemical
Metabolism
Renal System

Liver

Gastrointestinal
System

O2/CO2

Respiratory
System

MusculoSkeletal System

2. Background
Integrating multilevel physiological processes requires
both structural and functional hierarchical information for
the contributing models. The hierarchical structure of the
anatomy represents the organization starting from DNA sequences, RNA and protein, protein-protein interactions and
protein-DNA interactions, to cells, tissues, organs, organ
systems to the whole organism [6]. Modularity concept
is also expanded for functionality in biological systems
[10]. Importance of modularization is realized more as the
multiscale modeling came into consideration for integrative
physiology studies as modularization simpliﬁes multiscale
modeling [15]. Therefore in the proposed software framework, anatomical and physiological knowledge is deﬁned
using a modular, systematic representation.
One of the successful studies in cell level modeling, with
an integrative approach, is the BioSPICE Project, which
provides a framework for modeling, simulating intra and
inter-cell processes. BioSPICE project also provides an integrative software environment that enables access to different computational biological tools [11].
Physiome Project [3], has a database of physiological
models with different scale and levels. With the hierarchy
of models from cell level to organ level, the project aims
to analyse integrative biological function models and test
the hypothesis using mathematical models [12]. JSIM [1],
which is a Java-based system, is used to simulate the models in Physiome model repository. Although the models to
be simulated vary from cellular level to organ and system
level, they can only be simulated independently.
With the emergence of systems biology, development of
modeling and simulation tools for this domain increased,
such as, SCIRun [5] and Systems Biology Toolbox for Matlab [19]. Although SCIRun is a general purpose problem
solving environment for physical and biological systems, it
does not provide a simulation and modeling framework. It
uses a data-ﬂow architecture to integrate the steps of preparing, executing, and visualizing simulations of physical and

Figure 1. Information ﬂow among physiological processes through circulatory and nervous systems.

biological systems. The Systems Biology Toolbox for Matlab provides an extensible environment for modeling, simulation, importing SBML (Systems Biology Markup Language) models and analysis tools.
Modeling and simulation of complex physical systems
have been extensively studied outside the biology domain.
There are tools and languages, such as, Modelica [4], Matlab Simulink [2] and Ptolemy [9] that provide creation and
simulation of mathematical models for physical systems as
well as integration of submodels. However none of these
tools or languages are designed for the speciﬁc domain of
biological systems.

3. Problem Speciﬁcation
Every physiological property (blood pressure, blood glucose level, body temperature etc.) is associated with an
anatomical structure; and the mechanism that controls,
modiﬁes and regulates is represented with a physiological
process [8]. Circulatory and nervous systems are the mechanisms that manage the ﬂow of information among the processes and physiological properties. The ﬂow of information in the circulatory system can be thought of as a broadcasting mechanism, where information in the form of physiological variables are transported in the blood stream. On
the other hand, the nervous system can thought as a pointto-point communication mechanism where the information
in the form of electrical signals are transmitted (See Figure 1). Once the information is disseminated among the
processes, individual models representing the processes integrate the available information.
A case scenario is used to present the proposed solu-
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tion for the problem of handling information ﬂow among
physiological processes and integration of the information.
In the presented case, concentration of an intravenous(IV)
drug is the information to be carried through the circulatory system. Cardiopulmonary mechanics model from the
Physiome Project Model repository [3] is used to model
the circulatory system. The cardiopulmonary mechanics
model is composed of a four-chamber varying-elastance
heart, pericardium, systemic circulation, pulmonary circulation, coronary circulation, baroreceptors, and airway mechanics. Model for the IV drug represents the changes in
the concentration of the injected drug in the injection site,
vascular mixing, concentration in the arterial tree and concentration at the target organ [20].

4. High Level Design of the System
As seen in Figure 2, a layered design separating the
structural and functional information from the information
ﬂow mechanism is proposed. The dependency among the
layers are in one direction keeping the coupling among separate layers low. The design decision for separating the
anatomical and physiological ontology and functionality,
has an advantage for the reusability and extendability of the
framework. The developers will be getting advantage of a
higher level of reuse, which is an important advantage of
using ontology based architecture [21].
Mathematical models are used to represent the dynamics of the physiological attributes. Mathematical representation of any processes is independent of the physiological
variable that it controls, regulates or modiﬁes. However every biological process depends on the mathematical model
as it has different concurrency and time constraints. While
some processes occur at discrete time steps and can be described by algebraic equations, some processes span a continuous time frame and can be described with differential
equations. On the other hand some processes may not show
a regular behavior, and can occur at speciﬁc times. Models
of computation can be thought of as design patterns in object oriented paradigm, which will behave as the core of the
solution [13]. Based on this analogy, the models of computation are modularized in Computational Layer and are
classiﬁed according to the ways they deal with concurrency
and time concepts, as: Continuous Time Models, Discrete
Time Models, Discrete Event Models.
In order to have a modular representation of physiological processes and variables, a high level ontology is developed. Physiological processes are deﬁned based on their
qualitative, quantitative and temporal attributes. The systematic representation of the physiological information is
modularized in Physiological Layer.
Anatomical associations of the processes are deﬁned
with the hierarchy represented through the anatomical on-

Figure 2. High Level Design
tology. Foundational Model of Anatomy, FMA [16, 17, 18],
is used to represent the taxonomy and part-whole relations
for the anatomical information. Ontological representation of the anatomical information is deﬁned in Anatomical
Layer and is independent from all other layers.
In the architecture shown in Figure 2,link layer handles
the ﬂow of information and integration of the information
uses the anatomical and physiological information from the
lower levels (See Section 5). Simulation of the integrated
models is managed by the Simulation Layer, behaving as
an application layer. In the following section details for the
Link Layer is given within the realm of information ﬂow
and information integration.

5. Information Flow
Link Layer which sits on top of the physiological and
anatomical layers, is designed as in Figure 3. Structural
and functional information is encapsulated in Components,
which correspond to a single physiological variable and a
corresponding model. A number of components come together to represent a physiological process. In the presented
sample models, cardiopulmonary mechanics is composed
of 182 components each of which correspond to a physiological property with a mathematical model. The depen-
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to the extrinsic model. Therefore, components in the IV
drug model integrates the information from the cardiopulmonary mechanics model and transports the information
about the concentration of the injected drug in to the circulatory system. These two models are integrated over the
cardiac output variable which is deﬁned as an intrinsic component. If the IV drug model were to be simulated as is,
the cardiac output variable will be a constant and its regulations, changes will not be considered. By integrating the
cardiopulmonary mechanics model with the IV drug model
as an integration of intrinsic and extrinsic models, we were
able to see the effect of change in cardiac output on the drug
concentration in the blood stream.
Figure 3. Design for the layer responsible
of the information ﬂow among the individual
physiological models.

dency among physiological variables are deﬁned through
Semantic Converters. These units decouple physiological
variables by encapsulating the semantics of the dependency.
In the case of the cardiopulmonary mechanics model, mathematical model regulating the cardiac output depends on the
values of the ﬂow through the aortic valve which depends
on other variables. Such dependencies among variables are
also used to determine the simulation order. Therefore the
semantics of the dependency among the Components is deﬁned in the Semantic converters and is used by the Mediator
to pass to the upper layer, Simulation Layer.
Mediator is responsible for compiling the integrated
models to handle mediation of information, results of which
will be passed to the simulation layer to run the models.
In order to have a serializable simulation order of components, the dependencies among components should be resolved. The Mediator, resolves the cyclic dependencies in
the compilation process. Except for the algebraic loops,
Mediator will resolve the cycles and create a sequential order of components using the dependencies deﬁned by the
Semantic Converters.
For the case of the circulatory system, information ﬂow
idea presented above is extended. Components that are part
of the circulatory system are grouped as Extrinsic and Intrinsic. Intrinsic components correspond to the physiological variables and models that determine the mechanics of
the ﬂow of information, such as the cardiac output, ﬂow
of blood at the arterial tree, blood pressure, etc. Extrinsic
components correspond to variables representing the information carried through the blood stream, using the intrinsic
information. In the presented case, cardiopulmonary mechanics model constitutes as the intrinsic model. Model
determining the concentration of the IV drug corresponds

Two types of integration schemes are used in the proposed system. The presented case of integration of information through the circulatory system, is an example of
horizontal integration. Horizontal integration refers to the
ﬂow of information and integration among the physiological variables which have the same level anatomical structure
associations. In the presented case scenario,the variables for
the cardiac output in the IV drug model and the cardiopulmonary mechanics model were horizontally integrated. The
integration mechanism replaces the constant representation
of one variable in IV drug model with the regulated variable in cardiopulmonary mechanics model. Anatomical information associated with the physiological processes guide
the integration process and determine the choice for the semantics of the integration. In the IV drug model, the cardiac output, deﬁned as the blood ﬂow through heart is an
attribute associated with the heart. The variable to be integrated on the cardiopulmonary mechanics model is associated with an anatomical structure, the same structure in this
case, which is in the same level in the anatomical ontology
representation.
The other type of integration is the vertical integration.
Multiscale and multilevel integration of physiological processes will be handled with this type of integration mechanisms. In the case of multilevel integration, the variables to
be integrated are associated with anatomical structures having part-whole or parent-child relationships. Semantic converters will implement the vertical integration approaches.
Aggregation and dispersion of the variables are the basic approaches proposed for implementing semantics of the vertical integration of multilevel models. For the case of the
multiscale integration, the real challenge is at the computational side. There are two approaches to simulate multiscale models. The ﬁrst approach is a brute force technique, and relies on simulation of all the individual (low
level) subcomponents to aggregate and compute the high
level behavior. This type of aggregation is naturally supported by the object-oriented design, which allows hierarchical construction. However there is a practical limitation
of this approach, the computational cost. The second ap-
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proach tries to reduce the computational complexity by relying on model reduction techniques. Since mathematical
models for complex biological systems both contain linear
and nonlinear models, an approach handling both of these
systems should be adopted. Model reduction for large scale
nonlinear dynamical systems is an open problem and is outside the scope of this paper.

6. Implementation Details
Current implementation of the proposed system uses
models from the Physiome Project repository. Physiological processes in this repository systematically describes
models from the literature using the Mathematical Modeling Language (MML). Presented system preprocesses
MML models to create the library of mathematical models
to be used by the physiological processes. MML ﬁles are
parsed on line to create Components with the physiological variables. On line parsing also creates Semantic Converters extracting the dependencies among the physiological variables from the model equations. Model developers
can choose to associate these components with anatomical
structures using the ontology representation in the framework.
In Figure 4, a prototype is presented to build the integrated system for the aforementioned system with the cardiopulmonary mechanics and the IV drug model. The ﬁrst
step is to build the medium for the ﬂow of information, circulatory system. As stated in Section 5, models contributing
to the mechanics of the circulatory system are modeled as
intrinsic models. Having deﬁned the intrinsic variables for
the circulatory system, the second step is to add the extrinsic information to the model. Users can load the selected
.mml ﬁle and add the information to the circulatory system
by declaring the model as an extrinsic model. Third step
is presented to show how the information ﬂow mechanism
can be used to access the variables in the circulatory system. In Figure 4, the third model loaded is the part of the
IV drug model which calculates the effect of the drug at a
target organ. This model accesses both the intrinsic variables, such as the blood ﬂow and extrinsic variables like
the drug concentration in the blood stream. Although the
dependencies within a single model are extracted automatically by the parser, the points of integration for the loaded
models should be user controlled. The last step handles
the horizontal integration among the user deﬁned integration points, which are the cardiac output and concentration
of the drug in arterial system for the presented case. Having
the required information to compile the model to prepare for
the simulation, Mediator compiles the models, performs the
integration, and passes the required information to the simulation step.

7. Conclusion
In addition to providing an integrative simulation environment for complex biological systems, the presented architecture will facilitate shared model development as well
as data and model sharing among multiple research groups.
Therefore the proposed framework will bring a new perspective with the multiscale, multilevel model integration
approach.
Although major components of the system are complete,
the development step is being pursued in the context of possible applications. As we are targeting a multiscale and
multilevel integration of mathematical models, diseases or
physiological processes effecting many organs or organ systems are within in the application areas. Diabetes, which
has complications such as heart diseases, blindness, nerve
damage and kidney damage, is one of the most interesting
application areas, having effects on many organs and organ systems. Another complex process which presents an
application area for the proposed framework is Orthostatic
Tolerance. It is a very critical measure for astronauts or
anyone who faces sudden gravitations changes and gravitational stress. Orthostatic tolerance is dependent on the degree of vasoconstriction and the magnitude of plasma volume, which in turn determines the tendency to faint when
standing upright. This mechanism, having effects on circulatory system and nervous system is another very interesting application area to integrate different models in our
software framework.
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Abstract
This paper summarizes the results of an industry case study
that introduced a cross-system business process automation
solution based on a combination of SOA and BPM standard
technologies (i.e., BPMN, BPEL, WSDL). Besides discussing
major weaknesses of the existing, custom-built, solution and
comparing them against experiences with the developed prototype, the paper presents a course of action for transforming
the current solution into the proposed solution. This includes
a general approach, consisting of four distinct steps, as well
as speciﬁc action items that are to be performed for every
step. The discussion also covers language and tool support
and challenges arising from the transformation.
Keywords: SOA, BPM, BPMN, BPEL, WSDL, standards,
application integration, BPIOAI, web services

1. Introduction
As part of their efforts to automate enterprise-wide business
processes, organizations are often faced with the challenge
of integrating the data and business logic of several independent application silos [6]. This issue is traditionally addressed through custom-made solutions that are expensive to
build and maintain, inﬂexible to changing requirements, errorprone and often poorly aligned with the enterprise’s business
goals. One promising and increasingly recognized approach
to this problem is to combine Business Process Management
(BPM) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) concepts
and technologies with the goal of forging a ﬂexible and costefﬁcient process automation and system integration solution.
In combination, both paradigms appear to be of signiﬁcant
beneﬁt to each other. BPM’s lack of focus on architectural
principles (e.g., loose coupling, service reusability) and its
poor ﬂexibility in regard to technology choice (i.e., vendor
lock) are addressed by SOA. SOA on the other hand can
beneﬁt from BPM’s top-down, requirements-oriented, and
visualization-focused approach that considers the entire life
cycle of business processes.
Despite the general recognition of a SOA and BPM convergence and the resulting synergy [3, 7, 9], there is still an
extensive lack of best-practice examples and real-life industry

adoption, in particular in medium-sized and small enterprises.
One reason for this is a shortage of resources paired with the
common believe that SOA and BPM initiatives only bring return on investment (ROI) if applied on a large scale. While
this assumption may hold some cases, we argue that using the
suggested paradigms results, even in small-scale scenarios, in
considerable beneﬁts that have the potential of signiﬁcantly
outweighing the anticipated costs.
To back this proposition, we conducted an industry case
study with the goal of applying a combination of SOA
and BPM concepts and technologies as a replacement for a
custom-made, proprietary process automation solution. Our
focus was the universal use of standards, speciﬁcally the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) and the Business
Process Execution Language (BPEL). In particular, we identiﬁed weaknesses of the currently deployed solution and speciﬁed a transformation of this solution to the envisioned replacement, including a roadmap with speciﬁc required action
items along with the selection of pertinent tools. Finally, to
address ﬁnancial considerations as well as several other concerns, we thoroughly evaluated and compared both solutions,
with special emphasis on addressing the previously identiﬁed
weaknesses. The study was conducted in the setting of a topﬁve global hosting company with the intent of delivering a
proof of concept for the feasibility and impact of the proposed
approach. The transformation itself was realized in the form
of a prototype (PT) that included process-models (BPMN)
and -code (BPEL), service interfaces (WSDL) and “dummy”
implementations of services, but no end-to-end implementation with the actual enterprise applications.
Our work was inﬂuenced by recent publications addressing the SOA/BPM convergence (e.g., [3, 7, 9]) as well as general literature on approaches to application integration [5] and
SOA [1, 4, 6]. During the PT development, we have relied
extensively on the BPMN-to-BPEL mapping rules [8].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In section 2, after brieﬂy describing the existing solution
and its weaknesses, we introduce the chosen pilot process.
In section 3, we present the approach and results of the
transformation, while section 4 compares both solutions
and discusses how the issues from section 2 are addressed.
We conclude with a summary and a discussion of future work.
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Figure 1. Enterprise Architecture

information from various sources (e.g., people, documents,
code) and was experienced as a highly time-consuming part
of the case study. Also, the poor documentation increases
the likelihood of introducing errors. Besides a lack of
language and technology tutorials, which can be ascribed
to the proprietary nature of the solution, the environment
also misses a common communication basis in the form of a
process model that can be shared among business analysts,
architects and programmers. Without such a model, new
requirements are likely to be misinterpreted when handed to
a programmer. Finally, even if sufﬁcient documentation in
the form of state-transition (ST) tables, ST diagrams and ﬂow
diagrams were available, it would not provide a complete and
practical picture.
2.

2. Initial Situation
The environment’s system landscape comprises ten physically
separated back-ofﬁce applications that each take over a distinct business or auxiliary function (e.g., Accounting System,
cf. Fig. 1). Together, these systems fully automate most of
the company’s business processes including sales, billing, and
provisioning, to name a few.

2.1. Existing Process Automation Solution
The company’s process automation approach integrates a
custom-made state transition system (STS) for process state
management and business rule enforcement with a custommade communication framework (CF) for system integration
(cf. Fig. 1 top). Information exchange between back-ofﬁce
systems is realized via asynchronous XML-based messaging.
Typically, a new process is brought to life inside the STS,
which is triggered by an external event such as the submission
of a new sales order. The STS manages the process execution
by sequentially starting various integration ﬂows via the CF.
Integration ﬂows commonly visit several back-ofﬁce systems
(sequentially and without the involvement of centralized coordinator), cause business logic updates and/or collect data,
which is attached to the message and used later inside a different system as part of the overall process. Each integration
ﬂow eventually returns to the STS causing a process status
update, which results in further actions.

2.2. Solution Benchmark
We have identiﬁed four high-level issues: initial development
and setup costs, maintenance costs (i.e., integration of new
systems, implementation of new business requirements, etc.),
technology and solution learning curve and the likelihood of
introducing errors during the mapping of business requirements to process implementations. Upon examining these
issues, we have detected four problems as their respective
root causes. In turn, these problems give rise to the criteria for
the evaluation and comparison with the suggested solution.
1. Lack of Sufﬁcient and Practical Documentation
Acquiring sufﬁcient knowledge to understand and work with
the existing solution requires collecting and aggregating

Complexity of Solution and Process Setup

First, the initial setup required building most components
from scratch. This includes the STS with database setup,
database triggers, stored procedures, the event module as
well as the CF with its routing and archive modules, message
parser but also the development of the message structure (i.e.,
routing information) and other rules for new process setup.
Merely the message queues (MQ) (one per system) could be
acquired from a third-party vendor. Second, new processes
or even slight adjustments in existing processes require
careful and complicated planning and design. States, state
transitions and events need to be designed and set up. Routing
information has to be added or changed, integration ﬂows
and additional message parsers have to be implemented. This
high effort of process maintenance is even further intensiﬁed
by the solution’s poor separation of concern (SoC). Although
process implementations are distributed across two components (i.e., STS and CF), the solution places some of the
process-speciﬁc behavior inside the back-ofﬁce systems (i.e.,
in some instances, the route of an integration ﬂow is changed
during system invocation). This again requires most systems
to be aware that they are part of a higher-level process and
hence prevents them from being reused by other processes.
3.

Poor Deployment and Testing Conditions

Process deployment requires manual addition or replacement
of routing information, states, events, etc. “One-click” deployment is not supported. The effort for process testing has
been indicated by responsible personnel as being extremely
high. First, the various steps of a process (i.e., the systems
invocations) cannot be tested individually but only as part
of an integration ﬂow. Second, process debugging is only
possible in retrospect by evaluating the log ﬁles of completed
ﬂows. Third, the solution does not allow for design-time code
validation through respective tools.
4.

Degree of Business-IT Alignment

The solution is clearly deﬁcient with respect to the alignment
of the enterprise’s processes with its IT infrastructure. The
nature of the solution generally makes it difﬁcult to translate
business requirements into implementations. Every process,
coming as a whole from the business side, needs to be split
up into several ﬂows that are tied together via the STS. It
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is often difﬁcult to decide which parts of the process should
be realized through ﬂows and which parts require state and
corresponding state transitions. Also, the question arises
whether process-speciﬁc rules should be enforced inside the
STS or inside the pertinent back-ofﬁce system. In addition,
the implementer must sometimes deviate from the order of
steps provided by the business analyst.

2.3. Selected Business Scenario
As the basis for our PT, we chose the company’s sales process as the pilot to be implemented with the suggested approach. We picked the sales process because of its universality (i.e., industry neutrality), its size and complexity (involving all of the organization’s back-ofﬁce systems), and its
volatile nature that would emphasize the beneﬁts of the proposed solution. At a glance, after an order has been placed via
an online shopping cart environment, the back-end process is
started performing various steps including the creation of a
customer account, a fraud check, the processing of ﬁnancial
transactions and the initiation of product provisioning. Each
step is implemented by a different back-ofﬁce system.

3. Solution Transformation
After analyzing the existing process automation solution and
taking a closer look at the selected pilot process, it became
clear that a simple transformation to the suggested technologies and paradigms would be insufﬁcient to best demonstrate
their beneﬁts. First, a mere transformation without addressing
the poor SoC of the current setup including its weak service
reusability potential did not appear to be meaningful or at least
would not allow us to demonstrate the potential for reusability
in the long run. Second, during the reverse-engineering effort
of the sales process from source code and residual process
documentation, we were able to discover several crucial errors in process logic that could easily be repaired with the new
approach. Finally, the current solution does not implement
process-wide transactional behavior; this issue could also be
addressed effortlessly and hence was added to the list of objectives.
To reduce the complexity of the transformation process,
we decided to address the various goals and objectives in
four sequential steps. This so-called “transformation lifecycle” (Fig. 2) can be reused for porting additional business
processes in the future. Phase one sought to integrate the
existing systems using BPEL. This implies exposing the
respective functionality via web services (WS). Additionally,
the issues of SoC and reusability have been addressed by
shifting some functionality between systems and by applying
well-deliberate service design. Phase two aimed to bridge
the gap to the business side by providing a visual, more
business-oriented representation of the sales process using
BPMN. Based on the newly created models from phase two,
phase three directly repaired process errors and added business transactions from a requirements-oriented standpoint.
Finally, phase four synchronized the adapted process models
with the previously created implementation. Each of the four

Figure 2. Transformation Life Cycle
steps will be discussed in detail below.
Phase 1: Bottom-Up Process Automation
In phase one BPEL v1.1 and WSDL v1.1 where used with
Oracle’s JDeveloper tool that supports various SOA-related
development tasks including service-stub generation from
WSDL-ﬁles and visual BPEL modeling.
First, we exposed the existing systems as WS. As a result, 100% of the systems’ functionality (i.e., business logic)
was reused and system access has merely been transformed
from the CF to WSDL-based access. One important task was
the deﬁnition of service inputs and outputs: business documents, such as an invoice, that are speciﬁed through XML
schemas. The challenge was to transform the structure of
the existing XML message into various modular schemas that
can each be passed into the respective service, individually
or in aggregated form. The transformation was required for
adopting BPEL’s orchestration approach. A BPEL process
locally stores process data, such as a sales order (consisting
of a quote, customer data, product selection, etc.), and extracts data (e.g., one speciﬁc product item) in the course of
a service invocation as needed. A second challenge was to
improve SoC and potential for reusability. To this end, we
moved some functionality between systems as well as from
the systems into the process. The newly created services have
been designed accordingly (i.e., assuming the functionality in
the new place).
Second, we implemented the sales process in BPEL by orchestrating the previously designed services. This required
a transformation of the state- and ﬂow-based solution into
an activity-based solution. Process state management and
routing of messages is now realized transparently by the respective infrastructure, and the various integration ﬂows were
combined into one process. Our experience was that all aspects of the sales process could be expressed in BPEL with
no restrictions.
As our deployment and testing environment, we installed
the Oracle SOA Suite. It ships with an Enterprise Service
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Bus (ESB) and a BPEL engine and integrates nicely with
the chosen IDE (JDeveloper), allowing BPEL processes and
services to be deployed from within the IDE. The installation
of the BPEL engine and ESB, or optionally a lightweight WS
framework, makes the STS and CF obsolete (cf. Fig. 1). With
some careful planning, it should also be possible to run both
solutions concurrently until all processes have been ported.
Phase 2: Bottom-Up Process Visualization
The potential of the proposed solution can be fully utilized
only with the addition of a process model that may be used as
a communication basis among participating stakeholders. In
phase two, we performed a mapping from the created BPEL
code to a visual BPMN-based process model using BPMN
v1.0. The model was created with the Microsoft Visio stencil
extension from ITP Commerce. The resulting business
process diagram (BPD) is illustrated in Fig. 3 (exclusive the
highlighted parts). The mapping was done based on the rules
by [8] and turned out to be very straightforward. All aspects
of the BPEL code could be transformed to the BPD.

deletion of the sales order in the Sales System and the reversal of the “Create Customer Account”-sub process (e.g.,
after an order expired while waiting for manual payment, cf.
Fig. 3). Both steps required an extension of the previously
created WSDL interfaces with additional operations that simply reverse the existing operations.
The manual veriﬁcation of orders naturally requires
human involvement. Unfortunately, BPEL does not support
human interaction in a standardized way. On the other side,
we purposely refrained from using Oracle’s proprietary
BPEL extension for human workﬂows to avoid vendor lock.
We rather addressed this issue by simply hiding the human
involvement behind a custom-made service. In this case,
the process asynchronously submits the sales order to an
“Order Escalation Service,” which prompts the need for
order-veriﬁcation to a user interface. The process waits in the
current status until it is called back by the service after the
issues has been resolved.

4. Evaluation and Solution Benchmark

The objective of phase three was to repair ﬂaws, to add additional functionality and to make the process transaction-safe.
Tool and language support is identical to phase two. As a
ﬁrst task, we swapped some steps in the process, which were
out of order in the existing implementation. Secondly, we
added one extra step at the end (i.e., “Send Order Completed
Notiﬁcation”), which was missing in the original solution.
Thirdly, we extended the BPD with a manual order veriﬁcation option and ﬁnally added rollback processes that would
reverse prior system updates in case of process failure. The
resulting artifact is an extended version of the BPD from
phase two (i.e., Fig. 3, inclusive the high-lighted parts) as
well as additional BPDs for rollback- and related processes
(not shown here). It is important to recognize that phase three
is entirely requirements-driven and independent of the underlying process and system implementations. Nevertheless,
the new functionality was modeled based on design decisions
that determined which system had to implement the new
requirements in the future.

This section benchmarks the existing solution against the proposed solution. We will discuss the issues identiﬁed in section 2.2 and outline how they are addressed in the new solution. We also provide some speciﬁc ﬁgures (i.e., cost savings)
based on our experiences with the PT development. Nevertheless, the results presented here are conjectures that have
not been measured owing to time restrictions. Determining
the actual ROI would require operation and observation of the
new solution in production environment over a period of several months.
In summary, the proposed approach combines statetransitions and integration ﬂows into one artifact (i.e., BPEL
process) whereas the BPEL engine orchestrates the various
services into one enterprise-wide process. Changes in routes
are now handled inside the process. Messages are transmitted
per service invocation and not per ﬂow. Service reusability
is improved and process-wide transactional behavior is
provided. The solution comprises an end-to-end process
model clearly displaying all business requirements. Finally,
the STS and CF are replaced by SOA and BPM infrastructure
components (cf. Fig. 1).

Phase 4: Top-Down Process Implementation

1.

The ﬁnal step in our life cycle was the synchronization of the
BPDs from phase three with the existing implementation from
phase one. Tool and language support are the same as in phase
one. Most parts of the BPDs were implemented with no effort
by using the visual process modeler of the IDE.
The implementation of the manual veriﬁcation step and the
transactional behavior is of interest. The latter was necessary
to map the rollback processes from the BPD to the BPEL implementation. BPEL realizes loosely-coupled business transactions with its built-in compensation and fault handlers. A
very convenient BPEL feature is the automatic execution of
compensation handlers of those scopes that are already completed when the error occurs. An example for our case is the

With the BPD (cf. Fig. 3) most information about the sales
process and participating services is available at a glance.
Aggregation of information from several sources (including
source code review) is not necessary. The process clearly
visualizes all steps, service invocations, possible faults,
events, branches and business rules (e.g., expected values
for decision points). The translation from the model to the
implementation is unambiguous and the error likelihood is
reduced. Since BPMN is speciﬁcally designed to be stakeholder neutral [8], it allows all participants to understand
the model quickly. By contrast, ST- and ﬂow diagrams
may be harder to understand by purely business-focused
staff. Furthermore, new stakeholders can quickly acquire

Phase 3: Top-Down Process Adaptation
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Documentation

information about languages (i.e., BPEL, BPMN, WSDL)
and infrastructure (i.e., BPEL engine, ESB) used in the
project by studying some of the myriads of available tutorials
and code examples. It will also be easier to recruit new
stakeholders (e.g., engineers) that already carry the respective
knowledge; this is not possible with a proprietary solution.
2. Complexity of Solution and Process Setup
The proposed solution has the potential of signiﬁcantly
reducing time-to market of the initial setup and of new requirements. Infrastructure is entirely replaced by third-party
offers, which greatly reduces the setup time of the initial solution. Design and implementation of the generic parts of the
STS and CF was indicated by the responsible manager with
approximately US$70,000 (including purchase of several
MQ licenses), which is already above the purchase price of
a commercial SOA Suite license (US$50-65,000 assuming
that one license will be sufﬁcient). Nevertheless, despite the
possibility of relying on open source infrastructure, we argue
that even higher investments will pay off as the maintenance
costs of enterprise applications commonly are much more
signiﬁcant [2] and this is where the suggested solution scores
big points. Setup of new processes and adjustments in
existing processes is far less time consuming. This is besides
the improved testing conditions especially also ascribed to
BPEL’s predeﬁned language constructs for process behavior
as well as the tool support with its visual BPEL modeler,
code generation etc. Furthermore, services can be designed
for reuse, which again may reduce development time in the
future. In particular, we anticipated savings of approximately
US$10,000 in personnel cost only for the initial setup of the
sales process. Simple adjustments in process logic can save
up to 80% of implementation and testing time. With more
complicated adjustments (e.g., the addition of a new payment
option), this is even more signiﬁcant.
3.

Deployment and Testing Conditions

distributed across several components. The number of steps
in the process that cannot directly be mapped to a business
requirement is reduced, thus, the gap between requirements
and implementation is smaller.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we argued that a cross-system process automation solution leveraging SOA and BPM technologies can be
signiﬁcantly superior to a custom-built solution. We also presented an approach for porting the existing processes to the
suggested solution. The study showed how the chosen concepts and technologies can be applied to a real-life scenario.
All aspects of the pilot project (i.e. process model and implementation, services, etc.) were realized with the selected
languages, and the PT was successfully tested. In conclusion,
the study was a considerable success and demonstrated the
merits of using a combination of SOA and BPM for process
automation and system integration purposes. The resulting
value gain was greatly recognized by the responsible personnel in the chosen environment.
Finally, to guarantee feasibility and long-term success, we
recommend performing a more thorough analysis and evaluation of infrastructure and tool support for the speciﬁcs of the
environment, including, for instance, issues such as tool selection. Second, an in-depth evaluation of quality of service
aspects (e.g., scalability, security, reliability) should be performed. Furthermore, it may be advisable to extend the PT
with an end-to-end implementation that involves the pertinent
systems. As a last step, we believe that drafting an adoption
strategy (i.e., guidelines, education of staff, adoption schedule) will help to discover other possible issues.
In general, the transformation life-cycle introduced in
section 3 requires more case studies in order to adjust and
generalize the porting process outlined in Fig. 2 in a way that
it becomes useful also under different settings.
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Degree of Business-IT Alignment

BPEL’s orchestration approach in conjunction with the
BPDs improves the solution’s general degree of business-IT
alignment. The process is visualized and implemented in
a more natural way. Process behavior (e.g., branching,
business rules, etc.) is integrated into one artifact and not
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Abstract
Web services are increasingly adopted as a service provision mechanism in pervasive computing environments. Implementing web services on networked, embedded devices
raises a number of challenges, for example efﬁciency of web
services, handling of variability and dependencies of hardware and software platforms, and of device state and context changes. To address these challenges, we developed
a web service compiler, Limbo, in which Web Ontology
Language (OWL) ontologies are used to make the Limbo
compiler aware of its compilation context, such as targeted
hardware and software. At the same time, knowledge on
device details, platform dependencies, and resource/power
consumption is built into the supporting ontologies, which
are used to conﬁgure Limbo for generating resource efﬁcient web service code. A state machine ontology is used to
generate stub code to facilitate handling of state changes of
a device. A number of evaluations show that the design of
the Limbo compiler is successful in terms of performance
of the generated web service, completeness in being applicable to a variety of embedded devices, and usability for
developers in creating new services.

1

Motivation and introduction

Pervasive computing is becoming a reality. Because of
their increasing ubiquity in business environments, web services are increasingly needed to be adopted as service provision mechanisms in pervasive computing environment.
Consequently, in a number of applications, web services
are deployed on resource-constrained embedded and networked devices. Implementing web services on embedded
devices raises a number of challenges. First, embedded devices are constrained in memory, processor and energy resources. The web services should be sufﬁciently resource
efﬁcient in order to provide usable services. Second, development environments for embedded web services must
be able to handle the variability of hardware and software,

power supply, and possible dependencies between platform
properties. At the same time, pervasive computing environments are highly dynamic, with, e.g., device statuses changing very often; something that affects end user applications.
A number of tools and approaches focusing on making
web services available on small embedded platforms exist.
One example is Microsoft’s Web Services on Devices1 , and
Fast Infoset2 . Fast Infoset is not a web service technology
per se, but provides a binary encoding of XML that may be
used to make web services more efﬁcient in the sense that
they use less bandwidth in communication. These tools,
however, fall short in the ﬂexibility of code generation and
complexity hiding of device details and web service details
for the developer. At the same time, they lack the extensibility for using new protocols and technologies, when considering the huge variance of embedded and networked devices.
To address these issues, in this paper, we present Limbo,
an ontology-enabled compiler for the generation of embedded web services. A number of Web Ontology Language
(OWL3 ) ontologies are used to encode device details, platform dependencies, resource/power consumption, and valid
Limbo components combinations, which are used to make
the Limbo compiler aware its compilation context, such as
the appropriate hardware and software for a given service.
Runtime states of a device are handled with a state machine
ontology and stub code is generated to support reporting device state changes.
The development of Limbo is part of a large, European research project, Hydra4 that develops secure, serviceoriented, and self-managed middleware for pervasive computing application scenarios.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, we present the design and implementation of Limbo;
followed by is the section on how to use the generated code
1 http://www.microsoft.com/whdc/rally/Rallywsd.
mspx
2 https://fi.dev.java.net/
3 http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL/
4 http://www.hydra.eu.com/
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for the development of web services. Section 3 discusses
ontologies used in Limbo. In Section 4, we present the conﬁguration algorithm used in Limbo. Then we evaluate the
Limbo compiler in Section 5, from the perspective of complexity, usability and performance. We compare our work
with related work in section 6. Conclusions and future work
ends the paper.
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2.1

Limbo design, implementation, and usage
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Limbo design and implementation
  

Figure 1 shows the module structure of the Limbo compiler. The software architecture of Limbo follows the
“Repository” architectural pattern [5] in which a central
Repository stores data related to the transformation process
and on which Frontends and Backends operate to read and
write information. Frontends process source artifacts (in
particular web service interface descriptions in the form of
WSDL 5 ﬁles and ontology descriptions in the form of OWL
ﬁles). Conversely, Backends produce target artefact’s in the
form of code (primarily state machine stubs, web service
stubs and skeletons) and conﬁguration ﬁles.


 

 

  



• Provide WSDL service description: The main input
for Limbo is WSDL ﬁle, and Limbo also supports
that WSDL ﬁles references the Hydra device ontology.
An example of a Hydra ontology binding for the thermometer in WSDL would be the following:
<hydra:binding device="http://hydra.eu.com/ontology/
Device.owl#thermometer"/>

 





 

Figure 2. Limbo compiling process

  

The Limbo ontology front end will resolve this URI
and retrieve thermometer hardware and software information.

 

 

 

• Generation based on conﬁguration or ontology. If an
ontology instance for the device is available, device
speciﬁc platform information will be used to generate
client and/or server code. If the device associated state
machine instance available, state machine stub code
will be generated. Otherwise, generation conﬁguration
is based solely on the developer-supplied parameters.

  

   

Figure 1. Module structure of Limbo
Backends implement different features. An essential feature is the parser backends with different implementation
languages such as Java SE and Java ME (Java Standard Edition/Java Micro Edition). An example of generation can be
the generation of client-side stubs and/or server-side skeletons or transport code for network communication between
client and a server. To provide the possibility of handling
dynamicity of device state changes, a state machine backend generates state machine stubs. Figure 2 shows the compilation process of the Limbo compiler. A “thermometer
service” is used to illustrate the compilation and the usage
of the generated artifacts. In the example, the service runs
on a thermometer device, Pico TH03, and provides a temperature measurement upon request. The following steps
are involved:
5 Web Services Description Language 1.1. http://www.w3.org/
TR/wsdl

• Create embedded/proxy stubs and skeletons. Stubs and
skeletons for the device service are created according to the device’s capabilities. If code cannot be directly embedded on the device, proxy code is generated based that will run on OSGi6 . For the thermometer, as it does not have any computing capability itself, according to the the retrieved platform information from the ontology, proxy code will be generated
using OSGi.

2.2

Implementing services based on generated
code

For the thermometer with a conﬁguration of a standalone
server using Java SE, the following classes are generated:
6 http://www.osgi.org
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• EndPoint.java - Abstract class that deﬁnes the endpoints (i.e. services) that are provided by the server
• th03OpsImpl.java - Implementation of the service
methods
• th03Service.java - A service class that handles requests
and returns the respective results

The upper part of Figure 3 shows a typical runtime of
a deployed Limbo service. The thermometer service is deployed on a Thermometer Device. A service that needs temperature data (“Thermometer Client”) then uses the thermometer service through its web service interface. Thermometer state changes trigger events sent through a publish/subscribe mechanism.
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• LimboServer.java - Limbo server main class
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• StateMachineStub_Thermometer.java - State machine
stub for thermometer
An OSGi conﬁguration (Java SE) or a Java ME server
can be chosen, and Limbo can also generate clients either
for Java ME or Java SE. The generation of OSGi code is following the OSGi speciﬁcation (e.g., an Activator instead of
an EndPoint, a servlet instead of a “th03Service”). Classes
are also generated to support this in the form of a state machine stub that will allow the service developer to model
and notify upon state changes. The following code is generated for the thermometer state machine shown in Figure 3,
and the measuring state of the thermometer is linked to the
getTemperature service.
public class StateMachineStub_Thermometer {
public void ThermometerStopping() { ... }
public void ThermometerStarting(){ ... }
public void ThermometerMeauring(){
event ev = new event();
...
ev.parts_add(new part("Result",
"" + service.getTemperature(this.deviceID)));
eventManager.publish("/statemachine/statechange", ev);
}
...
}

Based on the generated artifacts, the device developer
needs to implement the device service. This entails:
• Binding the device services to the actual device. For
the thermometer service this would include, e.g., creating a thread that continuously calculates the temperature and stores the temperature in a local variable.
The actual service implementation would then read the
value of this variable and return the temperature.

 

  



Figure 3. Thermometer runtime and thermometer state machine

3

Ontologies in Limbo

There are a number of reasons for us to use ontologies
in Limbo: ﬁrst, details of device hardware and software,
and possible dependencies between them, are hidden in the
related ontologies. Web service developers only need to
know about the device URI and the service they are implementing, as shown in the Thermometer example. Second,
in order to generate resource-efﬁcient code, knowledge on
device software platform and resource/power consumption
comparisons are built into the related ontologies, and used
during the conﬁguration of Limbo for code generation.
We have developed the supporting ontologies for Limbo
as shown in Figure 4. The usage of these ontologies can be
summarized as follows:
• LimboConﬁguation ontology. Not all the combinations
of the frontends and backends in Limbo are valid. For
example, for OSGi, there is no need for the Server
generator as a web server is built into OSGi frameworks. Therefore it is very important to regulate the
valid combinations of different Limbo components and
resolve dependencies among them, whether combinations are explicit in the feature model or implicit. As
proposed in [6], we develop a LimboConﬁguration ontology to formally specify what the legal feature combinations are.

• Sending state notiﬁcations. The state machine stub
needs to be invoked at proper places. In the case of
the thermometer, each successive call will at runtime
trigger an event being sent through the event manager
(Figure 3), when the thermometer is started, when it
is measuring, and when it stops as shown in the thermometer state machine in the lower part of Figure 3.

• Device ontology and associated hardware platform
and software platform ontologies. These ontologies
are used to retrieve device speciﬁc information in order
to generate resource/power-awareness code for a certain device. The Device ontology is used to deﬁne high

• Create deployment artifacts.
Next, device and
container-speciﬁc deployment artifacts (JAR ﬁles,
OSGi bundles etc.) need to be created in order to be
able to deploy the service.
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level only information of a device, for example device
type classiﬁcation (e.g., an alarm device is a sensor).
The HardwarePlatform ontology includes concepts
such as CPU, Memory and so on, and also relationships between them, for example ”hasCPU”. Power
consumption concepts and properties for different
wireless network are added to the HardwarePlatform
ontology to facilitate power-awareness.

system, virtual machine, and libraries. The Limbo conﬁguration algorithm is shown as a UML activity diagram in
Figure 5 and described next.
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The SoftwarePlatform ontology deﬁnes VirtualMachine, Middleware and object properties such as requiresMoreMemory, reuqiresFasterCPU, and their reverse properties. In the Java ontology we deﬁne concepts such as JavaVM, JavaByteCode and specify that
a speciﬁc Java platform (e.g., CLDC) provides a certain Library or Rendering Engine etc.
The OperatingSystem ontology provides a classiﬁcation of an operating system based on its characteristics
and version for example Win32/Win16, which can facilitate the restrictions on which operating system consumes more memory than others.
• StateMachine ontology.
For every type of device in the Device ontology,
there is a corresponding state machine instance in the
StateMachine ontology. This state machine instance is
used to generate state machine stubs.
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Figure 4. Structure of ontologies used in
Limbo

4

Limbo conﬁgurations with ontologies

In order to generate resource efﬁcient code, Limbo will
utilize the resource/power consumption knowledge built in
the ontologies. Therefore the LimboConﬁguration ontology
imports the Device ontology, and hence all other ontologies
through the ontology import mechanism. Object properties in the LimboConﬁguration ontology (requireCPU, requireOS, requireVM and requireLibrary) are used to specify
a backend’s detailed requirements for the CPU, operating
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Figure 5. Limbo conﬁguration algorithm

Step 1. Checking CPU/OS/VM details When a compiling task is needed for a certain device, ﬁrst the detailed
software and hardware information, especially CPU,
operating system, virtual machine will be retrieved using the ontology frontend.
Step 2. Iteratively checking the backends’ required CPU/OS/VM
After the detailed information on CPU, operating system and virtual machine has been obtained from
related ontologies, this information will be checked
iteratively for whether this version of CPU, operating system and virtual machine are required for
the backends. This kind of information is stored
within instances of the backends associated with the
requireCPU, requireOS, requireVM object properties.
Step 3. Resolving choices using user preferences There
are situations where we can get multiple options for
backends. For example, Motorola MPx220 has Windows Mobile as its operating system, but at the same
time it has J2ME MIDP2, which will be compared
with end user preferences. Then the generation can go
ahead with the chosen platform.
Step 4. Resolving choices based on CPU/Memory usage
For situations where memory and CPU usage should
be decided, for example J2SE, CDC and CLDC as
options, we will choose the one that consumes less
memory and requires a slower CPU for small devices
as default.
Step 5. Resolve options based on power/energy policy
The power consumption of various bearers supported
by a device is checked, and choose a corresponding bearer according to the power consumption
expectation.
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In our implementation of the above algorithm, we are
using SWRL7 to resolve options for multiple platforms as
detailed in [2].

5

Evaluation of Limbo

We have evaluated Limbo according to the evaluation
framework of one.world [1]. This includes evaluating:
Completeness: can useful services be generated; Performance: is the generated services sufﬁciently resource efﬁcient; Complexity and utility: how hard is it to create services and can others build upon it.

5.1

Completeness

We evaluate this through the generation of services for a
set of prototypes for a home automation scenario to testify
whether useful services can be generated by Limbo. Here
services were primarily created by a member of the Hydra
team who has not participated in the development of Limbo
(four services) and by a member of the Limbo compiler
team (one service). For all services, Hydra helped in hiding web service complexity and in generating efﬁcient web
services. The generated services were:
• Nokia N80 SMS service. The service uses Limbo’s
Midlet generation option and runs a Limbo-generated
web server.
• Pico TH03 thermometer service, Grundfos Magna 32
pump service and Abloy EL582 door lock service.
These services run as proxies on an OSGi gateway and
interface with devices via device-speciﬁc protocols.

5.2

Performance

Here we report on time and memory usage measurements compared to Apache Axis8 . The purpose is not
to compare to Apache Axis per se since it was designed
for a multi-threaded server environment, but rather to see
that Limbo-generated services used signiﬁcantly fewer resources than a popular web service framework.
For measuring resource utilization, we used a setup
with a SOAP-based web service implementing an SMS
service. This web service was requested by a Limbogenerated client and implemented using Apache Axis and
using Limbo on both Java SE and Java ME (on a Nokia N80
mobile phone). For the Apache Axis and Limbo SE implementations a PC (an Apple Mac Book Pro with a 2.33 GHz
Intel Core 2 Duo processor, 2 GB DDR2 SDRAM, MAC
OS X 10.4.10). The left part of Figure 6 shows the result
7 SWRL

homepage. http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
Axis. http://ws.apache.org/axis

8 Apache

Figure 6. Limbo time and memory usage measurements

of our time measurements with the total execution time for
ﬁve consecutive calls made to the SMS web service. For
all implementations there is a high start-up cost due to the
establishment of sockets – in particular so in the Java ME
case. The Limbo ME implementation is also orders of magnitudes slower than the SE implementations, a fact that is
due to the network setup of the Nokia N80 – and to the fact
that the ME implementation actually sends an SMS – since
the Limbo SE and Apache Axis implementations are comparable with respect to time usage.
The right part of Figure 6 shows the memory measurements of Limbo and Apache Axis. Both the Limbo SE
and the Limbo ME versions use signiﬁcantly less memory
than Apache Axis. In the SE cases, the measurements were
made using a JMX agent to measure the maximum amount
of memory used during processing of requests. In the ME
case, we measured maximum memory with SUN’s Wireless Tool Kit (Version 2.5). On average, the Limbo ME
service used 362.4 Kb memory. In conclusion, the resource
usage of Limbo generated services is signiﬁcantly smaller
than that for Apache Axis-generated services.

5.3

Complexity and utility

Complexity and utility were evaluated by members of
the Hydra project that had not participated in the development of Limbo. Two partial evaluations were made on evaluation of ontology construction and code generation. For
both, a case of implementing a blood pressure service on an
HTCP3300 smartphone9 was used.
It was possible to create a model of the HTCP3300 device including a state machine within a day of work for an
ontology engineer unfamiliar with the device and the associated service. The Limbo compiler has been successfully
used to generate small applications to test their compatibility with Windows Mobile Smartphone and Eclipse MEgenerated classes.
9 http://www.europe.htc.com/en/products/
htcp3300.html
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5.4

Evaluation conclusions

The Limbo compiler has been shown to be useful with
good resource consumption of the generated code. Clearly
there is a need for better documentation for both Limbo and
the used ontologies, and Windows Mobile concepts of the
OperatingSystem ontology need to be improved.

6

Related work

As said in the introduction, existing tools such as Microsoft’s Web Services on Devices and Fast Infoset, fall
short of the necessary ﬂexibility of generating different code
artifacts for the large variant of devices based on different
protocols. These tools lack the versatility of being used for
different embedded devices.
In Limbo, we translate WSDL ﬁles into a local Regular
Tree Grammar (RTG) [4] that describes allowed SOAP envelopes as deﬁned by the WSDL ﬁles. Though some frameworks can produce grammar-speciﬁc parser of XML data
such as done by, e.g., XML Screamer [3], our work leverages this work but casts it in the context of web services,
where ontologies are used to support the needed conﬁguration during the generation process. The ontologies are
helping to achieve generation-context-awareness and help
to make decisions on the targeted platform, with the objective of generating resource efﬁcient code.
Apache Muse10 can simplify the building of web service interfaces for manageable resources. While Muse has
a very specialized objective for the targeted speciﬁcations,
Limbo has a highly ﬂexible architecture which can be easily extended with the generation of code for .NET code, and
other specialized platform such as LeJOS11 . And more importantly is that we are using ontologies and rule languages
to rigorously regulate and instruct the compilation, which
can bring us some wiser decisions that is not easily achieved
by Apache Muse and other existing approaches.

7

Conclusions and future work

There is an increasing requirement to run web services
on resource constrained devices in pervasive computing. In
this paper, we present an ontology-enabled compiler called
Limbo for the generation of embedded web services. Limbo
has followed the Repository architecture style where different frontends and backends can be easily added.
Limbo gets device information from the targeted device
in compilation from a Device ontology that imports HardwarePlatform ontology and software platform related ontologies, where resource/power consumption comparisons
10 Apache
11 LeJOS

Muse project. http://ws.apache.org/muse/
homepage. http://lejos.sourceforge.net/

are speciﬁed, and used by Limbo to achieve the generation
of resource-efﬁcient web services. A StateMachine ontology is used to generate state machine stub code and using an
event mechanism to publish the state change events. We are
using a LimboConﬁguration ontology to rigorously specify
the legal feature combination of Limbo compiler.
Our evaluations through the ﬁrst Hydra prototype show
that the design of the Limbo compiler is successful in terms
of resource consumption of the generated web services,
complexity hiding of the web service itself and that developers can use Limbo to develop resource efﬁcient web services for a variant of different embedded devices.
A more ﬂexible implementation using OSGi is under development. Web service code generation for .Net platform
is planed. And more other hardware platform for example
LeJOS is also under exploration.
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become an objective of industry. Through the SOA
platform, we could integrate individual providers into
similar service processes. Modeling distinct business
providers may also be interesting work. Through this
process, researchers would be able to communicate with
various stakeholders as well as design systematic
platforms.
In this paper, we focus on the domain of patientcentered healthcare in digital home. We then construct
the SOA healthcare platform and its application system
which provide innovative business models. In the
following sections, we will describe the progress of its
construction and at the same time share our experiences
from this study.

Abstract
Using Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) to enable the daily activities and interests such as
dining, medicine, lifestyle, traffic, education and
entertainment has recently become a world wide trend.
Moreover, Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is
nowadays one of the most important techniques to
realize services in industry.
Therefore, we would attempt to give attention to
what type of services ICT could realize for chronic
patients and how this concept should contribute to their
recovery. In this paper, we would like to share our
experiences in creating innovative home-care business
models. We first discuss the business modeling process,
which contains generating care services concepts,
investigating market, defining Key Services scenarios
and cooperative policies. Second, we present the
constructed SOA healthcare platform. Specifically, we
explain the technical issues during the development of
our business models. Finally, the business models and
platform are evaluated using the Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) developed in the study.

2. Related Works
2.1 SOA principles
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a software
architectural style for realizing and constructing business
processes, which are packaged as software services
during their life cycle ([1], [2]). SOA defines and
reserves IT infrastructure to allow various applications
that exchange data in business processes. SOA also
separates services into distinct units (components or
modules), which can be deployed over the Internet, and
can be combined and re-used for business applications.
In clearly defined layers of SOA, requirements for
business processes could be distinguished and identified.
Business requirements are also implemented and
combined by distinct software services. Typical layers
for SOA are business process layer, business service
layer, application integration layer, and technology layer.
Consequently, the general architectural principles [3]
point out the ground rules of SOA for its development,
maintenance, and use. These are the following:
• Usability - Components or modules would be
re-used in various business processes, and even
mobile services.
• Compliance to standards - Data exchanges between
platforms are important to SOA. These exchanges
will extend significant issues for standardization,
identification, authorization, etc.
• Service
identification
and
categorization,
deployment and delivery, monitoring and tracking,
and KPI definition, etc.
One standardizing service could provide diverse and

Keywords: business modeling, SOA design, KPI
evaluation, digital home-care

1. Introduction
As information and communication technologies (ICT)
has continued to advance, the application of ICT has
evolved in the different aspects of our lives such as work
and entertainment. In fact, ICT has been gradually
infused into our daily lives. Through network techniques,
computers could provide many remote services.
Interestingly, a large number of innovative service
models, such as YouTube, WRETCH, Google, Amazon,
etc. are continuously emerging. Using ICT to create
innovative services models, many have become famous
enterprises worldwide. One of their identical
characteristics is that they have applied specific
information techniques to integrate network techniques.
Also, these models have successfully provided content
services to promote business values.
The application of ICT has become a worldwide trend.
Infusing Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) to provide
common activities and interests such as dining, medicine,
lifestyle, traffic, education and entertainment has also
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not only be a difficult illness to manage for the patient,
but also to the family and society. Patients with
apoplectic diseases need long-term care to reduce
pathologies. If they are hospitalized over a long period of
time, it will pose financial and emotional burden on their
families and will also be a waste of resources in hospitals.
Therefore, one effective solution for this situation is to
take care of chronic patients at home; this could be a
challenge for the family. Because of these perceived
needs, the research team poses the following questions:
• What could Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) do for apoplexy patients?
• How should ICT contribute to the apoplectics’
recovery?

innovative business processes. A typical example is the
service of agential cash-receivers of 7-11 stores in
Taiwan which has allowed payments by credit card,
telephone, and on-line shopping, to name a few. In
addition, the specific architectural principles for design
and service definition are categorized into two types. The
first type is the interaction between the service consumer
and provider. The second type includes the design
guidelines of service providers. They are described as:
• Service encapsulation - Various services in the
Internet are consolidated with web services under
the SOA platform.
• Service loose coupling - Services maintain a
relationship that minimizes dependencies on one
another.
• Service abstraction - Services are logically hidden
from the outside world, beyond what is described
in the service contract.
• Service contract - Services attached to the
communicable agreements, and defined in service
description documents.
• Service reusability – A service is divided into units
with extended re-uses.
• Service composition - Collections of units of
services can be coordinated and combined to create
services.
• Service autonomy – Services have control over the
business processes they encapsulated.
• Service optimization – High-quality services are
generally considered more than low-quality ones.
• Service discoverability – Services are designed to
be accessible to the public, therefore they can be
found and assessed via available discovery
mechanisms.
Constructing SOA is not only a technical but also a
business challenge. In the visions of SOA, relationships
between the service consumer and provider are not
tightly stipulated. Their relations are loose coupling [4].
Thus, consumer services are not forcefully influenced by
the changes made by the providers. Secondly, consumer
service interacts with the service provider based on the
service contract. Moreover, designing the Service Level
Agreement (SLA) is an important task. SLA should also
satisfy some general and specific principles.

3. Business Modeling
Business modeling is a critical starting point when we
would like to provide care-services on SOA. Before
constructing the services platform in SOA, we should
ensure our care business models, which include market
demands, key services items, services scenarios, market
prices, even more cooperative policies, etc. The research
process of business modeling for cerebrovascular
patients’ home-care is described in following figure.

Figure 1. Business Modeling Process

2.2 CVA Market Demands
Apoplexy, also known as Cerebrovascular Accident
(CVA), breaks out when the cerebrovascular suddenly
oppilates or fractures. Some patients only experience
slightly pathological changes. Others experience
paraplegia, and others simply expire. Diseases are
distinct based on the position and size of infarcts or
hemorrhages. In developed countries [5], CVA is one of
the main diseases which result in death or disability. Its
occurrence rate is 1.2 - 2.5/1000 [6]. The survival rate is
2/3, but, most patients would suffer disability. Some
apoplectics would be discharged from the hospital and
taken cared of at home. According to the official
statistical data in Taiwan [7], CVA is also included
among the top ten causes of diseases. Apoplectics would

Figure 2. Services Concept

3.1 Services concept
First, researchers iteratively interviewed the domain
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provided by the care centers.
5. Persons who have work hope that elders’ day to day
needs could be taken cared of by the hospitals or
governments which are supported by community
volunteers. Workers hope that care center could
directly provide them more of the information
about their volunteers.
6. There should be a higher provision of equipment to
the patients who need them more, especially the
equipment that regularly monitors the patients’
status and alerts emergency situations. This is
considered an innovative concept. Through the
equipment, someone could efficiently take care of
patients whose statuses were unusual.
7. Hospitals should charge a minimal fee for these
types of services. The families would like to pay
the services within the limit of their income. The
maximum amount they would like to pay is 5,000
NT dollars per month.

experts to draw out the services concept. This was a
critical initial step in business modeling. The research
efforts were really demanding as about 30% cost of
whole project. The services concept is presented in figure
2. Particularly, there are services, roles, proprietors and
devices that were included in the services concept.

3.2 Market Investigation
To obtain a good perspective of the market demands, a
large-scale market investigation was carried out. The
investigation focused on people who lived in Kaohsiung
at southern Taiwan. Moreover, the patients’ home-care is
assumed as the research domain. In addition, the
questionnaire was designed based on the services
concept. Consequently, the investigation was divided
into two parts namely the quantitative investigation and
qualitative investigation, and were performed
concurrently. Details of the investigation were recorded
in the technical report [8]. Quantitative Investigation
Results were significantly listed in table 1.

3.3 Define Key Services to Develop
We would like to identify important services that
should be developed from this investigation report.
Based from our market analysis, we could first fund six
items whose percentages are more than 40%. Their item
numbers are 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 11. The other items, whose
percentages are less than 40%, are filtered out. Second,
we would only select item 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 into key
services group. The reasons are listed in last two
columns of table 2. We filtered out item 11 since it could
be supported without information techniques. Key
service items in the group would be analyzed to form
services scenarios for future development. Services
scenarios were recorded into document [9].

Table 1. Quantitative Investigation Results
Items Demands of home-care
Percentage
1
health status inspection (Notify
61.2%
/ Arrange / Trace)
56.2%
2
Health status monitoring,
tracing and unusual alerting by
medical equipments
3
Assisting or accompanying to
23.1%
take medical treatment (register
at a hospital / ambulance)
4
Emergency medical treatment
48.5%
and notifying family members
5
Consulting Medical treatment
47.7%
6
Providing supplementary
49.2%
instruments for home-care
7
Serving routines at home
21.5%
8
Nutrition consulting
26.9%
9
Psychological consulting
26.2%
10
Assisting to call an ambulance
20.8%
11
Assisting to apply for social
53.1%
services
12
Entertainment activities
21.5%

3.4 Cooperative Policies and Market Prices
Home-care services are considered comprehensive
solutions for patients at home because single service
provider could not successfully provide these services. In
addition, service providers should be organized into a
virtual organization as they serve as care centers in the
community, hospitals, IT companies, transporters, and
insurance companies. Partnerships and agreements
among these stakeholders have to be documented
through contracts. Through this strategy, they could
merge the services supply chains. Specifically, the
insurance companies play a special role in the business
models. During the services life cycle, service providers
should review insurance policies, since there might be
some risks in caring patients at home.
After planning the cooperative policies, we should
also define the market prices for each service item.
Care centers could sell services to end-users and enter
into contracts with them based on the market prices of
the combined services. In addition, market prices would
be defined based on the previous investigation and the
cost of different service scenarios. Thus, the cost of each
service should be calculated. We listed the factors of
each service’s cost in the table 3.

The results of the qualitative investigation are as
follows:
1. For the cerebrovascular patients, restoring limbs at
home has positive effects as they enhance the
patients’ movability.
2. The majority of the caregivers are female. When
family members work during day time, caregivers
who majorly come from overseas take care of the
patients.
3. The major economic resources of the elders are
their children as they depend on their previous
savings.
4. Members of the family trend to drive their patients
from their homes to the hospitals by themselves.
However, when special equipment is needed, they
choose to access the transportation services
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Table 2. Select Services Items into Key Services Group
Discussion
Investigation
Techniques /
Key
Baseline to develop
Results
Business issues
Services
Group
Freelance care health status inspection
In order to save medical resources for severe To exchange
supervisors and (Notify / Arrange / Trace)
patients, doctor would suggest patients, who do diagnoses records
re-diagnosis
not need much medical attention, to go to local
61.2%
arrangement
Consulting Medical treatment clinics. This means that patients who only
experience slight discomfort should just go to the
47.7%
clinics for medical. This system will make the
distribution of patients in the hospitals even
Delivery of
Providing supplementary
By providing this innovative service, hospitals To integrate
medicines to the instruments for home-care
would have an increase in extra income. Patients distinct
patient’s home 49.2%
could also get their medication more conveniently. industries
Health status
monitor and
trace

Health status monitoring,
Collecting bio-signals from patients at home and To collect and to
tracing and unusual alerting monitoring their variations are critical techniques. store bio-signals
through modern medical
Hospitals could precisely get the patients’
facilities
conditions.
56.2%
Emergency medical treatment
and notification of the patients’
condition to family members
48.5%
The high-level modules of the application system are
showed in figure 4.

Table 3. Factors of Service Cost for Business Models
Factors
Price Unit
Expected number of
person-time/month
centre-carer visiting
Human resources and
Person Quantity
qualifications
Budget for human
dollars/year
resources
Budget for IT systems and
dollars/month
devices
Transporter’s fee
dollars/month
Total budget
Dollars/year
dollars/one person
Fees to be charged
a month
against user for their
remaining balance

Figure 3. Developing Process of SOA Healthcare
Platform

4. Architecture Constructing
Developing SOA services platform and its application
is another important task in providing SOA business
models. To support this initiative, we employed and
adopted software lifecycles [10] to develop them.
Development process and its work items are described in
figure 3. In the high-level design phase, we designed the
SOA healthcare platform based on the services demands.
An application system was analyzed through knowledge
engineering in the requirement phase, and was designed
using the MVC methodology in detail design phase. The
required functions of these application systems were
divided into three parts - user interfaces, business logics,
and data models. User interfaces would be implemented
in the application level while business logics and data
models would be supported by SOA services platform.
More detailed functions for each module are categorized
into functional, non-functional, interface, and security.

Figure 4. Functional Architecture of Application

4.1 SOA healthcare Platform
SOA healthcare platform was designed to provide
executable environments which support standardized
messages, various interfaces and flexible connections.
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Different services techniques could cooperate with each
others on this platform. In this platform, each module
and component should be developed under MVC
methodology. Business logics and data presentations
should be separated into different independent
components. Developing business services should focus
on the design of business logics. The other technical
components could be simply dealt through the SOA
platform. SOA Healthcare Platform is showed in figure 5.
Services-flow control tool contains three main modules,
specifically the service executing engine, service process
defining and services monitoring. The module of service
process defining is used to identify service processes of
application system. Moreover, the module of services
monitoring is used to check the current statuses of
service objects in the application system. Finally, the
module of service executing engine is used to bind
service objects and the other modules in platform. There
are three healthcare tools that are used by patients in the
platform. These include bio-signals management,
messages management and end-users management. The
module of bio-signals management is used to supervise
patient’s bio-signals from the homebox, an end-device
installed in the patient’s house. Meanwhile, the module
of end-users management is used to handle users’
profiles and personal descriptions. The module of
messages management is used to handle messages
passing between internal and external objects. In addition,
the logger module is used to record the histories of the
events while the module of exception handler is used for
tracing run-time defects in platform. We would like to
call these modules’ components based on the coding
style below:

Figure 6. Deployment Overview of Systems

4.2 Surmounting Techniques Issues
We plan to deploy our systems in a real environment
based on the services concept. The SOA healthcare
platform was deployed to administer the services in the
care center side and manage the homebox, bio-signal
devices installed in the clients’ house. The care center
supervisor would regularly bring his/her PDA and visit
the patients at their homes. Some cooperative services
providers, such as hospitals HIS, local clinic system and
emergency system, are also showed in figure 6. Since
this is considered as a home-care solution really
deployed in three sides, some technical issues about
home-care will occur. By then, we will have to address
these issues using the SOA platform. Furthermore,
technical issues in home-care are addressed and shortly
described as follows:
Transferring bio-signals from clients to the
application server in real-time
Transfer channels are always maintained by the
platform which supports the message exchange.
Unusual bio-signals are monitored and handled
by the platform through the application server.
End-users’ profiles are managed by the platform.
Private profiles should be shared in a secure way.
Messages and bio-signals should be standardized
between systems through the platform.
Integrating multiple bio-signals devices
Homebox would integrate multiple bio-signal
devices. The condition of the homebox should be
regularly checked by the platform, since it was
registered there.
Within the homebox, user interfaces will simply
be implemented to interact remotely. The
interactions are executed through the platform.
If abnormal network occurs, homebox could
detect and reconstruct by itself. After its
reconnection, the homebox should pass
exceptional logs to the platform.
Integrating homogeneous providers
Business services processes should be composed
and executed in an efficient way through the
platform. The status of the executing services
should also be monitored through the platform.
Caregivers should maintain terminal systems,
which directly connect them to the platform.

try {
// call regular components…
} catch {
// call exception handler’s components …
} finally {
// call logger’s components…
}

Figure 5. SOA Healthcare Platform
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Diagnostic records should be carefully shared
using a standardized format between providers.
Homogeneous systems should be integrated
through the platform using for healthcare area.
Detailed specifications of this design are documented
in technical report [11].
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not been a popular subject in the area. Most of the works
address data generation, application and database design
testing [2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 16, 17].
In a previous work [9] we introduced an approach to test
schemas which considers generic fault classes and which
can be applied to any schema that can be represented by a
model based on a MOF specification [13]. We have
explored its use mainly in the context of XML [8]. The
promising results motivated us to investigate the use of
such approach in the context of relational database schemas
[15], a largely used kind of schema.
To do this, we instantiated the generic fault classes,
proposed in [9], for the context of relational database and of
the entity-relationship (ER) model [6], a very popular
model employed in database applications. By considering
the approach and the presented fault classes, we introduced
a set of testing criteria to be used for evaluating the testing
activity. We implemented a support tool and conducted
experiments to evaluate the criteria in this new context.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the fault-based testing approach adapted
to the relational database context. This section introduces
the fault classes and the testing criteria. Section 3 presents
the experimental results. Section 4 describes related work.
Section 5 contains the conclusions and directions for future
work.

Abstract
Databases are employed to store a great amount of data
extremely important for business operations. Database test
evaluates if a database meets its requirements. In this
context, to test the database schemas is a fundamental
activity to increase the confidence on the integrity of the
data being manipulated by the database applications. There
are few works that address this subject. Approaches to test
database schemas can help to find faults related to the
incorrect or absent definitions of constraints in the data
and can contribute to avoid failures in the applications.
With this in mind, we present a fault-based testing
approach for database schemas and introduce testing
criteria based on the classification of the most common
types of fault in database schemas. In our approach
database instances and queries are used to test the
schemas. The instances are generated according to patterns
defined for fault classes and represent possible faults.
Preliminary results are discussed.

1. Introduction
Testing activity in software development contributes to
generate reliable products and to evaluate software quality.
Test techniques and criteria have been proposed to guide
the test process, which may involve many correctness
issues in software applications. For instance, database
testing aims to evaluate how well a database meets its
requirements and can determine query response time, data
integrity, data validity and data recovery [10]. Database
system testing involves many correctness aspects, such as
[4]: application behaviour with respect to the specification;
how well the database schema models the real world;
accuracy of data in the database; safety and privacy; and
correct execution of insertions, updates and deletions of
data and information from data schemas.
Schemas are frequently used in data base applications to
define the logical structure and the relationships among
data. Schemas are designed according to the data
specification. Testing of database schemas can contribute to
increase the confidence in the integrity and accuracy of the
data being manipulated. If incorrect data is validated by a
schema and passed to the application, this may cause a
failure. In spite of its importance, the testing of schemas has

2. Alternative Data Instance Analysis
In this paper, the proposed fault-based testing approach
is named Alternative Data Instance Analysis (ADIA) and is
adapted to the context of relational database schemas. It has
the goal of revealing constraint faults related to the
definition of entities, attributes, relationships and semantics
in a database schema. These faults can be related to issues
such as incorrect or absent restriction definitions for those
schema elements. The idea is to evaluate these issues to
avoid faults in the database schema that can affect data
integrity in the database and cause failures in the database
application.
ADIA is fault-based and includes database instance
alternatives and queries to reveal the faults. The data
models that represent schemas, the fault classes identified
in the database schema, the schema representation and the
test process are presented next.
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Table 1. Fault classes for relational database schemas
Fault Class
Description
     
faults related to domain

definition of attribute values
IDT - Incorrect Data Type
incorrect definition of data type
IV - Incorrect Value
incorrect definition of default
value
IEV - Incorrect Enumerated incorrect definition of the list of
Value
acceptable values
IMMV - Incorrect
incorrect definition of upper and
Maximum and Minimum
lower bound values
Values
IL - Incorrect Length
incorrect definition of number of
characters allowed for values
ID - Incorrect Digits
incorrect definition of total
amount of digits for numeric
values
IWSC – Incorrect White
incorrect definition of how white
Space Characters
space characters must be treated
  
  faults related to data integrity

IU - Incorrect Use
the attribute is defined incorrectly
as optional or obligatory
IN – Incorrect Uniqueness
the attribute is defined incorrectly
as unique
IK - Incorrect Key
the attribute is defined incorrectly
as primary key or foreign key
   
faults related to relationship

 definition among entities
IO - Incorrect Occurrence
incorrect definition of number of
times a same entity may occur
IC - Incorrect Association
incorrect definition of an
association: cardinality,
generalization/specialization,
aggregation, associative element
     faults related to constraints


definition in relation to data
content expressed by business
rules
IO - Incorrect Condition
incorrect definition of predicate
expressed for a condition that
must be satisfied by attributes

2.1. Data Model
The data model is represented by a metamodel M
defined according to the MOF (Meta-Object Facility)
Specification [13]. Figure 1 illustrates the metamodel M,
described in UML notation [1], consisting of the following
classes: Element (elements or entities); Attribute (properties
of the elements) and Constraint (restrictions associated to
elements and attributes).

Figure 1. Metamodel M

To illustrate the data model in this context, consider a
fragment of an ER diagram (Figure 2). The diagram
describes data on students from a university: course and
type of course. Figure 3 shows the correspondent class
diagram based on M.

Figure 2. Fragment of an ER diagram

2.3. Formal Representation
Figure 3. Data Schema for Course Data concerning the
Metamodel M

A formal representation is used to process data schemas,
by providing the identification of the entities, attributes,
constraints and of the associations among them. A data
schema S is denoted by S = ( E , A, R, P), where:
E is a finite set of entities;
•
•
A is a finite set of attributes;
R is a finite set of constraints concerning domain,
•
definition, relationship and semantics associated to the
elements and attributes;
•
P is a finite set of association rules among elements,
attributes and constraints. Consider U = E ∪ A . The
association rules are represented by:
o p ( x, y ) | x, y ∈ E ∧ x ≠ y;
o p ( x, r ) | x ∈ E ∧ r ∈ R ;

2.2. Fault Classes
ADIA is fault-based; hence, common faults introduced
during the conceptual design of a schema are organized into
four groups of constraints: domain, definition, relationship
and semantic. These faults are identified through analyses
of data schemas. In this paper, the fault classes presented
previously were instanced for relational database schemas.
Table 1 presents the fault classes concerning relational
database schemas.
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o

p ( x, r , SU ) | x ∈ U ∧ r ∈ R ∧ SU ={u1, u2 , ..., um } ⊂ U ,

Initially, the representation S of the schema under test
is built (Example 1). Based on S , schema elements
(entities, attributes, relationships among entities and
semantic constraints related to attributes) are associated to
the fault classes. These associations are named fault
associations. Table 2 presents some associations identified
in S for its entities and attributes.

∀ ui ≠ x, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, m ≥1, where m is the number of
elements and attributes in SU .
Example 1 shows the notation used to describe a data
schema.

Example 1: Formal representation for ER diagram of Fig. 2
S = ( E , A, R, P )

Table 2. Fault associations identified in S
Entity/Attribute
Fault Class
Course
Incorrect Association
(cardinality)
Incorrect Key
ID_course
Incorrect Data Type
name
Incorrect Use
Incorrect Data Type
Incorrect Length

E ={course, course _ type}
A ={ID _ course, name, duration, ID _ course _ type, description}
R ={type, key, use, length, uniqueness, association}
P = { p1 (course, ID _ course), p2 (course, name), p3 (course, duration),
p4 (course, association, course _ type),
p5 (course, key, course _ type),
p6 ( ID _ course, type), p7 ( ID _ course, key ), p8 (name, type),
p9 ( name, use), p10 ( name, length), p11 (duration, type),
p12 (duration, use), p13 (course _ type, ID _ course _ type),

Additionally, the tester can identify other fault
associations among schema elements and fault classes. This
provides the detection of faults that could not be detected
with the fault associations identified through representation
S . Thus, the tester can determine fault associations to
reveal faults related to absent constraint definitions. These
are faults covered by the fault classes.
Next, these fault associations are selected. The selected
fault associations are used to guide the generation of the
alternative database instances, indicating the schema
elements that should be modified in the original database
instance and the fault classes which define the modification
patterns that should be applied.
The alternative database instances are generated through
modifications in the original database instance. These
single modifications are made by insertions and changes
into records of the original database instance according to
patterns defined for each fault class. These modifications
are representative and sufficient to detect the fault of each
fault class. For example, to reveal a fault related to G1-IL
(Group 1 - Incorrect Length) in the attribute a∈ A of the
database schema S , a record should be altered, for
example, with a number x of characters out of the bound
allowed for attribute a in an alternative database instance
generated. Example 4 illustrates an alternative database
instance for table Course of the original database instance
presented in Example 3. In Example 4, the attribute name is
associated to fault class G1-IL (Group 1 - Incorrect
Length).
The records of the generated alternative database
instances are separated into valid or invalid with respect to
the schema under test; that is, a record generated by
modification patterns may not be in conformity with the
schema under test. An invalid record is not accepted in the
alternative instance; thus, this alternative instance is not
queried, but it is part of the test result.

p14 (course _ type, description),
p15 (course _ type, associative, course),
p16 ( ID _ course _ type, type), p17 ( ID _ course _ type, key ),
p18 ( description, type), p19 (description, use),
p20 ( description, length), p21( description, uniqueness)}

2.4. Testing Process
The schema under test and the corresponding database
instance (original database instance) are provided by the
tester. These entries to the testing process are presented in
Examples 2 and 3. Example 2 shows a fragment of the
schema written in the DDL (Data Definition Language)
script related to the ER diagram of Figure 2. Example 3
presents a sample of the original database instance
associated to the schema of Example 1.
Example 2. DDL related to the ER diagram of Fig 2.
CREATE TABLE course (
id_course
int IDENTITY,
name
varchar(40) NOT NULL,
id_course_type
int NOT NULL,
duration
int NOT NULL
)
go
ALTER TABLE course
ADD PRIMARY KEY NONCLUSTERED (id_course)
go
Example 3. A sample of the original database instance
Course
Id_course Name
id_course_type duration
1 Computer science
1
4
2 Computation
1
5
Engineering
3 Database
3
2
4 Images Processing
4
2
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relationship and semantics constraints must be exercised, if
such association exists.

Example 4. Alternative database instance
Course
Id_course Name
id_course_type Duration
1
4
1 Computer science
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
2 Computation
1
5
Engineering
3 Database
3
2
4 Images Processing
4
2

3. Case Study
Our case study uses a database application developed by
graduate students, containing data on university students:
personal, academic and professional data. Testing process
was performed during the development of the database. The
ER schema for the application has 19 entities and 20
relationships. Relational database application was
implemented using PostGreSQL.
The testing process was performed using XTool [12], a
tool that supports the testing approach for database schemas
described in the Section 2.4. XTool was developed in Java
and tests relational database schemas by using JDBC (Java
Database Connectivity) to manipulate and query the
information in PostGreSQL database.
XTool found 19 entities and 73 attributes in S . These
entities and attributes were automatically associated to fault
classes in the schema under test. Moreover, the tester found
other fault associations among schema elements and fault
classes. By using the selected fault associations, XTool
generates alternative database instances and SQL queries
automatically. The total number of fault associations
(identified by XTool and the tester) was 297 and 1,240
queries were executed.
We used all the testing criteria to select the fault
associations, except the “all constraints groups” criterion.
The idea is to compare the use of the testing criteria by
analyzing costs and revealed faults in this database schema.
Table 3 presents an example of fault associations, the
number of records modified in the original database
instance to generate the alternative instances and the
number of generated queries for the entity
“Academic_records” and some of its attributes according to
the testing criteria.
The tester had the task of comparing the queries results
with the expected ones. Records of invalid alternative
database instances generated were also considered test
results and used during the testing analysis. Table 4 shows
the number of generated queries and valid alternative
instances by faults revealed for the testing criteria applied
by using XTool.
The faults revealed in the test process are related to: the
incorrect definition of data type and length constraints; the
absence of constraints and enumerated values for attributes;
and, incorrect cardinality for a relationship. Faults of
absence of constraints were revealed with the fault
associations found by the tester.
The testing criteria that revealed faults are: “all domains
constraints”, “all definition constraints” and “all
relationship constraints”. Hence, when we applied the
testing criterion “all constraints”, all faults detected with the
other criteria were also revealed. In this case, we can see
that the number of queries that revealed faults was 14% of
the total number of queries generated and the number of

The selected fault associations also guide the generation
of the queries. The queries are automatically generated as
SQL statements according to the query patterns associated
to each fault class which can be detected in the schema.
Queries for each selected fault association are generated
and executed for each correspondent valid alternative
database instance.
A test data is formed by a valid alternative database
instance and a query to this alternative instance. Expected
results for the test data are obtained from the database
specification. The tester compares test results with the
specification to discover faults in the database schema.

2.5. Testing Criteria
The testing criteria based on the fault classes aim to
guide the testing process by selecting fault associations to
be exercised and, consequently, by reducing the application
costs of the ADIA through the selection of a subset of fault
associations. The costs are related to the number of
alternative database instances and queries generated.
However, the effectiveness of the ADIA to reveal data
schema faults should not be reduced.
In that way, the testing criteria are used to select fault
associations to be exercised in the testing process. These
criteria are based on the fault classes for relational database
schemas. They request that the fault associations are
exercised through query execution on the alternative data
instances related to these associations. Consider z an
element or attribute. These criteria are:
All constraints – all fault associations with regard to z
related to fault classes of the groups of domain, definition,
relationship, and semantic constraints must be exercised;
All domain constraints - all fault associations with
regard to z related to fault classes of the group of domain
constraints must be exercised;
All definition constraints - all fault associations with
regard to z related to fault classes of the group of definition
constraints must be exercised;
All relationship constraints - all fault associations with
regard to z related to fault classes of the group of
relationship constraints must be exercised;
All semantic constraints - all fault associations with
regard to z related to fault classes of the group of semantic
constraints must be exercised;
All constraints groups – at least one fault association
with regard to z related to each group of domain, definition,
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valid alternative instances that represented revealed faults
was 15% of the total number of valid alternative instances
generated. Those results are an indication that the testing
criteria can help to reduce the application costs of ADIA.

Revealed faults were removed and the use of ADIA
contributed to improve the quality of the tested application.
It is important to remark that the original database
instances are not replicated by XTool to generate the
alternative instances. The original instance is updated with
a single modification pattern, queried by the generated
query and the modification is undone.

Table 3. Fault associations found in S , number of modified
records and generated queries for entity Academic_records
Fault Associations
Testing
Number Number
Criterion
of
Entity/
Fault Class of
records
queries
Attribute
All
Academic_ Incorrect
41
12
Relationship records
Association
Constraints
(cardinality)
Incorrect
6
1
Association
(Associative
Element)
All
1
1
Academic_ Incorrect
Definition
Key
records
Constraints
Incorrect
1
1
Uniqueness
All Domain
Begin_date Incorrect
7
1
Constraints
Data Type
All
Begin_date Incorrect
4
1
Definition
Use
Constraints
All
Begin_date Incorrect
48
25
Semantic
Condition
Constraints

4. Related Work
As mentioned previously, many works in the literature
address the testing of database applications [2, 4, 5, 7, 11,
16, 17]. Some of them [3, 14] propose the use of schema
information to test the application. Robbert and Maryanski
[14] use information obtained from the database schema to
generate a test plan for the database application, indicating
points that should be verified in the test. Chan et al. [3]
propose a fault-based approach to test SQL statements of
database applications using information captured from the
conceptual data model to generate SQL statement mutants.
They use schema information to test the application or SQL
statements, but they do not address schema testing.
The abovementioned works do not have the goal of
validating schemas, the focus of the present paper. Our
approach has a different objective and contributes to
increase the reliability of the data stored in the database.

5. Conclusions
Table 4. Faults revealed
Testing
Fault
Number Number of
criterion
classes
of
valid
queries
alternatives
All Domain
Incorrect
18
13
Constraints
Data Type
Incorrect
15
12
Length
Incorrect
44
40
Digits
Incorrect
5
3
Enumerated
Value
Total by criterion
82
68
All
Incorrect
85
72
Definition
Use
Constraints
Total by criterion
85
72
All
Incorrect
7
6
Relationship Association
Constraints
(cardinality)
Total by criterion
7
6
All
Incorrect
174
146
Constraints
Data Type,
Length,
Digits,
Enumerated
Value, Use,
Association
(cardinality)
Total by criterion
174
146

The fault-based approach ADIA for database schemas
and the testing criteria were derived from our previous
work [8, 9]. The main goal of this testing approach is to
reveal faults in the database schema to ensure the quality of
the data stored in the database and, consequently, to
contribute to increase the reliability of the database
application. Data integrity in databases is fundamental to
avoid incorrect data processing resulting in failures in the
database application.
ADIA contributes by: presenting a metamodel and a
formal representation for database schemas; defining fault
classes for database schemas based on the entityrelationship model; introducing testing criteria based on
fault associations, generating alternative database instances
based on fault classes; and using queries to reveal faults.
XTool was implemented to support ADIA and it does
not need the database application to test the database
schema. XTool needs only the schema to be tested and the
original database instance. In addition to that, the
alternative database instances generated automatically by
XTool could be used to test the applications that access the
database.
The case study performed by using XTool shows that
ADIA is effective in revealing faults covered by the fault
classes in database schema and that the largest cost is
related to the analysis of the results by the tester; the tester
compares the test results with the expected ones from data
specification. In addition to that, the results indicate that the

Number
of faults
revealed
5
3
4
1

13
13

13
1

1
27

27
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29th Annual Intl. Computer Software and Applications
Conference, Vol. 2, pp 57 – 62, July 2005.
[9] EMER, M.C.F.P.; VERGILIO, S.R.; JINO, M.. FaultBased Testing of Data Schemas. In Proc. of the 19th
Intl. Conference on Software Engineering and
Knowledge Engineering, July 2007.
[10] FREEMAN,
H..
Software
Testing.
IEEE
Instrumentation & Measurement Magazine. Volume 5
Issue 3, pp. 48 – 50. September 2002.
[11] KAPFHAMMER, Gregory M.; SOFFA, Mary Lou. A
Family of Test Adequacy Criteria for Database-driven
Applications. In Proc. of the 9th European Software
Engineering Conference, held jointly with 11th ACM
SIGSOFT Intl. Symp. on Foundations of Software
Engineering, Vol. 28 Issue 5, September 2003.
[12] NAZAR, I. F. A Tool for Data Schemas Testing.
Master thesis, Computer Science Department, Federal
University of Paraná. March 2007 (In Portuguese).
[13] OMG. Meta-Object Facility Core Specification
Version 2.0. http://www.omg.org/ cgi-bin/doc?formal/
2006- 01-01, January 2006. (accessed in September
2006).
[14] ROBBERT, M. A.; MARYANSKI, F. J.. Automated
Test Plan Generator for Database Application
Systems. In Proc. of the ACM SIGSAMLL/PC Symp.
on Small Systems, pp 100-106, 1991.
[15] SILBERSCHATZ,
A.;
KORTH,
H.
F.;
SUDARSHAN, S. Database System Concepts. 3rd ed.,
McGraw-Hill, 1998.
[16] SUÁREZ-CABAL, M. J.; TUYA, J.. Using an SQL
Coverage Measurement for Testing Database
Applications. In Proc. of the 12th Intl. Symp. on the
Foundations of Engineering, November 2004.
[17] ZHANG, Jian; XU, Chen; CHEUNG, S.-C.. Automatic
Generation of Database Instances for White-box
Testing. In Proc. of the 25th Annual Intl. Computer
Software and Applications Conference, pp 161 – 165,
October 2001.

testing criteria can help to reduce the application costs of
the ADIA.
ADIA was used to reveal faults in schemas of relational
database model. It can also be used to detect faults in
schemas of other database models, for instance, XML
databases.
Other experiments are necessary to better evaluate the
effectiveness of the testing approach and criteria for
detection of faults in the context of database models. We
intend to use the testing approach to reveal faults in more
complex integrity constraints or faults involving several
relations.
In addition to that, in future work we intend to analyze
the relationship between the number of faults/fault classes
and instances/queries that can be redundant; furthermore, a
way to reduce the number of instances/queries by using test
criteria should be proposed and evaluated empirically.
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Abstract
Active rules allow software systems to execute actions automatically in response to events. Two desirable properties of active rule behavior are termination
and conuence. In this paper we present a Petri net
based approach to analyze termination and conuence
in a rule base. Our approach is performed in two steps:
rst, we identify those rules which may not terminate
and may not be conuent using their Conditional Colored Petri net representation. Second, we use semantic
analysis to decide about termination and conuence of
the detected rules. The great advantage of our approach
is that it allows us to derive results about termination
and conuence without analyzing all the rules.

1

Introduction

Active rules allow software systems behave automatically in response to inner or outer events. Using active
rules, modern applications can be eectively developed.
However, due to unstructured nature of rule processing it is quite dicult to predict the rule set behavior.
Two desirable properties of active rule behavior are termination and conuence. A rule set is guaranteed to
terminate if rule execution processing cannot continue
indenitely. A rule set is conuent if the nal state is
independent of the rule execution order.
Several works have been proposed in the literature to
analyze termination and conuence. Some approaches
tackled the problem based on triggering and execution
graphs analysis [1], [2]. The triggering graph is directed
graph whose nodes represent the rules and whose edges
indicate that a rule produces an event that may trigger
another rule. If the graph is acyclic, rule execution terminates. In execution graphs, nodes represent the state

and directed edges are labeled with the name of the
rule whose execution makes the system switch from one
state to another. If the graph is acyclic and every pair
of rules commute, the rule execution process is conuent. In [3] authors propagate the eect of the action
part of a condition - action rule to the condition part of
another rule to determine if the arcs of the triggering
graph have to be included in the graph and to verify
if two rules commute. In this work, all the rules have
to be compared in pairs to accurately conclude about
termination and conuence. In [4] authors translate a
set of active rules into logical clauses and then apply
results about termination and conuence available in
the literature for deductive rules. In [5], conuence is
investigated by using a rewriting technique. A userdened transaction is translated by means of active
rules into an induced one(s) and then they check their
equivalence. This approach doesn’t provide a general
conclusion about conuence since its analysis is done
on each initial user-dened transaction.
In this paper we present a Petri net based analysis
approach for analyzing termination and conuence in
an active rule base. One important aspect of our approach is that it avoids unnecessary rule analysis by
identifying the Petri net structures of non-termination
and non-conuence.

2

Active Rules

Generally, an active rule consists of three parts: an
Event, a Condition, and an Action. So, they are also
called ECA rules. The most common form of active
rules is the following: ON event IF condition THEN
action. An event is something that occurs at a point in
time. The condition examines the context in which the
event has taken place. The action describes the task
to be carried out by the rule if the condition is fullled
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once an event has taken place. From now onwards,
we refer to an active rule as Ul (Hl > Fl > Dl) where Hl ,
Fl and Dl are the event, condition and action of Ul ,
respectively.
Example 1. Bank’s policies for managing customers’ accounts.
An active database system (ADBS), which integrates active rule processing with traditional database
functionality, is able to react automatically to meaningful events that are taking place inside or outside
de database system. The following ADBS example is
about a bank’s policies for managing customer’s accounts which is taken from [3]. It is based on the relation schemes account(num, name, balance, rate) and
low-acc(num, start, end), which contain information
about bank’s accounts, and a history of all time periods
in which an account had a low balance, respectively.
Policies are described below.
Policy 1: When an account’s interest rate is modied, if that account has a balance less than 500 and
an interest rate greater than 0%, then that account’s
interest rate is lowered to 0%.
Policy 2: When a new account is registered, if the
account has an interest rate greater than 1% but less
than 2%, then that account’s interest rate is raised to
2%.
Policy 3: When a new account is registered, if that
account has a balance less than 500 and is not yet
recorded with a null end date in the low-acc relation,
then the account is inserted into the low-acc relation
with the current date as start and a null end date.
Policy 4: When a new account is registered, if the
total number of low days for an account (as recorded in
the low-acc relation) is greater than 50 and its current
balance is between 500 and 1000, then its interest rate
is set to 1% in the account relation.
Above policies are depicted as active rules as follows:
R1
ON update account.rate
IF update.balance ? 500 and update.rate A0
THEN update account set rate = 0
where balance ? 500 and rate A 0
R2
ON insert account
IF update.rate A1 and update.rate ? 2
THEN update account set rate = 2
where rate A 1 and rate ? 2
R3
ON insert account
IF insert.balance ? 500 and (not exists (select *
from low-acc where low-acc.num = insert.num
and end is null))

THEN insert into low-acc(num, start, end) (select
num, today( ), null from account where balance ? 500
and not exists (select * from low-acc where
low-acc.num = account.num and end is null))
R4
ON insert account
IF exists(select * from account where rate A 1 and
balance A 500 and balance ? 1000 and num in
(select num from low-acc group by num having
sum(end-start)A50))
THEN update account set rate = 1 where rate A 1
and balance A 500 and balance ? 1000 and num in
(select num from low-acc group by num having sum(end-start)A50)
Suppose the event “insert account” has been detected, then R2, R3 and R4 are triggered and their
conditions must be evaluated. Let’s suppose all conditions true, then, for simplicity, rule execution will be
done by following the order of rules in the list. Therefore, R2’s action will be executed rst, then R3’s action and R4’s action is executed nally. After R2’s
action execution, the event “update account.rate” is
signaled, so R1 is triggered and execution process continues until there is no rule eligible to trigger. On the
other hand, when R3’s action is executed, rule processing nishes since there is no rule triggered by the event
“insert low-acc”. Finally, when R4’s action is executed, the event “update account.rate” is raised and
rule processing continues.

3

Active Rule Base Modeling

An active rule base as well as its interaction can
be represented by the Conditional Colored Petri Net
(CCPN) [6]. Unlike other graphical models, CCPN depicts each element of an active rule including composite
events and condition evaluation.
As Figure 1(a) shows, an active rule is mapped to
a CCPN structure as follows: a rule is mapped to a
transition where its condition is attached, event and
action parts are mapped to input and output places of
the transition, respectively. Matching between events
and input places has the following characteristics:
(1) Primitive places, represent primitive events;
(2) Composite places, represent composite events;
(3) Copy places, are used when one event triggers
two or more rules. An event can be shared by two or
more rules, but in Petri net theory, one token needs to
be duplicated for sharing. A copy place takes the same
information as its original one;
(4) Virtual places are used for accumulating dierent events that trigger the same rule. For example, to
represent the composite event OR.
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ECA rule

CCPN elements

Place [Type]

E0

Event

Primitve input place

Condition

Rule transition

Action

Primitive output place

T0
E1

E2

Event/Action

E0 [primitive]

insert account

E4 [primitive]

update account.rate

E5 [primitive]

insert low-acc

E3 E1, E2, E3

Insert account

[copy]

T2

(a)
Copy structure

Composite structure

Original place

...

Copy transition

(b)

Copy
transitions

T1

(c)

T3

Rules and transitions are related in the following
form:
(1) Rule transitions, represent rules;
(2) Composite transitions, represent composite
event generation;
(3) Copy transitions, duplicate one event for each
triggered rule.
Whenever an event triggers two or more rules it has
to be duplicated by means the copy structure depicted
in Figure 1(b). Composite events formation is considered in CCPN using the composite structure drawn in
Figure 1(c). Composite transition’s input places represent all the events needed to form a composite event
while its output place correspond to the whole composite event. Finally, we use the virtual structure to
model the composite event OR as standing for in Figure
1(d). The CCPN model of a set of ECA rules is formed
by connecting those places that represent both the action of one rule and the event of another rule. Figure
2 shows the CCPN model of the rules of Example 1.
Correspondence between events/actions and places as
well as matching between rules and transitions, are described in the gure too.

Termination and Conuence Analysis

Based on the CCPN model of a given active rule base
we can analyze its termination and conuence properties. First, we represent the active rule base as a CCPN
model and we identify the structures that may have
non-termination and non-conuence problems. Since
transitions in CCPN stand for rules, we actually obtain
the rules that may exhibit abnormal behavior. Second,

E5

Transition
[Type]

Rule

T1[rule]

R1

T2 [rule]

R2

T3 [rule]

R3

T4 [rule]

R4

T0 [copy]

-

Figure 2. CCPN of the rule base of Example 1

(d)

Figure 1. Basic CCPN structures of an active rule

4

T1

Virtual
place
T1

Composite place

T2

E4

...

Composite
transition

Copy places
T1

Places that form the
composite event

T4

Virtual structure

termination and conuence are investigated by analyzing rule semantic and rule interaction of rules computed
during the rst step.
Non-termination and non-conuence CCPN
structures. In CCPN termination is depicted by cycles. If in the obtained CCPN model there is no cycles
then rule processing is guaranteed to terminate. Otherwise, we will analyze the rules involved in the loop to
ascertain if their processing nishes. Through CCPN
model of Figure 2 we found the cycle formed by the
sequence of places/transitions E4, T1, E4. So, R1 in
Example 1 triggers itself.
On the other hand, conuence problems appear
when several rules are triggered at the same time since
there are dierent ways to perform rule execution.
In CCPN conuence is represented by the following
CCPN structures: (1) copy typed transitions. In the
CCPN of Figure 2 transition T0 is a copy typed transition, so, we need to analyze the execution order of
transitions (rules) T2 (R2), T3 (R3), and T4 (R4).
(2) rule typed transitions which evaluate the same condition. This kind of rules are identied in the CCPN
by labeling them with the same index. Each rule in
Example 1 evaluates dierent conditions, so, we don’t
need to analyze any transition of this type. (3) primitive places which have more than one input arc. The
place E4 in the CCPN of Figure 2 has more than one
input arc, so, we will examine the rule execution order
of transitions (rules): T1 (R1), T2 (R2), and T4 (R4).
Rule semantic and rule interaction analysis.
Once we have computed rules that may not terminate
and may not be conuent, we analyze them taking
into account their semantics and interaction. To analyze rule semantics, rst we divide each rule action
as following: (1) a modication operation, (2) a relation schema name, (3) attribute names of the relation
schema, (4) new values for each attribute, and (5) a
condition over attributes. We identify as Comm(D),
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Table(D), Att(D), Val(D) and Cond(D) each one of
the above elements, respectively. Let’s see action D1
= "update account set rate = 0 where balance ? 500
and rate A 0". Its elements are: Comm(D) = update,
Table(D) = account, Att(D) = rate, Val(D) = rate =
0, and Cond(D) = balance ? 500 and rate A 0. Second, we compute the target of a condition C, denoted
by Targ(F), which is the set of tuples which satises a
condition F. In example 1, Tar(Cond(D1 )) ={t|t is a
tuple and t.balance ? 500 and t.rate A 0}.
Rules can interact in the following ways: activation,
deactivation and commutativity. Ul can activate (deactivate) Um if the execution of Dl makes condition Fm
true (false) when it is evaluated. In our case Ul activates Um if the following conditions are met:
(1) Comm(Dl ) =“update” or “insert”
(2) Table(Dl )Table(Dm )6= 
(3) L 6= 
(4) Val(L)  Targ(CondL (Fm ))
(5)Targ(Cond(Dl ))Targ(Fm )6= 
where L = Att(Dl )Att(Fm ).
Let’s consider rule R1 of Example 1. Since D1 and
F1 don’t satisfy above condition (4), R1 cannot activate itself.
Actions Dl and Dm commute, if for all
database states, the execution of Dl followed
by Dm (and vice versa) produce the same nal database state. In our approach Dl and Dm
commute if Targ(Cond(Dl ))W duj(Cond(Dm ))=.
In Example 1 D2 and D4 don’t commute
since
Targ(Cond(D2 ))(={t|1?t.rate
?2})
Targ(Cond(D4 ))(={t|t.rateA0}).
Termination analysis is performed on the rule activation analysis. If in a cycle formed by rules U1 > U2 >
= = = > Uq (Dq = H1 ) the rule Un doesn’t activate (or
deactivate) the rule Uo , then the cycle nishes. Before, we found that R1 in Example 1 triggers itself.
However, it cannot activate itself. Then, its execution
process nishes and rule base processing of Example 1
is guaranteed to terminate.
Conclusion about conuence is achieved by analyzing rule (de)activation and action commutativity. If
simultaneously triggered rules don’t (de)activate each
other, and their actions commute, then the result of
their processing is conuent and the rule base is also
conuent. Through CCPN analysis we identify the rule
sets which may trigger at the same time, namely {R2,
R3, R4} and {R1, R2, R4}. Therefore, we need to
analyze the following rule pairs: (R2, R3), (R2, R4),
(R3, R4), (R1, R2), (R1, R4). If each one of those
rule pairs is conuent, the rule base in Example 1 is
conuent. Previously we have demonstrated that R2
and R4 actions don’t commute, so, R2 and R4 are not

conuent. In consequence, the rule base of Example 1
is not conuent.

5

Conclusion and future work

A Petri net based approach is proposed to analyze
termination and conuence properties of an active rule
base. Our approach has the great advantage of eliminating unnecessary rule analysis, since we don’t need to
analyze all the pairs of rules to draw conclusion about
termination and conuence. In the future we will implement our approach so that the analysis could be
done automatically.
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Abstract - With the ever-increasing demands for data
management, crisp data presentation, storage, and
retrieval are not enough for complicated situations in
real-life. Some kind of non-crisp or fuzzy semantics are
desirable to better handle the situations where human
judgment, evaluation and decisions are important. This
project proposes a fuzzy language, named FZ-Trigger, for
relational database systems. A trigger specifies the event
raised by activities such as inserting a row, the condition
to check upon event occurrence, and the corresponding
action to perform when the condition is true.
Incorporating fuzzy expression into the condition part of a
trigger allows database users to specify the reaction to
database events in a flexible manner. Uncertainty and
imprecision factors are handled by linguistic variables.
This paper describes the language specification of FZTrigger, the system architecture, and the implementation.
A motivating example is also provided to illustrate the
syntax and the use of FZ-Trigger.

1. INTRODUCTION
A relational database management system (DBMS) is
based on the relational model that represents relations in a
tabular form. Active database systems [1] are built on top
of traditional passive databases by providing reactive
services that automatically support monitoring and
reacting to events. Active rules are the languages for
active databases. The concept of active rules has been
incorporated by modern commercial database systems,
such as Oracle [2], in a simplified format of triggers.
Triggers are database facilities that allow users to define
the semantics of reactions with respect to different types
of events. Triggers have a significant role in database
systems for consistency control and business logic
specification. A trigger consists of three parts, an event, a
condition, and an action. The event is used to specify the
origination of what happened, such as insert a row. The
condition is evaluated upon the event occurrence to query
over data sources. If the condition evaluation returns true,
the action is performed to update the database or execute
application procedures.
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Triggers in traditional database systems are crisp,
meaning that there is no vagueness and uncertainty.
However, it is not sufficient to ever-increasing needs of
data management. When users specify integrity
constraints or business logics, they are limited to use
precise expressions. A new language to use fuzzy
semantics, named FZ-Trigger, is proposed in this paper to
incorporate fuzzy concepts into database triggers. FZTrigger can be used over traditional crisp databases. FZtrigger allows relational database users to define triggers
using fuzzy conditions over crisp data.
For example, in traditional non-fuzzy trigger, we can
specify “When an item is sold, check the quantity of item
in stock. If the quantity is less than 20 and the popularity
rating of the item is 90, place a purchase order”. In the
FZ-Trigger system, we can define “if the item quantity is
less and popularity is high, place a purchase order”.
People are more familiar with this type of expression in
natural language. Moreover, it is reasonable that cases
such as “item quantity is 19 and popularity is 88” (in
addition to “item quantity is 20 and popularity is 90”) are
also considered to cause the action to be performed. Our
trigger specification is consistent with SQL3 [2]. It is
well-known that different relational database vendors
provide different relational database implementations
with small variation from SQL standard. This paper uses
the popularly used DBMS Oracle as the implementation
system to illustrate the use of FZ-triggers.
The paper is further organized as follows. Section 2
covers the related work in the areas of fuzzy triggers and
fuzzy relational database systems. Section 3 illustrates the
motivating example used in this work and describes fuzzy
concepts. Section 4 describes the FZ-trigger language.
Section 5 presents the system architecture and
implementation. We conclude the paper with summary
and future directions in Section 6. The non-fuzzy trigger
is referred to as crisp trigger in this paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Applying fuzzy concepts to database systems has
been a research topic over years, such as in [4] [5],

including how to add fuzziness in the stored data as well
as how to process fuzzy queries. Galindo [6] proposed a
fuzzy query language called FSQL for fuzzy relational
databases. FSQL is an extension to the SQL query
language standard to allow flexible queries. Limited
research has been done on triggers so far. C-fuzzy and
CA-fuzzy triggers are proposed by [7] and [8] to
incorporate fuzziness into active database system named
as TEMPO. C-fuzzy triggers are limited to its active
database system for a specific control system. Neither the
language nor the architecture design can be applied to
other systems easily without major modifications. In this
proposed project, we will specify fuzzy triggers based on
the trigger specification of SQL3 standard. We also
incorporate the concepts of fulfillment of thresholds to the
conditions using linguistic variables. The existing
relational database retains the crisp values, which allows
all existing database applications unaltered.

3. MOTIVATING EXAMPLES AND FUZZY
CONCEPTS
To illustrate our approach of incorporating fuzziness
into triggers, we use a motivating example of Fashion
Store Inventory, in which the store maintains information
such as product, price, item-code, quantity available, and
category. It keeps track of the transaction history after
each item is sold. Discount offer information,
yearly/monthly sales of each product and order placement
priority is also maintained. Purchase orders are placed for
the items which are popular and less in quantity. Items
which have high quantity left in the inventory can be
declared with a clearance discount or seasonal discount.
This is a typical database application that stores crisp
information in all the tables. In this paper, we present our
approach of specifying fuzzy triggers over crisp
underlying data.
An important concept in fuzzy theory is linguistic
variables, whose values are words rather than numbers.
The linguistic variable is represented by a quintuple that
characterizes the fuzzy number along with the linguistic
concepts interpreted in a particular context.
The quintuple is <v, T(v), X, g, m>, where v is name
of the linguistic variable, T(v) is a set of linguistic terms
applicable to variable v, X is a universal set of values, g is
grammar for generating the linguistic term, and m is the
semantic rule that assigns to each term. For example, for
a linguistic variable Quantity, the set of linguistic terms
could be T (Quantity) = {Very_Low, Low, Sufficient,
High, Very_High}. Among many other presentations,
trapezoidal distribution is chosen to use in this research.
For example, as shown in Figure 1, the linguistic term,
Low, for linguistic variable Quantity, is represented using
trapezoidal function as Low (8,10,16,18), where Į = 8, ȕ
= 10, Ȗ = 16, and į = 18.
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To specify fuzzy triggers over crisp data in our
implementation, we create an additional table to store
information related to linguistic variables, without
altering any existing tables to avoid the effect on existing
applications. We also store Į, ȕ, Ȗ, and į values of each
trapezoidal distribution in this table. The table contains
the information about linguistic variable (e.g. Low), the
name of table (e.g. Item table) related to this linguistic
variable, the attribute name (e.g. Quantity) related to this
linguistic variable, as well as the values for Į, ȕ, Ȗ, and į.
The table serves as the metadata for fuzzy knowledge to
allow other architectural components to retrieve fuzzy
knowledge at run time.
Fulfillment threshold specifies the degree d ∈ [0, 1]
for the specification of a condition. For example, we can
specify a grade of 0.75 (the variable named as THOLD)
when we state a condition like “Quantity is Low”, as
shown in Figure 1, which eventually forms a range of
(9.5, 16.5). Using Low instead of the range of (9.5, 16.5)
to describe the Quantity is more near to nature languages
used by human beings.

Figure 1: Example to show trapezoidal function

4. LANGUAGE
This section describes the language and example of
FZ-Trigger. FZ-Triggers are defined as:
when E, if {C × Si × Sj}, then A
When event occurs, if the condition is true, then the
action is performed. In this definition, C is a set of fuzzy
conditions connected by AND and OR. Each condition in
C consists of two elements (v ʤ g, d), where v is a
linguistic variable defined in the quintuple in Section 3.
ʤ is a comparison operator which includes =, <, <=, >,
>=, !=. g is linguistic term where g ∈ T(v), T(v) is
defined in the quintuple in Section 3. d is fulfillment
threshold which applies to “v ʤ g”, d ∈ [0, 1]. Si and Sj
are the current and previous database states, which are
referred as new and old in triggers.

The syntax of the proposed FZ-Trigger language is
shown in Figure 2. A trigger consists of three parts:
event, condition, and action. The event is the data
manipulation command, such as Insert. The condition part
of the trigger can be specified in two places (bold in
Figure 2): 1) In the “WHEN <condition>”, 2) In the “IF
<condition>” within a PL/SQL statement. Both crisp and
fuzzy expressions can be specified in these two places
(Crisp expressions are also allowed in FZ-trigger). The
action part of the trigger is specified in the PL/SQL
statement. In traditional crisp triggers, users can specify
an expression such as “new.Quantity = 8”. In FZ-Trigger,
users can alternatively specify a fuzzy expression such as
“new.Quantity = $Low” along with the specification of
fulfillment threshold such as “WITH THOLD = 0.8”. As
a result, users specify the semantic of “Quantity is high
with the degree of 0.8” using the fuzzy expression. We

use ‘$’ to identify fuzzy values, and ‘THOLD’ to indicate
a fulfillment threshold. ‘THOLD’ is optional and the
default value taken is 1 if nothing is specified. Multiple
fuzzy expressions can be connected by AND or OR.
An example of FZ-trigger is illustrated in Figure 3,
which is based on the motivating example. In this
example, we specify the fuzzy condition in the “IF”
statement within a PL/SQL block (in bold). The trigger
specifies the constraints that when the Quantity of an item
is Low with the fulfillment threshold of 0.8, and when the
Popularity is High with the degree of 0.7, we should
create a pending order if we have not already placed a
purchase order for this item. The trigger also updates the
Item table to maintain the consistency between Item table
and Transaction_History table.

CREATE TRIGGER trigger name
(AFTER | BEFORE) triggering events ON table name
[FOR EACH ROW]
[WHEN [crispExpression] [[and|or] [fuzzyExpression [with THOLD =
TholdValue]]]*]
BEGIN
PL/SQL Block
[IF [crispExpression] [[and|or] [fuzzyExpression [with THOLD =
TholdValue]]]*]
PL/SQL Block
END;
/
Figure 2: Syntax of FZ-Trigger

CREATE OR REPLACE TRIGGER ON_SOLD_PENDING_ORDER
AFTER INSERT ON TRANSACTION_HISTORY
REFERENCING NEW AS NEW
FOR EACH ROW
DECLARE
ItemObj
Item%rowtype;
Count1
Number;
BEGIN
select * into ItemObj from Item I where I.Item_ID = :new.Item_ID;
select count(*) into Count1 from Pending_Orders where Item_ID =
:new.Item_ID;
IF(ItemObj.Quantity = $Low WITH THOLD = 0.8) AND
(ItemObj.Popularity = $High WITH THOLD = 0.7) THEN
if Count1 = 0 then
insert into Pending_Orders values(:new.Item_ID, 21, 'High');
end if;
end if;
update Item set Quantity = Quantity - :new.Quantity,
Popularity = Popularity + :new.Quantity
where Item_ID = :new.Item_ID;
END;
/
Figure 3: Example of FZ-Trigger
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5. ARCHITECTURE AND SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION

6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The system architecture is shown in Figure 4. A FZTrigger system has been implemented to allow users to
specify fuzzy triggers. The User Interface provides an
interface for users to enter a fuzzy trigger and view the
output. This interface passes the fuzzy trigger creation
request to the Coordinator. Then the Parser parses the
given fuzzy trigger, consults the metadata for fuzzy
knowledge, and then translates the fuzzy trigger into a
crisp trigger. The parser is implemented using JavaCC
[9]. Using JDBC (Java Database Connectivity), the newly
generated trigger is passed to the underlying database.
The result (e.g. the fuzzy trigger is successfully
generated) is passed to the Coordinator and then to the
users through the User Interface. For an existing DBMS,
the execution model of crisp triggers has already been
established. We utilize the existing DBMS environment
for the execution of the newly generated trigger at run
time.

Access
Database

Java Database
Connectivity

To support vague expressions over crisp data in
databases, we developed the FZ-Trigger language that
supports fuzziness in relational database triggers. Fuzzy
triggers can be applied in various real-world applications
to allow flexible expressions of business logic. This paper
describes the syntax and use of the language, the system
architecture, and the implementation details. One of our
future directions is to provide better interface to allow
users to express FZ-Trigger easily with minimum
requirements of syntax. Another direction is towards the
evaluation of the performance of the FZ-Trigger system.
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Abstract - In the modern world text documents play an important
role in most of the organizations. Their constant growth widens
the scope of document storage. As a result, there is a potential
need for effective text retrieval and search capabilities. This
paper suggests two document preprocessing methods. The
objective of this study is to find an appropriate data
representation for text categorization by comparing two data
representation approaches. The first approach groups the
documents based on their title and the second approach considers
the document body to group documents. Both methods apply the
same clustering and classification techniques on the test data sets.
It applies clustering to divide the documents into categories and
uses classification techniques to validate the clustering results.
This study shows that the text documents grouping based on
document titles has high performances than the other approach.

Keywords — Title data representation, Document body data
representation, K-mean clustering, Naïve Bayes classification,
WEKA data mining tool.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Information has a strategic importance for most of the
organizations as well as for every citizen. The constant growth
of text documents widen the document storage scope and make
it difficult to retrieve information. The growing importance of
electronic media for storing and exchanging text documents has
led to an increasing interest in tools and approaches for dealing
with information included in the text documents. Therefore
there is a requirement for advance analysis of those documents
to group them according to the content as well as semantic
search and document comparisons.
Text categorization is the process of grouping documents into
classes based on their content. It assigns unseen documents
into categories and handles the exponential growth in
available text documents [1]. Text mining extracts high
quality information from text documents by considering the
patterns in the data set. Patterns are found when there are
relationships among data sets. A careful study of the business
case and the correlation of the data sets have to be considered
to discover a pattern.
When text clustering is carried out manually, the analysts need
a special knowledge in vocabulary and knowledge processing.
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In the categorizing process the analysts have to read the full
text document, memorize all class definitions and also it
consumes more time. Today most of the applications such as
news dispatching and e-mail filtering deal with a large
collection of documents and it is difficult to cluster them
manually based on their content. By using an automatic text
categorizing system it is possible to cluster documents more
accurately within a short period of time.
Data sets are rich with hidden information that can be used for
making intelligent decisions. Most of the text mining and
information retrieval techniques rely on word matching.
Clustering can be used as an alternative technique for
information retrieval. Clustering is the process of partitioning
of the data sets into subsets, so that the data in each cluster
share common characteristics. Clustering gives an overview of
a document collection, manages a large number of text
documents and provides efficient information retrieval [1].
Classification and prediction can be used to extract models
describing important data classes or predict future data trends,
where as visualization has the ability to describe the structure
of a classifier in an understandable way by converting the data
into usable knowledge [2].
Most of the full text documents are rather long and potentially
with a loose structure. Previous studies show that word
clusters can reduce the feature space dimensionality, with only
a slight change in classification precision [3]. Most common
approaches start by evaluating the co-occurrence of words
versus documents [1]. However the count matrices tend to be
sparse and noisy when the data set is relatively small.
Although the documents are represented in a high dimensional
sparse feature space, it is not optimal for classification
algorithms [4]. Considering all practical settings it is difficult
to apply clustering in a high dimensional space. Furthermore it
is hard to explain well, why the text clusters have been
constructed the way they are [5]. It is difficult to obtain a
categorization that is both meaningful and complete [5].
This paper considers the problem of categorizing abstracts,
which describes the NSF (National Science Foundation)
awards for basic research. This study is based on the
comparison of two document categorization approaches. One

approach categorizes documents based on the title of the
article, where as the other is based on the article body. These
approaches use both clustering and classification techniques to
extract knowledge, based on the content of the documents.
The objective is to show that the approach based on article
titles, gives better performance than the approach based on
article body. The study finds an acceptable data preprocessing
method which can be used to categorize similar documents
into one category.
This paper, describes the data set, tools and techniques used in
this study. Next it explains the methodology and finally it
includes the results obtained and concludes the results.
II. DATA SETS
Data sets are rich with hidden information that can be used for
making intelligent decision. The selected data set for this study
is publicly available at UCI Knowledge Discovery in Databases
archive. The ‘nsfabs’, (NSF abstracts), data set consists of
129,000 abstracts, one per file. It describes the NSF awards for
basic research during the period 1990-2003 [6]. For simplicity
we used only 500 abstracts for testing.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A. Outline
This approach used word frequency counts to determine the
significant words in each document. Every word is
represented only once in the text representation.
Data consists of textual data with noise; hence some attributes
may be irrelevant to the clustering and classification tasks.
Since the data is extracted from raw data files, relevance
analysis on data was performed to remove redundant attributes
from learning process. A data cleaning and preprocessing
algorithm was used to avoid the interference of irrelevant
words during the clustering by extracting, removing noise and
cleaning the textual data. After applying cleaning on the
original data set, it is easy to extract words with a high
occurrence, which leads to the main idea represented in the
document. We have recognized and classified significant
vocabulary items from the text.
B. K-Means clustering algorithm
The K-means algorithm is simple to use and can run on large
data sets. It is a widely used central clustering technique that
minimizes the average distance between an observation and its
cluster center. The algorithm first selects the number of
clusters and determines the cluster centers. It assigns each
collection of words to the nearest cluster center by minimizing
the average squared Euclidean distance between the words
and its cluster center and re-computes the new cluster centers.
This procedure is repeated until some convergence criterion is
met [2], [1].
C. Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA)
data mining tool
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This is an easy to use, extensible package which contains a
collection of machine learning algorithms for solving real
world data mining problems. It is written in JAVA and runs
on most platforms. Implemented schemes for classification,
numeric prediction and meta-schemes are three main schemes
in WEKA [9].
D. Classifiers
Naïve Bayes is a simple, popular text classification algorithm
which classifies using estimator classes. This allows for a
detailed analysis of the effects of using word clusters instead
of words as features [4]. It uses joint probabilities of words
and categories to estimate the probabilities of categories in a
given document [10].
J48 classification algorithm generates a C4.5 decision tree. A
decision tree builds classification models to predict classes for
unseen entities. It is a simple structure where non-terminal
nodes represent tests on one or more attributes and terminal
nodes reflect decision outcomes [9].
E. Test Options
Following test modes have applied with classifiers.
i. Use training set: evaluates on how well it predicts the class of
the instances it was trained on.
ii. Cross-validation. The classifier is evaluated by crossvalidation, using the number of folds that are entered in the
Folds text field.
iii. Percentage split: evaluates on how well it predicts a certain
percentage of the data which is held out for testing [9].
F. Methodology:
i. Acquire text documents: Gathered text document in a
common format and name the text files in a standard format in
a suitable way which can be used for the data preprocessing
task.
ii. Data cleaning: Applied a data cleaning and noise removal
algorithm which extracts only the necessary words from each
text file. The algorithm eliminates prepositions, symbols;
numeric form of numbers, proper names, punctuation marks,
commonly used words, abbreviations and other non-alphabet
characters.
iii. Data pre-processing: This study experimented with two
approaches. The first approach extracts the first five words
from the title without considering any other content in the
document. The extracted words are stored in one file, so that
each row represents the keywords relevant to one document
title. The second approach counts the number of occurrences
of each word in the document body and extracts five words
with the highest frequency, from each document. All extracted
words were stored in a matrix, so that each row represents the
words with the highest frequency for a given document.
iv. Document categorization: Applied K-means clustering
algorithm on the pre-processed data and identified different
clusters, which each document belongs to. The experiment

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

was done with both 35 and 50 clusters. The number of clusters
is decided based on the number of available documents.
v. Document classification: Applied three classifiers Naïve
Bayes and J48 on the categorized data to verify the precision
of the categorization in order to compare the two data
representations suggested in this work.
vi. Analyze results: Computed the mean, median, maximum,
minimum, and standard deviation of the obtained results to
analyze clustering process. Next we compared the cluster
distribution and the accuracy of the two approaches and
identified the better approach.

This study considered several criteria to evaluate the quality of
clustering. The results obtained using WEKA tool, after
classification according to the number of clusters in both data
representations are shown in the Table 1 and Table 2.
According to the results it is not necessary to increase the
number of clusters to improve the accuracy, because in some
cases the accuracy with 35 clusters is better than the accuracy
with 50 clusters.

A. Test 1: Data representation using document titles
TABLE 1
Results obtained by applying classifiers on the data set which is clustered using K-means technique.
Technique
Naïve Bayes

J48

Option
Using training set
Cross validation (with 10
folds)
Percentage Split 66%
Using training set
Cross validation (with 10
folds)
Percentage Split 66%

Accuracy
92.4%
60%

With 35 clusters
Mean absolute error
0.0109
0.0299

Accuracy
91.2%
63.4%

With 50 clusters
Mean absolute error
0.0086
0.0223

62.3%

0.0319

58.2%

0.0237

87.6%
71.2%

0.0105
0.0274

85.2%
66.4%

0.0087
0.0213

67%

0.0285

59.4%

0.0224

B. Test 2 : Data representation using document body
TABLE 2
Results obtained by applying classifiers on the data set which is clustered using K-means technique
Technique
Naïve Bayes

J48

option
Using training set
Cross validation (with 10
folds)
Percentage Split 66%
Using training set
Cross validation (with 10
folds)
Percentage Split 66%

Accuracy
99.6%
43.4%

With 35 clusters
Mean absolute error
0.0016
0.0438

Accuracy
99.8%
43.2%

With 50 clusters
Mean absolute error
0.001
0.032

40.5%

0.0458

32.3%

0.0341

43.6%
43.6%

0.0454
0.0454

34.4%
35.2%

0.0347
0.0342

40%

0.0459

32.3%

0.0349

According to the results Naïve Bayes classifier gives high
accuracy with the ‘Training set data’ option compared to other
tests. Moreover, the ‘Title’ data representation gives better
quality, more than 58%, in almost all the cases when
compared to the data representation based on the ‘Document
body’.
C. Analysis of cluster Performance
Considering all the 12 accuracy results for each representation
separately, Table 3 depicts the analysis results for the
classification process.
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TABLE 3
Analysis of Results
Statistics on
Accuracy
Max
Min
Mean
Median
Standard
Deviation

Title Data
Representation
92.40%
58.20%
72.03%
66.70%
13.214

Document body
Representation
99.80%
32.30%
48.99%
41.85%
24.081

As the results depict, ‘Title’ data representation has a higher
value for the mean, and a lower value for the standard
deviation than the ‘Abstract’ data representation. It can be
seen that the ‘Title’ data representation leads to cluster the
data better than the ‘abstract content’ representation.
V. DISCUSSION
We compared two data representation approaches that can be
used to divide text documents into groups. By extracting
words that maximize the information about the documents, we
could obtain low dimensional representation of the
documents. On the basis of the experimental results it can be
seen that the K-Means clustering algorithm and Naïve Bayes
classification algorithm can be used to group the text
documents with significant accuracy. Moreover the data
representation plays an important role in the clustering.
According to the results ‘Title’ data representation is
important because it captures the main idea of the document.
The document body may not include words with high
frequency, which give the main idea of the text. We
considered proper names, multiword terms, abbreviations, and
other useful things such as numerical forms of numbers,
percentages and money. Moreover the document body can
contain synonyms, phonemes and words with different tenses
which may not account for the word frequency in this study.
This can be enhanced by defining some test cases manually
and by training the data set based on the test cases.
VI. CONCLUSION
Large collection of documents may afford a lot of useful
information to people. However, it is a challenge to find out the
useful information from a large collection of documents.
Successfully implemented text mining techniques help to
identify the category of a text document, which it belongs to.
The results of this study are generally applicable to any domain
with textual data and helps when dealing with large amount of
data. It verifies the clustering results by applying classification
on clustered data. Moreover it is not necessary to increase the
number of clusters to gain better results. The data representation
in this study enables to improve the clustering quality. However
the clustering approaches which are based on frequency of
terms may not exhibit significant structural information as their
data points are not similar to each other. The data preprocessing
step guarantees completeness by solving this problem.
This approach can be practically applied to group news articles
according to their subject and for other applications such as
analyzing insurance claims, fax processing, e-mail filtering.
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value creation under a given circumstances. Such a link may
provide the software analyst with a powerful tool for predicting cost/value information for developing and evolving dependable software; understanding the economics of refactoring
and reengineering; assisting in resource planning and utilization; and understanding the economics ramification of the
change; defects and their repair; on the system and its design
artifacts (e.g., architectures); and informing design trade-offs.
The objective is to utilize data buried in software repositories
to provide insights into investment decisions related to the
development and evolution of software systems to assist in
resource planning and utilization. Conversely, mining software
repositories could be seen as an effort for empirically developing economics-driven software engineering models and methods, which could have the promise in addressing the need indicated by [Sul99; Boe00; EDSR 1-8].
In this paper, we describe a scenario for realizing EDSM.
Drawing on a case study that adequately represents a mediumsize component-based distributed architecture, we mined existing performance repositories to value the ranges in which a
given software architecture can scale to support likely changes
in load. The mining is based on a financial analogy, where we
utilize the concept of twin asset in financial engineering to
justify mining relevant repositories. The mining process in
then complemented with real options analysis for predicting
the values resulted from the ranges in which an architecture
can scale under uncertainty, where uncertainty is attributed to
the unpredicted change in load. As the exact method for analyzing scalability is subject to debate, we focus the analysis on
throughput as a way for measuring scalability. The provided
pointers describe how EDSM can inform tradeoffs in software
design decision making.
The paper is further structured as follows. Section 2 defines EDSM. Section 3 presents an example on realizing
EDSM. Section 4 briefly outlines related work. Section 5 concludes.

Abstract
Economics-driven software mining (EDSM) sifts through the repository data to extract information that could be useful for reasoning about not only the technical aspects but also the economics properties related to the development and/or evolution of
software systems, and in relation to the environments in which
they are procured, developed, evolved and used. The objective is
to provide the analyst with insights into investment decisions related to the development, maintenance, and evolution of software
systems. We describe a scenario for realizing EDSM through an
example. The example represents a small-size component-based
distributed architecture, where we mined existing performance
repositories to value the ranges in which a given software architecture can scale to support likely changes in load. The mining is
based on a financial analogy. The mining step is then complemented with real options analysis to predict the values resulted
from the ranges in which an architecture can scale under uncertainty, where uncertainty is attributed to the unpredicted change
in load. The example shows the usefulness of EDSM in informing
tradeoffs analysis in software design decision making.

1. Introduction
Effort on Mining Software Repositories (MSR) [MSR 1-4] has
revolved around approaches which analyze the data stored in
software repositories to assist in program understanding and
visualization; predict and gauge the reliability and quality of
software systems; study the evolution of software systems
through discovering patterns of change and refactorings; modeling defects and their repair; and understand the origins of
code cloning and design changes. Contributions have also included case studies showing how data can be extracted from
software repositories to improve software design and reuse.
The overall goal is utilize the mined data for predicting and
planning various aspects of software projects. Meanwhile,
software engineers are faced with general lack of adequate
models and methods, which connect technical engineering
concepts to economics and value creation under given circumstances [EDSR 1-8]. Reflecting on the Software Engineering
discipline, [Sul99] note that the problem in the field is that “no
serious attempt is made to characterize the link between structural decisions and value added”. That is, the traditional focus
of software engineering is more on structural and technical
perfection than on value added [EDSR 1-8; Boe00; Erd00].
This argument is applicable to the emerging MSR discipline,
where the current focus appears to be purely a technical endeavor with little attention paid to economics context. For
example, software repositories are often mined and analyzed
ignoring the link between technical properties, economics, and

2. Economics-Driven Software Mining
Economics-driven software mining (EDSM) is based on the
premise that non-trivial, unknown, and valuable information
lies in an existing data repository, where the goal of the mining
is to sift through the repository data to extract information that
could be useful for reasoning about not only the technical aspects but also the economics properties of the development
and/or evolution of software systems, with the environments in
which they are procured, developed, evolved and used
[Bah07].
According to [Min99], the process of mining software repositories encompasses: (i) Data extraction from repositories;
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(ii) preprocessing the data for analysis, where the extracted
data has to be formatted (e.g., treating noisy or missing data),
sampled, and often need to be adapted to the mining algorithm(s). The data is then ready to be mined by a data mining
algorithm(s); (iii) data mining which aims at extracting patterns of interesting and potentially useful, unknown, nontrivial information from the data; and (iv) data interpretation
where the patterns identified are interpreted into knowledge,
which can then be used to support decision-making. Different
mining techniques may be used to achieve this step. EDSM
poses several challenges. For example, how can we decide on
which data to be extracted and be mined? Which of the mined
data could be revealing to both the technical and economical
properties of a software system and relative to the mining objectives? What are the mining tools that could be used for extracting meaningful inputs for the economics-driven software
engineering analysis? How can we ensure that the mining objectives have been satisfied and the obtained knowledge is
meaningful inputs to the economics-driven software engineering analysis? What are the appropriate analyses tools that
could be used for supporting EDSM? The challenge, therefore,
is to realize EDSM in light of these questions.

let us assume that the Duke’s Bank system needs to scale to
accommodate the growing number of clients in one-year time.
An architecture which can scale to address such changes in
load with limited resources and shorter time-to-market is a
significant asset for surviving the business, cutting down maintenance costs, utilizing resources, and creating value. In particular, the cost and value derived from the flexibility in scaling
up due to inducing the architecture with either CORBA or
J2EE can inform the decision tradeoffs in considering either.
Hence, the value added can inform the selection of application
server products to induce Duke’s. We show how existing performance benchmark repositories are utilized and mined to
predict the values in which Duke’s architecture, when induced
by each middleware, can scale to support changes in load. We
mined relevant performance benchmarks to understand how
the architecture of the system may behave once induced with
either and with respect to throughput, which is a scalability
and load measure. The mining is based on a financial analogy,
where we “mimic” the concept of twin asset in financial engineering to justify mining relevant repositories and for valuing
throughput using historical data. The approach utilizes online
data and benchmarks, submitted from different practitioners
and vendors. The mining process is then complemented with
real options analysis for predicting the values resulted from the
ranges in which an architecture can scale under uncertainty,
where uncertainty is attributed to the unpredicted change in
load. The rationale is that the combination could provide the
architect/analyst with a useful tool for understanding the extent
to which the software system is can accommodate the change
in load and starting from early stages of the software lifecycle,
where the system need not be implemented.

The process of mining software repositories includes (i)
setting a goal for the analysis (i.e. the mining objective); (ii)
selecting the economics models which can perform the analysis; (iii) developing the mining tools for extracting and mining
information, which could serve as inputs for the models in (ii);
(iv) capturing and interpreting the derived patterns; (v) modeling and computation; and (vi) result interpretations, analysis
and reflection, where the mining step can be complemented by
economics analysis to provide an answer for queries related to
the economics of software artifacts, project utilization, and
management. The queries could range from simple to compound ones. For example, let us assume that the query is to
understand the evolution pattern of component X in a given
architecture and the cost trends of evolving X over a time period. The change history of X could be mined using existing
approaches and can be then complemented by cost estimation
to cast effort of evolving X over a given period to cost (in £).
Note, these models could be adapted from finance, economics,
etc. on condition that the model assumptions are plausible or
simplified to serve the software engineering mining objectives.
The drawn analogy, the model inputs, and the made assumptions can then justify mining relevant repositories. In some
cases, the analysis tool tends to shape the mining tool. An example is provided in Section 3, where adopting options analysis from financial engineering has constrained the way we
extract and mined data.

Setting the mining objectives. Let us assume that we are
given the choice of two middleware M0 and M1 to induce the
architecture of a particular system as it is the case of Duke’s.
Let us assume that S0, S1 are the architectures obtained from
inducing M0 and M1 respectively. Say, M1 is an economical
choice, if it adds value to S1 relative to S0. We attribute the
added value to the enhanced flexibility of S1 over S0 in scaling
up the architecture. But the added value is uncertain, as the
demand and the nature of the future change and load are uncertain. We set some queries: (i) How valuable is the flexibility of
either alternative, relative to likely change in scalability, will
be in the long-run? (ii) Which solution is more valuable under
uncertainty, where uncertainty is attributed to the unanticipated changes in load? (iii) What is the impact of volatility on
value creation under given consideration? (iv) What is the
impact of uncertainty on our choice? (v) Can high uncertainty,
due to the likely future load, make the less favorable technology more appealing for the decision maker (and vice versa)?
The challenge now is to select the economics model(s), which
could be suited for addressing the said objectives. The value of
flexibility under uncertainty is critical to choice of the economics models.

3. An Example
We provide an example on realizing EDSM from our application of real options theory in software engineering [Bah08].
Setting. Let us consider a three-tier architecture of an
online banking system application, referred to as Duke’s. This
architecture will be built on middleware, such as Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) and the Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA). Depending on which middleware is
chosen, different architectures may be induced [DiN99]. Given
the choice of either CORBA or J2EE to induce an architecture,

Selecting economics models, which can serve the analysis of the said objective(s). We argued that options theory is
well suited to address the above mining objectives. Real options analysis recognizes that the value of the capital investment lies not only in the amount of direct revenues that the
investment is expected to generate, but also in the future op-
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portunities that flexibility creates. An option is an asset that
provides its owner the right without a symmetric obligation to
make an investment decision under given terms for a period of
time into the future ending with an expiration date [Tri95]. If
conditions favorable to investing arise, the owner can exercise
the option by investing the exercise price defined by the option. A call option gives the right to acquire an asset of uncertain future value for the strike price [Tri95].

i=1…n E [max (xiVp - Ceip, 0)] S0) for some likely changes, then it
is worth investing in M1, as the investment in M1 is likely to
generate more growth options for S1 than for S0 and relative to
the p valuation point of view. If (E [max (xkVp - Cepk,
0)])S1=0), then M1 is not likely to payoff, relative to M0, as the
flexibility of the architecture to the change is not likely to add
a value for S1 on p, if the change need to be exercised. Two
interpretations might be possible: (i) the architecture is overly
flexible in the sense that its response to the change(s) has not
“pulled” the options relative to p. This implies that the embedded flexibility (or the resources invested in implementing
flexibility- if any) are wasted and unutilized to reveal the options relative to the changes and relative to p (ii) the other case
is when the architecture is inflexible relative to the change.
This is when the cost of accommodating the change on S1 is
much more than the cumulative expected value of the architecture responsiveness to the change.
Developing the mining tools for extracting patterns
serving the chosen economics model(s). Options valuation
using Black and Scholes[1973] techniques determine the value
of an asset in question in span of the market value using a correlated twin asset [Tri95]. The twin asset is an asset that has
the same risks as the asset in question will have when the investment has been completed [Sch00]. To understand the behavior of the asset in question, we can use a twin asset, also
referred to as a replicated portfolio. The assumption is that
under similar conditions the twin asset and the asset in question are interchangeable for all practical purposes and should
be worth the same.
Throughput, a scalability measure, expresses the amount of
work performed by the system under test during a unit of time.
This criterion is based on the observation that for a fixed system with a given throughput (e.g., a single host), there is an
inverse relationship between the response time and the number
of clients. In other words, the more clients submitting requests,
the longer are the delays. A well-known throughput metric is
the Total Operations Per Second (TOPS) completed during the
measurement
interval,
referred
to
as
TOPS
[http://www.spec.org/]. TOPS is composed of the total number
of business transactions completed in the customer domain,
added to the total number of work orders completed in the
manufacturing domain, normalized per second.
We have mined relevant performance benchmarks, published in (http://www.spec.org/) to understand how the architecture of the system may behave once induced with either
J2EE or CORBA with respect to throughput. We appealed to
the use of published benchmarks, for the following reasons:
First, the system of the given architecture need not be implemented during the evaluation. Thus, performance measures
may not be available. Second, we argue that using published
benchmarks mimics the concept of the twin asset for we are
relying on historical information (though not traded in span of
the market, but still hold market information) which shows
possible variations in performance in connection to change in
load and relative to the candidate implementations. Third,
these benchmarks often hint that the throughput is dependent
on and can be estimated from the middle-tier “processing
power” of the architecture. The advantage of this approach is
that the published benchmarks could reveal risks of the operating environment on the choice. Benchmarks are revealing on

ArchOptions[Bah05; Bah04], a real options based model
which values the growth options of an architecture relative to
some future changes, as a way for understanding the architectural flexibility with respect to changes in requirements. A
growth option is a real option to expand with strategic importance [Tri95] and is common in infrastructure-based investments, as it is the case with software architectures. Since the
future changes are generally unanticipated, the value of the
growth options lies in the enhanced flexibility of the architecture to cope with uncertainty. ArchOptions builds on a simple
and intuitive analogy with Black and Scholes [1973]. In ArchOptions, the flexibility of the middleware inducedarchitecture in coping with changes in load has a value in the
form of growth options. This value is strategic in essence, uncertain as the demand on the future changes are uncertain, and
may not be immediate. The added value may take the form of
(i) accumulated savings through coping with the change without “breaking” the architecture, mostly these are changes in
non-functional requirements; (ii) extending the range of services while leaving the architecture intact; and (iii) the ability
to respond to competitive forces and changing market conditions that may pose higher Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, such as the demands for higher availability, scalability,
etc.
Choosing a particular middleware to induce the architecture of the software system can be seen as an investment to
purchase flexibility in the induced software architecture. The
ranges, in which the load changes, influence the choice. A
“wise” selection is seen as an investment to buy flexibility,
which could be valued as future growth options [Tri96] on the
architecture of the software system. These options enhance the
upside potentials of the structure when the load change; they
differ from one middleware to another. That is, S1 is said to be
more accommodating to the change than S0 when S1 holds
more growth options than S0. For a valuation point of view p,
we focus the analysis on the calls of the ArchOptions model
for valuing the growth options, as given in (1) accounting for
both the expected value and exercise cost to accommodate
future requirements ii, for i . n. Valuing the expectation E of
expression (1) uses the assumptions of Black and Scholes[Bla73] and detailed in previous work[Bah05; Bah04].
 i=1…n E [max (xiVp - Ceip, 0)]

(1)

The payoff of the constructed call option gives an indication of how valuable the flexibility of an architecture is, when
enduring some likely changes in requirements. The selection
has to be guided by the expected payoff in ( i=1…n E [max
(xiVp - Ceip, 0])S1 relative to that of ( i=1…n E [max (xiVp - Ceip,
0])S0. That is, if (- Ie +  i=1…n E [max (xiVp - Ceip, 0)] S1 > 
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the performance dimension because, for example, if multiple
benchmarks are conducted with a suitable mix of relevant factors, it may be possible to obtain a set of basic scalability results that can be used for estimating the throughput of possible
configurations of the architecture. Depending on the benchmarking algorithm, the relevant scalability factors can be, for
example, the number of objects, the number of clients, or the
number of nodes in the system etc. supported in response to
growing load. A major problem in comparing benchmark results, however, is that different hardware platforms and configurations (e.g., memory, disk drives etc) often produce different results making the comparisons difficult. Fourth, vendors often try many different ways to optimize performance,
including adding cache memory and putting cache buffers on
disk arrays. This can give a spectrum of worst and best scenarios that could mimics fluctuation, which is a volatility measure, of the option approach.
Analyzing and interpreting the derived patterns. Figure
1 shows the likely throughput trend that the J2EE-induced
architecture may exhibit relative to the CORBA-induced one,
upon varying the TOPS and the number of hosts. For the
J2EE-induced architecture, we provide throughput estimations
for two possible implementations: one with JBoss and the
other with WLS. For the CORBA-induced architecture, we
provide estimates upon the use of JacORB to induce the architecture. Table 1 depicts the upper limit of TOPS supported per
host for each of WLS, JBOSS, JacORB induced architectures
for 1 to 4 hosts. Figure 2 shows the likely cost-trend upon
inducing the Duke’s bank architecture with J2EE (using either
WLS or JBOSS) and with CORBA (using JacORB). The
likely cost is plotted against the number of hosts (1 to 4). The
cost refers to the lifecycle cost of the System Under Test
(SUT). The cost includes Application Servers/Containers, Database Servers, network connections, etc. Assuming, for example, a five-year lifecycle, cost would include all hardware
(purchase price), software including license charges, and
hardware maintenance. For the CORBA version, it assumed
that the investment incurs an upfront cost to the development
of the replication mechanism to support fault-tolerance and
load-balancing services for high load scenarios [Bah05]. For
the J2EE version of WLS, a license cost is incurred per host.

JBOSS, a J2EE implementation, the system is likely to be
slower than that of the JacORB one. This is because JBOSS
uses reflection [http://www.jboss.org]. This also implies that
there are some chances for the JBOSS-induced architecture to
require more hardware for addressing this deficiency. When
inducing the Duke’s architecture with WLS, another J2EE
implementation, the system is very likely to be faster than that
of the JacORB implementation. WLS, however, comes with
significant licenses costs; this cost grows with the number of
hosts, as the load increases. Coining the TOPS with their associated costs, Figure 1, Figure 2 and Table 1, hint that there
might be a case for JacORB in certain throughput range.
Moreover, once the services for realizing scalability (e.g., the
fault-tolerance and load balancing service) are implemented,
the cost is incurred once and amortized across the hosts.
Table 1. Upper limit of TOPS/host for WLS, JBOSS, JacORB
Hosts

TO
PS

918.36

502.16

686.01

3

1395.44

763.03

1042.39

4

2640.96

1444.08

1972.79

$

250000.00

WLS

200000.00

JBOSS

150000.00

JacORB

100000.00
50000.00
0.00
1

2

3

4

No of hosts

Figure 2. Likely cost-trend upon inducing the Duke’s bank architecture with J2EE-(WLS/JBOSS) and with CORBA (JacORB)

Modeling and computation. The case of valuing throughput is appealing to ArchOptions for the following major reasons: First, there is cone of uncertainty associated with the
growing load and consequently in the value added as result of
our choice. Moreover, the TOPS are of straightforward contribution to value. That is, the more operations are completed per
second, the more value is added to the enterprise. However,
TOPS incur a price upon executing the operations. The price
again is dependent on several factors such as the number of
hosts, the hardware, the license cost, and any additional costs
that are necessary for making the middleware adaptable to the
growing load. In the context of the Duke’s Bank, the TOPS
range is often uncertain as it is dependent on the customers’
behavior at a time. The uncertainty in the likely range (i.e.,
TOPS), the associated costs for executing the TOPS, and the
“fluctuation” in the value added as a result make the case very
appealing to the use of ArchOptions. Below, we estimate the
parameters for computing throughput, Pthro using ArchOptions to address the set mining objectives.

2000.00
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JBOSS
JacORB
1000.00
500.00
0.00
3

546.80

2

300000.00

2500.00

2

JacORB

400.26

WLS, JBOSS, and JacORB Costs for 1-4 hosts

3000.00

1

JBOSS

732.00

350000.00

Throughput of WLS, JBOSS, and JacORB upon
varying the load and hosts

1500.00

WLS
1

4

No of hosts

Figure 1. TOPS/host for each of WLS, JBOSS, JacORB (1- 4
hosts)

In [bah05], we have seen that the structural analysis is in
favor of the J2EE-induced architecture, the throughput analysis may reveal a different trend upon scaling up each version.
From the throughput valuation point of view, Figure 2 shows
that when the Duke’s architecture will be induced with

Estimating (CeiPthro). TOPS denotes the Total Operations
completed per Second. For simplicity of explanation, let us
assume that the system of the induced architecture needs to
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scale up to support an additional operation per unit-time. An
additional operation buys an architectural potential paying an
exercise price. In terms of throughput, architectural potential is
a performance measure. Hence, what an extra operation pays,
if materializes, is a bandwidth for performing that operation.
Inducing the Duke’s bank with either J2EE or CORBA provide different bandwidth capabilities for performing the operation at different prices. If the implementation of either happens
to hold embedded growth options in supporting the extra operation, then the operation is said to pay an exercise price to
buy options on the architecture. For the exercise price, we use
a well-known normalization factor, which is the
price/performance
[http://www.spec.org/jAppServer2005/]
(i.e., the lifecycle cost of the System Under Test (SUT) as
configured for the benchmark divided by the throughput). This
is provided in the data mined. As an example, assuming fiveyear lifecycle, the cost would include all hardware (purchase
price), software including license charges, and hardware/software maintenance. If the total price is $5,734,417 and
the reported throughput is 105.12 TOPS, then the
price/performance is $54,551.16/TOPS.

the expected present value if the load grows. Let us assume
that the present load is in the range of 30- 50 TOPS. Based on
the mined data, 30-50 TOPS could be easily addressed by one
host using either M0 (JacORB) or M1 (Jboss or WLS). For
such a low throughput requirements, inducing the architecture
with M0 may appear to be more attractive as when compared
to inducing the architecture with M1 (using either JBOSS or
WLS). This is because M1 incurs license costs for WLS.
Moreover, looking at S1 when induced with JBOSS, S1 is
likely to be in magnitude slower than S0 as when induced with
JacORB due to its use of reflection. This means that S1
(JBOSS) will support fewer TOPS and consequently will create less value added per second as when compared to S0. For
such low load, the fault-tolerance and load-balancing services
need not be implemented on S0 [Bah 05]. If options analysis is
not used, M0 will be a no-brain choice for inducing the Duke’s
Bank architecture. Though inducing the architecture S1 with
M1 (using WLS) appears less attractive than M0 (JacORB), S1
may still carry embedded growth options which will only materialize if the load grows. If we use a Present Value (PV), the
computation will based on the benefits of supporting the TOPS
less their costs (i.e., the computation does not account for uncertainty). The resulted valuation will compute the present
value as realized and ignore the growth options. In other
words, inducing the architecture with WLS if undertaken, PV
would hint that S1 would destroy value rather than create it.
That is, Value S1 = PV. However, ValueS1 is actually Value S1
= PV + Opt. That is, M1 carry embedded growth options, Opt.
The Opt, if left unexercised, are ignored by the non-options
analysis. Hence, Value for S1 is then said to be underestimated.
As a result, S0 may look more attractive (Table 2). The Present
Value calculation of Table 2 shows that S1 is the least attractive for this range of load. The computation is based on the
benefits of supporting 100 TOPS less their costs. However, the
computation ignores the growth options on S1 in supporting
additional 632 TOPS using the first host. Similarly, PV systematically undervalues the growth potential of S1 (JBOSS)
and S0 (JacORB) in respectively supporting 300.26 TOPS and
446.26 TOPS. That is, PV ignores the flexibility value of S1
and S0 in responding to the growing load at host 1.

Estimating volatility (/Pthro). Volatility represents uncertainty attributed to the likely growing of load. For some computation, we abide to the real options principles in computing
volatility: we use the standard deviation of xiVPthros due supporting extra operations for a range of load at a host (as the
range is said to be revealing to the fluctuation in the value).
For other computations, we use modeling estimates for volatility, representing uncertainty to demonstrate how volatility
influences the choice and as a way to answer the mining objectives.
Estimating (xiVPthro). For simplicity, we estimate xiVPthro
relevant to the business domain. For every completed online operation, Duke’s would not have to serve a customer in
person at a branch; the Duke’s savings are in the manual-effort
for not serving clients at a branch.
Exercise time (t Pthro) and free risk interest rate(r Pthro). As
a simulation assumption, we set the exercise time to one year,
assuming that the Duke’s Bank needs to accommodate the
change in one-year time. We set the free risk interest rate to
zero (i.e., assuming that the value of money today is the same
as that in one year’s time).
Results interpretations and analysis. Now, we answer
and reflect on the mining objectives to demonstrate usefulness
of EDSM. We complement the observed patterns with options
computation to inform the problem of tradeoff analyses and
decision making in selecting a candidate middleware to induce
an architecture, relative to Pthro. The likely change in load is
the major source of uncertainty that faces Duke’s Bank. To
address uncertainty and provide better insights on value creation, we have appealed to the use of real options theory. Let us
have a close look at the impact of the volatility parameter,
which is an expression of uncertainty to address the mining
objectives: volatility estimates the “cone of uncertainty” in the
future value of the asset, rooted as its current value and extending over time as a function of volatility. As volatility increases, total uncertainty around the benefits also increases.
The more TOPS a host is likely to support, the more likely that
the actual benefits to “wander” up and down and deviate from

100 TOPS

Max TOPS

CeiPThro

XiVPThro

PV

Table 2. Illustration PV per second ($) for low throughput (100
TOPS)

S1(WLS)

732.00

853.11

12.63

-840.48

Value
Ignored
(TOPS)

S1(JBOSS)

-632
-300.26

400.26

603.11

12.63

-590.48

12.63

-590.48

S0(JacORB)

-446.80
546.80

603.11

It is a fact that PV does not work well for projects with future decisions that depend on how uncertainty resolves.
Though they can be used to evaluate the operational benefits in
a stable environment with well-understood and measurable
costs and benefits, they have little to offer when capturing
additional value due to flexibility under uncertainty, such as
strategic opportunities and the ability to respond to changing
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conditions. Using PV, S1, when induced with WLS, reports
negative values upon inducing the architecture with WLS for
this range of load. However, the situation indicates that these
results underestimate the value of S1, as S1 can better respond
to uncertainty, where the load is likely to grow over 100
TOPS. In Table 3, we turn to ArchOptions to capture the
growth options on S1 and S0. The volatility parameter is an
expression of the range of “benefits” at a host. For S1 (WLS):
the benefits could “wander” from zero (i.e., idle state with no
operations executing at a second) to the benefits derived from
full utilization of capacity (i.e., in the support of 732 TOPS).
That is, the volatility of 66% for S1 (WLS) indicates that the
benefits of executing the TOPS is in the range of $0(idle) to
$92.42(full utilization) per second on host 1. Similarly, for S0
(JacORB): the 45% volatility for S0 (JacORB) indicates that
the benefits of executing the TOPS are in the range of $0(idle)
to $69.04 (full utilization) per second on host 1. As for the
options on S1(WLS), S1 has “pulled” the options on one host
for this range of load. This is because we have accounted for
the possible fluctuation in the derived values from supporting
the TOPS. Considering such “fluctuation” provides us with
better insights on the architectural potential of S1 in support of
this likely change in load. Table 3 suggests S1 has reported a
value added of $0.017 on 1 host.

evolving dependable software and understanding the economics ramification of the change on the system and its design
artifacts (e.g., architectures); and informing design trade-offs.
The objective is to provide insights into investment decisions
related to the development and evolution of software systems
and assisting in resource planning and utilization. Ongoing
work includes designing an automated infrastructure and tools
support. Effort includes designing a semi-automated support
for executing the EDSM process, deriving interesting patterns,
facilitating the computation, visualizing the results, assisting in
interpretations, and supporting sensitivity analyses. Interestingly, MSR [1-5] drew the attention to a new challenge faced
by empirical studies: whereas previous studies suffered from
lack of data, current studies face challenges dealing with
enormous amounts of freely available data from easily accessible repositories online such as forums, code, and bug reports
repositories. Though this fact may have implications on the
quality of the mined data and the resulted analysis, this could
also hint to opportunities for EDSM, where existing knowledge could provide insights into investment decisions related
to development and evolution of systems. This could, for example, be based on analogies and similar to the way we have
“mimicked” the concept of twin asset.

Table 3. Illustration options per second ($) very low throughput
scenario (100 TOPS)
100 TOPS

CeiPThro

XiVP-

/Pthro

Options

Thro
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Apriori property that if an itemset is frequent then all of its
subsets must also be frequent to reduce the size of the
candidate set significantly. However, when the number of
frequent itemsets is large and/or long frequent itemsets
exist, it still suffers from generating a considerable number
of candidates and from performing tedious database scans
and pattern matching to determine the support of each
candidate.
Apriori-based algorithms are not efficient to mine
frequent itemsets from dense databases. A dense database
has any or all of the following properties: many frequently
occurring items, strong correlations between several items,
and many items in each transaction. On the other hand, in
sparse databases, items do not occur frequently and in
general frequent itemsets are relatively short. In order to
deal with dense databases or long frequent itemsets,
strategies trying to avoid the candidate generation have
been proposed, among which is the FP-growth algorithm
[9]. Instead of generating candidates, FP-growth utilizes a
special tree structure, FP-tree, to maintain the necessary
information, and then mines frequent itemsets in a bottomup manner along the tree. FP-growth is efficient as it avoids
the candidate generation and it needs only two database
scans. Nevertheless, FP-growth is known as a very
memory-consuming approach because it requires
significant memory space when recursively constructing
conditional FP-trees and it is especially true if the database
is huge and sparse.
Generally speaking, the difficulties of the frequent
itemset mining problem are candidate generation, pattern
matching, and the requirement of large memory space. In
this paper we propose the Virtual Partition (VP) algorithm
to solve this problem and to achieve the following goals:
 Deal with different types of databases efficiently
 Mine frequent itemsets without candidate
generation
 Avoid pattern matching, i.e., checking candidate
itemsets against each transaction
 Reduce database scans and the search space
 Minimize the usage of memory space
 Allow for scalability and reliability
It should be noted that in this paper we assume that the
employed representation of the database fits in main

Abstract – Frequent itemset mining is one of the important
problems in data mining. The task is to discover frequent
occurring patterns in large databases. Many algorithms have been
proposed for frequent itemset mining, such as the Aprioir and FPgrowth algorithms. In this paper, we propose the Virtual Partition
Algorithm (VP) for frequent itemset mining. The VP algorithm
treats a database as small partitions (projected databases) and
mines frequent itemsets from each partition. The search space is a
lexicographical tree. A node of the tree, denoted PF, represents a
distinct partition of the database, where all transactions in the
partition contain the frequent itemset F. The VP algorithm uses
strategies such as virtual partition, transaction assignment,
transaction reassignment, and pruning techniques to improve the
efficiency and memory utilization. We compared our algorithm
with other frequent itemset mining algorithms and the
experimental results show that VP is efficient for frequent itemset
mining on both sparse and dense databases.

I. INTRODUCTION
Frequent itemset mining is an important problem in data
mining. The task is to identify items that are frequently
occurring together in databases. Frequent itemset mining is
a sub-task and also the major task in association rule
mining [3, 4]. Association rule mining aims to discover
relationships (such as associations and correlations) among
different items in database. An association rule is in the
format of “X => Y” where X and Y are set of items, called
itemsets. This rule indicates that the presence of X implies a
strong possibility of the presence of Y. Two measurements,
support and confidence, are used to indicate the strength of
an association rule. The support of the rule X => Y is the
fraction of the transactions containing both X and Y. The
confidence of X => Y is the fraction of transactions
containing X which also contain Y. To discover all the
association rules in a database, most algorithms first
identify frequent itemsets, which are itemsets with support
above a minimum support threshold.
A number of algorithms have been proposed for
frequent itemset mining, one of which is Apriori algorithm
[4]. Apriori is a step-wise algorithm using candidate
generation. Candidate itemsets are potentially frequent
itemsets. Apriori iteratively generates candidate (k+1)itemsets from the complete frequent k-itemsets and then
tests the candidates against the database. It utilizes the
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memory. If it is not the case, an approach based on
opportunistic projection [10] can be applied, but this is
beyond the scope of our work.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related work. Section III details the Virtual
Partition (VP) algorithm. The experimental results are
given in Section IV, and Section V concludes the paper.

mined from P{1, 3} must have itemset {1, 3} as their prefix.
Each prefix of F is the prefix-pattern of a corresponding
ascendant node of PF. For example, P{2} and P{2, 3} are the
ascendant nodes of P{2, 3, 4}. Moreover, PF’ is one of the
ascendant nodes of PF if and only if PF’ is a prefix of F.
TreeProjection [1], another tree-based algorithm, mines
frequent itemsets by projecting transactions of a given
database in a divide-and-conquer manner. Instead of
projecting transactions, TG constructs a PP-Tree by
dividing a large database into smaller portions and then
recursively mines frequent itemsets from each portion in a
depth-first manner. Such a portion is called a partition of
the database, or a partition. Each node of the tree
corresponds to a distinct partition. When no further nodes
can be generated, the mining task completes, and each node
of the tree indicates a distinct frequent itemset. The
prerequisite of this algorithm is that an ascending or
lexicographical ordering exists among the items in the
database.
To overcome difficulties of TG, including transaction
replication and physical partition, we propose the Virtual
Partition algorithm (VP). VP is based on TG, and we use
the term “virtual” because VP mines frequent itemsets
without physically partitioning a database. VP constructs
and utilizes an Item Linked-list Structure (ILS) to simulate
behaviors including node generation, transaction
assignment, and transaction reassignment involved in TG.

II. RELATED WORK
Apriori and FP-growth algorithm represent two
categories of approaches used in frequent itemset mining,
one using candidate generation and one without. The
Apriori algorithm and some Apriori-like algorithms are
widely used in mining frequent itemsets. However, if the
database size is large and/or the minimum support threshold
is low, the large number of candidates plus the cost of
database scans will degrade the performance. FP-growth
algorithm does not need to generate candidate itemsets. It
has been proved to be one of the most efficient algorithms
for the frequent itemset mining problem; it is especially true
when mining frequent itemsets in dense databases.
However, FP-growth is a very memory-consuming
algorithm.
Besides Apriori and FP-growth, there are a number of
other algorithms for mining frequent itemsets, such as Eclat
[18] and Partition [15]. Eclat uses vertical layout of
transactions instead of traditional horizontal layout. The
partition algorithm divides a large database into a number
of smaller databases that can fit in memory and finds local
frequent itemsets in each partition and then combine them
into global frequent itemsets.
In general, no single approach outperforms others for all
cases in frequent itemset mining because of the variety of
databases. Different databases have different sizes,
densities, and layouts. Therefore, choosing a proper
approach is nontrivial. Recently, researchers have put
efforts in developing hybrid methods such as H-mine [13],
kDCI [11], and Nonordfp [14]. They employ two
alternative strategies to deal with sparse and dense
databases, and switch adaptively from one to the other
according to the information collected during execution
phases. However, questions including what should be the
appropriate situations that one strategy is more preferable
over the other and how to determine when such a strategy
switching should happen are still nontrivial.

B. Search Space
The search space of TG is considered a PP-Tree. We
define 2 to be the last item in prefix-pattern F. For example,
if F = {2, 3, 4}, 2 = 4. Each node PF of the tree is labeled by
2 and corresponds to a distinct partition of a database,
where F is the set of 2 on the path from the root to PF itself.
For example, in node P{3, I1, I2, …, Ii, …, 2}, F = {3, I1, I2, …,
P{3, I1}
P{3, I1, I2} …
Ii, …, 2}, and the path P{3}
P{3, I1, I2, …, 2} must exist. The ith node is
P{3, I1, I2, …, Ii} …
at Leveli, the ith level of the PP-Tree. For simplicity, we
ignore 3 since the root represents the empty set; therefore,
the cardinality of F is the level of the tree.
Given a database D comprising I: {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, the
maximum PP-Tree is shown in Fig. 1. This tree is a
lexicographical tree that consists of I except for the last
item 5. The last item of I can be ignored because no
superset of such item exists. A node PF of the tree is the
node from which the complete set of frequent itemsets
containing F can be recursively mined. For example, the
frequent itemsets containing itemset {2, 3, 4}, if existing,
can be recursively mined from P{2, 3, 4}.
If frequent k-itemsets exist, the complete set of frequent
k-itemsets can only be mined from nodes at Levelk-1. All
transactions in node PF at Levelk contain the same frequent
k-itemset F. The frequent supersets that contain F can only
be mined from PF and its descendant nodes. Since any
frequent itemset is a subset of I, the maximum level of the
prefix tree is smaller than the cardinality of I. For example,
the maximum frequent itemsets is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, and it can

III. VP: THE VIRTUAL PARTITION ALGORITHM
A. Algorithm Overview
In order to mine frequent itemsets without candidate
generation and pattern matching, we first propose the Tree
Generation algorithm (TG). The TG algorithm mines the
complete set of frequent itemsets from a database by
constructing a Prefix-Pattern Tree (PP-Tree). A node of the
tree is denoted PF , where F is a frequent itemset and we
call it a prefix-pattern since all frequent itemsets that can be
recursively mined from PF must have F as their prefix. For
example, the frequent itemsets that can be recursively
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be mined from P{1, 2, 3, 4} at Level4; thus, the maximum level
of the PP-Tree is 4.

The number of transactions that need to be assigned and
reassigned significantly decreases as the mining process
proceeds. In addition, TG counts frequent items locally,
avoids pattern matching, and maintains only a portion of
the database during mining.

Fig. 1. The Maximum PP-tree

C. Algorithm Details
The TG algorithm is primarily based on the breadth-first
strategy for node generation, combined with the depth-first
strategy for database partition and transaction reassignment.
A PP-Tree is constructed in a top-down fashion by starting
from the root node and successively generating nodes until
no further nodes can be generated.
The mining process consists of constructing a PP-tree,
where each node of the tree corresponds to a distinct
frequent itemset of a database. A node PF is generated if
and only if frequent itemset F is mined. TG eventually
constructs a PP-Tree once a mining task completes. The
finally constructed PP-Tree depends on the value of the
minimum support threshold , and this tree is part of the
maximum PP-Tree, i.e, only some nodes of the maximum
PP-Tree are generated during mining.
Fig. 2 illustrates the Tree Generation algorithm. To
mine the transactional database D, TG scans D to determine
the frequent 1-itemsets R. Next, according to R, it generates
nodes. Nodes are initially active. A node is inactive if no
further frequent itemsets can be mined from it and its
descendants, otherwise it is active. Assuming R = {I1, I2,
…, In}, the newly generated nodes are PI1, PI2, …, PIn-1, and
PIn is not generated. After the node generation, TG
partitions D by assigning transactions onto the newly
generated nodes at Level1.
For each node PF, if some frequent itemsets exist, TG
calls the recursive procedure SEARCH to mine the
complete set of frequent itemsets containing F. Once no
further frequent itemsets can be mined in PF and its
descendant nodes, PF becomes inactive, and those
transactions in PF must be reassigned onto other active
sibling nodes because some frequent itemsets that do not
contain F are still un-mined and can be mined in such active
nodes. In other words, in order to reflect the actual support
of those un-mined frequent itemsets, a transaction T
containing any of such frequent itemsets in PF needs to be
eventually reassigned onto some corresponding active
nodes.

Fig. 2. The Tree Generation Algorithm

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented VP in C++. Our experiments were
conducted on a 2.4GHz Intel Pentium IV processor with
512MB main memory running Linux Debian.
The algorithms were tested on the datasets shown in
Table 1, available on the FIMI'03 frequent itemset mining
benchmark website. The two synthetic datasets,
T10I4D100K and T40I10D100K, were generated using the
generator2 from the IBM Almaden Quest research group
that simulates the buying behavior of customers in retail
business. The parameters for generating a synthetic dataset
include the number of transactions D (in thousands), the
average transaction size T, and the average length I of socalled maximal potentially large itemsets. For example,
dataset “T10I4D100K” has an average transaction size of
10, an average size of the maximal potentially frequent
itemsets of 4, and 100,000 generated transactions. Clearly
the T40I10D100K dataset is denser than the T10I4D100K
dataset. The Mushroom dataset contains characteristics
from different species of mushrooms. The Chess dataset
contains different game configurations. The Retail dataset
is the retail market basket data set supplied by an
anonymous Belgian retail supermarket store.
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Table 1. Test Datasets

more execution time. Accordingly, in our experiments, we
used very small support values for T10I4D100K,
T40I10D100K, and Retail datasets. In contrast, the support
values used for Chess and Mushroom were very high.
Moreover, in order to examine the efficiency, reliability,
and scalability of the four algorithms, we used extremely
small support values for each experiment so that we can test
which algorithms can complete mining tasks under those
situations.
Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 summarize the runtimes (in
seconds) of the four algorithms on these datasets along with
the total number of frequent itemsets (# of FISets) and the
length of the maximum frequent itemsets (MaxLen of
FISets) for each given minimum support threshold value
(Minsup).

We examined the execution time and the memory
utilization in our tests. The execution time is in seconds and
excludes the preprocessing for each algorithm, which
includes reading databases from files and constructing data
structures, or tries, representing such databases before
mining. It also excludes the time needed to print the
resulting itemsets. These excluded processes together
usually take a few seconds. In the experiments, we did not
record the execution time of a mining task if its runtime
exceeded 10 minutes, and we recorded a task as a “timeout”
if it was unable to complete mining within 10 minutes. To
measure the memory utilization of a process, we monitored
the value of VIRT, associated with such process, in top
output, where “top” is a traditional Unix memory
management tool and VIRT stands for the virtual size of a
process. The domain of VIRT includes the sum of memory
a process is actually using, memory it has mapped into
itself, and memory shared with other processes. In short,
VIRT represents the amount of memory that a process can
access at the present moment. The unit of VIRT is in KB
when the memory utilization is less than 100MB, and it
converts to MB when the memory utilization exceeds
100MB. The approximate memory utilization is suitable to
our test because we can observe the trend and variation of
the memory utilization as the minimum support threshold
decreases. In the experiments, we terminated a task if its
memory utilization was large enough to potentially crash
the system, and we recorded a task as “aborted” if its
memory utilization was too large.
We compared VP with the following frequent itemset
mining algorithms: APRIORI [5], COFI [12], and CT-PRO
[16]. Categorically speaking, VP and APRIORI are
counting-based algorithms, and the other two algorithms
are based on FP-growth. APRIORI is one of the most
efficient implementations for Apriori-based algorithms.
COFI introduces a simple and non-recursive mining process
to replace the memory-based FP-tree. CT-PRO uses a more
compact data structure, the Compressed FP-Tree (CFPTree), to non-recursively mine frequent itemsets in a
bottom-up fashion. CT-PRO performs better than
OpportuneProject [10], FP-Growth [9], Apriori [4], LCM
[17], and kDCI [11], where LCM and kCDI are known as
the two best algorithms in FIMI 2003 repository.
The minimum support greatly affects the runtime. In a
dense dataset, items are strongly correlated; therefore, given
the same support value, the number of frequent itemsets
that can be mined from dense datasets is much larger than
the number of frequent itemsets that can be mined from
sparse datasets. Mining more frequent itemsets requires

Table 2. Execution Time (in seconds) for Mining T10I4D100K

Table 3. Execution Time (in seconds) for Mining T40D10I100K

Table 4. Execution Time (in seconds) for Mining Chess

Table 5. Execution Time (in seconds) for Mining Mushroom

Table 6. Execution Time (in seconds) for Mining Retail
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to be scanned for the node generation. To improve the
performance of VP for mining datasets with large set of
items, reusing the header table may be a promising strategy.
Tables 7 and 8 illustrated the memory utilization, in
megabytes (MB), of the four algorithms for mining
T40D10I100K and Retail, respectively. We found that
COFI is a very memory demanding algorithm even though
[12] declared that it can significantly reduce the candidate
generation and avoid recursion. COFI was the most
unscalable algorithm among the four since it was very
sensitive to the length of maximum frequent itemsets. CTPRO usually took more memory utilization than others and
it was infeasible for mining very large datasets. The
memory utilization of APRIORI is based on the size of
number of frequent itemsets. For instance, as illustrated in
Table 7, when the support value decreased from 0.75% to
0.5%, the memory utilization of APRIORI increased
105.6% while the number of frequent itemsets increased
158.8%. On the other hand, given the same condition, the
memory utilization of VP increased only 0.4%.

By observation, as the support value declined, the
length of maximum frequent itemsets grew evenly and the
number of frequent itemsets escalated significantly. When
the support value was relatively high, most frequent
itemsets were of short lengths and thus the four algorithms
had similar performances; on the other hand, most items
were frequent when support values became small.
For datasets T10I4D100K and T40I10D100K,
APRIORI and VP had good performance. In particular, VP
outperformed the other three algorithms when support
values were very small. As indicated in Table 2, COFI and
CT-PRO had similar performance, and both aborted when
the support was 0.01%. When the support declined from
0.01% to 0.005%, the number of frequent itemsets
increased approximately 4.68 times, and VP completed the
task in only 7.59 seconds while others failed. Compared to
T10D4I100K, T40D10I100K is larger and denser. In Table
3, VP was still the best algorithm. In general, VP was
competitive for most given support values, and it was even
more obvious when the support value was very small. For
instance, VP was 2.34 times faster than APRIORI and 3.27
times faster than CT-PRO when the support value was
0.5%, while COFI aborted when the support value was
1.5%.
When mining in very dense datasets such as Chess and
Mushroom, the FP-growth-based algorithms outperformed
the counting-based algorithms. However, it was true only
when available memory was sufficient. CT-PRO utilizes
the CFP-tree data structure, known to be very memory
efficient for very dense datasets. Accordingly, although
both COFI and CT-PRO are FP-growth based algorithms,
CT-PRO was very efficient (as shown in Tables 4 and 5) as
COFI suffered from inefficient memory utilization.
VP was unable to outperform CT-PRO in dense
datasets, but it was reliable in that it never aborted for any
given support value. Although VP was recorded timeout in
Table 4.4 when the support value was 30%, we found that it
can finish the task eventually if we let it continue.
Moreover, in Table 5, when the support value was 1.5%,
VP completed the task while CT-PRO was not able to do
so.
Retail is a very sparse dataset. It consists of 16,469
items and the average length of transactions is short. When
mining Retail, most algorithms were efficient, and the
runtimes had the same orders of magnitude. The
performance of VP was better than that of APRIORI when
the support value was larger than or equal to 0.02%.
Furthermore, VP was more reliable than COFI and CTPRO because VP survived when the support value was as
small as 0.1%, while COFI and CT-PRO both aborted. We
found that VP was not as fast as we expected since the
number of items was very large.
VP created header tables in each iteration and the sizes
of tables were decided by the size of items. The time for
memory allocation became relatively expensive as the
computational cost was relatively slight for all algorithms
in very sparse datasets. Moreover, each header table needs

Table 7. Memory Utilization (in MB) for Mining T10I4D100K

Table 8. Memory Utilization (in MB) for Mining T40D10I100K

During mining, the memory utilization of COFI varied
because of the requirement of memory allocation,
deallocation, and reallocation. The memory utilization of
CT-PRO does not change once the CFP-tree was
established, and the memory utilization of APRIORI
steadily climbed up because it recorded frequent (k + 1)itemsets generated from candidate k-itemsets.
VP was insensitive to the length of maximum frequent
itemsets and/or the number of frequent itemsets. Similar to
CT-PRO, the memory utilization of VP increased slightly
once ºA was established where ºA is a vector used to
represent a loaded database. During the rest of mining, VP
did not generate extra complicated data structures or tries
such as hash-tables or FP-trees, except for some smaller
header tables. Moreover, the memory utilization of VP was
always relatively small for any given dataset and any given
Minsup. In fact, the memory utilization of VP was the sum
of the size of ºA and the size of header tables, and we can
always expect the approximate memory utilization in
advance. In short, VP is very scalable and efficient for the
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memory utilization and hence it is the most reliable
algorithm in our experiment.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Frequent itemset mining is an important task in data
mining. Various algorithms have been proposed for
frequent itemset mining. In this paper we proposed an
algorithm called “Virtual Partition” (VP) to deal with
different kinds of databases in an efficient way to mine
frequent itemsets. VP utilizes the ILS structure to simulate
the database partition and transaction reassignment
involved in the tree projection algorithm. It mines frequent
itemsets without candidate generation, avoids actual data
moving, and maintains minimum memory utilization. We
compared VP with several other algorithms on different
datasets, including dense and sparse datasets. Our
experimental results are generally quite competitive,
although we do not excel in every case. Nonetheless, VP
never aborted while other algorithms sometimes failed. We
conclude that VP is scalable and reliable for frequent
itemset mining problem.
To improve our algorithm in mining very dense
databases, we may combine VP with CT-PRO or other
algorithms that can mine dense databases more efficiently.
Furthermore, instead of using the lexicographical ordering,
we may consider sorting items in frequency order for each
transaction. This could increase the preprocessing time for
sorting the items of each transaction, but the performance
gain may be promising.
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Abstract

based systems is the ability to embrace change. From a theoretical point of view, embracing change aims at integrating the change as a natural ingredient of modern software
systems and be prepared to challenge it. From a practical
point of view, embracing change aims at reacting to unanticipated events by the way of predictable means. Especially,
in this research, we deal with the evolution of the structure
of component-based architectures. An architectural design
is concerned with the gross decomposition of a system into
a set of interacting components [15, 10]. At this level of
abstraction, key issues include the assignment of functionality to design elements, protocols of interaction, system extensibility, and broad system properties such as throughput,
schedulability, and overall performance. The reuse problem for architectural designs then becomes how to exploit
the basic elements of architectural design (large-scale components and connectors), as well as common processes for
their evolution over time.
But what exactly is evolution reuse and how can it be exploited ? The basic idea is to capitalize know-how on a speciﬁc domain, providing speciﬁc facilities for a fairly narrow
class of system. For this purpose, we lean our work on the
concept of architectural style [18, 14], used for representing
and reusing architectural designs and design fragments for
a family of architectures. An architectural style is a powerful design artifact which captures the aspects of a particular
domain of application and can provide assurance that elements built following the stylistic guidelines are interoperable. A crucial observation here is that architectural styles
are analogous to domain-speciﬁc languages [1]. Throughout reﬁnements of a previous work [16], we propose the
concept of evolution style for the enrichment of the concept of architectural style, and to turn it into a run-time ar-

Despite that reuse libraries are now well adopted during
software development step, software evolution step is not
yet covered by this kind of beneﬁcial approach. In this paper we present the “evolution shelf”, a generic infrastructure to achieve for-reuse and by-reuse techniques within the
ﬁeld of software evolution. The basic idea behind that is
to propose and encourage the reuse of recurring and reliable expertises to achieve the structural evolution of a software system at the architectural level. For that purpose, the
shelf assists architects in classifying, storing and selecting
reusable architectural evolutions. The underlying concept
that we propose to capitalize the expertises is called “evolution style”, mixing a syntactic and a semantic description
format. These ideas form a core for a long-term vision in
which it is possible to build a business model of evolutionoff-the-shelf (EOTS) with the special objective to decrease
the efforts and the risks related to the evolution activities.

1. Introduction
Traditionally, the primary focus of reuse research has
been on the reuse of software entities, such as objects or
components [11], often at code-level but also at more abstract levels. While there have been signiﬁcant improvements in reuse technology and methods, these artifacts are
not the only ones that can be proﬁtably reused. In this paper
we describe an approach and supporting infrastructure for a
class of skill reuse – namely, architectural evolution reuse.
An increasingly important requirement for software-
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tifact. The evolution styles are used for representing and
reusing the evolution of architectural designs. Further, the
use of evolution style supplements traditional mechanisms
for classifying evolution processes, storing those processes
in a repository, and narrowing the search space to more accurately locate potential process matches in a given context.
We begin by contrasting our approach to existing work
in the area of reuse and knowledge engineering, in the ﬁeld
of software architecture. In Section 3, we show how the
concept of evolution style can extend the concept of architectural style. As a demonstration of how these ideas can
be used, in Section 4 we describe a prototype infrastructure
called the “Evolution Shelf” which provides a repository for
reusable architectural evolutions. We give some concluding
remarks in Section 5.

example, Zimmer [20] organized design patterns using a
graph based on their relationships, making it easier to understand the overall structure of the patterns in the Gamma
et al. catalog. The classiﬁcation was based exclusively on
derivation or use relationship, but no infrastructure was provided to exploit it. In [13], Monroe and Garlan built a software repository that assists designers in selecting design elements and patterns based on stylistic information and design constraints. Their repository was evaluated on the Aesop system with a great size of elements and can be queried
with a speciﬁc language based on stylistic attributes, as well
as traditional string and keyword matching. Like reported
in [7], despite that there has been disagreement in the reuse
research community about the importance of libraries for
reuse, the reuse activity shows that in order to be reused
an asset must be available, ﬁndable, and understandable. A
reuse library supports all of these and should be used in the
ﬁeld of evolution engineering.

2. Related Work
The research presented here lies at the intersection of two
related areas: the reuse engineering and the knowledge engineering. In our context, we put a special focus on the
software architecture ﬁeld.
Some of the more impressive examples of reuse today
involve a strong component of design reuse that can be separated into three classes of granularity of abstraction [4]: architectural patterns and styles, design patterns and idioms.
Prominent examples include the book of object-oriented design patterns by Gamma et al. [8] or the book of architectural patterns by Bushman et al. [5]. Broadly speaking, our
work is motivated by the same concerns – providing highlevel abstractions for evolving systems based on previous
efforts and proven know-how. While we also exploit architectural commonalities (in our use of “architectural style”),
we address an orthogonal issue. In our context, the term
of “style” refers to the more formal aspect of the descriptions of solutions and thus the possible construction of an
automated support. This last point naturally introduces a
second crucial aspect: the desired organization of such an
amount of knowledge into libraries, able to support efﬁcient reuse techniques. As an example, a preliminary classiﬁcation of architectural styles was presented in Shaw and
Clements [17], in which a two-dimensional, tabular classiﬁcation strategy was used with control and data issues as the
primary axes, organized by the following categories of features: which kinds of components and connectors are used
in the style; how control is shared, allocated, and transferred
among the components; how data is communicated through
the system; how data and control interact; and, what type
of reasoning is compatible with the style. The primary purpose of the taxonomy was to identify style characteristics,
rather than to assist in their comparison. Hence, organizing
the classiﬁcation in that fashion does not help a designer
ﬁnd a style that corresponds to their needs. As another

3. Style-based Evolution Model
Basically, architectural evolution includes modiﬁcations
for general purposes, in terms of additions, removals and
modiﬁcations on ﬁrst-class entities, namely, the component,
the connector, the interface (derived into port and role) and
the conﬁguration. Domain-speciﬁc architectural evolution
extends the aforesaid principle to take into account the speciﬁc aspects provided by an architectural style. For example, the Pipe&Filter architectural style supports particular evolutions such as Become-a-sink, for setting a ﬁlter
solely as a data consumer by deleting all its output interfaces. Hence, the evolution styles we deal with in this paper
are speciﬁcally designed for a family of applications that
satisfy a given architectural style. In this section we explain
the description format of an evolution style and we provide
a small example.

3.1. Speciﬁcation of Evolution Styles
The language we propose is captured by the metamodel
given in Figure 1, represented in an object-oriented context
with the U ML notation. Within this metamodel, an architectural style encompasses:
• a set of types of architectural element, derived into
types of conﬁguration, types of component, types of
connector and types of interface. An architectural style
is simply viewed as a type of conﬁguration. These
types provide a domain-speciﬁc design vocabulary.
• constraints that deﬁne how components can be integrated. Constraints may be topological, behavioral,
communication-oriented. In this research we are only
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tence cannot be identiﬁed. When the competence part is
missing, the evolution style is abstract (and plays a major
role in knowledge structuring). Otherwise, the evolution
style is concrete and its competence part refers to an operation tied to a technological context: a C function or procedure, a JAVA object method or a model transformation,
etc. Hence, to have a technologically-neutral competence,
the concrete implementation is considered as an external resource located with an URI (Uniform Resource Identiﬁer).
Of course, an implementation is required to turn the evolution style into an executable form.

interested by rules that govern the structure of the architecture, that is, the topological rules.

Semantic description – The evolution styles can be interrelated in three various ways: with the (i) specialization relation, with the (ii) composition relation and with the (iii)
utilization relation. These relations bring a semantic dimension to the purely syntactic description of the concept
of evolution style. The specialization and the composition
deﬁne hierarchies amongst a set of evolution styles: the former deﬁnes a conceptual hierarchy (i.e., general vs. specialized evolutions) while the latter deﬁnes a descriptive hierarchy (i.e., coarse-grained vs. ﬁne-grained evolutions).
The utilization does not deﬁne any hierarchy amongst a
set of evolution styles but enables important collaborations.
From an operational viewpoint, these relations play different roles, but all convey invocations – or calls. The specialization is useful at design-time to build new description
from older ones. A speciﬁc inheritance mechanism allows
the user to overload a header and/or to override a competence. The composition is useful at design-time to assembly descriptions into a composite one and the utilization is
crucial at run-time to properly propagate the impacts of an
evolution throughout a chaining of styles. Finally, a set of
inter-related evolution styles designed for a particular architectural style forms an evolution library. From the end-user
point of view, such a library is a black-box that is intended
to be enriched and queried via an infrastructure speciﬁcally
designed to hold it, so-called a “shelf”.

Figure 1. Metamodel of the concept of evolution style (U ML class diagram).

Any of these types of architectural element is likely to
evolve along some predeﬁned archetypes, the so-called evolution styles. The two basic information of an evolution
style are an evocative name and the textual description of its
goal. Then, the proposed speciﬁcation of an evolution style
is formed by two complementary parts: the header and the
competence. From a theoretic point of view, in the spirit of
the “Components of Expertise” approach [19], the header
denotes an evolution task while the competence denotes a
problem solving method (PSM) to achieve the task. From a
practical point of view, the purpose of the header is to publish the interface and the behavior of the evolution while the
purpose of the competence is to give an implementation to
realize the header following a particular strategy. This decoupling follows the information hiding principle and enables more ﬂexible speciﬁcations.
Syntactic description – The header publishes the interface of the evolution by mentioning an ordered set of parameters typed with the types of design elements provided by a
particular architectural style. Each parameter has a multiplicity (i.e., multi-valued parameters are supported) and a
direction kind (In/Out/InOut/Return). The header also publishes the behavior of the evolution by mentioning three assertions: a precondition, an invariant and a postcondition.
These assertions are constraints expressed with a ﬁrst order
predicate logic similar to U ML’s O CL, augmented with a
small set of architectural functions. The precondition and
the postcondition are user-deﬁned while the invariant is virtually imported from the one imposed on the considered design element. Constraints are essential both to preserve the
initial design choices and to leave the architecture in a consistent state after its evolution.
The competence realizes the header by a particular implementation. Unlike the header, sometimes the compe-

3.2. Sample Illustration
We illustrate a client-server architectural style on which
a preliminary evolution library is designed, inspired from a
scenario found in [6]. The architectural style is described
using the ACME A DL [9] and the A RMANI constraint language [12]. On the other hand, the evolution styles are described using the U ML 2.0 language extended with a speciﬁc proﬁle (i.e., stereotypes, tagged values and constraints)
that we have developed for representing the content of the
evolution libraries in a diagrammatic fashion.
The ﬁrst step speciﬁes a generic client-server architectural style (called a family in ACME). It deﬁnes a set of
component types: a client type (ClientT), a server group
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type (ServerGroupT) and a server type (ServerT). It
also deﬁnes a connector type (LinkT). Constraints on the
style (appearing in the deﬁnition of LinkT) guarantee that
the link has only one role for the server and more than one
role for the client. Other constraints, not shown, deﬁne further structural rules (for example, each client must be connected to a server). The corresponding code snipet is given
in Figure 2.
______________________________________________________
1: Family ClientServer = {
2:
Component Type ClientT = {...};
3:
Component Type ServerT = {...};
4:
Component Type ServerGroupT = {
5:
Property AverageLoad : float
6:
...
7:
};
8:
Role Type ClientRoleT = {...};
9:
Role Type ServerRoleT = {...};
10:
Connector Type LinkT = {
11:
invariant size(select r : role in Self.Roles |
declaresType(r, ServerRoleT)) == 1;
12:
invariant size(select r : role in Self.Roles |
declaresType(r, ClientRoleT)) >= 1;
13:
Role ClientRole1 : ClientRoleT;
14:
Role ServerRole : ServerRoleT;
15:
};
16: }
______________________________________________________

Figure 3. U ML-based evolution style diagram
depicting an excerpt of the evolution library
associated to the client-server architectural
style.

4. The Evolution Shelf

Figure 2. A Client-Server architectural style in
ACME.

The Evolution Shelf is an infrastructure to support the
classiﬁcation, storage and retrieval of evolution styles. We
now describe the strategy taken to implement this functionality. Many of the underlying mechanisms that we use are
not new. Our intention is to leverage well-known repository
techniques while updating them to support and exploit the
concept of evolution style.

The second step speciﬁes a MoveClient evolution style
designed for the client-server architectural style above. The
purpose of this evolution is to reconnect a client to another
server group. Practically, the latter is applied to a client and
deletes the role currently connecting the client to the connector that connects it to a server group. This style also
performs the necessary attachment to a connector that will
connect it to the server group passed in as a parameter. The
diagram on Figure 3 shows the MoveClient evolution style
but also some of its adjoining evolution styles, through different semantic links. Due to place restrictions, the constraints (usually expressed in O CL) and the goals (usually
expressed with a U ML note) are not shown on the diagram.

4.1. Classiﬁcation
The evolution styles grouped into libraries and stored
on the shelf are organized along three semantic relations
introduced in Section 3.1. The primary beneﬁts that the
use of evolution styles brings to this taxonomical scheme is
that users are able to determine a lot about a reusable style
based solely on its three-dimensional organization. From
a knowledge-oriented standpoint, a library is a knowledge
base which organizes knowledge fragments to deal with
some recurring problem/solution pairs in the software evolution ﬁeld. From an operational standpoint, a library is a
directed graph where the nodes are evolution styles and the
edges are instances of the three semantic relations. Views
can be created on the graph in order to put the focus on subgraphs from a given semantic perspective, namely the specialization graph, the composition graph and the utilization
graph.
The term “classiﬁcation” is not used to refer to a hierarchical structure; it refers to the mechanism that aims at

At glance, moving a client to another group of servers
is viewed as an evolution decomposable into disconnecting a client from an older group and then reconnecting it
to a new group. Accordingly, disconnection or connection
propagates the evolution to update the load of the group of
servers involved. All these evolution styles are specializations of an abstract evolution style that is the “top” of the
specialization hierarchy. From now, the MoveClient evolution style can be specialized, composed or utilized in order
to deﬁne more complex evolution strategies. However, it
remains to provide reuse facilities to experts for enabling
them to create further expertises more easily.
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archy. In the second step, the set of evolution styles that
are subsumed by X are determined by, roughly, exploring
the descendants of the M SS(X) computed in the ﬁrst step.
The specialization graph deﬁnes a single hierarchy rooted at
a “Top” node (denoted ), from which the step 1 is started
once. The composition graph may deﬁne multiple hierarchies where each node is a potential root, from which the
step 1 is repeated. From an algorithmic standpoint, the
composition-centered classiﬁcation procedure is nested in
the specialization-centered classiﬁcation procedure.
Broadly speaking, having an infrastructure for the maintenance of various semantic links between knowledge base
entities is very important. Indeed, these links hold up the
consistency and the correctness of library, and are challenged whenever an insertion of a new evolution style occurs. A management only performed by the user could be
very dangerous, even impossible, whenever the size of the
library reaches a certain threshold.

Figure 4. Result of the classification of an
evolution style ES9 into an evolution library.

determining the relevant position of an evolution style in a
hierarchical structure. Precisely, the classiﬁcation process
computes the position of a new style into the specialization graph and the composition graph (See Fig.4). As stated
before, the utilization graph does not deﬁne hierarchy and
hence is not concerned by this process. The process relies
on a subsumption function – widely used in the area of concept lattices – to discover a semantic relation between two
non-connected evolution styles. The storage and retrieval
mechanisms are both based on the same classiﬁcation process. Let us now detail the approach.

4.3. Retrieval
Besides to a traditional keyword-based search technique,
a query is represented as an abstract evolution style Q. We
remember that an abstract evolution style does not deﬁne
any competence. This is not surprising since the competence is the important information expected by the user.
One should notice that this uniformity has at least three
beneﬁts: (i) the user does not need to learn a further language for querying the libraries, (ii) the infrastructure is
“code-saving” and (iii) tools built on top of the concept of
evolution style (for exportation, visualization, etc.) can be
reapplied to the queries. From our concern, this approach
closely related to description logics used in the database domain [2, 3], is used for query purpose with the special objective to produce more than “Yes or No” results. For that reason, the query evaluation consists of “situating” Q both into
the specialization graph and the composition graph. In both
cases, the result of the query is obtained thanks to the computing of M SS(Q) and M GS(Q), excluding the abstract
styles (i.e., without competence and hence not executable).
Let us informally summarize the various situations:

4.2. Storage
Due to the great size of a library, the addition of a new
evolution style is difﬁcult: to ﬁnd its correct position is complicated because the user does not know exactly the whole
base entities, and might thus introduce some inconsistencies. It is proper to have an automation of the structural
acquisition process: it will be used to ﬁnd a correct position
both in the specialization hierarchy and in the composition
hierarchy. Notice that a library can be entirely built from
scratch following this process.
The general storage process to insert a new evolution
style X into a hierarchy operates according to a three-phase
loop:
1. retrieve the most speciﬁc subsuming evolution styles
that subsume X (the “immediate ascendants” of X,
denoted M SS(X) further),

• Case 1: The results exactly satisfy the request. This
case arises when M SS(Q) = M GS(Q), both in the
specialization and the composition hierarchy. In other
words, a single evolution style satisﬁes the query and
hence it can be reused with conﬁdence.

2. retrieve the most general evolution styles subsumed
by X (the “immediate descendants” of X, denoted
M GS(X) further),

• Case 2: The results satisfy the request in half. This
case arises when M SS(Q) = M GS(Q), in the specialization or the composition hierarchy. In other
words, a single evolution style satisﬁes the query from
one given semantic perspective and hence it can probably be reused.

3. (possibly) update the links in the hierarchy while inserting the new evolution style; the link updates may
generate loop in this process.
In the ﬁrst step, the set of evolution styles that subsume
X is computed thanks to a top-down traversal of the hier-
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• Case 3: The M SS(Q) computed in the specialization
hierarchy are more general evolution styles. Any one
of them can be reused without errors because they can
substitute to the query (due to “style substyping”).
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• Case 4: The M SS(Q) computed in the composition hierarchy are more ﬁne-grained evolution styles.
Hence, they are intended to be reused “together”.
• Case 5: No results satisfy the request. This case arises
when M SS(Q) and M GS(Q) are empty sets, both in
the specialization and the composition hierarchy. This
means that the user is facing a problem not covered by
the library.
At glance, cases 1 and 5 provide a binary result (i.e., Success or Failure), like provided by any repository search techniques. In contrast, cases 2,3 and 4 provide an intermediate
range of probable results that extends the reuse possibilities
one step further.

5. Concluding Remarks
Evolution reuse would appear to be one of the more
promising avenues for improving the prospects for software
reuse. We have shown in this paper that our motivation is
to provide abstractions for encapsulating evolution expertise independently of any technological environment. To a
larger extent, the basic idea behind that is to use the concept of evolution style as an neutral interchange format to
capitalize and transfer knowledge about evolution tasks.
Architectural styles leverage the construction phase of
software architectures. We have been exploring a different but complementary approach: Evolution styles leverage
the evolution phase of software architectures. The primary
contribution of this work is the integration of the concept of
evolution style with traditional mechanisms for performing
standard software reuse tasks. Finally, to integrate our approach into realistic developments, the Evolution Shelf we
have presented in this paper should be embedded into conventional CASE tools.
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Abstract
The use of explicit environment models for test case generation allows to exercise a system under test in ways that
are not possible when only considering the system by itself.
Modeling a system’s environment, however, is not an easy
task. Qualitative Reasoning (QR), which is a well known artiﬁcial intelligence technique to represent and reason about
physical behavior, is well suited to describe such environments. In this paper, we deﬁne a set of coverage criteria that
allow an evaluation of how well the behavior of a system’s
environment and interactions with the environment are exercised with a given test suite. Using a popular QR modeling
tool, we show how to derive test cases satisfying these coverage criteria automatically, and illustrate these results on
an example application.

1

Introduction

Software testing remains the most important technique
to ensure sufﬁcient quality of software. The amount of software included in everyday products constantly increases,
and so does its complexity. Especially when considering
safety relevant applications like many of the control units
in modern cars, the need for thorough testing methods becomes apparent. Unfortunately, testing is a very complex
task, particularly in the context of reactive and embedded
systems. Here, the complexity of testing is further increased
because there is a lot of interaction between a system and
its environment. A high level of interaction between system
and environment requires extensive testing of the system’s
reactions to environment stimuli. However, many available
testing techniques consider only the system under test, and
not its environment.
To overcome this drawback, we propose a methodology
for testing embedded systems in terms of their environmen∗ Authors

are listed in alphabetical order.

tal interactions. Qualitative Reasoning (QR), a well-known
artiﬁcial intelligence technique, is used to describe the environmental behavior in an abstract form. Qualitative abstraction maps large or inﬁnite domains to discrete intervals,
which enables QR engines to infer all possible behaviors
from a model. The possible behaviors are represented as
a transition system – a classical modeling formalism often
used for automated testing. The beneﬁt of QR is the ability
to reason about domain intervals and physical behavior.
Given a transition system derived from a QR model, we
are facing the classical testing problem of which test cases
to select out of a very large possible number. In this paper,
this problem is solved by deﬁning a set of coverage criteria
with information provided by the QR model. This allows
to determine how well a system is tested with respect to its
environment. As existing testing techniques possibly do not
perform well on testing the environmental interactions, we
describe a method to automatically derive test suites for the
presented coverage criteria. The resulting technique can be
seen as a complementary technique for traditional testing
methods.
In detail, the contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Testing based on environmental models exercises a
system under test in ways that might not be possible
with traditional behavioral models.
• QR, a well-known AI technique to represent and reason about physical systems, is adapted to software testing.
• A set of coverage criteria for QR models allows evaluation of test suites with regard to the environment.
• A method for automated coverage based test case generation for QR models is proposed.
This paper is organized as follows: First we give a brief
introduction to QR modeling in Section 2, then we deﬁne
several coverage criteria based on QR models in Section 3.
In Section 4 we describe how to automatically derive test
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cases for the discussed coverage criteria and present the results of applying the test case generation to a case study
model. Finally, we consider related research in Section 5
and conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

Qualitative Reasoning

The initial idea that lead to the development of QR was
to formalize and ﬁnally implement commonsense reasoning about physical systems. The objective was to enable a
computer to use the same reasoning capabilities as humans
have. Typical application areas include trouble shooting of
physical systems and tutoring systems. Because QR offers
techniques for representing physical knowledge in an abstract way it ﬁts well for testing embedded systems in terms
of their environmental interactions. In the case of testing
embedded systems we consider the system software as a
black box with an interface to the environment comprising
sensors and actuators; this interface has to be tested with
respect to all possible interactions.
In most cases system environments have inﬁnite rather
than ﬁnite domains like a switch with four positions. Although inﬁnite domain environments are made ﬁnite by
quantization during Analog to Digital conversion the state
space is still too large for enumeration. In addition, such
environmental quantities with inﬁnite domains show continuous behavior that can be expressed by differential equations. We use Qualitative Reasoning (QR) to express environmental behavior in an abstract form. Qualitative abstraction maps large or inﬁnite domains to intervals separated by
points (landmarks), which enables QR engines to infer all
possible behaviors from a model. This is in contrast to traditional testing techniques, where the test engineer has to
develop test scenarios that reﬂect possible traces of the environment and thus very likely forgets some important traces.
Modeling in QR might follow different branches like
qualitative simulation [8] or qualitative process theory [6].
In this paper we use qualitative process theory as the underlying QR modeling paradigm because of the general availability of tools like Garp3 [4]. For a detailed description
of the functionality and QR modeling capabilities of Garp3
we refer the reader to [2, 5]. In order to be self contained
we brieﬂy introduce the basic concepts of modeling in QR
and Garp3. Garp3 models comprise a set of model fragments. Two main types of fragments can be distinguished:
static and process model fragments. Static fragments represent behavior that is invariant with regard to time, such as
proportional relations between quantities, like, for example
“the amount of water in a vessel is proportional to the water
level”. A dynamic fragment introduces changes via inﬂuences between quantities, for example “a positive ﬂow rate
into a vessel will increase the amount of liquid and hence
the liquid level over time”.

The behavior of a system comprises at least one but usually more model fragments that are activated when certain
boundary conditions are met. Garp3 adds the consequences
of a model fragment as new facts to the knowledge base, unless they contradict existing facts. Model fragments enable
the designer to partition the system domain into qualitative equivalence classes that capture certain behavior. During simulation the set of fragments collected in a library
changes between being active and inactive as the system
evolves over time.
Within a model fragment the main modeling primitives
are entities, quantities, proportionalities, and a set of ordinal relations. In dynamic model fragments there are additional inﬂuences. Entities are the components of the system that have certain properties expressed through associated quantities. For example, an entity ”tank” has quantities
like ”level” and ”inﬂow rate”. Proportionalities establish a
mathematical relation between two quantities in the form
of a monotonic increasing or decreasing function. The notation P+ (Q1,Q2) expresses that a change of Q2 causes a
change of Q1 in the same direction. A proportionality with a
minus sign states that a change of the cause quantity induces
a change in the opposite direction of the effected quantity.
Ordinal relations called inequalities provide means to
constrain possible behavior. Inﬂuences cause dynamic
changes of the system and provide means for integration.
For instance, I+ (Q1,Q2) means that the value of Q2 determines the change of direction of Q1. If Q1 is positive
Q2 increases, if Q1 is zero Q2 does not change, and if Q2
is negative Q1 decreases. The graphical notation used in
Garp3 states relations with arrows between quantities.
The initial state of the system is captured with scenarios.
This initial state and the model fragments serve as inputs to
the simulation engine. Simulation is used to generate the
behavior of a QR system. The simulation engine derives
everything that does not contradict the boundary conditions,
i.e, inequalities between quantities. QR models can only
describe systems with continuously changing quantities, as
stated by the continuity law [6]. In general, model creation
is an iterative process: One has to ﬁnd the right level of
abstraction and check if the simulation output satisﬁes the
requirements. If there are discrepancies, the model has to
be adapted and simulated again.
Example: Consider the two-tank system from Figure 1.
The two tanks are connected via a pipe at the bottom. Water
can ﬂow in both directions through the pipe. The ﬂow rate
depends on the difference of water levels. The control system has to hold the water level of tank2 constant at a speciﬁed height while the water level and inﬂow rate of tank1
varies. The control system can set the inﬂow to tank1 and
the outﬂow of tank2 via controlling the valves. The water
levels of both tanks are inputs of the control system. We use
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Figure 1. Two-Tank Example System.

Figure 2. Model Fragment of the Two-Tank
System.

this model as a case study in this paper. Figure 2 shows the
Garp3 model fragment representing the physical relations
and the control loop of the two-tank system.
The water level of tank1 is the integral of the inﬂow rate
over time, represented via a positive inﬂuence from ﬂow to
level. Tank1 has an auxiliary quantity diff for calculating
the difference in water levels. This difference determines
the water ﬂow through the pipe while inﬂuencing the water
levels of both tanks. The quantity space of level in tank2
contains a set point for controlling the water level. We use
the auxiliary quantity diff of tank2 to calculate the control
deviation. The control loop is closed via a P and an I arrow
to the actuator controlling the outﬂow valve resulting in a
PI-controller. According to control theory the proportional
part ensures quick response to changes and the integration
part eliminates permanent control deviations. The setting of
the outﬂow valve has a negative inﬂuence to the water level
of tank2. Finally, equalities between the maximum tank water levels and valve ﬂow rates makes them comparable while
reducing ambiguity.

Coverage Criteria for QR Models

In general, one of the main problems one has to face
when generating test cases is which test cases out of a
large or inﬁnite set to choose. Coverage criteria have been
successfully used as stopping criteria when generating test
cases, to evaluate test suites, and to automatically derive test
cases.
A coverage criterion describes a set of items that the testing process should exercise. Many different coverage criteria have been deﬁned based on both source code and speciﬁcations. For example, given a transition system we might
aim to cover each transition of every state at least once.
When using explicit environment models the question of
which test cases to select remains. Therefore, we deﬁne a
set of coverage criteria for QR models: domain coverage,
delta coverage, full delta coverage, as well as the traditional
state and transition coverage.
The simulation of a QR models results in a state
space representation of all possible behaviors that may
evolve over time, starting with an initial scenario. This
output is a QR transition system (QR TS) M =
(S, T, s0 , Q, qs, QS, v, δ), where S is the set of states, T
is the transition relation T ⊆ S × S, and s0 ∈ S is the
initial state.
Every quantity q ∈ Q has an associated quantity space
in the domain of quantity spaces QS, and the function
qs : Q → QS maps each quantity to its associated quantity space. Each state s ∈ S binds each quantity to a distinct
value and delta. The value v for quantities in Q and states in
S is deﬁned as v : S×Q → qs(Q), and the delta δ is deﬁned
as δ : S × Q → {min, zero, plus}. The delta of a value
stands for its direction of change over time, δ ∼ ∂value
∂t .
Below we deﬁne a set of different coverage criteria. A
coverage value according to these coverage criteria can be
measured as the ratio of covered items to items in total as
deﬁned in the coverage criterion. As will be described in
Section 4, a test case created from a QR TS is itself a QR
TS t = (St , Tt , s0,t , Qt , qst , QSt , vt , δt ). A test suite T is
a set of test cases.
In a QR transition system, the state of the environment
is given by a value assignment to the model’s quantities.
Each quantity q ∈ Q has a ﬁnite domain, its quantity space:
qs(q) = {d0 , d1 , . . . , dn }, therefore it is feasible to require
each quantity to take on all of its values. This coverage
criterion is called Domain Coverage.
Deﬁnition 1 (Domain Coverage) A test suite T achieves
domain coverage, if for each quantity q ∈ Q, q there is
a test case t = (St , Tt , s0,t , Qt , qst , QSt , vt , δt ) ∈ T for
each d ∈ qs(q), such that s ∈ St : v(s, q) = d.
Because testing all possible environment states might be
impractical, domain coverage offers a compromise by en-
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suring that each possible domain value occurs at some point.
That is, given a test suite that satisﬁes domain coverage we
know that each possible environment value has been exercised at least once.
As quantities change their values according to the description given in the QR Model, errors might only be detected when considering value changes. In QR models, the
direction of change of a quantity is given by its delta, which
can be min, zero, or plus. Consequently, we deﬁne Delta
Coverage such that each quantity has changed its value in
every direction at least once.
Deﬁnition 2 (Delta Coverage) A test suite T achieves
delta coverage, if for each quantity q ∈ Q, q there are
test cases t1 ∈ T , t2 ∈ T , and t3 ∈ T such that
s1 ∈ St1 ∧ δ(s1 , q) = min, s2 ∈ St2 ∧ δ(s2 , q) = zero,
and s3 ∈ St3 ∧ δ(s3 , q) = max.
Delta coverage ensures that every relevant quantity eventually changes its direction. Note that in Deﬁnition 2 t1 , t2 ,
and t3 can be the same test case. Changes of direction adhere to the continuity law [6]. This means that a quantity
has to increase, stay steady, and then decrease or vice versa.
Sudden, non-continuous jumps on domain values or deltas
cannot happen.
Delta coverage can miss cases where some value change
causes an error but a different value change for the same
delta is chosen for testing. Consequently, we deﬁne Complete Delta Coverage as a stricter variant of delta coverage.
Deﬁnition 3 (Complete Delta Coverage) A test suite T
achieves complete delta coverage, if for each quantity q ∈
Q with quantity space qs(Q), there are test cases t1 , t2 ,
and t3 for each d ∈ qs(Q) such that s1 ∈ St1 ∧ δ(s1 , q) =
min∧v(s1 , q) = d, s2 ∈ St2 ∧δ(s2 , q) = zero∧v(s2 , q) =
d, and s3 ∈ St3 ∧ δ(s3 , q) = max ∧ v(s3 , q) = d.
Complete delta coverage is a combination of delta and
domain coverage demanding that every domain value of a
quantity changes its direction. Depending on the number of
quantities and the sizes of their quantity spaces, complete
delta coverage might be hard to achieve. Complete delta
coverage might also contain infeasible test goals; for example it might not be possible to decrease a value (delta min)
at the lower bound of a quantity’s domain.
In addition to the above coverage criteria, we can apply
traditional coverage criteria for transition systems to the QR
TS. State coverage requires that each state of the QR TS is
visited at least once, and Transition coverage requires that
every transition of the QR TS is executed.
Deﬁnition 4 (State Coverage) A test suite T achieves
state coverage for QR TS M = (S, T, s0 , Q, qs, QS, v, δ),
if for every s ∈ S there is a test case t =
(St , Tt , s0,t , Qt , qst , QSt , vt , δt ) ∈ T such that s ∈ St .

Deﬁnition 5 (Transition Coverage) A test suite T
achieves transition coverage for QR TS M
=
(S, T, s0 , Q, qs, QS, v, δ), if for every (s, s ) ∈ T there is
a test case t = (St , Tt , s0,t , Qt , qst , QSt , vt , δt ) ∈ T such
that (s, s ) ∈ Tt .

4

Automated Coverage Based Test Case Generation

So far we have deﬁned coverage criteria to evaluate existing test suites. In this section we describe how to automatically derive test suites that satisfy these coverage criteria using QR models. For this we use a recently proposed
method [3] for deriving test cases from QR models with formally deﬁned test purposes.

4.1

Test Case Generation for QR Models

In general, test case generation with test purposes requires a test engineer to write test purposes in a formal
notation. In the case of QR models, the approach described in [3] uses properties deﬁned with regard to quantities to label the transitions of a QR TS. These properties
are used to turn the QR TS into a labeled transition system, and to describe test purposes. For instance a property
a := tank1 : level gt zero, referenced by symbol a, denotes that the water level of tank1 is greater than zero. The
test purpose is speciﬁed via a regular expression over property symbols. For example p{3}q denotes a sequence of
states, where property p holds in the ﬁrst three states followed by a state which satisﬁes property q. The regular
expression is converted to a ﬁnite automaton, and the synchronous product of QR TS and test purpose results in a
Complete Test Graph (CTG), from which test cases are extracted.
As a QR TS can be nondeterministic, special care has to
be taken to ensure controllability, i.e., to make sure that a
test case can handle all decisions between different inputs
for the implementation. Consequently, test cases are not
linear sequences but transition systems that can handle alternative outputs. Given a CTG, test cases are created by
searching backwards to the start state and forward to an accept state. Then the path is traversed and all parts of the
CTG that are reachable considering the implementation’s
nondeterministic outputs are added to the test case.
A resulting test case is a QR TS, which includes all information needed for its execution in its states. Each QR state
comprises a set of quantities with their current values and
deltas. For test case execution, these abstract values have to
be mapped to concrete quantity values.
During test case execution, the concrete values are updated regularly based on a time step Δt according to the
current state. The behavior of the output quantities decides
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which transitions are taken, and a state is left as soon as
it becomes inconsistent with the input quantities it controls
and the observed output quantities. If there is no matching
successor state that is consistent with the observed outputs,
then the implementation fails the test case. When an accepting state is reached the implementation passes the test
case.

4.2

Coverage-based Test Purposes

Based on a given coverage criterion we automatically
generate test properties and regular expressions specifying
a test purpose satisfying the coverage criterion.
With the domain’s boundary values a and b we can formulate a test purpose ([ˆa]∗a[ˆb]∗b)|([ˆb]∗b[ˆa]∗a) ensuring
domain coverage. It reads as follows: start from any value
in the domain but a boundary value, then reach one of the
boundary values, and ﬁnally the other one. Such a test purpose covers all domain values of a certain quantity. We generate test purposes and furthermore test cases for all input
and output quantities of the test model (relevant quantities).
We can describe delta coverage with the same regular
expression as for domain coverage, but with ﬁxed boundary values min and plus since δ ∈ {min, zero, plus}. In
order to express complete delta coverage we generate test
purposes for each possible pair of domain value and delta,
e.g., (value1, min), (value1, zero), (value1, plus), ..., resulting in {3 · card(qs(q))|q ∈ Q} combinations. Such a test
purpose looks like [ˆp] ∗ p, where p is the property to be
searched for.
For state coverage we create test purposes like for complete delta coverage but the properties we search for are
complete quantity assignments corresponding to a certain
state. We generate test purposes for every state in the speciﬁcation. To ensure transition coverage we use a test purpose
for every transition in the speciﬁcation, e.g., . ∗ pq. Here p
speciﬁes the start state and q the end state of the transition
to be covered.

4.3

Table 1. All Test Cases per Test Purpose
Coverage Criterion #TPs #TCs Transition Cov.
Domain
5
120
220/305
Delta
5
133
217/305
Complete Delta
60
850
297/305
State
113
1434
305/305
Transition
305
2256
305/305
Table 2. One Test Case per Test Purpose
Coverage Criterion #TPs #TCs Transition Cov.
Domain
5
5
35/305
Delta
5
5
60/305
Complete Delta
60
42
119/305
State
113
113
168/305
Transition
305
305
305/305
Figure 3 depicts an example test case created for domain
coverage on quantity Tank2:Diff. Figure 3(a) shows a state
sequence leading to an accept state and Figure 3(b) shows
the according value history. With regard to delta coverage
this test case covers δ = zero and δ = plus for quantity
T ank2 : F low. The test case also covers 3 out of 8 possible value/δ combinations for complete delta coverage, and
5 states and 4 transitions.

(a) Test Case

Demonstration and Results
(b) Value History

The QR TS resulting from simulation of the two-tank example system introduced in Section 2 comprises 113 states
with 305 transitions. In order to evaluate our proposed coverage criteria we use transition coverage of obtained test
suites on the speciﬁcation as reference measure. Tables 1
and 2 list from left to right the coverage criterion, the number of generated test purposes #TPs, the number of obtained test purposes #TCs, and the transitions coverage on
the speciﬁcation. For Table 1 we exhaustively extract test
cases from CTGs until all transitions of the according CTG
have been considered. Table 2 lists each criterion for only
one generated test case per test purpose.

Figure 3. Test Case for Domain Coverage for
Quantity Tank2:Diff.

5

Related research

Tretmans [9] described test case generation for Labeled
Transition Systems (LTS). The paper focused on InputOutput-LTS (IOLTS) and introduced conformance relations
for them. The proposed testing theory also deals with states
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where quiescence is allowed. Jard and Jeron [7] presented
a tool for automatic conformance test generation from formal speciﬁcations. They used IOLTS as formal models and
deﬁned the ioco conformance relation for weak input enabled systems. Test cases are generated using deﬁned test
purposes.
Auguston et al. [1] introduced the use of attributed event
grammars for generating test-cases from environment models for reactive systems. In the paper the authors use the
grammar for representing an event-based model. Possible
execution traces of the model form the test-cases. Insofar
the underlying idea for test-case generation as described in
this paper is very similar, but can be distinguished with respect to the underlying modeling language. Whereas Auguston et al. are using attributed event grammars, in this
paper we are proposing the use of qualitative models for
test-case generation.

6

Conclusions

In this paper we presented a set of coverage criteria based
on QR models: Domain coverage, delta coverage, and complete delta coverage, as well as state and transition coverage
for QR TS resulting from simulation of QR models. In contrast to previous work, these coverage criteria can be used
to measure how thoroughly testing is done with regard to
a model that includes an qualitative environmental description. Qualitative models represent all possible physical behaviors of systems and their environments, and can be used
to ﬁnd test cases which might not be considered when only
using a system’s speciﬁcation. The approach is especially
well suited when a physical model is available, e.g., in the
embedded systems area. We described a method to automatically derive test cases for the proposed criteria, and illustrated the feasibility on a case study.
Initial results on a case study application show that useful test cases can automatically be generated from QR models using the described coverage criteria. As expected, the
experiments show that the different criteria can be used to
vary the amount of test cases generated from a QR model.
We are currently in the process of evaluating the approach
on models derived from Matlab Simulink models via qualitative abstraction. First experiments indicate a sound test
case execution, and resulting test cases exercise the interactions of a system under test with its environment. Future
work will include application of the presented methods to
larger models.
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task to the modeling tasks, and its use and
maintenance depends on quality standards and model
information adopted by the developers.
Nevertheless, new development paradigms could
provide model elements and development strategies
that might help to resolve traceability issues during
requirement evolution.
Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD)
provides transformation mechanisms based on
patterns that provide rules to transform models in
different abstraction levels, and thus to preserve the
architectural separation of concerns. But, the model
complexity and the transformation of relationships
are not dealt with. On the other hand, traceability is
commonly understood as the information retrieved
from transformation operations [5-7].
Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD)
provides mechanisms to promote separation of
concerns throughout the software lifecycle, by
identifying, modularizing and later composing
crosscutting concerns. These features might help with
the control of the concern traceability [8-12].
In our approach, we use MDSD and AOSD to
control requirement evolution. Thus, we define
traceability as the skill to control transformation of
concerns and change propagation in different
abstraction levels, maintaining decomposition and
composition of crosscutting concerns by means of
traceability models. This approach considers the
following objectives:
1. To establish traceability models to control the
concern transformations and propagate changes in
different abstraction levels.
2. To deal with the decomposition of concerns and
composition of crosscutting concerns through the
architectural separation of concerns.

Abstract
Model-Driven Development and Aspect-Oriented
Software Development are paradigms that provide
mechanisms to support the requirement evolution.
While model-driven development contributes with a
standard way to make model transformations
through different abstraction levels, aspect-oriented
software development provides mechanisms to
separate concerns and compose crosscutting
concerns. In this paper, we present Traceability
Models as patterns to control the model
transformations during the architectural separation
of concerns. Thus, we can achieve quality features in
the development process such as decreasing conflicts
between stakeholders, avoiding invasive changes,
and wrapping traceability in the modeling tasks.

1. Introduction
Controlling software requirement evolution is one
of the most important activities in the development
process to achieve reliable software products.
Although several traceability approaches have been
proposed, this topic is still under research [1-4]. In
our investigation, we have found some issues that
could frustrate a good traceability practice: (1) the
software development process complexity; (2)
requirements evolve, but the corresponding model
elements are not changed accordingly in remaining
abstraction levels; (3) the changes might be invasive
(tangled or scattered); (4) development models
change, but support artifacts such as traceability
matrices are not updated. Moreover, in the software
industry, traceability is carried out as an additional
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system models. Each traceability model is composed
by traceable model elements defined in a meta
concern space where they can be identified by means
of following roles: axis of tracing, predecessor, and
successor.
In
order
to
achieve
concern
transformations, the concerns that act as axis of
tracing are the sourceElement of the transformation
and
have
associated
a
set
of
rules
(TransformationRule
class)
to
determine
predecessors
and
successor
elements
(targetElements). They control the transformation
and change propagation of concerns by means of the
TraceabilityModel – Engine, which is supported by
two
classes:
VersionController
and
PropagationController.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2
defines traceability models. Section 3 establishes
traceable model elements. Section 4 defines the
concern roles. Section 5 presents related works and
compares them with our approach. Finally, Section 6
concludes and shows directions for future work.

2. Traceability Models
Traceability models are instances of the metamodel
shown in Figure 1. A Traceability Model is a pattern
to control the model transformations, support the
concerns evolution, and help in complementary
tracing tasks such as the change cost-benefit analysis,
and verification of consistency and completeness of

Figure 1. Meta Model for Traceability

<<BusinessRules Concerns>>: this concern
gathers model elements that represent either
functional constraints or business rules. For example:
taxes, discounts, statistics, etc.
<<Information Concern>>: this concern gathers
model elements that represent requirements or
entities of information.
<<Context Concern>>: this concern gathers
model elements that represent internal or external
subjects or entities that generate input or output
events.
Concerns such as Information, and Context are
called Support Concerns since they help to achieve
the objectives of Functional Concerns. Between these
concerns, we use relationships such as <<provide>>
or <<use>>. Concerns such as Quality Service, and
Business Rules are called Crosscutting Concerns
because they crosscut with additional functionality
several Functional Concerns (they are considered
Support Concerns when they only contribute with
one Functional concern). Specifically, the
<<crosscut>>
relationship
establishes
the

3. Traceable Model Elements
A traceable model element is a concern which we
see as a coherent collection of model elements, e.g.,
requirements, use cases, classes, collaborations, etc;
this describes or represent a specific objective or
function in the system. Each concern is represented
by a UML package that uses a specific stereotype to
identify the type of behavior or information grouped
in it.
In order to reduce the complexity and provide a
standard modeling for traceability practice, we make
the following separation of concerns:
<<Functional Concern>>: this concern gathers
model elements that represent a basic function of a
system.
<<QualityService Concern>>: this concern
gathers model elements that represent quality
services for the system. For example: usability,
security, persistency, etc.
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concerns and their model elements have been
identified, but due to lack of space we will
concentrate on the concerns Complaint, and
Usability. Figure 2(a) shows a view of the
<<Functional Concern>> Complaint which is
supported with the <<Information Concern>>
Complaint-Info and crosscut by the <<Quality
Service Concern>> Usability. Figure 2(b) shows the
<<QualityService Concern>> Usability crosscutting
the
<<Functional
Concern>>:
Login,
QueryInformation,
Complaint,
and
ManagementSystem. Both views are constructed in
the requirement level.

composition between a crosscutting concern and
Functional concerns.
Furthermore, an architectural separation of
concerns is achieved by means of concern models.
They are a set of interrelated concerns that represent
the decomposition and composition of a problem in
an abstraction level (e.g., requirements or
architectural levels). Relationships between concerns
are stereotypes (e.g., <<provide>>, <<crosscut>>)
defined according to the types of concerns related.
In order to illustrate our ideas, we use the case
study that deals with the Health Watcher System
(HWS) case study. The HWS is a web-based
application to manage health complaints [13]. Several

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Two Requirements Concern Models views, for the Health Watcher System.

The source is the successor, and the target is the
axisTracing. Commonly, they are in different
abstraction level, and target elements realize source
elements.
<<refine>>(source, target). Trace relationship
between axisTracing and predecessor tracing
elements. The source is the axisTracing, and target is
the predecessor. They can be in the same abstraction
level, and source elements refine target elements.
In order to avoid invasive changes in the system
and verify easier consistency and completeness
quality attributes in the models, we define two kinds
of traceability models:
(i) Centered in Functional Concerns: the
axisTracing concern is a Functional Concern that
gather use cases (see Figure 3).
(ii) Centered in Composition Elements: the
axisTracing concern is a model element identified as
crosscutting concern and is part of a
<<CompositionElement>>.

4. Concern Roles in the Traceability
Model
Traceable model elements play three basic roles in
traceability models:
axisTracing (C, {ri}). A kind of concern C is
declared as an axis of tracing jointly with its
transformation rules (ri). An axisTracing concern
controls transformations, change operations and their
propagation.
Predecessor. A predecessor concern CPr precedes
an axisTracing concern that has matched backward
transformation rules to generate it.
Successors. A successor concern CSc succeeds the
axisTracing concern that has matched forward
transformation rules to generate it.
The tracing links between them are realization
<<realize>> and refinement <<refine>> UML
relationships:
<<realize>>(source, target). Trace relationship
between axisTracing and successor tracing elements.
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Complaint class. Each one has a set of transformation
rules to generate predecessors and successors
concerns. In this example we consider concern
models in two abstraction levels: Requirements
Concern Model (RCM) whose instances are created at
the requirement level, and their concerns gather
model elements such as requirements, use cases and
entities; Architectural Concern Model (ACM) whose
instances are created (by means of transformation
rules) at the architectural level, and their concerns
gather model elements such as use case realizations,
classes, operations, etc.
Each transformation rule is unique and consistent
to guarantee the homogeneity of the concerns in
different abstraction levels. Two types of rules are
defined: Root rules, which transform concerns and
their relationships, and Subordinate rules which
transform model elements of the concerns. Each rule
is composed by source and target elements. The
transformation is bidirectional (forward and
backward), horizontal (between concerns of the same
abstraction level), and vertical (between concerns of
different abstraction levels).
Table 1 show some rules performed from the
axisTracing elements where the source concern
model is in requirement level, and the target concern
model is in architectural level (i.e., analysis
architecture).

Other ones might be defined by developers
according to necessity of tracing and evolution of
model elements.

Figure 3. Pattern Centered in Functional Concerns.

Figure 4 shows a first version of a traceability
model centered in Functional concerns for the
Complaint concern. <<Functional Concern>>
Complaint
and
<<Information
Concern>>
Complaint_Info
have
been
declared
as
<<axisTracing>> concerns. The first gathers both
Specify Complaint and Update Complaint use cases
as model elements that represent the complaint
function. The second (support concern) helps to
make the complaint actions and gathers the

Requirements Concern Model - Complaint

Architectural Concern Model - Complaint

Figure 4. Traceability Model for the Complaint Concern.
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Table 1. An Example of Transformation Rules.
Rule (source2target)

Description

Root rule #1: Req_FunctionalConcern2Arq_FuctionalConcern
(Forward, vertical)

A Function concern from RCM (e.g., Complaint) is transformed into
a Functional concern in the ACM.

Subordinate rule #1.1:
UseCase2RealizationUC+ControlClass+Operation

A base use case (e.g., Specify Complaint) of a Functional Concern
(e.g., Complaint) in the RCM is transformed into the following target
model elements in the ACM: use case realization, a control class, its
operation, and the association relationship with the entity class in the
Information Concern of the ACM (transformed by other rule). ACM
model is illustrated in the Figure 4.

Root rule #2:
Req_InformationConcern2Arq_InformationConcern (Forward,
vertical)
Subordinate rule #2.1: Entity2EntityClass+Ops

A Information concern from RCM is transformed into an Information
concern in the ACM; e.g.,
An Entity (e.g., Complaint) of an Information Concern in the RCM is
transformed into an analysis Entity Class and their basic operations,
all as target model elements in the ACM.

Although these rules are written in a natural
language, also they might be written in some formal
transformation language.
Transformation rules have to be very well defined
to make accurate change propagation. Thus, since
<<axisTracing>> elements the developer can
measure the change impact and execute a sequence of
chained rules defined according to relationships
among concerns.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
Our approach incorporates traceability as part of
the development process, defining traceability
models as patterns to control concerns evolution
based on architectural separation of concerns, and
concern transformations.
Architectural separation of concerns by means of
concern models allows us to trace type of concerns,
preserving their decomposition and composition in
different abstraction levels. In other words, we
achieve horizontal and vertical separation of concerns
from requirement to architecture using stereotyped
packages and concern models. In addition,
crosscutting concerns can be traced independently,
without losing the consistency with the basic models,
since we define horizontal and vertical composition
of concerns and its transformations. These features
help to diminish the complexity in the development
process, avoid invasive changes, and resolve
conflicts between stakeholders from requirement
specification.
In traceability models, the transformation is
controlled by means of concerns that act as axis of
tracing. They have a set of root and subordinate rules
which guarantee concerns homogeneity from
requirements to architecture, and propagate the
change to predecessor and successor concerns. These
models are used in a method to support the changes
management. Hence, both models and matrices of
traceability are instances of them and their update is
automatic.
We are currently developing a traceability method
based on the traceability models in an academic
modeling CASE tool.

5. Related Work
Almeida et al. provide a methodological
framework that allows designers to relate
requirements to the different design process products
driven to models. This framework is a base used to
trace requirements and quality evaluation of the
model transformation specifications for metamodels,
models and realizations. The traceability is presented
in a cross reference table between requirements and
models on different abstraction levels [14].
Berg et al. define crosscutting concerns based on a
traceability pattern; besides, the impact analysis is
based on traceability of dependencies between
elements in software artifacts in both metamodel and
model [15].
Kurtev et al. tackle analysis of change in the
model transformation, generating traces between
source and target model elements. Each trace is
formed by sets of source and target elements and a
rule that uses theses elements. The trace model is
generated after the execution of a transformation
[16]. In our approach, traceability models are patterns
to control the concerns transformation and change
propagation. These models help to assess the change
impact analysis by means of a change management
method.
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Abstract

as Java, Servlets, or Java Server Pages. This mix of technologies brings additional complexity to the software development process since programmers not only have to implement the different interfaces and data exchange channels
but – more importantly – are faced with different programming paradigms.
In the ﬁeld of programming languages, we can observe signs of a revival of “scripting” languages in recent
years. Despite their disadvantages with respect to typesafety, compile-time problem detection and run-time performance, languages like PHP, Python and recently Ruby
became popular in particular for web application development as they – according for instance to [13] – promise to
be advantageous with respect to ﬂexibility and developer
productivity. From our point of view, the aspects of ﬂexibility and in particular extensibility that these interpreted
languages provide also make them interesting for the development of knowledge-intensive systems.
In this paper, we report and discuss our experiences
gained from developing the light-weight J P F INDER library
for building knowledge-based recommender systems . The
library is fully written in the Java programming language
and exploits the language’s recent “scripting” support to
achieve the required levels of extensibility and compactness
of the knowledge bases. Overall, the work shall thus exemplify one of the options of embedding knowledge-based
system development into industrial software development
processes and environments.

The core functionality of many knowledge-based systems is built with the help of special-purpose software components and programming environments such as rule engines or Prolog interpreters. Other parts of the application
– like the Web interface – are however built with “standard” software development technology like Java which
means that not only the corresponding interfaces and data
exchange mechanisms between the components have to
be developed, but also that the software developers have
to work with different technologies or even programming
paradigms.
In this paper we show how recent “scripting” extensions
in a programming language like Java can be exploited to
develop highly ﬂexible and extensible knowledge-intensive
applications. The different advantages of such an approach
are discussed based on the experiences gained from developing a scripting-based software library for building
knowledge-based recommender applications.

1. Introduction
The possible advantages of a knowledge-based software
development approach are well known. The domain knowledge can be separated from the reasoning knowledge while
at the same time optimized off-the-shelf reasoning engines
can be used to automate the inferencing or problem solving
process.
In many real-world or commercial applications, however, only a part of the “intelligent” system will be developed with the help of special programming environments
such as LISP or Prolog or by use of a rule-engine like Jess1 .
The web interface or the database layer will most probably
be developed with the help of “standard” technology such

2. Application domain & system architecture
In the ﬁeld of recommender systems, the following main
approaches can be distinguished: Classical communitybased recommender systems base their proposals on item
ratings, user similarities, and collaborative ﬁltering techniques, see [1] for a recent overview.
Content- or
knowledge-based systems on the other hand operate on the
basis of further pieces of information, which can for in-

1 http://www.jessrules.com/jess/index.shtml
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Figure 1. Preference elicitation

Figure 2. Recommendation & explanation

stance be knowledge about the items to be recommended
and/or knowledge about directly or indirectly acquired preferences of the users. Typical techniques used in the latter type of systems are for instance ﬁlter-based matching,
similarity-based retrieval or utility-based ranking [4].
Screenshots of a typical interactive recommender application in the sense of [5] are shown in Figure 1 and Figure
2. The user is ﬁrst guided through a series of possibly personalized questions in order to determine her speciﬁc needs
(Figure 1). At the end of this dialog, the system comes up
with a recommendation and – due to its knowledge-based
nature — is also capable of explaining the reasons for this
particular proposal, retrieve other similar catalog items, or
let the user revise or specify additional requirements.
It can be easily observed that such applications
are knowledge-intensive, meaning that various pieces of
domain-speciﬁc information have to be encoded in the
background. Examples for such knowledge chunks are for
instance the matching rules that determine which items suit
some given requirements, utility functions for ranking the
items, or personalization rules to adapt the user interface
and navigation path according to the current user proﬁle.
In [5], C WA DVISOR, an integrated environment for
the development of such knowledge-based and highly
interactive recommender systems is presented.
The
C WA DVISOR system is designed as a classical and to some
extent heavy-weight expert system. It relies on the explicit representation of domain knowledge, provides a fullyﬂedged graphical knowledge acquisition component, a relational database for persisting the knowledge as well as proprietary languages for modeling ﬁltering or personalization
rules.
The J P F INDER library discussed in this paper implements many of the features of C WA DVISOR and was designed to be a light-weight alternative to the comprehensive
C WA DVISOR expert system. In particular it should also take

advantage of recent scripting features of the Java programming language as to reduce the development efforts that are
required for rule processing while at the same time extensibility and ﬂexibility should be retained.
In the work presented herein, we will particularly focus
on how the rule knowledge is represented and processed,
as the development of software systems that are governed
by business rules are in wide-spread industrial use also in
other application domains. In the C WA DVISOR system, a
proprietary rule language is used. The statements are either parsed, translated and compiled to Java code [8] or directly executed with the help of a proprietary rule interpreter
[5]. In either case, a comparably complex parser and compiler component as well as a graphical tool for modeling
the rules (including for instance auto-completion and correction features) are required, whereas J P F INDER relies on
scripting technology for that purpose.
The overall architecture of the J P F INDER system is outlined in Figure 3. At the core, the Recommender Engine
interacts with the different users of the system and correspondingly maintains Recommender Session objects that
contain the current user’s proﬁle. The Engine has a deﬁned
Application Programming Interface to manipulate the domain knowledge which can also be used for loading the
deﬁnitions from a persistent data store at system startup.
Several pluggable reasoning modules are also part of the
library and implement speciﬁc functionalities such as ﬁlterbased matching, utility calculation or techniques for user
interface personalization.

3. Recommendation technique implementation
In the following, we will discuss the logic of
J P F INDER and some of its modules in more detail and in

particular focus on the scripting-based implementation of
the functionalities.
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P V = {price : Double, resolution : Double, ..}
P C = {{price : 400.00, resolution : 3, ...},
{price : 300.00, resolution : 2, ...}}
IV1 = {pref price = 100, pref f eatures = ..}

3.2. Filter-based matching
Model. With ﬁlter-based matching we mean a technique
in which customer preferences are directly or indirectly
mapped to constraints on product properties. Such ﬁlterbased approaches are also commonly used in similaritybased systems to pre-ﬁlter the set of products to be compared [11].
In J P F INDER, the mapping from user preferences to desired product characteristics can be expressed in the form
of “if-then-style” rules, i.e., a ﬁlter rule F R < AC, F C >
consists of an activation condition AC and a ﬁlter constraint
FC. We use F R.AC(IV ) to refer to the evaluation of the
activation condition given input values IV and F R.F C to
refer to the ﬁlter constraint deﬁnition.
A typical ﬁlter rule in the domain could be: ”If the user
prefers the lower price range then recommend items with a
price lower than 200 Euro.” Formally, ﬁlter rules are interpreted as follows. Let AC be an expression over variables
in U V , F C an expression over the variable set U V ∪ P V .
IV are the customer input values and P C is the product
catalog given in the form described above.
Given these inputs, the “catalog query” Q is thus the conjunction of F C-expressions of those ﬁlter rules for which
AC evaluates to true, i.e.
Q ≡ (f.F C)|f ∈ F R ∧ f.AC(IV ) = true
If we interpret the product catalog P C as a relational
database table, ﬁltering the set of recommended products
RP corresponds to performing the database query σQ on
P C.
Scripting-based implementation The implementation of
ﬁlter-based matching in J P F INDER relies on a recent algorithm [9] which also supports fast query relaxation for failing queries and which is based on compact in-memory data
structures and partial in-advance query evaluation.
Note that although there have been several efforts to
deﬁning a common knowledge interchange format (see,
e.g., KIF2 ), no common representation mechanism for rules
or constraints is yet broadly established. In more recent
efforts, the general constraint language ESSENCE [7] has
been proposed and SWRL3 has been submitted to the W3C
as a rule language in the Semantic Web. Still, besides problems of syntactic complexity (SWRL) or limited expressiveness (ESSENCE), special purpose parsers, compilers, or interpreters have to be employed to support these languages.

Figure 3. Architecture overview.

3.1. The user & product model
In J P F INDER, every piece of information about the user
and the preferences used for generating recommendations
are contained in the user model. In order not to limit the
generality of the approach, the user model is thus generally
deﬁned to be a ﬁnite set of variables UV (user variables),
each of them with a deﬁned data type. Variables can be
either string-valued or numeric; of both types, multi-value
instantiations are possible, see for instance the choice of
preferred features in Figure 1. Note again that the values
for variables in UV do not necessarily have to be directly
acquired through questioning but can also be derived “internally”, e.g., based on scoring schemes or other value derivation rules. The set of speciﬁc (input) values for one individual user shall be denoted as IV. In fact, also complex user
modelling techniques – that for instance maintain a history
of user interactions – can be employed. The implementation
of such proﬁling or learning techniques is however beyond
the scope of J P F INDER.
Similarly, the product model deﬁnes the characteristics
of the items to be recommended. The product characteristics are described by a set of variables PV (product variables) with deﬁned data types. Beside regular product features, the product model can also be used to describe “external” product characteristics such as vendor reliability or
current stock availability in a given shop.
Each individual recommendable item is thus described
by a set of key-value pairs; the set of all items forms the
product is denoted as product catalog PC.
In the example, UV, PV, PC and some user inputs IV1
could be as follows, using Java notation for data types.
U V = {pref price : Double,
pref f eatures : String[], ..}

2 http://logic.stanford.edu/kif/kif.html
3 http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
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Figure 4. XML representation of ﬁlter rules.
As a knowledge representation mechanism for the ﬁlter
constraints, J P F INDER therefore relies on JavaScript, which
is the default scripting language supported by the recent
Java 6 SE release. As described above, the ﬁlter rules are
written in a simple “if-then”-style, which in our experience
(see, e.g., [5]) is easy to comprehend also for domain experts who are not experienced in programming or speciﬁc
knowledge representation techniques. The activation condition and the ﬁlter constraint are formulated as JavaScript
expressions over the variables of the user model.
In Figure 4, an example of a ﬁlter rule including relaxation priorities and explanation texts in the sense of [9] is
shown. At run time, the variables of the user model – which
may have been acquired via an ordinary Java Server page
or from a more elaborate user modelling component – are
forwarded to the scripting engine which then evaluates the
activation conditions of the rules. Those expressions that
evaluate to true are then used to ﬁlter the suitable catalogue
items. Note that The XML representation in Figure 4 is
optional as the library provides an appropriate Java-based
application programming interface for registering the ﬁlter
rules.
Within the expressions statements, all JavaScript language constructs can be used and arbitrarily complex calculations are thus possible. The actual values of the variables
of the user- and product model are automatically put into
the scope of the scripting engine. With respect to extensibility aspects, the chosen scripting approach also allows us
to deﬁne custom JavaScript functions that can be seamlessly
used within expressions. Consider, for instance, that a ﬁlter
constraint should be written that is activated whenever the
user has chosen a particular value from a set of options like
”if the customer preferences (among others) contain ’usb’
then ...”.
To that purpose, the knowledge engineer can write a
standard JavaScript program that tests for set membership:

piled into Java code for performance reasons, which is a
standard feature of Java SE. The only task of the recommender engine is to put the current values of the session
into the execution scope when the function is called.

3.3. Utility- and similarity-based retrieval
Retrieving items based on their expected utility to the
user or based on the similarity with (individual features of)
another item are two other techniques used in knowledgebased recommendation, see [2] or [3].
At the core of utility-based approaches, a utility function is used whose value either depends on speciﬁc product features alone or which also takes the user’s preferences
into account. A typical evaluation scheme for determining
such personalized utility values can for instance be based
on Multi Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT) [8, 14].
Within J P F INDER, such arbitrarily complex utility functions can be deﬁned in a similar way like the custom extensions mentioned above, i.e., with the help of JavaScript
functions.

Figure 5. Fragment of utility function.

function isContainedIn(value,um var) {..}

A fragment of a possible utility function that both evaluates product features and user preferences is sketched in
Figure 5. At run time, J P F INDER applies the function on

Custom functions like this can then be registered to the recommender engine at runtime and used within the ﬁlter constraint. Internally, the script code are automatically com-
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each catalog item separately. The resulting utility values
can then be used to sort the items in the recommendation
list accordingly. J P F INDER supports two variants of utility
functions, static and dynamic ones. If a utility function is
marked to be static then no user model variables must be
used in the function. This differentiation is mainly introduced for performance purposes. If no user model variables
are used, the values of the utility function will be the same
for all customers, which in turn means that the corresponding values can be pre-computed when the library is initialized. “Dynamic” evaluation functions have to be evaluated
in the context of the requirements of a speciﬁc user like in
the MAUT approach.
In the same way, custom functions can be developed to
implement similarity-based retrieval recommendation techniques. In contrast to utility functions, the return value of
a similarity function is not an individual utility value but
rather a normalized numerical value that describes the relative similarity between two items. Based on this mechanism, J P F INDER thus supports the implementation of recommender systems like the Wasabi personal shopper [3] or
of critiquing approaches [10], in which the user can ask the
system to retrieve items that are similar to a given one with
respect to some features.

of the user model, is determined. Note that the consequent
of the rule can contain arbitrary code, which means it can
also be used to perform mathematical calculations for, e.g.,
repayment rates commonly used in the ﬁnancial services
domain [6].
Personalized Text Fragments represent another extension
pattern of J P F INDER. With the help of rules of this type,
the recommender system can select personalized variants
of predeﬁned text fragments, which can for instance be used
to adapt the graphical user interface according to the knowledge level of the current user. Finally, the pattern of User
Model Expressions allows the engineer to deﬁne arbitrary
expressions over user model variables. Based on the evaluation of these expressions for the current user, the dialog
ﬂow of the Web interface or other personalization features
of the application can be designed in a ﬂexible way.
The implementation of the rule execution engine in the
current version of J P F INDER is a rather simple one. For the
case of business rules, the engine for instance simply evaluates the rules until no more changes in the user variables can
be observed. More elaborate techniques like rule-chaining
or more expressive types of rules are planned for future versions.

4. Implementation aspects

3.4. Rule-based inferencing

Run-time performance is in general one of the key issues for interpreted scripting languages. Thus, particular
attention has been paid to these aspects both in the design
as well as in the implementation of J P F INDER’s algorithms.
What became obvious quite soon is that the “immediate”
execution of text-based scripts in Mozilla’s Rhino engine4 ,
which is the standard implementation in Java 6 SE, is not
applicable for realistic problem sizes.
With respect to algorithms, let us exemplarily discuss the
ﬁlter-based matching and relaxation problem from section
3.2. In particular the search for optimal “relaxations” of
a failing query can be a costly operation as theoretically
all combinations of subqueries have to be evaluated. In
contrast to previous algorithms used for this task [11, 12],
J P F INDER thus implements a novel technique [9] which is
based on the in-advance evaluation of the ﬁlters and the usage of compact in-memory data structures. It was shown in
[9] that this way the number of required “database queries”
for determining the optimal relaxation can be limited to the
number of given subqueries at the cost of slightly increased
memory requirements.
Beside the usage of such recent algorithms,
J P F INDER also relies on run-time “compilation” of all
scripting code. When the library is initialized with the
external knowledge base or additional knowledge pieces

In some application domains, additional forms of inferencing (on user model variables) are required. This could be
for instance the “internal” derivation of further variable values based on business rules or the determination and personalization of dialog pages in an interactive preference elicitation process [5].
J P F INDER supports the implementation of business rules
or additional personalization logic through generic extension patterns that allow the developer to write code fragments, which are executed when certain conditions are fulﬁlled.

Figure 6. Fragment of business rule.
Figure 6 shows a fragment of a possible business rule
in J P F INDER: Depending on some user input the value of
c derived score, which corresponds to an internal variable

4 http://www.mozilla.org/rhino/
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are added via the API, all JavaScript expressions and
functions are automatically translated into Java byte-code.
This functionality is implemented based on the built-in
Java’s ClassCompiler and dynamic class loading.
Consequently, when scripting code has to be evaluated in a
recommendation session, the script interpreter is actually
not needed anymore as everything is already available in
the form of Java byte code. Still, no manual recompilation
is required when the knowledge base changes, as the
needed byte code can be generated at run time.
As an example for performance numbers, consider the
following rough running time numbers measured on a standard desktop computer (Intel P4, 3.2 GHz, 1 GB RAM).
A recommender knowledge base for digital cameras may
comprise around 400 products and 30 ﬁltering rules, which
in our experience is a realistic size. Let us assume that 15 of
the ﬁlter rules are “active” in a current session and the best
relaxation comprises 12 rules, i.e., three ﬁlters have to be
relaxed. The running time for such a problem setting (without dynamic ﬁlter evaluation as described in [9]) is around
only 100ms. Even if we double the problem size (800 products and 60 rules), the response time is still less than half
a second, which is appropriate for interactive recommender
sessions. Another number can be given for the dynamic
construction of new ﬁlter conditions, see the “a bit cheaper
models” - functionality in Figure 2. Evaluating for instance
a single ﬁve-atom query with a smaller price for a catalog
of 800 cameras requires less than 20ms. The overall memory requirement for both examples is below 15 megabytes,
including all the product data which is kept in memory.

issues that commonly arise in scripted languages can be successfully addressed with the help of runtime compilation.
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5. Conclusions
Based on an example from the domain of knowledgebased recommender systems, the paper has demonstrated
how scripting technology can be used to simplify the development of knowledge-intensive software applications.
Compared with complex and heavy-weight expert systems that incorporate specialized programming environments or rule-processing engines, the advantage of the presented approach in particular lies in the fact that the software and knowledge engineer is not confronted with different programming paradigms and languages. In addition, the
use of a consistent set of technologies simpliﬁes the integration of such intelligent reasoning modules into standard
Web development toolkits and industrial software development processes.
The preliminary evaluation of the presented library,
which is based on real-world scenarios and experiences
gained from previous projects [5], indicates that (1) many
of the functionalities of more complex frameworks can be
implemented with less code (as no special parsers, compilers, or interpreters are required), and that (2) performance
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Abstract
Sharing ﬁles via Internet gains more and more attention
now. Recent P2P protocols use a decentralized model of
distributing large multimedia ﬁles that greatly alleviate the
bandwidth demand on the multimedia source. Such open
delivery of multimedia ﬁles demands an adaptive and robust reputation management system to facilitate ﬁle sharing, moreover, security issues such as digital rights and access control need to be resolved. Our approach handles
reputation and security issues in P2P ﬁle sharing when the
attributes and behaviors of the principal are uncertain and
mutable. Reputation management is integrated into access
control model to support decision making in P2P ﬁle sharing in which the environment is ever changing. We solve
uncertainty and mutability by an adaptive and decentralized reputation system. The peer with low reputation will
be separated from ﬁle sharing, and its granted on-going
access will also be revoked if access control rules are no
longer met. We have applied our reputation-based usage
control framework to an application of P2P ﬁle sharing.
Keywords: trust, access control, P2P

1

Introduction

Making multimedia content available online becomes
the next Killer-Application for the Internet. Services such
as iTunes, YouTube, Joost. are popularizing delivery of audios and video content to anybody with a broadband internet connection. With new virtual communities emerging,
users communicate directly with one another to exchange
information or execute transaction in a peer-to-peer fashion. Kazaa is an example of P2P networks and bittorrent is
an example of P2P protocols. These services are currently
struggling with the challenges of securing large-scale distribution. The dynamism of the P2P communities means that
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the principal that offer services will meet requests from unrelated or unknown principals. Peers need to collaborate
and obtain services within environment that are unfamiliar or even hostile. Therefore, peers have to manage the
risks involved in the collaboration when prior experience
and knowledge about each other are incomplete. One way
to address this uncertainty is to develop and establish trust
among peers. Trust can be built by either a trusted third
party [1] or by community-based feedback from past experiences [15] in a self-regulating system. Trust leads naturally to a decentralized approach to security management
that can tolerate partial information.
In such a complex and collaborative world, a peer can
protect and beneﬁt itself only if it can respond to new peers
and enforce access control by assigning proper privileges to
new peers. Access control models [4, 11] determine authorization based on principals’ permission on target objects.
Usage of a digital object is temporal and transient in virtual community such as on-line reading, which is beyond
an instantaneous access. UCON [14] is proposed to handle
continuity of access decisions and mutability of subject and
object attributes. Authorization decisions are made before
an access, and repeatedly checked during the access. The
on-going access may be revoked if the security policies are
not satisﬁed due to changes of the subject, object or system
attributes.
The general goal of our work is therefore to investigate
the design of a novel approach to addressing both uncertain information and mutable attributes. If successful, this
approach will offer signiﬁcant beneﬁts in emerging applications such as P2P. It will also beneﬁt collaboration over the
existing Internet when the identities and intentions of parties are uncertain. We integrate trust evaluation with usage
control to handle uncertainty of entities and mutability of
attributes. Underlying our framework is a formal computational model of trust and access control that will provide a
formal basis to interface authentication with authorization.
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2

P2P Delivery of Multimedia

P2P delivery of multimedia aims to deliver multi-media
content from a source to a client. We assume that the content comes into existence at the source, i.e. we don’t want
to consider storing and securing the media at the origin. Example of creating such multi media might be a video camera
with microphone. Likewise the client consumes the content,
e.g. by displaying it on a TV monitor. We further assume
that there is just one original source, but that there are many
clients that want to receive the data. Our approach is specifically geared towards being able to scale effortlessly to support millions of clients without prior notice, i.e. be able
to handle a “mob-like” behavior of the clients. Some lag
time between creation of source data and its consumption
by clients is acceptable, but excessive wait will defeat the
attractiveness of our approach.
We use a P2P approach. The source data is made available at a preset quality using a variable-rate video encoder.
The source data stream is divided into ﬁxed length sequential frames: each frame is identiﬁed by its frame number and
encrypted (see next section). Clients request frames in sequence, decrypt the frame and reassemble the video stream
which is then displayed using a suitable video decoder and
display utility. The video stream is encoded in such a fashion that missing frames don’t prevent a resulting video to
be shown, but rather a video of lesser bit-rate encoding, i.e.
quality, will result [18].
Multi-media sources are advertised and made available
via a central tracking service: at ﬁrst, this tracker only
knows the network location of the server. Clients that want
to access the source do so via the tracker: they contact the
tracker, which will respond with the location of the source.
The tracker will also remember (or track) the clients as
potential new sources of the data. Subsequent client requests to the tracker are answered with all known locations
of sources: the original and the known client. Clients that
receive locations of sources from the tracker issue frame requests immediately to all sources. Clients will also answer
requests for frames that they have received already, which
will enable a cascading effect, which establishes a p2p network where each client is a peer.
Figure 1 shows an example with one source, one tracker
and three clients. The source is where the video data is produced, encoded, encrypted and made available. The tracker
knows the network location of the source. Tracker and
source maintain a secure connection. Clients connect to the
tracker ﬁrst and then maintain sessions for the duration of
the download: all 3 clients maintain an active connection
to the tracker. The tracker informs the client which source
to download from: Client 1 is fed directly from the source;
client 2 joined somewhat later and is now being served from
the source and client 1; client 3 joined last and is being

served from client 1 and client 2. In this example, two of
the clients are also serving as intermediaries on the delivery
path from original source to ultimate client.

Figure 1. P2P Content Delivery Network

3

Integrating Trust into Usage Control

Integrating trust evaluation into usage control allows collaboration when attributes of a principal are mutual or information of a principal’s behavior is incomplete. During collaboration, owner of resources evaluates the trust of requesting principal ﬁrst and then make authorization decision of
resources sharing. The trust evaluation and authorization
decision are temporal since they are made before, during
and after the resource sharing.

3.1

Trust Evaluation

For every request, the owner of resources assigns a trust
value between 0 and 1 to the requesting principal. The trust
is evaluated based on both observation and recommendations from referees. Observations are the previous interactions the owner had with the requesting principal. Recommendations may include signed trust-assertions from other
principals, or a list of referees whom the owner can contact for recommendations. The owner ﬁrst computes trust
given a sequence of observations from interaction history,
then combines the trust with recommendations. The trust
value, calculated from observations and recommendations,
is a value within [0, 1] interval evaluated from a principal
for a request.
The trust is assumed to follow a beta distribution, and
represented by the two parameters of the beta distribution.
The beta distribution, a conjugate prior, is chosen because
of its reproducibility property under the Bayesian framework. When a conjugate prior is multiplied with the likelihood function, it gives a posterior probability having the
same functional form as the prior, thus allowing the posterior to be used as a prior in further computations. For
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a given requester, we deﬁne a sequence of variables T1 ,
T2 ,. . ., Tk characterize the trust at the sampling time k.
For instance, at kth sampling time, Nk observations are
collected by the owner. Let Gk be the number of normal
requests or behaviors. If the owner did not detect attacks
(i.e., spyware, Trojan horse, SQL injection) associated with
a request, he/she deems the request as normal behaviors.
Suppose a prior probability density function (pdf ) of trust
Tk−1 , denoted by fk−1 (t) is known. Then the posterior pdf
of (given Nk = n and Gk = g) can be obtained from Bayes
theorem [13] as follows:
fk (t) =

fk (Gk = g|t, Nk = n)fk−1 (t)
1
0

f (Gk = g|t, Nk = N )fk−1 (t)dt

(1)

where fk (Gk = g|t, Nk = n) is called the likelihood function and has the form of a binomial distribution:
 
n g
fk (Gk = g|t, Nk = n) =
t (1 − t)n−g
g

(2)

The prior pdf fk−1 (t) summarizes what is known about the
distribution of Tk−1 . Under the assumption that prior pdf
fk−1 (t) follows a beta distribution, it can be shown that the
posterior pdf also follows a beta distribution.
In particular, if fk−1 (t) ∼ beta(αk−1 , βk−1 ), we have
fk (t) ∼ beta(αk−1 + gk , βk−1 + nk − gk ) given that Nk =
nk and Gk = gk . Therefore, fk (t) is characterized by the
parameters αk and βk deﬁned recursively as follows: αk =
αk−1 + gk and βk = βk−1 + nk + gk . Initially, the owner
has no knowledge about the requester. We assume that trust
value has uniform distribution over the interval [0, 1], i.e.,
f0 (t) ∼ U [0, 1] = beta(1, 1) which indicates our ignorance
about the requester’s behavior at time 0. At time k, trust
value t̄ of the principal is:
αk
(3)
t̄ =
αk + βk
There are two alternative ways to update trust values.
One is to update trust values based on all the observations
and recommendations. The other ways is to update trust values based on recent information only. The advantage of the
latter one is two folds: reduce the computation complexity
and detect the changing of behaviors early. For instance, a
requestor is misbehaving in a short time range, then recent
observation together with reports is more reﬂective to the
behavior changing than the overall observation.
Meanwhile, recommendations from referees bring in
new information Trq on requester’s behaviors. The owner
combines the new data Trq with its own observation Toq on
the condition that the referee is one of owner’s friends or the
recommendation passes the deviation test. Deviation test is
to decide recommendation is trustworthy or not. Recommendation R is learned from the past interaction the referee

had with the requestor. Trustworthiness of a recommendation also follows a beta distribution. fk (t) is adjusted by
recommendations: Toq := Toq + μTrq where Toq is trust
that owner has to requester, Trq is trust that referee has to
requester, and μ is the owner’s belief of referee’s recommendations.

3.2

Overview of UCON

Usage control model UCON proposed by J. Park [14]
is a generalization of access control to cover authorization,
obligation, conditions, continuity (ongoing controls), and
mutability. Authorization handles decision on user accesses
to target resources. Obligations are the mandatory requirements for a subject before or during a usage exercise. Conditions are subject, object, environmental or system requirements that have to be satisﬁed before granting of accesses.
Subject and object attributes can be mutable. Mutable attributes can be changed because of accesses, whereas immutable attributes can be changed only by administrative
action.

3.3

Trust-based UCON

A state is an assignment of values to variables which
consist of principal attributes, object attributes and system
attributes. The state transition system can be represented
by (Σ, S, s0 , δ, F ) where Σ is input alphabet, S is a set of
system states, s0 is the initial state, δ is the state transition
function δ : S × Σ → S, and F is the ﬁnal state. We
deﬁne a special system state to specify the status of a
single request and access process. The system state S includes initialState, preT rust,deniedEnroll, trusting,
disEnrolled, preAccess, deniedAcces, accessing,
revoked, and end. The initialState means the principal
has not sent request; preT rust means principal is waiting
for the authentication decision; deniedEnroll means
the system denies the enrollment of the principal based
on history or recommendations; trusting means the
principal is allowed to collaborate and will send access
requests; disenrolled means the system revokes the
enrollment of a principal based on runtime information.
The preAccess means the principal is waiting for the
authorization decision; deniedAccess means they system
denies the authorization request based on access control
rules; accessing means the principal is executing granted
privilege; revokedAccess means the system denied the
privileges of a principal based on runtime mutable attributes; and end means a principal terminates the access.
Actions change the state of the system, which is the input
alphabet. If the action is performed successfully the action
is true, attributes of the principal, object and system are
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Figure 2. Trust-based UCON Model
assigned a new value. A series of actions are deﬁned to
change the status of a request. The transition from one state
to another is triggered by an action, shown in Figure 2.
requestEnroll generates a new request when a principal
tries to join the community. denyEnroll rejects a request
to enroll the community because the requester can not meet
the minimum authentication or trust requirement. enroll
enrolls a principal to the community. revokeEnroll revokes the allowed enrollment. requestAccess generates a
new access request. denyAccess rejects an access request.
grantAccess: grants an access request. revokeAccess revokes an on-going and granted access request. endAccess:
terminates an access request. onU pdate: updates the access request when mutable attributes or uncertain behaviors
of a principal change.

4

Architecture of Trust-based Usage Control
in P2P Delivery of Multimedia

When a principal p requests to execute a right r on
an object o, attribute of the principal, permission (right r
and object o, and an optional list credentials are submitted to Secure Context Handler (SCH) Module. The credentials may include signed trust-assertions (recommendations) from other users or a certiﬁcate signed by certiﬁcate
authority. The SCH looks up the relevant contexts for the requested action, and queries the Trust Calculator (TC) component for a trust-value about principal p. Trust calculator
calculates the trust value for requester based on both observed history and records in recommendation databases.
A trust value is passed to Access Control Manager (ACM)
Module for decision. The ACM looks up Access Control policies that entail several access control constraints.
The Constraint Service (CS) Module and Dynamic Manager (DAM) Module evaluates access control constraints,
e.g. time, location, memberships. Two categories of trigger
events are possible to result in recalculation of trust value
and reevaluation of access control policies. Recalculation
and reevaluation may cause the revocation of current enrollment or on-going access. The Evidence Handler (EH) Module is listening to the peer reports about the misbehaviors of

a requester. The negative report can include ignorance of
obligation, dishonest behaviors, or the revocation of a requester’s certiﬁcate. When the trust value of the request
drops below a minimum threshold the on-going granted request will be revoked. The result of trigger event is notiﬁed
to SCH and execution of request is cancelled. The DAM
Module is listening to the attribute mutability of the principal, objects or a context after the permission is granted. For
example, DAM Module can be triggered by certain events,
for example, the subject left the group that entails the right.
Once the DAM Module receives an event, the corresponding
access control polices are re-checked by ACM if necessary
(e.g., to allow an ongoing usage to continue or revoke it).
The update in Trust Calculator (TC) or Dynamic Attribute Manager (DAM) may revoke the granted permission.
The mobile peers may report the dishonest behavior of requester or revocation of requester’s certiﬁcate, so the trust
value of request is dropped below a scalar. This update will
be notiﬁed to Mobile Secure Handler and cancel the execution of request. After the permission is granted, Dynamic
attribute manager will be trigger by certain events, the mobile node is moving out of range and not allowed for certain permission (reportAccident). Once the DAM receives
an event, the attribute values of the object and subject are
retrieved and evaluated and corresponding policies are rechecked by ACM if necessary (e.g., to allow an ongoing
usage to continue or revoke it.)

5

Prototype Simulation

The architecture outlined in Section 4 provides the
framework for the simulation program of usage-based access control model. This simulation works under the
premise of several users who may request access to ﬁles
owned by other users. Each of these users maintain modules
included in trust-based usage control architecture, shown in
Fig. 3. For every request, a trust value is calculated given
past history and current recommendations for the requesting
principal. Another factor in consideration is a risk assessment of the requested action assigned to each available ﬁle.
Each owner assesses the risks based on sensitivity of his/her
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Figure 3. Trust-based Usage Control Architecture in P2P Delivery of Multimedia
ﬁle. Access to the ﬁle may be granted or denied based on
trust evaluation, risk assessment and access control rules.
If granted, the continuing usage of this access is contingent
on maintaining the trust and risk values within the speciﬁed range. The on-going access may be revoked if the trust
value is decreased below minimum threshold or access control rules are violated.
Besides successful request, several test scenarios are designed to test ability of our simulation program including
how to evaluate trust, evaluate requests against access control rule, and react to evidence alerts and change of mutable attributes. First, a request fails the authentication when
trust value of the request is lower than the minimum trust requirements. Second, a request passes the authentication but
fails the authorization when a request does not meet the access control rules although its trust value is higher than the
minimum trust requirements. Third, a request passes both
the authentication and authorization; however, the on-going
authorized request is revoked by negative evidence reports.
Forth, a request passes both authentication and authorization; however, the on-going authorized request is revoked
by mutable attributes such as change of domain or membership, which is triggered by events received from Dynamic
Attribute Manager (DAM).

6

Discussion

Most recent research on access control include taskbased authorization controls [17], team-based access control [9], role-based access control [8], temporal role-based
access control [3], X-GTRBAC [5]. Recently, UCON [14]
handles the mutability attributes of a principal or an object
when the system makes decision for a request. All of them
assume that a principal or an object is deﬁned and represented by its attributes. This means that the identity, role
or group of the subject can be identiﬁed through certain

authentication mechanisms and that information about behaviors of a principal is certain. However, in a pervasive
and collaborative environment, identity may not be identiﬁed. Moreover, identity itself can not convey priori information about the likely behavior of a principal. Behaviors
of a principal may change between friendly and malicious
when privileges are executed. A principal can not make
access control decision only based on identity information
because identity itself can not ensure friendly behaviors.
Reasoning and building trust for each peer allow peers
to make decision when they are interacting with others in a
peer-to-peer fashion. N. Li et al. [12] and W. Yao [21] use
explicit incremental negotiation to establish mutual trust.
An overview of trust management is discussed in [10]. Trust
management has many applications in e-commerce areas
such as works from Y. Atif [1] and P. Resnick et al. [15].
L. Xiong et al. [19] handles trust evaluation, especially the
community-related context factors and transaction context
factor of e-commerce. C. Zouridaki et al. [22] and L. Yang
et al. [20] apply trust evaluation into routing protocols of
mobile wireless ad hoc networks (MANETs).
R. Sandhu et al. [16] applies peer-to-peer access control to trusted computing, enforcing trust and hardware encryption. SECURE [6] project proposed the seminal ideas
to handle trust and secure collaboration in uncertain environment. Their work can tolerate partial information, overcome initial suspicion to allow secure collaboration to take
place by reasoning about trust and risk. N. Dimmock et al.
[7] incorporate notions of trust into rule inference process
of OASIS [2] , a policy-driven access control system. Mutable attributes, obligations, context and revocation of the
authorization were not handled.
Both attribute mutability and uncertain behaviors of a
principal are needed to be considered in collaborative resources sharing. In this work we integrate trust management
into usage-based access control, which allows collaboration
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when attributes of a principal are mutable or information on
a principal’s behaviors is incomplete.
[9]

7

Conclusion

We have proposed a framework to integrate trust management into usage-based access control. Our framework
is designed to solve uncertainty and attributes mutability in
a pervasive and collaborative environment. Our framework
was simulated in the application of multimedia delivery in
order to demonstrate the feasibility. The authentication and
authorization to an on-doing request is checked constantly
during the request. The granted request will be terminated
if the trust value is lowered down due to negative peer reports or access control rules are not met due to attributes
mutability.
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Abstract
This paper describes a methodology based on Graph
Theory and Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) for Air Trafﬁc Flow
Management (AFTM) problem. Flow Balancing Module (FBM) is proposed to manage air trafﬁc ﬂow through
heuristics and dynamic adaptation. This model is integrated
with a Distributed Decision Support System Applied to Tactical Air Trafﬁc Flow Management (SISCONFLUX). The
ﬂow maximization technique is well known in Graph Theory and is adapted to an analysis model to determine which
restrictive actions of ﬂow control should be applied, and to
what extent, in order to manage air trafﬁc ﬂow. The objective is to prevent or reduce congestions in diverse sectors
within the airspace. With the scenario forecast and decision support modules, FBM supports the regulation of trafﬁc ﬂow to support controllers and other units within the SISCONFLUX.

1. Introduction
The First Integrated Center of Aerial Defense and
Airspace Control - CINDACTA I in Brasilia controls about
50% of air trafﬁc ﬂow related to regular ﬂights in Brazil
[2]. The Flight Information Region in Brasilia (FIR-BS) is
divided in twelve control sectors together with the Aerial
Control Center of Brasilia (ACC-BS) to monitor and control the airspace over three regions: Brasilia, Rio de Janeiro
and Sao Paulo. Every region with some sectors is managed
by a supervisor, with obligation to perform decisions at occasions and each sector is monitored by a controller and an

assistant [10].
The trafﬁc ﬂow management decisions taken by controllers and supervisors are based on their experience. The
restrictive actions applied are made after an empirical analysis, not supported, therefore, with the help from any type
of computational decision tool. Another important matter
related to this issue is the impossibility to perform a quantitative evaluation of the impact of actions adopted in one
speciﬁc sector on the trafﬁc ﬂow of adjacent sectors. As a
consequence, it does not have an adequate forecasting level
concerning the effect of the adopted restrictive actions on
air trafﬁc ﬂow demand within FIR-BS as a whole. Thus,
the inadequate sizing of actions applied by the ACC-BS will
certainly imply in problems of trafﬁc ﬂow all over Brazil.
CINDACTA I, through ACC-BS and of Approach Control Centers (APPs), makes use of a set of systems capable
of carrying out adequate air movements control in its area of
responsibility. However, it does not have a speciﬁc system
directed toward the tactical management and the synchronization of air trafﬁc ﬂow. This becomes even more critical
when degradation of the usual control tools occurs, or some
other factor which may cause signiﬁcant modiﬁcations in
the expected trafﬁc ﬂow, such as meteorological conditions,
aeronautical incidents and/or accidents, amongst others. All
these different factors can result in saturation of control sectors, characterized by the simultaneous permanence of fourteen or more aircraft in a sector [4]. The saturation of a sector can be conditioned by various factors, exampled by: the
dimensions of the sector, the geographic position and the
schedule of the day.
This research has the objective to describe a Flow Balancing Model (FBM) as a subsystem to integrate with Dis-
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tributed Decision Support System Applied to Tactical Air
Trafﬁc Flow Management (SISCONFLUX). This system is
being developed to assist the controllers and supervisors
to efﬁciently management air trafﬁc ﬂow and to make the
suitable decisions. FBM presents an analysis model using
Graph Theory and Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) methods, with
adaptations that make possible the discretization and the solution to this problem in each control sector.
The paper is organized in the following manner: section
2 presents a state of art of the research about AFTM. In
section 3 the ﬂow balance model using Graph Theory is described. Section 4 shows the architecture of the Flow Balancing Model (FBM) that integrates with SISCONFLUX.
Finally, in the section 5 the ﬁnal considerations of the research and the relevant references are presented.

2. AI Research in Air Trafﬁc Flow Management - ATFM
ATFM is a task that involves the synchronization of air
trafﬁc ﬂow in real time. The majority of the systems already considered by literatures [11, 12] present a centralized architecture, while [1] and [7] present solutions with a
distributed character. All these solutions present excellent
characteristics towards the efﬁcient solving of the problem.
However, they also study the problems related to the performance, that is, the necessary time for attainment of the
solution and the formation of the “communication link”.
The distributed method, however, presents huge management problems due to the exceeding number of message exchanges in situation of intense negotiation [1] and lack of
physical structure – the Brazilian reality – that gives support to the implementation of negotiation techniques in distributed environments as the ones deﬁned in [7].
In this context, the Ground Holding Problem - GHP
emerges, which searches for the synchronization between
adjacent sectors, by analyzing the set of landings and expected takeoffs inside the same area of supervision. This
guarantees a better ﬂow between these sectors. For this
search, literature concerning the GHP suggests the use of
integer linear programming [10] and [9]. This type of processing is computational expensive and becomes inefﬁcient
for application in real time.
Other works are suggesting methodologies based on dynamic programming for the attainment of better results [5],
[8] and [14], the last two works suggest a representation of
sectors and terminals, associated to the dynamic programming, in the format of graphs.
The latest proposals, suggest multi-agent architecture,
implementation approach and software prototype of a multiagent system for air trafﬁc control within airport airspace
capable of automatic detection of potential violations of
safety policies by individual aircraft and corresponding in-

cident management [6]; or Multiagent Simulation of Collaborative ATFM, where the authors evaluated several simple strategies for the Airline Operations Center (AOC)
agents to select routes, using two different approaches, the
Airline Planning approach and the Mixed approach [13].

3. Balancing Methodology
In this model a graph is deﬁned as G = (V, E) starting
from a group of sectors that composes FIR-BS [14]. In this
graph a multi-ﬂow corresponding to the combination of the
directional ﬂows exists with origin and destinies associated
to the terminals. Differently from the model proposed by
Zhang [14], edges correspond to sectors and a path in the
graph corresponds to a possible route. Each edge has an
associated capacity and the vertexes represent the transition
point between sectors. To illustrate the representation considers the Figure 1 that shows a partial cutting of FIR-BS
with only three terminals. The set of paths between sectors

Figure 1. Part of FIR-BS
of the Figure 1 composes a multi-ﬂow showed in the Figure
2.

Figure 2. Multi-ﬂow regard to a part of FIR-BS

The routes connecting among T1, T2 and T3 are:
8
T1 S05 S06 T2
>
>
>
>
T1 S05 S04 S01 T3
>
>
<
T2 S06 S05 T1
Routes :
T2 S06 S03 S02 S01 T3
>
>
>
>
T3 S01 S04 S05 T1
>
>
:
T3 S01 S02 S03 S06 T2

In a simpliﬁed way, one can identify three ﬂows in the Figure 1: from T 1 to T 2 and T 3, from T 2 to T 1 and T 3 and
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from T 3 to T 2 and T 1. Suppose that f is the number of
ﬂows combined in the multi-ﬂow, in the example f = 3. It
is possible to build, from those graphs, an equivalent graph
[3] that combines all these ﬂows into a multi-ﬂow, associating a source node to a destiny node (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Joining of the ﬂows generating the
complete graph
Considering Ci,j the capacity of the Sector i in the Flow
j, limited by a constant value M in accordance with the
legislation, and supposing a forecast of sector occupation
of i of Ui , the balance of residual workload equals Li =
M − Ui . Under the following condition:
f


Ci,j ≤ Li for all sector i

(1)

j=1

where f is the number of ﬂows associated to the multi-ﬂow.
It is wanted that the ﬂow be the largest possible, so solutions can be found making:
f


Ci,j = Li

(2)

j=1

Considering ki,j the fraction of ﬂow j associated to the
sector i the equation can be written as:
f


ki,j Li = Li for all sector i.

(3)

ki,j = 1 for all sector i and ﬂow f.

(4)

j=1

that results in
f

j=1

and is always truth by the deﬁnition of ki,j . The problem
is, then, to determine ki,j appropriately so that the multiﬂow has a balanced distribution.
The distribution of ki,j is obtained by two manners: (1)
Supervisors deﬁne ﬂow quotas manually with the help of

statistical data of stored distributions, previously adopted.
The system will capture the controllers’ experience and will
keep that information for subsequent use. (2) Automatically by querrying previous accomplished actions, seeking
the most suitable action for the current situation. The result retrieved supplies guidelines for the adjustment of ki,j
and is submitted to the Evaluation and Decision Support
Module (EDSM). The maximization of the internal ﬂow f
implies, in this case, the decrease of another ﬂow due to the
fact that the sum 4 is equal to 1. In that way the maximization of the multi-ﬂow doesn’t imply the maximization of all
their components, and nor the opposite. Often there is interest in prioritizing certain ﬂow in order to relieve an airport,
for instance, the control can adjust ki,j to favor the ﬂow of
aircraft leaving terminal T 1 in detriment of terminals T 2
and T 3. Based on graphs modeling technique, one can determine the maximum ﬂow in the combined graph of ﬂows
composing the multi-ﬂow. The ﬂow measure is based on the
minimum cute, that corresponds to maximum ﬂow. The sum
of ﬂows in the combined graph (see Figure 3) equals the
ﬂow in the multi-ﬂow [3]. The algorithm Edmonds-Karp
is used for ﬂow adjustments due to its simplicity and relative efﬁciency. The model considers the maximum number
of 12 Sectors obtaining good performance for an algorithm
complexity of O(V × E 2 ) [3]. The process will spend more
time in adjustments of the time analysis showed in the next
section. The ﬂow adjustment algorithm does not consider
the variation of the ﬂow through time [3].
The model described in this article establishes a heuristic
that redistributes the capacities based in sectors mean occupation time. The present problem with time analysis is that,
in the context of air trafﬁc, is associated with a discretization of the material that ﬂows in the graph along time. In
this case, a bad use of the sectors can happen, once it exists
a time delay between the departure and the effective occupation of the sector. When reducing the departure frequency
to solve the problem of saturation of a sector i which will be
saturated in 20 minutes, for instance, some of the intermediate sectors i − 1, i − 2,..., can work with a departure frequency lower than it could be admitted. This becomes even
worse when these sectors are in the intersection of several
paths. Besides, there is also the need for adjustment of ﬂow
after departures, in other words, the saturation will happen
with aircraft that already took off. In this case, ﬂow restriction actions become critic. It is necessary to control the internal ﬂow in transitions among sectors. With that purpose
the Flow Balancing Module (FBM) makes a time analysis
using queuing techniques and heuristics for each sector.
If the mean time to transpose sectors is all equal, the
algorithm would not need to consider time. In this circumstance, ﬂow would be approximately continuous and
the model space associated with scenario forecast would
be enough for the ground holding adjustments. There are
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variations in sectors sizes, variations in aircraft speeds and
deviations that alter the time to transpose different sectors.
A solution considering all variants, unfortunately, will relapse in an excessive processing time. Therefore, the balance is being estimated, as follows: (1) There is a mean
time msi ≤ msi ≤ msi to transpose sectors with a high
limit and a low limit for all routes. (2) The time that the
aircraft is in the sector bvj ,si is known and accessible (vj
is the ﬂight j and si the sector i); (3) Each ﬂight vj has its
associated route known. (4) The exit time or the time that
the aircraft will take to leave the sector avj ,si can be calculated with a good estimation by avj ,si = msi − bvj ,si ;
(5) The time to enter in a sector i is equals to the time to
exit the sector i − 1, being the sectors in the same route.
It is taken, for each section, the orderly list of ﬂights (aircraft) in the growing order of the time to exit the sector
Lsi = avj ,si ≥ avj−1 ,si ≥ avj−2 ,si .... The comparison
of the time to exit the ﬁrst element of the list Lsi with the
time to exit the ﬁrst element in Lsi−1 is done. If the time to
exit i goes below or equal to the one to exit i − 1, the aircraft had left the sector before the previous enter (or at the
same time), so the capacity of i can be increased by an unit.
Repeating the same analysis for other aircraft on the list, if
the time to exit i becomes longer than the time to exit i − 1,
in this case the capacity doesn’t change, as that aircraft will
stay in the sector in the considered period of time. Soon afterwards the sectors i − 1 and i − 2 are processed to obtain
the desired capacity of these sectors. Through the analysis
of these lists, FBM will be capable of obtaining the necessary time to wait en route in case i is saturated and the time
to exit i − 1 goes very short. In this case it will be suggested
to EDSM a wait en route (orbit) for one of the aircraft on
the list Lsi−1 , accompanied of an estimate of wait time.

4. FBM: Flow Balancing Module
4.1. FBM in SISCONFLUX
FBM will look for the possibilities that implies the ideal
condition for air trafﬁc ﬂow. Such condition is characterized
by the maintenance of the largest possible ﬂuidity, restrictions of capacity of control sectors being observed, and the
adjustment of those capacities so that the ﬂuidity starting
from some point in the area can be prioritized. The choice
of trafﬁc jam or saturation parameter will be determined by
supervisors, taking into account technical and operational
factors to apply, when necessary, restrictive actions to air
trafﬁc ﬂow. Once the deliberations are deﬁned, FBM will
submit balance adjustments suggestions to the Evaluation
and Decision Support Module (EDSM). EDSM evaluates
those suggestions, informs the operational team about recommended actions and performs the learning procedure,
which will allow the system to store a group of previous

decisions and to adapt to the environment. After the decisions are taken and submitted to EDSM, the module also
stores the actual scenario forecast associated with the group
of actions taken. The actions are applied to the real scenario
and the Monitoring and Scenario Forecast Module (MSFM)
rebuilds a new scenario, considering all new information.
This new scenario is, again, the input to FBM for reprocessing the need for restrictive actions in case they are necessary. FBM is divided in sub-modules according to the
Figure 4 (related details are described in 4.2). The development includes three main submodules and two auxiliaries.
The two auxiliaries submodules have the role to make communication with other system modules transparent to the
main internal submodules. The three main modules accomplish indeed the processing of ﬂow restrictions. Further on
a detailed description of each submodule will be presented.
The development of FBM model for ﬂow adjustment
based on graph theory utilizes temporary adjustment techniques (see section 3). It is also associated with heuristics
developed from actions commonly taken by the operators
when performing dynamic adjustments of distribution of
sectors capacities. In FBM, a knowledge base is built. It
relates to the distribution of capacities on saturation scenarios, storing best ﬂow distributions associated with restrictive measures used with more frequency for a given scenario. The mapping of the multi-ﬂow in separate ﬂows
allows the adjustment so that certain ﬂows are prioritized
against others. Such prioritization will be the supervisors’
responsibility, observing guidelines for better distributions
already known. The more recommended ﬂow restriction
actions associated with each terminal are converted into frequencies of departures from speciﬁc origin points. This is
justiﬁed by the fact that ﬂight controllers work by limiting
the interval among departures in a certain airport and not,
speciﬁcally, with ﬂight schedules. Speciﬁc adjustment actions of schedules are the aerodromes’ responsibility, once
the frequency of allowed departures is supplied. The recommended actions are not applied directly. Those actions
are sent to the EDSM for analysis and submission to the
supervisors who will appreciate suggestions, being able to
accept them, and indeed apply them, or to request a new
processing.

4.2. Submodules Description
The sub-modules in FBM are developed with the intention to distribute system inherent tasks, resulting in a better structural organization, facilitating overall understanding. In this section, a brief description of the functionality
of each sub-module of FBM is presented (see Figure 4).
The subdivision of FBM in submodules is developed with
the intention to distribute system inherent tasks, resulting
in a better structural organization, facilitating overall under-
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the damage of the restrictive actions among sectors and not
to punish one or another determined sector.
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Figure 4. Architecture of Flow Balancing Module

standing.
SMRD: This submodule has the role of receiving and/or
looking for and formatting data for processing. It will work
as a place for temporary data storage in case destiny submodules are busy. SMCG: This submodule has the role of
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information and resources available to the employees
to promote self-learning and knowledge diffusion.
In the accomplishment of the above goals, certain
questions arose, such as: what knowledge is it
important for the employees to have? Where does that
knowledge reside? How can it be accessed? Which
apects of such knowledge are being stored and where?
Which are not being stored and why not? etc. To
obtain initial answers to these questions and to propose
a possible solution for the organization a study was
carried out. In this study one of the organization’s
processes was analyzed using the KoFI methodology.
The main results of this study are described here. The
paper is organized as follows: Section Two
summarizes the KoFI methodology. Section Three
goes on to depict the analysis of the manufacturing
process, while Section Four introduces a knowledge
portal whose design was based on the results of such
an analysis. Finally, Section Five presents the results
of an initial evaluation of this portal, while Section Six
concludes the paper.

Abstract
This paper presents the use of the Knowledge Flow
Identification (KoFI) methodology as a means to
improve a manufacturing process knowledge flow.
KoFI was initially developed to analyze software
processes. In this paper we illustrate how it can also
be used in a manufacturing domain. The results of the
application of KoFI are also presented, which include
some lessons learned, and the design of a knowledge
portal together with the results of an initial evaluation
from the potential users of this portal.

1. Introduction
Knowledge is currently one of the most important
organizational resources [2]. It is therefore important
for organizations to search for ways to manage it. To
accomplish this, knowledge management systems
(KMSs) must facilitate knowledge workers with the
knowledge they require from where it is created or
stored, or capture and store knowledge to make it
available for future use. It is necessary to understand
how knowledge is flowing in the work processes, in
this way it should be easier to identify the problems
affecting that flow and, as a consequence, to propose
possible solutions to improve the flow [5].
In this paper, we illustrate the manner in which the
KnOwledge Flow Identification (KoFI) methodology
[8] was used to analyze a manufacturing process, in
order to improve its knowledge flow. The main reason
for engaging in this study was to assist a
manufacturing organization in two main aspects: 1) to
improve the training of highly competitive personnel,
and 2) to promote organizational learning. The main
concern was to develop a KM system to assists the
human resources training process, by making useful

2. The KoFI methodology
KoFI is a methodology focused on identifying and
analyzing knowledge flows in work processes,
following process engineering techniques [8]. It was
defined to assist in three main areas: 1) to identify,
structure, and classify the knowledge base of a studied
process, 2) to identify the technological infrastructure
that supports the process and which affects the
knowledge flow, and 3) to identify requirements to
improve the knowledge flow in the process.
In order to apply KoFI, it is necessary to define the
specific process to be analyzed, and then model it. The
process models are later analyzed following a four step
process, as is shown in Figure 1. The process followed
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is iterative, since each stage may provide information
useful for the preceeding and successive stages. Thus,
it is possible for the process model to evolve while it is
being analyzed through KoFI. We shall now attempt to
describe how each stage is carried out.

process. The main activities of the processes have, of
course, been previously identified. Therefore, the
process models help to analyze how knowledge flows
through the process while the people involved perform
their activities. Examples of this include knowing
which sources are consulted, or which documents are
generated while activities are performed. It is
important to identify knowledge flows in activities
and/or in sources. One example of this might be the
transfer of knowledge from a person to a document.

The KoFI methodology
To specify the process
to be analyzed
Knowledge focused
process modeling

To identify
knowledge sources
To identify
knowledge topics
To identify
knowledge flows

2.4. Identification of knowledge flow problems

To identify
knowledge flow
problems

The knowledge flows identified in the previous
stage are analyzed to discover problems which might
be affecting them, such as whether the information
generated from the activities is not captured, or
whether there are sources that might help in the
performance of certain activities, but which are not
consulted by the people in charge of them. To do this,
KoFI proposes the use of problem scenarios, which are
stories describing the way in which a problem occurs
[8]. These stories must particularly show how the
detected problems affect the knowledge flow. Once the
problem scenario is described, one or more alternative
scenarios must be defined to illustrate possible
solutions, and the manner in which those alternative
solutions may improve the flow of knowledge.

Figure 1: Stages of the KoFI methodology.

2.1. Knowledge focused process modeling
To model the knowledge involved in a process, it is
convenient to use a Process Modeling Language
(PML) which provides explicit representation of issues
such as the knowledge consumed or generated in
activities, the knowledge required by the roles
participating in those activities, the sources of that
knowledge, or knowledge dependencies [1]. In our
study we used an adaptation of a highly used and
flexible PML proposed in [7].
Since the focus of this paper is not on the modeling
languages, we will limit ourselves to simply presenting
the main activities carried out in KoFI.

3. Analysis of the manufacturing process
The KOFI methodology was used in a
manufacturing process with the goal of detecting how
this process could be improved from a knowledge
management point of view. The study was conducted
in a Mexican industrial company dedicated to the
manufacturing of cans. We studied one of eight
processes performed in one of nine departments in one
unit of the company, specifically the process in charge
of transforming the aluminum rolls into the first
versions of the cans (known as the “Formation area”).
Forty one people were involved in this process.
It is important to highlight that the company has
documented all its processes, and follows standards for
documenting almost all its activities. Moreover it has
an ISO9001-2000 certification, so it was not necessary
to develop detailed models of the processes. We
simply focused on developing high level models to
identify the main knowledge required for the central
activities of the processes and to identify the main
knowledge and information sources involved.
The data used to analyze the process was captured
through interviews, and by analyzing documents and

2.2. Identification of knowledge sources and
topics
These two steps focus on identifying the main
documents and people involved in the process, that is,
the main knowledge sources, and the knowledge that
can be obtained form the, or the one required to
accomplish the process’ activities. We consider people
as a knowledge source since they are the main source
of tacit knowledge in a company. It is important that
the identified sources and topics be organized and
classified, for instance, by means of a taxonomy or an
ontology in which the relationships between the
elements of the process be represented. In fact,
defining taxonomies is one of the first steps in the
development of KMSs [6].

2.3. Identification of knowledge flows
In the third step we analyze how knowledge and
sources are involved in the activities performed in the
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information systems. Nineteen employees were
interviewed by using the long interview technique, but
adjusting the interviews to the following format: the
general data of those interviewed, the main activities
performed, and knowledge sources known by them,
and their level of knowledge of the process. The
duration of the interviews ranged, from 30 minutes to 2
hours, depending on the level of responsibility of those
interviewed. A total of 119 documents and systems
were also analyzed, of which 24 were discarded
because they were duplicated.

the knowledge sources and topics, and the activities of
the process. This allowed us to create a knowledge
map by defining the knowledge that might be obtained
from each source, and by defining the activities in
which the sources or the knowledge were being used
or generated.
3.1.4. Knowledge flow problems. In the final step of
KoFI, we identified two main areas of opportunity.
First, it was observed that some areas of the process
were not well supported with documentation. For
instance, there was not enough documented
information on the use of certain mechanical and
electrical tools; therefore, that knowledge resided only
in people’s experience. An additional problem was the
identification of important knowledge sources that
were not being used; for instance, the company had
some simulation tools that were not being used.
Based on the information obtained by applying the
four steps of the analysis phase of KoFI, we decided to
develop a knowledge portal which could facilitate
access to the available knowledge sources , classifying
them according to the activities in which they would be
useful. It was also decided that the portal should
provide access not only to documents, but also to other
types of sources, such as information systems, or
support tools, in order to promote the use of all the
available types of knowledge sources of the company.

3.1. Results of the analysis
The main results of the analysis of the process were
classification schemas for knowledge sources and
topics, which were later used as a basis for structuring
a knowledge map from which a knowledge portal was
developed. Additionally, the knowledge flow analysis
phase helped us to identify the relationships between
the various knowledge sources and topics, and the
activities carried out in the process. These main results
are next described.
3.1.1. Knowledge sources. The identified sources
were very diverse, from process documentation to
organizational norms. These were classified into: 1)
documents, including three subcategories: process,
technical, and organizational documentation; 2)
information systems, including two subcategories:
query, and transactional systems; 3) people, including
four subcategories: staff, specialists, external clients,
and internal clients; and 4) others, including two
subcategories: problems analysis, and simulation tools.

4. Designing the Knowledge Portal
From the analysis we created a knowledge metamodel which could be replicated to any area of the
organization while achieving the same results.

3.1.2. Knowledge topics. The identified knowledge
topics were also very diverse, ranging from
organizational
behavior
to
special
machine
maintenance. These topics were classified in three
categories: 1) product line activities, including product
quality, machine maintenance, operation, and
information technology (IT) application; 2)
organizational culture, including knowledge of the
company; and 3) general knowledge, including
resource management, IT management, personnel
management, and other individual knowledge.

4.1. Meta-model
The proposed meta-model, represented in Figure 2,
comprises the knowledge types and sources involved
in the knowledge generation and acquisition process.
In this meta-model the knowledge concepts are
integrated with the knowledge topics and sources. The
knowledge concepts are required, generated or
modified by the activities within the study area, which
are described as work definitions. In turn, these work
definitions can be represented as processes, activities
or decisions. Each knowledge concept/source
association contains information about the knowledge
level it requires. Finally, the available format and
location for consulting each source are specified.

3.1.3. Knowledge flows. In this step we modeled the
knowledge required in each activity of the process, the
knowledge that each role required to perform these
activities, and the knowledge sources consulted or
generated in each activity, following an adaptation of
the Rich Picture [4] technique proposed in [7]. These
models helped us to identify the relationships between
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Figure 2: Meta-model of knowledge types and
sources.

Figure 4 depicts an example of the layout and
content of a page from the current prototype for the
“Formation” area.

4.2 Knowledge portal structure

c) Process

This meta model was used as a base to design the
structure for a knowledge portal. Figure 3 shows the
resulting general structure of the portal. This structure
comprises a first level in which initial interfaces
(pages) are accessible (e.g. home and registration
pages). The second and third levels are pages which
correspond to the manufacturing areas and sub-areas of
the organization, respectively, according to the rich
picture models developed during the analysis. The
fourth level corresponds to pages on the processes that
integrate each of the sub-areas identified from the
involved knowledge flows. Finally, the fifth level
presents all the identified knowledge sources for the
specific process of the sub-area. This structure is
representative of all and each of the manufacturing
sub-areas, as identified during the analysis.

e) Contextual
menu

b) Sub-area

d) Knowledge
sources

a) Area

f) Search
engine

Figure 4: Example of the page contents and
layout of the Knowledge Portal.

4.3 Knowledge portal UI design

The information provided includes the name of the
manufacturing area being consulted (4.a), the name of
the specific sub-area (4.b), the name of the selected
process within the sub-area (4.c), and most
importantly, links to knowledge sources (and types)
available for that process (4.d).
Additionally, the page includes a “contextual” subarea menu to facilitate navigation through the
information (4.e), which is always available while the
user stays in that particular sub-area of the portal.
Also, it includes a search engine (4.f) which allows a
search to be performed by simply specifying a
keyword on the required topic, and optionally, the
“places” in which the information should be searched
for.
The interface in Figure 4 represents the final
destination for users looking for a particular
knowledge source who, by following only three links

The design of presentation and navigational features
of the user interfaces (pages) of the knowledge portal
also emerged from insights identified in the analysis
and initial phases of design.
These include information about the identified
knowledge flows, the main sub-areas of the
organization, and the structure of the portal previously
identified, which resulted in the options included in the
menus and main layout sections of the pages. These
allow users to find the required information by simply
identifying the specific area in which information is
generated or required, and following the resulting
navigational structure (area
sub-area
process) to
locate the specific knowledge source, instead of just
alphabetically (or randomly) browsing through the
information.
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(area
sub-area
process), arrive at the knowledge
sources
(either documents, systems or people)
required to perform their intended activities.
Finally, this design adheres to the organization’s
established standard guidelines for this kind of
applications.

5. Preliminary
knowledge portal

Evaluation

of

“Disagreed” that the tool would help him/her to
complete his/her tasks faster.
Table 1: Perception of Usefulness.

the

We conducted a preliminary evaluation in one of
the production areas to both determine the impact and
acceptance level of the users on the system, and to
provide support for the decision-making process
concerned with the continuation of the system’s
implementation in other areas of the organization. The
evaluation considered aspects concerning perception of
usefulness and ease of use [11].
The evaluation consisted of 1) an introductory
session, in which the system was presented to the users
and its functionality was demonstrated to them. This
included examples on how to search for and retrieve
knowledge sources by means of navigating through
areas, sub-areas and processes, as well as through the
search engine; and 2) the application of a questionnaire
containing 12 questions referring to perception of
usefulness (6) and ease of use (6). Each evaluation
session (induction and application of the questionnaire)
was done in approximately one hour.
The subjects of the study were 41 employees of the
“Formation” area for which the prototype was
developed. The subjects included leader mechanics,
process mechanics, operators and process engineers,
whose participation was voluntary. The sample was
divided into 4 groups according to the natural
operative processes (3 groups of ten people and 1 of
eleven). The application process of the evaluation was
completed in three days.

Question

Agree (%)

Disagree (%)

78.05

Have Doubts
(%)
19.51

Complete the
task faster
Increase task
performance
Increase
productivity
Improve
efficiency
Ease the
task
Is useful

82.93

17.07

0.0

75.61

24.39

0.0

80.49

19.51

0.0

82.93

17.07

0.0

87.80

12.20

0.0.

2.44

Table 2: Perception of Easy of Use.
Question

Agree (%)

Disagree (%)

85.37

Have Doubts
(%)
14.63

Learning to
browse
Finding
information
Clear
user
interfaces
Flexible
interaction
Becoming an
expert
Is easy to use

60.98

39.02

0.0

65.85

34.15

0.0

65.85

34.15

0.0

53.66

46.34

0.0

68.29

31.71

0.0.

0.0

Table 2 shows the answers to the questions about
the perception of ease of use. As can be seen, although
most of the users perceived that it was easy to learn to
browse through the information (85.37% “Agree”),
some had doubts concerning the ease of finding
information (39.02% “Have Doubts”), and even more
users had doubts concerning becoming experts on the
use of the tool (46.34% “Have Doubts”). A possible
explanation could be that a little more than a third of
the users had doubts concerning the clarity of the
presented interfaces, as well as about the interaction
flexibility that these provide (34.15% in both cases).
In general, most of the users considered the
knowledge portal as a useful (87.80% “Agree” – Table
1) and easy to use tool (68.29% “Agree” – Table 2) for
the accomplishment of their work.

5.1 Analysis and discussion of evaluation
results
The subjects had positive appreciations with regard
to the knowledge portal, as is reflected in their answers
in the questionnaire. Table 1 shows the answers to the
questions about the perception of usefulness of the
tool. The users perceived that the portal would allow
them to increase their productivity and to perform their
tasks more easily (82.93% “Agree” in both cases),
although some of them had doubts regarding the fact
that this would increase their productivity (24.39%
“Have Doubts”). Only one person (2.44%)

6. Discussion and concluding remarks
Integrating KM into work processes is one of the
main concerns in the KM community [9]. Several
works related to the integration of KM into work
processes can be found in the relevant literature (e.g.
[1, 3, 10]). Most of the approaches we have found are
either orientated towards developing specific KM
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systems, or require special tools or PMLs for their use.
Before proposing a specific approach for managing
knowledge in an organization, it is important to
analyze the organizations’ work processes from a
knowledge flow perspective [5], since supporting
knowledge flow should be the main focus of KM. The
main contribution of the present work is the use of an
approach which takes this observation into
consideration. We have illustrated how the KoFI
methodology [8] may be useful for proposing means to
improve the knowledge flow in a manufacturing
company. This should be accomplished not only by
developing new systems, changing organizational
culture, and so on, but also by integrating the current
infrastructure and the real work being done by the
people in charge of the organizational processes.
The main result of the study was illustrating the
usefulness of the KoFI methodology in a
manufacturing setting; particularly for the design of a
knowledge portal based on the real work structure of a
company. The portal integrates the knowledge sources
available, and presents them to the users by following
an organizational structure which emerges from the
application of the different steps proposed by KoFI.
Even though more research is required to evaluate if
the portal will allow the company to improve the
training of highly competitive personnel, and to
promote organizational learning, the preliminary
evaluation of this portal has led us to believe that it
could help to accomplish this, since such a portal was
considered to be highly useful and used by the
employees of the company. As future work, we are
planning to apply the KoFI methodology to the
analysis of all the company’s other processes, in order
to extend the use of the portal to the entire
organization. This should help us to continue
evaluating the benefits and limitations of KoFI.
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Towards the end of development a performance test is undertaken
to verify that the performance goals have been met. Between
these two steps, however, there is a long period when many
decisions are made and must be verified on their merits as part of
the process.

ABSTRACT
Performance is an important nonfunctional requirement of any
software system. In this paper we describe our findings from a
one year longitudinal case study of the problems identified in two
related commercial projects. We divide those problems according
to the Pareto principle. The evidence has revealed that a smaller
number of modules affected the performance significantly. That
finding raises questions about our ability to chart a course and
maintain it at both system and subsystem level, and to recognize
problems while their resolution is feasible.

While working on a new software system the developers must
overcome two major sources of difficulties. Firstly, they must
understand the environment in which future system will operate.
This is often referred to as application domain and though they do
not have to be or become experts it is important to understand the
basic concepts and requirements as to design and implement a
quality solution. Thus, a system that is not reliable or does not
perform is equally unacceptable. Secondly, software development
process translates into multiple phases, activities, tasks, and
profiles of participants necessary to identify and define a system
as a sequence of models that addresses the end user’s problem.
Software engineering is a modeling activity as it deals with
complexity by focusing, at different points in time, only on those
details that are relevant and abstract away everything else. In
particular, software engineers need to understand the system they
could build, the technologies they could use, and the timeframe,
to assess different solutions and tradeoffs thereof. These models
and artifacts that accompany them cannot always be precisely
verified and their accuracy is largely experiential. Software
architecture is also influenced by business and social forces from
multiple stakeholders [10]. All these are especially true in early
project phases when, unfortunately, many important decisions
must be made with little evidence to back them up. As these can
easily turn into a complex set of issues, here we are primarily
interested in performance aspects that we follow through a
number of examples.

On these projects we have also learned that noncritical errors
could affect performance significantly. This is largely due to the
new technologies that were introduced with no previous in-house
experience. But, they could also be attributed to a possible lack of
accountability and weak participation in the control process.
Noncritical errors may not appear hard to fix, but their number
and small individual contribution towards a better performance
result when fixed makes their detection, implementation, and
testing labor intensive.

1. INTRODUCTION
Software quality has been an ongoing topic of interest in
academia and IT industry alike. Software performance has been
discussed in a number of forums, such as PDS, IEEE TSE, ICSE,
etc. However, the results have been presented as a summary of the
raw faults data in a postmortem analysis. Also, due to frequent
technological advances and increasingly more challenging
applications any past experience and benchmarks becomes harder
to correlate to and apply. Still, lessons learned from similar
endeavors and technologies should be gathered to enable broader
improvement.

The analysis presented in this paper is based on two industrial
projects that produced two distributed software systems of 650
KLOC (i.e., the smaller project) and 800 KLOC (i.e., the larger
project). The systems are implemented in Java and J2EE, and they
share some architectural, design, and implementation details. Our
analysis is based on a static analysis of the software architecture,
design artifacts, and code. It is supported by profiling tools (e.g.,
OptimizeIt by Borland, and top) and a proprietary dynamic
memory code scanner. Multiple commercial load generating tools
are used (e.g., LoadRunner [8], Hammer [7]) as well. These help
in collecting the multiple metrics [1] that are used to identify
problems, and quantify and assess their impact on the
performance to the extent possible. In particular, we present a
range of results and examine the extent to which they support the
following hypothesis:

Software performance must be constantly monitored [9]. The
activities to achieve the required quality can be formulated as
these three basic steps:


Steps taken before implementation,



Steps taken during implementation, and



Steps take after implementation.

When developing a software system, we should iterate back and
forth among these three steps. In principle, software process also
follows these steps, and the steps involved in getting software to
perform also breaks down into them. Initial performance
evaluation and modeling serves to establish whether our
nonfunctional requirements are achievable and to guide our
decisions regarding design and software reuse. These can be
accomplished either by running a simple test on a raw component,
or by undertaking a more formal approach (e.g., [6]]). Also, there
is a growing body of performance (anti)patterns (e.g., [2]).
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A small number off classes is responsible for the major
(i.e., critical) performance problems.



Software performance problems can also be attributed
to deficiencies in the staff background.



Software development process is largely responsible for
consistency, and accountability of each participant.



Table 2 Developers Profile (E=engineer, S=senior engineer)

Similar to scale and distribution of other faults, software
projects executed in similar environments share similar
performance problems.

For the studied systems we provide evidence for and against these
hypotheses. This study is based on two projects only, but we
believe that the number and background of the participants works
in favor of a more general conclusion than an isolated incident.
We find that the first hypothesis holds for the larger project, while
is very weak for the smaller. However, these raise a question
regarding detection and resolution of performance problems. We
describe in detail some of the identified problems and classify
them as critical and noncritical with regard to the Pareto rule.

The two projects presented in this paper are first of their kind for
this company, both in terms of technology used (i.e., Java, J2EE,
RDBMS, IMAP), and domain (i.e., Internet, Unix). To deal with
the lack of skills, the staff was trained and new staff were
recruited. We find the staff representative of this segment of IT
industry. They come from a number of leading companies, with
good credentials. During the project initiation phase the company
doubled in size at all organizational levels. The organizational
model and development process got improved and new software
and hardware were purchased. Table 1 and Table 2 present the
background as: years of work experience, total people count, and
people count per relevant technical and technology related
experience before the training and projects started.

Java

J2EE

C++

RDB

Unix

2–5

4

1

1

4

1

0

P

6–7

3

2

1

3

3

1

M,
A

13 – 22

3M,
1A.

2

1

4

2

3

J2EE

C++

RDB

Unix

E

<2

2

1

1

2

1

0

E, S

2–5

23

12

5

23

14

7

S

6 – 10

11

11

2

11

10

6

S

> 10

8

4

1

7

6

3

Finally, the larger system was predominantly staffed with newly
recruited employees that nominally had the background that was
required. Some were recruited for a specific role (i.e., architect,
database, project leader, or manager). Staff on the smaller project
lacked Java and Unix skills, but have some RDBMS. However
they have on average 2 years of working together as a team on a
C++ / Windows project.

3. CRITICAL PROBLEMS
The 20/80 rule of Pareto, applied to software system performance,
stipulates that 20% of code is responsible for 80% of performance
problems. Thus, we should focus on those problems that have the
greatest potential for reducing the problems. The benefit of this
approach is evident in that we achieve most by changing least.
The problem is found in identifying the hot spots (or avoiding
them) and elaborating on solutions, and the risk in their fixing, all
of which can become too hard to overcome.

<2
P, T

Java

Both schedules were perceived as realistic. The involved were
comfortable with their tasks, workload, roles, and organization.
All these got eventually confirmed, as the day of completion was
narrowly missed. However, the road from there to a product
launch proved difficult. The reasons could be attributed to the
nonfunctional requirements, i.e., performance and dependability,
as they proved interdependent.

Table 1 Management Profile (A=architect, M=manager,
P=project lead, T=team lead)
Total

Total

In addition, the requirements were prepared well and remained
rather stable for the duration of both projects. The project plans
follow a waterfall model. The larger project scheduled only one
system integration attempt upon the completion of all preceding
tasks, which proved very costly. The schedule of the smaller
project was similar, but the project team managed to keep
functional faults in check but not performance problems. They
remained undetected until after the system integration phase. It is
important to mention here that before the projects started, solid
initial performance tests against a raw component (e.g., IMAP
server, RDBMS) or a library (e.g., Java Advanced Imaging) were
conduced and produced promising results.

2. COMPANY

Work

Work

The staff have object-oriented background, and good knowledge
of C++. Many have exposure to distributed computing, although
not with multitier (four tiers or more) systems. They also had
some exposure to Unix, but their background is mainly in
Windows. Similarly, their exposure to RDBMS and networking
appears adequate in terms of years of experience and previous
projects and there is no shortage in the number of staff who can
participate creatively and make competent decisions.

Many factors affect creation, detection, and resolution of
performance problems. They can be described as technical (e.g.,
availability of right tools) and nontechnical (e.g., knowledge,
motivation, process). Still, the second and third hypotheses hold.
In support, in the section that follows we profile the company. We
believe that the software engineers are not only product of their
own work, but also of the environment in which they work. Much
to our surprise, the forth hypothesis also holds that leads us to
conclude that the second, third and forth hypotheses are related.
Yet, more data from other companies and projects should be
collected to get a better understanding and more confidence in the
result.

Role

Role
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unpredictable because neither patterns of user behavior, nor size
of messages or their content can be accurately predicted, and
there are no historical data. However, it has a pool of persistent
communication channels, and the level of concurrency
approaches that of the Application J2EE.
On the other hand, the RDBMS is easier to model provided that
we have a well defined data model. It requires lots of RAM for
caching, and each IP connection is supported by one OS process.
The interprocess communication needs are constant in size within
a few hundred bytes. We know that for up to 10000 bytes the
communication cost is mainly affected by the latency and does
not change noticeably with message size. The amount of data per
query to be transferred here is well within this range. This flat
response time is further supported by a pool of connections. The
amount of disk space can be estimated for any number of
prospective users. The number of transactions approaches the
level of concurrency of the Application J2EE server. Finally, the
Application server is a major problem for modeling as there are
too many unknowns that cannot be verified as there is no
implementation yet, and there is no relevant experience as to what
resource requirements can be expected. Based on the use cases
and functional requirements, we can conclude that it has no
particular demands on hard disks, it benefits from a higher IP
bandwidth, and it requires, as the preliminary tests demonstrate,
lots of RAM and CPU time for the data conversion algorithms.
The RAM usage gets even more important as we increase the
level of concurrency within the server.

Figure 1 Larger system
Many critical problems described here were created early in the
design process and remained undetected until an integration took
place. These are multitier systems that run on Sun 280R
machines. Each machine has two CPU units and 2GB of RAM.
They are connected by a local 100 Mbps Ethernet. These two
applications interact with other applications that are not relevant
in this context. In this presentation, for the larger project we focus
only on the two middle tiers. The deployment diagram in Figure 1
shows two Sun machines with the participating processes of the
larger system assigned to each. The smaller system (Figure 2) is
the J2EE server that was initially split in two processes: a J2EE
process and a Java frontend process that talk via RMI. This
architecture was eventually challenged by the performance
consultants and consolidated into a single J2EE process.

3.1 Storage
By selecting a persistent storage strategy when designing a
system helps in dealing with other issues of storage management
(e.g., concurrency, crash recovery, and transactions). It also
contributes to system installation and operational cost, depending
on our assessment as to how much processing power is needed or
available in each particular model. A problem at this point is the
inability to back our decisions with solid data because there is no
application server in place to run a realistic performance test. The
best we can do is to test the raw storage system and assume that
this is the top performance that can be delivered by this model.
That will be affected negatively by the application server as it
progresses towards completion, because each use case will
introduce its performance penalty. A major factor here is our
understanding as to how much load and what content is expected
in production.

Given all these facts, we can conclude that a configuration in
which the IMAP and the Application server share one host
because their characteristics are orthogonal, while the RDBMS
occupies the other host is the most promising. Also, we have
eliminated the need for networking in Application-to-IMAP
server communication. The software architecture team, however,
decides that the RDBMS and Application should share the same
host. In addition, the DB team claims that the preliminary
RDBMS tests have proved that a pool of 100 connections is the
optimal. We do not know exactly what tests were conducted and
what were the assumptions, but we do know that the required
Application level of concurrency was 40 transactions per second,
and those did not always access the database. In fact, there was no
firm definition as to what a transaction is. Therefore, an end to
end transaction could spawn multiple subtransactions (e.g.,
logging) that were all added to the total.

The storage consists of two subsystems, i.e., a RDBMS and an
IMAP enabled message store (Figure 1). Based on our
assumptions on volume of messaging traffic (i.e., data transfer
and level of concurrency) we must decide what performance and
capacity management characteristics a physical storage must have
to adequately support the IMAP server. In addition, what happens
once the disk capacity gets exceeded? Can another disk be simply
plugged in or do we have to relocate some folders, and upsize
manually the remaining. How much CPU time is needed to
maintain folders by removing the deleted or old messages and at
what time of day? To answer some of these questions we have
conducted additional tests. But this problem should also be
approached from another direction. The characteristics of these
three servers suggest that the IMAP server is predominantly an IO
intensive process, both in terms of disks and interprocess
communication, while in the same time does not require much
RAM to operate. The interprocess communication is highly

From the logical DB design it is obvious that it is too fragmented.
For example, the user profile uses three tables, one of which has
each column indexed. The smaller system adds another three user
tables, for rules, conditions, and actions. While the latter three are
the result of a normalization taken too far, the rationale for the
former three cannot be easily explained. Therefore, to create the
user profile requires six queries (and J2EE beans), four of which
are wild card and two of which are recursive. One table, that
stores parameterized data, requires that all columns are indexed.
The fact that the RDBMS share the same host with the
Application does not make the response time acceptable. A
production version of the larger system proved that a pool of 20
persistent connections was sufficient because each query against a
loaded DB completes in about 400 milliseconds which meets the
requirement of 40 transactions per second, but does not leave
enough time for the Application to process messages. However,
the 100 was strongly defended.
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how much contiguous memory a graph would require
for serialization. Since this RMI channel is the entry
point into the system, and the content to be serialized is
random in size and complexity, it became a serious
bottleneck. The reason for this approach was that the
engineers did not know that an applet could be used
instead of the J2EE servlet to open a TCP/IP port for
incoming traffic.

Sun 280R

RMI

«executable»
Application Java



«executable»
Application J2EE

«executable»
RDBMS

Figure 2 Smaller system
The IMAP work and the RDBMS work were done in isolation
which serves better the DB team because they had one client less
to serve. IMAP team encountered problems because the IMAP
server did not provide the functionality to implement some of the
requirements. For example, depending on the class of service each
user is assigned the maximum available album size that must be
enforced. The class of service is stored in the DB, but the current
album size is not and must be calculated each time a message is
received. The size of a message is stored in the message header,
and the message is stored to a file. As a result, all messages (i.e.,
files) in the album must be accessed to retrieve the size and add
them all up. In a production setup that caused the Application
become overloaded with spurious exceptions due to timeouts once
the album content exceeded a thousand or so messages.

3.3 Pareto
The larger project demonstrates a rather regular Pareto of 17% of
all the classes hat can be described as critical. The smaller project
is not a typical Pareto system because we can classify up to 35%
of the classes as critical. The problem here is not only due to
hypothesis 2 but mainly due to its structure. This system has two
entry points and two exit points that are of interest for
performance. The call stack from message to message is very
uniform, which means that most of the code is a candidate to
become critical as it gets executed almost if not every time a
transaction to process a message is started.
There is another problem with this categorization and that is due
to a fact that the critical problems have been identified, but only a
few (and those mentioned above) were indeed fixed and those
were not storage related. Therefore it is impossible to precisely
determine how much impact on the performance of the system as
a whole they had or what kind of improvement could have been
achieved. As mentioned before little attention was paid to
performance after the implementation started and before each
system was integrated. With all the coding completed and a lot of
unplanned time spent in fixing implementation faults, risk became
unacceptable to undertake more rounds of changes. However, we
have achieved an order of magnitude better performance on a
pilot version of the smaller system that has, apart from the other
changes mentioned above, consolidated the mentioned 6 database
tables into 3 with no recursion, among others.

3.2 Java
These two projects are not challenging because of difficult
algorithms but because of the number of services they provide.
Although there are no obvious candidates that fall into this
category we can still provide a few examples:




To establish whether a substring can be found in a string
uses two standard library methods from the Java String
class. First a lowercase conversion is performed on the
target by making a copy, followed by a check for an
occurrence of the substring. This is used by routing
rules. There could be up to 20 rules, and each rule is
checked separately. The impact on performance is huge
as an entire document could be searched through. It is
much better to perform a direct case insensitive
comparison of both strings, and that code can be copied
from JDK. (Management decided that risk appeared too
high to implement a searching of multiple related rules
concurrently.)

Each system maintains a database table of configuration
parameters (~400 per system) that can be updated via a
browser based user interface. An event is generated
upon change that informs the system to update the table
(and its in-memory cache if any). This can be achieved
either by executing a query or directly reusing the
event. Both approaches are acceptable, even though the
latter is much more efficient. A problem with the former
is that data must be parsed which makes it even more
computationally expensive as our performance profiling
has established. The smaller project team leader decided
not to maintain a cache but, instead, to execute a query
each time a user profile is queried for.

These raise another question regarding merits of identification of
critical errors. If not caught on time there is little likelihood that
they will be fixed because of risk. This suggests that performance
consultants will more likely be focused on fixing the noncritical
errors towards accomplishing the performance goals than
attacking major architectural and implementation issues. These
projects certainly followed that route.

The aforementioned two process division of the smaller
system Application process (Figure 2) requires a RMI
interface between the processes. RMI is useful and
transparent, but is also known to be very expensive due
to the serialization of complex Java objects. Due to
garbage collection Java objects are not linear (except
for unary native attributes) but are graphs of classes. To
make the serialization generic, it is impossible to know

4. NONCRITICAL PROBLEMS
Java is a C/C++ look-alike language, but it has quite a different
runtime behavior that must be understood and programmed for.
Java makes use of a garbage collector to reclaim dynamically
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allocated objects and because of that suffers from occasional
interruption of service while the garbage collector runs [3].
Garbage collectors provide different modes of operation to deal
with this problem, but here we are interested in programming
techniques and choices to minimize the impact of garbage
collection on performance by reducing the number of transient
objects during a method invocation. Programming problems like
these are not regarded as critical faults but given the size and
nature of this application they were responsible for a large portion
of the performance degradation.
Our goal with resolving the noncritical performance problems is
to stabilize the process memory image at runtime. We found that
for each byte of input 3 to 4 orders of magnitude more bytes were
needed to produce a byte of output.

5.

Not closing sockets

6.

Exceptions thrown between local methods upon method
invocation

7.

Exceptions thrown between classes upon method
invocation

8.

Catching generic exceptions instead of specific when no
resolution is required

9.

Replacing native exceptions with domain specific

4.1 Common Problems

12. Inter class nonfunctional integration - passing buffers
for transient data from caller to callee

10. Accessing private public attributes via final methods
11. Intra class nonfunctional integration - passing/reusing
buffers for transient data from caller to callee

To concatenate two or more Strings it is more efficient to use a
StringBuffer or StringBuilder than the + operator. In fact, this
solution is not that simple, and that leads to many programming
errors. We have to examine the StringBuffer class to understand
its attributes and behavior. The concatenation of two Strings via
the + operator creates a new String object, while the StringBuffer
approach creates a StringBuffer and requires a new String. It is
also important to estimate how long the result is. The default
length of a StringBuffer is 16 characters, and we do not want to
reallocate the internal char[] buffer due to insufficient capacity
and copy from the old into a new array. A StringBuffer is reusable
because it can be resized, overwritten, and deleted either partially
or completely. Many StringBuffer methods can be concatenated,
so that the compiler can directly reuse the same object reference
that is already loaded in the register.

13. Inter class functional integration - passing reusable
buffer(s) to store result from caller to callee
14. Customize Java core classes for efficiency
These deficiencies may appear simple to resolve but, when
multiple classes and methods are involved, they are not. Many are
hard to measure and categorize, and their individual impact on
performance is disproportionally small to the amount of work
required to fix them. To fix these problems, a list of potential
improvements was first built and scoped, and then reviewed by
the senior staff for a go-no-go decision. Given that our runtime
image comprises hundreds of thousands of dynamic objects made
the whole process slow and tedious. (As we mentioned before,
most of the critical 20% have been declared off limits.)

To get a better understanding on the density of these problems
and potential for performance improvements we selected 200
classes in total from 20 engineers. It took us two person days to
analyze the code and some results are presented in Figure 3.

The initial code and design reviews could spot these flaws but,
being performed by peers, they generally failed to do so for the
same reason. (Code reviews have been regular and the process
was formalized.) Still, we find that peer inspections tend to
degenerate into comments on style and first order semantic issues.
This stands in contrast to the reported findings (e.g., [2]) and
commonly shared believes. We believe, though, these teams are
representative for a semidetached or embedded project both in
size, age, and experience.

Density
%
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Item 4 is a serious problem due to the design of the Logger. The
Logger is a deeply nested hierarchy of classes that does not apply
a high level filtering of information for logging. Instead, if a
programmer does not check the logging level before attempting to
create a log, the logger will do it at the lowest level. This problem
is compounded by an excessive logging for tracing. Also, the
parameters are passed as an array of Strings and numbers of an
arbitrary size.
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Figure 3 Density

Items 11 through 14 are positive (i.e., desired outcome) and they
range from 0% to 7%. While the issues that fall under 11 and 14
could become candidates for improvements, the other two are not
trivial and point to the understanding as to how well a system is
integrated in those aspects that are not part of the functional
specification. They suggest that these engineers have not
discussed issues other than what is required to produce a result.

The legend to Figure 3 as per Item is as follows:
1.

Dynamic allocation of String constants

2.

String concatenation with + operator

3.

Dynamic allocation of numeric constants

4.

High level logging
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2 has deeper implications if we can generalize it to other projects.
The staff on these projects come from reputable companies and
their background that should facilitate a positive outcome, which
failed to eventuate. While some of the performance problems can
be attributed to politics and personal preferences it is still
troubling to see that they remained undetected until a system
integration. In that respect Hypothesis 3 is supported by the fact
that the smaller system was completed with lesser faults and
performance problems and managed to achieve substantial (5
fold) performance improvement before being launched. This is
counterintuitive when considering that most of those engineers
had no previous exposure to Java. However, their strength was in
the better project management and time on past projects to
improve their teamwork. Finally, Hypothesis 4 also appears
counterintuitive if we only consider the background of the staff.
On the other hand Figure 3 clearly suggests that in fact the density
of items under investigation was not in favor of larger project, but
was rather even in most aspects. We can find an explanation for
this outcome given that both projects were developed in the same
time, and shared many decisions and information as deemed
appropriate or when required. Hypothesis 3 suggests that what
was a weakness of one team became a strength of the other.

4.2 More Involved Java Example
This example falls under Item 14 that has a density of 0%. It
extends the findings in the String example above but, in order to
improve it, requires a bit more coding in addition to the default
behavior. The program reads from a stream by converting it into a
String, one per line (i.e., 80 characters) of input. Then, it creates a
StringTokenizer to remove the control characters from the String.
Each token is appended as a byte array to a ByteArrayOutputStream (BAOS) of default size (32 bytes initially). Finally, the
BAOS is trimmed before being passed down the call stack.
This algorithm was implemented such that it uses whatever
functionality is provided by these classes. It is easy to read and
understand. However, each benchmark message of 1000
characters creates 13 transient Strings of input, 13 tokenizers, and
two Strings and two byte arrays per each control sequence found
(on average one per line), and two BAOS of ~1000 bytes each.
These figures include only those objects that are visible to and
manipulated by the programmer.
In reality, all these transient objects can be replaced by a single
BAOS (albeit slightly modified) and a simple filter as the switch
block with three cases. We read into a BAOS buffer, and then
shift left by one whenever a control sequence is found to
overwrite it. The BAOS could be passed down the stack as is to
avoid a copy and reused since it knows how many bytes are valid.
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were proposed and implemented. Unfortunately, the performance
improvements, as a result of that work, still remained sketchy,
which leads us to believe that performance as a goal in projects or
training is not a priority.
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We can conclude that Hypothesis 1 holds, even though the
smaller system is significantly over the limit of 20%. Hypothesis
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Abstract
Quality assurance is recognized as a critical aspect in
software construction. SAM is a formal software architecture description model that combines Petri Nets and Temporal Logic. PROMELA is the language used in the Spin
model checker. This paper presents an approach to translate a restricted SAM model to a PROMELA program, enabling the model checking of the SAM model. We deﬁne the
translation and show its correctness in terms of completeness and consistency. Completeness establishes that a SAM
model maps all of its elements to PROMELA ones; whereas,
consistency deﬁnes that an execution of a SAM model has
a corresponding execution in a PROMELA program. The
translation is also implemented as part of our software tool
supporting SAM. Some aspects of the tool are discussed.
Keywords : SAM Architecture, PrT Nets, Spin, Model Checking, Model Translation Validation, Tool Support.

1. Introduction
Software Quality Assurance is of great importance in the
development of software systems. From design to implementation, there is a need to ensure the system satisﬁes
desired properties. One way to help in achieving this, is
by deﬁning a formal architecture model of the system and
proving its correctness with respect to the desired properties. This is critical, given the huge impact that software
architecture has on the software system.
The Software Architecture Model (SAM) Framework
[6] supports the formal modeling of software architectures.
Based on Petri Nets and Temporal Logic, SAM is used to
deﬁne the structure and behavior of a software architecture,
and the properties it needs to satisfy. The resulting SAM

model can then be analyzed using various formal methods
techniques and tools [6].
There are several techniques to formally analyze software systems. Model checking is one successful technique
used in the veriﬁcation of ﬁnite state systems. A prominent
model checking tool is Spin [9]. In Spin, a veriﬁcation process is done by executing a model written in PROMELA
(Spin’s input language), and checking it against a property.
In this paper, we present an approach to translate a restricted SAM model to a PROMELA program, enabling the
use of the model checker Spin to verify properties for the
model. For the translation to be considered correct, the resulting PROMELA code has to reﬂect every element in the
SAM model (completeness) and it has to preserve the semantics of the model (consistency). For this to happen, we
restrict the kind of SAM models that can be veriﬁed.
This work is relevant to the “Grand Challenge” proposal
[8], in which Hoare highlighted the importance of incorporating techniques that have been proved successful in the
software development process to ensure software correctness. Our work is also part of “A Framework for Ensuring
System Dependability from Design to Implementation” proposed in [5], which incorporates analysis techniques such as
model checking, testing and runtime veriﬁcation to assure
the quality of software systems. That framework is supported by a modeling and analysis tool. We extended the
tool with the implementation of the translation approach,
resulting in the automatic generation of PROMELA code
for a SAM model. Spin can then be used to execute the
PROMELA program to verify desired properties.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide
a brief background in Section 2. In Section 3, the restricted
SAM model and the translation approach are explained.
The translation implementation is discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 presents the case study, and Section 6 discusses
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related work. Finally, Section 7 states our conclusions.

2. Background
A brief introduction to SAM and Spin is provided.

2.1. Software Architecture Model (SAM)
A SAM model consists of a set of compositions C =
{C1 , C2 , ..., Ck } with a top level composition Cl ∈ C representing the top level design. Each composition Ci =
(Cmi , Cni , Csi ) consists of a set of Cmi components, a
set Cni of connectors, and a set Csi of composition constraints. A component or connector Cij ∈ Cmi ∪ Cni is
non-elementary if it is reﬁned by a lower level composition
in C; otherwise, it is elementary. Each Cij = (Sij , Bij )
has a property speciﬁcation Sij and a behavior model Bij .
First order Linear Temporal Logic and Predicate Transition
Nets are used to deﬁne the properties and the behavior respectively. The property speciﬁcation and behavior model
for a non-elementary Cij is obtained by merging the behaviors and speciﬁcations of the components and connectors of
the composition mapped to it (see [6]). In our approach,
each non-elementary component/connector is replaced by
the corresponding components and connectors in the composition it maps to; as a result, the top level composition
will only contain elementary components and connectors.
Predicate Transition Nets (PrT Nets). A PrT Net [3] consists of a net structure (P, T, F ), an algebraic speciﬁcation
(S, Op, Eq) and a net inscription (ϕ, L, R, M0 ). The most
important aspects to note are that each p ∈ P , where P is
the set of predicates (places), is mapped to a sort s ∈ S
(ϕ(p) = s) and contains tokens that are ground terms of
its corresponding sort s. T is the set of transitions and R
deﬁnes for each transition t ∈ T its precondition and postcondition expressed as ﬁrst order logic formulas. The arcs
in F connect places and transitions, and have labels deﬁned
by L which are used in the pre and post conditions in transitions. A transition is enabled if there is a substitution for the
variables in the incoming arcs that satisﬁes the transition’s
precondition. The substitution is achieved by assigning tokens in the corresponding place to each variable. A transition is ﬁred if it is enabled, and the postcondition is then
satisﬁed. Finally M0 represent the initial marking, i.e. the
initial tokens contained in the places. For a more detailed
presentation on PrT Nets, refer to [3].
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). LTL [10] has been widely
used to specify properties for software systems. In
the SAM framework, property speciﬁcations for components/connectors and constraints for compositions are deﬁned in ﬁrst order LTL. A ﬁrst order LTL formula contains
predicates as terms and can contain universal quantiﬁers.

Since the model checker Spin veriﬁes properties deﬁned in
propositional LTL, in our approach the properties and constraints for SAM models are modiﬁed so that the LTL veriﬁcation power of Spin can be applied to them.

2.2. Spin and PROMELA
Spin is a well known model checker used in the veriﬁcation of ﬁnite state systems. PROMELA is its input
language. PROMELA’s emphasis is on models that describe the coordination and synchronization aspects of a
distributed system and not on the computational aspects
of it [9]. PROMELA is different to common procedural
programming languages, such as C, in that it includes features intended to model distributed systems while lacking
some other features found in programming languages. Nevertheless, we can still include complex computations in a
PROMELA model by using the embedded C-code feature.
In our case this is necessary since for transition ﬁring, both
testing the enabledness of a transition and ﬁring it can consist of complex computations. For instance, tokens for a
place are stored in an array, and we need to iterate through
the array to ﬁnd the appropriate tokens to be used in the
ﬁring of a transition.

3. Translation
In this section, we ﬁrst introduce a restricted version of
SAM and PrT Net models that allows us to provide a sound
translation approach. Next, the translation approach is deﬁned and we present the mapping between elements in the
SAM model and the PROMELA program. In addition, a
discussion on the correctness of the translation is provided.
Finally, we describe alternative translation approaches.

3.1. Restricted SAM and PrT Net Models
Components and connectors connect through ports, but
in the hierarchical view of a SAM model, a port can be
mapped to multiple ports in the lower layers. For this reason, we deﬁne the following restriction:
One-to-one port mapping between compositions: Given
two compositions Ci and Ck , where Ck is the reﬁnement
of one component or connector Cji in Ci , a port in Cji can
only be mapped to one port in Ck .
In order to be translated to a PROMELA program, a
SAM model needs to have a ﬁnite state space. The state
space of a SAM model is deﬁned by its behavioral model,
a PrT net model; hence, the PrT net model needs to have a
ﬁnite state space. Not only do we restrict the sorts but also
limit the number of tokens each predicate (place) in the PrT
net can have.
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Restrictions on Sorts. We consider the following: (1) ﬁnite
number of ground terms, (2) real numbers, (3) strings and
(4) derived sorts. We elaborate on these aspects next.
(1) Finite number of ground terms. The basic sorts for the
restricted version of PrT Nets are deﬁned by:
sbasic ::= string|bit|bool |byte|short|int|unsigned
The number of ground terms for each basic type is considered to be ﬁnite.
(2) Real numbers. A ﬁnite set of real numbers can be
mapped to integer values. We assume that this mapping is done explicitly in the model built.
(3) Strings. Sort string is restricted to represent a ﬁxed
number of strings by mapping it to the short type:
each string ground term is mapped to a unique integer
number in a sequential fashion (the strings encoding).
String operations are reduced to assignment and comparison. Concatenation and others are not available.
(4) Derived sorts. Derived sorts are of the form ℘(s)
(powerset) and s1 × s2 ... × sn (cross-product), with
s, s1 , ..., sn being sorts. Since basic sorts have a ﬁnite number of ground terms, so do the derived ones.
However, that number might explode. For instance,
sort short has 65536 ground terms, but derived sort
℘(short) accounts for 265536 possible ones. We limit
the number of elements each subset can contain.

(1) Cji is replaced by the components and connectors
Cmk and Cnk in Ck .
(2) The property speciﬁcation Sji for Cji is added to the
set of constraints Csi for Ci .
(3) The set of constraints Csk in Ck is added to the set of
constraints Csi for Ci .
Having the ﬂattened version of a SAM model, we obtain
its integrated behavioral model next.
Integrated Behavioral Model. Given a SAM model consisting of only one composition Ci = (Cmi , Cni , Csi ),
its integrated behavioral model Bi is created by combining the behavioral models of each Cji ∈ Cmi ∪ Cni
(Cji = (Bji , Sji )), i.e. Bi = j Bji .

3.2.2. Translating Flattened SAM to PROMELA
In the translated PROMELA program, we use the embedded C code feature of PROMELA to deﬁne functions
implementing various notions in the SAM model. For example, a function that adds tokens to a place is deﬁned.
In Figure 2 we show a table that gives a snapshot of a
PROMELA program. Each row represents a section in the
program and we brieﬂy present each one next.

With the above considerations, the set S of sorts for a
PrT Net contains elements deﬁned by:
s ::= sbasic | s(×s)+ | ℘(s)

2

Definition of powerset sort PSET
to be used to define sets of strings.

5

First, a ﬂattened version of the SAM model is created,
and next the actual translation takes place (See Figure 1).
Flattened
SAM
model

Bound value for place P1.

typedef PSET{
string set[max];
short num;
};

4

3.2. Translation Approach

Flatten

Relation to SAM

#define BOUND_P1 maxP1

3

Bounded Nets. Each p ∈ P , with P being the set of places
in the behavioral model, is bounded.

SAM
model

PROMELA code example

1

Section

Translate

6

PROMELA
program

7

Figure 1. Translation approach.

3.2.1. Flattening SAM
Flattened version of a SAM Model. The set of compositions C = {C1 , C2 , ..., Ck } for a SAM model, is reduced to
a set C  = {Cl } containing one composition. For each
non-elementary component/connector Cji in composition
Ci that is reﬁned by composition Ck , we do the following:

c_code{
int is_equal_PSET(PSET l, PSET r){
// return 1 if equal, 0 otherwise
}
}
PSET v_Port1[BOUND_Port1]
short num_Port1
c_code{
void add_P1(…){ … }
void remove_P1(…){ … }
}
c_code{
int is_enabled_T1(…){ … }
void fire_T1(…){ … }
}
proctype Comp{
// initial marking
// wait for the other procs to initialize
do
:: atomic{ c_expr{is_enabled_T1(…)}
->c_code{fire_T1(…)}}
od
}

Operations on sorts. Here, equality
testing for two elements of type
PSET is defined.
Port1 is a place related to a port.

Add/remove tokens to/from P1
when a transition having P1 as part
of its pre/post set fires.
Testing the enabledness and firing
a transition T1.
Component Comp. Initial marking:
Comp process initializes its state,
waits for the other processes to
initialize. Behavior execution: after
initialization, Comp fires its
transitions if they are enabled.

8

init{
// initial marking for port places
// initialize synchronization constants
atomic{
run Comp();
}
}

Initial marking: sets the initial
marking for places acting as ports.
Executes the Component processes
for them to start the execution of
the Petri nets.

9

#define p c_expr{P()}
never{
// LTL automaton definition
}

The property to be verified.

Figure 2. Translated code overview.
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Translation
portP1

portP3

Cij

y=x[1]+x[2]

x[1] != 2

{x}
portP1

{x}
t1

{x}
P2

}

{y}
t2

#define BOUND_portP1 MAX_portP1
#define BOUND_P2 MAX_P2
typedef SHORT2{
short field1;
short field2 };
short num_portP1;
SHORT v_portP1[BOUND_portP1];
proctype procCij{
short num_P2;
SHORT2 v_P2[BOUND_portP2];
// initial marking
// wait until all other Cij’s are initialized
do
:: atomic{is_enabled_t1 fire_t1}
:: atomic{is_enabled_t2 fire_t2}
od
init{
atomic{
run procCij();

portP3

4(portP1)=short x short

}
}

Figure 3. A translation example.
In row 1, constant symbols representing the bounding
values for places are deﬁned. Row 2 deﬁnes the cross products and power set types and their operations are implemented in row 3 using PROMELA’s embedded C code facility. The deﬁnition of places acting as ports is done in
row 4; those variables are deﬁned globally for two components/connectors to communicate. Also, row 4 contains
global synchronization variables used to wait for each process to ﬁnish setting the initial marking corresponding to its
behavioral model. Row 5 implements code to add/remove
tokens to/from places. In row 6 we have embedded C code
for testing the enabledness and executing the ﬁring of transitions.
Row 7 is where the proctype deﬁnition for each component is placed. This proctype deﬁnes variables for the
places of its behavioral model that are not related to ports
(the places related to ports are deﬁned globally). Code for
setting the initial marking is added, and a synchronization
point is established to wait for the other processes to set
their initial markings. Finally, an inﬁnite loop tests the enabledness and executes the ﬁring of its transitions.
In row 8, process init sets the initial marking for places
related to ports, initializes the synchronization variables and
starts the execution of the processes. At last, row 9 includes
the never claim for the property to check.
In Figure 3 we can see a graphical example showing an
outline of the translation approach. Given their signiﬁcance,
we present two aspects of the translation in more detail: the
behavior (PrT net) translation and the property/constraint
translation.

behavior translation process in three parts: sort translation,
place translation and transition translation.
(a) Sort Translation. Sorts are deﬁned by:
s ::= sbasic | s(×s)+ | ℘(s)
sbasic ::= string|bit|bool |byte|short|int|unsigned
Basic sorts. Each basic sort, except string, has a
PROMELA counterpart with the same name. Sort
string is mapped to type short. The usual operations
for integer and boolean types are available. For sort
string only comparison and assignment are allowed.
Cross product. Sort s = s1 × s2 ... × sn translates to:
typedef s = {
s1 ﬁeld1 ;
s2 ﬁeld2 ;
...
sn ﬁeldn
};
Equality and assignment operations are deﬁned. For
sort s the prototypes are:
int is equal s(s v1 , s v2 )
void assign s(s ∗ v1 , s ∗ v2 )
Powerset. Sort s = ℘(s1 ) is translated as:
typedef s = {
int num;
s1 set[max n];
};
With max n the maximum number of elements in a
set. The operations are the usual set operations, plus
equality and assignment. Some operation prototypes
for powerset sort s are:

Behavior Translation. A PrT Net consists of a ﬁnite net
structure (P, T, F ), an algebraic speciﬁcation (S, Op, Eq)
and a net inscription (ϕ, L, R, M0 ). Those elements are
closely related; for example, a predicate p ∈ P has sort
ϕ(p) ∈ S, and initial marking M0 (p). All these elements
are reﬂected in the target PROMELA code. We divide the

int is equal s(s v1 , s v2 )
s set union s(s p1 , s p2 )
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(b) Place Translation. Given a place p ∈ P the following
are deﬁned in PROMELA:
Bounded Values. A constant symbol BOU N D p is
deﬁned to state the maximum number of tokens in p.
By default this number is set to 10.
Tokens Storage. Let s = ϕ(p) be the sort of place p.
We deﬁne two variables for dealing with tokens at p:
s v p[BOUND p];
short num p;
Array v p holds the tokens, BOU N D p deﬁnes the
maximum number of tokens, and num p is the current
number of tokens in p (0 ≤ num p ≤ BOU N D p).
Initial Marking. We translate M0 (p) by creating a
series of expressions in PROMELA language to initialize each token. For example, assuming ϕ(p) =
s1 × s2 ... × sm , with each si being a basic sort, and
|M0 (p)| = n, we generate:
num p = n;
v p[0 ].ﬁeld1 = val1 ;
...
v p[n − 1 ].ﬁeldm = valnm ;
Add, Remove and Test Tokens. For place p, functions
add p and remove p are implemented to add and remove tokens. Also, we deﬁne function in place p to
test whether or not a given token is at the place.
(c) Transition Translation. We only offer an overview
on how a transition t ∈ T is translated:

component/connector Cji ∈ Ci , are expressed in ﬁrst order
LTL. We brieﬂy mention some aspects on how an LTL formula is translated to PROMELA code. Given an LTL formula, ﬁrst, all the universal quantiﬁers affecting predicate
terms, i.e., the places in the behavioral model, are removed.
Next, each predicate term P in f generates a macro:
#deﬁne p c expr {P ()}
The body of function P () reﬂects an instantiation of the
predicate to a propositional formula. It returns an integer
value of 1 or 0, depending on whether the formula is true
or not. There are a few approaches on how to select the
ground terms for instantiating the predicate, we select the
one that considers the tokens in the initial marking as the
possible values. Finally, the never claim is generated using
property automaton generator facility available in Spin.

3.3. Translation Correctness
We show the completeness and consistency of our
translation approach.
Interleaving semantics. Both for the Behavioral model
in SAM and for the translated PROMELA model, the
interleaving execution semantics is chosen.
Since there is no true concurrency in PROMELA, this is an
important observation that will allow the two models to be
compared. For more on interleaving semantics w.r.t. true
concurrency refer to [9].
C LAIM 1 (Flattened version correctness) The ﬂattened
version of a SAM model respects the original model’s behavior and speciﬁcation.
P ROOF Follows directly from the ﬂattening procedure.

Enabledness. Given pi ∈ • t, testing the enabledness
of transition t involves a substitution on the variables in
L(pi , t), with tokens in pi , and then testing the precondition in R(t). We deﬁne a function that given preset
•
t, it either returns 1 if there is a substitution that satisﬁes its precondition, or 0 otherwise:

We can think of the compositions in a SAM model as different ways to partition it.

int is enabled t(preset t)

3.3.1. Completeness
•

Firing. When t ﬁres, tokens are removed from t and
tokens are added to t• . The function prototype that implements the ﬁring notion for t is:
void ﬁre t(preset t, postset t)
Universal Quantiﬁers. We add functions to test the
truth value of universal quantiﬁers formulas whenever
a transition’s R(t) includes them:
int forall t(params)
int exists t(params)
Property and Constraint Translation. Constraints Csi
for composition Ci and property speciﬁcation Sji for each

C LAIM 2 (Completeness of the translation) Given
a restricted SAM Model, there exists a corresponding
PROMELA model that deﬁnes all of its elements.
P ROOF Follows directly from the mappings.
In the translation process, each of the elements in the SAM
model are translated to a PROMELA construct. Two elements to pay special attention to are the property speciﬁcation and the initial marking. For the ﬁrst one, we mentioned
how to convert a predicate into a proposition. For the second one, we explained how to deﬁne a series of expressions
to build the initial marking for each component/connector
and how all the components/connectors are synchronized
before testing the enabledness and ﬁring their transitions.
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3.3.2. Consistency
C LAIM 3 (Initial Marking consistency) Given a restricted SAM model sam and its translated PROMELA
program prom, the initial marking in the underlying
behavioral models in sam is consistent with the state prom
previous to the point where the processes test and ﬁre the
translated transitions relations.
P ROOF In model sam, the initial marking of its components
and connectors is deﬁned as part of the model itself. In
the PROMELA program prom, there is a series of steps
that make the variables related to the places take the
initial values, and no process executes the enabledness
testing and ﬁring of transitions before every other one has
initialized its variables. In prom, there is a synchronization
step before the do::...::od main loop in each process.
This synchronization step waits for a global variable to
reach the number of processes that have been initialized:
(init procs == num procs). Hence, the initial marking in
sam corresponds to the state in prom previous to which
each component/connector process starts to execute the
enabledness testing and ﬁring of transitions.
For the semantic consistency claim, we deﬁne the notion
of abstract execution of a translated PROMELA program.
Translated PROMELA program abstract execution
sequence After initialization, when the initial marking of
the model is set, the only executable instructions in the
processes are the ones within the do..od construct:
proctype procij (){
do
:: atomic{is enabled t1 → ﬁre t1 }
:: atomic{is enabled t2 → ﬁre t2 }
...
:: atomic{is enabled tn → ﬁre tn }
od
}
An abstract execution is a sequence σ0 f ire ta σ1 f ire tb ...,
where a change of state occurs only when an executable
statement f ire t ∈ {f ire t1 , f ire t2 , ..., f ire tn } to the
right of the arrow is executed.
Since, the enabling and ﬁring are atomic constructs, the
ﬁring of transitions in PROMELA has the same meaning as
the ﬁrings of transitions in the PrT model.
C LAIM 4 (Semantic Consistency of a SAM model and
its translated PROMELA program) A SAM model sam is
semantically consistent with its translated PROMELA program prom, iff for every execution sequence in sam there is
a corresponding abstract execution in prom.
P ROOF Follows directly from the deﬁnition of abstract exe-

cution for a PROMELA model.
Since in the PROMELA program there is a ﬁner granularity, for instance, when ﬁring a transition there are multiple instructions that need to be combined to realize it, we
work on the abstract version of an execution sequence in
PROMELA. This abstract sequence is just an aggregate of
the different sub steps. When ﬁring a transition these sub
steps are part of an aggregate atomic construct, they are uninterrupted and hence can be seen as a single step.

3.4. Discussion
Some alternatives to the translation are presented.
Non-ﬂattened Composition Translation. A non-ﬂattened
SAM model m, consists of multiple levels of compositions.
One way to translate m to PROMELA is to deﬁne each
component/connector at different levels as a process. A
consequence is that if a component maps to a composition,
then it will contain calls to other processes, the processes
corresponding to the components/connectors in the reﬁning
composition. As a result, a ﬂattened version is preferred.
Transition as process. Each transition in the PrT net model
can be deﬁned as a process. Given that we have interleaving semantics for the execution of the PROMELA code, we
have the same effect as if the transition code is part of a
process. If the transition is picked to be ﬁred, it will ﬁre
without interruption. Other reason for not choosing this alternative is that Spin limits the number of processes that can
be run, so if we have a model with several transitions, we
might exhaust the available processes.
Transition enabling and ﬁring construction. When testing the enabledness of a transition t, another approach is
to compute all the substitutions for the variables in the incoming arcs, next we can compute the substitutions that
enable the transition, from these enabling substitutions, we
can next randomly choose one to be used for the actual ﬁring. For each p ∈ • t, we create a matrix of indexes with
|L(p, t)| columns and (|p|)÷(|p|−|L(p, t)|) rows. Next we
can do a random selection on the matrices corresponding to
the incoming places for a transition. We haven’t conducted
experiments on this approach as yet.
First Order LTL Expansion. We can expand a formula
to include all possible substitutions for the predicates involved in it. For example, given a formula ∀x·(2(P 1(x) →
P 2(x))), where ϕ(P 1) = ϕ(P 2) = short × short, we
have this complete enumeration:
2(P 1(< 0, 0 >) →
P 2(< 0, 0 >)) ∧ ... ∧ 2(P 1(< 0, n >) → P 2(< 0, n >
))...2(P 1(< n, 0 >) → P 2(< n, 0 >)) ∧ ... ∧ 2(P 1(<
n, n >) → P 2(< n, n >)). Where n is the size of short.
So we have n2 formulas. This provides impractical.
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4. Tool Implementation

of the target PROMELA program, and a notiﬁcation dialog
is displayed after the translation is completed.

The translation approach presented in this paper was implemented as part of our modeling and analysis tool for the
SAM framework (SAM tool). SAM tool incorporates functionality for the graphical view and creation of SAM models
as well as their analysis. We show some aspects of the tool.

Implementation details. The tool is implemented as an
Eclipse RCP application (Rich Client Platform application).
It uses GEF (Graphical Editing Framework) for the graphical editing of objects. GEF provides and enforces several
design pattern constructs, which are intended to make the
maintenance particularly easier. For more details on Eclipse
RCP and GEF refer to [12].
One other module of interest is the formula editor, which
is written using Java Swing. Since Java Swing and Eclipse
RCP deﬁne and use different libraries, we had to incorporate the formula editor to the Eclipse RCP Application. The
formula editor contains two submodules, a FOL (ﬁrst order logic) parser and a FO-LTL (ﬁrst order LTL) one. Both
are implemented based on the well-known Java-CUP parser
generator. As a result we are able to tell the user whenever
a formula was properly written or not.

Features. SAM tool provides a graphical editor with editing capabilities to build SAM models as well as the PrT net
behavioral models for each component and connector. The
hierarchical structure is displayed as part of a tree view. We
can see a snapshot of the tool editor in Figure 4. It provides
the basic capabilities of any graphical editor. However, we
are still enhancing the editor with other functionality such
as drag and drop within the hierarchical view.

5. Case Study

Figure 4. SAM Tool.
Intermediate XML format. A SAM model is serialized
and unserialized using the serialization techniques in Java,
so the model is saved in binary format. The tool also provides the capability to export and import the SAM model
in XML format. This XML format follows a similar layout
as the standard PNML (Petri Net Markup Language) format deﬁned for Petri nets. We extended PNML format by
adding the notions of compositions, components, connectors and ﬁrst order LTL formulas.
Translation module. SAM tool has the option to generate the PROMELA code for the current SAM model being edited. The option is available through the menu bar as
shown in Figure 4. Since we plan on providing command
line tools, we implemented the translation module so that it
could be easily isolated from the editor. So, the translation
module, ﬁrst internally exports the current model to XML
format, then performs the ﬂattening procedure on the XML
model, and next generates the PROMELA code for it following the approach detailed in this paper. This is transparent to the user, since he/she only needs to enter the ﬁlename

We applied our approach to two non-trivial examples,
one an architecture for a communications virtual machine
and the other a communications protocol. We used our
SAM modeling and analysis tool (SAM tool) to model and
translate the examples to PROMELA programs. Spin was
then used to verify some properties.
The ﬁrst case study is on the formal model of the Uniﬁed
Communication Machine (UCM) presented in [13]. We deﬁned a system with 6 top level components from which 2
were UCMs at different sites. One of the UCMs was reﬁned into 5 components, which were completely speciﬁed.
One of the components, the UCMM (UCM manager), was
of special interest, and some properties were veriﬁed for it.
The integrated behavioral model (PrT net) consisted of 63
places, 140 transitions and 476 arcs. Our software tool automatically generated the PROMELA model for it. The size
of the veriﬁcation code generated for this case study was
around 10,000 lines of code. This case study was based on
the formal modeling example presented in [11].
The second model we applied our technique to is the
well-known Alternating Bit Protocol. This model is much
simpler than the former one, it consists of only 3 components: the sender, the channel and the receiver. The main
property we veriﬁed was a liveness property of the form:
∀x · (2(Send(x) → Recv(x))). We instantiated the formula to propositional ones depending on the tokens available in the initial marking. For example, the initial marking
for Send was M0 (Send) = {“f irst”, “second”}, and we
ﬁrst veriﬁed a formula of the form 2(Send(“f irst”) →
Recv(“f irst”)) and next another formula of the form
2(Send(“second”) → Recv(“second”)). However, if
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|M0 (Send)| is big, then the latter is impractical.
One observation, resulting from the experiments performed, is that for a non-satisﬁable liveness property, Spin
would not directly state that it was not satisﬁed. It would
report that an acceptance cycle was encountered. Hence,
when verifying a liveness property we must include the ﬂag
for acceptance cycles in the Spin veriﬁcation environment.
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Abstract
We consider a while loop on some space S and we are
interested in deriving the function that this loop deﬁnes between its initial states and its ﬁnal states (when it terminates). Such a capability is useful in a wide range of applications, including reverse engineering, software maintenance, program comprehension, and program veriﬁcation.
In the absence of a general theoretical solution to the problem of deriving the function of a loop, we explore engineering solutions. In this paper we discuss the design and preliminary implementation of a tool that derives or approximates the function of while loops written in C-like languages.

Keywords
Reverse engineering; software maintenance; program
comprehension; while loops; program semantics; program
correctness; reﬁnement calculi; software tools.

1. Introduction
As software is used in increasingly critical applications,
it is getting increasingly important to ensure its correctness,
and to analyze/ understand its function. Simultaneously, as
software grows increasingly large and complex, it is getting
more and more difﬁcult and costly to do so to an adequate
level of conﬁdence. Furthermore, recent software development paradigms (software reuse, product line engineering,
COTS based software development, outsourcing, etc) are
heavily dependent on third party software products, whose
quality cannot be ascertained by process controls (process
standards, process maturity levels, etc); this places the burden of quality assurance on analyzing the resulting product. The convergence of these three trends places a great
premium on automated tools that allow us to analyze the
function of software components and software systems to
an arbitrary level of thoroughness and precision.
Deriving or approximating (characterizing) the function
of a software system involves reasoning at many different
levels of the software hierarchy, and modeling many aspects
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of interaction between the components of a complex system.
At the lowest level, the source code level, one of the most
challenging tasks is the derivation or the approximation of
loop functions. In this paper, we present an algorithm that
derives the function of a while loop from a static analysis of
its source code; we also discuss and illustrate a current implementation of the algorithm, as well as venues for its future evolution. In the next section we showcase the current
capability of our algorithm by means of a sample program,
whose function we compute using our algorithm. Then, in
section 3 we present the broad structure of our algorithm,
and discuss its current status of development. In section 4
we brieﬂy present the mathematical foundations of the algorithm, and use these to present the detailed structure of
the algorithm, in section 5. In section 6 we assess the proposed algorithm, outline its future evolution in light of this
assessment, and brieﬂy discuss related work.

2. Brief Illustration
We consider the C++ program given below and we are
interested to derive the function of its loop. This program
handles integer variables, and also includes arrays, lists and
(symbolic) function calls.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
91
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

#include <iostream>
#include <cmath>
#include <math.h>
#include <list>
using namespace std;
const int a= , b= , c= , d= , e= ;
const int N= ;
typedef list <int> listtype;
listtype l, m; int q, qc;
int x, y, z, t, i, j, v, w, SA, Sn;
int A[N], B[N];
void loop ();
int f (int x);
int main ()
{loop();}
void loop ()
{ while (i != 0)

3. We submit the equations derived in the previous step
to a system for solving symbolic equations. We obtain the function of the loop by solving the equations
in the primed variables, using the unprimed variables
as parameters. For now we are using Mathematica
c
(Wolfram
Research), but we are also exploring other
systems as well.

20
{y = y+b; v = v+a*t;
21
w = w+e*y-b*e;
22
x = x+a; t = t*d;
23
sA = sA + A[i];
24
sB = sB + B[j];
25
i = i-1; j = j+1;
26
z = z+c*x-a*c;
27
m.push_back(l.front());
28
l.pop_front();
29
q = f(q); qc = qc + q;}
30
}
31 int f (int x)
32
{return (//some function of
33
x);}
The function of this loop is given in ﬁgure 1 (where list concatenation is represented by a dot). It includes two terms:
the trivial term where i = 0 and all variables are preserved;
the non-trivial term where i = 0 and program variables are
altered. This ﬁgure gives the ﬁnal values (primed) of the
program variables as a function of the initial values (unprimed).
For the sake of comparison, we submitted the same program to Daikon [5], which generates loop invariants by applying machine learning techniques to the execution trace.
Because it operates on execution traces (rather than on
source code), Daikon requires that we ﬁx all the constants
(a signiﬁcant loss of generality, since then it makes a statement not about a broad family of programs, but rather about
a single program). Daikon did ﬁnd some of the clauses of
the function given in Figure 1, duly specialized to the constant values. In fairness, we must recognize that, because
Daikon operates on execution traces, it can handle any program structure, whereas we can only handle program structures for which we have made prior provisions.

3 Broad System Structure
To derive the function of a loop written in a given programming language, we proceed in three steps.
1. Map the loop from its source programming language
notation to a predeﬁned language-independent internal notation. The internal notation is deﬁned in such
a way as to support the divide and conquer approach
that we advocate. We make it language independent so
as to support a wide range of programming languages
with minimal overhead.
2. We analyze the loop written in the internal notation to
derive equations between the initial (unprimed) variables and the ﬁnal (primed) variables. This step is the
core of our algorithm. We analyze small parts of the
loop at a time with a view to answering the question:
What equations hold between the initial values and the
ﬁnal values of the loop.
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The ﬁrst step is currently carried out by hand, but can easily
be automated using compiler generation technology. The
third step is fairly trivial, since the equations generated by
the second step are written directly in Mathematica notation.
The second step is the focus of our subsequent discussion. It
is automated by means of a C++ program, whose capability
depends on storing pattern matching artifacts, as we discuss
below.

4. Mathematical Foundations
Space restrictions preclude us from a detailed discussion
of the mathematical background to the proposed work; the
interested reader is referred to [11]. Sufﬁce it to say, for
the purposes of our discussion, that: we represent program
speciﬁcations by relations and program functions by deterministic relations; speciﬁcations (represented by relations)
are ordered by reﬁnement, which we denote by ; the reﬁnement ordering is a partial ordering, and has lattice-like
properties, where the join is represented by ; if a speciﬁcation R reﬁnes two speciﬁcations R1 and R2 then it reﬁnes
their join R1  R2 ; the lattice of reﬁnement has a universal lower bound but has no universal upper bound; maximal
elements of the lattice are total deterministic relations.

4.1. Approximating a Loop Function
We consider a while loop of the form: while t do B
on some space S and we let W be the function of this loop;
we assume that this loop terminates for all initial states in
S.Our stepwise approach to the derivation of the loop function is that we obtain this function by accumulating a sufﬁcient number of (in)equations of the form W  T, where T
is some relation on S; we refer to T as a lower bound of W .
By virtue of lattice properties of the reﬁnement structure,if
W reﬁnes T and T  then it reﬁnes their join. In practice, if
we ﬁnd a set of lower bounds T1 , T2 , T3 , ...Tk to W , then
we can infer:
W  T1  T2  T3  ...  Tk .
By virtue of the structure of the reﬁnement lattice, if the join
of all the Ti is total and deterministic, then it is maximal in
the reﬁnement ordering, whence
W  T1  T2  T3  ...  Tk ⇔ W = T1  T2  T3  ...  Tk .
In such cases, we have found the function of the loop. If,
on the other hand, the join of all the lower bounds we have
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Figure 1. Function of the Sample C++ Program
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Figure 2. Broad Architecture of the Tool
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loop.bn

found is not a total function, then we do not have the function of the loop, but we have an approximation of it.
The following results, which we present without proof
(the interested reader is referred to [11]), are geared towards
ﬁnding lower bounds of W .

that match one statement at a time, two-recognizers that
match two statements at a time, three-recognizers that match
three statements at a time. The current status of development of the extraction algorithm can be characterized by the
following statements:

Theorem 1 We consider the while statement while t
do B, where t = false . Then

• All the machinery for recognizing code patterns and
generating instantiated lower bounds is currently in
place.

T = I(t) ◦ L ◦ I(t) ◦ [B] ◦ I(¬t) ∪ I(¬t)

• We have a total of 28 recognizers, including ten
1-recognizers, ﬁfteen 2-recognizers, and three 3recognizers.

is a lower bound for W .
Theorem 2 If R is a reﬂexive transitive relation that is a
superset of [B] such that R ◦ I(¬t) is total then T = R ◦
I(¬t) is a lower bound of W .
While theorem 1 gives an explicit expression of a lower
bound, theorem 2 relies on us to derive relation R that satisﬁes some conditions; once R is found, this theorem prescribes how we infer a lower bound from it.

5. Detailed Algorithm

We can augment the scope of applicability of the algorithm
by adding more recognizers, to handle new control structures and new data structures. Table 3 shows some sample
recognizers that are currently implemented. For the sake of
brevity, we do not show the term ¬t(s ) in the lower bounds,
although it should be there, by virtue of theorem 2.
The question of how recognizers are derived is beyond
the scope of this paper; sufﬁce it to say that they are derived using the concept of strongest invariant functions introduced in [12], and that they are discussed in greater detail
in [11].

5.1. The Internal Representation
5.3. Combining Lower Bounds
Because theorem 2 requires that we ﬁnd a superset of the
loop body, we must represent the loop body in a way that
makes supersets visible. In typical programming languages,
the loop body is represented as a sequence of statements,
a structure which does not lend itself to ﬁnding supersets:
in order to ﬁnd the superset of a sequence, we must look
at each term of the sequence. To obviate this difﬁculty, we
propose to represent the loop body as an intersection instead
of a sequence: indeed, if B is written as
B = B1 ∩ B2 ∩ B3 ∩ ... ∩ Bn ,
then a superset of B1 is a superset of B, a superset of B1 ∩
B2 is a superset of B, a superset of B1 ∩B2 ∩B3 is a superset
of B. The notation we have chosen to this effect is what is
called (Conditional) Concurrent Assignments, or CCA’s for
short. These represent variable assignments that are carried
out concurrently, or in an arbitrary order.

5.2. Deriving Lower Bounds
Once the loop body is structured in CCA form, we can
derive lower bounds by looking at one statement at a time,
or two statements at a time, or three statements at a time, etc.
To derive lower bounds of loop functions, we scan their loop
body written in CCA form, match their statements or combinations of statements against pre-cataloged code patterns,
and derive duly instantiated lower bounds in case of a match.
We use the term recognizer to refer to the aggregate made up
of variable declarations, code patterns, and corresponding
lower bound; and we distinguish between one-recognizers
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The join of all the lower bounds is itself a lower bound of
the loop function. If this join is a total deterministic relation
(a total function) then it is the function of the loop; else it
is a lower bound of the function of the loop (i.e. it speciﬁes
some, but not all, of the functional properties of the loop).
In practice, if Mathematica returns an expression for each
primed state variable, and no restriction on the unprimed
state variables, then we have found the function of the loop
(because then the equations that represent the join of the
lower bounds deﬁne a total deterministic relation).

5.4. Illustration
For the sake of illustration, we consider the loop presented in section 2 and we present in turn excerpts of the
loop written in the CCA format, then excerpts of the Mathematica ﬁle produced by the recognizers.
loop.cca:
{
const int a; const int b; const int c;
const int d; const int e; const int N;
const function f;
array int A; array int B;
list l; list m;
int q; int qc;
int x; int y; int z; int t; int i;
int j; int v; int w; int sA; int sB;
while !(i == 0)
{v = v+a*t, z = z+c*x, w = w+e*y,

ID
1R1
1R2
1R3
2R1:
2R2:
2R3:
2R4:
2R5:

State Space
x: int; const c: int >0
x: int
x: int
x, y: int; const a, b: int
x, y: int; const a: int
x, y: int; const a, b: int
x, y: listType
i: int;x: sometype

Code Pattern
x=x+c
x=x+1
x=x-1
x = x+a, y=y+b
x = x*a, y=y+x
x = x+a, y=y*b
y:=y.First(x), x:= Rest(x)
i:=i-1, x:=f(x)

Lower Bound T =
{(s, s )|x mod c = x mod c}
{(s, s )|x ≤ x }
{(s, s )|x ≥ x }

{(s, s )|ay − bx = ay  − bx }
{(s, s )|y(1 − a) + x = y  (1 − a) + x }

y
{(s, s )| bx/a
= bxy /a }
{(s, s )|y.x = y  .x }

{(s, s )|f i (x) = f i (x )}

3R1:
3R2
3R2

i: int; x,y: sometype
x: int; a[N]: int; i: int
x: int; a[N]: int; i: int

i:=i-1, x:=f(x), y:=y+x
i=i+1, x=x+a[i], a=a
i=i-1,, x=x+a[i], a=a

{(s, s )|y + Σik=1 f k (x) = y  + Σik=1 f k (x )}
N
N
{(s, s )|a = a ∧ x + k=i a[k] = x + k=i a [k]}


{(s, s )|a = a ∧ x + ik=1 a[k] = x + ik=1 a [k]}



Figure 3. 1-, 2-, and 3-Recognizers
in these variables, which are the ﬁnal values of the program
variables. Lines 2 through 6 represent the application of
1-recognizers. Lines 9 to 31 represent the application of 2recognizers. And lines 32 to 34 represent the application of
the 3-recognizers. Line 35 represents the clause ¬t(s ) that
we have factored out from all the lower bounds.

x = x+a, y = y+b, t = t*d,
sA = sA+A[i], sB = sB+B[j],
i = i-1, j = j+1, l = tail(l),
m = m.head(l), q = f(q),
qc = qc+q, A = A, B = B}
}
The algorithm produces 56 equations, of which we present
the following excerpts:
loop.mat
1.
2.
6.
9.
11.
12.
14.
16.
17.
20.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
30.
31.
32.
34.
35.
41.
42.
43.

6. Assessment and Prospects
6.1. Related Work

Reduce[ Reduce[ {
Mod[x,Abs[a]]==Mod[xP,Abs[a]],
i>=iP,
A==AP,
v+a*t/(1-d)==vP+a*tP/(1-d),
z-c*x*(x-a)/(2*a)==
zP-c*xP*(xP-a)/(2*a),
a*y-b*x==a*yP-b*xP,
t/dˆ(x/a)==tP/dˆ(xP/a),
a*i+1*x==a*iP+1*xP,
t/dˆ(y/b)==tP/dˆ(yP/b),
t/dˆ(j/1)==tP/dˆ(jP/1),
1*i+1*j==1*iP+1*jP,
lP==Nest[Rest,l,i-iP],
i-Length[l]==iP-Length[lP],
Nest[f,q,i]==Nest[f,qP,iP],
j+Length[l]==jP+Length[lP],
Join[m,l]==Join[mP,lP],
sA+Sum[A[k], {k,1,i}] ==
sAP+Sum[AP[k], {k,1,iP}],
qc+Sum[Nest[f,q,k],{k,1,i}]==
qcP+Sum[Nest[f,qP,k],{k,1,iP}],
(iP==0),
{iP, jP, lP, mP, qP, qcP, sAP,
sBP, tP, vP, wP, xP, yP, zP},
Backsubstitution->True]

Lines 1 and 43 are Mathematica instructions/ options. Lines
41 and 42 specify that we want the given equations resolved
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Our work is related to three lines of research: research
on deriving loop functions, with which it shares a common
goal; research on deriving loop invariants, with which it
shares common analytical methods; and research on program slicing, with which it shares common divide-andconquer approaches. We discuss these in turn, below.
The closest work we have found to our effort, in terms of
goal (generating loop functions) and means (using Millslike functional/ relational logic) is work by Dunlop and
Basili [4]. In this work, Dunlop and Basili discuss a syntactic method that derives the function of a loop by attempting
to generalize from known formulas that capture the behaviors of the loop under special conditions.
Generally, the derivation of loop invariants is closely related to the derivation of loop functions since they both aim
to discover the inductive argument that underlies the behavior of the loop. Many researchers in the theorem proving
and the program veriﬁcation communities have lent much
attention to the goal of extracting loop invariants. In [5]
Ernst et al. discuss a system for dynamic detection of likely
invariants; this system, called Daikon, runs candidate programs and observes their behaviors at user-selected points,
and reports properties that were true over the observed executions, using machine learning techniques. In [3], Denney
and Fischer analyze generated code against safety properties, for the purpose of certifying the code. In [2], Colón et
al. consider loop invariants of numeric programs as linear

expressions and derive the coefﬁcients of the expressions
by solving a set of linear equations; they extend this work
to non linear expressions in [13]. In [9] Kovacs and Jebelean derive loop invariants by solving recurrence relations;
they pose the loop invariants as solutions to recurrence relations, and derive closed forms of the solution using a theorem prover (Theorema) to support the process. In [1] Rodriguez Carbonnell et al. derive loop invariants by forward
propagation and ﬁxed point computation, with robust theorem proving support. In [10], we discuss the difference
between traditional loop invariants (in the sense of Hoare’s
logic [7, 6]) and the loop invariants that we derive in this
paper from invariant functions, which we call reﬂexive transitive loop invariants.
In [8] Hu et al present a technique for slicing while loops
while attempting to minimize slice sizes. The technique
is based on identifying the induction variable of the loop,
and applying semantics-preserving transformations that represent the effect of the loop by an if-then-else statement.
Our work differs from that of Hu et al in many ways, including: ﬁrst, we do not need to identify an inductive variable; second, our lower bounds can be arbitrarily partial,
as they are not driven by the syntactic structure of the loop
(while slicing techniques slice the program, our divide-andconquer techniques slices the program’s function); third the
relation of our lower bound to the function of the loop is
well deﬁned (reﬁnement), as is the rule for composing lower
bounds (join).

7. Conclusion
The goal of computing program functions, notably for
iterative programs, is a difﬁcult goal, but is nevertheless
a worthwhile goal, given the advances that it affords us
in terms of program comprehension, program analysis, reverse engineering, software maintenance, software inspection, etc. In this paper, we outline an algorithm for computing loop functions, and illustrate its behavior on a simple
example. The current algorithm has all the necessary infrastructure to derive Mathematica equations; the capability of
the algorithm evolves through the addition of new recognizers. In the short term, the bottleneck of this process is that
we can only generate symbolic equations that Mathematica
can resolve. Yet new application domains involve domainspeciﬁc knowledge, whose integration requires an inference
capability; we are not sure yet whether Mathematica can
fulﬁll this need. Another bottleneck, that may arise in the
medium term as the number of recognizers grows, is the
need to control redundancy; while we have many ideas on
how to do this, they are all likely to signiﬁcantly increase
the complexity of the algorithm. An equally pressing need,
of course, is the ability to deal with conditionals; we have
a theorem (not presented in this paper, but alluded to) that
supports this step, using relational identities. We fully expect such a solution to increase the complexity of the algorithm; in particular, it will involve a more intensive inter453

action between the recognizer-based matching and the symbolic equation manipulation of Mathematica.
On balance, we argue that the proposed approach is worthy of further investigation, as it takes an angle to the analysis of while loops that is fairly orthogonal to existing approaches, and is likely to complement their results and their
insights.
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three obstacles to formally verify design pattern implementation. First, design pattern is more like guidance rather than
any concrete algorithm; hence it is not easy to formally describe what rules to be verified. Second, design pattern implementation may be different from the original description,
in terms of class names, method names, class numbers,
method numbers, and so on. This makes it difficult to apply
a single algorithm to verify the correctness of different implementations. Third, regarding to the correctness of behavioral characteristics of patterns, software program which has
a large number of states can cause significant runtime delay
and even state explosion when using model checker.
Our approach to tackle these obstacles is based on the
following ideas. First, since the behavior of design patterns
can be normally modeled by sequence diagrams, we abstract
the verification rules from sequence diagrams and use temporal logics, e.g., CTL [10] and its extensions, to specify
them. Second, we introduce anonymous specification, so
that the implementation with different class/method names
can be checked against the original design pattern. Third, we
use CCS [15] to specify the sequence diagram recovered
from the program, instead of the program itself. This makes
the resulted system less complex by involving fewer states.
There have been many researches on the formal specification and verification of design pattern. Some approaches
[1][3][11][14][17] focused on the formal specification of
design pattern. Other approaches [4][5][6][8] discussed the
verification of design pattern applications, supported by
model checker. Previous works mainly focus on verifying
the properties of design patterns at the design level, e.g., the
liveness and safety properties of design pattern [6], the correctness of design pattern composition [4], or the security
design patterns [8]. Little effort on verifying design pattern
implementation has made, which is very important to assure
the reliability of software system [13].
In the next section, we introduce the partial order between
sequence diagrams, from which we can formally define the
implementation correctness problem. In Section 3, we discuss in detail how to verify the implementation against the
design pattern. Related theorems and algorithms are also
presented. In Section 4, we present a case study to demonstrate the algorithms for implementation correctness problem, and provide other application which can be reduced to
the same problem. We conclude this paper in Section 5.

Abstract
Design pattern describes a recurring problem and its
common solution, which usually is in abstract form. The
application of design pattern requires coding the generic
solution. It is necessary to assure the coding process correctly implements not only the structure but also the desired
behavior of the design pattern. This problem is called implementation correctness in this paper. By providing the
definition of partial order between sequence diagrams, we
formally describe the implementation correctness. We verify
the implementation correctness with model checking by using process algebra to specify the source code and temporal
logic to specify the behavior of the pattern.
KEYWORDS: Design pattern, model checking, temporal
logic, partial order, process algebra

1. Introduction
Design pattern [12] is a reusable software development
strategy. While design pattern documents expert experience,
the correctness of its implementation is critical to assure the
quality of the software system. Each design pattern is usually described by its intent, motivation, structural and behavioral solutions, consequences, known uses, and etc. The
structural and behavioral solutions are typically modeled by
class and sequence diagrams, respectively. In this paper, we
focus on analyzing the behavioral correctness of design pattern implementation by exploiting the partial order relationship between the sequence diagram of a general design pattern and that of its implementation. We identify this problem as implementation correctness: given a design pattern X
and its implementation program P, is the program the correct implementation of X? For example, consider the source
code shown in [21] which is adopted from [19]. This source
code is claimed to be an implementation of the Observer
pattern [12]. However, how could we justify this? More
generally, how do we know whether the implementation of
a design pattern satisfies its behavior? To know whether the
behavior of a pattern is implemented correctly is critical in
assuring software reliability.
Formal methods have been widely used in verification
because of two advantages. First, formal verification renders
rigorous results. Second, formal verification can be facilitated by tool support, e.g. a model checker, thus less human
efforts and human errors are involved. However, there are
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2. Partial Order of Sequence Diagrams

stock:Stoc

Sequence diagram reflects the order of the method invocations in an object, and the interaction between different
objects in a software system. There are three advantages of
using sequence diagram to capture the behavior of a design
pattern or a program. First, the methods, the order of their
occurrence and their interactions are rigorously described,
which make it easy for formalizing. Second, there exist tools
which are able to recover sequence diagrams from source
code. This can release human from analyzing source code
directly. Third, sequence diagram is an abstraction of the
behavior of objects, which involves less variables and states;
hence the system derived from a sequence diagram is more
suitable for model checking [2]. Figure 1 displays the sequence diagram that models the behavior of the general
Observer pattern. Figure 2 shows the sequence diagram of
the source code in [21] which is an implementation of the
Observer pattern. Sequence diagrams can be automatically
generated from the source code by tools, e.g., Together [20].
aConcreteSubject

aConcreteObserver

investor:java.util.ArrayList

#:Investor

out:java.io.PrintStream

SetPrice(double value)

Notify()
len:=size()

while(i<len)
ii:=get(int arg0)

Update(Stock stock)
println(String arg0)
GetPrice()
price

println()
Message1

Figure 2 Sequence diagram of the implementation

In our approach, we found the order of the actions in a
sequence diagram is the key factor to decide the relationship
of two sequence diagrams. Hence we first define a convenient notation to denote the time order between actions.

anotherConcreteObserver

SetState()

Definition 1 Suppose a and b are two actions. We use
a ( b to denote a occurs before b, and a , b to denote a
occurs after b.

Notify()

Update()

As the sequence diagrams may come from different
sources, e.g., from a design model by a designer or recovered from a piece of source code, the actions usually are
named differently although they may define the same sequence of actions. Hence we are interested in the order of
two different sets of actions, rather than the action names,
from two different sequence diagrams. We define the order
of actions as follows.

GetState

Update()
GetState()

Figure 1 sequence diagram of observer pattern

Definition 2 Suppose A is a set of actions and f is a one-one
function with domain and range over A. Suppose t is a set of
actions, which are mapped into another set of actions f (t )
by function f. We say actions in t and actions in f (t ) have
the same order, denoted by t 0 f (t ) when the following
formula applies,

Our goal can now be reduced to studying the relationship
between the sequence diagram in Figure 1 and that in Figure
2. If the sequence diagram of the implementation satisfies
that of the design pattern, it is reasonable to believe that the
implementation is correct. This relationship between two
sequence diagrams is defined in partial order in this paper.
There have been several researches on discovering design
pattern from source code [7][9][16], so that the original design decisions of the source code can be recovered. The
correctness of the recovery can actually be reduced to
checking the partial order relationship between the sequence
diagram of the recovered pattern and that of the source
code. We will discuss how the partial order is formally defined in the rest of this section, how the partial order can be
automatically checked in Section 3, and how the partial order can be applied to solve practical problems in Section 4.

t1 , t2  t :

(t1 , t 2

f (t1 ) , f (t 2 ))  (t1 ( t 2

f (t1 ) ( f (t 2 )).

This definition specifies that the renaming function f reserves the order of the actions in t.
Lemma 1 If t 0 f (t ) and s  t , then s 0 f (s ) .
The proof is obvious.
Definition 3 Suppose D1 and D2 are two sequence diagrams and t is a set of actions. We say D1 satisfies D2 with
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respect to t, expressed by the formula D1
if the following conditions are observed:

t

This definition formally specifies the implementation
correctness problem. That is, by comparing the order of the
actions in t1 , t 2 ,, t n (from the design pattern) and their
correspondent actions (from the implementation), one could
know whether the design pattern is correctly implemented.
We will then propose an approach to verify whether
D P t ,,t D X .

D2 , if and only

D2 contains all the actions of t, and D1 contains a set
of actions t1 , which can be mapped one by one onto t.
That is, there exists a one-one function f from t to t1 .
2) t 0 f (t ) .
This definition states that one sequence diagram satisfies
another sequence diagram.

1)

Theorem 1

t

1

is a partial order.

Proof:
We need to prove the transitive, asymmetric, and
reflexive properties of t .
Transitive: suppose there are three sequence diagrams, D0 ,
D1 and D2 , with D1 t D2 and
D0 t D1 . Since
1

D1 t D2 , there is a one-one function f that maps the actions from t to t1 . Since D0 t1 D1 , there is a one-one

function f 1 that maps the actions from t1 to t 2 . Then it is
clear that f 1 $ f is the one-one function from t to t 2 . On
the other hand, for any two actions a and b from t, if a occurs before b in D2 , then f(a) occurs before f(b) in D1 because D1 t D2 . Then
f 1 ( f ( a )) occurs before
f 1 ( f (b)) because D0 t D1 . Hence D0 t D2 .
1

Asymmetric: it is clear that D1 t D2 and D2 t D1
cannot be true at the same time. Otherwise, t may contains
actions not in D1 .
Reflexive: it is obvious that D1 t D1 .
Hence we complete the proof that t is a partial order.
Informally, partial order describes to what extend two sequence diagrams are similar to each other. If a partial order
exists between two sequence diagrams, one could say the
behavior of one sequence diagram is captured or included in
another sequence diagram.
Definition 4 Suppose t1 , t 2 ,, t n are n sets of actions, we
write D1 t ,,t D2 to mean that D1 t1 D2 , …, D1 t D2
1

n

n

hold.

3. Verify Design Pattern Implementation
In this section, we will discuss how to verify if the implementation of a given design pattern is correct. We start
by formally defining the implementation correctness.
Definition 5 Given a design pattern X, whose sequence diagram is D X . Given a program P, whose sequence diagram
is DP . Given n sets of actions t1 , t 2 ,, t n which occur
in D X . Then we say P is a correct implementation of X with
respect to t1 , t 2 ,, t n , if and only if DP t ,,t D X .
1

n

Given design pattern X and program P. The following is
the outline of our approach.
1) For a given design pattern X, D X is known. That is,
the behaviour of a given pattern is known and is used
as the standard to be verified against.
2) For X’s implementation P, D P can be obtained
automatically by using a software tool which can recover the sequence diagram from a program.
3) For all actions in t1 , t 2 ,, t n , we use temporal logic to
specify their existence and the order of their occurrence. This specification consists of a set of temporal
logic properties, which is denoted by PROPX .
4) Formally specify D P , using CCS that is a process calculus, and obtain the formal expression of D P denoted by CCS P , which is a set of processes.
5) Verify if CCS P | PROPX is true, which will be defined in Definition 6.
We use the CCS (calculus for communicating system)
[15] as the specification language. CCS is a process algebra
which describes labelled transition system where several
subsystems communicate with each other. The syntax of
CCS is shown as follows
A :: a. A | a '.A | A | A | A  A | A \ L | A[ f ] .
where A is a CCS process. a is an incoming message and a'
is an outgoing message. a.A means after accepting message
a, process A happens, where “.” is sequential operator; A|A
means process A and A are concurrent, where “|” is parallel
composition operator; A + A means either one of the two
processes can happen, where “+” is summarization operator;
A\L means all the messages of A which are included in set L
are restricted as internal message, and “\” is restriction operator; A[f] means that the messages of A are renamed by the
rule provided by f, and [] is referred as relabel operator.
Definition 6 CCS P | PROPX holds when every property
in PROPX is satisfied by CCS P . More specifically, for
every property pi in PROPX , there exists a process in
CCS P which satisfies pi .
The following definition provides a way to compute
PROPX . We will specify the order of the actions in set
t1 , t 2 ,, t n , in terms of temporal logic. These temporal logic

specifications are usually called properties. PROPX is
actually a set of these properties.

n
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Definition 7 PROPX is a set of temporal logic properties,
which specify the existence and order of the actions in ti .
Namely, PROPX ={ 1 . i . n | pi }. For each action a in ti ,
suppose f is the function defined on ti . Suppose m  ti such
that f ( m ) m :

Let us use an example to illustrate how Algorithm 1 is
used to specify a sequence diagram in CCS. Figure 3 shows
a simple sequence diagram. Its CCS process is {a.b'+c.d.e'},
where a.b' is obtained through the first activation bar and
c.d.e' is obtained from the second one.
Algorithm 2

Let pi specify the existence of all actions in ti .
Let pi specify the order of occurrence of all actions in
m by referring their names.
3) Let pi specify the order of occurrence of all actions in
ti  m without referring their names.
There are a few points about this definition that need to be
mentioned. First, it is not fully automatable and human efforts are needed in every step. Second, the actions in ti  m
have different names in the implementation from those in
the design pattern, which need to be specified anonymously,
so that the name difference between design pattern and its
implementation can be tolerated in model checking.
In the rest of this section, we present two algorithms for
our approach. Algorithm 1 provides the steps to compute
CCS P , which is an abstract model of program P. CCS P is
a set of processes specifying the actions of objects in D P .
Algorithm 2 provides steps to check CCS P | PROPX ,

For every property r in PROPt , if there exist a process s
in CCS P , such that s satisfies r, then r is checked by model
checker CWB-NC [18].

1)
2)

Theorem 2 Specification of D P is automatable.

Proof: This comes naturally from the existence of the Algorithm 1 to specify D P .
Theorem 3 CCS P | PROPX holds in Definition 7 if and
only if DP t ,,t D X holds.
1

n

Proof: On one hand, if
DP

ti

DP

t1 ,,tn

D X holds, then

D X holds for 1 . i . n . That is, ti 0 f (ti ) . Let

pi  PROPX be the temporal logic property specifying ti .

Since ti 0 f (ti ) , which means the actions in ti and their
correspondence in f (ti ) happen in the same order. It follows that the process containing actions in f (ti ) must satisfy pi . Hence CCS P | PROPX holds.

Algorithm 1
For each class C appearing in D P , the specification of C’s
actions, specC , is obtained by the following steps:
1)
For each activation bar in a sequence diagram, specify its actions with sequential order. For all the outgoing actions, specify them with a prime symbol before their names. For all the other messages, just
specify them with their names.
2)
Connect the specification of each activation bar with
summarization operation.
3)
Add a recursion and we complete the specification of
the actions performed by C.
CCS P { C from DP | specC }

On the other hand, if CCS P | PROPX holds, then all the
properties in PROPX are satisfied by P. Hence the actions
specified by the properties must happen in the same order as
their correspondence in P. This would mean that
DP t D X holds for 1 . i . n . Thus we complete the proof.
i

This theorem demonstrates that it is reasonable for us to
use model checking to check CCS P | PROPX , so as to
determine whether D P t1 ,,t n D X holds.

4. Case Study
In this section, we apply our approach presented in Section 3 to study the case in Section 2, that is, whether the
source code is the correct implementation of the Observer
pattern. As described in [12], the behaviour of the Observer
pattern can be specified by the sequence diagram shown in
Figure 1. The basic property of the Observer pattern can be
summarized: 1) whenever the setstate in Subject is invoked,
2) the notify action must be performed, 3) the update in
every Observer must be invoked, followed by the getstate.
Hence the problem is to verify whether DP t Dobserver , with
t={notify,update,setstate,getstate}, where we assume the
action names are case insensitive. In particular, we specify
the following properties of the Observer pattern.
 The first property states that there must be an action
that happens before “notify”. This action can be “set-

Object
a

b'
c

d
e'

Figure 3 A Simple Sequence Diagram
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state” or named differently. Since “setstate” can have
different name in real implementation, this consideration is essential.
prop subject_order1=
(E F{setstate}-> (E F{notify}))\/ (E F{setstate}-> (E F{notify}))
The second property states that actions “notify” and
“update” must exist in the Subject. Symbol “'” is applied before update to denote this message is outgoing.
prop subject_exist=
E F{notify}/\ E F{'update}
The third property states that action “update” must
happen after the “notify” action.
prop subject_order2=
E F{notify}-> (E F {'update})
The fourth property states that there must be an action
happens after the “update” action. Usually this is “getstate”, but can have different name.
prop subject_order3=
(E F{'update}-> (E F{getstate}))\/ (E
F{'update}-> (E F{-getstate}))
The final property of process subject is the conjunction
of the above properties.
prop subject=
subject_order1 /\ subject_order2 /\
subject_order3 /\ subject_exist

proc stock=setprice.notify.'size.'get
.'update.stock1
proc stock1=getprice.'println.stock
proc investors=
size.investors1+get.investor1
proc investors1=investors
proc investor=update.'println.investor1
proc investor1='getprice.investor
proc printer=println.printer1
proc printer1=println.printer
Once we obtain the CCS specification of the source code,
we could simply verify it against the properties previously
defined, with a model checker [18].
We save the properties of the Observer pattern, PROPt ,
in the file “observer.gctl”. We save the system specification
of the sequence diagram of the program in the file “observer.ccs”. Then we can model-check it with the following
commands and results:
cwb-nc> chk -L gctl stock subject
Generating ABTA from GCTL* formula...done
Initial ABTA has 56 states.
Simplifying ABTA:
Minimizing sets of accepting states...done
Performing constant propagation...done
Joining operations...done
Shrinking automaton...done
Computing bisimulation...
Done computing bisimulation.
Simplification completed.
Simplified ABTA has 30 states.
Starting ABTA model checker.
Model checking completed.
Expanded state-space 29 times.
Stored 0 dependencies.
TRUE, the agent satisfies the formula.
Execution time (user,system,gc,real):
(0.047,0.000,0.000,0.047)

All these properties are specified in GCTL, which is an
extension of traditional temporal logic CTL* [10] that is
tailored for reasoning about systems whose transitions are
labelled by actions. The syntax of GCTL is
S :: p | p | S  S | S  S | A p | E p | G p | F p
P :: 5 | 5 | S | P  P | P  P | X P | P  P | P R P
where S is state formula, P is path formula. p is atomic
proposition, and 5 is atomic action proposition. A is a universal quantifier which means the formula after A is true in
every state starts from the current state. E is an existential
quantifier which means that there exists a state following the
current state, where the formula after E is true. G is a path
universal quantifier which means the formula is true along
all the states in the path from the current state. F is a path
existential quantifier which means the formula is true in
some state in the path from the current state. G, F are always
used together with A and E. More detailed specification of
the semantics of GCTL is in [18].
A practical implementation of the Observer Pattern is
shown in [21], whose sequence diagram is recovered from
its source code in Figure 2. Note that this discovery is
automatically done by Together [20].
Then, we need to specify the behaviour of the Observer
pattern formally in CCS as follows
proc observer=
(stock|investors|investor|printer)\{
setprice,get,update,getprice,println}

Comparing to a conventional approach of model checking, that is, to specify the system from source code, our approach is more efficient and fast, because the system model
is concisely built and thus involves far less states than the
model built from source code directly. Hence our approach
reduces the possibility of state explosion and increases
model checking speed. As shown in the runtime scripts
above, our system model contains as few as 56 states in total
and is simplified to only 30 states, due to the specification
from sequence diagram instead of the source code. The running time is only 0.047 seconds.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
Design patterns have been widely adopted in software
industry to reuse expert design experience. Use of design
patterns generally involves implementing them in different
forms. So far, there has been lack of methods to ensure the
correctness of the design pattern implementation.
In this paper, we provide a method to formally verify design pattern implementation. We formally define the implementation correctness problem in terms of a partial order
of two sequence diagrams. We obtain the system specification ( CCS P ) by recovering the sequence diagram from the
source code, and specifying it with CCS. We generate the
properties ( PROPX ) of the design pattern by using temporal
logic to specify its behaviour, which is usually modelled by
a sequence diagram ( D X ). We verify CCS P against
PROPX with CWB-NC model checker. Our approach provides a formal standard and concrete method to solve the
implementation correctness assurance problem. Moreover,
since CCS P is built concisely, it is easy and fast to use
model checking in our approach.
Future work includes verifying the structural correctness
of design pattern implementation and exploring other
methods of verification. One possible way of verifying the
structural correctness is to exploit the current work on design pattern recovery, which is able to extract structural information such as classes, methods, and their associations
from source codes and compare such information with general design pattern to determine whether the system correctly implement the pattern from structural point of view.
One alternative way of verifying the behavioral correctness
is to specify design pattern and its implementation as two
systems respectively, and check the behavioral relationship
of those systems. Since specifying design pattern directly is
a better way to capture design pattern behavior than specifying the summarized properties of the pattern, we could
expect more accurate result in this approach.
There are other issues that can be addressed by the implementation correctness. For example, to recover design
pattern from source code is an important task in reverse engineering [7][9][16]. However, there lacks research on how
to formally specify and verify the correctness of design pattern recovery results. This problem may be addressed as the
implementation correctness problem because program P
correctly implements design pattern X, if and only if design
pattern X is correctly recovered from program P.
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problems. Each of the stakeholders may define his/her
requirements in his/her own point of view using
different terminologies. Such requirements are termed
multiperspective requirements artifacts. A variety of
stakeholders need to interoperate, collaborate or trace
requirements among each other in order to achieve a
common goal of their development. Consequently, the
overlapping
characteristic
of
multiperspective
requirements artifacts makes it difficult to trace and
verify the requirements.
As part of our attempt in resolving traceability
problems of multiperspective requirements artifacts,
we have investigated existing requirements traceability
approaches and tools to manage software requirements
and architecture. However, the proposed approaches
for requirements traceability still encounter the
following problems.
Firstly, the majority of existing commercial
requirements
traceability
tools
[1]
utilize
straightforward traceability links that must be manually
defined by the users at coarse-grained level during
software development process. Defining large number
of traceability relationships manually can be a tedious,
error-prone, labor-intensive and time-consuming task.
The cost of using such tools for a large software
development team is high on account of the licensing
expense for each user. Additionally, the characteristic
of these tools is the non-uniformity in dealing with the
heterogeneity problems found in multiperspective
requirements artifacts.
Secondly, automated solutions to requirements
traceability problems face a difficult challenge due to
the need to handle the overlapping among
multiperspective requirements artifacts generated
during software development process. For example,
PROART [2] supports the automatic generation of
traceability relationships among multiperspective
requirements. Nevertheless, this approach forces the
users to use the same set of vocabularies and their
definitions stored in a repository. Alternatively, even
though Huang [3] and Sherba [4] propose event-based

Abstract
Large-scaled software development inevitably
involves a group of stakeholders, each of which may
express their requirements differently in their own
terminology and representation depending on their
perspectives or perceptions of their problems.
However, those stakeholders will need to interoperate
or collaborate by tracing, verifying and merging their
requirements in order to achieve a common goal of
their development. In this situation, ontology can play
an essential role in communication among diverse
stakeholders in the course of an integrating system.
This paper presents an alternative multiperspective
requirements traceability (MPRT) framework to
automatically generate traceability relationships of
multiperspective requirements artifacts. Requirements
ontology is designed and constructed as a knowledge
management mechanism to represent multiperspective
requirements artifacts in a common way, which
intervene mutual “understanding” among various
stakeholders. Ontology matching takes two ontologies
and produces correspondences (i.e., equivalence, more
general, less general, mismatch and overlapping)
between the concepts of ontologies that correspond
semantically to each other. As a result, the traceability
relationships can be automatically generated when a
match is found in the ontologies.
Keywords: Interoperability, Multiperspective software
development, Ontology, Requirements traceability

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the development of most large and
complex software systems inevitably involves many
people or stakeholders. Different stakeholders may
deal with different pieces of software requirements
depending on their perspectives or perception of their
*
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and open hypermedia approach respectively to
automatically generate traceability links but they do
not tackle the overlapping among multiple views of
requirements.
Lastly, the granularity of requirements traceability
is typically too coarse-grained level. For example, the
works in RQML [5], XmlTRAM+ [6] and ROM &
IREQ [7] aim to use XML as a mechanism for
managing requirements artifacts or as the
representation of requirements. However, RQML and
XmlTRAM+ allow the users to generate traceability
relationships manually at coarse-grained level, which
are a very difficult and time-consuming task. Even if
ROM and IREQ can automatically generate
traceability relationships at fine-grained level, it is
based on explicitly predefined rules.
To resolve the aforementioned problems, our
proposed approach applies requirements ontology as a
knowledge management mechanism in order to define
an explicit account of a shared understanding among
diverse stakeholders for knowledge interchange
purposes. This work endeavors at handling ontology
interoperability that does not force various
stakeholders to express their requirements with the
same or shared set of vocabulary, but supports multiple
ontologies which represent different perspectives of
stakeholders towards the same domain. Ontology
matching is used to match the concepts between
different and independent ontologies that correspond
semantically to each other. The traceability
relationships can be automatically generated when a
match is found in the requirements ontologies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 provides an overview of existing schema and
ontology matching approaches, which are applied to
our work for interoperability and traceability purposes.
In section 3, a multiperspective requirements
traceability (MPRT) framework is proposed. In section
4, we illustrate an example of how to automatically
construct
requirements
ontologies
from
multiperspective requirements artifacts and produce
their traceability relationships. Finally, we conclude
the paper with the discussion of our ongoing work in
section 5.

[19], DCM [20] and H-Match [21]). The instancebased and mixed systems are excluded from this
consideration. We specifically apply S-Match [18]
approach to match the concepts between requirements
ontologies based upon the following observations.
Firstly, various approaches take as input a pair of
schemas or ontologies, including S-Match, while only a
small number of approaches take as input multiple
schemas (e.g., DCM [20]).
Secondly, a large number of approaches handle
graphs. Some examples include Cupid [14], COMA
[15], SF [16], CtxMatch [17], COMA++ [19], HMatch [21] and S-Match [18].
Thirdly, most of existing approaches under
consideration deal with particular schema or ontology
types, such as relational, XML, RDF and OWL. Only a
small number of approaches aim at being generic (i.e.,
handle multiple types of schemas or ontologies). Some
examples include Cupid [14], COMA [15], SF [16],
COMA++ [19] and S-Match [18].
Finally, most of existing approaches focus on
computing similarity measures in [0, 1] range. Only
little approaches compute semantic relations (i.e.,
equivalence, subsumption, mismatch, overlapping)
between the concepts. Some examples of the latter
include CtxMatch [17] and S-Match [18]. The semantic
relations can be applied to our work for automatically
generating traceability relationships.

3. Our Approach
The crucial goal of this work is to automatically
generate traceability relationships of multiperspective
requirements artifacts at fine-grained level, which can
be applied to any software requirements domain. We
propose an alternative multiperspective requirements
traceability (MPRT) framework as depicted in Figure 1
in order to reach the goal.
Figure 1 illustrates our MPRT framework. The
main modules in the framework can be summarized as
follows:
1. Requirements analyzer obtains a set of
requirements artifacts represented in terms of
natural language or plain English text and uses
the Stanford parser [22] to syntactically and
semantically analyze the requirements artifacts.
2. Requirements elements generator (REG)
generates the rules to extract requirements
elements.
3. Base ontology constructor (BOC) uses IEEE
Std 830-1998 [23] and ESA PSS-05-03 [24] to
classify requirements types of requirements
artifacts in the domain of software
requirements.

2. An Overview of Existing Schema and
Ontology Matching Approaches
The purpose of this section is to survey on existing
schema and ontology matching approaches in [8] and
[9] which have emerged during the last decade. These
approaches are classified into schema-based and
instance-based systems. The main focus of this work is
on schema-based matching (i.e., DIKE [10], TranScm
[11], SKAT [12], ARTEMIS [13], Cupid [14], COMA
[15], SF [16], CtxMatch [17], S-Match [18], COMA++
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5. Ontology matcher applies ontology matching
technique in order to automatically generate
traceability
relationships
between
two
requirements ontologies.

4. Requirements ontology constructor (ROC)
attaches requirements elements into the base
ontology
to
automatically
construct
requirements ontology of each stakeholder as a
common
representation
for
knowledge
interchange purposes.
Pre-Process of
Multiperspective Requirements Traceability

Requirements
Analyzer

Semantic
Representation

Requirements
Elements
Generator

Automated Multiperspective Requirements Traceability Process

Requirements
Elements

Requirements
Ontology
Constructor

Natural
Language
Base
Ontology

Requirements
Artifacts

IEEE Std
830-1998

Stakeholder 1

Ontology
Matcher

ESA
PSS-05-03

Ontology
Engineer

Base
Ontology

Natural
Language

Requirements
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Semantic
Representation

Matched
Concepts

Traceability
Relationships

Base Ontology Constructor

Requirements
Artifacts
Stakeholder 2

Requirements
Ontology 1

Requirements
Elements
Generator

Requirements
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Requirements
Ontology 2

Requirements
Ontology
Constructor

Figure 1. A Multiperspective Requirements Traceability (MPRT) Framework
4. Two objects are the same concept (semantically
equivalent) if one object is an abbreviation
modifier of the other object.
5. If an object is a numeric modifier of another
object, then it specifies a property of the object.

3.1. Automatic Generation of Requirements
Elements
Our REG module uses NLP techniques and a rulebased approach to extract requirements elements. We
extract objects and relationships by using noun-verb
analysis defined in CM-Builder [25] approach. We also
use CM-Builder to generate the relationship between
the
objects
(i.e.,
aggregation,
attribute,
generalization/specialization
and
association).
However, CM-Builder approach only concerns the
analysis of requirements text (static view) with the goal
of building UML class models; it cannot recognize
behavioral view of requirements artifacts for our work.
As a consequence, we construct the transformation
rules in SWI-Prolog [26] to extract the remaining
requirements elements. The underline represents the
grammatical relations [27] generated from the Stanford
parser.
1. If an object participates in some prepositions
(e.g. by) with a verb in the requirements
artifacts, then the verb are taken as a process
and the object as an input of the process.
2. If an object acts as a subject of a process in the
requirements artifacts, then the object is taken
as an actor of the process.
3. If an object acts as an object of a process in the
requirements artifacts, then it is taken as the
output of the process.

3.2. Automatic Construction of Requirements
Ontology
The requirements elements are attached into the
base ontology in order to automatically construct
requirements ontology of each stakeholder as a
common representation for knowledge interchange
purposes. In our work, we represent each construct in
the ontologies by using the first-order logic (FOL)
representation for machine-readable and the
visualization view for the users. The graphical
notations of the visualization view are defined in
Figure 2. Note that some notations are enhanced from
unified modeling language (UML)-like but they have
more specific meaning used in this work.
A base ontology, constructed by ontology engineer
using IEEE Std 830-1998 [23] and ESA PSS-05-03
[24], can be represented in FOL and graphical
representation as illustrated in Figure 3. It contains
requirements types of requirements artifacts in the
domain of software requirements. We use a top-down
approach [28] in order to construct a base ontology
starting from creating the most general concept of
requirement artifact which is classified into two
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concepts: functional requirement and non-functional
requirement. The functional requirement concept can
be further classified as data specification, process
specification and control specification. We apply the
same principle to categorize other concepts in the base
ontology.
Graphical
Notations

Table 1. Conversion of lexical relations to
semantic relations
Lexical Relations
Synonym
Hypernym or holonym
Hyponym or meronym
Antonym

Semantic Relations
a=b
ab
ab
a6b

Ontology Relationships

Each concept is converted into a propositional
validity problem. Semantic relations are translated into
propositional connectives using the rules described in
Table 2. We extend the overlapping relation in the last
row of the table.

Aggregation relationship (partOf)
Attribute relationship (attributeOf)
Property relationship (propertyOf)
Generalization/Specialization relationship (isA)
Actor relationship (actorOf)
Input relationship (inputOf)

Table 2. The relationships between
semantic relations and propositional formula

Output relationship (outputOf)
Equivalence relationship (sameAs)
Association relationship (associatedWith)

Figure 2. Graphical Notations of
Ontology Relationships
requirement artifact
functional requirement

data specification

non-functional requirement

process specification control specification

data

data relation

function

object

relationship

process

Semantic
Relations
a=b

Propositional
Logic
a7b

ab
ab
a6b
a8b

a b
b a
(a  b)
(a  b) 
(a  b) 
(a  b)

Translation of Formula into
Conjunctive Normal Form
axioms  (context1  context2)
axioms  (context1  context2)
axioms  (context1  context2)
axioms  (context1  context2)
axioms  (context1  context2)
axioms  9(context1  context2) 
9(context1  context2) 
9(context1  context2)

The criterion for determining whether a relation
holds between the concepts is the fact that it is entailed
by the premises. Thus, we have to prove that this
formula (axioms) Æ rel(context1, context2) is valid. A
propositional formula is valid iff its negation is
unsatisfiable. A SAT solver [30] run on the formula
fails.
We use types of overlap relations defined in [31] to
generate traceability relationships in our work. The
traceability relationships can be generated when a
match is found in the ontologies. Thus, the semantic
relations will be mapped to traceability relationships as
shown in Table 3.

Figure 3. A Graphical Representation of
a Base Ontology

3.3. Automatic Generation of Traceability
Relationships
We match the concepts between two requirements
ontologies by applying S-Match [18] approach with the
reason as mention earlier in Section 2. However, we
extend it to cover nine kinds of ontology relationships
and to produce overlapping relation. We also allow the
users to incorporate domain knowledge for resolving
lack of background knowledge found in S-Match. The
proposed base ontology is used to reduce the number
of all possible matching concepts for increasing the
matching performance.
The S-Match algorithm is organized in four macro
steps described in [18]. For element matching (step 3),
we use external resources (i.e., domain knowledge,
WordNet [29]) and string matching techniques (i.e.,
prefix, suffix, edit distance, n-gram) with threshold
0.85. Lexical relations provided by WordNet are
converted to semantic relations according to the rules
as shown in Table 1.

Table 3. Conversion of semantic relations into
traceability relationships
Semantic Relations
Equivalence (=)
More or less general (,)
Mismatch (6)
Overlapping (8)

Traceability Relationships
overlapTotally (=)
overlapInclusively (,)
noOverlap (6)
overlapPartially (8)

The distinction among different types of
traceability relationships is important because these
have a different impact on the requirements traceability
status of two requirements artifacts. More specifically,
the ontology matcher module discards noOverlap
relationship in this work because there is no effect on
multiperspective requirements artifacts changes.
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4. An Illustrative Example:
Multiperspective Requirements
Traceability

object

staff

This section provides an example to illustrate how
the proposed MPRT framework can solve the
heterogeneity problems found in multiperspective
requirements artifacts efficiently. We demonstrate that
two different stakeholders (System User 1 and 2)
produce Doctor Investigation System (DIS) and InPatient Registration System (IPRS) Requirements
respectively as depicted in Figure 4. They want to
collaborate with each other by sharing the requirements
of two overlapping systems which are parts of a
hospital information system. These requirements are
overlapping and generated with respect to different
perspectives. Multiple sets of vocabularies may be
used in the requirements descriptions.

nurse

name

name identification
number

hospital name
number

admit

staff

nurse

physician ID name address

surgeon

To check the unsatisfiability of a propositional
formula done by ontology matcher module we use the
standard DPLL-based SAT solver [30]. From the
example in Figure 5, trying to prove that doctor1 in
DIS requirements ontology is less general than
physician2 in IPRS requirements ontology, requires
constructing the following formula.
((staff1 7 staff2)  (doctor1 7 physician2)) 
(staff1  doctor1)  (staff2  physician2)
The above formula turns out to be unsatisfiable,
and therefore, the less general relation holds. It is
noticeable that if we test for the more general relation
between the same pair of concepts, the corresponding
formula would be also unsatisfiable. As a result, the
final relation for the given pair of concepts is the
equivalence.
Some parts of traceability relationships between
DIS and IPRS requirements ontology can be
automatically generated by ontology matcher module
as shown in the predicate terms below.

System User 4

Patient Record
System Requirements

doctor

patient

object

Figure 5. DIS and IPRS Requirements Ontology

Doctor Investigation
System Requirements

In-Patient Registration
System Requirements

HN

relationship

first initial last
name
name

System User 1

System User 2

IPRS Requirements Ontology

DIS Requirements Ontology

In-Patient Payment
System Requirements

System User 3

Figure 4. Distributed Collaboration of
Multiperspective Requirements Artifacts in a
Hospital Information System
Assume that a system user 1 of DIS expresses
his/her requirements as follows:

overlapTotally(staff1, staff2)
overlapTotally(staff1/nurse1, staff2/nurse2)
overlapTotally(staff1/doctor1, staff2/physician2)
overlapTotally(staff1/nurse1/name1, staff2/nurse2/name2)
overlapTotally(staff1/doctor1/name1, staff2/physician2/name2)
overlapTotally(staff1/doctor1/identification_number1,
staff2/physician2/ID2)
overlapPartially(staff1/nurse1, staff2/physician2)
overlapPartially(staff1/doctor1, staff2/nurse2)
overlapInclusively(staff1/nurse1/name1/first_name1,
staff2/nurse2/name2)
overlapInclusively(staff1/nurse1/name1/last_name1,
staff2/nurse2/name2)

Each patient has a unique hospital number (HN) and a name. A
patient is admitted by a doctor. Nurses and doctors are considered
as staffs. A nurse has a name. The nurse’s name consists of a first
name, an initial and a last name. A doctor is identified by an
identification number and a name.

A system user 2 of IPRS defines his/her
requirements in the following.
Physicians and nurses are staffs. Staffs have an ID, a name and
an address. A surgeon is a physician.

5. Conclusions and Ongoing Work

Both requirements are presented as a source (DIS)
and a target (IPRS) in our MPRT browser. After both
requirements are passed to requirements analyzer and
REG modules, the ROC module will attach
requirements elements into the base ontology.
Accordingly, the DIS and IPRS requirements ontology
are automatically constructed as depicted in Figure 5
(exclude a base ontology).

In this paper, we point out the heterogeneity
problems found in multiperspective requirements
artifacts. Requirements ontology can be used as a
knowledge management mechanism to describe these
artifacts in a common way to share understanding
among various stakeholders for interoperability and
traceability purposes. The traceability relationships can
be automatically generated by using ontology matching
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technique. Hence, the combination of NLP techniques,
a rule-based approach, an automated reasoning process
and ontology concepts provides a practical and
powerful multiperspective requirements traceability
mechanism.
Currently, our MPRT framework emphasizes on
requirements artifacts represented in terms of natural
language or text but we can extend a base ontology to
cover software artifacts in other phases of software
development process.
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ABSTRACT
Scenario-based software development has been widely accepted for the description of concurrent systems. However,
scenario-based software development is inherently partial
as scenarios can only show instances of the system behaviour and because the behaviour of each component is only
meaningful in collaboration with other components in scenarios. Therefore, sound, formal, and structured approaches
which help in eliciting scenarios that cover more aspects of
the system requirements are welcome in software engineering.
This paper presents an approach for incorporating the
domain knowledge and the system architecture depicted in
scenarios for elaborating scenario speciﬁcations. Our approach can be repeatedly applied in a cycle that consists
of eliciting the domain knowledge from scenarios and producing new scenarios until a satisfactory speciﬁcation is
reached.
KEY WORDS
Scenario-based speciﬁcations, domain knowledge, emergent scenarios

the domain knowledge and the system architecture depicted
in scenarios for elaborating scenario speciﬁcations. The
required domain knowledge will be obtained by referring
to an available (and possibly incomplete) set of scenarios.
The domain knowledge and the available set of scenarios
are used for the synthesis of behaviour models for system’s
components (also called processes). Then, emergent behaviours obtained from this synthesis process are converted into
scenarios that can be added to the current set of scenarios
and enrich the system speciﬁcation.
The advantage of our approach can be better envisaged
in the general software development practice of Figure 1.
In this ﬁgure, ﬁrst behaviour models are constructed from a
scenario speciﬁcation as an initial approximation of system.
Then, an analysis phase begins in which any mismatch between the scenario speciﬁcation and behaviour models are
found in terms of emergent behaviours. After being detected, emergent behaviours will be validated against system goals and properties in order to provide the required
feedback for the system analyst to correct the speciﬁcation.
The process of correction and analysis continues until a satisﬁable speciﬁcation is obtained.

1. Introduction

2. Related Work

Scenario-based languages such as Message Sequence
Charts (MSCs) [1], are one of the popular ways for the
description of concurrent systems because of the desire of
stakeholders to describe system’s functionality by small and
partial stories. However, scenario are only instances of the
system behaviour and might not cover all the system requirements [7], [13]. Furthermore, the behaviour of each
system component is only meaningful in conjunction with
other components. This means that a mechanism is needed
for composing component’s behaviours in each scenario in
order to build behaviour models for components [5], [14],
[15].
In this paper, we present an approach for incorporating

Recently, there has been a growing body of research
around scenario-based software development with different
motives, assumptions and methodologies. Nevertheless, we
can sketch some boundaries for different groups of work
-though with overlap - in this research area.
The ﬁrst group assumes that while a scenario speciﬁcation is complete with respect to the behaviour of individual
processes, it might not be complete with respect to the behaviour of system [2], [11], [13]. Some common problems
addressed by this research area are deadlocks, implied scenarios, and safe or weak realizability. Our work in [10],
which introduces the notion of strong safe realizability belongs to this category.
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Figure 1. A framework for elaborating scenarios.

The second group assumes that a scenario description
might not be complete with respect to the behaviour of individual processes, and therefore in the ﬁrst place, they are interested in building the right behaviour models for processes
using scenarios and the domain knowledge [7], [9], [14],
[15]. The assumption here is that the scenario speciﬁcation is describing a state machine that models the behaviour
of system components. Thus, components in scenarios are
considered to model both a set of states in the state machine (which are called component states) and the events
that ﬁre state change (called labeled transitions). Therefore,
the same component states in different scenarios provide information of how the state machines from different scenarios should be combined.
In the current practice of synthesis of behaviour models, similar states in different state machines will be merged
in order to obtain a single state machine for the behaviour
of each component [3], [5], [6], [8], [9], [12], [14], [15].
While many of these approaches use the domain knowledge
in addition to scenarios, they do not give a formal and clear
picture of the domain knowledge needed for their purpose.
Furthermore, because they do not consider the system architecture deﬁned by scenarios, they usually result in spurious emergent behaviours for the components (and system)
(a phenomenon that is also called overgeneralization). In
contrast, in our approach the required domain knowledge is
clearly deﬁned and emergent behaviours occur only if the
system architecture allows for them.

3. Basic Deﬁnitions
We assume that scenarios are represented by Message
Sequence Charts deﬁned as follows. Let P be a ﬁnite set of
processes (system’s components) with the total number of
processes |P | ≥ 2, and C be a ﬁnite set of message contents
(or message labels). Denote Σi = {i!l(c), i?l(c)|l ∈ P \ {i},
c ∈ C} to be the alphabet of process i ∈ P , where i!l(c)
denotes an event that sends a message from process i with
content c to process l, whereas i?l(c) denotes an event that
receives on process i a message with content c from process
l. Also, the alphabet (of all processes i ∈ P ) will be Σ =
i∈P Σi .

Deﬁnition 1 (Message Sequence Chart): A Message
Sequence Chart (MSC) over P and C is deﬁned to be a
tuple m = (E, α, β, ≺) where:
- E is a ﬁnite set of events.
- α : E → Σ maps each event to its label. The set
of events located on process i is Ei = α−1 (Σi ). The
set of all send events in the event set E is denoted by
E! = {e ∈ E|∃i, l ∈ P, c ∈ C : α(e) = i!l(c)} and the set
of receive events as E? = E\E!.
- β : E! → E?, is a bijection mapping between send
and receive events such that whenever β(e1 ) = e2 and
α(e1 ) = i!l(c), then α(e2 ) = l?i(c).
- ≺ is a partial order on E such that for every
process i ∈ P , the restriction of ≺ to Ei is a
total order, and ≺ is equal to the transitive closure
of
{(e1 , e2 )|e1 ≺ e2 , ∃i ∈ P : e1 , e2 ∈ Ei } ∪
{(e, β(e))|e ∈ E!}.
Fig. 2 shows a set of scenarios for an ATM machine in MSC
notation.
We also deﬁne the projection m|i for process i in MSC
m to be the ordered sequence of messages that corresponds
to the events occurring on process i in the MSC m. For
m|i , m|i  indicates its length, which is equal to the total
number of events of m on process i, and m|i [j] refers to
j th element of m|i , so that if ej is the j th event on process
i according to the total order of the events of i in m, then
αm (ej ) = m|i [j − 1], 0 < j < m|i .
Deﬁnition 2 (equivalent Finite State Machine of a projection): For the projection m|i , we deﬁne an equivalent FSM
(eFSM) Am
= (S m , Σi , δ m , q0m , qfm ) such that:

i
- S m = q0m , · · · , qfm is a ﬁnite set of states
- Σi is the alphabet
- q0m is the initial state
m
- qfm = qm|
is the ﬁnal state (accepting state)
i
m
- δ is the transition relation such that δ(qjm , m|i [j]) =
m
qj+1
, 0 ≤ j < f , and the only word accepted by Am
i is m|i .
For instance, the eFSM of the projection of scenario m2 in
Fig. 2 on ATM process is shown in Fig. 3 in which q0m2 is
m2
its initial state and q13
is its ﬁnal state.

4. From Scenarios to Domain Knowledge
4.1. Semantical Causality
Assuming that scenarios do not provide all the necessary behaviours for processes, the domain knowledge will
be needed for building the right behavioral models for
processes [7], [9], [15]. In this regard, a distinct feature of
our approach is that it deﬁnes the domain knowledge based
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Figure 2. A preliminary set of scenarios for an ATM system.

Figure 3. A state machine (eFSM) for ATM extracted from m2.
on a ﬁxed relation between messages in scenarios called semantical causality. Semantical causality captures performance dependability between messages as a part of the domain knowledge that is not explicitly deﬁned in scenarios.

the lift has to keep the door closed before it can open the
door or before it can move.

Deﬁnition 3 (Semantical causality): We say message m|i
[j] is a semantical cause for message m|i [k] and denote it
by m|i [j] se
→ m|i [k] if process i has to keep the result of the
operation of m|i [j] in order to perform m|i [k].

The main problem in behaviour modeling is how to detect identical states for a process in different eFSMs extracted from scenarios. The work of [15] uses global system
variables to mark states that a process goes through as it is
communicating with other processes in a scenario. However, different domain experts can choose different system
variables. Consequently, different behavioural models for a
process might be obtained for a given application and at the
end it is not clear which model is the right one. Note that,
this problem is the result of choosing different variables not
updating the values of variables (in fact, an implicit assumption in [15] is that the domain expert makes no mistakes in
updating variables). To overcome this drawback, we let the
current state of the process in any eFSM to be deﬁned by the
messages that the process needs them in order to perform
the messages that come after its current state. Considering Deﬁnition 3, these are the messages that are semantical
causes for the messages in the transitions after the current
state of the process in the eFSM.
More speciﬁcally, we associate a state value υi (qkm ) to

Similar to [7], by the operation of a message we mean
the ultimate purpose of the message. For example, the corresponding operation for the insert card message for the
ATM is: card is inserted. Note that, semantical causality
comes from the domain knowledge and can be found without referring to ordering of messages in scenarios. Also,
note that semantical causality is an invariant property for a
system because it is the system’s architecture and the domain knowledge that dictate whether or not one message is
needed by a process in order to perform another message.
For example, in m2 , insert card is a semantical cause
for eject card because ATM has to keep the card inserted
before it can eject the card. As another example, in a lift
system, the message close door is a semantical cause for
the message open door or the message lift moving because

4.2. State Values and Identical States
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every state qkm in the eFSM Am
i , i ∈ P , m ∈ M as follows.
Deﬁnition 4 (State value): The state value υi (qkm ) for the
m
m m m
state qkm in eFSM Am
i = (S , Σi , δ , q0 , qf ) is a word
over the alphabet Σi ∪{1} such that υi (q0m ) = 1, υi (qfm ) =
m|i [f − 1], and for 0 < k < f is deﬁned as follows:
i) υi (qkm ) = m|i [k − 1]υi (qjm ), if there exist some j and l
such that j is the maximum index that m|i [j − 1] se
→ m|i [l],
0 < j < k, k ≤ l < f
ii) υi (qkm ) = m|i [k−1], if Case i) does not hold but m|i [k−
1] se
→ m|i [l], for some k ≤ l < f
iii) υi (qkm ) = 1, if none of the above cases hold
In Deﬁnition 4, ﬁrst state values of the initial and the ﬁnal
states of an eFSM are deﬁned. Then, the states value of the
state qkm is deﬁned depending on whether for the transitions
that come after this state: there exists a message m|i [j − 1]
as a semantical cause, 0 < j < k (Case i)), or m|i [k − 1] is
the only semantical cause (Case ii)), or neither m|i [k − 1]
nor any other message is a semantical cause (Case iii)). In
particular, the last case marks all the states qkm that from the
processes perspective are like its initial state with the state
value of 1.
Since for a given application and process, semantical
causality between messages is an invariant property deﬁned
by the domain knowledge, state values of the states of a
process are independent of the choice of the domain expert.
Let’s calculate state values of states q3m2 and q7m2 in Fig.
3. From the domain knowledge pertinent to ATM system,
the maximum index j for which m2|AT M [j −1] is a semantical cause for a message in the transitions after q3m2 is j = 2
for which m2|AT M [2 − 1] =insert card (for instance insert
cardse
→ eject card). Thus, based on Case i) of Deﬁnition 4 we
have: υAT M (q3m2 ) = m2|AT M [3 − 1]υAT M (q2m2 ). To calculate υAT M (q2m2 ), observe that insert card is the only semantical cause for messages after q2m2 , and therefore, based
on Case ii) of Deﬁnition 4, we have υAT M (q2m2 ) =insert
card. Thus, υAT M (q3m2 ) = (request password) (insert
card). For q7m2 because none of the messages bad password,
verify account, and enter password is a semantical cause for
the messages in the transitions after q7m2 , still the maximum
index j would be j = 2 for which m2|AT M [2 − 1] =insert
card. Thus, with the same reasoning as for q3m2 , we have:
υAT M (q7m2 ) = m2|AT M [7 − 1] υAT M (q2m2 ) = (request
password) (insert card). This means that from ATM’s perspective, two states q3m2 and q7m2 are identical in Figure 3.
An interesting case is the state values of the user. Since
the user does not need any message in order to perform
other messages, there would be no semantical causality between messages for the user. Thus, according to Case iii) of
Deﬁnition 4, all the states of the user except its ﬁnal state are
identical with the state value of 1. This is the result of the
fact that no protocol is imposed on the user to communicate
with ATM (see [4]).

5. From Domain Knowledge to Scenarios
5.1. Criteria for Merging Identical States
The common practice in the synthesis of behaviour models from scenarios is to merge identical states of processes
[5], [6], [9], [14], [15]. However, this is a blind process
since it can create many spurious emergent behaviours in
the resulting behaviour models [5], [9]. One way to reduce
this effect is to ﬁrst check whether the emergent behaviour
that could be generated as the result of merging states is allowed by the system architecture deﬁned in scenarios. By
system architecture, we mean the processes, the partial order between events in scenarios, and the available information regarding process’s identical states (see Figure 3).
Figure 4 shows a general case where two identical states
n
qi and qj of two state machines (eFSMs Am
k = A and Ak =
B obtained from scenarios m and n) for the process k are
merged into a single state q. ai , ai+1 ,..., are the send or
receive messages for the process from scenario m, whereas
bj , bj+1 , ..., are are the send or receive messages for the
process from scenario n. Thus, ...ai shows a sequence of
send and receive messages that ends in ai and bi+1 ... shows
a sequence that starts with bi+1 .
A possible emergent behaviour in Figure 4 is the sequence ...ai bj+1 ... (or ...bj ai+1 ...) where ...ai shows a behaviour from state machine A whereas bj+1 ... is a behaviour from state machine B. Thus, the possible emergent
behaviour ...ai bj+1 ... is obtained from a combination of a
behaviour from A with another one from B. Now, we shall
look for a set of criteria under which ...ai bj+1 ... is possible.
The intention behind these criteria is to avoid generalization
(merging identical states) unless we have enough evidence
in scenarios.
Having this said and depending on whether bj+1 is a
send or receive message for k, to have ...ai bj+1 ... as the
result of merging qi and qj , one of the followings cases
must hold:
i) bj+1 is a send message for the process k. Therefore, nothing can prevent k to initiate sending bj+1 when it
is in state q and generate the emergent behaviour ...ai bj+1 ...
ii) k stops after bj . In other words, qj is a ﬁnal state
for B. In this case if ai+1 is a send message for k, then k
has initiative to send (because of the state machine A) or
stop to send (because of the state machine B) ai+1 when
it is in state q resulting in (when it stops sending ai+1 ) the
emergent behaviour ...ai i.e. it stops after sending ...ai
while according to the scenario m and the state machine A,
it must continue with message ai+1
iii) bj+1 is a receive message for k and in scenario
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5.2. Emergent Scenarios

Figure 4. Two states qi and qj of state man
chines A (eFSM Am
k ) and B (eFSM Ak ) are
merged.

m, another process say k  , can send bj+1 to k even when
ai+1 does not happen for k, and in m, k receives bj+1 after
ai+1 . In this case, again the emergent behaviour ...ai bj+1 ...
can happen
Criteria i) and ii) represent conditions where the process
has initiative either to send or stop sending a message, whereas criterion iii) represents conditions over two
processes involved in sending and receiving a message.
This latter case can be justiﬁed using our basic rule outlined
before, that is: we look for any evidence in scenarios that
allows for emergent behaviours. Because bj+1 is a receive
message for the process, we should look for an evidence that
shows the process is able to receive bj+1 after ai happens
for it. Therefore, ﬁrst we must make sure that in m there
is a process (k  ) other than k that sends bj+1 to k. Second,
we must make sure that k  can send bj+1 to k even when
ai+1 does not happen for k because is ai+1 is a necessary
condition to have bj+1 sent by k  , then by removing ai+1 ,
k  will not be able to send bj+1 . As a result, k will not
be able to receive bj+1 , and so, it would be impossible for
the emergent behaviour ...ai bj+1 ... to happen for k. Also,
the requirement for receiving of bj+1 after ai+1 is to ensure
that in m, bj+1 is not consumed by k before ai+1 otherwise
there would be impossible to have the emergent behaviour
...ai bj+1 ... and bj+1 would be simply one of the messages
in the sequence ...ai .
Note that since the aforementioned criteria are deﬁned
over scenarios, they can be automatically checked using
syntactic constructs employed in Deﬁnition 1 (processes,
events and messages, and partial order between events), and
identical states. More speciﬁcally, assuming that identical
states of processes are available, for criteria i) or ii) we need
respectively to check whether or not a message is a send
message or a state is a ﬁnal state for a given process. For
Case iii), we need to check whether a process is receiving
a message in a sequence diagram and does the partial order
between events of the sequence diagram or the state information of another process that sends the message allows for
receiving the message.

In this section we show how the formalized domain
knowledge along with the criteria for merging identical
states discussed in the previous section result in emergent
scenarios. Consider Figures 3 and its two identical states
(q3m2 and q7m2 with the same state of requesting password).
Since both messages after these states are receive messages
for ATM, Case iii) of our criteria needs to be checked. In
other words, it should be checked whether or not the process
(user) that sends these messages to ATM is able to send
them.
The outgoing transitions from states q3m2 and q7m2 are
respectively the enter password and the cancel messages,
which are two send events for the user that occur after a pair
of its identical states (remember from Section 4.2 that all the
states of the user have the state value of 1 except its ﬁnal
state). Therefore, Case i) applies to the user and the states
after two request password will be merged for the user. This
means that the user can either send enter password or cancel
after receiving request password. Therefore, ATM also can
either receive enter password or cancel after sending request
password. Thus, Case iii) applies for ATM for states q3m2
and q7m2 and these states can be merged. As the result of
this merge, the state machine of Figure 5a) will be obtained
from Figure 3 as a part of behaviour model for ATM.
Figure 5a) shows an emergent behaviour for ATM (indicated as the darker path in the ﬁgure), which is shown in
Figure 5b) in terms of a scenario. This is a valid scenario
for ATM that is ignored in the original speciﬁcation given
by m1 , m2 , and m3 . The system analyst (see Figure 1)
can enrich the scenario speciﬁcation for the ATM system
by adding the scenario of Figure 5b) as the fourth scenario
to Figure 2 and starts a new cycle of synthesis-emergent
behaviours-correction.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
Our approach for eliciting scenarios is a two steps cycling process. In the ﬁrst step, scenarios are used for eliciting the domain knowledge. In the second step, the acquired
domain knowledge is used along with the system architecture depicted in scenarios to infer emergent scenarios that
cover overlooked system’s aspects. As it is shown in Figure
1, by cycling through these steps we hope to end up in a
more complete speciﬁcation.
For future work, scalability of our approach is an issue
that needs to be veriﬁed on systems in different domains
and with various complexities, particularly because ﬁnding
semantical causality between messages might be difﬁcult
when the application domain or size is changed.
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Figure 5. a) A state machine obtained from Figure 3 when merging states q3m2 and q7m2 ; b) An emergent
behaviour for ATM that can be added to the set of scenarios of Figure 2.
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capture explicitly non-functional requirements and the
positive/negative influence among them. This kind of
reasoning would help to choose a specific
configuration for an individual product according to the
stakeholders’ goals. The variability of the product line
has to be documented explicitly to enable a strategic
reuse of requirements artifacts. In this light, it seems
clear that goal-oriented requirements engineering could
be used to capture features using more meaningful
models and, therefore, to keep trace of system features
to their motivations.
Goal models provide a natural way to identify
variability at the early requirements phase, by allowing
the capture of alternative ways by which stakeholders
achieve their goals [13, 15]. However, using only goal
oriented approaches does not guarantee a proper
capture of features variability. Indeed, a set of variable
features differ from a specific product to another, i.e.,
they are not part of the common features of the product
line. Besides, it is required an improved localization of
features in software artifacts to facilitate the
incremental evolution of feature functionality. Thus,
these variable features could be modularized into
aspects and later composed with common features in
application engineering. Based on this, we present
guidelines to map feature models to aspectual goaloriented models. These models are defined based on
the aspectual i* modeling language [1]. Aspectual goaloriented model allows modeling stakeholders’ goals,
system requirements and aspects, and the relationships
among them. We show how this model can be used to
capture features in both domain engineering and
application engineering. We argue that using an
aspectual goal oriented approach can improve reuse
and, therefore, reduce time and costs associated with
evolving and configuring features to a specific product.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
overviews the aspectual i* modeling language and
software product line engineering. Section 3 presents
our mapping heuristics. Section 4 shows an example of
using the proposed heuristics. Section 5 describes some
related work. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our
proposal and points out directions for future work.

Abstract
A feature model can represent commonalities and
variabilities in software product lines, but it does not
describe how these features are achieved through
system functionality and how these functionalities work
together to achieve the expected system behavior.
Moreover, feature models lack foundations to reason
about the relationships among different requirements.
Thus, it makes it difficult to justify why a specific
feature configuration is required. In this paper, we
propose to use the aspectual i* approach to capture
common and variable features in software product
lines requirements. In doing so, we aim at addressing
the issues pointed out previously and facilitating the
selection among configuration alternatives to fulfill
customer requirements. ∗

1. Introduction
Research in requirements for software product lines
(SPLs) [5] has been exploring ways by which one can
define core assets capable of serving as the basis for
cost-effective derivation of products for individual
users. Feature modeling [12] is a key technique for
capturing commonalities and variabilities in system
families and product lines. A feature may denote any
functional or non-functional characteristic at the
requirements, architecture, or any other level [6]. ∗
According to Czarnecki and Antkiewicz [7],
although a feature model can represent commonalities
and variabilities in a very concise taxonomic form,
features in a feature model are merely symbols.
Therefore, feature models lack foundations to reason
about the relationships among different requirements
[9] and artifacts of a variant [3]. They are not able to
show how the features of an individual product fulfill
the stakeholders’ goals and, therefore, to keep trace
between them. Moreover, feature models do not
*∗
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To illustrate some of the i*concepts and models, let
us consider the Media Shop example [4]. Media Shop
sells and ships different kinds of media items (e.g.,
books, newspapers, magazines, etc.). To increase
market share, Media Shop has decided to open a
Business-to-Consumer (B2C) retail sales front on the
Internet (the Medi@ system). The goal is to allow an
on-line customer to examine the items in its catalogue
and place orders. For the sake of space, the SD model
for this example is not shown in this paper, but an
interested reader can find it in [4].
Figure 1 shows the SR model used to expand the
description of the Medi@ actor. In this model three
types of relationships are incorporated: (i) taskdecomposition links describe what should be done to
perform a certain task; (ii) means-end links suggest that
one model element can be offered as a means to
achieve another model element; (iii) contributions links
suggest how a task can contribute to satisfy a softgoal
(not shown in Figure 1).
Since the i* framework does not support the
separation of crosscutting concerns, the approach
presented in [1] has adopted principles of AspectOriented Software Development (AOSD) [2] to
identify candidate aspects in i* models, separate them
in specific modules and compose them with other
concerns.

2. Background
This section overviews the basis of our proposal,
i.e., the aspectual i* modeling language and the
principles of software product lines engineering.

2.1. Goal and Aspect Oriented Requirements
Engineering
During the early stages of requirements engineering
(RE), it is necessary to identify and specify how the
intended system meets organizational goals, why the
system is needed, what alternatives were considered,
what the implications of the alternatives are for the
various stakeholders, and how the stakeholders’
interests and concerns might be addressed. The i*
framework [17] is a goal-oriented approach widely
adopted in the earlier phases of RE, as it offers a
modeling language that describes the system and its
environment in terms of actors and dependencies
among them.
The i* framework offers two models: the Strategic
Dependency (SD) and Strategic Rationale (SR). The
SD model is described in terms of intentional
relationships among strategic actors. An actor can
depend upon another one to satisfy a goal, execute a
task, provide a resource or satisfy a softgoal. Softgoals
are associated to NFRs, while the other intentional
elements are associated to system functionalities.

Figure 1. Aspectual i* model
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desired features from the feature model within the
variability constraints defined by the model. Features
can be mandatory, optional, or alternative.
To illustrate a feature model, let us consider a
family of online B2C solutions presented in [7]. It is
represented using the cardinality-based feature model
[6] and a fragment of this model is shown in Figure 2.
Feature cardinality is an interval denoting how often a
feature with its subfeatures can be cloned as a child of
its parent when specifying a concrete system. The
model in Figure 2 contains one feature diagram, with
eCommerce as its root feature.

For modularization purposes, and following the
AOSD principles, we should externalize and
modularize the identified crosscutting concerns, taking
them away from the original actors, and place each of
them in a new kind of model element, the aspect. The
aspect is represented by a star (see Figure 1). A
“crosscuts” relationship between the aspect and the
actor (or another aspect) it affects is defined. The
“crosscuts” relationship is represented by an arrow and
its direction is indicated by a black triangle (see Figure
1) suggesting the composition direction. It means that
the behavior of the source element needs to be
transferred to the behavior of the target elements. The
“crosscuts” relationships can be of two types: MeansEnd (ME) and Task-Decomposition (TD). These types
are part of the composition rules defined to recover the
relationships defined in the original model (e.g. the
crosscuts TD link between Search aspect and Maintain
Catalog task).

2.2. Software Product Lines Engineering
According to [5], a Software Product Line (SPL) is
a set of software-intensive systems sharing a common,
managed set of features satisfying the specific needs of
a particular market segment or mission and that are
developed from a common set of core assets in a
prescribed way. Feature-oriented domain analysis
gathers abstract concepts of the domain and organizes
them as features [12]. A feature is a system property
that is relevant to some stakeholder and is used to
capture commonalities or discriminate it among
systems in a family. Feature modeling can be used at
any stage of the software product-line engineering (e.g.,
requirements, architecture, design) and for any kind of
artifacts (e.g., code, models, documentation). At an
early stage, feature modeling enables product-line
scoping to decide which features should be supported,
or not, by a product line [6].
At its essence, a product line involves core asset
development (also known as Domain Engineering) and
product development using the core assets (also known
as Application Engineering). Commonalities, as well as
the flexibility to adapt to different product
requirements are captured in core assets. Those
reusable assets are created during domain engineering.
During application engineering, products are either
automatically or manually assembled, using the assets
created during the domain engineering process and
completed with product-specific artifacts. Thus,
products differ by the set of features they include to
fulfill customer requirements [16].
The feature model [6] describes the configuration
space of a system family. An application engineer may
specify a member of a system family by selecting the

Figure 2. Online B2C Feature Model (taken from [7])
The root feature has a solitary subfeature:
Storefront. The filled circle symbol indicates that
Storefront has a feature cardinality of [1..1], meaning
that the feature must exist once and only once. On the
other hand, the empty circle symbol indicates that
Quick Checkout Profile is an optional feature with
cardinality [0..1]. Available checkout types, in this case
Registered and Guest, are members of a feature group.
The ramification symbol to denote a group indicates
group cardinality (1– k), where k is the group size.
Thus available checkout types can be any non-empty
subset of the two checkout types. Grouped features are
indicated by the filled square symbol.
In Section 3 we will illustrate how the aspectual i*
framework can be used to both describe features in the
domain engineering and in application engineering.

3. From Feature Models to Aspectual i*
Models
Features are a de-facto standard in distinguishing
the individual products in a product line, since each
product is defined by a unique combination of features
[12]. A feature may denote any functional or nonfunctional characteristic at the requirements level [6].
However, features in a feature model are merely
symbols defining which features should be present in a
product line and which should not. In fact, to specify in
a requirements model “what is the system intended
for?”, a process view of the system to meet the business
goals is required. Moreover, a justification of why a
process is structured in a certain way, i.e., why a
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certain alternative solution has been chosen, is also
needed. In fact, mapping features to other models, such
as the i* SR Model, can improve understanding the
interdependencies among system features to achieve
the expected system behavior.
Besides, aspect-oriented techniques have been
applied to deal with highly volatile concerns [14] to
increase software flexibility associated with the
meeting of new requirements. Similarly, we can use the
aspectual i* approach to modularize variabilities and to
compose variable features with common features. In
fact, optional and alternative features may be added or
removed from a specific product, just as aspects.
Representing these features as aspects can reduce time
and costs associated with the configuration activity.
To illustrate how an aspectual goal oriented strategy
can be used to represent variability in requirements
models, we propose a set of heuristics to create
aspectual i* models from feature models. These
heuristics have been defined based on our previous
experience [1, 14] and are described below:
H1. Separation of features in i* models:
(i) Mandatory features are part of the core assets of
product lines and, therefore, can be mapped to internal
elements in the actor representing the system;
(ii) Optional or Alternative features are part of the
variable features of a product line and, therefore, can
be mapped to internal aspect elements. In fact, some of
them are going to be selected to configure the features
of a specific product.
H2. Feature types and relationship among
features in i* models:
(i) If a feature (mandatory or optional) is
decomposed into other features, the root feature is
mapped to a task and a task-decomposition link is used
to relate the root feature with its sub-features: (a) If a
sub-feature is not specialized into subtypes and is not a
subtype of a super feature, then it is mapped to a task;
(ii) If a feature (mandatory or optional) is
specialized into subtypes and they cannot be used
simultaneously (i.e., they are alternative features), then
a means-end link is used to relate the root feature with
its subtypes and: (a) If the root feature denotes a
functional requirement, it is mapped to a goal; (b) If the
root feature denotes a non-functional requirement, it is
mapped to a softgoal; (c) If the subtypes denote
specialized ways of doing something, then they are
mapped to tasks; (d) If the subtypes only denote types
of information, then they are mapped to resources;
(iii) Relationships between features of type requires
will be mapped to task-decomposition links from the
required feature to the “requirer” feature. In this case,
the “requirer” feature is a task.

H3. Check Relationship Correctness:
(i) If there is a relationship between an optional
feature (encapsulated into an i* aspect) and a
mandatory feature (encapsulated into an i* actor) or
only between optional features, this relationship must
be of type crosscuts: (a) If the relationship has been
stated in previous guideline as task-decomposition link,
then replace it by a crosscuts Task-Decomposition
(TD) link; (b) If the relationship has been stated in
previous guideline as means-end link, then replace it by
a crosscuts Means-End (ME) link. Observe that often
the names of the features could not be mapped directly
to the names of internal elements in i*. Some
adaptation needs to be made to produce a
comprehensible i* models. The following heuristic is a
step towards a systematic mapping of names.
H4. Mapping feature names to aspectual i*
model element names:
(i) Mapping feature names to resources names: copy
the name of the feature to the name of the resource;
(ii) Mapping feature names to task names: join the
name of the feature with a verb to indicate an action in
the present tense;
(iii) Mapping feature names to goals or softgoal
names: join the name of the feature with a verb to
indicate an action in the past tense;
(iv) Optional and alternative features (already
mapped to aspects), have their names mapped directly
to the names of the respective aspects. The biggest
challenge in these mapping is that feature models
describe the characteristics the system family have to
present, but do not describe how these characteristics
are achieved through system functionality and how
these functionalities work together to achieve the
expected system behavior. For this reason we cannot
map feature models to aspectual i* models
automatically. Indeed, it is needed to analyze the
feature model to extract behavioral information to be
used in the creation of aspectual i* models. To help this
task, one can use the heuristics presented in previously.

4. Example: The Medi@ System
For the e-commerce system introduced in section
2.2, let us consider the feature model presented in [7]
(whose fragment is shown in Figure 2) to apply the
mapping heuristics and derive the aspectual i* model.
According to the mapping heuristics, the mandatory
features are mapped to an internal element of the actor
representing the commonalities of the product line.
Notice that we add a meaningful verb to the name of a
feature to denote functionality. For example,
eCommerce, Buy Path, Shopping Cart, Checkout and
Checkout Type are features mapped to the eCommerce
actor in Figure 1 (H1-i). On the other hand, Registered,
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Guest and Quick Checkout Profile are features that can
be or not present in a specific product configuration.
Thus, these features are modularized independently as
aspects (H1-ii).
Decomposed features, such as Store Front, Buy Path
and Checkout are all mapped into tasks (H2-i).
Subfeatures, such as Persistent Between Sessions (not
shown in Figure 2), are all mapped to tasks (H2-i-a).
Relationships between decomposed features and
optional sub-features must be stated as Crosscuts TD
links (H3-i-a). For example, the relationship between
Quick Checkout Profile and Registered. Specialized
features, such as Checkout Type, are mapped into
Goals since they denote system functionality (H2-ii-a).
Feature subtypes, such as Registered and Guest, are
mapped into tasks because they are ways of doing
something (H2-ii-c), while Electronic Goods, Physical
Goods and Services features (not shown in Figure 2)
are mapped to resources because they are kinds of
handled information (H2-ii-d). In the example found in
[7] we could not find a case to use the heuristic “H2-iib”. Relationships between specialized features and
alternative sub-features must be stated as Crosscuts ME
links (H3-i-b). For example, we have the relationship
between Checkout Type and Registered.
After performing the domain engineering for the
eCommerce example, we have captured both the
common and the variable features of a family of online
B2C solutions. The concrete system configured in the
feature model presented in [7] is the same of the one
presented in Figure 1. The next step is to select a set of
features to configure a specific product to be developed
in the application engineering.
A configuration in feature models specifies a
concrete system and comprises the mandatory features
plus the features checked with ¥ symbol (not shown in
Figure 2 for the sake of space). In the configuration
sample found in [7], checkout for registered customers
is the only available checkout type, the catalog is subdivided into categories, a product can be classified in
multiple categories, the catalog contains only electronic
goods, a wish list is maintained, etc.
Using the aspectual i* modeling language to capture
the features in domain engineering also allows us to
choose a configuration in application engineering. This
makes easier building configuration models for a
specific product and transferring the configuration
information to other software artifacts (e.g.
architectural design) in order to maintain tracing among
different software artifacts of a variant. Besides, using
a goal-oriented approach, such as i*, allows answering
questions, such as “why a system configuration has
been chosen?”.

5. Related Work
The possibility of capturing variability in use cases
is discussed in [11], where variation points are
introduced within use case diagrams. Mapping feature
models to UML 2.0 activity and class models have
been proposed in [7]. The approach presented in [10]
proposes concepts and tools that support the expression
of feature-based variability in structural models and
hence the selective adaptation of models. Goal
orientation has been used in software customization
approaches [13] where all variants are in one single
system and the focus is on studying what customization
is needed by a single user. Goals have also been used
to explore alternatives [15] by focusing on exploring a
space of alternatives before selecting the one to be
implemented.
The approach presented in [8] uses goal oriented
variability analysis to help selecting the best variant,
given product requirements (functional and nonfunctional). In fact, NFRs (or softgoals) [17] provide
natural rationale about why a given variant was
selected. Thus, goal model brings to light the rationale
behind variability by linking variants to softgoals.
In [9], the authors propose representing a
requirements model with all possible combination of
tasks (representing the system functionality) and
softgoal solutions (variants) affecting them. This kind
of combination will create a complex model. To reduce
this complexity, they use aspect orientation to improve
modularity. Thus, goal and softgoal graphs are
maintained separately. In fact, they consider only
softgoals as being aspects. Moreover, it is necessary to
handle the complex interrelationships between goal and
softgoal graphs that appear to analyze how softgoals
solutions affect each part of the system (represented by
tasks) and, therefore, producing a requirements model
with variability. This reduction of relationships
complexity is achieved by using labeling mechanism
which attaches what softgoals solutions affect each task
in the goal model. This approach considers variant as
being alternative operationalizations of softgoals. We
consider variant as alternative operationalizations of
goals as well as additional functionalities (tasks), all of
them modularized into aspects. It makes easier the
configuration of new products by adding a set of
variants to the system core assets through aspects
weaving. Although our approach can also consider
softgoals (NFRs) as being variants, we could not
illustrate them in this paper because we have created an
aspectual i* model from a feature model and the latter
does not explicitly capture NFRs,
Most approaches define variability in terms of
varying characteristics of the system-to-be, and not in
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design. Currently we are focusing on the improvement
of models scalability by proposing structuring
mechanisms such as views. The mapping heuristics
cannot be performed automatically, since the mapping
from feature models to aspectual i* models is not
straightforward and some rationale is required from the
analyst to perform this task.

terms of the causes of these variations, i.e. the varying
characteristics of the problem, the stakeholders and
their needs. In [13], the authors propose a variabilityintensive process for decomposing and analyzing goals.
A key concept in this approach is the variability
concerns, that is, types of questions whose alternative
answers result in alternative refinements of the original
goal. The collection of all concerns relevant to a goal is
the variability frame evoked by the goal. Frames of
variability concerns can be constructed from past
projects, particularly artifacts of early elicitation efforts
(e.g. interview transcripts, reports etc) and used in a
concern-driven decomposition process. This process
aims at attaining completeness in the variability
acquisition results and allows reasoning about
alternatives while taking into account the circumstances
that hold in the context of attaining a goal. They
capture variability in the early requirements phase
before variation points of the system-to-be are defined.
However, they are not concerned with the reuse of core
assets or the easy configuration of specific products
from domain engineering models. In fact, producing
domain engineering models using aspect orientation
makes it easier creating configuration models to be
used in application engineering and improves the reuse
of core assets.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work
Our purpose in this paper was to show that the
aspectual i* can be used to represent variability in
domain and application engineering of SPL. In fact, we
argue that the selection of specific features for an
individual product and their composition with the core
assets of SPL becomes facilitated due to the use of
aspect orientation principles. Moreover, to enrich the
variability captured by aspectual i*, we can combine it
with approaches which elicit variability earlier in SPL
development lifecycle, i.e., in the level of stakeholders’
goals (e.g. [13]). In fact, variability in the stakeholders’
goals will imply in variability in domain engineering.
Also, capturing variability in aspectual i* can facilitate
the interrelationships among several kinds of
requirements (e.g., organizational, functional and nonfunctional) in the same model. This makes it easier
answering why a specific feature configuration is
required, and selecting among alternatives to fulfill
customer requirements.
Future work includes investigating the integration of
aspectual i* with the approach presented in [13].
Performing real case studies is also required to evaluate
the widespread of the mapping heuristics. We also
intend to investigate how features selected for a
specific application and specified using the aspectual i*
could be used to derive an aspect-oriented architectural
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Mainly, two types of expertise have to be united in order to
develop technology for translating textual URs into SE diagrams: linguistic engineering and software engineering.
Often, those two types of competence are applied in order
to represent or reformulate knowledge during several
stages. Reformulation consists of distinguishing and restructuring the initial natural language represented knowledge of humans in order to obtain formal language
represented knowledge for computers. The first phase is
Language Modeling (LM), which manages linguistic objects (texts, sentences, words, etc.) and their relations. The
second phase, Knowledge Modeling (KM), defines concepts and relations, which are important for problem solving. Subsequent reformulation of knowledge, Intermediate
Knowledge Modeling (IKM), is needed in order to obtain a
form appropriate for mapping into a final SE model. Drawing those phases together (Fig1),we can use them as a
frame for reviewing existing projects.

ABSTRACT
Since the establishment of the Unified Modeling Language
(UML) as a standard graphical notation for representing knowledge, new ideas have emerged about tools that can automatically
extract knowledge from text and represent it with UML diagrams.
As the targeted representation of knowledge is in a graphical notation, we propose to also represent Natural Language (NL) and the
knowledge it carries in a common graphical form, and then translate this Graphical NL (GNL) into another graphical form (UML).

KEY WORDS
Knowledge representation, Knowledge reformulation, NLP, Semantic Networks, UML, SE modelling

1. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge can be represented in variety of forms. In Software Engineering (SE), for example, perhaps the most
common way of representing knowledge is with diagrams.
This way of representation fits the understanding of a wide
range of users. Graphical representation is done with selfexplanatory shapes, it is semi-formal, and is suitable for
subsequent formal processing into program code. This type
of knowledge representation is easy to understand and
widespread in information technology.
Quite often knowledge is extracted from text. Texts are
written in Natural Language (NL), which is the universal
method for representing knowledge. As the targeted model
of knowledge extracted from text employs a graphical language, UML for example [12], why not also represent the
source text itself graphically? We can then match the two
graph models – UML and Graphical NL (GNL) [14] – and
discover analogies as well as simplify translation. This article is organized as follows. After a review of related work,
we explain the main principles of Graphical NL. Then, the
use of GNL is demonstrated with a study case. In the fourth
part analogies are presented between the two ways of
graphical representation of knowledge – GNL and UML.
These analogies are used for deriving rules for the automatic translation of textual user requirements into SE graph
models. We conclude with an evaluation and comparison of
the proposed GNL and other graphical representations for
NL and knowledge.

Fig1. Conceptual schema summarizing approaches

For example, in [7] LM is syntax patterns of restricted NL;
KM consists of eight conceptual graphical patterns proposed for representing linguistic patterns extracted from
text. Object Model (OM) and Behavior Model (BM), designed to capture the static and dynamic nature of requirements, serve as IKM (Intermediate Knowledge Model)
from which the target OO diagram is derived. In a similar
way, in [5], LM is restricted NL with particular syntax patterns; KM represents the types of data, operations over
them and relations between them; for IKM a tree data structure is proposed, having three types of nodes: data, functionality and context. The authors in [6] consider KM as
three types of graphs representing three types of knowledge
for activity (emitted, absorbed and internal) extracted from
restricted NL, namely, use case scenario specifications.
Another example can be found in [4], where the few syntax
constructs (LM) derived from the controlled language are
grouped into relations (KM) that are subsequently represented as a conceptual lattice – an abstraction of a use case
diagram. All of the above cited approaches obtain only one
final graph model.
Other researchers focus on processing unrestricted NL. An
example can be found in [1], where NL is modeled with a
functional grammar, KM is presented as a Conceptual Prototyping Language, and two groups of graphs (IKM) are
obtained – one for static knowledge and one for dynamic
knowledge.

2. RELATED WORK
The importance of automatic translation of software User
Requirements (URs) from text to SE diagrams is evident
from the continuing emergence of new theories and applications in this domain. In brief, the purpose of those applications is to automate user requirements analysis and to
speed up the phase of software design.
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Another example can be found in [2, 3] where Case Grammar serves as LM while KM is presented as General Conceptual Model. Two IKMs are used for designing two
target SE graph models: conceptual graphs - for obtaining
activity diagrams and semantic networks - for supporting
OO class diagrams.
A main point of correspondence between all theories is that
they treat KM separately from LM. This separation limits
the application of theories: they process specific types of
knowledge applied to specific texts and receive one final
graph model. Our approach differs here by offering a
common graphical representation simultaneously of NL
and the knowledge (both general and domain specific) included in it. After building the diagram of the text, we
compare it with the diagram of the target SE graph model
built by a human expert. Based on the discovered analogies
between the two diagrams, we then define rules for translation of one graph into the other. This approach will make
our methodology applicable to various texts, diverse
knowledge and different target SE models. Our technology
has fewer processing phases, which can increase its efficiency.

new rows for storing extra text and new columns for storing
diverse syntactic and semantic information required for
automatic text processing. We thus use TR as a knowledge
base supporting text analysis.
sub Pre
Se se conj

Su

Pr
verb

1
1
2
2

1
2

3 1
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adverb
In a road traffic
pricing system
at toll gates
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rized vehicles charged
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green lines
A driver
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install
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Post
conj
,
.
.
.

Tab.1. Structuring text into a table

ii) The roles of phrases in sentences and relations between
them are easy to explore. At the top-level of text structures
we have a sequence of predicative relations.
iii) The relations in the next structural level are clearly distinguished – in each of the three components (Su, Pr, Ob).
These relations can be summarized as: prepositional, nounnoun(s) modifier, adjective-noun modifier, verb-adverb.
iv) TR can be used as verification for the correctness of the
tagging..
Basic building blocks of GNL: Table structuring helps us
to reveal that NL can be represented graphically as ordered
triplets (concept1 relation concept2). In order to define
such a triplet we have to define its members:
Concepts are noun phrases which can be simple (consist of
one noun) or complex (main noun with modifiers – adjective(s) or noun(s)). For example, sensor is a simple concept
and toll gate sensor a complex one. Complex concepts consist of more than one noun, connected with a relation (implicit has_a). The interpretation of “toll gate sensor” is:
toll has a gate which has a sensor.
Relation can be: predicative, prepositional, is_a, has_a.
. Predicative relation is defined as two concepts connected
with a verb, for example: A driver installs a device;
. Prepositional relation is defined as two concepts connected with preposition. For example, gizmo in vehicle;
. Attributive (“noun is adjective” or “adjective noun”). For
example, ‘lane is green’ or ‘green lane’;
. Compositional relation could, in turn, fall into one of the
following types:
- Noun-noun modifiers (toll gate sensor);
- Key-word/Enumerative structure (types of tool gate:
single, entry, exit); (services: deposit, withdraw, transfer,
get balance).
- Possessive (bank’s client);
In summary, all relations can be represented with a triplet,
i.e. through Su, R, Ob. In a predicative relation R is a verb;
in a prepositional relation R is a preposition; in an attributive relation R is equal to is a; in a compositional relation R
is one of the following: has a, colon (:), key-words (types
of, kind of, consist of, include, …).
Besides members, a relation has a direction.
Direction signifies where the relation points. Predicative
relations can have two directions: straight – from Su to Ob,
which is represented through active voice, and reverse –
from Ob to Su, represented through passive voice. In GNL

3. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF NL
Table structuring of an unrestricted NL: The graph representation of both language and knowledge in one unit is
based on the graphical representation of relations between
concepts. In order to represent text graphically we structure
unrestricted NL into a table representation (TR). TR is described in [8,9], but for convenience we are going to discuss here one brief example from a case study: “In a road
traffic pricing system, drivers of authorized vehicles are
charged at toll gates automatically. The gates are placed at
special lanes called green lines. A driver has to install a
device (a gizmo) in his/her vehicle.”
Structuring the text into a table is nothing but arranging it
into three main columns – Su(bject), Pr(edicate) and
Ob(ject), as also used in RDF. We obtain information for
syntax structures and attached phrases when we process the
text with one of the available POS taggers/chunkers [17].
Here is the outcome we got from the cited tagger:
1) In/IN ([ a/DT road/NN traffic/NN ]) pricing/VBG ([ system/NN
]),/, ([ drivers/NNS ]) of/IN ([ authorized/JJ vehicle/NN ]) <:
are/VBP charged/VBN :>at/IN ([tool/NN gates/NNS ]) automatically/RB./.
2) ([The/DT gates/NNS])<:are/VBP placed/VBN:>at/IN ([ special/JJ lanes/NNS ])<: called/VBD :>([ green/JJ lines/NNS ])./.
3) ([ A/DT driver/NN ])<: has/VBZ to/TO install/VB :>([ a/DT
device/NN ]) (/( a/FW gizmo/FW )/) in/IN his/PRP$ //CC ([
her/PRP$ vehicle/NN ])./.

Tags for the syntax category of words, attached phrases and
sets of rules are used in order to arrange the text into TR
(shown in Tab 1). Su and Ob columns are noun phrases, Pr
is a verb phrase.
Looking at TR, we can outline the following advantages:
i) TR is convenient for automatic processing: a) representation in another semi-formal notation, for example XML,
and then, e.g., in SVG; b) fast access for storing and retrieving information; c) unlimited, expandable space with
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we represent a predicative relation through its straight direction, i.e. when we turn passive voice into active. The
direction of a prepositional relation, too, does not match the
order in which it is encountered in the prepositional phrase,
which is from left to right, word after word. For example,
“A to B” and “A from B” are two different directions. Or,
the phrase “from A to B via C”, does not mean to place
them in order A,B,C but A,C,B. The attributive relations
also have direction – for example, “green lanes” and “lanes
are green” are the same relation represented with reversed
directions. Opposite direction does not change the meaning
of such relations, but it can change the importance of members when changing their positions. Normally, the most
important member comes in the first position and becomes
the head of the relation. This fact is used in some heuristics
to discover empty positions in triplets (discussed in [14]).
During the process of restructuring the text into triplets
some of the positions within a triplet may stay empty.
Empty positions mean that their content is implicitly known
from the context, or it is not important at this moment, or
the sentence is not syntactically correct. For example, the
gate is placed at a special lane, after changing the verb into
active voice verb (straight direction), means that (Someone)
(place) (the gate at a special lane). The position of Su
(Someone) is left empty. It can remain empty until the analyst fills it or until we apply heuristics for discovering and
filling it.
Graphical glue among triplets: In the previous section we
discussed the decomposition of text into basic triplets.
Their detailed graphical representation can be seen in [14].
In brief, a concept (noun) is represented as a solid oval; an
attribute (adjective), as a dashed oval; a predicate, as a directed solid arc which connects related concepts; and a
preposition, as a directed dashed arc which connects related
concepts.
Now, we will explain how to graphically synthesize the
diagram of an entire text from these basic triplets. In order
to form a text representation, triplets are joined upon the
relations between them. Relations are categorized upon the
reason/result relationship between concepts/triplets. Tab 2
summarizes and gives examples of the different categories:
Concept-concept

Relation - Relation

Concept - Relation

Relation - Concept

complex, implicative relation via a directed arc connecting
the predicative arcs of the simple sentences. At the start of
the connecting arc there is a small diamond, which indicates the condition of an implication. Tab. 2c) shows an
example (taken from [11]) of a simple (eats) relation at the
end of a complex epistemic (believes) relation, which itself
is at the end of another complex epistemic (thinks) relation:
Sue thinks that Bob believes that the dog eats a bone. Three
different relations are aggregated with a relative pronoun
(that), which defines the direction and connections between
them: Sue thinks Î Bob believes Î the dog eats a bone.
Tab. 2d) shows an example of a resultant relation (framed
as a box): Sensor reads gizmo. Read info is stored by the
system and used to debit account. Both sentences have to
be aggregated because the concept “read info” in the second sentence is the result of the activity “read” from the
previous sentence. In the second sentence we have three
simple predicative relations (store, use and debit) which
form a complex sentence. We represent them as connected
relations.
This was a summary of the principles which stand at the
basis of graphic representation of text. The most important
part of our methodology is to restructure the text in the
form of basic triplets – relations, which would be subsequently represented in a unified graphic manner. In order to
structure the text as basic triples we use technologies such
as POS taggers, parsers, and chunkers. We write the basic
building blocks (triplets: Su, Pr, Ob) into a table representation (TR), which helps us in further automated processing:
i) turning the passive voice into active; ii) defining the heuristics and algorithms for filling out the empty positions of
the triplets; iii) making it easier to resolve an anaphora and
ellipsis. In [8,9] we described the stages of text analysis for
the tabular representation of text. The Graphical Natural
Language with which the text is made into a Semantic
Network (SN) is described in [14]. Different aspects and
applications of these TRs and SNs are described in [15].

4. CASE STUDY ON MODEL DISCOVERY
The objective of graphical NL is to represent concepts in a
compact object-centered manner, i.e. to attach to each concept all relations in which it participates. This way we obtain a structured diagram of an entire text which shows the
exact place and role of each concept, group of concepts,
and connection between them. Fig. 2 illustrates a graphical
representation of short text taken from [13]. Let us examine
part of the diagram in order to explain how to read graphical symbols. We focus our attention on ‘vehicle’.
Vehicle is a concept (noun) and as such it is represented
inside an oval. Vehicle has two attributes – authorized and
non-authorized (each attribute is represented inside a
dashed oval). Vehicle participates in two predicative relations (drawn as solid lines) and three prepositional relations
(dashed lines). The predicative relation that starts from nonauthorized vehicle is labeled pass. It directs activity towards green lane and this activity is conditional (inside a
diamond). If the condition is met, the implicative arrow that
goes out of the diamond leads to one complex relation consisting of two simple relations connected conjunctively

c)

Tab 2. Examples of relation types between triplets

The graph of a simple predicative relation, i.e. the ordered
triplet Su, Pr, Ob, is represented as in Tab 2a). In Tab. 2b) a
complex implicative relation between two relations is
shown, representing the following text: If a vehicle passes
through a green line, the system turns on a green light.
Two simple predicative relations are connected into one
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(double circle): System turns on yellow light and camera
takes a photo. Photo has a ‘pin’ with a number inside,
which is compressed information about the photo (listed in
a legend) and explains what photo’s role and features are.
The graph which is obtained after processing the text has a
lot of similarities with UML models. In order to show these
similarities, we observe a part of the graphically represented text.

(see formula 4.1), defining operations over nested structures, simplifying, regrouping, and visualizing. The technology is described in detail in [16].
Object oriented (OO) model discovery: The concepts in
the target model have properties and behavior. The first is a
static characteristic while the second is dynamic. By analyzing our SN we notice that, apart from the structural relations (static), the nodes also have communicative relations
(they ‘send’ and ‘accept’ predicative arcs). According to
the number and type of predicative relations in which the
different nodes of SN enter, they can be characterized as
active and passive. The active nodes are candidates for objects in the OO model. By comparing in this way the peculiarities of the two graphic models – SN and OO diagrams,
shown in Fig.4, we arrive at defining heuristics and rules
for the translation of SN into OO diagrams. In general: (i)
The domain model can serve as a structural basis for organizing the OO model. (ii) The nodes that are distinguished
with attribute(s) / adjective(s) are candidates for parent
nodes with instances. For example, instances of vehicle are
authorized vehicle and non-authorized vehicle.

Fig.2. Graphical representation of text – Semantic Network

Fig.4. Mapping Semantic Network to Object Oriented Model

Domain model discovery: By a slight rearrangement of
the shapes in a Semantic Network (SN) and ignoring the
predicative relations, we notice that we can directly obtain
a domain model (DM) from our GNL, as shown in Fig.3.

(iii) All predicative arcs which come out of “object nodes”
are represented as methods. For example, display and turn
on come from system and are represented as system methods; (iv) Terminal nodes – those that do not send predicative arcs – are regrouped as part of methods or data types.
For example, amount, photo, green light, yellow light, are
attached to the methods and represented as: displyAmount,
takePhoto, turnLightOn. (v) Simplifying and regrouping,
conceived for DM [16], can be applied to OOM. For example, two methods ‘turn on green light’ and ‘turn on yellow
light can be represented as one method with an argument
thus:
turnOnLight ( lightType (green, yellow)).
(4.1)
We regroup the two adjectives of light into one abstract
group, namely lightType; (v) the common methods of a
node’s instances are lifted to the parent node. For example,
passLane is a method of authorized as well as of nonauthorized vehicle and that’s why we lift this method from
instances to the parent node Vehicle. The same lifting technique is applicable for properties. The OO model is described in detail in [8].
Use Case Path (UCP) model discovery: Another type of
model, which is important for the representation of the dynamics of a system, is derived from tracking different activities. The SN gives us a basis to arrange groups of
concepts, as working nodes in which different actions are
being executed. In our example from Fig.2 such structures
of concepts (after their spatial arrangement guided by the
prepositions for place with which they are connected) are as

By analysis of the linguistic structure and DM structures,
we come to defining the following rules for translation of
SN into DM. Since DM is a static model and represents a
hierarchical structuring of concepts, the following language
structures are important for its generation: noun-noun attachment; adjective-noun attachment; prepositional attachment; key-word attachment. We use the term ‘attachment’
(rather than a phrase), to express the analogical relations
that exist in NL and DM. We are interested in the static
prepositions within prepositional attachments – the ones
expressing place and possession. Key-word attachments are
important for their representation of structural relations. For
example: consist of, involve, type of, part of, has a, etc.

Fig.3. Mapping Semantic Network to Domain Model

Having defined which linguistic structures we have to
translate into DM, we still have the knowledge engineering
effort of the translation: extracting certain linguistic structures from the text, representing them in the nested format
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shown in Fig.5: vehicle has driver and gizmo; green lane in
which toll gate and sensor are placed; RTP System. If we
write down the executable activities in the so-defined
nodes, and we connect them with directed arcs in the order
in which we read them in the text, we will obtain the diagram in Fig.5. In order to succeed in building this diagram,
we change the point of view by considering triplets of the
form ‘actor-action-result’. We accept the following basic
rule: the result of an activity is transferred, only if the
working node is being changed, no matter if there is a recipient of the activity like it is in a UML sequence message
chart. Based on this rule, no signal will go to gizmo after
install gizmo or activate gizmo. Driver does not communicate with the other nodes. The type of vehicle is important
for System to switch to green or yellow light and therefore
verification of vehicle type is performed in the System node.
The connection between vehicle and system is clear from
the SN, while the connection between vehicle and sensor
(depicted with a dashed line) has to be determined by the
analyst.
The UCP model has no precise analog among the UML
diagrams, but it is natural and stays close to the NL description of activities, hence can be used as an intermediary between NL and other UML diagrams (further explained in
the article). The algorithm and a detailed description for
processing this kind of diagram can be found in [15].

Fig.6. From an HAD to Sequence Message Charts

system is an Ob; ii) the system is a Su and continues an action initiated by the user. These types of relations, extracted
from the graph of the text in Fig.2 are represented in Fig.7.
The actions from case i) are connected with user, while
those from case ii) are in the backend, and are represented
as <extend> or <include>, depending on whether they are
executed under specific condition, or not. For example, we
observe in Fig.2., that turn on green/yellow light are activities placed after the diamond shape, i.e. they are conditional. In this case, activities will be included in the UC
Diagram (UCD) as <extend> of the activity ‘pass green
lane’. The activities of the system, with which a response
is given to ‘Sensor read gizmo’, are not included into an
UCD diagram, because there is no user participation, and
thus they are not a part of the Use Case.

Fig.7. Use Case diagram

5. FINAL REMARKS
Summary: The idea of representing NL graphically is not
new. Diverse graphical models keep appearing from both
the fields of computer linguistics and SE modeling. While
linguists tend to concentrate their efforts on the graphic
representation of natural languages and aim to create more
complete and precise models of languages, engineers are
more interested in the domain knowledge, its extraction and
representation. In order to automatically extract knowledge
from text, we need a common model, which would represent both the text and the knowledge it contains. In order to
make the model of the language (text) more universal and
applicable to a wide range of problems, it has to represent
both general and domain knowledge. While linguists offer
models which mostly represent the general knowledge,
engineers often prefer to create their own models of language, where they implicitly include specific domain
knowledge. For example, the eight graphic templates proposed in [7] aim to summarize those characteristics of the
NL model that are appropriate for its automatic mapping
into an OO model. These templates are not likely to be appropriate for texts in which we cannot find these special
language constructs, or for other target SE models. The

Fig.5. Use Case Path model

Hybrid Activity Diagram (HAD): This diagram can be
obtained from UCP if we rearrange the working nodes as
‘swimming lanes’. We inscribe the activities that are being
executed in a swimming lane/working node in the same
sequence in which we read them in the text. A message
arrow connects swimming lanes in places where the result
of the activity is being transferred. Following this logic we
obtain the graph in Fig. 6a. Since our activity diagrams
combine characteristics from both sequence message charts
(swimming lanes and messages between them) and activity
diagrams (conditional diamonds and activities), we call
them Hybrid Activity Diagrams. From an HAD we can
obtain sequence message charts by unrolling every path
separately, as shown in Fig.6b).
Use Case (UC) model: In order to build this type of diagram, we are guided by the UML understanding of use
cases as interactions only between the user and the system.
The relations that we need from the text for this type of
diagram are: i) only those in which the user is a Su, and the
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representation (TR) of text. In order to construct a TR we
use technologies of NL processing – POS taggers, parsers,
chunkers. Then, for proceeding from TR to graphical and
visual representations (e.g., SVG), it is possible to use
scripting languages (e.g., PHP) and XML technologies.
Future work: We are going to develop GNL in two directions: 1) Theoretical research which comprises the following: i) New extension to the knowledge base: examples,
case studies, and comparison with examples from similar
theories. ii) Add to, update and improve the collection of
rules and heuristics. iii) Explore various methods and logical languages for the formal representation of SN. 2) We
will continue with the development of a software application which comprises the following projects: i) Architecture
of an integrated environment for automatic analysis and
formal representation of textual software requirements; ii)
Structured representation of the text in a tabular format; iii)
XML format of the TR; iv) Visualization.

model in [5] is also obtained after the processing of special
texts where the focus is on special linguistic templates, representing data structures and various processes applied to
them.
The right balance between linguistic, general and problem
domain knowledge in a single common representation has
still not been discovered.
The current paper suggests one possible solution. We propose a unified model of natural language and the knowledge it carries. Working upward from the definition of
natural language building blocks as relations between concepts, which are also building blocks of the knowledge represented by UML diagrams, we achieved a correlation
between the two graphic representations. The graphic representation of text through Semantic Networks has served
us in discovering patterns, analogical to the UML representation. This analogy helps us to reveal heuristics and rules
with which the automatic generation of UML diagrams can
be considered as a process of translating one graphic language into another.
Advantages of graphical formalisms: GNL was designed
for SE purposes, namely, for creating executable models of
knowledge described in natural language. GNL tries to capture unrestricted NL and to represent language and knowledge in one common model. That is what differentiates our
methodology from other ones that separate the two models.
The disadvantage of this separation is that if language patterns do not correspond to knowledge patterns, the theory
loses validity.
In Fig.8 we present the same example in the two notations Conceptual Graph formalism [10] and GNL. This brief visual comparison leads us to the following observations:
1) GNL is more compact, uses less space, and allows presenting larger volumes of information for visual inspection.
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Fig.8. Two representations of the same example - comparison

2) In GNL, concepts and relations which form one simple
sentence are free to participate in other relations too. This
makes the concepts dynamic, and one concept can participate in many relations. 3) As a consequence of the dynamism of the concepts in GNL, we can build a diagram of an
entire text. 4) The unambiguousness of the relations in
GNL is supported by their strict indication with labels and
with the use of different graphic symbols according to their
semantic interpretation.
GNL is appropriate for the automatic drawing of text. An
important supporting phase of its processing is the tabular
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use of the run time information. We firstly initialize the
priorities of all test cases and an associated matrix
which describes the relationship between test cases.
Then we perform regression testing and consider
feedback to adjust the priorities of unused test cases
based on this matrix. The main contribution of our
work is that we proposed a new dynamic adjusting
method and its corresponding algorithm which has
some merits in time complexity and applicable
scenarios. We also perform a case study. The result
shows that the new method is helpful in detecting
faults in some circumstances.

Abstract
Test case prioritization is an effective technique that
helps to increase the rate of fault detection or code
coverage in regression testing. In previous work, most
of the techniques address on finding a best order of test
cases to run. However, since the performance and
context of program under test are unknown before the
testing takes place, it is hard to build a best ordered
test suite in advance. To address this problem, we
propose a new dynamic adjusting method for test case
prioritization. Our method uses feedback to sort test
suit so that it can be gradually refined in regression
testing phase. Compared with other techniques, our
method has some merits in time complexity and
applicable scenarios. The case studies also show that
our new method is helpful in detecting more regression
faults under some circumstances.
Keywords: Regression testing; dynamic adjusting;
design information; test case prioritization;

2. Dynamic prioritization technique
2.1. General method
The definition of the test case prioritization problem
suggests that prioritization techniques aim at finding a
best prioritized test suite[8]. However, since the
performance and context of program under test may be
unknown before regression testing takes place, it is
hard to build a best ordered test suite in advance. As an
alternative method, we can initialize the test suite
before testing. And then, after a test case is selected to
run, we resort all unused test cases based on its
feedback. So the test suite will be gradually refined.
A key point to this dynamic adjusting method is to
find which test cases should be prioritized to higher or
lower place. Consider a piece of code P and its
modified version P’ showed as follow:

1. Introduction
Regression testing is a necessary but expensive
testing process as software evolves. To reduce the cost,
numerous techniques have been reported in the
literature on effective regression testing[1-11]. One
effective approach for regression testing, test case
prioritization, schedules test cases so that those with
the higher priorities, according to their potential
abilities to meeting some certain performance goals,
are executed earlier in the regression testing process
than lower priority test cases[2].
Most test case prioritization techniques focus on
sorting and reusing test cases based on their historical
performances[1,2,5,8]. To exhaust the use of the
feedback, we present a new method that involves the

Figure 1. Sample code and its modified version
with test cases

Suppose there are four test cases which cover two
set of execution paths, and t1 and t4 are designed to test
boundary values. According to their historical fault
detection numbers on P, the initial order of test cases is
t1> t3> t2> t4. When t1 is selected and run on P’, if we
set t4 to higher priority due to their same designing
goals, we could detect/locate the bug earlier.
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Definition 2.2: The relation matrix MRS is defined
as a nn matrix. This is written MRS=(ki,j) nn, where
element ki,j=1 when ti:tj, otherwise, ki,j=0.
MRS is defined to facilitate the using of such
information between test cases. The algorithm of
constructing MRS could be enumerating each test case
and assigning the corresponding element value. Its
time complexity would be no more than O(n2).
The advantages of using MRS are: (1) it could be
easy to acquire information for constructing this matrix,
and it is applicable for white or black box testing; (2)
the cost of building MRS is low; (3) building and using
this matrix would not involve collecting extra source
related information, and it is independent from the size
of target program.

So we propose a dynamic adjusting method for test
case prioritization with following steps: (1) Find test
cases that have same or similar ability in detecting
faults; (2) Re-evaluate the unused test case based on
feedback; (3) Repeat step 2 until all test cases are
selected to run. Section 2.2 will address step 1, and
Section 2.3 will address step 2.

2.2. Similar relation and relation matrix
Test suite design information plays an important role
in the testing phase. In test suite design information,
testing objective of test case implicitly indicates the
desired result. So test cases with same testing objective
may reveal the same or similar regression faults. In
order to describe the potential affiliation between
different test cases which have the same testing
objective, we here define the similar relation.
Definition 2.1: Given a test suite T={t1, t2, …,tn},
test objectives R={r1, r2, …,rn}, for each tT, let
f(t)R denotes the test objective covered by t. If ti,
tjT and f(ti)=f(tj), we say ti and tj have a similar
relation. This is written ti:tj.
Test cases with the same test objective may cover
different codes or units. Therefore, they may not be
redundant and should not be reduced. However, once a
test case detected a defect, it indicates that the same or
similar types of faults may exist elsewhere. So running
other test cases with the same test objective earlier
could be of benefit to detecting such unknown faults in
time. On the other hand, once a test case passed, it
enhances our confidences, so similar test cases could
be set to lower priorities.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

2.3. Dynamic adjusting algorithm(DA)
In our prioritization method, we assign each test case
a more flexible priority. During the regression testing
procedure, its priority would not be a fixed value any
more. Every value would be influenced by associated
run-time results of test cases. So the test suite keeps
evolving to adapt to the testing context gradually.
According to the testing result, we should deal with
the failed or passed situation after one test case is
executed. Here we define a structure s={s1, s2}
(s1,s2-0), where s1 denotes the adjusting range of
associated test case’s priority when test cases passed,
and s2 denotes that when test cases failed. The
dynamic adjusting algorithm is showed in Algorithm 1.

input
T: the selected test suite; R: the relation matrix MRS; s: the range structure for test cases
output
T: the set of failed test cases
for each tm in T’
if tm failed then
T += tm
for i = m+2 to n
//adjust rest test cases. Ignore tm+1.
range = Min(i-m-1, s.s2)
//set max adjusting range
if Rmi= 1 then
//only adjust related test cases
for j = i-1 to i-range step -1
//escalate priority in range
if Rmj = true then
//see if there is other related test case in range
j=j+1
break
//ensure the order of test cases in one subset
for k = i-1 to j step -1
Swap tk+1 and tk
//escalate the priority of ti
else
for i = n-1 to m+1 step -1
//adjust rest test cases. Ignore tn.
range = Min(i-m-1, s.s1)
//set max adjusting range
if Rmi= 1 then
//only adjust related test cases
for j = i+1 to i+range
//de-escalate priority in range
if Rmj = true then
//see if there is other related test case in range
j=j–1
break
//ensure the order of test cases in one subset
for k = i +1 to j
Swap tk+1 and tk
//de-escalate the priority of ti
return T
Algorithm 1. Algorithm for dynamic adjusting priorities
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(DoS) of target programs, the test case is failed.
Otherwise, the test case is passed.
According to experience, we have six different types
of testing objectives, based on which we design and
generate malicious documents as test cases. For
example, if we want to detect null address reference,
we randomly select four continuing bytes from normal
document and set them to zero. Or if we want to detect
the buffer overflow faults, we replace continuing bytes,
often more than 255, to a null terminated string.
All test cases are generated and selected to execute
in the former version of the target program. And we
pick some of them which revealed faults in history to
reuse. In our case study, test cases were selected and
executed for 4 times. Each time, we use different s
value. We assign that s1={0, 0}, s2={0, 2}, s3={1,
0} and s4={1, 2}, where different s value represents
different typical adjusting method.

2.4. Algorithm analysis
Compared to existing algorithms, our dynamic
adjusting algorithm DA has some merits. For example,
its time complexity is independent from the size of
target program; it won’t affect the order of subset in
which test cases have the same testing objective.
Theorem 2.1: Time complexity of algorithm 1 is
independent from size of target program.
Proof: Suppose the number of test cases is n, the
size of program is m, the maximum adjusting range is s.
The enumerating and running action takes place n
times(line 2). Inside this loop, adjusting action takes
place n times(line 5 and 20). Every single adjusting
action would run 2s times, where s could be deemed as
a constant. So the time complexity is O(n2). Ƶ
Lemma 2.1: Algorithm 1 would not change the order
of two test cases which have the similar relation.
Proof: Given test cases ti and tj, with i<j and ti:tj,
suppose test case tk is executed.
When k-i, ti has been executed, so the order of ti and
tj would be affected.
When k<i and tk passes. If MRS[k][i]=1, that is tk:ti,
since ti:tj, MRS[k][j]=1. Thus priorities of ti and tj are
kept. If MRS[k][i]=0, because ti:tj, MRS[k][j]=0. Thus
ti would be at most exchange to the place of tj-1. There
is still ti<tj after adjusting.
When k<i and tk fails. If MRS[k][i]=0, because ti:tj,
MRS[k][j]=0. Thus priorities of ti and tj are kept. If
MRS[k][i]=1, that is tk:ti, since ti:tj, MRS[k][j]=1. Thus
tj would be at most exchange to the place of ti+1. There
is still ti<tj after adjusting.
To sum up, algorithm would not change the order of
test cases ti and tj when ti:tj. Ƶ
Theorem 2.2: Algorithm 1 would not affect the order
of subset in which test case have the same testing
objective.
Proof: For any T’={ti1, ti2, ti3… tin } where T’ is a
subset of T and its all elements have the same testing
objective. According to Lemma 3.1, for any test cases
tim and tin, algorithm won’t change the order. Thus,
algorithm would not affect the order of T’. Ƶ

3.2. Results and analysis
After running all 1656 test cases, there are 357 test
cases failed, the rate of fault detection is about 21.65%.
Table 1 shows the details.
Table 1. Failed and passed test cases
testing objectives
failed passed Total
Null address (NA)
142
267
409
Illegal pointer (IP)
34
212
246
Buffer overflow (BO)
9
209
218
Control exception (CE)
70
201
271
Illegal offset (IO)
40
257
297
Other exception (OE)
62
153
215

The time cost of executing all test cases is also
recorded. Table 2 shows the time cost when different
s value is used.
Table 2. Time cost

s1

s2

s3

s4

Time(sec)

34310

34991

35277

36017

According to Table 2, it is clear that when different
s value is used, the time costs are nearly the same.
Compared with no adjusting takes place(s1), the
dynamic adjusting strategy merely costs 3% more time
on average(1.98%, 2.82% and 4.98% for s2, s3 and
s4 respectively). Since it is to wait program under test
to generate results that spends more time in most
testing situations, the extra cost brought by adjusting
procedure is very low, and this won’t obviously affect
the total time cost.
Figure 3 shows the test results when different values
of s are used. As observed in this figure, the
performances of s2, s3 and s4 are nearly the same,
while the performance of s2 is lower than others. The
APFD value[7] for s2, s3 and s4 are around 76%,
and the APFD value for s1 is about 70%. So in this

3. Case study
3.1. Description
We choose Microsoft PowerPoint1 to be our target
program. We firstly randomly replace one or more
bytes of normal PowerPoint (.ppt) documents, and then
open the malicious documents with target program. If
the document crashed or lead to a denied of service
1

s

“PowerPoint” is registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
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of test history rather than be assigned to a fixed
number. Finally, we propose an algorithm that focuses
on the order of each test case. However, the order of
test cases is sometime represented by different
selective probabilities. In the future, we are going to
design new algorithms that adjust priorities in finer
granularity. Also, we will carry out experiment to
study if new algorithms would perform better.

case, we can say the dynamic adjusting method(s2,
s3 and s4) achieves about 8.6% higher APFD value
than that of no adjusting action performed(s1).
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Figure 3. Test results

In practice, regression testing often stop before all
test cases have been executed due to the budget. In
such situations, more failed test cases are helpful for
fault localization and correction. In such resource
constraint case, if only 50% test cases could be
executed, normal method(s1) could detect about 70%
faults, while the dynamic adjusting method(s2, s3
and s4) could detect about 83% faults, which is about
20% higher. If the testing goal is to detect 80%
regression faults, normal method(s1) will spend about
21000 seconds. However, the dynamic adjusting
method(s2, s3 and s4) would spend only 15000
seconds to achieve this goal.

4. Conclusion and future work
The definition of the test case prioritization problem
indicates that prioritization technique addresses on
finding a best permutations of test cases to execute.
Since the performance and context of program under
test are unknown before regression testing takes place,
it is hard to build a best ordered test suite in advance.
Instead, we present a new dynamic adjusting method
for test case prioritization based on test design
information. The main idea behind our method is to
gradually refine the test suite during the testing phase.
Though the theoretical analysis and the results of
case study are encouraging, there are still many
challenges ahead of us. First, the similar relation and
its associated matrix approximately describe the
potential relation of detecting regression faults between
test cases, while this potential relation may be much
more complex than what is depicted in a fixed matrix.
So, an improved method could be building the matrix
based upon test history and refining it during the
testing phase. Second, different subset of test cases
may correspond to different s value. This value could
be given by experienced testers, or calculated in terms
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Abstract
Automated software test generation has been applied
across the spectrum of test case design methods; this includes white-box (structural), black-box (functional), greybox (combination of structural and functional) and nonfunctional testing. In this paper, we undertake a systematic
mapping study to present a broad review of primary studies
on the application of search-based optimization techniques
to non-functional testing. The motivation is to identify the
evidence available on the topic and to identify gaps in the
application of search-based optimization techniques to different types of non-functional testing. The study is based
on a comprehensive set of 35 papers obtained after using
a multi-stage selection criteria and are published in workshops, conferences and journals in the time span 1996–
2007. We conclude that the search-based software testing
community needs to do more and broader studies on nonfunctional search-based software testing (NFSBST) and the
results from our systematic map can help direct such efforts.

1. Introduction
Search-based software testing (SBST) research has attracted much attention in recent years as part of a general
interest in search-based software engineering approaches
[27, 28]. The growing interest in SBST can be attributed to
the fact that there is a need for automatic generation of test
data, since it is well-known that exhaustive testing is infeasible and the fact that software test data generation is considered NP-hard [36]. All approaches to SBST are based on
satisfaction of a certain test adequacy criterion represented
by a ﬁtness function [27, 36]. McMinn [36] has written
a survey on search-based software test generation, which
shows the application of search-based techniques for whitebox testing, black-box testing, grey-box testing and for the
veriﬁcation of non-functional properties. The survey shows
that for non-functional testing, the search-based techniques

are applied for execution time testing of real-time systems.
Now, it is both important and interesting to know the extent
of application of search-based optimization techniques for
testing other non-functional properties. It is with this motivation that the current study has emerged from our work to
gather, map and summarize primary studies about NFSBST
in an accurate, fair and partial manner [34]. It is essentially a systematic mapping study to identify available evidence on NFSBST. A systematic map provides an overview
of a research area to assess the quantity of evidence existing
on a topic of interest [34] (see e.g. Bailey’s et al. mapping
study [4]).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our research protocol, including the search
strategy and study selection. In Section 3, we describe the
results. Sections 4 and 5 comprises of analysis and discussion of results, while the paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Identiﬁcation of research
We deﬁned the following research question inline with
the overall purpose of the study:
RQ: In which non-functional testing areas have searchbased techniques been applied and what are the different
metaheuristics used ?
A clear deﬁnition of population, intervention, outcomes
and experimental design helps identifying relevant primary
studies [34]. Our population is limited to the application
area of software testing. Our intervention includes application of metaheuristic search techniques to test different
types of non-functional properties. The outcome of our
interest represents different types of non-functional testing
that use metaheuristic search techniques.

2.1. Generating a search strategy

We used the following search terms to ﬁnd relevant papers:
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• Population: testing, software testing, testing software,
test data generation, automated testing, automatic testing.
• Intervention: evolutionary, heuristic, search-based,
metaheuristic, optimization, hill-climbing, simulated
annealing, tabu search, genetic algorithms, genetic
programming.
• Outcomes: non-functional, safety, robustness, stress,
security, usability, integrity, efﬁciency, reliability,
maintainability, testability, ﬂexibility, reusability,
portability, interoperability, performance, availability,
scalability
We used Boolean OR to join alternate words and synonyms and Boolean AND to join major terms for population, intervention and outcome. The non-functional properties listed under outcomes are guided by ﬁve existing taxonomies, namely McCall software quality model, Boehm
software quality model [19], ISO/IEC 9126-1 [30], IEEE
Standard 830-1998 [29] and Donald G. Firesmith’s taxonomy [20]. The non-functional properties obtained from existing taxonomies are restricted to high-level external attributes only for the sole purpose of guiding the search strategy. The different non-functional testing areas that are discussed later in the paper cannot be mapped as it is with these
listed non-functional properties. Therefore, while quality
of service includes attributes such as availability and reliability, we have retained the term quality of service in later
part of the paper (Subsection 4.2) to remain consistent with
the terms used by the original authors in their respective
papers. Similarly, one can argue execution time (Subsection 4.1) and buffer overﬂow (Subsection 4.3) to ﬁt under
performance and security respectively, but we remain consistent with using the common terms of execution time and
buffer overﬂow according to the authors’ usage.
The search was applied on digital libraries accessed
via IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library, Compendex and
ISI Web of Science. In addition, manual search was
performed on the following journals (J) and conference
proceedings (C): Real Time Systems Symposium (C),
Real Time Systems (J), Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference—Search-based Software Engineering
Track (C),Software Testing, Veriﬁcation and Reliability (J)
and Software Quality Journal (J). To have conﬁdence in
the completeness of search, the results of the search were
matched against a core set of studies to compare that the
search found the entire core set.
To have a more representative set of studies, we also
scanned the reference lists of primary studies and contacted
researchers who authored most of the papers in a particular non-functional area. Only studies within the time span
1996–2007 were included. It is important to note that hav-

ing restricted the search within these years excluded studies by Schultz et al. [42, 43] (authored in year 1992 and
1995 respectively) which applies evolutionary algorithms
for robustness testing of autonomous vehicle controllers.
We therefore, do not include these two studies in the analysis.

2.2. Study selection
Optimization techniques have been applied across different engineering and scientiﬁc disciplines. Moreover
within software testing, search techniques have been applied from planning to execution. Therefore, it is imperative that we deﬁne comprehensive inclusion/exclusion criteria. We excluded studies that do not relate to software
engineering/development, do not relate to software testing,
do not report application of optimization techniques, do
not report application of metaheuristics (metaheuristics include hill climbing, simulated annealing, tabu search, ant
colony methods, swarm intelligence and evolutionary methods [10]), describe search-based testing approaches which
are inherently structural (white-box), functional (black-box)
or grey-box (combination of structural and functional) (this
exclusion criterion is relaxed to include those studies where
a structural test criterion is used to test non-functional properties, e.g. [5]), are not related to the testing of the end product e.g. [55], are related to test planning e.g. [16], make use
of model checking and formal methods e.g. [3, 17], report
performance of a particular metaheuristic instead of its application to software testing e.g. [35], report on test case
prioritization e.g. [50], are used for prediction and estimation of software properties e.g. [6, 44].
In the beginning, a single researcher excluded 37 references out of a total of 404, primarily based on reading the
title and abstract. The remaining 367 references were subjected to detailed exclusion criteria, which involved three
researchers. This resulted in 60 remaining papers, which
were further ﬁltered out by reading full-text. A ﬁnal ﬁgure
of 24 primary studies was reached after excluding similar
studies that were published in different venues. The 24 primary studies were complemented with 11 more papers by
scanning the reference lists of the primary studies and contacting relevant authors.

3. Results
The results indicate that within non-functional testing,
the application of metaheuristic search techniques can be
classiﬁed under execution time, quality of service (QoS),
buffer overﬂow, usability, and safety.
Figure 1 shows the year-wise distribution of primary
studies within each non-functional property as well as the
frequency of application of different metaheuristics. The
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GA = genetic algorithm
SA = simulated annealing
GE = grammatical evolution
LGP = linear genetic programming
PSO = particle swarm optimization
TS = tabu search
HC = hill climbing
AC = ant colony
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Figure 1. Distribution of NFSBST research over range of applied metaheuristics and time period.
bubble at the intersection of axes contains the reference
number of papers. It is evident from the ﬁgure that genetic algorithms are the most widely used metaheuristic
with applications in 21 papers across different types of nonfunctional testing. In the left quadrant of Figure 1, each
bubble represents the reference numbers of primary studies within each non-functional area in respective years from
1996–2007.

4. Analysis
The focus of this section is to present a broad overview
of research within NFSBST, discussion of range of metaheuristic techniques used and satisfaction of problem objectives.

4.1. Execution time
The application of metaheuristic search techniques to
test real-time requirements in embedded computer systems
involves ﬁnding the best and worst case execution times
(BCET, WCET) to determine if timing constraints are fulﬁlled. Our systematic map indicates that the papers measuring BCET and WCET are by far the largest contributor in NFSBST research. The study by Briand et al. [7]
has differentiated the temporal testing research into two directions. The one direction focuses on violation of timing
constraints due to input values and has attracted the bulk
of research. The other direction, which is the one taken
by Briand et al. [7], analyses task architectures and consider seeding times of events triggering tasks and tasks’ synchronization. This study does not considers tasks in isola-

tion. Both approaches to temporal veriﬁcation, however, are
complementary. Another dimension of research into temporal testing using metaheuristic search techniques focuses on
properties of test objects inhibiting evolutionary testability
and formulation of complexity measures for predicting evolutionary testability [21, 22].
Genetic algorithms have been used as the metaheuristic
in majority of studies (14 out of 15). The ﬁtness functions
vary according to research dimensions described above,
which includes measurement of execution time of the test
object, coverage of code annotations inserted along shortest
and longest algorithmic execution paths and exponential ﬁtness function based on the difference between execution’s
deadline and execution’s actual completion.

4.2. Quality of Service (QoS)
Under the umbrella of service-oriented software engineering, genetic algorithms have been used for quality of
service aware composition and violation of service level
agreements (SLAs) between the integrator and the end user.
The range of ﬁtness functions used are based on the maximization of desired QoS attributes with a static or dynamic
penalty function and a combination of distance-based ﬁtness with a ﬁtness guiding the coverage of target statements.

4.3. Buffer overﬂow
Buffer overﬂow can cause unauthorized exploits, thus
compromising software security. Grammatical evolution,
linear genetic programming, genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization have been used for detecting buffer
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overﬂows. The objective is to detect buffer overﬂows, vulnerable statements, exceptions and evolving plausible attacks. Most of the ﬁtness functions are based on the ability
of an attack to fulﬁll the conditions necessary for a successful exploit. The work of Kayacik et al. [31, 32, 33] is notable as they describe an approach to a framework for attack
generation based on the evolution of system call sequences.

4.4. Usability
Search-based usability testing of software has been applied in the form of interaction testing where the goal is to
test the t-way interactions taking place through the user interface. The research into interaction testing has focused
on generating covering arrays which is a combinatorial object representing interactions. These studies show the use
of hill-climbing, simulated annealing, tabu search, genetic
algorithms and ant colony algorithms as the applied metaheuristics. The objective is either rapid coverage of interactions or obtaining smaller test suites. The ﬁtness function
used for constructing covering array is the number of uncovered t-subsets.

4.5. Safety
Search-based safety testing is an area where the research
has targeted real world problems such as safety of car control systems [5] and steam boilers [1]. The research into
search-based safety testing can be differentiated into two
themes. One is the case where generation of separate inputs
is discussed to test the safety property while the other case
discusses generation of sequence of inputs. The objective is
the violation of a safety property. The used metaheuristics
include genetic algorithms and simulated annealing. The
ﬁtness functions used measures the cost related to the violation of the safety property.

5. Discussion
We presented the results of the initial scoping study (systematic map) to identify the extent and form of literature
within NFSBST. The results of our systematic map indicates that NFSBST is focused on ﬁve areas, with execution time testing being the most researched non-functional
property. This indicates that execution time testing represents a suitable search problem. On the other hand, for execution time testing this might also mark the beginning of
more in-depth analysis of problem characteristics including
comparative and performance evaluation studies [21, 22].
As compared to execution time testing, the application of
metaheuristic search techniques for detecting buffer overﬂows, usability testing, safety testing and quality of service
is more recent. Further feedback from empirical studies into

these niche non-functional areas is required to gain conﬁdence into the efﬁcacy when applying search-based techniques.
We also ﬁnd that the current taxonomies for nonfunctional properties need to assemble a more complete set
of non-functional properties for software systems.
Apart from the ﬁnal set of 35 papers, our search also
resulted in studies which, although, applies search-based
techniques, are not related to test data generation. Examples
of such studies include reliability modeling [44] and test
planning [16]. Studies relevant to test planning reﬂects the
growing application of metaheuristics across the software
testing lifecycle, while studies related to reliability modeling offers yet another dimension where the application of
search techniques can offer near optimal solutions. These
studies, together with existing SBST literature, can offer an
exciting future arena where studies are not only limited to
automated software test data generation but also extended
to address broader veriﬁcation and validation problems that
are open to the application of search-based techniques. Our
future work with a systematic review should explore these
possibilities in more detail.
In terms of validity threats, there is a possibility that we
might have missed relevant studies. However, our rigorous
search strategy (Subsection 2.1) should have assembled a
reasonable sample.

6. Conclusions
This work presents initial ﬁndings related to the application of metaheuristic search techniques to test nonfunctional properties. A total of 35 papers published in
the years 1996–2007 are used a basis to map the application of metaheuristic search techniques to ﬁve different nonfunctional areas of execution time, quality of service, buffer
overﬂow, usability and safety.
We presented an analysis of these studies in terms of
problem objective, applied metaheuristic and range of ﬁtness functions used. A large percentage (42.8%) of the studies deal with execution time testing with evidence of experimentation with real world applications. Regarding the rest
of the non-functional properties, further feedback from empirical studies is desirable. We also found that diverse metaheuristic search techniques have been applied to achieve
problem-speciﬁc objectives, with genetic algorithms being
the most frequently used metaheuristic.
There is still plenty of potential for automating nonfunctional testing using search-based techniques. The results of our systematic map also indicate that the current
body of knowledge concerning SBST does not report studies on many of the other non-functional properties. On the
other hand, there is a need to extend the early optimistic results of applying NFSBST to larger real world systems, thus
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moving towards a generalization of results.
Future work includes extending the presented results into
a systematic literature review.
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Abstract— As the cost of executing and maintaining a large test
suite is always expensive, many heuristic techniques have been
brought out for test suite reduction in spite of no guarantee of
minimum size. The integer linear programming (ILP) approach
can generate minimum test suites but it may cost exponential
time. This paper proposes a degraded ILP (DILP) approach
to bridge the gap between the ILP method and traditional
heuristic methods. The DILP can produce a lower bound of
minimum test suite and then search a small test suite close to
the lower bound. An empirical evaluation of DILP is designed
on Boolean speciﬁcation-based testing. Four typical heuristic
reduction strategies: G, GRE, H and GC are compared with
DILP empirically. The experimental results show that DILP
always outperforms other heuristic reduction strategies and it
sometimes can guarantee the minimum size.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In a software testing process, the testing requirements ﬁrstly
need to be deﬁned from software speciﬁcations or implementations. Then, test cases are designed to satisfy the requirements
manually or automatically. The test cases designed for a
particular requirement may also satisfy other requirements in
practice, i.e. a requirement may be satisﬁed by more than one
test case. As a result, the constructed test suite may contain
redundancy. Some subsets of the constructed test suite may
still satisfy the same testing requirements. As the redundancy
increases the cost of executing and maintaining the test suite,
it is valuable to generate a small test suite satisfying all testing
requirements.
We use R = {r1 , · · · , rm } to denote the set of testing
requirements which must be satisﬁed in the testing process. A
testing requirement is said to be feasible if there is at least one
test case satisfying the testing requirement. We assume that
every testing requirement is feasible in this paper. A test suite
is a set of test cases, denoted by T = {t1 , · · · , tn }. The set of
all testing requirements satisﬁed by t is denoted by Req(t).
The set of all test cases satisfying r is denoted by T est(r). A
test suite T satisﬁes R if for each testing requirement r in R,
there is at least one test case in T satisfying r.
T  is said to be a representative set of T if T  is a subset
of T such that T  can satisfy R. A test case t is said to be
1-1 redundant to T if Req(t) ⊆ Req(t ) for an other t ∈ T .
This work was supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (60425206, 60773104, 60403016, 60633010), Natural Science
Foundation of Jiangsu Province (BK2005060), High Technology Research
Project of Jiangsu Province (BG2005032), Excellent Talent Foundation on
Teaching and Research of Southeast University, and Open Foundation of
State Key Laboratory of Software Engineering in Wuhan University, Doctor
subject fund of education ministry(20060286020), Jiangsu Planned Projects
for Postdoctoral Research Funds (0701003B).

T − {t} is a representative set of T for a 1-1 redundant test
case t. This is so-called 1-1 reduction strategy. A test case t
is said to be essential to R if there exists r ∈ R such that
T est(r) = {t}. An essential test case t must be in every
representative set.
The objective of test suite reduction is to ﬁnd a small
representative set for a given test suite. A minimum sized
representative set is desirable. However, the problem of ﬁnding
a minimum test suite is equivalent to the set covering problem,
which is known to be N P -complete [8]. A test suite reduction
problem can be translated into an ILP problem, then some
ILP tools could be used to produce a minimum test suite
[11]. However, ILP is not suitable for large test suites because
it may cost exponential time. A practical approach for test
suite reduction is to develop heuristic strategies in spite of no
guarantee of minimum test suites. It is often referred to search
based software engineering [9].
A challenge of existing heuristic methods is so-called stopping criteria. That is the testers could not estimate whether
the result is good enough. Hence, they could not determine
whether it needs to use expensive method (such as ILP) to
improve the existing result. In this paper, a degraded ILP
(DILP) method is proposed to bridge the gap between the
ILP method and traditional heuristic methods. The DILP ﬁrst
produces a lower bound (Lb) of minimum test suites. Then
it uses single-branch strategy to search a small test suite T 
close to Lb efﬁciently. As a result, the testers can make a
choice in three cases: (1) The size of T  equals to Lb then T 
is a minimum one, i.e. the best result. (2) The size of T  is
close to Lb then T  can also be considered as a good result.
(3) The size of T  is far from Lb then it needs to use ILP or
other expensive methods to improve T  .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we describe some related work of test suite reduction. In section 3, we propose the DILP approach, including
the preprocess by 1-1 reduction, single branch strategy and
DILP algorithm. Section 4 describes an empirical evaluation
on Boolean speciﬁcation-based testing. Four typical heuristic
strategies are compared with the DILP approach. The conclusion is drawn in the last section.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The greedy strategy (denoted by G) [7] has been used in
many ﬁelds of computer science including test suite reduction.
M.J. Harrold et al. proposed the heuristic reduction strategy
H by grouping test cases [10]. T. Y. Chen et al. proposed two
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enhance versions of G, called GE and GRE, by combining 1-1
reduction strategy and essential strategy [2].
The above reduction strategies ignore the fact that there
are some complex interrelations among testing requirements.
Based on testing requirement optimization, it is possible to
obtain a smaller test suite more efﬁciently. X. F. Zhang et al.
presented a requirement optimization model to enhance the
existing test suite reduction strategies G, GE, GRE and H [16].
Recently, Z. Y. Chen et al. improved it and proposed a graph
contraction (denoted by GC) method for testing requirement
optimization to achieve test suite reduction [6]. The experimental results shown that GC was very competitive with GRE
and it always outperformed other heuristic strategies. GRE, H,
ILP and genetic method also have been studied for insight into
the selection of test suite reduction techniques [17].
Four typical reduction heuristics strategies: G, GRE, H and
GC are compared with DILP in this paper.
•

•

•

•

G is the greedy algorithm [7] for test suite reduction. It
selects one test case t satisfying the maximum number
of testing requirements in R and removes the satisﬁed
requirements in Req(t). And then it selects one test case
satisfying the maximum number of remaining testing
requirements. The selection repeats until all requirements
in R are satisﬁed.
GRE is an enhanced version of the greedy heuristic [2].
It combines the following three strategies: the essential strategy, the 1-1 reduction strategy and the greedy
strategy. It is basically the alternate application of the
essential strategy and the 1-1 reduction strategy. The
greedy strategy is applied only when both strategies
cannot be applied.
H is a heuristic algorithm categorizing test cases according to different degree of ‘essentialness’ [10]. All
requirements r1 , · · · , rm are divided into R1 , · · · , Rd . Ri
denotes the set of all requirements in R that are satisﬁed
by exactly i test cases in T . d denotes the maximum
number of test cases that a requirement can be satisﬁed.
Roughly speaking, test cases satisfy requirements in Ri
are considered to be more ‘essential’ than those satisfy
requirements in Rj for i < j. Clearly, H ﬁrst selects test
cases that satisfy requirements in R1 . And then it considers the group of unsatisﬁed requirements in R2 , · · · , Rd
orderly and selects test cases until all requirements are
satisﬁed.
GC is a heuristic algorithm contracting testing requirements based on requirement relation graph [6]. A requirement relation graph G(V, E) is constructed ﬁrst based
on testing requirement analysis. V is the set of testing
requirements. An edge (v, v  ) ∈ E if and only if there
are some test cases satisfying both v and v  . Then, some
graph contraction strategies are proposed to merge the
vertices. As a result, a minimal set of testing requirements
is obtained and test suite reduction is achieved.

In the real-world software testing, there are often multiple
test criteria [1]. K. R. Walcott et al. considered the execution

time of the test suite as an important cost driver [13]. S. Yoo et
al. introduced the concept of Pareto efﬁciency to solve multiobject test suite reduction [15]. For simplicity, this paper treats
test suite reduction as a single objective optimization problem.
III. D EGRADED ILP A PPROACH FOR T EST S UITE
R EDUCTION
A. Preprocess of Reduction
At present, all known algorithms for N P -complete problems require time that is superpolynomial in the input size. It
is unknown whether there are any faster algorithms. However,
there exists some polynomial time, even linear time, algorithms which can simplify the original N P -complete problem
to be a small one. Although the resulting problem is still N P complete, it can be solved more efﬁciently than the original
one.
The satisﬁability relation between T and R could be represented as a set S(T, R) = {(r, t) ∈ R × T : t satisﬁes r}.
Let T S(T, R) denote the set of all representative sets of T
w.r.t. R and OptT S(T, R) denote the set of all minimum
representative sets of T w.r.t. R. For a 1-1 redundant test case
t in T , OptT S(T − {t}, R) ⊆ OptT S(T, R). That is, a 1-1
redundant test case can be eliminated to simplify the satisﬁability relation between R and T [4]. Similarly, a requirement
r is said to be 1-1 redundant to R if there exists an other
requirement r  such that T est(r ) ⊆ T est(r). For a 1-1 redundant requirement r, T S(T, R − {r}) = T S(T, R). Hence,
OptT S(T, R − {r}) = OptT S(T, R) [6]. A 1-1 redundant
requirements could be removed to simplify the satisﬁability
relation. Given a satisﬁability relation S(T, R), a 1-1 reduction
satisﬁability relation S  (T  , R ) can be obtained by removing
1-1 redundant test cases and testing requirements one by one
until there is no 1-1 redundant one in S  (T  , R ). S  (T  , R )
is smaller than S(T, R) and OptT S(T  , R ) ⊆ OptT S(T, R),
thus the test suite reduction problem is simpliﬁed.
B. ILP Approach
In mathematics, integer linear programming (ILP) problems
involve the optimization of a linear objective function subject
to inequality constraints with integer variables [12]. Given a
satisﬁability relation S(T, R), the test suite reduction problem
can be translated into an ILP (actually 0-1-ILP) problem as
the form [11]:
n

Min (
xj ) : xj ∈ {0, 1}
j

subject to S × x ≥ 1

(1)

S is an m × n relational matrix with si,j = 1 if tj satisﬁes
ri and si,j = 0 otherwise. 1 is an m-vector (1, · · · , 1). x is
an n-vector (x1 , · · · , xn ) to be determined.
A naive approach of ILP is to enumerate all possible
solutions, nevertheless this is feasible only for very small
problems. The usual methods of ILP are implicit enumeration
techniques. The “implicit” means that many solutions will
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hopefully be skipped during enumeration as they are known
to be non-optimal.
One of the usual implicit enumeration techniques used to
solve ILP problems is Branch-and-Bound algorithm [12]. A
branching strategy of 0-1-ILP is to pick a variable xj and
to replace the current problem by two subproblems, which
are copies of the current problem with the variable xj set
to 0 in one and set to 1 in the other. Since the variable xj
has to take value either 0 or 1 in an optimal solution, this
branching scheme guarantees that an optimal solution of the
original problem will be an optimal solution of one of the two
subproblems. The Bounding operation is a function that returns
a bound on the optimal solution of the current subproblem. It
is possible to discard some subproblems that have a bound
worse than the value of the best currently known solution of
the original problem.

D. DILP Algorithm
The pseudo-code of degraded ILP (DILP) approach is
shown in algorithm 1.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

C. Single-Branch Strategy
The Branch-and-Bound algorithm used to solve ILP problems may create exponential subproblems in the worst case,
because it creates two subproblems for each variable. The
basic idea of degraded ILP (DILP) is the single-branch strategy, i.e. to select only one most possible subproblem for each
variable. Hence, DILP creates at most n subproblems for n
variables.
The LP relaxation of an ILP problem is obtained by removing the integrality constraints on the variables. LP problems
can be solved in the polynomial time, whereas ILP problems
are N P -hard in general [12]. Since the feasible solutions
of the ILP problem are all feasible for the LP problem, LP
solution also provides a lower bound on the optimal value of
the ILP problem. If the solution of the relaxation has integer
components, then it also solves the ILP problem fortunately.
Given a satisﬁability relation matrix
n S, an LP relaxation of
the ILP problem is formed as M in( j xj ) subject to S ×x ≥
1 with x ∈ [0, 1]. The LP relaxation is easy to solve by some
algorithms, such as simplex algorithm [12]. A feasible solution
v can be output by some LP algorithms, in which vj is the
value of xj . If vj is not an integer for some j, then v is not
a solution of the original ILP problem. However, the value vj
could be considered as the possibility of optimal solution of
ILP problem. For example, vi = 0.9 and xj = 0.3 indicate xi
will more potentially be 1 than xj in the optimal solutions of
ILP problem.
A single-branch strategy of 0-1-ILP is to pick a variable
xj with vj close to 1 and to replace the current problem by a
restricted problem, which is a copy of the current problem with
ﬁxing the variable xj to 1. A challenge of the single-branch
strategy is which variable should be ﬁxed ﬁrstly. A natural
choice is to ﬁx the variable xj with a high value vj to 1. Note
that the variable xj will contribute each testing requirement
ri only if si,j = 1, i.e. tj satisﬁes ri . Hence a more suitable
metric is introduced as follows.
m

si,j ∗ vj
(2)
dj :=
i

Algorithm 1: DILP(S)
1-1 reduction S;
v = LP (S);
n
Lb = Int( j vj );
while 1
if each vj is an integer
return v and Lb;
end if
Maxd=0;
for each j
if vj == 1
Fix xj to 1;
else
Compute dj ;
if dj >Maxd
Maxd=dj ;
k = j;
end if
end if
end for
Fix xk to 1;
v = LP (S);
end while

Firstly a satisﬁability relation matrix S is input in the
procedure DILP. We use 1-1 reduction as a preprocess of DILP
until there is no 1-1 redundant test case and no 1-1 redundant
testing requirements (line 1). An LP relaxation of ILP problem
in equation (1) will be solved by LP algorithms (line 2). The
sum of result v can be considered as a lower bound Lb of
minimum test suite (line 3), because any ILP solution is also
an LP solution. If each vj is an integer, then v is an optimal
solution of the original ILP problem (line 5-7). Otherwise,
each xj will be ﬁxed to 1 for vj = 1 (line 11). We calculate
the metric dj for each remained xj , i.e. vj < 1, (line 13).
The maximal dk is selected (line 15-16) and xk is ﬁxed to 1
(line 20). It is formed as a restricted LP problem and it will
be solved by LP algorithms again (line 21). The statements in
loop (line 4-22) are repeated until each vj is an integer and
v and Lb are output. The loop will stop in at most n times,
because at least one xj is ﬁxed in each iteration and there are
total n variables in x.
IV. E MPIRICAL E VALUATION
In this section, an experiment on a suite of Boolean speciﬁcations from TCAS II is designed and implemented to evaluate
the DILP approach. Four heuristic reduction strategies: G,
GRE, H and GC, are also compared with DILP.
A. Experiment Design
Given a Boolean speciﬁcation P , an implementation expression may be a mutant M by making simple syntactic changes
to P . A test case t is an assignment for all variables. P (t)
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No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

TABLE I

TABLE II

E XPERIMENTAL S UBJECTS

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF LNF

|V |
7
9
12
5
9
11
10
8
7
13
13
14
12
7
9
12
11
10
8
7

|L|
23
36
46
5
20
28
21
17
10
15
20
17
13
12
18
37
11
11
9
8

|T |
62
113
2970
29
392
142
210
36
16
256
2188
4290
1731
107
372
2834
1033
584
116
24

|LN F |
21
36
46
5
20
25
21
17
10
15
20
17
13
12
18
37
11
11
9
8

|LRF |
235
539
981
40
302
468
362
228
120
353
443
438
279
142
266
794
220
198
126
96

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

and M (t) denote the values of P and M evaluated by the test
case t, respectively. In general, a mutant M may happen to be
logically equivalent to the speciﬁcation P and hence it cannot
be distinguished by any test case. A non-equivalent mutant is
called a fault and an equivalent mutant is not regarded as a
fault. A fault M is said to be killed (or detected) by a test
case t if M (t) = P (t). That is, t is a satisfying assignment
of M ⊕ P (⊕ is the exclusive-or operator). For each mutant
Mi , a testing requirement is formed as a Boolean expression
ri = P ⊕ Mi . A testing requirement ri is feasible if and only
if ri is satisﬁable. It is not difﬁcult to see that the number of
test cases is ﬁnite. Before test suite reduction, all test cases,
i.e. satisfying assignments, could be generated to construct an
initial test suite.
Our experimental analysis was done using software that
was speciﬁcally designed and implemented for the purpose
above. The software allows the analysis of a given Boolean
speciﬁcation. The experimental steps involved in the empirical
analysis were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the subject Boolean speciﬁcations.
Generate the mutants and testing requirements.
Construct the initial test suites.
Reduce the test suites using the reduction strategies.

We used the set of 20 Boolean speciﬁcations, which were
originated from the speciﬁcation of an aircraft collision avoidance system called TCAS II [14]. Two of fault classes, LNF
and LRF [5], were considered in the experiment. Literal
Negation Fault (LNF): A literal is replaced by its negation,
e.g., (a ∧ b) ∨ (¬b ∧ c) implemented as (a ∧ b) ∨ (b ∧ c) with
¬b replaced by b. Literal Reference Fault (LRF): A literal is
replaced by another literal that appears in the decision, e.g.,
(a ∧ b) ∨ (¬b ∧ c) is implemented as (a ∧ b) ∨ (¬a ∧ c) with
¬b replaced by ¬a.
Each mutant M of P was generated ﬁrst, and then the
testing requirement was formed as P ⊕M . |LN F | and |LRF |

|T |
62
113
2970
29
392
142
210
36
16
256
2188
4290
1731
107
372
2834
1033
584
116
24

G
7
6
10
2
6
4
3
2
2
3
5
4
3
4
4
7
3
3
2
2

Rsti (∗)
GRE
H
7
8
6
6
10
10
2
2
5
6
4
5
3
4
2
2
2
2
3
4
5
5
4
5
3
3
4
4
4
4
7
9
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
2

GC
7
6
10
2
5
4
4
2
2
3
5
4
3
4
4
7
3
4
2
2

DILP
7
6
10
2
5
4
3
2
2
3
5
4
3
4
4
7
3
3
2
2

Bsti
ILP
7
6
10
2
5
4
3
2
2
3
5
4
3
4
4
7
3
3
2
2

denote the numbers of feasible testing requirements and the
infeasible testing requirements are ignored. |V | and |L| denote
the number of variables and the number of literal occurrences
in Boolean speciﬁcations, respectively. The number of all test
cases is 2|V | . |T | denotes the number of test cases used in
LNF and LRF. The details were shown in Table I.
The number of LNF mutants equals to Li and the number of
LRF mutants equals to Li · (|Vi | − 1) · 2. However, the number
of feasible testing requirements may be less than the number
of mutants, because there may be some equivalent mutants for
P . For example, |R1 | = 21 < 23 = |L1 | for LNF in Table I.
The size of test suite is 2|Vi | in the worst case. However, the
real size was always much smaller than 2|Vi | . For example,
|T8 | = 36 < 28 = 256 for LNF in Table I.
B. Experimental Results and Analysis
The effectiveness of each reduction strategy was measured
by computing the size of resulting test suites for each Boolean
speciﬁcation. To a further comparison, four typical reduction
strategies: G, GRE, H and GC, were also implemented for
test suite reduction. Rsti (∗) denotes the size of resulting test
suite for the no. i Boolean speciﬁcation using the reduction
strategy ∗. A minimum test suite is desirable for test suite
reduction. We computed the size of minimum test suite for
each Boolean speciﬁcation using ILP method [11], denoted
by Bsti . |T | denotes the size of initial test suite for LNF or
LRF. The detail experimental results of LNF and LRF were
shown in Table II and III, respectively. Main observations of
the empirical analysis were made as follows.
Effectiveness of DILP Approach.
The 1-1 reduction was implemented ﬁrst as a preprocess of
reduction until there is no 1-1 redundant testing requirements
and no 1-1 redundant test cases. The experimental results
of evaluation for 1-1 reduction were shown in Fig. 1 and
2. The number of original requirements and test cases were
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TABLE III

1−1 Reduction of Testing Requirements
1000

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF LRF

62
113
2970
29
392
142
210
36
16
256
2188
4290
1731
107
372
2834
1033
584
116
24

GC
18
26
35
5
15
25
19
18
12
16
21
17
13
13
16
28
11
13
10
10

Bsti
ILP
18
26
31
5
15
25
19
18
12
15
17
15
13
12
16
25
10
10
8
10

DILP
18
26
33
5
15
25
19
18
12
15
18
15
13
12
16
25
11
11
9
10

Number of testing requirements

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Rsti (∗)
GRE
H
18
19
26
26
36
38
5
5
15
16
25
27
21
20
18
18
12
12
16
17
20
23
17
18
13
15
13
14
17
17
28
36
13
12
12
14
11
11
10
10

G
19
26
36
5
18
26
21
18
12
16
19
16
13
14
17
28
13
13
12
10

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9
10 11 12 13
Boolean Specification

14
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19

20

1−1 Redundant of Test Cases
4500
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Number of test cases

|T |

No.
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Evaluation of 1-1 Reduction for LRF
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represented as the whole plots. The numbers of 1-1 redundant
requirements and test cases were represented as the gray plots.
The number of remained requirements and test cases were
represented as the black plots. As is evident from Fig. 1 and
2, the results of 1-1 reduction were very inspiring, particularly
for 1-1 reduction of test cases for LNF. One reason may be
testing requirements are much less than test cases for LNF, as
a result, there are many 1-1 redundant test cases.
The lower bound was output from LP relaxation by LP
algorithms. Then DILP would search a feasible solution close
to the lower bound. Note that the lower bound may not be the
greatest lower bound, i.e. it might not be reached realistically.
The greatest lower bound, i.e. minimum size, of reduced test

Evaluation of DILP Approach

suite can be calculated by ILP algorithms. However, if the
result of DILP equals to the lower bound, then the DILP
result must be a minimum sized test suite. That is, DILP
approach solves the ILP problem fortunately. The comparison
of DILP result, lower bound and minimum size was shown in
Fig. 3. The experimental results of DILP approach were very
inspiring. In the case of LNF, DILP could generate minimum
test suite for all Boolean speciﬁcations. The lower bounds of
no. 1 and 3 Boolean speciﬁcations were not the greatest lower
bounds, hence we could not conclude that the DILP results
were minimum ones despite they were so actually. In the case
of LRF, DILP could generate minimum ones for 15 Boolean
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V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
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In this paper, a degraded ILP (DILP) approach was proposed
to bridge the gap between the ILP method and traditional
heuristic methods. DILP could produce a lower bound of
minimum size and then search a feasible solution close to
the lower bound. The experimental results shown that DILP
always outperformed typical heuristic reduction methods and
it can sometimes guarantee the generation of minimum test
suite. However, the complexity of LP algorithms was higher
than the typical heuristic methods, although LP problems can
be solved in the polynomial time. The comparison of time cost
need to be discussed further. The empirical evaluation is still
very primary, it could not draw rich conclusions for DILP and
other heuristic reduction strategies. In the future, large scale
testing objects [17] and simulation data [3] would be studied
for insight into the selection of test suite reduction techniques.
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speciﬁcations. DILP can guarantee to generate the minimum
ones for 10 Boolean speciﬁcations, because they reached the
lower bounds.
Comparison of Heuristic Reduction Strategies.
The detail experimental results of different reduction strategies were shown in Table II and III. To facilitate the comprehension for readers, two evaluation metrics were introduced
to show the results of comparison. BT (∗) denotes the times
of reduction strategy ∗ generating a minimum test suite. That
is,
20

BT (∗) =
(Rsti (∗) == Bsti )
(3)
i=1

To a further comparison, standard deviation analysis was
introduced to quantify the goal of test suite reduction. The
formalization is described as follows.
DV (∗) =

20

Rsti (∗) − Bsti
i=1

Bsti

(4)

For a reduction strategy, a higher value of BT (∗) suggests
that it obtains better results with respect to the other reduction
strategies. A lower value of DV (∗) suggests that it obtains
better results with respect to the other reduction strategies.
The results of four typical heuristic reduction strategies and
DILP approach were shown in Fig. 4. For BT (∗), the DILP
approach wined the best score among all reduction strategies,
for both LNF and LRF. The results of DV (∗) conformed to
the ones of BT (∗). In general, the results of LRF was more
signiﬁcant than the results of LNF, because the numbers of
requirements and test cases of LRF are much more than the
ones of LNF. The experimental results shown that DILP was
always outperformed other heuristic reduction strategies.
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Abstract
As businesses strive to keep pace with the rapid evolution of web technologies, their eﬀorts to maintain automated regression testing strategies are being hindered.
Technological migration of a web application can lead
to test scripts becoming incapable of validating the migrated application due to diﬀerences in the testing platform. Regression tests that are still applicable to the
application would therefore have to be re-written to be
compatible with the new technologies. In this paper,
we apply a model-driven approach to the development
of automated testing scripts for validating web applications from the client-side. We deﬁne a meta-model
using UML 2.0 proﬁles, and describe the model transformations needed to automatically port regression tests
to various platforms. A prototype of the test implementation for an e-commerce application is presented
to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach.
Keywords: Regression Testing, MDSD, UML Proﬁles, Web Application

1

Introduction

The many advances in web technologies has led to
the development of web applications that compete in
solution areas that traditional software previously addressed. Web applications are no longer simple streams
of static web pages, but instead provide a collection of
interactive services with the added ﬂexibility, mobility,
and connectivity of the Internet. These characteristics have made web-based solutions highly attractive
to businesses, and this has led to the creation of many
development and testing tools to support web programming [5, 16, 17, 18]. However, a negative consequence
of these advancements is the persistent growth in the
complexity of web applications, and the rapid evolution
of their supporting technologies.

Software testing is a very costly and time-consuming
endeavor. Some studies indicate that the cost of software testing may account for between ﬁfty to seventyﬁve percent of total development costs [7, 8]. In addition, testing costs tend to exceed those of design and
implementation, and therefore the methodologies and
tools employed at these stages are pertinent to the development of aﬀordable quality software.
Automation is an eﬀective way to reduce time and
costs of software testing, and so many businesses conduct their testing process with some degree of automation. The level of automation of software testing typically exists at the test script level. Software testers encode a set of test cases for the application in a scripting
language, and use the script as input to an automated
testing tool which executes the tests. If subsequent
changes are made to the system, the test script provides a means for automatically performing regression
testing to determine whether new errors were introduced into previously tested components [6].
Script-level test automation becomes problematic
when an application migrates to include technologies
that are not supported by the testing tool currently
being utilized. Regression tests that are still applicable to the migrated application therefore have to be
re-written in the scripting language of a new testing
tool, thereby defeating the purpose of test automation.
The model-driven software development (MDSD)
paradigm emphasizes the use of models and model
transformations to generate executable code for a speciﬁc platform. In this paper, we apply MDSD to the
generation of an automated testing script for validating the client-side of a web application. To address the
aforementioned problem of script-level automation, we
propose that the test set for the web application be
designed as a platform independent model which can
be automatically transformed into a platform speciﬁc
automated testing script.
The main contributions of this work are that it: (1)
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presents a model-driven approach to the design and
development of automated testing scripts to validate a
web application; (2) provides meta-models for a subset
of web-based development and testing technologies using UML 2.0 [12] proﬁles; and (3) elaborates on a case
study developed using the proposed modeling approach
to support testing.
This paper is organized as follows: the next section
contains background information on web-based technologies, regression testing, and meta-modeling. Section 3 presents the proposed approach to support testing a migrated web application. Section 4 contains the
meta-models used in our approach and describes the
generation of the testing script. Section 5 provides the
details of the case study. Section 6 presents related
work, and in Section 7 we give concluding remarks and
discuss future work.

2

Background

In this section we provide background information
on the technologies commonly used to develop web applications. We then discuss the technique of regression
testing, including tool support for automatically validating web applications. Approaches to meta-modeling
are also described in this section.

2.1

Web-Based Technologies

There are two broad categories of web programming
technologies used to develop web applications – clientside and server-side [4]. Client-side scripting technologies involve the use of a web-browser on the client machine to perform operations without having to communicate with the server. This type of scripting is generally used to dynamically modify the behaviors within a
speciﬁc web page in response to user input [4]. Popular
examples of client-side scripting technologies include
[16, 18]: HTML and Javascript.
In contrast, server-side technologies perform operations on the web server instead of on the client machine.
They are preferable when operations utilize information that is not available on the client, or when data
storage from the client to the server is needed [4]. Dynamic operations on the server-side may involve changing the web page supplied to the client, or providing
a new sequence of web pages to the browser. Active
Server Pages (ASP) [4] and Hypertext Preprocessor
(PHP) [17] are two examples of server-side scripting
languages commonly used to develop web applications.
Many web technologies can be integrated with others and hence web applications usually employ a myriad of technologies on both the client and the server.

In essence, the classiﬁcation of a scripting language depends on its implementation within the web application. For example, Flash [1] technologies may be implemented on the client using companion technologies
such as HTML [18], or on the server by providing synchronized updates to the client.

2.2

Regression Testing

Software testing is the process of operating a software system under speciﬁed conditions, recording the
results, and making an evaluation of some aspect of the
software [10]. Testing is particularly useful for validating changes made to a system during software maintenance or evolution. Regression testing refers to rerunning test cases to determine whether or not new errors have been introduced into previously tested code
[3]. In an eﬀort to reduce costs, many testing strategies
employ automated tools to support the performance of
regression tests on modiﬁed software systems.
There has been a rapid growth of tools to support testing web applications on both the client and
server sides. HTMLUnit [5] simulates the behavior of
a web browser by providing an API to interact with
web pages. Functional testing tools such as TestSmith
provide facilities for simulating mouse and keyboard
events and hence can be used on the client-side to test
Flash applications. On the server-side, PHPUnit [13],
a member of the xUnit family of testing frameworks, is
a unit testing solution for PHP [17].

2.3

Meta-Modeling

Model-driven software development (MDSD) focuses on the combined use of software models and associated transformations to build complete software systems. This typically involves the use of a source model
or Platform Independent Model (PIM), and a target
model or Platform Speciﬁc Model (PSM) [15]. The
PIM does not rely on any speciﬁc technological platform that could be used to implement the software,
and therefore represents the essence of the solution.
A model transformation language can then be used to
transform the PIM into a PSM that is executable on
the target platform [15].
A technique known as meta-modeling is used to ensure the consistency of models during transformation.
This involves deﬁning the abstract syntax of models
and the interrelationships between the model elements
[14]. Meta-modeling should consist of orthogonal dimensions that support two forms of instantiation [2]:
linguistic – relates to the language deﬁnition, and ontological – relates to the domain deﬁnition. In this paper
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the ontological meta-modeling will be implemented using UML 2.0 [12] proﬁles.

3

WT Model 1
(HTML, Javascript)

MDSD Approach to Support Testing

PI Test Set

WT Model 2
(Flash, Actionscript)

Test Script Generator

In this section we deﬁne the scope of the problem
being addressed in this paper. We then present our
approach which applies MDSD to the generation of an
automated testing script for validating a web application.

PS Test Set 1
(HTMLUnit Tests)

PS Test Set 2
(TestSmith Tests)

Figure 2. Model-driven test script generation.
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WebPage
*

-id : string

3.1

Problem Deﬁnition

Automating the process of testing a web application
involves developing a script that can be recognized by
a testing tool, which then applies predeﬁned test cases
to the application under test. This is depicted in the
left-hand portion of Figure 1, where a test script TS1
validates an application under test AUT1; both of which
can be thought of as targeting the same set of web
technologies WT1.
The migration from AUT1 to AUT2 in Figure 1 represents when a business updates their application to include a new set of web technologies, labeled WT2. However, this migration usually leads to the test script TS1
becoming incapable of validating the application AUT2.
Therefore, regression tests that are still applicable to
AUT2 would have to be re-written in a new test script
TS2 to be compatible with the testing tool for WT2.
Web Technology 1 (WT1)

TS 1

validates

AUT 1

Web Technology 2 (WT2)
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Form

ComboBox
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+getControl()

TextBox

Image

+press()

RadioGrp

Button
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Figure 3. Conceptual model of a web interface.
Test Set would be combined with WT Model 1, which
models constructs for testing HTML and Javascript, to
automatically generate an HTMLUnit script PS Test
Set 1. If the application later migrates to a new set
of web technologies (e.g., Flash and Actionscript), the
test set can also migrate automatically by combining
PI Test Set and WT Model 2.

TS 2

4
Figure 1. Testing a migrated web application.

3.2

1

PagePart

Model-Driven Solution

Our approach harnesses the power of MDSD to automatically generate the testing script for a web application that has migrated to new technologies. Figure
2 shows the models and transformation processes used
in our approach. A key aspect of our methodology is
the use of a test script generator, shown at the center
of Figure 2, to produce platform speciﬁc tests for the
migrant web applications. Inputs to the generator are
represented by dotted lines, while solid lines are used
to represent the output.
First, a platform independent model, representing
the essence of the test set for the web application, is input to the generator. This PIM is then combined with
a model of the constructs used for testing a particular
set of web technologies. For example, in Figure 2, PI

Meta-Models

In this section we provide a conceptual model depicting abstractions for a subset of the visual elements
of a web application. We then present a UML 2.0 proﬁle of a meta-model to support testing web applications
based on the conceptual model.

4.1

Conceptual Model of a Web Interface

Figure 3 shows a conceptual model for the user interface of a web application. The purpose of the model
is to provide abstractions for the visual elements of the
web application that are relevant to testing. At the
top of the hierarchy of object types is the WebObject
(top-left of Figure 3), which is a general representation for any element of the web interface. These object
types include web pages and the elements contained
within them, which are classiﬁed as follows: (1) interactive – allows for dynamic user interaction, e.g., forms,
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Stereotype
<<TestSet>>

Base Class
Class

Tagged Value
id: String

<<TestCase>>

Class

id:

String

<<TestSection>>
<<TestCommand>>

Class
Class

id:
id:

String
String

<<WebObject>>
<<TestSubject>>
<<Setup>>
<<Precondition>>
<<Input>>
<<Postcondition>>
<<Rollback>>
<<CreateCommand>>
<<InputCommand>>
<<AssertCommand>>
<<DestroyCommand>>
<<contains>>

Class
WebObject
TestSection
TestSection
TestSection
TestSection
TestSection
TestCommand
TestCommand
TestCommand
TestCommand
Association

id:

String

<<manipulates>>

Association

Constraints
May only declare instances of classes stereotyped TestCase. id is
unique.
May only declare instances of classes stereotyped TestSection, and
be associated with at most one instance each of classes stereotyped
Setup, Precondition, Input, Postcondition, and Rollback. id is
unique.
id is unique.
May be associated with at most one instance of a class stereotyped
TestSubject. id is unique.
id is unique.
May
May
May
May
May

only
only
only
only
only

declare
declare
declare
declare
declare

instances
instances
instances
instances
instances

of
of
of
of
of

classes
classes
classes
classes
classes

stereotyped
stereotyped
stereotyped
stereotyped
stereotyped

CreateCommand.
InputCommand.
InputCommand.
AssertCommand.
DestroyCommand.

Connects instances of TestSet with instances of TestCase, and instances of TestCase with instances of TestSection
Connects instances of Command with instances of TestSubject.

Table 1. UML proﬁle of the test model for a web application.
textboxes, buttons; and (2) static – remains ﬁxed regardless of external stimuli, e.g., text, images, tables.
An interesting aspect of the model is that the type
WebBrowser is also derived from WebObject. This is
because the browser allows users to break the normal
ﬂow of control of the application, and testing should
address such scenarios. For example, a user may press
the Back button of the browser during the execution of
the application causing unexpected results [19]. In addition, the WebBrowser type facilitates changes to the
browser conﬁguration, and allows testing to simulate
the use of a speciﬁc browser; both of which can aﬀect
the behavior of the web application.

4.2

Meta-Model to Support Testing

The UML 2.0 proﬁle for the test model of a web
application is shown in Table 1. It consists of four
kinds of artifacts indicated by the column headings
(from left to right): (1) stereotype – represents speciﬁc meta-classes; (2) base class – denotes an extension relationship from a UML meta-class or inheritance
from another stereotype; (3) tagged value – deﬁnes attributes of the stereotype; and (4) constraints – enforce
restrictions on how the meta-model may be used. For
example, in Row 1 of Table 1 the stereotype TestSet
extends of the UML meta-class named Class; contains
the tagged value id of type String; and may only contain variables of a class whose stereotype is TestCase.
The constraints for this table entry also specify that

the tagged value id should only hold unique values.
It should be noted that the stereotype TestSubject in
Row 5 extends WebObject, which is the base class from
the conceptual model of a web interface presented in
Subsection 4.1.

5

Case Study

In this section we present a case study developed as
an initial proof of concept realization of our methodology. We ﬁrst outline the features of the application, and describe the technologies and test support
tools required to setup the experiment. We then provide details on a test set implementation that uses the
proposed approach, including the generation of test
scripts. The ﬁndings and limitations of the study are
also discussed in this section.

5.1

FastBooks Application

FastBooks is a small e-commerce application for purchasing college textbooks on-line. Users may choose
to purchase their textbooks in three diﬀerent formats
(Print, Audio, or Electronic), and then submit their
billing and shipping information for validation. Two
versions of the FastBooks application were developed
to set up the scenario of a business migrating from one
web platform to another that uses technologies unsupported by the current testing tool.
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edu.fiu.strg.mdsd.webtest
WTModel

MetaDictionary

PITestSet

[from technology]

[from metalevel]

[from independent]

HTMLUnitModel

ScriptGen

FastBooksTestSet

[from technology]

[from generator]

[from independent]

then mapped to the HTMLUnit constructs that also
contain placeholders for the variable names and values. The generator then overwrites the placeholders
with the actual variable names and values stored in
FastBooksTestSet, and appends the completed instruction to the output ﬁle FastBooks.htmlUnit.

5.4
Figure 4. Minimal class diagram of the prototype.
The ﬁrst version of the application was developed
using HTML 4.01 and Javascript on the client-side,
and implemented its automated testing using HTMLUnit 1.4. The second version of the application was
developed using Flash 9 and Actionscript 3.0 on the
client-side. Both versions used PHP 5.25 on the serverside for transferring data to and from persistent storage, while Apache HTTP Server 2.2 provided the web
server functionality.

5.2

Test Implementation

We developed a prototype in Java 5.0 to implement
the model-driven testing solution presented in SubSection 3.2. First, test cases for the FastBooks application were designed using boundary value analysis and
equivalence partitioning techniques. The initial test
set, consisting of 12 test cases, was then encoded using the constructs and rules of the testing meta-model
proposed in this paper.
The package labeled edu.fiu.strg.mdsd.webtest
in Figure 4 shows the main communicating classes from
various sub-packages of the prototype. The types from
the conceptual model of a web interface were stored
in the class MetaDictionary, which was used to design generalized classes for modeling the web testing
technology WTModel and platform independent test set
PITestSet. These two classes were then specialized
to create objects for holding the HTML and Javascript
testing constructs, as well as the test cases designed for
the FastBooks application; represented by the classes
HTMLUnitModel and FastBooksTestSet respectively.

5.3

Generation of Test Scripts

The class ScriptGen in Figure 4 is responsible for
iterating through FastBooksTestSet, and generating
a test script using the platform speciﬁc constructs in
HTMLUnitModel. This is achieved by retrieving the
test case deﬁnitions that are represented as abstract
test commands, along with variable names and their
associated values. These abstract test commands are

Discussion

The purpose of the case study was to demonstrate
the feasibility of applying a model-driven approach to
the design and development of testing scripts for a
web application. Implementing the prototype gives credence to the claim that the strategy can be used to deﬁne platform independent tests, and convert them into
scripts for an automated testing tool. All of the base
test cases developed for the case study were successfully transformed into syntactically correct HTMLUnit
tests. This suggests that the abstract constructs used
in the current prototype were therefore suﬃcient for
representing the platform speciﬁc constructs required
to validate the FastBooks application. Although the
current version of the prototype does not implement
the technology model for Flash, this could be easily
incorporated by extending the generalized classes provided by the infrastructure.
Conducting the study also provided us with insight
into the intricacies of developing a framework for the
proposed approach. Although the FastBooks test set
only required the prototype to address a limited number of test scenarios, designing the framework to maintain independence among the test model, technology
model, and script generator was very challenging. Limitations of the current prototype include coverage of
only a subset of web controls and widgets, and manual detection of model constraint violations. However,
the latter could be solved through the use of modeldriven architecture tools such as the Eclipse Modeling
Framework.

6

Related Work

There has been great eﬀort in the research community to assure the quality of web applications through
eﬀective testing methodologies. However, most of the
work that focuses on the use of models for testing web
applications relies heavily on speciﬁc platforms for the
creation of their models. In contrast, our approach
uses a platform independent test model to facilitate
the generation of test scripts.
The work presented by Li et al. [11] is most closely
related to our work. It proposes a model-driven testing methodology for web applications. A model of the
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web application is built to describe the system under
test, and test cases are developed based on that model.
Test scripts are generated from the test cases and executed by a test engine. Our approach diﬀers from [11]
in that we consider the negative impact that migration
has on the ability to automatically validate web applications. Therefore, the technique proposed in this
paper for modeling the technological constructs could
be used in [11] to provide a more extensible solution.
The Object Management Group (OMG) [12] extended UML with testing concepts such as test architecture, test data, and test behavior. Similar to
the proﬁle presented in this paper, the UML Testing
Proﬁle 1.0 is based on the UML 2.0 speciﬁcation and
provides a modeling language that can be used to design, visualize, and specify the artifacts of a test system. The meta-models presented by [12] encapsulate
a broad view of testing as a process. However, in this
paper we focus on deﬁning a proﬁle for the structure of
a test set for the client-side of a web application, and
leverage the resulting models to generate test scripts.
Heckel et al. [9] present an approach for testing web
applications designed with a model-driven approach.
Design patterns such as Bridge and Proxy are used to
execute the same test cases in a local and distributed
testing environment, respectively. Their methodology
takes advantage of the separation of PIMs and PSMs
on both the model-level and implementation-level. Although the scope of our work does not include test
execution, the strategies in [9] could be used to design
a test harness for scripts generated by our approach.

7

Concluding Remarks

In this paper we presented a model-driven technique
for designing platform independent tests for validating web applications. Our approach leverages these
test case models for the generation of automated test
scripts, thereby addressing the problems associated
with technological migration of the web application.
An e-commerce application was used as the basis of
our study and a prototype was implemented.
Future work calls for deeper investigation into the
problem by: (1) extending the prototype to include
the technology model for Flash and Actionscript; (2)
formulating additional test scenarios for the application used in the case study, and (3) developing a platform independent model for tests that target serverside scripting languages.
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Abstract

convenient unit of measure for the size of a service is the
number of lines of source code or its equivalent needed for
the implementation of the service. Since common kinds of
software units have typical size ranges, those generic unit
names are used in this paper as an indicator of the size
needed for implementing a service [19]. Sixteen such
categories of service granularity in SOA are listed and
briefly sketched below, with the groups’ interest in them
noted with respect to implementing SOA. The order of
listing is from smallest size to largest size (or as levels from
lowest to highest):
Clones. Clones are more than two consecutive lines of
imperative or declarative source code in any mix that are
identical except for some or all of the operand names
[5]. Clones may be executed either by drop in and drop
out, or by transfers of control. The minimum size for a
clone is three lines of source code, and the maximum
commonly is less than 150 lines. W hen used as services,
clones are useful for IS/IT personnel for their reusability,
but not useful for users or managers.
Subroutines. Subroutines are named parts of routines that
are executed by transfers of control, and usually consist
of less than 250 lines of source code. W hen used as
services, subroutines are like routines.
M odules. Modules are specialized routines designed and
implemented to perform as integral parts of some larger
unit of software. When used as services, modules are
like routines.
Routines. Routines are named, and may have two or more
constituent subroutines, or none. Routines are executed
by transfers of control, and usually consist of less than
450 lines of source code. When used as services,
routines are useful for IS/IT personnel and sometimes
for users, but rarely for managers.
M obile agents. Mobile agents are specialized routines that
are executed remotely from the environment from which
they are sent [1]. In some forms of SOA, services may
be required to be qualified to perform as mobile agents,
and then are useful for all three groups of personnel.
Procedures. Procedures are named aggregations of interacting routines, and consist usually of less than 1000
lines of source code. W hen used as services, they are
more useful for IS/IT personnel than for users or
managers.

In service-oriented architecture (SOA), what are chosen
to be the services is a matter of local choice. That choice
includes what degrees of service granularity are used. The
degrees range from fine grained to very large grained, and
usually are not uniformly used. The effects of the choices of
service granularity are major. The choices effect the fabric
and outcome of the SOA design and implementation, as
experienced by managers, software users, and the
information systems personnel developing and maintaining
the resulting SOA using information system. The choices
usually adversely effect the cost and time and effort needed
to achieve the goals managers typically seek in making the
change to using SOA.

1. Categories of services granularity
In service-oriented architecture (SOA) software work, a
service is instantiated as a piece of software that is or is to be
reusable by the organization [7]. Depending upon their
circumstances and management choices, some SOA-using
organizations also require other characteristics, reflecting
usually the operating environment in which the reusable
software is to run. An example is running in a W eb services
environment [8]. Some of the other common characteristics
are noted in the bullet sub-sections below.
The granularity of a service as used is determined by the
dominance of the views and preferences of one of three
groups of personnel in a SOA-using organization [22].
Middle and upper-level managers are especially attuned to
giving service to whomever they regard as their customers.
Their view of a service is something that contributes
positively to serving whomever they regard as their
customers. The users of the software-implemented systems
in an organization often view a service more narrowly. A
service is something that helps them get their assigned job
done faster or more easily or better. The information
systems (IS) and information technology (IT) group in an
organization regard a service as software that directs the
hardware in doing some wanted processing of data. The
personnel specifying what processing of data is wanted may
come from any of these same three groups.
Services often consist of smaller services, and sometimes
may overlap other services. One basic and sometimes
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code, but sometimes may consist of only a single
program. W hen used as services, systems are most
useful to managers. Users of systems usually make use
of only portions of the systems. For example, the user
personnel of an accounting system usually specialize and
use only the included applications helpful to them, such
as payroll or accounts receivable. And for example,
IS/IT personnel only occasionally work with an accounting system as a whole, but often work with its parts.

Object methods. In object-oriented software work, objects
normally have both data and methods that use those and
other data. Object methods usually are examples of
either routines or procedures, and as services, are treated
as such.
Components. Components usually are procedures or
modules or methods used by an organization as a part of
its portfolio of software, but provided by a third party,
such as a vendor or an open source [16]. Maintenance of
a component is normally done by its provider. Hence,
when used as services, components are treated like
routines.
Files. Some components, procedures, modules, or objects
with their methods are packaged and then termed “files.”
The data in such files may be compiled object code
(“binary”), or source code, or both. W hen used as
services, such files are treated by the three groups as they
would treat the respective contents of the files.
M ashups. Some components, procedures, or objects with
their methods are loosely lumped together based usually
on some sharing of data, and termed “mashups” [23].
W hen used as services, mashups are usually treated like
routines, or more rarely like programs.
Aspects. Aspects are concern-focused clusterings of source
code that execute when triggered by the needs of other
pieces of software [17]. Aspects may be routines,
modules, procedures, components, or files, depending
upon their form. When used as services, they are usually
treated by the three groups based upon the form of the
aspect.
Programs. Programs are named interacting aggregates of
routines, components, procedures, objects, and aspects,
that serve as parts of one or more subsystems. W hen
used as services, programs are useful for IS/IT
personnel, and are used extensively by users.
Subsystems. Subsystems are named interacting aggregates
of programs, although sometimes a single program may
be also a subsystem or a system. W hen used as services,
subsystems are usually used like programs by users, but
are useful also to IS/IT personnel and to a lesser extent
to managers.
Applications. Applications are named subsystems or
systems. As services, they are primarily useful to users
and to managers. Managers sometimes use the term
“application” to refer to any large piece of software, such
as a program, subsystem, or system.
SaaS. Software as a service (SaaS) provides user access to
application software [2]. Selected applications can then
be used (run or executed) by an organization at the cost
of a usage charge, and the cost of transmitting data to
and from the SaaS Internet site of the organization that
has the application software to be executed. W hen used
as services, SaaS applications can be useful for personnel
in all three groups.
Systems. Systems are named interacting aggregates of subsystems that may exceed one million lines of source

2. Effects of granularity
2.1. Concepts and communication
The original specification of what is to be a service was
rapidly lost sight of as the SOA bandwagon attracted more
attention and local customization was de facto encouraged
of what is SOA [8, 11]. In hindsight, the loss of the original
view of SOA appears to have arisen from the different
perspectives and interests of the IS/IT personnel, of the
users of computer-implemented systems, and of the
managers in organizations. W ithin each group, gradations
in perspectives and interests are also present. For example,
in the manager group, top-level (such as “C-level” and
higher) personnel typically are more focused on organization
wide matters than are area, department, section, or unit level
managers.
Of the three groups, the user group is usually the least
concerned about what is a service. As long as the users are
getting substantially the performance they want from the
applications in the organization’s portfolio of information
systems and accessed outside resources, and are not being
directly charged on the basis of their usage, they could not
care less about whether SOA is there or not. The other two
groups are more likely to have concerns about what is a
service.
The manager group typically considers a service to be at
the system or at least subsystem level, and when used as part
of a SOA implementation, as a potential means for progress
toward attractive goals [4, 6 Chapter 3]. The IS/IT group
typically considers a service to be at the routine or
subroutine level, and when used as part of a SOA
implementation, as another piece of software to be
maintained. Hence, an attempted communication about
services for or in or re SOA among members any two or
three of the groups usually results in miscommunication to
some degree, and sometimes in hype. Attempts to bridge the
resulting communication gaps have taken several forms,
including using local redefinitions of what is meant by the
term “ SOA.”

2.2. IS/IT attempts to meet managers’ expectations
IS/IT personnel have generally thus far not succeeded in
getting either manager or user acceptance for what they
consider as services in a SOA context. Instead, managers
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have usually assigned IS/IT personnel to implement SOA as
the managers envision SOA by reusing as much of the
existing software as possible and doing as little additional
software maintenance as possible.
To attempt to do this, the IS/IT response has usually
relied on inserting the use of wrappers or middleware or
enterprise service buses (ESB), or some combination of
them. IS/IT and vendor proposals to make such insertions
have been justified to managers generally on the grounds
that they are software development actions (not
maintenance) that can bring faster adaptability of the
organization to meet the ever changing needs of the user
group. Such proposals has also been justified as avoiding
having to do adaptive software maintenance work to upgrade
some existing software in sizes ranging from clones through
objects, in order to change that existing software to make it
work as part of SOA.
W rappers are software that give the appearance of a
different interface for existing pieces of software than its
usual or former interface, while minimizing doing adaptive
maintenance on the existing software [21]. W ith a wrapper,
relevant invocations, input, and output of the existing piece
of software are automatically routed through the wrapper,
and any needed data conversions done. The usual reason for
creating wrappers is to facilitate the reusability of existing
software. Another is to provide an XML interface for existing software, because XM L interfaces are required in some
versions of SOA, but currently are rare in existing software.
Middleware is software that provides interoperability
among pieces of existing software to assist their use as part
of a SOA implementation, or provides additional services if
needed in a SOA implementation [14, 20]. Since one of the
lures of SOA for managers is the claim that it facilitates
developing new applications quickly to meet users’
expressed needs, managers sometimes warmly greet
additional services via middleware. More commonly,
however, managers find that the process of implementing
SOA gets bogged down in delays in getting adequate
interoperability, and managers reluctantly find themselves
approving more middleware development, or the acquisition
of middleware from various vendor’s offerings.
W here incorporating existing (and especially “legacy”)
software is a major portion of a SOA implementation, one
variety of middleware often gets included. It is the enterprise service bus (ESB) [15]. It works as an integrating
communication means, and as a router for some execution
requests. Also it can work as both a router and buffer for
data flows among the parts of the SOA implementation.
This can reduce the need for using some wrappers, since the
buffering may include data conversions, such as to or from
XML.

That constraint is the growing role of the Internet in the
transactions involving the organization, and the normal
built-in recognition of the role of the Internet and its W orld
W ide W eb in SOA. A consequence of the constraint is that
a SOA implementation almost always has to be able to
operate in a distributed environment [4, 6 Chapter 3]. In
nearly all organizations this means at a minimum working
with the Internet and geographically distributed users, and
for some organizations at a maximum meeting those
organizations’ needs from globally distributed computer
sites [3].
As a part of its normal performance, any working
implementation of SOA has to be able to receive requests
and remote procedure calls coming in via the Internet, and
to send results and remote procedure calls out via the
Internet. The software comprising the entire SOA implementation need not be at just one physical location (site), but
portions of the SOA software may exist and be working
asynchronously at different and/or multiple sites. For
coordinated action among the distributed sites, SOA
software usually uses the Internet.
The tie of SOA to a distributed execution environment
has been a source of concern to some managers of users
when the tie has consequentially also involved or
encouraged a distributed data environment. Some managers
of users regard having control or ownership of data as being
a key foundation for their effectiveness in their user manager
roles [6 Chapter 6]. Such managers usually have sought and
often won more local customizations in SO A
implementations to preserve restricted access to and
distribution of selected parts of an organization’s data,
usually via some database modifications and/or some
objects’ data and methods.

3. Issues related to service granularity
3.1. Organizational distinctiveness and culture
Commonly, an organization distinguishes itself from
other organizations by encouraging its own “culture.” In
practice that means doing things a little differently from how
other organizations do things, and that can include how the
information systems interface with the employees. The bias
toward culture differences can affect the implementation of
a SOA. One version of SOA does not fit all organizations
equally well.
Managers usually take culture into account when they
consider introducing or extending SOA in an organization,
for they want the users to be facilitated in doing their work
“our way.” To the extent managers give it consideration,
this makes the user group be customers of services meriting
quality of service (QoS) care from the information systems.
This gives direction to the services that the managers expect
to find in or have put into a SOA implementation.
Customization is one common way to add to the
distinctiveness of the information systems running as part of

2.3. Distributed execution environment
Meeting managers’ directives to attempt implementing
their vision of SOA encounters a cost-raising constraint.
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a SOA implementation. Modifying open source software or
an organization’s own reusable software adds maintenance
effort to creating a SOA implementation, and negates some
of the major advantages of using reusable and open source
software in a SOA implementation. Acquiring vendorsupplied proprietary software may limit the extent of the
customization possible. But if the proprietary software is not
popular, then its unpopularity may obviate the need to do
any major customization. Any customization may also have
an adverse effect on reliability or security.

depending on how well it progresses. This can result in
political conflicts and power plays within an organization.

3.4. Maintainability
Keeping ahead of the hackers and intruders requires a
continuing and varied software maintenance effort. For
SOA implementations, the effort usually is a mix of three
types of maintenance: enhancive, adaptive, and preventative.
In many organization, this maintenance work is done only
partially by the regular IS/IT personnel, and done mostly by
security personnel who may or may not be assigned as IT
personnel.
The more significant burden of software maintenance
comes from the way that the SOA has been implemented. If
vendor-provided or open-source software serves as most of
the middleware, then applying supplier-provided patches
and updates is an important part of the maintenance. Some
of that work has to be done dynamically on-the-fly without
turning off the execution of the software being updated.
If in-house wrappers and middleware have been used
instead of vendor or open-source software, then the
maintenance may be less costly because of the trade-off
between the added costs of employees and the added costs
maintenance fees. Having to apply some changes on-the-fly
does not disappear, but the personnel hours expended
depends on the relative amounts of the various levels of
granularity used in the SOA implementation.
The informal field experience thus far is that the higher
the proportion of implementing from the higher levels of
granularity, the higher is the subsequent stream of maintenance expenses. The situation is the common economics
trade-off of trying for the optimum balance between the up
front investment in maintenance and the continuing stream
of subsequent maintenance costs. Neither can be held to
zero money outlay. The underlying reason is the additional
complexity introduced by trying to make existing software
appear to do what it was not designed and implemented
originally to do.
Another reason is the complexity
introduced by changing data flows and control sequences, as
by such techniques as inserting wrappers and middleware.
Increased complexity results usually in decreased
maintainability.
As was noted at a conference in Europe last year, one
potentially powerful way to make SOA software more
maintainable would be to provide IS/IT personnel with a
high-level vocabulary of service commands [9]. Those
commands could the be used instead of IS/IT’s current
vocabulary of commands from the newer and most powerful
design or programming languages, such as those of
executable UML. The commands, however, to be useful
would have to be supported by compilers or translators to
convert them into executable object code. Currently, we
have neither the commands nor the supporting compilers or
translators.

3.2. Reliability and security
Users tend to take reliability and security in information
systems for granted, something that is taken care of for them.
Managers tend to be more aware of the need for reliability in
information systems’ performance, than in their security.
Yet security breaches can result in violations of reliability.
Unfortunately, SOA provides an environment that is
comfortable for hackers and intruders for three major
reasons. One is SOA’s close ties with the Internet. This
makes implemented SOA software be a potential target for
denial of service attacks, for example. Hence, the common
defenses associated with Internet usage, such as firewalls,
are very important for use with SOA. A second reason is the
big use of remote procedure calls in most SOA
implementations, because remote procedure calls can be
hijacked and infected. Defending against corrupted calls
often becomes part of the tasks assigned to middleware and
wrappers. A third reason arises from the distributed environment provided by SOA implementations. Infections can be
spread easily among the distributed sites, because the usual
Internet traffic between parts of the SO A implementation
usually gets light inspection by the firewalls.

3.3. SLA and alignment
Because of the complexity added by wrappers and
middleware to the complexity arising from SOA’s close ties
with the Internet, users tend to worry about the robustness
and reliability of SOA implementations. The classic line of
defense for users to protect themselves from too frequent
service outages or other service impairments, has been to ask
for service level agreements (SLAs) from the service
provider [12]. Such requests typically result in negotiations
between the middle managers in the user and IS/IT groups.
The availability of good quantitative metrics makes SLA use
both more effective and less contentious.
W hile the manager group is rarely involved with SLAs,
the personnel of the manager group are involved with the
effects of SOA on the alignment of IS/IT with their general
goals and objectives for the organization overall. SOA
implementation software projects typically start small, and
then spread out being more inclusive. Hence, managers
often get concerned about their respective domains being
either penalized or favored as the SOA work progresses, and
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3.5. Hardware considerations

distributed asynchronous execution obscures traceability and
governance, reduces the effectiveness of controls, and makes
testing more difficult. The complexity increase and upward
cost bias are impairing progress toward a common manager
goal in going to SOA, the goal of enabling fielding faster
and at a lower cost the new applications that users need, and
that could boost a manager’s standing in an organization.
To possibly mitigate that impairment, the IS/IT group would
like, but as noted earlier does not yet have, a new
methodology to enable designing and implementing software
in terms of services [9].
Using the Internet in working with customers, suppliers,
and an organization’s own distributed locations continues to
grow in importance because of the opportunities for growth
that it offers. In practice, exploiting that opportunity without
effective countermeasures in place and working, exposes the
assets of an organization to increasingly sophisticated
criminally-motivated attacks via the Internet.

Today and in at least the near-term future, organizations
will continue to operate by using data to produce a compact
communicable manipulable model of their operations and
activities. Thus far, computers have greatly reduced the cost
and greatly increased the power and usefulness of such data
models. Software has enabled using the {data in :: data out}
normal capability of computers to handle a tremendous
diversity of data models in an enormous diversity of fields,
such as music, bioinformatics, taxation, genealogy, etc. To
use computers, we have to express as data the things to be
conceptually worked with. Unfortunately, we have not yet
succeeded in cleanly expressing “service” as data. But to
use today computers in SOA, we have to work with what we
have. To do that today, we have to settle at least temporarily
upon some way of expressing a service as data. Here again,
the granularity choice has major effects.
The lower levels of granularity can far more easily and
cleanly be used as services, since the complexity level of
them individually is relatively low. IS/IT personnel can
usually and fairly easily also express these as functions in a
strict-use mathematical sense. And IS/IT personnel know
how to use function-rigorous techniques to create
subroutines and routines, and then use those to build
instances of almost any of the higher levels of service
granularity [18]. To implement something successfully on
a computer requires a full accurate expression of the
software parts and their interactions in specific data terms.
Such a building process while possible is not fast or easy,
and hence is relatively costly. To date, the economics of
implementing SOA from the bottom starting with the lower
levels of granularity has appeared unattractive to the
manager group in organizations. Thus far, the track record
of the compromises and high-level granularity approved by
organizations’ managers as courses of action to be attempted
in planing and implementing SOA has been littered with cost
and time overruns, shortfalls from targeted capability, and
some recognized failures [13].

4. Conclusions
Managers’ typical choices thus far have been to have
SOA be implemented as development projects nominally
reusing existing software at the higher levels of granularity
but in distributed environments open to the Internet. The
managers have been generally accepting of the commonly
higher failure rates of development projects compared to
maintenance projects. Concurrently, the managers have
discouraged software maintenance work on the existing
software, but tolerated developing or acquiring and using
middleware and wrappers. The results of these choices has
been projects often troubled by overruns on cost and
schedule and shortfalls on meeting project expectations,
while increasing the complexity of their organizations’
software assets. Unless offset, that added complexity will in
turn increase the difficulty and cost of maintaining user
satisfaction with the SOA software.
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Abstract. Web services security has been a challenging
issue in recent years because current security
mechanisms, such as conventional firewalls, are not
sufficient for protecting service-oriented systems from
XML-based attacks. In order to provide effective security
mechanisms for service-oriented systems, XML firewalls
were recently introduced as an extension to conventional
firewalls for web services security. In this paper, we
present a state-based XML firewall architecture that
supports role-based access control and detection of XMLbased attacks. We develop a detailed design of our statebased XML firewall by defining state-based information,
user information, and various access control policies and
detection rules. The detection rules are modularized into
separate units, which support real-time detection and
verification of various types of XML-based attacks using
state-based information and user information. To
illustrate the effectiveness of our approach, we develop a
prototype state-based XML firewall, and demonstrate
how XML-based attacks can be efficiently detected.

Conventional firewalls are not sufficient for protecting
service-oriented systems because web services attackers
can initiate attacks as request/response traffics using
HTTP protocol that can pass conventional firewalls. The
most commonly used conventional firewalls are package
filtering firewalls, stateful inspection firewalls, and
application level firewalls [1]. A packet filtering firewall
only restricts IP addresses or TCP ports recorded in an IP
table; however, the port 80 reserved for HTTP and SOAP
traffics cannot be blocked on a server that hosts the web
services. Thus, a malicious web service invocation can
easily pass a packet filtering firewall. On the other hand, a
stateful inspection firewall can keep track of TCP/IP
connection states and take actions accordingly, but it does
not look into packet contents. Similarly, an application
level firewall also blocks only those suspicious network
traffics with protocols that might be used by an attacker.
For example, an application gateway for an FTP server
can be configured to accept FTP traffics only and reject
all packets using other protocols. Therefore, both stateful
inspection firewalls and application level firewalls are not
capable of detecting XML-based attacks, e.g., SQL
injection attack and overloaded payload attack, which are
embedded in XML-based messages [2, 3].
Lack of effective security mechanisms for web
services is one of the major reasons why there are so
many organizations hesitating to adopt service-oriented
technologies despite their significant advantages. In this
paper, we introduce an approach to securing serviceoriented systems by developing a state-based XML
firewall at the application level. Our approach supports
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [4] for users and
detection of XML-based attacks. The XML firewall
design introduced in this paper is based on a formal XML
firewall model presented in previous work [5], where
access permissions to web services are only granted to
users who are authenticated and authorized. We develop a
detailed design by defining state-based information, user
information, and various access control policies and
detection rules. Finally, to demonstatrate the effectiveness
of our approach, we implement a prototype state-based
XML firewall for efficient detection of XML-based
attacks to a hospital management service-oriented system.

1. Introduction
Enterprises are increasingly employing web services
technology in order to achieve interoperability at
application levels. Web services are both platform and
language independent service components that can be
exposed using a standard Web Services Description
Language (WSDL) and registered at UDDI registries.
They can be automatically discovered over the Internet by
potential clients, and support loosely coupled interactions
between applications through a standard XML-based
protocol, called Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP).
Since web services create open interfaces into core
enterprise applications and data, attacks on web services
can be more severe than those attacks perpetrated via email, web servers and network connections.
* This material is based upon work supported by the Chancellor’s
Research Fund and UMass Joseph P. Healey Endowment Grants,
and the Research Seed Initiative Fund (RSIF), College of
Engineering, UMass Dartmouth.
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control mechanisms for users; instead, it supports
authorization based on IP tables, which is in the same
manner as a conventional packet filtering firewall where
messages originating from certain IP address are either
dropped or accepted according to a list of blocked IP
addresses. Different from the Netdgy system, our effort is
to develop a modularized XML firewall that is
customizable and targeted for various types of XMLbased attacks, thus our approach provides a more
comprehensive solution to web services security.

2. Related Work
Web services security has been an active research area
in recent years. Many organizations such as IBM and
Cisco, tried to identify major threats to web services in
order to protect service-oriented systems more effectively
[6, 7]. Typical XML-based attacks include request
flooding attack, SQL injection, parameter tampering,
overloaded payload attack, and recursive payload attack
[2]. A request flooding attack is a type of XML Denial of
Service (XDoS) attack, where the attacker floods the web
service provider with a large number of web service
requests in order to exhaust the resources at the server
side. XDoS attacks are similar to packet-based DoS
attacks that flood servers with lots of data (e.g., SYN
packets); however, conventional firewalls cannot detect
XDoS attacks because XDoS attacks are threats to the
availability of web services rather than network
connections. An SQL injection attack involves tampering
the input fields of database requests in order to obtain
unauthorized access to data or stored procedures; while a
parameter tampering attack is a process of tampering the
method parameters passed to a web service operation, and
resulting in undesired service behaviors. An overloaded
payload attack and a recursive payload attack can exhaust
the XML parser of a service provider by sending huge
XML data and embedding deeply nested elements in a
web service request, respectively.
There is very little previous work on protecting web
service providers from being attacked. Fernandez
proposed a pattern-based language for XML firewall [8].
Two patterns for design of XML firewall were proposed,
which are security assertion coordination pattern using
role-based access control for access to distributed
resources, and filter pattern for filtering XML messages
or documents according to institution policies. Hoktamp
discussed the need for XML firewall and possible
techniques to protect web services [9]. He analyzed the
security issues at three levels of enterprise application
integration, namely intranet, extranet and Internet.
Cremonini et al. discussed about integrating XML
firewall with existing web services security specifications
[10]. They analyzed serious security risks in stateful
SOAP protocols such as WS-Reliable Messaging, and
presented some design guidelines to develop semanticsaware firewalls that can be integrated with the Web
Service Architecture (WSA). Bebawy et al. discussed
how to apply business specific rules in a centralized
manner to develop a web services firewall, called Netdgy
[11]. In their implementation, SOAP messages are
removed from the transport layer and examined for attack
detection, and then induced back into the OSI stack if the
XML message is not corrupt. The Netdgy system only
supports prevention of limited types of web services
attacks such as buffer overflow and SOAP-based DoS
attacks. Furthermore, it does not provide any access

3. Development of State-Based XML Firewall
3.1 State-Based XML Firewall
Based on the formal model of XML firewall we
introduced previously [5], we design the state-based
XML firewall as a software module with four functional
components, namely client interface, RBAC processor,
SOAP filter, and admin interface, which coordinate to
protect the web services deployed on a web server. As
shown in Figure 1, the four major components in an XML
firewall are supported by two databases: User_Info
database and State_Info database, which store user
information and state-based information, respectively.
The client interface module interacts with web service
clients and is responsible for receiving requests and
sending responses back to the service clients. The actual
web services can be deployed either on the same or a
different machine where the XML firewall is installed;
however, they can only accept requests from a service
client through a service proxy defined in the client
interface module. As illustrated in Figure 1, each
deployed web service (e.g., WS1) has a corresponding
web service proxy (e.g., WS1P) defined in the client
interface module. The client interface module provides
exactly the same interface for web service invocation as
the deployed web services, so it is transparent to the web
service clients. A client can access an actual web service
only after it successfully passes through the XML firewall
because the service proxies are the only interface for web
service invocations. Authentication and authorization are
the major features of the XML firewall for providing user
access control. These features ensure that only valid users
are allowed to access services. The login block defined in
the client interface module provides a basic mechanism
for user authentication; while the RBAC processor is
responsible for authorizing a user with predefined roles
and access permissions. The RBAC processor can
determine whether a client has appropriate permissions to
access a web service. If a malicious user is detected for a
lack of access permissions, any attempts to access the
web service by that user will be denied, and the user will
be forced to log out of the system. In order to provide a
valid duration for a user to invoke web services, we first
define the concept of user session as follows.
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Figure 1. Architectural design of state-based XML firewall
Definition 3.1 A user session is defined as a 5-tuple
(UID, SID, RO, ST, ET), where UID is a user ID, SID is a
session ID, RO is a set of roles that will be assigned to the
user, ST is the session start time, and ET is the session
expiration time. A user session is created when the user
logs in and destroyed when the user logs out.

analysis. Otherwise, the user’s request will be denied by
the RBAC controller immediately.
The filter controller in the SOAP filter module is
responsible for detection of suspicious requests. It
examines the session information passed to it as well as
the data from the User_Info and State_Info databases to
determine whether the user request is suspicious of any
kind of attacks. The detection process is supported by the
detection rules defined in Prolog by an administrator,
which are modularized into different rule sets for
detection of different types of XML-based attacks, e.g.,
an XDoS attack and an SQL injection attack. Thus, the
modularized rule sets can be invoked individually, which
support efficient reasoning in real-time. In addition, there
is also a set of rules used by the filter controller for
detection of attacker suspects. For example, when the
filter controller detects a suspicious user with high
frequency of requests (determined by predefined
thresholds as shown in Section 3.4), the user’s request
will be passed to the XDoS verification module to verify
if the user is performing an XDoS attack. Similarly, if the
controller detects that a user request exceeds the normal
packet size, the XML message will be sent to the XML
validation module to verify for oversized payload attack.
On the other hand, if a user request is a normal one, the
request will be immediately passed to the web server for
web service invocation.
The XDoS verification module requires investigation
of a user’s previous behavior in order to verify if a user is
performing an XDoS attack. If the user has a very low
trust level or has been suspected as an XDoS attacker for

After a user logs in and passes the authentication step,
his user information is transferred to the RBAC processor
module for authorization. Before the User Role and
Permission Assignment (URPA) module assigns the user
appropriate roles and corresponding access permissions,
the session management module in the RBAC processor
creates a user session for that user, which has a start time
and an expiration time. During the period of time when
the session is valid, a user can make requests to web
services without being authenticated again. The URPA
module, which is used to assign roles to users and
permissions to roles, interacts with the Policy Base, which
is a repository of access control policies defined in Prolog
by an administrator through the admin interface. The
reasoning process for authorization is supported by a
Prolog engine as well as user’s information, such as a
user’s trust level, stored in User_Info database.
For every incoming web service request from a user,
the RBAC controller verifies whether the associated user
session is valid and the user has sufficient permissions to
invoke the web service. If the user has enough permission
to access the web service, his request in a form of XML
message, along with the session information will be
passed to the SOAP filter for threat detection and content
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service, and SI is a state indication of the web service,
which can be busy, normal or free. The state indication of
a web service indicates the work load of the web service
that is determined by thresholds set by an administrator.

a number of times, not only the request from that user will
be dropped, but also the user’s trust level may be
degraded further. Different from the XDoS verification
module, the SQL injection module only evaluates the
parameters passed to a web service operation by matching
them with predefined regular expressions in order to
check for any malformed parameters or parameter
tampering. Similarly, the XML validation module
interacts with the XML parser to evaluate if the request
message is well formed by comparing it with an XML
schema, and also checks for the size and nesting depth of
the message. If any malicious activity is detected and
confirmed, the request for the web service invocation is
denied immediately; otherwise, the request is passed to
the web server for processing. When the service
invocation is completed, the result will be forwarded back
to the client through the client interface.
One of the major advantages of our approach is that
the access policies and the detection rules are
modularized; therefore, they can be dynamically updated
without recompiling and reinstalling the XML firewall.
As shown in Figure 1, a human administrator can add,
remove or update any of the access policies and detection
rules through the admin interface at runtime. However,
during the updating process, the Prolog engine must wait
until the updating process is completed.

Definition 3.5 A user credential is a 4-tuple (UN, PW,
UID, TL), where UN is the user name, PW is the
password specified by the user at registration time, UID is
the user ID, and TL is the current trust level assigned to
the user. A user receives a “normal” trust level at the time
of registration, and his trust level can be updated later at
runtime based on the user’s most recent behavior.
Based on the above state-based information and user
information, the SOAP filter can detect and verify XDoS
attacks in real-time. Note that the databases store not only
the current state and user information, but also the
previous states and the recent user information that are
useful for attack verification.
3.3 Role-Based Access Control Policies
A role is an abstraction that represents a set of
permissions that are needed to perform the tasks
associated with a position. Role-based authorization
policies specify the roles that each user may adopt, and
the permissions associated with each role [4, 12]. From
earlier research, it has been argued that it is desirable to
separate policy from the application code, so policies can
be easily changed over time [13]. Therefore, in this
project, we choose Prolog as a specification language for
both access control policies and detection rules. Prolog is
a declarative language, and can be used to specify both
facts and production rules or policies. With a solid
mathematical foundation, Prolog allows to reason from a
set of rules and supports meta-level reasoning, making
policy conflict detection possible. Consider the following
access control policies. In a hospital management system,
a staff member (e.g., a billing clerk) and a pharmacist can
only access a patient’s contact and billing information but
not his medical records. A patient can be assigned to a
doctor or a nurse, who may have full access to the
patient’s medical records and contact information, but not
his billing and account information. A patient can access
all records of his own, including his contact information,
billing and accounts, and medical records. The access
control policies can be specified in Prolog as follows.

3.2 Database Design for State-Based XML Firewall
In the detection process, the critical information used
by the XML firewall for decision making is the data
stored in State_Info and User_Info databases, which are
used for detecting and verifying different types of XMLbased attacks. In the following, we give some key
definitions of data types used in State_Info and User_Info
databases for detection of XDoS attacks.
Definition 3.2 A user state is a 5-tuple (UID, SID, TR,
FR, TL), where UID is the ID assigned to the user at the
time of registration, SID is the ID of the session that is
initiated, TR is the total number of requests made by the
user in the current session, RF is the request frequency,
i.e., the number of requests made by the user in a recent
time interval, and TL is the user’s current trust level.
Definition 3.3 A firewall state is a triple (RE, DE, RT),
where RE is the number of requests that are received by
the XML firewall but not yet forwarded to the web server.
DE is the number of requests that are being processed by
the detection modules in the SOAP filter. RT is the
number of requests in a recent time interval, e.g., the last
five minutes. A firewall state is a measure of the work
load on the XML firewall system.

isValidRole(patient).
isValidRole(doctor). isValidRole(nurse).
isValidRole(staff). isValidRole(pharmacist).
assignRole(U,R) :- isValidRole(R).
canInvoke(R,T,billingService,accessBill):contains(R,[staff,pharmacist,patient]),
contains(T,[normal,high]).
canInvoke(R,T,billingService,computeBill):contains(R,[staff,pharmacist]),
contains(T,[normal,high]).
canInvoke(R,T,accessService,readRecord):contains(R,[doctor,nurse,patient]),

Definition 3.4 A web service state is a triple (WID, NR,
SI), where WID is the ID of the web service, NR is the
number of requests currently being processed by the web
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contains(T,[normal,high]).
canInvoke(R,T,accessService,writeRecord,P,U):contains(R,[doctor,nurse]),
contains(T,[normal,high]), assignPatient(P,U),
assignRole(P,patient), assignRole(U,R).
canInvoke(R,T,contactService,accessContact):contains(R,[staff,doctor,nurse,patient]),
contains(T,[normal,high]).

In the above rules, W is the web service name, S
represents the session ID, and X is the number of requests
per minute made by a user who is currently under
investigation. The predicate checkThreadhold evaluates
to true when the number of requests made by the user
during the last minute exceeds the limit determined by the
web service state indication. For this example, the state
indication of a web service is busy, normal, or free if the
number of requests processed by the web service during
the last minute is larger than 40, between 20 and 40, or
less than 20, respectively. According to the above rules,
when the web service is busy, normal or free, the
corresponding limit on number of requests per minute is
20, 40 or 60, respectively. Note that the information about
the web service state and the number of requests the user
made during the last minute are stored in State_Info
database. To simplify matters, the threshold in our current
XML firewall implementation does not depend on the
firewall state that is specified in Definition 3.3.
If a query to the predicate checkThreshold returns
true, the corresponding request will be passed to the
XDoS verification module where the user’s violation
history is analyzed. The following Prolog rules
demonstrate how to verify an attacker and when to
degrade a user’s trust level.

Note that in the above Prolog code, R and T represent
a user’s role and the trust level of a user, respectively.
Any user must take certain role and have at least a
“normal” or “high” trust level before he can access any
resource. The predicate isValidRole lists various roles
defined in the system. The predicate assignRole(U, R) is
true when a user with UID U is assigned a valid role R.
Similarly, assignPatient(P, U) is true when the patient
with UID P is assigned to a doctor or a nurse with UID U.
The predicate canInvoke determines whether a user with a
certain role has the permission to invoke a web service
operation. For example, the predicate canInvoke(R, T,
accessService, readRecord) specifies that a user with role
R and trust level T can invoke the web service operation
readRecord defined in web service accessService.
Similarly, the predicate canInvoke(R, T, accessService,
writeRecord, P, U) ensures that a doctor or a nurse U can
update a patient P’s record only if the patient P has been
assigned to the doctor or nurse with UID U.

xdosVerify(U,T):- inspectHistory(U,T,V).
inspectHistory(U,T,V):T = high, dataConnect(U,3,V), V = '3',
degradeTrustLevel(U,normal).
inspectHistory(U,T,V):T = normal, dataConnect(U,5,V), V = '3',
degradeTrustLevel(U,low).
inspectHistory(U,T,V):T = low, dataConnect(U,7,V), V = '3'.
degradeTrustLevel(U,permanentlyBlocked)
dataConnect(U,X,V):java_object('DataConnect',[],data),
data<-getHistorySessionStatus(U,X) returns V.
degradeTrustLevel(U,T):java_object('DataConnect',[],data),
data <- recordTrustLevel(U,X).

3.4 Real-Time Detection of XML-Based Attacks
The SOAP filter is responsible for real-time detection
of XML-based attacks. The process of detecting XMLbased attacks involves two major steps, which are
detection of suspicious SOAP messages and verification
of attacks. Suspicious SOAP messages are detected by the
filter controller, which uses the session and state
information to find possible request flooding attacks, uses
certain predefined patterns to find matched strings in the
parameters passed to a web service operation; and also
keeps track of the maximal allowed message size and the
maximal allowed nesting depth in the incoming XML
messages in order to detect oversized or recursive payload
attacks. We now use an XDoS attack as an example to
show how to detect XML-based attacks using our statebased XML firewall. To detect XDoS attacks, the filter
controller looks into the session information to check if
the current frequency of requests (e.g., the number of
request during the last minute) made by a certain user
exceeds the threshold set by an administrator. If the
frequency exceeds the limit, any new requests from that
user will be sent to the XDoS verification module for
further analysis. Some sample rules used by the filter
controller for XDoS detection are illustrated as follows.

The Prolog code inspects a user’s violation history of
exceeding service invocation frequency threshold. If the
user’s trust level is “high”, the XDoS verification module
only checks the user’s previous 3 sessions. If the user has
3 violations, his trust level will be degraded to “normal”.
On the other hand, if the user’s trust level is “normal” or
“low”, then the user’s previous 5 or 7 sessions need to be
checked. Similarly, when the user reaches the limit of 3
violations, his trust level will be degraded to “low” or
“permanentlyBlocked”, respectively. In all above cases, if
a query to the predicate xdosVerify evaluates to true, the
user’s current session will be immediately closed. In this
case, the user must log in again before he can make
further requests. Note that the Prolog code listed above
requires invoking Java methods getHistorySessionStatus
and recordTrustLevel to acquire information from
State_Info database, and record a user’s trust level as
history information in User_Info database, respectively.

checkThreshold(W,S,X):- threshold(W,SI,Y),X > Y.
threshold(accessService,busy,20).
threshold(accessService,normal,40).
threshold(accessService,free,60).
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abnormally to new drugs.”, “Observation”), which
results in an SQL query as follows.

Another example to show how to detect attacks using
our XML firewall is to detect SQL injection attacks. SQL
injection is a technique used to exploit the vulnerabilities
in web applications that communicate with databases. The
basic idea behind SQL injection is to convince the
application to run some malicious SQL code that may
result in unauthorized data access or data loss. SQL
injection attacks mostly occur due to a lack of user input
validation. Although SQL injection is a general technique
to attack web-based applications, in the context of
service-oriented systems, it can tamper web service
parameters which are embedded in XML messages. Thus,
in this paper, we treat it as a type of XML-based attack. A
simple example of SQL injection attack is called
concatenated query attack, where the user manipulates a
parameter to form a concatenated query. When a normal
query “SELETE * FROM users WHERE userid =
'user1'” is manipulated to “SELECT * FROM users

INSERT INTO patientRecords VALUES('User2',
'User1', 'The patient reacted abnormally to new
drugs.','Observation');

Now a malicious user may perform an SQL injection
attack by tampering the parameters in the web service
invocation. User2 may send the fourth parameter as
“Observation’); DELETE FROM users; -dummystring”. The resultant query in the web service
will delete all the records in users table if the server
allows execution of multiple queries.
With the installed XML firewall, when User2 makes
such a request, the XML firewall can successfully detect
the SQL injection attack and prevents unauthorized data
access by checking the parameters of the request against
predefined regular expressions. Figure 2 is a snapshot of
the log information showing the successful detection of a
simulated SQL injection attack.

WHERE userid = 'user1'; DELETE FROM users;
-- x'”, the execution of the query results in data loss.

In our current implementation of XML firewall, the
SOAP filter uses regular expressions to specify string
patterns such as concatenation of “';” and “';--”. If any
input string matches one of the predefined patterns, the
user will be detected as an attacker for SQL injection, and
the user’s current session will be closed immediately.

4. A Case Study
In this section, we use a case study to demonstrate
how a state-based XML firewall can be used to
effectively detect XML-based attacks. We developed a
prototype XML firewall, and installed it on the same
machine where a service-oriented system was deployed.
The service-oriented system we adopted in this case study
is a hospital management system, where different roles
and access control policies are defined to determine a
user’s access permission to specific services. The hospital
management system is an adaptation of the system
presented in previous work [13], which is implemented as
a service-oriented system. The related user roles as well
as their corresponding access permissions are the same as
those defined in Section 3.3. We now first simulate an
SQL injection attack by accessing the web service
accessService, which allows a user with sufficient
permissions to write medical records for a patient.
Consider User1 with a patient role who is assigned to
nurse User2. Since User1 is assigned to User2, User2 has
permission to write User1’s medical records by invoking
writeRecord operation defined in web service
accessService. The invocation requires four parameters,
namely the ID of the user who writes the record, the ID of
the patient whose record is to be updated, a string
containing medical report information, and the type of the
report. A legitimate request from the nurse could be
writeRecord(“User2”, “User1”, “The patient reacted

Figure 2. Log information for SQL injection detection
To demonstrate that our prototype XML firewall can
effectively detect and prevent XDoS attacks, we simulate
request flooding attacks on a web service with a large
number of requests from an attacker, and record the
response behavior of the server for requests from a
normal user. We choose the report generation service
implemented in the service-oriented hospital management
system because it consumes significant amount of
memory space and CPU time. The web service takes
around 10 seconds to process a request; thus, the normal
response time should be around 10 seconds. We now set
up the flooding attack with a number of threads, each of
which sends web service requests continuously to the
report generation service. When the XML firewall was
disabled, we observed that when the number of requests
received by the server increases, the response time of a
request from a normal user increases significantly. When
the frequency of requests reaches around 128 per minute,
the web service becomes unavailable to the normal user
because the server crashes due to a heap space error. This
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is illustrated by one of the curve (denoted as “without
XML Firewall”) in Figure 3. When we enable our XML
firewall and set an appropriate threshold, the web server
can be successfully prevented from crashing. Figure 3
shows two other curves that represent the experimental
results with the XML firewall enabled when the
thresholds for the firewall with free state indication are
set to 80 and 60, respectively. As shown in Figure 3,
when the threshold is 80, the worst response time is 25
seconds, but it drops to normal response time when the
attacker increases the request frequency further. To
enhance performance, we lower the threshold from 80 to
60, and the worst response time now becomes 17 seconds.
Response Time vs. Number of Requests Per Minute

verification modules can be easily integrated into our
current implemented system due to the modular design.
We will also consider adopting agent-based technology to
provide more intelligence in XML firewall for efficient
detection and verification of XML-based attacks.
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Figure 3. Experimental results for XDoS attacks
Note that a very high threshold could overload the
system while a very low threshold might block legitimate
users with high request rates. Thus, it is important for the
administrator to choose an appropriate threshold for the
XML firewall in order to make it work efficiently.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
Service-oriented systems are increasingly deployed
over the Internet due to their standardized protocols and
techniques that enable the efficient integration of loosely
coupled applications over networks. However, due to the
open interface for service-oriented architecture, attacks on
service-oriented systems are more complicated than
traditional attacks that can be handled by conventional
firewalls. Thus, there is a pressing need to introduce new
security mechanisms to protect service-oriented systems.
In this paper, we introduced a state-based XML firewall,
which can be used to protect service provider from
various XML-based attacks. We developed a detailed
design of our state-based XML firewall, and implemented
a prototype XML firewall. Our experimental results show
that our prototype XML firewall can effectively protect
web services from various XML-based attacks. In our
future work, we will study new types of XML-based
attacks and show how their corresponding attack
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Figure 1. Present Approach
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Abstract
an adapter that transforms data and structure between them.
However, the adapter construction is a hard task that
requires knowing the data organization in both applications.
Furthermore, the complexity and the developing time tend
to be quadratic in relation to the number of component
applications [3]. A possible solution is to employ some kind
of metadata for describing the file semantics. However, this
scenario states two critical questions [4]: how to deal with
different concepts used to describe the same information, and
how to acquire and maintain the necessary metadata to solve
the vocabulary sharing issue.
The searching optimization in P2P scenarios also faces two
other problems. The first problem is the existence of multiple
resource representations. The existence of duplicated
resources may be necessary for increasing the performance,
since the user poses a query and the results are returned from
a specific peer. Nonetheless, in order to take advantage of
resource replication, it is necessary to manage these multiple
representations.
The second problem arises from the evolutionary behavior
of some resources. The evolving issue is a fundamental aspect
in any persistent information system. also, it is even more
evident in XML domain, with frequent structure and content
changes. The evolution aspect must be managed to allow
historical retrieving, for example by using versions. Although
the version concept is well known for managing co-authoring
on software engineering, it is still a big challenge in
distributed environments.
To overcome the semantic heterogeneity issue in such
systems, our work relies on the use of ontologies, metadata
and mappings for interoperability enhancement. The
presented approach is part of DetVX [6], a framework for
detecting replicas and versions of XML files in P2P systems.
The main contributions of this paper are:
The specification of a metadata model for managing XML
files in a P2P scenario;
The definition of mapping transformation functions for
accessing equivalent XML objects in different files.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
motivating scenario for this work. Section 3 overviews the
DetVX environment. Section 4 presents the metadata
management. Section 5 discusses the proposed mapping
mechanism based on transformation functions, using XPath.
Section 6 details the query processor capabilities. Sections 7
and 8 discuss related work and concluding remarks,
respectively.

Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems provide access to shared
resources, such as XML files. Keyword-based P2P systems do not
retrieve the necessary file if a synonym is used as part of the
query. This situation happens because different but related terms
may be used to describe similar information. Besides, automatic
systems lack to find, extract and integrate relevant information
spread over different resources. Thus, two important questions
must be answered for searching and retrieving purposes: which
peers have the files that satisfy the query, and how to deal with
structural incompatibilities. To address these issues, our work
proposes the use of annotations (represented by metadata and
mapping functions) that allow defining the structural and the
semantics of a document. Using such annotations provides an
intelligent query processing that allows users to pose queries
without being aware of the file location and structure.

1. Introduction
Data semantics defines the relations between symbols and
what they denote. In particular, semantic heterogeneity refers
to differences in the meaning of the data and it makes difficult
to identify the relations that exist between objects in different
components. The problem of semantic heterogeneity can be
described as integrating structurally dissimilar but
semantically equivalent objects and determining semantic
equivalence of objects [1]. Thus, the semantic interoperability
aims to allow the cooperation of applications that were not
initially developed for this purpose.
Search engines provide automatic support for information
retrieval which helps in finding data sources. However, the
remaining action of extracting and using the information to
solve a given task remain for the user [2]. Keyword-based
systems do not retrieve the necessary file if a synonym is used
as part of the query [5]. This situation happens because
different terms may be used to describe similar information.
Representing and managing the semantics of applications are
essential for the interoperability. In order to address these
issues, our approach employs annotations that allow structural
and semantic definitions of documents. In this way, our
proposal provides an intelligent query processing that allows
users to pose queries in a P2P system without being aware of
the location and structure of the files.
Moreover, another problem arises from the lack of
semantics in the resources. Consider two P2P applications
that need to exchange data. One possible approach is to build
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files and the respective ontologies.
To solve these two issues (i.e., resource discovery and
vocabulary problem), our work relies on three aspects:
ontologies, semantic annotations (denoted by metadata), and
mapping transformations between ontologies and resources.
The approach presented in this paper is part of DetVX [6], a
framework for detecting replicas and versions of XML files in
P2P systems. The DetVX framework is briefly described in
the next section.

2. Motivating Scenario
Consider a network composed of n peers, where peer p1
stores the file f1 and peer p2 stores the file f2. The files are
described in Figure 1 (a) and (b). Consider query Q1: “get the
name of people that live in Garbonzoville”. The goal is to
guarantee that: (i) all peers that receive the requesting
message are able to process Q1; (ii) only the peers that are
able to process Q1 receive the requesting message; (iii) the
user does not worry about structural and content
incompatibilities between the files; and (iv), the user does not
worry about location and peer organization.
<resume>
<name>
<firstname>Hu</firstname>
<surname>Doe</surname>
</name>
<address>
<street>123 Elm #456
</street>
<city>Garbonzoville</city>
<state>NX</state>
<zip>99999-9999</zip>
<contact>555.555.5555
</contact>
</address>
</resume>

3. Framework
DetVX (Detection of Replicas and Versions of XML
Documents) [6] is a framework for detecting, managing and
querying replicas and versions of XML files in a P2P context.
In this framework, files are stored following the super peer
architecture. Files within the peers are related to a specific
application domain, described by an ontology (e.g.,
curriculum domain). Peers must connect to the super peers in
order to share their files. Super peers are managed by the
administrative super peer. Metadata are used to represent
information related to peers, super peers and files. Ontologies
are used as a peer grouping criterion into super peers. [15].
The functionalities of DetVX are available through the
following modules. The user interacts with the system
through the user interface, which allows registering peers and
files (using the peer manager). To get connected, a peer must
choose a suitable peer. This is done by verifying the
application domain of its files (using the ontology manager).
After the peer connection, the framework verifies if the shared
resources refer to versions or replicas of existent files already
available in the network (using the replica and version
manager). Finally, the user is able to submit queries (using
the query processor).
The focus of this paper is the metadata and mapping
maintenance. Such metadata and mappings are mainly
generated by the peer manager and the ontology manager.
Their maintenance aims to allow users to pose a query over
the ontology. Then, the system:
 Verifies where the information can be found (in which file,
peer and super peer), based on the ontology manager
metadata;
 Translates the query to the underlying source format, based
on the mapping functions generated during the file and
ontology matching phase (the matching is performed by
the ontology manager);
 Processes the query and retrieves the results;
 Translates the results to the ontology format.
A repository stores the ontology manager metadata and the
mappings between the ontologies and the data sources
(including some information needed to handle semantic
heterogeneities), as follow.

<resume>
<fullName>Jo Doe</fullName>
<address>
<adr>123 Elm #456,
Garbonzoville </adr>
<state>NX</state>
<zipCode>999999999</zipCode>
</address>
<contact>
<phone>555.555.5555</phone>
<email>doe@doe.doe</email>
<url>http://doe.com/~doe/</url>
</contact>
</resume>

Fig. 1. Examples of XML files, f1 and f2, with structural
incompatibilities

Two main problems must be solved toprocess the query [4]:
 Resource discovery - which files satisfy the query? Where
are they located?
 Vocabulary problem - how to deal with structural
incompatibilities? How to access the desired information?
To address these issues, two aspects are considered. First,
documents with different structures can be described by the
same ontology, as depicted in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Application domain concepts described by an ontology

The user issues a query over the system by defining content
and structural constraints based on the available ontologies.
Then, the system is in charge of finding and retrieving the
information. For instance, the query Q1 formulated over the
ontology is expressed as “get the firstname of person whose
address contains Garbonzoville”. Therefore, an ontology can
be used as a common global model for describing related
documents. However, in order to use an ontology to hide the
heterogeneity issue in P2P systems, we need a mapping
structure that captures the equivalence relations between the

4. Metadata Management
Our approach uses metadata to describe information about
the distribution of data. Maintaining metadata is critical for
query processing, since they provide valuable information that
can be used for optimization. For example, they are used to
manage identifiers, file registering and modification times,
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file locations and some other relevant information. Metadata
are represented as XML files and classified as follows.

of XML files in a specific super peer (superPeerId), and the
corresponding timestamps for each element (TS, TE) that is
found in a certain document instance (fileID) in a peer (peerID).
The metadata information is updated whenever a new file is
registered and is used during the querying process.
We assume that each element has two timestamps, TS and
TE, inferred from the file modification time in which the
element is represented.

4.1 Ontology Manager Metadata
The ontology manager metadata describes information that
relates the XML files and the ontology (which describes such
document). Information about ontology association is
described in a XML document, as shown in Figure 3.
Metadata allow specifying the ontology (attribute ontology) for
a super peer (attribute id), a domain label (domain), and the file
of the ontology (file). It also represents the associated peers
(peers) to a specific ontology (ontology) in a certain super peer.

4.3 Administrative Super Peer Metadata
The administrative super peer metadata are presented in
Figure 5. They describe some file information, such as
identifiers, location and registering/modification time.
Specifically, this metadata represent the existent super peers
(ID) and its current aggregate peers (peerID), the local
identifier (fileID), its hash result (hashResult), registering time
(registeringTime), and modification time (modificationTime) for
each file in each peer. The registering time denotes the time
that the file was shared within the system. The fileID attribute
is a value mapped from the hash result. The document
identifier is denoted by docID.

<AssociatedOntologies>
<superPeer id="SP2" ontology="Ont1"><domain>Research
Projects</domain><file>ResearchProjects.owl</file>
<peers> <peer id=”P3”><doc>F2</doc> <doc>F7</doc>
<doc>F8</doc></peer>
<peer id=”P4”><doc>F1</doc> <doc>F5</doc></peer>
</peers>
</superPeer>
</AssociatedOntologies >

Fig. 3. Ontology Manager Metadata

These metadata are maintained whenever the ontology and
XML file matching is performed. For a document file stored in
a peer id matched to an ontology ontology, the metadata
describe the domain (domain) to which the document belongs.
Given a query belonging to a specific domain, the system
accesses the metadata and identifies which super peer must
get the user query. We assume that one query is related to one
domain, so not domain correlation is necessary.
For instance, a query posed over the research project
domain is formulated on the ontology Ont1, as described in
Figure 3. This query is routed to super peer SP2. By looking
at the metadata, the system also knows that peers P3 and P4
contain files that belong to the desired domain. Thus, the
query is routed only to those proper peers that are able to
answer it, instead of flooding the entire network.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<metadata>
<superPeer ID="SP1"><message peerID="P1">
<document docID=”D1” fileID="F1"
hashResult="ece50ed4d6d48dac839bfe8fa719fcff"
registeringTime="10/10/2005"
modificationTime=08/08/2004”/>
<document docID=”D2” fileID="F2"
hashResult="e3732b09b5b2a9aa452b8ef7802db638"
registeringTime="10/15/2005"
modificationTime=12/12/2004”/>
<document docID=”D3” fileID="F3"
hashResult="73cbe8e94c7fa839ba1246b34b2a49cd"
registeringTime="10/20/2005"
modificationTime=10/08/2005”/></message>…
</superPeer>
<superPeer ID="SP2">....</superPeer>
</metadata>

Fig. 5. Administrative super peer metadata

The metadata are accessed in the following situations:

4.2 Super Peer Metadata

 The system needs to verify peer modifications - peer
changes are detected when the hash function result returns
a different value for a specific file, compared to the value
stored in the metadata. We also consider the file
modification time to optimize this process, by calculating
the hash result only if the modification time has changed.
 The system needs to update the metadata at the first time
peer connection – in this case, the metadata are updated
with information related to the connection, such as: peer
and super peer identification and hash results, registering
time and last modification time of each file.
 The system needs to update the metadata after a peer
reconnection – this is the case when a peer changes some
files and reconnects to the system.

Each super peer has metadata about its aggregate peers and
the respective files. These metadata are structured as an XML
file, as shown in Figure 4.
1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <!DOCTYPE Metadata SYSTEM "C:\METADATA.dtd">
3 <Metadata superPeerId="SP1">
4 <document docID=”D1” fileID="F7" HDoc=’’YES”>
5
<version versionID="1" peerID="P1" registeringTime="10/10/2005"
6
modificationTime="08/08/2004" duplicate="no"
7
hashResult="d49622ddab3733549e54749755fd52b5">
8
<element name="author" TS="08/08/2004" TE="10/15/2004"/>
9
<element name="address" TS="08/08/2004" TE="10/15/2004"/>
10
11
</version>
12
<version versionID="2" peerID="P2" registeringTime="11/20/2005"
13
modificationTime="10/16/2004" duplicate="yes"
14
hashResult="7c00bb062edc60fa548729a3d55c04fd">
15
<locationDuplicate>Peer 3</locationDuplicate>
16
<element name="author" TS="10/16/2004" TE="now"/>
17
<element name="address" TS="10/16/2004" TE="now"/>
18
<element name="phone" TS="10/16/2004" TE="now"/>
19
</version>
20 </document>
21 <document fileID="D8">…</document>
22 </Metadata>

5. Mapping Management
Instances corresponding to terms in the ontology are stored
in the underlying XML documents. Therefore, the mapping
information relates terms in the ontology to data elements of
the underlying XML files. Mappings are the information
needed to retrieve the underlying data corresponding to each

Fig. 4. Super peer metadata

Those metadata define the available versions and replicas
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term in the ontology. The management involves generating
and storing information about those mappings.
Two general approaches can be used for specifying links
among ontologies and data repositories and for using them on
query reformulation [7]: global-as-view (GAV) and local-asview (LAV). This proposal assumes the former approach. In
the GAV approach [10], for each term in the semantic view, a
query over the data repositories is written specifying how to
obtain instances from the data repositories. Thus, each term in
an ontology is associated to the mapping information that
relates that term to the underlying XML elements. The
mappings are defined/updated whenever the ontology and
document matching task is performed and they are important
for query transformation, as shown in Section 6.
For each term in the ontology the mapping information is
represented as a transforming function. Mapping definition
for a term in the ontology is a list of mappings (one mapping
for each underlying document with different structure). The
transforming functions are represented in XPath [8]. Besides
relating concepts, the transforming functions also can change
values of an element or attribute such that the meaning of the
information is unchanged. If underlying data are stored in one
format and we have defined a concept in a different format,
the mappings should specify a function that transforms such
representations.
For example, consider the ontology presented in Figure 2
and the XML files shown in Figure 1. Some mappings are
described in Figure 6. Assume that the element address in the
ontology corresponds to information related to street, number,
city and state. Where: concat function returns the
concatenation of its arguments; substring-after returns the
substring of the first argument string that follows the first
occurrence of the second argument string. The power of the
mapping expressiveness is limited by the XPath
expressiveness. However, XPath allows several interesting
mappings, such as: relative and absolute paths; predicates
(i.e., filters); functions for manipulating strings, numbers, and
booleans; node set functions (e.g., last and first position), etc.
Ontology concept
Person
Person/resume
Person/Name
Person/Name/
Firstname
Person/Name/
MiddleName
Person/Name/
LastName
Person/Name/
Suffix
Person/Address

access the data corresponding to a term in an ontology. Also,
alternative mappings can be used when some document is not
available or reachable (e.g., if the peer is off-line) and due to
optimization issues. In this situation, the creator of the
ontology can establish a priority for each alternative mapping
based on the access time or computation time [4], which
depends on the complexity of the mapping itself. When the
system cannot access the repositories corresponding to the
mapping of a term, it tries to use alternative mappings. Also,
only when all the possibilities are exhausted is the term
classified temporally as a term without mapping.
We assume that the mappings are static and do not change
over time. However, when there is a change in the structure of
an underlying document, an addition of a new document with
different structure, or a deletion of an existent document, the
mappings to the associated ontology should be changed. In
our case, all we need is to modify the mappings of the
ontology that describes that document. If a change in a
repository alters its semantics, only the obsolete semantic
relations must be updated.

6. Query Processor
The query processor asks the ontology manager for a
graphical representation of a given ontology, to allow the user
to navigate and select one to edit the query. Before
forwarding the edited query to a specific peer, the system
should know which files each peer has. If the posed query
requires the current status of an element or attribute, only
peers that have the last version of that document should
receive the request. Therefore, the whole system is not
flooded with requests that only specific peers are able to
respond. To evaluate which files must be queried to answer a
specific request, our approach proposes the use of metadata,
presented in Section 4. Such metadata are accessed to
optimize the searching process, as follow described.

6.1 Querying the Metadata
The infrastructure available in the proposed environment is
enough to allow metadata analysis and query routing. The
defined metadata are used for this purpose. For example,
consider the queries get the first version of the person address
and get the last version of the person address. The query
submission works as follows: the user poses a query in a
specific peer (named querying peer). This query belongs to a
specific domain, such as resumé domain. There are two
situations that must be considered:
1. The query domain and the peer domain are the same,
represented by D. In this case, if the querying peer is able
to answer, the query is computed and the results are
returned. Otherwise, the query is routed to the super peer,
which is responsible for defining the routing, based on the
available metadata.
2. The query domain and the peer domain are not the same.
In this case, the query must be routed to a suitable super
peer that aggregates documents belonging to the domain D.
Based on super peer metadata, as described in Figure 4, it is
possible to access the version vi of an element ej, the history
of an element ej, the version vi of a document Di, the history of
an element ej between the time interval x and y, and some
other temporal queries. For example:

XPath mapping
Document 1 (a)
Document 1 (b)
//resume
/resume/name
/resume/name/firstname
/resume/name/surname

//resume
/resume/fullName
substring-before
(/resume/fullName, “ ”)
-

-

substring-after
(/resume/fullName, “ ”)
-

concat(/resume/address
/street,../city,../state)

concat(/resume/addre
ss/adr, ../state)

Fig. 6. Transforming functions in XPath for the resumé ontology

The mappings are generated by the ontology manager
(Section 3) during the document and ontology matching
activity. The matching task aims to establish correspondences
among the ontologies and the XML documents. This task
determines the overlapping concepts, and the concepts that
are similar in meaning but have different name or structure.
It is possible for an ontology term to have alternative
mappings. For example, when the extension of such term is
stored in several XML documents. In general, alternative
mappings can be defined when there are different ways to
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1. Retrieve the version vi of an element ej – for instance, get
the first version (versionID="1", line 5) of the element author
(element name="author", line 8). By searching the version
number represented in metadata, the system can verify that
the first version of the queried element is found in peer 1
(peerID="P1", line 5) located at super peer 1
(superPeerId="SP1", line 3). Thus, the system must access
this document and returns the results.
2. Retrieve the version vi of a document D – for instance, get
the second version of the document D1. To answer this
query, the system searches the desired version
(versionID="2", line 12) of the document (docId="D1", line 4).
Looking at the metadata, the system verifies where this
version is located and accesses the specific file.

ontology to terms in the XML files. The data are later
retrieved, with the help of the transformer functions and the
metadata/ mapping repository.
- Query translation: the system takes a query against the
ontology, transforms it into several mapping expressions,
and executes the queries in the underlying files. When
submitting a query on a P2P system, the user should
consider only the data semantics, without worrying about
aspects related to syntax, location, structure, and data
repositories; those issues are handled by the system.
For instance, using the mapping definitions presented in
Figure 6, the query Qo is translated to two expressions:
Qm1:
/resume/name/firstname[../../address/city= ”Garbonzoville”]

Qm2:

6.2 Querying the XML Files

substring-before (/resume/address/adr
[contains(.,"Garbonzoville")]/../../fullName," ")

The query processor evalutes queries formulated over an
ontology by translating the query and accessing the necessary
underlying data. The following steps are executed to obtain
the data corresponding to a user query:
 Query construction - the user formulates a query using the
terms of the ontology (Qm);
 Query translation - the query formulated over an ontology
is rewritten (Qm) in terms of the XML files;
 Data retrieval - the mapping expression is sent to the
proper peer, data are accessed, individual results (Ru) are
combined, and the final answer (Ro) is returned to the
query processor. This step is represented by the activities
data access and result translation.
This process is depicted in Figure 7.

- Data access: the system retrieves the data that correspond to
the query and that are valid according to the chosen
ontology. For this task, the system uses the mapping
information to translate the user query into different subqueries for the underlying XML documents. By looking at
the metadata presented in Section 5, the system identifies
which XML documents are related to the chosen ontology,
on which peer they reside, and how to access them.
Data are retrieved from the different repositories in
different structures and data formats. Therefore, different subanswers should be combined (correlated) and presented to the
user. The correlation step has two goals [4]: to solve the
heterogeneity at structural level, and to join answers coming
from different files. Repository answers still follow the
structure of the specific XML source. Thus, each repository
answer is changed from the structure of the file into the
structure of the corresponding ontology supported by such a
file. Then, after this process of applying inverse transformer
functions, all the repository answers are expressed in the
format of the ontology that describes such repositories. So,
after correlating the different repository answers, the result is
returned to the query processor.
In order to correlate sub-answers, we have to deal with two
issues: (i) entity identification - how one identifies
representations of the same real-world entity in different files;
and (ii), attribute-value conflicts - how one deals with
differences in data values among attributes that represent the
same real-world entity? The previous work presented in [9]
discusses the proposed approach for solving these issues.
- Result translation – the transformer functions are also
defined to solve the vocabulary problem at the structural
level, For instance, the query Qm produces the following
results:

12.Ro
11.Results expressed
in the semantics of
the ontology (Ro)
Inverse transformer
functions

Metadata and
mappings repository
10.Ru
1.User
query
expressed
in terms
of the
ontology
(Qo)

GUI

4.Qo

5.User query
expressed in terms of
the mappings (Qm)

Result translator

Transformer
functions
3.Qo

2.Qo

6.Qm

Query translator

9.Ru

8.Results expressed in the
semantics of the
underlying files (Ru)
7.Qm

Access to the
underlying files

Fig. 7. Query processing flow

The tasks on query processing are as`follows:
- Query construction - the user builds a query through a user
interface. For that, the system shows the available
ontologies in order to restrict the query domain. After
choosing a specific ontology, the user can navigate it and
build the query. No extra user intervention is necessary.
The query is represented in XPath.
For instance, the query Qo “get the name of people that live
in Garbonzoville” is represented as:

Ru1: <firstname>Hu</firstname>

Ru2: Jo

By considering the mapping expressions in Figure 6, the
following transformation is performed:
Ru1(<firstname>Hu</firstname>) Ro1: Firstname: Hu

Since the second result is only a substring (Ru2: Jo), the
returned answer for this file is Ro2: Jo.

/Person/Name/Firstname [contains(../../address, ”Garbonzoville”]

Where: function contains returns true if the first argument
string contains the second argument string.
We assume that users formulate queries over only one
ontology. After obtaining the user query, the query processor
invokes the query translator. The query translator uses the
pre-defined mapping information that relates terms in the

7. Related Work
Several research works have addressed the problems of how
to specify the links (i.e., the mappings) among semantic views
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and data repositories, and how to use them for query
reformulation. In the GAV approach [10], for each term in the
semantic view, a query over the data repositories is written
specifying how to obtain instances from the data repositories.
The LAV approach [10] takes the opposite way: for every
data repository D, a query over the terms in the semantic view
is written for describing the instances found in D. The main
advantage of the GAV approach is that query reformulation is
simple, since it reduces to view unfolding.
In [11], a data model is proposed for encoding semantic
information that combines features of ontology with a
description and rating model that allows handling
heterogeneous views on the domain of interest. [12] describes
the AutoMed repository and some associated tools, which
provide the implementation of the both-as-view (BAV)
approach to data integration. They also describe
transformations between those data modeling languages. [13]
proposes TIQS, an approach to data integration that uses semiautomatic schema matching to produce source-to-target
mappings based on a predefined conceptual target schema.
Although several data integration systems have been
proposed to address these problems, no single system
addresses all the important issues (such as heterogeneity,
scalability, change of local information sources, query
processing complexity, and global schema evolution) in a
unified approach. Our approach handles heterogeneity by
using mapping functions and it is designed for preserving the
scalability (since it has been proposed for a p2p scenario).
Furthermore, changes of local sources are a constant
requirement, since peers get on-line and off-line constantly
and the shared files can also change. Finally, the global
schema evolution is easily achieved by updating the ontology
and the necessary mappings.
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8. Final Remarks
Technology such as search engines in the WWW
currently supports automatic information retrieval that helps
in finding information sources. However, the remaining tasks
of extracting the information and using the information to
solve a given task remain for the human user. There are
severe bottlenecks that must be passed in order to overcome
the current lack of standards in the internet, such as: lack of
ways to represent and translate and lack of a means for
content descriptions. In consequence, there is a clear need and
a large commercial potential for new standards for data
exchange and domain modeling [2].
This paper presented two main contributions: the
specification of a metadata model for managing resources in a
P2P scenario; and the definition of mapping transformation
functions to allow accessing equivalent resources in different
resources. The key point of our proposal is the use of
ontologies. Ontologies are vital for developing the semantic
web.
We are currently developing a graphic tool for peer
management based on JXTA platform [14]. The system will
allow managing the super peers, peers and corresponding
shared files. We are also working on the prototype that
implements the metadata and the mappings presented in this
paper. The conclusion of the prototype implementation will
allow assessing the system performance and scalability.
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Abstract
For complex services, logging is an integral part of many
middleware aspects, especially, transactions and monitoring. In the event of a failure, the log allows us to deduce the
cause of failure (diagnosis), recover by compensating the
logged actions (atomicity), etc. However, for heterogeneous
services, logging all the actions is often impracticable due
to privacy/security constraints. Also, logging is expensive
in terms of both time and space. Thus, we are interested
in determining the absolute minimal number of actions that
needs to be logged, to know with certainty the actual sequence of executed actions from any given partial log. This
problem happens to be NP-Complete. We consider complex
services represented as a hierarchy of services, and propose
a decomposition mechanism which dramatically decreases
the complexity (up to 2 exponentials).

1. Introduction
An interesting problem for complex systems is to determine a minimal set of actions that needs to be observable
such that a given property holds. Some of the properties
studied in literature of discrete event systems are normality [6], observability [5], state observability [9], diagnosability [13], etc. Our system corresponds to a composite
(workﬂow) Web service. A Web service [1] refers to an online service accessible via Internet standard protocols. A
composite service, composed of already existing (component) services, combines the capabilities of its components
to provide a new service. A service schema which speciﬁes
the execution order of its components, can be modeled as a
graph, performing actions on global variables. We do not
tackle here the modelization of a service as a graph, which
should be handled with care to yield a graph of reasonable
size (see [15] and example 1).
Our long-term objective is to provide a transactional
framework for (composite) Web services. A transaction
∗ This
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can be considered as a group of actions encapsulated by
the operations Begin and Commit/Abort, having the following properties: Atomicity (A), Consistency (C), Isolation (I) and Durability (D). Here, we focus on the atomicity
aspect, that is, either all the actions of a transaction are executed or none. In the event of a failure, atomicity is preserved by compensation [3, 14]. Compensation consists of
executing the compensating actions, corresponding to each
executed action of the failed process, in reverse order of
the original execution. Many advanced transactional models have also been proposed, e.g. “semantic compensation”
[14] which do not require any knowledge of the execution
sequence. However, their application to more autonomous
systems like Web Services has been limited, where the default compensation mechanism of the widely used Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) is to “execute the
completed actions in reverse order”. Thus, for compensation to be feasible, we need to reconstruct each executed
action or the complete history of any execution. To achieve
that, we maintain a log of the observable actions. In addition
to the obvious space overhead of logging, the complete log
may not always be accessible. For a composite service, the
providers of its component services are different. As such,
their privacy/security constraints may prevent them from
exposing (part of) the logs corresponding to the execution
at their sites. Also, heterogeneity may lead to the logs being maintained in different formats, rendering some of them
incomprehensible. Existing Web services speciﬁcations to
provide transactional guarantees, such as WS-Coordination,
WS-AtomicTransaction and WS-BusinessActivity [16], are
basically distributed agreement protocols which are based
on the assumption that “all state transitions are reliably
recorded” and can be compensated. Our approach is targeted towards a more heterogeneous environment where all
transitions may not be observable. Hence, we want from a
partial log of the observable actions to know with certainty
the actual sequence of executed actions, to be able to compensate it.
Section 2 introduces the required formal preliminaries
including the precise problem statement. Clearly, we are
interested in logging the smallest number of actions possi-
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ble. However, determining the minimal number of actions
to log, such that any execution of a system is compensable, is NP-Complete. This is not very surprising, since the
closely related sensor selection problems [17, 8] are also
NP-Complete (see section 3). Also, the problem cannot be
approximated [11] in polynomial time, which means that
polynomial time algorithms cannot give a minimal set for
all graphs, and that for many graphs, the observable set produced would be much bigger than the minimal set.
A complex service is often constructed hierarchically
(see section 4), with some services at a high level corresponding to many composite services at a lower level. Each
hierarchical level potentially describes the interactions at a
different level of abstraction, e.g., the top level may describe
the interactions between several providers, then the next
level between services of a provider, and so on. Moreover,
components can be reused in a hierarchical system, giving a
compressed way to represent big systems. Hierarchical systems are often used for words [10], Finite State Machines
[2], and even trees [7]. For words, e.g., hierarchical structures correspond to the LZ compression [10]. We show in
section 5 how to use the hierarchical representation to compute efﬁciently a minimal observable set of transitions. The
algorithm is not straightforward since the log of both minimal sets of actions of different components is not necessarily enough to recover the actual sequence of executed actions of the whole graph. One solution could be to resort to
function summarization, but then only an overapproximation of the minimal set of actions would be obtained. Nevertheless, we show that it sufﬁces to run the algorithm with
slightly different parameters on each component. We thus
obtain a divide and conquer algorithm. We present a theoretical complexity analysis which illustrates the beneﬁt of
our method (up to two exponentials better when using the
full hierarchical representation and one exponential better
by using the hierarchical representation even if components
are used only once, compared to ﬂattening the hierarchical
graph), that is veriﬁed experimentally (section 6). Proofs
and details omitted for lack of space can be found in [4].

2. Preliminaries
Formally, we model a transactional service as a 4-tuple
M = (Q, s0 , sf , T ), where (Q, T ) is a graph (q ∈ Q is
called a state and t ∈ T a transition) and s 0 ∈ Q and sf ∈
Q are the initial and ﬁnal states, respectively.
Our systems are thus graphs with a unique input and
output point, each node and arc corresponds to a state and
transition, but we ignore the alphabet. We assume that the
service M does not have any unreachable states and that
all states can reach the ﬁnal state sf . For convenience, we
also assume that there are no outgoing edges from s f and

no incoming edges to s 0 .1 We say that an execution sequence ρ = τ1 · · · τn ∈ T ∗ is a path of M if there exists
q0 , · · · , qn ∈ Qn+1 with τi = (qi−1 , qi ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
A path is called initial if furthermore q 0 = s0 . We denote
by P(M ) the set of initial paths in M . Finally, we denote
by |M | the size of M , that is, its number of transitions.
In general, for any execution ρ, we call observation projections the observation we have after ρ was executed (a sequence of actions, control points, data . . . ). We say that an
observable projection σ is uncertain if there exists two paths
having the same projection. The service M is execution sequence detectable iff none of its observable projections are
uncertain.
Deﬁnition 1 Let TO ⊆ T be the set of observable transitions. The observation projection Obs O : T ∗ −→ TO∗ is the
morphism with ObsO (a1 . . . an ) = o1 · · · on with oi = ai if
ai ∈ TO , and oi =  if ai ∈ T \ TO , with  the empty word.
That is, ObsO (ρ) is the subsequence of ρ obtained by
eliminating from ρ every occurrence of a tuple which is not
in TO . With such an observation projection Obs O , the only
way of having execution sequence detectability is to have
every transition observable. Indeed, as soon as there exists
even one non-observable transition, the service is not execution sequence detectable. Else, let us take a path ρτ with the
last transition τ ∈
/ TO . Then, ObsO (ρτ ) = ObsO (ρ). An
usual way to overcome such a problem is to ask for certainty
only up to the last few events of the sequence [9]. However, this workaround does not make sense in our framework since if we cannot compensate the very last action,
then we cannot compensate any action at all. As such, we
design a new observation mechanism, where the last control
point reached before failure is monitored, even if the last action is not logged. In practice, it means that every state that
is reached is monitored, and overwrite the previous state in
a special memory buffer.
Deﬁnition 2 Let M be a service, TO ⊆ T . The observa∗
tion projection Obs last
−→ (TO∗ , Q) is the function
O : T
last
ObsO (ρ) = (ObsO (ρ), q) for all ρ ∈ P(M ) ending in q.
We will stick with this deﬁnition of observability for the
rest of the paper. As mentioned before, we are interested in
logging as few transitions as possible.
Problem statement. Given an service M = (Q, s 0 , sf , T ),
we call TO an observable set of transitions if the service
is execution sequence detectable with Obs last
O . We want to
determine a minimal observable set of transitions T O ⊆ T .
The cardinality of such a minimal observable set T O of a
service M is referred to as its observable size M O(M ) =
1 Notice that we could deal with a service without these requirements,
but the proof would be more technical.
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Figure 2. Modelization of Fig. 1.
Figure 1. Travel funds request workflow.

3. Problem Hardness
|TO |. Notice that as is usual with decision and computation
algorithms, it is sufﬁcient to have an algorithm which from
a service gives its observable size. That is, we can derive a
minimal observable set of the service based on knowledge
of its observable size in polynomial time.
Example 1 We consider in Fig. 1 a travel funds request service, inspired by the workﬂow in [12]. It involves different
departments across organizations, and it is hierarchical in
that the deliver cheque service is hierarchically described.
We model the service using the service M =
(S, s0 , sf , T ), as shown in Fig. 2. Notice that this service
is a simpliﬁcation, since for instance the choice between the
team leader or supervisor approvals is not represented. The
reason is that they are both associated with an empty compensating transition, hence knowing which path was taken
here is not necessary to be able to perform recovery. However, it is necessary to know which bank issued the cheque in
order to be able to compensate it, by a “Cancel Last American Express (Citibank) Cheque”. Note that we do not exclude the logging of data values (in some persistent storage)
required for compensation. For instance, if there wasn’t any
“Cancel Last Cheque” mechanism, then it would be needed
to log the amount and account number associated with the
’‘Update Accounts Database” transition. Recovery would
manually credit the amount of money written in the log to
the corresponding account. Obviously, we cannot save on
logging the data values, but we optimize the logging associated with the path visited. Our experiments performed
on BPEL representations of some workﬂows reveal that one
transition out of ﬁve is logged (which is conﬁrmed in section
6) and that data values logs are small compared to logging
the path.
Now, let TO = {e2 , e3 , e9 } and a failure occurs while
processing e8 , that is, the cheque is not issued or delivered correctly. Then, Obslast
O (e1 e2 e5 e7 ) = (e2 , s5 ) =
Obslast
O (e1 e2 e4 e6 e7 ). Thus, we do not know if an Amer-

We ﬁrst relate the problem of computing M O(M ) using
our deﬁnition of observable projections with other known
problems. We state now that computing the minimal observable set is equivalent to the uniconnected subgraph
problem, also called the minimal marker placement problem [8], in the meaning of the following proposition.
Proposition 1 Let M be a service and T O a subset of transitions of M . Denote by M  the service M obtained by
deleting all transitions belonging to T O . Then, TO is an
observable set of M iff there does not exist a pair of paths
ρ1 = ρ2 of M  with ρ1 beginning and ending at the same
states as ρ2 .
To prove proposition 1, it sufﬁces to prove that if there
does not exist a pair of paths ρ 1 = ρ2 of M  with ρ1
beginning and ending at the same states as ρ 2 , then from
any observable projection (σ, q n+1 ), we can reconstruct in
a unique way a path with Obs last
O (ρ) = (σ, qn+1 ). The
converse is trivial. Indeed, it sufﬁces to deﬁne the only
path ρi of M  between qi and qi+1 for σ = (qi , qi )ni=1 ,
and i = 0 · · · n (we ﬁx q0 = s0 the initial state of M  ,
and recall that qn+1 is the last observed state). Then, the
path ρ = ρ0 (q1 , q1 )ρ1 · · · (qn , qn )ρn is the only path with
last
πO
(ρ) = (σ, qn+1 ). The search for each path ρ i can be
performed in linear time by a simple depth ﬁrst search of
M .
The fact is that the marker placement problem is an NPComplete problem. The question is then to know if there
is a structural subclass of graphs which has a tractable algorithm to give the minimal observable size. We know
from [8] that the minimal marker placement problem is NPComplete even for acyclic graphs. However, the proof uses
a graph with unbounded (in and out) degree. We show
that the problem is NP-Complete even if the graph is both
acyclic and the sum of its in and outdegree bounded by 3
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(that is, indegree 2 and outdegree 1, or vice versa). The
core of the proof follows the same strategy as [8], but the
encoding to get a unique starting and ending point is both
easier to understand and allows a lower in and outdegree.
Theorem 1 Let M be a service, and k a number. Knowing
whether M O(M ) ≤ k is NP-Complete, even if the corresponding graph is acyclic and the sum of in and outdegree
of every node bounded by 3.
This theorem does not mean that the problem is impossible to solve, but that it cannot be solved for all possible
services. For instance, the complexity of the brute force
method which generates every subset of transitions and tests
whether it is observable, is O(2 |M| ) for a service M with
|M | transitions. The question then is which structural property makes the problem easier to solve and often holds for
(real life) composite services. We propose hierarchical services as a candidate property.

4. Hierarchical Services
Hierarchical services provide an efﬁcient way to
model large and complex services by allowing a modular decomposition. We consider hierarchical services
where two transitions (supertransitions) can be further
reﬁned into another service.
A hierarchical service
H is a ﬁnite sequence Mi i=1···n , where M i =
(Qi , si0 , sif , T i , (τ1i , k1i ), (τ2i , k2i )) is deﬁned as follows:
• (Qi , T i ) is a ﬁnite graph,
• si0 and sif are the initial and ﬁnal states, respectively,
• τ1i , τ2i ∈ T i ∪ {} are two supertransitions representing
i
i
services M k1 , M k2 respectively, with k1i , k2i > i.
For instance, the workﬂow in Fig. 1 can be described by
a hierarchical service M 1 , M2 , where M2 is made of an
initial and ﬁnal state, and two transitions e 8 , e9 from the
initial to the ﬁnal state. The service M 1 is very similar to
Fig. 2, except that there is a unique transition e 10 between
s5 and sf instead of two. This is a supertransition (τ 11 , k11 ),
with τ11 = e10 and k11 = 2, meaning that e 10 represents M2 .
With each hierarchical service H, we associate an ordinary service H obtained by taking M i , and recursively substituting each supertransition by the service it represents.
For example 1, H is depicted in Fig. 2. Given a hierarchical service Hn , Hj is a component of H i , if there is a
supertransition (t, j) in H i . We deﬁne the size |H| of a hierarchical service H as the sum of the number of transitions
of its components M i . Its diameter ||H|| is the number of
transitions of H. The diameter ||H|| of H can be exponential in the size of H, because components can be reused
several times (for instance, a supertransition of H 3 and two

supertransitions of H 4 can represent H 10 , in which case one
does not need to redeﬁne H 10 three times).
Now, let us deﬁne a hierarchical system H with two levels. The top level H1 has two states, one initial and one
ﬁnal, with two transitions τ1 , τ2 from the initial to the ﬁnal state. Transition τ2 is a supertransition. It is not easy
to determine a minimal set of transitions for H. Consider
ﬁrst that τ2 describes a system H2 similar to H1 , that is
two transitions τ3 , τ4 from the initial to the ﬁnal state, but
without supertransitions. The set T 2 = {τ3 } is a minimal
observable set of transitions for H 2 . Now, looking at H 1
as a normal system (without supertransitions), T 1 = {τ1 }
is also a minimal observable set of transitions for H 1 . We
have furthermore that T 1 ∪ T2 is a minimal observable set
of transitions for H.
However, if we take H 2 to be the system described in
Fig. 2 and the associated minimal observable set T 2 =
TO = {e2 , e6 , e9 } of transitions described in example 1,
then T1 ∪ T2 is not minimal among the observable set of
transitions for H. The reason is that T 2 is already an observable set of transitions, because all paths that pass through
H2 use at least one transition in T O , so they can be differentiated from the path τ 1 . That is, the fact that a subset
of transitions is a minimal observable set of transitions is
global to the whole graph, not local.

5. Algorithm for Minimal Observability
We turn now to deﬁning an algorithm which uses the hierarchical structure of a complex service to compute the
minimal observable set. First, we need the following notations. Given TO , a path ρ is said to be an unobserved path
if it does not use any transition of T O . For a service M
and a set of transitions T O of M , we deﬁne the following
predicates:
• P0 (M, TO ) holds if there does not exist more than one
unobserved path between any two states s 1 = s2 ∈ Q
(TO is an observable set of transitions).
• P1 (M, TO ) holds if (i) P0 (M, TO ) holds, and (ii) there
does not exist an unobserved path from s 0 to sf .
• P1 (M, TO ) holds if (i) P0 (M, TO ) holds, and (ii)
there do not exist states s 1 , s2 ∈ Q such that (a) there
is an unobserved path from s 0 to s2 , (b) there is an
unobserved path from s 1 to sf , and (c) there is an unobserved path from s 1 to s2 . We refer to such a combination of nodes and edges as an unobserved reverse
cyclic pattern between s 1 and s2 (within M ) .
For instance, on Fig. 2 with T O = {e2 , e6 , e9 }, P0 (TO )
holds because TO is observable, P1 (TO ) holds because every path from s 0 to sf uses at least one transition of T O ,
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but P1 (TO ) does not hold since there exists three non observable paths: e4 from s2 to s3 / e1 e3 from s0 to s3 / e5 e7 e8
from s2 to sf .
By deﬁnition, P1 (M, TO ) ⇒ P1 (M, TO ) ⇒
P0 (M, TO ), since for all s, there always exists a path
from s to s. Let  < 0 < 1 < 1  . We deﬁne
Best(M, TO ) = x ∈ {, 0, 1, 1} such that Px (M, TO )
holds, but not P xx (M, TO ) with xx > x, with the convention P (M, TO ) is always true. Informally, Best refers to
the best properties a given set of transitions can ensure, if
observed.
Proposition 2 Let C be a component of M , and T 1 , T2
be subsets of transitions of C, respectively such that
Best(C, T1 ) = Best(C, T2 ). Then, for all subset of transitions TO of M \ C, we have Best(M, TO ∪ T1 ) =
Best(M, TO ∪ T2 ).
For x ∈ {0, 1, 1}, we deﬁne Tx (M ) as a smallest subset TO of transitions of M such that P x (M, TO ) holds.
For a subset of transitions T of a component C of M ,
we also denote by T xT,C (M ) a smallest set TO such that
TO ∩ C = T and Px (M, TO ) holds. Every algorithm to
compute the minimal observable set of transitions is recursive, taking the set of transitions considered observable as
input. It is easy to modify them to input in the beginning
not ∅ but T , and disallowing to select any new transitions
in C, such that they compute T xT,C (M ), and they do it
faster than Tx (M ) because they cannot choose among the
transitions of C. As proved in proposition 2, the size of
TO is constant for several T such that Best(C, T ) = y.
If |T  | > |T | with Best(C, T ) = Best(C, T  ), then

|TxT ,C (M )| > |TxT,C (M )|. We can use this idea to compute Tx (M ) in a compositional manner, for a service M
having component C:
MinimalDecomposition(M, C):
1. Compute a minimal set T y (C) of transitions of C,
∀y ∈ {0, 1, 1}.
Ty (C),C

2. Compute a minimal set T 0
M , ∀y ∈ {0, 1, 1}.

s1

s2

s' f

sf

Figure 3. Service M = (Q, s0 , sf , T ) having
component C = (Q , s0 , sf , T  ).
T1 (C),C

and T0
size 3.

T1 (C),C

3. T0

(M ) = {(s0 , s2 ), (s1 , sf ), (s1 , s2 )} of

(M ) is a minimal observable set of M .

We can now state the main theorem of the paper.
Theorem 2 Let H = (Mi )ni=1 be a hierarchical service. It
is NP-complete in the size of H
compute M O(H). Moreto
n
over, it takes at most time O( i=1 2|Mi | ).
It is important to notice that since a service is in particular a hierarchical service (with hierarchy height of 1),
we know that the problem is at least NP-hard. However,
the complexity could be exponentially worse for hierarchical graphs, since a small hierarchical graph can represent an
exponentially bigger ﬂat graph. We prove that this is not the
case. Moreover, we prove that the complexity is linear in the
number of components, and exponential only in the size of
each base component. That is, we prove that with a smart
algorithm, one can compute efﬁciently the absolute minimal
observable size even for huge hierarchical systems, as long
as each component is small enough. The best case comparison is with respect to a hierarchical service of diameter
O(2n ), having n base components of size 2 (each one being reused 2 n−1 times). The brute force non-compositional
n
method runs on H and takes time O(2 2 ), while our method
takes O(n), that is a doubly exponential improvement (one
exponential due to the reuse of components, and another
due to decomposition).

6. Experimental Results
Ty (C),C

(M ).

For example, consider the service M having component
C in Fig. 3.
1. A minimal set T0 (C) = {(s0 , s2 ), (s1 , sf )},
T1 (C) = {(s0 , s1 ), (s2 , sf )}, and T1 (C) =
{(s0 , s2 ), (s1 , sf ), (s1 , s2 )}.
2. The corresponding observable sets of M :
T (C),C
T0 0
(M ) = {(s0 , s2 ), (s1 , sf ), (s0 , sf )} of
T1 (C),C

s' 0

(M ) of transitions of

3. Output a set of smallest size among T 0

size 3, T0

s0

(M ) = {(s0 , s1 ), (s2 , sf )} of size 2,

We tested our decomposition algorithm on hierarchical
graphs. First, we choose a number (between one and nine)
of base subcomponents in the graph. Then, we generate
each of them randomly by using the Synthetic DAG generation tool (http://www.loria.fr/˜suter/dags.html). We then
generate inductively a hierarchical graph having these base
subcomponents randomly using the same tool, by assigning two edges to these components. There is no reuse of
components. For each value, we generate each hierarchical graph and each base subcomponent ﬁve times to compute the mean values (because of variation in runtime and
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observable size). We then unfold the hierarchical graphs
as (ﬂat) graphs, whose size is linear in the number of base
components. We then run both a brute force algorithm and
our hierarchical algorithm on these graphs. We do not input the hierarchical shape of the graph, instead the algorithm ﬁnds the optimal decomposition with a polynomial
time algorithm, see [4]. Fig. 4(left) shows the times (in logarithmic scale) needed to compute a minimal observable set
using brute force and our decomposition algorithm with respect to the number of edges (which is linear with respect
to the number of base subcomponents). Our decomposition
algorithm is indeed linear time with respect to the number
of base subcomponents/number of edges (0.14s for an average number of edges of 18 and 0.73s for an average number
of edges of 108), while the brute force is exponential in the
number of edges, already timing out at a little over 40 edges.
For 1 subcomponent, the overhead of our method makes the
decomposition slightly worse than the brute force method.
Fig. 4(right) shows the percentage of edges needed to be
logged among all the edges. Both algorithms answer the
same number on the same graphs but there is a huge variation among graphs, from one edge needs to be logged out
of 4 to one edge out of 15. The mean value seems to tend to
one out of 6.

7. Discussion and Conclusion
We studied compensation under partial log visibility. To
the best of our knowledge, this problem has never been considered in the context of transactional services. We proposed a framework which uses the hierarchical nature of
composite services, and gives an efﬁcient algorithm to compute the absolute minimum number of transitions to observe
in order to get compensability.
The algorithm we proposed considers only a subset of
the whole set of transitions. It is thus straightforward to add
constraints, such as, a subset of transitions “can/cannot be
observed”. It is very useful since in practice, we have to take
into account privacy/security issues. The algorithm would
then answer the absolute minimal observable set among
those satisfying the constraints. Also, the hierarchical decomposition allows to deal with dynamicity. Indeed, if a
service gets transformed (e.g., after the discovery/death of

a sub-service), obtaining a minimal observable set would
need recomputation, only at its level of the hierarchy (not
below), plus few levels above (until the properties of a level
are unchanged). It also allows to describe more accurately
the details of a service which was considered atomic until
now, in order to have feedback on where a service failed
exactly. We explain in [4] how to deal with distributed systems, and with systems which are not given in a hierarchical
way (using a folding algorithm).
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Abstract

widely used. But, that technique involves fatal problem,
called state explosion. With changing the matter of
concern of model checking from hardware to software
verification, there were many active efforts to overcome
the state explosion problem, so some studies make major
accomplishment. For instance, in SLAM project, initiated
by Microsoft to detect bugs of device driver, the
framework of abstraction-verification-refinement was
proposed and some real bugs were detected without state
explosions[2,3].
Recent years, many researches, in which the model
checking is considered as satisfiability problem, have
made progress for alternative approach to alleviate the
state explosion. These researches called BMC[4,5]
(Bounded Model Checking) were based on high
performance of SAT-Solver recently developed[6].
In this paper, in the line of previous studies, BMC for
LTS(Labeled Transition System) is proposed because
LTS is a proper model to describe concurrent system.
Above all, how to encode a model into an input part of
SAT-solver is precisely presented. FSP(Finite State
Process), a textual language to express LTSs, was
introduced for modeling and analyzing of behavioral flow
of multi-threads of an java program[7]. In the LTSA(LTS
Analyzer), a tool to support to analysis FSP, basically the
explicit method is used for analyzing FSP, and the model
checking method is trying lately[8], in which the
automata theoretic approach was applied for LTL(Linear
Temporal Logic) of LTS[9], but there is no approach to
BMC for FSP yet. By the way, one research for BMC of
LTS is accomplished by Toni[10,11]. Toni explained
three different semantics for parallel composition of LTS
in his Ph.D. thesis, and showed experimental results for
verifying reachability, deadlock, and consistency
properties. However the LTL bounded model checking
for LTS was not described.

Generally concurrent software is harder to find a bug
than sequential one. Thus there have been a number of
works on formal verification which exhaustively checks
all behaviors of concurrent software. Bounded Model
Checking (BMC) is widely used in formal verification of
concurrent software systems and exhaustively checks
whether some errors exist in execution traces of the given
system or not within the given limit called as a bound.
In this paper, we develop the tool LTS-BMC that accepts
both LTS (Labeled Transition System) as a modeling
language and FLTL (Fluent Linear Temporal Logic) as a
specification language. And the specification is checked
against the model using a SAT solver. To translate them
into a set of CNF clauses which is the input format to
most SAT solvers, we propose efficient CNF encoding
techniques and apply to several case studies. As a result,
LTS-BMC shows a good performance. 
Keywords : Formal Verification, Bounded Model checking,
Labeled Transition System, Boolean Cardinality Constraint

1 Introduction
Model checking technique, which was designed for
verifying hardware system in 19801s, had made rapid
progress through 19901s with adoption of BDD(Binary
Decision Diagram) as their inner data structure[1]. BDD
based symbolic model checking tools were promptly
disseminated in the field of system verification, also now
a days, several verification tools based BDD are still
* This work was partly supported by the GRRC program of
Gyeonggi province [2007-081-7, Context-aware Information
Processing Technology for Effective Digital Contents
Service] and the Korea Science and Engineering Foundation
(KOSEF) grant funded by the Korea government (MOST)
(No. R01-2005-000-11120-0)
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the error exists in the model, because the property means
the error.

Due to the action-centered feature of LTS, to LTL
model checking for LTS, the semantics of LTL is
redefined by actions used in a corresponding to LTS. For
model checking based on actions, a fluent, a sort of
virtual state, must be defined and bounded model
checking must be described based on the fluent. In the
previously proposed fluent model checking, automatatheoretic approach was used, in that way firstly, given
LTL formula was translated into Buchi automata, and
then the automata was converted into property LTS, and
finally, checking was performed on the composition
between model LTS and property LTS[9]. But in this
paper, this checking is performed by BMC and through
experimental results with LTS-BMC we can check the
model which cannot check with the existential LTS
analyzing tool.
This paper is organized as follow. We overview BMC
and define LTS and its parallel composition as a
background in section 2. Then in section 3 the encoding,
which translates given LTS model into the input part of a
SAT-solver, is explained. Section 4 describes LTS-BMC
tool we developed and analysis results of experiment and
finally section 5 contains the conclusions and future
works.

2.2 LTS
To model the behavior of components which work in
concurrent systems LTS is used. LTS M consists of four
tuples S , A, ;, q :
y S is a non-empty finite set of states,
y A is a non-empty set of actions,
y ;  S  A < {>}  S is the transition relation, the
elements of which are called transitions of M and > is
silent action symbol which cannot be observed to the
environment.
y q  S is an initial state of M.
By occurring of an action a, if the LTS M =
S , A, ;, q transits other LTS M1 = S , A, ;, q1 , that is
represented by M ?
?a M ' and (q, a, q1);.
Continuously occurring of actions makes the system to
behave, so the sequence of actions is referred as to
execution path or path.
In LTS M, the sequence of transitions generated by the
sequence of actions <a1, a2, …, an> denotes / = <(s1, a1,
s2), (s2, a2, s3), …, (sn, an, sn+1)>, where s1 = q, 1.i.k. (si,
ai, si+1)  ;, and length of path |/| is n.
Let / is a path on M, i-th step of the path becomes (si, ai,
si+1). If there is no outgoing transition in the state si, then
that sates is called deadlock state and if the last state of a
path is deadlock state, then the path is deadlock path.
For the set of LTS {M1, …, Mn}, their parallel
composition is represented by M1 || … || Mn. Some action
labeled in more than two LTSs synchronously occur in
the composed LTS M and that action is called
synchronized action, and the action labeled in specific
LTS, the local action, occur by means of interleaved
manner. Therefore at once also one action occur in
composed LTS M. The definition of parallel composed
LTS M = M1 || … || Mn is as follow, when Mi =
Si , Ai , ; i , qi .

2 Background
2.1 BMC
The model checking exhaustively searches state space
with breadth first method therefore during the model
checking the amount of main memory become more
exponential. So before finishing that the model checker
searches for all state space, the main memory frequently
is not available. But not all properties need to search for
all state space. If the length of the counterexample of the
property to be check is k, then the verification is finished
within k-th iteration.
BMC has model, property, and bound k as inputs and
then only performs verification within the bound. So
BMC cannot provide information as to whether the
property may be violated when more execution steps are
taken. Therefore this technique is falsification, not
verification.
In BMC, LTL formula is generally used to specify
property. Both model and property are translated into
CNF (Conjunctive Normal Form) formula, and SATSolver decides the satisfiability of the generated CNF
formula. If the result of SAT solving is satisfable, then the
property holds in the model, otherwise the property does
not hold in the model. If the property holes however, then

y S = S1  …  Sn,
y A = A1 < … < An,
y ; = {([s1, …, sn], a, [t1, …, tn])  SA-{>}S |
1.i.n.( aAi @ (si, a, ti))  (aAAi @ si = ti))} <
{([s1, …, sn], >, [t1, …, tn])  S{>}S | 91.i.n. (si, >,
ti);i  1.j.n. i'j @ si = ti },
y q = [q1, …, qn].
G

The state in composed LTS by the number of n is
expressed by n-tuple but the set of actions in composed
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Act is disenable, is equal to the formula aA.
Select(a, i).

LTS is the union of each Ai, so that the element of A is
called global action. If a global action occurs, then LTS
that has the corresponding to local action can move but
LTS that never have the same local action is idle. If the
silent action > occurs, then the local LTS have the silent
action can transit.

Already mentioned LTS M = S , A, ;, q consists of a set
of states, a set of actions, transition relations, and an
initial state. Therefore encoding of M can be split into
encoding of each component in i-th step. First, the
formula the corresponding to the set of states is (1).

3 Encoding using BCC

ExactlyOne(S, i)

3.1 BCC

(1)

Before we describe encoding of LTS model, we explain
the BCC(Boolean Cardinality Constrants) frequently used
in the encoding of our model and predicates. Given a set
of Boolean variables X = {x1, …, xn}, BCC are formulae
expressing that at most (resp. at least) k out of n variables
are true. If selecting at least one element among X denotes
AtLeastOne(X), then the formula is expressed as follow.
AtLeastOne(X) = \/ in 1 xi
Similarly selecting at most one among X is as below.
AtMostOne(X) = /\ in11 /\ nj

i 1

xi  x j
Figure 2. At most one of six: (a) Naïve method, (b)
Sinz’s, method (c) Bailleux’ method, (d) Kwon’s method

Therefore the predicate of selecting exactly one
element among X, ExactlyOne(X) is AtMostOne(X) 
AtLeastOne(X). However, above encoding method is
naïve and more efficient encoding ways are introduced by
Bailleux[12], Sinz[13], and Kwon[14]. The BCC
encoding of Bailleux is efficient for selecting exactly k
out of n variables and he uses binary tree and unary
representation of an integer value. Sinz’s method is
optimal for selecting at most k among n variables and
takes advantage of a sequential counter for encoding BCC
into CNF. And Kwon proposed an encoding method that
has best performance in selecting one out of n variables
and he adopted the concept of hierarchies among Boolean
variables. We experiment with these encoding methods
and compare with them in our tool.

Only one state is selected at each step of the execution
path, so the predicate (1) which expresses to select one
state in i-th step is defined by extending the predicate
ExactlyOne(S). And more detail, given a set of states S =
{s1, …, sn}, ExactlyOne(S, i) is equal to the predicate
ExactlyOne({Select(s1, i), …, Select(sn, i)}). Similarly the
extended predicate for the set of actions can be defined.
Because only one global action may occur in M, the
predicate about selecting action in i-th step is denoted by
(2).
AtLeastOne(A, i)

(2)

Also given a set of actions {a1, …, an}, AtLeastOne(A, i)
is equal to AtLeastOne({Select(a1, i) , …, Select(an, i)}).
Encoding about transition relations needs two formulae,
that is, the condition for occurring transition and the
condition after the transition occurring. In each state s,
when step-i, the predicate expressing the condition for
occurring transition is (3).

3.2 Mode Encoding
Now we will explain some predicates used in definition
of encoding of LTS. Below step i is i-th step on the
execution path.
y Select(s, i) is true if state s is selected in the i-th step.
y Select (a, i) is true if action a is selected in the i-th
step.
y Enable(s, Act, i) is true if in the i-th step set of
actions Act is enable in state s. when Act = {a1, …,
an}, Enable(s, Act, i) = Select(s, i) @ Select(a1, i) 
…  Select(an, i).
y Disable(Act, i) is true if in the i-th step set of actions

s.Enable(s, Act, i)

(3)

The condition of enable transition is when a state is
selected the possible action to occur in s is selected. Thus
occurring transition is represented by predicate express
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In previous chapter as we described, initial state of
composed LTS M = M1 || … || Mn is [q1, …, qn], so we can
encode like below (7).

possible actions to occur in each state. And then for all
transition relations (s, a, t); in i-th step, the formula of
the condition after the transition occurring is defined by
(4).
Trans(;, i) = (s, a, t);. Select(s, i)
 Select(a, i) @ Select(t, i+1)

1.j.n.Select(qj, 0)

For states, actions, and enable actions of each LTS, in istep, we can encode such as (8), (9), (10).

(4)

Because the initial state of M is selected in step zero, we
can use below predicate about q in M. where q represents
the Boolean variable of the initial state.
Select(q, 0)

1.j.n.ExactlyOne(Sj, i)
1.j.n.AtMostOne(Aj, i)
1.j.n.sSj. Enable(s, Act, i)

(8)
(9)
(10)

(5)
The set of global actions G = {g1, …, gm} is encoded like
the set of local actions as the formula (11). And the
formula (12) is the encoding for the set of variables for
interleaving semantics IN = {in1, …, inn}, which is
encoded by selecting exactly one of n, because only one
LTS must be selected.

Thus given a bound k, the formula to encode LTS M
Encode(M, k) is denoted (6), conjunction from (1) to (5).
About encoding for the initial state, because of exactly
one state can be selected and Select(q, 0), in step 0, it
guarantees that other states is not selected except q.
Encode(M, k) = Select(q, 0)
 0.i<k.( ExactlyOne(S, i)
 AtMostOne(A, i)
 s. Enable(s, Act, i)
 Trans(;, i) )

(7)

AtMostOne(G, i)
ExactlyOne(IN, i)

(11)
(12)

The set G is corresponding to the set of actions of the
parallel composed LTS. For the connection between
global and local action, let the MA(g) = {a | 91.j.n. aAj
 a = g}is the set of actions, which are corresponding to a
global action g, in each local LTS and ING(g) = {inj 
IN| g  Aj}. At i-th step, the encoding of each global
action is (13).

(6)

Universal quantifier means -operation of all instances,
so the final formula of the model (6) is kept up CNF. The
formula of the deadlock property can be expressed by
90.i<k.Disable(A, i) which means that there is the state
in which any actions can be occurred.

Matching(i) = gG.aMA(g).Select(g, i)
B Select(a, i)
 91inING(g).Select(in, i)
(13)

3.3 Encoding a parallel composed LTS
There are two approaches for encoding of the parallel
composed LTS. One approach is that we first generate the
composed model by means of explicit manner and then
encode the composed model, and another one is that we
first encode each local LTS, and next compose. First
approach is finished by encoding for the composed LTS
M, Encode(M, k). And second approach is that
interleaving semantics among local models is encoded
with encoding for each local model. The brief description
of the second approach is as follow.
y States, actions, initial state, and enable actions in the
particular state are encoded by the same method of the
local LTS.
y Variables for interleaving and global actions are
declared and the connection between global actions and
local actions are encoded with interleaving variables.
y Transitions in each LTS are encoded with the
occurrence of global actions.

Finally, encodings for transition relations of each LTS M
= S , A, ;, q at i-th step are formulated by (14) and
(15). The formula (14) is the constraint for transit, and
(15) is the constraint for idle, where sS, aA, (s, a,
t);, and gG.
Select(s, i)  Select(a, i)  Select(g, i)
@ Select(t, i+1)
Select(s, i)  Select(a, i)  Select(g, i)
@ Select(s, i+1)

(14)
(15)

Therefore the formula made by conjunction from (7) to
(15) is encodings for a given parallel composed LTSs.

3.4 Encoding property
Property is generally represented by LTL formula which
is defined by follow.
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C ::= Fl
F | Fl | CD | CD | XC | FC
F | GC | CUD.

ooperation andd interleavedd execution of concurrrent
pprograms are conveniently demonstrated
d by a progrram
w
with two processes, each of executes K iterations of the
sttatement N :=
= N + 1, wheere N is a sharred variable with
w
aan initial zero value. Intuitivvely, in the fin
nal state K . N .
22K; [18] descrribed a scenarrio whose finaal state is N = 2.
Inn our experim
ments, K = 3 and the num
mber of processses
aare increased one
o by one. T
The FSP code in figure 3 is the
employed exam
mple in the caase of two proccesses.

Fl means fluent, which is defined by a pair of sets, a set
minating actionn TFl.
of initiating actions IFl annd a set of term
Fl EIFl
lyFl
F , TFlG Iintially
F may
where IFl, TFl F G and IFl 8 TFl = 3 and a fluent Fl
initially be true or falsee at step 0 as denoted by
b the
attribute IinntiallyFl. Thereefore a fluentt is a kind off state
which valuee is true or falsse according to
t the occurrence of
actions. EFll F G is alsoo actions andd neither inittiating
actions nor terminating acctions. For thee occurrence of
o EFl,
o fluent is preserved. Enccoding fluentt is as
the value of
follow, and for the rest LT
TL formula, we
w follow [15,,16].

bound 20
const Imax = 3
range Int = 0..Imax
VAR(Init = 0) = VAR[In
nit],
VAR[v:Int] =
(read[v
v] ->VAR[v]
|print[v]->VAR[v]
R[c]).
|write[c:Int]->VAR

Encodiing(Fl) = IintiiallyFl
 IFl @ Fl
 TFl @ Fl
 EFl  Fl @ Fl
 EFl  Fl @ Fl

Proc = Proc
c[0],
Proc[i:Int] = ( when(i
i < Imax)
rea
ad[j:0..Imax
x-1] ->
inc
c ->
write[j+1] -> Proc[i+1]
P
| when(i == Imax)
end
d -> END)+{w
write[0]}.

4. Experiments

||C = ({a,b
b}::VAR || a
a:Proc || b:
:Proc)/
{end/{a,b}.end}.
Test = (end
d -> {a,b}.p
print[2] ->S
STOP).
||C_Test = (C || Test)
).

The LTS-B
BMC tool we developed is consists off three
phases as fiigure 2. In thee parsing phasse, the input is
i FSP
file and the result is LTSs. And in the second phase, CNF
formulae of model and property aree encoded. Finally
F
decision wh
hether generatted formulae is satisfiable or not
is perform
med by thee state-of-thhe-art SAT-ssolver,
minisat[17].. If the resultt of solver is unsatisfiablee, then
the bound k is incremented, and if the result is satissfiable
then becausse this case m
means to fine an
a error, whicch is a
counterexam
mple, it resolvves the error traces by decoder.
Although affter increasingg k enough, thhe result still remain
r
unsatisfiablee, it is regaarded as to fail to finnd the
counterexam
mple and solviing is terminaated.

fluent F = <{{a,b}.pri
int[2]}>
assert A = <> F

Figure 3. FSP code for the extreme in
nterleavings
T
Table 1 showss experimentaal results by means of LT
TSA
aand LTS-BMC
C. LT-SEQ sstands for thaat we use Sinnz’s
m
method[13] as encoding B
BCC in LTS
S-BMC. It was
w
pperformed on Windows X
XP with a 1G
Gb memory and
a
1.86GHz CPU
U and the timeoout is 1000secc. the symbol “-”
m
means the expperiment to bbe failed cauused by mem
mory
ooverflow. #P is the numbber of processs, #state is the
nnumber of stattes, #trans. is the number of transitions, k is
thhe bound usedd in BMC, #vaar. and #clausse are the num
mber
oof variables annd clauses in C
CNF, respectivvely.
<
<Table
1> Exxperimental results
#P

Figure 2. Overview of LTS
S-BMC
To comparee encoding m
methods, we experiment wiith the
example apppeared in [18].
[
The cooncepts of atomic
a
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LTSA
#state

LTS-BMC
C(LT-SEQ)

#
#trans.

k

time

#var.

#clause

time

2

272

842

0.11

20

5,523

16,882

0.3
32

3

7,540

34,712

3.68

29

11,520

35,771

6.18

4 170,425 1,,130,530

6.91

38

19,695

61,662 146.5
59

5

-

-

-

47

30,624

95,699 780.7
78

6

-

-

-

56

42,579

134,450 286,2
25

works are improving the encoding method of model and
developing unbounded model checking for LTS.

In the table 1, although the solving time of LTS-BMC is
slower than one of LTSA, we recognize state spaces of
LTSA are growing exponentially in contrast of the linear
increasing of the size of CNF formulas generated by LTSBMC. So LTS-BMC has more benefit than LTSA when
the number of processes is growing. However the solving
time of LTS-BMC must be improved. We consider the
formula (10) described in section 3.3 as one of main
obstacle. Below figures are consumed memory and time
for experiments with several BCC methods. Commander
indicates Kwon’s method[14] and UT_MGAC indicates
Bailleux’s method[12]. In this experiment LT-SEQ shows
the best performance among several BCC methods.
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disjunction of literals that is an atomic proposition or the
negation of an atomic proposition.
However, many types of constraints that appear in
practical problems have no natural expression in the CNF.
Boolean cardinality constraint, which expresses bounds of
the number of variables to be true in the set of Boolean
variables, is one of these. So far, there are many
researches about CNF encoding of BCC, which are
concentrated on generating efficient CNF formulae. Here,
the efficiency means that generated formulae must be
kept relatively small number of variables and clauses with
respect to given variables and must be made the solving
time shorter. Sinz applied sequential counter into CNF
encoding for BCC in [10], and Bailleux and Boufkhad, in
[9], used binary tree whose nodes function as the middle
summation. When  is the number of given Boolean
variables and  is the number of variables to be true,
Sinz’s and Bailleux’s methods need    ,  
clauses and    ,  
 auxiliary variables,
respectively.
Another approach showing the efficiency of encoding
technique is testing it on some applications. In [9],
Bailleux and Boufkhad had tested their technique on a
problem arising in 2-D discrete tomography which is the
reconstruction of a 2-D grid, given its projections in four
directions. From the problem we could get an idea about
the adjacency constraint (ADC) and define its CNF
encoding. So given projection in two direction with
adjacency information, we could reconstruct the image of
a 2-D grid. In fact, this method is close to solve Japanese
puzzle(Nonogram)[11,12,13]. To express the ADC, we
assume the sequence of given Boolean variables and we
say that variables assigned true are adjacent when all
those are neighbored with each other in the sequence.
Through experiments we prove the applicability of the
ADC. To do this, we define the naïve encoding of ADC
and then we explain how to combine it within BCC to
translate problems of reconstructing image to CNF
formulae. Also we show the method of applying ADC to
BCC using binary tree and sequential counter.
This paper is organized as follow. As background CNF
encodings for BCC is described in section 2, where BCC

Abstract
In this paper, we are interested in automatically solving
Japanese puzzle which is also known as Nonogram and
aims to reveal a hidden picture according to numbers
given at the side of the two-dimensional board. For
example, the numbers “4 3” mean there are sets of four
and three consecutive filled squares, in that order, with
at least one blank square between successive groups.
To regard it as a SAT problem, Boolean Cardinality
Constraint (BCC) is seemed to be a natural choice to
represent as a set of CNF clauses. However, BCC alone
is not enough to identify a sequence of n filled squares
given the number n. To select a sequence of filled
squares, we add the adjacency constraint to traditional
BCC and applied this idea to a number of this kind of
puzzles. As a result, our idea shows much better
performance than when BCC alone is used. 
Keywords : Adjacency, Boolean cardinality constraints, CNF
encoding, Satisfiability, Solving puzzle

1 Introduction
After the DPLL[1] was proposed for the algorithm of
SAT solving in 60’s, in the last decade the performance of
SAT solvers was highly improved[2,3,4]. Due to these
improvements, in many application areas such as AI
planning[5], hardware and software verification[6,7],
solving puzzles[8], and reconstruction of images[9],
problems are regarded as SAT problems. To deal with
problems via SAT, those are specified by several
constraints and then encoded to conjunctive normal form
(CNF). CNF is the conjunction of clauses composed of
* This work was partly supported by the GRRC program of
Gyeonggi province [2007-081-7, Context-aware Information
Processing Technology for Effective Digital Contents
Service] and the Korea Science and Engineering Foundation
(KOSEF) grant funded by the Korea government (MOST)
(No. R01-2005-000-11120-0)
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is described by the constraint

, which means
that the number of set of Boolean variables assigned true
  in given Boolean set  is between and . And the
description parts into three subsection: naïve encoding,
encoding using a binary tree, and encoding using a
sequential counter. Then in the section 3, we propose the
concept of adjacency constraint and define CNF encoding
for ADC in those three parts. In section 4, we present
experimental results on three types of examples with four
different methods. Finally we conclude in section 5.

proposed by Bailleux and Boufkhad[9]. The encoding
uses a unary representation of integers, so to express the
number of variables assigned true, it must use auxiliary
variables. For example, if we want to present the value of
an integer  such that 2   with Boolean variables
3  3    3 , then it becomes 3   3, 3,+   3 .
Thus when the value of  is in the bound
 , we
can generally express it as follow formula.
 3! 
"!"#

2 Backgrounds
In this subsection, we explain naïve encoding for BCC.
Let         is a set of Boolean variables and
   represents a set of variables to be true. To translate
 into CNF formulae, we must
BCC for

separate the constraint into two parts
  and
, and translate each part of the constraint into

CNF, and then make the conjunction of two formulae.
These two constraints
  and  
 mean that
the size of   is at least and at most , respectively. For
all subsets of ,       , where each length of subsets


  
"!" ""#

!

  to

%&'

Figure 1. Binary tree and assigning auxiliary variables

length of subsets is  ( ), the second constraint  
 is expressed by follow.






(3)

(1)

If the size of a subset    to be true is at most , then
we can surely exclude variables included in  $   .
Therefore, all subsets of  ,        , where each


"!"%&'
 ""*+

3

For example, given the set of Boolean variables  
    4  5  6 , to convert the BCC to CNF using the
unary representation, it requires 5 auxiliary variables. Let
the set of auxiliary variables is 7  3  3  34  35  36 , if
variables to be true in  are only  and 5 , then for the
number 2, it could be expressed by the formula
3 3 34 35 36 . Therefore, to represent all cases of
allowing variables to be true in  as unary representation
of 7, the set 7 is allocated to the root node of the tree,
each group of auxiliary variables (     8  8  84 
85  86  is allocated to each non-terminal nodes in the tree
like figure 1, and each variable in  is allocated to a leaf
node in a one-to-one way, thus all nodes in the tree
represent the sum of the sub-tree whose root is that node.

2.1 Naïve encoding

is , the naïve way of converting the constraint
CNF is as follow.


*+""

!

As the previous example, if variables allowed to be
true are only  and 5 , then each variables located by
non-terminal node is converted to    , 85 86 , and
8 8 84 , respectively, which are correspond to their
 to CNF
sub-sum. Consequently, to convert

using a binary tree, it start from a isolated node located by
variables for the integer  and proceed iteratively: to each
terminal node which has  9 ) variables, we connect

(2)

Thus for the problem of selecting exactly  elements in
the set        , we can generate corresponding
 to
propositional formulae as converting 


, it requires
CNF. In the case of the constraint 

,+
 clauses of length  ( ) . In the worst case of
  -./0 $ ) , the number of generated clauses is
/ .1./ , so next subsections present better
.
encodings for






two children to be located by :  ; ,  $ :  ; variables,
respectively. This procedure builds a binary tree with 
leaves assigned by !  . In this binary tree, when
<  =    =>  is a set to assigned in a non-terminal
node and ?       >'  and @  8    8>A  are
variables assigned in left and right child of the node, the
following CNF formula expresses their relation, where
=B  B  8B  ) and =>+  >'+  8>A+  2.

2.2 Encoding using a binary tree
The encoding method explained in this subsection was
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could translate
 N into CNF simply and the
increasing rate of whole formulae is still linear.

  ! C 8 D@D=!+ 

B"!">' B"">A

C =!++ @D

(4)
!+ E 8+ 

3 CNF encoding for Adjacency constraint

According to our observation, the conjunction of (3) and
the left part of the above formula is the CNF
representation of
  constraint and the conjunction
. Therefore, if we
of (3) and the right part is for  
apply formula (4) for all non-terminal nodes and conjoin
them with (3), we can represent

 . As I
mentioned in section 1, this method requires F G
D
clauses and F  variables.

To express adjacency, we consider the sequence of
Boolean variables, so we regard the set of Boolean
variables  used in the previous section as a sequence of
Boolean variables.

3.1 Naïve encoding for ADC
To present adjacency of variables, we must assume the
order between those variables. For example, if we want to
represent to allow adjacent two variables to be true out of
five Boolean variables       6 , then we can think
about two different type of adjacency. If the third variable
is the one of two variables assigned by true, then we can
say that either the second variable or the forth variable
will be true, or at least the first and the fifth variables will
be false; the former for the positive representation, the
latter for the negative representation. Firstly, the positive
representation of ADC is a formula to fulfill that the
exactly one out of (e1e2), (e2e3), (e3e4), and (e4e5)
comes true. More generally, in a set of Boolean variables
       , the CNF formula of the representation of
a adjacent  variables is expressed by (7). In the formula
(7), the function R=ST U receives a set of Boolean
variables as a parameter and returns a CNF formula to
express the exactly one of them to be true. From (7), CNF
formula is generated with  $  ( ) auxiliary variables
and (  $  ( )   ( ) (  clauses, where the 
corresponds to that function.

2.3 Encoding using a sequential counter
In this section, we explain the translation method using a
sequential counter proposed by Sinz[10]. Let input
variables are        . A sequential counter circuit
computes partial sums 3!  H!I  for increasing values
of J up to the final J  , and the values of all 3! ’s are
represented as unary numbers. Sub-circuit is computing a
partial sum 3! in unary representation and the maximal
value of the partial sum is  . Therefore, it requires
 $ ) G  auxiliary variables.
To convert this circuit to CNF, we define equations for
the partial sum 3! such as formula (5). In [10], to convert
this circuit to CNF, implication operator is used at (a),
(b), and (c) in (5). This way could optimize the CNF
encoding of the constraint  
 , but if we use
equivalence operator instead of implication, then
remaining relatively small number of clauses the
 can be represented.
constraint

If we use equivalence operator instead of implication at
(a), (b), and (c) in formula (5), then the constraint

is represented by the formula (6).
 @3 (a)
for ) K L 
3
for ) K J K 
! DD3!M @3! (b)
for ) K L 
! DD3!MM D3!M @3!
! @D3!M*
D3##   D3M#  D 3M#M 

!+,M

M,+

 V=! B   W DDD

(7)

I!

!I

R=ST U=    =M,+ 
Secondly, the negative representation of ADC for the
above example is expressed like the formula (e1 @ e3 
e4  e5)  (e2 @ e4  e5)  (e3 @ e5) and in this
formula any auxiliary variables are not needed. For a set
of Boolean variables         , the negative
representation of a adjacent  variables is identical to the
M,+M,
blow formula (8), and it generates
clauses.

(5)
(c)



(6)

M,

Therefore, the CNF formulae encoding of
N

consist of O   $ P ( O clauses. Although the
number of clauses of CNF formula for
N
 with
equivalence operator is larger than CNF formula for
N
 requiring /   (  $ Q $ ) clauses, we



  ! @D
!I I!+,
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(8)

So far, we explained negative and positive representation
for ADC, but on applying the ADC, it must be used
together with the formula for BCC, that is, the BCC for
the number of variables allowed to be true and the ADC
for the constraint that those variables must be adjacent
each other. However, the positive representation of ADC
belongs to the constraint of 
  because all of
adjacent  variables are included among the ,
combination using (1). Consequently, as the positive
, it
representation combined with the constraint  
can be formulated that exactly adjacent  variables
become true.
Similarly, the negative representation of ADC belongs
to the constraint of  
 because the formula (8)
implies the formula (2). Consequently, as the negative
representation combined with the constraint 
  , it
can be formulated that exactly adjacent  variables
become true. In the next subsections, we will describe
how to apply the ADC into methods using binary tree and
sequential counter in the viewpoint of the negative
representation.

respectively. So, TL(8) and TR(7) are available for
another encoding methods using binary tree.

Figure 2. An example of 100100 Japanese puzzle

3.3 Encoding of ADC using a sequential counter
There are four different methods in encoding of ADC
using a sequential counter. SC is referred to as the
formula (5) which is optimized to represent  
.
While SC means that the number of variables to be true is
at most , if we consider that the number of variables to
be false is at most  $ , also the constraint
  is
represented with a sequential counter. To do this, we add
negation operator to each input variable in a sequential
counter and for use  $  instead of the parameter .
This method is called SC-1. And the method using
equivalence at (a), (b), and (c) in (5) is called SCM.
Therefore, the first method expressing ADC with a
sequential counter is SC(7), the second is SC-1(8). The
table 1 is a simple experiment for comparing of these two
methods. Because the number of auxiliary variables
depends on the number of variables to be true, the number
of clauses of SC(7) is increasing in accordance with 
and the number of clauses of SC-1(8) is decreasing in
accordance whit . Hence CS(Compositional method of
Sequential counters) is the third method which uses


SC(7) when  K  and SC-1(8) when  .

3.2 Encoding of ADC using a binary tree
If we adopt BCC using a binary tree to express ADC, we
can apply the advantage of structure of the tree. For
example, if we want to restrict adjacent two variables to
be true out of five Boolean variables, then the formula of
ADC
becomes
 @8  @85 4 @6 
because according to the formula (4) 8 and 85 are
identical to 4 5 6 , 5 6 , respectively.
Therefore, when         is a set of Boolean
variables, CNF encoding for ADC using a binary tree is
formulated by follow.
M,
X!YZ[\

  ! D@D8

(9)

!I \]^_!

?`<J   S=J L J (  L  presents the set of the
indices of non-terminal node for ! , where S=aDb c b d
b is the function that from indices of two nodes returns
the index of the least common ancestor of them. Also
8J eTa b d b is the function that from the index of a
non-terminal node returns the index of the right child of
X!YZ[\
means the first assigned variable in the
it. Thus 8
non-terminal node whose index is =. Consequently the
conjunction of (3), (4), and (9) is CNF encoding of ADC
using a binary tree, which requires no auxiliary variables
and ( $  
 clauses in the worst case. We will say
this method with TA which means the adjacency in a tree.
As we mentioned in the previous subsection, the left
part(TL) and the right part(TR) of the formula (4)
corresponds to the constraint 
 , 
 ,

Table 1. Comparison of SC  (7) and SC-1  (8)
.

SC-1(8)

#var. #Clauses Time
100/20 2200
6017 0.031
100/50 5127 12725 0.062
100/80 8053 17630 0.093

SC(7)
#var. #Clauses Time
8020 19099
0.062
5050 11224
0.031
2080
4249
0.031

Finally, in the point a view of negative representation,
if the ADC adopt to SCM, the formula (10) is generated,
and it has / $  clauses.
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method computes which method generates the smallest
clauses between SC-1(8) and SC(7).
In the case of the random data, the SCM(10) method
generates the smallest clauses and the method is the
fastest. In the case of Japanese puzzles from 1010 to
100100, its results are similar to random data, but these
data less complex than random style and more complex
than convex style. Regularly the CS method shows good
performance, but because it uses naïve ADC, so about
bigger problems the TA method will be better than CS.

(10)

!I*+

4 Experiments
In this section, through experiments we compare with
each encoding method. We deal with solving puzzles
such as figure 2, Japanese puzzle which is form of logic
drawing: the puzzler gradually makes a drawing on grid,
by means of logical reasoning.
The puzzler is provided with information about the
horizontal and vertical arrangement of the black pixels
along every line. For each line, the description indicates
the sizes of the segments of adjacent black pixels, in the
order in which they appear on the line. To consider
Japanese puzzle as a SAT problem, firstly we allocated
each Boolean variable into a cell as figure 2, and then for
each line, CNF formula is encoded by ADC, finally for an
overlapped cell, like the right side of figure 3, we
introduce additional clauses to avoid misuse of variables.

Table 2. The number of clausesٻ

Figure 3. Encoding puzzle into CNF
Our experimental environment is follow: ubunto linux,
1.86GHz CPU, and 2G RAM. And we use Minisat
solver[4]. We experiment different four methods for
several Japanese puzzles. The label symbol “-” means to
fail to generate CNF formula.
In the case of convex style, the number of clauses of
TA is smaller than SCM(10), because of the shape of the
data whose lines are consecutive and the method of
SCM(10) generates the most clauses because it use
equivalence operator in the sequential counter and the
sequential counter is very sensitive to the number of
variables assigned with true. However, the CS method
makes the smallest clauses, and the reason is that the

CS

Problem

TA

c10
c20
c30
c40
c50
c60
c80
c100
c120

3500
23740
73632
166000
312932
526404
1204400
2296164
3897648

SAM(10)
3576
30156
103736
248316
487896
846476
2016636
3950796
6840956

1576
11340
36172
84136
161068
276360
645956
1251168
2149744

SC(7)
2768
20448
67044
156564
303004
520324
1223680
2378872
4097608

r10
r15
r20
r25
r30
r35
r40
r45
r50

3537
12627
30065
66845
120641
200403
316406
480998
689632

2473
8613
19688
41932
72755
118452
181614
269496
377894

2211
8636
20024
43129
76027
124257
191192
283107
399634

2596
9129
20849
44266
76997
125634
192474
283739
400152

10x10
18x10
15x20
20x20
25x25
40x40
40x79
50x100
100x100

4251
5343
23399
37453
66835
345895
1030041
1752110
5217099

3060
6132
18485
26206
52076
200919
575821
1142766
2932747

2616
2269
12613
23159
42844
185750
503588
916629
2372118

3074
4460
15999
25253
46570
190410
515940
1007446
2521863

Table 3. The number of variablesٻ
Problem
c10
c20
c30
c40
c50
c60
c80
c100
c120
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TA
780
3920
9780
18880
31100
46320
88320
144400
214080

SAM(10)
1000
8000
27000
64000
125000
216000
512000
1000000
1728000

CS

SC(7)

676
4684
15044
34728
66784
114092
266768
516920
888324

1172
8656
28464
66584
129024
221756
522152
1015944
1750880

r10
r15
r20
r25
r30
r35
r40
r45
r50

861
2777
6117
12449
21017
33263
49339
70503
97218

633
1999
4243
8299
13683
20984
30528
43329
57107

759
2702
5852
11549
19505
30174
44397
62797
84173

911
2885
6104
11953
19837
30696
44800
63006
84258

10x10
18x10
15x20
20x20
25x25
40x40
40x79
50x100
100x100

994
1281
4023
6777
11069
42917
90420
175199
343959

763
1721
4284
5733
11677
37369
99630
202626
511821

858
844
3916
6846
13005
45547
114222
203305
530367

1085
1952
5294
7599
14378
47364
118500
240511
581625

Problem

TA

c10
c20
c30
c40
c50
c60
c80
c100
c120
r10
r15
r20
r25
r30
r35
r40
r45
r50

5 Conclusions
In this paper we explained several CNF encodings for
BCC and proposed the concept of ADC. We could
basically represent the ADC with two ways: positive and
negative representation. And then to fine more efficient
method we adopted methods using a binary tree and a
sequential counter, and to apply ADC to those encodings
for BCC, we modified the sequential counter with
equivalence operator and newly design the inverse form
of the sequential counter. Also we split the method using
a binary tree into two parts: at least part and at most 
part.
Through experimental results, we confirmed the
necessity of ADC to translate problems into CNF formula
in the point a view of efficiency. The experiments were
performed by three types of data: convex style, random
style, and Japanese puzzle. Although TA, SCM(10), and
CS among methods showed good results similarly, we
would predict, because of the size of generated clauses,
that the TA method will be better than SCM(10) and CS
in cases of big problems.

Table 4. Solving timeٻ

10x10
18x10
15x20
20x20
25x25
40x40
40x79
50x100
100x100

CS

0.003
0.015
0.045
0.101
0.195
0.321
0.715
1.424
2.441
0.004
0.016
0.032
0.140
0.496
10.668
165.880
40.234
81.753

SAM(10)
0.003
0.015
0.059
0.172
0.404
0.832
5.115
13.726
31.787
0.004
0.012
0.056
0.176
0.816
2.188
165.090
25.985
32.382

0.000
0.008
0.021
0.092
0.096
0.171
0.420
1.031
1.733
0.000
0.012
0.068
0.172
0.904
4.300
93.749
11.244
46.498

SC(7)
0.003
0.012
0.039
0.089
0.167
0.825
9.254
4.726
2.679
0.004
0.012
0.076
0.192
1.328
1.868
159.080
11.536
71.364

0.004
0.004
0.028
0.032
0.084
0.652
2.224
4.144
6.472

0.004
0.004
0.028
0.028
0.128
0.540
1.964
4.084
7.896

0.000
0.000
0.036
0.040
0.144
2.256
3.648
12.904
20.197

0.004
0.008
0.032
0.040
0.184
4.468
4.823
15.341
24.046
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Abstract
Process documentation and process execution are part of
companies business information systems which describe the
way how companies process information. Between these two
levels of abstraction exists a gap that has been identiﬁed
as the main drawback for business process implementation.
This paper proposes a holistic methodology using BPM on
top of SOA to overcome this gap by providing an architecture
that bridges these different levels of abstraction by transition
strategies, and a life cycle to support transitions.
Keywords: BPM, SOA, Process Modeling, BPMN, BPEL

1. Introduction
Process documentation and process execution are part of companies business information systems which describe the way
how companies process information [6]. Two levels are differentiated within business information systems; The ﬁrst level
compromises business tasks which are associated with information relationships, whereas the second level is the task
bearer level. The latter consists of a set of task bearers which
are associated by communication systems. Between both levels exists an allocation relationship which represents the mapping of tasks and task bearers. This classiﬁcation supports the
understanding of the difference between process documentation and process execution. Process documentation is part
of the task level. It represents the sequence of tasks which
need to be performed in order to run a business. Also, it comprises the substantiation of business goals and strategies, and
is carried out by people with business domain knowledge. The
methodology used for process documentation is a visual depiction of processes [25]. The degree of formalization is either non-formal or semi-formal. The purpose of it is threefold:
to reduce business process complexity, to ease communication between business partners, and to communicate business
logic for the task bearer level. Process execution is associated with the task bearer level and represents software applications. The purpose of it is to support automated business
processes. The solution is a formalized software code.
∗ The ﬁrst author is funded by means of the German Federal Ministry of
Economy and Technology under the promotional reference 01MQ07012.

Mapping business tasks to software applications comprises
several issues which need to be overcome in order to successfully map business requirements to software applications. The
most prominent one, i.e., the loss of information during the
mapping process [7, 19, 20, 23, 25], often results in a false
translation from process models to implementation plans. The
entirety of problems that occur in this context are often referred to as the semantic gap.
The aim of this paper is to offer an analysis of the semantic gap, and to examine the mapping between tasks and task
bearers. Additionally, it addresses the issues described above
by means of a holistic methodology, and offers a solution by
narrowing the semantic gap.
Section two depicts work that is related to the holistic
methodology. Section three presents a more detailed analysis of the semantic gap. Section four offers Business Process
Management (BPM) [22] on top of Service-oriented Architectures (SOA) [25] as a holistic methodology to bridge the semantic gap. Section ﬁve summarizes the ﬁndings and presents
future work to be done.

2. Related Work
The works of Decker, and Dehnert and van der Aalst also discuss interesting level concepts. Decker [4] differentiates between a business layer and an execution layer, and presents
four strategies to map these. His work deﬁnes a process support layer, and patterns to support the mapping between the
business layer and the execution layer.
Dehnert and van der Aalst [5] propose an approach to
bridge the gap between business processes (EPC notation) and
workﬂow speciﬁcations (Petri nets). Different levels of business process abstraction are addressed with different modeling techniques. The transition between different levels is implemented in a set of rules, which does not limit the designing
facilities of the EPC notation.
Hofmeister’s and Wirtz’s [8] work relates to service integration. They present a pattern taxonomy to standardize the
design of coupling systems and thus, to ease integration. To
do this, they introduce a reﬁned approach of Business Process Integration Oriented Application Integration (BPIOAI),
which is based on message-based integration on a more ab549

ments are hard-coded into software applications and cannot
be changed easily. The association between original business
processes, and applications supporting the process, is not formally captured and cannot be repeated or managed when processes need to be changed in order to adapt to new market
needs. Moreover, as it is crucial for companies to accommodate their business processes according to their visions and
business goals to match market requirements, it is not desirable anymore to hard-code business logic into one application
but to store the business logic separately from implementation code. However, in a fast changing business environment,
business requirements need to be adapted frequently [7, 21].
Figure 1. Different views on the semantic gap.
stract level. Regarding mapping and decomposition strategies, they propose an architectural framework to design composite applications on top of existing legacy applications. The
framework includes service reuse, coupling, different layers
of abstraction, and patterns.
Lastly, Model Driven Architecture is an approach by OMG
to design software on the basis of formal models [11]. Its aim
is to decrease the time to implement software applications.
Platform independent formal models (PIM) are transformed
into executable code.

3. Exploration of the Semantic Gap
The semantic gap is explained with the help of three different
views to refer to the problems it implies; namely the mind
share gap, the time gap, and the continuous improvement gap.
Figure 1 summarizes these different views of the semantic gap
between process documentation and process execution.
The mind share gap refers to the difﬁculty to translate business requirements directly into supporting applications. Business owners and software developers talk different languages,
perceive problems and solutions differently, apply different
methodologies, and use different approaches to communicate
and understand business processes and requirements. These
different contexts make it difﬁcult to transform business requirements into executing software applications [20, 23].
The time gap refers to the time delay between the setting
of business requirements and the development of the software
applications. Software applications which support business
logic are complex, involve a team of developers, need to be
reliable, and need to be set up for a whole company. Hence,
a great amount of time elapses between the moment of ordering the system and the moment of completion. In the worst
case this could mean that business requirements change during software application development and consequently, the
application becomes obsolete [7, 21].
The continuous improvement gap deals with the ability to
reﬁne business processes and the underlying supporting software applications. According to Woodley and Gagnon [25],
simple steps in a business process do not change often. What
does change often, are sequences and the integration of these
into different business contexts. Right now, business require-

4. Holistic Methodology
This section presents a solution to bridge the semantic gap.
The holistic methodology comprises (1) a level concept to
clearly separate the task level and the task bearer level, (2)
a life cycle to drive the whole methodology, and (3) transition strategies, which provide relations between levels. Every
level serves as a classiﬁcation for BPM goals, views on the semantic gap, the BPM life cycle, BPM stakeholders, design notations, execution languages, and technology. The level concept will be the basis for the transition strategies. Transition
strategies are the bridge between process documentation and
process execution.
The emerging BPM [22] technologies are providing an opportunity to manage the life cycle of the business processes
for a company and therefore, effective deployment and execution of information technology [21] in order to support
the bridging of the semantic gap. The BPM deﬁnitions from
zur Muehlen and Ho [26], Gartner [10], van der Aalst et al.
[22], and the BPM Standard Group1 were considered for the
derivation goals for BPM. Table 1 summarizes the ﬁndings
about the essential BPM goals. Thus, BPM is a methodology
to discover and document processes as well as to integrate
software applications to support business processes in an automatic way, and it offers a life cycle to improve and adapt
business processes according to changing business environments.
SOA supports BPM by offering a platform that supports
business processes and integrates heterogeneous business applications and business partners. Business processes consume
and leverage such SOA services, tying them together to solve
business challenges [25]. BPM on top of SOA as a methodology provides a solution to narrow the semantic gap by solving the mapping problems and thus, to diminish the consequences. The independence between business processes and
services helps to separate the business model and the technical
implementation. The velocity of the implementation matches
the speed of the quickly changing business requirements. Processes need to be independent from a speciﬁc platform. Otherwise, the logic is hard-coded into software applications and
thus, expensive to change. Woodley and Gagnon [25] claim
1 BPM
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SG, http://www.bpmstandardsgroup.org/resources.asp

Business driven
Flexibility
Integration
Improvement
Automation

Table 1. BPM deﬁnition comparison.
zur Muehlen and Ho Gartner Group BPM SG
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

that both BPM and SOA are IT concepts. This is only partly
true. IT is only one part of the BPM methodology since so
many more aspects need to be considered, such as management issues, business strategies, and people. However, SOA
serves as an integration platform for business services that are
loosely coupled and easy reused [9, 12, 15, 20].

4.1. The Level Concept
This subsection introduces a three level concept: the business level, which represents business process documentation
and improvement, and the integration level, which represents
a SOA implementation. It orchestrates services that support
business processes [15]. The third level is the execution level
that represents business applications.
The business level addresses the process documentation.
Business processes, business tasks, business objects, and business partners are documented with the aid of business process
diagrams designed with process notations such as Business
Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [24] and Event-driven
Process Chains (EPC) [17]. Business processes are fundamentally very abstract. They consist of a ﬂow of business
tasks connected by a control ﬂow. Business objects refer to
information that is processed by business tasks. The interaction between two companies within a business process describes business partners. Business logic is reﬁned by process
decomposition. This makes it possible for business analysts
to describe the requirements for supporting software applications in detail and in a language that is understood by business analysts. Furthermore, the ﬂexibility of process design
notations allows to express business logic without limitations.
This narrows the mind share gap. Lastly, ongoing improvement allows the continuous adaption of business processes to
a changing business environment, which leads to a narrowing of the improvement gap. Regarding the life cycle management process design, process monitoring, and process improvement occur on this level by business analysts, process
owners, and business owners. This level is neither technical
nor platform speciﬁc. The ﬂexibility to change business processes is very high.
The integration level serves two purposes: ﬁrstly, it is the
target platform for formal and executable processes; secondly,
it provides the means for a common uniform representation
for services. Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)
[1] allows the implementation of complex business processes
on the basis of existing web services. The BPEL code represents the sequence ﬂow of business processes registered
on the business level. The service functionality is described

van der Aalst et al.
X
X
X

with a speciﬁcation such as the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [3]. This speciﬁcation also includes message
type deﬁnitions which are processed by the service. A service represents an atomic business function. Otherwise, too
much interaction is needed between services and partners. An
integration-oriented architecture allows to integrate heterogeneous business applications onto a homogeneous level, which
makes it easy to access and combine business applications to
support business processes completely. Furthermore, the decoupling of services eases the change of business processes.
In that case business logic may be changed on the business
level. This change does not require an adaptation of a hardwired business application. In fact, it is adequate to rearrange
the supporting service using tools without the need to change
application code, to recompile the code, and to redeploy the
code with all the difﬁculties involved in application change
management. This fact addresses the time gap and the continuous improvement gap. The integration level comprises
the life cycle steps process conﬁguration, service integration,
and service development. The system analyst is responsible
for process conﬁguration, and service integration, whereas the
software developer is responsible for developing the services.
This level encounters middleware solutions, such as EAI, process conﬁguration tools, and tools to deploy conﬁgured processes. The integration level is the soft glue between ﬂexible
business processes and hard-coded applications. Though the
integration level is technical, it is still not platform speciﬁc. It
is possible to take process conﬁgurations and deploy them in a
different technical environment that supports open standards.
The execution level addresses business applications, legacy
code applications, process execution engines, and other middleware. It forms the technical basis for automated business
processes. Many business functions are hidden within business applications, which makes it difﬁcult to use or even reuse
them in loosely coupled business processes. The execution
level comprises the life cycle steps service development, process deployment, and process execution. The software developer is responsible for service development and is involved in
the process deployment step. This level encounters development and middleware tools. Thus, this level is technical and
platform speciﬁc.

4.2. Life Cycle
Using the level concept, a life cycle to transform business process diagrams into executable processes will be introduced.
Table 2 summarizes the ﬁndings of the life cycle concepts of
Smith and Fingar [21], Netjes et al. [14], and the BPM Group.
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Table 2. BPM life cycle comparison.
Smith and Fingar Netjes et al.
Process Discovery
X
X
Process Design
X
X
Process Conﬁguration
X
Service Integration
Service Development
Process Deployment
X
Process Execution
X
X
Process Monitoring
X
X
Process Improvement
X
A comparison of the three life cycle concepts, resulted in a
nine step life cycle for managing business processes.
Process discovery refers to the detection of business goals
and strategies in order to conduct a business. A way to formalize goals and strategies are either ontologies or a business
model [16].
Process design refers to the transformation of goals and
strategies into a process diagram on the business level. In order to perform this step, two intermediate steps are required:
ﬁrst, business analysts will need a business process design notation. In this context, this might either be the BPMN or the
EPC notation. Subsequent, business analysts will use their
experience, design paradigms, and the purpose of the documentation for transforming the informal goals, strategies, and
rules into a process documentation. The design paradigm is
process-oriented. Business analysts decompose tasks and objects to substantiate business processes. Second, they need to
simulate the process in the diagram to verify the semantical
behavior of the process.
Process conﬁguration refers to the transformation of process documentation into a platform independent process conﬁguration. It implies the mapping strategy on the integration
level. It is intended to transfer the process documentation as
complete as possible, not to change any business logic, and
to reuse existing implementations. To achieve this step, system analysts need to perform four steps: First, the process
documentation is transformed into a technical representation.
At this point, a switch in notation is not necessary. The conﬁguration tool offers additional constructs to enrich the process documentation with technical details. Hence, the ﬂow of
business tasks (service composition) can be derived from the
business process diagram. Second, web services are mapped
to atomic business tasks. The integration is done by using
middleware technology, such as webservices. Third, message
descriptions need to be applied to web services. They also
need to be maintained and integrated by the system analyst.
Fourth, system analysts need to validate the work and build
the process conﬁguration. In case no service for an atomic
business task is available, two possibilities are conceivable:
consultation of a software developer, who develops an application function to address the business taskss requirements, or
to integrate a service from a service provider.
Service integration follows either the development step, or

BPMG
X
X
X
X

X
X

the conﬁguration step. It supports the integration strategy. Integration is twofold. Both, developed services, and services
from business partners need to be integrated before they can
be used for process conﬁgurations.
The development of an application function that is
wrapped as a service and fulﬁlls the requirement of an atomic
business task is called Service development. The objective is
to develop a service which is not bound to a speciﬁc business
process resulting in a self contained service which is easy to
reuse. Since business analysts break business processes down
into loosely coupled business tasks and decompose business
tasks (treated as business processes) recursively into atomic
business tasks, the whole complexity and semantic is broken
down into seizable and easy to communicate requirements,
which are understood by software developers. Software developers grasp the requirements and build an application function using programming languages such as Java, or .NET and
wrap this function as a reusable service.
Process deployment refers to the ﬁnal transformation of the
process conﬁguration onto a platform. It supports the transformation strategy. However, the deployment should not have
an inﬂuence on other running processes on that platform. The
executable process conﬁguration needs to be transferred to
the execution engine. The conﬁguration of other middleware
technologies, which are involved in the process, as well as
security policies, is optional.
Process execution alludes to the state where conﬁgured
business processes are executed to support business processes.
The procedure to execute a process differs in terms of how
processes are triggered and whether the service is known in
the ﬁrst hand. First, process consumers need to know about
the service. Second, processes need to be triggered. Process
might be triggered by an event, other services or by human
interaction through a process portal. Third, running processes
are referred to as process instances. Process instances save
the state of a process, as well as message and variable values.
The tracking of the process performance and to display it
in a human understandable format is referred to as Process
monitoring. The formal goals are to highlight bottlenecks and
offer suggestions for action in order to improve process performances. Often, a dashboard is used as a paradigm. Business owners should be in the position to view the performance
of process instances on a consolidated level. It should be al552

lowed to break the level down to a single instance which may
be a source of failure or a bottleneck. Business owners are
then allowed to take action, e.g. improve the process.
Process improvement points to the adaption of processes
due to a changing situation or environment. Objectives are to
improve execution time, execution cost (total cost of ownership), and process efﬁciency. Business analysts and business
owners gather new information and feedback from process
monitoring, process users and business owners. They change
the process diagram according to the new requirements. The
new process diagram needs to be validated. Moreover, depending processes need to be checked whether they are affected by the current change of the original process. Adapted
processes are conﬁgured and deployed for execution.

4.3. Transition Strategies
Transition strategies address the transition between the business level and the integration level, and the integration level
and the execution level. The mapping between the execution
level and the integration level will be carried out once for every service on the basis of standards. The mapping between
the business level and the integration level occurs every time
a new business process is introduced or a business process is
adapted, and thus, new conﬁgured and deployed.
The decomposition strategy starts with documented business processes and business objects using a process notation, such as BPMN, according to business strategies, goals,
and rules, provided by business owners and process owners. These documentation may serve as a communication
basis between business owners and business analysts. However, to communicate business logic to process participants
on a more operational level, it is necessary to concretize the
business logic. This is done by business analysts in connection with business owners. They decompose abstract business
tasks. This is possible if business tasks are treated as processes themselves. The process notations BPMN and EPC
support the decomposition strategy. Decomposition is an iterative procedure. In case a business task cannot be decomposed anymore without loosing business relevance, the decomposition stops. Tasks which cannot be decomposed anymore are referred to as atomic business tasks. Though decomposing business tasks reduces the complexity of business
logic, the reduction in complexity has its limits, if business
language is enriched with too many details. Furthermore, this
hierarchical adjustment of business tasks allows business analysts to change business processes easily. The decomposition strategy narrows the mind share gap and the improvement
gap.
The mapping strategy urges business analysts to create
self-contained atomic business tasks for three reasons. Self
contained business tasks improve the reusability of these
business tasks, since they are applicable in more than only
one process. Furthermore, self-contained business tasks are
mapped more easily to stateless web services [25]. The semantics of self-contained business tasks is communicated to

system analysts more easily, since no context knowledge is
necessary. Thus, atomic business tasks are the ones to be
mapped to services on the integration level, and atomic business objects are the ones to be mapped to message types. In
conclusion, services must be available which correspond to
atomic business tasks. According to Natis [13], the reason
for coarse-grained services is that the message interaction between services does not need to be chatty. System analysts
take over at this point. They are responsible to map atomic
business tasks to business services. They need to search for
an appropriate service, which might be a difﬁcult task, in case
the service repository is huge, and in case the semantic of the
atomic business task is not well understood by the system analyst. In both cases, system analysts may consult business analysts for support, or system analysts are supported by clever
tools. The mapping strategy addresses the time gap and the
mind share gap.
The integration strategy is carried out by system analysts.
System analysts are responsible for the service repository.
They integrate services and message types from within the
company and from external service providers. Thus, it is possible to use powerful software applications, in a standardized
fashion. Business processes do not stop at application borders, they cross application functionality as well as department responsibilities. However, it is not intended to integrate
services on the basis of availability. Since BPM should be
business-driven, requirements for atomic business tasks and
atomic business objects should be the trigger to develop or
integrate a service. Thus, system analysts in connection with
business analysts deﬁne requirements for services which need
either to be developed by software developers on the basis
of existing software applications, or to be searched in service
repositories. The integration strategy supports the integration
goal of the BPM methodology, and addresses the time gap.
The transformation strategy refers to the procedure of
transferring the atomic business task orchestration [18] into
executable code. Business analysts decompose abstract business processes into an orchestration of atomic business tasks.
System analysts map these atomic business tasks to corresponding business services. The conﬁgured process is now
ready to be transformed into executable code. All information required is provided by the mapping of atomic business
tasks to web services. Executable code refers to an execution
language which may be executed by execution engines, like,
e.g., BPML [21], BPEL [1], or a vendor speciﬁc execution
language. The transformation procedure is an automatic step,
thus it is easy executed and does not limit the improvement of
business processes. Transformation supports the automation
and improvement goal, and addresses the time gap.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
The aim of this paper was to bridge the semantic gap between
process documentation and process execution. Problems originating from the semantic gap were identiﬁed and classiﬁed
into the three different views. BPM on top of SOA was in553
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Figure 2. Architecture: Levels & Strategies.
troduced as a platform for a solution. The methodology comprises three levels, four transition strategies, and a life cycle.
Figure 2 illustrates how the four transition strategies link levels, as well as how the life cycle corresponds to the levels
and the transition strategies. In conclusion, the combination
of the presented holistic methodology is capable to bridge the
semantic gap.
Future work needs to address the strategic level and the
transition between the strategic level and the business level.
The strategic level is on top of the business level and covers business strategies and business goals, which are handled
by business owners and process owners. Furthermore, existing process design notations need to be improved regarding the semantic of elements, and the methodologies how to
use the notations to express processes. The EU-aided IPSuper project2 addresses this question. Standards must be
available to easily exchange process diagrams between stakeholders and tools. Process execution languages need to include more concepts to match business requirements. Patterns
and standards for the transformation of process design notations into process execution languages must be improved.
Moreover, existing tools and technologies must collaborate
better to match requirements for BPMS. Finally, businessto-business integration must be raised to another level. Approaches, and tools must come available for the upcoming
concept of service ecosystems, which Barros and Dumar depict in [2].
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heterogeneous structure, developing large scale
distributed healthcare systems with stringent
performance and security requirements poses a
daunting challenge. Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA) [7] is an enabler to design such systems. This is
due to its inherent support of loosely coupled design
and ability to deploy services based on existing
applications or new ones in a platform agnostic way.
Consider a typical large hospital with centralized
healthcare applications as shown in Figure 1.

Abstract
The increasing need to deliver healthcare in a
pervasive and cost-effective manner has led to a steady
rise in the prevalence of distributed hospital
environments. This has led to the migration of existing
healthcare systems to Service-Oriented Architecture
(SOA) based environments. The benefits of SOA to
provide for a loosely coupled system and ease of
integration of existing applications are well known.
However these benefits are accompanied with several
challenges, especially those related to ensuring the
existing levels of performance. This paper discusses
our experiences in a SOA migration with an emphasis
on the techniques that we have used to address
performance related challenges.

1. Introduction
Traditionally, hospitals have operated in a single
location mode with all possible medical specialty
departments housed under a common roof. This leads
to the problem of access to specialist radiologists and
diagnostic equipment being restricted to only these
large medical centers. Rapid strides in communication
networks and distributed computing have led to many
hospitals adopting a distributed network of
geographically spread locations. Such a hospital
network typically consists of a central location similar
in capabilities to the single location hospital discussed
earlier. The remote locations are scaled down units
provided with diagnostic equipment along with basic
viewing and archiving facilities. Expensive resources
such as post-processing systems capable of performing
operations like image segmentation or computer-aided
detection are usually located only at the central location
with the ability of making the results available at any
remote location. Remote access to medical databases
becomes essential in such scenarios.
Existing healthcare applications need to scale up to
meet these changes. Given their complex and

Figure 1. Existing monolithic healthcare
enterprise
In such a system a patient diagnosis workflow will
involve the following entities – a Radiology
Information System (RIS) server, a Picture Archiving
and Communication System (PACS) and a Viewing
and Analysis Station. A patient with a referral for a
scan walks in and completes the registration with the
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usage of expensive hardware resources can also be
performed remotely. All these systems will
communicate via services based on standardized
interfaces and data contracts, making the entire setup
agnostic of the platforms, vendors and infrastructures.

relevant personal information and the required scan
details. This information is stored in the RIS server and
the scan scheduled on the required modality. After the
scan is performed, the images are archived onto the
PACS and the RIS updated with the scan results. Later,
the images are retrieved for diagnosis and further
recommendations by the concerned physician or
specialist and viewed on the Viewing and Analysis
Station. All the entities discussed are located in one
single location.
If we model the existing monolithic healthcare
system on a SOA based model (as shown in Figure 2),
the RIS and the diagnostic equipment will continue to
be located locally.

2. Migration Strategy
Once the decision to migrate SOA has been made,
the next step is the actual migration process. A typical
SOA migration strategy is depicted in the Figure 3.

Figure 2. SOA based healthcare enterprise
Figure 3. Migration strategy

This is to ensure that the patient specific systems
should be as close to the patient as possible. Due to
bandwidth considerations in the transfer of images, the
PACS is also almost always located local to the
diagnostic equipment. However, the Viewing and
Analysis station is available at another location as is the
post processing grid. As soon as the data is made
available in the PACS, specific patient studies can be
viewed and analyzed at any location by the concerned
specialist. Relevant post processing which requires the

The initial step in the migration process is to
partition the existing system into a set of independently
deployable services. The choice of the services may be
driven both by business needs, the current architecture
and future deployment considerations.
Figure 4 depicts the taxonomy of a typical
healthcare software organized into functional layers.
The lowermost layer is composed of application
infrastructure components like Logging, Licensing,
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•

Process and Thread management etc. These are
services that are available across the entire application.
Progressing further upwards are the healthcare
infrastructure components like the DICOM (Digital
Imaging and Communications in Medicine) Services,
Imaging and Rendering Algorithms and Job Handlers
which make use of the Application Infrastructure
services. Further up is the business layer which
provides core business functionalities. The granularity
of the service and the composition of the system are
decided based on the requirements and the deployment
scenario. Some of these components can be exposed as
individual service or may be aggregated together, for
instance, one may look for a clustered approach to Job
Handling where a single job (e.g. image reconstruction)
can be broken into individual concurrent units and can
be executed on multiple processing nodes while one
may bundle the DICOM Service with the connectivity
service in the Business Layer.

Avoids duplication of common functionality
across services.
• Provides uniformity and a common feel for all
services in the system.
• Enhances the productivity of the developers by
enabling them to concentrate on the functional
cases rather than plumbing the boiler plate
code.
• Makes maintenance easier since the boiler plate
code is confined to the framework instead of
being scattered throughout the application.
• Decreases the Time-to-Market (TTM) by
providing a better starting point for building
applications.
The subsequent step in the migration process is
technical feasibility analysis. This step examines the
technology, tooling and framework support for carrying
out the migration process. Chief use cases in the
product may be prototyped to demonstrate proof of
concept. It is also equally important to make sure that
the new framework or technology does not in any way
hamper the existing performance and scalability of the
product. Additionally the cost of migration must not
offset any perceived benefits of the migration.
Finally a phase wise migration plan is created taking
into account the organization’s business strategy,
commitment to existing customers as well as the results
of the technical feasibility phase and a clear road map
is chartered out. The process involves interacting with
the various stakeholders of the system in order to
prioritize the features based on the business goals and
resource availability.
The final step is the actual migration which is
carried out in a phased manner. However, the process
of migration has challenges related to various aspects
of the system such as those related to security,
deployment, versioning, reliability and performance. In
the next section, we focus specifically on the
performance related challenges and the techniques used
to overcome them.

3. Overcoming performance challenges

Figure 4. Taxonomy of healthcare software
depicted as functional layers.

Performance in a distributed environment is limited
by a number of factors including the available network
bandwidth, traffic, current load on the system etc. It is
normal for a radiologist who reviews a certain number
of images at a dedicated PACS reading room to expect
the same kind of performance no matter where he/she
is physically located with access to a medically
certified display unit. For SOA implementations with
large numbers of users, services, and traffic,
maintaining the necessary performance levels presents

Service development encompasses a common set of
activities both during the development and deployment
phase. It is essential to abstract these boiler plate
functionalities in a framework on top of which the
services can be built. The framework provides support
for elements like Service Discovery, Hosting, Logging,
Exception Handling, Monitoring and Recovery etc.
This technique,
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scalability of the system. Figure 6 depicts the scenario
in a typical SOA architecture where a dedicated data
access service provides a single entry point to the
physical data store and in turn throttles the number of
incoming connections by reusing a set of pooled
connections.

a substantial challenge. It is advisable to incorporate
performance elements of the system into the design
phase itself. The idea is to provide a reasonable
performance if not the same kind of performance in a
PACS reading room. Some of the techniques that we
have used to gain performance are presented below.

3.1 Efficient Management of Resources
Certain resources in the system are expensive to
create or scarce which accentuates the need for an
efficient and a more robust technique for resource
management. This can significantly improve the
performance as well as the scalability of the system.
As an example, consider an enterprise PACS backed
by a database like SQL server. At peak loads the
system might experience an overwhelming number of
connections. This significantly degrades the
performance of the system. However, not all
connections to the system might be currently used (a
client can hold an idle connection). Figure 5 depicts the
scenario in a typical componentized architecture where
multiple clients load the data access component in-proc
and establish individual connections with the database.

Figure 6. Connection pooled SOA data access

3.2 Optimized Image Transmission
Region of Interest or ROI essentially is a particular
area(s) of the image of which radiologists are interested
in to arrive at their diagnostic conclusions. Consider a
case wherein the ROI of the generated image
constitutes hardly 40% of the overall image.
Representing the regions other than the ROI in high
resolution simply increases the memory foot print of
the viewer without adding any significant value to the
user. Figure 7 represents a typical diagnostic image and
its corresponding ROI.
Now, take the scenario of a radiologist accessing
diagnostic images stored in a hospital PACS from a
remote location. To start with, the radiologist can be
supplied with images having only the ROI portions
encoded in high resolution and the non-ROI portions
encoded at a lower resolution. Only if the radiologist
wants to access the complete image, will the entire
image be delivered at its highest resolution. This
technique conserves bandwidth, increases the

Figure 5. Non-pooled data access in a
componentized architecture
SOA provides a solution to solving problems of this
genre. Wrapping a light weight service oriented
wrapper around the PACS data store lets the system to
cap and pool the incoming connections. Connections
can be efficiently reused without having to re-create
them. This increases the performance as well as the
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transmission (streamed), it is essential to implement a
custom reliability management technique here.

throughput and reduces the memory foot-print of the
viewer.

Figure 7. ROI based image encoding
Another alternative to conserve bandwidth and
provide faster response times is to embed intelligence
in the viewing terminals which will evaluate the way
images need to be served to the radiologist. So instead
of transmitting gigabytes of data at a time, small
chunks of data are transmitted that would give just
enough information for the radiologist to view at a
time. Only when the radiologist tries to access more
images or requests for the existing images at a higher
resolution, will further data be fetched from the PACS
and delivered to the radiologist. This technique,
referred to as “Just-in-Time Delivery” or “On-the-Fly
Compression”, is increasingly making traditional needs
of compressing the data itself redundant. [6]

Figure 8. Segregating data access
components in SOA

3.3 On-Demand Data Transfer
This Data Access Service should also be intelligent
to eliminate redundant data. Take the example of a
typical MR Scan which will involve about 600 images
in a single study. All these images will have the same
meta information until the series level. Hence it would
make sense to send this kind of information only once
instead of sending it every time with the images.

Continuing with the use case of a radiologist at a
remote terminal, in most cases he/she will want to
request the studies of patients assigned to him/her. The
meta-attributes of the patient (like name, sex etc) rather
than the pixel data is what assists the physician to
navigate to a study of interest. Only when the
radiologist navigates to the detailed study is the pixel
data actually needed. This underscores the need for OnDemand data transfer i.e. only the meta-attributes are
fetched in the first shot and subsequent requests for
diagnostic images fetches the image or the pixel data.
Thus while migrating to SOA it is important to
segregate these systems for metadata access and pixel
data access.
For transfer of image data, SOA streaming can be
employed where only the message headers are buffered
without buffering the entire pay-load. This reduces the
memory foot print of the application, the network
traffic and also increases response times. Segregating
the system this way lets it scale independently with
different concurrency levels and different deployment
considerations. For instance, the Image Streaming
service is expected to be more resource intensive.
Additionally, since the data is not buffered prior to

3.4 Choice of Messaging
In SOA, service interactions are typically
characterized by accessing and invoking clearly
defined service contracts. However, in some of our
applications especially those related to notification of
status messages, this style of method invocation is not a
suitable option since inherently, these messages are
asynchronous by nature and an entity sending this
message is decoupled from the receiver of the message
at the other end. Apart from this, there can be multiple
entities receiving messages from a single entity. A
traditional method invocation mechanism providing
such an asynchronous one-to-many type of messaging
would be inefficient especially with respect to
performance. This is primarily due to the cost of setting
up and executing the method calls for such a scenario
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being non-trivial. The other option that was examined
was of services polling for these messages from a
queue or a repository. However, this was ruled out due
to the increased network load that this polling would
cause. In addition, most of the data would be
unchanged leading to wasted calls. We finally opted for
an open standards based messaging technology with a
publisher-subscriber mechanism to provide a
decentralized messaging infrastructure to meet our
requirements. Using this mechanism, services
interested in specific events subscribe to them and get
notifications when there is an occurrence of those
events. Our initial performance measurements lead to
us believe that as the system scales up, the publishersubscriber mechanism results in better performance as
shown in Table 1.
Event
Generation
Rate (/min)

Event
Receiver
Count

10
50
100

10
50
50

SOA has emerged as a leading contender in moving
existing healthcare delivery systems to a distributed
environment. In our case, taking into account the
diverse and large-scale nature of our existing
healthcare applications and the need to overcome the
challenges posed on the performance front, a phased
approach to migration has been adopted. The remote
diagnostic system was selected to be the first system for
the transition. The initial results are encouraging as
already highlighted in the earlier sections and we
expect the other applications such as Remote Servicing,
DICOM services among others to also move to a SOA
based architecture in the long run. It is of our opinion
that the general strategy of migration and the
techniques used for handling the performance related
challenges will prove to be useful guidelines when
taking up migration in other healthcare applications
where distributed computing is becoming a necessity.

Time taken to receive
the event (msec)
Publisher/ Method
Subscriber Invocation
30
30
50
50
4800
6000
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keeping in mind the client-server or single box
solutions. In theory, these should have been
deployment agnostic and developed in conjunction
with the interfaces exposed by the various components.
However, in practice this has not been always true.
Hence we are looking at several testing models where
the current test cases can be executed in the new SOA
enabled systems and accommodate the new ones as
well.
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Since human resources with varying capacities can use
different experience to direct their action, we introduce
the concept Process-Agent in this paper, defined at [5].
The Process-Agent represents a group of human resources
having the same capability including skills, processes, etc.
we can treat one process agent in the process execution as
one component defined at the well-known Model-Based
Diagnosis method [6-8]. Because each process agent
concerns only a few activities in the whole process, we
eastablished related diagnosis experience of it according
to histoical executions of activities. The core concept used
is state; we define it as a combination of the activity,
measurement indicators, measured resluts and projects. So
when the process agent perform the activity again in a
new project, it can first measure its current state; and then
comparing current state with the old ones to find the most
similar state; finally according to the most similar one, it
can predict what will happen next and provides some
useful actions to the current project managers or current
implementers to reach the next best one recorded in the
historical data.
In sum, the approach we proposed uses a set of
indicators measuring the historical data, distributes the
measured results to each process agent, and updates the
experience drawn from history through the current goal to
figure out which one is better to be followed as an
example and which are not so good states and should be
avoided.
Rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is a
brief introduction of related work. Section 3 presents the
concepts used in this paper. Section 4 gives the details
about approach as well as an example to demonstrate how
to use this approach. Section 5 gives a discussion to make
a conclusion and future prospects of our work.

Abstract
Generally, one often uses his experience to optimize his
action to achieve a certain goal. However, it is not true
for the software process to help software engineers in
making decision. Mainly there are two difficulties in
dynamically optimizing software process execution; at
first, many factors such as effort, cost, quality etc., are
need to be considered and also the complex relationship
among them, Secondly, there are different set of actions
that should be taken with reference to the human
resources’ capabilities. So, in this paper we propose an
approach based on Process-Agent to dynamically
optimize the software process.

1. Introduction
Many aspects are involved in software process
execution, such as cost, schedule, and quality. Generally
speaking, Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) is used to support
the quantitative evaluation of software processes and
products [1, 2]. However, to implement the GQM, as [3]
points out, the major problem is using such metrics in
isolation, each indicator can just measure one aspect of
the software process execution. However goal of a
software project plan is often made up of different
concerns. Project managers have to make tradeoffs among
many aspects. To solve this problem, a method is
proposed in [4] using the idea of separating concerns. By
using this idea in software process diagnosis, the
complicated and correlated aspects can be expressed
clearly. However, due to the fact that the capability of
individual is quite varying, we can not use one skilled
coder’s experience to a rookie. So the usage of this
method is limited to fixed capability human resources and
organizations.

2. Related Work
2.1 SoftPM and Process Agent
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of execution, and we believe even if we only want to
change one aspect of the execution, we should not only
observe one aspect and take actions only on that aspect,
because those aspects are highly correlated, and the
relationships are often complicated. Here we establish
process related experience of the process agent by using
multiple indicators to measure the historical process
execution. And when the process agent execute the same
process, it can refer to the already eastablished experience
to make a decision on what actions should be taken to
reach the wanted state.
Here, we give some definitions used in this paper:
Definition 1. State
State is a triple S = (Set (activity, begin_end), Set
(project), Ordered Set (Indicator, result)), where
(a) Set (activity, begin_end) is a set including activity
and its status pairs. And each pair represents what the
activity is and when the state is measured i.e. either at the
beginning or at the end of the activity.
(b) Set (project) is a historical project set, representing
from where the state has been measured.
(c) Ordered Set (Indicator, result) is an indicator and
its measured result set, representing which indicators are
used and what are the resultant states.
Definition 2. Value function
Value function is defined as: Result of Indicator1*¢+
Result of Indicator2*£+Ă+ Result of Indicatori*¥,
where Indicator i is selected to measure current goal,and
¢… ¥is used to represent the weight of the measured
result of specific indicator.
Definition 3. Edge
An edge is a quadruple E= (Set (process agent ids),
value, state_from, state_to), where
(a) Set (process agent ids) contains process agents who
lead to the change from one state to another.
(b) Value is calculated by the value function got from
current project.
(c) State_from represents from where the edge begins.
(d) State_to represents to where the edge ends.

In [9, 10], Institute of Software Chinese Academy of
Sciences (ISCAS) presented a solution for software
process management and also implemented a toolkit:
SoftPM. In [5, 11] Process-Agent was used to organize
the process assets, and based on it, a process modeling
method called an Organization Entity Capability Based
Software Process Modeling (OEC-SPM) was presented to
model standard processes. In this paper, we extend the
process agent’s experience library by adding states
transformed from historical execution of process with the
help of the software metrics defined in SoftPM. Our
example process in this paper is a real process used in a
CMMI4 company and its two executions are drawn from
the SoftPM.

2.2 Problem Diagnosis
There are many problem diagnosis models and
approaches used in the artificial intelligence field, which
provides guidance to figure out problems in running
process.
[12] is a traditional state based approach, and gives a
new problem solver called STRIPS that attempts to find a
sequence of operators in a space of world models to
transform a given initial world model into a model in
which a given goal formula can be proven to be true.
When we try to use it in software process, it performs
well if we treat the robots as no capability difference.
[13,14] give a simple framework and protocols for
presenting plans, resources and goals of agents, where
plans are defined as directed acyclic graphs of skills and
special resources can be realized from given adequate
initial resources, called goals. In this work, we extend this
idea to software process using state and process agent to
represent the historical executions of process, where an
execution can be viewed as a directed acyclic graph of
states linked by process agents.
the concept problem is defined in another way that is
the state with low value evaluated by the value function.
Here, problems may include exceptions, but we focus on
optimizing process execution, so we don’t distinguish
them, just try to identify better one and problems to give
clues for optimization. Our contribution in this paper also
includes extending the oridinary diagnosis methods by
predicting what will happen next and optimizing the
process agent’s action to avoid upcoming problems.
Hence with the support of each process agent’s
optimization the process execution will be done in a better
and smoother way.

the whole concepts can be briefly viewed in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Brief overview of the relationship among state,
edge and process agent

3. Definitions

4. Solution

As metioned earlier, the execution of organization
software process often considers many aspects. However,
each measurement indicator often focuses on one aspect

In this section, we present overview of our approach;
next we give the details about each step in our approach.
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data so that we can get one state sequence for each
individual historical process execution. The procedure can
be divided into three sub-steps, for the data related with
each historical project: first, we get related processes by
searching organization standard processes. Because it is
hard to consider the similarity between historical state and
current state without support of the same process, in this
paper, we ignore those historical data that cannot tie with
process; second, for each related process, measure the
execution data at the beginning and end of each activity
by a set of pre-defined metric indicators. Here, the set of
indicators is used to reflect historical execution states, so
the selection of the indicators should comply with the rule
that the set of indicators should represent different
dimensions to provide enough historical information as
reference to current execution; third, after getting the
measured results sequence, the state node can be built by
combining historical project information and process
information with each measured results sequence node.

4.1 Approach Overview

4.3 Distribute states to each process agent
In this step, state sequences are distributed into each
process agent. In order to decide which process agent the
state belongs to, firstly, human resources are used as one
condition. By observing the time when the state is
measured, we can get related tasks undertaken and then
can get the participants of the tasks. After that, to decide
which activity in the process agent the state belongs to,
we use the activity information in the task. After getting
both human resources information and activity
information, the state can be distributed to specific
process agent under specific activity as a historical state.
Since there may be already many states existing under the
activity, we need to merge the new one with the old one.
The merge rule is obvious: if all values in a new state are
same with another existing state except the Set (project),
then we can merge them by merge Set (project), otherwise
the new state will be linked as similar to the old states
belong to the same activity in the process agent.

Fig.2. Approach overview

Fig. 2 shows the approach overview. Here, we assume
that standard processes have been predefined in an
organization and process agents have been established,
which means we can get the relationship between
historical tasks and activities in a specific process.
Moreover, based on the human resources assignments in
historical tasks, we can find the relationship between
historical tasks and activities in a specific process
segment of a specific process agent. So after many
executions of a process, huge historical data can be
accumulated during the process. Our approach mainly
consists of three steps. First, we measure historical data
using predefined metric indicators to get one state
sequence for one historical execution. Then, combining
with process knowledge in each process agent, we
distribute states to each process agent to establish the state
trees in order to represent its experience. Finally, after
updating the value in the edges of states in each process
agent by current project’s value function, we can locate
currently observed state obtained from measured results
on the process agent’s state trees, then forecast what has
happened based on historical data and provide solutions to
optimize current execution.

4.4 Dynamically monitor and optimize Process
Execution
In this step, we can make the prediction by locating
current measured state on historical state trees built
previously. Though we may not find the identical state on
the trees, we can still give some advice based on most
similar states. By comparing the most similar state’s next
states with current state, we can optimize the process
agent’s action towards a better direction. Here, we define
better direction by introducing the value function, which
is got by the weighted average of measured results
calculated by indicators got from current running project
goal using GQM. Once a new project comes, all the

4.2 Measure historical data using specified
Metrics Indexes
In this step, we measure process’ historical execution
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weights on the edges are re-calculated, for historical states
just express what happened, while which state is better is
decided by the goal of current running project.
This step is divided into four sub-steps: first, we can
draw indicators from all indicators which are relevant to
the goal of the current project to form the value function
according to the importance of different aspects; second,
we update weight values for all edges from the results
calculated by value function for each historical project;
third, by comparing current measured state with historical
states, we locate current result in state trees; fourth, we
can provide optimizing advice by comparing the next best
state with current measured state.

5. Conclusion
It is important to learn lessons from historical data,
to direct current projects. It is quite common about an
individual to use his experience to direct his current
action. However, the key points to model this procedure
in software process are: experiences from historical
projects are hard to reuse, because they might be different
in terms of goals, human resource’s experiences are also
hard to reuse, due to the varying capabilities. To solve
these, we introduce the GQM idea to relate goals to
specific indicators and the concept of process agent to
organize historical data based on the capabilities of
human resource. Basically, we propose an approach
which treats historical data as only facts, organize them
according to different human capacities, and use current
project’s goal to update the facts to help project managers
dynamically optimize current project execution.
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of power to change the application. There are also more
general programming languages used for scripting such as
Python[4] and Lua. These scripting languages also do not
have the ability to change a running application.
Another way that we can change an application is to
rewrite the application. We can of course go into the core
application code and add features, add/change scenarios,
and then recompile the application. This takes a lot of effort and also requires expert programmers that have access
to the source code and also intimate knowledge of the application itself. This is impractical as a continued model of
adding to and tweaking an application.
Another area of research that is related is that of dynamic software updating[5]. The way that this works is
that we can swap certain things at runtime such as types,
classes, or objects but usually involving simple deﬁnitions.
This is mainly designed for long running applications that
can not aﬀord to have downtime and may need to be updated or ﬁxed on the ﬂy.
There is also edit-and-continue technology where you
can change certain aspects of the program and compile it
while the program is running and relink to the new code[6].
This is usually tied to an integrated development environment. This is designed to be used in the development process in order to make changes quickly, without recompiling
and running. Edit-and-continue is not ideal for a stable
release application.
In this paper we propose adding a mobile agent based
system to ﬁrst responder training applications. Using an
embedded interpreter that can interface with the running
binary application and a mobile agent system for mobile
code agents to migrate and execute in these applications,
we can achieve a ﬂexible and powerful mobile agent based
system.
This paper is broken down as follows. In sections 2 and 3,
Mobile-FIRST, a Mobile Agent Based First Responder System, is introduced and the diﬀerent architectures that we
can use with it are explored. Section 4 discusses how we implemented the Mobile-FIRST library and how applications
can use it. In section 5, we look at a case study integrating

Abstract
There is a growing demand for ﬁrst responder training
applications. The ability to dynamically change the application is critical, but there are currently no applications
that add this kind of ﬂexibility and have the power and
ease of use that is necessary. In this paper, we propose
Mobile-FIRST, a Mobile Agent Based First Responder System, that uses mobile agents in order to add much needed
ﬂexibility to ﬁrst responder training applications. Using a
mobile agent system for managing migration and execution
of mobile agents which can interface with the running application, we can achieve a ﬂexible and powerful system. Different architectures that take advantage of a mobile agent
based system are presented in the paper. A case study is
then examined where we have integrated our mobile agent
system into a ﬁrst responder training video game currently
in development at Sandia National Laboratories.

1. Introduction
In the world of ﬁrst responder training, ﬂexibility is important. There is a growing demand for training applications and ﬂexibility makes the diﬀerence between a valuable
or useless application. The ability to change and create new
scenarios is critical. Being able to change the training scenario from something general to something not routine is
important in training[1]. The ability to easily script out all
of these changes and execute them dynamically would be
incredibly powerful. Being able to change a running application can also be beneﬁcial. An interpreted mobile agent
solution could help to solve these problems.
The current technologies for changing an application are
lacking. An area of interest in changing an application
is scripting in video games[2]. There are also proprietary
scripting languages used by developers that are application
speciﬁc, such as Linden Scripting Language (LSL) used in
Second Life[3]. The problem with these is that they are
usually application speciﬁc and do not have a great amount
∗ Address
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the mobile agent based system into a ﬁrst responder training video game in development, GroundTruth. In section
6 we conclude the paper by summarizing the results.

2. Mobile-FIRST
Agents are program entities that execute independently
and are impacted by the environment and have control over
themselves and the environment. Creating large software
systems using agents has been explored before. The nature
of many kinds of software including ﬁrst responder training
applications lends nicely to agent-based encapsulation of
modules. Agents could represent entities in the application
that have changing behaviors and locations, such as ﬁrst
responders, traﬃc, and population entities.
A mobile agent is an agent that can migrate to diﬀerent
machines and begin executing. It can stop executing, migrate again, and continue executing. Adding mobile agents
will provide us with greater power and ﬂexibility in altering an application. These mobile agents can represent any
number of things and can come from anywhere, peers playing a game in a multiplayer fashion, a server that stores
scenarios and scripts, or a designated “red team” that can
change the application while running and altering the scenario to increase or decrease diﬃculty. Being mobile agents,
they can communicate with other agents on a system, as
well as migrate in order to accomplish whatever task it is
doing.
Mobile-FIRST encompasses a mobile agent system and
interpreter along with Mobile-FIRST libraries. MobileFIRST provides applications with the ability to have mobile agents being executed within an application interfacing
with the binary space and changing the running application.

Figure 1. Client-Server Architecture
that could have been done hard coding the program. This
provides a great amount of power to aﬀect the application
in any way that we can think of through the given API.

3. Architectures in Mobile-FIRST
There are many possible architectures that we can use
with a mobile agent based system. These diﬀerent architectures can be used in a wide variety of applications. An application might use a combination of diﬀerent architectures
at the same time in order to accomplish diﬀering objectives
with Mobile-FIRST.
The application will use Mobile-FIRST which contains
Mobile-C and Embedded Ch interpreters. Mobile-C will
wait for incoming agents and when one arrives, it will initialize it in its own interpreter that has access to a library
of functions in the binary application space.
3.1. Client-Server Architecture
The ﬁrst way that we can use a mobile agent system
is in a client-server manner as shown in Figure 1. One
application of this architecture could be designated servers
that store agents for varying scenarios or modules that can
be requested at execution time of the application, retrieving
these agents and executing them. In an architecture such as
this the client would send a request agent that will migrate
to the server where it can intelligently request the needed
agent to be sent back. An application does not need all
possible agents and scripts, it can at runtime intelligently
download the needed agents from one central server. This
could also be used when security is an issue and a client
can run an agent but should not be storing these agents so
they get agents from a secure server.

2.1. Mobile Agent System
The mobile agent system used in Mobile-FIRST is
Mobile-C[7] developed at the Integration Engineering Laboratory at University of California, Davis. Mobile-C[8][9] is
a mobile agent platform for C/C++ agents. Agents are encapsulated in XML and are sent to other machines. Upon
arrival they are executed in an interpreter. Mobile-C executes agents in an Embedded Ch[10] interpreter which can
interface with the binary application space. Mobile-C is a
full featured mobile agent system and is fully accessible by
Mobile-FIRST.
2.2. Beneﬁts
One beneﬁt of using a mobile agent based system is that
we can write our scripts in C/C++. This is a more familiar
language that most people know and can program in. This
means that there is little or no learning curve for most
developers, and it also facilitates an easier transition from
script code writers to developers since they are not writing
in a watered down proprietary scripting language.
By providing the proper interface to binary space for
the interpreted agent space, an agent could do anything

Another application is a more standard mobile agent application where an agent can migrate from a client machine
to the server to process something that is either more efﬁcient to run on a server or can only be ran on a server.
This could be computationally intensive things that can
be computed remotely and the results sent back or maybe
proprietary algorithms that are sensitive and need to be
protected and only run and reside on a secure server.
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to run. By having the agents register themselves, it becomes known what these agents represent and what functions these agents will handle. Other classes in the application can then access the mobile agents through the
Mobile-FIRST class and then call functions on the agents.
4.1. Exposing Classes to Interpreted Space
We want agents to be able to change objects and call
functions in the application. In order for the interpreted
agent space to be able to interact with the binary application space, the C++ classes in the application need to be
exposed to interpreted application space. They need to be
written in a way to expose member variables and functions
of the class. More information on this process can be found
in Embedded Ch documentation.

Figure 2. Peer-to-peer Architecture
3.2. Peer-to-peer Architecture
We could also use a peer-to-peer architecture in a multiplayer environment as shown in Figure 2 where there are
multiple clients both sending and receiving agents from
other connected clients. The actions of one player could
aﬀect the others in new and unplanned ways. One client
could have an agent migrate to other clients and change
their application. There are many ways that this can be
used where many people are running an application and
agents are migrating from user to user aﬀecting each other,
sharing data, or sharing computing resources.

5. Case Study: GroundTruth
Ground Truth is a ﬁrst responder training video game
developed by Sandia National Laboratories and USC
GamePipe. It is a 3D real time strategy video game for
training ﬁrst responders on how to handle emergency situations from the incident commander point of view. The
current game is written in C++ and uses the OGRE 3D
open source graphics engine.
The game is designed to have fast paced scenarios that
stress the user into making quick, correct decisions. The
initial scenario is a large scale chemical release in the middle of a densely populated city. Proper use of resources
is necessary to mitigate harm to the public. This can be
done by having police and ﬁre evacuate or shelter in place
buildings, direct traﬃc, and rescue people.

3.3. Red Team Architecture
Another architecture that could be used is a “red team”
architecture. A “red team” is an adversary group that is
monitoring a trainee and would have the ability to ramp
up or decrease the diﬃculty in order to test them appropriately. This architecture would resemble a peer-to-peer
architecture where there are two connected clients with one
aﬀecting the other, and the trainee seemingly unaware of
the “red team”.
With the mobile agent architecture they could at runtime inject agents into the application that could increase
diﬃculty such as setting up another incident that the
trainee might have to respond to, or they could send in additional resources to help the player out. There are many
things that can be done here and is only limited by what
can be written in scripts from changing the diﬃculty to
advanced monitoring of user actions for later assessment or
omniscient knowledge of their actions in order to react in
an adversary manner quickly.

5.1. Mobile-FIRST Integration
A simple interface into the binary space of the
GroundTruth game has been created to test the concept of
sending agents with Mobile-FIRST. This simple interface
wraps some basic functionality of the game that is immediately visible in a running game. These features include logging, alert pop-ups, and killing of the population. The mobile agent coded in XML in Program 1 was used to produce
the eﬀects seen in Figure 3. Upon arrival, the agent dynamically added an incident into the running game, killed
some of the population, and notiﬁed the player. This is an
example of a “red-team” architecture as presented in 3.3
where a “red-team” has sent in an agent that applies an
incident dynamically in order to increase the diﬃculty for
the trainee by having to deal with another incident.
As you can see in the Figure 3, there are many apparent
things that happened when the agent was sent over. An
alert popped up alerting the user of a new situation, along
with the population being aﬀected.
Work was then done to replicate a more realistic application involving abstracting out the algorithm that aﬀects
population. This involved exposing whole class interfaces
to the mobile agent space. By exposing the class that manages the population and giving the population algorithm

4. Implementation
Mobile-FIRST is currently being developed as a library
that can easily be added into any project. Mobile-FIRST
handles all aspects of including mobile agents into the
project. The library handles creating and destroying the
mobile agent server. As agents arrive at the machine, it
provides a mechanism for arriving agents to register themselves as a module for later use by the application or register
to be ran at a certain time interval or at a certain time in
the future, providing ﬂexibility for the agent to choose how
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<?xml version="1.0"?>

acting with the binary space.

<!DOCTYPE myMessage SYSTEM "gafmessage.dtd">

6. Conclusion

<GAF_MESSAGE>
<MESSAGE message="MOBILE_AGENT">
<MOBILE_AGENT>
<AGENT_DATA>
<NAME>gtagent</NAME>
<OWNER>IEL</OWNER>
<HOME>localhost:5051</HOME>
<TASK task="1" num="0">
<DATA
persistent="1"
number_of_elements="0"
name="no-return"
complete="0"
server="localhost:5051">
</DATA>
<AGENT_CODE>
<![CDATA[
#include <chscript.h>
int main()
{
logMessage("Killing 100 people");
createFullAlert("A gas main just exploded killing 100 people", \
"Police on scene", "Police", "Red", 35, 35);
int i;
for(i = 0; i<100; i++){
killPerson();
}
return 0;
}
]]>
</AGENT_CODE>
</TASK>
</AGENT_DATA>
</MOBILE_AGENT>
</MESSAGE>
</GAF_MESSAGE>

Mobile-FIRST, a mobile agent based ﬁrst responder system, has been presented in this paper. Three architectures
using this system have been outlined. Mobile-FIRST has
been implemented and veriﬁed with GroundTruth, a Sandia
National Laboratories ﬁrst responder training application.
Using Mobile-FIRST and mobile agents provides a powerful solution to adding dynamic behavior to a ﬁrst responder
application. Using an embedded C/C++ interpreter to execute the mobile code, these agents provide a great amount
of power to interface to the binary space of the running application at runtime. Modules and features can be added at
runtime and can change the running appliction. Integrating Mobile-FIRST into an application provides us with the
ability to move agents from foreign servers or other peers
using the application in a cooperative manner or from others playing in an adversarily manner.
Mobile-FIRST could provide a whole new way of looking
at how to create dynamic behavior in an application as well
as how certain applications are architected. It also provides
the ability to integrate easily into real world deployments
that interface with many other devices.

Program 1. A mobile agent with mobile code
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Figure 3. Effects of a simple agent with enlarged
visuals
agent a pointer to this class, the agent can at will aﬀect
the population. The agent can choose how often to run,
the severity at which to aﬀect the population and the criteria for which people are aﬀected.
Work was done to seamlessly transition from a binary
algorithm to the agent algorithm upon arrival. Using the
Mobile-FIRST libraries, the application can check to see if
an agent is available for a certain module, and then start
calling functions on the agent, or if not present, it can send
an agent to intelligently request an agent for this module
from a server, as in the client-server architecture presented
in 3.1
Many beneﬁts can be seen with using the mobile agent
system in this application. We gain the ability to swap
modules at run time. Using mobile agents allows for intelligent agents to be dynamically added to the running
application and change it in new and unforseen ways inter-
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and conﬁgured manually. In this paper, we introduce two approaches for creation and possible conﬁguration of MAS. One
of them is based on formal descriptions and provides a logical
reasoning component for the system.
The second approach to MAS generation employs evolutionary algorithm (EA) which is tailored to work on
special structures—directed acyclic graphs—denoting MAS
schemata. The advantage of EA is that it requires very little
additional information apart from a measure of MAS performance. Thus, the typical run of EA consists of thousands of
simulations which build and assess the ﬁtness values of various
MAS. Since the properties of logical reasoning search and evolutionary search are dual, the ultimate goal of this work is to
provide a solution combining these two approaches in a hybrid
search algorithm. This paper presents the ﬁrst steps towards
such a goal.

This work deals with a problem of automatic composition of
multi-agent system satisfying given constraints. A general concept of representation of connected groups of agents (schemes)
within a multi-agent system is introduced and utilized for automatic building of schemes to solve a given computational intelligence task. We propose a combination of an evolutionary
algorithm and a formal logic resolution system which is able
to propose and verify new schemes. The approach is illustrated
on simple examples.

1

Introduction

Autonomous agents are small self-contained programs that
can solve simple problems in a well-deﬁned domain [10]. In
order to solve complex problems, agents have to collaborate,
forming Multi-Agent Systems (MAS). A key issue in MAS
research is how to generate MAS conﬁgurations that solve a
given problem [5]. In most Systems, an intelligent (human)
user is required to set up the system conﬁguration. Developing algorithms for automatic conﬁguration of Multi-Agent
Systems is a major challenge for AI research.
We have developed a platform for creating Multi-Agent
Systems [7], [9]. Its main areas of application are computational intelligence methods (genetic algorithms, neural networks, fuzzy controllers) on single machines and clusters of
workstations. Hybrid models, including combinations of artiﬁcial intelligence methods such as neural networks, genetic
algorithms and fuzzy logic controllers, seem to be a promising and extensively studied research area [2]. Our distributed
multi-agent system — provides a support for an easy creation and execution of such hybrid AI models utilizing the
Java/JADE environment.
The above mentioned applications require a number of cooperating agents to fulﬁll a given task. So far, MAS are created

2

Description of MAS by means of Logics

The most natural approach to formalize ontologies is the
use of First Order Predicate Logics (FOL). The disadvantage
of FOL-based languages is the expressive power of FOL. FOL
is undecidable [4], and there are no efﬁcient reasoning procedures. Nowadays, the de facto standard for ontology description language for formal reasoning is the family of description
logics. Description logics are equivalent to subsets of ﬁrst order logic restricted to predicates of arity one and two [3]. They
are known to be equivalent to modal logics [1]. For the purpose of describing multi-agent systems, description logics are
sometimes too weak. In these cases, we want to have a more
expressive formalism. We decided to use Prolog-style logic
programs for this. In the following we describe how both approaches can be combined together.
An agent is an entity that has some form of perception of its
environment, can act, and can communicate with other agents.
It has speciﬁc skills and tries to achieve goals. A Multi-Agent
System (MAS) is an assemble of interacting agents in a common environment [6]. In order to use automatic reasoning on
a MAS, the MAS must be described in formal logics. For the
computational system, we deﬁne a formal description for the
static characteristics of the agents, and their communication

∗ This research has been supported by the the project 1ET100300419 of
the Program Information Society (of the Thematic Program II of the National
Research Program of the Czech Republic) “Intelligent Models, Algorithms,
Methods and Tools for the Semantic Web Realization”.
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Concepts
mas(C)
class(C)
gate(C)
m type(C)
Roles
type(X,Y)
has gate(X,Y)
gate type(X,Y)
interface(X,Y)
instance(X,Y)
has agent(X,Y)

channels. We do not model dynamic aspects of the system yet.
Agents communicate via messages and triggers. Messages
are XML-encoded FIPA standard messages. Triggers are patterns with an associated behavior. When an agent receives a
message matching the pattern of one of its triggers, the associated behavior is executed. In order to identify the receiver of
a message, the sending agent needs the message itself and an
id of the receiving agent. A conversation between two agents
usually consists of a number of messages conforming to FIPA
protocols. In order to abstract from the actual messages, we
subsume all these messages under a message type when describing an agent in formal logics.
Deﬁnition 1 (Message type) A message type identiﬁes a category of messages that can be send to an agent in order to
fulﬁll a speciﬁc task. We refer to message types by unique identiﬁers.

C is a Multi-Agent System
C is the name of an agent class
C is a gate
C is a message type
Class X is of type Y
Class X has gate Y
Gate X accepts messages of type Y
Class X understands mess. of type Y
Agent X is an instance of class Y
Agent Y is part of MAS X

Table 1. Concepts and roles used to describe MAS.
class(decision tree)
type(decision tree, computational agent)
has gate(decision tree, data in)
gate type(data in, training data)
interface(decision tree, control messages)

The set of message types understood by an agent is called
its interface. For outgoing messages, each link of an agent is
associated with a message type. Via this link, only messages
of the given type are sent. We call a link with its associated
message type a gate.

Figure 1. Example agent class deﬁnition.

Deﬁnition 2 (Interface) An interface is the set of message
types understood by a class of agents.

Deﬁnition 5 (Agent Class) An agent class is deﬁned by an interface, a set of message types, a set of gates, and a set of types.

Deﬁnition 3 (Gate) A gate is a tuple consisting of a message
type and a named link.

Deﬁnition 6 (Agent) An agent is an instance of an agent
class. It is deﬁned by its name and its class.

Now it is easy to deﬁne if two agents can be connected:
Agent A can be connected to agent B via gate G if the message type of G is in the list of interfaces of agent B. Note
that one output gate sends messages of one type only, whereas
one agent can receive different types of messages. This is a
very natural concept: When an agent sends a message to some
other agent via a gate, it assigns a speciﬁc role to the other
agent, e.g. being a supplier of training data. On the receiving
side, the receiving agent usually should understand a number
of different types of messages, because it may have different
roles for different agents.

A Multi-Agent System can be described by three elements:
The set of agents in the MAS, the connections between these
agents, and the characteristics of the MAS. The characteristics
(constraints) of the MAS are the starting point of logical reasoning: In MAS checking the logical reasoner deduces if the
MAS fulﬁlls the constraints. In MAS generation, it creates a
MAS that fulﬁlls the constraints, starting with an empty MAS,
or a manually constructed partial MAS.

Deﬁnition 4 (Connection) A connection is described by a
triple consisting of a sending agent, the sending agent’s gate,
and a receiving agent.

In order to describe agents and Multi-Agent Systems in description logics, the deﬁnitions 1 to 7 are mapped onto description logic concepts and roles as shown in table 1. An example
agent class description is given in ﬁgure 1. It deﬁnes the agent
class “decision tree”. This agent class accepts messages of
type “control message”. It has one gate called “data in” for
data agent and emits messages of type “training data”.
In the same way, A-Box instances of agent classes are deﬁned: instance(decision tree, dt instance) An agent is assigned to a MAS via role “has agent”. In the following example, we deﬁne “dt instance” as belonging to MAS “my mas”:
has agent(my mas, dt instance)
Since connections are relations between three elements, a
sending agent, a sending agent’s gate, and a receiving agent,

Deﬁnition 7 (Multi-Agent System) Multi-Agent
Systems
(MAS) consist of a set of agents, a set of connections between
the agents, and the characteristics of the MAS.

Next we deﬁne agents and agent classes. Agents are created by generating instances of classes. An agent derives all its
characteristics from its class deﬁnition. Additionally, an agent
has a name to identify it. The static aspects of an agent class
are described by the interface of the agent class (the messages
understood by the agents of this class), the gates of the agent
(the messages send by agents of this class), and the type(s) of
the agent class. Types are nominal identiﬁers for characteristics of an agent. The types used to describe the characteristics
of the agents should be ontological sound.
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we can not formulate this relationship in traditional description logics. It would be possible to circumvent the problem
by splitting the triple into two relationships, but this would
be counter-intuitive to our goal of deﬁning MAS in an ontological sound way. Connections between agents are relationships of arity three: Two agents are combined via a
gate. Therefore, we do not use description logics, but traditional logic programs in Prolog notation to deﬁne connections:
connection(dt instance, other agent, gate)
Constraints on MAS can be described in Description Logics, in Prolog clauses, or in a combination of both. As an
example, the following concept description requires the MAS
“dt MAS” to contain a decision tree agent: dt M AS  mas
has agent.(∃instance.decision tree)
An essential requirement for a MAS is that agents are connected in a sane way: An agent should only connect to agents
that understand its messages. According to deﬁnition 4, a connection is possible if the message type of the sending agent’s
output gate matches a message type of the receiving agent s
interface. With the logical concepts and descriptions given in
this section, this constraint can be formulated as a Prolog style
horn rule. If we are only interested in checking if a connection
satisﬁes this property, the rule is very simple:

the number and the types of inputs and outputs of the scheme.
Second, the training set, which is a set of prototypical inputs
and the corresponding desired outputs, it is used to compute
the ﬁtness of a particular solution. And third, the list of types
of building blocks available for being used in the scheme.
We supply three operators that would operate on graphs
representing schemes: random scheme creation, mutation and
crossover. The aim of the ﬁrst one is to create a random
scheme. This operator is used when creating the ﬁrst (random)
generation. The diversity of the schemes that are generated
is the most important feature the generated schemes should
have. The goal of the crossover operator is to create offsprings
from two parents. The crossover operator proposed for scheme
generation creates one offspring. The operator horizontally divides the mother and the father, takes the ﬁrst part from father’s
scheme, and the second from mother’s one. The mutation operator is very simple. It ﬁnds two links in the scheme (of the
same type) and switches their destinations.

connection(S,R,G) ←
instance(R, RC) ∧
instance(S, SC) ∧
interface(RC, MT)∧
has gate(SC, G) ∧
gate type(G, MT)

This section describes the experiments we have performed
with generating the schemes using the genetic algorithm described above.
The training sets used for experiments represented various polynomials. The genetic algorithm was generating the
schemes containing the following agents representing arithmetical operations: Plus (performs the addition on ﬂoats), Mul
(performs the multiplication on ﬂoats), Copy (copies the only
input (ﬂoat) to two ﬂoat outputs), Round (rounds the incoming
ﬂoat to the integer) and ﬁnally Floatize (converts the int input
to the ﬂoat).
The selected set of operators has the following features: it
allows to build any polynomial with integer coefﬁcients. The
presence of the Round allows also another functions to be assembled. These functions are the ‘polynomials with steps’ that
are caused by using the Round during the computation.
The results of the experiments depended on the complexity of the desired functions. The functions, that the genetic
algorithm learned well and quite quickly were functions like
x3 − x or x2 y 2 . The learning of these functions took from
tens to hundred generations, and the result scheme precisely
computed the desired function.
Also more complicated functions were successfully
evolved. Having in mind, that the only constant that can be
used in the scheme is −1, we can see, that the scheme is quite
big (comparing to the previous example where there was only
approximately 5–10 building blocks) — see Fig. 2. It took
much more time/generations to achieve the maximal ﬁtness,
namely 3000 in this case.
On the other hand, learning of some functions remained in
the local maxima, which was for example the case of the function x2 + y 2 + x.

4

The following paragraphs show an example for logical descriptions of MAS. Computational MAS: A computational
MAS can be deﬁned as a MAS with a task manager, a computational agent and a data source agent which are interconnected.
comp MAS(MAS) ←
type(CAC, computational agent)∧
instance(CA, CAC)∧
has agent(MAS, CA)∧
type(DSC, data source)∧
instance(DS, DSC)∧
has agent(MAS, DS)∧
connection(CA, DS, G)∧
type(TMC, task manager)∧
instance(TMC, TM)∧
has agent(MAS, TM)∧
connection(TM, CA, GC)∧
connection(TM, DS, GD)

3

Evolutionary search

The proposed evolutionary algorithm operates on schemes
deﬁnitions in order to ﬁnd a suitable scheme solving a speciﬁed problem. The genetic algorithm has three inputs: First,
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Abstract: In the component-based software development,
component selection is a critical step since the selected
components considerably affect the system quality. Traditionally,
the selection has been done in an ad-hoc manner, which takes a
long time and does not guarantee the quality of the resultant
system. These problems become more significant as the complexity
of a system or the size of component repositories increase.
Although a number of selection methods have been proposed, they
cannot ensure the suitability of selected components on systemlevel and fail to consider mixed-granularity components. We
present a goal-oriented mixed-granularity (GOMG) component
selection method to solve these problems. It adopts a hierarchical
goal tree to provide options to use components in different
granularities. Also, it exploits a hierarchical evaluation method
that systematically measures the appropriateness of component
sets on the system level. We have conducted a case study of
building a composite SoC CAD tool. The component repository
consisted of 250 components that varied considerably in both
granularity and performance. The results show that our GOMG
method yields a better aggregated score than the existing method
by 33% and reduces the time consumed on the selection by 73%.
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method is adopted to decompose the system to be designed
into a hierarchy of mixed-granularity sub-systems. Then, a
hierarchical evaluation method explores mixed-granularity
components for the system and evaluates these combinations
from the lowest level to the system level to find out the best
component set with respect to the design goals.
Requirement Analysis
Component Selection

Component
Repository

Component Adaptation
Component Integration
Evolution

Fig. 1. A typical CBSD process.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define
the problem and give a solution overview. In Section 3, we
present a goal-oriented requirement analysis that derives a
hierarchical goal tree. Then, a three-step selection method is
explained in Section 4. Section 5 shows a case study to build
a composite SoC CAD tool using our approach. Finally, we
conclude our work in Section 6.

1. Introduction
Component-based software development (CBSD) is an
engineering practice used to build a software system by
composing software components, which are software
artifacts that are specially designed to be used in diverse
contexts. A typical CBSD process includes five main steps
as shown in Fig.1: requirement analysis, component
selection, adaptation, integration and evolution [1]. Among
these steps, the selection step is especially important
because finding an appropriate component set is a
prerequisite for developing a high-quality system.
Traditionally, the selection has been performed in an adhoc manner, which takes a long time and the suitability of
selected components cannot be ensured as the complexity of
systems and the number of available components increase.
In the literature, methods have been proposed to address
the component selection problem, e.g., OTSO [2], CEP [3]
and CARE [4]. In practice, however, they face many
problems. First, since they evaluate each component
individually, it is difficult for them to guarantee the
optimality of a selected component set on the system level.
Second, since they ignore the possibility of selecting
components in different granularities, they may fail to find
utilizable components.
To tackle these problems, we propose a goal-oriented
mixed granularity (GOMG) approach employing two main
techniques. First, a goal-oriented requirement analysis

2. Problem Definition and Solution Overview
In this paper, we are going to solve the problem of how to
objectively find a combination of components, possibly with
different granularities, that best meets customer
requirements. Therefore, our GOMG component selection
approach respects the following two important criteria.
 A systematical and objective evaluation method is needed
to ensure the optimality of the selected component set on
the system level.
 The components in different granularities should be
explored.
Our GOMG method meets these criteria through a
systematic process as shown in Fig. 2.
 First, the goal-oriented requirement analysis method
formalizes customers’ unstructured requirements into a
goal tree. The goals on each level match components with
different granularities. Components in small-granularity,
which accomplish low-level goals, can be joined together
to form large-granularity components to achieve highlevel goals. Hence, options for selecting components in
all granularities are provided.
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 Second, for each goal in the tree, we obtain candidate
components from the repository through search.
 Third, we score the candidate components to measure
how well they meet the non-functional requirements.
 Finally, through a hierarchical evaluation, a component
set that has highest aggregated score is obtained. The
evaluation is done in a bottom-up way, from the lowestlevel leaf nodes to the system-level root node. At each
node, the component with the highest score is identified
from the candidate components. Then the identified
components are promoted to the candidate component of
their parent goals. This process repeats up to the root
system-level goal. As a result, the component set with the
best score is selected.
comp onent
rep ository

A node, hence a functional goal, has non-functional goals
as its attributes. The maximum degrees to which the
components fulfilling the functional goal can contribute to
the non-functional goals are called contribution factors.
Mathematically, sets of all functional goals and nonfunctional goals in the system are denoted as
FG { fg 1, fg 2...} and NFG {nfg 1, nfg 2...} , respectively.
Then the contribution factor of functional goal fg  FG to
non-functional goal nfg  NFG is derived by function cf,
cf : FG  NFG

Our method derives a goal tree by breaking down the toplevel functional goal into more concrete sub-goals in child
nodes. It keeps breaking down the goals until no more levels
of details are needed.
The contribution factor in the root node is defined to be ‘1’.

goal tree
comp onent selection
1. search

scoring-level
metadata

2. scoring

nfg : cf fg , nfg

candidate
comp onents

3. evaluation

step

1 if fg is a top - level goal.

(2)

The contribution factors in the internal and leaf nodes are
derived by splitting and inheriting the contribution factor
from their parent node as in equation (3). AND-linked child
nodes split the contribution factor of their parent node. ORlinked child nodes directly inherit the contribution factor
from their parent node.

scored candidate
comp onents

selected
comp onents

legend

(1)

3.2. Deriving a Goal Tree

requirement analysis

search-level
metadata

{x 0 . x . 1, x  H}.

comp onent adaptation

artifact
...



nfg :

Fig. 2. The overview of GOMG component selection method.

cf fg c , nfg

cf fg p , nfg

fgc is a child of fg p

if fg p is a parent of an AND-linked child node fgcୈ (3)

3. Goal-Oriented Requirement Analysis

nfg : cf fg c , nfg

The requirement analysis transforms a set of informally
expressed
requirements
into
detailed,
structured
specifications. Our approach refers to goal-oriented
requirement engineering [5], where goals are defined as
objectives the system under consideration should achieve [6].
Goals are categorized into functional goals and nonfunctional goals. Functional goals describe system services
or functions, e.g., modulating a signal. Non-functional goals
are constraints on the system or on the development process,
e.g., performance requirements, security or reliability [7].
To illustrate our method, we present a chatting client as a
walk-through example.

cf fg p , nfg

if fg p is a parent of an OR-linked child node fgc .

The goal tree of our walk through example is shown in
Fig. 3 and the descriptions of the goals are listed in Table 1.
Contribution factors in the root node fg1 are all ‘1’. These
contribution factors are then split into child goals since they
are AND-linked. For example, cf(fg1, nfg2) is split into 1, 0
and 0 to cf(fg1.1, nfg2), cf(fg1.2, nfg2) and cf(fg1.3, nfg2),
respectively. On the other hand, in node fg1.3, contribution
factors are inherited by its OR-linked child nodes.
fg1
Contribution Factors
nfg1
nfg2
nfg3
1
1
1

3.1. The Structure of a Goal Tree
Our goal-oriented requirement analysis transforms the
requirements into a hierarchical structure which we call a
goal tree. A goal tree is a tree in which a node represents a
functional goal and a link represents a dependency between
functional goals.
In a goal tree, the top-level functional goal specifies the
overall functional objective of the system, while low-level
functional goals specify concrete functional objectives of
components. An AND-link specifies conjunctive sub-goals
which need to be achieved together to fulfill their parentgoal whereas an OR-link specifies disjunctive sub-goals any
of which achieves the parent-goal.

fg1.1
Contribution Factors
nfg1
nfg2
nfg3
0
1
1/3

fg1.2
Contribution Factors
nfg1
nfg2
nfg3
0
0
1/3

fg1.3
Contribution Factors
nfg1
nfg2
nfg3
1
0
1/3

Legend
Function goal
AND-link
OR-link

fg1.3.1
Contribution Factors
nfg1
nfg2
nfg3
1
0
1/3

fg1.3.2
Contribution Factors
nfg1
nfg2
nfg3
1
0
1/3

Fig. 3. An example goal tree for a simple chatting client.

The portion of a contribution factor each child node gets
depends on the child functional goal’s contribution to the
non-functional goal. For example, ‘minimize the cost’ (nfg3)
is relevant to all components; therefore, the contribution
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not satisfy goal fg and scoref (cc,fg)=1 denotes that cc
satisfies fg.
For non-functional goals, given a pair of (cc, nfg),
function scorenf translates cc’s measurement for nfg to a real
number within interval [0, 1]. The measurements, such as
reliability, speed, size, memory footprint and cost, are
recorded as the scoring level metadata in the component
repository.

factor is evenly split by all the child nodes. However, for
nfg2, the contribution factor of fg1 is entirely given to fg1.1
as only the goal ‘send message’ contributes to satisfying
‘average send response time .10ms’.
Goal
fg1
fg1.1
fg1.2
fg1.3
fg1.3.1
fg1.3.2
nfg1
nfg2
nfg3

Table 1. Goal description list.
Description
Develop a simple chatting client-side system.
Send messages.
Receive messages.
Use networks protocols.
Use UDP protocol.
Use TCP protocol.
Networks reliability, ensure data integrity.
Minimize send response time, average time . 10ms.
Minimize the cost, cost . 500 USD.

4.3. Step 3: Evaluation
After scoring, we use a hierarchical evaluation method to
select a set of components that has the highest aggregated
score. It is performed in three steps. First, we quantify the
relative importance of the non-functional goals by using the
concept of an importance factor. Second, we use a weighted
sum to derive the aggregated scores for all candidate
components. Third, for each goal, we select a component
with the largest aggregated score from the candidates of a
node and promote it to a new candidate of the parent node.
This process repeats from the leaf nodes up to the root node.
In the following subsections, we explain these steps in detail.

4. GOMG Component Selection Method
The GOMG component selection method is a three-step
process: search, scoring and evaluation. In the search step,
for each node in the goal tree, it retrieves a group of
candidate components. In the scoring step, it scores all the
candidate components using the customer provided scoring
functions. In the evaluation step, for each goal, it selects a
component with the largest aggregated score from the
candidate group of a node and promotes it to a new
candidate of the parent node. This process repeats from the
bottom lowest level up to the top level. As a result, the root
node eventually contains the best candidate for the systemlevel goal.

4.3.1. Reflecting the Tradeoffs among Non-Functional Goals
Non-functional goals have tradeoffs among them.
Therefore, we use a concept of importance factors to
quantify their relative importance. Importance factor ifnfg of
non-functional goal nfg is defined as its share in influencing
the customer’s satisfaction. Table 2 shows the importance
factors for the simple chatting client example.
Table 2. Importance factors for the simple chatting client.
Non-functional goal
nfg1
nfg2
nfg3
Importance factor
0.2
0.2
0.6

4.1. Step 1: Search
In the search step, candidate components for each
functional goal are retrieved from the component repository
through keyword search. Specifically, nouns and verbs are
extracted from descriptions of a functional goal and used as
keywords. In a component repository, a component is stored
with search level metadata that consists of its interface
names, operation names and descriptions. The set of
candidate components retrieved for a functional goal forms
a candidate group of the goal.

Importance factors are used to adjust the contribution
factors so that they also reflect the relative importance of
non-functional goals. These adjusted contribution factors are
called weights. At each node, each contribution factor is
multiplied by importance factor ifnfg and denoted as
weight ( fg , nfg )

4.3.2. Calculating Aggregated Scores

After finding candidate groups for all nodes in the goal
tree, we give scores to each candidate component so that the
suitability of a component for goals is clearly quantified.
The scoring functions for functional and non-functional
goals are defined respectively as below:
scorenf : CC  NFG

(5)

This weight reflects node fg’s contribution to the customer’s
satisfaction through non-functional goal nfg.

4.2. Step 2: Scoring

score f : CC  FG

cf ( fg , nfg )  if nfg .

{0,1}
{x 0 . x . 1, x  H}

Since a component has multiple scores for non-functional
goals, it is difficult to compare the component with other
components. Therefore we derive a single score, called an
aggregated score, for each component. Aggregated score for
candidate component cc, which is in functional goal fg’s
candidate group, is calculated by (6).

(4)

scoreagg (cc, fg )

where CC is a set of all the candidate components.
For functional goals, we use function scoref in (4) where
scoref (cc,fg)=0 implies that candidate component cc does

&0
,if score f cc, fg
#
% weight ( fg , nfg )  score (cc, nfg ), otherwise.

nf
#$ nfg

0,

(6)

If component cc cannot satisfy a functional goal, its
aggregated score is defined as 0. This is because satisfying
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the functional goals is the most fundamental requirement.
Otherwise, the aggregated score is defined as the weighted
sum of all the non-functional goal scores.

using both our method and the existing method, OTSO. We
compared the two methods by measuring the aggregated
scores and the time consumed for component selection.
Requirements for the SoC tool to develop were given by
the customers. With those requirements, we then derived a
goal tree by our goal-oriented requirement analysis. After
the requirement analysis, the domain expert performed
component selection using the two methods. Under OTSO,
we tried to select one component at a time that fulfills one of
the goals of the system. The domain expert picked a
component for each goal and repeated it in a trial-and-error
manner until all the selected components satisfied the
system-level goal. In contrast, in our method, the domain
expert systematically selected a set of components. Our
method allowed him to select multiple components
simultaneously using the hierarchical goal tree.
As shown in Table 3, the aggregated score of our method
yields a better aggregated score than OTSO by 33% and also
reduces the time consumed by 73%.

4.3.3. Traversing the Goal Tree from Bottom to Top
After the aggregated score for each candidate component
is obtained, we compare the aggregated scores while
traversing the goal tree from bottom to top. In this process,
for each node, the candidate component with the highest
aggregated score is identified. The identified component
then becomes a candidate for the parent node via promotion.
The promotion works differently depending on whether the
node is an AND-linked child or an OR-linked child.
For AND-linked child nodes, the candidate components
with the best aggregated score are grouped into a composite
component and promoted to their parent goal’s candidate
component. When sub-components are independent, the
aggregated score of the composite component is simply
defined as the sum of the aggregated scores of the subcomponents as follows,



scoreagg
ୄcc, fg

scoreagg (c, fg ).

Table 3. Comparison of the GOMG method and OTSO.
Metric
GOMG method
OTSO
Aggregated score
0.812
0.61
Time consumed on selection (man-hour)
15
56

(7)

c is a sub-component of cc

For the case in Fig. 4, cc2, cc3, cc4 are the candidate
components with the highest aggregated score for ANDlinked child goals fg1.1, fg1.2 and fg1.3, respectively.
Therefore, the composite candidate component cc(2+3+4)
is promoted to a candidate component for fg1.
For OR-linked child nodes, the candidate component with
the best aggregated score is directly promoted to its parent
goal’s candidate component. For instance, in Fig. 4, cc4 and
cc5 are promoted to candidate components for fg1.3 since
they have the highest aggregated scores in the OR-linked
child goals, fg1.3.1 and fg1.3.2, respectively.
Finally, on the top-level functional goal, the component
set with the highest aggregated score is selected. Fig. 4
shows the process of the evaluation.
cc1

fg1
cc(2+3+4)

6. Conclusion
We have presented the GOMG component selection
method which allows developers to select the best possible
components in mixed granularities from enormous
component repositories. Our method was evaluated through
a case study. The results clearly show that it outperforms
OTSO in terms of the overall quality and the time consumed
for component selection. As for future study, we will
improve the evaluation by considering the influence of subcomponents interoperations on composite components’ nonfunctional scores. We are also attempting to perform more
extensive case studies to assess its effectiveness. The results
look promising.

…
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Fig. 4 Evaluation of candidate components for the chatting client

5. Experimental Evaluation
In order to validate the proposed GOMG component
selection method, we conducted a case study of building a
composite CAD tool for System-on-Chip (SoC) design. We
built a component repository with 250 components in this
field that varied significantly in granularity, performance
and cost. A domain expert was invited to select components
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Abstract

2. Self-Managed COTS components

This paper describes a case study for the elevator
system, which is implemented using self-managed COTS
components. Each COTS component for the elevator
system is encapsulated in a wrapper that provides the
properties of self-management. By consideration of
reusability, application-independent algorithms for the
wrapper for COTS components of the elevator system is
implemented separately from the application-dependent
information so that the application-independent
algorithms can be reused for other COTS components in
different applications.

Using a wrapper, a self-managed COTS component
implements the properties of self-management. The
wrapper is structured into COTS Monitor, COTS
Modified Interface, Wrapper Controller, Reconfiguration
Manager, and Repair Manager objects (Fig. 1) [Shin6,
Shin7].
«wrapper»

C2: Acknowledgements

«manager»

B2: Operation1 Failed
C3: Repair COTS
C9: COTS Repaired

:Reconfiguration
B4: Notify Operation1
Manager

Failure
C6: Operations Blocked
C12: COTS Service Ready

C7: Repair COTS
B1 [Failed]:
Notify

C10: COTS
Repaired

1. Introduction

C8: COTS Repaired

B3: Block Malfunction
Operation1
C4: Block Operations
C11: Unblock Operations

Although
COTS
(commercial
off-the-shelf)
components are getting used more and more for many
applications, COTS components may still have design
faults or unexpected events resulting in system failures.
Self-management [Thomas00, Anderson03, Koopman03,
IBM03, Dashofy02, Garlan02, Garlan03, Guerra04,
Meulen05, Shin06, Shin07] of COTS components has
been considered to improve the reliability of COTS
component-based
systems.
Self-managed
COTS
components detect anomalies in the COTS components,
reconfigure the system against the anomalies detected,
and repair the anomalies at runtime using a self-managing
mechanism encapsulated in a wrapper.
This paper describes a case study for developing a
self-managed COTS component-based elevator system.
By consideration of reusability, the objects of a wrapper
for COTS components are implemented into applicationindependent algorithms and application-dependent
information.
This paper begins by describing self-managed COTS
components in section 2. Section 3 describes our
approach to implementing self-managed COTS
components. Section 4 describes the self-managed
elevator system. Section 5 concludes this paper.

B5: Operation1 Failure
C1: COTS Repair
C13: COTS Repaired

«controller»
:Wrapper
Controller

«monitor»
:COTS Monitor

«manager»
:Repair
Manager

A2: Operation1 Requested
A4: Operation1 Called
A6: OperationK Required
A8: OperationK Requested

C5: Operations Blocked

«device»

A1: Request Operation1

:InputDevice

«interface»
:COTS Modified
Interface
A3: Call Operation1

A7: Request OperationK

A5: Require OperationK

«component»

:COTS Component

Fig. 1 Self-Management of COTS Component
The operations provided by a COTS component are
monitored by the COTS Monitor. The COTS Modified
Interface maintains the status of each operation in a
COTS component. An operation is “unblocked” if it
performs its obligation normally. An operation is marked
“malfunction blocked” if the operation is anomalous,
“dependency blocked” if the operation requires other
operation in a different COTS component that is
anomalous, or under repair block. Only unblocked
operations are allowed to be invoked by the COTS
Modified Interface. The message sequence A1 through
A8 in the UML collaboration diagram [Booch05,
Rumbaugh05] (Fig. 1) describes the monitoring of the
Operation1 of the COTS component that is requested by
an input device such as an elevator button.
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The COTS Monitor presumes that an operation is
anomalous if the expected notification messages have not
arrived within reasonable time intervals (messages A2,
A4, A6, and A8). The Wrapper Controller in a wrapper
for a COTS component determines whether an operation
in a COTS component should be repaired immediately or
not - either just reconfiguring anomalous operations or
reconfiguring/repairing the whole component – based on
the criticality of operations.
The
Reconfiguration
Manager
generates
a
reconfiguration plan against the anomalous operation.
Based on the plan, it sends a message to the COTS
Modified Interface to block the anomalous operation as
“malfunction” (e.g., message B3). The Reconfiguration
Manager also sends a failure notification to the
neighboring COTS components (messages B4 and B5)
through the Wrapper Controller.
An anomalous operation is repaired by the Repair
Manager by means of re-initialization, re-installation, or
replace of the component with a variant. In Fig. 1, the
repair is performed by means of re-installation of the
COTS component - message sequence C1 through C13.

component: a) Floor Operation Statechart Table (Table 1)
that captures statecharts for the operations provided by
the Floor COTS component; and b) Floor Operation
Statechart Information Table that contains the time
duration in which operations of the Floor COTS
component should be performed.
Operation

State

Event

Action

Next Event

floorButton
Request

Idle

floorButtonRequest
Arrived

Start
Timing

Calling Floor
Button
Request

floorButton
Request

Calling Floor
Button Request

floorButtonRequest
Called

Start
Timing

Processing
Floor Button
Request

floorButton
Request

Processing
Floor Button
Request

serviceRequest
Arrived

Start
Timing

Calling
Service
Request

floorButton
Request

Calling Service
Request

serviceRequest
Called

Start
Timing

Idle

Table 1. Floor Operation Statechart

4. Self-Managed Elevator System
The elevator system with multiple elevators
[Gomaa00] is structured into three Elevator COTS
components, ten Floor COTS components, and one
Scheduler COTS component. The objects in the wrappers
for the COTS components were implemented using Java
programming language. In the software architecture, each
Elevator COTS component is allocated to an elevator,
while each Floor COTS component is allocated to a floor.
The Scheduler COTS component is allocated to a
separate node for performance reasons, so it can rapidly
respond to elevator requests.

3. Our Approach
By consideration of reusability, the wrapper for COTS
components is designed and implemented into
application-independent algorithms and applicationdependent
information.
Application-independent
algorithms for a wrapper are common to all COTS
components so that they can be reused for different
COTS components once they are implemented.
Application-dependent information of a wrapper contains
information specific to a COTS component, which should
be updated for a different COTS component.
Fig. 2 depicts the Floor COTS Monitor, which is an
object supporting the wrapper for Floor COTS
component in the elevator system. The Floor COTS
Monitor provides the following application-independent
operations: Modified Interface Notification, Start Time,
Monitor Time Notification, and Reinitialize Statechart.

4.1. Monitoring and Detection
The Floor Modified Interface has the Floor Operation
Status table containing information about the status of
Floor COTS operations: floor button request, off floor
lamp, on off direction lamp. The status of each operation
is unblocked so that the Floor Modified Interface can call
the Floor COTS operations.
When the floor button sends an elevator request to the
Floor Modified Interface, the Floor Modified Interface
checks the status of floor button request operation in the
Floor COTS component using the Floor Operation Status
table. If the operation status is ‘Unblock’, the Floor
Modified Interface notifies the Floor Monitor of the
arrival of floor button request using the Modified
Interface Notification function (Fig. 2). The statechart for
the floor button request operation encapsulated in the
Floor Monitor makes transition from the Idle state to the
Calling Floor Button Request state (Table 1). The Floor
Modified Interface then calls the floor button request
operation in the Floor COTS component and notifies this
event to the Floor Monitor by sending the “Floor Button

Floor COTS Monitor
- Floor Operation Statechart Table
- Floor Operation Statechart Information Table
- ModifiedInterfaceNotification(in operation, in event)
- StartTime(in operation, in time)
- MonitorTimeNotification(in operation)
- ReinitializeStatechart(in operation)

Fig. 2 Floor COTS Monitor
Application-dependent information is described in a
wrapper by means of tables. The Floor COTS Monitor
(Fig. 2) has information specific to the Floor COTS
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Request Called” message through the Modified Interface
Notification function. The statechart makes transition
from the Calling Floor Button Request state to the
Processing Floor Button Request state (Table 1).
Similarly, the Floor Modified Interface sends the next
notification message, “Service Request Arrived”, to the
Floor Monitor when the Floor COTS component finishes
processing the floor button request operation. By this
message, the statechart makes transition from the
Processing Floor Button Request state to the Calling
Service Request state (Table 1). The Floor Modified
Interface notifies the Floor Monitor again when it has
sent “Service Request Called” message to the Scheduler
Modified Interface. Then the Scheduler COTS
component adds the floor and direction to the Scheduler’s
plan. This notification message makes transition from the
Calling Service Request state to the Idle state in the
statechart (Table 1).
Using the Start Time and Monitor Time Notification
functions (Fig. 2), the Floor Monitor checks if each time
interval between the notification messages from the Floor
Modified Interface is within a specified time interval. For
example, the Floor Monitor presumes that the floor
button request operation is anomalous if the “Service
Request Arrived” message is not arrived within a
specified time interval. In this case, the Floor Monitor
notifies the Floor Wrapper Controller of the anomaly of
the operation.

The Floor Reconfiguration Plan Generator checks the
status of floor button request operation in the
Floor/Callee/Caller Operation Status Table - containing
the status of the operations provided by the Floor COTS
component as well as their caller and callee operations to determine whether the floor button request operation
should be blocked or not. The Reconfiguration Plan
Generator also uses the Floor Reconfiguration table
(Table 2) to obtain the dependencies among operations. If
there is some operation in caller components
corresponding to the anomalous operation, the
reconfiguration plan includes caller components so that
the caller components should be notified for dependency
block in response to the operation’s anomaly. The floor
button request operation will be blocked for repair (repair
block) because the operation is critical. The floor button
request operation has no operation in caller, so the plan
does not include any operation of different components.
Callee

Caller

Operation
Operation
floorButtonRequest

Service Request

Component

Operation

upDownRequest
offFloorLamp

Component

Scheduler
Elevator 1

upDownRequest

Elevator 2

upDownRequest

Elevator 3

Approaching
Requested Floor

Elevator 1

closeDoor

onOffDirectionLamp

Approaching
Requested Floor

Elevator 2

closeDoor
Approaching
Requested Floor

4.2. Reconfiguration

Elevator 3

closeDoor

Table 2. Floor Reconfiguration Table

The Floor Wrapper Controller has the Floor Operation
Criticality table containing criticality information for each
operation provided by the Floor COTS component.
Operations are classified as a critical or non-critical
operation based upon the criticality of system failure. The
floor button request operation is critical for the elevator
system because it handles the elevator requests from the
elevator users. Thus, it needs to be both reconfigured and
repaired immediately. The other two operations - off floor
lamp and on off direction lamp - can be non-critical.
Although the non-critical services provided by the Floor
COTS component are degraded, malfunction of these
operations may not affect the whole elevator system.
The Reconfiguration Manager has been implemented
by means of the Reconfiguration Plan Generator and the
Reconfiguration Plan Executor. The Reconfiguration Plan
Generator generates a reconfiguration plan against an
anomalous operation and the Reconfiguration Plan
Executor performs the plan generated. To reconfigure the
elevator system, the Floor Wrapper Controller sends the
Floor Reconfiguration Plan Generator a message saying
both the name of an anomalous operation and its level of
criticality.

The Floor Reconfiguration Plan Executor performs all
the actions in the reconfiguration plan. The
Reconfiguration Plan Executor notifies the Floor
Modified Interface to update the status of the floor button
request operation in its table with “Repair Block”. The
Floor Reconfiguration Plan Executor will also change the
status of the floor button request operation from
“Unblock” to “Repair Block” in the Floor/Callee/Caller
Operation Status Table. Then the Floor Reconfiguration
Plan Executor notifies the Floor Wrapper Controller that
the plan has been executed successfully. The Floor
Wrapper Controller initiates the repair process by calling
the Floor Repair Manager.
4.3 Repair
The Floor Repair Manager contains the Floor Repair
Table, which shows different techniques that are
available for repairing the anomalous COTS component.
The repair techniques can be re-initialization of the
COTS component, modification of inputs, re-installation
of the same COTS component, replacement with a
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variant, or any other technique that is available. The Floor
COTS component has only two techniques available: reinstallation and replacement.
The Floor Repair Manager starts repairing the Floor
COTS component using the first technique that has not
been used yet. If the technique selected is “Re-install
component”, a copy of the Floor COTS component kept
in a safe place is re-installed. If the technique selected is
“Replace component”, a variant version of the Floor
COTS component is selected as a new component. After
executing one of those techniques, the Floor Repair
Manager sends the “Component Repaired” message to
the Floor Modified Interface to use this component
version. The Floor Repair Manager notifies the Floor
Wrapper Controller of the finalization of the repair.
When the Floor Wrapper Controller receives the
notification from the Floor Repair Manager, it starts the
reconfiguration process again as the Floor COTS
component resumes its services. The Floor Wrapper
Controller notifies the Floor Reconfiguration Plan
Generator, which generates the corresponding
reconfiguration plan again. The Floor Reconfiguration
Plan Executor notifies the Floor Modified Interface to
‘unblock’ all of its own operations, and notifies the Floor
Monitor to re-initialize the statechart for the floor button
request operation using the Reinitialize Statchart function
(Fig. 2). The Floor Reconfiguration Plan Executor
changes the operations status in the Floor/Callee/Caller
Operation Status Table to “Unblock”, notifying the Floor
Wrapper Controller that the repair process has been
executed.

which result in low performance and resource overhead
in the system.
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transfers in a single day through an ATM or online
rather than through a bank teller might require that the
transaction be logged as suspicious activity. The core
transfer behavior is not state based and does not require
any state information to function properly. The
crosscutting security logging concern, however, does
require knowledge of the core’s state. In particular, it
needs to know how many transfers have been
attempted in a day and by what means the transfers
took place. This is an example where tracking the state
of a core concern is necessary for a crosscutting
concern to behave correctly.
A state machine can be used by a crosscutting
concern to model the history information of the core,
but it should not be tightly coupled to any particular
core concern. It should be abstract so that the
crosscutting concern is usable in different contexts and
by many different core concerns. The events that this
crosscutting state machine reacts to must come from
the core concerns. This is how core and crosscutting
concerns are woven together. The obliviousness
property of AOSD [6] states that the core concerns
need not be aware of any crosscutting concerns
affecting them. The core developer must not be
responsible for creating a state machine if it is used
solely for a crosscutting concern.
The contribution of this work is to show the benefits
of monitoring a set of non-state based core concern
objects for events that are useful to a state based
crosscutting concern. In the example above, the core
objects can be monitored to determine when a user
transfers money using an ATM or online. When that
scenario occurs it can be used as an event in a state
machine for the security logging crosscutting concern.
This provides separation of concerns and maximizes
reusability of both core and crosscutting concerns.
In order to perform the monitoring several
approaches can be used. The least invasive approach
uses combination of well known patterns to track the
state of a set of core concern objects. However, other
tools and language extensions exist that can be used for
the same purpose.

Abstract
This paper describes how the completion of well
defined scenarios can be used to indicate events of
interest to state based crosscutting concerns. Core
concerns are monitored for scenarios that represent
events of interest to a crosscutting concern. When a
monitored scenario completes, an event is injected into
a crosscutting state machine that may react by
introducing additional behavior. This is a form of
Aspect-Orientation that deals with non-state based
core concerns interacting with state based crosscutting
concerns.

1. Introduction
A crosscutting concern is an aspect of a system that
influences many other core concerns. Crosscutting
concerns cannot be easily modularized using
traditional decomposition techniques. Fault tolerance,
for example, is a crosscutting concern that affects
many parts of a system. However, fault tolerance code
is typically scattered throughout the system and tangled
with the core concerns interfering with their logical
flow. The field of Aspect-Oriented Software
Development (AOSD) [1] addresses crosscutting
concerns by separating them from core concerns at one
level of abstraction and providing a means to weave
them back together at a lower level of abstraction. The
woven product is one step closer to an executable
system. For humans analyzing the system, the
separation of concerns allows one to reason about core
and crosscutting concerns independently while
understanding how they affect each other.
Many core concerns exist that have no state based
behavior. They do not require any knowledge of the
past in order to satisfy a requirement. Occasionally, a
crosscutting concern requires knowledge of a core
concern’s history or state in order to function properly.
Consider a banking system with different types of
accounts that are accessible from a bank teller, ATM,
or online. From a security standpoint, repeated
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
section two briefly discusses different approaches to
scenario monitoring and gives an overview of our
approach. Section three provides an example of using
scenario monitoring to inject events into a crosscutting
concern state machine. Section four describes related
work.

approach a proprietary tool called the Play-Engine
monitors scenarios. In Maoz [15] the idea was
reworked to eliminate a separate monitoring tool.
Instead, monitoring is accomplished using the Aspect
Oriented Programming language AspectJ [11]. The
only drawback of these approaches is that they cannot
be used without committing to new tools and
programming languages.

2. Scenario monitoring for generating
events

2.3. Overview of our approach
Although we prefer scenario monitoring solutions
that don’t require special language extensions or tools,
any of the approaches above can be used to separate
non-state based core and state based crosscutting
concerns. State based crosscutting concerns are
modeled with state machines. The state machines have
states, transitions, and actions associated with
transitions. These actions are used to weave in
additional behavior into a system. The state machines,
however, should not be coupled directly to any
particular set of core concerns. The state machine
should receive abstract events. A mapping must be
made from the concrete core concerns to the abstract
events that will be handled by the crosscutting state
machine.
Our initial approach is for completed scenarios in
the core concerns to represent events of interest. This is
reasonable because an event is an occurrence in time
and space that has significance to the system [16].
Therefore, the scenario monitor will inject events into
the crosscutting state machine and it will react
accordingly, perhaps changing state and executing
behavior associated with the transition.
We feel an example of our approach is the best way
to explain our approach. The following section gives a
detailed example on a relatively small set of
requirements.

In our approach, a crosscutting concern developer
models the state of the core concerns with a state
machine. That is, the crosscutting concern has a
particular need to know the state of the core concerns.
This is so that behavior can be injected on certain
transitions of the core’s state. The crosscutting state
machine is abstract in that the events are not directly
bound to a core concern’s implementation. Rather, the
core concerns are monitored for events of interest. A
scenario is an ordered set of messages sent and
received from objects in the system. Traditionally,
scenarios are modeled with sequence diagrams [18].
When the core objects are monitored and an event
of interest occurs the event will be sent to a state
machine that may react to it. This is how additional
behavior is added to the core concerns. Scenario
monitoring is the crucial element in this approach. Two
different approaches to scenario monitoring will be
discussed in the following subsections.

2.1. Scenario Monitor Pattern
Ideally, scenario monitoring should be done in a
minimally invasive way. Requiring the monitored
objects to be aware of the monitoring introduces strong
coupling between the core concerns and the monitoring
code. The coupling makes it difficult to reuse the core
concerns in a context where scenario monitoring is not
required.
In an upcoming work we will present a design
pattern that allows monitored objects to be oblivious to
monitoring code. Scenario monitoring can be turned on
and off at run time. Although the exact details are
beyond the scope of this work, the pattern makes use
of the Decorator, Observer, and Abstract Factory
Patterns [7] to shield the core concern developer from
being aware that monitoring is taking place.

3. Example using our approach
The following describes a set of requirements that
we use to elucidate our approach. The system is for a
financial advisor that generates and sells reports to his
customers about potential companies to invest in. The
financial advisor gets some of his financial data from a
much larger financial services organization referred to
as the Investment Warehouse.

2.2. The Play-Engine
Harel et. al. [9][15][8] created Live Sequence
Charts to specify scenarios and reactions that occur in
response to the completion of those scenarios. In this
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In the early design phase the Sequence Diagrams in
figures 1 and 2 are created.

3.1. Report generating system
Requirement R1: Financial Advisor Attempts to
Sell Report
A financial advisor requests an investment report
from the Report Generating System to sell to his
customer. If the Report Generating System does not
have the requested report it will ask an independent
Investment Warehouse for information in order to
generate the report. The Report Generating System
will then generate a report and send a summary to the
financial advisor. The financial advisor shows the
customer the summary and tries to sell it to her. If the
customer wishes she may purchase the full report. If
that happens the report will be stored by the system
and presented to the customer. When a customer
requests a report that already exists, the Report
Generating System will pull the report from storage
and display a summary to the customer. If the customer
chooses to purchase the report it will be presented to
her.
The first requirement is modeled with the following
use case:
Use Case: Financial Advisor Attempts to Sell Report
Actors: Financial Advisor, Investment Warehouse
Normal Flow:
1. Financial Advisor requests a report from the
System.
2. System searches report database for existing
report.
3. The report does not exist, System requests
information from Investment Warehouse.
4. System generates the report.
5. System sends summary report to the Financial
Advisor.
6. Financial Advisor gets approval from the
customer to purchase the report.
7. System stores the report in the database.
8. Financial Advisor presents the report to
customer.

Figure 1. Financial advisor attempts to sell
report (new report)

Alternate Flow: Report Already Exists
3. The report already exists, retrieve it from the
database.
4. System sends summary report to the Financial
Advisor.
5. Financial Advisor gets approval from the
customer to purchase the report.
6. Financial Advisor presents the report to
customer.
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for the next 5000 accesses in a month, and charge
nothing for more than 10000 accesses in a month.
new month / hits = 0

H
hits = 0
Full Price

access data
[hits == 5000] / bill $10; hits++

new month / hits = 0

new month / hits = 0

access data / bill $5; hits++

access data / bill $10; hits++

Discount Price

access data
[hits == 10000] / bill $5; hits++

Free

Figure 3. ‘Access Data’ state machine
The problem is determining when a billable ‘access
data’ event has been performed. From the requirements
it is clear that the only time a billable access occurs is
when a new report is actually purchased. One cannot
simply bill after accessing the data from the Investment
Warehouse because there is no charge unless the
customer purchases a report. Further, one cannot
simply bill after the customer purchases a report
because they may be purchasing a report that already
exists. The billing system needs to know the state of
the interaction with the Investment Warehouse.
The important states to the billing concern are Idle,
Pending Purchase New Report, Pending Purchase
Existing Report, and New Report Purchased. The
important events are when a new report is generated,
when an existing report is requested, when a report is
purchased, and when a report is abandoned. The state
machine in figure 4 describes when billing should take
place.

Figure 2. Financial advisor attempts to sell
report (report already exists)

3.2. Crosscutting billing concern
Now imagine the financial advisor has the option of
becoming a franchisee of the Investment Warehouse or
a pay-as-you-go customer. If the financial advisor
becomes a franchisee, he is charged a relatively high
flat yearly rate for access to financial services
information. A pay-as-you-go customer is charged per
access to the Investment Warehouse. The financial
advisor has negotiated an additional term in the
contract. The Investment Warehouse will only charge
the financial advisor once when he accesses data the
first time a report is sold. If the financial advisor does
not sell the report, or the report is already in his
database of sold reports, he is not charged for the data
access.
The financial advisor would like the flexibility to
switch between the different types of customer. If he
switches he would like to keep his existing Report
Generating System in place. The main difference is
that a franchisee does not need to handle billing.
The state machine in figure 3 describes how pay-asyou-go customers are charged for access to the
Investment Warehouse’s data. The requirement is to
charge $10 for the first 5000 accesses in a month, $5

Figure 4. ‘Billing’ State Machine.

3.3. Concern Modeling
Scenarios of interest can be modeled in a variation
of UML interaction diagrams. We are proposing the
use of Interaction Fragments from UML 2.0 to specify
scenarios that will map to events in a crosscutting
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concern state machine. Interaction Fragments model a
sequence of events that has special properties to a
developer [18]. A Combined Fragment is a container of
Interaction Fragments with operators specified for the
contained Interaction Fragment. We are proposing a
new interaction operator called ‘event-op’. The ‘eventop’ operator, when applied to Interaction Fragments,
specifies that upon completion of the Interaction
Fragment a corresponding event or events will be
introduced into one or more state machines. The state
machine may react to the events by introducing
behavior associated with the transition.
The state machine in figure 4 describes (in an
abstract way) when the crosscutting billing concern
should be applied. What remains is the concrete
mapping of scenarios in the core objects to the events
in the crosscutting concern state machine. The events
‘new report’, ‘report exists’, and ‘purchase’ are directly
related to the completion of certain scenarios. The
‘new report’ event from the ‘Billing’ state machine is
bound to the completion of the scenario specified in
figure 5a. That is, the completion of that part of the
sequence diagram is equivalent to the event where a
new report is created. Whether that event is handled is
determined by the current state of the crosscutting
concern state machine. Similar events are bound to the
scenarios ‘purchase’ and ‘report exists’ in figure 5b
and 5c.

b. Purchase Event

c. Report Exists Event
Figure 5. Specification of bindings between
scenarios and events.

4. Related Work
There is some existing research that has addressed
scenario monitoring and AOSD. Trace-Based Aspects
[5], also referred to as Stateful Aspects, are defined on
traces of events that occur during program execution.
Stateful Aspects use system state to represent the
evolution of crosscutting concerns according to events
that are encountered. Stateful aspects have two main
characteristics. First, aspects are defined over
sequences of observable execution states. Second,
weaving is performed on executions rather than
program code. The weaver can be seen as a monitor
interleaving the execution of the base program and
execution of inserts.
The Aspect-Oriented Programming language
JASCO [10] was extended to allow for the
implementation of Stateful Aspects. The additional
constructs permit the order of messages to be
monitored and behavior to be applied upon completion
of scenarios.

a. New Report Event
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[4] Cottenier, T., van den Berg, A., Elrad, T. The Motorola
WEAVR: Model Weaving in a Large Industrial Context.
Industry Track paper at AOSD'07
[5] R. Douence, P. Fradet, M. Sudholt Trace-based AOP in
M. Aksit, S. Clarke, T. Elrad, R. E. Filman editors, Aspect
oriented software development, Addison-Wesley, 2004
[6] Filman R.E., Friedman, D.P. “Aspect-Oriented
Programming is Quantification and Obliviousness”,
Workshop on Advanced Separation of Concerns, OOPSLA
2000, October 2000, Minneapolis.
[7] Gamma, Helm, Johnson, Vlissides; Design Patterns,
Elements of Reusable Software Design, Addison-Wesley
1995
[8] D. Harel and S. Maoz, "Assert and Negate Revisited:
Modal Semantics for UML Sequence Diagrams", Software
and System Modeling (SoSyM), to appear. (Early version in
5th Int. Workshop on Scenarios and State Machines: Models,
Algorithms and Tools (SCESM'06), 2006.)
[9] Harel, D., Marelly, R. Specifying and Executing
Behavioral Requirements: The Play In/Play-Out Approach
Software and System Modeling (SoSyM) 2 (2003), pp. 82107.
[10] JASCO Home Page. http://ssel.vub.ac.be/jasco/
[11] Kiczales, G. et al., Aspect-Oriented Programming Proc.
European Conf. Object-Oriented Programming, Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, no. 1241, Springer-Verlag,
Berlin, June 1997, pp. 220-242.
[12] Mark Mahoney, Atef Bader, Tzilla Elrad, Omar
Aldawud, Using Aspects to Abstract and Modularize
Statecharts, The 5th Aspect-Oriented Modeling Workshop in
Conjunction with UML 2004 Lisbon, Portugal, October 2004
[13] Mahoney, M., Elrad, T. A Pattern Based Approach to
Aspect Orientation for State Based Systems, Workshop on
Best Practices in Applying Aspect Oriented Software
Development (BPAOSD ' 07) at the Sixth International
Conference on Aspect-Oriented Software Development
(AOSD 2007). March 2007. Vancouver, BC.
[14] Mark Mahoney, Tzilla Elrad, Weaving Crosscutting
Concerns into Live Sequence Charts Using the Play Engine.
7th International Workshop on Aspect-Oriented Modeling
held in conjunction with the 8th International Conference on
Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems
(MoDELS'05), Montego Bay, Jamaica, October 2005.
[15] Maoz, S. Harel, D. From multi-modal scenarios to code:
compiling LSCs into aspectJ Proceedings of the 14th ACM
SIGSOFT international symposium on Foundations of
software engineering Portland, Oregon, USA 2006: 219 –
230
[16] Samek, M. Practical Statecharts in C/C++. CMP Books.
2002.
[17] Dominik Stein, Stefan Hanenberg, Rainer Unland:
Visualizing Join Point Selections Using Interaction-Based vs.
State based Notations Exemplified With Help of Business
Rules. EMISA 2005: 94-107
[18] UML Specification. http://www.uml.org/

In [2] the authors argue that Stateful Aspects are a
consequence of designing a state based system using
transformational techniques. They propose an approach
to dealing with crosscutting concerns in state based
systems using state based design techniques and tools
including the Specification and Design Language
(SDL)[3][4]. We believe there is a place for Stateful
Aspects in transformational systems if they can be
modeled correctly.
The work of Stein [17] relates to modeling. In that
approach, one models the state of the core concerns
with state machines like we do but the events come
directly from individual messages from the core
concern models. That is, the events in the state
machines are directly bound to method invocations
from the core. We provide a more abstract model that
allows one to specify the concrete messages outside of
the crosscutting concern. The events in the state
machine using our approach are not coupled to the
messages in the core implementation. Using Stein’s
approach it would be difficult to use the crosscutting
state machines in other implementations because they
are coupled to particular core models.

5. Conclusion
History sensitive crosscutting concerns are difficult
to implement when the history lives in the core
implementation. We have described a way to monitor
the core concerns and create events for the crosscutting
concerns.
The primary benefit of our approach is the loose
coupling between core and crosscutting concerns. The
specification of binding between the core and
crosscutting concerns is at a higher level of abstraction
than other approaches. The consequences are that
developers can specify state based behaviors required
for crosscutting concerns in an abstract way that is
reusable in different contexts. Crosscutting concern
developers can emphasize the state based nature of
concerns without requiring the core concern developers
to create a state machine model- they are oblivious.
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Abstract
The Web Services Agreement speciﬁcation draft proposes a
simple request-response protocol for agreement creation only
addressing bilateral offer exchanges. Analyzing negotiation
taxonomies from the literature clearly proves that as insufﬁcient. This paper proposes a framework that augments the
WS-Agreement in order to enable negotiations according to a
variety of bilateral and multilateral negotiation protocols in a
manner that is compatible with the WS agreement standard.
Keywords: SLA, Negotiation Protocols, WS Agreement

1

Introduction

Managing quality of service (QoS) in loosely-coupled distributed systems such as computational Grids cannot rely on
traditional, centralized management. QoS guarantees must be
obtained in the form of bi- or even multi-lateral service level
agreements (SLAs). SLAs represent qualitative guarantees
placed on service invocations within a service oriented environment. Service consumers beneﬁt from guarantees because
they make non-functional properties of service predictable.
On the other hand, SLAs enable service providers to manage
their capacity, knowing the expected requirements. By employing SLAs, a robust service oriented architecture (SOA)
can be realized, even across company boundaries.
To support broad application, standards for the structure of
agreement documents as well as a standard process to establish and monitor them automatically are required. The Web
Services Agreement (WS-Agreement) speciﬁcation is a standardization effort conducted by the Open Grid Forum (OGF)
in order to facilitate creation and monitoring of SLAs [1].
It deﬁnes an XML-based structural deﬁnition of SLA documents, a request-response protocol for agreement creation as
well as corresponding interfaces for agreement creation and
monitoring. A WS-Agreement speciﬁes functional properties
and qualitative service level guarantees by a set of terms.

Unfortunately, the agreement creation process proposed by
the standard is restricted to a simple request-response protocol. Taking a closer look at the literature on negotiation taxonomies originating in e-commerce research and economics
shows that simple request-response pattern are far from being sufﬁcient to constitute complex SOAs. Enabling a variety
of negotiation protocols supporting advanced formats involving numerous parties in different roles would result in a much
wider applicability of the WS-Agreement standard.
In order to have a common basis for a more powerful
framework for automated negotiation, a thorough study of
the literature has been carried out (refer to [7] for details).
Whereas much work is focussed on auctions ([3, 14, 15]), recent work originating in electronic negotiation research particularly deals with e-commerce settings ([8, 2]). The detailed
taxonomy by Ströbel and Weinhardt [13] provides in our opinion a classiﬁcation of negotiation parameters independent of
concrete technologies. The requirements and characteristics
discussed in the literature have been used in an integrated and
consolidated manner to derive a set of attributes that are suitable for SLA negotiation settings supporting various auction
types or one-on-one bargaining protocols.
Current SLA negotiation frameworks lack the ability to
provide different negotiation protocols. Such efforts either
only support one particular negotiation protocol that is ﬁxed
within the system (see for example [4, 5]) or even employ hierarchical management structures that hardly negotiate with
the resource providers at all but act as brokers distributing
jobs on the registered services (see [6], [11]). Other systems
provide the ability of different protocols but only by introducing a central market instance mediating all negotiations ([10]),
which in our view contradicts the decentral nature of distributed service-based systems.Our framework aims at overcoming this lack of generity in SLA negotiation mechanisms
as proposed up until now.
Incorporating different negotiation protocols seamlessly
into the agreement creation process of the overall WS587

Agreement protocol, however, requires solving several issues: In an automated negotiation, all participating components (called agents) must be aware of all rules and constraints
concerning the negotiation protocol. Moreover, an infrastructure of role deﬁnitions, interfaces and methods has to be presented to facilitate the actual negotiations.
Although publishing a ﬁxed, predeﬁned set of negotiation
protocol deﬁnitions would sufﬁce for lots of scenarios, faced
with the rapid development of SOA and its applications, a
more generic approach is more appropriate. We propose a
generic approach in which parties in a distributed system
agree on a negotiation mechanism ﬁrst, then conduct the SLA
negotiation and then fulﬁll the SLA. To this end, we deﬁne a
meta-language for negotiation protocols. Using such a metalanguage, a multitude of speciﬁc negotiation protocols can be
deﬁned using a well-deﬁned set of attributes and parameters.
Making a speciﬁc protocol deﬁnition available to all prospective negotiators before the actual negotiation informs them
about which protocol has been chosen. Further, we propose an
exchange protocol to distribute the negotiation deﬁnitions to
all prospective negotiators and to choose a speciﬁc negotiation
protocol. Finally we propose, as an example, a generic negotiation protocol that is able to support all speciﬁc negotiation
protocols that can be described with the presented negotiation
attributes as extension to basic WS-Agreement offers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the basic concepts and data structures of the framework. Afterwards, in sections 3 and 4, the underlying philosophy as well as the interfaces and building blocks offered for
the exchange protocol and the negotiation protocol itself are
described. We conclude with some remarks on future work.

2

Basic Deﬁnitions and Data Structures

The negotiation protocol actually conducted is deﬁned with
the means of a negotiation meta-language. In this section
we sketch the meta-language and data structures forming the
basis for our framework. A multitude of different negotiation
protocols can be speciﬁed using the provided well-deﬁned set
of negotiation parameters, resulting in a structured protocol
description document. There are four general negotiation
conﬁgurations:
1:1 exactly two negotiators exchange bids, i.e. Bargaining
1:n classical auctions, where n service consumers post bids
to a single service provider
n:1 reverse auctions where n service providers post offers to
a single service consumer
n:m (broker) markets, where n service providers and m
service consumers post bids to a central broker that
matches offer and demand
Our framework currently covers bargaining situations, and
(reverse) auctions. Incorporating markets will be subject
to future work. Based on the literature on negotiation
taxonomies (cf. section 1), a set of negotiation attributes has
been identiﬁed by analyzing common SLA scenarios which
inherently exhibit distinct characteristics:

• SLAs normally comprise more than just a single attribute, therefore an SLA framework must focus on
combinatorial negotiations (in contrast to, e.g., [14])
• Each service is referenced individually and deﬁnes an
individual item. Hence multi-unit negotiations are not
appropriate in SLA negotiation settings.
• An SLA always governs one or more service invocations done by a service consumer. The service is
offered by the service provider. Therefore SLA negotiations primarily focus on these two roles in a negotiation.
• In order to guarantee integrity of the negotiation a
common concept in negotiation theory is a trusted third
party governing the negotiation process. This is also
appropriate for SLA environments in which service
consumers and providers can utilize such a central
service for discovery of potential negotiation partners.
• A special requirement posed here is the need for
fully automated negotiations. Negotiation protocol
descriptions used in such scenarios must conform
to a very strict structure and must be syntactically
processable by software agents negotiating on service
consumers’/providers’ behalf.
A detailed description of our taxonomy can be found in [7]
along with a data model for negotiation protocol descriptions,
formalized as an ER Model, as well as an XML- based
representation of this data model for seamless integration
with the WS-Agreement speciﬁcation. Based on the analysis
the following high level attribute categories were identiﬁed:
• General Negotiation Process attributes abstractly deﬁne
the overall negotiation process, e.g., the starting and
termination rules for a negotiation, the number of rounds
or whether or not the negotiation protocol is rewarding
protocol compliance or punishing protocol violation, i.e.
employing reputation concepts.
• Negotiation Context groups attributes deﬁne a negotiation’s conﬁguration. This includes for example the
deﬁnition of roles and the admission rules for each role.
• Negotiated Issues attributes deﬁne the values of the SLA
to be negotiated and, hence, which attributes of a service
are subject to the negotiation and to which extend this
set can be extended.
• Offer Submission attributes govern the bidding process.
Rules concerning the submission of bids or the relation
between bids are speciﬁed with these attributes. They
deﬁne which roles are allowed to post bids and under
which conditions a bid can be posted or is evaluated to
be valid within the negotiation.
• Offer Allocation attributes govern the matching process
of a negotiation, more precisely the agreement formation
in SLA scenarios.
• Information Processing attributes determine what kind
of information, e.g., about the current status of the
negotiation or past offers from negotiating agents, are
accessible during a negotiation.
Employing the identiﬁed attributes, an XML Schema document describing the structure of our negotiation protocol description documents, so-called negotiation types, are derived.
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2.1

Negotiation Types and Instances
Protocol
Definition

In order to allow for the speciﬁcation of a reusable protocol deﬁnition we distinguish two different protocol description documents: negotiation types and instances. Negotiation
types describe general classes of negotiation protocols and deﬁne their common attributes and elements. Negotiation instances, in contrast, stand for a particular negotiation of some
type that can be unambiguously referenced by (potential) participants. A negotiation type document can therefore be seen
as an instantiated protocol description employing our metalanguage, whereas a negotiation instance refers to a particular
negotiation process conducted according to such a protocol
description. A negotiation type does not contain a identiﬁer
that is used to refer to a given negotiation process and does
not state the agents involved in a given negotiation, since they
change between each actual negotiation process. The other attributes identiﬁed in the previous section, however, have to be
initialized when deﬁning a negotiation type as the negotiation
type essentially describes the protocol to be executed.
The involved agents are not speciﬁed in a negotiation type
document because not every agent participating in the negotiation should have to be known when a negotiation type is created. Such a constraint would corrupt the ﬂexible approach
of our framework. Instead, the exchange protocol (see section 3) allows for agents to subsequently join the negotiation.
Hence the negotiating agents will subsequently ﬁlled in the
negotiation instance document.
In order to supply the negotiating agents with the required information about negotiation types and instances, two
XML document descriptions (formalized XML-Schema documents) were deﬁned in a manner that is suitable to exhaustively describe a multitude of different 1:1, n:1 and 1:n negotiation protocols ([7]).

2.2

Negotiation Documents

The main negotiation object is a WS-Agreement template [9]
with its corresponding creation constraints as deﬁned in the
current WS-Agreement speciﬁcation. The framework augments the current speciﬁcation with possibilities to negotiate over a WS-Agreement by adapting this fundamental data
structure for the (partial) deﬁnition of some service(s) to be
negotiated. The creation constraints as part of this template
are also used to give syntactical restrictions on the elements
still to be initialized or to be altered during the negotiation.
The negotiation type document refers to the WS-Agreement
template the negotiation is deﬁned upon and deﬁnes which
terms of a WS-Agreement can be negotiated and how to do
so. A concrete negotiation is represented by a negotiation instance document as already hinted. This document refers to
the negotiation’s type, its participants and speciﬁes a unique
identiﬁer. Finally, the result of the complete negotiation protocol is a valid WS-Agreement document satisfying the initial
creation constraints of the WS Agreement template it is based
upon.

Distribution
of Protocol
Description

Agreement
Negotiation

Agreement
Acceptance

Figure 1. Agreement Creation Process

2.3

Involved Roles

Since our framework is intended to augment the WSAgreement speciﬁcation, we identiﬁed a set of service interfaces representing the roles present in a SLA negotiation process. Each of these roles offers a distinct functionality to the
other actors in the system in order to enable the exchange and
negotiation protocols (see sections 3, 4). The Negotiation Participants represent a regular participant/negotiator in the exchange and negotiation protocol. In terms of service oriented
environments the service consumers and providers make up
such negotiation participants. The Negotiation Coordinator
is a logically centralized instance which handles admission
of agents to a given negotiation as well as (re)distribution of
the negotiation documents to the prospective negotiators. The
information distribution during the actual negotiation is administrated by the Information Service. It serves as an access
point for the negotiators to access information about the current negotiation process.

3

Exchange Protocol

The overall process of agreement creation can be divided into
four distinct phases, as depicted in Figure 1: First an appropriate protocol description in terms of our meta-language and
the respective negotiation type and instance documents is created. In a second step this protocol description is distributed to
all prospective negotiators according to the exchange protocol
presented here. Subsequently the actual negotiation process
takes place according to the rules deﬁned and distributed in
the previous phase. The generic negotiation protocol used for
this phase is presented in the next section. Finally one offered
agreement is accepted by one of the participants to conclude
the negotiation. Alternatively, there may be no acceptable offer and the negotiation is terminated by rejecting all offers.
Neither the exchange nor the negotiation protocol deﬁnition
focus on exchanged messages primarily, but on the provided
services and respective methods to be invoked subsequently.
This approach was taken due to the envisioned service oriented environment for our framework deﬁning protocols in
terms of method invocation sequences.

3.1

Interfaces for the Roles Involved

During the exchange process a negotiation instance document
is distributed to all prospective negotiators. At the end of the
exchange protocol every involved agent should be aware of
the negotiation protocol to be executed and all agents involved
as negotiators. Hence two roles are present in the exchange
process: the Negotiation Participants joining a given negotia589

getAllNegotiationTypes()
--------------------------------------return list of available
Negotiation Types

joinNegotiation()
-------------------------update and redistribute
Negotiation Instance

proposeNegotiation()
<unsuccessful>
-------------------------------<nothing>
timeout in
proposing agent

all coordinated
negotiations finish

proposeNegotiation()
<unsuccessful>
--------------------------------<nothing>
timeout in proposing
agent

initiate a negotiation
---------------------------------invoke proposeNegotiation()
at a prospective coordinator

awaiting
negotiation

idle

<timeout>

idle

active

clear list of current negotiations

invoke accept() on
proposing agent

getCurrentNegotiations()
--------------------------------------return list of available
Negotiation Instances
publishNegotiation()
---------------------------------update list of
Negotiation Instances

proposeNegotiation()
<successful>
--------------------------------invoke accept() on
proposing agent

acceptNegotiation()
proposeNegotiation()
<successful>
---------------------------------invoke joinNegotiation()
at the coordinator

getAllNegotiationTypes()
getCurrentNegotiatoins()
publishNegotiation()
proposeNegotiation()
--> analog

subscribed

• getAllNegotiationTypes() / . . .TypesForTemplate(. . .)
• getCurrentNegotiations() / . . .ForTemplate(. . .)
Employing these methods the negotiators can query all
available negotiation types as well as currently active negotiation instances. Additionally it is possible to use a given
WS-Agreement template as a search parameter in order to
query all possible negotiation protocols for a given service.
Besides simply joining an already running negotiation,
an agent may actively propose a negotiation instance to a
coordinating agent.
• joinNegotiation(negotiationID, agentEPR, ’credentials’)
• proposeNegotiation(NegotiationInstance-document)
• publishNegotiation(NegotiationInstance-document)
• publishNegotiationToReceipients(. . ., [receipients])
Processing admission of agents at one logical centralized
coordinator service eases the integration of reputation or security related external systems involved in the admission process. All agents joining a negotiation do so by invoking the
corresponding method on the central coordinator service.
There are two different types of methods proposing a negotiation instance to the coordinator: proposeNegotiation() and
publishNegotiation(). The latter differs from the former in
that it is not assumed that the coordinator used for publishing also is to act as Negotiation Coordinator for the respective negotiation. It only offers this negotiation instance for
look-up purposes while the actual admission and information
(re)distribution tasks are conducted by the actual coordinating
agent, probably the one publishing the negotiation instance.
This method can be used to implement systems of distributed

negotiating
start of Negotiation
<stated in starting rule>

updateNegotiation()
-------------------------------update instance
document

Figure 2. NegotiationCoordinator statemachine
tion and a centralized Negotiation Coordinator governing the
distribution of the protocol description documents.
The Negotiation Coordinator provides the protocol
description documents and handles the admission of negotiators. The corresponding interface deﬁnes a set of query
methods used for requesting the available negotiation type
and instance documents.

acceptAgreement()/
rejectAgreement()
-----------------------------deploy SLA

placeOffer()
------------------continue Negotiation

Figure 3. NegotiationParticipant statemachine
look-up servers. With the proposeNegotiation()-method a negotiation instance is proposed to the agent acting as Negotiation Coordinator in the subsequent negotiation process. Figure 2 outlines the overall behavior when using the NegotiationCoordinator interface.
The Negotiation Participant role is adopted by all
prospective negotiators, i.e., by service providers as well
as consumers. However, this role is present in both, the
exchange and the negotiation protocol. The methods used for
the exchange protocol are described here while the ones used
in the actual negotiation will be sketched in the context of
section 4.
• updateNegotiation(NegotiationInstance-document)
• proposeNegotiation(NegotiationInstance-document)
• acceptNegotiation(negotiationID)
Whenever new agents join a negotiation, the negotiation instance document is updated and redistributed to all negotiators
already known using the updateNegotiation()-method. On the
other hand, it should be possible for a Negotiation Coordinator to propose a negotiation instance to a (potential) Negotiation Participant. For this purpose a proposeNegotiation()method is also present in the Negotiation Participant interface.
The acceptNegotiation()-method is offered as a counterpart
for the proposeNegotiation-method to support asynchronous
communication. When a negotiation is proposed to a Negotiation Coordinator, this agent can decide whether to coordinate
this negotiation or not using the acceptNegotiation()-method
on the proposing agent. Figure 3 sketches the overall behavior
of a NegotiationParticipant).
Based on the two roles explained above, our framework
offers three basic logical protocol components that may be
combined in order to create a concrete exchange process.

3.2

Request for Negotiation Documents

This step describes the process of one agent requesting negotiation type or instance documents from the respective Nego590

tiation Coordinator, employing the methods deﬁned in section
3.1.
An agent may, for example, query all negotiation types
supported by the respective Negotiation Coordinator using
the getAllNegotiationTypes()-method. As a result the coordinator returns a list of negotiation type documents. On the
other hand, agents may query already instantiated negotiations with the getCurrentNegotiations(). In the former case
the Negotiation Coordinator only deﬁnes which protocols are
supported and waits for the other agents to propose a particular type to be instantiated. In the latter the coordinator returns all currently available instances for the requesting agent
to join. Analogously to requesting all available negotiation
types or instances, agents may also query only types and instances deﬁned for a given WS-Agreement template, i.e. for
some service they already know. If one of the returned negotiation types or instances is appealing for the requesting agent
and it wishes to take part in the respective negotiation, the involved agents have to conduct an additional step. In case of
the request for negotiation types an agent can create a corresponding negotiation instance document and propose it to the
coordinator (see next subsection). The proposing agent can
join a successfully instantiated negotiation instance by invoking the joinNegotiation()-method afterwards.
If an agent wants to join an already instantiated negotiation, the agent requests the currently available negotiation instances ﬁrst, chooses an appropriate one and invokes the joinNegotiation()-method on the coordinator afterwards.

3.3

Proposal of Negotiation Documents

This step represents the process of actively proposing some
instance document to a prospective participant or coordinator.
This way negotiations can either be proposed to agents simply
taking part in or to some agent coordinating the subsequent
bidding process. The protocol component regularly follows
a request for negotiation types in order to propose the newly
created instance to the coordinating agent.

3.4

Mediated Exchange Processes

The third building block offers publish/subscribe functionality to the participants. Agents may publish negotiation instances at some Negotiation Coordinator to make it available
to a larger community of prospective negotiation participants.
In order to implement such systems of distributed look-up
servers, the Negotiation Coordinator offers the publishNegotiation() interface method. This method allows for publication
of instantiated negotiations at some coordinating service. The
other agents requesting the available protocols again query
these by invoking the already introduced request-methods.
By combining these three basic protocol components as
building blocks, a multitude of different exchange processes
can be speciﬁed, all resulting in distributing the information, needed to participate in a particular negotiation, to all

Agent B
placeOffer ()

Agent A

acceptAgr()
rejectAgr()

placeOffer ()
acceptAgr()

Agent C
rejectAgr()
placeOffer ()
acceptAgr()
rejectAgr ()

Figure 4. Auction Process
prospective participants.

4

Negotiation Protocol

After supplying all negotiation participants with the protocol
description, the actual negotiation can start. We propose a
generic negotiation protocol able to cope with the different
negotiation types that can be expressed with the means of our
protocol description documents.
In general, every negotiation is speciﬁed as a bidding process. Each party involved in a negotiation offers an agreement
to the other party concerning the issues subject to the negotiation that is currently acceptable for them. Then the other party
assesses the offered agreement and generates a counter-offer,
accepts the offer or rejects it and terminates the negotiation.
This way the two parties (service consumer and provider) involved move from a conﬂict situation concerning some (logical) resource(s) to a consensus represented by the resulting
agreement. In order to support such processes our generic
negotiation protocol has to provide the agents with means to
post offers and to promote the decision made about a concrete
offer.
The two roles present within the actual negotiation
protocol are the Negotiation Participant and the Information
Service. Given its role during a negotiation the Negotiation
Participant interface offers methods for placing offers as well
as methods for accepting and rejecting offered agreements.
• placeOffer(agentEPR, WS-Agreement-document)
• acceptAgreement(negotiationID, agreementID)
• rejectAgreement(negotiationID)
The Information Service role provides access to information
on the current negotiation status or past offers. Hence the
corresponding interface provides the following methods:
• getStatus(negotiationID)
• getPastOffers(negotiationID)/
getPastOffers(negotiationID, agentID)
The getStatus-method is used by all negotiation participants to
access the current negotiation status. This allows, for example, to assess which offer is currently winning the negotiation
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ness of the negotiation description language and the capabilities of the exchange protocol.
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Figure 5. Bargaining Process
and if necessary to adopt the own offer. The remaining methods let participating agents access past offers of a negotiation.
This information can be used for internal decision making of
the negotiating agents. Such a request may be restricted to
offers posted by a speciﬁc agent denoted by its ID as an additional parameter.
Figures 4 and 5 schematically show how the interfaces are
used during an auction and a bargaining scenario.
It should be noted that currently only a polling mechanism is available for accessing negotiation related information. Other concepts of information distribution, such as publish/subscribe and notiﬁcation functionality for a more ﬂexible information processing mechanism, are explored at the
moment.
Using these roles and interfaces a rather generic negotiation protocol is deﬁned, capable of conducting any negotiation protocol describable with the attributes identiﬁed before. Agents allowed to post bids (stated in the protocol description) do so via the placeOffer()-method offered by the
respective negotiation partner (the auctioneer in auctions or
both agents in bargaining protocols offer this method). When
terminating a negotiation each participant is notiﬁed using the
accept/rejectAgreement()-methods. Additionally the negotiators can query negotiation related data at the Information Service.

5

Conclusion

This paper proposes a negotiation framework for WSAgreement, enabling the integration of a variety of negotiation protocols suitable for different application domains based
on an exchange protocol determining the actual negotiation
protocol used. Negotiation protocols can be speciﬁed in a description language and made available to parties interested in
negotiations. Parties interested in negotiating an agreement
ﬁrst run the negotiation exchange protocol to establish which
negotiation protocol is used. Subsequently, the protocol is executed to determine the resulting, negotiated WS-Agreement
document. Finally, after winner determination, acceptance
and rejection is performed again according to the standard
WS-Agreement protocol. With these two protocols fully automated WS-Agreement negotiations according to a variety
of different negotiation protocols can be conducted in Web
Service environments.
Future work focuses on testing a variety of negotiation protocols, e.g., service level agreements in the context of grid
environments, such as [12], and thus verifying the expressive592
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Abstract
Consistency is a general goal in software development. The
development of B2B integration (B2Bi) software has extended
consistency requirements (CR) because B2Bi projects require
personnel from different organizations to agree about the
what and how of integrations and these projects require distributed computing as central IT infrastructure frequently is
not available. The rise of numerous approaches targeting at
consistency in the B2B area are evidence of these enhanced
CRs. This paper reﬁnes the Open-edi business transaction
model into a B2Bi schema by analyzing abstraction levels,
development phases and distribution aspects of B2Bis. A taxonomy of CRs is then derived accordingly. Thus, this paper
underlines the extended importance of consistency in B2Bis,
furnishes a criterion for choosing B2Bi methods, helps classifying consistency support in B2B approaches and gives a
starting point for ﬁnding consistency checking approaches.
Keywords: consistency, compatibility, business process integration, business collaboration, SOA

1. Introduction
Consistency is a predominant requirement in software development. This holds true for the early design phases of
software development where methods like model checking
(cf. [1]) are applied, for the transition between development
phases (cf. [2]) and particularly for ensuring operational consistency using transactions in databases or transaction monitors.
The B2Bi domain even has extended CRs. First, this becomes
clear by looking at the special organizational and technical
conditions in the B2Bi domain. Organizationally speaking,
people from different organizations with possibly different
background and vocabulary have to agree about what goals
to achieve in an integration and have to develop the necessary
interaction protocols therefore. Technically speaking, central
technical infrastructure is frequently not available or prohibited by business politics so that truly distributed computing
is needed. Second, in order to provide consistent change of

the common business state of integration partners, standards
for realizing transactions in the Web Service domain are being developed, e.g.,Web Services Atomic Transaction (WSAtomicTransaction, [3]) and Web Services Business Activity
(WS-BusinessActivity, [4]) which are both constituent parts
of the OASIS Open Web Services Transaction speciﬁcation1 .
Taking into account that Web Services are an important technique for implementing B2Bis the development of these standards also bears witness to the special consistency needs of
B2Bi.
Therefore, in this paper, we develop a B2Bi schema by analyzing the abstraction levels of B2Bi projects, its development phases and the purpose of relevant B2Bi standards. We
then identify CRs between the components of this schema and
thus derive a taxonomy of CRs. Note, that this paper does
not deﬁne a new notion of consistency. For the purpose of
identifying CRs the following, rather general, standard deﬁnition is used instead so as to capture a large amount of CRs:
“consistency. The degree of uniformity, standardization, and
freedom from contradiction among the documents or parts of
a system or component.” [5].
Finally, after having discussed related work, we conclude the
paper and point out directions for future work.

2. A B2B integration schema
The analysis of CRs in B2Bis needs a conceptualization of
the domain in order to deﬁne between which concepts consistency is required. The development of our B2Bi schema
therefore considers three important aspects which lay behind
the need for consistency.
• Abstraction levels. B2Bis can be viewed on several abstraction levels where these abstraction levels should be
consistent with each other.
• Development phases. B2Bis are developed according
to some Software Engineering Process (SWE) of choice
which consists of several phases. The artifacts produced
during these phases should be consistent with each other.
1 http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.
php?wg_abbrev=ws-tx
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• Organizational distribution. Multiple parties are interacting in B2Bis. These parties usually have their own
IT infrastructure and IT policies. So the techniques
and tools used for implementing B2Bis have to consider interoperability between the partners and transactions crossing enterprise boundaries.
Clearly, these three aspects overlap, but this distinction is useful for identifying gaps in the derivation of the schema according to only one aspect.
The derivation of our B2Bi schema starts out by considering the Open-edi reference model [6] which looks at business
transactions on two abstraction levels. The so-called Business
Operational View (BOV) covers the business aspects of business transactions while the so-called Functional Service View
(FSV) covers the information technology aspects of business
transactions [6]. This model, used as a B2Bi schema for identifying CRs, already furnishes a basic CR of the FSV being
consistent with the BOV but this obviously is far too general
for a CRs taxonomy of B2Bis.
The Open-edi reference model of business transactions is further reﬁned by [7] for the purpose of classifying current B2B
methodologies and technologies. This reﬁnement splits up the
BOV into business models {A} and business process models
{B} while the FSV is split up into deployment artifacts {C}
and software environments {D} (see ﬁgure 1 taken from [7]).
According to [7], business models describe the exchange of

Figure 1. Classiﬁcation schema based on reﬁnements of the Open-edi reference model [7]
values between partners on an abstract level whereas business
process models detail the relationships between the partners
by specifying the ﬂow of information and type of interaction. We agree with the authors in this point and also keep
these two levels for our B2Bi schema. Further, [7] paraphrase
deployment artifacts as machine-processable descriptions of
business transactions and software environments as concrete
implementations of information systems. While this distinction may be sufﬁcient for surveying B2B methodologies and
technologies we reﬁne the schema of [7] in two points.
First we claim that, for a CRs taxonomy, the deployment artifacts level should be separated in a so-called choreography
and a so-called orchestration layer. This ﬁner distinction is
necessary for respecting the distribution of the collaborating
partners adequately, so that the overall message exchanges
can be speciﬁed on the choreography level while the message exchanges of a single partner can be speciﬁed on the

orchestration level. Apart from this argument, the development of choreography standards like WS-CDL [8] and ebxml
BP (formerly known as BPSS, [9]) as well as orchestration
standards like WS-BPEL [10] evidence the need for this distinction. Moreover, the orchestration level should be split
up into so-called public processes and so-called private processes. This separation pays tribute to the obligation of an
integration partner to obey a particular externally observable
message sequence (public process) and, at the same time, integrate this public process with its (preexisting) backend systems (private process). One could argue, that if the participation of multiple integration partners leads to the dichotomy
of choreography and orchestration, then the business process
models would also have to be divided into global and local
business process models. We claim that, from a B2Bi point
of view, the core task of business process models is providing
a means of communication for agreement of how to achieve
business goals and we also developed a modeling approach
for this task [11, 12, 13]. Nonetheless, B2Bi process models
may be enhanced by local process models when doing local
optimizations which then would introduce new CRs not discussed here.
Second, we reﬁne the concept of software environments in [7]
as we do not simply consider these to be implementations of
information systems but to be the source for tracing consistency between actual process executions and process speciﬁcations. Hence we rename the software environments level as
runtime systems furnishing the raw data for checking conformance of process executions with process speciﬁcations.
Although the B2Bi schema developed so far already lays the
foundation for ﬁnding very important CRs, we enhance it by
the following ﬁndings.
Looking at software development processes in general and
in particular at the system/software requirements engineering
phase, the lack of the real world in the schema is apparent.
Keeping the distribution of integration partners in mind, it
is also clear that not only the message exchanges of the integration partners matter but also a way for synchronizing
their local views on the global state of the B2Bi is essential. Thus, a way for implementing distributed transactions
has to be found. A proof for this necessity is the development of standards like WS-AtomicTransaction [3] and WSBusinessActivity [4]. Apart from distributed transactions,
the integration partners have to agree about and provide for
Quality-of-Service (QoS) aspects of their collaboration. Regarding the provision of QoS aspects, the integration partners
either have the option to use the same integration frameworks
or to use interoperability standards for ensuring QoS aspects
like WS-Reliability [14] or WS-Security [15]. Thus, the application and the interoperability of such standards is another
source for the identiﬁcation of CRs.
The results of this discussion are summarized by ﬁgure 2
which does not only visualize the B2Bi schema developed but
also identiﬁes relevant CRs which are detailed in the next section.
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Figure 2. Consistency requirements

3. Consistency requirements
The identiﬁcation of CRs using the given B2Bi schema is
achieved by analyzing the relations between the components
of the schema where each component contains a set of models for representing the B2Bi on a particular abstraction level.
CRs between two schema components are actually CRs between the models of different components and usually emerge
if these models are produced in subsequent phases of a particular software engineering process (SWE) used for implementing the B2Bi. Clearly using this way of identifying CRs
would be heavily dependent on particular SWEs but it helps
at least eliminating obscure CRs that would emerge from no
reasonable SWE, e.g., no reasonable SWE would propose the
deﬁnition of WS-BPEL [10] processes as the ﬁrst step in implementing a B2Bi. Further, following the phases of a SWE,
the models become more and more detailed. These additional informations cannot be completely derived from more
abstract models because the more concrete models wouldn’t
present any further information otherwise. Theoretically this
would lead to a further CR between any schema component
and the real world but this theoretical requirement is neglected

for practicability reasons. Finally, there are also CRs between
the models of a single level, intra-model CRs (e.g. syntactic conformance to modeling languages used) and evolution
consistency [26] requirements but these requirements are neglected here because they are a different area of concern. Applying this approach for identifying CRs leads to the set of
CRs depicted in ﬁgure 2. The naming of the CRs is derived
from the schema components that give rise to those CRs. This
naming convention pays tribute to the fact that we are talking about consistency requirements and not about specialized
deﬁnitions of consistency like process inheritance or compatibility [2] although these notions clearly may be related to our
CRs. For each of these CRs we were able to ﬁnd at least
one approach that supports it which constitutes empirical evidence for the existence of the respective CR. Moreover, the
solutions of the approaches under study could all be mapped
to our CRs which may be a hint that there are not too many
CRs missing in our taxonomy. As a detailed discussion of the
approaches found must be omitted due to space limitations we
provide a classiﬁcation in table 1 that relates the approaches
(Appr.) to the CRs of our taxonomy. Note that CR 10 and
CR 11 are merged to one column and that we have included
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Consistency requirement
Appr.

RW ↔
BM

BM ↔
BPM

BPM ↔
PUBP

BPM ↔
CHOR

CHOR ↔
PUBP

PUBP A ↔
PUBP B

STD A ↔
STD B

TX A ↔
TX B

PUBP ↔
PRIP

SPEC ↔
RUNT

A/C

[16]
[17]
[11, 13]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[3, 4]
[24]
[25]

+
-

+
+
-

+
+
-

+
+
-

+
+
+
-

+
+
-

+
+
-

+
-

+
+
+
-

+
+

A
C
A/C
A
C
A/C
A
A
A
C
A
A

Table 1. Survey of approaches targeting at consistency and CRs supported
an extra column that describes whether a particular approach
supports consistency by means of analyzing models (A) or by
constructing models (C) or both (A/C). In the following, we
discuss the CRs of our taxonomy in more detail:
CR 1: Real World (RW) ↔ Business Model (BM). This requirement is sometimes overlooked because the BM may not
be part of the regular SWE artifacts produced during a B2Bi
or the BM is quite nontechnical. If modeled, the BM cannot
be checked for consistency with the RW automatically. However the BM itself is at least amenable to automatic analysis
and thus inconsistencies within the BM may reveal inconsistencies between the RW and the BM.
CR 2: Business Model (BM) ↔ Business Process Model
(BPM). The task of the BPM is to specify how to achieve
the business goals deﬁned in the BM by deﬁning the types of
information to be exchanged, the ﬂow of information and organizational aspects. CR 2 demands, that these speciﬁcations
ensure the business goals or at least don’t contradict them.
One could argue that there should also be a CR between RW
and BPM in case there’s no BM. We do not reject this argument but leave out this CR for practical reasons.
CR 3: Business Process Model (BPM) ↔ Public Processes
(PUBP). While the BPM is a common model the integration
partners have to agree upon, the PUBP is the deﬁnition of the
communication tasks of each partner. If BPM is transformed
into PUBP directly, CR 3 demands that the PUBP strictly conform to the BPM. This conformance is achievable with respect
to control ﬂow but it is also necessary to specify Quality-ofService (QoS) attributes of the PUBP which frequently lack
in BPM, e.g., Reliable Communication or Security. These
QoS attributes can be more easily checked for conformance
if BPMs are not directly transformed into PUBP but ﬁrst in
CHOR and afterwards in PUBP.
CR 4: Business Process Model (BPM) ↔ Choreography
(CHOR). The differences between BPMs and CHOR standards are sometimes ﬂuent but it helps to think of BPM as a
model that serves as communication means between business

analysts while CHOR is a detailed technical communication
speciﬁcation intended to be processed by machines. The main
claim of CR 4 is the conformance of information types and
control ﬂow in CHOR to the same aspects in BPM while the
aforementioned QoS aspects frequently have to be introduced
in CHOR.
CR 5: Choreography (CHOR) ↔ Public Processes (PUBP).
It is feasible to generate PUBP from a CHOR speciﬁcation
to a large extent. But taking into account that the results of
this transformation are not unique, the demand of CR 5 for
conformance of information types, control ﬂow and QoS aspects should not be neglected, in particular for bottom-up approaches.
CR 6: Public Process of partner A (PUBP A) ↔ Public Process of partner B (PUBP B). CR 6 deﬁnes the ﬁrst of three
CRs between arbitrary integration partners who are simply referred to as partner A and partner B for the sake of practicability. CR 6 particularly refers to the compatibility (as a form
of consistency) between the observable communication of the
integration partners. Note, that compatibility checks for particular properties by analyzing the PUBP may be replaced by
checking the properties for the CHOR and then proving that
the transformation of CHOR into PUBP is preserving these
properties.
CR 7: Standards used by partner A (STD A) ↔ Standards
used by partner B (STD B). CR 7 takes into account that the
partners of B2Bis frequently are independent from each other
and thus may have heterogeneous IT systems. In order to
provide for the correct implementation of QoS attributes like
Reliable Messaging or Security the integration partners then
either have to use the same integration frameworks with the
same conﬁgurations or they have to agree on the application of
QoS interoperability standards like [14] or WS-Security [15].
The former approach leads to tight coupling between IT systems and is more and more unacceptable nowadays.
CR 8: Transactional data concerned by partner A (TX A)
↔ Transactional data concerned by partner B (TX B). CR 8
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alludes to the common state of a business collaboration
that has to be synchronized among the integration partners,
e.g.,whether an order has been accepted or not or if a bill has
been delivered or not. Standards like [3] and [4] have been
developed to meet this requirement. In order to decide if an
information item is to be synchronized using these standards
it has to be decided if it belongs to the common business state.
CR 9: Public Processes (PUBP) ↔ Private Processes (PRIP).
Frequently PRIP are just a reﬁnement of PUBP that couple
the observable communication of an integration partner to its
backend systems. CR 9 claims that these reﬁnements may not
change the observable communication as otherwise the interaction protocol of the collaborating partners would be broken.
The analysis of conformance of PRIP to PUBP is especially
useful in bottom-up approaches where preexisting private processes may be wrapped to conform to predeﬁned public processes.
CR 10: Private Processes (PRIP) ↔ Runtime Systems
(RUNT). CR 10 claims that a process instance of an integration partner in execution must conform to its speciﬁcation.
This CR is usually met by installing monitoring systems for
RUNT that furnish sufﬁcient information. Note, that if an executed process conforms to its private process speciﬁcation
and CR 9 is sufﬁciently accounted for, then CR 11 is met as
well.
CR 11: Public Processes (PUBP) ↔ Runtime Systems
(RUNT). Although CR 11 may be substituted by CR 9 and
CR 10, CR 11 is stipulated because it may be far easier to
check because of the possibly reduced state space of public processes compared to private processes. From the B2Bi
point of view both options ensure that a process in execution
does not break the interaction protocol of the integration partners so just addressing CR 11 and ignoring CR 10 may be
admissible as well.
The core contribution of this taxonomy is the identiﬁcation of
high level CRs that emerge during B2Bi projects. During such
a project, a particular CR has to be further investigated with
respect to an adequate deﬁnition of consistency, evaluation of
suitable modeling methods and analysis tools as well as organizational implications. Finally, we claim that the choice
of B2Bi frameworks should consider the support of the CRs
identiﬁed.

4. Related Work
Clearly, consistency always played an important role in software development [2, 27, 28, 29] but we put our focus particularly on the B2Bi domain. In that domain, there is a lot
of literature that discusses methods for checking some kind
of consistency which frequently apply concepts like process
inheritance or process compatibility. But work about CRs in
the B2Bi domain is very scarce. Greenﬁeld et al. [30] discuss
Consistency for Web Services Applications. Their work is different from ours in so far as they discuss in detail for Web Services what we identiﬁed as CR 6 (PUBP A ↔ PUBP B) and
CR 8 (TX A ↔ TX B). Decker et al. [31] describe compatibil-

ity and consistency notions in the B2Bi domain. They deﬁne
consistency between public and private processes (CR 9) with
respect to compatibility between public processes of interacting parties (CR 6, CR 5). In so far they also focus on parts
of our taxonomy. To our knowledge we are the ﬁrst to derive
a detailed CRs taxonomy for the B2Bi domain regarding several abstraction levels.
Apart from that, there are several papers that discuss the comparison between various business process reference models or
business process modeling methodologies like [32] or [33].
Our taxonomy is not suitable for performing such comparisons but we claim that consistency should be an important
criterion in these comparisons and that our taxonomy is useful for classifying and comparing business process reference
models and business process modeling methodologies with
respect to support for CRs.
Finally, there is extensive work on (in)consistency management [27, 29] that describes how and when to enforce consistency and how to react to inconsistencies. Spanoudakis and
Zisman [27] propose a process that consists of detecting overlaps in models, detecting, diagnosing, handling and tracking
inconsistencies, as well as speciﬁying and applying a management policy for inconsistencies. Although consistency management is different from the work presented here the CRs
identiﬁed can help in deciding where to apply processes like
the one described by [27].

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we systematically derived a taxonomy of CRs
using a B2B schema. The various areas that call for consistency checking methods underpin the importance of consistency in the B2Bi domain and especially necessitate the consideration of consistency in comparison frameworks for B2Bi
methodologies. Our taxonomy is also useful for classifying
approaches targeting at consistency checking and the survey
we undertook not only proves empirical evidence for the existence of our CRs but also gives a starting point for ﬁnding
relevant consistency checking methods.
In the future, each CR should be analyzed in more detail in order to develop differentiated criteria for evaluating support for
a particular CR by a particular consistency checking method.
Looking at the diversity of CRs identiﬁed, the need for integrated consistency support throughout the whole life cycle
of B2Bis, i.e. the application of methods like (in)consistency
management [27, 29], is striking. In particular, integrating
consistency management practices into SWEs targeting at
B2Bi is an interesting area of research. In this respect, the
seamless application of existing consistency checking methods throughout several abstraction levels as well as enhancing
the usability of rather scientiﬁc approaches is also an interesting area of research. Finally, special attention from the point
of view of consistency is to be payed to the question whether
BPMs should be directly mapped to public processes or indirectly via choreography speciﬁcations.
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Developing Enterprise Applications with Support to
Dynamic Unanticipated Evolution
Hyggo O. de Almeida, Marcos F. Pereira, Márcio de M. Ribeiro, Angelo Perkusich, Emerson Loureiro and
Evandro Costa

Abstract— This paper presents a component based framework for developing enterprise applications with support to
dynamic unanticipated evolution. The framework is based on
the COMPOR Component Model Speciﬁcation, which provides
mechanisms to manage unpredicted evolution even at runtime.
We describe the framework design that is based on design
patterns and aspect-oriented concepts. Finally, we present a
example application of the framework in the context of electronic
commerce.
Index Terms— Unanticipated Software Evolution, Enterprise
Applications, Component-Based Development

I. I NTRODUCTION
Enterprise information systems are applications for handling
company-wide information and delivering services to a wide
range of users. Such systems must be: secure, to protect users
and the enterprise; scalable, to ensure that users simultaneously
take advantage of various services; and reliable, to ensure the
consistency of the transactions processing.
Besides these features, enterprise applications change frequently. Considering the complexity of these applications,
requirement changes cause a great impact on the system
architecture, design and code. This impact is even more
relevant when such changes are not predicted at design time.
Unanticipated changes have been pointed out as the main
reason of problems related to software evolution activities [1].
In the case of enterprise applications that cannot be interrupted
for ﬁnancial or safety reasons, it becomes even more difﬁcult
to manage unanticipated evolution at runtime.
J2EE [2] and .NET [3] are well known platforms for
developing and deploying enterprise applications. Developers
using such platforms save time by not looking at a diverse
range of products and services, since they are already provided
by those platforms. Such services include security, persistence,
distribution, load balancing, and transaction management,
among others. Nevertheless, J2EE and .NET do not support
adequately dynamic unanticipated software evolution. This
occurs due to the high coupling among components, which
makes difﬁcult to implement unpredicted changes on the ﬂy.
To deal with this problem, in [4] is proposed a component
model to develop software supporting dynamic unanticipated
The authors are with the Embedded System and Pervasive Computing Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering, Federal University of Campina
Grande, C.P. 10105 - 58109-970 - Campina Grande - PB - Brazil, emails:
hyggo@dsc.ufcg.edu.br, marcos@embedded.ufcg.edu.br, mmr3@cin.ufpe.br,
perkusic@dee.ufcg.edu.br, evandro@ic.ufal.br

evolution named COMPOR Component Model Speciﬁcation
(CMS). Such a model allows changing any part of the software, by removing and/or adding components, even at runtime.
It is also proposed a Java implementation of CMS called Java
Component Framework (JCF), which is used to develop Java
applications supporting dynamic unanticipated evolution.
However, the JCF framework do not provide support for
developing enterprise applications. When developing software
with JCF, developers have to implement all features related
to enterprise applications, such as security, distribution and
transactions management from scratch. In this paper we introduce an extension of JCF framework for developing enterprise
applications with support to dynamic unanticipated evolution.
More speciﬁcally, we describe how to extend JCF design to
implement distribution, security and transaction management
by using design patterns and aspect-oriented programming.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the extension for enterprise applications.
Section III describes a example application of the framework.
Section IV discusses some related works. Finally, in Section V,
we present the ﬁnal remarks.
II. S UPPORT FOR E NTERPRISE A PPLICATION
In this section we present the extension of JCF to develop
enterprise applications. More speciﬁcally, we describe how
to extend JCF to provide support for security, transaction
management and distribution features.
A. Security
According to CMS, an alias is used to uniquely identify services and events with the same name for different components.
However, such a strategy introduces a security problem into
the model. For example, it is possible to interpose a provider X
between another provider Y and its clients in order to intercept
the client requests towards Y. This may represent an intrusive
way to make something undesirable in the system, since the
interposed provider X may be seen as an intruder.
As this security issue is not tackled by the component
model, the JCF must provide means for dealing with security
policies for the interaction and deployment models. Such
policies must then be satisﬁed when some service is requested
or an event is announced as well as a component is inserted
into or removed from a container. This security infrastructure,
shown in Figure 1, was developed using aspect oriented
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Service Component
Withdraw Container 2
Deposit
Container 2
Container 3
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programming, with AspectJ [5]. Aspects have allowed to hide
the complexity of the security mechanism from the developer
as well as to simplify the development of systems without
security requirements. The security mechanism illustrated in
Figure 1 is explained as follows.
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1) The application developer creates a “.security” ﬁle containing the password for accessing the system as well
as the service access policies. Then, uses the Java
cryptography API to encrypt the ﬁle.
2) When developing the application, the security
mechanism should be activated calling the
activeSecurity() method of the SecurityManager
singleton class. This operation deﬁnes that all service
invocations, event announcements and component
additions must be veriﬁed.
3) The SecurityManager retrieves the password and the
policy information and stores them in memory.
4) After starting the root container, all of its components
are also started and the application runs by means of
a sequence of service invocations and event announcements.
5) A component invokes a service. With the security activated, the service requester component must forward
a SecurityServiceRequest instance as parameter,
containing the system password.
6) The component receives the request via the receive
Request method, then the SecurityAspect aspect
intercepts the method invocation and asks the Security
Manager to verify the request password.
7) SecurityManager veriﬁes the request password
and allows the service execution. Otherwise, a
ComporSecurity Exception is thrown.
B. Transaction
Figure 2 illustrates the component K requiring the execution
of two services. The ﬁrst (withdraw) is implemented by the
component X, whereas the second (deposit) is implemented by
the component Y. Because it represents a money transferring,
such operation must be atomic (or indivisible), which means
that the money either moves between the two accounts or it
stays in the ﬁrst account.

In order to handle with atomic situations, a transaction
mechanism is available. Such mechanism implements the twophase commit protocol, a popular protocol used to guarantee
consensus between the participating members of a transaction [6].
In the same way of the security mechanism, the AspectOriented approach was used, allowing us to separate the
transaction concern as well as to develop systems without it
by simply removing the aspect responsible for implementing
the mechanism. Therefore, the simplicity of the CMS model
was maintained, since it does not depend on the transaction
mechanism.
The two-phase commit protocol deﬁnes a coordinator that
is responsible for governing the outcome of the transaction.
In the ﬁrst phase of the protocol, the participants (in our case,
components) must invoke their init service. According to the
all participants answers, in the second phase the coordinator
decides whether it will commit or rollback the transaction by
sending a message with its decision to all participants.
According to the CMS model, when clients invoke services,
they must use instances of the ServiceRequest class. However,
if clients have to execute transactional services, they must
use instances of the TransactionServiceRequest class instead.
Notice that a such class extends ServiceRequest.
Each CMS component must extend the FunctionalComponent class, which has an important method named receiveRequest [4]. Since receiveRequest is called by the framework before the execution of services, the aspect responsible
for the transaction mechanism veriﬁes the instance of the
service request. If the request is an instance of the ServiceRequest class, the service is executed normally. Otherwise,
a transaction is started.
Notice that the veriﬁcation about which service (init, commit, or rollback) will be executed is weaved by the aspect
in the receiveRequest method. Hence, the implementation of
the protocol is guaranteed by this veriﬁcation. In addition,
the consistence of information through atomic operations is
guaranteed as well.
Aiming at completing the ACID properties, the mechanism
also provide isolation of transactions through synchronization
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1) In the host 192.168.10.6, he must add an instance of
ProxyFunctionalComponent retrieved from the host
192.168.10.1 (by a remote procedure call), such instance
is a proxy to the real component which resides in the
host 192.168.10.1. Notice that the real component is
child of the container localized in the host 192.168.10.6.
2) In the host 192.168.10.6 the real component is
added as a child of the ProxyCont1, which is a
ProxyContainer instance retrieved from the host
192.168.10.6 (also a remote procedure call).

of threads. Besides, in order to guarantee the consistence
of data in case of hardware crashes, each transaction is
logged. When the system comes back, the aspect crosscuts
its initialization and recovers the transactions automatically
through the log ﬁle reading.
C. Distribution
Distribution is a desirable feature for enterprise applications,
since it might provide performance increasing, economies of
scale, reliability (if carefully designed), and resource sharing
(through the use of a computer network).
When considering distributed software, each module of the
software might reside in different computers in the network.
The communication among those modules is based on sending
messages to each other. In the component based development
context, these modules consist of components of software.
Similarly to the J2EE and CORBA, JCF containers play a
fundamental role in the distribution implementation as well. In
this context, each JCF container extension is responsible for
sending requests and event announcements to their distributed
components children. Figure 3 illustrates the distribution
mechanism, which relies on the Decorator [7] and Proxy [7]
design patterns. Notice that it is an extension of the CMS
model. This way, the simplicity of the model remains, since
it does not depend on the referred mechanism.
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Each instance of ProxyFunctionalComponent and also
of the ProxyContainer class automatically register itself into
an instance of the Register class. Such operation is necessary
because the Register class is used to ﬁnd proxy instances
from other hosts.
In the distributed hierarchy, the component model exchanges
service requests and event announcements between two computers in a transparent way. In order to implement the network
communication, the JCF distribution mechanism relies on the
Apache [8] implementation of the XML-RPC speciﬁcation [9].
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III. E XAMPLE A PPLICATION

Distribution architecture.

The architecture of the distribution mechanism is explained
as follows. Containers have children which consist of representative entities (relying in Proxy [7] implementation).
Notice that such entities point out to the remote functional
component and the parent of the remote components is also a
representative entity. Nevertheless, it points out to the remote
container instead.
In order to get started with a distributed application, as
illustrated in Figure 4, the application developer must deploy
the desired part of the hierarchy into each participant host. For
each host, such a developer must execute the following steps
to conﬁgure the distribution:

The e-commerce application is a proof concept of our
enterprise mechanisms. Such application provides a list of
products to be purchased. In order to buy items, the user might
select them. After conﬁrming the operation, the system shows
the total price of the selected items to be bought (Figure 5).
When the user decides to buy something, the system invokes
the buy service implemented in an CMS based hierarchy. This
service withdraws the needed money from the user’s account
of a bank and deposits it into the system’s account of another
bank. By the presence of the transaction mechanism (described
in Section II-B), the application executes the withdraw
and deposit services atomically. In addition, our mechanism
guarantees hardware crashes by logging the operations done
by the system.
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causes big looses. This demand includes a new feature: The
dynamic unanticipated software evolution. However neither,
EJB nor .NET provide native support for this feature. This
feature might be implemented in these component models, but
it is a difﬁcult task because the design of them has a high
coupling among components.
There are some works which could be used to add dynamic
unanticipated evolution support to these models. One of them
have created a new class loader type for use in J2EE platform.
This class loader might minimize the barrier between two or
more class loaders [10]. Another work [11] proposes a new
way to load DLL libraries in .NET.
Fig. 5.

V. F INAL R EMARKS

Purchasing a list of items.

As illustrated in Figure 6, for security reasons, each bank
is responsible for developing and maintaining both withdraw
and deposit operations. The communication between the banks
and the e-commerce application occurs through the distribution
described in Section II-C.
This way, the application must trust in each bank components. Beyond the components, each bank must maintain a encrypted password ﬁle as illustrated in Figure 6. This password
is used by the security mechanism, which is demonstrated in
Section II-A.
B2C-Container

Supply-FC

Banks-CT

Services
buy

Proxy-Bank-1

In this paper we presented a component based framework
for developing enterprise applications supporting dynamic
unanticipated evolution. Such a framework is an extension of
the COMPOR Java Component Framework, which implements
a component model called CMS that promotes software evolution even at runtime.
We described the framework design that is based on design
patterns and aspect-oriented programming. The framework
includes support to security, distribution and transaction management, but still maintaining the CMS simplicity. We describe
also an e-commerce case study of the application of our
approach.
As future work, we plan to develop other features of
enterprise applications as extensions of JCF, such as load balancing, persistence, logging, and integration to legacy systems.
Also, we are working on applying the proposed framework to
develop a web-based e-commerce application.
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IV. R ELATED W ORKS
There are two main component models used for developing
enterprise applications currently, Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)
in the J2EE platform and Microsoft’s .NET. The main reason
is the support to the following required services in software
development for enterprise applications: security, distribution,
transaction, web server, etc. These features are essential and
must be present into almost all applications, mainly enterprise
ones.
Moreover, enterprises demand on-the-ﬂy changes of running
applications, because the downtime of their software directly
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system uses the data splitting and perturbation algorithm to
perturb data streams. In the second stage, the online data
mining system uses the weighted average sliding window
algorithm to mine perturbed data streams. Experimental
results show that the PCDS method not only can preserve
data privacy but also can mine data streams accurately.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we present the PCDS method. In Section 3 we
evaluate by experiment and comparison the performance of
the PCDS method. Section 4 concludes this paper.

Abstract
Data mining is the extraction of valuable knowledge from large
amounts of data. Due to the emergence of data streams, data
streams mining has recently become an important research issue.
On the other hand, data mining can cause a great threat to data
privacy. Privacy-preserving data mining hence has also been
widely studied. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
research that studies the privacy preservation issue of data streams
mining. In this paper, therefore, we propose a method for privacy-preserving classification of data streams, called the PCDS
method, which extends the process of data streams classification
to achieve privacy preservation. The PCDS method is divided into
two stages. The first stage uses the data splitting and perturbation
algorithm to perturb data streams. The second stage uses the
weighted average sliding window algorithm to mine perturbed
data streams. Experimental results show our method not only can
preserve data privacy but also can mine data streams accurately.

2. The PCDS Method
2.1 The Overall Process
The overall process of the PCDS method is divided into
two stages, which are data streams preprocessing and data
streams mining, respectively. The primary objective of the
first stage, which is handled by the data streams preprocessing system (DSPS), is to perturb data streams to preserve data privacy. The primary objective of the second
stage, which is handled by the online data mining system
(ODMS), is to mine perturbed data streams to construct an
accurate classification model.
Data streams continuously flow in DSPS and the arriving
time of data is unpredictable. If DSPS processes data
streams immediately upon arrival of the data, this will consume a lot of system resources. Therefore, DSPS adopts the
batch processing mode to process incoming data streams.
Not only system resources can be more effectively utilized,
but also data mining can be more efficiently performed.
Whenever accumulating a sufficient amount of data, DSPS
uses the data splitting and perturbation algorithm to perturb
confidential data as well as computes the error rate resulted
from data perturbation. Then DSPS passes perturbed data
and the error rate to ODMS.
ODMS uses the weighted average sliding window algorithm to mine perturbed data streams to construct a classification model. Because only partial data are available for
data mining, ODMS utilizes the Hoeffding bounds sampling method to construct the classification model. In addition, ODMS adopts the sliding window mode to store and
process received data streams. There are two reasons for
adopting the sliding window model. First, the amount of
data streams is enormous and hence it is impossible to store
all data. Second, users are usually more interested in more
recent data. When data distribution results in a significant
change, ODMS reconstructs the classification model to
keep it accurate.

1. Introduction
Data mining is the extraction of valuable knowledge
from large amounts of data. Recently, data streams have
emerged as a new type of data, which have the following
characteristics [1]: (1) Data has timing preference; (2) Data
distribution changes constantly with time; (3) The amount
of data is enormous;(4) Data flows in and out with fast
speed; (5) Immediate response is required. These characteristics create a great challenge to data mining. Traditional
data mining algorithms are not suitable for data streams.
Hence, there have been many studies proposing efficient
data streams mining algorithms. For instance, Domingos
and Hulten [2] proposed the VFDT algorithm to build decision trees for data streams.
Data mining can cause a great threat to data privacy. To
preserve data privacy, privacy-preserving data mining has
been studied and many techniques have been proposed.
Verykios et al. [3] classified privacy-preserving data mining
techniques based on five dimensions, which are data distribution, data modification, data mining algorithms, data or
rule hiding, and privacy preservation, respectively. Existing
privacy-preserving data mining techniques are designed for
traditional databases and are not suitable for data streams.
Privacy-preserving data streams mining is a very important issue. However, to the best of our knowledge, this issue
has not been studied in the literature. In this paper, therefore, we propose a method for privacy-preserving classification of data streams, called the PCDS method, which
extends the process of data streams classification to achieve
privacy preservation. The PCDS method is divided into two
stages. In the first stage, the data streams preprocessing
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2.2 Data Streams Preprocessing

Algorithm: Data Splitting and Perturbation
Input: an original dataset S
Output: a perturbed dataset S’
Steps:
1. Let NA be the set of non-confidential attributes in
S. The tree starts as a single node containing all
records in S.
2. Compute the variance of each attribute in NA. Let
j* be the attribute with the maximum variance.
3. Find the median (or mid-range) of attribute j*.
Partition the dataset in the current node into two
subsets (child nodes) based on the median (or
mid-range).
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each of the two child
nodes. Stop partitioning a node when the node
contains less than a pre-specified number of records or no splitting attributes are available.
5. For each confidential attribute to be perturbed, do
the following.

The primary objective of the stage of data streams preprocessing is to perturb data streams to preserve data privacy. Because data streams continuously flow in DSPS and
the arriving time of data is unpredictable, DSPS is unable
to collect the complete data and hence cannot use traditional perturbation techniques to perturb data streams. In
addition, the data distribution of data streams can be different in different time. Using traditional perturbation techniques on data streams will increase the data error and
hence will produce inaccurate mining results. As a result,
whenever accumulating a sufficient amount of data, DSPS
uses the data splitting and perturbation (DSP) algorithm to
perturb confidential data. The DSP algorithm selects
non-confidential attributes as the splitting attributes to partition the dataset. After the partition is completed, each
value of each confidential attribute to be perturbed is replaced by the average value of those attribute values in its
partition. When there are more non-confidential attributes
used as the splitting attributes, the dataset will be partitioned into smaller subsets and the distribution of data in
the same partition will be more similar. Therefore, compared to existing data perturbation techniques, the DSP
algorithm has higher security and less data error. Finally,
DSPS passes perturbed data to ODMS.
Figure 1 shows the steps of the DSP algorithm, which are
described as follows:
step 1Ǻ Input the original dataset S . The algorithm will
by building a tree.
first partition S
Non-confidential attributes in S will be used as
the splitting attributes. Initially, the tree starts as a
single node containing all records in S .
step 2Ǻ This step is to select a non-confidential attribute as
the splitting attribute of the current node. Compute
the variance of each non-confidential attribute
based on the records contained in the current node.
*
Select the attribute, say j , which has the maximum variance as the splitting attribute.
step 3Ǻ This step is to determine the splitting criterion and
then partition the records contained in the current
node into two disjoint subsets of records. The
splitting criterion is determined by finding the median (or mid-range) of the splitting attribute. Two
child nodes are generated from the current node.
Each child node contains a partition of the records
in the current node.
step 4Ǻ This step is to complete the partition of S . Repeat
steps 2 and 3 for each node generated in step 3 until a terminating condition is reached.
step 5Ǻ This step is to perturb the confidential data in S .
For each confidential attribute to be perturbed,
values in each partition are replaced by their average value.
step 6Ǻ Return the perturbed dataset and pass it to ODMS.

For a leaf t with nt records, let x t 1 ,...., x tn t be the
values of the confidential attribute. Perturb the
data by replacing these values with their average x t

(1 / n t )  k t 1 x tk . Repeat for each leaf
n

in the tree.
6. Return the perturbed dataset S’.
Figure 1. DSP algorithm

2.3 Data Streams Mining
The primary objective of the stage of data streams mining is to mine perturbed data streams to construct an accurate classification model. ODMS uses the weighted average
sliding window (WASW) algorithm, which is an extension
of the VFDT algorithm, to mine perturbed data streams.
Figure 2 shows the steps of the WASW algorithm. Input to
the algorithm is a sequence of perturbed datasets. The algorithm adopts the sliding window mode to store received
datasets and assigns different weights to different datasets
according to the order of arrival. Because the value of
newer data is higher than that of older data, assigning larger
weights to newer data can better reflect current data distribution. Because only partial data are available for data
mining, the algorithm utilizes the Hoeffding bounds sampling method to efficiently construct the classification
model. Each received dataset is input to the classification
model to calculate its classification error rate. A threshold
value of the error rate is predetermined. The algorithm calculates the weighted average error rate of the datasets in the
sliding window. When the weighted average error rate exceeds the predetermined threshold value, the algorithm will
reconstruct the classification model to keep the classifica-
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tion of y i ’s. ASD uses the space distance formula to measure the difference between the original data and the perturbed data. In addition to calculating the distance between
two collections of data, DBRL also takes the standard deviation into account. Therefore, it can measure the variance
level between the original data and the perturbed data.
Figure 3 shows the comparison of ASD measurement
among the DSP algorithm and four other data perturbation
algorithms using five different datasets. In all five datasets,
the DSP algorithm has higher ASD values than other algorithms; therefore, it has higher security. Notice that the
ASD values in the fifth dataset are lower than their corresponding ASD values in other four datasets. It is because
there are less numeric attributes that can be used to perturb
data in the fifth dataset. From this we can see that, in the
process of perturbation, the number of numeric attributes is
an important criterion to determine the risk level of data
leakage. When there are more numeric attributes, data will
be perturbed more seriously; therefore, the risk of data
leakage will be lower.

tion model accurate.
Algorithm: Weighted Average Sliding Window
Input: a sequence of perturbed datasets
Output: a classification model DT
Steps:
1. Let W be a sliding window of size w. Let Hb() be a
split evaluation function. Let ӹ be a threshold of
the error rate.
2. Use Hb() to construct a classification model DT.
3. Store next dataset in W and calculate the error rate
Ӵ of applying DT on this dataset.
4. Repeat step 3 until W is full.
5. Calculate the weighted average error rate  in W

 (1/ w)i 1 iIi
w

whereӬi ’s are time weights of datasets.
6. If  , J , reconstruct a classification model DT.
7. Remove the oldest dataset from W. Store next dataset in W and calculate the error rateӴ. Goto step 5.
8. Return the classification model DT.
Figure 2. WASW algorithm

3. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate by experiment the performance of the PCDS method. For data streams preprocessing,
we compare the security and data error between the DSP
algorithm and four existing data perturbation algorithms
SAN, MN, UMA, and MMA. For data streams mining, we
compare the accuracy between the WASW algorithm and
the VFDT algorithm. Experimental data consist of five
datasets, four of which are real world datasets and one of
which is a virtual dataset generated by the synthetic data
generator developed by the IBM Almaden Research Center.

Figure 3. Comparison of ASD measurement
Figure 4 shows the comparison of DBRL measurement
among the DSP algorithm and four other data perturbation
algorithms using five different datasets. In all five datasets,
the DSP algorithm has lower DBRL values than other algorithms, which means that the correlation between the original data and the perturbed data is lower for the DSP algorithm. Therefore, it has a lower chance to infer the original
data from the data perturbed by the DSP algorithm and so
the DSP algorithm has higher security.

3.1 Security Measurement
We use the average squared distance (ASD) and the distance-based record linkage (DBRL) between the original
data and the perturbed data to measure the security of the
DSP algorithm.

ASD
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xi ’s are the original confidential values; y i ’s are the
perturbed values; N is the number of data records; x is
the mean of xi ’s; y is the mean of y i ’s; / (xi ) is the
standard deviation of xi ’s; / ( y i ) is the standard devia-

Figure 4. Comparison of DBRL measurement
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3.2 Data Error Measurement

3.3 Accuracy Measurement

In addition to security, we also consider the data error of
the mining results between the perturbed data and the original data. We use the bias in mean (BIM) and the bias in
standard deviation (BISD) between the original data and
the perturbed data to measure the data error of the DSP
algorithm.

We compare the error rate of mining perturbed data between the WASW algorithm and the VFDT algorithm. The
threshold value of the error rate in the WASW algorithm is
set to 15%. Figure 7 shows experimental results on various
data volumes. The initial error rate of the VFDT algorithm
is 10%. Along with continuous arrival of the data stream,
the error rate will increase constantly. On the other hand,
although the initial error rate is 12%, the WASW algorithm
will reconstruct the classification model to reduce the error
rate when the error rate exceeds the predetermined threshold value. Therefore, the WASW algorithm can adjust to
current data distribution to maintain the accuracy of the
classification model.

YX
)
X

(3)

SY  S X
)
SX

(4)

BIM

(

BISD

(

X is the mean of the original data; Y is the mean of
the perturbed data; S X is the standard deviation of the
original data; S Y is the standard deviation of the perturbed data. BIM calculates the difference of mean between
the original data and the perturbed data to measure the data
error. BISD calculates the difference of variance to measure the data error. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the comparison of BIM measurement and BISD measurement, respectively. The DSP algorithm has lower BIM and BISD
values than other algorithms in most cases. Therefore, the
DSP algorithm has less data error.
Figure 7. Comparison of the error rate

4. Conclusion
This paper proposes a method for privacy-preserving
classification of data streams, which consists of two stages.
The first stage uses the DSP algorithm to perturb data
streams. Experimental results show that the DSP algorithm
has higher security and less data error. The second stage
uses the WASW algorithm to mine perturbed data streams.
Experiment results show that the WASW algorithm has
higher accuracy. Therefore, our method can not only preserve data privacy but also mine data streams accurately.
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increasing number of E-commerce sites in order to help
consumers to find products to purchase [17]. There are two
types of errors that these systems can present: false negative
and false positive. The first one consists of products that
were not recommended, though the consumer would like
them. The second one consists of recommended products,
though the consumer does not like them. According to
Sarwar et al. [16], false positives are more critical because
they will lead to angry consumers.

Abstract
Nowadays, there is a diversity of methods, including data
mining techniques, available to be used in recommender
systems. However, such systems still present numerous
limitations. An alternative data mining technique is the
classification based on association, which combines
concepts from classification and association. In this way,
association rules perform a predictive role. These
techniques, not very extended, have not been applied in the
recommender systems area. In order to provide
recommendations more effectively, in this work we suggest
that associative classifiers can be also used in these type of
systems. Therefore, a revision about the recommender
systems and the methods of associative classification is
presented. In addition, a case study is described, in which
traditional and associative classifiers are evaluated and
compared using data from recommender systems. The
results showed that both type of classifiers can be applied
effectively in such systems, nevertheless punctual
characteristics on data determine which is most effective in
each scenario.

Taking into account that data mining techniques are applied
for identifying patterns within data sets, according to
Cheung et al. [4] these techniques can be successfully
applied for recommender systems, however they need to be
extended to deal with common issues for such systems. The
induction of association rules is a data mining technique
widely applied in decision making processes, which was
first introduced by Agrawal et al. [1] in the context of
market basket analysis.
Despite being a non-supervised learning method,
association rules induction can also be applied to perform
classification tasks. In this work we suggest the
development of recommendation models using association
rules in a prediction perspective, which are usually referred
as associative classifiers. In order to analyse the behavior of
such classifiers on a recommender systems’ data, we
accomplished a case study using two recommender systems
databases.

1. Introduction
It has been estimated that the amount of information in the
world doubles every 20 months [8]. Additionally, nowadays
it is technologically feasible to store huge volumes of data
with, more and more, lower costs. However, it results in an
“information explosion” where there is a lot of useless data
in which it is very difficult to find valuable information.

The key novelty of this work is the use of association rules,
for classification tasks in recommender systems. Moreover,
in order to identify in which situations each algorithm may
be used more effectively, we depict some features and
issues of particular algorithms that are intrinsically related
to data characteristics.

In e-commerce systems such “information explosion” is
reflected by loads of products available for sale. In this
way, users would probably have difficulty in choosing the
products they prefer and, consequently, have difficulty
purchasing them. Due to such facts and to a more and more
competitive industry, these systems need to personalize the
presentation of their products to the consumers.

In the next section we describe general features of
recommender systems, where the main drawbacks they
present are highlighted. The use of association rules for
classification problems are described in section 2. In section
3 we highlight some concepts related to recommender
systems. In section 4, we describe the case study
accomplished on two databases. Finally, in section 5, we
describe an evaluation analysis about the case study.

A way to reach such personalization is by means of the
“recommender systems”, which are being used by an ever-
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2. Recommended Systems

2.1 Drawbacks

According to Cheung et al. [4] and Lee et al. [10], the
methods implemented in recommender systems can be
divided into two main classes: collaborative filtering and
content-based methods. Content-based methods compare
text documents to user profiles, where web objects are
recommended to a user based on those he has been
interested in the past [10]. Hence, recommender systems
that use such type of methods do not take into account
information acquired by other users. On the other hand, in
collaborative filtering methods the recommendation process
is based on products’ opinions collected from other users
[5]. According to Sarwar et al. [15], the collaborative
filtering approach was originally based on nearest neighbor
algorithms, which recommends products to a target user
according to the opinions of users who have similar
purchase historical. Thus, the recommended products will
be the ones which users with similar interests have been
liked.

The most critical drawback such methods presents is
probably associated to data sparsity, due to the large
number of items that current recommender systems usually
present. According to Sarwar et. al. [15], users of ecommerce systems are able to purchase, in general, only
1% of the products available by the system. This constraint
is more problematic for memory-based collaborative
methods, because it may not be feasible to obtain enough
ratings from users of a system. Model-based collaborative
filtering methods can minimize drawbacks originated due to
sparsity.
Another drawback originated from the large number of
items available in recommender systems is scalability. Such
drawback may turn into the major concern to the system
performance, because the process of searching the nearest
neighborhood, for example, may be unfeasible for systems
that encompass huge data bases. The performance is a key
feature in recommender systems, because these systems
need to provide their users fast feedback. Generally,
scalability is not a drawback for model-based methods,
because in such methods, differently from others, main data
processing, the induction of the predictive model, usually is
not performed at run time.

Breese et al. [2] classified collaborative filtering methods
into two groups: memory-based methods, which are also
referred as user-based methods, and model-based methods,
which are also referred as item-based methods. In memorybased methods the nearest neighbors of a target user is
found by matching the opinions of such user to the opinions
of all system’s users. On the other hand, model-based
methods build a predictive model by means of a training set
which comprises opinions acquired from a small portion of
the system’s users. Such methods have been developed
more recently in order to avoid the sparsity problem, which
usually arises when memory-based methods are employed,
because e-commerce systems generally offer millions of
products for sale, so that it is not feasible to obtain opinions
about all of them [16]. As a result, current recommender
systems typically do not employ merely memory-based
methods.

Despite of the drawbacks mentioned above been able to be
brightened up by means of model-based collaborative
filtering methods, there are some drawbacks that these
methods can not solve. The early rater problem [5] [7] is an
example of drawback that may occur in all type of
collaborative filtering methods. Such problem is related to
the restraint of having few opinions on which to base the
predictions.
Conversely, there are drawbacks, such as the grey sheep
problem [5], that occur only in collaborative filtering
methods. The grey sheep problem refers to the users who
have opinions that do not consistently agree or disagree
with any group of users. As a consequence, such users
would not receive recommendations. However, such
problem does not occur in content-based methods, because
such methods do not consider opinions acquired from other
system’s users in order to make recommendations.
According to Condliff et. al. [7], since a content-based
system does not consider the social background of its users,
the system is limited to recommend just items that are
similar to those that a user has liked in the past.

Likewise, content-based recommendation methods usually
are not employed solely, because they are not effective due
to the lack of mechanisms to extract Web objects features.
However, such methods are commonly employed in
conjunction with collaborative filtering methods.
Taking into account model-based collaborative filtering,
machine learning techniques are the most employed
methods. Several machine learning techniques that are
employed to solve data mining problems are also employed
in recommender systems. Furthermore, nowadays
numerous systems employ the agents’ technology
combined to those techniques [3]. The use of agents in
these systems is basically due to their autonomy, learning
capability and the possibility of working in cooperation
[14]. In the next sub-section we will state some of the most
critical drawbacks presented by methods employed in
recommender systems.

3. Classification Based on Association
As stated before, association rules induction algorithms can
be employed to build recommendation models such as the
one in [10]. Association rules were first introduced by
Agrawal et al. [1] aiming at discovering consuming patterns
in retail databases. Thus, the task of discovering association
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rules in retail data was termed as “market basket analysis”.
The representation of an association rule may be declared
as A
B, where A and B are item sets. Such
representation states that, in a transaction, the occurrence of
all items from “A” (antecedent side of the rule) results in
the occurrence of items belonging to “B” (consequent side
of the rule), such as A  I and B  I, where “I” is an item
set. An association rule describes an association relation
between item sets that occurs together on transactions of a
data set. Thus, association is not considered as a prediction
task, because it aims at describing data.

scenario in which could exist multiples rules with similar
confidence measures may occur and, at the same time, with
greatly different support measures. Hence, a rule A with
much higher confidence than a rule B could be the one
chosen for classification even if B had a much higher
support [11]. The MCAR algorithm solves such drawback
by means of an approach that considers, in addition to the
confidence, the rules’ support. The CMAR algorithm has a
fine approach for selecting association rules for
classification, instead of using just one rule it makes use of
all rules that match the case to be classified. If the
consequent term of all selected rules is the same, the
predicted class will obviously be the value of the rules’
consequent term. Though, in a different scenario, rules are
divided in groups according to the consequent terms’
values. The value chosen for classification is acquired
through the group in which its elements hold the highest
correlation value according to the weighted K2 measure.
Similarly to CMAR, the CPAR algorithm also divides rules
in groups, though, instead of using all rules that match to
the object to be predicted, it uses the “k” best rules that
represent each class. Afterwards, the algorithm chooses a
group, by means of the Laplace Accuracy measure, that will
be the one used for classification.

On the other hand, a classification method is seen as a
prediction task, because it aims at predicting the value of an
attribute (label) in a data set. The joining of concepts from
classification and association [12] is an alternative approach
for performing classification tasks, where association rules
are employed as a classification method. Seeing that
association models are commonly more effective than
classification models, a crucial matter that encourages the
use of association rules in classification is the high
computational cost that current classification methods
present. Several works [11] [12] [18] [21] verified that
classification based on association methods presents higher
accuracy than traditional classification methods. Differing
from association rules, the decision trees, for example, do
not consider simultaneous correspondences occurring on
different attribute values. Moreover, human beings can
easier comprehend an output provided by association rule
algorithms than an output provided by usual classification
techniques, such as artificial neural networks [16].

The drawbacks presented by association rules induction
algorithms are, in general, the same ones of classification
based on association algorithms. A critical drawback of
these algorithms is due to those rules that have few
attributes. Seeing that such rules expresses narrow
information, an object which has few attributes would be
ineffectively classified. Another critical drawback is due to
the large number of rules that algorithms commonly
produce [16], as a consequence, much of them do not
supply relevant information or are contradictory. Such
drawback is a critical issue related to associative classifiers,
because the performance of the algorithm may be affected
when retrieving, storing, pruning and sorting a large
number of rules [11]. The CMAR algorithm presents tries
to solve such drawback by implementing a FP-Tree data
structure to store the association rules’ frequent itemsets.

According to Thabtah et al. [18], a few accurate and
effective classifiers based on associative classification have
been presented recently, such as CBA (Classification Based
in Association) [12], CPAR (Classification based on
Predictive Association Rules) [21], MCAR (Multi-class
Classification based on Association Rule) [18], CMAR
(Classification based on Multiple class-Association Rules)
[11] and TFPC (Total from Partial Classification) [6].
Taking into account that for classification rule mining there
is one and only one predetermined target, while for
association rule mining the target of discovery is not predetermined [12], it is necessary to constrain the rules’
consequent terms to encompass only one attribute. This
way, the consequent term of an association rule will
represents the target, or class, attribute. Therefore, such rule
can play a prediction role in a given system: in order to
classify an item, the rule’s properties are matched to every
rule’s antecedents and the attribute value of the consequent
term (from one or more selected rules) will be the predicted
class. Generally, the classification model is presented as an
ordered list of rules, based on a rule ordering scheme [19].

4. Case Study

In the CBA algorithm, for example, the rules are ordered by
means of the confidence measure and it uses only one rule
for performing classification. However, in this case some

For both databases the WEKA [20] tool was used to
perform data transformation and pre-processing. The next
subsections detail both databases and how they were used.

In this section we describe a case study accomplished on
two databases: MovieLens and Book Crossing. The first
consists of ratings of movies made by MovieLens
users in 2000, which is a recommender system based on the
GroupLens technology. Such database is freely available
for research purposes on the GroupLens Web page [9]. The
second consists of book ratings gathered by Ziegler et. al
[22] from the Book-Crossing community, whose users
exchange books and their experiences all around the world.
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attribute was also modified, because at first it encompassed
48,234 distinct values. Thus, the dataset was reduced in
order to this attribute encompasses only 40 distinct values
(the ones that appear on more records).

4.1 MovieLens Data
Initially, the MovieLens dataset contained approximately
100,000 ratings for 1,682 movies made by 943 users, where
we integrated the data related to users and movies into one
file, which was the input provided for the algorithms
analyzed in this case study.

Taking into account users’ data, we also used two
attributes: Age and Place where the user inhabits. The first
was discretized in nine age ranges. The Place attribute
originally contained the name of the city, the state or
province, and the name of the country. However, this way
such attribute presented 12,952 distinct values. Therefore,
we changed this attribute in order to encompass only 40
distinct values. For that reason and seeing that 75% of the
places were from USA, we divided the dataset, based on
this attribute, in two: places grouped by states of USA and
places grouped by countries excepting USA. Afterwards,
the first dataset (states of USA) remained with 25,523
records and the second one (countries) remained with 8,926
records.

However, before supplying such input we changed the
rating attribute in order to have only two values: “Not
recommended” (score 1 or 2) and “Recommended” (score
3, 4 or 5). The first one refers to an item the user may like
and the second refers to the opposite case. Such changes
were performed to simplify classification, because the main
aim in a recommendation task is to determine if an item
should be offered to the user. Taking into account users’
data, we used the following attributes: gender, age and
occupation. The age attribute was discretized in five age
ranges. The user’s occupation attribute is a nominal
variable with 21 distinct values.

In order to try the algorithms’ accuracy facing a smaller
range of distinct values we also used more two datasets
derived from those ones mentioned before. Thus, we copied
both datasets and kept only 10 distinct values (the most
frequent) for author and Country/State attributes. This way,
we obtained two more datasets that contain 6,270 records
(on the dataset of states of USA) and 3,238 records (on the
dataset of countries).

Taking into account movies’ data, the file provided by
MovieLens originally contained 19 binary attributes related
to movie genres. An instance with value 1 expressed that
the movie belongs to a specific gender and 0 otherwise. The
association model’s consistency would be compromised if
19, among the 23 attributes on the dataset, were binaries.
Thus, these 19 binary attributes were reduced to just one
attribute representing the movie genre’s name. However,
since some movies may belong to different film genres, we
only used the records containing ratings about movies with
just one genre. Afterwards, 7 film genres were not
considered in this study. Hence, association rules generated
by the model could express relationships between user
profiles’ characteristics and film genre features.

To perform the experiments on the classification based on
association algorithms we defined support and confidence
threshold values of 20% and 80%. However, for the
datasets containing 10 distinct values, we reduced the
support to 10% due to its reduced number of records.

4.3 Results
After data pre-processing and transformation, 14,587
records were remained in the input file for the algorithms
used in this study. For experiments made on classification
based on association algorithms we defined support and
confidence threshold values of 20% and 75% respectively.

The classifiers analyzed in this case study were the
following ones: C4.5, BayesNet, CBA, CPAR and CMAR.
The first two were run through WEKA and the other three
were obtained from the LUKS-KDD repository [13]. In all
experiments we used 50% of the dataset as a training set
and 50% as a test set.

4.2 BookCrossing Data

The main objective was to compare the algorithms accuracy
using data gathered from recommender systems. For CBA,
CPAR and CMAR we also analysed the number of rules
generated for building the classification models. In total,
five datasets were analyzed: one obtained from MovieLens
database and four through Book Crossing database (the
dataset of states of USA, of world countries excepting USA
and the same two but with 10 distinct values for author and
Country/State attributes). On table 1 we show the results
obtained after running the algorithms mentioned above.
Each line depicts the accuracy obtained on each dataset
and, for the associative classifiers, it is also depicted the
number of rules available on classification models.

Initially, the Book Crossing data contained 1,149,780
ratings about 271,379 books provided by 278,858 users.
However, such ratings include explicit (an assigned mark
from 1 to 10) and implicit (written reviews) ratings. Thus,
the implicit ratings were not considered for this study and
the dataset remained with 433,671 records.
In order to simplify classification, the rating attribute was
modified in the same way of MovieLens was: “Not
recommended” (score from 1 or 6) and “Recommended”
(score from 7 to 10). For books’ data, we used two
attributes from the dataset: publication Year and Author.
The first was discretized in five ranges. The Author
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Table 1. Comparison of Classifiers.
Data

C4.5

BayesNet

CBA

CPAR

CMAR

MovieLens

83.45%

81.16%

78.35% – 13R

74.07% – 65R

85.16% – 11R

BCrossing World

80.30%

78.33%

78.96% – 2R

73.25% – 127R

0.0% – 0R

BCrossing World 10 80.23%

81.09%

82.58 – 4R

79.86% – 28R

9.29% – 1R

BCrossing USA

80.33%

80.23%

80.49% – 4R

78.15% – 264R

9.68% – 1R

BCrossing USA 10

80.89%

80.82%

73.11% – 10R

76.71% – 42R

24.66% – 3R

Results revealed that associative classifiers reached similar
accuracy, excepting CMAR on Book Crossing data, to
traditional classifiers (surpervised learning). Actually, in
some cases associative classifiers reached higher accuracy.
Despite of being the first method of classification based on
association, the CBA algorithm reached the highest
accuraccy on two of the four datasets of Book Crossing. On
MovieLens data, the CMAR reached the highest accuracy,
which was the best result obtained over all experiments.

rules to build effective classifiers. However, there was a
loss of accuracy in two cases: for the dataset of world
countries (excepting USA) and for the dataset of states of
USA with 10 distinct values. Such losses are reasonable
due to the diversification of characteristics that readers
from different world countries (from four continents) may
have, which probably are much more substantial than
people from just one country. Such diversification is even
more crucial to the CBA association rule induction, because
before classifing it has to obtain association rules based on
relationships over attributes. For the dataset composed by
states of USA with ten distinct values, it is even more
difficult to identify relationships, because readers from the
remained ten states probably present quite similar
characters. On the other hand, for the dataset of world
countries with ten distinct values, readers’ characters are
more dissimilar and then the CBA accuracy was improved.

Since rules provided by the associative classifiers hold a
high confidence value (at least 80%), the rules used for
building the classification models are reliable. The ninth
rule generated by CMAR on MovieLens data is an example
of this kind of rule: “age=[25-34] & genre='drama' =>
rating='yes'”. Such rule states that, if a user is older than 25
years and younger than 34 years old, he will probably rate
positively a drama movie.

At last, the CPAR algorithm also presented acceptable
results, even though its accuracy was slightly lower than
ones of other classifiers. Such algorithm is more effective
for scenarios of very large datasets where processing time
may be a critical issue, because the classifier construction
and the rules induction are made in just one processing step.
Moreover, results showed that the algorithm provides much
more rules than CBA and CMAR. It may be useful for
scenarios where data description is also an analyses’ aim.

5. Empirical Analyses
Despite of presenting the highest accuracy over all
experiments (85.16% on MovieLens data), CMAR did not
present satisfactory results on Book Crossing data.
MovieLens and Book Crossing data basically differ on the
number of distinct values of their attributes. MovieLens has
only two distinct values on the Genre attribute, for example,
and the other attributes have, in general, less distinct values
than MovieLens datasets when the ratio of records/number
of distinct values is taken into consideration. In addition, on
the datasets with ten distinct values CMAR presented a
slight improvement on the classification accuracy. This
may be justified by the data structure it employs, which is a
FP-Tree (Frequent Pattern Tree). This structure stores
frequent itemsets in a compact way in which common
relations between itemsets are explored. This way, for Book
Crossing data, items stored in the FP-Tree were not
frequent enough to form rules. Due to such outcomes, we
argue that CMAR is more effective on datasets that
encompass attributes with less distinct values.

6. Conclusions
In this work we have shown, by means of the case study
described in section 4, associative classifiers can be used in
recommender systems effectively and can also improve
recommendations consistency. Actually, both traditional
and associative classifiers can be applied effectively,
nevertheless punctual characteristics on data determine
which is most effective in each scenario. Through this work
we intend to decrease errors on recommender systems,
because such systems still encompass several shortcomings.
According to the conclusions of some works, including this
one, the accuracy of classification methods has a straight
correlation to data’s attributes characteristics. Thus, before
applying a classifier it is essential to analyse data attribute.
Seeing that, none of the works that proposed classification
based on association methods had investigated what and

On the other hand, the CBA algorithm presented good
results on Book Crossing data. CBA uses the same data
structure and foundations of the trivial Apriori algorithm,
which does not encompass a compact structure for storing
items. Under these circumstances CBA provided enough
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Knowledge discovery in databases – an overview. Ai
Magazine, 13:57–70, 1992.

how datasets’ features affect classification accuracy, on the
previous session we described circumstances that each
algorithm would be more effective and likely to be used.

[9] GroupLens. GroupLens Research Group. University of
Minnesota. http://www.grouplens.org/.

Associative classifiers provide fast and comprehensible
learning models, differing from the majority of traditional
classifiers. Another major achievement of associative
classifiers in this work was the few false positives that
would be presented in recommendations. Since we
established a high threshold value for confidence (80%),
rules provided for the learning model would not be likely to
classify an item as “Recommended” if it was interesting to
a user whose characteristics (attributes) did not match the
items on rules’ antecedent terms. On the other hand, false
negatives might occur easier, because certainly all rules do
not encompass information about all datasets’ relations.
However, if an item of interest to a user was classified as
“Not Recommended”, it would not be a critical error.
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associative classifiers for recommender systems data.
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area. In this paper we attempt to make sense of the output
of a clustering algorithm applied to two bodies of text,
one from a set of journal articles and another from a set
of conference papers. The texts were partitioned by year
of publication in order to identify any presence of trends.

Abstract
Document clustering is becoming an increasingly popular
technique for identifying relationships in unstructured text. In
this paper, we attempt to make sense of the output of a
clustering algorithm applied to software engineering research
papers. We introduce a notion of cluster “stability” as a
measure of the meaningfulness of a cluster. We assess its
usefulness and limitations in identifying meaningful clusters. In
the process, we track how important research topics may have
changed from year to year.

2. Related Work
Hierarchical clustering algorithms are described in [13].
The advantage of hierarchical clustering solutions is that
they provide different views of the data at different
granularities. We chose hierarchical clustering as it
enables us to track the clustering process and helps to
identify a suitable level of granularity that yields many
meaningful clusters.

1. Introduction
In many fast-moving fields, such as software engineering,
a large number of research papers are being published in
journals and conferences every year. Due to the
increasing volume of papers, it is hard to effectively and
efficiently search for papers relevant for a given topic of
interest. And as research areas become increasingly
interdisciplinary, it is much more difficult to differentiate
research topics of published research papers. Important
academic digital libraries such as ACM Digital Library
have constructed the hierarchical categories for research
areas but many research papers do not have a good fit
within the available categories.

[4] tried to achieve more balanced and stable clustering
by exploiting the characteristics of data objects before
clustering to eliminate the effect of data ordering on
clustering number. This research is focused on the
elimination of the effect of data ordering to improve the
quality of clustering. Authors of [5] worked on evaluating
quality of a certain clustering algorithm --- Adaptive
Resonance Theory (ART) neural networks by certain
formulas concern the numbers of true positive, false
positive and false negative in clustering results. That is a
work with prior knowledge of the objects for clustering as
a validation work, but we are working on an exploring
work in which almost no existing information provides us
clues about “correct answer”.

The goal of document clustering is to automatically
categorize unlabelled documents into cohesive clusters to
facilitate the search for relevant information. But due to
the unsupervised nature of clustering algorithms, it is
hard to decide the number, k, of clusters we need when
applying clustering. In [1] the authors mentioned that by
inspecting the output of the clustering algorithm, various
values of k can be tried. However, this assumes that
inspecting the output of the clustering is feasible.
Especially in fields such as software engineering, it is
hard to ascertain the number of research streams to be
differentiated. So, we are in need of a procedure to
empirically determine the number of clusters for a given
set of documents and to validate the meaningfulness of
the resulting clusters. Such a procedure can be used to
guide future attempts to cluster research papers in this

We also found several papers related to labeled
classification, which we employ to validate the resulting
clusters. The work in [10] is focused on identifying
descriptive, sensible clustering labels for each cluster by
an approach named as Description Comes First (DCF)
cluster labels, in which the processes of candidate cluster
label discovery and document clustering are separated. In
[12] authors employed frequently appeared phrases as
final cluster description, which employed a similar
approach as what we used. A follow-up work [2] showed
how to avoid certain suffix tree clustering (STC)
limitations from [12] and use non-contiguous phrases. A
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“label-driven” clustering appeared in clustering with
committees algorithm, where the semantic relationships
from WordNet are used to evaluate the unambiguous
concepts to which strongly associated terms are related.

handling in RapidMiner is transparent to users. To
vectorize text, the text plug-in for RapidMiner is
recommended [11], which can be used to create word
vectors from input texts in different formats (plain text,
URLs and so on). To create word vectors from input texts,
a list of operators are chosen and put in order. First, the
texts need to be read from certain document directory so
that further treatment could be executed on them
(TextInput Operator). As one of the parameters, tf-idf is
chosen as the term weighting model, in which each
document can be represented as
tf1log(n/df1), tf2log(n/df2), … , tfmlog(n/dfm)
where tfi is the frequency of the ith term in the document,
dfi is the number of documents that contain the ith term
and n is the total number of documents. With tf-idf, those
words that appear frequently but in fewer documents
receive higher weight. Second, the plain text is tokenized
(StringTokenizer Operator). Third, stop words such as
“a” and “is” are deleted (EnglishStopwordFilter
Operator). The last step is stemming, which truncates
words into their roots and combines words with the same
root together (PorterStemmer Operator).

Several lines of investigation also deal with detecting
temporal trends. [9] performs trend analysis in order to
find hot topics through controlled vocabulary terms rather
than phrases based on the nature of news that smaller
units could be used to identify breaking news topics
within short period such as one day. Temporal Text
Mining (TTM) described in [6] is used to discover and
summarize the evolutionary patterns of themes in a text
stream over time. Based on the discoveries in
characteristic path, authors of [3] collected the paper titles
from DBLP XML files to track the most popular terms
used throughout time. Then they listed the emerging
popular terms for each year by deleting terms that
appeared in the previous two years and by this way they
explained the previous discoveries.

3. Methodology

After the execution of the operators, an example set is
produced as the result. The Metadata View of the result
stores the type, name, value type, statistics and range of
attributes (stemmed words), the Data View stores the
data – the vector-space model representing documents.

The bodies of text consists of papers from three software
engineering journals, IEEE Transactions on Software
Engineering,
ACM
Transactions
on
Software
Engineering and Methodology, and Empirical Software
Engineering, and the proceedings of two software
engineering conferences, International Conference on
Software Engineering (ICSE) and ACM SIGSOFT
Foundations on Software Engineering (FSE). We
collected a total of 1157 journal articles from 1996-2007
and 675 conference papers from 1999-2007.

Processing the full text of documents would result in
very large word vectors that are too unwieldy to analyze.
Furthermore, analyzing the full text increases the
likelihood of the clustering algorithm making false
associations between documents. Therefore, to facilitate
the processing and reduce the scale of attribute
dimensions, only the title, abstract and keywords are
extracted from those papers. Although they do not
contain the full contents, the title, abstract and keywords
generally capture the key information in a document.

We partitioned the papers according to year of
publication and clustered each year individually. We also
clustered each set of text as a whole. We kept the analysis
of journal articles and conference papers separate as the
two sets are likely to show different trends owing to
different timescales for publication turnaround times.

3.2 Hierarchically Clustering Documents
3.1 Converting Documents into Word Vectors
We applied the hierarchical clustering tool from SPSS to
cluster the documents. This is an agglomerative
hierarchical clustering tool which clusters from the
bottom up, treating each single text as one cluster, and
then merging similar texts together until it has merged all
documents into one cluster.

Before clustering, we need to convert the text into lists of
word vectors for input to the clustering tool. For this, we
used RapidMiner [11], an open source data mining
environment which supports most frequent data mining
tasks. The modular operator concept of RapidMiner
allows the design of complex nested operator chains to
solve a wide variety of learning problems effectively and
efficiently. Rapidminer is a common text mining too and
it is easy to use, its extensibility and flexibility provide us
the ability to expand our work in the future. Data

To reduce the number of single-document clusters, we
began collecting data on the merging process when there
were 20 clusters left. We recorded the list of documents
in each cluster and also which clusters were merged in
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each subsequent step until there were only two clusters
left to be merged. The SPSS output was saved as a
spreadsheet for further processing.

year’s stable clusters are collected and separately
grouped and labeled together, and one comparison group
is created as part of the training set. Using RapidMiner,
the LibSVMLearner and ModelWriter operators are
applied to train the classification model. This process
takes as input the labeled groups of papers and the
outputs include a wordlist and a model in which the
classification criteria are stored. Then, to verify the
hypothesis that the stable clusters are distinct clusters
that keep relatively longer distance from other clusters
and belongs to special topics, the classification model
trained on one year’s documents is applied onto the
documents in the other years. In this way, some
originally undiscovered papers are located and further
evaluation is needed to prove they really belong to the
special stable clusters.

3.3 Identifying Stable Clusters
To quantify the meaningfulness of the resulting clusters,
we computed the stability of each cluster. Taking the
SPSS output, we determined, for each cluster, at which
merge step a cluster was formed, and at which step it got
merged into another cluster. The difference between the
two steps is the measure of a cluster’s stability. For
example, if a cluster was formed at the 1st merge step,
and was merged at the 5th step, it stayed intact for 4 runs.
We consider clusters that stayed intact for more than 10
runs as stable, because we have tried to consider smaller
number of runs as stable clusters but it was hard to find
out overall themes for those clusters.

4. Results

We also calculated the overall stability of a merge step as
the sum of the runs for all the clusters available at that
step. In this way, we have a way to determine k, the
number of clusters with the highest overall stability.

4.1 Hierarchical Clustering Results
The results from agglomerative clustering of documents
per year indicate several clustering patterns. Large
clusters attract additional clusters and tend to get merged
first. This is not surprising since large clusters have many
important words that increase the likelihood of being
related to other clusters. We see this pattern appearing
more in journals than in conferences. Conference clusters
are more likely to consist of small clusters, without one
cluster dominating all the others. We can also see this
trend by examining the hierarchy trees which are derived
by following the agglomeration process that successively
merges a pair of clusters at each step. Journal clusters
tend to produce unbalanced hierarchy trees, while
conference clusters tend to produce relatively more
balanced trees. These trends are illustrated by Figure 1
and Figure 2, which depict the hierarchy trees when
clustering all journal and conference papers, respectively.

3.4 Constructing Tagclouds for Clusters
To validate the meaningfulness of the resulting clusters,
we inspected the dominant words in each cluster using
tagclouds [8]. Tagclouds provide visual presentations of
a set of words in which the size and color of a word are
used to represent some attribute of the word, such as its
frequency or how recently it was used. We use tagclouds
to visualize the dominant words in each cluster. The
accumulated weight of a word w in a cluster is calculated
by totaling the weights of w in each of the documents in
the cluster. In the tagcloud visualization, the fonts used to
display the words are proportional to their accumulated
weight. An example is given in Figure 3. In this example,
the words are sorted according to their accumulated
weights.

In these figures, the merging process is illustrated by two
clusters pointing into one (merged) cluster. In the
clustering based on journal articles (Figure 1), most of
the initial clusters (those without any clusters pointing
into them) are successively merged into a bigger cluster
(starting from the one in the top left corner), resulting in
an unbalanced tree. On the other hand, the clustering
based on conference papers (Figure 2) did not have such
a dominant cluster at the start, and the merging process
appears to be more balanced. Examining the clustering
hierarchy trees for individual years also produce
consistent results for both journal and conference papers.

Once stable clusters are identified, we inspected the
tagclouds of these clusters to identify the topics within
each cluster. This was then verified by examining the
paper’s original title and abstract.
3.5 Classification by Labels from Stable Clusters
With the hypothesis that the stable clusters are distinct
clusters which have relatively farther distances from
other clusters, a validation is performed by attempting to
classify all documents in the text body into the identified
stable clusters. As the starting point, papers in each
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Figure 3: Tagcloud of a stable cluster from conference
papers for 2005
Table 1 and Table 2 list some of the identifiable topics in
each year’s stable clusters for journal articles and
conference papers, respectively.
Year
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

Figure 1: Clustering hierarchy tree for journal
articles

2003
2004
2005
2006
Figure 2: Clustering hierarchy tree for conference
papers

2007

Distinct Cluster Topics
HCI, lightweight source analysis, reliability
real-time systems, OO, SCM
inspection, protocol analysis,
client-server, hypermedia, empirical, mobile systems
exception handling, reliability, HCI
embedded system, code decay, traceability, empirical
codesign, attribute grammar, client-server, SCM, petri
net, state machines
agents, OO
web services, exception handling, agile, OO metrics
empirical, grammarware, automated reasoning, slicing
Web, agile, requirements, OO metrics, empirical,
middleware
global software eng, metalock, ACSL, education,
vulnerability, usability

Table 1: Identifiable topics for journal articles
4.2 Stable Clusters
Year
1999

For each year’s clustering process, we also detected a
subset of clusters which tend to be preserved for several
runs of the agglomerative clustering algorithm, indicating
that their contents are quite distinct from the others. We
consider that a cluster is stable if it survives without
getting merged through more than 10 runs. For such
clusters, it is generally easier to find overarching themes
based on their dominating keywords.

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

For example, Figure 3 is a tagcloud of the dominant
keywords for a stable cluster from 2005 conference
papers.

Distinct Cluster Topics
aspects, agents, hypermedia, environments, smartcard,
testing
taxonomy, education, message sequence charts
inspection, reliability, XML, product lines
components, requirements, slicing, reliability
OO, mixins, components, aspects, documentation
architecture, MSR, FLAVERS 1 , traits
aspects, metrics, DOM, temporal logic
spreadsheets, pointer analysis, distributed systems,
SQL injection
OPIUM 2 , malware, agile, semantic query

2007
Table 2: Identifiable topics for conference papers

By examining the dominant keywords we manually
recognize this cluster as related to aspect-oriented
software development.
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1

FLAVERS is a finite state verification tool and

2

OPIUM is a package installer tool.

agglomerative clustering employed has a tendency to
pick up specialized topics. The data for journal articles
follows a similar pattern.

4.3 Label Classification Results
To validate the distinctiveness of the detected stable
clusters, we checked to see if there are additional papers
from other years that would have been classified within
each of the stable clusters by training a labeled
classification model using RapidMiner. Table 3 shows
the results for the conference clusters.
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Table 3: Additional documents added to stable
clusters from conference papers
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The results indicate that, for most years, no additional
papers could be found which closely match the papers in
the stable clusters. This indicates that, not only are the
document clusters distinct, their contents are very
specialized. The one exceptional case in 1999 was due to
the broad topic of testing which matched many papers in
subsequent years.
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The preceding results indicate that the stable clusters do
not capture all the important topics for a given year. This
implies the need for other classification algorithms to
make additional identification.
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Figure 4: Runs versus cluster size (conference papers)
4.5 Relationships between conferences and journals
Based on the observation from Table 1 and Table 2, we
do not see a pattern where conference paper topics serve
as “advance notice” of journal papers. One of the reason
should be that the stable clusters are mostly small sized
clusters which cannot represent the main theme of certain
year. And at the same time, it is possible that the
conference papers would end up in more specialized
journals other than the ones listed here.

A similar analysis was conducted on the stable clusters of
journal articles. In this case, there were a lot more
matches across different years, but mainly because of the
presence of the empirical studies topic, which tends to
crosscut many techniques.
4.4 Effect of cluster size on stability

5. Summary and Future Work

While we are able to identify many topics, it is evident
from examining the original set of papers that more

In this paper, we applied agglomerative hierarchical
clustering over research papers from software
engineering journals and conferences. We analyze the
resulting clusters for meaningfulness by using a measure
of stability. While the stable clusters found are indeed
meaningful, they only identify a subset of the papers.
Several other hierarchical clustering algorithms such as
partitional and constrained agglomerative algorithms
have been shown to provide improved results. [13] We
plan to apply these other algorithms and determine the
usefulness of our stability measure to find meaningful
clusters from the results of these algorithms.

topics are missed. One observation is that stable clusters
also tend to be small. This is borne out by closer
examination of cluster sizes.
Figure 4 shows, for each cluster of conference papers, its
size versus the number of runs between when it was
formed to when it was merged.
As we can observe from this figure, stable clusters
(clusters with runs > 10) are also small in size, averaging
less than 5 documents. This indicates that the
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Work in this study is focused on empirical data for
“meaningful”
clustering
in
certain
research
area—software engineering, and interesting keywords
analysis is executed from the perspective of software
engineering experts but not data mining experts, so there
is still a lot work to do on certain data mining
perspectives.
 Evaluate quality of agglomerative hierarchical
clustering based on distance to centroid of each data
point, then calculate the quality of each level of
hierarchical clustering based on the methods from
[13].
 Expand the analysis to cover a larger range of papers
from earlier years.
 Mining association rules [7] from software
engineering literatures to predict research designs,
activities and possible results.

[5] L. Massey. On the quality of ART1 text clustering,
Neural Networks, Volume 16, Number 5, June 2003 , pp.
771-778(8).
[6] Q. Mei, C. Zhai. Discovering evolutionary theme
patterns from text – an exploration of temporal text
mining, KDD’05, August 21-24, 2005, Chicago, Illinois,
USA.
[7] T. Nasukawa and T. NaganoǄ Text Analysis and
Knowledge Mining SystemˈIBM Systems Journal 40,
No. 4, 967–984 (2001).
[8] A. W. Rivadeneira, D. M. Gruen, M. J. Muller and D.
R. Millen. Getting our head in the clouds: toward
evaluation studies of tagclouds. Proc. of the SIGCHI
conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems
(CHI '07), 2007.
[9] M. Shewhart, M. Wasson. Monitoring a newsfeed for
hot topics, KDD-99 San Diego CA USA.
[10] J. Stefanowski, D. Weiss. Comprehensible and
accurate cluster labels in text clustering, RIAO'2007
Conference, Pittsburgh, PA, USA, 2007.
[11] M. Wurst. The word vector tool and the RapidMiner
text plug-in. http://wvtool.sf.net, accessed July 31, 2007.
[12] O. Zamir, O. Etzioni. Grouper: a dynamic clustering
interface to Web search results. Computer Networks
(Amsterdam, Netherlands: 1999), 31(11–16):1361–1374.
[13] Y. Zhao, G. Karypis. Hierarchical clustering
algorithms for document datasets, Data Mining and
Knowledge Discovery, Vol. 10, pp.141-168, 2005.

And [3] provides us another dimension to explore, the
co-authorship among active researchers, which is still an
interesting topic. For example, it is generally assumed
that certain researchers just work on several limited
research areas and possibly interdisciplinary areas
concerning those research areas, so the name of authors
could be a potential source of information for searching
certain research topics.
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A Model-Driven Approach for the Semi-Automated Generation of
Web-based Applications from Requirements
Ali Fatolahi, Stéphane S. Somé, and Timothy C. Lethbridge
School of Information Technology and Engineering, University of Ottawa
This paper presents a semi-automated method for the generation of web-based applications from high-level requirements in
accordance with model-driven architecture (MDA). MDA is a relatively new paradigm, which aims at providing a standard baseline
for model-driven development. The ultimate goal of MDA is to (semi)automate the process of software development from
requirements to code using an interoperable set of standards. In this paper, we present a method to generate web-based applications
from requirements expressed as use cases using MDA-based tools, techniques and methods. The use case model is used as a baseline to
generate other models including a state machine and a user interface model, which are eventually transformed into a platform-specific
model used for code generation.
Index Terms— Requirements, MDA, Use Case, State Machine, User Interface, Mapping

platform-specific model which is used to generate the code.
The ‘user’ of our method is the developer.
In order to perform the transformation, a set of mapping
rules are defined. This set plays a critical role in the method as
it guarantees the completeness of the information required for
code generation.
In order to assess the feasibility of the approach we have
implemented the method using UCEd [16] and AndroMDA
[17]. UCEd is used for use case modeling and AndroMDA is
employed for code generation. In addition, we have developed
an application to generate the platform-specific model.
However, the method and supporting tools and techniques are
supposed to be extensible to higher level requirements and
adaptable with other tools.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
technical background terms of this research are explained.
Section 3 addresses related research and practice in past and
how they are related to this research. Section 4 carries the
elaboration of our method and the applied tools and
techniques along with a case study. In Section 5, we, briefly
provide a conclusion; discuss some research issues and
present our plan for future work.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

DA [1] is the OMG’s [2] solution to increase model
reusability and design time interoperability. A very
important feature of MDA is a facility to transform models.
MDA provides a collection of popular standards beneath a
common philosophy to alleviate the process of quality
software design and implementation.
According to [3], there has been a growing interest in MDA
within the software community in the recent years; even the
US government has held some workshops on employing
MDA [4]. As another instance, IBM has developed its latest
software engineering suite: Rational Software Architect [5]
based on MDA. This is also true about many other tools such
as MagicDraw [6], ArgoUML [7], Enterprise Architect [8]
and System Architect [9].
The MDA process starts with capturing requirements at a
computation-independent layer [3]. In our approach use case
descriptions are used for requirements capture. Use cases are a
popular technique for systems analysis and design. They are
mainly used in textual form.
However, since writing textual descriptions is not as formal
a task as drawing UML [10] models and writing programming
code, various guidelines have been proposed to ease the
process of writing use case descriptions and benefiting from
these documents (e.g. [11] and [12]). The fact that several
approaches have examined semiautomatic use case based tools
and techniques (e.g. [13], [14] and [15]), evidences that
employing use cases for analysis would be more useful if we
found more systematic ways to connect them to lower level
design models or even the code.
In this paper, we present a method for the semi-automated
generation of web-based applications from requirements.
Requirements are expressed as use case descriptions along
with a domain model supporting the use cases. The whole
model is used to produce a state machine. A default user
interface model created based on the state machine is refined
by the developer to form the desired user interface of the
application. Based on these models, the method generates a

II. BACKGROUND
According to [18] a use case is a ‘description of the
sequence of behaviorally related transactions that user
performs in order to have a dialogue with the system’. Use
cases are expressed through use case models and use case
descriptions. Use case description contains a natural language
specification of the use case. In this research we continue
working with the format used in [13]. According to this
format, a use case description is composed of different
sections including:
 Title
 Precondition that should be true before the use case
starts
 Steps describing the behavior; each step could be
described with an operation, an optional extension point
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and a set of alternatives after the step
 Use Case Alternatives, describing the alternatives that
are addressed within the steps
 Post-condition, which must hold after the use case
completes.
A state machine is a ‘behavior that specifies the sequences of
states an object goes through during its lifetime in response to
events, together with its responses to those events’ [19]. State
machines could be visualized using state/activity diagrams. As
is asserted in [19], ‘one may use state machines to model the
behavior of any modeling element, most commonly, a class, a
use case, or an entire system’.
A state machine is basically composed of states and
transitions. A state is ‘a condition or situation during the life
of an object during which it satisfies some condition, performs
some activity, or waits for events’. A transition is ‘a
relationship between two states indicating that an object in the
first state will perform certain actions and enter the second
state when a specified event occurs and specified conditions
are satisfied’ [19].
The state machines as we deal with, in this paper, are
behavioral state machines, which are used to define the
behavior of modeling elements, according to [20].
MDA is an effort by OMG, in order to standardize model
driven software development [21]. It can be seen as a
framework composed of four different layers of modeling.
The topmost layer is the layer of Computation-Independent
Models (CIM). CIM represents models that are valid in spite
of the computational options. Then we have the layer of
Platform-Independent Models (PIM). PIMs represent systems
and software design and architecture; however, they do not
contain any information about specific platforms. The third
layer, Platform-specific Models (PSM) deal with the
technological details of platforms. Here, logical design models
are expressed in terms of certain platforms. At the lowest
level, there are Implementation-Specific Models. These are
real-world objects and components, acting as a running
version of the system.
The Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [22] is the heart of MDA
[23]. MOF provides a means of building new modeling
languages or transforming different languages each to the
other. The MOF is composed of very simple but strongenough elements to describe any other modeling language.
Although MOF does not provide any specific notation, it is
possible (and convenient) to use basic UML Class modeling
notations (with few considerations) to depict MOF models.
MDA admits two levels of MOF-based languages [24]. The
first level addresses languages rooted in the MOF itself. The
second level deals with the UML profiles. This level involves
different UML extensions. In order to facilitate model
exchange amongst different tools and standards, an XML
Metadata Interchange [25] format has also been defined as a
part of MDA.
MDA could also be understood by its meta-modeling
mechanism, which is reflected in Table 1.

TABLE I
MDA META-MODELING MECHANISM
M3 (MOF)
Metametamodeling layer, including the most
abstract materials required to build new
languages and interoperability standards
M2 (UML, CWM, ...)
Metamodeling layer, providing the notation
and formalism that can be used to model
specic domains and systems. This layer is fed
by M3. Examples are UML proles.
M1 (User Model)
Projections of M2 in terms of certain user
requirements. This includes di erent
extensions of M2 to model the specications of
a certain subject.
M0 (Runtime Model)
Runtime objects. Running versions of M1.

III. RELATED WORK
Nguyen and Chun [26] describe a method to make UML
models more dynamic. They present a restricted use case
specification language that is related to domain objects using
some key words. They also use the notion of aspects [27] in
order to describe how their method generates sequence
diagrams. They build design diagrams that are connected to
MDA-based metadata through hyperlinks and exchange
languages. They also bridge UML sequence diagrams with
current legacy code in order to raise the level of code reuse.
Sequence diagrams are generated automatically but with the
cost of making the use case specification language more
complex by the inclusion of some design issues.
The main objective of Nguyen and Chun’s work differs
from ours in several ways. The focus of Nguyen and Chun’s
work is on building interactive UML design diagrams and
code reuse. Our method is, however, focused on the whole
MDA-based process from requirements to code. Nguyen and
Chun use sequence diagrams as the core model, mainly
because sequence diagrams could be easily connected to code
for further reuse. We use state machines instead, which could
be used in different levels of abstraction. Finally, In Nguyen
and Chun’s work, MDA standards are not used for
interoperability purposes amongst different tools but as an
internal way to model storage and exchange.
The closest work to ours is that of Wu et al [28]. Wu’s
work describes a method to generate a user interface code
following MDA transformation and the Model View
Controller (MVC) pattern. The method spans the gap from
requirements to code for a user interface model by
transforming boundary objects resulting from a robustness
analysis [29] to JSP pages [30]. In order to do this, Wu et al
provide a framework that starts with use case modeling and
activity diagrams. Then they perform a robustness analysis to
categorize the participating objects. Finally, JSP pages are
built according to the transformation rules and UML models.
Unlike the work of Wu et al [28], our study covers the
generation of code for the whole software system, not only the
user interface part. Although, we select certain platforms to
implement our method, the method itself is theoretically
platform-independent. Finally, we have developed not only a
method but also a practice to show the feasibility of the
method, which is not present in [28].
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Struts, etc.). As a result an empty UML model is built, which
includes required references to UML profiles of technology
and platforms. The developer then imports this model into a
UML tool and adds design elements needed by the
AndroMDA framework. The resulting model is processed by
AndroMDA leading to executable code, which may be refined
by the developer.

We may also mention the work of Pastor and Molina [37],
which is a conceptual framework for MDA-based software
development environments. The approach presented in their
book is neither rendered in practice nor formal, however since
an ultimate goal of our method could be the generation of an
MDA-based environment, Pastor and Molina’s work provides
a useful point of reference.
In our research, we use the method presented in [13], which
is performed with the help of the UCEd. This method
elaborates the necessity to support use-case-based
requirements engineering. This support is given throughout
domain objects, operation pre- and post-conditions, and seminatural language use case steps. For each of the latter, UCEd
provides some automatic and semiautomatic means. The
output is a state machine that belongs to the category of
platform-independent models, since it sketches an overview of
how the system works without any design-related details.
UCEd provides a set of tools for defining use case
descriptions, inclusion and extension. It also provides a semiautomated wizard for domain extraction. The resultant domain
model may be refined by editing the information related to
domain objects and their operations and attributes. UCEd can
generate the corresponding state machine and simulate its
execution.
In order to work with UCEd, one needs to first enter use
case descriptions. Having this description validated, one
proceeds through a wizard in which UCEd provides one with
a series of different choices for domain objects. The result is a
validated domain model. This domain may be optionally
supplied with operations’ conditions that are used to build
operation contracts [33]. State machine can be generated now.
We also use AndroMDA. AndroMDA is an MDA-based
code-generation framework. It provides a set of profiles for
different platforms along with some mapping functions to
transform models to each other or to the programming code.
The process starts with user creating a starter application; this
includes identifying the platforms to work with (e.g. J2EE,

IV. THE METHOD
The solution we provide in here is a method, which is both
model-driven and requirements-based. The input is provided
through use cases and the output is the executable code
generated in accordance with MDA. Different steps of the
method are either automatic or semi-automatic. The whole
process is actually a collection of mappings in accordance
with XMI format necessities, MOF-based meta-models and
MDA transformation rules.
As Figure 1 shows, the main task of this process is to
transform a PIM to a PSM. This process is done through three
main steps. First, a default UI model is created according to
the state machine found in the PIM. The developer is then
asked to refine this model to build the desired UI model.
Finally the UI model, along with other parts of the PIM, is
used to generate a PSM.
A working example taken from [17] is used in this section
to elaborate the method using more details. The whole
application is called ‘Time Tracker’ but we only cover one use
case, named ‘Search Timecards’.
A. First Step: CIM to PIM
Use case descriptions and default domain objects are
considered as the CIM of our method. The objective of this
step is to transform the CIM to the PIM. The PIM includes the
state machine, the user interface model and the refined domain
model.
Table 2 includes the information regarding the CIM for
‘Time Tracker’. This CIM is transformed to the PIM

Fig. 1. Transforming a PIM to a PSM
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TABLE 2
CIM OF TIMETRACKER
Use Case Name
Search Timecards
Use Case Precondition
Timetracker is Up
Steps
1. User browses Search Timecards page
2. Tmetracker populates Search Timecards
page
3. User enters search parameters
4. User presses search button
5. Goto step 1
PostCondition
Search Timecards page is browsed

afterwards. Figure 2, shows a part of the PIM, which is a state
machine. As this figure shows, transitions are named after the
operations and their conditions. Other parts of the domain
models are not shown for the sake of simplicity.

browse Search Timecards Page/
s0_0

populate Search Timecards Page

s1_0

enter search parameters/
press search button/
populate Search Timecards Page

s2_0

Fig. 2. The state machine generated by UCEd for the use case Search
Timecards

The role of this state machine is critical, since it provides
the mechanism to integrate different use cases. This is
especially true about use cases that are related to each other by
inclusion or extension mechanisms and use cases that act as a
pre-condition to other ones. The state machine is also used as
the origin of the default UI model described in next section.
UCEd provides two different ways of creating a state
machine. The simpler is to generate the state machine based
on the use case flow. However, the use case flow does not
always reflect the exact flow of events. It is also possible to
define operation conditions and the effect they have on
domain objects in terms of changing their state. UCEd can use
this information to generate another type of state machine
based on the operation effects.
B. Second Step: PIM to PSM
A PIM-to-PSM is a mapping from a platform-independent
model of domain objects, state machines and user interface
models to a platform-specific model. The PIM generated in
last step provides the information regarding the domain
objects and their operations, the flow of events and the
conditions that apply to every phase.
The true mapping should be done according to a selected
profile. However, due to implementation constraints, we have
to pick up some profiles that are already created to be used
with a specific code generation framework, AndroMDA. The
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chosen profile contains various definitions about Java as the
programming language, AndroMDA as the code generation
framework, ArgoUML as the modeling tool, Struts [31] as the
user interface framework and MySQL [32] as the database
server.
Prior to the description of the method, it is necessary to
define some terms regarding this platform:
 A controller class is the class responsible for controlling
general activities within a use case. A controller can act
as an entry point to dispatch messages and operation
requests to the right target. This is in accordance with a
design pattern with the same name. For more information
regarding the controller pattern, see [33].
 An action event is an event to be called when submitting
a form from within a web page. Action events usually
include parameters which are the input fields on the
forms.
 A deferrable event is an event calling a controller
operation. Deferrable events are used to assign states with
operations.
 A page parameter is any output that is either shown or
used for other output fields on the web page.
 A value object is an object to carry the required
information between domain objects and the presentation
or data access layer.
 FrontEndView is a state stereotype implying that the
stereotyped state represents a web page.
For more information, one may refer to [34]
The approach is not fully automatic; we need to interact
with the developer to see what is expected as a value for user
parameters. In order to do this, we create a default UI model
according to the provided PIM state machine. This default UI
model will be the base model to generate the PSM thereafter.
The method is adjusted to work with the OpenDocument
format [35]. OpenDocument is an XML-based format to
define documents containing text or graphics. This means that
the user interface model should be created in accordance with
this format. Currently, we use OpenDraw [36] to draw the UI
model. The developer is required to create the UI model
following some rules:
 Every nonempty slide is considered a presentation state
(e.g. a web page)
 Drawing items could be grouped to represent a group of
related outputs on a page or more importantly an input
action and its related items (e.g. a submit button)
 A frame is a symbol of an action
 A triangle represents a dropdown input
 A rectangle represents a plane text input
 A cloud could be grouped with any input item to identify
its data type
 A ring can be grouped with an action denoting the called
operation associated with the action
 A cylinder could be grouped with any input item
declaring its data source containing the name of table
and/or column





status from a dropdown input supplied by the database
table USERS
 startDateMinimum from a date input supplied by the User
 startDateMaximum from a date input supplied by the
User
The second section shows the output that is a table
containing the search results. Table columns are id,
submittername, approvername, status and startDate all
coming from the database table USERS.
Suppose A as the set of actions submitted from si. Each
action is defined as the tuple {a, Fi, operation}. Fi is the set of
input fields and is defined as {{F,r}|f,r} +} in which
 F is a set of fields
 f is a single field
 r is the value object providing the input
 operation is the name of the operation this action calls.
Also, assume O as the set of outputs shown by si. Each
output is simply a set of output fields, Fo.
Back to the ‘Time Tracker’ sample, we can see that for
s1_0, A includes one action that is defined as {Search,
{{submitter, USERS}, {approver, USERS}, {status, USERS},
{startDateMinimum, null}, {startDateMaximum, null}}, populateSeacrhScreen}, where
 ‘Search’ is the action
 The set of input fields (Fi), includes
o submitter, approver, and status coming from
database table USERS
o startDateMinimum, startDateMaximum entered
by the User
 And populateSearchScreen, the controller operation to be
called
There are some mapping rules that apply regardless of the UI
model:
 There must be one controller class per use case
 There must be a service class per operation
 Controller classes must be dependent on their objects’
service classes
In order to transform this UI model to a PSM model, we
abide by some further rules.
 Every presentation state becomes a state stereotyped as
FrontEndView
 For each member of A
o a becomes an action event on ti,i1 or ti,i+1
whichever exists
 a becomes a deferrable event on si+1 calling operation
 operation becomes an operation of the controller class
 Fi becomes the set of input parameters on both a and
operation
 For every database table referred to by members of Fi, an
entity domain object and a value object are created
o There would be a dependency from every entity
domain object to the relevant value object
o Add an operation to the service class to retrieve
the data from database
o Make a dependency from the service class

If a group of outputs was combined with a cross, this
would mean a table view output
States are recognized as either presentation (front-end) or
logic states. For each presentation state, si:
 si1 is the state preceding si
 si+1 is the state following si
 ti1,i is the transition from si1 to si
 ti,i1 is the transition from si to si1
 ti,i+1 is the transition from si to si+1
 ti+1,i is the transition from si+1 to si
Neither si1 nor si+1 could be a presentation state. Currently
we accept no multiple transitions out of a state, which means
there would be just one form per web page.
In the ‘Time Tracker’ example, state s1_0 is a presentation
state that is prototyped using the model of Figure 3. The
default user interface model includes four empty slides per

Fig. 3. The user interface model for Timetracker drawn by OpenDraw

four steps of the state machine in Figure 2. The rest of the UI
model has to be defined by the developer. The developer has
then generated the user interface model for this state machine
assigning the model in Figure 3 to the step s1_0. According to
this figure, Timetracker has a webpage containing two parts.
First section is an action form submitting following values to
the operation, populateSearchScreen:
 submitter from a dropdown input supplied by the
database table USERS
 approver from a dropdown input supplied by the database
table USERS
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[9]

For each member of O, Fo becomes the set of parameters
on a signal event belonging to ti1,i or ti+1,i whichever
exists
In case of ‘Time Tracker’, the generated PSM will include a
state machine containing three states. State s1_0 of Figure 3
will be stereotyped as FrontEndView. The transition out of
this state has an action event called, search with the user
parameters, submitter, approver, status, startDateMinimum,
and startDateMaximum. The state preceding s1_0 calls a
deferrable event named, populateSearchScreen(submitter,
approver, status, startDateMinimum, startDateMaximum).
The transition to the state, s1_0 carries a tabular page variable
of (id, submitterName, approverName, status, startDate).

[10]
[11]
[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

C. Third Step: PSM to Code
This last step is done by the code generation tool. Currently,
we generate a PSM that could be edited by ArgoUML and
read by AndroMDA.

[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]

V.

CONCLUSION

[20]

This paper reflects the present state of research and
development of our method, so our main purpose has been to
present the concepts of the current tool and method. Our
method is a semi-automated approach for the generation of
web-based applications from requirements. This is done using
several transformations over use cases, user interface models,
state machines, design models and code.
A java application has been implemented to run the method.
This tool has so far been tried on several examples taken from
actual case studies including the ones found in [17].
As future work, we intend to cover more complicated cases.
We are especially interested in mixed problem classes,
applications with database transactions and multiple use cases
and state machines within the same application. We also
intend to evaluate the effectiveness of the method by having
group of developers evaluate it in practice.
We plan to improve the method itself by including tool and
platform profiles. These profiles would guarantee that the
method remains tool and platform independent. Profiles will
be provided as a component of a general family of platformindependent mapping patterns.

[21]

[22]

[23]
[24]

[25]

[26]

[27]
[28]
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automation support to the extent possible. As a result,
over a period of time, an enterprise ends up with a set
of isolated applications providing point solutions each
constructed for a specific purpose. Integration of such
disparate applications to realize the desired
requirements with maximal reuse is a critical challenge
for modern enterprises.
We model enterprise application as a 3-tuple
comprising of its data, service and process models [15].
The application integration problem can now be
visualized as a view-integration problem over data,
service and process models. Present Enterprise
Application Integration (EAI) [16] solutions only
provide ‘plumbing support’ for data adaptation and for
correct invocation of services in the light of the
integrated data models. Very little work of practical
significance is seen with regard to process level
integration [14]. Industry practice uses a set of
modeling notations such as BPEL [13], UML profile
for business process [12] etc. to specify business
processes. Semantic underpinnings of these notations
not being rich enough, they cannot be used for
verifying correctness of process integration. As a result,
industry practice has to depend only on testing – an
effort and time intensive activity. On the other hand, a
variety of formal techniques [3, 8, 9, 19, 26] using a
variety of formalisms [1, 17, 10] have been proposed to
address process integration problem. However, these
approaches have not seen wide industrial acceptance as
practitioners find them too involved to use and too
detailed to specify as compared to the high level
notations they are used to. Therefore, there is a need
for a pragmatic approach that combines the rigor due to
formal techniques and the usability and high level of
abstraction due to prevalent industry practice to
address the integration problem in a comprehensive
manner.

Abstract
The demand for integrating enterprise applications is
growing as a consequence of the need to support
dynamic cross-functional inter-organizational business
processes. Semantic underpinnings of the high level
notations used by Industry practice to specify
enterprise applications, and tools and techniques
prevalent in industry are not rich enough so as to be
able to capture and verify the required properties of
interest with rigor. As a result, ensuring semantic
correctness of integration of existing applications is a
manual effort intensive process. By combining the
usability of high level notations prevalent in industry
practice and the analytical rigor of formal techniques,
and visualizing the integration problem as a viewintegration problem over data, service and process
models, the problem can be addressed more
pragmatically. We present such an approach for viewintegration of process models wherein the principal
objective is to analyze the process views in the context
of reusability, adaptation and integration, and a
model-driven toolset to automate the approach.
Keywords: Business Process Integration, Modeldriven Integration, Model-driven Framework.

1. Introduction
Enterprises are witnessing an increased thrust on
collaboration and integration of existing applications to
fulfill the upcoming business demands.
In this
integrated environment, the enterprises are no longer
limited to a specific organization or department but
span across the entire value chain to provide value
added services [14, 16, 25]. Typically, enterprises are
organized into a set of departments each catering to a
cohesive functional need with IT systems providing
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This paper proposes a pragmatic approach for
analyzing business processes for integration properties
of interest, and a model-driven framework for
automating the approach. We present, process
automata [4] as an abstraction to formally represent a
process view, a set of integration properties of interest,
and a set of mediation operators to be used for
adaptation of a process view in conflict for a class of
mismatches. The rest of this paper is organized as
follows: Section 2 presents the approach. Section 3
provides an overview of the formal foundations of the
approach. Overview of a model-driven framework is
presented in Section 4 and section 5 concludes
outlining future work.

Application
Specific Model

Concern
Specific Model

Analysis
Specific Model

Process
View

FSA Model

…
Application
Model

Data View
CSP

Service
View

Structural Analysis

Formal Analysis

Fig 1. Model decomposition & transformation

2. Approach
Enterprise application integration is about realizing the
desired integrated application through maximal reuse
of existing applications. Consider Adesired is the desired
application that needs to be realized through maximal
reuse of existing applications A1, A2,…An. For safe
integration, it needs to be established whether an
existing application Ai fits into the context of Adesired or
not. In case of a mismatch, one would like to know if
the existing application could be made to fit with some
adaptation. The fitting applications, with or without
adaptation, can be considered for integration in order to
realize the desired application with assurances of
completeness of the integration.
We visualize an enterprise application being
specified in terms of its data, service and process
models that we term as views. Since an application is
designed to operate in a specific, and typically, isolated
context, built-in assumptions may sneak in the
definition of these views. We argue that these
assumptions lead to conflicts or mismatches while
integrating these applications. The fundamental issue in
enterprise application integration lies in identification
and mitigation of these conflicts. The conflict or
mismatches can be identified by verifying a set of
properties of each of these views. We term these
properties as integration properties. The identified
conflict/mismatch can be mitigated by transforming the
view in conflict. We term this transformation as
mediation. Since modeling notations used by industry
practice to specify these views are not amenable for
rigorous analysis, we introduce a set of formal models
for each of these views to enable formal analyses. We
term these formal models as analysis specific models.
Figure 1 depicts this separation of concerns. We use
model-2-model transformation specifications [24] as a
means to provide bi-directional transformation between

these models. Decomposition of an application into
views and transforming these views into a set of
analyzable models provide an opportunity to use
specialized tools and techniques in the respective
domains. We consider only the behavioral aspect of the
enterprise application in this paper.
The behavioral aspect of an enterprise application
is typically a control flow over a set of process steps. A
process step could either be a manual task or automated
through a service offered by an application. We
propose two integration properties, compatibility
property and completeness property, for process view
integration. Compatibility property verifies whether a
process view of an existing application Ai fits into the
context of the process view of the desired application
Adesired or not. Essentially, this property analyzes the
control flows over a set of process activities of two
process views in the context of reusability. The
completeness property ascertains the behavioral
completeness of a set of fitting process views of
existing applications with respect to the process view
of the desired application. This ensures the required
process activities of the desired process view are
present in any of the participating process views and
they do not violate any flow assumptions, and also
determines the gaps.
To enable rigorous analysis, we use process
automata as a formal representation of a process view
and use a set of mediation operators to adapt a process
view in conflict. The process automaton is based on
finite state automata [11] model. The concept of
simulation relation [17] and language containment [11]
are adopted appropriately with the notion of refinement
[2] for ascertaining the proposed integration properties.
The mediation operators are based on the concept of
refinement, abstraction and hiding. We use a popular
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formal toolset [7, 18] for automating the analyses. We
have developed a model-driven framework that
combines the rigor due to formal techniques and the
usability and high level of abstractions due to prevalent
industry practice to address the process integration
problem in a pragmatic manner.

3.2 Analysis technique

In this section, we present the important definitions to
establish proposed integration properties.
Mapping (M: E1ĺ E2)
In a real life integration scenario, different applications
may use different terminologies that reflect in different
vocabularies being used to describe their process
views. Mapping M describes a correspondence
between a set of events E1 of process P1 to a set of
events E2 of process P2.
e1:P1 ĺ e2:P2  Event e1 of process P1 and
event e2 of process P2 are semantically equivalent
events. We define a mapping function (fmap (event)),
which returns either the corresponding event e2 of E2
for a given event e1 of E1 from the provided M if event
exists in M or the event itself.

3. Formal foundation
Fundamentally, the identified integration properties are
kinds of checking refinement [2] using system
equivalence [17] and their pre-order relations. The
relations can be verified if the involved systems can be
visualized as a label transition system. By modeling the
behavioral aspect of enterprise application, process
view, as deterministic finite state automata, termed as
process automata [4], the verification of integration
properties can be visualized as the automata synthesis
problem. Due to the lack of space, we describe only the
important definitions and concepts in this paper. The
detail formal interpretation can be found in [4] and [5]

Restriction (P1, P2, M)
Given a mapping M, the Restriction of a process P1 by
a process P2 results in a process PR that contains only
those transitions of P1 whose corresponding events are
present in process P2, i.e. PR = Restriction (P1, P2,M),
where
Restriction (P1, P2, M) = Ignore (P1, (E1 – M(E2)))
Restriction operator ignores the transitions of P1 having
events from the set (E1 – M(E2)). Given a process P
and a set of events I, Ignore operator computes the
transitive closure graph by considering the set of
transitions triggered by e ∈ I as epsilon moves and
constructs an equivalent deterministic finite automaton
using subset construction algorithm.

3.1 Process automata
Formally, we represent a process view as a
deterministic finite state automaton wherein process
states are the states of automaton, process activities are
the alphabets or the events, and activity flows are the
state
transition
relations.
Parallelism
and
synchronization between activities is addressed by
flattening out the possible interleaving of activities.
The conditional expressions are also considered as the
events and transitions of the transition system. A
process automaton P is a 5-tuple: P (S, E, T, s, F)
where
S is a finite non empty set of process states.
E is a finite set of events, which represent the
vocabulary of process activities and conditional
expressions. The process activities and conditional
expressions are suitably mapped onto the events, i.e.
services, manual task and conditional expression over
process data can be visualizes as event of a process
automata.
T is a non empty set of transitions. A transition t ∈ T

Composition setting
Formally, a composition setting can be described as a
3-tuples (PD, PC, M), where PD is process automaton of
the process view of desired application Adesired, PC is a
set of process automata {P1, P2…Pn} of process views
of all participating applications A1, A2,…An, and M is
set mappings {M1, M2, …,Mn} respectively, where Mi
denotes the mapping between participating process
automata and desired process automata
Event Completeness
The event completeness criterion holds for a
composition setting CS = (PD, PC, M) iff it satisfies the
following condition
∀e ∈ E D , ∃ e' ∈ E C such that ( e = f map (e' ) )

e

is defined as, s ⎯⎯→ s' , where s is the source state, s'
is the target state and e is an event. The structural
constructs between process activities and conditional
expressions are mapped into the transitions relations.
s is the start state (s ∈ S).
F is the set of final states (F ∈ S).
We assume there is no incoming transition to the start
state and final states have no outgoing transitions.

Simulation relation
Given a mapping M, two processes P1 = (S1, E1, T1, s10,
F1) and P2 = (S2, E2, T2, s20, F2), a relation R ∈ S1× S2
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is called a simulation relation iff it satisfies the
following condition:

−

∀s1 ∈ S1 , s1 ' ∈ S1 and s 2 ∈ S 2
e
if (s1 , s 2 ) ∈ R, s1 ⎯⎯→ s1' then
f map (e)
∃s 2 ' ∈ S 2 s.t. s 2 ⎯⎯ ⎯ ⎯
⎯→ s 2 ' ∧ (s1 ' , s 2 ' ) ∈ R

Composition setting
completeness relation.

satisfies

the

event

3.3. Process mediation operators

map
s.t. , s i ⎯ ⎯
⎯⎯→ s i ' , where i ∈ [1, k]
A given a set of mapping M, product of participating
processes PC simulates the desired process PD, denoted
by PD ≤MC PC, if there exists a simulation relation R
∈SD × SC such that there exists an s0∈ sc0 that satisfies
(sD0, s0) ∈ R.

The proposed formal foundation provides a set of
techniques for analyzing the compatibility property and
completeness property. It also generates a counterexample in case of mismatches in execution orders of
the involved activities between the existing and the
desired processes. A certain class of conflicts can be
resolved by transforming the process model in conflict
into the desired process model using abstraction,
refinement, hiding technique. For instance, a process
activity of a specific process model can be realized as a
sequence of process activities in desired process model
(refinement), a sequence of process activities of a
process model can be considered as a single process
activity in desired process (abstraction), or an
unintended process activity (like notification of a
confirmation messages) is present in a process model,
which is not required in desired process. We term such
mismatch as resolvable mismatch. The other class of
mismatch can not be resolved by transformation
techniques, we term this class of mismatch as
irresolvable mismatch. For instance, if the process
activities violate the execution order, i.e. process
activity a2 is executing after the execution of process
activity a1 in a process model, and desired process
model expects a2 should be executed prior to the
execution of a1.

Compatibility property

3.4. Toolset

A compatibility property is proposed to determine the
extent of reusability of a process in the context of the
desired process and the adaptation required in case of a
mismatch. A process automaton P1 is compatible with
respect to process automaton P2 iff following condition
is satisfied:
Restriction (P2, P1,M)≤M P1

In order to automate the proposed formal techniques,
we have implemented a toolset, process automata
verification environment (PAVE), using Esterel [6],
fc2tools [7] and MONA package [18]. The toolset
implements proposed operators and the relations by
adopting various existing algorithms and formal
techniques. The implemented toolset uses an extended
FC2 [7] format as the input specification language.

A process P2 simulates process P1, denoted by P1 ≤M P2,
if there exists a simulation relation R ∈S1× S2 such that
(s10, s20) ∈ R.
Collective simulation relation
Let (PD, PC, M) is a composition setting where PD =
(SD, ED, TD, sD0, FD) is desired process automaton, PC =
(SC, EC, TC, sC0, FC) is collective process automaton of
process automata P1,P2,…,Pk and M is set of event
mapping. A relation R ∈ SD× SC is called a collective
simulation iff it obeys the following conditions:
∀ s d ∈ S D , s d ' ∈ S D and s = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s k } ∈ S C
e

if (s d , s) ∈ R, s d ⎯⎯→ s d' then ∃ s ' ∈ S C
f map ( e )
such that s ⎯ ⎯
⎯⎯→ s' ∧ ( s d ' , s' ) ∈ R
Where transitio n over the set of state of
participat ing process automata is as follows
f

(e )

map
s ⎯⎯
⎯⎯→ s' , there exists at least a i

f

(e)

Completeness Property

4. Model-driven framework
Completeness property ascertains that the desired
process can be realized by integrating the participating
processes. A given composition setting (PD, PC, M) is
complete iff the following conditions are satisfied:
Composition setting is safe i.e.
−
∀i ∈[1,k] , where k = | PC |, the compatibility
criteria holds for process Pi with respect to
desired process PD i.e. Restriction(PD,Pi,Mi)≤M Pi

We have automated the proposed approach through a
model-driven framework that supports i) creation of the
different kinds of models and bi-directional
transformations between them, ii) specification of
integration properties using a domain-specific
language, and iii) analysis toolkit. Among the various
models supported, Application model is high-level
specification of the entire application, Concern-specific
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model captures a specific concern of interest of an
application model, and Analysis-specific model
facilitates use formal verification techniques. All these
models are MOF-describable and hence can be
transformed from one to the other [24]. Analysis
specific model contains two parts: structural part and
behavioral part. The structural part conforms to a
specific metamodel with a place-holder for behavioral
part which is a textual specification conforming to a
specific formalism. For want of space, we do not
discuss details here which can be found in [5]. The core
functional units of the proposed framework are as
follows:

and structural part of the process automata specific
metamodel. The proposed schema is conforming to
QVT model-to-model transformation strategy [24].
The translation of process view model to process
automata specification (Process2Fc2) is a two steps
process. First we translate the process view into
Esterel program [6] using QVT model-to-text
transformation language (SpeclL) [21], and then we
use Esterel compiler and FC2Tools [7] to compile
the Esterel program into FC2 format.
Model Based Verification Engine (MBVE): This is
an environment for analyzing the MOF-describable
model elements. Typically, it verifies the invariants
over a set of model elements with or without
transformation. We use OCL and their corresponding
toolset to realize model based verification environment.
Analysis Engine: Analysis Engine is set of formal
tools. We use PAVE as the formal toolset for reasoning
proposed integration properties.

MDA Modeler: Provides support for defining various
MOF-describable meta models and models. We use
process view metamodel and process automata specific
metamodel proposed in [5]. Process view metamodel is
a concern-specific metamodel that is aligned with
BPEL constructs for specifying business processes.
Process automata metamodel is an analysis-specific
metamodel whose behavioral part conforms to the input
language of process automata verification language, i.e.
FC2 format.

Analysis process

UML Profile for business process [12], conforming to
BPEL constructs, is a visual language for specifying
business processes. We use this as a modeling language
for application model in our framework. The process
view model, conforming to process view metamodel, is
extracted from the application model using
Application2ProcessView schema. The process view
model is translated into process automata specific
model using Process2Analysis and Process2Fc2
transformation rules. The desired integration property
is typically a composition of formal relations and
invariants over model elements. Framework uses
analysis engine for reasoning the formal verification
and MBVE for model manipulation and structural
verification. Verification tool generates counterexample in case of any mismatch. Framework converts
that feedback into a process automata specific model.
The bidirectional Process2Analysis rules translate this
to process view model to show the mismatch to the
end-user.

Property Specification Language: A domain specific
language is proposed for specifying integration
properties at a higher-level of abstraction [5]. These
specifications are independent of the specific
formalism being used for analysis. The expression
language of the proposed language is based on Object
Constraint Language (OCL) [23] and property
specification constructs are based on first-order logic
and predicate logic.
Model Transformation Environment: This unit deals
with the basic requirement of the model transformation
mechanism (conforming to QVT transformation). This
provides an environment to specify the transformation
rules, at the meta model level, to automate the
transformation process. In order to establish the
interoperability between the supported models, we
define a set of transformation rules. The rules are:
1. Transformation between application model and
process view model (Application2ProcessView):
the process view metamodel is aligned with BPEL
constructs. The transformation from UML Profile
for business process to BPEL is defined in [12]. We
use the same strategy for this transformation.
2. Transformation between process view model and
process automata specific model: We define a
bidirectional mapping strategy, Process2Analysis
transformation, between process view metamodel

5. Conclusion
We argued that enterprise application integration (EAI)
is not just an interoperability issue that can be
adequately addressed using plumbing techniques only,
and the challenge lies in coming up with a pragmatic
approach for ensuring semantically correct integration.
We argued that though several formalisms, namely,
Petri-nets, finite state automata, CSP etc provide the
necessary rigor for analyzing properties of interest,
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they however do not easily scale up and are a bit
cumbersome to use for an average IT professional. We
presented a model-driven bi-directional bridge between
easy-to-use modeling notations and rigorous formal
abstractions to analyze properties of interest such as
compatibility and correctness (of business process
integration) which, we believe, will help an average IT
professional. We described a model-driven framework
that combines the convenience of high level notations
used by the industry practice and the rigor of formal
verification techniques to automate the proposed
approach. A holistic approach to EAI that combines
integration of data, service and process models is our
objective. Although the formal analysis described here
is restricted to process view integration, the core
concepts of our approach are designed to address EAI
problem as a whole. We think the work described in
this paper has helped us get an insight which will help
in addressing the EAI problem comprehensively in
future.
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approach provides a systematic way to test modeling and test
complexity analysis for software installation testing.

ABSTRACT
Software testing is the last critical phase in software quality
control. Software installation testing is one of the most
important and complex tasks in system testing. However, in past
years, researchers have not paid much attention to the related
issues and challenges in software installation testing. One of
them is test complexity analysis and planning. The paper uses a
test model, known as a semantic tree, to assist engineers in
modeling test complexity of software installation in terms of
diverse system environments and configurations, various
running conditions, and system functional features. The paper
presents one systematic method based on the model to compute
and analyze test complexity of software installation testing in
three perspectives: system configurations, system running
conditions, and system installation functions. The related
application examples and experimental results are reported.
KEYWORDS
Software modeling and analysis for testing, software installation
testing, and model-based testing complexity analysis.

This paper is structured as follows. The next section discusses
the background and related work in software installation testing
and model-based testing. Section 3 reviews the semantic tree
model, and its semantic spanning tree concepts and the related
algorithms. Section 4 demonstrates how to use this model to
compute the test complexity of software installation validation.
The detailed computation formulas and algorithms are given for
test complexity analysis. Moreover, application examples and
statistic results of analyzing software installation test
complexity for Turbo Tax. Finally, the concluding remarks and
future work are mentioned in Section 5.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
What is software installation testing? According to [19], its
major purpose is to validate the given software product to see if
it can be correctly installed in a specified system environment
with proper system configurations and running conditions. The
major focus of software installation validation is to find the
answers to the following questions:

Can the software be properly installed on all specified
system configurations?

On the specified system configuration environment, can the
software be successfully installed under each of the
validated running conditions?

Does the software demonstrate that its installation
functions and behaviors behave correctly?

1. INTRODUCTION
Software testing is the last critical phase in software quality
assurance. Software installation testing is one of the important
types of system testing. However, in past years, researchers
have not made enough effort to tackle the related issues and
challenges in software installation testing. Until now test and
QA engineers lack well-defined installation test models,
methods, and automation tools. In the real world, QA and test
engineers always encounter three challenge issues in software
installation validation.
1. A software product usually can be installed on a diverse
system environment with many different configurations.
Where is the solution, which helps them analyze diverse
system configurations for installation testing?
2. A software product is required to be installed successfully
under various system running conditions. Where is the
solution, which helps them analyze various system running
conditions for installation testing?
3. What is software installation test complexity for a given
software product?
4. How can engineers use a systematic approach to identify a
cost-effective test strategy (or test sequences) during test
they planning?

A detailed software installation test process has been given in
[19]. As pointed in [19], the problem space of software
installation testing can be presented as a 3-dimensional space,
in which the X-axis presents all specified system configurations,
the Y-axis presents all of system running conditions, and the Zaxis presents system installation functions. Clearly, well-defined
test models and systematic methods are needed to model and
present the issues in this space. This paper is written to address
the mentioned software installation issues using a model-based
approach.
Based on our recent literature survey, we found some related
work that has contributed to software installation testing. For
example, Edward Kit in his book [1] discussed the current status
and existing problems in installation testing in the real world. In
[3], Mark Pawson introduced the Install Shield Test Matrix,
which can be useful for testers to identify, document, and select
the major focuses in software installation validation. Using this
matrix, a tester can select test items and design test cases.
However, there are two issues with this matrix. First, there is a
lack of detailed engineering guidelines and systematic solutions
to help engineers identify and create this matrix. Second, if
software with complex configurations can be executed under
diverse running conditions to support different installation

This paper focuses on the first three issues and presents modelbased approaches to addressing them. This paper uses a test
model, known as a semantic tree [19], to demonstrate how to
perform test complexity analysis of software installation testing
in three aspects: a) system configurations, b) system running
conditions, and c) system installation functions. The major
contribution of this paper is its model-based test complexity
analysis method and algorithms. Moreover, its application
examples and case study results indicate that the proposed
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applications. In this approach, they used EFSMs and data
dependence models to measure system user response times and
performance.
This paper focuses on test complexity measurement for software
installation testing. We use a model-based approach to
analyzing software installation test complexity in three aspects:
system configurations, running conditions, installation
functions. A model-based algorithm is provided to allow
engineers to analyze installation test complexity in a systematic
way.

functions, generating this matrix manually becomes very
complex and too tedious. In addition, testers also need a rational
approach and strategy to make cost-effective testing trade-off,
measure test complexity, and analyze test cost and coverage for
software installation. Furthermore, there are some challenges
and methods in the development of software patches. The
proposed solutions in [4] are useful to identify the problems,
develop a patch, and create a deployable package. However,
systematic methods are needed in software installation and
patch testing in the industry to help engineers to identify and
control the test coverage and selections of reusable test cases for
installation testing in software evolution.

3. A TEST MODEL FOR INSTALLATION TESTING
This section reviews the test model, known as the semantic tree
model in [19] for software installation. Test engineers can use
this model to analyze, model, and present diverse system
configurations, complex running conditions, and various system
installation functions during installation test planning.
In [19], we have proposed a model, known as a semantic tree
model, which is formally defined as 3-tuple = (N, E, R), where

In 1999, Edward Kit in his book [1] reported the current practice
status and the existing problems in software installation testing
in the industry. Later, Chris Agruss [2] points out the test
automation needs in software installation. Mark Pawson
presents his approach – a test matrix to track test focuses and a
series of test cases for software installation testing.
Recently, the model-based software testing is becoming a hot
research topic in software engineering. There are numerous
published papers addressing different model-based software test
topics. For example, the basic concepts, motivations and issues
of model-based software testing are discussed in [5][6][7][8].
Different models have used in model-based software testing,
including state-based models [9][10], UML-based models
[11][12], syntax grammar models[13],and the statistical models
[14]. In [25], we introduce a semantic tree model for software
installation testing, and discuss its model-based test criteria for
system configurations, running conditions, and installation
functions.





N is a set of tree nodes. Three types of nodes exist: a) a
single root node, b) intermediate nodes, and c) leaf nodes.
E is a set of links in a tree. Each link connects a parent
node and child node in a tree.
R is a set of relations, and each item in R has a semantic
label that presents one semantic relation between a parent
node and its child nodes. Five types of semantic labels
exist: OR, AND, NOT, NAND, and Select-1.
Root Node

Intermediate Node

R
I-Node #1

Until now, the model-based approach has been used in different
areas of software testing. One area is model-based test
generation. For example, Offutt et al. in [10][15] discuss how to
generate tests from state-based model and UML-based model.
Fujiwara et al, in [16] presents the test selection methods based
on finite state models. Farchi et al in [17] share their thoughts on
how to generate tests for standard conformance using a modelbased approach.

I-Node #M

R
L-Node #1

L-Node #N

R

IM-Node #1
Leaf Node

IM-Node #J

R
L-IM-Node #1

L-IM-Node #P

Figure 1 A Semantic Tree Model
Figure 1 shows an example of the generic semantic tree model,
and Figure 2 shows the notation of the five different semantic
labels in a model. Table 1 lists the semantics of a semantic tree
model. As shown in Figure 3, this model can be useful to model
and present diverse system environment configurations, various
running conditions, and installation functions respectively [19].
In the rest of this section, some examples are given to
demonstrate its applications.

In addition, there are a number of papers focusing on modelbased test coverage analysis. Gao et al. in [19] discuss
component-based test coverage analysis using component APIbased function access models. D. Williams in [18] presents his
approach to analyze test coverage based on functional faults and
Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA), which is useful for IC
testing. FMEA approach performs a risk analysis on each
component of a system.
Some researchers have used model-based approach to conduct
regression testing. For example, Bogdan Korel et al [21]
presented their technique to use an extended finite state machine
(EFSM) as a model to support software regression testing. They
used an automatic approach to identify model changes and
impacts as well as related test changes and impacts.

Parent Node

Child Node

P-Node
EOR

C-Node #1

C-Node #M

P-Node

P-Node

AND
C-Node #1

Moreover, some recent publications use a model-based approach
to validate non-functional requirements of software, such as
reliability and performance. For example, Kirk Sayre and Jesse
Poore [21] evaluated the system reliability using a model-based
approach and metrics. Mahnaz Shamms et al. [22] presented a
model-based approach for testing the performance of web

NOT
C-Node

C-Node

P-Node

P-Node

NAND
C-Node
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Select-1
C-Node

C-Node

C-Node

c) installation functions. In this section, we use three derived
test models based on the semantic tree model to analyze the test
complexity in each dimension.

Figure 2 The Notations of the Five Semantic Labels

Root
a) A Semantic Tree

C

AND

A

Select-1

B

EOR
A1

Root

A

C

AND
EOR

Relation

The semantics of different relations

EOR

It represents an Exclusive-OR relation between a
parent node and its two child nodes. This indicates
that only one of its child nodes can be selected to
associate with its parent node.

AND

SELECT-1

NAND

It represents a NAND relation between a parent node
and its child nodes. This indicates that all of its child
nodes are not selected to associate with this parent
node.

NOT

It represents a NOT relation between a parent node
and its only child node. This indicates that the only
child node is not selected to associate with this parent
node.
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c) Spanning Tree II
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It represents a SELECT-1 relation with a parent node
and its child nodes. This indicates that only one of its
child nodes can be selected to associate with this
parent node at any time.

Select-1

B

A1

It represents an AND relation between a parent node
and its child nodes. This indicates that all of its child
nodes associate with its parent node at the same time.
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b) Spanning Tree I

Table 1 The Semantics of A Semantic Tree Model
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Figure 3 Semantic Tree Models for Software Installation
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Figure 4 A Semantic Tree Model and Its Spanning Tree

A semantic spanning tree GSPT is a sub-tree of a given semantic
tree model GST, where it holds the following properties:
GSPT must include all parent nodes in GST.
For each parent node Npi with the AND (or NAND)
relation, GSPT must include all of its child nodes and their
corresponding links.
For each parent node Npi with the EOR relation, GSPT must
include only one of its child nodes and its corresponding
link.
For each parent node Npi with the Select-1 relation, GSPT
must include only one of its child nodes and its
corresponding link.
For each parent node Npi with the NOT relation, GSPT must
include the only child node and its corresponding link.

Figure 5 A SEC Model and Its Test Complexity for Turbo Tax
4.1 Test Complexity Analysis for System Configurations
As discussed in [25], a semantic tree model can be used to
present diverse system environments and configurations using a
hierarchical way. Let’s use GSEC = (NSEC, ESEC, RSEC) to present
a such model, where NSEC is a set of nodes, ESEC stands for a set
of links between nodes, and RSEC stands for a set of semantic
relations between parent nodes and its child nodes. It is known
as the System Environment Configuration (SEC) model, in
which each leaf node presents one part (or component) of a
configured software system or one type of its configurations. As
shown in Figure 2, there may be five types of relations between
a parent node and its child nodes in each SEC model. A parent
node with an EOR relation suggests that only one of its two
child nodes can be picked as its configuration. A parent node
with a Select-1 relation indicates that any of its child nodes can
be selected as one of its configuration. A parent node with an
AND relation indicates that all its child nodes are required as a

Figure 4 shows a sample semantic tree model and two of its
semantic spanning trees. The derivation procedure for
generating a semantic spanning tree for the semantic tree GST is
given in [25]. The detailed algorithm to generate all semantic
spanning trees for a given semantic tree model is given in [24].
4. MODEL-BASED TEST COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
As discussed in Section 2, the software installation testing
problem space can be viewed in a 3-dimentional problem space.
We can use the semantic tree model to model the test problem
space and analyze its test complexity from three perspectives: a)
system environment configurations, b) running conditions, and
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Where j = 1, …, m, m is the number of its child nodes,
and Cj is a child node of Npi.

If its semantic relation with its child nodes is NAND, then
its complexity can be computed as follows.
(4)
Npi’s TComplexity = 0
Where j = 1, …, m, m is the number of its child nodes,
and Cj is a child node of Npi.
According to the semantics of the NAND relation, all child
nodes of Npi which are not supported in this release of
software.

If its semantic relation with its child node is NOT, then its
test complexity should be 0.
(5)
According to the semantics of the NOT relation, the child node
refers to a configuration which is not required for a product
release, hence the test complexity concerning this child node is
0. Figure 5 shows the configuration test complexity of the given
SEC model for Turbo Tax. For the Windox XP node, it has
three child nodes with SELECT-1 relation, its test complexity
equals to 3, which is the summation of its child nodes’ test
complexity. According to Figure 5, the total configuration test
complexity of the given SEC model is 10.

part of its configuration. A parent node with a NOT relation
suggest that its child node is not included in its configuration. A
parent node with a NAND relation indicates that all its child
nodes are not included in its configuration. Table 2 shows the
detailed semantics of the five relations in a SEC model. Figure 5
shows an example of a SEC model, which presents all operating
system configurations for Turbo Tax.
Clearly, a SEC model presents all the possible configurations
for installation software because each of its spanning trees
represents one of system configurations. Hence, as pointed out
in [25], we must check the test coverage for each system
environment configuration. In other words, we must test
installation software under each system configuration.
Table 2 Semantic Relations in a SEC Model
Relations

Semantics in a System Environment Configuration Model

EOR

P-Node must be provided and set up with only one of its exclusive
parts, which are denoted as two child nodes. In other words, the
two parts can’t be set up at same time.

AND

P-Node must be provided only when all of its child nodes are set
up.

NOT

P-Node must be provided without setting up its specific part,
denoted as the only child node.

NAND

P-Node must be provided without the support of some parts,
denoted as its child nodes.

Select-1

P-Node can be set up with any of one of its child nodes.

4.2 Test Complexity Analysis for System Running
Conditions
Similarly, we can use a semantic tree model to present the
diverse system installation conditions, which is known as the
System Installation Condition (SIC) model. For a given SIC
model, GSIC = (NSIC, ESIC, RSIC), where NSIC is a set of nodes,
ESIC stands for a set of links between nodes, and RSIC stands for
a set of semantic relations between parent nodes and its child
nodes. In this model, the root node presents the overall
condition under the system installation, and it depends on a
number of conditions. Each condition, as a parent node, may
depend on a number of sub-condition factors as its child nodes.
Each leaf node presents a special condition of its parent node (as
a condition factor). The same five semantic relations (AND,
NAND, EOR, SELECT-1, and NOT) can be used to present five
different types of relationships between a parent node and its
child nodes in a SIC model. Table 3 provides the detailed
semantics of the five relations in a SIC model. Figure 6 displays
an example, which presents various running conditions of Turbo
Tax. This model presents various system installation conditions
in a hierarchical tree model.

Therefore, the test complexity of system environment
configurations, denoted as SECComplexity, can be measured as
follows.
SECComplexity = No. of semantic spanning trees in GSEC
The algorithm of generating a semantic spanning tree is given in
[25]. The detailed algorithm of generating all spanning trees in a
semantic tree is given in [24].
Here we present a model-based method and its algorithm to
compute the test complexity of a SEC model in a hierarchical
way when we consider the test complexity of each leaf node in
GSEC is 1. This suggests that one test script is needed to set up
this configuration. To compute the test complexity of a SEC
model GSEC, we can work from leaf nodes to its parent nodes,
until the root node in a hierarchical approach using the formula
defined below.
For any parent node Npi of a semantic tree model G (say GSEC)
its test complexity can be computed based on its relation with its
child nodes and the test complexity of its child nodes. Let Cj
stands for a child node of Npi.






If its semantic relation with its child nodes is SELECT-1,
then its complexity can be computed as follows.
Npi’s TComplexity =  (Cj’s TComplexity)
(1)
Where j = 1, …, n, n is the number of its child nodes,
and Cj is a child node of Npi.
If its semantic relation with its child nodes is EOR, then its
complexity can be computed as follows.
Npi’s TComplexity =  (Cj’s TComplexity)
(2)
Where j = 1 or 2, and Cj is a child node of Npi.
If its semantic relation with its child nodes is AND, then its
complexity can be computed as follows.
Npi’s TComplexity=  (Cj’s TComplexity)
(3)

Figure 6 A SIC Model and Test Complexity for Turbo Tax
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proposed algorithm based on a given semantic model (a SEC
model or a SIC model).

Clearly, a SIC model presents all the possible system
installation conditions of a software product since each of its
spanning trees represents one combinational installation
condition.
Table 3 Semantic Relations in SIC Model
Relations

Semantics in an Installation Condition Model

EOR

P condition holds only when one of its two exclusive subconditions (denoted as child conditions) holds.

AND

P condition holds only when all of its child conditions hold.

NOT

P condition holds only when its child condition is not hold.

NAND

P condition holds only when all of its child conditions are not
hold.

Select-1

P condition holds when any one of its child conditions holds.

As shown in Figure 7, the node Installed has an EOR relation
with its two child nodes: Installed Once, and Installed More
Than Once. Its test complexity is equal to 2, which is the
summation of the test complexity of its two child nodes. The
root node of the SIC model has an AND relation with its three
nodes. Its test complexity is equal to 36 based on the formula
(3).
4.3 Test Complexity Analysis for System Installation
Functions
The semantic tree model can also be used to present the system
installation functions. We define it as the System Installation
Function (SIF) model. Let’s use GSIF = (NSIF, ESIF, RSIF) to
present a SIF model, where NSIF is a set of nodes, ESIF stands for
a set of edges between nodes, and RSIF stands for a set of
semantic relations between parent nodes and its child nodes.
This model presents all system installation functions in a
hierarchical format. A parent node in a SIF model presents a
high-level function and its child nodes present its low-level
functions (or sub-functions). A similar set of five semantic
relations is used to represent the relations between a parent and
its child nodes. Table 4 shows the detailed semantics of the five
relations in a SIF model.

int TestComplexity(node N)
{ // This function computes the test complexity of a given semantic tree
// (or a sub-tree), which is a SEC model or a SIC model.
// The node N is the root node of a given semantic tree (or a sub-tree).
// The final return result of this function is the computed total
// test complexity of the given semantic tree model.
int testComplexity = 0;
// this initialization only applies the first time this code is executed.
if node == leaf node then {
node.testComplexity = 1;
return node.testComplexity; }
else { // else node is a parent node, including a root node
switch (node N’s semantic relation) {
case ‘AND’:
for all child nodes, do
node.testComplexity =
node.testComplexity * TestComplexity(child node);

It should be noted that NAND and NOT relations only useful
when some functions (or components) of the system are not
required (supported) in a product release. Figure 9 displays a
sample SIF model for a product (Turbo Tax). It presents its
related system installation functions. Each lead node represents
a low-level system installation function. Each parent node
stands a high-level installation function. The SIF model can be
used to present system functions in two different views. One is a
hierarchical function view like Figure 9. And the other is a
functional feature view, which presents a system functional
feature in terms of its required system components (or subsystems).
Table 4 Semantic Relations in a SIF Model

break;
case ‘EOR’ or ‘SELECT-1’:
for each child node, do
node.testComplexity =
node.testComplexity + TestComplexity(child node);

break;
case ‘NAND’:
node.testComplexity = 0;
break;
default ‘NOT’:
node.testComplexity = 0;
break;
}
return testComplexity;
}

Relations

Semantics in a System Installation Function Model

EOR

The P function is supported only when any of its two exclusive
sub-functions (denoted as child nodes) is provided.

AND

The P function is supported only when all of its sub-functions (as
denoted child nodes) are provided.

NOT

The P function is supported without its specific sub-function,
denoted as the only child node.

NAND

The P function is supported without the support of some of its
sub-functions, denoted as its child nodes.

Select-1

P function is provided when anyone of its sub-functions (denoted
as child nodes) is provided.

}

Figure 7 The Algorithm for Test Complexity Analysis
for a SEC/SIC model
As discussed in [19], under any system configuration SECi,
engineers must perform software installation testing for each
combinational system running condition. As we know that it is a
common practice to use one test script to set up one
combinational running condition for a system. Hence, the test
complexity (SICComplexity) of system installation conditions can
be computed as follows:
SICComplexity = No. of semantic spanning trees in GSIC

In [25], we have defined a system installation function test
coverage criteria for a given software product P, executed under
a system installation condition SICj in a configured system
environment SECi below.

Similar to SECComplexity, we can use the formulas (1)-(5) to
compute SICComplexity of a SIC model (GSIC) in a hierarchical way
from its leaf nodes to the root node. Figure 7 shows the

For any leaf node Ni in GSIF, this criterion is achieved
when the given TIS includes at least one test case, which
exercise the corresponding function of Ni.

Leaf Node Function Test Criterion:
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a product usually are independent, that is why the complexity of
a parent with an AND relation can be computed using the
formula in (8). Figure 8 displays the test complexity for each
leaf node with the number of function test cases. Its function test
complexity is 39.

Adequate Leaf Node Function Test Criterion:
For any leaf node Ni in GSIF, this criterion is achieved
when the given TIS includes an adequate test set, which
exercise the corresponding function of Ni.
Adequate Parent Node Function Test Criterion:
For any parent node Npi in GSIF, including the root
and intermediate nodes, this criterion is achieved
when the given TIS includes an adequate test set for
child node. In other words, all of its child nodes
achieved its adequate test criterion.

node
only
each
have

To achieve these test criteria, we need to analyze the test
complexity for testing installation functions. Since a spanning
tree of a SIF model has no meaning in testing of software
installation, engineers need a systematic way to measure and
predicate the test complexity of software installation functions.
In this paper, we provide a well-defined model-based approach,
which computes the test complexity of installation function
testing based on a SIF model.
In a SIF model GSIF, any leaf node Ni presents a bottom-level
software installation function. Hence, it must have an adequate
functional test set. Let’s use the number of test cases (or scripts)
of its test set as its test complexity. We can compute the test
complexity of a SIF model from leaf nodes to a root node in a
hierarchical way.

Figure 8 A SIF Model and Its Test Complexity for Turbo Tax
We have used the proposed model-based method in test
complexity analysis for Turbo Tax. We create three semantic
tree models for Turbo Tax:
o A SEC model for Turbo Tax, which presents its diverse
system configurations.
o A SIC model for Turbo Tax, which presents its various
system running conditions.
o A SIF model for Turbo Tax, which presents its installation
functions.

For any parent node Npi of GSIF, its function test complexity can
be computed based on its relation with its child nodes and their
test complexity. Let Cj stands for a child node of Npi.










If its semantic relation with its child nodes is SELECT-1,
then its complexity can be computed as follows.
Npi’s FTComplexity =  (Cj’s FTComplexity)
(6)
Where j = 1, …, n, n is the number of its child nodes,
and Cj is a child node of Npi.
If its semantic relation with its child nodes is EOR, then its
complexity can be computed as follows.
Npi’s FTComplexity =  (Cj’s FTComplexity)
(7)
Where j = 1 or 2, and Cj is a child node of Npi.
If its semantic relation with its child nodes is AND, then its
complexity can be computed as follows.
Npi’s FTComplexity =  (Cj’s FTComplexity)
(8)
Where j = 1, …, m, m is the number of its child nodes,
and Cj is a child node of Npi.
If its semantic relation with its child nodes is NAND, then
its complexity can be computed as follows.
Npi’s FTComplexity = 0
(9)
Where j = 1, …, m, m is the number of its child nodes,
and Cj is a child node of Npi.
According to the semantics of the NAND relation, all child
nodes of Npi are its sub-functions which are not required
for this released product for installation function testing.
If its semantic relation with its child node is NOT, then its
test complexity should be 0. According to the semantics of
the NOT relation, the child node is not included as a part of
the supporting functions, hence the test complexity
concerning this child node is 0.
(10)

Table 5 shows the statistic analysis results of three models
(SEC. SIC, and SIF) for Turbo Tax. It displays the detailed
information about these models, including its test complexity
and height, the number of spanning trees, the number of leaf
nodes, and the number of tree nodes. Clearly, the test
complexity of the SEC model is the same as the number of its
different semantic spanning trees. Similarly, the test complexity
of the SIC model equals to the number of its semantic spanning
trees. Since the semantic spanning trees of software installation
testing of Turbo Tax, hence, we just compute its functional test
complexity using the given algorithm listed in Figure 9. Its
function test complexity is 36 for Turbo Tax considering the
fact that these function features are independent.
Table 5 The Statistics of Three Models for Turbo Tax
Mode
l
SEC
SIC
SIF

No. of
Spanning
Trees
10
36
---

No. of
Nodes

No. of Leaf
Nodes

14
16
21

10
10
15

Height of
Semantic
Tree Model
4
4
3

Test
Complexity
10
36
39

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper focuses on two problems in software installation
testing. The first issue is how to measure and analyze the test
complexity of software installation testing. This paper uses a
semantic tree model proposed in [19] to demonstrate how to

It is clear that these formulas are similar to the previous
formulas except formula (8). Since the installation functions for
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measure software installation test complexity in three
perspectives: system configurations, running conditions, and
installation functions. The proposed approach has been used in a
project at a local software company to help test engineers in
software installation testing, and has received very positive
feedbacks in modeling software installation test complexity and
analysis. The reported case study results indicates that the
proposed model-based approach has the distinct advantage on
systematic test complexity analysis and measurement for
software installation testing. The future work of this research
work is to develop a model-based test complexity analysis and
planning tool for software installation testing. It can be useful in
software installation testing based on the proposed models to
support test modeling and analysis, test generation and
sequences, and test coverage analysis.

Figure 9 Statistic Results of three Models for Turbo Tax
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describes an experiment carried out to its preliminary
evaluation. Section 4 analyses related work on similarity
measures. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper with a
discussion of the results obtained in this work and some
remarks on further work.

Abstract
This work proposes a similarity analysis model for
content-based filtering based on the technology of the
Semantic Web. Ontologies are the standard Semantic Web
knowledge representation formalism. Thus, the proposed
structure for representing user models and information
items is based on ontologies. The similarity between such
structures is calculated based on the similarity between
concepts of an ontology. A similarity measure is presented
and formalized according to a description logic. An
experiment conducted for its preliminary evaluation is also
introduced.

2. The Proposed Similarity Analysis Model
The similarity model proposed in this paper is an
adaptation from similarity between semantic cases
proposed on [10] and [11], adapted to the information
filtering context and using ontologies.
The first step in order to apply this model is to identify
the semantic cases of an application domain. Semantic
cases are user groups of interests, in which information
items can be classified. For instance, a group of interest
may be sports whose values can be football, tennis,
swimming, etc.
After the identification of semantic cases, a hierarchy of
categories associated to each semantic case is built. The
categories of each hierarchy are the terms or values that
each semantic case may assume. Each semantic case is
represented as the root of its own hierarchy that can be
constructed with the aid of a domain specialist or borrowed
from an available ontology.
User models are composed by a set of semantic cases,
representing the categories of user interests and a set of
concepts for each semantic case, representing the specific
interests of a user in each category. An information item
model is organized in a similar way.
Finally, the similarity between a user model and an
information item is calculated as follows: for each semantic
case that appears in both the models, the similarity among
the values of the semantic cases associated to the user and
the ones associated to the information item is calculated.

1. Introduction
Through the Web, a large amount of services and
information is available to users. Usually, Web users have
information needs that can be satisfied by a restricted set of
Web documents. Identifying such documents manually in
the huge amount of currently available documents is a
human impossible task. This phenomenon, in which the
user has access to an amount of information larger than that
it is able to deal with, is known as information overload.
This scenario has created a demand for effective
methods for accessing information. One approach to the
information overload problem is information filtering [3], a
research line that study how to satisfy the information
needs of heterogenous users through dynamic and
unstructured information sources.
The first generation of the Web was developed focusing
on how the information is displayed and not on how it is
structured. The lack of semantic structure of the
information available on the Web affects the filtering
effectiveness. Differently, in the Semantic Web [17], data
are structured in a way that can be “understood” by
software applications such as intelligent agents. This
semantic structure can be used to increase the effectiveness
of information retrieval and filtering systems.
Similarity is a very important concept in this context. An
item is recommended to a user if it is similar to its interests.
On way of taking advantage of the Semantic Web
technologies in information filtering and retrieval
applications is using measures to compute the similarity
considering ontologies, one of the formalisms used to
represent Semantic Web resources.
This paper introduces a measure to compute the
similarity between the concepts of an ontology hierarchy,
and a semantic case based similarity model which uses
such a measure.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the semantic case based similarity model. Section 3

2.1. Semantic Cases
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A semantic case represents a characteristic of an
information item through which user´s interests can be
specified. A hierarchy of terms is associated with each
semantic case. These terms are the possible values that a
user model or information item model can have for each
semantic case. For instance, in the context of the Infonorma
system [7][8][9], a legal recommender system, semantics
cases would represent a legal branch and the type of a
normative instrument, main groups of interest of legal
users.
Consider, in another example, a system of a hypothetical
supermarket with the goal of recommending products for
its customers. Such products can be divided in meats,
vegetables, or masses. Meats, for instance, can be classified
according to the hierarchy shown in Figure 1. Thus, the

semantics cases of interests are meat, vegetables and
masses, and the types of each one are the terms of each
case.
Formally, we can represent a semantic case as a concept
C in a T-Box . The terms of semantic case C are all the
concepts of that are subsumed by C, that is, a concept D
is a term of semantic case C if, and only if,
. In the
example of the supermarket, the concept Meat represents a
semantic case and its subclasses are the values that the
semantic case Meat can assume.

2.3. Similarity between Semantic Cases
2.3.1. Properties of similarity measures
The concept of similarity is very intuitive and widely
used. Some intuitive notions of this concept are discussed
in [13]. Two items are considered similar regarding the
amount of commonalities they share. The more
characteristics they have in common, the higher similarity
between them. On the other hand, the more differences they
have, the less similar they will be. The higher similarity
between two items is achieved when they are identical.
Besides the empirical criteria, many formal models have
been proposed to express the similarity. Some of the
premises assumed by formal models of a similarity
relationship are listed in [18]:
Reflexivity: An object is similar to itself;
Symmetry: If the A object is similar to the B object
then B is also similar to A.
The proposed similarity measure was developed in such
a way that it holds the symmetry and reflexivity properties
having value range between 0 and 1.
Be
and
two semantic case based models and
a function that denotes the similarity
between these two sets, then
must hold
the following properties. First, the similarity between a
semantic case based model and itself should be maximum
and equal to 1. This property is related to reflexivity.
Formally:

Meat

White Meat

Poultry

...

Red Meat

Fish

Freshwater
Fish

...

Beef

...

Sea Fish

Figure 1 - Example of a semantic case hierarchy

2.2. User and Information Items Models
It was said that semantic cases represent categories of
interests of the users and that such categories can be used to
describe an information item. In this way, user and
information item models must reference the values of the
semantic cases.
Both users and information item models are represented
by a set of values for each considered semantic case. These
values are terms or concepts in the ontology hierarchy
associated with the semantic case. Each semantic case in a
user or information item model has a weight that represents
its relevance in the application domain.
In the similarity analysis model considered in this work,
a user model, denoted by , can be defined as follows:

(1)
The similarity between two models that share no
commonalities, i.e. two models which elements have no
similarity between them, should be minimal and equal to 0.
As property 1 states that the maximum similarity is 1, the
similarity between two arbitrary models should be:
(2)
Also, the similarity function should be symmetric.
Intuitively it can be stated that if A is similar to B, then B is
similar to A in the same extent. Therefore,

A weight is assigned to each semantic case, denoted by
meaning how interested the user is in the group of
interest (
). For each semantic case there is
, the set of the values of
in which the
user has
interest.

(3)
2.3.2. The proposed similarity measures
As stated before, the similarity between two semantic
case based models is given as a function of the values of
the semantic cases in each model. Such similarity is
computed adding, for each semantic case i appearing both
in
and in , the higher value of the similarity between
the elements of
and times the weight of i. This weight
can be the one in or in or a combination of both. Other
criteria could be used to the similarity between the set of
semantic cases as, for instance, the mean of the similarities

The representation of the information items must be
coherent with the representation of the user models. Here, a
representation of an information item is denoted by :

Similarly, each semantic case describing an information
item is associated with a set of terms:
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between
and . However, the higher value approach
was the one that fit best in properties 1, 2 and 3.
The
is given by:

(4)

Before introducing the calculation of the closeness
between two terms, it is worth to remember that a term is a
concept of an ontology. Thus, a function for computing the
closeness between ontology concepts can be used to
compute the similarity between terms.
The closeness between two concepts e is computed
considering the hierarchy of the respective semantic case.
The set
denotes the set of all concepts that subsume C
(
). For instance, considering Figure 1, it is true that:

where:
a)

is the term “j” associated to the semantic
case in the user model ;
b)
is the term “k” associated to the semantic
case in the information item model ;
c)
is the weight of the semantic case ;
to follow
In order for the function
properties 1, 2 and 3, the function
must also
follow these properties and the following condition must be
true:

(5)
It is important to stress that, when comparing two
objects, one is interested in determining how much
and
commonality they share. Within an ontology, if
then the concepts and share all characteristics
of the concept . This way, the set of all concepts which
characteristics are present both in concepts
and
is
. Intuitively, one can realize that the
given by
higher the value of
(number of elements of set
), the higher the similarity between and .
However, unless the two concepts being compared are
equivalent, the characteristics shared by both of them
describe only a part of each one. It is also needed to take
into account the characteristics that the concepts do not
share. An approach for that is to define the similarity
between two concepts as the proportion of the amount of
characteristics they have in common and all the
characteristics of each one. As mentioned before,
is an approximation for the amount of characteristics both
concepts have in common. Similarly, an approximation for
the amount of characteristics in the concepts and may
be defined, respectively, as
and
. The similarity
between two concepts is a function defined by:

In order to prove that the
function
follows the properties 1, 2 and 3 it is assumed now that
) also follows those properties. This
assumption will be proved further. Thus, the reflexivity
property is granted because in the computation of
, equal terms are compared and, as it was
assumed that
follows properties 1 and 2,
then, the similarities between these equal terms will be 1.
will allways be 1 and:
Hence,

(6)

Once assumed that
follows property 2, the
can assume is 1 and
higher value that
the lower, 0. As it has been shown that the function
assumes the value 1 when
to
guarantee it follows property 2, all that it should be
demonstrated is that this function has 0 as lowest value. For
two sets
e
that do not share any commonality,
for every (
. Then,

Considering the hierarchy of Figure 1, it is possible to
compute the similarity between the concepts Sea Fish
(represented as SF) and Freshwater Fish (represented as
FF), given by:

The similarity between the concepts Freshwater Fish
(FF) and Poultry (P) is:

The similarity function follows property 3 since
.
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Pairs of Words

car, automobile
gem, jewel
journey, voyage
boy, lad
coast, shore
asylum, madhouse
magician, wizard
midday, noon
furnace, stove
food, fruit
bird, cock
bird, crane
tool, implement
brother, monk
crane, implement
lad, brother
journey, car
monk, oracle
cemetery, woodland
food, rooster
coast, hill
forest, graveyard
shore, woodland
monk, slave
coast, forest
lad, wizard
chord, smile
glass, magician
noon, string
rooster, voyage
Correlation with
Miller & Charles

Earlier it was assumed that the function
follows the three properties identified in Section 2.3.1.
Now it will be demonstrated that the assumption is true. In
first place,
reaches its higher value (which is 1)
when
, because in this case:
, and then:

The function
reaches its lower value when
and have no superclasses in common, i.e.
:

Miller &
Charles

0,98
0,96
0,96
0,94
0,93
0,90
0,88
0,86
0,78
0,77
0,76
0,74
0,74
0,71
0,42
0,42
0,29
0,28
0,24
0,22
0,22
0,21
0,16
0,14
0,11
0,11
0,03
0,03
0,02
0,02
1,00

Resnick

0,38
0,66
0,36
0,47
0,56
0,72
0,74
0,65
0,16
0,05
0,48
0,48
0,44
0,69
0,23
0,16
0,00
0,16
0,05
0,05
0,41
0,05
0,09
0,16
0,09
0,16
0,18
0,16
0,00
0,00
0,77

Wu &
Palmer

1,00
1,00
0,93
0,92
0,92
0,95
1,00
1,00
0,53
0,36
0,95
0,86
0,92
0,93
0,71
0,67
0,13
0,53
0,31
0,24
0,71
0,31
0,55
0,67
0,50
0,67
0,50
0,46
0,15
0,10
0,77

Lin

1,00
1,00
0,69
0,82
0,97
0,98
1,00
1,00
0,22
0,13
0,80
0
0,92
0,25
0
0,29
0
0,23
0,08
0,10
0,71
0,08
0,14
0,25
0,13
0,27
0,27
0,13
0
0
0,74

Leacock & Drumond
Chodorow

0,90
0,90
0,72
0,72
0,72
0,72
0,90
0,90
0,38
0,38
0,72
0,55
0,72
0,72
0,49
0,49
0,24
0,38
0,32
0,24
0,49
0,32
0,45
0,49
0,41
0,49
0,30
0,38
0,28
0,15
0,82

1,00
1,00
0,93
0,95
0,92
0,95
1,00
1,00
0,59
0,33
0,95
0,86
0,93
0,95
0,75
0,78
0,12
0,67
0,25
0,24
0,71
0,25
0,43
0,78
0,40
0,78
0,50
0,35
0,15
0,10
0,75

Table 1 - Correlation of Drumond´s similarity
measures with the Miller and Charles
Finally, it is true that
, as demonstrated:

, since

In the first approach the semantic similarity is assessed
as a function of the distance between the terms in the
hierarchical structure underlying the ontology [4]. The
higher the distance between them, the less similar they are.
The measure proposed by Leacock and Chodorow [12] uses
this approach. The similarity between two concepts C and
D is given as a function of the shortest path between C and
D and the maximum depth of the hierarchy.
The measure defined in [19] also uses a path distance
approach but it also considers the least common subsumer
(LCS) operator [1] that computes the most specific
generalization of the input concepts. The measure of Wu
and Palmer [19] considers the depth of the LCS of the input
concepts C and D and the depths of the input concepts.
The information content approach is founded on the
Information Theory. According to the Information Theory
[5], the information content of a sentence C is measured by
the negative logarithm of the probability that sentence C is
true, P(C).
According to Resnick [16] the amount of information
shared by two concepts is indicated in a taxonomy by the
LCS of these concepts. Resnick also states that if the
sentence C is a concept, P(C), is the probability that a
randomly chosen individual be an instance of C. Thus,
Resnick defines the similarity between two concepts as the
amount of information in the LCS of these two concepts.
The measure proposed by Lin [13] correlates the
measures of Resnick and the one of Wu and Palmer [19].
This measure is a ratio between information content in the
LCS of the input concepts and the information content in
both concepts.
Some of the cited approaches are based on path distance
which, according to Resnick [16], do not correlate well
with human judgement. Other approaches use the LCS
operator, whose computation is, in the worst case,
exponential in the size of input descriptions [2].

3. A preliminary evaluation
Once the goal of the similarity measures presented here
is to help human users with the information access, one
reasonable way to evaluate such measures is through their
correlation with human judgement.
An experiment by Miller and Charles [15] provided
some data useful for evaluating similarity measures. In this
experiment, 38 students asked to rate the similarity of the
meaning of 30 pairs of nouns. The similarity between the
same pairs of nouns used by Miller and Charles was
computed using the WordNet thesaurus [14] and the
similarity measure between concepts of Equation 6 and the
ones proposed by Leacock and Chodorow [12], Lin [13],
Resnick [16] and Wu and Palmer [19]. The results as well
as their correlation to the results in [15] are shown in Table
1.
The value of the similarities were normalized such that
they are all in a scale ranging from 0 (no similarity) to 1
(synonyms).
Table 1 shows that the correlation of our measure with
the experiment from Miller and Charles is very similar to
the other approaches. It also shows that the results of our
measure are very similar to the ones by Wu and Palmer.

4. Related Work
Most of the methods for determining the semantic
similarity between entities within a single ontology use one
of these approaches [6]: path distance and information
content.
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The approach proposed here uses some of the ideas
discussed but use neither a path distance approach nor the
LCS operator.

[6] D'AMATO, C., FANIZZI, N., & ESPOSITO, F.
(2005). A semantic similarity measure for expressive
Description Logics. CILC 2005, Convegno Italiano di
Logica Computazionale. Rome, Italy.
[7] DRUMOND, L., GIRARDI, R., & LEITE, A. (2007).
A Case Study on the Application of the MAAEM
Methodology for the Specification Modeling of
Recommender Systems in the Legal Domain.
Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on
Enterprise Information Systems ICEIS 2007 (pp. 155160). Funchal: INSTICC.
[8] DRUMOND, L., GIRARDI, R., & LEITE, A. (2007).
Architectural Design of a Multi-Agent Recommender
System for the Legal Domain. Proceedings of the
Eleventh International Conference on ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE and LAW (ICAIL 2007) (pp. 183188). Palo Alto, EUA: ACM Press.
[9] DRUMOND, L., GIRARDI, R. (2008). A Multi-agent
Legal Recommender System. Journal of Artificial Intelligence and Law (to appear).
[10] GIRARDI, R. (1995). Classification and Retrieval of
Software through their Descriptions in Natural
Language. Genebra, Suíça: Imprimerie de l´Université
de Geneve.
[11] GIRARDI, R., & IBRAHIM, B. (1995). Using
English to Retrieve Software. The Journal of Systems
and Software, Special Issue on Software Reusability ,
pp. 249-270.
[12] LEACOCK, C., & CHODOROW, M. (1998).
Combining Local Context and WordNet Similarity for
Word Sense Identification. In C. Fellbaum (Ed.),
WordNet: A Lexical Reference System and its
Application (pp. 265–283). Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press.
[13] LIN, D. (1998). An Information-Theoretic Definition
of Similarity. Proceedings of the International
Conference on Machine Learning (ICML) (pp. 296304). Morgan Kaufman, San Francisco, CA.
[14] MILLER, G. A. (1995). WordNet: a lexical database
for English. In: Communications of the ACM, 38 (11),
pp. 39 - 41.
[15] MILLER, G. A., & CHARLES, W. G. (1991).
Contextual correlates of semantic similarity.
Language and Cognitive Processes , 6 (1), pp. 1-28.
[16] RESNICK, P. (1999). Semantic similarity in a
taxonomy: An information-based measure and its
application to problems of ambiguity in natural
language. Journal of Artificial Intelligence Research ,
pp. 95-130.
[17] SHADBOLT, N., HALL, W.; BERNERS-LEE, T. The
Semantic Web revisited. Intelligent Systems, v. 21, p.
96-101, 2006.
[18] WANGENHEIM, G., & WANGENHEIM, A. (2003).
Raciocínio Baseado em Casos (Vol. I). Curitiba:
Manole.
[19] WU, Z., & PALMER, M. (1994). Verb semantics and
lexical selection. 32nd Annual Meeting of the
Association for Computational Linguistics, (pp. 133–
138).

5. Conclusions and Further Work
This work introduced a similarity analysis model for
content based filtering based on the Semantic Web
technologies. Such model is based on the similarity
between concepts within a single ontology.
Two measures are proposed here: one for assessing the
similarity between the semantic cases based models and
another one for calculating the similarity between concepts.
The similarity between semantic case based models was
not evaluated yet. Work on its evaluation is needed to
determine is effectiveness.
The similarity between concepts was compared with
other existing approaches. Results show that its correlation
with the Miller and Charles experiment [15] is similar to
the correlation of other approaches with the same
experiment. Its correlation with the results from Miller and
Charles is 0.75, while the correlation of the other
considered approaches have ranged from 0.74 to 0.82.
However, our approach does not make use of the LCS
operator [1] nor needs a probabilistic model of the domain
of application, which makes its complexity simpler. Further
work on the evaluation of measures for computing the
similarity between semantic case based model is still
needed.
Experiments are currently being conducted to evaluate
the benefits of the similarity analysis model by applying it
in content based and collaborative filtering applications.
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properties (known as slots) representing various
features and attributes, and restrictions imposed on the
slots. The combination of ontology and a set of
individuals (instances of categories) constitute a
knowledge base.
The expression of concepts and their relationship in
ontology relies on the assumption that all the existing
knowledge components in the web are accurate.
However in the real world, the contents of the web are
commonly imprecise or even contradicting. The
dilemma of utilizing traditional approaches in
development of ontologies becomes more challenging
due to the exponential growth of web contents with
various degrees of uncertainty.
In this paper we review the current state of
utilization of concepts of uncertainty and approximate
reasoning in the Web environment. This includes
methods designed for representing and reasoning with
knowledge when Boolean yes/no values are
inapplicable. There are different approaches applied to
situations that involve uncertainty such as fuzzy sets,
probability theory, belief functions, rough sets and
random sets. The most commonly used approaches to
deal with uncertainty in the Web are Bayesian models
[11, 19] and fuzzy logic. In this paper we focus on
fuzzy approaches. The objectives of this paper are:
1. to represent web utilization situations that would
benefit from the application of uncertainty and
approximate reasoning;
2. to review methodologies that can be applied to
these situations focusing on fuzzy approaches.
An extensive study of related works has been
performed to address the above objectives. We hope
the result of this research will bring better
understanding of the concept of uncertainty in the web
environment and the need for its inclusion in
development of new web technologies. We also stress
that there is a need for a standard representation of
uncertainty in the web environment. Currently, there
are no web standards addressing the issues of
representing uncertainty and reasoning with
uncertainty.

Abstract
The current Web includes billions of web pages and
is rapidly growing. Therefore extraction of relevant
information from the web is not trivial. Providing web
services and improving man/machine interoperability
are important issues that should be satisfied even in
the presence of incomplete and inconsistent
information. This paper reviews current research
works on representing uncertainty and approximate
reasoning in the web environment. We also examine
methodologies that can address situations that involve
uncertainty. We focus on fuzzy methods.

1. Introduction
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), founded in
1994, is an international consortium working on
development of Web standards and guidelines that
address many critical aspects of the Web. For example,
information exchange among web applications, better
utilization of web technologies, as well as interaction
between humans and computers. In a nutshell, W3C’s
mission is to make the Web as useful as possible to as
many users as possible.
In 2001, the inventor of the Web and director of
W3C Tim Berners-Lee introduced a new vision of the
World Wide Web that is called the Semantic Web. He
envisioned an environment where software agents are
capable of analyzing the web contents and performing
many tasks on user behalf at different levels of
difficulty. The most important novelty of the Semantic
Web is application of ontology as a means for effective
integration and sharing of information - “people can’t
share knowledge if they do not speak a common
language” [9].
Ontologies are widely discussed in Artificial
Intelligence and have a long history in philosophy.
They support knowledge sharing through well defined
and partially ordered descriptions of concepts.
Ontology is an “explicit specification of
conceptualization” [15]. In other words, ontology is a
formal description of categories (concepts), their
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The rest of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 discusses the issue of uncertainty in the
context of the Web. Section 3 reviews the technologies
and definitions employed in this paper: uncertainty
representation, principles of fuzzy theory, and a brief
description of the Semantic Web. Section 4 examines
approaches used for representing knowledge based on
the concept of fuzziness. Section 5 discusses different
applications of fuzzy methods to handle uncertainty in
the semantic web framework, and finally Section 6
concludes the paper with a discussion.







2. Uncertainty and Web Utilization
2.1 Sources and Nature of Uncertainty
The Web is consisted of immense amount of data.
Information retrieval from this extremely huge source
is not immune to inconsistencies or uncertainties.
Uncertainty or imprecision on the web can be related
to two main factors: first, even in extremely accurate
measurements we are uncertain about the implications;
and second, the human perception [42] is
fundamentally unable to conduct completely accurate
measurements.
The Uncertainty Reasoning for the World Wide
Web Incubator Group (URW3 XG) created under the
W3C is dedicated to define reasoning and
representation of uncertainty on the web and related
technologies more appropriately. URW3 considers two
facets of uncertainty:
1. aleatory: uncertainty is an inherent property of the
world;
2. epistemic: uncertainty is due to someone’s lack of
knowledge.
In the first case we can assign degrees of truth and in
the second we might assign different possibility
degrees to possible alternatives. Furthermore, we can
consider five types of uncertainties that may occur on
the web: inconsistency, ambiguity, vagueness,
randomness, and incompleteness. Examples of the
above uncertainty types on the web scale are discussed
in the next section.

drawing conclusions and making decision in such
circumstances.
Information precision – information acquired by a
user can be inherently imprecise. For example,
weather forecast. Standards for representing and
reasoning with uncertainty enable utilization of
such information.
Concept mapping between ontologies – the
Semantic Web vision is based on ontologies and
interaction among them. The issue of expressing
degrees of similarity between concepts is related
to vagueness and ambiguity.
Identification and Composition of Web Services –
any activities related to identification of services
requested by a user and building a complex
services based on a simple ones have to be
equipped with methods and techniques that
address the problem of imperfect match between
user’s request and available services.

3. Preliminaries
3.1 Uncertainty Representation
3.1.1 General Approach
A number of different approaches for representing
uncertainty can be found in [22]. Below we shortly
review descriptions of the most intuitive ones:
 Probability theory: Uncertainty means assigning a
number between 0 and 1 to subsets of alternatives.
This number – probability – represents the
likelihood that the desired alternative is in a
subset.
 Fuzzy set and fuzzy measure theories: Fuzzy sets
are capable of expressing imprecision and
vagueness. In fuzzy sets, our focus is not on a
matter of affirmation or denial, but rather on a
matter of degree. A number of special classes of
measures are used: plausibility and belief
measures, as well as the classical probability
measures. Fuzzy measures can indicate levels of
information sufficiency to determine if an element
belongs to a specific set.
 Rough set theory: Uncertainty about an element
belonging to a set is expressed in terms of two
subsets, a lower approximation and an upper
approximation.
Among these three approaches we are going to focus
on fuzzy-based approach [8, 12, 23, 37]. There is a
fundamental difference in the semantics of fuzzy logic
and probabilistic logic. In fuzzy logic, a statement can
be true to a certain extent or an entity belongs to a
class to a certain degree. This degree is assumed to be
known with certainty. In probabilistic reasoning, there

2.2 Example Scenarios
Multiple aspects of the Web can be associated with
uncertainty. The following example scenarios are just a
few that represent the most intuitive illustration of
needs that uncertainty can address.
 Information correctness and availability – it is the
essence of the Web, and such issues as partially
correct or even incorrect information or lack of
information have to be addressed. Representation
and reasoning with uncertainty provide ways for
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is a probability that a statement is true or false. In this
case the statement itself is either true or false, but
neither both nor something in between. Hence fuzzy
logic sees the world as continuous instead of binary,
while probabilistic logics make a claim about the
randomness of the world or the observer’s state of
certainty [35].

includes the various states of truth in between. For
example, the result of a comparison between two
things could be not “tall” or “short” but “0.38 of
tallness”.
3.2 Semantic Web and Ontology
The concept of the Semantic Web was introduced in
May 2001 in Scientific American by Tim Berners-Lee,
James Hendler, and Ora Lassila [5]. Over the last years
the Semantic Web has been described in many ways:
an extension of the current web in which information
is given well-defined meaning, a place where machines
can analyze all the data on the Web [5]. A common
element of all of these definitions is a reference to a
new method of representing data. The formation of the
Semantic Web has been led by advances in the area of
data and knowledge representation.
In a nutshell, the Semantic Web can be seen as a
new representation of resources on the World Wide
Web. It is virtually a hub of linked information that
can be accessible and operable by programs. These
programs can be in a form of software agents or any
other applications which are capable of handing the
semantics of the information.
The new representation of resources on the web is
based on usage of ontology. Ontology is a formal,
explicit specification of a shared conceptualization
[16]. It is a set of well-defined classes to describe data
models in the specific domain. Ontology has ability to
present interrelated resources. Together with their
instances, ontologies work as knowledge characters to
express the individual facts [30].
In the Semantic Web environment ontology is
specified using Resource Description Framework
(RDF). RDF is a foundation for processing metadata
[31]. RDF is a standard for describing resources and
information on the web. It provides interoperability
between applications that exchange machineunderstandable information on the Web. Resource
Description Framework Schema (RDFS) is used as an
ontology language supporting exchange of knowledge
over the web. RDF and RDFS serve as the basic
methodology of expressing web resources in the form
of triples: a subject, a predicate (i.e. verb), and an
object (consider them as start, label and end of the
edge respectively in a labeled, directed graph).
Another ontology specification language is a
combination of DARPA Agent Markup Language
(DAML) and Ontology Inference Layer (OIL) called
DAML+OIL. It enables the creation of ontologies for
any domain and the instantiation of these ontologies in
the description of specific web sites. DAML+OIL
enhances and extends RDFS with richer modeling

3.1.2 Principles of Fuzziness
Real situations are very often not crisp and
deterministic therefore they cannot be described
precisely. They are very often uncertain or vague in a
number of ways. One aspect of uncertainty is related to
lack of information about the future state of the
system. This type of uncertainty is handled
appropriately by probability theory and statistics. It is
assumed that the events are well defined. This is in
contrast to the vagueness concerning the description of
the semantic meaning of the event, phenomena or
statements, which is called fuzziness [28, 39, 43].
Fuzziness can be found in many areas of daily life.
It is particularly frequent, however, in all areas in
which human judgment, evaluation, and decisions are
important. One of the most important reasons for that
is that human daily communication uses natural
languages and a good part of human thinking is done
with it. In these natural languages the meaning of the
words is very often vague. The meaning of a word
might even be well defined, but when using the word
as a label for a set, the boundaries within which objects
belong to the set or not, become fuzzy or vague.
Examples are words such as “birds” (how about
penguins, bats, etc.?), “red flowers”, but also terms
such as “tall men”, “creditworthy customer”. In this
context, two kinds of fuzziness with respect to their
origins can be distinguished: intrinsic fuzziness and
informational fuzziness. The former is illustrated by
“tall men”. This term is fuzzy because the meaning of
tall is fuzzy and dependent on the context. An example
of the latter is the term “creditworthy customer”: a
creditworthy customer can possibly be described
completely and crisply if a large number of descriptors
are used. However, this is more than a human being
could handle simultaneously. Therefore the term,
which in psychology is called a “subjective category”
becomes fuzzy.
The idea of fuzzy theory was first introduced by
Lotfi Zadeh at the University of California at Berkeley
in the 1960s [40]. Zadeh was working on the problem
of computer understanding of natural language.
Natural language is not easily translated into the
absolute terms of “true” and “false”. Fuzzy logic
includes “true” and “false” as extreme cases of truth
about phenomena or statement. Fuzzy logic also
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primitives [36] to represent the semantics of resources
and information.
The latest web resource ontology language is Web
Ontology Language (OWL), which has been proposed
as the recommendation by W3C. OWL has many
correspondences with Description Logic (DL). DLs [3]
are considered the most important formalism to
represent knowledge of an application domain. They
combine traditions of Frame-based systems, Semantic
Networks and KL-ONE-like languages, ObjectOriented representations, Semantic data models, and
Type systems. OWL is not only for representing
information on the web, but it also improves the
capability to process the information and increases the
interoperability among software agents [24]. OWL
defines a family of three languages: OWL Lite, OWL
Full, and OWL-DL.

understanding of DLs is indispensable for Semantic
Web researchers [20].
In addition, research is being conducted in the area
of introducing rules to OWL. Semantic Web Rule
Language (SWRL) is a proposal that combines OWL
(DL and Lite) with the Rule Markup Language
(RuleML). Fuzzy-SWRL (f-SWRL) is a fuzzy
extension of Semantic Web Rule Language [26]. In
both the antecedent and consequent of f-SWRL rules
atoms can have weights between [0,1]. f-SWRL
provides a powerful and flexible knowledge
representation and very convenient for multimedia
domain.
The results of work on fuzzy ontologies are
reported in [34]. A framework called Fuzzy Ontology
Generation frAmefork (FOGA) has been developed. It
combines fuzzy logic and Formal Concept Analysis
(FCA) [13] to represent the uncertainty information by
a value in the range from 0 to 1 (linguistic variables
are no longer needed). FOGA automatically generates
fuzzy ontologies based on data with uncertainty.

4. Fuzziness and Ontology Languages
The developments related to Semantic Web, and
especially the application of ontology to knowledge
representation, have created a suitable setting for
representing uncertainty.
Fuzzy OWL, developed in the National Technical
University of Athens [32], has been proposed in 2006.
In this approach, a class is defined by a membership
function that returns the membership value between
[0,1] representing a degree of belonging of a given
object to the class. Fuzzy OWL uses crisp OWL’s
syntax for class, property axioms and definitions.
Reasoning is done using a reasoning platform – Fuzzy
Reasoning Engine (FiRE), and FiRE uses RACER DL1
engine syntax. Fuzzy of OWL (FOWL) [29] is another
extention to the OWL by fuzzy logic to capture
uncertain and imprecise knowledge with modifying
operators.
DL in the web ontology language (OWL-DL)
corresponds to SHOIN(D)2 description logic. In other
words OWL-DL is using SHOIN description logic to
represent knowledge and reason about it. Straccia
presented a fuzzy extension of SHOIN(D) showing
that its representation and reasoning capabilities go
beyond classical SHOIN(D) [33]. A main feature of
fuzzy SHOIN(D) is that the subsumption relation
between classes and the entailment relation is no more
a crisp yes/no problem, but it becomes now fuzzy, i.e.
is established to some degree. Since many languages
such as OWL-DL are based on DLs therefore a better

1

5. Fuzziness in the Semantic Web Systems
First steps in introduction of fuzziness to knowledge
representation are associated with first applications of
fuzziness to building web applications.
A collaborative filtering multi-agent model was
introduced in [17]. It relies on fuzzy linguistic
approach [41]. The retrieval capabilities of this model
do not utilize a user’s profile what is seen as a
drawback. This limitation is addressed in the further
work [18] through modifying the model by
incorporating a user profile to improve information
retrieval. The new model combines semantic web
technologies with a dynamic user’s profile relying on
fuzzy linguistic techniques.
Haibin and Yan proposed a framework called soft
Semantic Web Services agent (soft SWS agent) [38]
providing high quality semantic web services using
fuzzy neural networks and genetic algorithms. The
core of soft SWS agent is the Intelligent Inference
Engine (IIE) that uses a four-layer fuzzy neural
network. Linguistic variables entered to the network
are transformed into output variables after undergoing
fuzzy processing.
A concept-matching information retrieval system –
a system that retrieves web pages that are conceptually
related to the implicit concepts of the query – is
introduced in [14]. The system uses fuzzy synonymy
and fuzzy generality interrelations as a means of
representing word interrelations. It applies SynonymyBased Concept Representation Model (FIS-CRM) to
extract the concepts from web pages and user’s

www.sts.tu-harburg.de/~r.f.moeller/racer

2

SHOIN(D) forms the core of OWL-DL (OWL-DL is a syntactic
variant of SHOIN(D))
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queries. The vectors used in FIS-CRM are fuzzy
values representing occurrences of concepts instead of
terms.
Acampora and Loia describe a multilayer
architecture to design Ambient Intelligent (AmI) [4]
systems providing efficient and uniform utilization of
control activities [1]. This multiplayer architecture
employs markup-based technologies to transform
rough information on sensors, actuators and services
towards “smart data”. In particular they are using
Fuzzy Markup Language (FML) [2] to provide fuzzy
web services. FML language is a novel computer
language used to model control systems based on
fuzzy logic theories. The main feature of FML is the
transparency property: the FML programs can be
executed on different hardware without additional
efforts. This property is fundamental in ubiquitous
computing environment where computers are available
throughout the physical environment and appear
invisible and transparent to the user.
Nikravesh introduces a new architecture for
semantic web search engines based on Fuzzy
Conceptual Model (FCM) to handle the ambiguity and
imprecision of the concept on the Internet [25]. In the
FCM approach, the concept is defined by a series of
keywords with different weights depending on the
importance of each keyword. Ambiguity of concepts is
defined by a set of imprecise concepts described using
fuzzy concepts. The fuzzy concepts are related to a set
of imprecise words identified by context. Imprecise
words can be translated into precise words using
ontology
and
ambiguity
resolution
through
clarification dialog.
A popular statement about the Web – “anyone can
say anything about anything” means that information
can be of different trustworthiness. The agents in the
semantic web framework have to be able to make
judgments to choose a single, most reliable source
from alternative sources of information. Trust is an
essential component of the semantic web vision [5-7].
In [10], the authors treat trust as a degree that a
source can be trusted. They introduce a model that
takes into account partial trust, distrust and ignorance
simultaneously. This model is particularly useful when
the trustworthiness of many sources of information is
unknown for a user at the beginning. This does not
mean the user distrust all sources but eventually further
evidence reveals their credibility.

of uncertainty. Uncertainty is inherently present in
many application domains. This has initiated research
activities leading to additions of elements of
probabilistic and fuzzy theories to existing knowledge
representation formats. As we presented above,
fuzziness has already been introduced to ontologies.
Some of the items that sill need attention are:
 inclusion of fuzziness to DL and OWL-DL and
development of reasoning systems taking full
advantaged of introduced fuzziness; this would
also include fuzzy rules;
 construction of fuzzy ontologies where
relationships (is-a, as well as relationships defined
by object properties) among concepts are
expressed by a number in the range from 0 to 1
[34], development of methods for automatic
construction of such ontolgies and their interaction
with normal (crisp) ontologies;
 development of fuzzy-based methods and
algorithms for matching and comparison of
ontologies.
It should be also stated, that fuzzy logic cannot
address all faces of imperfect knowledge. For example,
rough sets theory [27] has been proposed to deal with
indiscernibility of objects. Therefore, fuzzy methods
used to represent ontologies can be combined with
rough sets to handle uncertainty in DLs [21].
6.2 Web Services
The Semantic Web promises a change in a way a
human will use the Internet. According to its motto
web agents should be able to act on behalf of users and
like users. It seems that fulfillment of that promise
means existence of agents that have capabilities to deal
with uncertainty. It is essential to develop agents that
can use imprecise information and reason about it. In
particular, the following issues should be addressed:
 selection of most suitable services in the presence
of partial information;
 integration of atomic services when they are not
fully compatible;
 supporting user in human-centric (like) multicriteria decision making when multiple
alternatives and service providers are available.
With the assumption that information uncertainty can
be expressed by ontology, there is a need for methods
and techniques able to automatically identify levels of
information uncertainty, store that information, and
reason about it. Utilization of all those things depends
on existence of open-source and commercial reasoning
engines capable of handling uncertainty.

6. Discussion
6.1 Knowledge Representation
Currently, typical ontology formalisms have very
limited or no capabilities to represent different aspects
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Abstract
With Web services, distributed applications can be encapsulated as self-contained, discoverable software components that can be integrated to create other applications.
BPEL allows for the composition of existing Web services
to create new higher-function Web services. We identiﬁed
that the techniques currently applied at development time
are not sufﬁcient for ensuring the reliability of composite
Web services In this paper, we present a language-based
approach to transparently adapting BPEL processes to improve reliability. This approach addresses reliability at the
Business process layer (i.e the language layer) using a code
generator, which weaves fault-tolerant code to the original
code and an external proxy. The generated code uses standard BPEL constructs, and therefore, does not require any
changes to the BPEL engine.
Keywords: Web service composition, Reliability, Adaptability, Business Process.

1 Introduction
Web services are gaining acceptance as the predominant
standards-based approach to building open distributed systems. With Web services, distributed applications can be
encapsulated as self-contained, discoverable and Internetaccessible software components that can be integrated to
create other applications. The fundamental aspects of Web
services can be summarized as follows: (1) strict separation
of service interface description, implementation, and binding; (2) declarative policies and Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) to govern service interactions; and (3) loosely coupled, standards-based and message-centric interactions between autonomous and replaceable service components [1].
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To facilitate ﬂexibility and interoperability, Web services
are described using a standard, machine-readable, XMLbased language called Web Service Description Language.
This service description provides the details necessary to interact with the service, including message formats that detail the operations, transport protocols, and location. Finally, interaction with Web services is achieved through
SOAP messaging.
The family of speciﬁcations that make up the Web service standards includes a speciﬁcation for service composition known as Business Process Execution Language
(BPEL). BPEL allows for the composition of existing Web
services to create new higher-function Web services [2].
BPEL is used to deﬁne workﬂows that represent composite
services. The composite services, also known as business
processes, contain activities that coordinate the interaction
between the partner services in the composition. Figure 1(a)
illustrates a business process that is a composition of two
service: (1) a service that retrieves the addresses of nearby
businesses; and (2) a service that gets the driving directions
to a given address. Figure 1(b) depicts a basic set of workﬂow patterns that are supported by BPEL. In the sequence
pattern (Figure 1(b)(i)), an activity in a process is enabled
after the completion of another activity in the same process.
Parallelism (Figure 1(b)(ii)), allows activities to be executed
simultaneously. Loops (Figure 1(b)(iii)), allow for one or
more activities to be executed repeatedly. In the choice pattern (Figure 1(b)(iv)), a number of branches are chosen and
executed as parallel threads. Based on these basic patterns,
more sophisticated constructs can be built [3].
As the use of Web services continues to grow, so has
the need to deliver reliable service compositions with precise Quality of Service (QoS) attributes covering functional
correctness, performance and dependability [1]. This is because current Web services standards provide limited constructs for specifying exceptional behavior and recovery
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actions. Currently, BPEL is a composition language that
mainly concentrates on modeling the business process in
terms of interacting Web services but does not consider the
behavior of such models at runtime.
While it is relatively easy to make an individual service
fault-tolerant, addressing reliability and availability of Web
services collaborating in multiple application scenarios is a
challenging task. This is because the integration of multiple services, which are potentially developed and maintained on autonomous heterogeneous environments, introduces new levels of complexity in management. Thus the
composed service has no inﬂuence over the factors affecting QoS provision and partner services can spontaneously
appear and disappear over on the Internet. Moreover, services may fail because of problems in their execution such
as network faults, overload and lack of resources [1].
Given the unreliability of communication channels, the
unbounded communication delays, and the autonomy of the
interacting services, it is difﬁcult for developers of composite services to anticipate and account for all the dynamics
of such interactions. There is therefore a need for adaptability in composed services to make them more robust and
dependable. The need for adaptability is particularly evident in complex long-running applications as is found in
scientiﬁc Grid computing. In Grid computing, computational and storage resources are exposed as an extensible
set of networked services that can be aggregated to create

higher-function applications [4]. These highly available applications need to remain operational and rapidly responsive
even when failures disrupt some of the nodes in the system.
In this paper, we present a systematic approach to making existing aggregate Web services more tolerant to the
failure. We demonstrate how a composite Web service, deﬁned as a BPEL process, can be instrumented automatically
to monitor its partner Web services at runtime. To achieve
this, events such as faults and timeouts are monitored from
within the adapted process. We show how our adapted process is augmented with a proxy that dynamically replaces
failed services. In doing this, we improve the fault tolerance
and performance of BPEL processes by transparently adapting their behavior. By transparent, we mean the following;
ﬁrst, the adaptation preserves the original behavior of the
business process and does not tangle the code that provides
self-healing and self-optimization behavior with that of the
business process; and second, the fault-tolerant approach
does not need any modiﬁcation of the BPEL engine1. This
transparency is achieved by using a dynamic proxy that encapsulates the autonomic behavior (adaptive code).
The rest of this paper is is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a background in addressing reliability in
composite components. Section 3 overviews our approach
and gives a brief introduction to the RobustBPEL framework, we also describes the dynamic proxy. Section 4 contains some related work. Finally, some concluding remarks
are provided in Section 5.

2 Addressing Reliability in Composite Components
The goal of fault-tolerance is to improve dependability
in a system by enabling it to perform its intended functions
in the presence of a given number of faults [5]. There exists several deﬁnitions of dependability. These deﬁnitions
often depend on the attributes (e.g., availability, reliability
and safety) of the system that are being deﬁned as a criterion
to decide whether or not a system is dependable at a given
time. The attribute deﬁned may depend on the intended use
of the system [6].
In general, dependability is based on the notion of reliance in the context of interacting components. It associates to the relation depends upon, where a component A
depends upon a component B if the correctness of B’s service delivery is necessary for the correctness of A’s service
delivery [6]. This relationship is typical of composite services since they are entirely dependent on interaction with
partner services. An error may propagate from a partner to
the composite thereby creating new errors.
1A
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BPEL engine is a virtual machine that executes BPEL grammar

Our work focuses on the reliability attribute of dependability with a specialization on robustness as a secondary
attribute. Avizienis [6] deﬁnes reliability as the continuity of correct service, it deﬁnes robustness as dependability with respect to external faults. Techniques for achieving dependability that are applied at development time are
not sufﬁcient enough for ensuring the reliability of composite Web services that are expected to dynamically discover
and assemble components, conﬁgure themselves, and operate securely and reliably in a completely automated manner. This calls for the development of new reliability techniques that introduce autonomic functionality to address
these challenges.
New reliability techniques for service compositions can
be developed at four layers. Figure 2 shows the different
layers at which reliability techniques can be applied.
Business Process
Layer

Consumer

SOAP Messaging
Layer
Transport Layer

Network

SOAP Messaging
Layer
Service Provider
Layer

Program component

Provider
Message flow

Figure 2. Layers to apply reliability techniques
Service provider layer: At this level, reliability focuses
on the service hosting environment. Here, reliability can be
achieved by techniques that provide redundancy of computation and data, load sharing to improve performance and
fault tolerance, and clustering which interconnects multiple
servers to avoid single point of failure [1].
Transport layer: At this level, the focus is on implementing reliable messaging for Web services at the transport
layer. Since the reliability of SOAP messaging is dependent
on the underlying transport layer, techniques in this layer
center on using message-oriented middleware (MOM) [7]
to ensure reliability and robustness of message trafﬁc.
SOAP messaging layer: Addressing reliability at this
layer focuses on extending SOAP messages to include reliability properties that allow messages to be delivered reliably
between services in the presence of component, system, or
network failures.

Business process layer: Reliability at this layer aims to
provide dependable composition of Web services through
advanced failure handling and compensation-based transaction protocols [1]. Efforts in this layer can be categorized
into two groups; language-based and non language-based
approaches. Language-based techniques provide advanced
failure handling and adaptability by augmenting the process logic with additional language constructs while nonlanguage based approaches focus speciﬁcally on the process supporting infrastructure such as the execution engine.
Our work ﬁts into this category by enabling adaptability
in BPEL process to address the concerns raised above. One
might argue that BPEL should be extended with constructs
to handle those concerns. However, this would increase the
complexity of the language and it is also against the principle of separation of concerns. Constructs for specifying
exceptional behavior and recovery actions should be modularized and externalized and not scattered and tangled with
the service implementation. Entangling the logic for exceptional behavior and recovery actions with the business
logic of the application negatively impacts maintainability
and adaptability.

3 Overview of Our Approach
We developed RobustBPEL [8] as part of the transparent
shaping programming model. Using RobustBPEL, we can
automatically generate an adapt-ready version of an existing BPEL process. In a typical composed Web service (see
Figure 1(a)), a request is ﬁrst sent by the client program,
then the composite Web service interacts with its partner
Web services and responds to the client. If one of the partner services fails, then the whole process is subject to failure. To avoid such situations, adapt-ready version of the
original composed service monitors the behavior of it partners and tries to tolerate their failure. As monitoring all
the partner Web services might not be necessary, the developer can select only a subset of Web service partners to
be monitored. The adapt-ready process monitors selected
Web services and in the presence of faults it will forward
the corresponding request to a proxy. The proxy is generated speciﬁcally for this adapt-ready process and provides
the same interface as those of the monitored Web services.
The proxy in its turn forwards the request to a substitute
Web service.
In this work, we make the following assumptions: (1)
two services are substitute, if they implement the same interface; (2) Web service partners are stateless and idempotent. It is possible for two applications to be functionally
equivalent without necessarily having the exact same interface. When this occurs, a wrapper interface/service can be
used to harmonize the differences in their interfaces.
Given the rapid uptake of the service oriented program-
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Client Program

ming model, we expect the emergence of numerous services
that are functionally equivalent and thus can be substituted.
For instance, in our driving-direction example (Figure 1(a)),
if the default map generation service provided by Google
fails, it should be possible to substitute this service with
that of MSN, Yahoo! or Mapquest. Also, in Grid programming environments where scientiﬁc applications are run on
computational Grids, a failed (or slow) Grid service can be
replaced by another service on the Grid. Thus, in our approach, we associate an adapt-ready composed service with
a dynamic proxy (which is also a Web service) and its job is
to discover and bind to substitute Web services.

2
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3.1 High-Level Architecture
Figure 3 illustrates the architectural diagram of an application using an adapt-ready BPEL process augmented
with its corresponding dynamic proxy. This ﬁgure shows
the steps of interactions among the components of a typical
adapt-ready BPEL process. Similar to a static proxy, the interface for the generated dynamic proxy is exactly the same
as that of the monitored Web service. Thus, the operations
and input/output variables of the proxy are the same as that
of the monitored invocation. When more than one service
is monitored within a BPEL process, the interface for the
speciﬁc proxy is an aggregation of all the interfaces of the
monitored Web services. For example, the dynamic proxy
in Figure 3 has ÔØ and ÔØ , which are the port types of the
two monitored Web services (namely, Ï Ë and Ï Ë ). At
runtime, if a monitored service fails (or an invocation timeout occurs), the input message for that service is used as
input message for the proxy. The proxy invokes the equivalent service with that same input message. A reply from the
substitute service is sent back to the adapted BPEL process
via the proxy.
Although the adapt-ready BPEL process remains a functional Web service and the proxy is an autonomic Web service (encapsulates autonomic attributes), functional Web
services can behave in an autonomic manner by virtue of
their interaction with autonomic Web services. By replacing failed and delayed services with substitutes, the proxy
service provides self-healing and self-optimization behavior to the BPEL process, thereby making the BPEL process
autonomic.

3.2 Incorporating Generic Hooks inside the
Adapt-Ready BPEL Processes
Following the Transparent Shaping programming
model [9], we ﬁrst need to incorporate some generic hooks
at sensitive joinpoints in the original BPEL process. These
joinpoints are certain points in the execution path of the
program at which adaptive code can be introduced at run

Figure 3. Architectural diagram showing the
sequence of interactions among the components in an adapt-ready BPEL process augmented with its corresponding dynamic proxy.

time. Key to identifying joinpoints is knowing where
in the BPEL process sensing and actuating are required
and inserting appropriate code (hooks) to do so. Because
a BPEL process is an aggregation of services, the most
appropriate place to insert interception hooks is at the
interaction joinpoints (i.e., the invocation instructions). The
monitoring code we insert is in the form of standard BPEL
constructs to ensure the portability of the modiﬁed process.
We adapt the BPEL process by identifying points in the
process at which external Web services are invoked and then
wrapping each of those invocations with a BPEL scope
that contains the desired fault and event handlers. A fault
can be a programmatic error generated by a Web service
partner of the BPEL process or unexpected errors from the
Web service infrastructure. The unmonitored invocation is
ﬁrst wrapped in a scope container which contains fault and
event handlers. The fault handlers detect any faults generated as a result of the invocation of the partner Web service. A fault-handling activity is deﬁned, which basically
forwards the request to the dynamic proxy. When a fault
is generated by the partner service invocation, this fault is
caught and the proxy service is invoked to substitute for the
unavailable or failed service.
For the event handler, an alarm clause is used to specify
a timeout. A timeout can be used, for instance, to limit the
amount of time that a process can wait for a reply from an
invoked Web service. If the partner service fails to reply
within the time stipulated in the timeout event, a generated
fault forces the monitored invocation to terminate and the
proxy service is invoked as a substitute.
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4 Related Work
Since Web services technology is still emerging, most
of the work that aim to address the requirements for reliable
and fault tolerant Web services execution are still in their infancy. These efforts can be distinguished by their focus on
different layers (see Figure 2) of the Web services infrastructure . We note that our work is focused on the business
process layer and as a result the work in the other layers are
complementary to ours.

4.1 SOAP Messaging Layer
Some works aim to address the reliability of Web
services from the SOAP messaging layer by addressing
the issues concerning reliable transport-independent messaging. To this end, SOAP-based protocols like WSReliableMessaging [10] and WS-Reliability [11] strive to
standardize message delivery by specifying rules for acknowledgment, message correlation, ordered delivery and
so on. Such a protocol does however contribute to inefﬁciency if the underlying transport layer does use protocols
that address reliable message delivery [1].

4.2 Transport Layer
Other approaches and technologies focus on implementing reliable massaging for Web services at the transport
layer. The reliability of SOAP messaging largely depends
on the underlying transport chosen. Since SOAP-overHTTP is not reliable, attempts are being made to build messaging middleware that accept messages from sending processes and delivers them reliably to receiving processes.
Reliable messaging implementations communicate across a
network on behalf of senders and receivers, and have builtin transactional support to manage message conversations
in the context of a larger business process [1]. Examples of
message-oriented middleware are IBM WebsphereMQ [12]
and Microsoft Message Queuing (MSMQ) [13]. These
implementations support their own proprietary messaging
APIs and protocols, as well as the standard Java Message
Service (JMS) API [14]. These approaches however do not
guarantee reliability for multi-hop messaging over different
protocols as they assume that reliable transport protocols
will be available for the entire path of the message [1, 15].

4.3 Service Provider Layer
At this layer, approaches focus on the service hosting
container. Here, approaches aim to achieve reliability by using techniques that provide redundancy of computation and
data, load sharing to improve performance and fault tolerance, and clustering to avoid single point of failure [1].
Dialani et al. [16] provide an approach to enabling fault
tolerance in stateful Web services by requiring the developer to implement an interface for rollback and checkpoint.

Birman et al. [17] propose extensions to the Web services
architecture to support mission-critical applications. They
propose some extensions to track the health of individual
Web service.

4.4 Business Process Layer
We further categorize works that focus on the business
process layer into two groups: language-based and non
language-based.
Non-language based approaches focus speciﬁcally on
the process supporting infrastructure such as the execution
engine. They include wsBus [18], which is a lightweight
service-oriented middleware for transparently enacting recovery action in service-based processes. This approach
is modular and separates the business logic of the process
from the QoS requirements; however, this approach requires the installation of additional middleware.
Charﬁ et al. [19] use an aspect-based container to provide
middleware support for BPEL. The process container is the
runtime environment for the BPEL process. All interactions
go through the container which plugs in support for nonfunctional requirements. This framework is different from
ours because it requires a purpose built BPEL engine.
Language-based techniques provide advanced failure
handling and adaptability by augmenting the process logic
with additional language constructs. These approaches include BPEL for Java (BPELJ), which combines the capabilities of BPEL and the Java programming language. This
combination is achieved by extending the BPEL to allow
for sections of Java code to be included in BPEL process
deﬁnitions. BPELJ, however, requires an extended BPEL
engine that understands the additional constructs. Also, exception handling logic in BPELJ often gets tangled with the
process logic, thus hampering maintainability.
Other language-based techniques include the work done
by Baresi et al. [20]. In their approach, BPEL processes
are monitored at run-time to check whether individual services comply with their contracts. Monitors are automatically deﬁned as additional services and linked to the service
composition via annotations in the composition. This approach achieves the desired separation of concern, however,
it requires manually modifying the original BPEL process
and the monitoring code is entangled with the process logic.
The manual modiﬁcation of BPEL code is not only difﬁcult
and error prone, but also hinders maintainability.

5 Conclusion
Techniques that are applied at development time are not
sufﬁcient enough for ensuring the reliability of composite Web services that are expected to dynamically discover
and assemble components, conﬁgure themselves, and oper-
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ate securely and reliably in a completely automated manner. This calls for the development of new reliability techniques that introduce autonomic functionality to address
these challenges. New reliability techniques for service
compositions can be developed at four layers, namely; (1)
Service provider, (2) SOAP messaging, (3) Transport and
(4) Business process layers. We presented a language-based
approach to transparently adapting BPEL processes to improve reliability. This approach addresses reliability at the
Business process layer.
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Abstract: Software reuse is a key aspect for improving quality and productivity. However, this process is more effective
when systematically planned and managed in the context of a specific domain, where application families share some
functionality. In this scenario, Domain Engineering (DE) has been seen as a facilitator to obtain the desired benefits.
Nevertheless, the existing domain engineering processes present crucial problems, such as lacking of details in the three
basic steps of domain engineering and not being systematic. Thus, this paper aims at defining a systematic process to
perform domain engineering based on the-state-of-the-art in the area, which includes the steps of domain analysis,
domain design, and domain implementation. An experimental study evaluates the viability of the use of the process and
the impact of applying it to a domain engineering project.

(DD), and Domain Implementation (DI). In general, the
main goal of Domain Analysis is domain scoping and
defining a set of reusable, configurable requirements for the
systems in the domain. Next, Domain Design develops a
common architecture for the system in the domain and
devising a product plan. Finally, Domain Implementation
implements the reusable assets, for example, reusable
components, domain-specific languages, generators, and a
production process [11].
The next sections presents each step in details.

1 Introduction
In the context of software reuse, important research
including company reports [1], [2], [3], [4], informal
research [5], [6] and empirical studies [7], [8], [9] have
highlighted the relevance of a reuse process, once the most
common way of software reuse involves developing
applications reusing pre-defined assets.
However, the existing reuse processes present crucial
problems [10], such as: they do not cover the three steps of
domain engineering:
domain analysis, design and
implementation; besides, they do not define activities, subactivities, roles, inputs, outputs of each step in a systematic
way.
Thus, this paper presents a systematic software reuse
process to perform domain engineering, which includes the
steps of domain analysis, domain design, and domain
implementation, based on a set of activities, sub-activities,
inputs, outputs, principles, guidelines, and roles.

2.1 The Domain Analysis Step
The term domain analysis was first introduced by
Neighbors [12] as “the activity of identifying the objects
and operations of a class of similar systems in a particular
problem domain.” However, neither Neighbors’ nor many
other works [13], [14] address the issue of “how to
perform” domain analysis. These works focus on the
outcome, not on the process, and success stories are more
the exception than the rule.
Typically, knowledge of a domain evolves over time
until enough experience has been accumulated and several
systems have been implemented, so generic abstractions can
be isolated and reused. In this context, our goal, in
concordance with Prieto-Diaz [14], (pg. 48) is: “to find
ways to extract, organize, represent, manipulate and
understand reusable information, to formalize the domain
analysis process, and to develop technologies and tools to
support it.”

2 The Domain Engineering Process
Domain engineering is the activity of collecting,
organizing, and storing past experience in building systems
or parts of systems in a particular domain in the form of
reusable assets (i.e. reusable work products), as well as
providing an adequate means for reusing these assets (e.g.
retrieval, qualification, dissemination, adaptation, assembly)
when building new systems [11].
A domain engineering process should define three
important steps: Domain Analysis (DA), Domain Design
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The approach for domain analysis has three activities:
Plan Domain, Model Domain and Validate Domain.

A3. Check for homonyms. As a complementary subactivity to the search for synonyms, it is necessary to search
for homonyms, i.e., the same literal term used with different
meanings in different contexts;
A4. Model Validation. This sub-activity corresponds to
the matching of the requirements that were expressed by
stakeholders and the domain model, in order to validate its
completeness and accuracy; and
A5. Document the domain. In order to document the
domain, the meta-model defined in [17] is used, consisting
of the following information: Domain description; Domain
defining rules; Exemplar system selection; Documentation;
Domain Context Relationship; Domain genealogy; and
Feature.

2.1.1 Plan Domain
The first activity in the approach corresponds to a
preparation phase, to determine whether it makes good
sense to invest in building a reuse infrastructure. The
domain analyst collects the initial information for the
subsequent steps, including: identification of the
stakeholders, definition of the objectives and constraints,
and market analysis. The domain analyst also collects all
knowledge regarding the domain, including available
documentation and existing applications.
Next, the applications to be supported by the domain are
identified, including their exact scope, which features these
applications support individually, and the determination of
candidates for domain features. The domain analyst,
together with the domain experts, develops a list of the
applications of the domain, including: existing applications
(i.e., applications that have been developed prior to the start
of the domain analysis process), future applications (i.e.,
applications where the requirements are rather clear, but
development has not yet started) and potential applications
(i.e., applications for which no clear requirements exist yet,
but that are seen as relevant). The list of applications also
includes a list of features [15] for those applications,
identified through the analysis of the applications, their
documentation, and the knowledge from the domain expert.

2.2 The Domain Design Step
The design step consists of seven activities, presented in
the next sections. The approach is influenced by several
works from the literature, such as ADD [18], UML
Components [19], and the weak and strong points from
reuse processes [10].

2.2.1 Module decomposition
The first step in the approach corresponds to an
abstraction and decomposition phase. Initially, the domain
architect chooses which domain architecture modules to
decompose, usually starting with complete domain
applications, which are further decomposed into subsystems
and submodules.
In our approach, we still do not have a set of criteria to
be used in module decomposition, as in Parnas’ work [20],
nor a set of rule of thumbs. However, we consider that the
following issues should be balanced: availability, coupling,
extensibility, flexibility, functionality, information hiding,
maintainability, modifiability, performance, separation of
concerns, scalability, security, and usability.

2.1.2 Model Domain
This activity shifts attention from scoping issues to
structural issues and conceptual elements within the
domain. Thus, a model is developed, describing the
commonality and variability within the domain. Rather than
building a model for a single application in the domain, or a
generic model that may be applicable at a high level to a
number of applications, the domain modeling task attempts
to formalize the space of variations for individual
applications in the domain.
In this approach, the domain model is represented
through feature models [15]. The domain analyst groups the
features that were identified in the previous step in a
features model, using some useful guidelines [16].

2.2.2 Module refinement
The module refinement is an iterative process that can be
divided into three activities:
Choose the architectural drivers. According to Bass et
al. [18], architectural drivers are the combination of
functional and quality requirements that “shape” the
architecture or the particular module under consideration.
The drivers are found among the top-priority requirements
for the module. We base the module decomposition on the
architectural drivers, to reduce the problem of satisfying the
most important ones. In our approach, the drivers are the
requirements expressed by feature model, the quality
attributes and the scenarios.
Choose the architectural patterns. Here, the domain
architect selects the architectural patterns that can be
applied. The patterns satisfy the architectural drivers and
are constructed by composing selected tactics. Two factors
guide tactic selection. The first are the drivers themselves,
and the second are the side effects that a pattern

2.1.3 Validate Domain
Domain validation is achieved in five sub-activities:
A1. Document features. Our approach uses the template
defined by Czarnecki & Eisenecker [11]. In this template
each feature consists of: Semantic description; Rationale;
Stakeholders and client programs; Example applications;
Constraints; Priorities; and Open/closed points in the
domain;
A2. Check for synonyms. Involves the analysis of each
feature, in order to find and eliminate synonyms, i.e.,
different terms that appear to have the same domainrelevant meaning;
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recommended to apply different values of t to generate
different clustering results and to let architects and project
managers choose an optimal clustering result using the
criteria. Additionally, costs and complexity can be used to
select the candidate components.

implementing a tactic has on others. Our vision of a tactic
agrees with Bass et al.’s, who define it as a design decision
that influences the control of a quality attribute response.
Allocate functionality using views. In this activity, the
goal is to define how modules can be instantiated. The
criteria are similar to those used in functionality-based
design methods, such as most object-oriented design
methods, but with a variation to treat features. Two
approaches are proposed: i) to allocate functionality based
on use cases, and ii) to allocate functionality based on
features.

2.2.5 Component identification and specification
In this step, the goal is to refine the components,
including their system and business interfaces, and the core
classes. For each use case, the domain analyst considers
whether or not there are system responsibilities that must be
modeled. If so, they are represented as one or more
operations of the interfaces (just signatures). This gives an
initial set of interfaces and operations.
The business interfaces are abstractions of the
information that must be managed by components. Our
process for identifying them is the following: to analyze the
feature model to identify classes (for each module and
component); to represent the classes based on features with
attributes and multiplicity; and to refine the business rules
using formal language.
After identifying the interfaces, the domain architect
decides which classes from each module are in the core
[19]. A core class is a business type that has independent
existence within the business. The purpose of identifying
core classes is to start defining which information is
dependent on others, and which information can stand
alone. The general rule is that we create one business
interface for each core class, to manage the information
represented by the core class.

2.2.3 Variability representation
Variability is the ability to change or customize a system
[21]. However, even with several approaches available in
the literature, software architects do not have effective ways
to do it [22]. In our approach, we propose the use of Design
Patterns [23] to solve this problem, as already used by other
works [24], [25]. Differently from these works, however,
we provide guidelines for how and why each pattern should
be used in each situation.
In order to design the variability of each module, we
consider that it should be traceable from domain analysis
assets (features) to the architecture, according to
alternative, or and optional features [25]. Depending on the
kind of association between features, different design
patterns can be used. Each design pattern provides a
different option for the designer, which makes the decision
on which patterns to use according to some guidelines. For
example, for alternative features, when a feature can be
directly mapped into a single class, we suggest the
Prototype [23], because it is simpler and allows to
instantiate a specific object, depending on the feature that is
used in the product, through simple inheritance. Another
suggestion is to use the Singleton [24] pattern to keep and
manage a unique instance of this class. More guidelines, for
other possible situations, may be seen in [26].

2.2.6 Domain architecture representation
Once the component specification is performed, the
domain architect represents the initial domain architecture
based on components. Architectural views and component
diagrams are used to show the components, their
interconnection, and the provided and required interfaces.
During this step, the domain architect can discover and
refine other components, using, for example, collaboration
diagrams.

2.2.4 Component grouping
This step is composed of four activities:
Measure functional dependency. The domain analyst
determines the relationships between the use cases, using
different metrics [26];
Cluster use cases. The domain architect defines
candidate components by clustering related use cases. The
clustering algorithm used for this task uses a row and
column shifting method.
Allocate classes to components. Here, the domain
architect locates sequence diagrams for use cases included
in each component identified in the previous activity. Next,
the classes participating in these sequence diagrams are
assigned to the corresponding component.
Select candidate components. The domain architect, in
conjunction with the project manager, identifies candidate
components. The value of t used in the process defines the
number of components and their granularity. Thus, it is

2.3 The Domain Implementation Step
In our approach, we decided to use OSGi [27] to
implement the components and manage their interaction and
lifecycle, due to its applicability in many different
scenarios, and the possibility of being used together with
other technologies. This step consists of two activities:
component implementation and component documentation.

2.3.1 Component implementation
In this step, the software engineer, based on
requirements, implements the software components through
two sets of activities, each one with a different purpose.
Activities 1 to 4 deal with the provided services, and
activities 5 to 7 deal with required services.
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Activity 1. The first activity is to describe the
component, providing general-purpose information, such as
the vendor, version, package, among others.
Activity 2. In this second activity, the software engineer
should specify the provided services. Artifacts developed in
domain analysis and design may be reused in this activity.
Activity 3. In the third activity, the goal is to implement
the provided services, as well as the code to register these
services to be used by other components.
Activity 4. In this activity, which concludes the
provided side of the component, the goal is to build and
install the component. This involves compiling and
packaging the component in a form that is suitable to be
deployed.
Activity 5. In order to reuse some component, the
software engineer needs to describe the component that will
reuse other services. This is similar to Activity 1, but with
the focus on the services that are required.
Activity 6. In this activity, the software engineer should
implement the connection between the required services
with the rest of the code. Here, different techniques can be
employed, such as the use of adapters and wrappers, for
example.
Activity 7. the last activity corresponds to building and
installing the component that reuses the services, which is
similar to Activity 4.

3.2 The Planning
Context. The domain engineering project will be
conducted in a university laboratory with the requirements
defined by the experimental staff based on real-world
projects. The study will be conducted as single object study
which is characterized as being a study which examines an
object on a single team and a single project. All the subjects
will be trained to use the process and will receive two
questionnaires to provide their information (QT1) and their
impression on the process (QT2).
Criteria. The benefits obtained will be evaluated
quantitatively through the domain architecture and
components, using the instability (I) [34], maintainability
(MI) [35], and complexity (CC) [36] metrics. We decided to
use classic Object Orientation metrics to evaluate the
process because they are more well-established after years
of experience with case studies and experiments. Reusespecific metrics, although more suited to this context, still
needs more experimentation and use [37]. Besides, issues
such maintainability, stability and complexity have a large
influence on the architecture. For example, if a component
has low maintainability, it will be probably harder to reuse.
So, by measuring these aspects, we are, to some extent,
measuring reuse. Moreover, the difficulties will also be
evaluated using qualitative data from the questionnaires.
Null Hypothesis. This is the hypothesis that the
experimenter wants to reject. In this study, it determines
that the use of the process does not produce benefits that
justify its use and that the subjects have difficulties to apply
it:
H0: μ the process generates the architecture with I >= 0.5, MI < 85, CC >= 21,

2.3.2 Component documentation
Most work related to component documentation [28, 29,
30, 31] are pattern-based approaches. Our step for
component documentation has two important differences: i.
it is based on previous works (pattern-based approaches
including weak and strong points) and real world
experience; ii. it follows some Principles for component
documentation: use of hypertext; embed content in source
code; automation; leverage programming languages
semantics; use of diagrams and figures.
Thus, in order to document the components, a template
composed of five sections is used: Basic Information,
Detailed Information, Quality Information, Deploy
Information, and Support Information. More information
about the domain implementation phase can be seen in a
previous work [32].

The values for I, MI and CC were obtained from the
literature [34, 35, 36].
Alternative Hypothesis. This is the hypothesis in favor
of which the null hypothesis is rejected. In this study, the
alternative hypothesis determines that the use of the process
produces benefits that justify its use. Thus, the following
hypothesis can be defined:
H1: μ the process generates the architecture with I < 0.5, MI >= 85, CC < 21
Quantitative analysis. In this study, descriptive
statistics will be used to analyze the data set [33].
Qualitative Analysis. The qualitative analysis aims to
evaluate the difficulty of the application of the proposed
process and the quality of the material used in the study.
This analysis will be performed through questionnaire QT2.
Internal Validity. The internal validity of the study is
dependent of the number of subjects. This study is supposed
to have at least between seven and eight subjects to
guarantee a good internal validity.
External Validity. A possible problem related to the
external validity is the subjects’ motivation, since some
subjects can perform the study without responsibility or
without a real interest in performing the project with a good
quality as it could happen in an industrial project. This will
be assessed through questionnaire QT2

3 The Experimental Study
In order to determine whether the process meets its
proposed goals, an experimental study was performed. The
plan of the experiment to be presented follows the model
proposed in [33], and uses the future tense, symbolizing the
precedence of the plan in relation to its execution.

3.1 The Definition
Goal. To analyze the domain engineering process for the
purpose of evaluating it with respect to the efficiency and
difficulties of its use from the point of view of researcher in
the context of domain engineering projects.
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Table 1. Results for the quantitative analysis.
Metric
Instability Complexity Maintainability

Construct Validity. In this study, a relatively well
known and easily understandable problem domain was
chosen to prevent the experienced users in a certain domain
to make use of it.
Conclusion Validity. This validity is concerned with the
relationship between the treatment and the outcome, and
determines the capability of the study to generate
conclusions [33]. This conclusion will be drawn by the use
of descriptive statistic.

Mean value
Max. value
Min. value
Null
hypothesis
Alternative
hypothesis

0.4442
0.8
0.233
>= 0.5

1.499
1.625
1.205
>= 21

126.4058377
150.2795238
101.9545455
<= 85

< 0.5

< 21

> 85

As it can be seen, the mean values for all metrics reject
the null hipothesis. Also, except for the instability metric,
the maximum and minimum values still reject the null
hipothesis. Thus, the results indicate that the alternative
hipothesis may be true, i.e. the method helps in producing
components with low complexity and high maintainability.
The high instability value (0.8) was observed in only one of
the components, responsible for screen management, while
the other four had values below 0.5. This is expected, since
in the game domain, screen management is the most
intensive task that is performed, and thus this component
had to be highly coupled with the others, resulting in high
instability. However, if we consider the mean value, the null
hipothesis is rejected, which means that the method can
help to increase stability for most components.
Qualitative Analysis. After concluding the quantitative
analysis, the qualitative analysis was performed. This
analysis is based on the answers defined for the QT2.
Usefulness of the Process. All the subjects reported
that the process was useful to perform the domain
engineering project. However, four subjects indicated some
improvements in domain analysis; for five subjects, some
aspects in design should be reviewed; and, finally, six
subjects discussed some improvements in domain
implementation.
More details about the experimental evaluation may be
seen in a previous work [38].

3.3 The Project used in the Study
The project used in the experimental study was the
domain engineering of the starship game domain. Three
games in this domain were presented to the subjects, who
had just the executables without any documentation. After
performing the domain engineering, the subjects were asked
to implement one application reusing the developed assets.

3.4 The Operation
Experimental Environment. The experimental study
was conducted during part of a M.Sc. and Ph.D. Course in
Software Reuse, during April-September 2006, at Federal
University of Pernambuco. The experiment was composed
of seven subjects and all the project was developed in 355
hours, 23 minutes and 57 seconds. In this project, 44
features, 33 packages, and 79 classes were created.
Additionally, 5 components and 1 example application were
also developed, totalizing 3638 lines of code.
Training. The subjects who used the proposed process
were trained before the study began. The training took 28
hours, divided into 14 lectures with two hours each, during
the course.
Subjects. The subjects were 7 MS.c. students selected
by convenience sampling [33]. All the subjects had
industrial experience in software development (more than
one year). Three subjects had participated in industrial
projects involving some kind of reuse activity, for instance,
component development, framework development, or web
services development. All the subjects known at least one
domain analysis process (FODA); three subjects had
training in conferences on some issues related to software
reuse, such as design patterns and component-based
development; and finally, two subjects had co-authored
papers involving some aspects of software reuse.

4 Related Works
In a previous work [10], eleven software reuse processes
based on domain engineering (DRACO, ROSE, ODM,
RSEB, FeatuRSEB, FORM) and software product lines
(PuLSE, KobrA, CoPAM, PECOS, FORM’s extension) are
discussed, corresponding to the state-of-the-art in the area.
This study shows that the processes present crucial
problems such as: they do not cover the steps of domain
engineering: domain analysis, design and implementation;
besides, they do not define activities, sub-activities, roles,
inputs, outputs of each step in a systematic way.

3.5 The Analysis
Quantitative Analysis. The quantitative analysis was
divided in four analyses: instability and maintainability for
the architecture, complexity for the components, and the
difficulties found in the analysis, design, and
implementation steps. The analyses were performed using
descriptive statistics. Table 1 shows the summary of the
analysis.

5 Conclusion and Future Works
Domain Engineering is a key requirement in a reuse
process. However, the available reuse processes do not
cover the three basic steps of domain engineering - domain
analysis, domain design, and domain implementation - and
neither define activities, sub-activities, roles, inputs, outputs
of each step in a systematic way.
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In this sense, in order to solve the problems identified in
the available reuse process, this paper presented a
systematic process for domain engineering, which defines a
systematic way to perform it based on a set of principles,
guidelines, inputs, outputs, and roles. The process is based
on an extensive review of the software reuse processes,
involving their weak and strong points. Additionally, an
experimental study evaluated the viability of the use of the
process and the impact of applying it to a domain
engineering project. As future work, we are planning to
improve the process with the results obtained in the
experimental study and replicate it in different contexts.
More information about the domain analysis, design and
implementations steps can be found in [39],[26],[40][41].
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about these reasons is necessary for taking appropriate
action as the violation may have been due to different
reasons, some of which are listed below:
(i) The radar that did not send the expected signal was
malfunctioning.
(ii) The communication link between the radar that did
not send the expected signal and the monitor was
malfunctioning or an intruder captured the signal
and prevented it from reaching the monitor.
(iii) The radar that sent the expected signal was
malfunctioning or its identity was faked by an
intruder who sent a fake signal to the monitor.
Thus, identifying the reason for the violation is
important for taking one or more actions that could
restore the integrity of the operation of ATMS.
In this paper, we present a diagnosis system that we
have developed as part of a monitoring framework [13],
called EVEREST (EVEnt REaSoning Toolkit). This
framework has been developed within the European
integrated research project SERENITY to support the
monitoring of S&D properties in distributed and
dynamically evolving systems. EVEREST supports the
specification and monitoring of properties expressed in
Event Calculus (EC) [12] as rules.
In this paper, we present an extension of this
framework supporting the generation of diagnostic
information for violations of S&D properties. The
provision of diagnostic information is based on the
generation of alternative explanations for the events
which are involved in the violations of rules, and the
assessment of the plausibility of these explanations based
on whether their effects correspond to events recorded
during the operation of the monitored system. The key
characteristic of our approach is the use of abductive
reasoning [1][9] for the generation of explanations and
belief based reasoning [11] for the assessment of
explanation plausibility.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In
Section 2, we provide a brief overview of EVEREST. In
Section 3, we describe the different stages of the
diagnostic process. In Section 4, we overview related
work and, finally, in Section 5, we present conclusions
and directions for future work.

Abstract
Monitoring the preservation of security and dependability
(S&D) properties of complex software systems is widely
accepted as a necessity. Basic monitoring can detect
violations but does not always provide sufficient
information for deciding what the appropriate response
to a violation is. Such decisions often require additional
diagnostic information that explains why a violation has
occurred and can, therefore, indicate what would be an
appropriate response action to it. In this paper, we
describe a diagnostic procedure for generating
explanations of violations of S&D properties developed
as part of a runtime monitoring toolkit, called EVEREST.
The procedure is based on a combination of abductive
and evidential reasoning about violations of S&D
properties which are expressed in Event Calculus.

1.

Introduction

Monitoring security and dependability (S&D)
properties of software systems at runtime is widely
accepted as a measure of increased resilience to
dependability failures and security attacks, and several
approaches have been developed to support it (see [5] for
a survey). Whilst basic monitoring provides the core
functionality for detecting violations of such properties, it
cannot always provide the information that is necessary in
order to understand the reasons that underpin the
violation of a property and decide what would be an
appropriate reaction to it.
To appreciate the problem, consider the case of an Air
Traffic Management System (ATMS), which uses radars
to monitor trajectories of airplanes in different air spaces.
The operations of ATMS may be monitored at runtime to
ensure the availability and integrity of its components
(e.g. radars), and the information generated by and
exchanged between them. An example of a property that
can be monitored in ATMS is a property requiring that in
cases where there are more than one radars covering a
particular airspace and one of these radars sends a signal
indicating that an airplane is in the relevant airspace,
every other radar that covers the same space should also
send a signal indicating the presence of the plane in the
particular airspace within a certain time period after the
receipt of the initial signal.
In cases where this property is violated, detecting the
occurrence of the violation is not sufficient for
establishing the reasons why some radar has sent a signal
but another other has not. Getting diagnostic information

2.

Monitoring framework

EVEREST is a monitoring toolkit which consists of a
generic engine for checking violations of properties
expressed as EC rules of the form body @ head. The
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of the diagnostic process tries to find a set of explanation
formulas M which, in conjunction with the set of the
assumptions about the system that is being monitored and
the events reported to the monitor by the time at which
the explanation is required (collectively referred to as TH
theory in the following), entail L. Formally, this is a
search for a set of atomic formulas M that satisfy the
conditions:
(Cnd 1): TH < M |- L, and
(Cnd 2):  f in M: predicate (f)  A-Preds
where predicate(f) is the predicate of formula f and APreds is a set of abducible predicates whose truth value
can be established only by abductive reasoning.

semantics of a rule is that when its body evaluates to
True, its head must also evaluate to True. EC is a firstorder metric temporal logic language which can be used
for representing and reasoning about events and their
effects on the state of a system over time. EVEREST
rules are defined in terms of the standard EC predicates.
These include the predicates (i) Happens(e,t,H(lb,ub))
which denotes that an instantaneous event e occurs at
some time t within the time range H(lb,ub), (ii)
HoldsAt(f,t) which denotes that a state (a.k.a fluent) f
holds at time t, (iii) Initiates(e,f,t) and Terminates(e,f,t)
which denote the initiation and termination of a fluent f
by an event e at time t respectively, and (iv) Initially(f)
which denotes that a fluent holds at the start of the
operation of a system.
An example of an EVEREST rule is:

system assumptions
explanations

Rule 1: Happens(signal(_r1, _a, _s),t1,R(t1,t1) 
HoldsAt(covers(_r1,_s),t1)  (9_r2) HoldsAt(covers(_r2,_s),
t1) @ Happens(signal(_r2,_a,_s), t2 ,R(t1, t1+5))

Explanation Generation
Explanation
Effect Identification
observations of rule
violation

This rule expresses the condition about the radars of
ATMS that we discussed in the introduction. More
specifically, Rule-1 will be violated if the monitor
receives a signal event by one of the radars of ATMS that
cover a specific airspace but not the other.

3.

event log
final
diagnosis
Diagnosis
Generation

Diagnostic process

As shown in Figure 1, the overall process of
diagnosing the causes of rule violations includes four
stages. These stages are:
(1) The explanation generation stage in which all the
possible explanations for the individual events that
have caused the violation (referred to as “violation
observations” henceforth) are generated.
(2) The explanation effect identification stage in which
the possible consequences (effects) of the
explanations of violation observations are derived.
(3) The plausibility assessment stage in which the effects
of explanations are checked against the event log of
the monitor to see if there are events that match and,
therefore, provide supportive evidence for them.
(4) The diagnosis generation stage in which an overall
diagnosis for a violation is generated based on the
derived explanations
The generation of explanations and their effects in
stages (1) and (2) above is based on a model of the
behaviour of the monitored system that is expressed in
Event Calculus by formulas called assumptions. In the
following, we discuss each of the above stages in detail.

3.1

Effects of
explanations
Plausibility
Assessment

explanation
beliefs

Figure 1. Diagnostic process
The search for explanations is based on a newly
developed algorithm (see [13]) which starts from a
violation observation P that needs to be explained and
tries to find all assumptions of the form a: B1  …  Bn @
H in TH whose head H can be unified with P. When such
an assumption is found, the algorithm checks if: (i) the
unification of P with H provides concrete values for all
the non time variables of the predicates B1, …, Bn in its
body, and (ii) it is possible to derive concrete time ranges
for the time ranges of all these predicates. If these
conditions are satisfied, the algorithm instantiates the
predicates B1, …, Bn and identifies which of these
predicates are observable predicates (O-preds), deducible
predicates (D-preds) or abducible predicates (A-preds),
assuming that these are disjoint categories of predicates.
Then, the algorithm checks if each of the O-Preds and
D-preds in the body of a can be matched with some
recorded event or derived from the events in the
monitor’s log and the known system assumptions,
respectively. If there are O-preds and D-preds that cannot
be verified via this check, the algorithm tries to find an
abduced explanation for them recursively. If such
explanations are found for all the non verified O-preds
and D-preds, these explanations along with the A-preds
that were determined in the current step of the
explanation process are reported as the possible

Explanation generation

The generation of explanations for violation
observations is based on abductive reasoning. More
specifically, given a set L of events and fluents that are
involved in the violation of a monitoring rule, this stage
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explanation of the initial violation observation P. In cases,
however, where there are O-Preds or D-preds in the body
of a that can neither be verified nor explained by
abduction, the explanation generation path using a will
fail.
As an example of explanation generation, consider
again Rule 1. This rule would be violated by the event
(E7)
in
the
log
of
Figure
2
(Happens(signal(R1,A1,S1),7,R(7,7))) and the predicates
¬Happens(signal(R2,A1,S1),t,R(7,12)),
HoldsAt(covers(R1,S1),7) and HoldsAt(covers(R2,S1),7)
which can be derived from this log. More specifically, the
predicate ¬Happens(signal(R2,A1,S1),t,R(7,12)), which
denotes the absence of a signal from radar R2 from T=7
to T=12 is deduced by the principle of negation as failure
(NF) from the events (E4) and (E8) that the monitor
receives from the radar R2 at T=1 and T=13. This
deduction is possible as soon as the monitor receives (E8)
since this event indicates that the time of R2 when it was
sent was T=13 and the monitor had received no other
event from R2 since receiving the event (E4) at T=1. Also
the predicates HoldsAt(covers(R1,S1), 7)
and
HoldsAt(covers(R2,S1), 7) can be deduced from events
(E1) and (E2) in Figure 2, which denote that the radars
R1 and R2 cover the airspace S1 initially, and the absence
of any event signifying the repositioning of any of these
two radars until T=7 when the monitor receives the signal
for the presence of the aircraft A1 in S1 from R1 (this
deduction is based on the axioms of EC [12]).

Happens(signal(_r,_a,_s), t2, R(t1,t1+5)) in the head of
assumption (A1). The unification of these two predicates
will be {_r/R1, _a/A1, _s/S1} and the linear constraint
system generated for the time variable t1 in (A1) will
include the constraints t1 . 7 and 7 . t1 + 5. Thus, as the
non time variables in the body of (A1) are covered by the
unification and the constraints t1 . 7 and 7 . t1 + 5
determine a feasible time range for t1 (i.e., [2,7]), the
conditions of the explanation generation process are
satisfied
and
the
predicate
Happens(inspace(A1,S1),t1,R(2,7)) will be generated as a
possible
explanation
of
Happens(signal(R1,A1,S1),7,R(7,7)). Also, assuming that
Happens(inspace(_a,_s),t1,R(t1,t1)) belongs to the set of
the abducible predicates A-preds, there will be no need
for seeking for more refined explanations of it.
Note,
however,
that
as
Happens(inspace(A1,S1),t1,R(2,7)) has been generated
from assumption (A1), it can be returned as an
explanation only if the other instantiated predicate of the
body of (A1), namely HoldsAt(covers(R1,S1),t1), is True
when t1 takes values in the range R(2,7). The latter
predicate, however, can be deduced from the log of
Figure
2
and
assumption
(A0).
Thus,
Happens(inspace(A1,S1),t1,R(2,7)) becomes a possible
explanation of Happens(signal(R1,A1,S1),7,R(7,7)).

3.2

Explanation effect identification

Following the generation of explanations, the second
stage of the diagnosis process is the identification of their
expected effects. These effects are needed in order to
assess the plausibility of explanations.
The assessment of explanation plausibility is based on
the hypothesis that if the expected effects of an
explanation match with events which have occurred and
recorded during the operation of the system that is being
monitored, then there is supportive evidence for the
explanation. This is because the events that match the
expected effects of an explanation might also have been
caused by it.
The identification of the expected effects of
explanations is based on deductive reasoning. More
specifically, given an explanation Exp=P1 … Pn that is
expressed as a conjunction of abduced atomic predicates,
the diagnosis process iterates over its constituent
predicates Pi and, for each of them, it finds the system
assumptions B1  …  Bn @ H that have a predicate Bj in
their body which can be unified with Pi and the rest of the
predicates Bu (u=1,…,n and u'j) True. For such
assumptions, if the predicate H in the head of the
assumption is fully instantiated and its time range is
determined, H is derived as a possible consequence of Pi.
Then, if H is an observable predicate, i.e., a predicate that
can be matched with recorded events, H is added to the

(E1) Initially(covers(R1,S1),0) [captor-0]
(E2) Initially(covers(R2,S1),0) [captor-0]
(E3) Happens(changeOfLandingApproach(AR-a,S2),0,R(0,0))
[captor-AR-a]
(E4) Happens(signal(R2,A2,S2),1, R(1,1)), [captor-R2]
(E5) Happens(changeOfLandingApproach(AR-a,S1),2,R(2,2))
[captor-AR-a]
(E6) Happens(permissionRequest(A1,S1),3,R(3,3)) [captor-0]
(E7) Happens(signal(R1,A1,S1),7,R(7,7)) [captor-R1]
(E8) Happens(signal(R2,A5,S1),13,R(13,13)) [captor-R2]

Figure 2. Event log
To explain the violation of Rule-1 in our example, the
predicates
Happens(signal(R1,A1,S1),7,R(7,7))
and
¬Happens(signal(R2,A1,S1),t,R(7,12))
which
are
involved in the violation need to be explained
individually. Assuming the following assumptions about
ATMS,
(A0) Initiates(_e1,_f),t1,R(t1,t1))  9_e2,t2:
Terminates(_e2,_f),t2,R(t1,t2)) @ HoldsAt(_f,t2)
(A1) Happens(inspace(_a,_s),t1,R(t1,t1)) 
HoldsAt(covers(_r,_s),t1) @ Happens(signal(_r,_a,_s),t2,
R(t1,t1+5))
(A2) Happens(inspace(_a,_s),t1, R(t1,t1)) @
Happens(permissionRequest(_a,_s), t2, R(t1-20,t1-1))

the
search
for
an
explanation
of
Happens(signal(R1,A1,S1),7,R(7,7)) detects that this
predicate can be unified with the predicate
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expected effects of Exp. If H, however, is not an
observable predicate, the effect identification process tries
to generate the consequences of H recursively and, if it
finds any such consequences that correspond to
observable events, it adds them to the set of the expected
effects of Exp. In this way, the diagnosis process
computes the transitive closure of the effects of Exp.
To clarify this stage of the diagnosis process, consider
again the ATMS system and suppose that, in addition to
assumptions (A1) and (A2), three more assumptions are
known for ATMS, namely:

assumptions (A5) and (A0). Thus, both predicates in the
body of (A4) are True and, therefore, the predicate
Happens(landingRequest(A1,AR-a), t2, R(0,6)) in its head
can be derived from it. Assuming that landingRequest(_a,
_arpX)
is
an
observable
event,
Happens(landingRequest(A1,AR-a), t2, R(0,6)) will be
established as an expected effect of the explanation
Happens(inspace(A1,S1),t1,R(2,7))).

3.3

Assessment of explanation plausibility

After deriving the expected effects MC={C1,…,CL} of
an explanation M, the diagnosis process searches the
event log to find events that can match these effects. In
this search, a match between an event e in the log, which
has been produced by an event captor Captor(e) and has a
timestamp te, and an effect Ck (k=1,…,L) is detected only
if: (i) e has been produced by the same event captor as the
captor that Ck is expected to be produced from, (ii) e can
be unified with Ck , and (iii) the timestamp of e falls
within the time range of Ck.
Whilst the presence of a matching event for an
expected effect of an explanation confirms that the effect
has indeed occurred and casts some positive evidence in
the validity of the explanation, the absence of a matching
event for an effect at the time of the search does not
necessarily mean that such an event has not occurred.
This is because, although an event that satisfies the
conditions (i)(iii) above may have occurred, this event
might not have arrived yet at the event log of the
monitoring framework due to communication delays in
the “channel” between the event captor that captured it
and the framework. To cope with this problem, the search
for events that match an explanation effect Ck establishes
that no such events have occurred if at the time of the
search there is no event e satisfying the conditions (i)-(iii)
above, and the last known value of the clock of
Captor(Ck) (i.e., the timestamp of the last event in the log
that has arrived at the monitor from this captor) is greater
than the upper boundary of the time variable of Ck.
Note, however, that even with the above search
condition, there is a possibility of having effects Ck for
which, although no matching event satisfying (i)-(iii) can
be found at the time of the search, the last received event
from the relevant captor has a timestamp that is less than
or equal to the upper time boundary of Ck. Such effects
cannot be confirmed or disconfirmed and, therefore, cast
positive or negative evidence for M. To cope with this
uncertainty, we use the Dempster Shafer (DS) theory of
evidence [11] for the assessment of the plausibility of an
explanation, and define the function that gives the basic
probability assignment to the validity of explanations as
follows:

(A3) Happens(inspace(_a,_s),t1,R(t1,t1)) @
Initiates(inspace(_a,_s), inairspace(_a,_s),t1)
(A4) Initiates(inspace(_a,_s), inairspace(_a,_s),t1) 
HoldsAt(landing_airspace_for(_s,_arpX),t1) @
Happens(landingRequest(_a, _arpX), t2, R(t1-10,t1))
(A5) Happens(changeOfLandingApproach(_arpX,_s),t1,R(t1,t1))
@ Initiates(changeOfLandingApproach(_arpX,_s),
landing_airspace_for(_s,_arpX),t1)

The first of these assumptions (A3) states that when an
event that signifies the entrance of an aircraft _a in an
airspace _s becomes known a fluent called
inairspace(_a,_s) should be initiated to signify the
presence of _a in _s unless this fluent already holds. The
second assumption (A4) states that when an aircraft _a
enters an airspace _s which is used as the landing route
for approaching an airport _arpX, then the aircraft _a
must have made a landing request for the particular
airport within the last 10 time units before entering _s.
Using (A3) and (A4), it is possible to determine the
expected
effects
of
the
predicate
Happens(inspace(A1,S1),t1,R(2,7))) that was generated
as
a
possible
explanation
of
Happens(signal(R1,A1,S1),7,R(7,7)).
Specifically,
assuming that the airspace S1 is the landing airspace of an
airport AR-a then the entrance of the aircraft A1 into S1
should have been preceded by some request from A1 to
land in AR-a or, equivalently,
that an event
Happens(landingRequest(A1,AR-a), t2, R(0,6)) should
have occurred. Thus, the latter runtime event is an
expected
effect
of
the
explanation
Happens(inspace(A1,S1),t1,R(2,7)).
Formally, from Happens(inspace(A1,S1),t1,R(2,7)))
and
the
assumption
(A3)
the
predicate
Initiates(inspace(A1,S1), inairspace(A1,S1), t1) can be
derived for t1 in [2,7]. As the latter predicate, however, is
not an observable predicate, the diagnosis process will try
to identify whether it has any observable consequences of
its own. Whilst searching for such consequences,
Initiates(inspace(A1,S1), inairspace(A1,S1), t1) can be
unified with the first predicate in the body of (A4).
Furthermore, the other predicate in the body of this
assumption,
namely
the
predicate
HoldsAt(landing_airspace_for(S2,AR-a), t) can also be
deduced to be True for the time range [2,7] (i.e., for t in
[2,7]) from the event (E5) in Figure 2 and the

Definition 1: The basic probability of an explanation
validity is computed by the function:
mE(Valid(M)) = |MC+| / |MC|
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mE(Valid(M)) = |MC| / |MC|
mE(Valid(M)Valid(M))=|MC(MC+<MC)|/|MC|
where
 MC+ is the set of confirmed effects of M, defined as
MC+ = {Ck N CkMC and 9e. (eLog and Captor(e) =
Captor(Ck) and tkLB.te and te. tkUB and unifier(e,Ck)
' 3)}
 MC- is the set of a set of disconfirmed effects of M,
defined as MC = {Ck N Ck MCand 9e. (e  Log
and Captor(e)=Captor(Ck) and tkLB.te and te. tkUB
and unifier(e,Ck)'3) and lastTime(Captor(Ck))>
tkUB}
 tkLB, tkUB are the lower and upper boundaries of the
time range of Ck, te is the timestamp of the event e,
and lastTime(Captor(Ck)) is the timestamp of the last
event arrived from Captor(Ck) to the monitor.

occurred. This will be so because, as shown in Figure 2,
the last event received from captor-AR-a until T=15 is
Happens(changeOfLandingApproach(AR-a,S1),2,R(2,2))
and, therefore, the latest known time for this captor
(lastTime(captor-AR-a))) is 2. Thus, the basic probability
in
the
validity
of
the
explanation
M=Happens(inspace(A1,S1),t1,R(2,7))
will
be:
mE(Valid(M)) = 1/2 = 0.5, mE(Valid(M)) = 0/2 = 0 and
mE(Valid(M)  Valid(M)) = 1/2 = 0.5.

3.4

Diagnosis generation

Having obtained the basic probabilities in the validity
or not of individual explanations, the fourth stage in the
diagnosis process is to construct an aggregate explanation
of the S&D rule violation. The construction of such
aggregate explanations is based on assessing the overall
belief in the genuineness of the events which are involved
in the violation. This assessment is based on the
hypothesis that an event E, which is involved in a
violation of an S&D rule, is genuine if and only if at least
one of the explanations that have been generated for it is
valid.
Based on this hypothesis, as we show in [13], the
belief in the genuineness or not of E (Gen(E) and
Gen(E), respectively) can be measured by the functions:
 Bel(Gen(E)) = Bel(i=1,…,n Valid(Mi)) =
OI{1,…,n}and I'3(1)|I|+1{P iI mE(Valid(Mi))}
(F2)
 Bel(Gen(E)) = Bel(i=1,…,n Valid((Mi)) =
P i=1,…,n mE(Valid(Mi))
(F3)
where Mi (i=1,…,n) are the alternative explanations of E.

According to this definition, the probability of the validity
of an explanation M is measured as the ratio of its effects
that have been confirmed by events in the monitor’s log to
all its effects. Also the probability of an explanation M not
being valid is measured as the ratio of the effects of M
that have been disconfirmed by events in the log to all its
effects. Note that, in general it will beMC+ < MC  MC,
and therefore mE(Valid(M)) + mE(Valid(M)). 1. Thus,
mE is not a classic probability function. As we prove in
[13], however, mE satisfies the axioms of basic
probability assignments in the DS theory of evidence.
As an example of applying mE, consider the estimation
of the basic probability of the explanation
Happens(inspace(A1,S1),t1,R(2,7)) of the violation
observation Happens(signal(R1,A1,S1),7,R(7,7)) of Rule1. As we discussed in Section 3.2, an expected effect of
this explanation is Happens(landingRequest(A1,ARa),t2,R(0,6)). Another expected effect of it is the predicate
Happens(permissionRequest(A1,S1),t2,R(0,7)). The latter
effect can be derived from assumption (A2). According to
this assumption, an aircraft that enters a particular
airspace at some time point, should have requested
permission to do so within 20 time units prior to its
entrance.
Thus, assuming that the request for diagnosing the
violation of Rule-1 is made at T=15, a search in the event
log of Figure 2 will identify that the event
Happens(permissionRequest(A1,S1),3,R(3,3))
provides
confirmatory
evidence
for
Happens(permissionRequest(A1,S1),t2,R(0,7)) but there is
no matching event for Happens(landingRequest(A1,ARa),t2,R(0,6)).
Furthermore, if Happens(landingRequest(A1,AR-a),
t2, R(0,6)) refers to events which are captured and
transmitted by the event captor captor-AR-a then at the
time of the search (T=15), it will not be possible to
establish
whether
an
event
matching
Happens(landingRequest(A1,AR-a),t2,R(0,6))
has

The beliefs computed by the above formulas are used
to decide if a violation observation E is confirmed by its
available explanations. More specifically, a violation E is
confirmed only if Bel(Gen(E)) > Bel(Gen(E)). In cases,
however, where no explanation can be generated for a
violation observation, the diagnosis process attempts to
find an explanation of its negation and, if this is possible,
the beliefs in the genuineness of the event are calculated
by the formulas:
(F4)
 Bel(Gen(E)) = 1Bel(Gen(E))
 Bel(Gen(E)) = Bel(Gen(E)))
(F5)
Table 1. Beliefs in violation observations of Rule -1
Event (e)
P1=Happens(signal(R1,A1,S1,
7, R(7,7)))
P2=HoldsAt(covers(R1,S1),7)
P3= HoldsAt(covers(R2,S1),7)
P4=¬Happens(signal(R2,A1,S
1), t, R(7,12))

Bel(
Gen(e))
0.5


0.5

Bel(
Gen(e))
0

Confir
med
YES



0.5

YES
YES
NO

Using (F2)-(F5), the beliefs in the genuineness of
predicates involved in the violation of Rule-1 above
as shown in Table 1. The beliefs in this table
calculated from the alternative explanations of
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the
are
are
the

relevant violation observations. More specifically, for the
predicate P1=Happens(signal(R1,A1,S1),7,R(7,7))) there
is
a
single
explanation
with
basic
P11=Happens(inspace(A1,S1),t1,R(2,7))
and
probabilities
mE(Valid(P11))}=0.5
mE(Valid(P11))}=0, as we discussed earlier.
Thus,
and
Bel(Gen(P1))=mE(Valid(P11))}=0.5
Bel(Gen(P1))=mE(Valid(P11))}=0. The predicates
P2=HoldsAt(covers(R1,S1),7)
and
P3=HoldsAt(covers(R2,S1),7) are also confirmed without
using beliefs measures, as they are both derived from the
runtime events (E1) and (E2) in Figure 2. Finally, P4 is a
negated predicate and, since no explanation of it can be
generated from the assumptions of ATMS, the diagnosis
process generates explanations of its non-negated form
Happens(signal(R2,A1,S1),t,R(7,12)). Following the same
reasoning process as in the case of P1,
P41=Happens(inspace(A1,S1,t,R(7,17)) will be derived
as an explanation of P4 with basic probabilities
mE(Valid(P41))} = 0.5 and mE(Valid(P41))} = 0. Thus,
Bel(Gen(P4))=0.5 and Bel(Gen(P4))= 0 and, from
(F4) and (F5), Bel(Gen(P4))=0.5 and Bel(Gen(P4))=
0.5. Thus, P4 is reported as an unconfirmed predicate.

4.

using a model of the behaviour of the monitored system
expressed in Event Calculus. Our approach supports also
the computation of beliefs in the plausibility of
explanations based on evidence about their expected
effects that is gathered from the event log of the
monitored system. A more detailed account of our
approach and its implementation is given in [14].
Currently, we are conducting an experimental
evaluation of it in the context of industrial case studies of
the SERENITY project.
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Related work

In the context of software system monitoring,
diagnosis focuses on the detection of the reasons for
system failures and typically involves the identification of
trajectories of system events that have led to a failure
(problematic event) using automata that recognize faulty
behaviour [4][6][10]. In [4], diagnosis is carried through
the synchronization of automata modelling the expected
behaviour of a monitored system and the events captured
from it. In [6] a similar but incremental approach is taken
where synchronization is performed for individual system
components and then aggregated for the global system.
Our approach is different from the above, as our focus
is not the detection of the cause of faulty behaviours (this
is the subject of earlier work described in [13]) but the
explanation of such causes in the presence of incomplete
and/or not trusted event traces. Our approach draws upon
work on temporal abductive reasoning [1][3][8][12] and
its applications to diagnosis [2][7], but is based on a
newly developed algorithm for abductive search with EC
that generates all the possible explanations of a formula
(unlike [3][12]) and computes beliefs in explanations
using the DS theory.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the extension of a
framework supporting the runtime monitoring of software
systems. The extension has been introduced to provide
diagnostic information when violations of monitored
properties occur. The provision of diagnostic information
is based on alternative explanations of events involved in
violations of properties generated by abductive reasoning
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using CASE tools specifically designed for concrete
design notations, can be semi-automatically translated
into running applications [4, 9, 14, 15]. In other cases,
where no CASE tools are provided, the transition from
high-level design to architectural design is not
described.
Therefore, in our opinion, the presence of
workflows as high-level modeling artefacts can
introduce some complications in the life cycle of a web
application, because: (i) if a proprietary CASE is used
to semi-automatically produce the web application, the
detailed architectural design of the application may be
left out. Thus, the maintenance and adaptation of this
application to users’ demands may be compromised,
because the whole developing effort is tied to a
specific CASE tool and its design notation and
features; (ii) if no CASE tool is provided, the transition
from a high-level design to a detailed architectural
design is far from straightforward and may be poorly
documented. This, in turn, could compromise the life
cycle of the application: its development, maintenance
and adaptation to user demands.
In this paper we propose to overcome these
difficulties by introducing a simple interpretation for
workflow diagrams based on the UML Web
Application Extension (UML WAE) class and
sequence diagrams [7]. By including some stereotypes
in the workflow actions, and selecting a concrete web
architecture (i.e. Model 1, Model 2 or multitier [1, 5]),
the architectural design of the presentation tier and its
interaction with the business tier of the web application
[1] can be obtained. The approach presented in this
paper is the result of the modeling effort made during
the development, maintenance and adaptation to users’
demands at the Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Virtual Campus (UCM Virtual Campus) [26]. This
web application provides students, teachers and
researchers with all the support that modern
information and communications technologies can
provide to improve the quality of learning and research
activity at the university [17]. Thus, the application

Abstract
This paper introduces a design method that permits
the translation of workflow diagrams into detailed web
design diagrams. This detailed design, defined in terms
of UML WAE class and sequence diagrams, describes
the architectural design of the presentation tier and its
interaction with the business tier of the web
application. The main benefit of this approach is an
improvement
in
the
comprehensibility
and
maintainability of web applications, because part of
the detailed architectural design is obtained from
workflow diagrams. In addition, a model-driven
architecture approach is enabled.

1. Introduction
Design is one of the biggest concerns in web
engineering [18]. Thus, at present, there is a wide array
of design notations that can be used in order to
characterize the design of web applications [6, 7, 10,
11, 12, 16, 25]. Although most of these notations were
originally intended to characterize websites with
marginal presence of business logic [4], at present,
these design notations are also able to specify the
business processes of web applications [2, 4, 6, 7, 15,
16, 24]. These notations use different types of
modeling diagrams to characterize different aspects of
web applications: (i) structural diagrams to
characterize the data tier; (ii) navigational diagrams to
characterize the navigational maps; (iii) user interface
diagrams to characterize the layout of the user
interface; and (iv) dynamic diagrams, to characterize
the business processes. Regarding dynamic diagrams,
several design notations use workflow diagrams [2, 4,
15], or other types of flow-based notations [3, 24, 28]
as high level artefacts that describe the business
processes of web applications. In most cases, these
workflow diagrams (and the rest of diagrams of the
design notation) are high-level modeling artefacts that,
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allows the creation of on-line e-learning courses, their
combination, the creation of virtual spaces for research
seminars, and many other virtual workspaces
demanded by its users.

2. Translation from Workflow Diagrams to
UML Diagrams
At present, UML activity diagrams [23] and
Business Processes Modeling Notation (BPMN) [19]
are some of the most successful workflow-based
notations used to specify the business processes of web
applications [2, 4, 15]. Although both notations are
very similar [27], in this paper we use UML activity
diagrams because they are the modeling diagrams
integrated in most UML CASE tools and because they
are used in several web engineering design notations
[2, 15]. UML 2 activity diagrams can include a great
number of components [23]. Therefore, a translation of
every component of UML 2 activity diagrams into
UML WAE diagrams is outside the scope of this
paper. Instead, a translation for the main elements of
this type of diagram, in terms of Model 2 architecture,
is provided.
UML WAE notation considers the principle of
separation of concerns [7]. According to this principle:
(i) web pages executed in the server are UML classes
stereotyped with the server page stereotype; (ii)
web pages presented to the client are UML classes
stereotyped with the client page stereotype; (iii)
forms are UML classes stereotyped with the form
stereotype; and (iv) the navigational relationships
among pages is mainly represented using navigated
associations stereotyped with the link, forward, or
submit stereotype.
The key underlying idea in our approach is to
provide input, output and process stereotypes to the
action nodes of activity diagrams. Thus, these nodes
can be translated into input, output and processing
UML WAE classes. In addition, the control flow of
activity diagrams is translated into forward/submit
messages of sequence diagrams. Finally, decision
nodes are translated into alt combined fragments
where every operand forwards the control to the
corresponding page. The concrete translation depends
on the target architecture selected. Table 1 provides the
translation from activity diagrams into UML WAE
diagrams considering a Model 2 architecture.

activity diagram
element

UML
WAE
class
diagram element

UML WAE sequence diagram
element

input action

client page + form

instances of both classes

process action

operation in facade +
command + dependence
from command to facade

instances of command and facade
classes

output action

server page + built
client page

instances of both classes

decision node

-

alt combined fragment in the

controller instance
flow from input
to process

submit relation from
form to controller +
transfer
with
dependences

message submit from instance of
form to controller + message
execute from controller to
command + execute operation
from command to facade

flow
process
process

forward relation from
controller to itself +
transfer
with
dependences

message forward from controller
to itself + message execute
from controller to command +
execute operation from command
to facade

forward relation from

message forward from controller
to instance of output server
page + message build from
output server page to built

from
to

flow
from
process to output

controller

to

server

page

transfer
dependences
flow
from
process|output to
input
flow from action
to decision node
flow
from
decision to input

output
+
with

client page

forward relation from

controller

to

input

client page

-

interaction
begins
combined fragment

forward relation from

guard

forward from controller to input
server page that contains
form

to
page

input
that

contains form
from
to

inside

controller
server

flow
decision
process

message forward from controller
to input client page that
contains form

forward relation from
controller to itself

guard

condition

condition

+

+

message

message

forward from controller to itself
+ message execute from

controller to command + execute
operation from command to
facade
flow
decision
output

from
to

initial/final node

forward relation from

guard

controller

forward from controller to
output server page + message
build from output server
page to built client page

to

server page

-

output

condition

+

message

interaction starts/ends

The translation depicted in Table 1 supposes the
presence of an application controller [1] plus a
command [8], a facade [8] (of application services [1])
and transfers [1] patterns. Of course, the inner
structure of transfer classes should be derived while
taking into account the data tier of the application.
Note that this translation is focused on the presentation

Table 1. Translation from activity diagrams into
UML WAE diagrams. Model 2 architecture
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was entrusted with the deployment of the UCM Virtual
Campus [17]. The UCM Virtual Campus provides
several services related to teaching, learning and
research activities. One of these services is the use case
change password, which allows the changing of any
user’s password. Figure 1 provides an activity diagram
describing the workflow performed during the change
of a password. This workflow is enriched with
information about the type of action node: input,
output and process node.

tier and its interaction with the business logic tier.
Thus, a detailed description of the business tier is not
provided, and almost no information is provided about
integration and persistence tiers. The detailed design of
all these tiers should be derived from the domain and
use case models of the application. The lack of detailed
design of the business tier is consistent with activity
diagrams that do not include specification of
computational behaviours. That is the reason our
approach chooses actions instead of call actions, and
specifically, call operation actions [23]. According to
this interpretation:
- Input actions are translated into input forms
attached to client pages.
- Process actions are translated into commands
invoked by the controller [8]. In turn, these
commands invoke the computational behaviour
of the application, hidden behind a facade [8].
- Output actions are translated into output server
pages that generate their corresponding client
pages.
- Data flow is represented by transfer objects.
These transfers flow from input forms to
commands, and from commands to output
server pages.
- Decision nodes are translated into alternative
combined fragments of sequence diagrams.
These fragments represent the control flow
encoded in the table that guides the controller.
- Control flow is translated into navigational
relationships in the class diagrams, and into
messages in the interaction diagram.
A translation for Model 1 architecture is simpler
than this translation. Regarding multi-tier architecture,
because almost no information is provided about
business logic or the persistence tier, its translation
does not differ much from the Model 2 translation
presented in this paper.

Figure 1. Enriched activity diagram for the change
password use case.

Figure 2 depicts a Model 2 architecture class
diagram derived from the activity diagram of Figure 1
according to the translation depicted in Table 1. Figure
3 depicts the sequence diagram derived from the
activity diagram of Figure 1 according to the
translation depicted in Table 1. Although it is unusual
to see sequence diagrams involving instances of UML
WAE classes, they can be valuable tools for describing
traces of browsing. For the sake of brevity, in both
diagrams, transfer objects have been omitted.
Note how according to the translation described in
Table 1:
- The input action get user id in Figure 1 has
been translated: (i) into the client page
getUserId and the form getUserIdForm in
Figure 2; and (ii) into the instances of these
classes in Figure 3.

3. Example
As was previously mentioned, our research group

Figure 2. Class diagram for the change password use case. Model 2 architecture
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Figure 3. Sequence diagram for use case change password. Model 2 architecture
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-

The process action check user in Figure 1
has been translated: (i) into the command
CheckUser and the operation checkUser
belonging to the facade VirtualCampus in
Figure 2; and (ii) into the instances of these
classes in Figure 3.
- The output action notify change in Figure 1
has been translated: (i) into the server page
NotifyChange
and the client page
notifyChangeOutput in Figure 2; and (ii)
into the instances of these classes in Figure 3.
- The data flow represented by transfer objects
has been left out in the diagrams depicted in
Figure 2 and Figure 3 for the sake of clarity.
- The decision node that checks whether the user
is registered or not in Figure 1 has been
translated into the first alternative combined
fragment in Figure 3.
- The flows among these actions have been
translated into the relations depicted in Figure
2, and the messages invoked in Figure 3.
The diagrams in figures 1, 2 and 3 were developed
using a general purpose UML CASE tool (i.e. IBM
Rational Software Architect [13]). Thus, the modeling
and development effort is not tied to a specific CASE
tool. In addition, if Query/View/Transformations
(QVT) [21] transformations are defined between a
profile [22] that characterizes the stereotypes defined
in this paper and a UML WAE profile, a model-driven
approach [20] is enabled for the generation of the
platform-independent models of the application (like
the one depicted in figures 2 and 3). Furthermore,
these platform-independent models subsequently can
be transformed into platform specific models, and
finally into code.
We are aware that not every workflow diagram can
fit in this approach, but this is not the aim of our work.
Therefore, although workflow diagrams could be
focussed only in the business process specification,
which in principle could be completely detached from
the concrete web application, our work promotes the
provision of high-level descriptions of the use cases of
a web application by means of workflow diagrams. If
the activities considered in these workflow diagrams
are tagged according to the stereotypes presented in
this paper, then it is possible to obtain a detailed
architectural design of the web application. Thus, the
translation from high-level to low-level design is
facilitated.

4. Conclusions and future work
Nowadays, a great number of design notations use
workflow-oriented diagrams to describe the business
processes in web applications. These diagrams are
used as high-level design diagrams that, interleaved
with design diagrams of each notation, describe the
high-level design of the web application. As was
previously mentioned, these approaches, although very
valuable in describing business processes, leave out the
detailed architectural design of the application.
Therefore, the maintenance and evolution of the
application according to users’ demands might be
compromised.
This paper provides a UML WAE-based
interpretation for activity diagrams. This interpretation
helps to understand the architectural meaning of
activity diagrams and other types of workflow-based
notations (e.g. BPMN). In addition, it provides part of
the detailed architectural design of the application in
terms of UML WAE diagrams, once a concrete
architecture is selected. Thus, the understanding and
maintainability of the web application is improved, and
the use of standard UML CASE tools is enabled. In
addition, because workflow diagrams are nearer to the
user than class and sequence diagrams, our approach
permits a smooth evolution and adaptation to users’
demands. Moreover, a model-driven architecture
approach is enabled. This approach is used during the
design, development and maintenance of the UCM
Virtual Campus.
Regarding future work, activity diagrams are
complex artefacts. To provide a complete
interpretation to this standard is a goal in our future
work. Our aim is to include a translation for call
operation actions, extending our translation to the
business tier. In addition, our aim is to define QVT
transformations between a profile that characterizes the
stereotypes defined in this paper and a UML WAE
profile. Finally, studying the transition from wellknown workflow-based design notations (i.e. UWE
and WebML) to UML WAE is part of our ongoing
work.
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Abstract- Unauthorized information flows can result from
malicious software exploiting covert channels and overt flaws
in access control design. To address this problem, we present
a precise, formal definition for information flow that relies on
control flow dependency tracing through program execution,
and extends Dennings’ and follow-on classic work in secure
information flow [7][19][27]. We describe a formal security
Domain Model (DM) for conducting static analysis of
programs to identify illicit information flows, access control
flaws and covert channel vulnerabilities.
The DM is
comprised of an Invariant Model, which defines the generic
concepts of program state, information flow, and security
policy rules; and an Implementation Model, which specifies
the behavior of a target program. The DM is compiled from
a representation of the program, written in a domain-specific
Implementation Modeling Language (IML), and a
specification of the security policy written in Alloy. The Alloy
Analyzer tool is used to perform static analysis of the DM to
automatically detect potential covert channel vulnerabilities
and security policy violations in the target program.

I.

policy objectives, security specifications, and program
implementation. The Common Criteria for Information
Technology Security Evaluation requires that systems at
EAL-5 or higher2 undergo covert channel analysis to ensure
that the system is capable of enforcing its security policy in
terms of covert as well as overt interactions [3].
Formal security models are often based on concepts of
program secure state and state transitions. High assurance
evaluation standards [3][4] require a formal verification that
the state transitions resulting from program execution
preserve the security properties defined by a policy. Our
approach analyzes programs for preservation of security
properties through state transitions, and advances the
concepts of secure information flow in classic work by
Denning and others [7][27], by describing automated
techniques for information flow static analysis. Previous
work in developing our approach has demonstrated the ability
to detect illicit information flow security violations [22], and
covert channel and overt flaw vulnerabilities based on control
flow dependency analysis [23].
The Implementation Modeling Language (IML), the first
novel element in this approach, is a language that supports
basic information processing via assignment statements,
conditional and loop statements, read/write statements, file
random access, and access to a system clock. Program
implementations represented in IML are called base
programs, and they provide a standardized notation for
conducting static analysis of target programs for adherence to
a security policy.
The second novel element in this work is the definition of a
security Domain Model (DM), represented as an Alloy
[1][11] specification. The DM provides a framework for
specifying program state and state transitions, as well as
security-related concepts such as security policy, information
flow, access control, and covert channel vulnerabilities. The
DM is comprised of an Invariant Model, which defines the
generic concepts of program state, information flow, and
security policy; and an Implementation Model, which
specifies the behavior of the base program. A specialized
DM-Compiler was developed to translate a base program in
IML into an Implementation Model, and to integrate it with
the Invariant Model to form a complete DM specification.
The DM is verified using the Alloy Analyzer, which

INTRODUCTION

Identification of exploitable covert channel vulnerabilities
is vital in the development of systems intended to enforce
mandatory access control policies, and in fact is required for
the successful evaluation of such systems at the highest levels
of assurance [3][18]. This paper presents a precise, formal
definition for various types of covert channels, which
depends upon a representation of control flow dependencies,
thus extending classic work in this area [7][19][27]. A
security domain model is described for formally representing
different types of covert channels, and for conducting static
analysis1 of certain program implementations. This model
employs dynamic slicing techniques to analyze programs for
the existence of access control flaws, where appropriate.
Widely accepted evaluation standards [3][4][18] require
that high assurance secure systems be designed, developed,
verified and tested using rigorous processes and formal
methods.
This evaluation process must include
demonstration of correct correspondence between system
representations at various levels of abstraction, e.g., security
1
In this context, static analysis refers to analysis of program code without
actual program execution.

2
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EAL-7 is the highest Common Criteria evaluation assurance level.

is the means by which the receiver observes the change in the
attribute:

identifies execution paths where the security policy rules are
violated.
Whereas many previous security models capture
information flow between objects and subjects, the DM does
not explicitly define an object, but implements this concept
through variables. An access table records sensitivity labels
for program variables as a means of tracking information
flow across state transitions. These labels indicate the
sensitivity of data stored within a variable, and may change
over time as data flows through the system.
The DM captures the concept of information flows with
respect to a system subject for input to and output from an
external device or random access file. The subject is
essentially the executor of the statement, and has a defined
access label. The policy rules define legal information flows
based on the relationship between the subject label, and that
of the I/O source/destination variable, e.g., in a Write_dev
operation, a subject label must dominate a source variable
label, in order for the variable to be successfully accessed for
writing. This requirement might seem counter to the BLP *property, however in our approach a Write_dev is modeled as
a flow from a source variable to a target device, with the latter
specified at the level of the subject label.
Section 2 of this paper provides background discussion on
covert channels, control flow dependencies, and dynamic
program slicing. Section 3 presents an overview of the DM
methodology for modeling programs and security policies.
Section 4 summarizes our test results with several program
examples. Sections 5 and 6 discuss related work, and planned
future work in this research.

II.

3.
4.

The attribute in question forms a point of interference [9]
between the subjects. To be the basis for an exploitable
covert channel, the interference must also be contrary to the
computer security policy – i.e., with a mandatory access
control (MAC) policy, the sender’s security level must be
higher than the receiver’s level (with respect to
confidentiality) [26].

B. Control Flow Dependency Flaws
Covert storage channels based on control flow
dependencies often involve the indirect use of internal
resources, such as buffers or non-exported files in a program
control decision, to pass information from High to Low
[12][14][15]. In addition to this, our approach is capable of
detecting overt flaws based on control flow dependencies.
The approach here for discovering flaws based on control
dependencies employs a dynamic slicing analysis. To
determine the existence of such a dependency within the
program, the chain of statements preceding a value
assignment is examined with respect to the access labels of
the variables in these statements. If the context of a previous
statement includes variables that are higher than the
destination, then there is an overt flaw.
The code snippet below would not be classified as having a
covert channel since internal attributes are not referenced,
however it provides an illustration of a control flow
dependency that constitutes an overt flaw. In the example, a
constant value is written out to a Low external device (s3),
depending on the High value read into variable v1 (s1).

BACKGROUND

We discuss several computer security concepts relevant to
this research.

A. Covert Channels
Covert channels use entities other than data objects as a
way to transfer information between system subjects,
specifically entities not intended for information transfer
[12][14].
Such channels allow processes to transfer
information in a manner that violates a security policy [8].
An operating system may virtualize a shared physical
resource so that each subject, or equivalence class of subjects,
perceives that it has exclusive access to the resource. A
covert channel can result from the incomplete virtualization
of a resource such that some attribute of the resource remains
shared, indirectly.
A common taxonomy of covert channels defines them as
being either storage or timing channels [20]. For both storage
and timing channels the sender and receiver (typically
subjects) must have [12]:
1.

2.

Storage – the receiver views an error message, or other
information placed in its address space by the system.
Timing – the receiver views changes to the relative
timing of “legal” events.

(s1) Read_dev (High, v1);
(s2) if v1 > 0 then
(s3)
Write_dev (Low, 1);
The Low value assignment depends on a High source (v1)
in the if block (s2), therefore an implicit flow from v1 to the
Low device exists [19].

C. Dynamic Slicing
Slicing algorithms are used as a means of tracing data or
control dependencies between variables and statements
processed during program execution, traditionally for
program debugging purposes [13].
Slicing algorithms
generate an executable subset of a program, creating a
subprogram whose behavior is the same as the original with
respect to some variable. They allow one to isolate the
dependencies acting upon that variable.
Slicing algorithms are categorized as either dynamic or
static, depending on whether they take into account
dependencies derived during one particular program
execution path (dynamic), or for all possible execution paths
(static).

Indirect access to an attribute of a shared resource,
which the sender can modify, and the receiver can
view.
A means to initiate and synchronize their actions.

In our analysis, we consider that the primary distinction
between a covert storage channel and a covert timing channel
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Since slicing techniques have been shown to be useful in
tracking data and control dependencies, they can also provide
a means of detecting potential overt flaws based on
dependencies. The access labels of variables can be used to
determine potential security violations, based on the
dependencies between these variables. As an example,
consider the following code snippet:

Implementation

Security Policy

(Ada, Java, C++, …)

(natural language)

Manually
Extract

(s1) if v3 > 17 then
(s2)
v1 := 0;
(s3) else if v4 = 5 then
(s4)
v1 := 1;
(s5)
else v1 := -1;
(s6) v2 := v1;

Manually
Extract

Base Program

Invariant Model

(IML)

(Alloy)

DM-Compiler
(IML -> Alloy)

It is clear that v2 depends on v1 (s6). Static slicing can
show that v2 has a dependency on both v3 (s1) and v4 (s3),
since there is a dependency from each of these to v1. With
dynamic slicing, however, not all execution paths will result
in the same control dependencies, e.g., when the conditional
expression in (s1) evaluates to true, the final value of v2
depends on v3 but not on v4, since (s3) is never executed.

Domain Model
(Alloy)
- Implementation Model
- Invariant Section

Alloy Analyzer

III. SECURITY DOMAIN MODEL METHODOLOGY
An overview of the Domain Model (DM) approach to
program security verification is depicted in Fig. 1. The DM
includes the definition of program state and transitions
between states, as well as security rules, specified as Alloy
assertions, representing the generic policy a program must
abide by. The DM is composed of an invariant and a variable
section, derived from the security rules and a target
implementation, respectively.
While there are numerous model checker tools currently
available, we chose to use the Alloy specification language
primarily because of its ability to represent program language
abstractions simply and completely. As Jackson [11] points
out, referring to his approach as “lightweight formal
methods,” Alloy models can be easily created and initially
tested early in the development process, and then
incrementally expanded. He states that the goal of Alloy was
to “obtain the benefits of traditional formal methods at lower
cost, without requiring a big initial investment,” presumably
in time and effort [11].
As with traditional model checkers, Alloy deals with finite
models, though it handles them very differently. Model
checkers typically build Kripke structures to represent the
states and transitions of a program execution. Such finite
model structures have limits not easily adjusted by the user
during analysis. The Alloy Analyzer tool, however, affords
the ability to easily increase the depth of analysis for models
as they are developed and expanded. For our approach, Alloy
and its Analyzer provide a unique, ideally suited tool for
creating and analyzing target program abstractions.
In our approach, a base program is an abstraction of a
target program implementation, and is written using
Implementation Modeling Language (IML) notation [23].
The IML defines a simple domain-specific language that
captures the basic capabilities and constructs, with respect to

Execution paths
that violate security
properties
Page 1

Fig. 1. Domain model approach to system security verification.

security, of high-level programming languages. Our intent is
that IML enables the specification of relatively simple
programs written in some common programming language,
such as Ada, Java, or C++. While future iterations of IML
might handle other more advanced language features, e.g.,
concurrency, inheritance, etc., this initial language description
was motivated by a requirement to represent the most
essential security information flow properties in target
program implementations. This was our goal in describing
IML syntax and constructs.
By analyzing a model of the program, rather than actual
program code, security verification can focus on elements of
information flow analysis, e.g., I/O, access labels, direct file
access, and timing (system clock), while ignoring other
program details not pertinent to such analysis.
In the current prototype, translation of the base program
from an implementation is a manual step. Developing a
separate compiler to translate a high-level language program
to IML is a difficult task, beyond the scope of this work. The
possibility must be considered that overt and covert flow
violations existing in the original program implementation
may be lost in the IML representation, and for now we
depend on the knowledge of the manual translator to avoid
this problem.
The Invariant Model includes the definition of security
rules, written as Alloy assertions, which must be enforced by
the DM security policy. Such policies are typically written in
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illustrate the error or violation. Each example represents the
transmission of one bit of information; more complex
examples would involve such concepts as looping,
synchronization, etc., to provide the covert channels with a
stream of bits.
Our base program examples were evaluated using Alloy
Analyzer 4.0. In test runs, the Alloy Analyzer successfully
found valid counterexamples for violations of each security
rule assertion, i.e., an existing overt flaw or covert channel
was detected in each case. The complete Alloy models for
these examples can be found at [21].
The “IllicitFlow” example [21] demonstrates an illicit
information flow based on violation of the BLP simple
security policy, i.e., a flow from a High object to a Low
device. The Alloy assertion below defines a security rule for
such a policy that examines each execution state, and
evaluates to true whenever the state (s) is the result of a
Write_dev operation to a Low device, from a variable whose
access label is Low. The DM searches for execution paths for
which this assertion is not true, i.e., those with a flow that
violates the security rule.

natural language, and extraction of security rules is a manual
step in our approach. As currently implemented, the DM
defines security rules associated with the Bell & LaPadula
security model [2], i.e., flows from High to Low secrecy
levels are not allowed.
After the base program and Invariant Model with security
rules are defined, the DM-Compiler compiles the base
program from IML into state transition predicates, written in
Alloy notation, creating the DM Implementation Model. The
DM-Compiler combines this with the Invariant Model to
complete the DM. The approach uses the Alloy Analyzer tool
[1] for automated verification of the security rules, defined in
the DM as Alloy assertions, to find execution paths within the
DM that might violate the security policy or create covert
channels. In essence, it creates an interpreter for the specific
base program, modeled by the DM. A detailed description of
the DM structure can be found at [23].
When analyzing a base program, the Alloy Analyzer
performs an exhaustive search of all paths to a defined length
(the scope, specifying the size of the models considered). In
fact, it performs symbolic execution of all base program paths
with length up to the given scope limit. In our generated DM,
the scope is generated heuristically, based on the total number
of statements in the base program. This ensures that all
execution paths of that length will be scrutinized. It is
assumed that the Alloy small scope hypothesis, which states
that most flaws in models can be revealed on small instances
[11], holds for information flow tracing in our approach.
The Implementation Model of the DM is automatically
generated by the DM-Compiler from a base program, and
specifies the base program’s semantics in terms of statement
signatures and state transitions. From the base program, the
DM-Compiler generates Value and Variable signatures,
representing the number and value of unique constants
explicitly present in the base program, and the variables used
in the base program, respectively. The DM-Compiler defines
an Alloy signature that establishes a less-than relationship
between the constant values, enabling comparison of values
for equality and inequality in the base program.
The DM-Compiler compiles each base program statement
into a separate Alloy signature, based on the type of statement
and associated variables and constants used. From these
statement signatures, it generates a predicate representing the
state transition trace for the base program execution. This
predicate captures the semantics of the base program by
specifying all possible sequences of statement executions for
the program. It also implements dependency tracking within
the execution path. A detailed example of this refinement
from base program to Alloy signatures and transition
predicate is provided at [23].

assert correct_access1{
all s: State | Property1[s] }
pred Property1 [s: State]{
let stm = s.stmt | {
(stm.type = Write_dev and
stm.subject_label = Low and
stm.source in Variable)
=> s.access[stm.source] = Low }
}
The base program below is an example of a violation of
this security assertion. The program first reads a value into
variable x1 at a High access level, and then checks the
variable’s value against a constant. Based on the result of this
conditional check, the value in x1 is either written to a High
or a Low external device.
(s1)
(s2)
(s3)
(s4)
(s5)

Read_dev (High, x1);
if (x1 > 3) then
Write_dev (High, x1);
else Write_dev (Low, x1);
Stop;

The violation occurs when the conditional (s2) evaluates to
false, thus the value of x1 is written to the Low device (s4),
creating a flow from High to Low. The Alloy Analyzer
detects this situation, and reports a violation of the security
assertion through statements (s1)(s2)(s4).
Further examples include “OvertFlaw” [21], which
illustrates an overt flaw based on a control flow dependency.
This example shows an exploitation scenario that culminates
with an IML Write_dev operation, where the variables written
to the external device have been influenced by values at a
higher level than that of the device itself. The approach uses
dynamic slicing techniques to discover these flow violations.
The “StorageChannel” example [21] describes a classic
covert storage channel [16] resulting from access to the direct

IV. TESTING AND ANALYSIS OF THE DM
We tested the DM approach using base program examples
with illicit information flows, and overt flaw and covert
channel vulnerabilities. In each case, a rule for discovering
the illicit flow or covert channel is defined as an Alloy
assertion, and an example base program is presented to
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file by a Low subject (who uses a PutDirectFile operation),
after a High subject has caused it to be full. The Alloy
security assertion defines logic to capture this vulnerability by
checking for states where the label of the direct file key slot
(keyLabel) is higher than that of the subject (subject_label).
The nexus of this covert channel is that High can write to the
internal resource full (indirectly), and Low can observe it.
Our “TimingChannel” example [21] describes a covert
timing channel that occurs when a Low subject twice checks
the system clock, between which a High subject prevents the
Low subject from executing through execution of a
Read_dev/Write_dev or direct file operation. Thus, when the
Low subject next runs, it can examine the clock to detect this
interference with its access to the CPU; these channels are
thus often called CPU channels. The crux of this covert
channel is that a Low subject, the covert channel receiver, has
been allowed to observe (by examining the clock) a change in
some internal resource (the CPU busy state), which was
indirectly affected by the actions of a High subject, the covert
channel sender.

V.

boundaries, while the labels of variables and constants, as
well as data information flow through a program’s execution,
are automatically derived relative to the I/O (device) labels.
Our DM-Compiler similarly tracks the flow of data based
on the input device label with no requirement to annotate the
code in any other way. Our work differs from the linguistic
type system approach in that, rather than constructing a typesafe language with which to write secure programs, we apply
abstract interpretation to the analysis of programs in order to
detect potential problems and otherwise demonstrate their
security with respect to select security properties. Our
approach is based on exhaustive information flow tracing of
all execution paths in a program, to a certain length
(determined by the model scope of Alloy). This tracing is
applied for both overt and covert channel static analysis,
using dynamic slicing techniques where appropriate such that
read-up, as well as violations of noninterference, are detected
[28]. Additionally, we provide a compiler to generate a
formal specification of a program. Although it yet lacks a
formal soundness proof, the DM-Compiler enables generation
of formal logic that can be automatically analyzed (using the
DM) for secure information flows.

RELATED WORK

Previous research in modeling secure information flow and
access control, and in covert channel analysis is described
below. We have extended previous work by integrating a
language for formally specifying an implementation with a
framework for expressing security policies, particularly with
respect to covert channel rules and control dependency flaws.
Classic work on secure information flow [6][7] provides a
foundation for this research, including the notion of partial
ordering of security classes based on the dominance
relationship, the idea of labeling state variables to track such
flows, as a way to certify a program.
Other approaches have viewed no difference between
classes of covert channels, or between covert and overt flows
for that matter. These approaches rely on the concept of
noninterference, which states that the actions of one subject
can have no effect on the output of a lower subject in a
system. Goguen & Meseguer [9] described that security
policies can be defined in terms of only noninterference
assertions, rather than by the combination of access control
and covert channel restrictions. Their ideas were further
expanded in [10].
Volpano et al [27] furthered the language-based flow
analysis work by defining a linguistic type system for secure
flow, and rigorously proving the soundness of the core
language with respect to noninterference.
Well-typed
programs are then guaranteed to be noninterfering – and thus
secure by this definition – which was the basis for much
related research, summarized by Sabelfeld & Myers in their
survey on language-based information flow systems [19].
Other work in using sound type systems for secure
information flow has focused on type inference, in which the
flow of information is automatically determined based on
semantic analysis [5][24]. Eventually, Smith & Thober [25]
enhanced the linguistic model of secure information flow
such that sensitivity labels need be assigned only at I/O

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has provided a survey of ongoing research to
develop a formal security domain model for analyzing
programs for information flow vulnerabilities, including
exploitable covert channels and overt access control flaws.
The approach defines a formal security Domain Model (DM)
that facilitates specification of security vulnerabilities,
independent of program implementation.
Although encoding and checking program semantics and
properties is not in itself revolutionary, we feel that this work
is evolutionary in extending previous work in the area of
information flow tracking based on a precise, formal
definition for overt information flaws and covert channels.
Our model provides a means of conducting automated static
analysis of a program implementation within a finite scope of
execution paths. Flow control dependencies and related overt
flaws are analyzed using dynamic slicing techniques. This
paper has shown the feasibility of this approach on a specific
set of examples, within a finite scope.
The Alloy Analyzer guarantees, by the small scope
hypothesis [11], that most program errors should be revealed
in relatively small counterexamples. Using the Analyzer to
perform static analysis of the DM provides assurance that,
within a specified search scope, a counterexample will be
found when one exists. This means that false negatives and
false positives are eliminated within the defined scope.
Future work will focus on formally proving the DM, and on
extending its capabilities. In the former case, formal semantic
analysis of the IML and DM-Compiler is needed to ensure
that the artifacts of each (e.g., the base program and DM
Implementation Model) are accurate refinements of the
original target implementation. As pointed out in [19],
information flow analysis should take place “as close to the
executed code as possible.”
Analysis of a compiled
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abstraction of the execution code creates a requirement for
trustworthiness in the compiler, as well as the code itself. In
addition to semantic analysis of these DM components, the
results of the Alloy Analyzer acting on a compiled DM must
be formally proven to be both sound and complete, i.e., that
they produce neither false positives nor false negatives,
respectively.
Work has begun to implement the notion of a trusted
subject into the DM. This class of subject is trusted to
circumvent certain access control policy rules, to allow such
actions as regrading of objects, e.g., downgrading a High
labeled object to a Low level. This requires defining a
separate trusted subject policy within the DM, and the ability
for the model to administer multiple policies, i.e., for regular
and trusted subjects.
Other planned work includes expansion of the DM to
enable support for dynamic security policies [16]. This
concept would allow the DM to support multiple polices in
existence during program execution, with the ability of a
system to adapt different policies based on a dynamically
changing security environment [17].
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two terms hides a deep divergence, non only in terms
of the NFRs but also in terms of the corresponding
architecture. In particular, traditional TP were based on
proprietary and expensive hardware, often paired with
equally expensive and proprietary software. XTP
systems, on the other hand, must be designed to scale
horizontally on commodity hardware and software
based on industry standards in order to increase the
ROI. Although the vast majority of XTP initiatives
([1]) are in their infancy, the market already offers a
number of enabling technologies, such us performing
ESB, clusters and distributing cache. Regrettably, this
rich offering in the technology space does not seem to
have been paired with a corresponding methodology
evolution and, in fact, the gap in this area is noticeable.
The methodology presented in this paper expands on
the one introduced by J. Cheesman and J. Daniels ([2])
in order to enhance its suitability for new generation
multi-layered architecture and to systematically satisfy
XTP requirements.

Abstract
This paper presents a methodology aimed at
allowing architects to systematically design
component-based architecture particularly suitable for
extreme transaction processing (XTP). XTP, as defined
in [1], is an emerging approach that is becoming
indispensable to enabling mission-critical systems to
cope with exceptionally demanding performance
dictated by the corresponding business growth. In
particular, XTP aims at allowing large-scale mission
critical, transactional and distributing systems to
effectively satisfy the extremely demanding nonfunctional requirements, especially in terms of low
latency and high throughput. In extremely competitive
environments, such as investment banking -where this
methodology has been tested- high-performance IT
systems can enable the organisation to obtain and to
maintain a predominant position in the market, which
in turn results in a greater ROI. Although a large body
of knowledge related to the strictly-technological
domain is available, there is a glaring deficiency in the
corresponding methodology space.

2. Reference architecture
This paper considers the architecture definition in sync
with the one proposed in the Rational Unified Process,
where it is defined as the set of significant decisions
about the organisation of a software system, the
selection of the structural elements and their interfaces
of which the system is composed, together with their
behaviour as specified in the collaborations among
those elements, the composition of these structural and
behavioural elements into progressively larger
subsystems, and the architectural style that guides this
organization, these elements and their interfaces, their
collaborations and their composition”. [4]. Although
at the moment in the IT industry there is not a general
agreement about the definition of architecture, the
entire IT community agrees with the fact that modern
architecture should be layered. The architecture
selected in this paper envisages the following layers:
Presentation, Business Service, Business Object and
Integration (see figure 1). The outermost architectural
layer is the Presentation Layer, which encapsulates
the
interfaces
with
external
actors
and
provides/enforces a number of common services like

1. Introduction
The term XTP has been defined by Gartner ([1]) to
indicate a new generation of applications designed to
cope with extreme non-functional requirements in
terms of low latency and high-throughput originated by
genuine business needs. In a number of environments,
such as equity front office, the ability of responding to
a Request For Quote in sub-seconds determine the
possibility of making a deal: empirical studies show
that 95% of the time, institutional clients select an offer
from among the first three returned. Another example
is given by the possibility of exploiting market
arbitrages (zero risk trades). Often such possibilities
appear for a fraction of a second. Therefore, only
systems able to determine these scenarios and react in
sub-second are able to allow the company to enhance
its income with virtually no risk.
XTP brings to mind the early TP (Transaction
Process). However, the one-letter difference of these
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internal security, data validation and transformation,
etc. This layer is typically further specialised in two
sub-layers: the User Interface Layer and the Systems
Interface Layer, in order to provide a convenient mean
to accommodate different actor specific needs,
preserving the same business layer.

equivalent to the one used for the presentation layer:
there are a number of standard services that can be
extended, via proper plug-ins, in order to enable the
integration of specific underlying technologies. In
particular, this layer is typically split into the following
two sub-layers. Data Sources: aimed at integrating
databases management systems. The vast majority of
existing systems are based on relational databases
because these present a higher level of maturity, their
capacity and performance are more predictable and
reliable. In this case, this layer includes frameworks
like TopLink, Kodo, and Hibernate, necessary for
mapping classes into tables and vice versa, in other
words, adapting the OO paradigm to the relational one.
External Systems: aimed at integrating with external
systems using messages or other specific protocols. In
case a MOM is employed, then this layer will include a
set of Message Driven Beans. A fundamental rule of
this architecture is that the dependencies between
components are strictly downwards: a given
component can only interact with components in the
same layer or with those located in the lower layer.

Figure 1. Multi-Layered architecture

The Business Logic is the core of the system and this
is where the “business rules” are encapsulated.
Typically, this layer is split up into two sub-layers:
business service and object business layers. It is
common to expose the services through a Business
Service Layer (BSL). This layer provides the only
means of access to the business services of the subsystem. Operations provided by this layer should be
derived directly from the steps in the use cases. Each
operation that is provided by this layer is a selfcontained unit of work. Once a service has been
requested it is typically delivered by executing specific
sub-services of a number of well-defined objects. The
representation of these objects, including their services,
is implemented in the Business Object Layer (BOL),
which is still part of the business logic. Typical
components present in this layer are session EJB for
J2EE architecture or traditional bean (often called
POJOs) for other frameworks. The BOL consists of
core business information, rules, and transformations
encapsulated by the sub-system.
The BOL
components provide core services related to the
business domain of the system. Therefore, business
services perform their tasks by enhancing services
provided by the BOL. Both of these layers are
populated by session beans, normally stateless session
EJB for J2EE architecture, or POJOs for other
architectures. Typical methods that will be present in
this BO beans are CRUD services. The Integration
layer is the final layer is the one used to interact with
external data sources and external systems. These can
be external databases, other messaging systems,
specific gateways, etc. The structure of this layer is

3. Componentisation
Having defined the reference architecture, including its
layers, it is necessary to populate them with welldesigned components. However, before proceeding it
is important to address the first issue: components
located in the different layers of the architecture have
to communicate with each other via well-defined
interfaces. Considering a simple service like “int =
sum(int a, int b)”, in this case, the corresponding
interface would include three parameters: the two int
values in input and the corresponding sum in output.
However, the proposed architecture envisages
components that implement coarser-grain services (as
per SOA guidelines). Therefore, the basic parameter
types are replaced by more complex object graphs,
typically called Value Objects (VO) or Data Transfer
Objects (DTO), as per the corresponding patterns.
These are simple objects whose only goal is to
transport data through the different architecture layers:
they only expose a collection of getXX/setXX
methods. E.g., considering a flight booking service, it
would include services like “list<FlightVO> =
checkAvailability(AirportVO start, AirportVO dest,
ScheduleVO time)”, where FlightVO, AirportVO and
ScheduleVO are well-defined object graphs. An
effective strategy to design these objects consists of
starting from the requirements, particularly from the
domain object model (DOM), and then clustering this
into self-contained and homogeneous graphs to the
extent possible. The main criteria for dividing the
DOM into sub-domain models consists of applying the
O.O. principles, starting from a core business entity
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(identified by the stereotype <<core>> in [2]). These
elements, the core part of the corresponding object
graph, have an independent life in the business and are
referred by other dependent entities. Therefore, each
graph has to include only highly-cohesive business
entities (i.e. classes) which present a low degree of
interaction (low level of coupling) with the remaining
parts of the system. E.g., in the case of the DOM of an
investment bank, it is possible to cluster classes related
to market quotes, trade, legal entities, and so on. In an
airline ticketing system, it is possible to characterise
airport-related information, customer data, aircraft
information, itinerary related data and tickets. Once
the clustering activity has been carried out, the quality
of the division should be verified. A valuable test is to
allocate each requested service - use case or steps of
use cases, depending on the use case granularity - to
the group of data that it requires. This procedure
consists of balancing the domain object model with the
use case model ([3]). This exercise makes it possible
to verify basic software engineering laws such as:
highly cohesive domains (and therefore conceptual
components), low level of coupling between
components,
minimisation
of
components
communication and logical grouping of services.
When the initial clustering is done, it is typical to have
a number of cases where a class belonging to a cluster
is associated with another belonging to a different
cluster, compromising the low-coupling level and,
more importantly, the possibility of implementing selfcontained components. These scenarios are quite
normal; DOM is a representation of a given business
area and therefore it is normal to expect that the
different entities that compose it are part of a complex
web of links. E.g. although a Trade is a VO, it is quite
normal that it is linked to a counterparty, it deals with a
well-defined instrument, etc. For this reason, the next
step consists of breaking these extra-component
relationships: each single object graph must be self
contained. A technique used to achieve this is to adopt
the referential strategy used by relational databases, i.e.
the key export, and to enhance it with some O.O.
principle as described in fig. 3. In particular, a
relationship between classes can be made implicit by
exporting the object id of the referenced object to a
simple class called RefXXVO. This can be achieved
via a reference class. This offers the advantage of
allowing a transparent export of unique codes
(TradeVO
via
its
relationship
with
RefCounterPartyVO imports the sole counterparty
code) and the possibility of disassembling and
reassembling of complex graphs into/from smaller
object graphs. For example, trade data can be split into
its parts like: CounterParty, OwnEntity, Instrument,
etc.

Figure 2. Domain Object Model clustered

Considering a scenario of a user requiring a specific
trade, one would expect that he/she would want to
view all information.
To achieve this, the
corresponding BS has to retrieve the different VOs
from the various BO component and then to
reassemble them to present to the presentation layer a
complete and consistent view. The opposite process
happens when the BS has to book a new trade. In this
case, the initial set of information has to be split into its
sub-graphs. The DOM clustering and, consequently,
the design of the VOs is a fundamental step used to
derive business object components, internal and
external interfaces, etc. In fact, once the clustering is
concluded, it is possible to assign each cluster/VO
graph to a corresponding component at the BO layer.
There is a 1 to 1 relation: one value object graph maps
to one component. The main role of the BO is to
provide a transparent integration to the underlying
devices. For example, the most common interface
implemented is a CRUD (Create, Read, Update,
Delete) aimed at integrating a database, LDAP, etc.
Other typical integrations are related to messaging
middleware (see fig. 1). The CRUD interface is
sufficiently standard: what changes is the referenced
VO. They are stateless services that need the required
data. For example, the portion of the model depicted
in figure 2 would generate two components: TradeBO
and CounterPartyBO. Each of these components would
expose services like:
-

TradeVO = insert(TradeVO newTrade)
TradeVO = update(TradeVO aTrade)
TradeVO = findById(String tradeCode)
List TradeVO= findByExample(TradeVO aTade)
publish(TradeVO aTrade)

Due to space constraints, the necessary exceptions
have not been included in the method signatures.
The rationale behind the BO tier is to provide a layer of
indirection from the underlying devices. In this way
the business logic (encapsulated in the BS
components) does not need to be aware of the number
of data sources, their typology, the vendor, etc. Having
also designed the BO layer, the architecture now
includes a number of basic blocks able to handle
CRUD operations, publishing services, etc., for the
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main business entities via a set of precise interfaces
based on well-defined VO graphs. At this point it is
important to focus the attention on the BS layer
components. For this purpose, it is necessary to
consider the functional requirements and specifically
the use cases. In particular, from the analysis of use
case steps, is possible to derive services that, acting on
the business objects, allow the component to deliver
the required services. For example, considering the
Trade, it is possible to identify services like: book a
trade, settle a trade, cancel a trade, etc. Therefore, the
use case model is the main input artefact used to design
the BS layer components, while the DOM is the main
one used to design the BO layer (see fig. 3).

models that are encapsulated in the same domain
object model used to derive all other components.

4. XTP
Once that architecture has been defined and all
different components have found their place, including
the corresponding interfaces based on VO graphs, it is
time to decide which solution to adopt to enable the
systems
to
satisfy
extreme
non-functional
requirements. One of the basic and indispensable
principle is to design and implement stateless services
(as per SOA guidelines [5]). This is easily achieved in
the reference architecture given that all interfaces are
based on VOs, which encapsulate the corresponding
status. This design enables services that are statefull
by requirements to be implemented via a set of
stateless services, where the status can be maintained
adopting a number of techniques. For example, it is
possible to assign this responsibility to the presentation
layer (e.g. maintaining the status in the servlet session,
or sending it back and forward between clients and
services), to the BO layer which resorts to storing the
status in the database. Designing stateless services is
the necessary but not sufficient condition for allowing
the system to scale to the extent that the underlying
infrastructure can sustain this, where the infrastructure
includes network, messaging systems, database, etc.
Currently, vendors offer solutions capable of providing
a high level of scalability especially thanks to the
combination of modern ESB and cluster deployments
based on commodity hardware.
This vertical
scalability, however, tend to focus mainly on
maximizing the throughput which alone is not always
sufficient to satisfy most extreme low latency
requirements present in specific mission-critical
systems. Therefore it is necessary to consider more
advanced and sophisticated solutions. Probably the
most recurrent one is based on an aggressive adoption
of distributed caches in order to implement “all-inmemory” architectures which are supported by the vast
availability of non prohibitive memory and, more
importantly, 64-bit hardware.
One particularly
sophisticated strategy envisages the adoption of the
cache as “primary data storage”. In this scenario, the
data is initially stored in memory and only
subsequently and asynchronously persisted into the db.
The traditional transaction is therefore split in two
asynchronous ones: an initial one necessary for
updating the cache and a subsequent completely
independent one, to safely store the data into the
database.
In reality there are several possible
subsequent transactions: the initial one can generate the
need to update a number of caches (e.g. one for the
trade, one for the counter-party, etc.) hence the
subsequent database synchronisation can require more

Figure 3. From use cases and DOM to components

Nevertheless, also the BS components have to expose
services that act on coarse-grain object graphs and
therefore they require VOs as well. Architects often
decide to shield the internal business object
representation (internal VO graphs) from the exposed
one. Therefore, they design a corresponding set of
object graphs that the system exposes to its actors.
These, as expected, must be able to be transformed into
the internal ones, but they do not need to be the same.
This allows the reduction of the ripple effect on the
internal layers due to change to the external
interfaces.During the process of designing the BS
components, it is quite common for the architect to
review some decisions made during the design of the
VOs and BO components. This is necessary in order
to increase the level of isolation between components,
to improve the performances of some specific services,
and so on. This is not a problem since at this stage the
architecture is still under design. A completely
different scenario would have been generated if
changes would have been identified at implementation
time. Once the design of the BS and BO components
is completed, the architecting of the component of the
other layers is straightforward. In particular, the
integration layer components are given by the
technological decisions (e.g. Hibernate, TopLink, etc),
while the presentation layer components are given by
the interfaces designed for the UI, to integrate other
systems, etc. These are elements of the requirement
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than one independent and asynchronous transaction.
For example, the counterparty might not be updated at
all, the own-entity can be updated after a few seconds,
the trade itself can be persisted after a few minutes, the
trade event (e.g. book a trade, settle leg, etc.) can be
persisted after a few minutes, and so on. Given the
reference architecture, the addition of a distributed
cache is straightforward: it is sufficient to plug-in adhoc DAO classes (Data Access Object, [6]) whose
main responsibility is to handle the integration with
distributed caches (see fig. 5). Although in this paper
we consider the DAO pattern, this is a simple
architectural decisions. The same concept holds true in
cases where architects would prefer to adopt other
strategies, like EJB entity beans, JDO, etc. All these
strategies would generate a completely transparent
cache incorporation (except for the performance
improvement).

has been plugged in, the typical service execution
includes two main steps:
TX1: the data is persisted into the corresponding
caches.
Therefore the specific distributed cache
domain takes part in the transaction as a transactional
resource. For example, if the data is obtained by a
message, then the transaction has to include the
messaging middleware (message consumption) and the
necessary cache domains (VO graph persisted in cache,
see fig. 5). This transaction is triggered by a genuine
business event, such as a user request, a message
delivery, etc.
TX2..n: each not VO graph persisted in the sole cache
is read from and then persisted in the database. This
transaction is triggered by an internal process (i.e. a
scheduler).

Figure 5. Transactions for the cache and for the db.

As depicted in fig.5, database updates occur in their
own transactions that are different from the cache
transaction. This architecture based on cache with
asynchronous and postponed persistence offers the
following advantages: performance improvement
especially in terms of low latency -the transactions
originated by business events act exclusively in
memory and the data persistence is delayed-; enhanced
scalability -systems handle more concurrent requests
and higher workload can be satisfied by adding nodes
in the cluster-; drastic reduction of the database
connections – the amount of reading operations is
radically reduced and multiple updates often result in a
single database transaction -. These advantages, as
usual, are coupled with some inevitable disadvantages,
like: more sophisticated error handling strategy –
database transaction occurs later on and therefore
database exceptions must be handled locally without
the possibility of rolling back the entire initial
transaction -; more complex database integration
processes – since the processes to persist data are
independent and completely asynchronous, it can
happen that the system tries to insert a record in the

Figure 4. DAOs for the postponed persistence

These new classes are used only by the BO
components, hence, the cache incorporation becomes
completely transparent to the higher layers of the
architecture.
In particular, given that each BO
component provides for a single VO graph with mainly
CRUS services, it follows that each VO graph is
encapsulated in a well-defined and separated cache
domain. The inclusion of the cache forces BO
components to deal with (at least) two kinds of DAOs:
the ones designed to integrate the cache and the
traditional ones used manage database integration.
Therefore, the same service exposed by a BO
component (e.g. persist(TradeVO aTrade) ) has two
implementations: persist in cache (TradeCacheDAO)
and persist on the datasource (TradeDBDAO). Hence,
the BS components, as expected, continue to use the
same interface. The selection of which DAO to use for
a given service can be managed explicitly via a
corresponding parameter or implicitly via a
configurable DAO Factory. Once the distributed cache
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table before a referred one is persisted, resulting in an
attempt to break integrity referencial constraints-; highavailability requires a number of redundant nodes –
since data tends to stay in memory for some time
before being persisted in the database, it is necessary to
enhance the redundancy in order to avoid data lost -;
scalability is not always linear – adding more nodes to
the cluster generates an increment on the network
communications between cluster nodes to synchronise
their status and to generate the requested data
redundancy.

the architecture envisages another system whose main
responsibility is to manage reference data (or static
data) which are transparently distributed to the system
client, like the one depicted in figure 7.

5. Case study
This approach has been successfully tested in a large
financial organisation with excellent results.
In
particular, the system proved to be able to handle tens
of millions of heavy transactions per day with a very
low latency (a second or slightly more during the peak
time, 12 GMT when European markets are functioning
and the NY market is starting). Furthermore, it proves
a more than acceptable approximation of a linear
capability to scale on commodity hardware. The
following simplified models show some elements of
the methodology application.

Figure 7. Simplified conceptual architecture view.

6. Conclusion
Although the XTP paradigm is in its infancy status, the
vendor market has been proactive in offering a number
of enabling technologies.
Regrettably, the
methodology domain does not seem to have accepted
the challenge, and indeed, the gap is obvious. This
paper presented a methodology that, starting from the
one introduced J. Cheesman and J. Daniels, offers an
important enhancement necessary to systematically
address multi-layered architectures and more
importantly to provide architects with a systematic
approach to implement XTP systems able to effectively
scale on commodity hardware and standard-based
software to increase the ROI. This can be achieved by
basing the architecture on the capability to scale of the
underlying infrastructure, or, in extreme case,
including a high-performing distributed cache.
Although this is the main mean of providing very low
latency solutions, it also introduces a high degree of
sophistication and complexity. Therefore, its usage
should be considered only where the business
requirements present extreme NFRs.
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Abstract
Running multiples experiments in Software Engineering
introduces the need of recording data as well as transferring
knowledge across them, specially considering that several
researchers are involved on replicating experiments. In this
work we explore ontologies to support knowledge transfer,
helping to elucidate the associated concepts of controlled
experiments and their relationships. Based on our expertise
on conducting controlled experiments, we have proposed an
ontology to experimental studies, named EXP ER Ontology.
The ontology proposed is intended to be used as a tool
for knowledge transfer, assisting researchers, reviewers,
and meta-analysts in designing, conducting, and evaluating
controlled experiments. In order to validate our ontology
we have instantiated it in to a controlled experiment.
Keywords: Ontology, Controlled Experiments, Experimental Software Engineering, Knowledge Transfer.

1

Introduction

Experimental Software Engineering (ESE) attempts to
evaluate and measure the performance of models and techniques in practical contexts, in order to establish a body of
knowledge base to support decision-making. Results from
a single experiment cannot establish deﬁnitive facts about a
phenomenon due to variations introduced by different system domains, personal background and experience and cultural environments [5, 9, 10, 12]. Gaining insight into such
The authors would like to thank the Brazilian funding agencies
(FAPESP, CAPES, CNPq) and to the QualiPSo Project for their support.

variations requires running multiple independent studies on
a topic, what introduces the need both for recording data
and transferring knowledge across multiple studies.
Linkman and Rombach [8] pointed out that experimentation can be used as a tool to support technology transfer. In this sense, lab packages can be viewed as a packing
of knowledge about controlled studies. In addition, a lab
package must be able to cope with the experiment evolution
across multiple studies. A lab package describes an experiment providing materials for its replication, highlights opportunities for variation, and builds a context for combining
results of different types of experimental treatments. However, Shull et al. [11] argue that researchers face difﬁculty
understanding and reviewing lab packages. The main difﬁculties are concerned to the understanding of the concepts
underlying the techniques under study, and to mastering of
the knowledge involved in running the experiment.
In this scenario, ontologies can be used to enable several
researchers to have access to heterogeneous sources of information that are expressed by using diverse vocabularies
or inaccessible formats [6]. Based on this, Biolchin et al. [6]
have proposed an ontology for ESE in a macro-perspective,
showing the concepts of Primary and Secondary Studies on
Software Engineering at a high level, aiming at supporting
systematic reviews.
In another perspective, we have investigated the establishment of an ontology for ESE, now focusing on controlled experiments – EXP ER Ontology. Such ontology
aims to formally describe the concepts that compose a lab
package. The idea is that the ontology can be used as a tool
to harmonize concepts and to facilitate lab packages reuse
and sharing.
Moreover, since the body of knowledge on testing keeps
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evolving, mainly due to the experimental studies conducted,
we intend to merge EXP ER Ontology to OntoTest [3, 2] –
an ontology of software testing we have also deﬁned. At
the very end, both ontologies should be used to establish a
reference architecture that supports the development of environments/tools to automate software testing activities and
related experimental studies. Here we focus on describing
EXP ER Ontology.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we provide a brief overview of controlled
experimental studies.
In Section 3 we describe the
EXP ER Ontology and provide an example of its instantiation. Finally, in Section 4 we summarize our contributions
and perspectives for further works.

2

Experiments in Software Engineering:
Main Concepts

Any experimentation ﬁeld comprises two types of investigation: Primary and Secondary Studies [6]. Primary
studies use speciﬁc designs addressed to evaluate the hypothesis formulated by the researcher, to be tested under
well-established conditions. Secondary studies intend to
produce comparisons between individual investigations selected from a set of primary studies in order to allow generalizing of results. Wohlin et al. [13] have pointed out different sorts of primary studies: Survey, Case Study and Controlled Experiment (see Figure 1). Our ontology focuses on
Controlled Experiment. Its main concepts are highlighted
throughout Experimentation Process, described next.
<<concept>>
Experimental study

<<concept>>
Primary study

<<concept>>
Survey

<<concept>>
Case study

<<concept>>
Controlled Experiment

<<concept>>
Secondary study

<<concept>>
Systematic Review

Figure 1. Ontology for Experimental Studies
The Experimentation Process follows a sequence of
phases [13]: Deﬁnition, Planning, Operation, Analysis and
Packaging. In the Deﬁnition phase, hypotheses are clearly
stated and the experiment goals are established. Based on
the deﬁnition, in the Planning phase, an execution plan
must be detailed, deﬁning the execution environment, the
subjects involved and their proﬁle, the dependent and independent variables and their scales. At this stage it is important to discuss the validity of the expected results. These

two initial phases are iterative, since it is possible to return
to a previous phase or redo the current one.
The Operation phase is divided into three steps: Preparation, Execution and Data Validation. Preparation concerns to preparing the required material to run the experiment, such as data collection forms and training materials. The Execution must ensure that the experiment is conducted as planned. Finally, during Data Validation, replicators try to check the data collected for correctness. These
three steps are also iterative. After Operation, the data collected is analyzed (Analysis). The Packaging phase is concerned to documentation, including experimental artifacts,
procedures and results into a so-called lab package for future replications. Amaral et al. [1] suggest that such phase
should be conducted in parallel throughout the experimentation process. These concepts highlighted in this section
are mapped on the EXP ER Ontology, presented next.

3

The EXP ER Ontology

Ontology is a formal explicit speciﬁcation of a shared
conceptualization, that is, an abstract way of perceiving a
piece of reality conceived as a set of relevant terms and
their relationships, whose structure is constrained by some
rules [7]. In short, ontologies are intended for knowledge
being used in representation, sharing and management of
several different domains.
Based on our expertise on controlled experiments, we
have deﬁned EXP ER Ontology. The idea is to address the
main concepts of controlled experiments, from deﬁnition to
analysis of the results. It is important to notice that we have
also considered the experiment evolution, which is stored
into the lab package. A researcher runs an experiment to
validate some technique, method or tool. In the ﬁrst running of the experiment a lab package is created, describing
the original experiment and providing materials for replication. By analyzing the instantiated concepts from the original lab package, further researches can identify opportunities for variation and build a context for combining results
of different types of experimental treatments.
Here, we present the EXP ER Ontology in two levels of
reﬁnement. The ﬁrst one refers to the main concepts of a
controlled experiment. The second one deals with the reﬁnement of the concepts of validity and lab packages. We
have used UML notation to represent the ontology.

3.1

An Ontology for Experiments

From conducting an original experiment a lab package
is generated. A replication uses a lab package from previous experiments as the basis for its motivation as well as for
generating a new lab package, as depicted in Figure 2. Both
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the original experiment and the replication have to be evaluated regarding to their validity. An original experiment is
created by a designer, who has his/her proﬁle related to the
experiment as a parameter to deﬁne a possible threat to validity. In the same sense, a replicator has also his/her proﬁle
associated with the replication.
It is important to highlight that both designer and replicator proﬁles might inﬂuence, negatively or positively, the
conduction of the experiment/replication. The lack of experience, for instance, is a negative inﬂuence since it can
be difﬁcult to isolate the factors of risk when deﬁning an
experiment. Regarding the replication, the lack of experience can also inﬂuence the execution ﬁdelity of the original
experiment. On the other hand, the high experience is a
positive inﬂuence since it minimizes the effort for deﬁning
the experiment and helps to analyze the lab package both to
identify opportunities and combine results of different experimental treatments. So, the designer and replicator proﬁles
must be taken into account during the analysis of the results
as an inﬂuence on the experiment validity.
<<concept>>
Original experiment

generates
1

1..*
1 has

1
<<concept>>
Lab package

1

is basis for
1

0..*

1

<<concept>>
Replication
1

has
1

1..*
<<concept>>
Validity

1..*

1

0..*

generates
designs

conducts
<<concept>>
Replicator

1..*

1..*

<<concept>>
Designer
influences

1
has
1
is recorded

1

<<concept>>
Experimenter Profile

0..1

1
has

1

Figure 2. Ontology for Controlled Experiments
The validity evaluation is an issue to be addressed
through all phases of the experimentation process. Wohlin
et al. [13] pointed out that there are four types of threat to
validity: (1) conclusion validity – refers to the relationship
between the treatment and outcome; (2) internal validity –
refers to the points that assure there is a causal relationship
between the factors and the outcome; (3) construct validity – concerns with the relation between theory and observation; and (4) external validity – concerns with generalization. Each type of validity is constrained by threats, as
illustrated in Figure 3.
A threat to validity constrains the validity of an original experiment or a replication. However, when there are
threats, they are identiﬁed in the lab package. The inﬂu-

<<concept>>
Threat to validity

constrains

<<concept>>
Internal validity

<<concept>>
Construct validity

<<concept>>
External validity

<<concept>>
Conclusion validity

Figure 3. Types of Validity
ences to any element that integrate a lab package (or the
combination of them) cause a threat to validity. Following,
the lab package is deﬁned in terms of concepts.

3.2

An Ontology for Lab Packages

The concepts deﬁned in the ontology for Lab Packages,
depicted in Figure 4, are presented throughout the experimentation process, highlighted in the following. At ﬁrst, the
initial hypothesis of a controlled experiment is established.
It is composed by the object of study, in agreement with a
purpose, under a quality focus, and in a speciﬁc context.
The Deﬁnition phase is the basis for the Planning phase
and the initial hypothesis generates the hypotheses formalized. These hypotheses have null hypothesis and the
alternative hypothesis, as attributes. From the hypothesis
formalized, the experimenter deﬁnes the experiment variables – dependent and independent variables. During the
planning phase s/he also deﬁnes the experiment objects:
technologies to be studied (techniques, methods or tools)
and artifacts (documents, tools or forms) to be used.
Each subject has his/her proﬁle recorded to characterize his/her background. Capturing the subject background
aims at identifying possible inﬂuence on results. For instance, previous knowledge about experiment objects or domain application might inﬂuence the results obtained. The
subjects’ proﬁle must be considered to create the experimental design, which is built combining experiment objects, independent variables and subjects, in agreement with
the hypothesis under investigation. In addition, the subjects’
proﬁle must be considered in analysis.
Based on the experimental design, an execution plan
must be elaborated in order to describe the entire controlled
environment to conduct the experiment. Such plan must
consider the training activity, which comprises both theoretical and practical approaches for teaching the involved technology. The plan is obtained by establishing the tasks to be
executed, their sequence and their period. During the execution, each task must have its initial and ﬁnal time recorded,
and differences between task planned and task performed
must be considered as a threat to validity.
The main objective of Deﬁnition and Planning phases
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<<concept>>
Object of study

<<concept>>
Context

Statistical analysis

<<concept>>
Confirmatory analysis

1..*

- Technique : String
<<concept>>
Quality focus

<<concept>>
Purpose

<<concept>>
Exploratory analysis

is basis for
<<concept>>
Initial hypothesis

is basis for

generates 1

<<concept>>
Dependent variable

is defined from
1..*

1..* 1..*

1..*

is basis for
1..*

1

<<concept>>
Hypothesis formalised

1..* 1..*
<<concept>>
Independent variable

is defined from

- Null hypothesis : char
- Alternative hypothesis : char

1..*

uses as factor

1..*

1..*

1

1
can be a value of 1

1..*
is defined from

1..*

1

1

<<concept>>
Experimental design

uses as treatment
1

1..*
<<concept>>
Experiment object

<<concept>>
Technique

<<concept>>
Execution Plan

1

teaches in

1

1
1

1..*

<<concept>>
Technology

1..*
follows
1

1

<<concept>>
Training
1

<<concept>>
Analysis

is basis for

1..*

1..*
1

1..*
follows

1..*

1
is applied in
<<concept>>
Method

is obtained applying a
1..*

1..*

1..*
<<concept>>
Artifact

uses

1..*

<<concept>>
Result

Is obtained using in a

1..*

0..*

1..*

1
can use

1
0..*

<<concept>>
Subject

is obtained by

1..*
<<concept>>
Tool

1..*

1..*
1..*

1
is obtained during a

can be

1..*

<<concept>>
Task
- Period : int

has
1
<<concept>>
Document

<<concept>>
Questionnaire

<<concept>>
Profile

<<concept>>
Form

<<concept>>
Task performed

1..*

describes

1

<<concept>>
Task planned

Figure 4. Ontology for Lab Packages
is to establish the experimental design, which must satisfy
the requirements to the Analysis phase. Such phases culminate in the experimental design and in the execution plan,
deﬁning an environment as controlled as possible to test the
hypothesis and minimize the threats to validity. Both of
them are the core to guide the operation phase. The next
axiom formally deﬁnes the experimental design – the predicate Design associates treatments for each subject:
Design(s, SetOf T reat)
where s represents subjects and SetOf T reat are values for

factors (set of treatment). F actors are deﬁned as:
F actor(f1 , . . . , fn )
∀f ∈ F actor, ∃ T reatment(f ) = {v1 , . . . , vn }, n ≥ 2
dom(T reatment) = Artif act ∪ T echnology
SetOf T reat = {(vf1 , . . . , vfn )}|∀f, vfn ∈
T reatment(fn )
where f deﬁnes the factor to deal with, and vfn are values
for each f . From the predicate Design it is established the
plan for conducting the experiment, which is detailed on a
set of tasks:
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(∀s, SetOf T reat)(Execution(s, SetOf T reat) →
T ask(ta1 ) ∧ . . . ∧ T ask(tan ))
where tan deﬁnes the tasks. Each task is deﬁned as
T ask(tan ) →
(T raining(s, tr , a, p) ∨ Applying(s, te , a, p))
where the T raining predicate indicates that a subject can
be trained on a technology (indicated by tr ) using an artifact a, during a period p. In the same sense, the Applying
predicate indicates that a subject s applies a technology te
to an artifact a, during a period p generating data to support
testing the hypothesis.
The data set gathered during the execution represents the
concept results on ontology. The analysis of these results
is based on hypotheses formalized and on experimental design focusing on dependent variables. Conﬁrmatory analysis aims to test the hypotheses formalized and exploratory
analysis aims to investigate unanticipated relationships.

3.3

be representative of several different types of software and
provided to the subjects. The three programs selected were
a text processor (P1), a numeric abstract data type (P2), and
a database maintainer (P3). Table 1 summarizes the Basili
and Selby experimental design. Notice that each subject applied the techniques in a pre-deﬁned sequence.
The execution plan was divided into ﬁve distinct steps:
training, three V&V sessions, and a follow-up session. Elementary exercises followed by a pre-test covering all techniques were administered to all subjects after the training
and before the V&V sessions.
Table 1. Experimental Design of the Study
Conducted by Basili and Selby[4]
Expertise

Adv.
Adv.
...
Interm.
Interm.
...
Junior

Instantiating the EXP ER Ontology for a
V&V Lab Package

To illustrate the concepts previously discussed, a controlled experiment, originally conducted by Basili and
Selby [4], involving V&V (Veriﬁcation and Validation)
techniques is presented. We have chosen such study and
used the description found on paper aimed to instantiate
the EXP ER Ontology using an original experiment created
by other researchers, as a validation. The experiment compared the application of three V&V techniques. In order to
identify the strengths and weaknesses of each of them. The
subjects were selected to be representative of three different
levels of computer science expertise: advanced, intermediate, and junior. The experiment had a total of 32 subjects.
The V&V techniques were: (1) code reading; (2) functional testing; and (3) structural testing. The subjects were
asked to apply code reading (by stepwise abstraction) to detect discrepancies between the program’s abstracted functions and their speciﬁcations. The functional testing was
performed by applying equivalence partitioning and boundary value analysis to select a set of test case for the program.
Then they executed the program on this collection of test
cases, and inconsistencies between what the program actually performed and what they thought the speciﬁcation said
were noted. During the structural testing were given the
source code for the program, instructions to execute it, and
a description of the input format for the program. The subjects were asked to examine the source and generate a set of
test cases that cumulatively execute 100% of the program’s
statements. When the subjects were applying a technique,
they generated and executed their own test cases [4].
The experimental design enables the distinction of the
V&V techniques while allowing for the effects of the different programs being tested. Three programs were chosen to

Subjects

Code
Reading

Functional
Testing

Structural
Testing

S1
S2

P3
P2

P2
P1

P1
P3

S9
S10

P2
P3

P1
P2

P3
P1

S32

P3

P2

P1

According to the description of Basili and Selby experiment [4] and based on the EXP ER Ontology, we have instantiated the experimental design concept as following.
Design(S1, Advanced, Code Reading, P 3)
Design(S1, Advanced, F unctional T esting, P 2)
Design(S1, Advanced, Structural T esting, P 1)
...
Design(S9, Intermediate, Code Reading, P 2)
Design(S9, Intermediate, F unctional T esting, P 1)
Design(S9, Intermediate, Structural T esting, P 3)
...
Design(S32, Junior, Code Reading, P 3)
Design(S32, Junior, F unctional T esting, P 2)
Design(S32, Junior, Structural T esting, P 1)

From these instances of Design, it is possible to identify the treatments: Advanced, Intermediate or Junior; code
reading, functional testing or structural testing; and P1, P2,
P3. Such treatments represent values to the F actors: Expertise, Technique and Programs. These treatments and factors are instantiated next.
F actor = (Expertise, T echnique, P rogram)
f or Expertise, T reatment =
{Advanced, Intermediate, Junior}
f or T echnique, T reatment =
{Code Reading, F unctional T esting, Structural T esting}
f or P rogram, T reatment = {P 1, P 2, P 3}
SetOf T reatment = {(Advanced, Code Reading, P 3)}
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Also according to the description, the execution plan
concept has been instantiated as:
Execution() → T raining(S1, Code Reading, −−)∧
...
T raining(S32, Code Reading, −−)∧
T raining(S1, F unctional T esting, −−, −−)∧
...
T raining(S32, F unctional T esting, −−, −−)∧
T raining(S1, Structural T esting, −−, −−)∧
...
T raining(S32, Structural T esting, −−, −−)∧
Applying(S1, Code Reading, P 3, −−)∧
...
Applying(S32, Structural T esting, P 1, −−)

From these predicates we can notice that there are missing values (indicated by −−). Indeed, the paper describing
the experiment do not bring them. Observe that the ontology can also be used as a mechanism to improve the obtained data set from the Lab Package. On the T raining
predicate there are two missing values: the ﬁrst one refers
to the artifact used in the training activity and the second
one refers to the period for the training. On the Applying
predicate there is only one missing value, which refers to
the period for the application of a technique to a given program.

4

Conclusions and Further Works

In this paper we proposed EXP ER Ontology, an ontology for Experimental Software Engineering, focusing on
controlled experiments. EXP ER Ontology has been built
based on our knowledge and expertise on conducting controlled experiments, mainly on evaluating V&V techniques.
The importance of keeping all the data about controlled experiments on lab packages motivated us to focus on mapping the concepts involved. The idea is that a lab package based on the EXP ER Ontology can be used to improve
the knowledge sharing among researchers when conducting
replications and systematic reviews or meta-analysis.
We have also conducted a preliminary validation of
EXP ER Ontology in the context of the Basili and Selby
[4] experiment. However, it is important to highlight the
need of validating and evolving the proposed ontology for
other controlled experiments in different domains. Also,
we intend to include some established guidelines for experimental software engineering to ensure the validity of
the ontology. Further investigation has been planned in this
sense. Moreover, we intend to explore how to integrate the
EXP ER Ontology to OntoT est. Such ontology has speciﬁed several concepts presented here, as technique and tool,
focusing on testing activities. At the very end, both ontologies should be used to establish a reference architecture

that supports the development of environments/tools to automate software testing activities and related experimental
studies.
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Abstract—Automatic model creation from textual speciﬁcations
is a complex task. We show how ontologies can be used to improve
the quality of automatically created UML models. An evaluation
of a model transformation from a textual speciﬁcation of the
World Chess Federation to UML is used as an example. The
resulting UML models are substantially improved.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dealing with natural language textual speciﬁcations is a
sophisticated task. When developing new software, user requirements are usually written down in textual form. Natural
language is used to align the user’s understanding of the
requirements with the analyst’s own viewpoint. Models are
being created in later steps. The most popular are UML
models.
Finding out what the requirements originator really meant
when stating “facts” is complex [1]. Rupp and Goetz show
that focusing on the requirements in the ﬁrst stages of the
software development process prevents numerous mistakes [2]
and therefore saves effort. We offer an approach and a collection of tools to automatically create models from textual
speciﬁcations [3].
Today, it is still a manual task to provide enough information for the model creation system so that it is capable of
automatically creating a model of the input text. It is common
sense that helps humans to extract semantic information when
preparing textual paragraphs for machine processing. Douglas
Lenat said in 1998 [4]: “If you pluck an isolated sentence [...]
it will likely lose some or all of its meaning – i. e., if you
show it out of context to someone else, they will likely miss
some or all of its intended signiﬁcance.” Computers lack this
kind of knowledge.
Applying implicit semantics by using ontologies, we want
to overcome this problem and contribute to the solution with
outlook to a completely covered process from textual speciﬁcations to ready-to-go and ontology-improved UML models.
II. M ODEL C REATION
The basis for our research is the S ENSE (Software Engineers’ Natural language Semantics Encoding) system [3]. It
provides the annotation language S AL E (S ENSE Annotation
Language for English) that requires minimal reorganization of
the original document.

Fig. 1.

The Model Creation Process

A. Encoding Semantics
The key concept of S ENSE is the encoding of semantics
via thematic relations and graph contiguity in omnigraphs, a
formal extension of hypergraphs [5]. Thematic relations denote
which role a constituent plays in an n-ary relation: The ones
used in S AL E comprise AG for agens, an acting person, ACT
for actus, the action itself, and PAT for patiens, the person or
thing being acted on etc. (for a complete list cf. [3]). A short
description can be found in Table I.
B. Using Graphs for Representation
The annotation of natural language serves to encode the
semantics of a text. The annotated text can be processed
via an ordinary ANTLR [6] generated parser thus avoiding
error-prone Natural Language Processing (NLP). The S AL E
compiler creates a script that builds a graph instance in
the graph rewrite system G R G EN .NET [7]. In this graph,
quested semantics are represented via types and contiguity.
The advantages of graph representations are their abstraction
from any oddities of the underlying natural language, the
direct representation of cyclic content, and that the very same
representation can serve for multiple natural languages.
C. Model Creation Process
Creating the UML model takes several steps as can be seen
in Figure 1. The process is described in the following.
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TABLE I
S EMANTIC ROLES MATCHED TO UML ( EXAMPLE )

1) Text: First there is the text of the speciﬁcation. An
example would be:


The game of chess is played between two opponents.
The player with the white pieces commences the game.





2) Annotation: An editor then annotates the text with
semantic information so that the natural language speciﬁcation
is machine-processable. This would look as follows:


[ #The game_of_chess|PAT #is played|ACT #between
*two opponents|AG ].
[ [ #The ^player|POSS #with #the $white
pieces|HAB ]|AG commences|ACT #the game|PAT ].



Thematic
Relation

Explanation

UML
model element

AG

The acting person or
thing executing the
action.

Class, Role,
or Instance

ACT

The action, executed by
person or thing

Method, State (-Transition)
or Relation

PAT

Person or thing affected
by the action or on which
action is being performed

Class, Role,
or Instance

HAB

Possession or belonging;
person or thing being
received or passed on by
person or thing

Class, Role,
or Instance

...

empty

...



In S AL E -syntax the hash “#” denotes a comment, the bar
“|” delimits the thematic relation, the asterisk “*” shows
the multiplicity of attributes and the square brackets “[]”
delineate clauses. For more details see [3].
3) Graph Script: The graph (rewrite) script includes the
commands to build the graph.
4) Graph: The actual graph is being created from the graph
(rewrite) script (.grs).
5) Rules: After creating the initial graph, rules rewrite the
graph. We provide a special set of rules which allows us to
gather information for later ontology processing.
6) Ontology: After extracting a number of useful thematic
relations from the graph, we query the ontology. The idea
is to gain as much implicit information as possible from the
individual concepts. This information can then be used to
improve model creation.
7) UML: We also use graph-rules to transform the already
existing graph into UML. The back-end of the S ENSE/S AL E
system is meanwhile capable of exporting truly UML compliant XMI documents [8]. This can then be visualized in any
UML application, such as Altova UModel 2008.
III. O NTOLOGY-BASED M ODEL I MPROVEMENT
UML diagrams not only consist of class diagrams, but also
state-charts, sequence-diagrams and so forth. Every thematic
relation can be matched to several UML model types (see Table I). This chapter shows that the correct UML representations
can be chosen by using ontologies.
As for processing natural language during the UML model
creation process, there are two possibilities where ontologyreasoning takes place: during the initial annotation phase
(pre-processing), and after having created the model (postprocessing). In this paper we focus on the latter one. The
model is already created and loaded into the graph as shown in
section II-C. In the next phase we extract the concepts we want
to process in the ontology directly from the graph. This is done
via graph-rules as depicted in Figure 1. Once the necessary
ontology knowledge from the UML concepts has been gained,
we send the newly gathered information back into the graph.
A consolidated UML model is created.
A. Introducing RCyc
We chose the ResearchCyc (RCyc) ontology since it offers
a very extensive coverage of real life concepts [9]. WordNet in

comparison is optimized for lexical categorization [10] while
MIT’s ConceptNet [11] differs from the popular concepts
mentioned [12].
The most important RCyc-predicates for our task are
#$isa and #$genls. The ﬁrst one describes that one item
is an instance of some collection, the second one that one
collection is a sub collection of another one. (RCyc-)Facts
about concepts are asserted using certain CycL sentences [9].
B. Support Model Creation
We extract lists of thematic relations within interconnected
sentences from the graph. The graph contains the text with
its phrases, words and thematic relations. It is processed one
paragraph at a time. The ontology processes each thematic
relation individually (see chess example in III-E).
We start with the AG (Agens) and ACT (actus) thematic
relations as shown in Table I. Depending on context and
meaning of each word, only certain UML concepts of these
n-ary relations are suitable and sensible. Having the phrase
“user A uses an interface B in the application” implies a
relation between the two. It is not appropriate to model the
verb “use” as method in a UML class diagram. It is vital to
realize what is reasonable to model and how. Feeding back
the gathered information into the graph generation system is
part of the approach (see Figure 1). The rewritten graph can
then emit a XMI ﬁle which is transformed into the improved
UML model.
C. Thematic Relation AG (Agens)
Looking at the AG thematic relation of a given phrase,
there is a chance that some of these roles are interrelated
(e. g. “car” and “vehicle”), conceptually related (e. g. “car”
and “highway”) or maybe even mean the same (e. g. “car” and
“automobile”). Words are often replaced with their synonyms
leading to ambiguities. One could say that a good speciﬁcation
should have as few as possible of these, unfortunately, reality
proves us wrong [1]. Today’s available disambiguation features
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cannot repel all problems which might arise when the system
cannot recognize all or important polysemy.
Depending on the number of AGs in play, there might be a
set of AGs which could be combined. For example we have
the AG “User” and another AG “Operator” who work on
a “system” described in a speciﬁcation. Realizing that there
is a certain similarity in the two terms should lead to the
conclusion that there also is a certain connection between the
two. If there are two AGs which happen to have the same
generalization, or one of them is an instance of the other, it
might also be modeled as instance of a certain class and not
as an additional class in the UML model.
Let’s assume the graph contains three different AGs A, B,
and C. To make sure these items are not equal or at least
Fig. 2. Classiﬁcation of Thematic Relation ACT (actus)
related in any kind, we compare them pairwise and check their
similarity. That means checking if one object is an instance
of another (in CycL: #$isA) or belongs to the same subset humans, that it is more likely to be a state (-transition) than a
(in CycL: #$genls) by querying the ontology. Take the relation (shown in Figure 2 as “TransACT”). Winning a game
words “player” and “opponents” for example. Players who takes place after all the premises for a victory have been
play against each other are opponents. Thus every player is fulﬁlled. Let’s assume State A is the state depicting that the
an opponent. A relation #$isA between the “player” and game is still on and one has not won yet. State B shall be the
“opponent” class in the UML model is inserted. The methods state that marks the end of winning the game. As soon as the
and attributes of both UML classes are combined.
game is won, this type of ACT “jumps” from State A to B.
Querying RCyc about “player” and “opponents” leads to It is not a process which takes a discrete period of time to
hundreds of facts and connections. A excerpt is listed below. happen. This sort of ACT is represented as state (-transition).


Querying RCyc about “win” gives the output below.
predicate opponents:


isa:

IrreflexiveBinaryPredicate
SymmetricBinaryPredicate
CoexistingObjectsPredicate
(argIsa opponents 1 Agent-Generic)
(argIsa opponents 2 Agent-Generic)
(opponents AGENT1 AGENT2)

Collection: Winning
isa:
ConflictEventStatus
AtemporalNecessarilyEssential
CollectionType
AtemporalThing
genls: AtemporalThing



Collection Player:
isa: Agent-Generic



The above listing shows that “opponents” is a predicate.
The syntax (opponents AGENT1 AGENT2) means that
AGENT1 and AGENT2 are opponents of each other. Also the
arguments are of type Agent-Generic as can be seen in
(argIsa opponents 1/2 Agent-Generic). Querying not only for “opponent”, but also for “player” leads to
the RCyc output that a “player” is also an Agent-Generic
type, just as opponents are. The conclusion is that both words
have a relation. This is represented in a UML class-relation
and inserted into the graph.
D. Thematic Relation ACT (actus)



In RCyc the verb “win” is recognized as the collection
 Winning. The digest of the RCyc-facts shows that it is
atemporal (RCyc: AtemporalThing). It is also generalized
by AtemporalThing. This means it is a specialization of
the collection of all things that are “timeless” in the sense
of having no “location” in time. It makes no sense to ask
of an atemporal thing, e. g. “When did it begin (or cease) to
exist?” Examples of atemporal things include sets, collections,
numbers, vectors, and certain “abstract structures” (such as the
structure of a partial ordering).
2) ACT as Relation: What if the ACT is instead a stative
verb? Than it should not be translated into a state (-transition)
in UML, but rather a relation between two classes or their
corresponding instances (shown in Figure 2 as “RelACT”). An
example would be the word “use” which describes that something uses something else. This denotes a relation. Querying
RCyc about “use” leads to the output below.



The ACT thematic relation is usually denoted by a verb.
A verb indicates an occurrence (sparkle, blink), a state of
being (exist, is there), or an action (run, cook). Therefore ACT
is translated into a state (-transition), relation or a method
Predicate: usesIn
in UML (see Figure 2). State (-transitions) are instantaneous, isa:
TernaryPredicate
relations do not have a ﬁxed duration and are wholly present at arg1Isa:Agent-PartiallyTangible
time whereas methods are extended in time but are not wholly arg2Isa:PartiallyTangible
arg3Isa:Action
present.
(argIsa usesIn 1 Agent-PartiallyTangible)
1) ACT as State (-Transition): When a word such as “win” (argIsa usesIn 2 PartiallyTangible)
or “checkmate” is being looked at, it is quite obvious for (argIsa usesIn 3 Action)
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RCyc understands “use” as the predicate usesIn. Predicates are represented as UML relations. We further learn that
usesIn is a TernaryPredicate and what kind of input
types it takes. The RCyc output explains that the agent
ARG1 uses the object ARG2 to perform the action
ARG3.
3) ACT as Method: If ACT represents an action that has
a duration or is temporally extended it can be considered
as action which leads to a UML representation as method
(in a class). Examples would be words like “move”, “run”,
“calculate”, etc.



Fig. 3.

UML after 1st sentence

Fig. 4.

UML after 2nd sentence

Collection: CausingAnotherObjects
TranslationalMotion
isa: EventOrRoleConcept
FirstOrderCollection
genls:ActionOnObject
Movement-TranslationEvent
TemporalThing
TemporallyExistingThing
TemporallyExtendedThing
Collection: Movement-TranslationEvent
isa: EventOrRoleConcept
FirstOrderCollection
genls:TemporalThing
TemporallyExistingThing
TemporallyExtendedThing





In RCyc those types of ACT can be deduced to
TemporallyExtendedThing. The output above is from
the word “move” which RCyc translates into the collection
CausingAnotherObjectsTranslationalMotion
and also Movement-TranslationEvent. Both are
being generalized (RCyc: genls) by TemporallyExtendedThing. This is the collection of all things that
are “extended in time”, as opposed to being “wholly present
at a time”. For example, an event is a temporally-extended
thing, as it is extended in time; it is not wholly present at any
interval that is properly subsumed by its temporal extent. This
is similar for a time-interval, such as a particular calendar year
where e. g. 1999 is not present in 2001 anymore. Conversely,
a person is not a temporally-extended thing, as she or he
exists at different times and is wholly present at each such
time. TemporallyExtendedThing is marked as UML
method.
E. Chess Example
We chose article 1 from the section “Basic rules of play” of
the FIDE laws of chess [13]. An excerpt reads the following:

The game of chess is played between two opponents
who move their pieces alternately on a square
board called a ’chessboard’.
The player with the white pieces commences the game.

The second sentence introduces AG “player” and ACT
“commences”. “White” is an attribute of the “pieces”. It is
also a “color” (isa) and therefore modeled as the attribute
“color”. Querying RCyc about the “player” shows that it is
of type Agent-Generic and that it is used as an argument
for the (opponents AGENT1 AGENT2) relation. Thus the
AG “player” is similar to “opponents”. The user needs to
decide which concept should be replaced by the other. We
decided for “player”. Therefore the UML class “opponent” is
not created and “player” receives the attribute “isOpponent”
and the methods of “opponent” as well (see Figure 4). The
ACT “commences” returns the RCyc result of being a genls
of TemporallyExistingThing and therefore modeled as
method.
As can be seen, it is easy for humans to spot that “The
player” in the second sentence is also a part of the “two
opponents”. The computer cannot make that distinction without ontology knowledge. Thus when using the ontology, the
models tend to be far more human readable and less complex
since the correct type of model is created.
This is true for model creation as far as the ontology has
the
necessary knowledge. There are some drawbacks which

are enumerated in the following.
IV. E VALUATION





When annotating the ﬁrst sentence we get AG “opponents”
with a multiplicity of two and the ACTs “play”, “move”
and “called”. Querying RCyc, “play” is denoted as relation,
“move” as method and “called” as another relation. The ACT
“called” belongs to “square board” with its thematic relation
PAT (patiens) and is therefore not considered in this example.
The initial UML model is illustrated in Figure 3.

Having the machine translate the speciﬁcation without enriched ontology knowledge, UML diagrams grow unnecessarily large. Already small speciﬁcations appear far more
complex than they actually are. For example, all AG concepts
could be treated independently instead of potentially grouped.
Additional to that, they would be modeled as class, role and
instance at the same time. Also modeling all ACT thematic
relations as method, state(-transition), and relation while not
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being able to decide which UML type to choose, makes the
UML grow large. The automatically created models become
mazy and hard to read. The model creation might end up
with thousands of classes when hundreds of classes – each
including the right modeling – would do. The usability and
complexity are not acceptable. Therefore automatic model
creation is much more applicable when ontology knowledge
is integrated.
Making sure that only one UML interpretation of a certain
AG and ACT is created, the complexity of the automatic
models is decreased by 2 out of 3 each for AG and ACT.
That is 66% less unnecessary and useless concepts.
The hit rate of AGs and ACTs queried in RCyc is acceptable. However, when working with the FIDE chess speciﬁcations, the coverage and reasoning of the ontology knowledge
was not always adequate. For example the ACT “occupied”
is discovered as a TemporallyExtendedThing in RCyc
which makes it a UML method in our approach. It would
ﬁt much better into the category of state(-transitions) since
a chess square is either (instantaneously) occupied or not. It
could also be modeled as relation between a piece and a square
to model which piece occupies which square.
Liu et al. also show that common sense can be regarded
as a myriad of simple facts [14]. The overall obstacle when
working with ontologies is the sparse coverage of special subjects and the resulting unreliable inferences. As any ontology,
RCyc does have its blind and weak spots though it is still the
most extensive collection of reasonalbe knowledge we have
discovered so far.
We did not make any contribution to the ontology to provide
a feeling of what would be possible by just employing the
ontology rather then entering domain knowledge beforehand.
In contrast to Liu et al. we did not enhance the underlying
ontology [14]. We therefore experience problems when the
necessary ontology knowledge does not exist. Further research
has to be put into this problem in the future (see VI).
Another question that came up when working with the ACT
thematic relations is that we were not able to distinguish
between phrases like “I am eating ﬁsh” and “I eat ﬁsh”.
The former would be a UML method as it describes an
action. “I eat ﬁsh” instead explains determination and should
therefore be created as UML relation or -attribute. MIT’s
ConceptNet [11] is said to deliver a solution to that problem
by working with parts of phrases and not only single words.
Also some of the words processed from RCyc needed
to be changed to CycL-related collections. These were
for example the word “called” which was transformed
to ThingsDescribableAsFn or “commences” which is
changed to BeginningAnActivity in RCyc. This could
not always be automated since the number of options is huge.
V. R ELATED W ORK
According to Marvin Minsky [15], [4] common sense is
the most powerful tool to overcome the problem of losing
information when not being able to grasp the semantics and
meaning of concepts we humans deal with daily. As mentioned

in [11], Marvin Minsky thinks that common sense “is knowing
maybe 30 or 60 million things about the world and having
them represented so that when something happens, you can
make analogies with others”.
There is an extensive number of parsers and NLP programs
that have acceptable detection rates, but fail when semantics
are indispensable for understanding, for example:
• Fred saw the aeroplane ﬂying over Karlsruhe.
• Fred saw the mountains ﬂying over Karlsruhe.
Both times the structure of the sentences is identical. Still
the action “ﬂying”, that is thematic relation ACT, should be
assigned to “the aeroplane” in the former and to “Fred” in the
latter.
In previous work we generated G R G EN .NET-graphs made
of the corresponding thematic relations of the natural language
text [3]. We were able to match thematic relations and their
meaning to speciﬁc concepts in UML models. We would
like to support this effort by empowering the machine to use
“common sense”.
Bethard et al. use timely dependencies when running the
classiﬁcation of possible UML concepts found in natural
language text [16]. Liu suggests using extraction of events and
their sub-event structure to understand natural language and
the connection of phrase concepts better. [14]. Liebermann and
Liu argue that there is a high coherence between the English
natural language and programming languages [17]. Therefore a
direct mapping might be feasible. Natural language processing
(NL-processing) is good enough to support natural language
programming (NL-programming) since programming still relies on formal languages [18].
Settimi shows that realizing there is no semantical difference
between the sentences “the user shall view” and “the system
shall display” cannot be corrected with only a thesaurus since
it will not be able to distinguish between opposite viewpoints
of the same action [19].
Looking at the natural language understanding (NLU) side,
Meystre and Haug show that focusing on small domains using
highly speciﬁed ontologies leads to satisfying results [20],
[21], [22].
Using non-speciﬁed ontologies on non-limited natural language texts has not been done so far.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This work has examined the post-processing of semantic
information already loaded into a graph model and shown
that it improves the automatic model creation process. Even
organizations with mature software development processes end
up with disconnected artifacts in documentation and implementation [23], [24]. Many mistakes stem from faulty designs
which tend to lose information during the design phase. We try
to avoid this by starting off with the speciﬁcation itself. We try
to make sure the ﬁrst step into coding is correct by matching
the model created from the speciﬁcation to the code. One
could argue that this approach also fails if the requirements
documented in the natural language textual speciﬁcation are
incomplete or faulty [1], [2].
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Pre-processing speciﬁcations before they are represented in
a graph and automatic text annotation is another big challenge.
We are working on detecting non-functional aspects. It seems
that this part of the speciﬁcation is not necessary for the
UML model creation. We also research the detection of
“Why?”-clauses/sentences. These are merely to explain why
something is done and not how. They are not beneﬁcial for
automatic model creation and serve for human motivation and
understanding only. Therefore, they can be erased in the preprocessing.
We consider using RCyc’s Microtheories and therefore
narrowing the search-space within the ontology. This improves
detection rates as well as processing speed. Implying RCyc’s
backward chaining might improve results even more. So far
using ontologies to improve model creation has only been
realized with the thematic relations AG and ACT. We will
extend this functionality to other thematic relations.
As shown in the chess example, there is a need to consider
“common sense” when automatically creating models from
textual speciﬁcations. Though our approach just marks the
beginning of using ontologies in combination with natural
language processing, it shows that improvements are possible.
Considering the fact that it still takes days, weeks or months to
completely understand and model a vast textual speciﬁcation
of any system, we assume this approach to be of great
help. The area of application is not restricted to software
development only as the boundary-setting aspect is the domain
knowledge of the ontology.
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Abstract
Testing constitutes one of the most relevant software engineering activities in order to guarantee the quality of the
software under development. Besides that, the automation
of testing activity is an important issue to be addressed – the
availability of testing tools makes the testing a more systematic activity and minimizes the errors caused by human intervention. In spite of their advantages, most of testing tools
are still built in an ad hoc way and considerable rework is
necessary if it is desired to conﬁgure or adapt them to different testing techniques and criteria. In this paper we discuss
the using of an ontology of software testing (OntoTest) in
the development of testing related tools. Two perspectives
have been investigated: (i) the development of an OntoTestbased application to share and harmonize testing concepts;
and (ii) the speciﬁcation of a common set of functional modules that testing tools should provide, aiming at establishing
an OntoTest-based testing architecture.
Keywords: Ontology, Software Testing, Testing Tool.

1. Introduction
Producing reliable, robust and high quality software systems is one of the most important software development
concerns. Testing, which intends to reveal the existence of
faults in the software, constitutes one of the most relevant
software engineering activities, being crucial to guarantee
the quality of the software under development. Besides that,
the data collected during testing phases is also important for
debugging, maintenance, and reliability assessment [11].
The software testing domain involves integration of three
basic types of knowledge – theoretical, empirical and tool
speciﬁc. In fact, a signiﬁcant amount of information should
be mastered to perform an effective testing activity (e.g.,
testing techniques and criteria, testing phases, testing steps,
testing artifacts, testing tools). Such diversity of concepts
The authors would like to thank the Brazilian funding agencies
(FAPESP, CAPES, CNPq) and to the QualiPSo Project for their support.

and their inter-relations make the establishment of a consensual shared understanding on software testing a fundamental issue to be addressed.
Ontologies play an important role in this perspective. An
ontology is a formal and declarative representation which
includes [6, 13]: (i) the vocabulary required for referring to
the concepts in the subject area; and (ii) the logical statements which describe what the concepts are and how they
are related to each other. Hence, it provides a vocabulary
for representing and communicating knowledge about some
topic as well as a set of relationships which hold among the
concepts in that vocabulary.
Currently we are establishing OntoTest [2], an ontology
of software testing, which aims to support acquisition, organization, reuse and sharing of knowledge on the testing
domain. Based on ISO/IEC 12207 [9] and on the Falbo and
Bertollo’s work [4], OntoTest intends to explore different
perspectives involved in the testing activity, such as techniques and criteria, human and organizational resources,
and automated tools.
Also regarding the quality and productivity of the software development process, the automation of testing activity is another important issue to be addressed. Indeed, applying a testing criterion without the support of a testing
tool is an error-prone activity.
In order to automate software testing, commercial and
academic testing tools have been developed in the last years.
Despite their advantages, most of testing tools are still built
in an ad hoc way. As a consequence, is difﬁcult to identify a
well-deﬁned architecture for them. Besides, since a testing
tool typically supports a unique testing criterion, considerable rework is necessary if it is desired to conﬁgure or adapt
it to another criterion or technique.
In this paper we discuss the using of OntoTest in the development of testing related tools. Two scenarios are considered: (i) to developing an OntoTest-based application for
organizing and searching testing concepts, aiming at disseminating testing information; and (ii) to deﬁning a common set of functional modules that different testing tools
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should provide, aiming at establishing an OntoTest-based
architecture for testing tools.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 the related work is presented. Section 3 describes
OntoTest and its general structure. In Section 4 we discuss
how testing related tools can be built based on OntoTest. In
Section 5 we summarize our contributions and discuss the
perspectives for further work.

2. Related Work
An ontology is a formal explicit speciﬁcation of a shared
conceptualization [6]. That is, a simpliﬁed way of perceiving a piece of reality, often conceived as a set of relevant
terms and their relationships, whose structure is constrained
by some rules. Basically, it consists of concepts and relations, as well as their deﬁnitions, properties and constraints
expressed by means of axioms [13].
Ontologies have been applied to describe a variety of domains, such as medicine, engineering and law. In software
engineering, several ontologies have already been identiﬁed
– software engineering ontology [15, 16], software quality ontology [1], software process ontology [4], enterprise
ontology [14], software testing ontology [7, 17], software
maintenance ontology [10], among others.
Falbo and Bertollo [4], for instance, developed an ontology of software process to support the acquisition, organization, reuse and sharing of software process knowledge.
The ontology is designed to support software process definition and automatization in a meta-SEE (Software Engineering Environment), which is able to generate, by means
of instantiation, SEEs adequate to the particularities of speciﬁc software processes, application domains and projects.
Every knowledge based tool linked to the software process
ontology shares a common vocabulary, facilitating the communication between developers and, also, allowing the sharing and reuse of knowledge bases in the meta-environment
as much as in the instantiated SEEs.
Regarding software testing, Huo et al. [7, 17] investigated the development of an ontology of testing as a support for a multi-agent software environment for testing webbased applications. The idea is to use the ontology to enable
ﬂexible integration and to mediate communication between
multiple agents. In short, a taxonomy of testing concepts
(basic and compound concepts) is established. The ontology is represented in UML, at a high level of abstraction,
and in XML to codify the knowledge of software testing for
agents’ processing of messages.

in OntoTest [2]. The software process ontology, deﬁned by
Falbo and Bertollo [4], and the ISO/IEC 12207 standard [9]
were also considered, focusing on the idea of a testing process. Additionally, we have explored concepts from: (i) definition and evaluation of testing criteria; and (ii) knowledge
and experience in testing tools development.
Due to the complexity of the testing domain, we have
adopted a layered approach to the development of OntoTest.
On the ontology level, the Main Software Testing Ontology
addresses the main concepts and relations associated with
testing. On the sub-ontology level, speciﬁc concepts from
the Main Software Testing Ontology – testing process, testing artifacts, testing steps, testing strategies and procedures,
and testing resources – are reﬁned and treated into details.
Figure 1 shows the graphical representation of the main ontology. We adopted UML notation for representing it.

Figure 1. Main Software Testing Ontology

3. OntoTest: an Ontology of Software Testing

To develop the Main Software Testing Ontology, we established an analogy between software process and software testing process [9, 4]. Similar to the software process,
which is a sequence of steps required to develop and maintain software, a testing process can be seen as a sequence
of testing steps required to develop and maintain the testing
activity. A testing step can consume and/or produce several testing artifacts∗ and can use different testing resources.
Moreover, when deﬁning a testing process, it is important to
determine how the testing steps shall be performed. To do
so, we must establish the testing strategies and procedures,
adopted in the accomplishment of the testing steps.
For each basic concept represented in the Main Software
Testing Ontology, there may be a number of subconcepts
which are reﬁned and treated in the sub-ontologies [2]:
Testing Process: Testing processes are deﬁned based on
the development paradigm as well as on the application do-

Most of the testing concepts considered in Huo’s
work [7, 17] are in agreement with the concepts established

∗ A testing step can also consume some artifacts produced by other activities of the software development process (e.g., a requirement speciﬁcation document, a quality plan, and so on).
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main. Testing life cycle models are also used as a reference
in the deﬁnition of a testing process, establishing its main
testing steps and the dependency relations among them.
Testing Step: When performing a test, a set of essential
steps should be considered [11]. Each testing step is composed of testing activities. Based on the ISO/IEC 12207
standard [9], we have classiﬁed a testing activity as primary, organizational or supporting one, depending on the
role it plays in the testing process. As primary activities of
software testing we have identiﬁed: (1) test case design; (2)
artifact under testing handling; (3) test requirement establishment; (4) test execution; and (5) test analysis and measurement. Similarly, organizational and supporting testing
activities have also been established.
Testing Artifact: Each testing step may consume and/or
produce different testing artifacts (test documents, test cases
and test requirements). In terms of test documentation,
eight different documents, established on the basis of the
IEEE 829 standard [8], are represented in the sub-ontology.
Test cases consist in the input data against which the software is executed, in conjunction with the output data observed [11]. Test requirements correspond to the required
elements to be exercised during the testing activity [11].
Testing Strategy Procedure: Different testing strategies
and procedures can be established according to the artifact
under testing (system requirement, speciﬁcation, design,
source code), and depending on how testing phases (unit, integration, system or regression testing), testing approaches
(requirement-based, speciﬁcation-based, design-based or
implementation-based) and testing techniques (functional,
structural, error-based, state-based, random or ad-hoc) are
combined. Testing techniques are responsible for establishing the testing criteria to be adopted. Control-Flow (e.g.,
All-Nodes, All-Edges, All-Paths) [11], Data-Flow (e.g.,
All-Deﬁnitions, All-Uses) [12], and Mutation Analysis [3]
are some of the representative criteria that can be found in
the literature. Also, testing techniques support testing methods, which are based on testing guidances (standards and
guidelines).
Testing Resource: Testing resources are required to the accomplishment of a testing step. The Testing Resource SubOntology is presented in details in Section 4.
OntoTest has been described in OWL † (Web Ontology
Language), using the Protégé ‡ ontology development tool.

4. OntoTest and Testing Related Tools
We have explored OntoTest in two scenarios: (i) to developing a tool to disseminate and harmonize testing concepts; and (ii) to structuring an ontology-based architecture
for testing tools.
† http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/
‡ http://protege.stanford.edu

4.1. An OntoTest-Based Application
Figure 2 illustrates OntoTestSearchingTool – a web application, based on OntoTest. It allows searching for testing
concepts, showing concept’s details such as: (i) description,
(ii) direct superclasses and subclasses (concept hierarchy);
(iii) has part and is part of relations (concept composition); (iv) images; (v) facts (additional information related
to the concept); (vi) references; and (vii) examples. Figure 2
shows the results of a query on the concept TestingTool.

Figure 2. OntoTestSearchingTool
As a short-term goal, we intend to explore OntoTestSearchingTool for teaching/learning software testing. In
this sense, the OntoTest-based application would be explored as part of a testing tool, in particular as an organizational module for training activities.

4.2. An OntoTest-Based Set of Testing Modules
According to the sub-ontologies of OntoTest, a testing
step can be seen a transformational primitive where step inputs and outputs correspond to testing artifacts. Nevertheless, other elements are necessary to the accomplishment of
a testing step. These elements are called testing resources
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Figure 3. Testing Resource Sub-Ontology
and are considered in the Testing Resource Sub-Ontology
(Figure 3).
A testing resource can be a human, a hardware or a software resource. Hardware and software resources are characterized in terms of a testing environment, which can be
used to automate the testing strategies and procedures. Testing tools, which provide automated support for performing
the tests, are a special kind of software resources. Considering the ISO/IEC 12207 standard, three types of functional
modules can be considered as part of a testing tool: (i) primary, (ii) organizational, and (iii) supporting modules.
Based on our experience in testing tools development
and on the primary activities of software testing established
in the Testing Step Sub-Ontology, we have identiﬁed and
represented in OntoTest a set of primary functional modules
that a testing tool should provide:
Test Case Module: Comprises the basic operations involving the test case set (create, view, update, store, remove,
import/export, enable/disable and minimize). For instance,
test cases can be manually or automatically created, or can
be imported from text documents or other testing tools.
They can be enabled/disabled in a test session without to
be physically removed from the test case database. Also,
the test case set can be minimized in order to keep only the
most effective test cases.
Artifact Under Test Module: Comprises the basic operations involving the artifact under testing (acquire, analyze, instrument, and store). Depending on the testing approach, an artifact under testing can be a source code, a
system requirement, a speciﬁcation or a design document.

In particular, instrumentation is a technique frequently used
in software testing for different purposes, (e.g., program
and/or speciﬁcation execution trace, and testing criteria coverage analysis). Instrumenting the artifact to be tested can
be divided into two main tasks: (i) deriving the artifact
structure; and (ii) inserting statements for collecting runtime/simulation information.
Test Requirement Module: Comprises the basic operations involving the test requirements (establish/generate, execute, enable/disable, mark/unmark requirements as infeasible, and store). Test requirements are the required elements to be exercised during the tests to satisfy a given testing criterion. A requirement is said infeasible if it cannot be
exercised by any input data and should be discarded.
Test Execution Module: Responsible for executing the test
cases against the artifact under test.
Test Analysis and Measurement Module: Responsible for
determining the percentage of satisfaction of the test requirements for a speciﬁc criterion by a test case set. It also
generates statistical reports (e.g., number of test requirements exercised/not exercised, the most effective test cases,
and so on) about the performed tests.
Supporting and organizational modules have been speciﬁed similarly. In short, the automated support they provide
is in agreement with the processes established by ISO/IEC
12207, adapted to the scope of software testing. As supporting modules, a testing tool should provide mechanisms for
automating test documentation and test conﬁguration management, among others. In terms of organizational modules, it should include mechanisms for automating the test
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training activities, for instance. It is important to highlight
that ontology-based tools, such as OntoTestSearchingTool,
can also be integrated to testing tools as organizational modules for training.
Aiming at a basis to develop testing tools as well as to
systematize its construction in a testing architecture, we
have reﬁned the Testing Resource Sub-Ontology, discussing
how testing tools to support data-ﬂow [12] and mutation
testing [3] can be built based on this sub-ontology. Moreover, this reﬁnement helped us: (i) to validate the concepts
and relationships of the Testing Resource Sub-Ontology;
and (ii) to investigate how difﬁcult is the establishment of
more speciﬁc testing ontologies from OntoTest.
Basically, we noticed that Test Case and Source Code
Under Test modules remain the same for all testing subdomains. The Test Requirement Module corresponds to the
Association Module for data-ﬂow, and to the Mutant Module for mutation:
Association Module: The data-ﬂow test requirements correspond to the associations, i.e., interactions between each
variable deﬁnition and its subsequent uses (or references)
through the program. To derive the associations it is necessary to construct the def-use graph, which represents the
deﬁnitions and uses of all variables of the program.
Mutant Module: The mutation test requirements corresponds to the mutants, i.e., different versions of the original program, each of which containing a simple syntactic
change (fault). The simple faults are modeled by a set of
mutant operators applied to a program under testing. A
mutant can also be enabled/disabled through a given test
session. So, this module is responsible for generating and
handling the set of mutants.
Regarding the Test Execution Module, it corresponds to
the Instrumented Source Code Execution Module for dataﬂow, and to the Test Execution Module for mutation:
Instrumented Source Code Execution Module: Executes
the test cases against the instrumented program generated
by the Source Code Under Test Module.
Test Execution Module: For mutation testing, it is necessary to execute the test cases not only against the original
program but also against the set of generated mutants. The
quality of the test set is measured by its ability to distinguish the behavior of the mutants from the behavior of the
original program. The goal is to ﬁnd a test case that causes
a mutant to generate a different output from that of the original program. This kind of mutant is said to be dead. In this
sense, the Test Execution Module is composed by two other
sub-modules: (1) the Mutant Execution, responsible for executing the mutants; and (2) the Source Code Under Test
Execution, responsible for executing the original program.
Finally, the Test Analysis and Measurement Module
corresponds to the Data-Flow Analysis and Measurement

Module for data-ﬂow, and to the Mutation Analysis and
Measurement Module for mutation:
Data-Flow Analysis and Measurement Module: Responsible for providing mechanisms for: (1) determining the
infeasible associations (associations which cannot be exercised by any test case); (2) coverage analysis (determining
the percentage of satisfaction of the associations for a given
data-ﬂow criterion by the test case set); and (3) generating
statistical reports about the performed tests.
Mutation Analysis and Measurement Module: Responsible for providing mechanisms for: (1) determining the
equivalent mutants – mutants that always generate the same
output from that of the original program; (2) calculating the
mutation score – the ratio of the number of dead mutants to
the number of non-equivalent mutants; and (3) generating
statistical reports about the performed tests.
It is also important to notice that the training organizational modules to be considered in data-ﬂow and mutation
testing tools can be obtained by instantiating OntoTest for
each speciﬁc knowledge domain. OntoTest-based applications, similar to OntoTestSearchingTool, can be generated
and integrated as training modules into the testing tools.
For the sake of illustration, Figure 4 shows part of the
Mutation Testing Resource Sub-Ontology.
Although supporting different testing techniques and criteria, both data-ﬂow and mutation testing tools presented a
very similar set of functionalities. This result reassures our
expectation on using the Testing Resource Sub-Ontology as
a supporting mechanism to deﬁne the basic functionalities
a testing tool should provide. Actually, from the functional
modules deﬁned in the sub-ontology, specifying the core for
a testing tool seems to be straightforward. The common set
of functional modules for testing tools we have identiﬁed
should be further investigated as a basis for the establishment of an ontology-based testing architecture.

5. Conclusions and Further Work
In this paper we discussed the using of an ontology of
software testing in the development of testing related tools.
Two perspectives were explored: (i) the development of
an OntoTest-based application for sharing and harmonizing
testing concepts; and (ii) the reﬁnement of OntoTest aiming
at investigating how testing tools can be built based on this
ontology.
Currently, we are investigating the establishment of an
ontology-based architecture to support the development of
tools to automate the testing activities. The testing architecture is being built upon the OntoTest concepts and relationships and can be reﬁned to different testing domains,
supporting the development of speciﬁc testing tools. Also,
we observed that current testing tools do not present considerable degree of integration, including data integration.
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Figure 4. Part of the Mutation Testing Resource Sub-Ontology
On the other hand, intelligent agents have recently been investigated as a mechanism to test software. OntoTest should
be further explored to enable integration of testing tools and
of multiple agents by sharing knowledge, transferring information and negotiating the agent’s actions.
Finally, since the body of knowledge on testing keeps
evolving, mainly due to the experimental studies conducted,
we are also developing an ontology for experiments on software engineering (EXP ER Ontology [5]), which should be
integrated to OntoTest. Both ontologies should be explored
in the context of testing reference architectures. At the very
end, the idea is to compose, in an incremental and evolutionary way, a software testing environment, integrating
tools, processes, artifacts and experimental studies, being
useful in promoting reuse of testing expertise and in achieving well-recognized understanding in testing areas. Our
experience on using ontologies in the establishment of an
architecture-based software testing environment should be
presented in a forthcoming paper.
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component under testing depends on. Stubs are often recognized as a major cost of software testing, therefore minimizing the needs for stubs can reduce testing cost and enhance testing efficiency. However, an important issue of
how to select an appropriate component test order remains.
Several graph-based algorithms for deriving a class integration test order to minimize stubbing from dependencies in various forms of object-oriented models have been
proposed [2, 4, 7, 10, 11]. Kung et al. [7] and Traon et al.
[11] use a test dependency graph constructed from a UML
(The Unified Modeling Language) class diagram [9],
whereas Tai and Daniels [10] and Briand et al. [2] employ
an object relational diagram with dependency of three
types: aggregation, inheritance and associations [9].
All of the above techniques share the same basic idea
to obtain a class integration test order by applying a topological sorting to a given dependency graph. Unfortunately,
the application of the depth first search (DFS, specifically
the Tarjan algorithm) to topological sorting is only applicable to an acyclic directed graph [3]. Thus, these techniques
use a top-down approach to first decompose a given dependency graph into a tree-like decomposition, where each
node is a cluster of components that may contain cycles.
Next is to remove appropriate dependencies to “break” the
cycles in these clusters. Repeat these steps until there is no
cycle in the clusters so that a topological sorting can be
applied in order to obtain a partial solution of a class test
order. By tracing along the tree-like decomposition in an
upward manner from each partial list, a complete class integration test order can be obtained. In [2, 7, 11], the clusters
are identified with strongly connected components (SCCs)
in the dependency graph. In [10], the clusters are classes in
the same hierarchical levels of inheritance and aggregation
relationships (referred to as major levels in [10]). Because
cycles are likely to occur in a class diagram when software
development evolves to later stages, resolving the cycles
(so that a topological sorting can be applied) becomes a
central issue.
This paper presents a new approach to select the order
of classes in object-oriented software to be tested and integrated incrementally in such a way that the required number
of stubs is (near) minimal. Our approach is fundamentally
different from previous graph-based approach in that instead of decomposing the dependency graph into clusters
and concentrating on removing dependencies to “break”
cycles in each cluster, we use a bottom up approach to select good candidates to be tested and filter out undesirable

Abstract
Testing object-oriented software is complex and costly. A
strategy to incrementally testing and integrating components (classes or methods) in object-oriented software while
minimizing the number of test stubs has been proposed.
This reduces testing efforts and thereby reduces testing cost
and enhances testing efficiency. However, an important
issue of how to select an appropriate component test order
remains. This paper presents a new approach to test order
generation that requires (near) optimal number of test stubs
by exploiting heuristics based on a dependency graph constructed from a given object-oriented model. Our approach
offers several benefits. First, it is simpler and more efficient
than most other graph-based approaches with an improved
complexity of quadratic polynomial time in the number of
components. Second, it is deterministic and thus, the resulting test order is not biased by randomness. Finally, it is
flexible in that it can be applied to object-oriented models
at different levels of detail. The paper describes the proposed approach and gives two illustrations, one of which is
a case study of an application system in telecommunication.

1. Introduction
Software testing is primarily concerned with software behaviors. Testing object-oriented software is a challenging
task. Unlike conventional software that is functionally decomposed into separate procedures, typical object-oriented
software does not offer a clearly defined behavioral composition structure (despite the enforcement of polymorphisms
for component reuse). Furthermore, there is no implication
of execution order from sequence of object-oriented codes.
A large number of possible interactions, from message
passing between class instances or objects depend on their
dynamically changing states. This makes it impossible or
extremely costly to test all possible interactions.
Much research has developed many techniques and
strategies for testing object-oriented software at various
levels (e.g., unit, integration or cluster, and system levels)
[1, 4, 6, 8]. Incremental strategies to testing and integrating
components (class or methods) in object-oriented software
have been proposed to minimize the number of stubs [2, 7,
10, 11] as well as to execute complete end-user functionalities [1, 6, 8]. This paper concentrates on the former. When
testing a component that depends on other components that
have not yet been developed or tested, a tester has to develop stubs to emulate these other components that the
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give optimal solution for non-specific stubs, while Briand et
al.’s approach performs well on specific stubs (see definitions in Section 4.3). The computation for identifying
SCCs recursively takes O(n3) time (see Section 4.2), where
n is the number of components in the dependency graph.
Unlike these techniques, our approach requires neither the
identification of SCCs (i.e., clusters) nor topological sorting. Therefore, it reduces computational cost and eliminates non-determinisms that could occur in these steps.

ones by employing appropriate heuristics based on the dependency graph and the objective of the strategy. The algorithm gains efficiency by directly generating a class test
order based on the merit of each component toward the goal
to minimize the number of stubs instead of worrying about
its abstraction or decomposition level.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes related work. Section 3 discusses how to construct a test dependency graph from an object-oriented
model, specifically a UML class diagram. Section 4 describes the proposed algorithm, our main contribution. Section 5 illustrates our approach with some comparisons with
previous approach using two examples, one of which is a
case study of a real-world application in telecommunication. The paper concludes in Section 6.

3. From UML to Test Dependency Graph
This section describes how to map from a given objectoriented (OO) structural model (class diagram) into a corresponding test dependency graph. We use UML [9], a
common standardization of semi-formal OO modeling language for representing the structural models of OO software. Our technique is based on that of Traon et al. [11]
but our mappings are more direct and more generic to provide easy extensibility to other types of OO models. Since
the test dependency graph construction technique is not our
main focus, we briefly describe the technique and basic
mechanisms for completeness. For more details, see [11].
Let G = (V, E) be a test dependency graph, where each
node in V represents a software component (class or
method) and each directed edge (u, v) in E represents a test
dependency of component u on component v (u depends on
v for testing). E can be constructed by syntactically mapping each relationship (including a dependency that can be
inferred) among components in the UML model to a corres-

2. Related Work
There are various incremental strategies for testing and integrating object-oriented software components with different objectives. Some focus on behavioral testing that aims
to execute complete end-user functionalities by tracing
method/message paths using state-based, event-based approaches or use cases [1, 6, 8]. Some focus on class interaction testing that aims to minimize the number of stubs [2,
7, 10, 11]. This paper addresses the class test order problem of the latter type.
A variety of existing graph-based solutions to the class
test order problem can be characterized by different techniques proposed to “break” the dependency cycles. Kung et
al.[7] introduced an initial basic solution by applying a
topological sorting to a given (acyclic) dependency graph
and simply selecting a random dependency to break cycles
in each cluster (or SCC). Tai and Daniels’ approach [10]
makes use of two dependency types (aggregation and inheritance) to group components into clusters (or major levels). It then breaks cycles in each cluster by removing an
association dependency (say, from class A to class B) with
the highest sum of n, the number of incoming dependencies
of A and m, the number of outgoing dependencies of B.
The rationale is to break an association that will likely
break a larger number of cycles. The approach presented
by Traon et al. [11] uses the DFS algorithm to identify clusters in terms of SCCs. As a result, it identifies back edges
[3] in each SCC. To break cycles, remove all the incoming
back edges to the (root) component that has the highest sum
of incoming and outgoing back edges. The algorithm is
called recursively for each nontrivial SCC. Briand et al.’s
strategy [2] combines the two techniques of [10, 11] by
recursively identifying SCCs (like [11]) and removing an
association dependency with the highest product (not the
sum in [10]) of n and m as defined above.
The study by Briand et al.[2] shows that Tai and Daniel’s technique can result in unnecessary stubbing, while
Traon et al.’s approach may lead to breaking cycles by removing aggregation or inheritance dependencies which
would require stubbing of all parent classes which are not
economically viable. Traon et al.’s technique appears to

UML Relationship

Meaning
Bi-direction:
A is associated with B and
B is associated with A
Aggregation:
B is a part of A and is not
destroyed if A is
Composition:
B is a part of A and is
destroyed if A is
Association Class:
C is an association
between A and B
Qualified association:
B uses a qualifier (e.g., A’s
index) from A to identify its
relationship with A
Inheritance:
B inherits A’s properties
(A generalizes B)
Realization (implementation):
B relies on A to implement
the specification it provides
Uni-direction (navigability):
B is associated with A (or B
needs A’s reference to
navigate to A) - permanent
Dependency:
B uses (or has knowledge)
of A - non-permanent

Fig 1 Mappings in class level.
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Dependency

protected method can be called by any subclass within its
class. The bottom part of Figure 2 gives an example of the
mapping in this level. Here class A contains a method C
whose implementation calls a method D of class B (as
specified between the curly brackets after the signature of
method C). This implies that testing A depends on C whose
testing depends on D, a component which B depends on as
shown as a dependency graph on the right of the figure.
Note that the mappings in this level can involve method-tomethod test dependencies. It is also possible to have a class
containing a method that calls itself.
The three types of the above mappings should be applied to the UML model at the lowest level possible. This
is to prevent redundant test dependencies that can impact
stub development and testing cost. For example, in the
example at the bottom of Figure 2, if we applied a low-level
design mapping from a signature of method C, which has a
parameter of class B, we would have added a test dependency link from C to B. Therefore, testing C depends on not
only D but also B as well. While this is true, the additional
test dependency requires unnecessary efforts. Since class B
contains a method D, building stub to simulate D requires
less work than developing stub for B. The latter is not necessary since C depends on only parts of B (namely D),
which is already included for the integration testing.

ponding test dependency between nodes in G. Different
types of mappings are categorized in three levels of application, namely high-level design, low-level design, and code
level depending on the levels of detail in the UML model.
In the high-level design, each class in the UML class
diagram does not provide any information about the class
method. The class mainly contains class name, attributes
and relationships to other classes. Thus, the high-level design model contains class-to-class relationships that can be
mapped directly to class-to-class test dependencies among
class components in G. Figure 1 shows a variety of mappings in this level. Here the top three UML relationships:
bi-directional associations, aggregations and compositions
can be mapped to a two-way test dependency between
classes. The association class relationship corresponds to a
two-way test dependency with an additional class in between. The rest of the UML are directional, namely qualified association, generalization, realization (implementation), dependency, and uni-directional (navigational) association. Thus, they can be mapped into one-way test
dependencies between classes.
UML Dependency

Meaning

Dep. Graph

Parameter Dependency:
method C of A has a
parameter of type B
Call Dependency:
method C of A calls
method D of B.
C is private (to A) but
D is public.

4. Generating Integration Test Order
4.1 Proposed algorithm
This section describes our algorithm for generating a component (class or method) test order from a given test dependency graph described in Section 3. The goal of our test
strategy is to order the components to be tested and integrated incrementally so that a total number of stubs required for overall testing is (near) minimal.
For a given software component n in the dependency
graph, let out(n) be a set of target nodes of all outgoing
edges from n (i.e., components that n depends on) and in(n)
be a set of source nodes of all incoming edges to n (i.e.,
components that depend on n). The cardinality of out and
in is commonly known as an out-degree and in-degree,
respectively [3]. To generate a component test order that
satisfies the strategy goal, our proposed algorithm employs
two heuristic functions: h(n) and f(n). The former estimates
a set of stubs required for testing a component n and the
latter estimates a current set of components that need n for
testing. While h(n) directly impacts the goal, f(n) indicates
a degree of usage of a stub that simulates n. Figure 3 shows
basic steps in our algorithm.
Let S and T be a set of stubs and a sequence of components tested so far, respectively. To test component n, we
need a stub for each node that n depends on and that has
neither been developed nor tested. Therefore, h(n) contains
nodes that are in out(n) but not in S or T. The algorithm
first selects a component that requires no stubbing or requires the smallest number of stubs (i.e., |h(n)| > 0). If there
is more than one such component in the latter case (i.e., those

Fig 2 Mappings in more refined levels.

In the next two levels of mapping applications, the
UML model is specified in more details. Classes include
more information about methods and specific different
types of dependency relationships (e.g., parameter, call,
send, import, instantiate, bind) [9] can be specified. These
details can be exploited to infer more test dependencies. In
the low-level design, a class contains method signatures
(e.g., method names, parameters and types). Thus, the inferred dependency relationships between classes and methods in the UML model can be mapped to class-to-method
test dependencies. The top part of Figure 2 shows one example of such mappings. Here class A contains a signature
of method C whose parameter b has a data type of class B.
Thus, the dependency relationship is annotated by «parameter» as a specific dependency relationship. We can
infer that testing A depends on C and C on B giving a test
dependency graph on the top right of Figure 2.
It is possible that we may want to integrate a new component into a legacy system. In such a case, the OO model
can be viewed at the code level. In this level, a class also
includes method implementations in addition to signatures.
Methods can be declared for different levels of visibility.
For a public method m (denoted by +m), any component
can call m. However, if m is a private method (denoted by
m) then m can only be called within its class, whereas a
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shown in Figure 3, f(n) contains nodes that are in in(n) but
not T and the cardinality of f(n) gives an estimated measure
of the degree of usage of n.
As shown in the procedure Select at the bottom of Figure 3, each time a candidate component is selected for integration testing, the algorithm appends the candidate to a test
order T, maintains a set of required stubs S, and updates a
set of components that remain to be considered for integration testing. The algorithm repeats until the sequence of test
order covers all components in an integrated system. Note
that removal of components, from a set of all components
to be tested, does not require a new calculation of in and out
in each iteration we compute h(n) and f(n) since the changes
are already accounted for by using current S and T in the
calculation.

Input: A test dependency graph G = (V, E)
Outputs: T, a sequence of class order for integration testing
S, a set of stubs
T  < >, S  
While T does not contain all nodes in V do
For each n in V do ; find nodes with minimum required stubs
h(n)  {m  out(n) | m does not appear in T and m  S}
if there is a node k such that |h(k)| = 0 or a unique node k such
that |h(k)| = mini  V |h(i)| > 0
then Select(k)
else ; eliminate dependent nodes
M  {n | |h(n)| = mini  V |h(i)|}
P  ;
For each u, v  M
if u  out(v) but v  out(u) then P  P  {v}
; if v depends on u and not viz., eliminate v
if P  M then M  M – P
For each n in M do ; find nodes with maximum usage
f(n)  {m  in(n) | m is not in T}
k  the first node found such that |f(n)| = maxi  M |f(i)|
Select(k)
Return(T, S)

4.2 Complexity Analysis
Finding test order to minimize the number of stub is NPComplete [11]. The dependency constraint checking (forloop in Figure 3) is the most time consuming step of the
algorithm. However, in the worst case, for a graph with n
components, it takes O(n2) time in the first (while-loop)
iteration and no execution time in the rest because of the
effect from our filtering mechanism. For example, consider
a fully connected (complete) graph where there is a dependency between every pair of nodes. Initially, |h(n)| =
|f(n)| = n for every node. After the first iteration, a node is
selected for testing in T and the rest of n-1 nodes are members of S. Therefore, in the next iteration |h(n)| = 0 for each
of the rest of the nodes to be considered for integration testing. Thus, the first node found can be selected without requiring the dependency constraint checking. Therefore, our
algorithm takes O(n2) time in the worst case. Comparing to
other techniques that require identification of nested SCCs,
each recursion takes O(n2) time and this gives an overall of
O(n3) time in the worst case. However, our approach trades
the time and complexity saved from checking if a node under consideration is a part of a cycle with the possibility of
generating a solution for a class test order problem that may
not be optimal. Our illustrations show that nevertheless,
our algorithm performs competitively with other graphbased techniques while it is a lot simpler.

Select(n)
Append n to T
S  S  (out(n) – T) ; add nodes that n depends on but have
; not been tested yet
V  V – {n} ; update set of nodes that remain to be tested

Fig 3 Algorithm for generating a component test order.

in M of Figure 3), if the minimum number of the required
stubs is zero, select the first component found in M to be a
candidate for integration testing. On the other hand, if the
minimum number of the required stubs is non-zero then the
algorithm uses two additional rules to select, from M, an
appropriate component to be tested. The first rule uses a
dependency constraint to filter out less desirable components while the second rule selects a component that has a
maximum degree of usage as quantified by |f(n)|.
To explain the dependency constraint, suppose component A depends on component B. Testing A before B would
require the development of one stub to simulate B in order
to test A while testing B before A would not require any
stub. Therefore, B is preferred to A as a candidate for the
next component to be tested. Thus, we can eliminate A
from the candidate list. As shown in Figure 3, the algorithm uses this constraint to examine each pair of nodes u
and v in a set of candidates M. If u depends on v but v does
not depend on u then eliminate u since testing u before v
would require more stubs than testing v before u. P collects
all the nodes that are eliminated and so the algorithm only
has to select the next component to be tested from the remaining nodes in M (except when the dependency constraint is not able to discriminate any node in M and collect
all eliminated nodes in P). Next if there is more than one
remaining nodes in M, the algorithm selects the first node
found with a maximum degree of usage to be the next component in the test order. The degree of usage of a tested
unit n can be estimated by all current components that need
n for testing, i.e., f(n), which is reflected by all components
that depend on n but have not been tested yet. Thus, as

4.3 Specific vs. generic stubs
There are two types of stubs: specific and generic. A specific stub is developed for testing a specific dependent
component, whereas a generic stub is for testing all dependent components. For example, class C contains methods p
and q, where A calls p and B calls q. Therefore, A and B are
dependent components of C. Testing them requires either
one generic stub to simulate C or two specific stubs, one to
simulate p (part of C relevant to test A) and the other to
simulate q (part of C relevant to test B). Generic stubs are
also called realistic stubs [11]. We adopt a new term to
avoid further misperception of the implication that realistic
stubs are the same as real implementations [2]. In fact, they
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are not necessarily the same; for example, a generic stub
can simply emulate I/O behaviors of a component.
Our algorithm as described in Section 4.1 deals with
generic stubs. This is because once a stub is created for a
certain component; any other dependent components of the
same component can use the same stub. This exhibits generic stubs. To obtain specific stubs, our algorithm can be
modified to obtain the test order and estimate the number of
specific stubs by assuming that different classes that depend
on the same class require different parts of this latter class.
For example, classes A and B depend on different parts of
class C and therefore testing them need two specific stubs
of C. Other researchers [11] also apply this assumption to
address the same issue. Consequently, our algorithm can
deal with specific stubs by simply labeling each stub developed with its specific dependent class. Thus, our algorithm
can be applied to both types of stubs in any level of details
of the given OO model.

Now we apply the test order generation algorithm as
described in Section 4.1. Table 1 shows the results of the
first six iterations obtained by our algorithm using an input
test dependency graph of Figure 5. The first three columns
represent components, sets of in and out of each component
in the given graph. The shaded area of Table 1 shows a set
of stubs, S and a test order sequence generated so far, T.
For simplicity, we omit commas and curly brackets in a set
notation (e.g., S, in, and out). Similarly, we omit commas
and angle brackets in a sequence notation for T.
Table 1 Application of the proposed algorithm.
Iteration:
Ø

S

null

T

5. Illustrations
5.1 An example
For comparison purpose, we base our example on a relatively small example of the test dependency graph used in
[11] but add a corresponding class diagram to give a comprehensive illustration of the proposed approach.

in

1

2

3

4

5

6

Ø

D

D

D

DL

DL

E

EC

ECB ECBD ECBDK ECBDKH

|h | |h | |f | |h |

V

out

A
B

BF
CE

C
D
E
F
G
H

DE BD
BC
C
Ø BCH
GI AG
FH
F
EK GIJ

2
2

I
J

HJ
H

K
L

L
K

|h |

|h | |f |

2

2 S

1

2
2
2

2
2

2
2
1

2
2
1

2
2

2
2

F
I

2
1

2

2
1

2
1

2

2
1

HL
K

1
1

1
1

1
1

2
1

1

|h |

2

AD

2
2

1

S

1

0

Recall that h(n) is a set of nodes that are in out(n) but
not in S or appears in T. Thus, in the first iteration, | h | is
the same as |out|. As shown in Table 1, select E, a component with minimal | h | of zero value (indicated by a circled
value) to be tested (as indicated by T in the first iteration).
To compute stubs required for testing T, since out(E) is
empty (i.e., E does not depend on any component), no stub
is required (as indicated by S in the first iteration). In the
second iteration, first re-compute | h |, since E is in the out
of B, C, and H, therefore | h | of each of these nodes are reduced by one. The rest remains the same. There is more
than one component with minimal | h | (indicated by boxed
values), namely B, C, H, J, K and L. The algorithm then
uses a dependency constraint to eliminate nodes from these
six candidates. Since B depends on C (i.e., C  out(B)) but
C does not depend on B, therefore by the dependency constraint, B is eliminated. Similarly, we eliminate H and J (as
indicated by a cross on each of these candidate boxes). For
the remaining candidates C, K and L, the algorithm selects
the first component found with a maximal degree of usage
measured by | f |. Recall that f(n) is a set of nodes that are in
in(n) but not in T. Thus, we compute | f | for C, K, L and
obtain their values as 2, 2, and 1, respectively. As shown in
Table 1, C is selected in the second iteration to be the next
component in T. Since C depends on D and E, where E is
in T, therefore C only requires a stub that simulates D (indicated by a symbol S on a corresponding component row).
The algorithm repeats until T contains all components in the

Fig 4 UML class diagram.

Figure 4 shows a class diagram of a given objectoriented software. Using our terminology on levels of OO
models in Section 3, we apply appropriate mappings according to the levels of details in the models to construct a
test dependency graph G in figure 5. For example, since
class A has method B that has parameters of classes C and
E, by applying a parameter dependency mapping in Figure 2, we obtain a corresponding test dependency that A
depends on B, which depends on C and E.

Fig 5 A test dependency graph example.
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Table 3 Comparions with other graph-based approaches.

graph. It terminates after 11 iterations with final results of
T = <E, C, B, D, K, L, H, J, I, F, G, A> and S = {D, L, G}.
The number of (generic) stubs obtained by our algorithm is
the same as the minimal number of stubs obtained by Traon
et al. [11] while the class test order and a set of stubs are
slightly different.

Traon el al.
Tai and
Start with H
Start Briand Hewett
Daniels Choose Choose Choose with G el al. et al.
vertex A vertex E vertex F
#stubs
5
3
3
3
3
4
3
# spec. stubs
5
7
6
6
4
4
5

5.2 Comparisons on a case study

Summary of results are shown in Table 3. In the case of
generic stub, our approach and Traon el al.’s [11] outperformed the rest, whereas in case of specific stubs, Brian et
al.’s and Traon et al.’s approaches outperform others although the latter has some advantages from nondeterminisms during identification of SCCs and selecting
root vertices for cycle breaking. Our approach only produces a near optimal solution for specific stubs. This is the
subject of our future research.

This section applies our approach to a case study of a server
design and implementation of a switched multimegabit data
service (SMDS) in telecommunication. Due to limited
space, we omit the details of the design descriptions and a
corresponding UML model, which can be found in [5].
Figure 6 shows a test dependency graph of the UML model
of the SMDS system as given in [11].

6. Conclusion
We present an approach to a cost-effective testing strategy
for incrementally integrating and testing object-oriented
software that aims to minimize the number of stubs. Unlike
existing approaches that focus on identifying ways to break
cycles in a given test dependency graph, our approach directly choose components based on three simple heuristics.
Future work includes an extension to specifically address test order generation that minimizes specific stubs and
further refinement by using different types of relationships
in UML models and different types of stub development to
guide test order generation.

Fig 6 A test dependency graph of the SMDS OO model.

As shown in Figure 6, there are 38 components in the
(cyclic) graph. Our algorithm terminates with a recommended test order set T and a set of generic stubs S as
shown in the bottom part of Table 2.
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Hewett et al.

Traon et al.

Table 2 Comparisons with Traon et al.’s approach.
Test order, T’ < 2, 29, 37, 34, 17, 12, 16, 18, 15, 27, 25, 24,
19, 21, 20, 13, 14, 7, 1, 6, 33, 22, 10, 31, 32,
3, 28, 30, 26, 8, 9, 36, 23, 11, 4, 5, 35, 0 >
Set of stubs, S’ {10, 13, 15, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32} (generic)
# Stubs
9 (generic), and 20 (specific)
Test order, T < 37, 2, 29, 34, 18, 16, 23, 20, 14, 7, 8, 9, 19,
21, 1, 6, 4, 5, 11, 3, 10, 33, 22, 15, 17, 12, 13,
28, 26, 32, 30, 36, 35, 0, 25, 27, 24, 31>
Set of stubs, S {10, 13, 15, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 31} (generic)
# Stubs
9 (generic), and 20 (specific)

The top part of Table 2 shows the results obtained by
Traon et al. [11]. Although the test orders obtained by both
approaches are different, both require the same number of
nine generic stubs, all of which simulate the same stub
components except one. We also apply our algorithm for
specific stubs and obtain the same number of required specific stubs as that of Traon et al. In this case, our approach
appears to perform as well as Traon et al’s technique, which
claims to produce near optimal solution.
To compare our results with other graph-based techniques, we apply our approach to an example given in [2].
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Abstract
The use of formally speciﬁed test objectives, commonly
known as test purposes, has lead to efﬁcient test generation tools based on a well-deﬁned theory in the domain of
labeled transition systems. While a good test purpose can
reduce the size of the state space that has to be considered to
a manageable fragment, it can still result in an inﬁnite number of test cases, out of which a single test case is selected in
practice. Because writing test purposes is a difﬁcult manual
task, a single test case per test purpose might result in weak
test suites. In this paper we present a technique that uses
observer automata representing coverage criteria to select
ﬁnite test suites for test purposes. The method is applied
to an industrial application, and the effects on performance
and the fault detection ability are measured.

1. Introduction
Software testing is an important but complex task. To
aid the tester, model-based testing techniques use formal
test models to automatically derive test cases and determine
the outcome of the test execution. Assuming the existence
of such a suitable model, the dreaded state explosion problem remains as one of the main issues in model-based testing. Formally speciﬁed test purposes have been successfully used to cut down the size of a model to manageable
chunks [4, 5, 8]. There is a well-deﬁned theory on test case
generation in the domain of labeled transition systems [9],
and efﬁcient tools such as TGV [8] based on test purposes
have been made available.
For a given test purpose, tools like TGV can derive either a single test case satisfying the test purpose, or a graph
that subsumes all possible test cases. To create good test
suites with the ﬁrst approach, a set of suitable test purposes
is required. Creating test purposes, however, is a non-trivial
task. For example, du Bousquet et al. [2] report that even
after ten hours of manual test purpose design they failed to
∗ Authors

are listed in alphabetical order.

ﬁnd a set of test purposes that lead to detection of all mutants of a given implementation.
Creating several test cases for each test purpose therefore
seems to be a feasible alternative. However, the generation
of a graph that subsumes all test cases as provided by TGV
can not be seen as a ﬁnal step in the test case generation. Potentially, such a graph might represent an inﬁnite number of
test cases. Unfortunately, not every linear trace of the graph
is a valid test case according to the theory of conformance
testing (ioco) [9].
There is a whole spectrum of different possibilities for
test case selection ranging from a single test case up to all
possible test cases for a given test purpose. Surprisingly,
the issue of whether and how to select several test cases for
a test purpose has hardly been considered before. This paper aims to ﬁll this gap. For this we use established test
selection strategies for models based on coverage criteria.
We extend observer automata based techniques [1, 6] to test
case selection to Tretmans’s input/output conformance testing theory [9], and show how this can be applied to select
several test cases from a single test purpose.
The technique is evaluated using an industrial application. The corresponding speciﬁcation is derived from informal standards, and TGV is used to create complete test
graphs that represent the superset of all possible test cases
for a test purpose. Observer automata for different coverage
criteria are then used to extract ﬁnite sets of test cases from
the test graphs, and resulting test suites are evaluated with
regard to their coverage and fault detection ability.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the necessary preliminaries of conformance
testing for labeled transition systems. Then, Section 3 describes how observer automata can be applied to select test
cases according to coverage criteria from a given test graph.
Section 4 presents the results of an empirical evaluation, and
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries
The results presented in this paper are based on Tretmans’s theory [9] of conformance testing for input-output
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to represent a test objective in a way that signiﬁcantly cuts
down the size of the state space that needs to be considered.
A test purpose is a formal deﬁnition of a test objective, and
used by tools like TGV for automated test case generation.
TGV deﬁnes a test purposes as follows [8]:

τ

!tea

?1
!coffee

Figure 1. A labeled transition system.
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?coffee
?2

fail
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inconc.

Figure 2. A test purpose and a test case.
labeled transition systems. Labeled transition systems are
used to deﬁne the semantics of many common speciﬁcation
languages, e.g., LOTOS [7]. This section brieﬂy summarizes
the necessary concepts and preliminaries.
Deﬁnition 1 (Labeled Transition System) A labeled
transition system (LTS) is a tuple M = (QM , AM ∪
{τ }, →M , q0M ), where QM a ﬁnite set of states, AM a ﬁnite alphabet and τ ∈ AM is an unobservable action,
→M ⊆ QM × AM × QM is the transition relation, and
q0M ∈ QM is the initial state.
An LTS is deterministic if for any sequence of actions
from the initial state there is at most one successor state.
An LTS is complete if it allows all actions in every state. In
order to properly test a system using an LTS it is necessary
to distinguish the system’s inputs and outputs:
Deﬁnition 2 (Input Output Labeled Transition System)
An input output labeled transition system (IOLTS) is an LTS
M = (QM , AM ∪ {τ }, →M , q0M ) where AM is partitioned
M
M
into two disjoint sets AM = AM
I ∪ AO , where AI and
M
AO are input and output alphabets, respectively.
Figure 1 shows an example IOLTS representing a drink
vending machine. The labels of input actions have the preﬁx
”?”, and output actions have the preﬁx ”!”. After receiving
a coin from the user, the system can return tea, reject the
coin, or receive another coin, in which case coin rejection
or coffee as output are possible.
Because the state explosion problem often makes test
case generation using simple coverage criteria on the whole
model impossible or difﬁcult, the idea of test purposes is

Deﬁnition 3 (Test Purpose) A test purpose is a complete,
deterministic IOLTS T P = (QT P , AT P , →T P , q0T P ),
equipped with two sets of trap states AcceptT P and
RefuseT P , with the same alphabet as the speciﬁcation S,
i.e. AT P = AS . A trap state q has a self-loop for each
a
action, i.e. ∀a ∈ AT P : q −→T P q.
An example test purpose is shown on the left hand side
of Figure 2. This test purpose aims to select such test cases
where the output is tea. Any behavior after inserting two
coins successively is refused, which means that this behavior is not subject of this test purpose. The ∗-labeled edge
selects any edge, except those labeled with either ?1 or !tea.
Given a test purpose and a formal speciﬁcation, TGV
generates either a single test case or a complete test graph,
which contains all test cases corresponding to the test purpose. The reduction of the state space depends on the use of
reject states in the test purpose. Except for controllability a
test graph already satisﬁes the properties of a test case.
Deﬁnition 4 (Test Case) A test case is  a deterministic
IOLTS T C = QT C , AT C , →T C , q0T C equipped with
three sets of trap states P ass ⊂ QT C , F ail ⊂ QT C , and
Inconclusive ⊂ QT C characterizing verdicts. A test case
has to satisfy the following properties: (1) T C mirrors image of actions and considers all possible outputs of the IUT;
(2) From each state a verdict must be reachable; (3) States
in F ail and Inconclusive are only directly reachable by
inputs; (4) A test case is input complete in all states where
an input is possible; and (5) T C is controllable, i.e., no
choice between two outputs or between inputs and outputs.
The right hand side of Figure 2 shows a test case corresponding to the test purpose to its left. As can be seen,
outputs of the speciﬁcation are inputs for the test case and
vice versa. The test case gives a pass verdict if the output of
tea is observed after a coin is inserted. The test case ends in
an inconclusive state if the ﬁrst inserted coin is rejected.
In the succeeding section observer automata for coverage
criteria are introduced as a compromise between a single
test case per test purpose and the complete test graph. Because observer automata add conditions to transitions, we
also need to deﬁne symbolic transition systems (STS) [3]:
Deﬁnition 5 (Symbolic transition system) A
symbolic
transition system is a tuple S = (L, l0 , V, I, Λ, →), where
L is a set of locations and l0 ∈ L is the initial location. V
is a set of location variables and I is a set of interaction
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refund i:N [i ≤ v ∧ v = 0] v := v − i

[¬cov.item]

coin [v ≤ 2] v := v + 1

v := 0
tea [v = 1] v := 0

[cov.item]

coffee [v = 2] v := 0
τ

Figure 4. Coverage observer automaton.

τ

Figure 3. A symbolic transition system.
variables with V ∩ I = ∅. Λ is the set of actions, and
τ ∈ Λ denotes an unobservable action. → denotes the
transition relation, where each element (l, λ, φ, ρ, l ) ∈→,
has a source location l, a target location l , a possibly
parameterized action λ, a guard φ and a update function ρ.
Figure 3 shows an example STS, again representing a
drink vending machine. Transitions are labeled with an
action (refund, tea, coin, coffee), guard conditions are included in brackets [] and followed by the update function.
The variable v stores the number of inserted coins. The
action refund uses an additional parameter i, which is a natural number. Due to the guard this parameter is less than or
equal to the number of inserted coins, i.e., i ≤ v. Thus, this
action allows the rejection of the inserted money.
Although symbolic transition systems extend LTSs by
incorporating data and data-dependent control ﬂow, the semantics of STS is given by an corresponding LTS. For a
detailed discussion of STSs we refer to [3].

3. Observer-based Test Case Selection
The use of observer automata for generating test cases
with respect to speciﬁc coverage criteria has been proposed
by Blom et al. [1]. Observer automata can be created for
many different coverage criteria. They are used during state
space exploration in order to detect when coverage items
have been reached and return corresponding test cases. Informally, the superposition of an observer automaton and
the model is calculated and traversed. Whenever an observer enters an accepting state the linear trace that lead to
this state is a test case that covers the coverage item represented by the observer.
Figure 4 depicts an observer automaton as an STS. The
observer stays in its initial state as long as the desired coverage item is not reached. We denote the coverage item as
”cov.item”, and it can represent any entity of the LTS that
should be covered, for example states, labels, or transitions.
Note, that symbolic transition systems do not provide accepting states as required by observer automata. Formally,
we use trap states, i.e., states with self-loops for each action,
to implement accepting states.
In our formal setting, an observer automaton is a symbolic transition system that is parametrized by a particular

coverage item. In addition, the ioco-theory requires additional properties for test cases (Deﬁnition 4) that cannot always be fulﬁlled by linear traces. Consequently, a test case
is an IOLTS which has to be input complete in states where
inputs are possible and controllable. In addition, the deﬁnition of a test case requires that only responses from the
system under test lead to the verdicts fail and inconclusive,
and that from each state a verdict must be reachable. Finally, outputs of the system under test have to be inputs for
the test case and vice versa.
Except for controllability, a test graph generated by TGV
fulﬁlls all the required properties. Thus, any approach that
extracts test cases from such a test graph needs to preserve
these properties, while it must additionally ensure controllability. Below we show how to extend the approach based
on observer automata in order to generate ioco-correct test
cases.

3.1. Extending Observer Automata
In its original deﬁnition [1], an observer automaton generates a linear test case that ends as soon as the coverage
item has been covered. Such test cases do not satisfy the
requirements of ioco test cases.
Thus, observer automata have to ensure that every trace
of a generated test case ends in a verdict state. Because test
cases have to be input complete (Deﬁnition 4) they might include traces that do not cover the observer’s coverage item.
Such traces result from inputs that have to be selected in
order to satisfy input completeness. An additional variable
allows is used to take care of traces leading to verdict states
but not covering the coverage item of the observer. Such
traces are only allowed to be in the test case if the coverage item has been covered by another trace selected by the
observer.
This extension is illustrated in Figure 5. Any observer
automaton for a particular coverage item (cov.item) can
be extended in this way. Let V = P ass ∪ F ail ∪
Inconclusive, then for an edge (s, a, s ) of the superposition of the observer automaton and the model this extension
distinguishes three different cases:
1. The edge leads to a verdict state and the coverage item
is met by that edge: s ∈ V ∧ ¬cov.item
2. The edge meets the coverage item but it does not lead
to a verdict state: s ∈ V ∧ cov.item
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[s ∈ V ∧ cov.item]
allow := true

allow := f alse

[s ∈
 V ∧ cov.item]
allow := true
[s ∈ V ]
[s ∈ V ]

[s ∈ V ∧
¬cov.item]

[allow]

Figure 5. Extended Observer for the generation of ioco-correct test cases.

3. The edge leads to an verdict state, but the edge is not
related to the coverage item: s ∈ V ∧ ¬cov.item

3.2. Ioco Based Test Case Extraction
Figure 6 depicts the proposed algorithm that deals with
the discussed issues. Similar to [6], we use two data structures wait and pass for maintaining states waiting to be examined and states already examined. The set wait consists
of triples P and the test case ω associated with these triples.
Each triple comprises the state of the test graph s, the states
of the observers C and the corresponding state of the generated test case t.
As long as there are elements in wait (Line 2), the algorithm takes pairs (P, ω) from wait. Then it iterates
over all triples in P (Line 5) and considers the successor
states s, C given by the transition relation →C of the observer/test graph superposition (Line 6 and 20). If a successor state is reached by an output action (Line 6) and if
this state has not been processed previously (Line 7) then
the current set of triples P is copied to P  . Note, that “ ”
in Line 7 and in Line 25 matches any test case state. The
selected triple s, C, t is replaced within P  by a new triple
built from the successor s , C  of s, C and a new state
tnew within the partially built test case ω. The test case ω is
updated by adding the considered transition to ω. Note, that
due to the use of a new unused state of ω we implicitly unroll loops of the test graph. If all triples correspond to ﬁnal
states in the observer (Line 10), then the test case is added
to the test suite, otherwise the new P  is added to wait.
If a successor is connected via an input edge (Line 20),
then the successor triple is added to a temporary datastructure P  that will hold all successor triples reachable via
inputs. After iterating over all successors (Line 20) the test
case is either added to the test suite (Line 27) or the newly
generated state is added to the waiting states.
Optimization Note, that the algorithm illustrated in Figure 6 allows to optimize the number of generated test cases.

1: passed ← ∅; wait ← {( s0 , C0 , t0 , )}
2: while wait = ∅ do
3:
select (P, ω) from wait
4:
add (P, ω) to pass
5:
for all s, C, t ∈ P do
a
6:
for all output edges e : s, C =⇒C s‘, C‘ do
7:
if s‘, C‘, ∈ (pass ∪ wait) then
8:
tnew ← new (unused) state in ω
9:
ω  ← ω  ∪ (t, b, tnew )
10:
if new covered observer in C  then
11:
add ω to test suite
12:
else
13:
P  ← P \ s, C, t ∪ s‘, C‘, tnew
14:
add (P  , ω  ) to wait
15:
end if
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
if there are input edges then
19:
(P  , ω  ) ← (P, ω)
b

20:
for all input edges s, C =⇒C s‘, C‘ do
21:
tnew ← new (unused) state in ω
22:
P  ← P  \ s, C, t ∪ s‘, C‘, tnew
23:
ω  ← ω  ∪ (t, b, tnew )
24:
end for
25:
if s‘, C‘, ∈ (pass ∪ wait) then
26:
if new covered observer in C  then
27:
add ω  to test suite
28:
else
29:
add (P  , ω  ) to wait
30:
end if
31:
end if
32:
end if
33:
end for
34: end while

Figure 6. Extended observer automata based
test case extraction algorithm.

We can skip test cases that do not cover new observers. Basically, we are interested in a set of test cases such that every
observer is covered. Similar to [6] we approximate this set
by adding a test case (Lines 11 and 27) only to the test suite
if it covers a currently uncovered observer.

4. Empirical Evaluation
In order to show the improvements gained from extracting multiple test cases for a single test purpose we applied
the presented techniques to the Session Initiation Protocol
(SIP). This section presents the results in terms of mutation
score and source code coverage in comparison to the results
of the single test case selection strategy. Note that it is not
feasible to select all test cases in a complete test graph in
general, as the number of test cases can be inﬁnite.
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4.1. Coverage Criteria for Labeled Transition Systems
Observer automata can represent various coverage criteria. For our evaluation we used three different coverage
criteria on the complete test graph: state coverage, label
coverage, and transition coverage.
Deﬁnition 6 (State Coverage) A state q ∈ QM of a labeled transition system M = (QM , AM ∪{τ }, →M , q0M ) is
covered by test case t = (Qt , At ∪ {τ }, →t , q0t ), if q ∈ Qt .
The state coverage value is calculated as the ratio of covered
states to states in total in the LTS.
Deﬁnition 7 (Label Coverage) A label l ∈ AM of a labeled transition system M = (QM , AM ∪ {τ }, →M , q0M )
is covered by test case t = (Qt , At ∪ {τ }, →t , q0t ), if l ∈ At
and there exists a transition (q1 , l, q2 ) ∈→t .
A label l of labeled transition system is covered by a test
case if there is at least one transition of the test case labeled
with l. The label coverage represents the percentage of labels of the LTS that are covered.
Deﬁnition 8 (Transition Coverage) A transition
(q, l, q  ) ∈→M of a labeled transition system M =
(QM , AM ∪ {τ }, →M , q0M ) is covered by test case t =
(Qt , At ∪ {τ }, →t , q0t ), if (q, l, q  ) ∈→t .
The transition coverage represents the percentage of transitions of the LTS that are covered.
Note, that in the case of a complete test graph, transition
coverage subsumes label coverage and state coverage. This
is because there are no states unreachable from the initial
state. Furthermore, there are no labels that are never used
on any transition. Note further, that label coverage does not
subsume state coverage, since the same label my be used on
different transitions.

4.2. The SIP Registrar Application
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) handles communication sessions between two end points. SIP deﬁnes various
entities that are used within a SIP network. One of these entities is the Registrar, which is responsible for maintaining
location information of users.
In cooperation with our industry partner’s domain experts we developed a formal speciﬁcation covering the full
functionality of a SIP Registrar. This obtained LOTOS speciﬁcation comprises approx. 3KLOC (net.), 20 data types
(contributing to net. 2.5KLOC), and 10 processes. Details
about our SIP Registrar speciﬁcation can be found in [10].

4.3. Experimental Results
Table 1 shows the results in terms of the numbers of
test cases generated with the discussed methods: A single
test case per test purpose, state coverage (S), label coverage (L), and transition coverage (T). Five manually speciﬁed test purposes were used for this experiment. Table 2 illustrates the performance of our prototype implementation
of the presented algorithm on a PC with Intel(R) Dual Core
Processor 1.83GHz and 2GB RAM.
In particular, Table 2 shows for each manually generated test purpose the time needed to derive the number of
test cases stated in Table 1. The left part of these tables
shows the results using all test cases generated by the observer based approach, i.e., in that case we do not check for
already covered observers. In contrast, the right part shows
the results when only using test cases that cover new observers as described in Section 3.
Minimizing the generated test suite with respect to the
covered observers allows to reduce the number of test cases
in the state coverage based test suite by 44%. For label and
transition coverage we get a reduction of approximately 4%
and 12%, respectively. However, the minimization slows
down the test case extraction.
Using multiple test cases per test purpose, the complete
test graphs generated by TGV are split into single test cases
within reasonable time. Note, that the time needed by TGV
for generating a complete test graph is higher than the time
needed to generate a single test case. That is, TGV needs
approximately 3’48”, 5”, 19”, 5”, and 6”, respectively, for
the ﬁve test purposes. These times are not included in the
ﬁgures listed in Table 2.
To assess the quality of the generated test cases Table 3
shows the mutation scores on mutated versions of the LO TOS speciﬁcation. For this, we generated 633 mutants exhibiting observable faults, i.e. faults that can be detected
using test cases derived with respect to input-output conformance. In addition, this table illustrates the function coverage and condition/decision coverage on the OpenSER implementation1 of the SIP Registrar. Finally, Table 3 depicts
the number of actual faults detected in OpenSER by the different test suites. The results listed in this table apply to the
full test suites as well as to the minimized test suites; i.e,
there was no observable degradation of the fault sensitivity
through the minimization.
The mutation score, which is the percentage of mutants
detected by the test cases, shows the improvement gained
from using multiple test cases per test purpose. Using of a
single test case per test purpose kills 45% of the 633 mutants, which is better than we expected.
The increase of source code coverage in terms of function coverage and condition/decision coverage is not as sig1 http://www.openser.org
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Table 1. Number of test cases.
TP
1
2
3
4
5
Σ

Single
1
1
1
1
1
5

S
33
12
507
2
4
558

Regular
L
324
1132
1752
662
999
4869

T
2174
1145
2764
662
1002
7747

S
18
11
280
1
3
313

Minimized
L
T
302 2098
1116 1116
1593 1943
660
660
996
996
4667 6813

Table 2. Creation times.
TP
1
2
3
4
5
Σ

Single
24”
5”
3”
6”
5”
43”

Regular
S
L
8”
19”
<1” 1’20”
56” 5’20”
<1”
28”
<1” 1’00”
1’07” 8’27”

T
16’13”
1’20”
1’27”
27”
1’00”
20’27”

Minimized
S
L
T
8”
23” 19’41”
<1” 2’01” 2’00”
54” 6’15” 11’29”
<1”
41”
41”
<1” 1’33” 1’33”
1’05” 10’53” 35’24”

niﬁcant as the mutation score. This is because the OpenSER
Registrar is implemented highly modularly and reuses large
pieces of the registration message handling code.

5. Conclusions
While formally deﬁned test purposes can be used to efﬁciently cut down the size of the state space that needs to be
considered for testing, it is common practice to select single
test cases per test purpose. As writing test purpose is a nontrivial task, we presented a method that increases the number of test cases created for a test purpose while keeping
the number of test cases within realistic bounds. The selection strategy is based on coverage criteria, which are implemented as observer automata. We extend observer automata
to ioco theory, and show how such observers are used in the
context of complete test graphs. The results of an empirical
evaluation on an industrial application demonstrate that the
fault sensitivity of resulting test suites is improved. Future
research will include performance improvements and more
complex coverage criteria suitable for STS like, for example, data ﬂow coverage criteria.
Although our approach improves the fault detection ability of a single test purpose, it does not remove the difﬁculty
of writing good test purposes. This is because one may
write test purposes where TGV runs out of memory and thus
does not generate complete test graph. Obviously, for such
test purposes it is not possible to generate test cases.

Table 3. Test suite evaluation.
Mutation Score
Function Cov.
C/D Coverage
Detected Faults

Single
45%
64%
26%
2

State
76%
70%
31%
5

Label
80%
73%
34%
5

Transition
81%
73%
34%
6

(bm:wa), the province of Styria, the Steirische Wirtschaftsförderungsgesellschaft mbH. (SFG), and the city of Vienna in terms of
the center for innovation and technology (ZIT).
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As pointed in [4], it is essential for component developers to
construct deployable, executable, testable and manageable
software components to reduce the test costs and efforts of diverse
software components. In recent years, a number of published
papers have focused on how to increase component testability by
building testable or self-testable components [3][7] [8] [9][10] [11]
[12] [13]. Most of them only focus on self-contained components.
Moreover, we lack published papers addressing the reusable test
platforms (or beds) for testable components. Furthermore, no
published papers report case study and experimental results as well
as experience and lessons on constructing and testing testable
components in terms of development and testing costs.

Component-based software engineering is becoming a popular
approach to build software application systems due to its reduction
in project development cost and time. One of major challenges is
how to increase component testability to facilitate component
validation by users and application engineers. Although there are a
number of papers addressing this problem, engineers still lack
systematic methods to create testable components using a
systematic solution. In addition, there is a need of a reusable test
bed to support testable components. This paper presents a
systematic solution to generate testable components, and a reusable
test platform to support testing of testable components. The
solution includes: a component model and interface for testing, and
approach to form testable components. In addition, a component
test framework and a reusable test platform are reported to support
testable components. Moreover, some experimental results are
discussed to show its strong potential usefulness.

This paper focuses on building testable software components and
their reusable test platform for test automation, and it discusses a
component architecture reference model and a consistent test
interface for testable components as well as a supporting test
platform. The major contribution of the paper is its systematic
approach to generate testable components and a reusable test bed
to support component test execution by reducing the costs and
efforts in constructing component test harness (such as test driver
and stub generation test execution). Furthermore, the paper reports
our experimental results on building and validating testable
components in the developed test bed. The comparison result
suggests that the proposed approach has a strong potential to
achieve black-box component test automation in a plug-in-and-test
approach.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the basic
concepts of testable component, including basic requirements,
properties, and benefits. Section 3 discusses the related work on
design for testable components. Section 4 presents a systematic
approach to construct testable components and a supporting test
bed for component test automation. Section 5 reports our case
study results and test automation experience. Finally, the
conclusions and future remarks are discussed in Section 6.

Keywords: Component-based software engineering, component
testability, design for software testability, component testing, and
software testing.

1. Introduction
Today component engineering is gaining substantial interest in the
software-engineering community due to its advantage in cost
reduction. To assure the quality of component-based system, how
to create reliable components and perform component testing is
very important [1][4].In the practice of component engineering, we
have encountered some new problems and challenges in testing of
software components and component-based software[1][2][3][4].
One of them is how to increase component testability [2][3][4].
Since 1990, there have been a number of papers discussing
component testability and design for component testability from
different perspectives. The first paper about component testability
is written by R. S. Freendman in [6]. He defines his domain
testability for software components as a combination of component
observability and controllability. In his definition, "observability is
the ease of determining if specific inputs affect the outputs related to the undeclared variables that must be avoided". And
"controllability is the ease of producing specific output from
specific inputs - related to the effective coverage of the declared
outputs domain from the input domain". Later, R. V. Binder in [5]
discusses software testability for object-oriented programs
concerning object-oriented features. According to [4], component
testability is two-fold. First, it refers to the degree to which a
component is constructed to facilitate the establishment of
component test criteria and the performance of tests to determine
whether those criteria have been met. Second, it refers to the
degree to which testable and measurable component requirements
are clearly given to allow the establishment of test criteria and
performance of tests. Hence, it is important to study component
development methods, guidelines and standards that construct
testable and measurable software components.

2. Basic Concepts of Testable Components
What is a testable component?
A testable component refers to a software component which is
developed using a well-defined component test model, including
standard test interfaces, test information formats, and required
built-in solutions to support: a) regulated testing interactions
between the component and its supporting test tools, b) test
operations of a component’s users and testers. A testable
component must be deployable, executable, and testable in a given
component test bed (or a test platform) which is compliant with its
component test model. It should be constructed in a way to
facilitate component testing and automation to reduce the
validation cost of component testers and users. Unlike normal
components, testable components must be constructed using a
well-defined component architecture model and consistent test
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According to [4], there are three approaches to increase component
testability:
Method #1: Framework-based testing facility – In this
approach, a well-defined framework (such as a class library)
is developed and used to allow engineers to add program testsupport code into components according to a provided
application interface of a component test framework.
Method #2: Built-in tests – In this approach, test-support code
and built-in tests are added inside a software component as its
parts to make it testable and support self-tests.

interface. In addition, they have the following basic requirements
and features.
Requirement #1: A testable component should be deployable
and executable.
Requirement #2: A testable component must be traceable by
supporting a basic component tracking capability so that it
enables a user (or a tester) to monitor component black-box
test behaviors. As defined in [8], traceable components are
ones constructed with a built-in tracking mechanism for
monitoring various component behaviors in a systematic
manner.
Requirement #3: A testable component must provide a
consistent, well-defined and built-in interface, called the test
interface, to support external interactions for software testing.
Although different components include diverse functional
interfaces, they must include a consistent test interface to
support software testing. This is very important to automate
component testing, and reduce test costs on environment
setting and test driver construction.
Requirement #4: A testable component must include some
program code that facilitates component testing by interacting
with external testing facilities or tools to support test set-up,
test execution and test validation.

-

Method #3: Systematic component wrapping for testing – In
this approach, a systematic way is used to convert a software
component into a testable component (or generate testable
component) by wrapping it with a standard software
component test interface and its supporting program code to
support component unit testing.

A detailed high-level comparison is presented in [8].

3. Related Work
Recently, there are a number of papers addressing the design for
component testability. They can be classified into three
approaches. The first is known as built-in tests components. Dr.
Wang et al in [3][9] proposes an approach to constructing built-in
test (BIT) components for maintainable software. In this approach,
built-in tests for a component are built as the parts of software
components. Based on the built-in tests, a component operates in
two modes: a normal mode and a maintenance mode. In the normal
mode, a component operates its application functions. In the
maintenance mode, the built-in tests of this component can be
activated to validate component functions. Elaine Martins et al.
[14] also use a similar idea to construct self-test components by
adding BIT tests inside object-oriented software components
written in C++. They use a consistent approach to integrating
assertions and result checking codes into C++ classes as built-intests. A specific test driver is provided to support the activations of
BIT components. Similarly, Le Treon et al. in [13] present a
pragmatic approach for linking design and test of classes, seen as
basic unit test components. Components are self-testable by
enhancing them with embedded test sequences and test oracles.
Self-testable components serve as building blocks for performing
systematic integration and non-regression testing. In addition, Ram
Chillarege [12] presents a way to insert probes into component
source codes to detect the expected faults inside components to
support self-tests.
The second approach is BIT wrappers for component testing
proposed by Stephen Edwards in [10][11]]. He utilizes a modelbased specification language called RESOLVE. His architecture
builds on current research in systematically detecting interface
violations in component-based software. He suggests each
component provide a simple “hook” interface (with no run-time
overhead) that can be used in adorning the component with BIT
capability like self-checking and self-testing.

Software components in a component-based system can be
classified into two groups based on its dependency on other
components:
- Independent component (IC): An independent component (IC)
refers to a component which has no dependency to other
components. In other word, an IC component is a self-contained
component which can be deployed and executed independently in
a test environment or a user’s targeting environment.
- Non-independent component (NIC): A non-independent
component (NIC) refers to a component which depends on other
components by accessing their API. In other word, a NIC
component is not a self-contained component which cannot be
executed and deployed without the presence of its dependent
components. A NIC component has its component interaction
interfaces with one or more interaction ports to other components.
Why do we need testable components?
The major objective to introducing the concept of testable
components is to find a new way to develop software components
with good testability so that they are easy to be executed, traced,
observed, controlled, and tested. Using testable components
enables to component testability to be enhanced and achieve
component test automation in the following aspects:

Convert components (including COTS components) to
testable components easily.

Standardize the test interface for components so that various
test tools and facilities can be deployed and used easily. For
example, a standardized component test interface simplifies
diverse component interactions with a test management
system and a component test execution tool.

Use a systematic approach to automate the generation of
component test drivers and stubs.

Reduce the effort and cost of setting up component test beds
to enable component test automation is a plug-in-and-test
manner.

The third approach is known as testable beans. In [8], Jerry Gao et
al. introduce a new concept of testable beans – testable
components, which are designed to facilitate component testing.
Unlike the previous approaches, they use a framework-based
approach to construct testable beans based on a well-defined
common test interface for support component testing. Each testable
bean consists of the following parts: a) a component test interface
supporting test operations, b) built-in test code supporting the
interactions between component APIs and the test interface, c)

How to construct a testable component?
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component tracking interface for monitoring component operations
and behaviors, and d) built-in tracking code for component
tracking. In [7], Jerry Gao et al. also discuss a framework-based
method to construct traceable components to facilitate the
monitoring of component behaviors for component-based systems.



The research work reported in this paper is an extension of our
previous work in [7][8]. It is also influenced by Stephen Edward’s
BIT wrappers. Unlike the existing work, this paper uses a
systematic method to construct a testable component without
embedding component tests and probes inside components.
Instead, it uses a well-defined component architecture model with
a standard component test interface and a component test
framework to support component test automation.
Unlike the previous work, this paper uses a systematic wrapping
approach based on a common component test framework. In this
approach, each component is required to provide its well-defined
API and interaction descriptions in a component interface
description language (known as CIDL). Based on the given CIDL
descriptions, a component test wrapper can be automatically
generated to bridge a standard component test interface and its
application function interface. For any given component with
CIDL descriptions, it can be converted into a testable component
by combing its test wrapper, test interface and its original blackbox component. Unlike BIT-components, testable components in
this paper do not contain any component tests. All component tests
(or test scripts) can be stored in a test repository. They can be
activated using the provided component test bed to support their
execution. Unlike the existing unit test tool, this test bed can be
used to support various testable components with standard test
interfaces and CIDL descriptions. Furthermore, the proposed
approach can be used to deal with non-independent components by
providing automatic generated component test connectors to
support the interactions with its dependent components as a
consistent handle for component test stubs. Using this approach we
can convert given a COTS component to a testable component
using automatic generated component wrappers. Here component
wrappers played as pluggable component test harnesses for
components to support component test automation.

support this interface, an internal test adaptor is needed to
support the interactions between the built-in component test
interface and the component application interface. The
detailed description is given below.
A component test wrapper, which is (or statically) generated
dynamically based on component API specifications. It plays
as an adaptor to facilitate the interactions between the
standard component test interface and its application interface
of each under test component.

Figure 4 Component Architecture Reference Model
Component API Test Interface
As shown in Figure 4, CF1,.., to CFi correspond to the functional
application interface of a given component. A standard component
test interface is defined to allow component public users (its users
and testers) to use it to exercise a given test case (or script) and
view its test results. The basic features of a standard component
test interface include the followings:

It supports the common and standard test interface functions
and operations.

It is a reusable abstract interface that can be derived,
instantiated or implemented with the support of actual
component API wrapper.

It must be supported by a component API test wrapper to
bridge to its provided component application interface
functions.

It should be independent from a component’s detailed
application functions.

4. Constructing Testable Components
This section presents a systematic approach to constructing testable
components, or converting given components into testable
components. It consists of four parts: a) a proposed architecture
model for testable components with a standard test interface, b) a
component test framework, c) systematic component test adaptor
generation, and d) a consistent component test bed.
a) The Proposed Architecture Model for Testable Components
Figure 5 shows our proposed architecture for testable components.
The idea is an extension of the previous work [7][8] to make
testable component as a plug-in-and-test component bed. Here we
assume software components are reusable components with
specified deliverables in. Figure 1(b). In this architecture model, a
testable component consists of the following additional parts for a
given software component.

A well-defined standard component test interface – This is an
external component test interface, which is used as a standard
test interface to interact with component test and management
tools, such as test execution tool, and test management tool.
This test interface is only useful for component unit testing.
The advantage of using this standard component test interface
is to cope with diverse component application interfaces. To

Figure 5 A Sample of Component Test Interface
As shown in Figure 5, a sample component test interface includes
the following basic functions:
Set mode (SetMode) – which sets the under-test component
into a test mode or a normal execution mode.
Set up test (SetUpTest) – which sets up a given API-based
test case (including its inputs and expect outputs).
Run test (RunTest) – which executes a component test case.
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language), and configurations. The high-level syntax is shown
below.

Get Test Results (GetTestResult) – which collects the test
results from an executed test.
Validate Test Result (ValidateTestResult) – which checks a
component’s execution result against the expected test result
in a given test case.
GetComponentFunction(…) retrieves the component APIbased functions and their signatures from a component API
description
GetInf(…) retrieves the test data for a given component test.

Component-Profile: Comp-ID: comp-name, version-number
{
// Component Profile Specifications
Comp-Type: host-centered-comp | distributed-comp;
Platform-Property: <OS-Property>…;
Language-Property: <Lang-Property>,…;
[Conf-Property:
<Conf-Property>,…<Conf-Property>;]
}

Component API specifications provide a component’s API
information, including function signatures, their input and output
data types and parameters, return data types and parameters. In
addition, some macro variables and values are included for C++/Cbased components only.

The major benefits using a standard component test interface is
listed below.
Establish a standard component interface to support test
operations.
Increase component testability by providing component test
controllability.
Reduce the component test harness cost in creating
component test drivers and stubs.
Provide a fundamental base for component test automation
Standardize and simplify the component interactions and
interfaces with software test tools.

Component-API: comp-name, version-number // API Specifications
{[<Include-Files>….;] // Class Files and Data Files
[Set-Macros: <Set-Macro>, … <Set-Macro>;] // for Macro Data Only
Provided-Functions: // Component API functions
<Function-Signature>; | <Condition-Function-Signature>;
……;}
The detailed syntax of <Function-Signature> is given below:
[return type] func-name (
[input-list: [data-type data-id, ….][class-type var-id,….]]
[output-list:[data-type data-id,…][class object-id,…]]
);

Component API Test Wrapper and Its Generation
What is a component API test wrapper? It is a reusable part
embedded in a test component to increase a component’s
controllability. It plays an adaptor of a component to interact with
a standard component test interface, and maps a specific
component API to the defined standard component test interface. It
can be generated systematically in our proposed solution. The
major function of a component API test wrapper is to set up the
required entities supporting to bridge a under test component to the
standard component API test interface.

Component Interaction Specifications provide the details about the
interaction interfaces to dependent components, including each
port specification to its dependent components’ functions. The
syntax of a component interaction interface is given below.
Component-Interact-Interface: Comp-ID Version-No
{
<Port-Spec> , … ,<Port-Spec>; }
Port: Comp-Name, Version-No {
[<Include-Files>….;]
[Set-Macros:
<Set-Macro>, …, <Set-Macro>;] // for C++ or C only
Required-Functions:
<Function-Signature>,| <Condition-Function-Signature>,
….;}

The CIDL specifications for a component can be presented in
different formats, such as BNF and XML. Based on a component’s
API specifications, the component CIDL manager (a function
module in a component test bed) is used to parse the CIDL
specifications, and generate a component test wrapper in the
following steps: (The details can be found in [18])
o Parse the provide CIDL specifications to get the component
and its API information.
o Create a component test wrapper source code file (named as
XXWrapper.java for Java components) using a standard test
interface template.
o Instantiate each function of a standard test interface by adding
the generated source code based on its API signature.
o Insert the generated source codes into the created source code
file for each test interface function to realize its detailed
implementation.

Figure 6 the Structure of a Testable Independent Component
Figure 6 shows the relationships between a component API test
wrapper and a component test interface. In our approach, we use a
systematic way to create a component API test wrapper for each
component based on its consistent API specifications, written in
the Component Interface Description Language (CIDL). For
detailed specifications about CIDL and the detailed
implementations can be found in [18]. Due to the limited space, we
only explain the idea briefly. The CIDL includes three parts: a)
component profile specifications, b) component API specifications,
and c) component interaction specifications.

Component Test Connectors
What is a component test connector? To perform unit tests for a
non-independent component (NIC), engineers need to set up a
standalone test environment. In component unit testing, test drivers
and test stubs are needed. Clearly, using a standard component test
interface and its supporting test wrapper is a good solution to
reduce the complexity of creating component test drivers.
However, the test harness costs for an NIC component depends on
the complexity of its dependencies of other components. To deal

Component profile specifications provide a component’s name and
ID, version and release, properties (such as platform and
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with this issue, we have introduced a concept, known as
“component test connectors”, to reduce the test harness in building
component test stubs.
A connector component can be considered as a special type of
non-independent components which can not be independently
deployed and executed for application usage like domain-specific
application components. However, similar to functional
components, we must provide its users with a set of well-defined
encapsulated functions to support its role as a bridge between two
functional components. A typical example of connector
components in a real world is a modem in a network system. A
modem provides a bridge to link a specific network terminal
device to a given network.

descriptions in the CIDL. The detailed syntax for specifying a
component’s interactions is given before.

The purpose of using component test connectors is to set up a
consistent interaction interfaces for a component test bed to
support diverse NIC components to perform unit tests and
component integrations. With well-defined component test
connectors, engineers can use a systematic way to control, monitor,
and simulate component interactions in its reuse contexts. A
component test connector for a NIC component includes the
following essential functions:
o It tracks and monitors its interactions with its dependent
components interactions.
o It provides a consistent manageable and controllable interface
to support the interactions between components in a
standalone test environment.
o It provides a standard reusable connector interface to other
components.
As shown in Figure 7, a component test connector consists of two
parts: a) a reusable connector, which tracks and monitors its
interactions with its dependent components, and b) a number of
connecting entities to different components, which plays as
adaptors to its dependent components. Each connecting entity
(such as Connector-To-A) supports one interaction port in a
component interaction interface. In our implemented component
test platform, the component test connector is generated based on a
component test library and the provided CIDL descriptions about a
given component’s interaction interfaces have given before.

Figure 8 A Connector between ElevatorController and Others
The basic steps to generate a component test connector is listed
below: (The details can be found in [18])
o Parse the provide CIDL specifications to get the component
and its API information.
o Create a common test connector’s source code file (named as
XXConnector.java for Java components) using a standard test
connector template.
o Create a specific test connector’s source code file
(Connector_To_XX.java) for each interaction port given in
the CIDL.
o Instantiate a stub handler for each function of a given port
based on its specified function signature in the CIDL adding
the generated source code.
o Insert the generated stub handler into each specific connector.

ElevatorController
Component (NIC)

Connector For ElevatorController
ConnectorTo
Floor Panel
Connector For
ElevatorController

Component
Repository
Management
System

<<Uses>>
Value-List

StubValue

<<Uses>>

Component

Collector

<<Uses>>
Stub

<<Uses>>

Component Test
Management
System

Connector

Connector

<<Uses>>

Connector-To-A
<<Uses>>
Component A

Connector-To-B
<<Uses>>

Door (IC)
Componen

C) A Component Test Framework
To support the standard component test interface and a component
test bed, a component test framework is developed. Figure 9 shows
the relationship among a testable component, component test
framework, and other component test and management tool. This
framework consists of five functional parts: a) component test
suite, b) component test case manager, c) component test driver, d)
component test controller, and e) component test result checker. It
is made of a number of classes, which forms the basic component
test library supporting the component test bed.

ParaData

A Component Test library

Connector
To Door

Floor_Panel(IC)
Component

Problem
Management
System

Component B

Wrapper B

Component Profile
Component Test Suite
Component Test Case
Manager
Component Test
Driver
Component Test
Controller
Component Test
Result Checker

Component Test
Framework
Component
Test Interface
Component
Test Wrapper

Under Test
Component

Testable Component

Figure 9 A Component Test Framework and Others Test Tools

Figure 7 The relationship between components and connectors

D) A Component Test Tool for Component Test Automation
To support test automation of testable components, we need a
reusable component bed to deal with diverse components with
different APIs and technologies. Since 2005, we have developed a
component test bed as a part of a component test tool (known
COMPTEST) to support testable components. This prototype
system has been redeveloped as a component unit test tool for

As shown in Figure 8, component ElevatorController has a test
connector, which connects to its two dependent components: Door
and Floor-Panel. This connector consists of one common
connector and one specific connector to each dependent
component. In the proposed approach, the component test
connector for each NIC component can be automatically generated
based on the provided component’s interaction interface
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component unit test platform, a controller is developed to control
the component test connector to interact with other dependent
components, stubs or their test wrappers.

some production lines in Huawei Technology Corp. LTD to
support unit testing of software components.
As shown in Figure 10, the generic component test bed for
independent components (IC) includes the following parts:

Component test library, which is made of the class library in
the component test framework.

Component test console, which is the user interface for
component testers to support test operations.

Component test adaptors, which is used to support different
technologies and platforms.

Component test executor, which supported with C-based
scripts to exercise component APIs based on the selected
components.

Component test manager, which is a test directory that
manages, stores, and maintains component unit tests (APIbased test cases and test data).

Component CIDL manager, which is a function module that
manages, parses, and processes given standard component
interface descriptions, written in the Component Interface
Description Language (CIDL). Different formats can be used
present component interface descriptions, such as BNF and
XML.
Unlike other unit test tools, this component test platform has the
following distinct features and advantages:

Support different components with diverse APIs and standard
component API descriptions in CIDL.

Provide dynamic and reusable generated component drivers to
exercise black-box component unit tests.

Perform component unit tests in a plug-in-run-and-test
manner.

Component API-based black-box unit tests are not stored as a
part of components, so component changes and test changes
are independent.
Component
Application
Interface

Test Connector

Figure 11 (a) Connecting a real dependent component B

Figure 11 (b) Connecting with a dependent component’s wrapper

Otrmn
Test Stub

Under Test
Component

Testable
Component

Component
Test Wrapper

Component API Test Wrapper
Component
Standalone
Test-bed

Standard Comp. Test Interface

Test Controller

txt
Comp.
Test
Library

Comp.
Test
Console

Comp.
Test
Adaptor

Figure 11 (c) Connecting with a component B’s wrapper

Component CIDL
Manager

In the second approach, we manually create component black-box
API-based test drivers without the fix test data, as shown in Figure
12(a). The purpose of this approach is to develop the test drivers to
accommodate similar component-based API-based tests based on
component API function signatures only. Since test data are not
coded inside test drivers, this approach reduces the dependency of
the developed test drivers from specific test data. As shown in
Table 4, 30 component API-based test drivers are developed in 280
minutes. Students spent about 34 minutes to execute the
component tests. A standard component test connector not only
interacts with dependent testable components, but also supports
component’s stubs, which simulate the functions of the dependent
components. There are three applications of component test
connectors. Figure 11 (a) shows the first scenario, in which a
testable component A’s connector interacts with its dependent
component B directly to supports and track their interactions. The
controller in the unit test platform controls the test connector for its

sager

Component
Tests/Scrip

Figure 10 A Unit Test Platform (COMPTest) for Components
For a non-independent component, we need to set up a standalone
unit test environment, which supports the component interactions
with its dependent components. The component unit test platform
in Figure 10 also supports non-independent components. For each
under-test NIC component, a component test connector is created
systematically to support the interactions with other dependent
components. When a dependent component is not available, it can
be simulated using a generated component test wrapper or
manually generated component test stub. In the implemented
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approach uses the conventional approach to manually create
component black-box API-based test drivers based on the test
cases. All pre-defined test data are coded inside the component
API-based function test drivers. As shown in Table 3, 30
component API-based test drivers are developed in 272 minutes.
Students spent about 32 minutes to execute component tests.

functions. Figure 11(b) shows the second application scenario, in
which a component A’s test connector directly interacts with the
test wrapper of its dependent component B to track and support
their interactions.
Notice that component B is a testable
component, its test wrapper can be generated based on component
B’s API descriptions in the CIDL. Figure 11(c) shows the third
application scenario, in which the test connector of component A
connects with the test wrapper of its dependent component B
without B’s existence. This scenario occurs when component B is
not ready to be used for testing. Hence, its test wrapper can be
generated and used to connect with some test tubs to support units
testing of component A.

Fi’s Test Driver
Test
Repository

FloorPanel
FloorPanel
FloorPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
ElevaContr
ElevaContr
Elevator
Elevator
Door
Total

Floor_level
Move
Door_status
Elevator_level
Move
Stop
Move
Start
Dial
Door
Floor_req
Targetfloor_req
Direction
Move
Door_status
15

EQ
Method

9
9
19
9
13
6
6
5
5
10
9
9
10
9
19
151

8
11
8
8
11
3
3
3
3
5
8
8
8
8
18
123

Component

(b)
Component
Test Wrapper
Test
Repository

Fi

Component
Test Interface

Component
(c)

Figure 12 Three Ways to Access Component Tests
Table 3: Total Test Harness Cost Using Manually Generated
Component Test Drivers with Test Data (in Mintues.)

Table 2: A Statistic Report on Test Design for the Elevator System
BV Analysis
Method

Fi

Test Interface

To validate the proposed approach and developed component test
platform, a group of mater students apply them onto a simple
component-based elevator system, which is made of five
components: a) an elevator, b) an elevator controller (ElevaContr),
c) an operation panel (OpPanel), d) floor panels (FloorPanel), and
e) Door component. Among of them, FloorPanel and door
components are independent components. The elevator controller
(ElevaContr) is a non-independent component, which is dependent
on FloorPanel and Door components.

Function Name

Component

(a)
Fi’sTest Driver
with Test Data

5. Application Experimental Results

Component
Name

Fi

Test Interface

No. of
test
cases
17
24
37
17
24
9
9
8
8
15
17
17
18
17
37
267

As shown in Figure 8, both Door component and Floor_Panel
components
are
independent
components.
Component
ElevatorController is a non-independent component with two
dependent components (Floor_Panel and Door). Figure 8 shows
the test connector of ElevatorController connects to its two
dependent components through connecting ports. In our
experimental case study, students use the two well-know black-box
test methods (Boundary Value Analysis and Equivalence Partition)
to design component API-based function test cases for the
components of the Elevator system. Table 2 shows a statistic report
about test case design for the five components of the Elevator
System. There are 151 test cases driven using the boundary value
analysis method, 123 test cases driven using the equivalent
partition method.

Component
Name

Function Name

FloorPanel
FloorPanel
FloorPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
ElevaContr
ElevaContr
Elevator
Elevator
Door
Total

Floor_level
Move
Door_status
Elevator_level
Move
Stop
Move
Start
Dial
Door
Floor_req
Targetfloor_req
Direction
Move
Door_status
15

Total No.
of Created
Test
Drivers
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
30

Time to
Run Tests

2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
32 mins

Develop
Time for
Test
Drivers
17
17
34
17
15
14
14
14
14
17
17
17
15
16
34
272 mins

Table 4: Total Test Harness Cost Using Manually Generated
Component Test Drivers without Test Data

To validate the effectiveness of testable components and
COMPTest platform in reducing the costs of test harness. Students
used three approaches to set up component test harnesses (test
drivers and test stubs) to perform component API-based unit tests
for the sample elevator system. As shown in Figure 12(b), the first

Component
Name

Function Name

FloorPanel
FloorPanel
FloorPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
OpPanel
ElevaContr
ElevaContr
Elevator
Elevator
Door
Total

Floor_level
Move
Door_status
Elevator_level
Move
Stop
Move
Start
Dial
Door
Floor_req
Targetfloor_req
Direction
Move
Door_status
15

Total No.
of Test
Drivers
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
30

Time to
Run
Tests
2
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
34 mins

Develop Time
of Test Drivers
24
13
32
25
13
14
14
14
14
27
17
17
13
11
32
280 mins

Figure 12(c) shows the last approach, which uses the proposed
solution and COMPTest platform to execute the pre-defined
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component API-based tests through a component test interface of
testable components. Table 5 displays the different test harness
costs. Students used the proposed solution to automatic generate 5
component API-based test drivers with the provided test data. They
spent 73 minutes to develop and set up test drivers and 27 seconds
to execute these component tests. As shown in Table 5, using the
component testability tool (COMPTest) has a clear advantage over
the other two conventional approaches in test driver development
and test execution. It only needs 5 dynamically generated
component test drivers with the minimum time (73 min.) in test
driver development. In fact, the most time is spent on preparing
API descriptions for all components using a given format.

intention to offer component users a plug-in-and-test solution to
support component functional validation. In addition, the paper
also reports our case study and application example of the
proposed solution. The result indicates that this approach has a
very good potential to reduce component test harness from users
and allow them to validate COTS components using the same
component test environment in a plug-in-and-test manner.
To carry this research into the next step, we are working on
applying and extending this solution to other types of components,
including graphic user interface components and communicationoriented components.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work
This presents a systematic way to construct testable software
components to increase component testability. The distinct
contribution of this paper is its proposed component architecture,
well-defined component test interfaces, as well as a systematic
wrapping solution to convert COTS (or in-house-built)
components into testable components. The proposed method has
several distinct features:

Convert a given COTS (or in-house-built) component into a
testable component using a dynamically generated component
wrapper with a well-defined component architecture. This
component wrapper provides: (a) a well-defined component
test interface to the external world, and b) a dynamic created
internal test adapter to interact with the component APIs.

Use a well-defined component test framework (which is a set
of class library) as a middleware between the testable
components and tools.

Provide a reusable component test bed which interacts with
testable components based on their common test interfaces.
Its major advantages are summarized below:

Giving a practice-oriented solution to enhance component
testability and a systematic approach to supporting component
test automation.

Offering a systematic way to construct a common test bed to
deal with diverse COTS components.

Providing a consistent component test interface between
components and test tools.

Reducing component test harness and costs to support its
drivers in a component validation process.
Moreover, the paper reports our developed distributed component
testing environment which supports test automation for testable
components in component management, test management, test
execution control, and model-based API test coverage monitoring
and analysis. Unlike other existing test tools, our system has an
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which has been maintained and evolved for many years in a
company. Due to the lack of formal specifications of the
software structure, the system with growing size and
complexity is very hard to understand, change and test. The
project aims to provide a platform to facilitate automatic
and systematic testing and evaluation for the maintenance
of the legacy system.
An observation of the project is that an issue with the MBT
approach is the synchronization between the code and the
test scripts. In general, the model in MBT is manually
developed and separated from the code which is expected
to be easier to understand, verify and maintain compared
with the SUT (Software under Test). There usually lacks of
the tracking between the modeling elements and the source
code. When software change, models and code are
manually changed respectively and testing is expected to
detect the inconsistent changes between the model and the
code. However, it is difficult to find the set of test cases
which can detect most change-related defects due to the
lack of tracking information. Sometimes, the test engineers
have to re-generate all of the test cases from the changed
model and re-run the entire set of test cases on the changed
SUT. The number of test cases is usually huge for large
legacy systems. Sometimes, it is almost impossible for the
re-generate-all and re-test-all approach.

Abstract
Model-based testing (MBT) is challenged by the
synchronization between the source code, model and test
scripts. When a change is made to the program, it is hard to
identify the affected parts in the model and selectively rerun the affected test scripts. The research proposed a
framework to enhance the traceability at two abstraction
levels: the model level from program model to test model
and the code level from SUT (Software under Test) source
code to test scripts. The tool SyncTest was developed that
can be used in the maintenance of a legacy C++ system.
SyncTest derives the program model by program analysis
and reverse engineering on the legacy system. It can
automatically generate the U2TP (UML 2.0 Testing Profile)
compatible test model in a rule-based approach and map the
test model to test scripts. The test scripts written in C++ are
associated to the target source code so that they can be
compiled with and exercised on the SUT. The mapping
information are tracked and managed for selective testing.
Built on the Eclipse open source project, SyncTest provides
an open platform that can be integrated and extended with
other plug-in tools such as parsing, modeling and test
generation tools.
Keyword: Model-based testing, Legacy system, C++
testing tool

1

Introduction

Testing is expensive, requiring a large amount of effort and
resources. Automated testing is necessary to reduce the cost
and increase productivity. Traditional test automation
techniques are based on program analysis, such as control
flow and data flow analysis. In recent years, the modelbased testing (MBT) approach is evolving as a promising
technique to address the challenges of automatic test cases
generation [1][3][4][6][7][8][9][11] [12]. A model of the
intended system behavior is established to serve as the basis
for automatic test generation. In practice, the model can be
abstraction at different levels including requirement model
representing external observable software behavior, or
design model representing internal software structure and
communication. Various modeling techniques have been
proposed for depicting software behavior, such as Extended
Finite State Machine (EFSM), Specification Description
Language (SDL), ESTELLE, and UML.
The research is motivated by the problems we encountered
when applying MBT to testing large C++ legacy system

Figure 1 SyncTest approach overview
To address this challenge, the tool SyncTest is developed
for C++ program testing to facilitate the MBT model
construction, test generation, and selective testing. A
framework is proposed to automatically capture the
relationships among source code, model and test scripts,
and track the mapping information for analysis. Figure 1
outlines the SyncTest approach which comprises the
following four parts:
1. The OO program model is constructed by reverse
engineering on the source code and program analysis
techniques.
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2.

The test model is generated by transforming the
structure and behavior specification of the OO program
model to the test artifacts.
3. Test scripts are derived from the test model and coded
in specific scripting languages such as C++
programming language.
4. Test scripts are associated with the source code so that
they can be compiled with and exercised on the SUT.
The associations are managed for related test case
identification and selective testing.
In SyncTest, both of program model and test model are
independent of platforms and programming languages. The
models are specified following the XMI (XML Metadata
Interchange) standard. The program models are constructed
from the AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) representation
generated by the program parser and are conform to the
MOF (Meta Object Facility) meta-model of UML class
diagram and sequence diagram. The test model specifies
the test organization and execution concepts including test
suite, test case, test objective, test data and test behavior,
and are conform to the MOF meta-model of U2TP (UML
2.0 Testing Profile) [16].
SyncTest enables the synchronization of changes at two
abstraction levels: the model level and the code level. At
the model level, the translation mechanism is defined from
the elements in the object oriented program model to the
test concepts. At the code level, each test suite/test case is
associated with an objective specification which traces to
related target SUT file, version, class, and method
definition. A rule-based approach is introduced to enable
the flexible and extensible definition and interpretation of
test strategies.
SyncTest is built as a plug-in project on the Eclipse open
platform. It is integrated with a group of Eclipse [15] and
SourceForge [17] open source tools including CDT (C/C++
Development Tooling) for source code parsing, program
compilation and building; EMF (Eclipse Modeling
Framework) for modeling; and CppUnit [13] for harnessing
and running the test scripts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the SyncTest test framework. Section 3 presents
the implementation of the testing tool. And section 4
concludes the paper.

2

As shown in Figure 2, the SyncTest Framework is
composed of following three layers: model construction by
reverse engineering, model-based test generation, and
selective testing.
2.1 Model Construction by Reverse Engineering
It is the process of parsing and analyzing the C++
application source code, extracting the information and
relationship of software components, and constructing
model specifying software structure and behavior, for better
understanding and maintaining the software system. To
achieve the goal, following problems have to be solved: (1)
how to gather the necessary information; (2) how to model
and specify the model of the gathered information; and (3)
how to visualize the model.
SyncTest extracts the information of classes, methods,
dependencies and interactions based on the AST
representation generated by the C++ parser Eclipse CDT
[15]. The models can be (1) software static structures such
as class definition, class hierarchy, source file dependency,
and so on; and (2) software dynamic behavior such as
message passing and interactions. As a de facto industry
standard, UML is a good choice for model representation.
An objective of UML 2.0 is to support “an approach to
developing software that shifts the focus of development
from code to models and to automatically maintaining the
relationship between the two”. SyncTest translates the
structure and behavior information to the corresponding
UML class diagram and sequence diagram conforming to
the MOF meta-model encoded in the XMI format [16].
2.2 Rule-Based Testing
Model-based test generation is the process to generate test
data, test procedures and test cases. SyncTest incorporates
the rule-based mechanism to support definition and
interpretation of the test generation strategies. Different
categories of rules can be defined including the methods for
generating test data and test procedures, the mapping from
source code to test model, the naming conventions for
generated test files, and the criteria for selective test run.
Figure 3 shows an example XML specification of the rule
for naming convention definition.

The SyncTest Test Framework

Figure 3 Example rule specification
The externalization of rule definition and interpretation
enables flexible and dynamic editing and binding to the
rules through the rule editor and rule engine.
2.3 The Test Model
Test model is necessary to provide a standard definition and
description of test information such as the organization
structure of test suites and test cases, test data definition,
test plan and scheduling, etc. It is specified independent of

Figure 2 SyncTest framework overview
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the platform and programming language of the SUT, and
thus can be easy to be maintained and reused.

Sometimes, it is even impossible. Selective testing is
necessary to reduce the cost by allowing the user to select
and run a small subset of test cases according to certain
criteria. It is also helpful for analyzing the failures and
locating the defects with a smaller set of test results
compared with the run-all approach.
SyncTest tracks the dependencies between test elements
and SUT through the test model. At the model level
tracking, different generation and mapping rules may be
defined such as:
z To generate a test suite for each class and a test case
for each method in the class;
z To generate a test suite with multiple test cases for
each method; and
z To generate a group of test suites for each class.
At the code level, with the help of STTestObjective,
SyncTest provides the tracing information between the test
suite/test case and its target SUT files, file versions, classes,
and methods.

Figure 4 SyncTest test model
SyncTest supplies a platform independent test model and
applies it for C++ test generation. As shown in Figure 4, the
model, conforming to MOF-based U2TP metamodel,
composes of following concepts:
z STTestCase is a definition of tests on the SUT with
conditions, inputs, expected outputs, and a set of
behaviors;
z STTestSuite is a group of test cases and it can control
the order of running the test cases such as sequence,
iteration, parallel, etc.;
z STTestComponent is a realization of a test case / test
suite for executing it behavior;
z STTestObjective defines the target of a test case;
z STBehavior describes the execution of a tests;
z STArbiter provides the evaluation of test results; and
z STSUT represents the interface to the SUT.
The model is encoded in XMI specification as shown in
Figure 5.

3

SyncTest Implementation

Figure 6 SyncTest implementation architecture
As shown in Figure 6, SyncTest is implemented as a plugin project on the Eclipse open source platform. It is
integrated with CDT and EMF plug-ins [15]. CDT plug-in
provides the IDE for editing, compiling and executing C++
applications. EMF plug-in supports the modeling and
representation of SyncTest program model and test model.
SyncTest also integrates with CppUnit unit test framework
for generating the test scripts and CppUnit Qt TestRunner
for executing the test scripts. Figure 7 is the screen of
SyncTest test generation, edit, compiling, execution,
navigation and management.
3.1 Interfacing to CDT
The syntax of C++ is much more complex than other object
oriented languages such as Java. For examples, the macro
mechanism in C++ requires additional pre-processor, and
the flexible combination of pointers and templates may
need special syntax analyzer. The capability of the parser is
critical for code analysis, information extraction and UML
model construction. CDT is an Eclipse open source project
and an industrial strength C/C++ IDE. It provides the parser,
known as the DOM (Document Object Model) parser, to
analyze the C++ source code and generate the AST as
CDT’s internal representation of the code. The parser can

Figure 5 Example test model XMI specification
2.4 Selective Testing
For a large legacy system, the number of test cases is
usually huge. When a feature is changed and regression
testing is required, it is expensive to rerun all the test cases.
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process most of the GCC extension grammar, and
preprocess the include files, the macro definition and
expansion. CDT also provides the IDE environment for
search, code navigation, compilation, and build assist.
SyncTest integrates CDT from two aspects: the front end
AST generator and the build system to compile and link the
test scripts coded in C++ programs with the SUT to
generate executable applications. CDT parser does not
perform any semantic analysis or type-checking during the
parse. SyncTest translates the specifier declarations (such
as IASTClassSpecifier, IASTFunction, IASTMethod,
IASTTemplate, etc) recognized in the AST to the SyncTest
object oriented modeling elements. SyncTest also uses the
information of parser pre-processing, such as file
dependency analysis, to generate the include declarations
that bind the test scripts to the SUT.
3.2 Interfacing to EMF
SyncTest specifies and maintains the program models and
test models using the EMF mechanisms. EMF provides a
modeling framework and the code generation facilities. It
can facilitate the specification of the data model, the
transformation of the models into Java code, and the
serialization of the model to persistent data. It also
automatically maintains the dependencies between
modeling elements. Each element keeps a list of its
observers which can be notified whenever a state change
occurs.
3.3 Interfacing to CppUnit

In the framework, test cases are bound to the classes and
methods to be tested. The programmers develop test
together, or even earlier than, the program code. It can help
change impacts analysis during regression testing to
identify the affected the code and test cases.
SyncTest defines the scripting template for test suites and
test cases based on the test facilities in CppUnit. It uses the
Velocity template engine of Apache project to generate
instances of test suites and test cases according to the
scripting template. Figure 7 shows the .h and .cpp file of the
template definition.
SyncTest also integrates with CppUnit Qt TestRunner for
selective executing the test cases. The CDT compiler
accepts the source code and test files, incorporates the DLL
of CppUnit and Qt TestRunner, compiles all together and
generates the executable test program. SyncTest also
extends the TestRunner to output and save the execution
results in XML-encoded reports.
3.4 Test Navigation and Management
SyncTest provides a unified navigator for browsing the
source code, the test model and test scripts. Internally, the
test model traces the mapping information between the
source code, the model and the tests. With the build-in
dependency management mechanism supported by EMF,
SyncTest can support an effective way to organize and
manage the tests hierarchically with multiple views. Users
can brows, query, and locate all the related information
conveniently.

// cppunit_cpp.vm

4

\#include "$filename"
CPPUNIT_TEST_SUITE_NAMED_REGISTRATION($classname,"$classname")

Experiments

Figure 8 illustrates the process from the source code files to
identified the class model, to the generated test model, and
finally to the coded test scripts in C++ programs.

void $classname::setUp(){}
void $classname::tearDown(){}
#if($methods)
#foreach ( $method in $methods)
${method.Ret}
$classname::${method.Name}(${method.Params}){}
#end
#end
// cppunit_h.vm
#ifndef ${filename.toUpperCase()}_H
#define ${filename.toUpperCase()}_H
\#include <cppunit/extensions/HelperMacros.h>
class ${classname}:public CppUnit::TestFixture{
CPPUNIT_TEST_SUITE( ${classname}TestSuite );
#if($methods)
#foreach ( $method in $methods)
CPPUNIT_TEST( ${method.Name} );
#end
#end
CPPUNIT_TEST_SUITE_END();
public:
void setUp();
void tearDown();
#if($methods)
#foreach ( $method in $methods)
${method.Ret} ${method.Name}(${method.Params});
#end
#end
};

Figure 8 Example SyncTest process
Experiments are exercised on many C++ projects. Table 1
shows the experiment results (including the number of
identified classes and methods, and that of generated test
suites and test cases) on the following four SourceForge
open source projects:
z CppUnit is a project of C++ unit testing framework
with 72 header files and 53 cpp files;
z Bouml is a UML modeling tool with 793 header files
and 766 cpp files;

#endif // ${filename.toUpperCase()}_H

Figure 7 Test script template definitions
SyncTest uses the CppUnit [13] test framework as the
template for the generated test scripts. CppUnit is the C++
port of the JUnit framework for unit testing. It is motivated
by the Test-Driven Development (TDD) principle, which
emphasizes daily, even hourly, continuous build and testing.
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z
z

FileZilla client is a FTP client tool with 110 header
files and 113 cpp files; and
eMule is a P2P resource sharing tool with 308 header
files and 246 cpp files.
Table 1 Experiments summary
SUT

Source
File
Program
Model
Test
Model
Test
File

Header
CPP
Class
Method
Test Suite
TestCase
Header
CPP

CppUnit
72
53
57
429
57
361
57
57

Bouml
793
766
836
4878
836
4729
836
836

FileZilla
Client
110
113
182
2113
182
1967
182
182

rule base with the symbol table gathered by the program
parser, and generated the test cases to meet the test
adequacy criteria including condition coverage, decision
coverage, and multiple-condition coverage. The experiment
results showed that with properly defined rules, it can
significantly reduce test cost while improving test coverage
compared with the random and statistical testing
approaches.
SyncTest takes the rule mechanism as part of the
infrastructure to guide the generation and execution of test
cases. Rules can be defined at different levels and
granularities, and applied at different stages of the SyncTest
approach including the transforming from program model
to test model, the generation of test scripts, and the
selective run.
5.3 Test Modeling
U2TP [16] provides a standard definition of the basic
testing concepts. Test Architecture which specifies the
structure of a test context covering test components, SUT,
test configuration and scheduler. Test Behavior which
specifies the objectives, invocation, execution, oracle,
control, and coordination for exercising a test. Test Data
which specifies the data used in stimuli to and observations
from the SUT, and for coordination between test
component, including data pool, data partition, data selector,
and coding rule. Time specifies the time constraints, time
observations and/or timer within test behavior specification.
U2TP defines the test modeling language using the UML
meta-modeling approach. A MOF meta-model is defined
enabling the use of U2TP independent of UML.
EclipseTM Test and Performance Tools Platform’s (TPTP)
testing tool provide a reference implementation of the
U2TP based on EMF. The TPTP test model composes of
the core models of testing profile, behavior and execution.
However, the current TPTP test model is tightly bound to
Java implementation and integrated with JUnit testing
framework. To reuse the test model in the open test
platform, it is necessary to decouple it from Java binding
and extend it as a language independent model.
SyncTest defines a test model that is conform to U2TP
MOF meta-model, and provides an implementation
independent of programming languages using EMF.

eMule
308
246
353
6126
353
5771
353
353

The strategy in the experiment is to generate a test suite for
each class and generate a test case for each method. The
result showed that the tool correctly indentified all the
classes, class inheritance relationships, methods and
methods signature for structure analysis. Test suites and test
cases are generated to cover the structure features at the
class interface level.

5

Related Works

5.1 Reverse Engineering
In general, different approaches exist for information
gathering including program analysis such as data flow and
control flow analysis, compiler technique such as ASTbased analysis, and source code instrumentation.
Many methods were proposed to reverse engineer the static
and dynamic information and represent the information
using UML diagrams such as class diagram and sequence
diagram [1][6][7][9][10][12]. For example, L.C. Briand et
al. [1] reported the research on reverse engineering of UML
sequence diagrams by instrumenting the source code to
capture the messages including method entry and exit,
conditions, and loops. On running a pre-defined scenario,
the instrumented code produced the tracing logs, which are
further mapped to the UML sequence diagram based on the
mapping rules defined by OCL (Object Constraint
Language). A. Rountev et al. [10] proposed an extension to
UML 2 control flow primitives and discussed the algorithm
to precisely map inter-procedural flow of control to UML
sequence diagram using the proposed extensions. B. A.
Malloy and J. F. Power [7] introduced the tool SPIDOR for
analyzing and modeling C++ program dynamic behavior
with UML sequence diagrams. SPIDOR used GNU
Compiler Collection, GCC, as its front end and took GCC
AST GENERIC for class hierarchy and call graph analysis.
It also used aspects to insert probes into the code for
profiling the interactions of objects and methods.
SyncTest aims to integrate the traditional reverse
engineering techniques with MBT and to improve the
maintainability of legacy systems.
5.2 Rule-Based Testing
The research of applying the rule-based approach to testing
can be traced back to Deason et al.’s work on automatic test
data generation in the early 1990s [2][5]. In the proposed
paradigm, the rule interpreter took the rules defined in the

6

Conclusion and Future Work

Due to the complexity of C++ language, it is hard to
understand, change and test a legacy C++ system. Tools are
very few for C++ program maintenance and automatic
testing compared with OO languages. The paper introduced
the SyncTest tool which is built as a plug-in project on
Eclipse open platform to streamline and automate the
process of source code analysis, program model
construction, test model generation and test script
generation. It tracks the transformation process from
program model to test model, and the correlations between
code and test scripts. In this way, it enables change impact
analysis at the model level as well as the code level and has
the potential to enhance the efficiency of regression testing
form legacy system maintenance.
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The paper reported our first attempt of an on-going project
on the SyncTest framework and tool development. The
running prototype and some early experiment results show
the promise and potential benefits of the proposed approach.
However, a lot of works remain from both research and
practice perspectives including (1) behavior modeling and
model transformation mechanism from OO program model
to test model; (2) sophisticated rule definition and rulebased test generation algorithms; and (3) experiments and
measurements for effectiveness comparison and evaluation.
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Abstract. Agent-orientation has been considered as a

VM is based, where caste is the modular program unit and
the templates of agents. The key features of an
agent-oriented programming language CAOPLE will be
described. Section 3 presents the design of CAVM, the VM
in order to efficiently implement the semantic of CAOPLE.
Section 4 describes the implementation of the system and
reports the main results of preliminary evaluation. Section 5
concludes the paper with a discussion of related work and
future work.

viable solution to the development of software systems in
dynamic environments such as the Internet. This paper
presents a high level language virtual machine CAVM
designed for distributed agent-oriented programming in the
Internet environment. The main features of the virtual
machine (VM) are two-fold. First, the communication
between agents is separated from computation so that
communication is network transparent of agent location.
Second, code deployment is separated from loading so that
multiple agents of the same caste can be dynamically
distributed to the network and dynamical integrated into the
systems by adding new agents. The paper first reviews the
key features of an agent-oriented programming language
called CAOPLE. It then presents the design of the virtual
machine to support the implementation of the language.
Experiments with the performance of the system in a network
environment are also reported.

1.

2.

Overview of The CAOPLE Language

This section briefly reviews the key concepts and features of
the caste centric model [9, 10] and the language CAOPLE
and discusses their requirements on the VM.
2.1. The Caste-Centric Model of Multi-Agent Systems
In this model, a software system consists of a number of
active autonomous computation entities called agents.
Agents are instances of Castes, and may be distributed over
a network and execute concurrently. Each agent encapsulates
four parts, which are defined in their corresponding Caste:
− State space defined by a set of variables;
− Actions that the agent can perform;
− Behaviour rules that the agent uses to determine when to
take an action and how to change its state; and
− Environment description that defines the entities in the
system the agent observes.
An action can be either observable by other agents or just
internal. When an agent takes an externally observable action, it generates an event that the outside can perceive.
Similarly, a state variable can also be either observable by
the outside or just internal. The outside can obtain (but not
change) the value of an observable variable. Thus, agents
communicate and interact with each other through taking
observable actions and changing observable states and observing other agents’ actions and states. It is worth noting
that in this model, all entities in a multi-agent system are
agents. Object can be considered as a degenerate form of
agent [7, 9].
For example, the following simple CAOPLE program
given in Figure 1 defines a caste GreetingAgent, whose
agents are capable of taking two actions, to say Hello
World and to say Welcome. Each of them observes all
other agents of the caste. Their behaviour rules are: (1) to
say HelloWorld when it is created, and (2) whenever it
observes another agent says HelloWorld, it responds with
Welcome.

Introduction

Agent-orientation has been long considered as a viable solution to the development of software systems in dynamic
environments such as the Internet [1, 2]. A great amount of
research efforts has been reported in the literature; see, for
example, [3,4,5]. However, the IT industry has been slow to
adopt the approach. A key problem that hampers the wide
adoption of agent technology is the lack of efficiently implemented agent-oriented programming languages. Among
the most promising approaches to the design and implementation of such a language is virtualization, which can
provide a high level abstraction of computation resources
associated to the internet and a unified framework for efficient uses of the resources [6]. The most appealing feature of
virtualization is that it can provide software developers and
end-users a virtual computation environment that is conceptually simple and easy to use through hiding the complexity caused by the heterogeneity and spatial distribution
of hardware and the diversity of software platforms and
interaction protocols.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation
of a virtual machine called CAVM, which stands for
Caste-centric Agent-oriented Virtual Machine. It is a high
level language virtual machine (VM) for the implementation
of a high level agent-oriented programming language,
CAOPLE, for distributed programming on the Internet. The
caste centric model is a simple but powerful multi-agent
model of software systems proposed in [7]. Its expressiveness has been demonstrated by the specification and modeling of various types of multi-agent systems, communication protocols, distributed algorithms and web services architecture and applications [7, 8].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the caste-centric model on which the

caste GreetingAgent;
observes all GreetingAgent;
action HelloWorld; Welcome;
init HelloWorld;
body
when some A in GreetingAgent: HelloWorld()
-> Welcome() End;
end GreetingAgent

Figure 1. The HelloWorld program in CAOPLE
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As shown in the HelloWorld example, agents are defined as instances of castes. A caste defines a template of
agents via encapsulating a collection of structural and behavioural characteristics in the form of a set of state variables, a set of actions, a set of behaviour rules and a description of a set of other agents as its designated environment. Here, caste plays a similar role as class in Object-Oriented (OO) programming and data type in structured
programming. However, in OO paradigm an object is
bounded to its class statically. In contrast, in the caste model,
an agent is bounded to its castes dynamically, i.e. it may
change its caste membership at runtime by joining to or
quitting from a caste. An agent can also be a member of a
number of castes at the same time. The CAOPLE program
given in Figure 2 defines a caste Creator whose instances
will create a number of agents of caste GreetingAgent to
populate the world.
The location of the caste in a create statement can be
specified explicitly or implicitly. The general format of a
create statement is
create [AgentName in] CasteName(Para) [@URL],
where URL is a string that gives the location where the caste
object code is deployed. When URL is omitted, the location
of the caste must be resolved during the deployment of the
caste through a search strategy. However, agents of the same
caste can be created and execute on different machines. Thus,
the executable code of a caste must be loaded to these machines from where it is deployed. Such distributions of code
may happen at runtime. Agents can be created at runtime and
joins a caste at runtime through remote loading of the object
code from where the caste is deployed.
For example, suppose that two agents of caste Creator
declared in Figure 2 run on machine C1 and C2 and generate
N1 and N2 agents of GreetingAgent, respectively. The
system will then contain a total of N1+N2 agents of
GreetingAgent; N1 agents on C1 and N2 agents on C2.
They must be able to communicate with each other despite of
their distribution on the different computers. Moreover, the
system must also support the integration of new agent into
the system when a new agent is created. For example, if
another new agent of GreetingAgent is created on a
computer, say C3, all the N1+N2 existing agents should respond to its HelloWorld action with their Welcome actions. This simple example shows that CAOPLE has the
features of network transparency of agents’ location because
the programmer does not need to know where the agents are
located at runtime.
The caste centric model not only supports dynamic integration of new agents into a system, but also adaptation of
behaviours through dynamic casteship changes. For example,
suppose that three sub-castes of caste GreetingAgent
are defined as in Figure 3. An agent of caste Smart can
determine its behaviour according to the weather of the day.
When the weather is fine, it will join the caste GolfPlayer and invite the new agent to play golf. If the day is
rainy, it will join the caste of CoffeeDrinker and
invite the new agent to drink coffee.
The support to the seamlessly dynamic integration of new
agents into the system must also enable new castes to be
added into the system without interfering with the existing

caste GolfPlayer is GreetingAgent;
action InvitePlayGolf();
body
when some A in GreetingAgent: HelloWorld()
-> InvitePlayGolf();
End;
end GolfPlayer
caste CoffeeDrinker is GreetingAgent;
action InviteCoffee();
body
when some A in GreetingAgent: HelloWorld()
-> InviteCoffee();
End;
end CoffeeDrinker
caste Smart is GreetingAgent;
observes WeatherMan in WeatherForecaster
body
when some A in GreetingAgent: HelloWorld()
-> if WeatherMan.Today=’Fine’
then join(GolfPlayer)
elseif weatherman.Today=’Rainy’
then join(CoffeeDrinker)end;
End;
end Smart

Figure 3. An example of adaptive behaviour

ones. For example, the caste Monitor given in Figure 4 can
be written and compiled after the agents of castes GreetingAgent and Creator are created and running. When
an instance of the Monitor is created on a machine in the
network, it will start to count how many Welcome actions
are taken by the agents of caste GreetingAgent no matter whether the agents are created before or after its creation.
The overall structure of CAOPLE programs consist of a
number of type declarations and caste declarations.
A type declaration defines the formats of data that are
exchanged among agents, such as the parameters of observable actions and the values of observable variables. The
data are represented in XML. The type definition defines the
formats in Pascal-like syntax. It takes both advantages of the
flexibility and extendibility of data representation in XML
and the readability and high level of abstraction of type
definitions in Pascal-like programming languages and enables static type checking during compilation. A type definition can be easily translated into XML for runtime processing. Details are omitted here as the focus of the paper is on
the VM.
2.2. Requirements on the Virtual Machine
In order to support distributed programming in a network
environment, the VM must support the following key features of the CAOPLE language facilities.
Distributed deployment. Object code of a caste must be
deployed to a unique location in a distributed computer
system so that consistency of the code can be managed.
Object codes of different castes must be able to be deployed
to different computers so that load balance can be achieved.
Dynamic deployment must also be supported so that new
caste can be deployed without interfering with the execution
of an existing system.
caste Monitor;
observes all GreetingAgent;
var counter: Integer;
init counter :=0;
body
when some A in GreetingAgent:
SayWelcomeToTheWorld()
-> counter:=counter+1 end;
end Monitor

caste Creator (population: Integer);
init
Begin for i:=1 to population do
create GreetingAgent; end;
end Creator

Figure 2. An example of dynamic creation of agents.

Figure 4. An example of dynamic integration of castes
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section contains the instructions for the initialization of agent
when the agent is created or joins the caste. The body code
section contains the instructions fulfilling the main functionalities of the agent. It is compiled from the source code in
the Body part of the caste. The object codes are represented
in XML format, which is transformed into a binary format
when the code is loaded to LEE.
Caste deployment is mandatory before any agent can be
instantiated from it. It binds the object code of a caste to a
communication engine CE. The process consists of two steps.
First, the CE stores and registers the caste’s object code file
and second the CE sets up and initializes the membership
management service and the communication services for the
caste.
If a caste is deployed successfully on a CE, we say that the
CE is the host CE of that caste. In general, a CE instance can
host many resident castes.

Dynamic remote loading. An agent must be able to be
created or join a caste dynamically through create/join
statements. Consequently, the deployed caste object code
must be able to be loaded to any computer in the system at
runtime. When multiple agents of the same caste exist on the
same machine the code will be shared by these agents rather
than storing duplicated copies.
Autonomic management of object code. An agent can be
destroyed or quit from a caste using destroy/quit statements.
The loaded object code may be no longer needed thus can be
removed from the machine. However, the object code could
still be required as other agents may remain alive and running on the same machine. Such management of loaded
object code must be performed autonomically.
Transparent communication. In CAOPLE, agents communicate with each other through taking observable actions and
observing other agents’ states and actions in their environments. This communication facility is highly abstract and
transparent to the location where the agents are located. This
mechanism is essentially event driven. An agent’s observable actions can be considered as publication of events. The
environment description can also be understood as subscription to such publications. This publication/subscription
mechanism must also be supported by the VM.

3.

3.2. Local Execution Engines
As shown in Figure 6, a local execution engine (LEE) consists of the following components. Program space (PS) stores
the object code of castes loaded on the LEE together with
LLC, a list of stored castes and their locations in the program
space. Loader finds and loads the object code of castes into
the program space when instructed by the Central Processing
Unit (CPU). A pre-defined search policy is applied by the
Loader to locate the object code deployed on CE. Memory
Space (MS) is the runtime memory that stores the states,
environment data of the agents running on the LEE, organized as agent context data (current program counter, operand
stack and local variables, etc). When an agent quits from a
caste, its context data is discarded. CPU interprets instructions stored in the PS and processes the data stored in the
memory space. For each instruction, the CPU changes the
state of the memory space and context register and updates
the Program Counter (PC) and then loads the next instruction
to the CPU. PC is a pointer to a location in the PS where the
next instruction will be loaded to the CPU to execute. It
therefore represents a thread of control. Upon sending/receiving state/action update messages to/from a particular CE, environment data is updated autonomically and
asynchronously by the Communication Manager.
CAVM supports not only parallel computation by running a number of LEEs and CEs on a network of computers,
but also concurrent execution of multiple agents on one
computer through interleave. The multiple threads of executions are achieved through a schedule policy (currently,
round robin) and switches between agents using the Context

The Virtual Machine CAVM

This section presents the design of the virtual machine.
3.1. Architecture
As illustrated in Figure 5, CAVM consists of two types of
components: Local Execution Engines (LEEs) and Communication Engines (CEs). The LEEs support the executions of
agents while the CEs support the communications between
agents, which may share the same computer with an LEE
(e.g. CE1 and LEE1 in Figure 5) or on different computers
over a network (e.g. CE2 and LEE2).
A program written in CAOPLE that consists of a number
of castes is compiled into CAVM’s object codes. Each
caste’s object code is deployed to one CE, but can be loaded
to a number of LEEs at runtime. When an agent of the caste
is created or an agent joins the caste on an LEE, the object
code is loaded if it is not already there. The object code could
be loaded locally or from a remote CE.
An object code file generated by compiler contains the
definition of a single caste in the object code of the CAVM.
It includes three main sections: constants, initialization code
and body code. The constant data section contains literal
constants and reference addresses in the code sections, such
as the offsets of state variables, offsets of action bodies,
offsets of environment variables, etc. The initialization code
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Figure 6. Structure of Local Execution Engine (LEE)

Figure 5. The architecture of CAVM
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Registers, which is a set of registers that store the context
information of the current agent. It includes two parts: the
offset of the agent’s local variables in memory and the
pointer to the agent’s operand stack. Within any one particular agent’s data in MS, it has its own local variables and
operand stack, which are two major runtime data structures
used by instructions to store/access runtime intermediate
states.

dating observable state variables and perceiving other
agents’ actions and state variables. An agent A’s observable
actions and variable updating are compiled into instructions
that instruct the LEE to send Action or State Update messages to the caste’s host CE, which are forwarded to the LEE
on which agents that observes agent A execute according to
their environment descriptions. The environment descriptions are also compiled into instructions that instruct the LEE
to send Action or State Observe messages to the corresponding host CE. This is similar to the subscription/publishing mechanism in many middleware, but represented at a higher level of abstraction and implemented with
more flexibility.
Membership book keeping. The host CE of a caste keeps the
track of the aliveness state of its agents, which can also be
queried by agents, for example, to obtain a list of live agents
of a caste. This is also realized through instructions that
results in a message sent to the caste’s host CE.
The messages are encoded in XML format. For example,
when an agent of caste GreetingAgent performs an
action HelloWorld, an update message is sent to the CE,
which in turn automatically propagates the change to the
Monitor agent that observes it. When the update message is
received by an LEE where a Monitor agent runs, the
Communication Manager will update the corresponding
environment data in its Memory Space.

3.3. Communication Engines
The main functionalities of communication engines include
deployment management, membership management and
communication support of its resident castes. As shown in
Figure 7, a communication engine consists of the following
components. Receiver and Dispatcher are communication
units for receiving/dispatching messages from/to LEEs.
Communication Manager (CM) manages the state and action
lists of the active agents of the resident castes, according to
the environment descriptions, which serves as the definition
of the subscriptions, by means of Observe messages sent by
LEEs, to the events of observable actions and state changes.
Once an observable action or state change is received, the
Dispatcher sends the agent’s state/action change to the LEE
on which those agents who are observing it are running.
Membership Manager (MM) manages the activeness status
of all the agents of the resident castes, which can be distributed over the network. A data structure, Membership List, is
used to trace the activeness. Deployment Manager (DM)
manages the deployed castes’ object code and Publication
Space (PubS) is the memory space that stores the states and
actions published by its active agents.

3.5. Instruction Set
There are three types of CAVM instructions. The computation instructions perform computation and local control
functions. It includes arithmetic and logic operations as well
as control and stack operations. The interaction instructions
deal with the interactions between agents and castes. It include caste loading, agent’s joining and quitting a caste,
agent creation and deletion, state update, action event publishing, message sending and receiving, and event publishing
and subscription. The external invocation instructions are
those operations facilitating CAVM’s interaction with native
environment, such as invocation of third-party runtime libraries (e.g. DLL library) on the host machine, and those for
debugging purpose. Details of the instruction set are omitted
for the sake of space.

3.4. Interactions between LEEs and CEs
One of the key features of the CAVM is its support to the
network transparent communications between the agents.
This is achieved by separating LEE and CE. The interactions
between LEEs and CEs are realized through the communication messages between LEEs and CEs, which can be
classified into the following categories.
Register/Deregister. When one agent is created as an instance of a caste or joins a caste resident on a CE, it registers
to the caste through a Register message sent to the host CE.
Receiving such a message, the CE’s membership and
communication managers updates the caste’s information
and start to provide services to the agent. Similarly, when an
agent of a caste is destroyed or quits from the caste, a deregister message is sent to the host CE. Consequently, the CE
updates its information and stops the services.
State/Action observe/update. At a high level caste-centric
agent-oriented programming language, agents communicate
with each other through taking observable actions and upNetwork
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Implementation and Evaluation

A prototype system of CAVM is implemented with C/C++
using Visual Studio .NET. LEE and CE are realized as two
separate Common Language Runtime console servers. All
the functions described in section 3 have been implemented.
To facilitate experiments with and evaluation of the design
and implementation of the VM, a GUI interface is also developed for the deployment and execution of object code, the
measurement of system performance and the management of
the VMs running over a network.
Figure 8 is a screen snapshot of the interface. It shows the
object code of a caste on the left part of the window. On the
right hand side are the IP addresses of the CEs on which
object codes are (to be) deployed. The performances of CEs
and LEEs are monitored and information is displayed on the
tab CE monitor and LEE monitor, respectively. It also provides remote control over agents distributed over a network,
such as remote agent launching.
To test the system and evaluate its performance, several
preliminary experiments have been conducted. The experi-

Figure 7. Structure of Communication Engine (CE).
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semantic of those languages. The CAOPLE is an imperative
programming language with language facilities of high level
abstractions that directly support the caste-centric approach.
Such implementations have been focusing on the supports
to programming in mentalist models of agents such as belief,
desire, intension, reasoning, and planning through extending
existing programming languages and concepts based on
logic or object-oriented languages. However, their programming platforms are either centralized or using a simple
distributed computing models (e.g. RMI) to support agent
communication in decentralized environment.
The JACK Agent Language (JAL) [13] is probably the
most similar to CAOPLE language. It is also an imperative
programming language, which extended Java by adding a
number of declaration types used to declare agents, beliefsets, views, events, plans and capabilities, and statements to
manipulate events in an imperative manner. In addition to
the development environment and debugger, JACK’s platform contains a light weight communication mechanism to
support the sending and receiving messages between agents.
The address of the agent on the computer in the form of
portal is required when an agent send a message to another,
while our VM supports network transparency at high level
programming language so that agents can communicate with
each other without explicitly specify network address of the
agents as shown in our examples. In comparison with JACK,
CAVM provides a much higher level communication facility and autonomic mechanism.
In our previous work of experiments with design and
implementations of agent oriented programming languages,
the SLABSp language [17] is also based on the caste centric
model. It extends Java with caste and scenario facilities. The
implementation of SLABSp uses components and middleware in a similar way as JACK’s platform. It is observed that
the VM approach reported in this paper is more flexible and
more efficient.
VMs have long been used in hardware virtualization,
representing intermediate structures, and bytecode interpretation [18]. They have drawn renewed attention in recent
years for their advantages in resource virtualization in the
network environments [6]. As a virtual machine of TinyOS,
Mate [19] can reprogram the sensor network by sending and
receiving messages that enable the deployment of ad-hoc
routing and data aggregation algorithm. This feature is
similar to CAVM’s dynamic loading of object code to LEEs.

Figure 8. Screen snapshot of the management tool.

ments were performed in a network environment consists of
several computers (depending on different experiments). All
the computers have Intel Pentium 1.70GHz CPU, 512MB
RAM, interconnected by 100M Ethernet. The computation
performance is measured by the number of instructions per
milli-second (IPmS) and communication performance is
measured by the number of messages per milli-second
(MPmS).
Figure 9 shows the result of experiments in which the
performance of a system that consists of a number of agents
communicating to another agent running on the same computer (Exp1) is compared with the performance when the
other agent is running on a different computer (Exp2). The
performance difference of Exp1 and Exp2 is largely because in the former the communication is via shared memory while the latter is through TCP.
Figure 10 shows the results of experiments in which
agents are distributed to a number of computers and each
computer hosts 100 agents. The performance of the system
only declines slightly due to communication overhead when
the number of computers increases.
From the results of the experiments, we can conclude
that the design and implementation of the prototype CAVM
is efficient in performance and scalable for running a large
number of agents over a network.
There are more experiments with the system. Due to the
limit on space, the data will be reported in another paper.
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Figure 10. Performance as the numbers of computers
and agents increase

Comparing to Mate, CAVM is more powerful, flexible and
at a higher level of abstraction. Moreover, by decoupling
computation from communication, CAVM enables LEE to
be run on less powerful devices while leave communication
tasks to be handled by CE running on computers of high
network bandwidth and processing power. Of course, the
main difference between CAVM and Mate is that CAVM is
a high level language VM while Mate is a system VM according to Smith and Nair’s classification. A well-known
high language level VM is the Java Virtual Machine JVM
[20], which provides platform independence to the object
oriented programming language Java. Similar to JVM and all
other high level language VMs, CAVM provides an abstract
layer of indirection for efficient implementation of a high
level programming language that is not directly supported by
the hardware architecture and instructions. However, unlike
JVM, CAVM supports distributed computing from the instruction level rather than using an add-on distributed object
model (e.g. RMI). Thus, distributed programs can be written
at a higher level of abstraction without being forced to
comply with a distributed computation model.
Finally, the publish/subscribe paradigm has the feature of
decoupling the communicating parties in time, space and
flow, and facilitating concurrent asynchronous computations,
which is essential for Internet-based computation. The
mechanism has been implemented in various middleware,
but few in VMs [21]. The communications between LEEs
and CEs in CAVM can be viewed as a publish/subscribe
model, but it is in the agent-oriented metaphor described at a
high level of abstraction in the form of environment description. In particular, it is unnecessary for an agent to hold
each other’s references to actively participate in interaction.
The built-in communication management mechanism in
CAVM enables an asynchronous updates of agents’
state/action changes.

6.
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Conclusion and Future Work

The main contribution of the paper is a virtual machine
CAVM designed for the implementation of caste-centric
agent-oriented programming language CAOPLE. Its architecture consists of local execution engines (LEEs) and
communications engines (CEs) distributed over a TCP/IP
network such as the Internet. It provides the mechanisms
and facilities to support inter-agent communications with
location transparency, dynamic code distribution for agents’
dynamic joining to and quitting from castes and creating
agents as instances of castes whose object codes are deployed to computers on the network. Experiments with the
performance of the VM were reported, which demonstrated
the efficiency and scalability of the system.
Currently, we are completing a compiler that translates
CAOPLE source code to the CAVM object code. We are
also developing a library of graphic user interface agents for
dynamic construction and adaptation of graphic user interfaces. Finally, case studies with real applications are also on
our agenda.
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Abstract
Multi-agent Application Engineering is a process for the
construction of applications based on the reuse of agentoriented software artifacts. This paper introduces MAAEM
(“Multi-agent Application Engineering Methodology”), an
ontology-driven methodology for multi-agent system
development which promotes the reuse of software artifacts
previously produced in a Multi-agent Domain Engineering
process.

2. The MAAEM Methodology
For the specification of a problem to be solved,
MAAEM focuses on modeling concepts, goals, roles and
interactions of entities of an organization.
Entities have knowledge and use it to exhibit
autonomous behavior. An organization is composed of
entities with general and specific goals that establish what
the organization intends to reach. The achievement of
specific goals allows reaching the general goal of the
organization. For instance, an information system can have
the general goal of “satisfying the information needs of an
organization” and the specific goals of “satisfying dynamic
or long term information needs”. Specific goals are reached
through the performance of responsibilities in charge of
particular roles with a certain degree of autonomy.
Roles have skills on one or a set of techniques that
support the execution of responsibilities in an effective
way. Pre-conditions and post-conditions may need to be
satisfied for/after the execution of a responsibility.
Knowledge can be consumed and produced through the
execution of a responsibility. For instance, an entity can
play the role of “retriever” with the responsibility of
executing the responsibilitty of satisfying the dynamic
information needs of an organization. Another entity can
play the role of “filter”, in charge of the responsibility of
satisfying the long-term information needs of the
organization. Skills can be, for instance, the rules of the
organization to access and structure its information sources.
Sometimes, entities have to communicate with other
internal or external entities to cooperate in the execution of
a responsibility. For instance, the entity playing the role of
“filter” may need to interact with a user (external entity) to
observe his/her behavior in order to infer his/her profile of
information interests. For the specification of a design
solution, roles are assigned to agents structured and
organized into a particular multi-agent architectural
solution according to non-functional requirements.
The tasks performed, the resources required and the
products obtained at each phase of the MAAEM
methodology are described in the following sections an
summarized in Table 1.

1. Introduction
Domain Engineering, also called development for reuse,
is a process for the creation of software abstractions
reusable on the development of an application family in
particular domain problem. Application Engineering or
development with reuse is a process for the construction of
a specific application through the reuse of available
abstractions from Domain Engineering.
MAAEM is a methodology for Multi-agent Application
Engineering approaching the analysis, design and
implementation of multi-agent applications through the
reuse of software artifacts previously developed with
MADEM [8], a methodology for Multi-agent Domain
Engineering. MAAEM approaches the selection, adaptation
and composition of these artifacts for the construction of a
specific application of the family.
ONTORMAS [10] is an ontology-based tool that
conceptualizes the MADEM and MAAEM methodologies
and specifies all the guidelines for Multi-agent Domain and
Application Engineering.
Infonorma [4] is a multi-agent legal recommender
system that recommends legal normative instruments to
users according to their particular interests. The system was
modeled under the guidelines of MAAEM and this
experience has contributed for its evaluation.
This paper introduces the MAAEM methodology,
illustrating its application through the development of the
Infonorma system.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
MAAEM methodology along with some examples of its
application on the development of the Infonorma multiagent system. Section 3 summarizes the ONTORMAS
support to the MAAEM methodology. Section 4 presents
related work on multi-agent development. Finally, section 5
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Table 1 - Phases, Resources, Tasks and Products of the MAAEM methodology

their selection among the common and variable
requirements in a domain model.
The modeling of domain application concepts task aims
at performing a brainstorming of domain concepts and their
relationships, representing them in a Concept Model. These
concepts are refined in the subsequent modeling tasks.
The purpose of the goal modeling task is to identify the
goals of the family of systems, the external entities with
which it cooperates and the responsibilities needed to
achieve them. Its product is a Goal Model, specifying the
general and specific goals of the system family along with
the external entities and responsibilities. Figure 1 illustrates
the Goal Model of Infonorma.

2.1. The Application Analysis Requirements
Phase
The MAAEM requirements analysis phase is performed
through the following modeling tasks: concept modeling,
goal modeling, role modeling, role interaction modeling
and user interface prototyping. This phase intends to
identify and specify the requirements of a particular
application from domain models already created in the
respective phase of the MADEM methodology [8]. Thus,
the central task of a developer is to reuse a set of
requirements of an application family in a domain through
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Figure 1 – Goal Model of Infonorma
The role modeling task associates the responsibilities
identified in the goal modeling task to the roles that will be
in charge of them. The pre and post-conditions that must be
satisfied before and after the execution of a responsibility
are also identified. Finally, the knowledge required from
other entities (roles or external entities) for the execution of
responsibility and the knowledge produced from their
execution is identified. This task produces a Role Model,
specifying roles, responsibilities, pre- and post-conditions,
knowledge and relationships between these concepts.
The role interaction modeling task aims at identifying
how external and internal entities should cooperate to
achieve a specific goal. For that, responsibilities of roles
are analyzed along with their required and produced
knowledge specified in a role model. A set of Role
Interaction Models, one for each specific goal in the Goal
Model, specifying the interactions between roles and
external entities needed to achieve a specific goal is
constructed as a product of this task.
Finally, is constructed a User Interface Prototype,
identify the interactions of the users with the system and
simulate them in a prototype.

The purpose of the multi-agent society knowledge
modeling subtask is to represent the meaning of concepts
that agents of the society need to understand in order to
communicate with each other. This is done through the
construction of a model of the multi-agent society
knowledge, represented in a semantic network. In the
Multi-Agent Society Modeling sub-task, the roles identified
in the application analysis phase are assigned to agents. An
agent can play one or more roles according to the affinity
between their responsibilities, number of interactions
between them or functional cohesion criteria. In the Agent
Interaction Modeling sub-task, the interactions between the
agents are specified. Messages are specified following the
FIPA-ACL guidelines. The Activity Modeling sub-task
aims at detailing the activities carried out to achieve the
specific goals. Its product is a set of activity models, one
for each specific goal of the application. The Coordination
and Cooperation modeling sub-task aims at either reusing
or creating appropriate mechanisms of coordination and
cooperation between agents to produce a coordination and
cooperation model satisfying non-functional requirements.
Figure 2 illustrates part of the Multi-agent Society Model
of Infonorma showing the specification of the Filter agent.
The Detailed Design task is constituted of two sub-tasks:
Agent Knowledge Modeling and Agent State Modeling.
The Agent Knowledge Modeling sub-task specifies the
knowledge of each agent. It is built based on the agent
knowledge previously specified on the agent activity
models and on the multi-agent society knowledge model.
The Agent State Modeling sub-task aims at representing the
states that the agent assumes during its lifecycle, as well as
the transitions that lead from one state to another. The
activities identified in the activity model are associated
with the states identified here. For each state it is specified
the activity that the agent performs when it assumes the
state, namely entry activity, the actions, which is a set of
activities that can be performed in the current state and the
exit activity, which is the one performed right before the
agent leave its current state.

2.2. Application Design Phase
In the Application Design Phase developers reuse design
solutions of a family of applications and adapt them to the
specific requirements of the application under
development. Otherwise, they design a multi-agent
architecture from scratch, providing a solution to the
requirements of the multi-agent application specified in
Analysis Requirements Phase.
This phase consists of two tasks: the Architectural
Design task aiming at constructing a multi-agent society
architectural model and the Agent Design task, which
defines the internal structure of each agent in the society.
The Architectural Design task consists of five sub-tasks:
Multi-agent Society Knowledge Modeling, Multi-Agent
Society Modeling, Agent Interaction Modeling, Activity
Modeling, and Coordination and Cooperation modeling.
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Figure 2 - Multi-agent Society Model of Infonorma showing the Filter agent

2.3. Application Implementation Phase

3. Multi-agent Application Engineering
Support

In the Application Implementation Phase, agents are
identified from the Activity Models of the previous phase.
A behavior is associated to each responsibility in a
particular language/platform of agent’s development, such
as JADE [1], producing a Behaviors Model. Agent’s
interactions are identified in the Agent’s Interactions
Model, which are mapped to a specific language for
communication between agents, as FIPA_ACL [4],
resulting in a Communication Acts Model. In this phase,
the selection of agents for reuse occurs based on the
similarity of behaviors and agent communications. Figure 3
illustrates the Communication Acts Model of Infonorma,
showing the communication between the Filter and User
Modeler agents.

ONTORMAS [10] is an ontology-based tool developed
in Protégé environment [6] that provides support to the
modeling tasks of both MADEM and MAAEM
methodologies. Modeling products are generated through
the instantiation of the corresponding subclasses of the
Modeling Tasks, Modeling Products, and Modeling
Concepts classes of the ONTORMAS ontology. Once
instantiated, ONTORMAS becomes a knowledge base
where concepts in modeling products are semantically
related, and, therefore, queries and inferences through
logical reasoning can be done to facilitate the
understanding and reuse of modeling products.

Figure 3 - Communication Acts Model of Infonorma
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Figure 4 illustrates some semantic relationships between
classes and instances in the ONTORMAS knowledge base.

are available tools for PASSI and TROPOS modeling and
code generation. However, only PASSI allows code reuse.
Two main features distinguish MAAEM from other
existing approaches. First, it provides support for reuse on
multi-agent software development, through the integration
of the concepts of Domain Engineering and Application
Engineerings. Second, it is a knowledge-based technique
where models of agents and frameworks are represented as
instances of the ONTORMAS ontology. Thus, concepts are
semantically related allowing effective searches and
inferences thus facilitating the understanding and reuse of
the models during the development of specific applications
in a domain.

5. Conclusions and further work
This paper described MAAEM, an ontology-based
methodology for analysis, design and implementation of
multi-agent systems. The software artifacts produced by
MAAEM are represented as instances of the ONTORMAS
ontology, which serves as a repository for reusable software
artifacts and also as a tool supporting application
development.
MAAEM is a part of a project for the improvement of
multi-agent system development techniques, methodologies
and tools. With the knowledge base provided by
ONTORMAS, an expert system is being developed, aiming
at automating various tasks of both MADEM and
MAAEM, thus allowing fast application development and
partial code generation.
MAAEM currently supports compositional reuse, based
on the selection, adaptation and composition of artifacts. A
generative approach [3] for reuse has been explored with
the specification of the GENMADEM methodology and the
ONTOGENMADEM tool [9]. ONTOGENMADEM
provides support for the creation of Domain Specific
Languages to be used on the generation of a family of
applications in a domain. Further work will extend
ONTORMAS for supporting ONTOGENMADEM
allowing generative reuse in Multi-agent Applications
Engineering.

Figure 4 – Some semantic relationships between
classes and instances int the ONTORMAS
knowledge base.
Since retrieval is based on semantics, results from
searching on modeling products and concepts in the
ONTOMADEM knowledge base are more effective than
the ones that could be obtained through simple keyword
retrieval on instance texts. After the selection of the artifact
that most closely matches their needs, a user should check
if the artifact can be integrally reused or if it needs adaptation or integration with other artifacts.
Also, a graphical notation has been defined in
ONTORMAS for the representation of each modeling
product. This facilitates not only the instantiation process
but also contributes for reducing the complexity of the
modeling tasks, allowing the visualization, decomposition
and refinement of the modeling products.
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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a security infrastructure
for communication between agents adaptable to FIPA security
speciﬁcations by employing security patterns and semantic based
policy descriptions. Security patterns are used as a generalized
approach for generating security based services. This paper
analyzes the authentication and semantic based access control
among agents by using the security patterns.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multi-agent systems(MAS), which communicate in an open
environment like Internet, face safety and security problems.
Therefore, MAS should have some strategies, policies and
mechanisms for conﬁdentiality, integrity, authentication, nonrepudiation [1], [2], [3]. This paper proposes a security infrastructure intended for a FIPA compliant multi-agent system
namely SEAGENT [4], and provides a solution by using security patterns with semantic web for policy based approaches.
SEAGENT agents demanding for secure access will be utilizing Agent Authenticator, Agent Certiﬁcation Authority(ACA)
and Access Controller patterns that have been explained in
Tropos methodology [5].
II. BACKGROUND
SEAGENT is a P2P Java framework for writing Semantic
Web enabled Multi-Agent applications [4]. The main objective
of SEAGENT project is to develop an agent framework for
constructing FIPA-compliant multi-agent platforms that work
on semantic web environment. It’s communication module
supports current web based communication protocols both for
intra-platform and inter-platform communication.
Agent oriented software engineering is one of the most
natural ways of characterizing security issues in information
systems. This approach allows developers ﬁrst to model the
security requirements in high-level and then incrementally apply these requirements to security mechanisms as services(or
agents) in the multi-agent systems [6], [7].
This paper uses the approach that has been detailed in [7].
The authors of Tropos merged the advantages of the agent
oriented programming and security patterns paradigms by applying both of them in the Tropos methodology. Secure Tropos
extends the agent oriented software engineering methodology
by providing a set of security-related concepts and processes
to allow developers to consider security issues throughout the

development stages. By using this methodology, agent oriented
concepts could identify a set of security requirements needed
by the system and these requirements can be transformed to
a design with the use of security patterns.
Since SEAGENT is a FIPA-based multi-agent system, FIPA
speciﬁcations have been followed throughout this work. First,
all agents must register to Agent Management System(AMS).
AMS has the responsibility to monitor the lifecycle of agents
and agents must inform AMS about their platform related
actions(register, deregister and so on). Second, software agents
must also register their service descriptions to Directory Facilitator(DF). During this process, a masquerading agent should
be prevented from registering its services or service descriptions and at the end damaging the platform. Third, there is also
a communication layer called Agent Communication Channel(ACC) which transmits agent communication messages.
Those messages should have conﬁdentiality, integrity, authentication and non-repudiation properties according to FIPA security speciﬁcation. This speciﬁcation introduces Agent Platform
Security Manager(APSM) which deﬁnes security issues of
AMS and requires a PKI for registering agents. The speciﬁcation of FIPA for message-based communication security
uses Agent Communication Language(ACL) envelope added
properties.
III. S ECURITY PATTERNS
Security is often an afterthought functionality in system design
and implementation. The enterprise context and requirements
that drive system security are often not addressed explicitly
and are not incorporated into system architectures. The desired
approach is to begin to address security together with the
system design rather than the repair-service approach [3].
The basic idea behind patterns is to capture expert knowledge in the form of documentation with a speciﬁc structure
containing proven solutions for recurring problems in a given
domain. In particular, security patterns can be more useful
when people responsible for systems have little or no security
expertise.
In this paper, Agent Authenticator, Agent Certiﬁcation Authority and Access Controller patterns have been examined in
detail. The remaining patterns deﬁned in [7], namely Agency
Guard and Sandbox patterns are out of scope of this paper.
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A. Agent Authenticator
Agents must be authenticated in the platform before they
are allowed for intra- and inter-platform communication. The
Agent Authenticator pattern determines the authentication process of agents in an agency. The authentication process is
implemented by using digital signatures generated with agent’s
or agency’s secret key.
The advantage of Agent Authenticator is to check the
agent’s identity before it involves in any communication within
the agency. Authentication of the requesting agent could be
veriﬁed by Agent Authenticator. This pattern also prevents
implementation of different authentication mechanisms for
different agents.
The disadvantage of this approach is that Agent Authenticator becomes a central point. So that when the Agent
Authenticator crashes, the whole system would be under risk.
The design of the agent authentication model in SEAGENT
by using SEAGENT Plan Editor is shown in Figure 1. SupplyPrivateInformation behaviour takes the owner policy and
key pair of the agent. Outcome of this behaviour is passed
to SupplyPrivateKey action. Private key of the agent is used
for creating its digital signature for authentication issues in
SupplyDigitalSignature action. AuthenticationManager action
is the connection point of AgentAuthenticator with AgentCertiﬁcationAuthority to obtain the related request parameters by
the issued certiﬁcate of the agent. These parameters could be
subject, issuer of the certiﬁcate, validity time of the certiﬁcate
to validate the digital signature and apply the authentication
rules to decide agent’s authentication for the communication.
AgentAuthenticator lastly takes its external provision as RequestParameters from AgentCertiﬁcationAuthority and passes
these parameters to AuthenticationManager by provision inheritance. So the Agent Authentication mechanism halts by
the decision of this behaviour’s planning activities and the
outcome of AuthenticationManager causes the authentication
decision for the requestor agent.

private key is stored by the agent in a secure manner. These
agents verify their identities by generating digital signatures
using their own private keys.
The advantage of Agent Certiﬁcation Authority is the ability
to verify a requestor agent. So that the indicated public key
is proven to be really used for the communication. This
pattern helps to design an appropriate signature veriﬁcation
mechanism to satisfy identity and authentication requirements
for a speciﬁc domain or situation [3]. The disadvantage of this
pattern could be scalability problem when a lot of agents want
to request for certiﬁcation.
C. Access Controller
This is a pattern that restricts agent access to resources.
Agents with various privileges can exist in an agency. Agents
requesting for a resource could be denied or accepted according to the requested action. Agents in the agency could
access the resources(or other agents) according to the response
of Access Controller. These responses have been sent to the
agents with the indicated privileges. If there is an agent’s
resource requirement instead of access to an agent, Resource
Manager behaves as a helper service to the Access Controller
and accesses the related agents’ resources.
The advantage of Access Controller is the usage of different
policies for different actions. In Figure 2, the ACA gives
Agent2 to send-to privilege for communicating with Agent1.
These privilege types could be obtained from FIPA-ACL based
message envelope by different SecurityObjects. If the Agent2
tries to take send-to privilege, the SecurityObjects for different
agents could determine the acceptance or denial of the message
with inform or refuse communicative acts in FIPA. There is
a disadvantage of this pattern that the crash of the Access
Controller makes the access protocol unusable in agency.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.

FIPA ACL Message Example with Security Access Information

IV. S OFTWARE AGENT C ERTIFICATION

Agent Authenticator Plan in SEAGENT (General View)

B. Agent Certiﬁcation Authority
In a trusted environment, every agent is required to possess
a certiﬁcate which includes a public key. The corresponding

The proposed approach attempts to employ security patterns
for model driven design with reusable code and suggests
utilization of semantic data on certiﬁcation and policy based
agent access models. It also deﬁnes a message extension for
a new element that describes a form of the message security.
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Essential security services explained in [8] are presented in
layers.
ACA is a security wrapper for the system that dominates the
protocol steps and supplies them to the agents. During Agent
Certiﬁcation Authority [5] process time, ACA enables both
sender and receiver agents to negotiate security parameters and
then on agents will communicate using the negotiated values.
This negotiation also helps to decouple the multi agent system
from selected security approach.
ACA,
Agent 1(Requestor) Access Controller

Agent2(Supplier)
ACA creates public/private
key pair and stores its
certification information.

Creates key pair. Request
security parameters and
certificate.
Send expected parameters for
the security level of
communication.
Share public information, policy
information with certificate
according to ACA based
parameters.

Save certification
and policy
information.

Information about certificate
registration.
Agent2 processes the same
steps between
Agent1 and ACA.

Accepts or denies
request according to
semantically presented
policy data in
database.

Fig. 3.

Requests Access Controller
to access an agent.

Steps of Agent Certiﬁcation Mechanism

The software agent certiﬁcation steps have been illustrated
in Figure 3. First, ACA creates public/private key pair and
stores its certiﬁcation information(issuer, subject, owner, validity, public key with key algorithm information, signature
information, default certiﬁcate policies and policy mappings).
The storage process is based on XML data for syntactic data
compatibility and used by all agents. By default, authentication
across agents will be accomplished by the same algorithm as
the intra-platform communication. This authentication mechanism will be based on ACA as mandatory authentication and
access control approach between agents. Because the access
information and related certiﬁcation information for supplier
agents have to be supplied to the requestor agents by ACA.
If ACA accepts the requests of the Agent1, it sends expected
parameters for the security level of communication. ACA
accepts the certiﬁcate and registration information with policy
data from Agent1 and ACA saves certiﬁcation information in
XML and policy information in OWL(Web Ontology Language) format to its database. Then it informs the requestor
agent. The semantic data for policy information aims to collect
the policies in a tractable way by the Access Controller.
ACA shall contractually require that the subscriber indicates

acceptance or rejection of the certiﬁcate following its issuance,
in accordance with procedures established by the ACA.
Agent1 creates its key pair and stores them as explained in
the ﬁrst step of ACA. Then this agent requests security parameters and certiﬁcate from ACA. All private keys and other
security related data have to be available to their owner only.
Data may not be accessible to other agents (even the agent
platform). Every agent has to keep its private data secured but
the platform based public information with certiﬁcate could
be shared between agents according to ACA based parameters.
So ACA will send certiﬁcation information to the agents if the
requesting side has the right to communicate in the platform.
The certiﬁcate policies for agents are initialized in ACA by
the security engineer of the system.
Agent1 prepares certiﬁcate and requests to register it with
semantic policy information. Then the communication of
Agent1 with ACA ends for the certiﬁcation and semantic data
exchange.
The access information have been stored as semantic information shown in Section V. This access information is sent
and received with a SecurityObject. The SecurityObject can
be included as user-deﬁned slot into the envelope (e.g. XSecurity) as used in [8], or, if standardized by FIPA, as an
optional slot (e.g. Security). Furthermore, the slot containing
the SecurityObject can contain a set of SecurityObjects, for
different security attributes applied to a message. The approach
told in this paper as adding Security slot to the message
Envelope.
ACA accepts or denies this request according to semantically presented data in its database. Information message from
ACA to Agent2 with security slot for access information in a
FIPA-ACL message example similar to [9] is shown in Figure
2.
V. SEMANTIC BASED AGENT ACCESS CONTROL
MECHANISM
After deﬁning agent certiﬁcation process details of Access
Controller mechanism have been explained in this section.
First, access control policy includes a set of rules that associate
some credentials to use capability of a right. So that the issues
with the speciﬁed credentials could supply the capability.
Credential is any property associated with an entity. When the
entity is suitable to the policy rules in the system, the required
action for this entity could be populated [10].
All agents have to digitally sign all service requests for
AMS, DF and other agents. As there is a public/private key
pair for each of the agent, the agent can be thought as
accountable by the platform. So that when an agent wants
to register to the platform, its credentials have to be checked
by Access Controller of which decision is based on security
policies that have been deﬁned in the platform. These policies
could be deﬁned in two levels: platform level and agent level
[11]. Platform level policies control the requests for AMS
and DF of the platform. Agent level access policies specify
who can access the services of the speciﬁed agent. A simple
message that assigns a right to an agent is shown in Figure 2.
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When the certiﬁcation steps as explained in Section IV
have been constructed, AMS controls the validity of the
certiﬁcate by the default certiﬁcate authority in the platform.
For organization wide certiﬁcation, certiﬁcation path could
be chained and the veriﬁcation step could be processed by
the help of Agent Certiﬁcation Authority. If the certiﬁcate is
valid, AMS restores agent’s policies that have to be checked
during the communication with AMS. All of these policies are
in Access Controller’s database by default. AMS and Access
Controller always communicates with each other to inform the
changing policies in the autonomous environment. So when
Access Controller has been crashed for a short time, AMS
based policy rules could still be applied by AMS with its
internal policy engine. AMS and DF have a list of conditions
that an agent must satisfy in order to contact a particular
agent or use a particular service. While AMS and DF have to
know the access privileges of agents in [11], Access Controller
mechanism have to access and know their rights. So that the
protection from the threat could be applied in a central place.
Agents could register their services in open or private
ways. In open way, the only DF based policies have to be
applied for the agents’ access to the service. In private way,
Access Controller communicates with DF and access control
mechanism have been processed for the owner of the service.
For the veriﬁcation of rights, a service agent expects all the
credentials from the requestor agent at the time of the request
in order to use its services. The service agent will check its
internal knowledge base and ask for Access Controller to give
permission to the requestor agent. According to the allowance
of the semantic policy information, request could be answered
in a positive way. Otherwise, request would be denied until the
requestor agent has the suitable credentials to call this service.
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Security and Systems Engineering, John Wiley and Sons Ltd, 2006.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, security patterns that have been used in multiagent systems have been considered. Also policy based access
control has been determined that each entity is able to specify
and process policy by help of Access Controller or by itself for
security and privacy. In future, the speciﬁcations of policies
are planned to be fully constructed in declarative manner
and the ACL based messages to be considered in a semantic
manner. With the help of policy based semantic language, the
distributed policy management could be supplied better by
inter-platform communication by the platforms that use same
ontologies.
Future work will be based on the new version of
SEAGENT’s role based agent mechanisms. Role based agents
would have their own role based access policies for Access
Controller. Then these agents could have been prioritized
according to their goals in the platform [12].
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Abstract
In this paper, we explore the use of existing software product line (SPL) approaches to document and model a multiagent system product line (MAS-PL). Our analysis focuses
speciﬁcally in the domain analysis and design stages of SPL
development. The main aim of our study is to investigate
the beneﬁts, limitations and challenges of current SPL and
MAS-PL approaches/methodologies to document and model
MAS-PL features. Our investigation is illustrated and validated through the use of a web-based conference management system. As a result of our study, we propose the adaptation and extension of existing approaches to address the
modeling of MAS-PL features.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, a common scenario in organizations is to develop similar products and to provide different customizations of these products to individual customers. This is
typically addressed in an empirical way. Software product lines (SPLs) [18, 3] represent a new trend of software reuse that investigates methods and techniques to build
and customize families of applications through a systematic
method. Clements & Northrop [3] deﬁne a software product line (SPL) as “a set of software intensive systems that
share a common, managed set of features satisfying the speciﬁc needs of a particular market segment or mission and
that are developed from a common set of core assets in a
prescribed way ”. According to [4], a feature is a system
property that is relevant to some stakeholder and is used to
capture commonalities or discriminate among products in a
product line. The main aim of SPL engineering is to analyze the common and variable features of applications from
a speciﬁc domain, and to develop a reusable infrastructure

that supports the software development. This set of applications is called a family of products.
Over the past few years, several methods have been published to address the problems and challenges of SPL engineering [12, 18, 8]. Some of them only propose methodological guidelines, not specifying how to design or implement the SPL, meaning developers have to create their own
way to develop the product line. Some of these methodologies propose a complete SPL development process based on
existing paradigms, such as component-based [1] or objectoriented [8] software development. However, there are
new trends, such as multi-agent systems (MASs) [10, 19],
which are not considered by the current SPL methodologies. MASs have emerged as a new software paradigm
to help in the development of complex software systems,
which contain properties such as autonomy, reactivity, proactiveness and social ability. Recently, new approaches
[16, 6] were proposed designed to explore the beneﬁts of
integrating SPL and Agent-Oriented Software Engineering
(AOSE) techniques. Nevertheless, there are still many challenges to overcome in the development of multi-agent systems product lines (MAS-PLs) [17].
In this context, this paper investigates the adoption of
proposed SPL and MAS-PL methodologies in the documentation and modeling of MAS-PL. During this process,
we had to deal with challenges, such as how the features
can be documented, modeled and modularized throughout
the entire domain engineering process. A product line of
conference management systems that includes the implementation of several optional agency features is used to illustrate and validate our study. Some adaptations and extensions of current SPL approaches are also proposed in order
to address their identiﬁed deﬁciencies in the modeling and
documentation of more complex agency features.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some existing SPL methodologies. In Section 3, an overview of the ExpertCommittee case study is
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presented, giving some details about its development. In
Section 4, we show how we have modeled and documented
our product line at the domain analysis and domain design
phases. We present some discussions in the Section 5. Finally, the conclusions and directions for future works are
discussed in Section 6.

2. Background
We have studied and compared some existing SPL methodologies. Almost all methods focus on the description of
SPL properties at a very high level of abstraction and give
no guidance on how the required ﬂexibility should be realized at the implementation level. In our initial comparative
study [14], we used the same evaluation framework of [13]
to compare the SPL and MAS-PL methodologies. The goal
of this evaluation was to obtain an overview of the methodologies and not necessarily to rate them. Subsequently, we
analyzed how the investigated approaches could deal with
the documentation and modeling of agency features. Table 1 presents partial results of this analysis. Due to space
restrictions in this paper, we only reported the results of this
second part of our study. For additional details of our study,
please refer to [14].
Table 1. Methodologies Comparison.
Methodology
FORM
Framework
[18]

PLUS

MacMAS
extension [16]
Approach [6]

Domain Analysis
Feature diagram with
composition rules
Reusable, textual and
model-based
requirements, variability model
Requirements model consisting of a use case
model and feature model
Feature Model (features
are goals)
Role Schema, Role Variation Point

Domain Design
Subsystem, Process Model and
Module Models
Reference architecture, reﬁned
variability model, mapping
from design artifacts to
requirements artifacts
Static and dynamic models,
feature/class dependencies, design of component-based software architecture
Acquaintance Organization,
Traceability and Role Models
-

Commonly the SPL approaches adopt feature models as
the typical notations to specify the SPL features. FORM
[12] provides a feature modeling method for analyzing and
capturing the common and variable features of SPLs and
their respective interdependencies. The features are organized into a coherent model referred to as a feature model,
which models the features of a product line as a tree, indicating mandatory, optional and alternative features. Features are essential abstractions that both customers and developers understand. Pena et. al. [16] also proposes the
use of feature models, but the features are the goals of the
agents. Goals are not a detail of the system that is visible to the end user; therefore, they should not appear in a
feature model. [18] document variabilities through a variability model, which models what varies from one product

to another with the explicit indication of the variation points
and variants. Furthermore, it also motivates the deﬁnition of
explicit tracing links between the variations points/variants
from the variability model and other analysis and design
models (e.g., use cases and class diagrams). PLUS [8] proposes a feature model based on UML notation, but contains
the same information of traditional feature models. Almost
all the approaches do not address explicitly the modeling
of the SPL requirements. The PLUS approach deﬁnes a
customization of the use case model to specify and document the SPL requirements. Dehlinger & Lutz [6] adopt
a product-line-like view of an agent-based software system and proposes a requirements speciﬁcation template to
capture and reuse dynamically changing conﬁgurations of
agents for future similar systems.
In the domain design, most of the SPL approaches investigated only provide support to document and detail the SPL
architectures in a very high-level manner. FORM proposes
the modeling of an SPL architecture using three models: (i)
subsystem model - presents the overall system structure; (ii)
process model - details the dynamic behavior of the system;
and (iii) module model - speciﬁes each reusable component
of the architecture. PLUS adopts traditional UML models
marked with additional stereotypes to classify the system
classes. It mentions the use of agents in the design of an
SPL architecture, but it does not deﬁne a way to document
it. Table 1 shows that the other investigated approaches
[18, 6] do not provide explicit support to specify and model
the SPL architecture and its respective components.

3. ExpertCommittee Case Study Overview
Our approach was developed based on our experience
with the ExpertCommittee (EC) [15] case study, a multiagent system product line for the web domain.
The EC is a conference management system, developed
as a typical web-based application whose aim is to manage
the paper submission and reviewing processes from conferences and workshops. The EC system provides functionalities to support the complete process of conference management. Each of these functionalities can be executed by
an appropriate user type of the system, such as conference
chair, program committee members, authors and reviewers.
This MAS-PL was developed in an evolutionary way.
We present details about the MAS-PL development (Section 3.1). After that, we discuss some MAS particular variability types that we have identiﬁed in our case study (Section 3.2).

3.1. The EC MAS-PL
We developed our case study considering that an evolving system can be seen as an SPL, because the features
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that are common to all versions of the system comprise the
core architecture of the product line. Thus, each version
of the system, which has new features, characterizes a new
product.
Our MAS-PL was developed in an evolutionary way.
There were three versions of the EC. The ﬁrst version of
the EC is a typical web-based application composed of the
mandatory features that support the process of conference
management. It was structured according to the Layer architectural pattern [7]. The second version of the EC system contains features that are related to autonomous behavior, such as deadline and pending tasks monitoring, and it
has also some new features that add new functionalities to
the system as well. The software agent abstraction was used
to model and implement the autonomous behavior added to
the original EC system.
The third and last version of the EC system was implemented by applying a series of refactorings in version 2.
The system was restructured to make the (un) plugging of
optional features possible. Each optional feature was modularized by using a combination of OO design patterns and
techniques with Spring1 conﬁguration ﬁles that allows the
injecting of dependencies inside the variable points of the
EC SPL architecture, which can be seen in Figure 1.

New Autonomous Behavior. We had to introduce agents
into the architecture when we added autonomous behavior to the system. The Task Management feature implied the addition of a new agent in the system, which
can be present or not, depending on the product being
derived;
New Behavior for an Agent or Role. Some features have
an impact inside the agent or the role. They allow
deﬁning agent internal variabilities by deﬁning speciﬁc
new behaviors of agents. The Conference Suggestion
Feature is an autonomous feature; thus, the user agent,
or more speciﬁcally the author role, performs it. When
a paper is registered in a conference, the author role
perceives it and sends suggestions of related conferences for the author who has registered his/her paper;
New Role for an Agent. Each role of the EC has a corresponding role in the user agent when a product has
some autonomous behavior. However, not all roles are
mandatory, such as the role Reviewer. Thus, roles must
be modeled in a way that they can be (un) plugged.
Almost all the autonomous behavior features are accomplished by the collaboration of different agents. In our
study, we have identiﬁed that many of these features are
typically addressed by a different set of components and
agents from the SPL architecture. In this way, a particular challenge of our study was to document and model the
structure and behavior of these crosscutting features in domain analysis and design.

4. Modeling and Documenting Agency Features

Figure 1. EC MAS-PL Architecture.

3.2. Dealing with Variability
Different kinds of variability were identiﬁed in the EC
MAS-PL. In our case study, we mainly explored the variabilities related to autonomous behavior and their respective
implementation using software agents. Throughout this paper, these kinds of features are called agency feature. Next
we brieﬂy describe them:
1 http://www.springframework.org/

In this section, we discuss the modeling and documentation of the agency features from the EC MAS-PL, presented in Section 3. We focus speciﬁcally on the domain
analysis and design stages. We have initially analyzed how
existing SPL and MAS-PL approaches can deal with the
speciﬁcation and modeling of agency features. Based on
the deﬁciencies and lack of expressivity of these existing
approaches, we propose new extensions to document the
agency features of the EC MAS-PL. The main aim of our
work is to deﬁne a set of guidelines to model and document
agency features along all SPL development stages.

4.1. Domain Analysis
The domain analysis stage deﬁnes activities for eliciting
and documenting the common and variable requirements of
an SPL. It is concerned with the deﬁnition of the domain
and scope of the SPL, and speciﬁes the common and variable features of the SPL to be developed. In our study, we
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have analyzed how the modeling and documentation notations of current SPL approaches can deal with agency features. Table 1 shows the results obtained considering the
SPL methodologies investigated in our study.
The EC MAS-PL features modeling and documentation
was supported by the feature model proposed in [5]. It is an
evolution of the original feature model proposed in [11] and
also adopted by FORM. Figure 2 shows a partial view of
this feature model. The features that were in all the versions
are the mandatory ones. Features that made part of only
some versions or varied from one version to another one are
the optional features.
Figure 3. Use Case Diagram.
was carried out in the following way: (i) the kernel use cases
were described using the common documentation provided
by existing UML methods; and (ii) the agency features were
documented using the template depicted in Table 2. This
new template details important information to understand
the interactions between the agency feature and other ones,
such as: the event that starts the use case, the agents and
roles that are involved and if the feature is mandatory, optional or alternative. We did not used the template proposed
in [6] because it is a too low-level speciﬁcation and it addresses the internal variability of the agents.
Table 2. Agency Feature Description.
Agency Feature: Conference Suggestion
Reuse Category: Optional
Dependency: Extends Register Paper Use Case
Description: When a paper is registered to a conference
Event: paper was registered to a conference
Agent/Roles: user agent / author role, notiﬁer agent
Main Flow:
1. User registers a paper to a conference.
2. User Agent perceives the change in the environment.
3. Author role detects the conferences that have areas of interest similar to the
ones of the registered paper and creates a message to be sent to the user.
4. Author role sends a message to the Notiﬁer Agent requesting to send the
message to the user.
5. Notiﬁer Agent sends the message.

Figure 2. Feature Model.
The way proposed in the PLUS method was quite adequate to model our use cases. Use cases are grouped in packages according to the feature to which it was related. In
this approach, stereotypes are used to indicate if a use case
is mandatory (kernel), alternative or optional. The method
also proposes a feature dependency table to map use cases to
each feature. We adopted these tables instead of the graphical notation of [18]. Figure 3 shows a partial view of the
EC MAS-PL use case model. It contains three kernel use
cases, one optional use case related to the reviewer role and
two agency features: task management and conference suggestion. The following adaptations were applied to the use
case notation proposed in [8] to better specify the agency
features: (i) agents were represented with the same symbol
as actors and are associated to the use cases with which they
are involved; (ii) the <<agency feature>> stereotype was
adopted to indicate that the use cases of a speciﬁc package
is related to an agency feature.
The detailed description of the EC MAS-PL use cases

4.2. Domain Design
The domain design aims at deﬁning an architecture that
addresses both the common and variable features of an SPL.
A set of components and core assets can be speciﬁed as
part of the SPL architecture. The modularization of features must also be taken into account during the design of
the architecture core assets to allow the (un) plugging of
features.
The EC MAS-PL architecture was documented in our
case study in two different levels: (i) a component view that illustrates the main components (or subsystems) of the
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SPL architecture; and (ii) a logical view - that details the different components deﬁned for the SPL architecture in terms
of UML class diagrams. Figures 1 and 4 show, respectively,
the component and logical view of the EC architecture. The
component view details the web system layers and the deployed agents that execute inside this system. The component view gives not only an overall overview of the SPL architecture components and agents, but also expresses their
organization in runtime.
The logical view details the architecture components and
agents in terms of UML class diagrams. Similar to PLUS,
we used stereotypes to classify the classes, but our classiﬁcation was mandatory (kernel), optional or alternative. The
classes of different components can be organized in packages, or they also can be colored to characterize a speciﬁc
component. Figure 1 shows the main components of the
EC MAS-PL (GUI, Business and Data Layers), and the different agents responsible for implementing the autonomous
behavior of the system. Each different agency feature of
the MAS-PL can be detailed using: (i) a separate class diagram that only contains the classes responsible for implementing that feature and alternatively the classes that are
related with it; (ii) a colored indication in the main class diagram that shows the elements (classes, interfaces, methods)
related to the implementation of that feature. It is exempliﬁed in Figure 4; and (iii) a speciﬁc design template that
details the components and agents involved in the realization of an agency feature, and their respective interactions.
Table 3 shows the design template of the Conference
Suggestion agency feature. It details the goals, entities,
events and execution plan related to the conference suggestion feature provided by a set of agents. It complements
the agency feature description provided in domain analysis
(Figure 2) by detailing the communication of the different
system agents and the environment. While the class diagrams of an agency feature describe the elements that modularize it, our template design details the dynamics of the
agents involved in its realization.

5. Discussions
In this section, we discuss some lessons learned and
challenges that we have found when documenting the
agency features of EC MAS-PL. These lessons learned offer directions for a methodology for developing MAS-PL
that we are currently deﬁning.
Agency Feature Documentation using SPL methodologies. During the modeling and documentation of the EC
MAS-PL, we have identiﬁed that most of the SPL methodologies provide useful notations to model the agency features. However, none of them completely covers their speciﬁcation. Agent technology provides particular characteristics that need to be considered in order to take advantage

Table 3. Agency Feature Design Description.
Agency Feature: Conference Suggestion
Goal: Send conference suggestions to users
Entities: EnvironmentAgent, UserAgent, NotiﬁerAgent, AuthorRole and ConferenceService.
Events Generated: SendMessage
Events Perceived: RegisterPaper
Plan:
Environment
Action: send message to User Agents
Message Content: paper registered
Agent
User Agent
Action: creates Author Role and adds it to the agent
Condition: user is the ﬁrst author of the paper
Author Role
Action: send message to Conference Service
Message Content: conferences related to the conference the
author has registered
Conference
Action: send message to Author Role
Message Content: related conferences
Service
Author Role
Action: creates user message with conferences returned
Action: send message to Notiﬁer Agent
Message Content: user message to be sent to the user
Notiﬁer Agent
Action: send user message

of this paradigm. In our case study, we adopted a different
strategy to model the SPL agency features. We started modeling the agency features using only the notations provided
by SPL methodologies to investigate their expressivity. After that, we adapted and complemented the selected notations to improve the documentation of the agency features.
The domain analysis and design templates were created in
this context.
MAS-PL methodologies. The investigated MAS-PL methodologies do not address development scenarios of traditional SPL architectures using agent technology. Instead,
they adopt an existing MAS methodology as a base and extend it with SPL techniques for a particular purpose. Pena
et. al. [16] adapt the Methodology for analyzing Complex
MultiAgent Systems (MaCMAS) to deal with evolving systems. Dehlinger & Lutz [6] have proposed an extensible
agent-oriented requirements speciﬁcation template for distributed systems that supports safe reuse. Their proposal
adopts a product line to promote reuse in MASs, which was
developed using the MaCMAS and the Gaia methodologies. The main problems that we have observed when using
these MAS-PL methodologies to model and document the
EC MAS-PL were: (i) they do not offer a complete solution
to address the modeling of agency features in both domain
analysis and design; and (ii) they suggest the introduction of
complex and heavyweight notations that are difﬁcult to understand when adopted in combination with existing notations (e.g. UML) and do not capture explicitly the separated
modeling of agency features.
Crosscutting agency features. Many of the agency features are implemented by a set of different system components, agents and classes. They are characterized as
crosscutting features, because their design and implementation are typically spread and tangled along different system
modules. In our study, we observed that the current SPL
methodologies do not provide clear support to deal with the
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Figure 4. Class Diagram of the EC product line.
documentation of these crosscutting features. In domain design, we have proposed a template design to help the documentation of the agency features. It allows specifying how
the different design elements interact to address a speciﬁc
agency feature. We are currently investigating how existing
aspect-oriented approaches [9, 2] can help the visual documentation of the agency features in combination with our
templates.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented an exploratory study that analyzed and discussed how existing SPL approaches can help
the documenting and modeling of multi-agent system product lines (MAS-PLs). Different agency features were presented, which were added to an existing web-based conference management system as optional features. Three types
of agency variabilities were addressed in our paper: addition of agents; addition of plans; and addition of roles.
Most of the MAS-PL documentation was supported by the
PLUS approach, showing the effectiveness of current SPL
approaches to document MAS-PL. However, the documentation of the agency features required the creation of additional templates to specify: (i) the interdependencies and
relationships between core functionalities (mandatory use
cases) and optional agency features (optional use cases) in
domain analysis; and (ii) the elements and dynamics responsible to address a given agency feature in domain design.
We are currently working on the development of a

methodology that allows an explicit documentation and
tracing of agency features throughout the SPL development
process. The proposed methodology aims to be simple and
systematic. We believe that due to the high complexity of
many SPL methodologies, many of them are not used in
practice. Different and new abstractions have been proposed in these methodologies, making the understanding
and adoption of them difﬁcult. Our methodology is being
organized as a process framework composed of: (i) a core that deﬁnes a set of mandatory activities and artifacts; and
(ii) speciﬁc customizations - that specify additional activities and artifacts to the core according to speciﬁc scenarios
that need to be addressed. Our approach aims to be systematic in the sense of providing clear and detailed guidelines
about how developers should use it.
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Abstract— Computation Tree Logic (CTL) model update is
an approach for software veriﬁcation and modiﬁcation, where
minimal change is employed to generate admissible models that
represent the corrected software design. In this paper, we ﬁrst
apply CTL model update to a model based on the well known
Andrew File System protocol, and demonstrate the process of
discovering an admissible model explosion problem. We then
propose a new update principle named minimal change with
maximal reachable states to solve this problem. Our experimental
results show that in the case of updating the Andrew File System
protocol model, the new CTL update approach signiﬁcantly
narrows down the admissible models to fewer committed models.
We provide a thorough study on the semantics and complexity
properties on optimizing CTL model update.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As a promising formal method, automated veriﬁcation has
played an important role in computer science development.
The SMV model checker [2] was ﬁrst successfully applied to
software protocols, the Andrew File Systems in 1995 by [9],
which was a milestone showing that the SMV model checker
applied to not only hardware veriﬁcation but also to software
veriﬁcation. After the ﬁrst successful SMV compiler, the
enhanced model checking compilers, NuSMV [3] and Cadence
SMV [7], were developed. During the model checking, there
was a state explosion problem, which signiﬁcantly increased
the SMV model checking search space. The introduction of
OBDD in SMV model checker eventually handles the state
explosion problem in a signiﬁcant way [2], [6].
Along with the development of model checking, error
repairing has also developed using a formal methods approach.
For example, Buccafurri and his colleagues [1] applied AI
techniques to model checking and error repairing. We have
recently developed a formal approach for CTL model update to
attempt a new method of software error repairing [4]. We have
implemented a prototype of CTL model update and applied
this system to 3 well known model checking examples [5].
In this paper, we provide an investigation, both on experimental and theoretical aspects, on a model explosion problem
associated with the CTL model update to optimize the previous
update results. In section II, we ﬁrst present an overview of
CTL model update. In section III, we address the problem of
admissible model explosion through the update process of the
Andrew File System 1 model. In section IV, we propose a

new CTL model update principle called minimal change with
maximal reachable states to deal with the model explosion
problem. In section V, we provide some semantic characterizations for the new CTL model update process. In section VI,
the associated complexity results of the characterizations in
the previous section are derived. Finally in section VII , we
conclude the paper with some discussions and future work.
II. CTL M ODEL U PDATE : A N OVERVIEW
A. CTL Syntax and Semantics
Deﬁnition 1: [2] Let AP be a set of atomic propositions.
A Kripke model M over AP is a three tuple M = (S, R, L)
where 1. S is a ﬁnite set of states, 2. R ⊆ S × S is a transition
relation, 3. L : S → 2AP is a function that assigns each state
with a set of atomic propositions.
Deﬁnition 2: [6] Computation tree logic (CTL) has the
following syntax given in Backus naur form:
φ ::= | ⊥ |p|(¬φ)|(φ1 ∧ φ2 )|(φ1 ∨ φ2 )|φ1 → φ2 |AXφ
|EXφ|AGφ|EGφ|AF φ|EF φ|A[φ1 ∪ φ2 ]|E[φ1 ∪ φ2 ]
where p is any propositional atom.
A CTL formula φ is evaluated on a Kripke model M and
satisﬁable. A path in M from a state s is an inﬁnite sequence
def
of states π = [s0 , s1 , · · · , si−1 , si , si+1 , · · · , sj , · · ·] such that
s0 = s, (si , si+1 ) ∈ R holds for all i ≥ 0, (si , si+1 ) ⊆ π and
si ∈ π. si is a state earlier than sj in π as si < sj . A state s
is called true state for φ if s |= φ and called false state for φ
if s |= φ.
Deﬁnition 3: [6] Let M = (S, R, L) be a Kripke model
for CTL. Given any s in S, we deﬁne whether a CTL formula
φ holds in state s. We denote this by (M, s) |= φ. The
satisfaction relation |= is deﬁned by structural induction on
CTL formulas:
1) (M, s) |=  and (M, s) |=⊥ for all s ∈ S.
2) (M, s) |= p iff p ∈ L(s).
3) (M, s) |= ¬φ iff (M, s) |= φ.
4) (M, s) |= φ1 ∧ φ2 iff (M, s) |= φ1 and (M, s) |= φ2 .
5) (M, s) |= φ1 ∨ φ2 iff (M, s) |= φ1 or (M, s) |= φ2 .
6) (M, s) |= φ1 → φ2 iff (M, s) |= φ1 , or (M, s) |= φ2 .
7) (M, s) |= AXφ iff for all s1 such that (s, s1 ) ∈ R,
(M, s1 ) |= φ.
8) (M, s) |= EXφ iff for some s1 such that (s, s1 ) ∈ R,
(M, s1 ) |= φ.
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9) (M, s) |= AGφ holds iff for all paths [s0 , s1 , s2 , · · ·],
where s0 = s, and all si along the path, (M, si ) |= φ.
10) (M, s) |= EGφ holds iff there is a path [s0 , s1 , s2 , · · ·],
where s0 = s, and for all si along the path, (M, si ) |= φ.
11) (M, s) |= AF φ holds iff for all paths [s0 , s1 , s2 , · · ·],
where s0 = s, there is some si in the path such that
(M, si ) |= φ.
12) (M, s) |= EF φ holds iff there is a path [s0 , s1 , s2 , · · ·],
where s0 = s, and for some si along the path, (M, si ) |=
φ.
B. Minimal Change for CTL Model Update
Deﬁnition 4: [4], [5] (CTL Model Update) Given a CTL
Kripke model M = (S, R, L) and a CTL formula φ such
that M= (M, s0 ) and M|= φ, where s0 ∈ S, an updated
model derived from M to satisfy φ, is a new CTL Kripke
model M  = (S  , R , L ) such that M = (M  , s0 ) |= φ where
s0 ∈ S  . We use U pdate(M, φ) to denote the result M .
Update is achieved by applying a combination of primitive
update operations PU1, PU2, PU3, PU4 and PU5 [4], [5].
These primitive updates are deﬁned as follows:
PU1: Adding a relation
Given M = (S, R, L), its updated model M  = (S  , R , L ) is
the result of M having only added one new relation. That
is S  = S, L = L, and R = R ∪ {(sar , sar2 )} where
(sar , sar2 ) ∈ R for one pair of sar , sar2 ∈ S.
PU2: Removing a relation
Given M = (S, R, L), its updated model M  = (S  , R , L )
is the result of M having only removed one existing relation.
That is, S  = S; L = L, and R = R − {(srr , srr2 )} where
(srr , srr2 ) ∈ R for one pair of srr , srr2 ∈ S.
PU3: Substituting a state and its associated relation(s)
Given M = (S, R, L), its updated model M  = (S  , R , L )
is the result of M having only substituted one existing state
and its associated relation(s). That is, S  = S[s/sss ] (i.e. S 
are the set of states where one state s in S is substituted by
sss ), R = R ∪ {(si , sss ), (sss , sj ) | (si , s), (s, sj ) ∈ R} −
{(si , s), (s, sj ) | (si , s), (s, sj ) ∈ R}, and for all s ∈ S ∩ S  ,
L (s) = L(s), and L (sss ) is a set of true variables assigned
in sss .
PU4: Adding a state and its associated relation(s)
Given M = (S, R, L), its updated model M  = (S  , R , L )
is the result of M having only added one new state and its
associated relation(s). That is, S  = S ∪ {sas }, R = R ∪
{(si , sas ), (sas , sj ) | for some si , sj ∈ S  }, and for all s ∈
S ∩ S  , L (s) = L(s), and L (sas ) is a set of true variables
assigned in sas .
PU5: Removing a state and its associated relation(s)
Given M = (S, R, L), its updated model M  = (S  , R , L )
is the result of M having only removed one existing state and
its associated relation(s). That is, S  = S − {srs | srs ∈ S},
R = R − {(si , srs ), (srs , sj ) | for some si , sj ∈ S}, and
L (s) = L(s) for all s ∈ S ∩ S  .
Based on these primitive update operations, we can deﬁne
a minimal principle for CTL model update. Given any two
sets X and Y , the symmetric difference between X and Y is
denoted as Dif f (X, Y ) = (X − Y ) ∪ (Y − X). Given two

CTL models M = (S, R, L) and M  = (S  , R , L ), for each
primitive operation P U i (i = 1, · · · , 5), Dif f P U i (M, M  )
denotes the differences between two CTL models where M  is
a resulting model from M , which infers that several operations
of this type may occur. Since PU1 and PU2 only change
relations, we deﬁne Dif f P U i (M, M  ) = Dif f (R, R )
(i = 1, 2). For operations PU3, PU4 and PU5, on the
other hand, we deﬁne Dif f P U i (M, M  ) = Dif f (S, S  )
(i = 3, 4, 5). Then we specify
Dif f (M, M  )= (Dif f P U 1 (M, M  ), · · · , Dif f P U 5 (M, M  )).
Let M , M1 and M2 be three CTL models. We denote
Dif f (M, M1 )  Dif f (M, M2 ) iff (1) for each i
(i = 1, · · · , 5), Dif f P U i (M, M1 ) ⊆ Dif f P U i (M, M2 ); or
(2) Dif f P U i (M, M1 ) ⊆ Dif f P U i (M, M2 ) for i = 1, 2, 4, 5,
and |Dif f P U 3 (M, M1 )| = |Dif f P U 3 (M, M2 )| implies
Dif f (s, s1 ) ⊆ Dif f (s, s2 ), if any state s in M is substituted
by s1 in M1 or s2 in M2 respectively.
Deﬁnition 5: [4], [5] (Closeness Ordering) Given three
CTL Kripke models M , M1 and M2 , where M1 and M2 are
obtained from M by applying PU1-PU5 operations, we say
that M1 is closer or as close to M as M2 , denoted as M1 ≤M
M2 , iff Dif f (M, M1 )  Dif f (M, M2 ). We denote M1 <M
M2 if M1 ≤M M2 and M2 ≤M M1 .
Deﬁnition 6: [4], [5] (Admissible Update) Given a CTL
Kripke model M = (S, R, L), M = (M, s0 ) where s0 ∈ S,
and a CTL formula φ, U pdate(M, φ) is called admissible if the following conditions hold: (1) U pdate(M, φ) =
(M  , s0 ) |= φ where M  = (S  , R , L ) and s0 ∈ S  ;
and (2) there does not exist another resulting model M  =
(S  , R , L ) and s0 ∈ S  such that (M  , s0 ) |= φ and
M  <M M  .
Theorem 1: [4], [5] Let M = (S, R, L) be a Kripke model
and M = (M, s0 ) and M |= AGφ, where s0 ∈ S and φ is
a propositional formula. Then an admissible updated model
M = U pdate(M, AGφ) can be obtained by the following:
for each path starting from s0 : π = [s0 , · · · , si , · · ·]:
1) if for all s < si in π, s |= φ but si |= φ, PU2 is applied
to si to remove relation (si−1 , si ), or PU5 is applied to
si to remove si and its associated relations, or
2) PU3 is applied to all states s in π not satisfying φ to
substitute s with s∗ |= φ and Dif f (s, s∗ ) to be minimal.
III. A M ODEL E XPLOSION P ROBLEM
A. The Scenario of AFS1
AFS1 is abbreviation of the Andrew File System 1 [9]. It
is a cache coherence protocol for a distributed ﬁle system.
A client has two initial states: either it has no ﬁles or it has
one or more ﬁles but no beliefs about their validity. If the
protocol starts with the client having suspect ﬁles, then the
client may request a validation for a ﬁle from the server. If the
ﬁle is invalid then the client requests a new copy and the run
terminates. If the ﬁle is valid, the protocol simply terminates.
AFS1 is abstracted as a model with one client, one server and
one ﬁle. Fig. 1 shows the state transition diagrams with single
client and server modules. The nodes are labelled with the
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The paper [9] provides SMV model deﬁnitions (e.g.
AFS1.smv) as input to the SMV model checker. However, the
paper does not contain an accurate Kripke model for AFS1.
We have used NuSMV [3] to derive the Kripke structure
for the loaded model (AFS1) as in [5]. In the AFS1 Kripke
model (Fig. 2), there are 26 reachable states out of a total
216 states, and 52 transitions in between the reachable states.
The model contains 5 variables and each individual variable
has 2 to 4 possible values. The variables are “Client.out”,
which ranges over {0, f etch, validate}, “Client.belief”
over {valid, invalid, suspect, nof ile}, “Server.out” over
{0, val, inval}, “Server.belief” over {none, valid, invalid}
and “Server.valid-ﬁle” over {true, f alse}.
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B. Model Updating AFS1

The CTL Kripke structure of AFS1

value for the state variable, belief ; the arcs, by the name of
the message received that causes the state transition. A run
of the protocol begins at an initial state (one of the leftmost
nodes) and ends in a ﬁnal state (one of the rightmost nodes).
The client’s belief about a ﬁle has 4 possible values
{nof ile, valid, invalid, suspect}, where noﬁle means that the
client cache is empty; valid, if the client believes its cached
ﬁle is valid; invalid if it believes its caches ﬁle is not valid;
suspect, if it has no belief about the validity of the ﬁle (it
could be valid or invalid). The server’s belief about the
ﬁle cached by the client ranges over {valid, invalid, none},
where valid, if the server believes that the ﬁle cached at the
client is valid; invalid, if the server believes it is not valid;
none, if the server has no belief about the existence of the ﬁle
in the client’s cache or its validity.
The set of messages that the client may send to the server is
{f etch, validate}. The message f etch stands for a request for
a ﬁle. The validate message is used by the client to determine
the validity of the ﬁle in its cache. The set of messages that
the server may send to the client is {val, inval}. The server
sends the val(inval) message to indicate to the client that its
cached ﬁle is valid (invalid).
The speciﬁcation property for AFS1 (formula (1)) is:
AG((Server.belief = valid) → (Client.belief = valid)).
Our model updater will update the AFS1 model to derive admissible models which satisfy the above speciﬁcation property.

We have developed a prototype of the CTL model updater
in Linux C as the implementation of our algorithms. The
CTL model updater includes library functions, predeﬁned
model deﬁnition functions, a speciﬁcation string parser, model
checking functions and model update functions. The diagram
of the code structure is shown in Fig. 3. The model updater
has been successfully applied to the AFS1 model.
We identify the false states which do not satisfy
the speciﬁcation property for AFS1 (formula (1)) as
{19, 20, 23, 24, 7, 8}.
In AFS1, because each false state is on a different path,
PU2, PU3 or PU5 is applied to each false state (i.e. each
false path as well) one time to update the model according to
Theorem 1. Thus, the combination of total admissible models
are (C13 )6 = 729. One of the admissible models which cannot
retain maximal unchanged reachable states is shown in Fig. 4.
C. Classifying Different Admissible Models by Reachable
State Characteristics
There are many more admissible models than we expect.
This phenomena is called admissible model explosion. We
should classify the admissible models and minimize the number of admissible models. We should preserve the maximal
unchanged reachable states in an admissible model because
this will retain the maximum amount of the original model
structure. The unchanged reachable states mean that the
reachable states in an admissible model are also in the original
model.
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One of the admissible models from AFS1

To simplify our analysis, we divide the model AFS1
into two self contained sub models. One is the sub model
AFS1-1 on the left side of the Kripke model in Fig. 2,
which contains states {11, 12, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25, 26, 15, 16},
where 11 and 12 are initial states. The other sub
model is AFS1-2 on the right side and contains states
{13, 14, 6, 5, 3, 4, 1, 2, 22, 21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16},
where 13 and 14 are initial states.
There are (C13 )2 = 9 admissible models of AFS1-1, where
2 × (C11 × C13 ) − (C11 )2 = 2 × 3 − 1 = 5 preserve maximum
unchanged reachable states. These admissible models are
derived from the method where PU3 is applied to at least
one of states 19 and 20. (C12 )2 = 4 admissible models, which
are derived from either PU2 or PU5 applied to states 19 and
20, do not preserve maximum unchanged reachable states. The
different sets of reachable states in admissible models are:
updated1 (AFS1-1)= {11(or12), 17, 18},
updated2 (AFS1-1)= {11(or12), 17, 18, 19 , 25, 26, 15, 16},
updated3 (AFS1-1)= {11(or12), 17, 18, 20 , 25, 26, 15, 16},
updated4 (AFS1-1)= {11(or12), 17, 18, 19 , 20 , 25, 26, 15, 16}.
Admissible models with updated1 (AFS1-1) are the results
from PU2 or PU5 applied to states 19 and 20. Admissible
models with updated2 (AFS1-1) are the results from 2
combinations of updates: state 19 updated using PU3 to
derive a new state 19 and state 20 updated using PU2 or
PU5. Admissible models with updated3 (AFS1-1) are results
by applying PU3 to state 20 and PU2 or PU5 to state 19.
The admissible model with updated4 (AFS1-1) is a result by
applying PU3 to states 19 and 20. We have minimal and
maximal sets of unchanged reachable states in the admissible
models updated from the original sub model AFS1-1 as
follows:
Setmin =updated1 (AFS1-1)= {11(or12), 17, 18};
Setmax =updated2 (AFS1-1)-{19’}
=updated3 (AFS1-1)−{20 }
=updated4 (AFS1-1)−{19 , 20 }
={11(or12), 17, 18, 25, 26, 15, 16},
where 19 and 20 are the updated states using PU3. The
admissible models with setmax preserve maximum unchanged
reachable states in AFS1-1.

In AFS1-2, the outcome is more complex than that of AFS11 but has a similar principle. The 4 false states are scattered
on 4 different paths. There are (C13 )4 = 81 admissible models
after update. (C13 )2 ×(2×(C11 ×C13 )−(C11 )2 ) = 45 admissible
models preserve the maximal unchanged reachable states,
where 2 × (C11 × C13 ) − (C11 )2 is the number of combinations
of different update results if PU3 is applied to at least one of
states 7 or 8, then PU2, PU3 or PU5 are applied to the other
state; (C13 )2 is the combinations of different updates, PU2,
PU3 and PU5, on states 23 and 24. (C13 )2 ×(C12 )2 = 36 admissible models do not preserve the maximal unchanged reachable
states, which is from either PU2 or PU5 applied to states 7
and 8. The maximal unchanged reachable states for AFS1-2
are: {13(or14), 6, 5, 3, 4, 1, 2, 22, 21, 25, 26, 9, 10, 15, 16}.
For AFS1, the number of admissible models which
preserve the maximal unchanged reachable states is
(2×(C11 ×C13 )−(C11 )2 )2 ×(C13 )2 =52 ×9=225.
The number of admissible models which do not preserve
the maximal unchanged reachable states is 2 × ((C12 )2 ×
((C13 )2 )2 )−((C12 )2 )2 ×(C13 )2 = 2 × (4 × 92 ) − 42 × 9 = 504.
Observation 1 Any admissible model obtained by applying
PU2 or PU5 may not retain maximal unchanged reachable
states.
IV. M INIMAL C HANGE WITH M AXIMAL R EACHABLE
S TATES
Given a Kripke model M = (S, R, L) and s0 ∈ S, and let
M = (M, s0 ). We say that s is a reachable state of M, if
there is a path in M = (S, R, L) of the form π = [s0 , s1 , · · ·]
where s = s0 and s ∈ π. We use RS(M) = RS(M, s0 ) to
denote the set of all reachable states of M. Now we propose
a reﬁned CTL model update principle which can signiﬁcantly
narrow down the expected resulting models.
Deﬁnition 7: (Minimal change with maximal reachable
states) Given a CTL Kripke model M = (S, R, L), M =
(M, s0 ) where s0 ∈ S, and a CTL formula φ, U pdate(M, φ)
is called committed if the following conditions hold: (1)
U pdate(M, φ) = M = (M  , s0 ) is admissible; and (2) there
does not exist another resulting model M = (M  , s0 ) such
that M is admissible and RS(M) ∩ RS(M ) ⊂ RS(M) ∩
RS(M ).
The committed update preserves all unchanged reachable
states in an original model after an update. The committed
model results from committed update. The total set of committed models are a subset of the total set of admissible
models updated from an original model. Thus, to derive
committed models, we should constrain admissible update,
i.e., a constraint should be added to Theorem 1 to result in
Theorem 2.
A key issue of implementing the new CTL model update
approach is to avoid eliminating unchanged reachable states.
For this purpose, we have implemented a reachable state
algorithm in code to embed the algorithm into the model
updater as shown in Fig. 3.
One of the committed models of AFS1 is shown in Fig. 5,
which is the result by applying PU2 to transitions before states
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One of the Committed Models of AFS1

19, 23, 24, 7 and PU3 to states 20 and 8.
V. S EMANTIC C HARACTERIZATIONS
According to observation 1, in order to obtain committed
resulting models, any update involved in PU2 or PU5 should
be carefully constrained by the reachable state principle. The
characterizations for AGφ, AXφ, AF φ and EGφ contain
primitive updates PU2 and PU5 before the constraint of
Deﬁnition 7 as shown in [5]. We will further reﬁne on some of
these characterizations constrained by Deﬁnition 7 to generate
more straight and simple characterizations for resulting in
committed models as follows.
Theorem 2: Let M = (S, R, L) be a Kripke model and
M = (M, s0 ) and M |= AGφ, where s0 ∈ S and
φ is a propositional formula. Then an admissible updated
model M = U pdate(M, AGφ) can be obtained by that the
following:
1) for each path starting from s0 , π = [s0 , · · · , si , · · ·]: if
for all s < si in π where s |= φ but si |= φ, PU2 is
applied to remove relation (si−1 , si ), or PU5 is applied
to remove si and its associated relations, iff each si+1
is shared by at least another path starting from the same
initial state as π, else,
2) PU3 is applied to all states si in π not satisfying φ to
substitute s with s∗ |= φ and Dif f (s, s∗ ) is minimal.
Theorem 3: Let M = (S, R, L) be a Kripke model, M =
(M, s0 ) and M |= AFφ, where s0 ∈ S and φ is a propositional
formula. π = [s0 , · · ·] in M is a valid path of AFφ if there
exists some state s ∈ π and s > s0 such that L(s) |= φ;
otherwise, π is called a false path of AFφ. A committed model
M = U pdate(M, AFφ) can be obtained by the following
operations: for each false path π = [s0 , s1 , · · ·]:
1) if there is no other false path π  sharing any common
state with π, then PU3 is applied to any state s ∈ π (s >
s0 ) to change s’s truth assignment such that L (s) |=
φ and Dif f (L(s), L (s)) is minimal; otherwise, this
operation is only applied to a shared state sj (j > 0) in
maximum number of false paths;

2) PU2 is applied to remove relation element (s0 , s1 ), if
s1 also occurs in another valid path π  , where π  =
[s0 , s1 , · · · , sk , s1 , sk+1 , . . .] and there exists some si
(1 ≤ i ≤ k) such that L(si ) |= φ.
Theorem 4: Let M = (S, R, L) be a Kripke model,
M = (M, s0 ) |= EGφ, where s0 ∈ S and φ is a propositional formula. Then an admissible updated model M =
U pdate(M, EGφ) can be obtained by the following: Select a
path π = [s0 , s1 , · · · , si , · · · , sj , · · ·] from M which contains
minimal number of states not satisfying φ, and then
1) if for all s ∈ π such that s |= φ, there exist si , sj ∈ π
satisfying si < s < sj and ∀s ≤ si or ∀s ≥ sj , s |= φ,
then PU1 is applied to add a relation (si , sj ), or PU4 is
applied to add a state s∗ |= φ and new relations (si , s∗ )
and (s∗ , sj );
2) ∃si ∈ π, such that ∀s ≤ si , s |= φ; ∃sk ∈ π  , where
π  = [s0 , · · · , sk , · · ·], such that ∀s ≥ sk , s |= φ, then
PU1 is applied to connect si and sk ;
3) if ∃si ∈ π (i > 1) such that for all s < si , s |= φ,
si |= φ, then,
PU1 is applied to connect si−1 and one of such s to
form a new transition (si−1 , s );
4) if ∃ s ∈ π, such that s |= φ, then PU3 is applied to
substitute all s with new state s∗ |= φ and Dif f (s, s∗ )
to be minimal.
Proof: In case 1, without loss of generality, we assume
for the selected path π, there exist states s that do not
satisfy φ, and all other states in π satisfy φ. We also assume
that such s are in the middle of path π. Therefore, there
are two other states si , sj in π such that si < s < sj .
That is, π = [s0 , · · · , si−1 , si , · · · , s , · · · , sj , sj+1 , · · ·]. We
ﬁrst consider applying PU1. It is clear that by applying
PU1 to add a new relation (si , sj ), a new path is formed:
π  = [s0 , · · · , si−1 , si , sj , sj+1 , · · ·]. Note that each state in
π  is also in path π and s ∈ π  . Accordingly, we know
EGφ holds in the new model M  = (S, R ∪ {(si , sj }, L)
at state s0 . On the other hand, we consider Dif f (M,M ).
Clearly, Dif f (M,M ) = ({(si , sj )}, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅), which implies M must be a minimally changed model with respect
to ≤M that satisﬁes EGφ. Now we consider applying PU4.
In this case, we will have a new model M = (S ∪
{s∗ }, R ∪ {(si , s∗ ), (s∗ , sj )}, L ) where L is an extension
of L on new state s∗ that satisﬁes φ. We can see that
π  = [s0 , · · · , si , s∗ , sj , · · ·] is a path in M  which shares
all states with path π except the state s∗ in π  and those
states between si+1 and sj−1 including s in π. So we
also have (M  , s0 ) |= EGφ. On the other hand, we have
Dif f (M,M ) = (∅, ∅, ∅, {s∗ }, ∅). Obviously, M is a minimally changed model with respect to ≤M that satisﬁes EGφ.
In case 2, if all states on the ﬁrst part of a path satisfy φ, and
all states on the last part of another path satisfy φ, then, PU1
is applied to connect a new transition (si , sk ) which connects
the ﬁrst part of one path and the last part of the other path.
Now, all states on the new path [s0 , · · · , si , sk · · ·] satisfy φ.
Thus, M |= EGφ. After PU1 is applied, Dif f (M,M ) =
({(si , sk )}, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅) is minimum and M is a minimally
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changed model with respect to ≤M that satisﬁes EGφ.
In case 3, if PU1 is applied to form a
then,
the
new
path
new
transition
(si−1 , s ),

[s0 , · · · , s , · · · , si−1 , s , · · · , si−1 , s , · · ·] contains a Strongly
Connected Component (SCC) [2], [6] where all states satisfy
φ and Dif f (M,M ) = ({(si−1 , s )}, ∅, ∅, ∅, ∅) is minimum.
Thus, M is a minimally changed model with respect to ≤M
that satisﬁes EGφ.
In case 4, suppose there are n states on a path that
do not atisfy φ, after PU3 is applied to all these states,
Dif f (M,M ) = (∅, ∅, {s1 , s2 , · · · , sn , s∗1 , s∗2 , · · · , s∗n }, ∅, ∅).
Dif f (M,M ) in this case is not compatible with case 1,
case 2 or case 3. Thus, M  is a minimally changed model
with respect to ≤M that satisﬁes EGφ.
VI. C OMPLEXITIES
Lemma 1: Given a CTL Kripke model M = (S, R, L),
M = (M, s0 ), where s0 ∈ S, a CTL formula φ, and two
admissible results M = (M  , s0 ) and M = (M  , s0 ) from
the update of M = (M, s0 ) to satisfy φ, checking whether
RS(M) ∩ RS(M ) ⊂ RS(M) ∩ RS(M ) can be achieved
in polynomial time.
Proof: For a given M = (S, R, L), we can view M
as a directed graph G(M ) = (S, R), where S is the set of
vertices and R represents all edges in the graph. Obviously,
the problem of ﬁnding all reachable states from s0 in M is
the same as that of ﬁnding all reachable vertices from vertex
s0 in graph G(M ), which can be obtained by computing a
spanning tree with root s0 in G(M ). It is well known that
a spanning tree can be computed in polynomial time [8].
Therefore, all sets RS(M), RS(M ), and RS(M ) can be
obtained in polynomial time. Also, RS(M) ∩ RS(M ) ⊂
RS(M) ∩ RS(M ) can be checked in polynomial time.
Theorem 5: Given two CTL Kripke models M =
(S, R, L) and M  = (S  , R , L ), where s0 ∈ S and s0 ∈
S  , and a CTL formula φ. Deciding whether (M  , s0 ) is a
committed result from the update of (M, s0 ) to satisfy φ is
co-NP-complete.
Proof: Since every committed result is also an admissible
one, from Theorem 5, the hardness holds. For the membership,
we need to check (1) whether (M  , s0 ) is admissible; and, (2)
a resulting model M  does not exist such that (M  , s0 ) |= φ
and RS(M) ∩ RS(M ) ⊂ RS(M) ∩ RS(M ). checking
whether (M  , s0 ) is in co-NP [5]. For (2), we consider
its complement: a resulting model (M  , s0 ) exits such that
(M  , s0 ) |= φ and RS(M)∩RS(M ) ⊂ RS(M)∩RS(M ).
From Lemma 1, we can conclude that the problem is in NP.
Consequently, the original problem of checking (2) is in coNP.
Theorem 6: Let M = (S, R, L) be a CTL Kripke model
and φ a CTL formula. The following results hold.
1) If a committed result U pdate((M, s0 ), φ) (s0 ∈ S)
can be obtained by only applying PU1, PU2, PU4
and PU5, then U pdate((M, s0 ), φ) can be computed in
polynomial time;

2) If φ is of the form AGψ and there are two states s, s ∈
S such that s |= ψ, s |= ψ, and any path from s0
to s contains s, then a committed result can only be
obtained by applying PU3. In this case, deciding whether
an update result U pdate((M, s0 ), φ) is committed is coNP-complete.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we demonstrated the discovery of the admissible model explosion problem for CTL model update
through a running case study on the Andrew File System
1 model. We then reﬁned our minimal change principle by
retaining maximal reachable states during an update process
to optimize our previous CTL model update method. We
presented the implementation, semantics characterizations and
computational complexity results on this improved CTL model
update approach. Our work also conﬁrmed that although in
general CTL model update may generate much more resulting
models than we expect, many unwanted models can actually
be ﬁltered out if we take reachable states into account.
We are considering an improvement of the reachable state
algorithm as our future work. If two states are preserved in
an update and there was a path between them in the original
model, then there is still a path between them in the updated
model. For instance, in Fig. 2, there is a path from state 21
to 26. Because these two states are preserved, there must be
a path between them in all committed models. This would
reduce the number of admissible models even more and would
rule out the model in Fig. 5. This improved reachable state
algorithm in fact provides the reachability condition from all
states in a model rather than from initial states only. The
reachable state algorithm could be further analyzed with graph
theory.
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Abstract
Domain-speciﬁc modeling (DSM) is a software development methodology that promises greater gains in productivity by systematizing the use of domain-speciﬁc languages
(DSL). This paper ﬁrst addresses the notions of abstraction and speciﬁcity by comparing some existing languages,
and proposes an original representation that highlights the
global advantages of using DSLs. This document presents
then MEtaGile, our DSM environment that provides facilities for creating and supporting evolved DSLs. This environment is mainly designed for supporting pragmatic modeling concepts, and implements practical features for supporting the code-generation phase. The development of
DSLs is facilitated by the use of a simple but efﬁcient metalanguage that allows the domain-speciﬁc developers to focus on the ﬁnal model-to-text transformation; they are neither expected to be expert in modeling nor to master complex transformation languages.

1. Introduction
The software industry is under high pressure to reduce
the cost and the development time of the applications, but
the global complexity of modern applications increases. In
comparison with other engineering branches, such as the
automotive industry, the software industry lacks automation, which requires precise models that abstract the system
structure and behavior by hiding non-relevant details. The
development methods that integrate the models are qualiﬁed as Model Driven Development (MDD [1]). The domain
ﬁeld of a general modeling language such as UML is too
large for deﬁning precisely the domain-speciﬁc concepts
needed for the generation, and is mainly used in practice
for documentation or discussion [3, 15, 17]. The extension
facilities that have appeared with UML 2.0, for supporting
MDA [9], make it possible to deﬁne speciﬁc concepts [5],
but UML is already a complex language and many devel-

opers have difﬁculty to use it efﬁciently [18]. The domainspeciﬁc modeling (DSM [16]) approach, which follows the
MDD principles, attempts to reduce the gap between the
model and the concrete system by using domain-speciﬁc
languages (DSL [12]). A DSL provides a specialized semantic, which increases the model precision. In order to be
used in practice, a DSL needs a compiler and an adapted
CASE tool for helping and guiding the developers during
the designing process of the system instances. A DSM environment (Meta-CASE tool or DSL tool) is also needed to
simplify the creation of the DSL compiler and of the associated tool. This paper presents MEtaGile, a DSM environment integrated in Eclipse, which provides the required
support for deﬁning a DSL and an adapted tool, such as
facilities for editing, visualizing and validating the domainspeciﬁc models and for automating the generation of enduser systems.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 addresses
the DSM approach and proposes an original representation
of the language properties. Section 3 presents the main features of the MEtaGile environment, and Section 4 addresses
the DSL development and presents a simple example.

2. Domain-Speciﬁc Modeling
DSM is a MDD approach that represents a viable solution for increasing the productivity of application development [4, 6, 16]. This approach proposes the use of DSLs
for modeling systems in a speciﬁc domain instead of using general-purpose language (GPL); the DSL model represents at the same time the design, the implementation and
the documentation of the system.
An important beneﬁt of DSM results from the splitting
of the development process in two successive phases, which
can be addressed by different groups of developers. The ﬁrst
phase, the DSL deﬁnition must be realized by experts of the
domain, and the second phase, the system design can be
handled by most developers; the tool is intended to support
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the human designing work, and to automate the transformation to concrete code. This approach avoids the stiffness of
the traditional development environments; a company can
manage its own DSL adapted to its speciﬁc needs, and be
free to rapidly evolve its deﬁnition without external constraints.

2.1. Analysis of the Domain-Speciﬁcity
The current section presents an original 2D graph that
highlights the beneﬁts of DSLs, and shows how the productivity of a given development is relative to the nature of
the language (meta-model) used to develop the system. The
global development productivity is positively inﬂuenced by
the abstraction level (axis x) and by the speciﬁcity (axis −y)
of the language (Figure 1). The abstraction level represents
the capacity of a language to hide the concrete details of
a system in providing high-level concepts. The speciﬁcity
level is directly linked to the domain range that a language
is able to address. Both notions are not precisely quantiﬁable, because a language can include different aspects more
or less abstract, or speciﬁc. However, the global properties
of languages can be approached by using 2D areas.
y

General

English...

ASM

C

UML

Java

MOF

Meta-Engine
WebLang

Speciﬁc

binary
program

design

Business DSL

compilation

Concrete

model instance

Abstract

x

Figure 1. Classiﬁcation of languages
The presented graph highlights the needed phases for developing an executable system by using different languages.
The design phase, represented by the vertical transformation to the bottom axis, is mainly dedicated to the developers, which use the language to create a speciﬁc model that
implements the system speciﬁc requirements. This phase
is not automatable along the development of different systems in the same domain. Figure 1 shows that the use of
a DSL, close to the business domain of the system, highly
reduces the developers intellectual work for creating a speciﬁc model instance.
The compilation phase is represented by the horizontal
transformation from the speciﬁc model instance to the concrete executable code; this process is usually automated by
a compiler tool. When a language is highly general and
abstract, as is the case of UML, both transformation phases
are difﬁcult, and the development of a system is not efﬁcient
enough [6, 12].

3. The MEtaGile Environment
The environment we have developed to support the DSM
approach provides assistance for creating a new textual DSL
or meta-model, adapted to a speciﬁc domain (Section 4),
and also supports the developers that use the deﬁned DSL
to instantiate systems (DSL instance or model).
In comparison with others solutions, such as OAW [14],
Microsoft DSL tools [6], GME [11], or MetaEdit+ [19],
MEtaGile handles pragmatic development aspects, such as
the unique textual model for input, the hierarchical and
graphical views for documentation and navigation, the redeﬁnition in real-time of the DSLs and of the templates, or
the efﬁcient management of the generated ﬁles.

3.1. Extended Textual Modeling
MEtaGile is exclusively based on centralized textual
models for editing concerns, which are heavily supported
by an evolved generic editor. This editor provides for any
DSL models the syntactic highlighting, an editing assist feature, the displaying of the validation messages. It also integrates read-only views, which allow the developers to visualize abstractions of the system, and to navigate efﬁciently
in the textual model. An outline view presents the hierarchical tree of a given model, and diagram views provides
graphical representations of the model. MEtaGile enables
the presentation of several diagrams that are related with
one source model, and thus supports the separation of concerns for documentation and navigation. However, we are
convinced that the editing of a complex model is more efﬁcient using a centralized and textual model that fully deﬁnes
the target system; a precise diagram usually requires the
insertion of hidden textual constraints or action language,
which are not easily representable using a graphical notation. This centralization enables the simpliﬁcation of the
model-to-text operation, because only one model source is
used as input. The use of simple text ﬁles also allows the
developers to work with the models, and to use efﬁcient and
largely adopted textual functionalities, such as the universal copy/paste or the CVS sharing; a textual model is also
naturally and efﬁciently editable with the keyboard.
Only the Xtext OAW component also enables the deﬁnition of text-to-model transformations, but using MEtaGile
the deﬁnition of the parser and of the structural concerns of
the meta-model are centralized in a unique language. Moreover, our extended BNF syntax is based on JavaCC [7], and
allows the handling of more complex expressions, which
can also be deﬁned with the Java language.

3.2. Redeﬁnition Capabilities
MEtaGile integrates some features that address specifically the code-generation phase (model-to-text), and of-
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fers to the developers a way to support efﬁciently the successive generations of the target system ﬁles, and certain
de-synchronization between the model and the produced
ﬁles. Our code-generation feature uses the template technology JET [8], which is close to the JSP implementation
of Apache Tomcat.
3.2.1. Engine Pluggability. MEtaGile is composed of
Eclipse plugins that handle the generic features, such as the
editor and the views, and of DSL engines, which contain
all domain-speciﬁc properties. Contrary to the plugins, the
modiﬁcations applied to the engine are effective in real-time
without having to restart the Eclipse platform. This loosely
coupled architecture enables the developers to switch easily
between different versions of engines, to develop and test
in parallel DSL engines and instantiated models, and therefore to increase the development productivity. The other
DSM tools are heavier to deploy, and usually require restarting the entire system after a modiﬁcation. This feature is
implemented using a redeﬁned Classloader that addresses
the original static classes of the Eclipse plugins and the dynamic classes of the active engine; this dynamic Classloader
is used to execute the parsing operation deﬁned in the DSL
engine. The generic environment accesses domain-speciﬁc
information of a model, using the Java reﬂection and the
meta-model deﬁned in the relative DSL engine.
3.2.2. De-Synchronization. When the development addresses the target system details, many manual modiﬁcations of the generated system ﬁles are often required, and
must be preserved. For addressing this purpose MEtaGile
enables the developer to visualize and select the replacement mode of the produced ﬁles; a report window displays
the responsible source model element, the local output path,
and the replacement mode. The available modes are createonly, overwrite, deactivated and merge; the latter is currently available for the Java ﬁles using the JMerge JET technology, and a 3-way merging method is already included
for the XML ﬁles. This merging technique is simple and
ﬂexible enough to support a limited de-synchronization between the model and the output ﬁles. The generation mode
is stored permanently for each ﬁle and can be shared using
a CVS server; this feature enables the developers that are
not involved in some speciﬁc modiﬁcations to regenerate
the whole system without overwriting some important ﬁles
or ﬁle parts.
3.2.3. Speciﬁc Template Redeﬁnition. For addressing the
speciﬁcities of an application instance, our environment is
capable of handling local redeﬁnitions of the templates.
This feature offers a ﬂexible way to include application speciﬁc properties rapidly and efﬁciently, in keeping the model
and the generated application synchronized. This redeﬁnition is activated by using a speciﬁc annotation in front of a
model element or globally at the beginning of a model ﬁle.

The annotation statement is @templatedir = package,
where package represents the path where the redeﬁned template class will be emitted. A template ﬁle is always relative to a speciﬁc node type, and by using similar package identiﬁers, two instances of the same type can share the
same redeﬁned template. MEtaGile provides an operation
that loads and prepares the redeﬁned templates into the user
project. The application developer can freely modify the
content of the templates; the whole model data is accessible
using getter functions.
Only OAW currently provides a similar feature, but the
redeﬁnition of templates using MEtaGile is in our opinion
easier and more ﬂexible. Our templates are modiﬁable without having an important knowledge about the environment
as expected with the OAW approach, and the latter doesn’t
allow different model elements to use different redeﬁned
templates.

4. DSL Engine Modeling
Our solution supports the DSM approach, including the
development of the DSL engines using a meta-DSL engine
that includes a meta-meta-model. This meta engine allows
the domain experts to deﬁne and produce a valid DSL engine, which can be used by other developers to deﬁne systems in a speciﬁc domain. In comparison with other environments, our approach attempts to propose a minimal
but simple and centralized way to deﬁne and generate the
meta-model, the main transformation from text-to-model,
and the foundation for the model-to-text transformation, as
expected in most cases.
Other approaches usually require deﬁning separately the
structural model, the transformations and validation rules,
and how these processes are linked together. The deﬁnition of a similar DSL tool will require much more effort
and knowledge using OAW than using MEtaGile for most
cases. Indeed, OAW or other approaches use advanced but
heavy languages for specifying transformation and the validation rules, such as QVT, ATL and OCL [13, 10]. Mastering these languages and deﬁning evolved model-to-model
transformation and validation rules can improve the quality
and the abstraction of the process, but it requires an important investment, and is not adapted with all transformation
forms. For instance, when a transformation intends to create
output model elements that are not directly related with easily identiﬁable input model elements, or depends on many
different elements, a transformation speciﬁed with a Javalike language can be more suitable.
Our meta-DSL, which represents the meta-metalanguage of a concrete system, supports bootstrapping [1].
This language is also able to deﬁne a full engine component
that contains the structure of the meta-model, the basic validation and transformation rules including the parser proper-
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ties, which represents the text-to-model process. The structural entities of an engine are speciﬁed using a meta-model
that includes the principal object-oriented aspects, such as
encapsulation, modularity, polymorphism, and inheritance,
but it provides speciﬁc terms and concept relative to the engine speciﬁcation. The deﬁned structure is designed for
supporting a high modularity; the deﬁnition of the checking, processing and producing functions are located in the
relative node elements; these entities are qualiﬁed as module for main entities and submodule for children elements.
Modules and submodules include ﬁelds that are intended to
specify referenced entities or values. Each node component
is susceptible to produce output ﬁles, dynamically from a
template or by copying a resource ﬁle.
MEtaGile also supports the deﬁnition of extended graphical views of the model for documentation and navigation
concerns; the meta-language includes concepts for creating a view with a selection of modules and sub-ﬁelds, and
also allows the creation of new elements or sub-element that
are not directly related to source model elements (modelto-model transformation). Other DSM environments that
support model transformations could also deﬁne equivalent
views, but the advantage of our approach is to integrate and
synchronize the extended views naturally and efﬁciently in
the DSM tool.

4.1. Example of Engine Modeling
This Section presents a realistic example of the deﬁnition
of a DSL-engine that describes a simple DSL. The target
domain of the DSL, presented in the following model, represents a hierarchical web site composed of pages that contain articles and links to other pages. This model deﬁnes the
various DSL engine properties: the structural elements, the
parser syntax and the producing templates. The page entity
is deﬁned as a main module that includes ﬁelds for hosting
the relative properties, as the name, the description and the
header. The articles ﬁeld list references the articles that are
deﬁned locally; an article is deﬁned as a local submodule of
the page, and includes simple typed ﬁelds, ﬁlled by the local
parser. The page element includes the list links that contains the referenced page names, and the list pageLinks
that contains the referenced page modules. This last list
enables the navigation in the page hierarchy more easily,
but it is not automatically ﬁlled by the parser and must be
populated by the developer in the processing method of the
page; this population logic is quite trivial: an iteration of
all page links is included in another iteration of all deﬁned
page instances, the page is added to pageLinks when its
name equals the link identiﬁer. Two templates are deﬁned
in the page element declaration; the ﬁrst one is responsible
to create an output html ﬁle for each page instance, and the
second static template attempts to create a unique read-me
ﬁle that includes a reference on each available page.

module Page {
mainkeyword = "page" ;
t e m p l a t e = ( p a g e . html , name + ".html" ) ;
t e m p l a t e s t a t i c = ( readme . htm , "doc.html" , "doc" ) ;
S t r i n g name , head , d e s c r ;
l i s t <A r t i c l e > a r t i c l e s ;
l i s t <S t r i n g > l i n k s ;
l i s t <Page> p a g e L i n k s ;
parser {
name "{"
"heading" h e a d = STRING ";"
[ "description" d e s c r = STRING ";" ]
[ "links" "=" l i n k s ( "," l i n k s ) ∗ ";" ]
( a r t i c l e s )∗
"}"
}
submodule A r t i c l e {
String t i t l e , content , authorId ;
boolean i s F i n i s h e d = f a l s e ;
i n t nbWord ;
parser {
"article" [ "finished" i s F i n i s h e d : = t r u e ] "{"
"title" "=" t i t l e = STRING ";"
"content" "=" c o n t e n t = STRING ";"
[ "words" "=" nbWord ";" ]
"}"
} } }

After having generated this speciﬁc DSL engine, using
the meta-DSL engine, the developer must edit the prepared
JET templates and introduce the domain implementation
details, here the html code with the dynamic accesses to
the page and article properties. Then, system instances can
be deﬁned and generated in using the newly generated DSL
engine, such as the simple Web-site example speciﬁed by
the following model.
page I n d e x {
h e a d i n g "My Watch Company" ;
d e s c r i p t i o n "Since 1872" ;
links = Collections , Sponsoring ;
article finished {
t i t l e = "Happy New Year 2008" ;
c o n t e n t = "Our company is happy to..." ;
words = 2 0 0 ;
} }
page C o l l e c t i o n s {
h e a d i n g "Collections 2008" ;
d e s c r i p t i o n "The new Collection is..." ;
l i n k s = Sport , C l a s s i c ;
article {
t i t l e = "A specific Watch for..." ;
c o n t e n t = "..." ;
} }
page S p o r t { . . . } page C l a s s i c { . . . }

Figure 2 presents the graphical view output of the given
model; each element is displayed as a box, the inner submodules are by default folded and displayed in a list, but
the user can change these view properties, as the presented
Classic page, where the articles are presented in a 2D layout. Each element or sub-element that includes a reference
on another element is displayed by default in a 2D layout,
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and the reference as a link; a link between folded elements
is reported to the respective parent and visible element.

Figure 2. Generic Graphical View
4.1.1. Practical Tests. The previous example is deliberately simple, but the presented meta-DSL is able to specify evolved DSLs as the meta-DSL itself or WebLang [2],
which attempts to design the architecture of J2EE Webapplications in a concise and efﬁcient way. It enables the
deﬁnition of elaborated application models by assembling
different component instances, and then producing executable applications, in abstracting the implementation details (see Figure 1). It has been successfully used for three
years by hundreds of students of the EPFL for supporting
the software engineering course.
Others DSLs have been developed: a Java3D DSL that is
able to deﬁne evolved 3D scenes in abstracting the framework details, and a PHP DSL able to create evolved sites
composed of dynamic pages connected to a database. A
DSL, able to deﬁne and generate .Net Web sites that includes structural and behavioral concerns, has been developed using the Microsoft DSL tools (2005), and using
MEtaGile. This exercise has shown that the Microsoft DSL
tools are currently not well adapted to the generation of ﬁnal
applications; the use of MEtaGile and of our textual modeling approach allows the developers to save time in the development of the DSL. The deﬁnition of graphical elements
requires developing advanced wizards for conducing the developers to set the mandatory properties correctly, but the
DSL tools don’t offer an efﬁcient support for this task.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper has ﬁrst discussed abstraction and speciﬁcity
concerns of some existing languages, and has shown how
the combination of these notions inﬂuence positively the
development productivity. The use of a DSL as a modeling language allows the designers to efﬁciently manipulate domain-speciﬁc concepts; the automation process is
also optimized by a precise model and by the specialization of the target domain. The current paper has also presented MEtaGile, a DSM environment, that provides facilities for creating and supporting evolved textual DSLs. This

environment is mainly designed for supporting pragmatic
programming, and implements practical features for supporting the code-generation phase; it integrates a loosely
coupled architecture that supports rapid DSL evolutions,
and a template redeﬁnition functionality, which enables the
DSL users to easily adapt some templates for a speciﬁc
use. The use of a simple but efﬁcient meta-language allows
the domain-speciﬁc developers to efﬁciently deﬁne textual
DSLs; they are not expected to be expert in modeling, and
to master transformation and validation languages. Further
development will address the deﬁnition of DSLs that address more speciﬁc business, such as the management of
projects, stock, or customers.
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Despite the critical need for eliciting the right
requirements, little research had been focused on
identifying the most adequate elicitation techniques.
Only ACRE[14] and recently the Unified Model of
Requirements Elicitation[15,16] provide general
frameworks. However, these works are by and large
rooted on quite general theoretical foundations or
expert opinion, leaving aside an increasingly large
body of empirically-based knowledge.
Systematic Review (SR) is a technique employed
in
Evidence-Based
Software
Engineering
(EBSE)[17], whose aim is to pool together the results
obtained in different empirical studies and propose
recommendations based on the best available
evidence. In a previous work[18-20], the authors
shown that SRs are a useful way to identify good
practices regarding requirements elicitation. 30
different empirical studies were identified, reviewed
and aggregated, generating 18 evidences about
interviews, protocol analysis, sorting and laddering
techniques.
A critical fact in any SR is the amount of evidence
available. SR’s conclusions are always based on the
existing evidence when the SR is done, but as new
empirical studies are discovered (because they were
not identified before) or carried out, the conclusions
of earlier SRs should be updated, either confirming or
refuting the previous findings. This present paper
updates the previous SR adding 14 new empirical
studies and more than 60 empirical results. The
subsequent aggregation process generated 5 new
evidences and modified 4 existing ones. The new and
modified evidences are in line with those in [20].
Generally speaking, they point out that interviews are

Abstract
Several studies point out that elicitation
techniques achieve different results when applied in
different contexts. This paper presents some
recommendations about the situations in which
elicitation techniques are useful. Recommendations
are based on a previous systematic review, which was
updated and expanded with 13 new empirical studies
and more than 60 new empirical results. The
aggregation process generated 5 new evidences and
modified 4 existing ones. In the previous review, it
was found that interviews were one of the most
adequate techniques in most situations. The new
evidence supports the same conclusion.[1-9]

1. Introduction
Nowadays it is widely acknowledged within the
software engineering community that requirements
definition has a big impact on final product
quality[10-12]. Requirements Engineering (RE) is
concerned with the elicitation, analysis, specification,
validation and management of software requirements
[13]. This paper focuses on the elicitation task and,
more concretely, on the techniques applied to extract
knowledge from the requirements stakeholders.
Although requirements elicitation appears to be a
simple process in fact it is a really difficult one. Quite
often, users do not know how to describe their tasks,
may leave important information unstated, or may be
unwilling or unable to cooperate [13]. Elicitation
techniques aim to improve this communication
process.
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SR itself. However, in this concrete case, we are
making an update of a existing SR (that is, the
reference [20]) and therefore these tasks are
obviously skipped.
The subsequent steps carried out during the
updating work resemble closely Kitchenham’s
procedure[24], along with some modifications
introduced in [20]. However, the process was more
difficult to perform than expected, because the update
of a SR introduces problems unknown during the first
execution. The most relevant problem was to relate
the newly obtained empirical results and the previous
ones.
Since we had no a glossary of terms from [20], the
identification of the treatments (elicitation techniques)
and response variables in the 13 new studies and the
merge with the first SR’s treatments and response
variables was a complex task. We realized that the
same technique could be named differently in diverse
studies, although being the same, because the names
are a subjective feature, depending on each author.
Likewise, response variables suffered the same
problem, aggravated by the fact that not only the
name, but also the measurement procedure could
vary.
If treatments and response variables of the present
and past SR could not be merged, the updating work
would be doomed to fail, because the combination of
current and past empirical results would be
unfeasible. Both SRs would be isolated efforts
impossible to relate and, therefore, the number of
potential evidences to obtain would be much lower.
To solve this problem, it was necessary to catalogue
the techniques and response variables tested in the
empirical studies analyzed in [20], which implied to
read the 26 initial publications besides the other 9
specific of this work. It represented a lot of effort
which could be saved if such a glossary would have
been constructed during the initial SR.
Apart of this drawback, it was possible to perform
the SR with only minor difficulties. The updating
process is described elsewhere[25].

the most effective elicitation technique in most
situations, although its efficiency may be lower than
some specialized techniques like laddering or card
sorting in some cases.
This paper reports how the update of the previous
SR was carried out and which evidences were
obtained. It is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly
describes the research methodology. The main
findings are shown in section 3. Finally, in section 4
we discuss the findings and enumerate the main
conclusions.

2. Methodology
This work is an update of the SR described in [20].
That SR was carried out following the
recommendations proposed in [21]. In this first SR,
53 publications containing potential empirical studies
were identified. An initial search in online
repositories and local library resources made possible
to obtain 26 of those publications. These 26
publications contained 30 empirical studies which
were reviewed and aggregated as already mentioned.
However, 27 potentially interesting publications
were disregarded. As the conclusions of the SRs are
contingent upon the available evidence, it was clear
that a more thorough search (e.g. in international
library services) was desirable. It made possible to
obtain 13 out of those 27 publications. The other 14
publications (e.g. [22,23]) were considered
impossible to locate, as they are quite old, grey
literature. The overall literature flow is shown in
Figure 1.
53 publications concerning
individual elicitation techniques

26 selected publications
(previous SR review)

14 unavailable publications
(grey literature)

27 unavailable publications
(initial search)

4 useless publications
(no empirical studies)

9 useful publications
(updated SR review)

Figure 1. SR literature flowchart

3. Main findings

Not all those 13 publications were useful. Four of
them did not contain empirical studies at all or were
papers published twice, so that they were discarded.
The other nine[1-9] were useful and gave 13
empirical studies ([4] contained 2 different studies
while [6] contained 3). The current updating work
focused on those 13 empirical studies.
The tasks performed so far correspond to the
initial stages of Kitchenham’s procedure[24]. In a
typical SR, both the review objective and the
identification of studies would have been part of the

After performing the SR, we obtained more than
60 new empirical results. For reasons of space, those
results cannot be shown here but they will be
published in [26]. Anyhow, that raw material does not
have primary interest for the practitioner. The real
interest lies in the combination of those empirical
results among themselves, as well as with the results
of previous SR. This combination or, more precisely,
aggregation process, produces the evidences which
can be later used to identify in which situations a
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existing set, has been identified). Finally, the third,
fourth and fifth columns are used to specify which
studies support the evidence, which are neutral and
which ones opposes to it (notice that references 1-9
were the ones analyzed in the present work; the others
were analyzed in the first SR).
In some cases this type of table is not adequate to
represent all types of evidences and its interpretation
may be somehow difficult. For example, evidence 21
does not state a positive fact, such as “transcription
time is longer for…”, but they say “transcription time
CANNOT BE ESTABLISHED AS being longer
for…”. In experimental terms, it means that no effect
has been identified between techniques. In those cases
“neutral” studies are really supporting the evidence,
and “support” and “opposes” studies deny it. This
exception should be considered when reading
evidences 12, 16 and 21.

given elicitation technique is useful. For details about
how this aggregation process is performed, see [20]
as well as [27].
Table 1 shows the evidences obtained after the
aggregation process. The evidences shown in the
table are only those obtained during the updating
work or those obtained in the previous SR but
modified by the empirical results newly identified. A
comprehensive table can be obtained from [26].
The first column of Table 1 contains the
evidence’s ID (both for the previous and current SR).
This ID is only used to ease the reference to
evidences. The second column contains one of the
following codes: REFUTES (the newly gathered
results refutes a previous evidence), REDUCES (the
new results cannot refute a previous evidence, but
reduces our confidence in it), REINFORCES (a
previous evidence is supported with new compatible
results) and NEW (a new evidence, not present in the

Table 1. Results of the aggregation
ID

KEY

12

REFUTES

16

REDUCES

21
33

REINFORCES
REINFORCES

36
37

NEW
NEW

38
39
40

NEW
NEW
NEW

Result of the aggregation
There do not appear to be any differences in terms of session
duration between unstructured interviews and laddering
(this evidence is not longer valid)
Transcription time cannot be established as being longer for
introspective techniques, like protocol analysis, than for
unstructured interviews or vice versa
Transcription time cannot be established as being longer for sorting
techniques than for laddering or vice versa
Laddering gathers fuller information than sorting techniques
The efficiency of unstructured interviews is greater than scaling
techniques
Laddering and scaling techniques have the same efficiency
Scaling techniques are more difficult to apply than unstructured
interviews
Laddering is more difficult to apply than unstructured interviews
Laddering and scaling techniques have the same difficulty

Support

Neutral

[28]

[29,30]

[1]

[28,29]

[1,28]

[1,28,29]
[29]

Opposes

[5]

[5,9]
[5,9,28]
[5,9]
[5,9]
[5,9]

like sorting or protocol analysis. Evidence 16 supports
that fact (study [1] suggest that interviews take more
time than protocol analysis). Therefore, interviews
should be planned carefully to save elicitation time.

4. Discussion
The limit of space makes impossible an extensive
discussion, so that we will only draw attention to issues
related to interviews. The reason is that, in the previous
SR, it was found that interviews were overall the most
effective elicitation technique, although some contrived
techniques like laddering or card sorting were equally
effective in some cases[19]. The current work
strengthens this conclusion. No empirical result
contesting such effectiveness has been identified. Quite
the contrary, a competing technique like laddering is
found to be more difficult to apply (evidence 39) and
therefore can be regarded as less effective than
interviews. Concerning efficiency, the same
conclusions that in [19] hold. Interviews may be more
time-consuming than other more-focused techniques

5. Conclusions
This paper presents the update of a previous
systematic review. This update has the aim of
identifying well-founded practices when selecting an
elicitation requirements technique. The achieved results
show that interviews are in average the most effective
elicitation technique. In near future, we want to
combine these findings with those from theoretical
works and expect opinion to develop a comprehensive
theory concerning the application of elicitation
techniques.
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the impact of a change on other requirements, to trace
requirements, and to plan the tests considering the
interactions. Several researches show these benefits
[1, 7], but most of them don’t explicitly show how
these interactions influence the subsequent stages of
the development process.
Among the approaches for identifying interactions
between requirements, we can mention those
described by Robinson at al. [4]. However, the main
problem of this approach is that it considers a general
domain and not only the software domain. Besides,
they don’t present clearly the type of interaction and
why and when they happen.
In the software engineering domain, some
approaches for identification of interactions between
requirements based in features were proposed [6, 7].
The problem of features interaction is generally
understood as a situation where the integration of
several features in a system can interfere or affect one
another. Shehata [5] and Zhang [7] showed that
requirements and features can be matched, as a high
level requirement consists of several features, and a
feature can be defined as a set of cohesive
requirements. The main drawback of these
approaches is their limited scope. They fail to
consider conflicting interactions, for example. They
also depend on detailed information about the domain
and implementation-specific knowledge. Besides, if a
feature is a collection of cohesive requirements, then
it becomes necessary to know and to identify the
existent relationships among these requirements.
Among the approaches for detecting requirements
interactions described in the literature [4, 5, 6, 7],
some are based on informal methods, depending
mainly on the designer’s experience on the system
domain. When formal methods are used, supported
by a formal specification language, they are often
considered hard to adopt and expensive.
This paper proposes an approach for specifying,
detecting and identifying the different interactions
between requirements, using a semi-formal method
based on events. It brings together most advantages
of existent approaches, supporting the identification

Abstract
The Requirement Engineering is the first and one of
the most critical phases of any software development
methodology. This phase is very complex because of the
imprecision of the process, the communication problems
and the different viewpoints of the stakeholders.
Requirements defined with imprecision or ambiguity
hide and/or make difficult the discovery of the different
interactions that could exist between requirements.
These requirements are considered interdependent, as
one requirement depends on or affect others. The
identification of the interactions between the
requirements allows understanding and acting on the
impact of these interactions in the subsequent stages of
the software development process. There are several
methods for requirements specification. However, most
of them don't show explicitly these interactions. In this
paper, we present an approach that allows the
specification, identification and revealing the different
interactions between requirements, using a semi-formal
method based on events. The events are considered
because the flows of events describe the behavior of the
system, through a set of interactions between objects.

1. Introduction
Research in requirement engineering has
demonstrated that often the set of requirements of a
system are not independent. On the contrary, there
are different types of interactions among them [1, 2,
3, 4, 5]. This happens because the different elements
that compose a system are not isolated entities. On
the contrary, the relationships and interactions among
these entities make possible the functioning of the
system.
The identification of the requirement interactions
in an important phase of requirements analysis,
supporting the evaluation of the impact of these
interactions in the subsequent stages of the process.
The knowledge of these interactions allows: to
resolve eventual conflicts that could exist, to better
plan the implementation of requirements, to manage
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of interactions with less effort and complexity: (i) it
significantly reduces the user intervention; (ii), it
doesn’t strongly depend on formal specification
languages; (iii) it uses heuristics for interactions
detection; (iv) it supports visualization of interactions
as graphs and tables; and (v) it allows the discovery
of implicit interactions.
The method is based on events: the flows of events
describe the behavior of the system through a set of
interactions between objects, differently from
traditional approaches that do not show explicitly
these interactions.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2
we define and present the types of interactions
between requirements considered in our method.
Section 3 describes the concepts used in the
specification and in subsequent identification of
interactions between requirements. In Section 4 we
present the proposed method for interactions
identification. In Section 5 we show the modules of
our framework. Section 6 presents an example of an
application of the method. Finally, in Section 7 we
give our conclusions so far and the directions for
future work.

types of interactions that are basic and have a
significant effect in the remainder of the software
development process, especially in the software
design.
Interaction Type
Negative Interaction

Positive Interaction

Conflict

Require

Cancel

Inform

Negative Impact

Configure

Resource Conflict

Flow

System Failure

Collateral
Similarity

Figure 1. Requirements Interaction
Taxonomy

3.
Events
and
Actions
Requirements Specification

Based

The dynamic models of the Object Oriented
Analysis represent the behavior of the system, i.e.,
the interactions among the different objects of the
system and their environment. This interaction
among the different objects is caused principally by
the presence of some event produced by another
object or some external entity. Based on this
assumption, it is possible to say that the events are
the entities that stimulate and control the functioning
or behavior of the system.
The identification of the events is the first stage of
the software development process cycle. Particularly
in RE it allows to know the different interactions that
exist among the set of requirements, and
subsequently, to know the set of interactions among
the different objects or entities of the system.
Some of the reasons why it is important to relate
requirements to events and actions they control are:
 The execution of a requirement produces a
result (event);
 The events cause the execution of
functionalities or the creation of an object;
 The objects interact through the events.
The knowledge about the events and the actions
involved in each one of the software requirements, in
the initial stages of the software development
process, also allows having a better traceability of the
requirements implementation in subsequent stages.
El-Ansary [9] presents some reasons why the
modeling or development of systems should be
directed by Events.

2. Requirements Interaction
One of the key topics to obtain a set of clearly and
precisely defined and specified requirements is how
the interactions among them are managed, specially
the conflicting or inconsistent relationships.
There is an interaction when two or more
requirements have effect on each other. These
interactions can be caused by the following reasons:
different view points of several stakeholders, change
or re-use of requirements, component-based
development, etc. Some definitions of interactions
and the reasons for which these happen can be found
in [1, 4].
Among these interactions it is possible to clearly
identify two types of general interactions, positive
and negative ones. Those of positive type are
relationships of intrinsic dependence (Requirement
R1 for his realization requires R2), and those of
negative type that mainly include conflicting
interactions.

2.1. Requirements Interaction Taxonomy
Numerous classifications were generated to
represent the types of interactions among
requirements, but there isn’t a general consensus yet
about the best one [1, 3, 5, 6, 7]. The classification
presented in the Figure 1 was prepared considering
all these classifications. We considered only those
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Requirement R2 executes the action R2A1, R2A1 is
stimulated by R1E1 (input).

3.1. Basic Attributes of Requirements
After all requirements are described and listed
textually, they should be decomposed and
represented in the form of a sequence of attributes
that consists of events, actions, states and resources.
See Table 1.
Some of the concepts presented in this section
were extracted of the Object Oriented Dynamic
Modeling: A Comparative Analysis of Techniques
[8], the Business Process Modeling Notation
Specification adopted by the OMG [10] and [5, 9].

Table 2. Attributes of Events
Attribute
IDE
Description

IDR
Type
Category
Action

Table 1. Attributes of Requirements
Attribute
IDR
Description
Event
Action

Object
Resource

R1

Object

Description
The identifier of the requirement.
The description of the requirement
They are the incidents or facts happened
inside or out of an object.
They are the activities carried out during
the execution of the requirement, such as
calculations, generation of events, etc.
The objects involved in the execution of
the requirement.
Instruments or tools used by the
requirement to complete his execution.

R1A1

Description

R1E1

R1A2
R1E2

: Output
: Input

Resource

The identifier of the event.
The description of the event.
The identifier of the requirement.
Message, Time, Rule, Link, Multiple and
Cancel [10].
 Input: it stimulate some action.
 Output: it’s generated by some action.
The Action that produces it or is
stimulated by the event.
The event causes changes of state of
objects.
 Pre-state.
 Next-state.
Resources stimulated by the event.

4. Discovering Requirements Interactions
For each one of the interactions types shown in
Figure 1, a set of rules for interaction detection was
defined and created. These rules involve each of the
attributes defined in Tables 1 and 2. All the rules
identified were built based on the template:
WHEN <Event>
[IF <Pre-condition >]; it matches the object states,
events, actions and resources of two
requirements.
THEN <Interaction Type>
In the Tables 3 and 4, we present some of the rules
identified for some of the types of interactions.
To facilitate and to reduce significantly the
number of comparisons to match each one of the
requirements, it can be necessary to identify the
common events to each one of them. See Table 5.

R2
R2A1

: Action
: Event

Figure 2. The Role of the Events

3.2. Basic Attributes of Events

Table 3. Cancel Interaction.
To investigate the possible roles of the events in
the set of interactions among requirements, it is
necessary to understand the definition and the
description of each one of them. Based on this
observation, we identify the need for specifying an
event. For this, each requirement has a set of
associate events, and it is necessary to specify each
one of them. See Table 2.
Figure 2 illustrates the role of the events and
actions in the interaction among the requirements.
The Requirement R1 executes two actions: R1A1 and
R1A2; R1A1 produces (output) the event R1E1 and
R1A2 produces the event R1E2. In another side the

Interaction
Type
Description

Rule
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Cancel.
When the execution of Rx overrides or
cancels the execution of Ry.
 The event produced in Rx cancel the
action executed en Ry.
 Requirements: Rx and Ry; Rx != Ry.
WHEN Event
IF Rx.Event = Event
AND Rx.Event != Ry.Event
AND Rx.Event.Type = Cancel
AND Rx.Event.Category = Input
AND Rx.Event.Action = Ry.Event.Action
AND Rx.Event.Object = Ry.Event.Object
THEN Rx Cancel Ry



Table 4. Conflict Interaction
Interaction
Type
Description

Rule

Results: This module allows display and
validates the graphs and tables of interaction.
Requirements Specification: This module
stores the set of specified requirements based
on the attributes listed in the Tables 1 and 2.



Conflict.
Set Rx and Ry, there is a condition B that
can cause a conflict.
 Rx and Ry are stimulated by the same
Event and share the same Object
(different next-state) and Action.
 Requirements: Rx and Ry; Rx != Ry.

Requirements

Results

Requirements
Repository

WHEN Event
IF Rx.Event = Event
AND Rx.Event = Ry.Event
AND Rx.Event.Object = Ry.Event.Object
AND Rx.Event. Action = Ry.Event. Action
AND Rx.Event.Object.Pre-State =
Ry.Event.Object.Pre-State
AND Rx.Event.Object.Next-State !=
Ry.Event.Object.Next-State
THEN Rx Conflict Ry

R2
R1
R6

R7
R4

Interaction
Taxonomy

R3

R5

Discovering
Interactions

Requirements
Specification

Graphs and Tables of
Interaction

Table 5. Listing Events
IDE

Description

The identifier
of the event.

The description
of the event.

Figure 3. Architecture

Common
Requirements

6. Case Study

The requirements
related to this event.

We have been evaluating the effectiveness of our
method in several domains. To illustrate the method
we show a case study using the Lift Control System.
In this case study, a set of 14 requirements (Table 6)
describes the basic operation of a simple Lift. A
detailed and complete description of this case study
can be found in [5].
The Lift is composed of:
 Call Button in each floor.
 Open-Door Button inside the Lift.
 Buttons for each floor inside the lift.

5. Architecture
In this section we describe the functioning of the
method, the architecture of our framework (Figure 3)
and each one of its components. Our framework
consists of several modules that store and process
different types of information to determine and to
detect the existent interactions among the set of
requirements presented to the framework. In what
follows, each one of these modules are briefly
described:
 Requirements: Initially the requirements are
listed and described textually.
 Requirements
Repository:
After
the
requirements are listed and decomposed in
more simple, are stored in the repository.
 Discovering
Interaction:
After
the
requirements are stored, a requirements
analyst begins the process of identification of
attributes for each one of them. Then it should
identify the attributes of the events associated
with them. After that, the detection of the
interactions process (automatically) is carried
out using the set of detection rules stored in
the Interaction Taxonomy module.
 Interaction Taxonomy: This module stores the
taxonomy of the types of interactions (Figure
1) and the rules of detection of interaction.
Such as depicted in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 6. The Lift Control System
Requirements
IDR

Description

R1

The lift is called by pressing a call button, either
at a floor or inside the lift.
Pressing a call button is possible at any time.
When the lift passes by floor K, and there is a call
for this floor, then the lift will stop at floor K.
When the lift has stopped, it will open the doors.
When the lift doors have been opened, they will
close automatically after d time-units.
…
The closing of a door may be prevented by
pressing the open-door button.
When something blocks the door, the lift
interrupts the process of closing the door and
reopens the doors.
When the lift is overloaded, the door will not
close.

R2
R3
R4
R5
…
R12
R13

R14
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Table 7. Identifying Attributes for the
Requirements
IDR
R1

R2

…
R5

…
R13

R14

Event
Pressing
the call
button.
Pressing
the call
button.
…
The doors
are
opened.
The doors
are
closed.
…
Somethin
g blocks
the doors.
The doors
are
opened.
The lift is
overloade
d.
The doors
are
opened.

Action
Call the
lift.

…
Close the
Doors
automati
cally
after d
time
units.
…
Close the
Doors
automati
cally
after d
time
units.
Close the
Doors
automati
cally
after d
time
units.

Object
The lift.
The Call
Button
(in/out).
The Call
Button
(in/out).
…
The
doors.
The time
counter.

The Tables 9 and 10 show the detailed attributes
of the events E5 and E13 listed in the Table 8.
Table 9. Identifying Attributes for the Event
E5 and the Requirement R5

Resource

…

…
The lift.
The
doors.

…
The
block
sensor.

The lift.
The
doors.

The
Overload
sensor.

Description

E4

Pressing the call button.
The lift is called from the
floor K.
The lift passing through
the floor K.
The lift is stopped.

E5

The doors are opened.

…
E12

…
Something blocks the
doors.
The lift is overloaded.

E3

E13

E5
R5
Link
Input
Close the Doors automatically after d time
units.

Pre-state: The Doors are opened.

Next-state: The Doors are closed.

Table 10. Identifying Attributes for the Event
E13 and the Requirement R14
Attribute

Description

IDE
IDR
Type
Category
Action

E13
R14
Cancel
Input
Close the Doors automatically after d time
units.

Pre-state: The Doors are opened.

Next-state: The Doors are opened.

Object

When after the previous activities were carried
out, it proceeds Identifying the Interactions between
the Requirements.
 Interaction Type: Cancel.
 Requirements: R14 -> R5.
 Event: E13 -> The Lift is overloaded.
 Action: Close the Doors automatically after
d time units.
 Object: The Doors.
When applying the rule of the Table 3, it is
possible to infer that the event of the Requirement
R14 (E13: The Lift is overloaded.) cancels the
execution of the action implemented in R5 (Close the
Doors automatically after d time units).

Table 8. Identifying Events

E1
E2

Description

IDE
IDR
Type
Category
Action
Object

After the requirements are listed, it proceeds to the
identification of the attributes (See the Tables 7). The
Table 8 presents the common events to the
requirements.

IDE

Attribute

Common
Requirements
R1,R2
R1, R3, R9, R10

Table 11. The Identified Interactions

R3
R3, R4, R7, R9,
R10
R4, R5, R9, R10,
R12, R13, R14
...
R13
R14
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Requirement

Interacting
Requirements

Interaction
Type

R9
R12
R13
R14
R3
R4
R10

R1
R5
R5
R5
R1
R3
R1

cancel
cancel
cancel
cancel
require
require
require

Table 7; however this work is less complex than
specify the requirements using a formal specification
language.
In the future, we will expand the method to cover
additional interaction types, which were not
considered in this paper. Moreover, we intend to
work on the improvement of the method by
identifying and improving the rules of interaction
detection. This will enable us to make the algorithms
more efficient and precise.
We are also working on a software prototype to
support the user to validate, improve or reject the
interactions identified by our method.

R10
R3

R12

R4

R13

R1

R9

R5
R14
: Cancel
: Requirement
: Require

Figure 4. Interactions Graph
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7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented our approach to
specify, detect, and automatically discover the
interaction types among the software requirements.
The approach is based on events and actions and uses
a semi-formal method. The method requires neither
the user intervention nor any external knowledge for
the identification of interactions. The method reduces
the user intervention, because the identification of
interactions is done using the defined rules of
interaction detection, such as Table 3 and 4. The
method is able to identify most interaction types
described in the literature (negative and positive
interactions).
The method proposed in this paper works well if a
requirements analyst can properly identify
requirements
attributes
like
in
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along all the process to guide the development of the
SPL.
Some research works have addressed the use of
feature models in combination with other models.
Approaches like [6] and [7] propose to create
relationships between features and UML models by
means of intrusive graphical elements such as,
presence conditions or notes to indicate variability.
The main disadvantage of these approaches is the
creation of convoluted and polluted models, which
bring difficulties to understand, maintain and scale the
models and trace links between features and UML
elements.
Other approaches [3, 8, 9] give some directions on
how to model and trace variability information.
However, and similarly to what happens with the
previous approaches, they do not provide specific
activities and tool support for modeling, tracing and
generating requirements models for specific products
based on the tracing information.
This paper presents a model-driven approach for
variability management in product lines that addresses
traceability between features and UML requirements
models (like use cases and activity models). The main
contribution is to show how model-driven techniques
can be used to automatically derive, from the
information provided by the trace links, requirements
models for specific products of a SPL, and views that
explicitly illustrate the relationships between features
and UML requirements model elements. These views
are useful in both domain and application engineering
stages. The general idea of our approach is to apply
bindings between metamodels, create a simple tracing
metamodel strategy, generate specific product
requirements models automatically, and use
composition rules to specify compositions between use
cases by means of their respective activity diagrams.
This paper starts with an overview of our
metamodelling strategy and approach main activities in

Abstract
UML and feature models complement each other
well and can be the base techniques for a systematic
method to identify and model software product line
(SPL) requirements. In this paper, we present a modeldriven approach to trace both features and UML
requirements analysis model elements, and to
automatically derive valuable models for domain and
application engineering. The resulting contribution is
a synergetic approach for SPL requirements. We
illustrate it by using a home automation system
product line.

1. Introduction
Software product line (SPL) approaches [1-3] aim
at improving the productivity and quality of software
development by enabling the management of common
and variable features of a system family. A system
family is defined as a set of programs that shares
common functionalities and maintains specific
functionalities that vary according to specific family
product members. A SPL can be seen as a system
family that addresses a specific market segment [1].
Over the past few years, several SPL development
approaches have been proposed [1-4]. Most of them
motivate the identification of common and variable
features of the SPL by means of domain analysis
activities. A feature [4] can be seen as a system
property or functionality that is relevant to some
stakeholder and is used to capture commonalities or
discriminate among products in a SPL. SPL features
are typically represented in domain analysis using
feature models [5]. Other requirements models (e.g.,
use case and activity models) can be used to better
describe and detail the SPL requirements. The feature
and requirements models are then used as a reference
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Section 2. These activities are illustrated using a home
automation system, in Section 3. Section 4 explores
and presents lessons learned from the application of
our approach. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper
and points out directions to some future work.

and activity models are related to each other by means
of the feature to which they are connected.
Our metamodel (Figure 1(b)) supports the set of
models that we create in domain and application
engineering. The metamodel enables the creation of
models in conformance to their respective metamodels
[10], and helps to understand the relationships between
the models elements. Besides the metamodelling
strategy, our approach also defines a set of systematic
activities in the domain and application engineering
stages. The SPL requirements models are created and
manipulated during these stages using model-driven
techniques and tools.
At the domain analysis level, we perform the
activities described next. Although they are organized
sequentially, they are typically executed iteratively and
incrementally.

2. A Model-Driven Approach for SPL
Requirements Engineering
Traceability between feature and requirements
models is supported in our approach by a
metamodelling strategy. Figure 1(a) introduces the
adopted metamodelling strategy and Figure 1(b) makes
that strategy concrete through feature, use case and
activity metamodels.
A variability model is used to represent the
common and variable SPL features. One or more
requirements models detail the SPL requirements. A
traceability metamodel is used to link abstractions
from the variability and the requirements models. This
enables the navigation across abstractions of the
different types of models using model-driven
techniques and tools. The traceability model also
supports backward and forward traceability between a
feature model (or any of its configurations) and
requirements models. Each configuration defines the
features of a specific product from the SPL.

1. Identify requirements. The SPL requirements can
be elicited using traditional requirements engineering
techniques such as inspection of existing documents
that describe the problem domain, existing catalogues
[11], stakeholders interview transcripts or by using
mining techniques [12]. Other approaches such as [9]
and [3] already address this activity in detail.
2. Group requirements into features. During this
activity, we organize the SPL requirements into
clusters according to the specific SPL features they are
related to. There are semi-automatic clustering
techniques such as [13] that could help to support this
activity. However, the specific steps followed in the
clustering sub-process are out of the scope of this
paper and are not included due to lack of space.
3. Refactor requirements and features. During the
previous activity, requirements could result to be
linked to more than one feature. We propose to
refactor those requirements to be ideally related to only
one feature, whenever possible. It contributes to
achieve a better modularization of the SPL
requirements through the separation of the variable
parts of each requirement [14] as well as facilitate
establishing tracing links between requirements and
features.
4. Model SPL features and use cases. This activity
structures and represents the SPL requirements using
use case and feature models. Use case models specify
the functional requirements and feature models specify
the SPL features and variability-commonality
information.
5. Relate features to use cases. The relationships
between features and use cases are specified visually in
a table of trace links. The table allows defining and
maintaining the trace relationships between features
and UML elements.

(a) General Strategy Adopted
Variability
Metamodel

Traces

Traceability
Metamodel

Traces

Requirement
Metamodels

(b) Our Approach
FeatureModel
Constraint
Node
childs
1..*

TracingModel

UseCaseModel
1..*

*
1..* rootFeatures

Feature
Id: String
name: String

* subFeatures
SubFeature
minCardinality : int
maxCardinality : int

1..*
*

*

TraceLink

*
attributes

*
Attribute
minCardinality : int
maxCardinality : int
type : String

UCElement
Id : String
name : String
ADNode
Id : String
name : String
1..*

ActivityModel

Figure 1. Traceability support strategy
Our approach adopts a feature metamodel based on
[7] as the variability model. UML use case and activity
models specify the SPL requirements. Due to the large
dimension of the their metamodels, we only show the
use case model element “UCElement” and activity
diagram node “ADNode” from which all the traceable
elements of each model can be inherited. Activity
diagrams model the behavior of use cases. Use cases
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6. Generate SPL use cases annotated with features.
A model-driven tool developed for our approach uses
the relationships between use cases and features to
generate specific use case models annotated with
features [15]. In the annotated model, each use case is
shown with the respective(s) feature(s) related to it.
Therefore, it is also possible to obtain the set of use
cases related to a specific feature. This allows the
domain analysis engineers and SPL architects to
reason about how each use case is related to the SPL
features and to analyze the impact of change of
specific features in SPL requirements.
7. Model use cases as activity diagrams. The
detailed behavior of each use case is modeled using
activity diagrams, similarly to what happens in several
UML-based methods, such as RUP [16]. Use cases
specified as activity diagrams, in contrast with textualbased specifications, allows us to enable the use of
model-driven generation tools by providing models
that conform to a metamodel (i.e., UML activity
diagram metamodel) and to help to avoid ambiguity in
the specifications [3]. The detailed specification of use
cases as activity models also enables us to customize
the behavior of use cases according to the features
selected to a specific SPL configuration.
8. Specify composition rules between use cases.
Each composition rule defines how a variable use case
(i.e., linked to a variable feature) can interfere or
modify the normal execution of a mandatory use case
(i.e., linked to a common feature). Composition rules
are defined in terms of the elements of the activity
diagrams (e.g., activities, initial state or final state).

defined in the domain engineering stage. The choice of
which composition rules will be used is based on the
features included in the SPL configuration. The
activity diagram of each extension use case, for
example, can be composed with mandatory use cases if
the variable feature related to it was selected by the
application engineer (step 1 of application
engineering).

3. Applying the Approach to a Case Study
To illustrate the activities described in the previous
section, we have chosen a home automation system,
called Smart Home (see also [3]). This system is one of
the SPL case studies proposed by the industrial
partners of the European project AMPLE [17]; due to
its complexity, we will focus only on a subset of the
Security module.
The requirements and feature identification, and
refactoring activities, are described in [18]. They
provided the features and requirements of our case
study. By inspecting those requirements and features,
we modeled the SPL feature and use case models.
Figure 2 shows the most relevant artifacts produced by
the activities of our approach. It shows how each
artifact produced in the domain engineering
perspective is used to create or derive other artifacts
for a specific product in the application engineering
perspective. Next we describe the domain engineering
activities from our approach.
Model SPL features and use cases. Figure 2(a) shows
the feature model of our Security module. It has three
main features: Room Surveillance, Admittance Control
and Intrusion Detection. Room Surveillance is an
optional feature that includes Indoor Camera
Surveillance and, optionally, Indoor Motion Detection.
The inhabitant can be admitted to enter the house after
passing either a Biometrical Analysis, Smart Card, or
entering a PIN. In case of selecting intrusion detection,
the Glass Break Detection must be included and
optionally, motion detection sensors and cameras for
outdoor security. The notation used in Figure 2(a) is
described in Figure 2(j).
We can obtain the SPL use cases from the
requirements and features previously identified. Use
case modeling is used to better structure the SPL
requirements and add more semantics to the features
[6]. Figure 2(b) shows the use case model of the case
study. The initial SPL features and use cases can be
refined and incremented to consider new variabilities
or products that need to be included in the family. Both
use case and feature models must be updated when

The models produced during domain engineering
are used in application engineering to generate use
case and activity models for specific SPL
configurations. We define three activities in
application engineering:
1. Define a SPL configuration. The application
engineer specifies a SPL configuration, where s/he
chooses which optional and alternative features are
going to be part of the final application.
2. Generate a use case model from a SPL
configuration. Our tool [15] generates the use case
model related to the SPL configuration defined in the
previous activity. The input for the generation is the
SPL use case model, the SPL configuration and the
table that maintains the trace links between features
and use cases.
3. Generate activity diagrams from a SPL
configuration. Our tool is also used to generate
activity diagrams related to a specific SPL
configuration. In this process, the original activity
diagrams can be composed using the composition rules
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new features are considered or existing ones need to be
modified or removed.
Relate features to use cases and generate SPL use
case models annotated with features. So that
traceability can be maintained between use cases and
features, we define an activity to specify the trace
relationships between those artifacts. By inspecting the
requirements and features of the case study, we related,
for example, the Open Front Door use case with
Admittance Control, refined into Biometrical Analysis,
Smart Card, and PIN features because to open the
front door, the system requires Admittance Control.
Figure 2(c) shows one of the views that can be
generated using the trace links relationships between
use cases and features. The open branch in the tree-like
structure shows that the Smart Card feature is related
with the use cases Identify User by Smart Card, Open
Front Door and Configure Security Management.
The traceability views of the relationships between
features and other artifacts allow the domain analysis
engineers and SPL architects to reason about the
domain analysis artifacts interdependencies. Currently,
there are two kinds of traceability views that our
approach can generate in this activity: (i) A use case
model annotated with the respective related features;
and (ii) a tree structure that shows the list of use cases
with the related features and, optionally, the list of
features with the related use cases (as in Figure 2(c)).
Create activity diagrams. The behavior of each use
case can be specified in our approach using activity
diagrams. These diagrams were created by inspecting
the requirements. Figure 2(e) and Figure 2(f) shows,
for example, the activity diagrams of the Identify User
by Smart Card and Identify User use cases.
Specify composition rules between use cases. Use
cases composition is addressed in our approach by
means of a set of composition rules. Each composition
rule defines how a use case can interfere, modify, or
replace the execution of another use case. The
composition rules are defined in terms of activity
diagrams elements (i.e., activities, initial and final
nodes). Composition rules are used during the
application engineering phase to derive the specific
behavior of use cases for a SPL configuration or
product. Figure 2(d) presents the composition rule
between the use cases Identify User and Identify User
by Smart Card. It shows how the Identify User by
SmartCard use case can modify the Identify User use
case to include additional steps related to the Smart
Card variable feature. The application of the
composition rule is shown in the following subsection
where specific activity diagrams can be generated for
each product of the SPL.

Next, we describe the execution of the application
engineering activities of our approach in the context of
the Smart Home case study.
Define a SPL configuration and generate the
related use cases and activity diagrams. The first
activity in application engineering is to specify a SPL
configuration to decide which features will be part of
the final application. Figure 2(g) shows a configuration
of the case study feature model shown in Figure 2(a)
(see the notation used in Figure 2(j)).
Based on the feature model configuration, the
relationships between use cases and features, and the
SPL use case model (Figure 2(b)), a use case model
can be automatically derived using the tool from our
approach [15]. Figure 2(h) shows the use case model
of the product specified in Figure 2(g).
The final activity of application engineering in our
approach involves the automatic customization of the
activity diagrams related to each of the SPL use cases
using the composition rules specified in domain
engineering. Only the activity diagrams of the use
cases that are part of the SPL configuration are
customized. Figure 2(i) shows the composition
between the activity diagrams that describe the Identify
User and Identify User by Smart Card use cases
depicted in Figure 2(f) and Figure 2(e), using a
Replace with composition rule depicted in Figure
2(d). It is not the aim of this paper to present a fullfledged composition language; we just show how it
would look like. A complete composition language is
one of our aims for future work. For additional details
about the current version of our composition language,
please refer to [17].

4. Benefits and Lessons Learned
In the context of the European project AMPLE,
experiments with our approach have shown that the
information of the relationships among the SPL
requirements models can be used to support: (i)
forward and backward traceability between features
and requirements models like use case and activity
models; and (ii) reasoning about the impact of feature
interactions in the SPL requirements (expressed by the
use cases and activity diagrams). Forward and
backward traceability enables the creation of tracing
queries over all the requirements artifacts and the
derivation of specific requirements models for a
determined product in the SPL using an model-driven
derivation tool, as the one that we have developed
[15]. In addition, it enables to the developers to
visualize the features changes effects in the SPL
requirements through the automatic modification of the
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Figure 2. Some of the artifacts produced in the Smart Home Security module case study.
(a) SPL feature model; (b) SPL use case model; (c) Use cases related to features; (d) Composition rule
between “Identify User” and “Identify User by Smart Card”; (e) Activity diagram of the “Identify
User by Smart Card” use case; (f) Activity diagram of the “Identify User” use case; (g) Configuration
of the SPL feature model; (h) Use case model for a specific product; (i) Composing “Identify User”
with “Identify User by Smart Card”; (j) Feature model notation.
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models. On the other hand, the information about
feature interactions offered by our approach is useful
during the design of SPL architectures to allow an
adequate modularization and implementation of their
respective features. However, in this paper we have
only concentrated on describing the traceability
functionalities.
Our metamodelling strategy (Section 2) brings the
following benefits to the definition of our approach: (i)
simplicity – the integration between the metamodels of
the feature and requirements models is very easy to
understand and evolve; and (ii) flexibility – the strategy
can be applied to any requirements notation that has a
well-defined metamodel.
Our approach also enables composition of
crosscutting use cases by representing their steps in
activity diagrams. Composition rules are used to
specify how the behavior of a use case can affect the
behavior of another one. We believe this is an effective
way to represent how the SPL variabilities occur along
the use cases behavior. The integrated use of these
activity diagrams, composition rules and a SPL
configuration allows generating the specific behavior
of a SPL product. The resulting activity diagram
representing the use cases of a product can then be
used with different purposes, such as, for example, to
document the final requirements of the product or to
generate specific test cases for the product.
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5. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper presented a model-driven approach to
model, specify and trace SPL features and
requirements supported by an automated tool. We
adopted a simple but useful metamodel integration
strategy to allow tracing between features and other
requirements models. The approach includes domain
and application engineering activities, both illustrated
using the Smart Home SPL case study.
Our work is currently being extended to address
additional perspectives, such as: (i) to provide more
explicit guidance for non-functional requirements and
feature interactions modeling and to create special
trace views for these concerns; (ii) to deal with
uncertainty or volatile requirements in SPLs; (iii) to
continue exploiting the activity diagrams to model
scenarios [19]; and (iv) define a more complete
approach in the context of the AMPLE project to
provide tracing support from features and requirements
models to artifacts of later software development
stages, such as, architecture models and source code.
Finally, a full-fledged composition language will be
defined.
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Abstract
Observation functionality integrated into interactive
products can help companies identifying current consumer
requirements and expectations. As these needs can change
rapidly, detailed information about product usage that
comes from habitual interaction is crucial to evaluate product acceptance and relevance. We explore how products
can be extended with observation functionality that satisﬁes the information needs of multi-disciplinary experts in
the development team. In the process of product evaluation, information requirements are bound to change, and
so is the observation behavior. Our approach addresses
this by integrating observation functionality into products
which can be adapted to current information needs. This
paper presents a novel way to remotely conﬁgure products
in the ﬁeld by using high-level models, graphical observation speciﬁcations, that are interpreted by a runtime environment built into the products in the ﬁeld. An industrial
case-study shows the applicability of the approach. This
work is part of ongoing development aiming at a generic
observation integration methodology.

1. Introduction
Complex consumer electronics products as well as other
innovative product categories nowadays integrate many different features in order to serve a large group of customers.
The mass of functions has to be accessed through a user
interface which in turn gets more and more complicated.
Users have problems to ﬁnd their ways. Increasing numbers
of returned products without any detectable failures suggest
this [3].
Furthermore nowadays product creation processes are
characterized by high complexity of products and they are
inﬂuenced by rapidly changing customer demands. Hence,
an up-front speciﬁcation of the product becomes hard if
not impossible. In the past, products could be improved in

the next version, but today the markets often demand completely new products. Technologies have to reach a level of
maturity in a shorter time. The lack of information about the
customers’ needs leads to a situation where companies press
functionality into products, thus entering a vicious cycle of
complexity [1]. This blurs the customer’s understanding of
the product and a match between customer expectations and
the actual capabilities of the product becomes even more
unlikely.
An approach to address this industry-wide problem is to
get representative user feedback on try-out products or prototypes [2]. Traditionally this is done by collecting customer opinions in questionnaires and video-taping user interactions with the product in usability labs. Nowadays,
with almost ubiquitous internet access, other methods can
be used which are expected to provide much richer data on
the actual used product features and user preferences. The
integration of observation modules into products can enable
data collection according to the actual and ever changing information needs of the product development team.
Our research aims at the introduction of observation integration or design for observation as a ﬁrst class development task, because the delivery of relevant information of
use and possibly user expecations will become more important in the future of product development.
In this work we address a problem that occurs when the
development processes are not yet tuned to observation integration in an efﬁcient way: observation is brought into products late in the development process. Due to changing requirements for observed information, the implemented observation functions have to be adapted regularly. This holds
especially for the use phase, when products are given to
testers. Then, highly adaptable and remote observation is
crucial. This causes a substancial effort not only for developers but also for observation speciﬁcation and certainly
for the alignment of both. If the adaptation mechanisms are
not automated, product evaluation becomes difﬁcult if not
impossible. Therefore automation of observation speciﬁcation deployment is a primary precondition for such product
evaluation methods.
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More precisely, we address the technical transition process between observation speciﬁcation and the dynamic execution of a translated speciﬁcation, possibly to be constructed during runtime. As a result, observation facilities
support this scenario of remotely adapted observation via a
communication channel like the internet. Figure 1 shows
an overview on such a system, consisting of an authoring
environment, a server instance, several products in use and
further services dealing with the analysis and visualization
of collected product usage information. We refer to [8] for
an explanation of system and its use to model users and their
interaction with a consumer electronics product.
In the following sections, after pointing at related work,
the approach of observation modeling is explained together
with a description of visual speciﬁcation and observation
modules. This is followed by the core section about model
interpretation. The paper ends by presenting a case study
which shows the applicability of the approach in the context
of new product development.

2. Related work
The research on observable products as described in this
paper is on the one hand strongly connected to the ﬁeld of
user modeling. The framework we developed stands in the
tradition of generic user modeling systems (for an extensive overview see [12]). On the other hand, it is in the
area of remote runtime monitoring where there have been
efforts to monitor deployed software [4] and to use logging
inside products [13]. The use of a client-server architecture
for information distribution across a network of products
is straight-forward in this domain and has been described
before [10]. However, our approach of remotely changeable observation behavior differs from traditional monitoring as we do not assume a pre-deﬁned set of information
sources, but deal with constantly changing information requirements. In this sense, the research stands also in relation
to adaptive software [11]. This paper tackles the problem
of ﬂexible instrumentation of observation modules. Our approach is based on the speciﬁcation of observation by use of
a domain-speciﬁc language [6]. The speciﬁed observation
is executed on products, which is an application of model
interpretation [5]. Compared to well-known model-driven
approaches like MDA and MDE [14, 7] this technique offers a dynamic transformation shortcut from model to executable.

3. Observation
The observation of remote systems potentially covers a
wide range of complex electronic products. It is seldomly
done in an engineering approach aiming at reuse and a long-

term application. Especially for product families observation gains importance: it is one of the few system parts
which are easiest to generalize. Moreover, the collected information has a large inﬂuence on the speciﬁcation and the
targeting of future products within the product family.

Figure 1. Framework overview
Observation is done in several subsequent steps: Information is sensed by so called hooks which might imply
that an information source is either triggered periodically
for data or raises an event itself. Resulting low-level data
is processed in the next step and can herewith be aggregated, normalized or temporarily cached. This preprocessing stage yields complex events which result from the combination of multiple low-level sources. Depending on the
extent of aggregation and event correlation those events
can carry enough semantic information to be relevant for
analysis by information stakeholders. Finally, the data has
to be collected centrally which allows for real-time visualization and post-processing using external tools. Obviously, information capturing and preprocessing which are
performed on the individual product instances have a huge
impact on the quality of the information that is presented to
post-processing and analysis.

3.1. Observation system
An observation system (cf. ﬁg. 2) consists of three main
layers, (i) the authoring and analysis layer where speciﬁcation of observation and the captured information is worked
with, (ii) the repository layer which accomplishes the task
of conﬁguration and data aggregation, and (iii) the observation layer with local product instances. Observation speciﬁations have to transmitted to product instances and observed
information has to be captured in a central instance for further analysis. In the optimal case, a knowledge engineer
can deﬁne an observation speciﬁcation and the infrastructure provides all services necessary to conﬁgure product instances and transport the data back for analysis.
In this and following sections, we will concentrate both
on a part of the authoring and analysis layer and the observation layer. The aforementioned speciﬁcation of observation consisting of (i) hooks, (ii) processing, and (iii)
export, can be modeled by a visual language using few
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edge about product information. It is a domain-speciﬁc language that focusses on observation only. Likewise, concepts
of general purpose programming languages which are inappropriate for the speciﬁcation can be left out. The essential
language elements shall be described in the following.
Hooks are places for information retrieval and they are
basically the only information inlets of the observation system. There are two types of hooks, the ones that have to
be triggered to yield data, and the ones which trigger themselves and can be seen as manifestations of events in the
over-all system. As event generators, hooks are also the
sole platform-speciﬁc parts of the system and represent an
interface between the product’s internals and the observation module. The hooks that are not self-triggering can be
linked to timers which simply realize periodic signals that
cause those hooks to ﬁre. This sampling technique is used
especially for information like performance measurements
or resource load that has a continuous nature.
Figure 2. Observation system overview
graphical building blocks (see section 3.2). On the observation layer a runtime structure called observation component
(OC) is constructed from a visual observation speciﬁcation
by means of model interpretation. An OC is a pluggable
part of the observation module that is connected to a specialized runtime environment inside the observation module
(cf. ﬁg. 2).
The development effort for a working observation system as a whole can be split up into two main tasks: (i) integration of observation into systems including a middleware capable of information delivery between the observation layer and the repository layer, and (ii) the deﬁnition
of observation via the visual language. This separation of
concerns supports the roles involved in the process: product developers handle the ﬁrst task and information stakeholders deﬁne what should be observed. Ideally, a third role
comes in, the observation developer, who shoulders the burden of observation-speciﬁc programming which includes,
for instance, the infrastructure, editor customizations and
platform-speciﬁc adaptations of the observation module.

3.2. Visual language
Observation speciﬁcation should be performed by experts in the domain of user-related information or other
product information stakeholders. Often those people do
not have the necessary system engineering and programming skills to instruct a distributed system of product instances. Therefore we propose a visual speciﬁcation language that hides low-level programming matter and enables
domain experts to take advantage of their special knowl-

Hooks generate low-level system data that is mainly not
immediately useful for analysis. It is a mass of atomic system events, that has no inherent structure and does not gain
any comprehensive results - let alone answering speciﬁc
questions. Therefore this data has to be preprocessed to become meaningful. The next stage of the observation speciﬁcation tackles this aspect. Hook data is routed through
processing blocks. Processing can involve calculations to
normalize incoming numbers or the correlation of multiple
events to gain derivative complex events. Closely related
are caching blocks that enable data snapshots and can, for
instance, be used as a sliding window over an event stream
to compute a ﬂoating average.
After ﬁnishing those early computations the information
shall be exported. This means to transfer it from the product instance to the repository layer that gathers all product
usage data in a central data storage. For this purpose the visual language contains an outlet symbol, which can be used
to route outgoing information and to label the information
according to the semantics it represents.
All aforementioned visual blocks can be linked by routes
which connect the outlet of a block with inlets of other
blocks, thus forming a directed graph (cf. ﬁg. 4 for an
example). An observation speciﬁcation denotes an eventdriven system that reacts on the occurence of events and
may also trigger hooks by the use of timers. Still, from the
user perspective the ﬂow of information in such a description can be seen relatively easily and the language abstracts
from concurrency issues as well as from potential data conversion problems. Its visual form allows to concentrate on
the matter of speciﬁcation on the information level.
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Figure 3. From observation speciﬁcation to
observation component

3.3. Observation module
The visual language’s counterpart on the observation
layer (cf. ﬁgure 2) is a module integrated into the system
to be observed. The degree of integration into the host system depends on the required access on information sources.
An observation module can be realized in multiple fashions,
e.g. as a plugin for existing software, as separate software
or even as a dedicated hardware subsystem - as long as the
basic requirements (i) access to information sources and (ii)
communication capabilities with a repository layer are fulﬁlled. For less strict requirements, observation modules can
accompany a system as long as its services are needed and
should be easy to remove after use. Also the impact on system performance and of course privacy as well as security
issues have to be considered carefully, but are out of scope
here.
As mentioned before, the module provides internal execution capabilities: it receives an observation speciﬁcation,
constructs and runs an OC, and delivers the collected information towards the repository layer. Therefore it consists
of several parts that play a role in communication, conﬁguration and the observation itself. The communication subsystem jointly realizes the data transmission infrastructure
depicted in ﬁgure 2 together with a server on the repository
layer. The conﬁguration subsystem essentially contains the
parts shown in ﬁgure 3 which parse and construct an OC
from a speciﬁcation (further discussed in 4.1). The building
blocks of an OC are particularly interesting in the context
of the next section and shall be described there.

characteristics of the process require an automated ﬂow so
that changes in observation requirements can be propagated
quickly towards actual execution [11]. Furthermore, it is
crucial to protect the client machines from potentially harmful virtual machine bytecode or, potentially worse, binary
code. Still, the highly dynamic nature of the product evaluation settings demand an special engineering approach:
runtime structures are constructed directly from the speciﬁcation. This technique replaces the transformation and
code generation steps of traditional MDE with a single interpretation step. Code generation in principle transforms a
model into a textual representation which is processable by,
e.g. a compiler. In contrast, model interpretation directly
processes the model and generates executable structures in
memory. This has the main advantage that the model can
be embedded into the runtime system. This emphasizes the
safety of the system and allows for a change of the observation behavior at runtime, simply by replacing the interpreted
model with a newer version.

4.1. Observation speciﬁcation
For the speciﬁcation of observation we developed an editor based on the Eclipse platform. That editor allows for
an easy composition of an observation speciﬁcation suitable
for domain experts. Also, it offers the possibility to send the
ﬁnished speciﬁcation directly to a server on the repository
layer which is part of the distribution infrastructure for updating product instances. Figure 4 shows an example of
a graphical observation speciﬁcation. It denotes the timed
triggering of a hook requesting information about the CPU
performance every ten seconds. This information is averaged (avg symbol) by a processing node and exported via
an export node.

Figure 4. Visual editor screenshot with an example speciﬁcation

4. Model interpretation
Model-driven engineering being one of the most inﬂuencal achievements in recent system development is also at
the core of technical observation development. Especially
the agile nature of observation development and iterative

Models expressed in the visual language are serialized in
plain XML. This can be parsed by the observation module.
Corresponding to the example speciﬁcation shown in ﬁgure
4, its structure also appears in the XML ﬁle that is sent to
the observation module for execution (cf. ﬁgure 5).
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<? xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” e n c o d i n g =”UTF−8” ?>
< i f s l : M o d e l x m i : v e r s i o n =” 2 . 0 ”>
<e l e m e n t s t y p e =” i f s l : T i m e r ” p e r i o d =” 10 ”
u n i t =” s e c o n d s ” />
<e l e m e n t s t y p e =” i f s l : P l a t f o r m H o o k ” name=”
CpuPerformanceHook ” />
<e l e m e n t s t y p e =” i f s l : R o u t e ” end1 =” / /
@elements . 0 ” end2 =” / / @elements . 1 ” />
<e l e m e n t s t y p e =” i f s l : P r o c e s s i n g N o d e ” name
=” avg ” />
<e l e m e n t s t y p e =” i f s l : R o u t e ” end1 =” / /
@elements . 1 ” end2 =” / / @elements . 3 ” />
<e l e m e n t s t y p e =” i f s l : X M L E x p o r t N o d e ” name=
” E x p o r t ” />
<e l e m e n t s t y p e =” i f s l : R o u t e ” end1 =” / /
@elements . 3 ” end2 =” / / @elements . 5 ” />
</ i f s l : M o d e l>

Figure 5. XML version of observation speciﬁcation

4.2. Observation runtime
The observation module contains a runtime environment
that can execute an OC as speciﬁed by the visual model.
Figure 3 shows the conﬁguration process. An observation
speciﬁcation is parsed and checked for validity. After that,
a set of building blocks is constructed dynamically using a
NodeFactory. The routing unit takes this set of blocks as
input and creates routes according to the speciﬁcation. Implicitly the export nodes of the network are connected to
the respective communication facility. Finally, the scheduler subsystem starts all timers, the only active parts in an
otherwise reactive event-based architecture.
To construct such a network, the event-driven executable
system makes use of the base class FlowNode which realizes the basic routing functionality together with the Route
class. As the UML diagram (see ﬁgure 6) shows, dynamic
linking of nodes is accomplished by using the FlowNodeRoute-Inlet-Outlet pattern: FlowNodes offer inlet functionality by means of a provided interface and a Route can connect to those nodes with a usage relationship with the interface Inlet. For the interface Outlet the reversed relationships
hold. Objects are linked together by means of the inlets and
outRoutes associations.
The UML class diagram in ﬁgure 6 depicts also the
classes that represent hooks, processing nodes, collection
nodes, exports and timers. Obviously there is a 1:1 relationship between elements of the visual language and the
instanciated objects that are linked together by means of the
inherent routing functionality of all objects derived from the
base class. What the picture also shows is the application of

Figure 6. UML class diagram of observation
component building blocks

the strategy pattern [9]. It helps to realize different kinds of
behaviour of ProcessingNodes and CollectionNodes. Depending on the type of processing or collection speciﬁed,
different strategies can be chosen. This especially reduces
the effort for observation development as only necessary
computations have to be implemented in the observation
module.
Yet, the implementation of hooks proved to be the most
demanding task of observation development as it means to
interface the product at various levels, a task that strongly
depends on documentation and openness of the platform.
There are basically two types of hooks: Platform hooks
which access the host system and are characterized by
mainly platform-speciﬁc behaviour, thus the name, and system hooks that access the observation module. While the
use of platform hooks for information collection is straightforward, system hooks capture events concerning the observation itself. In the future, this can be used to adapt the observation to context changes or to establish semantic links
between observed items on multiple levels.

5. Case study
Together with a large Dutch electronics company we
carried out a case-study to test the observation of a consumer electronics prototype. This showed the applicability
of the approach in a world-wide observation scenario that
connected 20 machines spread over 8 countries to a central server which collected about 800.000 data items. The
product instances were pre-conﬁgured before roll-out. As
expected, changes in the observation requirements of information stakeholders demanded for remote changes of the
observation speciﬁcation which were performed successfully several times. The machines continued to capture data
according to a new observation speciﬁcation.
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The data collected during the case-study supported
mostly the assumptions of the development team about
product usage, but also gave new insight on country-speciﬁc
usage problems and customer expectations. Regarding the
successful application of the proposed technology and new
insight into product usage it has been decided to continue
with successive experiments on a later version of the observed product prototype.

6. Conclusion & Future work

Regarding the fact that the majority of products are currently not designed for observation, we are working in the
direction of a design method for self-observing systems. To
provide an intermediate solution for observation integration
we chose model interpretation for maximum ﬂexibility and
agility. Our approach is to specify visually and to execute
the ﬁnished speciﬁcation directly on the product. This emphasizes the separation of concerns between domain experts
who are interested in the collection of usage information
and developers who are concerned with the system engineering.
We developed an experimental framework for speciﬁcation and implementation of observation functionality. A
new visual speciﬁcation language has been introduced to
support domain experts specifying observation behavior. It
proved to greatly simplify the task of product usage data
collection. The language is generic enough to be reused in
different observation contexts. Only minor changes have to
be made to the observation speciﬁcation runtime environment in case a new product software implementation platform has to be entered.
The case-study showed that as soon as observation modules are in place and the speciﬁcation supports basic measurements of users’ interactions with a product the need for
better semantic linking between observed data arises. So
far, a lot of effort still has to be spent on the post-processing
of captured data. The next step is an annotation of events
with semantic information that tells e.g. about the origin,
conditions and context of such an event. Also this is done
in a structured way, such that the information can be easily
exploited during post-processing using automatic analysis
tools. Another future direction is the collection and incorporation of subjective user feedback data into the set of objective product data. In addition, subjective data can help
to understand the why in user-product interaction. It will
be possible to bind subjective feedback measures to the occurence of certain events which enables a dynamic insight
into the usage process together with background information coming directly from the user at the same time.
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Abstract
Intrusion detection has drawn much attention in the past two
decades. Signature analysis and statistical anomaly detection
are two typical methods to identify network security
breaches. Signature analysis requires access to a large
database of known intrusion signatures and a way to match
current behavior against the signatures to detect intrusions in
progress. The limitation of this approach lies in its
dependence on frequent updates of the signature database
and its inability to generalize and detect novel intrusions.
Anomaly detection methods can detect attacks based on
statistical probability, which allows for generalization and
helps in detection of novel attacks. However, statistical
anomaly detection is not based on an adaptive intelligent
model and cannot learn from normal and malicious traffic
patterns.
We propose an adaptive network intrusion
detection using a Bayesian network, trained with a mixed
dataset containing real-world and DARPA dataset traffic.
Our Intrusion Detection System (IDS) model is designed to
detect novel attacks. We use features of network connections
to parameterize the system. The DARPA dataset and realworld traffic are used to measure the feasibility and
effectiveness of our system. The network connections that
are confirmed to be novel intrusions are added to the training
dataset to re-train our IDS, thus enhancing our system’s
ability to detect future intrusions.
Keywords: Intrusion detection, Bayesian network

update the database of intrusion signatures and the inability
to generalize and detect novel intrusions. In addition to
these drawbacks, even if a new attack is discovered and its
signature determined, there is often a substantial latency in
the update of the signature databases for IDSs across
networks.
Anomaly detection techniques based on statistics, such
as IDES [7], send an alarm when they detect an event that
deviates from the behavior defined as normal. The observed
network traffic is compared to profiles of normal network
use. Statistical anomaly detection has no intelligent learning
model which may lead to a high rate of false alarms. This
happens primarily because previously unseen (yet legitimate)
system behaviors may also be recognized as anomalies and
hence flagged as potential intrusions. All these limitations
have led to an increasing interest in intrusion detection
systems based on data mining.
Several researchers have been interested in developing
IDSs using a generalization learning model. Axelsson et al.
[12] employ Bayesian inference steps with transition models
between inferences to assess whether a particular burst of
traffic contains an attack. Kruegel et al. [10] proposed a
model which simulates an intelligent attacker using Bayesian
techniques to create a plan of goal-directed actions. This
study also proposes an event classification scheme based on
Bayesian networks. The advantage of Bayesian networks is
in that they improve the aggregation of different model
outputs and allow one to seamlessly incorporate additional
information into an already existing model. Johansen et al.
[11] believe that a Bayesian system provides a solid
mathematics foundation to simplify a seemingly difficult and
monstrous problem that today’s IDS implementations fail to
solve. They added that Bayesian network IDS should
differentiate between attacks and the normal network
activity by comparing metrics of each network traffic sample.
We propose to develop an adaptive network intrusion
detection system using a Bayesian network (BN), trained
with a mixed dataset containing real-world and DARPA
dataset traffic, aiming to detect novel intrusions with low
number of false alarms. Our proposed IDS model is able to
parse real-world traffic and identify network attacks
including novel attacks that the system has not previously
encountered. A BN is used to build an automatic intrusion
detection model and signal an intrusion when a suspicious
activity is noticed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today, a large amount of sensitive information is
processed through computer networks, thus it is increasingly
important to make information systems, especially those
used for critical functions in the military and commercial
sectors, resistant and tolerant to network intrusions. An
intrusion can be defined [9] as an attempt to gain
unauthorized access to network resources. As the number of
newly discovered vulnerabilities per year increases and as
hacker tools become more advanced and automated,
intrusion prevention techniques alone are not sufficient.
Today, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are necessary for
effective computer system protection. An intrusion can be
detected using either signature-based detection or anomalybased detection. Signature-based analysis [8] as an intrusion
detection technique requires a database of signatures of
known intrusions in order to be able to detect attacks. The
key advantage of signature detection techniques is in their
high degree of accuracy in detecting known attacks and their
variations. The main drawbacks are the need to frequently
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2. FRAMEWORK OF AN ADAPTIVE IDS
The architecture of our proposed intrusion detection
system consists of six modules (Fig. 1). The Data gathering
(sensors) and parsing module is responsible for collecting
data from the monitored network and parsing them into
connections. A connection is equivalent to a session between
two hosts on a network, and it is composed of all the
observed packets that the hosts exchanged. The Bayesian
Network Inference module is the analysis engine of the IDS
responsible for processing the data collected from the
sensors. The Knowledge base contains an intelligent model
(Bayesian network) which learns from observed traffic and
has the ability to predict whether a network connection is an
attack. The System configuration provides information about
the current state of the IDS. The Response component
initiates actions when an intrusion is detected.
The
responses can either be automated (active) or involve human
interaction (inactive). The Bayesian Network Learning
module is used to build up knowledge from the offline
training dataset.

3 BAYESIAN NETWORK
A Bayesian network is a graphic representation of the
joint probability distribution function over a set of variables.
The network structure is represented as a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) in which each node corresponds to a random
variable and each edge indicates a dependent relationship
between connected variables. Each variable (node) in a BN
is associated with a Conditional Probability Table (CPT),
which enumerates the conditional probabilities for this
variable given all the combinations of its parents’ values [2].
Therefore, for a BN, the DAG captures causal relationships
among random variables, and CPTs quantify these
relationships. Since individual events in an attack can be
represented as nodes and the causal relations between events
can be modeled as edges in Bayesian networks, we use a BN
as our inference model. A BN model is capable of learning
causal relationships from an existing dataset and predicting
the consequences of an intervention in the problem domain.
A BN is an ideal model for combining prior knowledge with
new data and inferring posterior knowledge.
In order to learn the structure and test our proposed BN
with datasets, we use Netica and Genie, the tools for
modeling BNs.

3.1 Learning Algorithm
In our model, we use the K2 learning algorithm. The
algorithm defines a set of variables of interest to build a
directed acyclic graph (DAG) based on the calculation of a
local score [6]. K2 is initialized with a single node, and it
continues to incrementally add connections with other nodes
as long as they increase the whole probability of the network
structure. We use the following network connection features
ordered according to the relevance analysis in [4]:
protocol_type, sevice, num_wrong_fragments, land,
logged_in, num_failed_login, root_shell, is_guest_login, and
type.

Fig. 1 Bayesian Network-based IDS architecture
Overall, our proposed framework consists of a training
component and a detection component. We use a training
dataset to parameterize the IDS. The DARPA dataset and
real-world traffic are used to measure the feasibility and
effectiveness of our system. Given the training dataset, the
training component estimates the parameters of the Bayesian
model in Step 0 in Fig. 1. The network traffic is gathered
and parsed into application layer network connections in
Step 1. The Bayesian model then considers both the network
connections and the system configuration to infer the
probability that the network is under attack. The Bayesian
model is built based on a learning algorithm using training
data as the knowledge base, shown in Step 2. A network
connection recognized as an intrusion will trigger an IDS
response. A never-before-seen network connection is
marked as suspicious if it is classified as intrusive by our
IDS system. If the suspicious connection is confirmed to be
an intrusion by a network administrator, it is added to the
training dataset to re-train our adaptive IDS, as shown in
Step 4. This process enhances our system’s ability to detect
future intrusions.

3.2 Inference Algorithm
For the inference in our model, we use the Junction Tree
Algorithm [5]. The idea behind this procedure is to
construct a data structure called a junction tree which can be
used to calculate any query through message passing on the
tree. To build a junction tree, we first choose an ordering of
the nodes and use node elimination to obtain a set of
elimination cliques. A complete cluster graph is then built
over the maximal elimination cliques. Each edge {B, C} is
weighted by |B8C| to compute a maximum-weight spanning
tree. This spanning tree is a junction tree.
4. INTRUSION DETECTION TESTING DATASET
We use two different datasets to test our proposed IDS
model, namely the DARPA dataset and the real network
traffic collected in our security lab.

4.1 DARPA Dataset
The DARPA intrusion detection evaluation dataset [1]
from MIT Lincoln Lab is used to train and test our IDS. The
dataset was collected from a simulation of a fictitious
military network over the period of seven weeks.
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Before feeding the data to the Bayesian network, for
either learning or testing, raw network traffic has to be preprocessed and summarized into connections or high-level
events. Each connection is described with a set of features.
The DARPA KDD 99 dataset summarized DARPA 98
Lincoln Lab network traffic into connections with 41features per connection. We define a connection as a
sequence of TCP packets starting and ending at some well
defined points in time, between which data flows from a
source IP address to a target IP address under some well
defined protocol. In our model, we use 9 of the 41 features,
namely protocol_type, service, num_of_wrong_fragments,
num_of_failed_logins, land ,login_success, is_guest_login,
root_shell_obtained, and type (intrusion or normal
connection).
Netwotk intrusions are classified into four categories [1]:
user-to-root (u2r), remote-to-local (r2l), denial-of-service
(DoS), and probe. The u2r attack occurs when attackers
who have local access to the victim machines try to gain
superuser privileges. The r2l attack happens when attackers
who have no account on the victim machine try to gain
access. The DoS attack occurs when attackers try to prevent
legitimate users from using a service available on the
network. The goal of a probe attack is to gain information
about the target host.
In the case of signature-based IDSs, the recency of the
data in the signature database is crucial. In our case, the
recency of the dataset is not significant because our model is
an anomaly detector that needs no specific knowledge about
attacks. Thus, the DARPA dataset is still viable for testing
our model [13].
We used the labeled training dataset to train our
Bayesian model, and the testing dataset to test for the correct
discovery of intrusions. The Bayesian network used in our
IDS model is shown in Fig. 2.

4.2 Customized Dataset with Novel Intrusions
After learning the BN model and testing it using the
DARPA dataset, we created a custom dataset to measure the
capability of BN model in detection of never-before-seen
attacks. The custom dataset contains both attacks and normal
traffic. The attacks are collected through repeating the
vulnerability exploits available in the Metasploit 3
framework [3]. The traffic containing these attacks is
recorded in the form of tcpdump files. We chose exploits in
a way that they represent all four general categories of
attacks: DoS, r2l, u2r, and probe [1].
A type of attacks known as buffer overflow (BoF)
attacks can be used to gain the root access on the victim
system. Depending on the targeted platform, a buffer
overflow attack can be executed as u2r or r2l. For instance,
the Microsoft Plug and Play Service Overflow, which
exploits the plug and play service used by the operating
system to detect new hardware, is an example of a buffer
overflow attack that on certain platforms requires local
access to be successfully completed, while on others can be
executed
remotely.
Additionally,
under
certain
circumstances, buffer overflow attacks can result in a DoS
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attack. For example, NetpwPathCanonicalize Overflow in
Microsoft Server Service exploits a stack overflow in the
NetApi32 CanonicalizePathName function using a Remote
Procedure Call (RPC) call in the Server Service. On certain
Windows platforms, even if unsuccessful, this attack can
cause termination of all SMB-related services or a system
reboot, and thus is classified as a DoS attack. As an addition
to the set of probe attacks, we collected a footprint of a UDP
service sweeper, a tool designed to detect common UDP
services available on the target host.

Fig. 2 Learned Bayesian Network for IDS

5. EXPERIMENT SETUP
Our experiment consists of two phases. In the first
phase, we use the DARPA training and testing datasets to
train and test our Bayesian model respectively. In the
second phase, we capture the real network traffic to further
test the system.
The traffic features relevant to our IDS are associated
with each network connection rather than with each
individual packet. This results in a faster Bayesian network
training and a faster classification of incoming connections
as either normal or intrusion. We monitor nine features for
each connection. They are: protocol_type, sevice,
num_wrong_fragments, land, logged_in, num_failed_login,
root_shell, is_guest_login, and type. The last listed feature
is used to label a specific connection as either normal or an
attack for the purpose of training and testing.
The initial learning and testing data sets are composed
of labeled DARPA 98 dataset records.
The real-world network traffic serves to test the
system’s ability to recognize never-before-seen attacks. The
traffic collected in the tcpdump format is preprocessed by a
custom parser which first groups the packets into
connections, then extracts connection-specific features we
use in our model. Eight of the features are extracted from
packet headers and payload, while the nineth feature, type, is
added by hand.

Once the structure is learned and our Bayesian network
is trained, the network is able to examine any input given in
the correct format and label each connection as either normal
or an intrusion. Those connections that do not fall in either
class are labeled as intrusions, since they may be novel
attacks.They are included in the learning dataset and used to
retrain and improve the network. However, prior to adding
the potential novel intrusions to the learning dataset, their
classification needs to be inspected for correctness before
they are able to affect the BN structure.

attacks. The detection rate was increased after the IDS
model was retrained by a dataset that included the correctly
labeled real-world traffic.
Since the optimal node ordering with respect to the
topology of Bayesian network is NP-hard, and the Bayesian
network trained in the standard way does not perform to a
satisfactory level, we plan to locally optimize the Bayesian
network to improve the effectiveness of our IDS system. We
will also add events from the system architecture level (such
as CPU utilization) to the application level connection
features that we currently use.

6. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION
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In order to have a good prediction performance, an IDS
should be able to correctly differentiate between intrusions
and legitimate actions in a system environment. Typical
features for evaluating predictive performance of IDSs
include true positive (TP) rate (detection rate) and false
positive (FP) rate shown in Table 1. True positive rate is the
ratio of the number of correctly detected attacks and the total
number of attacks, and false positive rate is the ratio of the
number of normal connections that are incorrectly classified
as attacks and the total number of normal connections.
The performance analysis of our IDS given in Table 1 is
reported on the 50% cutoff line, which means the Bayesian
network classified an event as an intrusion only if its belief
was higher than 50%. If we choose to lower this boundary,
the percent of TP will rise, but also will the percent of FP.
Our experimental results for the DARPA datasets are as
follows: True negative rate correctly recognizing the normal
connection is 93.89%. True positive rate correctly
determining intrusions is 97.88%.The error rate is 2.881%,
which means that in 2.881% of cases the network predicted a
wrong value, where the predicted value is the one that had a
higher belief value.
Actual Normal
Connection
Actual Intrusions
(Attacks)

Predicted Normal
True Negative
93.89%
False Negative
1.45%
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Predicted Intrusions
False Positive
6.11%
True Positive
97.88%

Table 1. Evaluation of Intrusion Detection
When trained only by the DARPA training dataset, our
IDS model indicated the presence of new intrusions in realworld testing dataset by conflicting evidences. Only the
CAN-2003-0003 exploit and the UDP sweep were correctly
detected. The reason is that the DARPA training dataset is
much simpler than real-world traffic. The model trained by
the DARPA dataset has limited capability to detect realworld normal traffic and attacks. Our solution is to mix the
real-world training dataset with the DARPA dataset to train
our IDS model again. After re-training, the model is able to
correctly recognize the malicious connections it earlier was
not able to.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We developed an adaptive anomaly-based IDS to detect
unknown attacks. This IDS has been tested with both the
DARPA dataset and a real network traffic containing novel
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P is denoted as NP . Each step involves a message transfer
between two roles. For example, SPLICE/AS authentication
protocol is described informally in Fig 1, here NP = 2 (AS
is considered as an authentication server).

Abstract
To study the supremum of the number of agents needed
in analyzing security protocols for properties such as
secrecy and authentication, an extended trace model for
security protocols and properties based on Horn logic
program is introduced. Strategy vectors are added to
Horn logic programs for protocols, which ensure that the
intruder can have nondeterministic choices, and help to
correctly and completely describe the reception of messages and consequently cover more attacks. The supremum
of the number of honest agents needed to express an attack
on a protocol P for secrecy property and authentication
property is given as NP (the number of roles except servers
in P), which is ﬁxed for each protocol. The supremum of
the number of dishonest agents needed to express an attack
on a protocol P is proved to be dependent on whether the
security property being analyzed is considered as strong
or weak.

Fig. 1.

The informal description of SPLICE/AS authentication protocol

(1)C → AS
(2)AS → C
(3) C → S
(4)S → AS
(5)AS → S
(6) S → C

Keywords
security protocol; security property; Horn logic; role; agent

I. I NTRODUCTION
Security protocols are designed for distributing secret data
items, authenticating users, and even accomplishing electronic
transactions[3]. Security protocols, however, are not always
competent enough. Many protocols have been shown having
ﬂaws[3][10]. Utilizing these ﬂaws, intruders can get secret data
items shared by honest agents, or impersonate some honest
agents to cheat others. Accordingly, several properties of
security protocols have been deﬁned: secrecy, authentication,
fairness, accountability, etc[3].
The analysis and veriﬁcation of security protocols has
gained many researchers’ attention during past years. There
have been lots of work concerning protocol ﬂaws. Many
techniques are adopted, including both informal and formal
ones.
Security protocols can be described informally as transfer
of messages between roles. A protocol contains ﬁxed roles
and steps. The number of roles except servers of a protocol
Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China under
Grant No. 60473057, 90604007.
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−1
AS, E(KAS
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: C, T, L, E(KS : N2 ))
S, C, N3
−1
AS, E(KAS
: AS, S, N3 , KC )
S, C, E(KC : S, N2 + 1)

In analyzing security protocols, there are several important
parameters that determine the complexity of the models of
protocols:
-The number of runs (i.e., sessions).
-The number of agents taking parts in the environment.
-The nonces and other fresh values that are produced by
agents at run-time.
-The length and depth of messages.
At run-time, roles are instantiated by different agents. A protocol can be run for many times(sessions) by different agents
randomly. Each session is identiﬁed with a session number.
Different sessions may be concurrent or even interleaving.
Nonces can be considered as parameterized by agent IDs and
session numbers.
Until now, the supremum of the number of sessions is
still open, and Blanchet has adopted some approximation in
deduction to deal with inﬁnite sessions[5][6].
There are inﬁnite agents in the run-time environment of
protocols, including both honest agents and dishonest agents.
Each agent has his own ID and keys. Furthermore, dishonest
agents are controlled by an intruder. So here comes one
decision-making problem: how many dishonest agents is required for analyzing a protocol? On the other hand, how
many honest agents should be required? This leads to another
decision-making problem. The two decision-making problems
are what we want to work on in this study.
There have been some work on the supremum of the
number of agents in analyzing protocols. Even has given a
deﬁnite supremum of the number of dishonest agents to ﬁnd
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attacks in Ping-Pong protocols[8][9]. Comon has studied the
supremum of agents needed in analyzing security properties
on a restricted model for protocols and intruders, and proven
that any attack can be converted into an attack involving some
k agents[4], whose supremum is not given clear.
We have improved the trace model in [4] to allow nondeterministic choices for the intruder, and the reception of
messages is expressed more completely by strategy vectors for
the intruder. Without this improvement, there would be attacks
not able to be covered in the original model. The improvement
works well with the original model, since strategy vectors can
be conveniently applied into preconditions of Horn clauses. By
regulating the number of roles of protocols and agent variables
in property clauses and modifying the projection, we determine
that the supremum for the number of honest agents required
in analyzing a protocol P is NP , which is ﬁxed for each
protocol. The supremum for the number of dishonest agents
is proven to be 1 or open depending on whether a dishonest
agent can participate in a protocol session as more than 2 roles.
We strictly and systematically concentrated on semantical relationship between protocol programs and property clauses. Our
proof is based on a projection on not only Herbrand universes
but also Herbrand bases which reduces the number of agents
while preserving the semantics of attacks. The deﬁnition and
proof of semantical preservation of projections make it easy
to apply the result to other security properties besides secrecy
and authentication by only adjusting the property clauses.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the
model for protocols and properties. Section III describes the
semantical relationship between protocols and properties in
this model. Section IV describes the projection on Herbrand
base and the semantics of attacks under this projection. Section
V is the conclusion and plan of future work.
II. R EPRESENTATION OF S ECURITY P ROTOCOLS AND
P ROPERTIES
In this section, we introduce a model for security protocols.
We adopt Comon’s trace model based on logic program[4],
but some improvements and rectiﬁcations have been done
in order to represent run-time protocols more accurately and
cover protocol properties more extensively.
In this model, a security protocol is formalized as a Horn
logic program, i.e., a set of Horn clauses. Properties of the
protocol are also formalized as Horn clauses. The reason for
basing the model on logic program is that it’s convenient
to deal with the semantics of the protocol. Logic programs
have Herbrand models, on which we can make projection and
induction on agents.
This model is a trace model. A sequence of actions performed by the agents, maybe in different sessions, compose a
trace.
A. Terms: Message, Event and Trace
A protocol contains several messages transferred between
agents. Sending or receiving of a message in a session is

considered as an event. A trace is a sequence of events
accompanied by a session identiﬁer.
Message, event and trace are represented by terms. The
basic sorts are: Num, Agent, Message, Event, Trace.
• Num is an inﬁnite set of numbers . 0∈Num is a constant,
S() is a function on Num. If n∈Num, then S(n)∈Num.
• Agent=Ha∪Da∪Server. Ha is the set of honest agents,
Da is the set of dishonest agents, Server is the set of
constant servers. h ∈Ha, d ∈Da are constants. Sh (), Sd ()
are function symbols on Ha, Da. If x ∈Ha, y ∈Da,
then Sh (x) ∈Ha, Sd (y) ∈Da. Sh (), Sd () are useful in
Herbrand interpretations for providing inﬁnite agents in
Herbrand universe.
• Most protocols involve nonces (fresh values and time
stamps). Nonces in different sessions must be different,
hence they are parameterized by agents and session
numbers, e.g., m(a1 , .., aNP , s), s is the session number,
a1 , .., aNP are the roles, NP is the number of roles
involved in the protocol P. The roles are instantiated with
agents in a session of P.
• There are several basic and cryptographic function symbols on Message, which also construct keys and composite messages: {< , >, pub( ), prv( ) , shr( )}. The
keys are used for encryption and decryption. The term
{x}pub(y) means that x is encrypted by the public key of
the agent y.
• Agent⊂Message⊂Event,
Num⊂Message⊂Event.
Event contains Message, and there is a function
symbol ST ( , , , ) to construct events. For example,
let a ∈Agent, i ∈Num, j ∈Num, m ∈Message, then
ST (a, i, j, m) ∈ Event. This term denotes that the agent
a is at the j th step, taking the role i, and having the
message m in his memory.
• A trace is a sequence of events accompanied by a session
identiﬁer. ⊥ is the empty trace. If t ∈Trace, e is an event,
s is a session number, then [e, s]−t ∈ Trace. For example,
[e5, s2]−[e3, s1]−[e2, s]−[e1, s]−⊥ ∈ Trace.
B. Predicate & Clause
In this section, we consider clauses which compose a
protocol. Horn clause involves literals, which are predicates
or their negative forms.
1) Predicate.: For every sort, there is an unary predicate
to claim that a variable or a constant belongs to this sort. For
example, Ha(x) and T(t) denote that x is a variable of sort
Ha and t is a Trace variable.
The main predicates are as follows:
• =(x,y) denotes the number or agent x is different from
y.
• =(x, y) denotes the number x is equal to y.
• In([e, s], t) denotes [e, s] occurs in the trace t.
• Fresh(t, s) denotes the session number s is fresh in the
trace t, that is, s is different with any s in t.
• Notplayed(a, i, s, t) denotes the agent a hasn’t perform
its ith action in the session s in the trace t.
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I(x, t) denotes the intruder can learn information x from
the trace t.
• Accept(a, m, s, t) denotes the agent a has checked the
message m and decides to accept it in the session s in
the trace t.
We extend the domain of the predicate = (x, y) so that it
can be parameterized by agent variables, and the resulting
semantics is that Shi (h) differs from Shj (h) if = (i, j) and
Sdi (d) differs from Sdj (d) if = (i, j). This extension is useful in
Horn clauses to keep the agents pairwise different in a session.

→ I(x, [x, s]−t);

•

2) Protocol Independent Clause.: The clauses for a protocol are divided into two subsets: the protocol independent
clauses and the protocol dependent clauses.
Note that in most of the following clauses, the universal
quantiﬁers are omitted for space limitation, that is, there are
indeed universal quantiﬁers at the head of the clauses for each
restricted variables.
Protocol independent clauses describe the environment of
protocols and the ability of the intruder. These clauses are
universal for all protocols.
The clauses that describe the environment involve the assertion of the constants’ sort and the deductive relation of some
predicates:
→ Ha(Shi (h)), i ≥ 0;
→ Da(Sdi (d)), i ≥ 0;
N um(x) → = (S(x), 0);
= (i, j) → = (S i (x), S j (x)), i, j ≥ 0;
→ In([e, s], [e, s]−t);
In([e, s], t) → In([e, s], [e , s ]−t);
→ F resh(⊥, s);
F resh(t, s), = (s, s ) → F resh([e, s ]−t, s);
→ N otplayed(a, i, s, ⊥);
N otplayed(a, i, s,⊥), = (s, s )→ N otplayed(a, i, s, [e, s ]−t) ;
N otplayed(a,i,s,⊥),=(i, i) → N otplayed(a,i,s, [ST(a,j,i,m),s]−t);
The intruder’s ability and cryptographic assumption in this
model comply with Dolev-Yao model[2]. The ability of the
intruder includes intercepting, detaining, memorizing, analyzing and synthesizing messages. The clauses that describe the
ability of the intruder involve the following initial knowledge
and computation:
Agent(x) → I(x, t);
Agent(x) → I(pub(x), t);
Da(x) → I(prv(x), t);
Da(x) → I(shr(x), t);
I(< x, y >, t) → I(x, t);
I(< x, y >, t) → I(y, t);
I(x, t), I(y, t) → I(< x, y >, t);
I({x}pub(y) , t), I(prv(y), t) → I(x, t);
I({x}prv(y) , t), I(pub(y), t) → I(x, t);
I({x}y , t), I(y, t) → I(x, t);

I(x, t) → I(x, [y, s]−t);
For the ability of the intruder, one of the most important is
the discrimination between intercepting and detaining, which
is not successfully considered in [4]. Intercepting and detaining
have the same precondition but different effects. Intercepting
means the intruder just learns information from the message
or rewrites it, and then let it go on towards the destined
receiver. Detaining means that the intruder not only learns
information from the message, but also detains it from the
destined receiver.
In [3], there are many examples of attacks which rely on detaining, otherwise they couldn’t become attacks since the original messages will eventually come to the destined receiver.
For example, the Otway-Rees protocol(so does SPLICE/AS
authentication protocol) has type ﬂaw attacks which require
the intruder to detain some messages[3]. One attack can be
partly shown as:
(1) A → Z(B) : M, A, B, E(Kas : N a, M, A, B)
(4) Z(B) → A : M, E(Kas : N a, M, A, B)
Z is a dishonest agent controlled by the intruder. In this
attack, message (1) from A must be detained from the destined
receiver B so that Z can successfully disguise B to send
message (4) and complete this session of the protocol. Otherwise, if message (1) wasn’t detained, then it would eventually
achieve B, and B’s answer would also achieve A, which means
that the above attack couldn’t success.
In [4], detaining is not successfully considered, original
messages are not detained, and will successfully achieve
destined received, as well as faked messages. Our model
involves both intercepting and detaining successfully. The
intruder has nondeterministic choice of actions on messages:
intercept or detain. Technically, we introduce strategy vectors
for the intruder which help him make decisions.
Deﬁnition 1. SVP(s)[1..n] is a strategy vector for the
intruder, where P is a protocol, s is a session number, and n
is the number of the steps in P. SVP(s)[i] assumes values in
{0, 1}. SV P(s)[i]=1 means that the intruder intercepts the ith
message in session s, and 0 means that the intruder detains it.
Thus strategy vectors can be used in the preconditions of
Horn clauses, directing the traces, which will be expatiated
in the following subsection.
3) Protocol Dependent Clause.: The content of protocol
dependent clauses depends on the concrete protocol. As an
example, we choose SPLICE/AS authentication protocol[3].
In any trace t, a new session of a protocol can be started
with a fresh session number s. We use an agent variable to
correspond each role, except the constant servers such as AS
in SPLICE/AS authentication protocol. When a new session
begins, the agent variables come to a starting state: ready
for message sending and receiving. We use the following
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clause to represent the starting of a session of SPLICE/AS
authentication protocol, which means that all the participants
get ready for sending and receiving messages:

For space limitation, we don’t give all the clauses representing the protocol.
C. Representation of Security Properties

F resh(t, s) → T ([ST (C, 1, 1, <C, S, AS >), s]−[ST (S, 2, 1,
<C, S, AS >), s]−[ST (AS, 3, 1, <C, S, AS >), s]−t)
Then C can send the ﬁrst message, while the constant
server AS is ready to receive it. The clause for C sending the
ﬁrst message is as follows:
In([ST (C, 1, 1, <C, S, AS >), s], t), N otplayed(C, 2, s, t) →
T ([< C, S, N1 (C, S, AS, s >), s]−[ST (C, 1, 2, < C, S, AS,
N1 (C, S, AS, s) >), s]−t)
Now we discuss how to represent AS receiving the ﬁrst
message and then to send the second message. There is a
predicate Accept(a, m, s, t) to help the receiver a check if the
message m is admissible and decide whether to admit it in
the session s in the trace t or not. If Accept(a, m, s, t) holds,
then the agent a receive m, else a reject it.
The intruder in the environment, who has a strategy vector SVP (s)[ ], can interfere with the receiving of messages. SVP (s)[ ] is instantiated when each session begins.
The instantiated value of SVP (s)[i] determines whether the
intruder detains the ith message mi (x1 , .., xNP , s) of the
protocol from the receiver or not. Since any message can
be received if and only if it can be known by the intruder and the value of corresponding element of the strategy vector equal to 1, we use I(mi (x1 , .., xNP , s))∧ =
(SVP (s)[i], 1) ∧ Accept(xk , mi (x1 , .., xNP , s), s, t) to represent the reception of the message mi (x1 , .., xNP , s), where i
denotes mi (x1 , .., xNP , s) is the ith message in the protocol.
Note that the intruder can also fake messages relying on
its knowledge and computing ability. Hence for each of
the reception there is another accompanying clause, with
SVP (s)[i]=0. for simplicity, We denote the faked message of
mi (x1 , .., xNP , s) as mi (x1 , .., xNP , s) .
Hence each following step of the rest of the session has two
clauses, one is for SVP (s)[i]=0, the other for SVP (s)[i]=1.
As for SPLICE/AS authentication protocol, the reception of
the ﬁrst message which leads to the sending of the second
message, is as follows:
I(N1 (C, S, AS, s), t), = (SVP (s)[1], 1), In([ST (AS, 3, 1, <
C, S, AS >), s], t), N otplayed(AS, 2, s, t), v → T ([u, s] −
[ST (AS, 3, 2, <C, S, AS, N1 (C, S, AS, s), u>), s]−t)
and
I(N1 (C, S, AS, s), t), = (SVP (s)[1], 0), In([ST (AS, 3, 1, <
C, S, AS >), s], t), N otplayed(AS, 2, s, t), v  → T ([u , s] −
[ST (AS, 3, 2, <C, S, AS, N1 (C, S, AS, s), u>), s]−t)
where
u=<AS, {AS, C, N1 (C, S, AS, s), Ks }prv(AS)>
u =<AS, {AS, C, N1 (C, S, AS, s) , Ks }prv(AS)>
v=Accept(AS, N1 (C, S, AS, s), s, t)
v  =Accept(AS, N1 (C, S, AS, s) , s, t)

This section focuses on security properties of protocols. We
consider secrecy property and authentication property, which
can be expressed as trace properties. If a property can also
be formalized as a Horn clause, then we can put the clause
with the Horn logic program for the protocol together and
work on their common semantics. For clarity, we name the
clauses representing protocols as protocol clause, and the
clauses representing properties as property clause.
In each property clause, there are certainly deﬁnite number
of honest agent variables who are pairwise different, which
we will expatiate in Section IV-B. Let the number of these
variables be nϕ .
We can see that there is no dishonest agent variables
in property clauses because dishonest agents are already
modelled in protocol clauses and property clauses only assert
relations between honest agents.
Deﬁnition 2. Secrecy property: In any trace t and any
session s, if x1 , .., xnϕ are pairwise different honest agents,
then the secrecy m(x1 , .., xnϕ , s) shared by x1 , .., xnϕ can’t
be known by the intruder.
In Horn clause form, it will be the following clause(1 ≤
i, j, ≤ nϕ and i = j):
(∀x1 , .., xnϕ , t, s)..., =(xi , xj ), .., Ha(x1 ), .., Ha(xnϕ ), T (t),
I(m(x1 , .., xnϕ , s), t) →
Deﬁnition 3. Authentication property: In any trace t and
any session s, whenever the honest authenticator xa receives
the ﬁnal authenticating message mk (x1 , .., xnϕ , s), the honest
authenticatee xb has already sent it in this session and this
trace. 1 ≤a,b ≤ nϕ .
In Horn clause form, it will be the following clause(1 ≤
i, j, ≤ nϕ and i = j):
(∀x1 , .., xnϕ , t, s)... =(xi , xj ), .., Ha(x1 ), .., Ha(xnϕ ), T (t),
I(mk (x1 , .., xnϕ , s), t), (SVP (s)[k], 1), Accept(xa , mk (x1 ,
.., xnϕ , s), s, t) → In([ST (xb , r, k, < .., mk (x1 , .., xnϕ , s) >
), s], t)
As we have done in Section II-B, we will also use
I(mk (x1 , .., xnϕ , s))∧ =(SVP (s)[k], 1) ∧ Accept (xi , mk (x1 ,
.., xnϕ , s), s, t) to represent the reception of mk (x1 ,.., xnϕ ,s)
in the above clause. The authenticating message mk (x1 ,..,
xnϕ ,s) is parameterized by the session number s, so this
description complies with Lowe’s deﬁnition of injective agreement as authentication property[7].
Let ϕ be a security property. If ϕ is a secrecy property, then
nϕ is the number of agents in a session who share the secrecy
m(x1 , .., xnϕ , s). If ϕ is an authentication property, then nϕ
is the number of agents as parameters in the authenticating
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message mk (x1 , .., xnϕ , s) which the authenticator and the
authenticatee agree on in a session. In both cases, nϕ ≤ NP .
We can see that there needn’t be any agent variables other
than the honest agent variables x1 , .., xnϕ in property clauses.
It’s obvious that other security properties can be easily
considered if they can also be expressed in horn clauses as
trace properties.
III. S EMANTICAL R ELATIONSHIP : P ROTOCOL &
P ROPERTY
Now that the protocols and properties have been formalized,
the subsequent problem comes: Does a protocol P satisfy a
property ϕ? I.e., do their semantics agree with each other?
For convenience, we denote the Horn logic program for
protocol P as CP , the set of protocol independent clauses
as CI , and the set of protocol dependent clauses as CD , the
clause for property ϕ as Cϕ . Then CP =CI ∪ CD .
It would be very complicated to deal with random semantics
of logic programs directly. Since a logic program has a
model if and only if it has a Herbrand model[1], we consider
Herbrand models of CP .
All the symbols in Cϕ also occur in CP , which implies
that Cϕ is actually expressed in the underlying ﬁrst order
language for CP , So Cϕ has a deﬁnite truth value under
any interpretation and any assignment for CP . According
to the truth value relationship between CP and Cϕ under
interpretations, we can judge whether a protocol P satisﬁes a
property ϕ.
Deﬁnition 4. A protocol P satisﬁes a property ϕ, if Cϕ is
true under any Herbrand model H of CP , i.e., CP  Cϕ .
Deﬁnition 5. A protocol P dissatisﬁes a property ϕ, if Cϕ
is false under any Herbrand model H of CP , i.e., CP H Cϕ .
Deﬁnition 6. Let θ be an assignment under a Herbrand
model H of CP , and GCP be the set of all ground instances
of the clauses in CP , gc ∈ GCP ,if there is an element b
in the Herbrand base of CP such that θ(x)=b and b is an
instance of x in gc, then θ takes place in gc.
If CP H Cϕ , then there exists an assignment θϕ under
H, and a subset of ground instances of the clauses in CP ,
denoted as GCP,θϕ , which contains exactly all the ground
clause instances in which the assignment θϕ takes place, such
that the truth value of θϕ (Cϕ ) is false, while the truth value
of each ground clause in GCP,θϕ is true.
We denote CP ’s least Herbrand model as HP , the set of
logical consequences of GCP,θϕ as HP,θϕ .
Lemma 1. HP,θϕ ⊆ HP .
Proof: It’s well known that the set of logical consequences of a logic program is equal to its least Herbrand
model[1]. Since GCP,θϕ is a subset of all the ground instances
of the clauses in CP , then the logical consequences of GCP,θϕ

is also a subset of logical consequences of CP , that is,
HP,θϕ ⊆ HP .
Now let’s extend the meaning of the symbol  in order that
it can be applied between not only closed clauses but also
ground clauses.
Lemma 2. If HP,θϕ  θϕ (Cϕ ) then HP  θϕ (Cϕ ).
Proof: By Lemma 1, HP,θϕ ⊆ HP , let HP =HP −HP,θϕ .
HP,θϕ is the set of logical consequences of GCP,θϕ who
contains exactly all the ground clause instances in which the
assignment θϕ takes place. So θϕ doesn’t occur in HP , that
is, HP has no impact on the truth value of θϕ (Cϕ ), hence
HP  θϕ (Cϕ ).
Lemma 3. If a protocol P dissatisﬁes a property ϕ, then
 Cϕ .
Proof:
CP H Cϕ
⇒ CP H θϕ (Cϕ )
⇒ GCP,θϕ H θϕ (Cϕ )
⇒ HP,θϕ H θϕ (Cϕ )
⇒ HP H θϕ (Cϕ ), by Lemma 2
⇒ HP HP θϕ (Cϕ ), since HP ⊆ H
⇒ HP HP Cϕ
⇒ HP Cϕ .
Deﬁnition 7. If GCP,θϕ H θϕ (Cϕ ), then GCP,θϕ is called an
attack on P for ϕ.
Lemma 4. There is an attack on a protocol P for a property
ϕ if HP Cϕ.
Proof: HP Cϕ , HP is the least Herbrand mode of CP , so
CP H Cϕ , then P dissatisﬁes ϕ, so there exist an assignment
θϕ under HP such that GCP,θϕ H θϕ (Cϕ ). By Deﬁnition 7,
there is an attack on P for ϕ.
Theorem 1. There is an attack on a protocol P for a property
ϕ iff HP Cϕ .
Proof: It is proved by Lemma 3 and Lemma 4.
IV. U SING P ROJECTION TO L IMIT AGENT N UMBER IN
ATTACKS
With the semantical relationship discussed, the problem that
how to automatically check whether a protocol satisﬁes properties follows naturally, as done by Blanchet[5][6]. We consider
another important problem: when analyzing a protocol for
some property, how many agents should we consider?
A. The Inﬁnity of Agent Numbers
When there is an attack GCP,θϕ on P for ϕ, we can’t be
sure about how many agents are assigned to the roles(i.e.,
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agent variables) in CP to get this attack. GCP,θϕ contains
exactly all the ground clause instances in which the assignment
θϕ takes place, but these ground clause instances may also
contain other assignments. Hence there seems to be inﬁnite
agents to express an attack, and maybe we have to consider
inﬁnite agents in analyzing protocols. Fortunately, Comon has
introduced a technique of projection over agents[4]. We have
improved this technique and clariﬁed the supremum of the
number of agent needed.
B. Roles vs Agents
At run-time, roles(agent variables) are instantiated by
agents. It’s very important whether two different roles in a
protocol P can be instantiated by a same agent, that is, whether
an agent can participate in a protocol session as 2 roles. We
are in accordance with Even’s viewpoint that if a protocol is
designed for 3 parties it should be played by 3 distinct users
and not by 2 users[9]!
As to dishonest agents, it depends on whether the security
property being analyzed is a strong or weak[9]. A security
property is strong means that in a protocol session agents are
mutually different when this property is being analyzed, while
weak means that only honest agent are mutually different.
C. The Projection
We make a projection on the Herbrand universe and Herbrand base of CP . Let GCP,θϕ be the attack on P for ϕ. There
is deﬁnite number of distinct agents in θϕ (Cϕ ), which is nϕ
according to Section II-C. Let the honest agents in θϕ (Cϕ ) be
mn
Shm1(h),.., Sh ϕ(h), 0 ≤ mi < mj if i < j.
mn
In GCP,θϕ , except for Shm1(h),.., Sh ϕ(h), there are still
other honest agents and dishonest agents. Let’s build a
projection function f over the Herbrand base:
⎧
f (Shmi (h)) = Shi−1 (h),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
f or i = 1, .., nϕ
⎪
⎪
kf
⎪
k
⎪
f
(S
⎪
h (h)) = Sd (d),
⎪
⎪
k
⎪
⎨
f or k = mi , i = 1, .., nϕ , Sd f (d) doesn t occur in GCP,θϕ
f (u(t1 , .., tn )) = u(f (t1 ), .., f (tn )),
⎪
⎪
if term u() ∈ Server∪Da, or u() ∈
/ Agent
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
f (A(t1 , .., tn )) = A(f (t1 ), .., f (tn )),
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
if the predicate A(t1 , .., tn ) = Ha(Shk (h))
⎪
⎪
⎩
k
f (Ha(Shk(h))) = Da(Sd f(d))
k

The purpose of f (Ha(Shk (h)))=Da(Sd f(d)) is to keep
the truth value of sort assertion predicates under f. Under
this projection, dishonest agents and servers are projected to
themselves, honest agents in θϕ (Cϕ ) are projected to the ﬁxed
n −1
agents: Sh0 (h),..,Sh ϕ (h), honest agents not in θϕ (Cϕ ) are
projected to some new dishonest agents. Let f (GCP,θϕ ) be
the set resulted from applying f on each ground clause of
GCP,θϕ . There are only nϕ honest agents in f (GCP,θϕ ). If
we can prove that f (GCP,θϕ ) is also an attack, then we can
assert that we have determined the number of honest agents
in attacks on P for ϕ.

D. Semantical Preservation
Deﬁnition 8. A ground predicate c is positively preserved
by a projection p: if the truth value of c is true, then the truth
value of p(c) is also true. Additionally, a ground predicate
set is positively preserved by p if all ground predicates in it
are positively preserved by p.
Lemma 5. If L ∈ HP is a ground instance of the postcondition
of an unit clause (a clause that has no precondition) in CP ,
then L is positively preserved by f.
Proof: L ∈ HP is a ground predicate, then there is an
unit clause cL ∈ CP such that L is a ground instance of cL ’s
postcondition.
If cL is universally quantiﬁed, then f (L) is also a ground
instance of cL as L, hence the truth value of is also true.
If cL is itself a ground unit clause, then cL = → L. The
postconditions of ground unit clauses in CP are sort assertions,
=() and =(). According to the deﬁnition of f, the truth value
of f (cL ) agree with that of cL .
Hence by Deﬁnition 8, cL is positively preserved by f.
Lemma 6. The least Herbrand model HP of CP is positively
preserved by f.
Proof: The least Herbrand model HP of CP is equal
to the set of logical consequences of the corresponding logic
program CP . For each predicate L in HP , there is a minimal
deducting sequence to get L from CP . Let the length of
the minimal deducting sequence be nL , then we can make
induction on nL to prove that L is positively preserved by f.
First, if nL =1, then L is a ground instance of the postcondition of an unit clause in CP , by Lemma 5, L is positively
preserved by f.
Assume k ≥ 1 and that L is positively preserved by f for
nL ≤ k.
If nL = k+1, then there must be a ground clause cL =
∀(..).A1 , A2 , ..Am → B and an assignment σ such that L =
σ(B), and σ(Ai ) ∈ HP . Since nσ(Ai ) ≤ k, by the induction,
σ(Ai ) are all positively preserved by f. From the deﬁnition
of f, we can infer that f (σ(Ai )) = σf (f (Ai )). According to
Section II-C, Ha() only occurs in cL that is an unit clause,
so Ai and B are not of the form of Ha(). Thus f (σ(Ai )) =
σf (Ai ) and σf (Ai ) ∈ HP . Now that σf (Ai ) ∈ HP and cL ∈
CP , then σf (f (B)) = σf (B) ∈ HP , so the truth value of f (L)
agrees with that of L. Then L is positively preserved by f.
Moreover, HP is positively preserved by f.
We extend f a little more such that it can be applied to not
only Herbrand base but also ground clauses. If a ground clause
c = A1 , .., Am → B, then f (c) = f (A1 ), .., f (Am ) → f (B).
Deﬁnition 9. A ground predicate c is negatively preserved
by a projection p: if the truth value of c is false, then the
truth value of p(c) is also false.
In Section II-C we have introduced the secrecy property and
authentication property and the Horn clauses for them. Now
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we concern the truth value of the ground Horn clause for these
properties under the projection f.
Lemma 7. If θϕ (Cϕ ) is a ground Horn clause for a secrecy
property ϕ, then θϕ (Cϕ ) is negatively preserved by f.
Proof: Since ϕ is a secrecy property, θϕ (Cϕ ) must
be of the form ¬A1 ∨, .., ∨¬Am , which is equivalent to
¬(A1 ∧, .., ∧Am ).
If the truth value of θϕ (Cϕ ) is false, then the truth value
of A1 , .., Am are all true, so A1 , .., Am are all logical consequences of CP , which means A1 , .., Am∈ HP . By Lemma
6, A1 , .., Am are all positively preserved by f, then the truth
value of f (A1), .., f (Am) are all true, andf (¬A1 ∨, .., ∨¬Am )
is false. Hence according to deﬁnition 9, θϕ (Cϕ ) is negatively
preserved by f.
Lemma 8. If e is a ground term of sort Event, s is a
session number, and t is a ground term of sort Trace, then the
ground predicate In([e,s], t) is both positively and negatively
preserved by f.
Proof: If the truth value of In([e,s], t) is true, then t =
t1−[e,s]−t2 , and f (In([e,s], t))=In([f (e),f (s)], f (t))=In([f (e),s],
f (t1 )−[f (e),s]−f (t2 )). Hence the truth value of f (In([e,s], t)) is
also true, that is, In([e,s], t) is positively preserved by f.
On the other hand, If the truth value of In([e,s], t) is false,
then [e,s] doesn’t occur in t. By the reduction to absurdity,
assume the truth value of f (In([e,s], t)) is true, then f (In([e,s],
t)) = In([f (e),s], f (t1 )−[f (e ),s]−f (t2 )) and f (e)=f (e ). By the
deﬁnition, f is an injective projection. So e=e . Thus [e,s]
occurs in t, which leads to a contradiction.
So In([e,s], t) is both positively and negatively preserved
by f.
Lemma 9. If θϕ (Cϕ ) is a ground Horn clause for authentication property ϕ, then θϕ (Cϕ ) is negatively preserved by
f.
Proof: Since ϕ is an authentication property, θϕ (Cϕ ) must
be of the form A1 , .., Am → B, and B is of the form In([e,s],
t), where eand t are both ground terms. By Lemma 8, In([e,s],
t)is both positively and negatively preserved by f. Following
the ways in Lemma 7, we can infer that A1 , .., Am are all
positively preserved by f. So if the truth value of A1 , .., Am →
B is false, then the truth value of f (A1 , .., Am → B) is also
false. Hence θϕ (Cϕ ) is negatively preserved by f.
Theorem 2. If there is an attack involving arbitrary number
of honest agents on a protocol P for ϕ, then there is an attack
on P for ϕ involving at most NP honest agents. That is,
the supremum of the number of necessary honest agents in
analysis of security properties is NP .
when ϕ is considered as a strong security property,
the number of dishonest agents is open, we can’t give a
supremum. But by compactness theorem, we can point out that
for any attack f (GCP,θϕ ), there is a ﬁnite ground predicate
set f (GCP,θϕ ) ⊆f (GCP,θϕ ) such that f (GCP,θϕ )  θϕ (Cϕ ),
that is, any attack can be expressed using ﬁnite number of

dishonest agents, while not deﬁnite.
E. Supremum of Dishonest Number of Agents when ϕ is Weak
when ϕ is a weak security property, we can project all
agents in GCP,θϕ not in θϕ (Cϕ ) to a single dishonest agent,
such as d. Following the above ways, it’s easy to prove
that f (GCP,θϕ ) is still an attack. Thus in this case, only 1
dishonest is needed. Associating with Theorem 2, we can get
the following corollary:
Corollary 1. If ϕ is a weak property, then any attack can be
expressed with only 1 dishonest agent. That is, the supremum
of the number of necessary agents in analysis of security
properties is NP + 1.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We describe a trace model for protocols and properties
based on Horn logic, which adequately covers the ability of
the intruder and more attacks.
Strategy vectors ensure that the intruder can have nondeterministic choices, which help to correctly and completely
describe the reception of messages. Without this extension,
detaining of messages can be successfully modelled, and many
attacks would be missed. This model is universal for any
protocols that can be described by logic program.
The supremum of the number of honest agents needed to
express an attack is given as NP . Our proof is based on
a projection that reduces the number of honest agents in
an attack to less than or equal to NP while preserving the
semantics of the attack. The supremum of the number of
dishonest agents needed to express an attack on a protocol
P is proved to be dependent on whether the security property
being analyzed is considered as a strong one or a weak one.
For strong security properties, the supremum of the number
of dishonest agents is 1, otherwise, the supremum is open.
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While such an environment may be used for purely
legitimate purposes, the unauthorized or malicious use of
these technologies is also increasing. One such use is the
reverse engineering of binaries that contain protected or
proprietary information. This motivates the need for
techniques that can determine programmatically whether
an application or operating system is executing in an
emulated or virtual environment.
This paper presents a technique that has shown
promise in detecting when a program is executing in a
virtual environment, without prior knowledge of the
specific environment in use. This technique relies on
changes in the distribution of system call timing that
result from the additional processing time required to
provide a non-native execution environment. A model of
“normal” system call timing is derived for a range of
hosts and that model is used to successfully detect
program execution in two common virtual environments.
The next section of this paper briefly describes
native and emulated execution environments. Section 3
details the development of the detection methodology
and describes a proof-of-concept implementation of the
approach. Section 4 outlines experiments that were
conducted to test the methodology and provides an
evaluation of the results. Section 5 summarizes the paper
and discusses possible avenues for future work.

Abstract
One of the most powerful tools in the hacker’s reverse
engineering arsenal is the virtual machine. These
systems provide a simple mechanism for executing code
in an environment in which the program can be carefully
monitored and controlled, allowing attackers to subvert
copy protection and access trade secrets. One of the
challenges for anti-reverse engineering tools is how to
protect software within such an untrustworthy
environment. From the perspective of a running
program, detection of the emulated environment is not
trivial, as the attacker can emulate the result of different
operations with arbitrarily high fidelity. Thus, an
emulated environment may be - prima facie indistinguishable from a “real” environment. However,
this conclusion may well be false: this paper
demonstrates a mechanism that is able to detect even
carefully constructed virtual environments by focusing
on the stochastic variation of system call timings. A
statistical technique for detecting emulated environments
is presented, which uses a model of “normal” system
call behavior to successfully identify two commonly used
virtual environments under realistic conditions.
Keywords: reverse engineering, security, digital rights
management, emulation, virtual machine

2. Background

1. Introduction

Chikofsky & Cross define reverse engineering as
“analyzing a subject system to identify its current
components and their dependencies, and to extract and
create system abstractions and design information” [5].
Applications of reverse engineering include construction

Virtual or emulated execution environments are
being applied to a variety of new applications, such as
software testing [7], distributing pre-configured software
[11], and enhancing computer science education [3].
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traditional emulators [13]. Two commercial virtual
machine products VMware Workstation [12] and Virtual
PC 2004 [8] were used in this research to provide
consistent emulation of x86-based applications.
Although these products can support a range of operating
systems, the experiments described here were performed
using the Windows XP system.

of a new software product or maintenance of legacy
applications, deconstructing software for the purpose of
teaching, repairing malfunctioning systems, porting
software to run on a different operating system, or
developing new applications that run in conjunction with
the legacy software [2].
Reverse engineering can also be used to reveal and
circumvent protection mechanisms, possibly leading to
unauthorized access to protected intellectual property or
digital content. Because binary reverse engineering
frequently requires monitoring instruction execution,
tools such as debuggers and emulators are necessary. A
debugger modifies the object code so that it can track
program state or control program execution. However,
anti-debugging techniques have been developed that can
detect those modifications and prevent further
monitoring of program execution [6].
Most emulators (or a dynamic debugger that
provides emulated environments) use a compatibility
layer that translates system calls to the native execution
environment1 into system calls for the emulated
execution environment2. Because of this compatibility
layer, the access restrictions present in a program may be
by-passed in the emulated environment, thus exposing
information that would otherwise be protected.
Therefore, individuals wishing to circumvent protection
mechanisms often use an emulated environment.
Several suggestions have been made to change the
technology used to produce software so that it is more
resistant to attempts to circumvent copyright protection
schemes [4]. These techniques focus on building
preventive measures into the application. They assume
that the application is executing where it is expected to
run, in a native environment. It is possible that these
methods can be by-passed or security measures can be
removed when the application is being executed in an
emulated execution environment.
In this research, virtual machines were used to
create emulated environments. Virtual machines are
optimized; they generally execute code faster than
emulators. The emulated environments created by virtual
machines are usually better in performance than

3. Detecting an Emulated Environment
The timing of a process’ execution is affected by
small fluctuations and variations by the execution
environment’s behavior. These microscopic fluctuations
in performance provide the key behavior used in this
research to gain a better understanding of the nature of
an execution environment.
To improve security and reliability, application
software is restricted from gaining direct access to most
system resources. System calls are used to request the
operating system for restricted actions such as accessing
I/O devices or system memory. During the execution of
a system call, interrupts and other unpredictable events
can cause timing delays. Thus, if one were to measure
the duration of individual system calls executed in a
native environment, the timing of those individual calls
could be expected to show artifacts that represent the
interaction of physical and software processes.
This behavior is different in an emulated execution
environment and should show variability in timing that is
distinct from the durations measured when executing the
same system calls in a native environment. This is due to
the addition of the compatibility layer and the presence
of other applications running in the same native
environment as the emulation. Therefore, the detection
methodology developed in this research is based on a
statistical analysis of the timing properties of system
calls in both environments.
The Windows XP environment provides a number
of different methods for measuring the passage of time.
While the default low-level timer is the GetTickCount()
function, Windows XP also provides a high resolution
counter that can produce more accurate timing
measurements.
The
QueryPerformanceCounter()
function [9] can be used to retrieve the current values of
a high resolution counter. In this research, timing data
from system calls executed in both native and emulated
environments
was
gathered
by
calling
the
QueryPerformanceCounter() function at the beginning
and at the end of a section of a code.
It should be noted that the emulation environment
might intentionally alter any internal source of timing
information in an attempt to hide its presence. However,

1

In this research, the term native execution environment
describes a configuration in which an operating system is
installed on a physical machine and interacts directly with the
hardware of that machine to support program execution.

2

An emulated execution environment provides an imitation of
a native environment where the operating system actually
interacts with the physical machine only through a layer of
software (a virtual machine or other emulation program) that is
itself running in a native execution environment.
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Based on the analysis of this variations in system
call timing shown in Figure 1, a methodology was
developed that could be used in real-time to determine
whether the underlying execution environment was
native or emulated. The detection methodology follows
three steps which are described in more detail below:

the goal of this research is to determine if an emulated
environment impacts the system call timing significantly
enough for that characteristic to be used for detection,
not to present a foolproof detection mechanism.

3.1 Gathering System Call Timing Data
The model of normal behavior was created by the
execution of system calls in native environments on
several different platforms. This information was
gathered by a program written in the C language which
executes a series of system calls, logging the start and
end timestamps for each call. Fifteen non-I/O system
calls were chosen from the Win32 API. Table 1 lists the
system calls that were used in the experiments. Specific
information on individual calls is available from the
MSDN Library [10]. System calls that are associated
with input/output (I/O) activities were purposely avoided
since their timing measurements can be affected by
unpredictable hardware or software-related events. Note
that this set of system calls is not intended to represent
the calls most commonly used in current applications;
they were chosen randomly from the non-I/O calls
provided by the Win32 API. Further work is needed to
determine the best mix of calls to use for reliable
detection.

Figure 1 (a): System Calls in Windows XP (log scale)

Table 1: The set of Win32 system calls used to
create the model of ‘normal’ behavior

Figure 1 (b): System Calls in VMWare (log scale)

GetVersion
MutiByteToWideChar
IsCharAlpha
CharLower
GetTimeFormat
GetSystemInfo
GetSystemDirectory
GetLocaleInfo

GetTickCount
GetComputerName
GetSystemTime
GetTimeZoneInformation
CharUpper
GetSysColor
GetNumberFormat

Each system call was executed a total of 10,000
times, but the calls were made in a random order so that
interactions between calls were not a factor. Each run of
the experiment resulted in a total of 150,000 individual
calls. The QueryPerformanceCounter() function was
used to record the start and end timestamps for each
system call as they executed in the native execution
environment. From the start and end timestamps, the
durations of each call were calculated (Duration = end
timestamp – start timestamp). The mean and standard
deviation of the durations were also calculated.

Figure 1 (c): System Calls in Virtual PC (log scale)
The hypothesis that timing artifacts can be used to
distinguish between a native and emulated execution
environments came from observing the timing variations
of system calls from both environments, as shown in
Figure 1 (a-c). These plots show the durations (on a log
scale) of the same set of system calls executed in each of
the three environments (native XP, VMWare and Virtual
PC) running on the same platform.
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of 1 to 4 standard deviations, however it is possible that
higher threshold values may produce acceptable results
as well.)
However, because the system call durations do not
follow a particular distribution there is no guarantee that
the probability of durations exceeding the threshold
would always be below 0.05. Therefore, Chebyshev’s
inequality [1] was used to determine the probability of
durations that would be allowed to exceed the threshold
without generating a false alarm.
Chebyshev's inequality states that in any data
sample or probability distribution, nearly all the values
are close to the mean value, and provides a quantitative
description of terms like nearly all and close to. For
example, no more than 1/4 of the values are more than 2
standard deviations away from the mean, no more than
1/9 are more than 3 standard deviations away and no
more than 1/16 are more than 4 standard deviations.
Although Chebyshev’s theorem states that no more than
1/16 of the data should be away from the mean, in this
research only the value above the mean was considered.
Therefore, in a native environment, no more than 1/16
(or 0.0625) of the system call durations will be more
than 4 standard deviations above the mean. If
measurements determine that the fraction of system calls
above this threshold is greater than 0.0625, then a
significant environmental change (such as the
introduction of an emulator) is likely.

The durations of the system calls gathered from the
native execution environment did not fit any well-known
statistical distribution. Therefore, a threshold was
determined such that the threshold would, with high
probability, contain the system call durations from the
native environment but would not contain many of the
durations of the system calls executed in non-native
execution environments.

3.2 Selecting a Detection Threshold
A number of trials were conducted to determine an
optimum threshold that would separate the system call
durations gathered from a native execution environment
from those gathered from a non-native environment. The
range of trial thresholds varied from 1 to 4 standard
deviations above the mean of the durations from the
native environment. The following steps show how the
optimum threshold level was reached.
1.

Let Ti be the random variable that is considered to be
the duration of the system calls.

2.

The sample mean and standard deviation for Ti is
calculated.

3.

Let C be a constant value from 1 to 4 with an
increment of .01

4.

Let XC be the thresholds XC = Sample Mean of durations + (1+C * .01)*
sample standard deviation

3.3 Measuring System Call Timing Data

From the set of thresholds generated by this method,
an optimum threshold was chosen such that it contains a
significant percentage of the native system call durations
with low probability of false alarm. To determine this
optimum threshold, the probability that the durations of
system calls in the native environment would exceed that
threshold level was calculated for each increment in the
range of potential threshold values:
1.

let P be the probability of system call duration
greater than the threshold, 

2.

P =

The last step for the detection of emulated
environments is to compare probabilities of the timing
being above the set threshold from the native and the
emulated environments.

4. Experiments and Results
Several experiments were carried out to determine if
the model created from the system call timing data
gathered from native execution environments could be
used to reliably determine whether a new execution
environment was native or non-native. The model was
also tested in a variety of native execution environments
to determine if false alarms would occur.
For these experiments, the native environment under
study was Windows XP (SP2), installed on a range of
machines, each with a different processor speed and mix
of installed software. Virtual machine environments,
VMware and Virtual PC 2004, were used for these
experiments and the operating system used within both
of these emulated environments was also Windows XP.

It was found that the probability of durations
exceeding 4 standard deviations above the mean was less
than 0.05. Therefore, the threshold of four standard
deviations above the mean was chosen to distinguish
between the native execution environment and the
emulated execution environment. (It was determined that
this threshold produced an acceptably low false alarm
rate, so no calculations were performed above the range
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Table 2: Threshold calculated for each processor by the method described in Section 3.2
(columns 2, 3 are based on system call durations measured by QueryPerformanceCounter())

Processor
(GHz)
1.5
1.8
2.26
2.5
3.0
3.4

Native
Mean
24.51
21.71
14.32
14.21
13.58
11.99

Native
Standard deviation
55.79
46.38
29.73
29.16
40.69
35.85

Threshold
(Mean + 4*standard deviation)
247.67
207.23
133.24
130.85
176.34
155.39

Table 3: Proportion of system calls exceeding the thresholds shown in Table 2

Processor
(GHz)
1.5
1.8
2.26
2.5
3.0
3.4

Threshold from
Table 2
247.67
207.23
133.24
130.85
176.34
155.39

Native environment
proportion
0.011133
0.014260
0.008559
0.007613
0.007307
0.009547

VMware
proportion
0.159933
0.167987
0.101880
0.131040
0.176887
0.098053

Virtual PC
proportion
0.304373
0.305567
0.342140
0.113933
0.074800
0.117660

hypothesis was that most of the system call durations
gathered from the native environment (Windows XP)
would fall within the threshold. Using Chebyshev’s
inequality, durations measured in native execution
environments should not exceed the threshold by more
than 0.0625 (based on the calculations in Section 3.2).
If the proportion of measured durations exceeded
the threshold by more than 0.0625, the environment
would not fit the model for a native environment and
would be classified as an emulated environment.
For each of the execution environments, Table 3
shows the proportion of system call durations that
exceeded the corresponding threshold (from Table 2).
Figure 2 graphically depicts the information shown in
columns three, four and five of Table 3, clearly showing
that the proportion is well below 0.0625 (established
with Chebyshev's rule) for the native environments and
above that value (in many cases significantly above) for
each of the emulated environments.
From this observation, it can be deduced that all six
native execution environments fit the model and the data
from the emulated execution environments do not fit the
model. However, some of the emulated environments
that were running on high performance processors
approach the threshold. To the casual observer, it may
appear that a threshold might be found that more evenly
separates the native and emulated environments.
However, lowering the threshold without knowing the

The set of test machines included six PCs, each with
a Pentium 4 processor, which were chosen because they
provide a representative sample of contemporary
hardware. Two of the machines were equipped with a
comparatively slow processor (1.5 GHz and 1.8 GHz),
two were mid-range machines (2.26 and 2.53 GHz), and
the other two are higher performance machines (HyperThreaded processors running at 3.0 and 3.4 GHz,
respectively). Features such as RAM, disk space,
software version, the mix of applications installed on the
system, and processor type were evaluated to determine
if they would have any impact on the detection
methodology, but no evidence was found to support this.
When conducting the experiments to validate the
model, the same C program described in Section 3.1 was
used to gather timing data from all six sample machines
in all three environments (native Windows XP, VMware
and Virtual PC). Once the data was gathered from each
machine, the technique described in Section 3.2 was
used to calculate a threshold for each machine.
Table 2 shows the threshold from each of the six
sample machines. The values shown in the second and
third columns are calculated from the system call
durations measured using QueryPerformanceCounter().
The thresholds presented in the fourth column are based
on the calculation described in Section 3.2.
In the next step, system call durations gathered from
the native and emulated execution environments on each
machine were checked against these thresholds. The
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The preliminary research described in this paper
also shows that additional work is needed to produce an
approach that is refined enough to be of general use. For
example, it was mentioned that this approach was
developed using non-I/O system calls that were chosen
at random. The research could be expanded to include
other non-I/O system calls, to determine if some system
calls are more useful for building the model than others.
There is also an obvious need to evaluate the
approach on non-Windows XP operating systems (and
with emulated environments other than VMware and
Virtual PC). It would be interesting to try the approach
on other platforms, such as Linux, Mac OS X, or even
gaming platforms such as the Xbox 360 and with other
emulation environments, such as Bochs, Xen or WINE.

true distribution of the system call durations risks
increasing false alarms.
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This paper proposes algorithms and mechanisms for
achieving self-managed deployment of computationally
intensive scientific and engineering applications within a
highly dynamic distributed environment. The main focus
of this paper is to model the application and the
underlying architecture into a common abstraction and to
incorporate autonomic features [1] to those abstractions
to achieve self-managed deployment. To model the
underlying heterogeneous infrastructure, we developed
techniques that allow the distributed resources to organize
in a utility-aware way while assuming minimal
knowledge about the system. To achieve self-managed
deployment of application components across the
network nodes, we designed a scalable and adaptive
deployment algorithm that is governed by a utility
function [2]. The utility function, which returns the
system’s overall utility based on different application and
system level attributes, governs the initial deployment of
the application components and maintains the optimality
during their executions despite the dynamism and
uncertainty associated with the networked environment.
The self-management techniques described in this paper
are decentralized and assume minimal knowledge about
the environment to provide better adaptability, scalability
and robustness.
Fully automating the organization and optimization of
a large distributed system is a staggering challenge and
there are numerous research groups working toward this
goal. Some approaches [3,4] target the development of
new autonomic applications to realize the desired benefits
of self-management in a distributed environment. In their
prototype implementation, Unity [5] achieves selfmanagement via interconnections amongst a number of
autonomous agents, however assumes global knowledge
in order to optimally allocate the resources in the system.
Astrolabe [6] operates by creating a virtual system-wide
hierarchical database of the state of a collection of
distributed resources, which evolves as the underlying
information changes. The AutoFlow [7] project aims to
develop a self-adaptive middleware and utilizes a
hierarchical organization of underlying resources
clustered according to various system attributes for
deployment.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
2 details the design and implementation of different
aspects of the proposed application deployment process.

Abstract
This paper proposes algorithms and mechanisms for
achieving self-managed deployment of computationally
intensive scientific and engineering applications in highly
dynamic and large-scale distributed environment. The
primary focus is on the modeling of the application and
underlying architecture into a common abstraction and
on the incorporations of autonomic features to those
abstractions to achieve self-managed deployment. To
represent the underlying heterogeneous infrastructure, a
hierarchical (tree) model of distributed resources has
been adopted that organizes distributed nodes in a utilityaware way. To accomplish the self-adaptive deployment,
a utility-function has been formulated that governs both
the initial deployment of an application and its dynamic
reconfiguration. In our approach, the deployment
decisions are made solely based on locally available
information and without costly global communication or
synchronization. The self-management is therefore
decentralized to provide better adaptability, scalability
and robustness.

1. Introduction
Many scientific fields, such as genomics,
astrophysics, geophysics, computational neuroscience or
bioinformatics which require massive computational
power and resources, can benefit from a large-scale
integrated infrastructure, formed by harnessing the spare
compute cycles of distributed computation and
communication resources. Typically these applications
are composed of a large number of distributed
components and it is important to deploy them in the
underlying network in a way that meets the computational
power and network bandwidth requirements of those
components and their interactions. However satisfying
these requirements in a large-scale, non-dedicated,
heterogeneous, and highly dynamic distributed
environment is a significant challenge. As the operating
environment and applications grow in scale and
complexity, attaining the desired level of performance in
this dynamic environment becomes infeasible using
current approaches that are based on global knowledge,
centralized scheduling and manual reallocation.
Therefore, self-managed deployment is paramount to
lower operation costs, to manage system complexities and
to maximize overall utilization of the system.
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Section 3 presents the experimental evaluation of the
proposed deployment and Section 4 concludes the paper.

An application is represented as a node-weighted,
edge-weighted directed graph G = (V,E,wg,cg), where
each vertex vV represents an application component and
the edge (u,v)E resembles the communication from
component u to component v. The computational weight
of a vertex v is wg(v) and represents the amount of
computation that takes place at component v. The
communication weight cg(u,v) captures the amount of
communication (volume of data transferred) between
components u and v. The detailed process of the
extraction of the graph form of an application is out of
the scope of this paper. However, Reference [8] provides
a detailed description of our static analysis based
application graph construction approach.

2. Self-Managed Deployment
As the application components within an application
execute with different constraints and requirements, they
should be mapped to appropriate hardware resources in
the distributed environment so that their constraints are
satisfied and they provide the desired level of
performance. Mapping between these resource
requirements and the specific resources that are used to
host the application is not straightforward.
In this paper, a three step process is designed to
perform this mapping as shown in Figure 1. In the first
step, an application model is extracted that represent an
application in terms of its components and their internal
dependencies along with the estimated resource
requirements of the components and their links. The next
step involves constructing a model of the underlying
network by obtaining knowledge about available
resources such as their computational capabilities,
connectivities and workloads and then organizing them
according to network proximity. The third and final step
allocates a specific set of resources to each application
with respect to the resources required by the application
components and the resources available in the system.
The goal of the mapping is to maximize the system’s
overall utility based on certain policies, priorities, userdefined constraints and environmental conditions. The
important aspects of this deployment process are detailed
in the following few sections.

2.2. The Network Model
In this research, the target environment for the
deployment of the application is a distributed
environment consisting of a non-dedicated heterogeneous
and distributed collection of nodes connected by a
network. To organize the computation around this
heterogeneous and distributed pool of resources,
traditional approaches rely on the assumption that
sufficiently detailed and up-to-date knowledge of the
underlying resources is available to a central entity.
While this approach results in the optimized utilization of
the resources, it does not scale to a large numbers of
nodes. Maintaining a global view of a large-scale
distributed environment becomes prohibitively expensive,
even impossible at a certain stage, considering the
unprecedented number of nodes and the unpredictability
associated with a large-scale computing system due to
various dynamic factors.
We propose a different approach that addresses the
above problems and allows the heterogeneous pool of
resources to be organized in a structure that facilitates
their effective use. The aim is to organize the distributed
resources in a structure such that nodes that are closer to
each other in the structure are also closer to each other
considering network distance (latency, bandwidth, etc.).
Once structured in this way, it is possible to detect higher
utility paths locally that correspond to low latency and
high bandwidth between network nodes. As a result of
that, the deployment of the application graph can be
performed in a utility-aware way, without having full
knowledge about the underlying resources and without
calculating the utility between all pairs of network nodes.
The proposed organization is obtained by modeling
the target distributed environment as a tree in which the
nodes correspond to compute resources, edges
correspond to network connections and execution starts at
the root. More specifically, a tree structured overlay
network [9,10] is used to model the underlying resources,
which is built on the fly on top of the existing network
topology.

2.1. The Application Model
In this paper, an application is modeled as a graph
consisting of application components and the interactions
among them. Analyzing and representing software in
terms of its components and their internal dependencies is
important in order to provide the self-managing
capabilities because this is actually the system’s view of
the run-time structure of a program. Well structured
graph-based modeling of an application also makes it
easier to incorporate autonomic features into each of the
application components.

Application

Application
Model

Constraints
and policies

Deployment
Distributed
Environment

Network
Model

Figure 1. Application deployment process
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The important aspect of our design is the emergence
of the tree topology, which structures the distributed
nodes, in a utility-aware way while assuming minimal
knowledge about the environment. Each parent monitors
only a limited number of nodes and the deployment
decision is made based on this locally available
monitored data. The design is therefore suitable for
dynamic and large-scale computing environment. Also
this model allows us to limit the utility evaluation within
a subtree performed by the parent of that subtree, instead
of performing the costly utility evaluation globally to
determine the highest utility node. Figure 2(a) shows a
small computing environment distributed in three
domains and Figure 2(b) illustrates a tree overlay network
that is built on top of this physical topology.
Formally, the entire network is represented as a
weighted tree T = (N,L,wt,ct), where N represents the set
of computational nodes and L represents network links
among them. The computational weight wt(n) indicates
the cost associated with each unit of computation at node
n. The communication weight ct(m,n) models the cost
associated with each unit of communication of the link
between parent m and child n. When two nodes are not
connected directly, their communication weight is the
sum of the link weights on the path via their predecessors
or successors. Therefore, larger values of node and edge
weights translate to slower nodes and slower
communication respectively.
To construct an overlay tree, each node is assumed to
have a children list signifying the URLs of its neighbors
that have direct connection with it. The problem of how
to generate this list is out of the scope of this research,
however it can be addressed by using several tools
[11,12]. Once a user starts an application in his/her
machine, the graph representation is extracted from the
application code. The initiator node then decides which
components to execute and which ones to delegate to its
best utility child nodes considering all the nodes listed in
its children list. The delegated nodes again spread the
computation in this manner. The topology of the resulting
overlay network thus becomes a tree with the originating
machine at the root node.

n5

n1

n4
n6

n8

n2
n7

n3

Domain 1
Domain 2
n9
n11
n10
n13
n12

Domain 3

Figure 2(a). Sample distributed environment.
n1

n4

n5

n6

n2

n3

n8

n7

n11

n9

n12

n13

n10

Figure 2(b). Overlay Tree.
utility function and reconfiguration decisions can be
taken toward maximizing this value. As computing
environments are becoming increasingly large,
distributed, complex and dynamic in nature, the optimal
actions are likely to evolve over time and a utility
function that continuously computes the most desired
state is expected to be more suitable in such cases.
In this paper, the utility function is designed to respect
the following application, environment and user specific
high-level policies:
1. While mapping partitions containing a large
number of application components in the tree
network, nodes that lead to a wider subtree
(higher degree of connectivity) are preferred as
higher degree allows more directions for partition
growth.
1. Faster and less busy nodes are favored over
slower and overloaded nodes when assigning
components to resources.
2. Nodes with faster communication links are
preferred over nodes with slower communication
links.
3. High priority applications are preferred over low
priority jobs.

2.3. The Utility Function
In this research, both the initial placement of the
application components and their reconfigurations are
governed by utilizing utility functions. Several
applications and environment specific attributes are
combined in a single utility function. This multi-attribute
function returns a scalar value signifying system’s overall
utility for each possible state of a system and the goal
becomes to select a state that maximizes the overall
utility. During execution, resource allocation and other
operating conditions may change; the corresponding
change in the overall utility can be calculated by this
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node nq and f2 models the communication cost resulting
from mapping edge (vj,vk) to link (np,nq).
The utility model in the above scenario is the
"highest-degree child with the fastest computation
capability and fastest communication link". To ensure
that the partitions with the largest number of application
components are delegated to the highest degree child,
candidate partitions are sorted according to their sizes and
then deployed according to that order. In the case of
simultaneous scheduling of multiple applications with
different priorities, the system needs to guarantee that
higher priority applications execute before applications
with lower priority. To achieve this, applications are
ordered according to their priorities and then mapped
following that order. The overall utility of an application
graph G with priority p is then calculated as:

2.4. Initial Deployment
Once the application and underlying resources have
both been modeled, the deployment problem reduces to
the mapping of different application components and
their interconnections to different nodes in the target
environment and network links among them so that all
requirements and constraints are satisfied and system’s
overall utility is maximized. The assumption is that the
application can be submitted to any node, which acts as
the root or starting point of the application. Furthermore
the application may end its execution either at the root
node or at one or more clients at different destination
nodes.
When the application graph G is submitted to the root
node of the tree network, the root then decides which
application components to execute itself and which
components to forward to its child’s sub-tree. The child,
who has been delegated a set of components again
deploys them in the same way to its subtrees. For
effective delegation of components at a particular node
having |P| children, graph coarsening techniques [13] are
exploited to collapse several application components into
a single partition, so that |P| partitions are generated at
that stage. The coarsened graph is projected back to the
original or to a more refined graph once it is delegated to
a child node.
In the above approach, each parent selects the highest
utility child to delegate a particular partition (set of
components). Finding the highest utility child to delegate
a partition to means finding the highest utility mapping M
of the edges (vj,vk) where vjVr (represents the set of
components that the parent decided to execute itself) and
vkVs (represents the set of components that belong to a
partition that a parent decided to delegate). More
formally, a mapping needs to be produced, which assigns
each vkVs to a nqN in a way such that the network
node nq is capable of satisfying the requirements and
constraints of application node vk and the edge (vj,vk) is
mapped to the highest utility link considering all children
available at that stage for delegation. The utility of an
edge (vj,vk) is represented as U(vj,vk), and returns the
utility achieved due to the mapping of the edge (vj,vk) on
certain network link. More specifically, the utility of an
edge (vj,vk), while mapped to the network link (np,nq),
where np represents the parent in the tree-shaped
network where vj is already mapped and nq represents a
potential child for delegating application component vk, is
calculated by using the following utility function:

U v j , vk

U (G )

p  ( v ,v
j

k

) E

U (v j , vk )

Therefore, at the level of an individual application the
problem of self-configuration becomes the problem of
finding highest utility mapping between edges E in the
application graph and the Links L of the network graph.

2.5. Self-Optimization
After initial placement, the environment may change
and as a result the utility may drop. Thus, it is necessary
to monitor the utility and trigger reconfiguration as
required. Reconfiguration is triggered in response to a
variety of events such as changes in network delays and
in bandwidths, changes in available processing capability,
etc. Some user specific events may also trigger
reconfiguration such as the arrival of a higher priority
job, etc. In our design, reconfiguration is performed only
within a subtree and therefore is expected to be a less
expensive process because of the way the underlying
network is modeled. Each parent node periodically
measures the workload at each child and its bandwidth to
the child and consequently changes the computational
and communication weights of that child. By
incorporating this monitored information into the utility
function, the parent observes the change in utility due to
the changes in the network and the compute nodes. As a
result reconfiguration is initiated autonomously.
Reconfiguration is costly and disruptive, therefore, it is
not feasible to initiate reconfiguration unless it is
productive. We intend to trigger reconfiguration
whenever the utility drops more than a certain threshold
(user specified or system generated by comparing the
utility during initial deployment).

d nq
f1 wg vk  wt nq  f 2 wg v j , vk  wt np , nq

3. Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated the performance of the self-managed
deployment using a simulation study. Our experiments

where d(nq) represents the number of children of the node
nq, function f1 models the cost of processing vertex vk in
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were performed in a dual, quad-core Xeon processor with
16GB of RAM.

However, in this approach the central node becomes a
bottleneck with a large number of communications
arising from constantly monitoring all the resources in the
system. Even if it is possible to gather up-to-date
information about all the resources at a central node,
finding optimal deployment means enumerating every
possible mapping of the application components to the
network resources and selecting the one that produces
optimal results. It also grows exponentially with the
number of nodes in the network and the number of
vertices in the application graph.
Because of its exponential growth, the above
mentioned optimal scheme becomes intractable even for
applications with a few components in it. So we
developed another semi-optimal scheme that assumed
global knowledge but instead of trying every possible
mapping it used a greedy approach to limit the number of
cases to evaluate. For both schemes, we applied
Dijkstra’s All Pair Shortest Path algorithm at the central
node to calculate the communication weights between
every pair of network nodes. We also assumed one-toone mapping of the graph vertices to the network nodes
in all three cases.
The results are presented in Figures 3 and Table 2.
Figure 3 compares the utility achieved by all three
approaches in case of 4-, 6- and 8-node application
graphs and Table 2 reveals the cost associated with them.
We do not have any data beyond 8-node in this
comparison, as after that, the optimal approach becomes
too costly to measure. The results show that the utility
achieved by our autonomic approach is on average 30%
lower than that of the optimal approach. However, the
cost associated with finding the optimal mapping is huge
and completely supersedes the benefits of obtaining
additional utility by this approach. Figure 3 also
illustrates that, in some cases the semi-optimal approach
produces lower utility than the autonomic approach. The
reason for that is that the greedy heuristics applied in the
case of semi-optimal deployment does not yield a global
optimum. More specifically, it takes a greedy approach to
select the best node at each step, considering all the nodes
in the network, and there is a possibility that the best
utility node found for delegation at a certain stage may
already have been delegated in some former stage.
To evaluate the scalability of our approach, we
observed the time taken by our approach to calculate the
initial deployment for an increasing number of
application vertices and compared them with the time
needed by the semi-optimal approach. The results are
presented in Figure 4. On average, compared to semioptimal approach, we observe 90% reduction in the initial
deployment calculation time in the autonomic approach.
As the application size increases, the cost incurred by our
approach is minimal therefore the approach is well suited
for larger applications.

3.1 Simulation Setup
We used GT-ITM internetwork topology generator
[14] to generate a sample large-scale, heterogeneous
computing environment for evaluating our selfdeployment algorithm. We chose their Transit-Stub
model that correlates well with the structure of the
Internet, including hierarchy and locality. Table 1 lists the
relevant parameters of the network topology used in this
study. To generate traffic that simulates real world
workload and bandwidth consumption in a shared
environment, we used the traffic generator available in
the ns-2 simulation package [15]. The traffic generator
script cbrgen.tcl was used to create 1000 CBR traffic
connections between network nodes. The simulation was
then carried out for 2000 seconds, we measured link
delays (the amount of time required for a packet to
traverse a link considering both bandwidth and
propagation delay) between the directly connected nodes
in the presence of the random traffic over a 10 second
period. Based on these snapshots, we then determined the
communication weights of the network links in the
presence of dynamic traffic.
We ran our tree construction algorithm to create a tree
overlay on top of the abovementioned network topology
with the application originating machine at the root node.
To create the children list, at first we went through all
network links and make a list for each node nN, that has
direct connections with n. Our tree construction algorithm
then finalized the children list for each network node n,
starting from the root node, ensuring that adding a node
to n’s children list did not create a cycle.

3.2 Experiments and Results
We designed experiments that compared the utility
and cost of a deployed application graph using optimal
schemes based on the original network topology and
global knowledge as opposed to our autonomic approach
that uses the tree network and decentralized deployment
decisions based on minimal amount of locally available
knowledge. In the optimal scheme, the assumption is that
a central node monitors every computational and
communication resources in the system and, based on this
global knowledge makes optimal deployment decision.
Table 1: Network model parameters
The number of Transit Nodes
4
The number of stub nodes/transit node
32
Number of total network nodes
132
Number of total network links
1986
Stub-stub bandwidth
100 Mbps
Transit-transit and transit-stub bandwidth
500 Mbps
Node’s processing weight (range)
[20…80]
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scalable, robust and more suitable for larger networks and
applications. In future, we like to conduct experiments to
evaluate our self-optimization approach that dynamically
reconfigure the application graph based on the changes in
the network.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed techniques that
enable scalable and efficient deployment of user
applications in a highly dynamic and large-scale
distributed environment. The approach is to construct an
application model, represented as a graph of application
components and their interactions and then deploy that
graph across the underlying distributed resources
organized as a utility-aware tree. A suitable utility
function is derived that controls both initial deployment
and reconfiguration ensuring that system’s overall utility
is maximized while certain policies and constraints are
satisfied. The main goal of our experimental study was to
analyze the tradeoff between optimality and the execution
time of our autonomic deployment. The results of our
experiments show that considering the tradeoff between
the optimal utility and the cost, our deployment algorithm
achieves a decent utility with an enormous reduction in
the optimization time. Also as the application size
increases the cost incurred by our autonomic approach is
minimal. Our approach for self-configuration is therefore
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specifying flow-level recovery mechanisms become
important in such scenarios. A prevalent way to handle
flow-level compensation is to include failure management
logic at modeling time. Wei et al. [1] investigate how to
incorporate fault handling and recovery strategy for long
running jobs at development time. However, their work
requires modification of the original flow to incorporate
additional fault-handling logic. The approach also
assumes pre-knowledge of all different failure scenarios
that can arise. An alternate approach is to handle these job
failures at runtime, without explicit changes to job flow
process logic. The TRAP/BPEL [2] framework employs
this approach for stateless Web service orchestration. In
TRAP/BPEL, an intermediate proxy traps calls from the
flow engine, and on behalf of it, deploys runtime failure
handling. The advantage of this technique is that no direct
(or manual) changes need to be made to the flow at
development time.

Abstract
The execution of job flow applications is a reality today
in academic and industrial domains. Current approaches
to execution of job flows often follow proprietary
solutions on expressing the job flows and do not leverage
recurrent job-flow patterns to address faults in Grid
computing environments. In this paper, we provide a
design solution to development of job-flow managers that
uses standard technologies such as BPEL and JSDL to
express job flows and employs a two-layer peer-to-peer
architecture with interoperable protocols for crossdomain interactions among job-flow mangers. In
addition, we identify a number of recurring job-flow
patterns and introduce their corresponding fault-tolerant
patterns to address runtime faults and exceptions. Finally,
to keep the business logic of job flows separate from their
fault-tolerant behavior, we use a transparent proxy that
intercepts job-flow execution at runtime to handle
potential faults using a growing knowledge base that
contains the most recently identified job-flow patterns and
their corresponding fault-tolerant patterns.

We leverage this approach to enable runtime job failure
handling in Grid environments, with dynamic selection of
recovery policies. A big challenge in defining recovery
policies for Grid jobs is that different jobs may fail at
different stages of execution and may require different
type of recovery actions. In addition, these long-running
jobs often have non-transactional behavior and may
require elaborate cleanup phases on account of failure.
This is different from the stateless Web service model,
where service invocations are of request/response types
and recovery plans can mostly be limited to retries of the
Web service invocation. Currently, recovery mechanism
for long-running jobs requires a high degree of domain
expertise. In our work, we explore identification of
common, recurrent job flow patterns, and some common
fault-tolerance patterns that could be applied to them.

Keywords: Software Design, Job-Flow Patterns, Fault
Tolerant, BPEL, JSDL, Grid Computing, Peer-to-Peer.

1. Introduction
In Grid and Cluster computing environments, unlike
traditional batch environments, individual jobs are
typically part of higher-level functional units, generally
known as job flows, which are represented by directed
graphs. Today, numerous complex academic and
commercial high-performance computing applications are
being developed as job flows that are composed of several
lower-function jobs. Due to the typical long running
nature of these jobs, the support for fault tolerance and
recovery strategy is especially important.

In this paper, we provide a design solution to
development of job-flow managers that uses standard
technologies to express job flows and employs
interoperable protocols for cross-domain interactions
among job-flow mangers (Section 2). We enumerate a
number of recurring job-flow patterns (Section 3) and

Very often failure of a job within a flow cannot be
treated in isolation and recovery actions may need to be
applied to preceding and dependent jobs as well. Thus
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introduce their corresponding fault-tolerant patterns
(Section 4) to address runtime faults and exceptions. To
promote separation of concerns, we use a transparent
proxy that intercepts job-flow execution at runtime to
handle potential faults using a growing knowledge base
that contains the most recently identified job-flow patterns
and their corresponding fault-tolerant patterns (Section 5).
Finally, we compare our work to a number of related
works (Section 6), provide a short summary and a list of
future work (Section 7).
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2. Design Using Standard Technologies
Figure 1: A distributed architecture for flow manager and
meta-scheduler spanning multiple domains.

It is of primary importance that the design of job-flow
managers follows standard and interoperable technologies,
such that both the academic and industrial Grid
communities benefit from its flexible and open distributed
architecture. As part of the Latin American Grid [3], we
have developed a two-level distributed architecture that is
comprised of two main middleware components: the job
flow manager, responsible for maintaining concurrency
and sequencing among jobs in the flow, and the metascheduler, responsible for resource selection and job
execution control. In the rest of this paper, we will focus
only on the design of the job flow manager. Details about
the meta-scheduler can be found in [4].

Currently, the BPEL specification does not contain the
necessary semantics or support for defining long-running
jobs. Grid jobs require the richness and flexibility for
specifying varied resource requirements and system
environments. The Open Grid Forum job scheduling
working group recommends the use of Job Submission
Definition Language (JSDL) [6], for capturing a job’s
resource and environment requirements as well as data
dependencies. Ideally, we would like to use uniform
modeling and processing semantics at the flow manager
and at the meta-scheduler. However, in absence of such
unified modeling support, we explore using WS-BPEL
and JSDL to provide the combined modeling semantics
for job flow. This way individual flow tasks are
represented as JSDL jobs, woven together using a WSBPEL workflow. This provides us with the necessary
environment based on standardized technologies to
explore the coordination of the flow managers and metascheduler for fault-handling purposes.

Figure 1 illustrates two resource domains, namely, FIU
and IBM and each are managed by their representative
job-flow manager along with a meta-scheduler. The
assumption is that within each domain, an application or a
Web-based portal sends a job flow to the job-flow
manager of its respective domain to be executed. The jobflow manager on its turn submits individual jobs to the
meta-scheduler on its respective domain; or it sends
partial workflows (sub-flows) to a peer job-flow manager
in another domain. .

3. Job Flow Patterns
Figure 2 illustrates a basic set of workflow patterns [7]
that are supported by BPEL. In the sequence pattern
(Figure 2(i)), an activity in a process is enabled after the
completion of another activity in the same process.
Parallelism (Figure 2(ii)) allows activities to be executed
simultaneously. Loops (Figure 2(iii)) allow for one or
more activities to be executed repeatedly. In the choice
pattern (Figure 2(iv)), a number of branches are chosen
and executed as parallel threads. Based on these basic
patterns, more sophisticated constructs can be built [6].

Peering relationships between job-flow managers and
between meta-schedulers is established through a set of
protocols that exchange dynamic resource capacity and
capability information. This enables them to route subflows for remote execution at partner domains. The
current protocol includes three phases: connection
establishment, job-flow submission, and disconnection.
To express the job flows themselves, we chose the
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL or WSBPEL) [5], which has emerged as the standard workflow
language for orchestrating service-based applications.
Several production-level software from Oracle, Sun and
IBM provide core WS-BPEL engines. These engines are
virtual machines that interpret and execute WS-BPEL
grammar. The grammar models the business logic of the
workflow as a directed-graph, where the nodes represent
tasks and the edges represent inter-task dependencies, data
flow or flow control.

Figure 2: Basic workflow patterns supported by BPEL:
(i) Sequence, (ii) Parallelism, (iii) Loop, and (iv) Choice.
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failed to be staged-in (e.g., source not available or no
space on target), a possible failure handling might involve
locating a redundant copy of the file or reserving/freeing
space on target resource/filesystem before retrying the job.
We generalize this as a job flow pattern where the job
execution state helps identify failures and the JSDL job
description is used for handling such failures.

In the rest of this section, we present some prevalent
patterns arising in job flows. These patterns are stored in
the flow patterns repository at the proxy and matched at
runtime. Based on the underlying functions, they are
categorized into the following:
A. Job Submission and Monitoring
A job submission by the flow manager involves
invoking the corresponding meta-scheduler interfaces to
perform the functions of submission of the job to the
resource management layer, and monitoring for any state
changes. The different submission patterns observed in
job flows include
1. Synchronous job submission: A job flow submits job
and waits for completion. In this case the submission
call does not return until job completes.
2. Asynchronous submission with polling: A job
submission call returns immediately with a job ID.
Using the job ID., the job flow polls for the job status.
3. Asynchronous submission with notification: A job flow
submits job and gets a job ID. The job flow registers for
notification by providing a callback (notification) EPR
(End-Point-Reference). The job flow waits for a
notification message, before proceeding to the next
activity.
4. Asynchronous Fire and Forget: A job flow submits
jobs and does not wait for job ID or job status (e.g., a
batch submission or a cleanup activity). In case of
failures, job IDs and job status are sent to the admin or
logged instead of invoking job flow. The difference
between this and above is:
• Job flow does not wait for completion of job and
thus might complete before such job(s) completes
• Job failure or success does not affect the job flow
business logic

4. Fault Tolerant Patterns
In this section, we introduce a classification for
exception handling in the job-flows based on patterns
introduced in the previous section. The patterns constitute
abstract reusable concepts that can be configured for a
range of situations. By identifying these patterns, a
domain expert can develop a program generator that
captures such reusable patterns and can specify which
reusable patterns are to be used [8]. The use of a generator
in this case would facilitate separation of concerns, that is,
the separate addition of fault tolerant concerns to the jobflow. Selected fault-tolerance patterns are then associated
with behavioral policies which define the actions to be
taken for a failed monitored task. Below, we briefly
describe each of these patterns.
Figure 3 shows a state transition diagram that models
the patterns identified in Section 3. Explicit data staging
activities may precede a job submission. Failure in any
one or more of these staging activities entails a transition
to the Failed state. A successful job submission assumes
that the job is ready to be executed. Thus, this state is
followed by either polling for job status or waits on job
status notifications. On arrival of a job completion
notification or change in job state information from the
polled job status information, transition is made to the
completed stage. At any of the submission or execution
stages, a failure would cause a transition to the failed
state. In the next few paragraphs, we describe how faulttolerance patterns can be applied to offer recovery from
failures at any of these stages.

B. Data Staging
Many Grid jobs require input data, and in the absence
of a shared file system, these datasets need to be staged in
at the site of execution. Usually the data staging needs to
be completed before the job can begin execution. In case
of job-flows, the data requirement could be an input to the
system or produced by the execution of a preceding job.
In the latter case, a data-dependency is created in the flow
between the producer and the consumer jobs of the data.
Thus a typical data staging pattern in job flows comprises
of staging in data from either producer jobs or from
defined inputs, followed by a job submission pattern.
There maybe several such data-staging activities, which
could occur sequentially or in parallel. Once the data
staging of all dependencies are satisfied, a job can be
submitted for execution.
C. Job Execution
Job execution completion status is captured in the job
state and in the job state transitions. Some job execution
failures are best handled by looking inside the job
definition. For example, if a job failed at 'Data Stage In'
state and status message gives which file and its reason it

Figure 3: Normal job-flow patterns.
Re-stage data: Data is re-staged upon the occurrence of
an exception either at the data staging state or during job
execution. A job execution failure may explicitly require
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from here are the Data Staging, Job Submission,
Completed, and Failed states.

the data to be re-staged at the target. Data restaging can
be done (a) between the same source and target endpoints
of the original staging operation using the same
parameters; or (b) by changing the parameters (e.g., data
transport protocol, buffer size, timers, etc.) of the transfer;
or (c) by specifying a different source in case of multiple
copies of the data is present; or (d) by specifying a
different target resource when the dependent job is being
executed at a new site. Figure 4 illustrates the Re-stage
data pattern.

Figure 6: Re-poll status pattern.
Re-register pattern: Proxy registers for callback job
status notification after job re-submission. As in case of
the Re-Poll status pattern, this re-registration is
transparent to the job-flow. Figure 7 illustrates the reregister for notifications pattern. The possible states to
transit from here are the Data Staging, Job Submission,
Completed, and Failed states.

Figure 4: Re-stage data pattern.
Re-submit job: A job is re-submitted for execution upon
the occurrence of an exception during job submission or
execution. Jobs may be submitted to the same or a
different domain and may require modifications in job
specifications and resource requirements. Submission
failures that arise from unavailability of the metascheduler can be recovered by submitting to a new domain
meta-scheduler. Execution errors require more detailed
analysis of job state, status and exit codes and a fair
amount of domain expertise for their fault-handling. For
example, a domain expert can realize from experience that
a job fails due to lack of disk space, and can update the
job definition to reflect to request additional disk space.
The failed job can be re-submitted with this new
requirement. .Figure 5 illustrates this re-submit job
pattern. The possible states to transit from here are the
Data Staging, Poll Job Status, Job Status Notification and
Failed states. .

Figure 7: Re-register for notifications pattern.
Force-fail pattern: Upon job failure, no further progress
is possible and its state is changed to failed [9].
Force-complete pattern: Upon successful
completion, its state is changed to Completed.
subsequent activities may now be triggered [9].

job
All

5. Fault-Handling Using a Transparent Proxy
As illustrated in the left side of Figure 8, first, the
workflow is passed through a Flow Adapter that adapts
the BPEL workflow by adding fault-tolerance concerns
for specific tasks. The adaptation incorporates some
generic interceptors at sensitive join-points in the original
BPEL workflow. These join-points are certain points in
the execution path of the program at which adaptive code
can be introduced at run time. The most appropriate place
to insert interception hooks in a BPEL workflow is at the
interaction join-points (i.e., the invoke instructions). The
inserted code is in the form of standard BPEL constructs
to ensure the portability of the modified process. This
adaptation permits for the BPEL workflow behavior to be
modified at runtime [2].

Figure 5: Re-submit job pattern.
Re-poll status: Polling for job status is resumed upon job
re-submission. The proxy in this case, uses its co-relation
capability to transparently re-poll for the new job resubmission. This involves translating and modifying the
original polling messages from the flow to map to the repolling of the newly re-submitted job. Figure 6 illustrates
the re-poll status pattern. The possible states to transit

Next, the BPEL based flow manager (FM) executes the
adapted workflow.
Its main responsibility includes
817

interface. However, the proxy is transparent to the flow
manager and to the meta-scheduler; therefore, it imposes
no changes in either component. The proxy exposes a
generic interface to the flow manager which accepts
messages containing original invocation parameters,
marshaled by the adapter.

submission of jobs to the meta-scheduler (MS) and
monitoring their progress. Additionally, the notification
interface can be used for sending back job state change
notifications to the flow manager. Based on resource
information at the meta-scheduler, it can decide to execute
a job or sub-flow locally or dispatch it to the remote
domain for execution. When a sub-flow is dispatched, its
execution is handled by the flow manager of the target
domain. Jobs dispatched from the flow manager to the
meta-scheduler can fail due to several reasons. We
broadly classify job failures at the meta-scheduler into the
following categories:
1.

2.

A transparent proxy comprises three distinct
components: (1) A monitoring component that monitors
each adapted invocation; (2) A message correlator
component, which correlates individual messages flowing
through the proxy to construct conversational state; and
(3) A recovery component that kicks in when failure is
detected for any adapted component.

Job submission failure: In this case, job submission
from the flow manager to the meta-scheduler fails for
one of several reasons. For instance, the network
connection is down, the meta-scheduler is not
operational, the meta-scheduler is operational but not
accepting new submissions, etc.

An extensible repository of job-flow as well as faulttolerant patterns is maintained at the proxy. Job flow
patterns comprise of common artifacts that are prevalent
in job flows represented using the combination of a flow
language and a job definition language (e.g., a job
submission activity is typically followed by a monitor job
state activity). The proxy by virtue of maintaining
conversational state for each job is well equipped to detect
and handle failures. Fault-tolerant patterns comprise
common reusable recovery actions that can be specified
for job flow failures. The mapping between job-flow
patterns and fault-tolerant patterns can be manually
defined at modeling time by the application developer or
using pre-defined rule trees. Depending on the rules
specified in the tree, a choice can be made on which faulttolerance pattern to use depending on the job flow pattern.
Rules could also be based upon runtime information and
domain knowledge.

Job execution failure: In this case the meta-scheduler
queues the job for submission, but the job fails during
execution for reasons that may include resource
unavailability, data unavailability, incorrect input
specification, internal job exceptions, output data
staging, and exceptions during cleanup.

As illustrated in the right side of Figure 8, for runtime
failure management at the level of individual jobs, we use
a transparent proxy, introduced in TRAP/BPEL [2]. In
this case, the proxy sits between the flow manager and the
meta-scheduler, and intercepts calls in both directions.
For all monitored invocations, the meta-scheduler
interface calls are replaced with calls to the proxy
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Figure 8: The fault-tolerant architecture using a transparent proxy
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BPELJ [10] is an extended version of BPEL. Java
snippets can be included in BPEL processes for business
logic or fault-tolerance concerns. This approach has
portability problem, since it needs a specific BPEL
engine. AdaptiveBPEL [11] follows an aspect-oriented
approach for dynamically adapting a Web service to
provide both functional and QoS customization.
Adaptation process is policy-driven similar to ours, but
this approach also needs a specially built BPEL engine.
Pegasus project [12] provides a framework for
constructing workflows and mapping these workflows
onto Grid resources. Even though Pegasus has advanced
capabilities for a better performance of workflow
execution, less is provided in fault-tolerance aspect. It
provides only remapping of an entire sub-flow in case of a
failure whatever the reason may be. The prototype
BPEL4JOB [1] also investigate how to incorporate fault
handling and recovery strategy in WS-BPEL for long
running jobs at modeling time. An alternate approach is to
handle these failures at runtime. Authors in [13] study the
impact of runtime optimizations made at the scheduler for
handling workload surges, while minimizing the
reconfiguration overhead.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a design for a fault-tolerant
job-flow manager that can handle failures at runtime using
standard protocols, job-flow patterns and a transparent
proxy. We identified common job-flow patterns and some
reusable fault-tolerant patterns that can be used for their
recovery. We discussed the processes required at
development time for a successful runtime fault-tolerant
behavior in job flows. In future work, we plan to evaluate
our work using a comprehensive set of failure scenarios,
explore automatic generation of mapping between jobflow patterns and fault-tolerant patterns, and study the
performance impacts of some of these fault-tolerant
patterns.
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circumstances within which it occurs.
For example, consider meeting support systems and
their awareness mechanisms, such as, event log, user
list, contribution graphic chart, and so on. Although
these mechanisms presumed by the designer are
important, only coordinators are interested in graphic
chart visualization. However, at a latter moment, they
could be interested in another chart aimed to focus on
different contribution categories (for example, only
issues and positions). This means that, previous
contribution graphic chart is no longer relevant as
activities proceed. Therefore, it is difficult for
groupware designers to presume a set of awareness
requirements good enough to fulfill group requirements
and, consequently, to promote an adequate level of
group interaction. At the same time, they need to supply
all context information according to each activity
without overloading the workspace.
The goal of this paper is to describe a work aimed to
provide a context-based awareness service to be
coupled in a web-based groupware infrastructure [3].
This service provides some features which are available
as an integrated tool framework, supplying conceptual
tools and guidelines to account for context-awareness
when developing web-based groupware applications.
Through this service we hope to provide the necessary
support for the complex dynamic task considering: the
contextual knowledge of each participant, and its
persistence in group memory, as well as its evolution
according to each integrated groupware application in
different contexts.
Our research interest lies at context issues that
emerge along group interactions. Particularly, we are
not aimed at discussing context elements which
surrounds user physical environment [4].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents related works both to awareness filtering and
context in groupware activities. Section 3 presents an
infrastructure aiming to support web-based groupware
applications design. In Section 4, the proposed contextawareness model is discussed. In Section 5,
implementation issues as well as an example of the
possible profiles which could be established through the

Abstract
Context in groupware development has been
evaluated in some standalone applications in an ad-hoc
manner. Although one of the main goals of groupware
infrastructures deployment is to provide the necessary
flexibility to build groupware applications, most of
them do not supply enough mechanisms in order to
consider the context in which group participants
interact. Consequently, a large amount of not relevant
information could be presented to the user. This paper
presents a brief discussion about the importance of
context elements support in groupware. Some context
features already available in a groupware
infrastructure are discussed, in order for them to be
deployed in a web-based groupware development. As
part of this infrastructure, a context-awareness service
which considers group context is also described.
Keywords: Awareness, Context, Context-Awareness,
groupware, CSCW.

1. Introduction
Groupware infrastructures have been considered as
one of the ways to design and develop suitable
groupware applications. Toolkits have been developed
and used in order to supply the basic components for the
development of such applications. However, one of the
challenges to this approach is that CSCW literature
reports few cases of success and possible flaws in largescale groupware toolkits use [6]. They do not consider
challenges related to significant group awareness
information, nor contextual features.
Most toolkits provide support only to collaborative
actives and are not flexible enough to address the social
aspects related to the interaction of geographically
dispersed groups. Usually, they do not consider the need
to change awareness elements accordingly. This means
that they lack mechanisms capable of considering the
dynamic context in which collaborative activities are
accomplished. According to Dourish [5] context is not
stable along with group interaction, and depends on the
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he/she does not necessarily start any application. To
illustrate the point, we can mention the bulletin board
and event log components. They gather data related to
the interactions, which are accomplished in the
environment.
However, these components were not capable to
support dynamic context issues in work group. These
challenges make us notice a need for an infrastructure
capable of offering an architectural support for
groupware designers, using adequate mechanisms which
could represent relevant information about context in
any way. Hence, we need alternative forms to select and
represent context according with interaction evolution.

context-awareness service are addressed. Conclusions
are presented in Section 6.

2. Related Work
Most groupware applications proposed in the
literature discuss awareness mechanisms deployment
based on event notification to provide the user with
information about important cooperative activities [7, 8,
10]. These platforms deal with specific features to
support awareness in shared workspace by using preestablished components. They hardly ever present
features capable of ensuring that a specific support is
generic and flexible enough, so that the user can modify
his/her workspace according to his/her activities and
interests in the target context.
Groupkit [9] was constructed in order to provide
support for synchronous groupware applications.
However, unlike our approach, this toolkit provides
neither generic components for cooperative applications
capable of being reused in the web, nor dynamic support
to context-awareness.
In the Atmosphere framework [8], pre-defined
context (spheres) allows participants to configure group
contexts, as well as to select suitable context while
performing an activity. However, as far as we are
concerned, Atmosphere does not consider integration
issues between collaborative applications, dealing
especially with asynchronous groupware use.

4. The Proposed Context-Awareness Model
Aiming to fulfill awareness requirements that should
be provided by groupware, we suggest that a contextbased model be observed. We claim that
representational challenge related to the adequate set of
awareness mechanisms in the shared workspace can be
supported. At the same time, we aimed to consider
context as a dynamic issue supplying awareness
components filters to be established along with group
interaction.
Figure 2 illustrates the process where User 1
generates information (I1 and I2) which is represented
by several awareness components in some way. For
instance, considering a collaborative discussion forum,
I1 and I2 could be related to the contributions
accomplished by User 1. By the selection of an
adequate set of awareness components User 2 and User
3 could understand and interpret the work situation
accordingly. At the same time, both of them could focus
their attention on the key workspace area. Otherwise,
User 2 realizes I1 selecting the awareness component
“contribution report” (C1), which presents the average
value of each contribution categories (i.e., question,
position or argument) of User 1. Subsequently, User 3
realizes the same information (I1) with the awareness
component “contribution meter” [1], but in a less
detailed presentation way (C2).
This action is possible because awareness
components are selected according to their role and
responsibilities. So, as a coordinator, User 1 can
identify those participants that contributed as expected.
For example, if the percentage of questions is high, the
coordinator could analyze the awareness profiles
generated by each user selection before any motivated
actions, eventual conflicts resolution, or before
supplying additional contextual information [3].

3. COPSE-Web Infrastructure
Aiming at supporting the development of web-based
groupware application, COPSE-Web was designed. A
tool framework provides facilities for groupware
development
considering
integration
and
interoperability issues. However, its infrastructure is not
prepared for a web-based application development
support and lacks many important features, which will
be required when developing the complex asynchronous
applications.
COPSE1 -Web infrastructure was designed in order
to fulfill the requirements of both synchronous and
asynchronous cooperative activities, which are
accomplished in the web-based environment [3]. Being
a comprehensive framework, COPSE-Web provides
facilities for the development of fully integrated webbased groupware applications with fundamental
services, such as communication, coordination,
awareness and group memory.
COPSE-Web awareness components can be
launched in the environment or instantiated from its
framework in any groupware application. When
instantiated in the environment, awareness components
can be used by any participant who is logged on, but
1

COPSE – COllaborative Project Support Environment
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I1

users’ and group’s contexts. This service was added to
the COPSE-Web tool framework, based on the
previously discussed model.
Our claim here is that in order to solve the awareness
problem that was stated previously, two points should
be addressed: (i) the selection; and (ii) the awareness
artifacts presentation in workspace. Information
presentation is related to the context in which
collaborative activities are accomplished. On the one
hand, awareness mechanisms could be adequately
designed from the knowledge of this context. On the
other hand, however, appropriate data visualization for
the application and for the participant’s role could make
each participant aware of the necessary context to
accomplish his/her activities. As a result, information
overload could also be reduced and, at the same time,
modifications in the group interface could reflect
preferences, behaviors and context of the group.
Besides the fact that some servers have already
coupled to the environment, in COPE-Web architecture
we propose the development of an additional server: the
Profiles and Awareness Server. This server is directly
associated to the profile mechanisms which offer
generic awareness components for the environment, or
specific awareness components for groupware
applications. Profile mechanisms module supplies the
necessary functionality for the construction, storage and
queries of awareness profiles. Through the profile
analysis we intend to supply suitable awareness
components for an activity to be accomplished. The
awareness components are directly related to the group
participants’ preferences and individual interests
(personal profile), to the role carried out by him/her
(role profile) or to the goals and expected results for the
group (group profile).
Profiles are built as activities are accomplished. They
are represented as XML files. If updated frequently,
according with filters composition (application, users
and role filters), their analyses are sources of
information to guide coordination actions.

I2

User 1
< >
< >
< >

Profiles

Generates
Selected
Awareness
Components
(User 2)
Contextual
Knowledge

Selected
Awareness
Components
(User 3)
C1

C3

C2
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Figure 2. Profiles, awareness and context in
collaborative activities.
In addition, both users realize the information by the
selection of the same awareness component (C3); for
example, the “events report” or the “bulletin board”.
Consequently, both of them can realize the information
I2 with the same focus and point of view (related to C3).
As a result, they can interact easily, and can explain the
work situation arising from the interaction to each other,
because they realize the same context. This means that
they invoke part of the contextual knowledge to
anticipate some actions and decisions [2]. As a result,
they reduce the information overload in the workspace
disregarding useless information.
This model can be deployed both on application
design and configuration along with group interaction.
In other words, filters could be deployed – and
combined –, from application to users’ direction and
vice-versa. From application towards users, filters are
usually established in order to fulfill users’ requirements
and presumed context. On the opposite direction, filters
are defined aiming at selecting which information needs
to persist on the database. On the users’ side, filters are
initially deployed according to the group and each needs
of the role. In the course of the interaction, they are
actively changed according to the context. This may
change over time as users become skilled, requiring a
different set of information when performing their
activities. When combined, these filters (user, group and
role) produce profiles (user, group and role) aiming at
supporting reciprocal awareness. Using such a dynamics
we attempt to support work group context not only as a
representational challenge, but rather, as Dourish [5]
says, as an “interactional problem”.

5.1. Example of Profiles and Context in
COPSE-Web Infrastructure
Several groupware applications have been
implemented using the COPSE-Web framework. They
have been developed under the context-awareness
service concept. For example, a pre-meeting support
system was developed considering the contextual
elements available in the COPSE-Web framework.
Developers were capable of reusing components from
Awareness package. Among these components we can
mention the event log component in which events
related to the carried out activities are shown according
to the user’s interest.

5. Implementation Issues
In order to provide an infrastructure capable of
supplying the necessary functionality as discussed
previously, we have designed an architecture aiming to
fulfill context requirements. As a part of this
infrastructure, a context-based awareness service was
designed aiming to provide adequate awareness
information related to the tool context as well as the
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these profiles supply context information for both the
participants and the coordinators.
We have evaluated the awareness service in a
meeting context. Case studies have frequently been
carried out in pre-meeting systems. The main issue
observed is related to the work burden for each
participant when analyzing awareness profiles.
Coordinators have generally reported the work overload
during collaborative activities to decide the most
appropriate action. This fact becomes intensive when
the number of participants increases. So, we have to
evaluate the proposed solution taking into account small
groups.
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Other awareness mechanisms were deployed at the
design time, for instance; graphical charts representing
not only the participation and contribution rates, but the
impact of an item. Suppose that only coordinators are
interested on information concerned with each of these
mechanisms. According to the presented model, they are
filtered by every participant. However, if two
coordinators (User 2 and User 3, for example) do not
filter the bar chart which presents the percent of issues
raised by each participant, both of them visualize the
same information with the same focus. In addition,
through the profile analysis each of them knows that the
other knows that information allowing, as a
consequence, that their contexts could be aligned.
The profile package aims to extend the context
support in COPSE-Web. Part of the profile package is
the mechanism of selection of awareness components
generating profiles. As Figure 3 illustrates, by selecting
one of the four types of profile items (participant, group,
role and role in group), each participant can view all the
awareness and data grouping components which were
filtered by the chosen application, in advance.

6. Conclusions
Context in groupware development has been
considered in stand-alone – non-integrated –
applications.
Using
COPSE-Web
framework,
developers may benefit from some tools, models and
guidelines already available, leading them to the context
representation. At the same time, we aimed at
preserving the inherent dynamic behavior of web-based
groupware application providing awareness elements to
each associated work group context, namely: individual
and role context, as well as group context. This issue
has been possible not only using the designed
architecture but also using the available selection
mechanisms, which filters awareness elements and
generates different profiles. Furthermore, the analysis of
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Abstract
Designing reliable, correct, and robust programs
is a challenge today. By using formal specifications
for requirements and design-by-contract at the
program design level, software developers can define
systems using unambiguous syntax and semantics.
This leads to software that can be rigorously verified
and analyzed, ensuring that the reliability, correctness,
and robustness of the systems can be significantly
improved. This paper presents a tool called “Object-Z
to Java/OO-Perl”, which provides an automated
conversion from Object-Z specifications to executable
Java and object oriented Practical Extraction and
Report Language (OO Perl) skeletal code with
dynamically checkable design contracts.
This
conversion extends Java and OO Perl with the designby-contract mechanism and bridges the semantic gap
between formal specifications in Object-Z and design
contracts at the programming language level.
1

Introduction
Software program designers are challenged to
produce software that, over time, across platforms and
through modifications and upgrades, will remain
reusable and reliable. Reliable software touts two
major features: correctness and robustness.
Unfortunately, requirement specifications that
use natural language can be ambiguous and lead to
numerous errors when developing large, complex
software programs. By using formal specifications for
requirements and design-by-contract [9,10,14] at
programming language level, software developers can
define systems using unambiguous syntax and
semantics, which can be rigorously verified and
analyzed, therefore; the correctness and robustness of
the systems can be significantly improved. This paper
presents a tool called “Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl”. It
utilizes the advantages of a formal framework by
extracting the exact specification in Object-Z [15] and
generating Java and OO Perl skeletal code. It captures
the formally specified requirements and translates them
into skeletal code with dynamically checkable design
contracts [9,10,14]. Originally, design-by-contract is
not a built-in mechanism of either Java or OO Perl.

The tool “Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl” is an
enhancement to the previous tool Object-Z-to-Java
[13], which is limited by its use of only a small subset
of Object-Z data-types, i.e., primitive data-types. The
development of both tools was inspired by the research
of several available works on structural mappings from
Object-Z to C++ [3,6,12] to Eiffel and to Java [4], as
well as from CSP to Java [1].
The tool presented by this paper incorporates
additional Object-Z data structures, which includes sets
and set operations. It provides a conversion from
Object-Z specifications to executable Java and OO Perl
skeletal code with dynamically checkable design
contracts.
It also improves the Graphical User
Interface (GUI) to facilitate usability. Java and OO Perl
are chosen for this conversion because of their
extensive use in development.
The Object-Z framework is divided into units or
blocks for basic type definitions, global constants
and/or variable definitions, and schemas. Schemas
define the system’s state and its operations. Each class
schema has a class name, the possible generic
parameters, and their properties. The Z schemas are
extended to define classes, thereby, providing a clear
visual representation of the scope of the definition.
“Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl” can extract the
design contracts from formal specifications in Object-Z
and map them directly to the implementation skeletal
code with dynamically checkable design contracts.
This approach blends the benefits of formal methods
with the strength of design-by-contract and it provides
the ability to test and directly relate assertion error
messages of the executable code to the formal
specification. By providing a connection between
formal specification and implementation code, this tool
is effective in helping the programmers bridge the
semantic gap between distinct formal specification and
dynamically executable design contracts at the code
level.
Tools supporting formal methods range from
“heavy weight” model checkers and theorem provers to
“light weight” type checkers/type setters such as ZML
document markers (XML for Z) and easy-access
browsers for formal specifications [16].
The
development of more “light weight” tools, such as
“Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl” can help gain a broader
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including sets, sequences, bags, and operations on
these data-types.

user base for the application of formal methods in
software development practice.
2

The “Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl” System

2.1 Overview of the System
The “Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl” system provides
the following:
 A direct mapping of design contracts from formal
specification level to programming language level,
giving developers the opportunity to focus on the
system’s functional requirements specification
 A graphical representation of the Object-Z
specification to aid in defining the system
functional requirements
 A mapping from Object-Z to either Java or OO Perl
to assist the understanding of the relationships
between formal specifications in Object-Z and
design contracts in OO programming languages
 An extension to Java and OO Perl with the designby-contact mechanism to aid in dynamic program
analysis
A graphical user interface (GUI) interacts with
system developers to capture Object-Z specifications.
The GUI can help developers become proficient in the
Object-Z notation and provide a level of abstraction
between the analysis and design of the contracts and
their implementation.
The raw input data for the Object-Z specification
collected from the GUI is converted to “tagged” data
elements in an XML (eXtensible Markup Language)
document.
W3C [17] developed XML and the
methods for defining the XML-based data models.
The XML DTD (Document Type Definition) is the
model used in this system. The simple text-based
solution provides an easy to learn implementation
model, which is made up of a set of fundamental units
or building blocks [17] used for data validation.
The “Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl” system uses a
rule-based approach for mapping the Object-Z data
structures to Java and OO-Perl. The XML DTD
captures the characteristics, such as visibility, type,
structure, and name, of each Object-Z element. The
“Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl” system then determines
the mapping structure from Object-Z to executable
skeletal code based on the specified characteristics.
“Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl” provides a direct
mapping of design contracts from the formal
specification to the OO programming. As an extension
to [13], Table 1 shows the mapping from Object-Z to
both Java and OO Perl. As defined by A. Harry [5],
the following data types and structures make up the
Object-Z domain: 1). User-defined identifiers, 2.) Data
types, 3.) Basic types such as predefined types and sets,
given types, free types, 4.) Compound types such as
sets, bags, and sequences, and 5.) Schemas. The
“Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl” system handles data-types
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Table 1: Mapping between Object-Z and Java/OO-Perl
2.2

Software System Architecture

Figure 1: Software System Architecture
The software system architecture for “Object-Z to
The
Java/OO-Perl” is illustrated in Figure 1.
functionality of the components is listed below.
 Main Control System (MCS) – The MCS is the
primary control system that creates and presents a
series of successive GUI panels that capture the input
for the Object-Z specification. The input passed to
the MCS is piped to the XML manager. When the
user has completed entering data for the Object-Z
class schema, a well-formed XML document,
That XML
(“CLASSNAME”.xml) is created.
document is used by the “Skeletal Code Generator”.

 Graphical User Interface (GUI) – The GUI is
composed of a series of successive Java Swing
Applets with a menu structure. The initial applet
displays buttons that provide the user the option of
creating a new Object-Z schema or generating a
skeletal class from a previously created XML
document. It also presents a menu where the user
can create a new Object-Z schema and traverse that
path, exit to the main page or exit the system.
 XML Manager – The XML manager is responsible
for creating the XML document for the system. Each
time it is called by the MCS, new raw data is passed
to it and the manager then recreates the XML
document with the existing data and the new input.
Any changes to previously entered data will be
queued as new data. This subsystem is made up of
an XML DTD file, the class.dtd file, which defines
the XML tag structure by listing all permissible
elements. This document is essential to ensuring that
data is validated and the “CLASSNAME”.XML
document is well formed.
 Generic Code Manager – This generic code manager
creates a new SAX parser object, which accesses and
processes the “CLASSNAME”.XML file. The data is
then tokenized by the SAX parser and passed on to
the Skeletal Code Generator.
 Skeletal Code Generator – The skeletal code
generator uses a set of rules to convert the Object-Z
data types to either Java or OO Perl data types. It
then converts the Object-Z specification to design
constructs in either Java or OO Perl (language
determined by user).

operations “dom” and “ran”, where the Perl hash key
maps to the return value of the “dom” function and the
Perl hash value maps to the return value of the “ran”
function. Java also provides a one to one mapping
when using an ArrayList of lists, similar to a
multidimensional array.
Mapping compound structures to Java requires a
different process. In the “Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl”
system, state and formal elements can take any basic or
compound structure.
If an element type is
characterized as anything other than a variable, it is
converted to an ArrayList in Java and either an array or
a hash in Perl. The ArrayList is used instead of the
array data structure because the ArrayList can contain
an element of any type without being predefined.
Table 2 shows two mapping examples for both
basic and compound types from Object-Z to Java and
OO Perl.

2.3

There is a mapping for set operations from
Object-Z to Java and OO Perl. Table 3 illustrates the
mapping from Object-Z for representative set
operations to Java and OO Perl. In this table,
“enrolled” is a set of User-Defined Type (UDT)
STUDENT, “s?” is a method input parameter of UDT
STUDENT, “#enrolled” is the number of elements in
the set “enrolled”, “maxSize” is a constant with some
defined integer value, and “enrolled” along with
“enrolled_New´” (enrolled prime) represent the
“enrolled” set with a change in state.
In the Pre-condition case in Table 3, the
ArrayList class is used for implementing an Object-Z
set structure in Java. This allows an element of any
type to be inserted or removed from the list.
“Contains”, which is a method provided by ArrayList,
returns true if the list contains the specified element.
When mapping a list structure, to either Java or OO
Perl, an Assertions class is created for processing a
subset of Object-Z compound set operators. The
Assertions class implements a set of Boolean methods,
two of which are, “memberOf” and “bagUnion”.

Table 2: Mapping Example from Object-Z to Java and
OO Perl

Conversion Rules
The conversion from Object-Z data structures to
Java and OO Perl data structures is accomplished by a
set of conversion rules. The rules originate from the
tagged elements of the XML document. These rules
are individually based on the target programming
language. The conversion of basic types, numeric
operations and Boolean operations from Object-Z to
Java, requires only the use of Java’s predefined,
primitive types as well as Java’s arithmetic and
Boolean operations.
Perl is very similar, with regard to converting
basic types; however, it is unnecessary to declare a
variable type or size. Although specific symbols are
used to characterize variables, they do not need to be
typed or type cast. $VAR represents a scalar or
variable, @VAR represents a list or array, and %VAR
represents an associative array or hash.
One advantage of using Perl is the use of the
hash abstract data structure. Perl’s hash data structure
is composed of a collection of key/value pairs, where
each key is associated with exactly one value. This
allows a one to one mapping of the Object-Z set
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These Assertions class methods are called from within
the class invariant, pre-condition or post-condition.

through the GUI, however; it is presented first in order
to give the reader a clearer picture of what will be
defined. The class Object-Z schema example is called
the Library class and within it, there are five elements
in the visibility list, one Free Type, one UDT, one
constant, one state variable, one initial state, and one
public operation schema. Figure 2 illustrates the
Library Object-Z Schema.

Table 3: Mapping from Object-Z Set Operations to
Java and OO Perl
When mapping a set structure to Java, a number
of additional elements are defined, such as
“ArrayName”, “ArrayName_New, “ArrayName”_Size,
“ArrayName”_New_Size. The Perl language provides
the same functionality by referencing the array and
array size as, %“ArrayName”, %“ArrayName_New,
$#“ArrayName”_Size, $#“ArrayName”_New_Size”.
In the Class Invariant case in Table 3, for mappings to
both Java and OO Perl skeletal code, the number of
elements is compared to maxSize and returns true as
long as the value is less than or equal to maxSize.
In the final Post-condition case in Table 3, the
method “bagUnion”, requires three input elements, the
old list, the new list, and the element that was added to
the old list. It performs a comparison between, the
“enrolled_New´” list and the union of the old
“enrolled” list with the input element “s”.

Figure 2: A Library Object-Z Class Schema
The user is able to select from a number of
“Object-Z Class Schema” menu options; however, if a
“CLASSNAME”.XML document does not yet exist and
the user does NOT choose to create a new Object-Z
schema, valid data cannot be guaranteed. Figure 3 is
the screen shot of the panel “Object-Z Class Invariant
Schema” that assigns value to the class constants and
specifies the class invariant for the system.

2.4

Implementation
The programming language used to develop the
“Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl” system tool was Java,
version 1.4.2_14. BlueJ 2.2.0 was used to edit and
compile the source code [7,8]. BlueJ is a free,
interactive Java environment developed and
maintained by a joint group from Deakin University,
and the University of Kent. The implementation code
was completed in December 2007.

3

Example
Because of the page limitations of the paper, this
section only presents the system converting an ObjectZ specification to OO Perl; however, the system is
fully capable of converting to both OO Perl and Java.
The Object-Z class schema “text representation” in
Figure 2 is not created until all data has been acquired

Figure 3: Object-Z Class Invariant Schema
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Figure 4 illustrate a section of OO Perl skeletal
code generated from the systems conversion of the
Library class schema.
The checkClassInvariant()
subroutine (sub) is called at the beginning and end of
every sub, including the constructor. The figure
illustrates the variables, constants, constructor, the
checkClassInvariant() and add_Book() subs. The
checkClassInvariant() sub calls the boolean subs of the
Assertions Class. The specific conditions are checked
and the sub returns a value of true or false for each
condition. The return values of all checked conditions
are evaluated using logical ands, resulting in the final
checkClassInvariant() result.
The add_Book() sub takes one parameter
oneBook of type BOOK, and returns an int value. The
returned value is -1 by default if either the pre- or the
post- condition fails. The return values can also be
modified by the programmer in the body of the method
to make the values more meaningful.

methods that process only a subset of all Object-Z
operations.
The methods “bagUnion” and
“memberOf” are displayed in Figure 5.

Figure 5: PerlAssertions Class, Skeletal Code
4

Comparison and Future Work

This work is inspired by previous efforts in
converting Object-Z specifications to object-oriented
programming languages [1,2,13,14]. However, this
work is aimed at adding design-by-contract written in
logic assertions into Java and OO Perl and at bridging
the semantic gap between formal specifications in
Object-Z and design contracts in Java and OO Perl.
The automatically generated skeletal code in Java and
OO Perl provides programmers with flexibility in
implementation details including the selection of
algorithms. By building assertions of design contracts
into programs and by guaranteeing the semantic
consistence of design contracts between formal
specification and implementation, more reliable and
correct systems can be developed; thereby decreasing
testing time and development cost while increasing
system reliability and robustness.
As a significant extension to [13], the current
“Object-Z to Java/OO-Perl” system moves forward in
this direction to translate formal specifications into
implementation skeletal code by delivering a system
with improved functionality. Compared with [13],
which is limited to the provision of Object-Z primitive
data types only, this project has succeeded in
supporting a much larger subset of Object-Z basic
types, compound types and their operations for
conversion from specification to implementation.
These specific types provided now consist of UDTs,
free types, sets, bags, and sequences necessary for the

Figure 4: Perl Library Class, Variables and
Constructor, Class Invariant and add_Book Method
Figure 5 depicts the Perl Assertions Class. This
class is created for each new skeletal class that is
generated. It contains subs that allow processing,
within
the
generated
skeletal
classes
by
checkClassInvariant(), of set, sequence and bag
operations. The Assertions class currently holds
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specification of realistic problems. The conversion
rule set, which incorporates basic operations and a
subset of compound operations, was made possible by
enhancing the detail of the tags, represented in the
XML DTD, and the data, collected by in the XML
Manager. The XML DTD continues as the structure by
which the specification’s syntactic errors are caught
and transferred to the user.
A second OO programming language, Per, was
added for conversion in order to provide the user with
additional options. The GUI offers improved menu
options; file navigation directly to the directory
containing the XML documents; and more detailed
labeling. The system now provides a graphical
representation of the Object-Z class schema, the user is
given the option of opening, and editing any of the
newly created documents, which include the new
implementation skeletal class, any UDT skeletal class
documents that may have been created, and the ObjectZ class schema. The system also provides users with
the opportunity to experiment with and gain a better
understanding of formal methods and their usefulness.
There are still a number of ways to extend this
system further. Currently, a statement is printed when
an assertion fails that provides the user with
information about what and where the assertion failed.
By adding exception handling for the failed assertions,
the program could require less user interaction and
move more towards program automation.
Offering additional basic and compound
operations like, existential and universal quantifiers,
domain and range subtraction and restriction will help
to improve the system. Creating a more generic
framework that provide multiple language support such
that the system is able to convert from a set of formal
specifications to a set of implementation programming
languages would produce wider acceptance and
enhance the system further. A very useful addition
would be a help menu along with meaningful
comments to display detailed information and
instructions about elements of the GUI panels.
This system uses the XML DTD as a means of
modeling the XML document data. However, XML
schema
definitions
(XSDs)
provide
greater
functionality and flexibility when modeling the XML
document data. The XSD supports a variety of data
types, as well as uses more familiar XML elements and
attributes, whereas XML DTD only supports strings or
string lists and is stricter and less intuitive [11]. In
future versions, using XSD can improve the
expressiveness of the XML representation for this type
of conversion.
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Abstract

used to encapsulate related variables and functions.
Object-oriented software is supposed to be better than
structural programming in that it encourages organizing related state and behavior together in the form of classes,
facilitating reuse and maintenance. Although much research has been devoted to automatic system reorganization in structural programming paradigm [2]–[4], and some
research on grouping classes into subsystem in objectoriented software [5]–[6], there is very little done on improving the modularization of classes in object-oriented
software. This might result from the presumption that
classes in object-oriented software have well modularized
structures.

Object-oriented programming is supposed to produce
better modularized structure than structural programming
in that it encourages related state and behavior to be organized together in the form of classes, thus facilitating
reuse and maintenance. To test whether classes in objectoriented software are well modularized, we conduct empirical studies on real world object-oriented software. By employing method from network analysis, object-oriented software structures are characterized as networks of methods.
Metric and methods from community discovery research
are applied to the analysis of modularization. From the
empirical results, we conclude that not all object-oriented
software classes are well modularized and there is a need
for research on modularization improvement for classes of
objected-oriented software.

In this paper, we test this presumption by conducting an
empirical study on some object-oriented software. Software structures are characterized as networks, in which
nodes represent methods, and edges represent interactions
between methods. The modularizations of these networks
are evaluated by a metric from the community discovery research, namely modularity.

1 Introduction
In 1972 Parnas ﬁrst introduced information hiding as an
approach to devising modular structures for software design. This approach had a tremendous impact on software
industry. It contributed to the development of abstract data
type programming languages, object-oriented design and
programming, and the discipline of software architecture.
A fundamental approach to improving software development has been to modularize the design by splitting the
implementation of the solution into parts [1]. Program parts
can sometimes be termed modules. Modules often consist
of data structures and one or more procedures/functions. In
object-oriented programming paradigm in particular, modularization is realized by encapsulation, in which classes are

Similar work was done by Lisa K. Ferrett etc. [19] who
did an empirical comparison of modularity of procedural
and object-oriented Software. Instead of comparing the inherent structure, however, their work focused on statistical
values such as number of lines per module and number of
parameters per module.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2
lays the foundation of this paper by ﬁrst giving a deﬁnition of method network, then illustrating the relationship
between class and community. A concept from the community discovery community, modularity, is introduced and related with the software modularization. Section 3 presents
the results from the empirical studies on real world software. Limitations of this work are discussed in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and presents the possible work for future study.

∗ This work was supported by the Ph.D. Programs Foundation of Ministry of Education of China under grant No. 20070486065; the Natural Science Foundation of China under grant No. 90718005 and No.90604005;
the National Basic Research Program of China (973) under grant No.
2007CB310800. and No. 2006CB708302.
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2 Method Network, Class and Community

ered, such as the scale-free and small-world characteristics
of most real world network.
In the investigation of complex networks, identifying
highly interconnected parts, namely communities (functionally related proteins, industrial sectors, groups of people,
etc.), is crucial to the understanding of the structural and
functional properties of various networks [11].
Community structure refers to the division of network
nodes into groups within which the network connections
are dense, but between which connections are sparser [12].
Community discovery techniques have been successfully
applied to the discovery of interest groups in social network
[13] and functionally related proteins in biological networks
[14].
In object-oriented programming, classes are used to encapsulate variables and methods. It has the advantage
of grouping together data and their operations. Methods
within a well designed class should be closely related by the
variables they work on. As required by the software design
principle of low coupling and high cohesion, inherent interactions should be as intense as possible, while interactions
between methods from different classes should be kept at a
low level if not evitable. Therefore, when characterized by
a network, methods within the same class could be regarded
as a natural community.
The basic idea of our approach is to apply the community
discovery algorithm to the method network extracted from
the source code of the studied software. Methods divided
by the classes they belong to formed a natural division of
the network. If an object-oriented software has a well modularized structure, the natural division by classes should be
similar to those obtained from the community discovery algorithm. Otherwise, we might want to reconsider the structure of the software under study.

2.1 Deﬁnition of Method Network
Real-world software systems can be regarded as networks, in which software components, such as objects,
classes, packages, subsystems or modules, are abstract
nodes and the relationships (or interactions) between components are abstract edges [9]–[10].
In this paper, to study the modularization of classes, we
use network structure to characterize software structure at
method level, namely method network. In a method network, each node represents a method, and an edge represents the interactions between two methods.
Here we consider two kinds of interaction between methods. One is the method calling interaction. In this case, an
edge is drawn between the ”callee” and the ”caller”. The
other kind of interaction happens between methods within
the same class when the two methods refer to the same instance variable. For example, if both method A and method
B refer to an instance variable c, then an edge is drawn between nodes A and B. Presently, no distinctions are made
between these two kinds of interactions in the method network.
Deﬁnition The method network of an object-oriented
software system is an undirected graph represented by M N
= (M , E). The set of nodes M corresponds to the methods
of the software system, and the set of edges E represents
the interactions between methods.
P arent(x) is an operator returning the parent class of
method x.
InstanceV ar(x) is an operator which returns the set of
all the instance variables referred by method x.
Call(x) is an operator returning the set of all the methods that method x calls.
Given two methods p, q, there are two corresponding vertices in the network p, q ∈ M .
If
P arent(p)
=
P arent(q)
and

InstanceV ar(p) InstanceV ar(q) = φ, then (p, q) ∈
E;
If q ∈ Call(p), then (p, q) ∈ E.
Figure 1 gives a simple example of a method network.

2.3 Modularity
In the research of community discovery algorithms, it is
often difﬁcult to decide how many communities a network
should be split into. Researchers found it necessary to set
up a general criterion of how good a community division is.
Newman and Girvan [15] proposed that the divisions be
evaluated using a measure known as modularity, which is a
numerical index reﬂecting on how good a particular division
is. For a division with g groups, we deﬁne a g × g matrix e
whose component eij is the fraction of edges in the original
network that connect vertices in group i to those in group j.
Then the modularity is deﬁned to be


Q=
eij −
eij eki = Tre − e2 
(1)

2.2 Class and Community
Over the last decade, complex networks have been extensively studied within the mathematics, physics, biological
science, nonlinear science, information science, and engineering communities [7]–[8]. Networks are used to characterize the structures of various systems. Methods from
statistics, graph theory, etc. are applied in network analysis. As a result, many interesting phenomena are discov-

i

ijk

x indicates the sum of all elements of x. Physically,
Q is the fraction of all edges that lie within communities
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Figure 1. A simple example of Method network.

3 Empirical Results

minus the expected value of the same quantity in a graph
in which the vertices have the same degrees but edges are
placed at random without regard for the communities.

In this section, we will demonstrate how our approach is
applied to real world object-oriented software analysis. We
have chosen two open source software as the objects of our
study. One is COLT which is an infrastructure for scalable
scientiﬁc and technical computing in Java. It provides a set
of Open Source Libraries for high performance scientiﬁc
and technical computing in Java. The other one is JMetric, which is an object-oriented metrics analysis tool which
supports metrics calculation for java programs.
They are deliberately chosen to represent two different
categories of software. COLT is a library providing high
performance computation utilities, therefore it emphasizes
performance as well as reusability. JMetric represents the
more general class of object-oriented applications.
Table 1 summarizes the general information of the two
software.
Figure 2 demonstrates the size distribution of all the connected subgraphs that have at least 5 nodes. As can be seen
from the Figure 2, there is only one connected subgraph of

If the network has no community structure, Q equals to
0. On the other hand, if the given network does have a community structure, the larger the values of Q are, the more
accurate a partition is. If Q=1, which is the maximum, it indicates a strong community structure. In general, for typical
real networks the value of Q falls between 0.3 and 0.7.
A good division should be one whose inner connection
is intense while the external connection is sparse. It is the
same feature we want for the software structure. Therefore,
we can use modularity as an indication of the modularization of object-oriented software.
Similar quantitative measures, Modularization Quality
(MQ) [20] and its many variants [21]–[23], were also proposed in automatic procedural program restructuring research. All based on the idea of measuring the extent of
cohesion and coupling by comparing the number of the dependencies within and between subsystems.
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Table 2. Result of Community Discovery on
the largest connected subgraphs.

Table 1. General information of the studied
software.
Class Number
Method Number
Method Connections
Largest Connected Subgraph Size
Connected Subgraph Number(size¿5)
Avg. CBO
Avg. LCOM

COLT
297
3,141
20,413
1438
40
6.23
0.47

JM etric
87
1,738
212,936
1411
12
8.91
0.51

COLT
JMetric
Azureus
Tomcat

N ode

Edge

1438
1411
7560
7621

7437
109125
44926
56803

Original
M odularity
0.759
0.113
0.434
0.447

Generated
M odularity
0.789
0.181
0.679
0.594

viding high performance computation library. Then we apply the community discovery algorithm1 on its method network, and the modularity values of the generated partitions
are computed. The modularity value of the generated partition of COLT rises from 0.759 to 0.789. The minor increase suggests that it would be difﬁcult to make further
improvements on the modular structure of COLT, and the
software developers should consider the cost accompanied
if they want to make any alterations.
The rather low value in modularity in JMetric, on the
contrary, indicates the software is not well modularized,
which is against the common belief that classes in objectoriented software have a well modularized structure. Again
we apply community discovery algorithm and compute the
modularity value of the generated communities. The value
rises from 0.113 to 0.181, which is no great improvement
either.
The minor improvement in JMetric, however, tells a different story. There should be something about the structure
of JMetric which makes the division of the software difﬁcult. Since the network is densely connected, we try to
remove some of the inter community edges from the network. The inter-class method interactions can be resulted
from three kinds of invocations according to the type of parent variable: local variable, method parameter or instance
variable. We removed those method invocations whose parents are instance variables and computed modularity value.
This time, the resulted modularity value is 0.808(compared
with 0.0335 of COLT when the same process is carried).
The great change in modularity value suggests that both the
inner and the outer connections of JMetric classes are very
dense. The software is very compact and it would be difﬁcult if we just want to reuse part of it.
Further experiments on other object-oriented software,
such as Azureus and Tomcat, demonstrate medium level of
modularity values. Large increases of the modularity val-

size larger than 1000 in both COLT and JMetric. In JMetric,
all the connected subgraphs are of size less than 25 except
for the largest one. In COLT, however, there are 7 subgraphs
of size around 100.
The JMetric has more than two hundred thousand edges
at the level of method, which is more than ten times that
of COLT. This suggests that the interactions in JMetric are
very intense.
We calculate the CBO and LCOM metrics from the CK
metrics suite [16]. CBO for a class is a count of the number of other classes to which it is coupled. The coupling
between classes includes the inheritance, collaboration, and
dependency relationships. LCOM value provides a measure of the relative disparate nature of methods in the class.
Original deﬁnition of LCOM is the number of pairs of member functions without shared instance variables, minus the
number of pairs of member functions with shared instance
variables. And it arouses many critics. Here, LCOM is
calculated according to the deﬁnition in [17]. It equals the
percentage of methods that do not access a speciﬁc attribute
averaged over all attributes in the class. A low value of
LCOM indicates high cohesion and a well-designed class.
These two values can give an overall idea of the coupling
and cohesion degree of software
As suggested by the results, the two software show little
difference in the average LCOM over classes. The average
CBO of JMetric is larger than that of COLT, suggesting that
JMetric has a higher degree of coupling. On the whole,
they show little difference as far as the average CBO and
the average LCOM values are concerned.
We compute the modularity of the natural community
structure, namely the natural division of methods by the
class they belong to. The modularity of the original partition of COLT is 0.759 compared with 0.113 of JMetric.
As modularity is indication of modularization degree, the
result suggests COLT and JMetric are very different from
the view of modularization.
The high modularity value of 0.759 in COLT, indicates
that the software is highly modularized and easy to be
reused, which is in accordance with its speciﬁc aim of pro-

1 Community Discovery algorithm used here is Local Community Detecting Algorithm (LCDA)[18]. Since community structure tends to interiorly densely connected while sparsely connected externally, the main
idea of LCDA is to use clustering coefﬁcient as a criterion to determine the
community structure., Only when its clustering coefﬁcient is more than
a predetermined threshold value, can the community be a member of the
community structure.
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(a) COLT

(b) JMetric

Figure 2. Subgraph size of COLT and JMetric.
By employing method for network analysis, we characterize an object-oriented software structure as a method network. And Classes are regarded as natural division on the
methods, or natural communities. The modularity value,
a metric for measuring the quality of a given partition of
communities, is used to measure the modularization extent
of software.
Several object-oriented software are studied. Two are
speciﬁcally discussed, COLT and JMetric. Based on the
results from the empirical studies, we make the following
observations:

ues are witnessed in the generated communities, suggesting
further improvement on the structure modularization is possible.

4 Threats to Validity
Threat to validity of this experiment can result from the
following three aspects:
• Only regular methods are considered, inherited methods are not taken into account.
• Not all sorts of coupling and cohesion are considered. Only two kinds of interactions between methods are considered: method call and sharing of variables. These interactions can cover communicational
cohesion,functional cohesion within classes, and only
some of the dependency and collaboration couplings
between classes. However, there are certain coupling
and cohesion left out, for example, sequential cohesion, data coupling or stamp coupling.

• Not all object-oriented software classes are well modularized.
• Modularity value can be used as an indication of the
modularization level, providing software developers
with a guideline for software reusability and structural improvements.
• Research should be directed towards improving modularization of classes in some objected-oriented software.

• The deﬁnition of good modular structure in Object
Oriented software can be controversial. For example,
it is viable, cohesive way to group related methods
without data. However, it is not cohesive in the “connected via data” sense.

• The community discovery algorithm might be useful
in providing software structural improvement.
In the future, we plan to apply the community discovery
algorithms to method networks to improve modularization
of the classes in object-oriented software.

However, this research should be seen as exploratory,
and while these threats exist, it does not prevent us from
using the research as a basis for future studies.
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Abstract
Fault localization is considered an important and difﬁcult task in the software engineering process. In the last
decades several approaches to fault localization have been
published. Some of them are based on either static or dynamic program slicing. In this paper, we present an approach that combines program slicing with the computation
of hitting sets. Hitting sets are used in model-based diagnosis to compute diagnoses from conﬂicting assumptions. We
introduce the underlying deﬁnitions and algorithms of the
approach, and show that the combination of slicing and hitting set computation reduces the number of statement to be
considered. The presented approach does not rely on a speciﬁc slicing methodology and can be used in combination
with static or dynamic slicing.

1. Introduction
Debugging which comprises the activities fault detection, localization, and repair has been an active research
area for the past decades. Although most of the research
activities can be classiﬁed as activities regarding fault detection like formal veriﬁcation or testing, some effort has
been spent in providing tools for fault localization and even
less for repair. In this paper, we focus on fault localization
and present an approach that combines slicing techniques
with the computation of hitting sets, a technique that originates from model-based diagnosis.
Program slicing was introduced by Mark Weiser [15,
16]. He argued that programmers use data-ﬂow and controlﬂow dependences, and ﬁnally slices in order to focus their
attention to the more important statements within the pro∗ The research herein is partially conducted within the competence network Softnet Austria (www.soft-net.at) and funded by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Economics (bm:wa), the province of Styria, the Steirische
Wirtschaftsfrderungsgesellschaft mbH. (SFG), and the city of Vienna in
terms of the center for innovation and technology (ZIT).

gram in case of incorrect outputs. Mark Weiser took this
observation and introduced the concept of static program
slices. In [15, 16] a slice is a program where zero or more
statements are removed, and which behaves in the same way
as the original program for the speciﬁed variables at a given
location in the program. This deﬁnition can hardly be directly implemented because it requires checking program
equivalence. Hence, Weiser introduced an approximation
algorithm for computing slices in a static way, i.e., only
considering the program source code and no dynamic information. Because of the static analysis the Weiser-style
slices tend to be larger than necessary for a failure revealing
test case.
In order to make slices as small as possible but without
losing precision, several improvements have been reported.
Some include the use of information about correct program
runs. One example is program dicing where the set difference between a static slice for a failure-revealing test-case
and the static slice for a program run leading correct outputs is computed. Shahmehri et al. [13] pointed out that
dicing is only correct with respect to some very restrictive
assumptions. Other improvements and extensions for static
slicing have been introduced because of the integration of
programming language constructs like procedure calls or
concurrency. Horwitz et al. [6] introduced an algorithm for
computing the system dependence graph that is an extension of the program dependence graph [2] where procedure
calls can be represented. Static slices can be easily computed from such graphs via graph traversal. Krinke [10]
improved slicing of programs with procedure calls and extended slicing to handle concurrent programs. Although,
those improvements lead to more precise static slices for
general programming languages, the use of static slices for
debugging is still limited because of their size.
To overcome this problem the concept of dynamic slicing was introduced by Korel et al. [9]. Dynamic slicing
additionally takes care of the program execution and, therefore, usually results in smaller slices. But unfortunately
dynamic program slices might not include the faulty state-
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1. main(int argc, char *argv[])
2. {
3.
int red, green, blue, yellow;
4.
int sweet, sour, salty, bitter;
5.
int i;
6.
7.
red = atoi(argv[1]);
8.
blue = atoi(argv[2]);
9.
green = atoi(argv[3]);
10.
yellow = atoi(argv[4]);
11.
12.
red = 2*red; //Error:red = 5*red;
13.
sweet = red*green;
14.
sour = 0;
15.
i = 0;
16.
while (i < red) {
17.
sour = sour + green;
18.
i = i + 1;
19.
}
20.
salty = blue + yellow;
21.
yellow = sour + 1;
22.
bitter = yellow + green;
23.
24.
printf("%d %d %d %d \n",
bitter, sweet, sour, salty);
25.
return 0;
26. }
Figure 1. An example program taken from [5]

ments and several extensions like Critical Slicing [1], which
combines program mutations and dynamic slicing, Relevant
Slicing [19], which introduces a potentially depends relation for the same purpose, and Failure-inducing chops [5],
which combine delta debugging [18] with slicing, have been
reported. Again, precision and improving the size of slices
have been the major driving force of this research. For an
overview on slicing we refer the reader to Kamkar [7] or
Tip [14]. Other applications of slicing to program debugging include work by Kamkar [8]. Most recently Kusumoto
et al. [11] reported on the usefullness of slicing for debugging. In the paper the authors present an empirical study,
which shows that programmers are more effective when using slices for debugging.
In this paper, we continue research on improving slicing
for debugging. The presented approach potentially leads
to smaller slices and is not restricted to a speciﬁc slicing
methodology. Hence, every technique for computing slices
can be used. Before formalizing the approach, we ﬁrst give
an example. The program we are using is given in Figure 1
and was used by Gupta et al. [5] in their paper. The input
[1,5,8,2] forms a failure-revealing test case. The out-

puts bitter, sweet, and sour at line 24 are incorrect.
For each incorrect output at line 24, we compute a dynamic
slice:
• bitter: {7,9,12,14,15,16,17,18,21,22,24}
• sweet: {7,9,12,13,24}
• sour: {7,9,12,14,15,16,17,18,24}
Informally, the semantics of a slice for a slicing criterion
comprising a variable at a position and a test case can be
stated as the set of statements where each statement contributes to the incorrect computation. In this case we know
that at least one of the statements of the slice is responsible
for the observed behavior. This observation is equivalent to
the following sentence: It is a contradiction to assume that
all statements of a slice are correct. Such contradictions are
also called conﬂicts in model-based diagnosis [12].
In order to eliminate all conﬂicts, we have to take one
necessarily not different element from each conﬂict, i.e.,
slice, and assume that the element, i.e., statement, behaves
not correct. When doing so we eliminate all possible conﬂicting assumptions. The selected elements have an intersection with every slice and are called hitting sets. In modelbased diagnosis the hitting sets of conﬂicts are diagnoses. In
most cases someone is interested in small diagnoses with respect to their size. For our example, we obtain 4 diagnoses
of size 1, i.e., 7, 9, 12, and 24, because these statements
are elements of each slice. If we are only interested in single faults, then computing the intersection of all conﬂicts
would be sufﬁcient. However, in case of multiple faults the
intersection of conﬂicts can be empty. Therefore, a general
approach cannot rely on intersection.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
we start with the basic deﬁnitions and give an algorithm
for computing hitting sets. Afterwards, we introduce the
approach and present an algorithm which combines hitting
sets with slices. We further present a small case study and
an extension that handles the closer integration of slicing
and hitting set computation, and ﬁnally we conclude the paper.

2. Hitting sets
Model-based diagnosis [12] is a troubleshooting
methodology, which allows computing explanations for a
certainly detected misbehavior directly from the model. Explanations are called diagnoses. Diagnoses are computed
from conﬂicts, i.e., parts of the model, which lead to an
inconsistency considering the given observations. For this
purpose we use hitting sets, which we deﬁne in this section
of the paper in order to be self contained. For the formal
deﬁnitions and an algorithm we refer the reader to Reiter’s
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i. If there exists a previously handled node m
with h(m) = h(n) ∪ x, then generate a new
arc from n to m.
ii. Otherwise, generate a new node n with
h(n ) = h(n) ∪ x, and an arc from n to n .
If there exists a previously
handled node m
√
with label(m) = , and h(m) ⊂ h(n ),
then close node n and let label(n) = ×.
Otherwise, add n to L .

work [12]. Greiner et al. [4] presented a corrected version
of Reiter’s algorithm.
Hitting sets are deﬁned over a set of sets with the property that the intersection of a hitting set with every given set
is not empty.
Deﬁnition 1 (Hitting set) A set Δ ⊆ x∈F x for a set of
sets F is a hitting set iff the intersection of Δ with all elements of F is not empty, i.e., ∀x ∈ F : Δ ∩ x = ∅.
A hitting set is minimal if no proper subset of a hitting
set is itself a hitting set. Usually we are only interested
in minimal hitting sets and if not otherwise mentioned we
always refer to minimal hitting sets when using the term
hitting set. Note that the deﬁnition of minimal hitting set
is not based on cardinality. For example the set {12} is a
minimal hitting set for {{12,13,15}, {12,14,16}, {12,14}}
but also {13,14}.
Reiter [12] introduced an algorithm for computing hitting sets that has been improved later by Greiner et al. [4].
The algorithm uses the given sets of sets F and constructs
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in a breadth ﬁrst manner.
After the construction of the DAG the minimal hitting sets
correspond
√ to some vertices of the DAG which are labeled
with a . The algorithm needs not to compute all possible hitting sets. Instead the user can specify the maximum
cardinality of the obtained hitting sets. For practical applications especially in cases where the size of the input is
large, such a boundary value is of great use. The following
algorithm is a variant of the original algorithm where we
eliminated one pruning rule. This elimination is possible
when assuming that F is a sorted collection with respect to
the cardinality of the sets where the left-most element has
the smallest one.
Algorithm Hitting-Set-Computation
Input: A sorted collection F of sets with respect to cardinality. The smallest set is assumed to be the left-most element
of F . A number M AX > 0 which speciﬁes the maximum
size of the generated hitting sets.
Output: All minimal hitting sets of F .
1. Let H be the growing DAG and L be the empty set.
Generate a new node n, which is the root node of H,
add it to H, let label(n) and h(n) be the empty set.
Add n to L, let L be the empty set and set i = 0.

(c) Let i = i + 1.
3. If L is not empty, and i ≤ M AX, let L be L and
L = ∅, and go to 2.
4. Otherwise, return a√set comprising h(n) for all nodes
n with label(n) = .
The hitting set algorithm obviously terminates for every
ﬁnite set F and M AX. If F is not empty, then the algorithm
has at least two iterations. All hitting sets can be computed
by setting M AX to the number of elements stored in F ’s
set, i.e., M AX = | x∈F x|.
The hitting set DAG for F ={{12,13,15}, {12,14,16},
{12,14}} is given as follows where the values of h for each
node are given under parentheses ({}):

Note that the algorithm has to be called on the sorted collection F  = {{12, 14}, {12, 14, 16}, {12, 13, 15}} and not
on the original set F . Hence, we ﬁnally obtain 3 minimal
hitting sets.

3. Hitting sets and slices

2. For all nodes n in L do:
(a) From left to right search for a set C ∈ F such
that C ∩ h(n) is the empty set. If there is no such
set, a new minimal
√ hitting set has been found and
let label(n) = .
(b) Otherwise, for each x ∈ C do:

In this section, we formally introduce our fault localization process. We assume a program Π that is written in a
programming language L. We further assume a semantics
of L deﬁned by a function  : L × Σ → Σ which maps
programs and states to new states. In this deﬁnition a state
s ∈ Σ speciﬁes values for variables used in the program.
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We further assume that the program Π is correct with respect to the grammar of L and halts on every given input.
A test case is a tuple (I, O) where I ∈ Σ is the input and
O ∈ Σ is the expected output. A program Π passes a test
case t = (I, O) iff ΠI ⊇ O. Otherwise, we say that the
program fails. Because of the use of the ⊇ operator also
partial test-cases are allowed which do not specify values
for all output variables. If a program passes a test case t,
then t is called a positive test case. Otherwise, the test case
is said to be a negative test case. Note that we do not consider inconclusive test cases explicitly. In cases where inconclusive test cases exist, we treat them like being positive
test cases. Since we are only considering negative test cases
for fault localization this assumption has no inﬂuence on the
ﬁnal result. A test suite T S for a program Π is a set of test
cases and can be partitioned into two disjoint sets comprising only positive (P OS) respectively negative (N EG) test
cases, i.e., T S = P OS ∪ N EG ∧ P OS ∩ N EG = ∅.
For a negative test case t = (I, O) ∈ N EG we know
because of the deﬁnition that there must be some variables CVt = {x1 , . . . , xk } where for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}
xi = vi ∈ O and xi = wi ∈ ΠI follows that
vi = wi . We call such variables x1 , . . . , xk conﬂicting variables. For each of the variables x1 , . . . , xk we
compute a slice S(x1 ), . . . , S(xk ) as follows: S(xi ) =
SLICE(Π, t, n, {xi }) where SLICE is a function implementing the computation of either static or dynamic
slices, t is a test case, n is the line of the program where
variable xi is known to hold the wrong value. Note that we
have no restrictions on the computation of slices but using
slicing algorithms that are incorrect or produce imprecise
results will cause our approach to compute itself incorrect
or imprecise results. The corresponding conﬂict set for a
negative test case t is now given as Ct = {S(x)|x ∈ CVt }.
From this conﬂict set we compute all minimal diagnosis,
e.g., DIAGSt = {Δ|Δ ∈ HS(Ct )} where HS implements the introduced hitting set algorithms for the given set
Ct .
Before discussing some implications of the above definitions we illustrate the approach using our example
program from Fig. 1. Given a test cases that is
described in the introduction we obtain the following
sorted collection of conﬂicts when using dynamic slicing: F ={{7,9,12,13,24}, {7,9,12,14,15,16,17,18,24},
{7,9,12,14,15,16,17,18,21,22,24}}. From this collection
our implementation of the hitting set algorithms computes 9
diagnoses within a fraction of a second: {7},{9},{12},{24}
are single fault diagnoses and {13,14}, {13,15}, {13,16},
{13,17}, {13,18} are double fault diagnoses.
When having a look at the obtained theory and results
someone might ask why not using the intersection of conﬂicts directly instead of computing minimal diagnoses using a hitting set algorithm? To answer this question, we

ﬁrst deﬁne the
 intersection formally as IN T ERSECTt =
{{n}|n ∈ x∈Ct x}. From this deﬁnition follows that
for every set {i} ∈ IN T ERSECTt, i itself has to be
an element of every conﬂict. Accordingly to the deﬁnition of hitting sets and diagnosis, {i} would also be element of DIAGSt . Hence, all elements of IN T ERSECTt
are single fault diagnosis of DIAGSt . But in cases where
IN T ERSECTt is empty, DIAGSt still provide usefull
information, e.g., that there are no single fault diagnoses.
The same resutls cannot be obtained when using the intersection operator. Therefore, we conclude that the hitting set
computation is more general than computing the intersection only. The following corollary summarizes these ﬁndings.
Corollary 1 Given a program Π and a negative test case
t. The intersection IN T ERSECTt of all conﬂict sets for
t given Π is a subset of the set of all diagnosis DIAGSt
for the same conﬂict set. If IN T ERSECTt is the empty
set, than all elements of DIAGSt have a size greater than
1, i.e., in this case there are only multiple fault explanations
for a negative test case.
Our diagnosis approach only delivers better results when
there are more different slices. In cases where only one
slice is available because only one output contradicts the
expected output values of a test case, every element of the
slice is a minimal single fault diagnosis. Hence, the approach does not gain new information in this case.
Corollary 2 Given a program Π and a negative test case
t. If the set of contradicting variables contains only one
element x, then all elements of the corresponding slice
SLICE(Π, ll(Π), {x}) are single fault diagnosis.
Note that the above process makes only use of a single
negative test case. It is of course also possible to include
all slices coming from all negative test cases for a particular
program comprising the same input and output variables.
In this case depending on the construction of the test cases
multiple faults becomes more likely.

4. Case study
In order to further evaluate the capabilities of the presented approach, we started with a case study. This study
includes 5 small programs ranging from 12 to 129 lines of
code. All of the used examples have several inputs and
several outputs. All programs except the ﬁrst one are implementing digital circuits. The ﬁrst one is the one from
Fig. 1. Faults were introduced in the program manually.
Test cases were computed randomly using the original programs as speciﬁcations. During random test case generation
a lot of failure-revealing test cases, which make more than
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1 output incorrect, could be obtained. From the obtained
slices we computed the diagnoses using a Java implementation of the introduced hitting set algorithm. In all cases the
diagnoses could be obtained within less than a second on a
standard PC.
The statistical information regarding the considered programs as well as the obtained results are given in Table 1.
example is the program from Fig. 1. alu is a Java implementation of an arithmetic logic unit. 4 bit adder is
a Java implementation of a binary 4 bit adder. c17 is a Java
implementation of a ISCAS85 circuit. The ISCAS85 suite
is used as benchmark suite in the hardware design community. Finally, code converter implements a seven segment code conversion device.
Table 1 gives the lines of code (LOC), the number of
slices, the minimum (Min) and maximum (Max) size of the
slices, the size of the union of all obtained slices (All), the
number of single fault diagnoses (Bugs), where the set of
bugs is the result of the hitting set computation, and the percentage of single fault diagnoses with respect to the lines of
code. In all examples the number of single fault diagnoses
is smaller than the smallest slice. If we build the union of
the slices for each incorrect output, the reduction would be
about 50 percent. When using the introduced approach, the
reduction is between 80 to 95 percent. This means that in
the best case only the remaining 5 percent of the source
code has to be considered for further investigation during
debugging.

5. Extensions
It has been shown in various papers, e.g., [15, 16] and
[11], that programmers effectively make use of slices during fault localization. Although, the introduced notation of
diagnosis lead to improvements in terms of a reduction of
statements to be considered, it might not work as expected
in all situations. Consider for example the case where only
multiple fault diagnoses are available. A programmer might
gain important information from the diagnoses. But the
listed diagnoses do not allow for providing an overview.
Only diagnosis after diagnosis can be looked at during the
whole debugging process. If considering our example program in Fig. 1, we have to analyze the 5 double fault diagnoses one by one.
In order to overcome this problem, we describe how to
map back diagnoses to some sort of summary slices. For
this purpose, we enhance the information provided by a
slice with a probability value that is assigned to each element of the slice. We call such a slice comprising statements and corresponding probabilities a HS-slice.
Let DIAGSt be the set of diagnosis obtained from a set
of slices F for a negativ test case t, and a program Π using
the hitting set algorithm. For each diagnosis Δ ∈ DIAGSt

we compute its probability. This probability is equivalent
to the probability of the state that all elements in Δ are incorrect and that all other statements are correct. Formally,
this probability is stated as follows (when assuming independence offailure):

p(Δ) = s∈Δ pF (s) · s ∈Π\Δ (1 − pF (s ))
The fault probability of a statement s, i.e., pF (s), is
usually not given. In such cases the assumption that all
statements fail with equal probability is used. Using this
assumptions the fault probability of statement s becomes
pF (s) = 1/|Π|, where |Π| denotes the number of statements of program Π. Because the same probability applies
for all statements, we drop pF (s) and use pF from here on
instead. We ﬁnally obtain the fault probability of a diagnosis Δ:
|Δ|
p(Δ) = pF · (1 − pF )|Π\Δ|
The probability of a statement s can be obtained by computing the sum of the fault probabilities of the diagnoses
where the statement
is an element.

p(s) = Δ∈DIAGSt ∧ s∈Δ p(Δ)
We now have all necessary pieces to deﬁne HS-slices.
Deﬁnition 2 (HS-slice) Given a program Π, a test case t.
A HS-slice S is a set of pairs that is obtained from the set of
diagnoses DIAGSt as follows:
S = {(s, p(s))|∃ Δ ∈ DIAGSt : s ∈ Δ}
Using this deﬁnition we obtain the following HS-slice
for the example program from Fig. 1:
{(7,0.0139), (9,0.0139), (12,0.0139), (13,0.0027),
(14,0.0005), (15,0.0005), (16,0.0005), (17,0.0005),
(18,0.0005), (24,0.0139)}
Note that this slice is also smaller than the union of the
three slices. It speciﬁcally indicates the statements with the
highest fault probability. The fact that every double fault
diagnoses has to have statement 13 as an element is also
represented in an appropriate way.

6. Conclusion
The application of model-based diagnosis to software
debugging is not new. Friedrich and colleagues [3] used
model-based diagnosis together with a dependence-based
model to localize bugs in VHDL programs. Wotawa [17]
proved that the strong relationship between static slicing
and model-based debugging using dependence-based models. In this paper, we present a more general approach for
the integration of model-based debugging and slicing. We
presented a ﬁrst case study and ﬁnally an extension which
allows for an easy integration with existing slicing-based
approaches.
Because the approach is based on existing slicing techniques, the overall outcome depends on those techniques.
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Table 1. Diagnosis results
Program
example
alu
4 bit adder
c17
code converter

LOC
4
14
8
5
6

Inputs
Slices
4
8
5
2
7

Outputs
Min
26
129
56
12
68

Limitations of used slicing techniques will also be limitations of the approach. In cases where only one output is incorrect and, therefore, where only one slice is available, the
approach does not improve the ﬁnal outcome. This is not a
severe problem because the computational requirements are
not very demanding especially in the case of only one slice.
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Abstract
Identifying design patterns within an existing software
system can support understandability and reuse of the system’s core functionality. In this context, incorporating behavioral features into the design pattern recovery would enhance the scalability of the process. The main advantage of
the new approach in this paper over the existing approaches
is incorporating dynamic analysis and feature localization
in source code. This allows us to perform a goal-driven
design pattern detection and focus ourselves on patterns
that implement speciﬁc software functionality, as opposed
to conducting a general pattern detection which is susceptible to high complexity problem. Using a new pattern description language and a matching process we identify the
instances of these patterns within the obtained classes and
interactions. We use a two-phase matching process: i) an
approximate matching of class attributes generates a list of
candidate patterns; and ii) a structural matching of classes
identiﬁes exact matched patterns. One target application
domain can be software product line which emphasizes on
reusing core software artifacts to construct a reference architecture for several similar products. Finally, we present
the result of a case study.
KEYWORDS: Dynamic Analysis; Design Pattern Detection; Feature-speciﬁc Scenario; Pattern Matching; Software Family; Data Mining.

1. Introduction
Software companies that satisfy the needs of a speciﬁc
market segment develop products that share common sets
of features [8]. These products are usually developed based
on a reference architecture which consists of common parts
and variable parts, where the variable parts can be modiﬁed
to satisfy the evolving requirements of the new products.
In this context, the evolutionary development of a software
system starts from identifying the important features contained in similar products as well as identifying the reusable
components based on the reference architecture [7].

In this paper, we propose a new approach based on a hybrid dynamic and static analysis to address the problem of
reusing existing system’s design patterns that correspond to
speciﬁc software behavior as the goals of the recovery process. In this context, design patterns (i.e., common solutions
to recurring design problems [11]) can assist a software engineer in comprehending and reusing design decisions and
solutions adopted by the original software designers. Consequently, these patterns can be used in developing a family
of similar systems that share the same core features.
The proposed framework identiﬁes the existing design
patterns in the key software features through two major
parts: dynamic analysis and pattern detection. In dynamic
analysis, we identify a group of key features of the subject
system and generate a set of relevant task scenarios for each
feature, namely feature-speciﬁc scenario set. Through scenario execution, pattern mining, and concept lattice analysis we obtain the classes that contribute in generating those
features without any prior knowledge about the system. The
obtained classes will form a search space to conduct the pattern detection process, where the design patterns are speciﬁed using a new pattern description language (PDL) that
drives the pattern matching process. A pattern repository
holds the speciﬁcation of a number of design patterns. The
pattern matching process recovers the instances of the design patterns in the repository in two phases: i) an approximate matching process generates a list of potential pattern
instances for each target pattern, by comparing the number
of class attributes in the search space; and ii) a structural
matching compares the complete class structure of the target pattern against the structure of the candidate instance
pattern.
In order to extract the core functionality of the existing
systems the software solution providers need a set of diverse
reverse engineering tools to be used for different projects
and at different application domains [6]. The approach proposed in this paper contributes in such problem domain by
the followings:
i) mapping software behavior to source code as a means
to identify core classes that implement the key features
of a software system; hence providing a reduced search
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Figure 1. The proposed framework for dynamic analysis and design pattern recovery.
space for design pattern recovery; and
ii) presenting a novel two-phase search technique and a
pattern deﬁnition language to perform design pattern
recovery.

2. Related work
In this section, we discuss relevant approaches in dynamic analysis and design pattern detection to our work.
In dynamic analysis of software systems, El-Ramly et
al. [10] applied a sequential pattern mining technique to
identify interaction patterns between graphical user interface components. Zaidman et al. [16] applied a web-mining
technique on program dynamic call graphs, where nodes
represent classes and edges represent method invocation.
Eisenbarth et al. [9] proposed a formal concept lattice analysis to locate computational units that implement a certain
feature of the software system. In contrast to the above techniques, our approach exploits a novel analysis technique to
handle large sizes of the execution traces, and allows an intuitive and promising process of feature to component allocation.
We classify approaches to design pattern recovery (focus
of this paper) into two major categories, as follows.
Structure-based pattern detection. In this category,
the detection process identiﬁes pattern instances that have

the same pattern class structure as a target pattern. Nija
Shi et al. [14] propose an approach to discover the GoF
patterns from Java source code based on data-ﬂow analysis on abstract syntax tree in terms of basic blocks. Lucia
et al. [12] propose a two-phase approach to recover structural design patterns, where in the ﬁrst phase the number
of candidate patterns are reduced through analysis of class
diagram structure, and in the second phase the real patterns
are identiﬁed by user inspection.
Matrix-based pattern detection. In this category, the
approaches store the inter-class relations in the software
system as well as the target design patterns into different
matrices. Thus, the pattern matching process is accomplished by matrix matching. Nikolaos et al. [15] present
an automatic approach which uses a similarity score algorithm to detect design patterns. The design pattern detection
is accomplished by calculating the similarity score between
the matrices of system and those of target design patterns.

3. Proposed framework
Figure 1 illustrates the proposed approach for design pattern recovery. The framework consist of dynamic analysis
to assign system features onto a set of system classes; and
pattern detection to locate the instances of individual patterns in the software system, by comparing the target patterns in the pattern repository with software’s class structure.
Dynamic analysis. The proposed dynamic analysis operates on the run-time execution traces of a set of subject
features to locate the corresponding low-level system components that implement each feature. This process consists
of the following steps: i) feature-speciﬁc scenario set generation; ii) execution traces generation; iii) execution pattern
extraction from execution traces; and iv) execution pattern
analysis.
Pattern detection. The proposed design pattern detection process consists of two phases approximate matching and structural matching. In the approximate matching
phase, through identifying the eligible candidates for the
main-seed class of the target design pattern, we reduce the
search space for a target design pattern to a list of sourceclass clusters, each of which contains a candidate mainseed class. In the structural matching phase, we identify
the structurally matched design pattern instances within the
list of source-class clusters. The detail description of these
two phases are discussed in Sections 4 and 5.

4. Dynamic analysis
We propose a dynamic analysis technique to locate
the source code implementation of key features in objectoriented systems, which is an enhancement of the previous
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work presented in [13]. In the remaining of this section we
will give a description for the process of dynamic analysis.

Depth1−SuperClass1

4.1. Execution pattern extraction

Depth1−AssoClass

Scenario selection. According to the knowledge about
the application domain, available documents, and user’s
guide of the subject system, we generate a set of relevant
task scenarios where all scenarios share a speciﬁc software
feature. We call this set of scenarios as feature-speciﬁc scenario set.
Execution trace generation. In this step, we use Eclipse
Test and Performance Tools Platform (TPTP) [2] to instrument and collect execution information from the software
system. By running scenarios of the feature-speciﬁc scenario set on the instrumented software system, we obtain the
execution traces of each scenario in the form of entry/exit
listings of the object invocations.
Execution pattern generation. By applying a sequential pattern mining algorithm on the execution traces of the
speciﬁed feature, we can obtain the execution patterns of
the feature. Here we use a modiﬁed version of the sequential pattern mining algorithm by Agrawal [4].

Depth2−SubClass1

1
2
3
4

5. Design pattern detection
To avoid the combinatorial explosion in pattern detection process, we present a two-phase and semi-automated
design pattern detection process where each design pattern
is populated around a main-seed class.

5.1. Pattern description
Formally, a design pattern p can be represented as
a tuple < C, R >, where C is a set of pattern-classes
{c1 , ..., ck } and R is a set of inter-class relations among
these pattern-classes. For two pattern-classes ci and cj in
C, ShortestP ath(ci , cj ) returns the minimum number of
inter-class relations traversed from ci to reach cj , regardless
of the type of the inter-class relations [5]. The Degree of a
pattern-class ci in C, denoted as deg(ci ), is the number of
the direct inter-class relations between ci and all the other

Depth1−SubClass1

Pattern : T argetP attern
Main-seed class : M ainSeedClass
Depth1 :
Inherit From :

6
7

Depth1-SuperClass1
Inherited By :

8
9
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Depth1-SubClass2
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11
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Depth1-AssoClass
Depth2 :
Seed-Depth1: Depth1-AssoClass
Inherited By :
Depth2-SubClass1

14
15
16
17
18
19

Depth1−SubClass2

Begin-PDL

5

13

4.2. Execution pattern analysis
After obtaining the execution patterns of several speciﬁc
features, we use concept lattice analysis to cluster the group
of classes in the execution patterns that exclusively correspond to each speciﬁc feature; as well as the class clusters
that are common to every scenario set. In this context, the
clusters of common classes appear in the upper region of the
lattice, and the clusters of feature-speciﬁc classes appear at
nodes in the lower region of the lattice. Thus, a mapping
between the software feature and its implementation is obtained at the bottom of concept lattice.

MainSeedClass

AbstractClasses :
Depth1-SuperClass1
End-Pattern
End-PDL

Figure 2. Class diagram and PDL description
of a target pattern.
pattern-classes in the design pattern p.
Main-seed class. We observe that for each design pattern presented in [11], there exists at least one pattern-class
which can reach any other pattern-classes in the design pattern within a shortest path value 2. We refer to this kind
of pattern-class as potential main-seed class, whose formal
deﬁnition is given below.
Potential main-seed class. In a design pattern p = C, R,
a potential main-seed class, denoted as cpms , is a
pattern-class cpms ∈ C such that ∀ci ∈ C •
ShortestP ath(cpms , ci ) ≤ 2. C pms is referred to the
set of all the potential main-seed classes in the design
pattern p.
We propose a Pattern Description Language (PDL) to describe a generic pattern. PDL provides a convenient way to
describe a design pattern in a precise way and allows the
user to deﬁne any other pattern they desire to discover. Figure 2 presents the class diagram of a target pattern and its
corresponding PDL description.
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Systems
JHotDraw
JHotDraw
JHotDraw

5.2. Pattern detection
The pattern detection consists of a two-step matching
process, as: approximate matching to generate a ranked
list of eligible candidate instance patterns; and structural
matching to identify the structurally matched instance
patterns within the ranked list of instances.
Approximate matching. In approximate matching, the
main goal is to reduce the search space to a number of instance patterns that are sufﬁciently close to the target pattern. In this context, we specify a set of attributes for the
main-seed of the patterns (both target pattern and instance
patterns) whose values are used to compare these two patterns. Hence, we can rank eligible instance patterns in the
search space and generate a short list of approximately similar instance patterns to the target pattern. The main-seed attributes include the number of Inherit From, Inherited By,
Association and Abstract relations.
As shown in Figure 2, the main-seed class
”M ainSeedClass” possesses one Inherit From relation, one Association relation, and two Inherited By
relations. Considering a search space as a set of classes
SP = {c1 , c2 , ..., cn }, for each class ci ∈ SP we deﬁne
an attribute vector Attr(ci ) = [a1 , ..., ak ] with cardinality
k. Given the main-seeds ct of the target pattern and ci of
the instance pattern, the approximate similarity function
simapx is deﬁned as:
simapx (Attr(ci ), Attr(ct )) =

Δ(Attr(ci ), Attr(ct )) Attr(ci ) ≥ Attr(ct )
0
Else
Δ(Attr(ci ), Attr(ct )) =P
1−

k
j=1 (Attrj (ci )−Attrj (ct ))
Pk
j=1 Attrj (ci )

where Attr(ci ) ≥ Attr(ct ) means that the value of each
element in the attribute vector Attr(ci ) is greater than or
equal to that of attribute vector Attr(ct ). In this context,
function simapx computes the approximate similarity value
between the target pattern (represented by the main-seed
class ct ) and the candidate instance pattern (represented by
main-seed class ci ).
Algorithm “ApproximateMatching” receives the search
space, class relation matrices, target pattern, and a cut-off
threshold similarity value, and returns the list of eligible
candidate instance patterns. The algorithm utilizes the
function “ComputeAttrV alue()” to compute the attribute
values of a main-seed using the class relation matrices; and
function “GenerateP attern()” to compose an instance
pattern with two level classes using every class ci (in
different iterations) from the search space.

Version
5.1
6.0b1
7.0.7

# Classes
172
405
331

#Files
144
289
309

#LOC
8419
21091
32122

Table 1. Statistics for the subject systems.
Structural matching. Structural matching algorithm
deals with the identiﬁcation of all the instances of the target
pattern within a candidate instance pattern1 obtained from
the aforementioned approximate matching. The algorithm
receives a candidate instance pattern, target pattern, and the
class relation matrices. It returns one or more identiﬁed instance patterns within the candidate instance pattern. The
algorithm utilizes the functions GetDepth1Classes() and
GetDept2Classes() to retrieve the corresponding depth1
and depth2 classes from the PDL representation of the target pattern.
After a pattern instance is detected, a further userassisted veriﬁcation has to be performed to check whether
the detected pattern is actually implemented within the subject software system or not. This veriﬁcation is performed
through browsing the source code and consulting with the
existing design documents.

6. Case study
In this section, we discuss the results of applying the proposed approach on a Java open-source project, JHotDraw
[1]. JHotDraw is a Java GUI framework which is used to
draw two-dimensional graphics and it contains many instances of design patterns in its implementation.
Based on discussion in Section 1, we apply our proposed
approach on three versions of JHotDraw, ver5.1, ver6.0b1
and ver7.0.7 to extract reusable software artifacts. The experiments are performed on a Windows XP professional
edition running on a PC with a 1.5GHZ centrino processor,
512M bytes memory and 1G bytes virtual memory.
Table 1 presents several system statistics from three versions of JHotDraw systems in the case study. Because of
space limitation, the results of execution trace extraction
and execution pattern mining for 10 features of the three
versions of JHotDraw systems are not presented in this paper, however similar experimentation can be found in our
previous work [13]. In a further step, we supply the resulting execution patterns obtained from the sequential pattern
mining to a concept lattice generation tool, ConExp [3]. Finally, we generate a search space by collecting all classes of
the feature-speciﬁc concepts and augmenting this space by
adding two levels of immediately related classes.
1 Note that a target pattern usually has fewer classes than the candidate
instance pattern, hence it may match with more than one sub-pattern instances within the candidate pattern.
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Adapter
Observer
Proxy
Decorator
Strategy & State

Rectangle
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
1/1/1

Round Rectangle
1/1/1
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
1/1/1

Ellipse
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
1/1/1

Polygon
2/1/1
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
1/1/0

Line
1/1/1
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
1/1/0

Move
0/0/0
1/1/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
1/1/1

Delete
0/1/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
1/2/0

Group
1/0/1
2/2/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
1/0/1

LineConnection
2/2/2
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
5/4/3

Text
0/1/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
0/0/0
1/2/1

Legend: A / B / C
A: data of JHotDraw 5.1, B: data of JHotDraw 6.0b1, C: data of JHotDraw 7.0.7

Table 2. Results of mapping between target patterns and 10 features in three versions of JHotDraw.
In the following phase of the experimental study, we apply pattern detection algorithms “ApproximateMatching()”
and “StructuralMatching()” (discussed in Section 5) on the
search space to detect all the pattern instances of the target patterns in the pattern repository. We describe structural
information of each pattern using the proposed pattern definition language (PDL) and store it into the pattern repository. Currently, our pattern repository contains the following patterns: Adapter, Proxy, Observer, Decorator, Bridge
and Strategy & State. To ﬁlter out the false-positive patterns in the detected pattern instances, we perform a manual
veriﬁcation on these resulting pattern instances by inspecting the corresponding source code. To correlate a detected
pattern instance to a software feature, we check the overlap between the highly related classes of the feature (obtained from concept lattice) with the participating classes
of the pattern instance. If there is an overlap, it means that
there exists a relation between the feature and the pattern instance. Table 2 presents the correlation of detected pattern
instances to the 10 features of the three versions of JHotDraw systems. The value in each entry of the table represents the number of the pattern instances that are correlated
with the corresponding feature.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a two-phase approach to identify individual design patterns within a subject software system as a means to assist the construction of a reference architecture for a family of software systems, or for different
versions of the same system. The main advantage of our
approach over the existing approaches is incorporating dynamic analysis and feature localization in source code. This
allows us to perform a goal-driven design pattern detection
and focus ourselves on design patterns that implement speciﬁc software functionality as opposed to conducting a general pattern detection which is susceptible to high complexity problem. We have successfully experimented with JHotDraw system which is considered as a benchmark for design
pattern recovery.
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execution of composite service for a long time. Thus, it
is needed to minimize the delay caused by re-selection.
With this problem in mind, we present a solution
for composite service self-healing. Such approach is
supported by a semi-offline re-selection execution
environment. In this environment, if the failed service
needs not to be invoked, the re-selection process can
be done offline without affecting the execution of the
composite service. Supported by such environment, in
order to enlarge the time of offline re-selection, a
failure prediction is proposed. Then, when the QoS is
predicted a deviation from the expected QoS, a reselection process will be triggered before the
invocation of the service. Through doing so, the extra
delay caused by re-selection will be minimized.

Abstract
Web services can be composed together in order to
carry out complex transactions or workflows. During
the execution of the composite service, if one
component service fails, a mechanism is needed to
ensure that the failed service can be quickly and
efficiently replaced. In this paper, we propose a selfhealing approach for web service composition. The key
issue of such approach is the failure prediction. Based
on prediction of the failure, service which will be
failed can be detected as soon as possible. Thus, reselection process will be started earlier before the
invocation of this service. This will make the reselection process minimize the interrupting time
(caused by online re-selection) of the composite
service execution and improve the availability of the
composite service. The experimentations show better
performance of the proposed self-healing approach.

2. Related Works
In order to make the composite service recover
from the failure with minimal user intervention and
make the recovered composite service meet the end-toend constraint, researchers proposes the QoS-driven
adaptation approach for composite service. Based on
the replacement composite service idea, researchers [3,
4] propose approaches of backing up a composite
service for each component service. Then, when a
component service is incurred a failure, the composite
service can be easily switch to a replacement one. In
Ref. [3, 4], all the replacement composite services are
backed up before the execution of the composite
service. Such two approaches do not consider the QoS
of services during runtime of the composite service.
Thus, the replacement one will not be available
sometimes.
One of the researching works that do the reselection process during the composite service
execution is the approach in Ref. [5]. In Ref. [5], the
re-selection process will be triggered as soon as the
actual QoS deviates from the initial estimates. When
the failure is found, the execution of composite service
will be stopped until the re-selection process is

1. Introduction
The QoS of a service may evolve relatively
frequently, either because of internal changes or
because of workload fluctuations. Thus, a composite
service should have self-healing ability. The selfhealing ability means that composite service can repair
itself if any execution problems occur, in order to
successfully complete its execution, while respecting
QoS agreements.
Currently, several works focusing on how to
establish QoS model and how to do the selection have
been studied in Ref. [1, 2]. In these works, the QoS
values of component services rely on estimates of
service execution parameters. However, at execution
time, the actual QoS values will almost surely deviate
from the estimates, for example, because of the
network load. To avoid this, it is necessary to re-select
the composite service. However, as re-selection with
global optimization is a NP hard problem, it will need
a long time to finish and be likely to interrupt
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process of composite service can be done
asynchronously. Based on this idea, we introduce a
semi-offline re-selection execution environment. In
this environment, only when the re-selection process is
not finished and the failed service needs to be invoked,
the composite service will stop its execution until the
re-selection is finished.
In this environment, if a service is perceived to
incur a failure earlier before its invocation, there will
have longer time to do the re-selection offline. This
means that the interrupting time of composite service
execution caused by the re-selection will be minimized.

finished. Thus, this approach can be only used for
runtime-unaware application.
Compared with above works, we introduce a failure
prediction and a semi-offline re-selection execution
environment. Through doing so, the re-selection
process will make the re-selection process minimize
the interrupting time of composite service execution.

3. Failure Prediction Based Self-Healing
3.1 Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some basic concepts
that will be used in the remainder of the paper.
Definition 1. QoS of Atomic Service. For an
atomic service s (which only contains one operation),
the QoS of s can be defined as: QoS(s)=<Qt(s), Qp(s)>,
where:
z Qt(s)
is
the
response
time
of
s.
Qt(s)=tp+R/Vtransmission, where tp is the request
processing time; R is the amount of data needed
to transmit between s and the execution engine
and Vtransmission is the transmission speed.
z Qp(s) is the cost of invoking s.
The aim of selection is to maximize the fitness
function of the available QoS factors; and meet the
constraint specified for some of the factors. Such
problem can be formulated as equation (1).

Fig. 1 Framework of The Approach

Based on above basic idea, we propose an
approach (Fig. 1) for composite service healing itself.
The self-healing contains 2 main parts: failure
prediction based re-selection triggering, and getting
solution to optimal re-selection problem. We will
discuss details of such two problems in the following.

N

max   Fij xij
i 1 jS i
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ij

xij . Q
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4. Details of the Approach

i 1 jS i
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1, xij  !0,1" i 1,..., N, j  S i

4.1 Failure Prediction
Compared with changes caused by service
providers, changes caused by the network may be
occurred more frequently. Changes caused by the
network may affect the data transmission speed and
thus, affect the response time of composite service.
Therefore, in this paper, we will try to predict the data
transmission speed. The work of this paper is based on
the following assumptions: (a) the failures at different
service and communication links are independent; (b)
during the data transmission process, data transmission
speed is a constant value; (c) price and request
processing time of a service is never changed.
We introduce discrete time semi-Markov model [6]
for the prediction.
Definition 2. States of Data Transmission Speed. We
use th_VQ to signify the threshold of data transmission
speeds in Qualified state.
z If V(t)>= th_VQ, then ST(t) =Qualified state;
z If 0<V(t)<=th_VQ, then ST(t)=Soft Damage
state;

Where, xij is set to 1 if atomic service j is selected for
service class Si in the workflow and 0 otherwise. Qij is
the QoS values of service j in class Si. Fij is a fitness
function which can be computed as (2).
Qt  u 
Q p  u p  (2)
 ij

 ij t 
Fij

wt )




/t




 wp )




/p




Where wt and wp are the weights (0<=wt, wp<=1,
wt+wp=1).  and μ are the standard deviation and
average of the QoS values for all candidate services in
a service class.

3.2 Approach Overview
Since that in a composite service, the invocation of
one web service will not begin until all the
predecessors of this service are finished. Usually, the
re-selection process is to re-select the failed service
and its successors. Then, the re-selection process will
not affect the process of composite service execution,
when the failed service needs not to be invoked.
Therefore, when it needs not to invoke the failed
service, the re-selection process and the execution
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z If V(t)=0, then ST(t)=Hard Damage state.
Definition 5. Semi-Markov Model for Data
Transmission Speed. Let  be the state space of data
transmission speed ={1, 2, 3}. Z={Zt; t>=0} is the
random procedure on . If the following conditions
are true, we call that Z={Zt; t>=0} is a semi-Markov
process.
z If current state is i, the next state will be entered
is j with probability Pij. Especially, Pii=0;
z Given that the next state entered will be j, the
time it spends at state i until the transition occurs
is a holding time t with distribution Fij(t).
Let Hi(t) be the distribution of holding time in state
i, Hi(t)= F t ) P . The average holding time in state
 ij
ij

P V , Ve  Z t f

1  F Ve ) Pj )

i



ij

i 1

Pi

4.4 Algorithm for Re-Selection
The re-selection will be done on the re-selected slice
of the composite service. The re-selected slice can be
generated based on the approach in [5]. Then, the
problem of such re-selection can be described as:

i

i 1

+ i i (4)
+ j  j

N

max  Fij xij
i 1 jSi

In order to predict the future state, it is required to
get the context related to data transmission speed.
Definition 3. QoS-Related Context. The QoS-related
context observed by observation o can be defined as
QC(o)=<tob, v, stob >, where tob is observing time; v is
the observed data transmission speed at tob; stob is state.
The aim of prediction can be described as: if the
current state is i, current time is t and the holding time
in current state is d, we need to predict the probability
of the data transmission speed Vf at future time tf above
the expected speed Ve. Let j be the state Ve belongs to.
To solve this problem, we will consider the following
two situations:
z State j is same to i
In this situation, the probability can be a sum of the
probabilities in the situations with no transition from t
to tf and situation with at least one transition. Then, the
probability can be computed as Eq. (5).
P V , Ve  Di , d
(5)

N

s.t

1  Fi Ve )

 1  Fi Ve ) Pi )

t
ij ij

x

ij

jSi

(7)

. Qct '

1, xij  !0,1" i 1,..., FS , j  Si , xvu

0

Where, FS is the set of service classes in re-selected
slice; Qct’ is the runtime of original re-selected slice
which can be used as runtime constraint for reselection.
Such problem can be solved by integer
programming algorithm [1]. As the limitation of this
paper, we will not discuss it in detail.

5. Experimentations
Experimentation 1 is used to test the effectiveness of
the proposed semi-Markov model based QoS
predicting approach. Simulate test set of data
transmission speed according to the Gaussian
distribution. The threshold of failure probability is 0.9.
The size of QoS-related contexts is 100000. Compare
the relation among predicted result, predicting interval
and the observation interval between two neighboring
contexts. Table 1 gives the result (OQ is the
observation interval between two neighboring QoSrelated contexts in QCS; N is the number of predictions;
R is the average accurate rate of the predictions.

i  d ( Di ( d  t f  t Di , d
1  Hi d

 Q x
i 1 jSi

P V , Ve  Di , t f  t  d Di , d
1  Hi t f  t  d

1  Hi d

Through failure prediction, the failure of service
can be perceived much earlier and the re-selection can
begin earlier. Thus, the re-selection will be more likely
to finish before the invocation of the failed service and
the extra cost caused by re-selection will be minimized.
Our approach will trigger the re-selection when a QoS
failure is predicted.

j
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4.2 Re-Selection Triggering

j



(6)
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Definition 4. QoS Failure of Service. Considering a
service s in composite service CS, if it is predicted that
the probability of the data transmission speed during
its execution time below the predefined threshold is
lower than rd, service s is assumed to incur a QoS
failure.

i can be signified as μi. According to lemmas [6] of
semi-Markov model, there exists stationary
distribution =[1, 2, 3] and for each j, it can be
computed as Eq.(3). Also, let Pi the steady-state
occupancy probability of state i, it can be computed as
Eq. (4).
3
3
(3)
+
+P; + 1
j

j  d ( Di ( d  t f  t Di , d

P V , Ve ) P Z t f

Hi t f  t  d  Hi d
1  Hi d

z State j is different from i.
If state j is different from i, it means that there exist
at least one transition during the duration from t to tf.
Then, the probability can be computed as Eq. (6).
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Table. 1. Semi-Markov Based Predicted Result
OQ=0.5s
OQ=0.1s
OQ=0.05s
I=
I=
I=
I=
I=
I=
I=
I=
I=
180 10
180 10
180
60
60
10
60
N
R%

300
95

300
86

300
80

200
97

200
93

200
83

150
98

150
95

approach considers the QoS performance of services
during the composite service execution, the availability
of replacement composite service can be preserved and
thus, the success rate will be high.

150
92

6 Conclusions

Table 1 shows that if the observation interval
between two neighboring contexts is smaller and the
predicting interval is shorter, the prediction will be
more accurate. When the observation interval is short
enough, although predicting interval is a little bigger,
the accurate of prediction will be better also. Thus,
through minimizing observation interval, the accuracy
of prediction result can be improved.
Experimentation 2 is to test the interrupting time
caused by the re-selection process. Randomly generate
10 scenarios with IQ=0.1s, I=60, k=20, and the
threshold of failure probability is 0.9. Compare
interrupting time, result of which is shown in Fig 2.
In terru p tin g Time (m s)

2500

In order to solve the problem of making composite
service adapt to dynamic property of services, we
propose a self-healing approach for web service
composition. The experimentations show better
performance of the proposed self-healing approach. In
the future work, the prediction approach will be
studied more and the proposed self-healing approach
will be put into practical applications of service
composition.
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Fig 2 shows that the interrupting time of the
proposed approach is always the least one among the
three approaches. This is because that the when the
replacement one is not available and service is failed,
re-selection process will start as soon as possible
through failure prediction. Thus, the re-selection
process will occupy as few as possible execution time
of composite service.
Experimentation 3 is used to test the availability of
replacement composite service. Randomly generate 10
composite service, for each composite service,
simulate 10 failed situations and set IQ=0.1s, I=60,
k=20, the threshold of failure probability is 0.9.
Compare success rate of substitution before invoking
time of failed service. The result is shown in Fig 3.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of Success Rate

Fig 3 shows that the success rate of the proposed
approach is always better than that of traditional prebacking up approach. This is because that our
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potential misuses and the consequent
environmental and climate-change impacts [2].

Abstract
Carbon dioxide (CO2) capture technologies are important
for helping to cut CO2 emissions into the atmosphere,
which is now an urgent objective in a world faced with
increasing hazards of global warming. Chemical absorption
has become one of the dominant CO2 capture technologies
because of its efficiency and low cost. The chemical
absorption process involves over a hundred components,
which generate a vast amount of data. While it is important
to monitor the generated data in order to ensure normal
process operations, the monitoring task is complex and
automated support is highly desirable. The Data Analysis
Decision Support System presented in [2] supports
automated monitoring of the CO2 capture process but
suffers from a number of limitations. Its weaknesses
include difficulty in data sharing, limited accessibility in a
small LAN environment, and inflexibility in data format.
The objective of this work is to extend the DADSS into a
web-based system that does not have the above limitations.
This paper presents the web-based data management and
analysis system for carbon dioxide capture process called
CO2DMA. The process of developing CO2DMA involves
software engineering technologies such as the technologies
of object-linking and embedding (OLE) for process control
(OPC) and web-application development frameworks.

adverse

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is an approach for
cutting the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions to the
environment by capturing and storing the CO2 gas. Among
various CO2 capture technologies, chemical absorption of
CO2 is one of the most mature technologies because of its
efficiency and low cost.
The highly complex CO2 absorption process generates a
vast amount of data, which need to be monitored,
preferably by an automated system. But industry process
control systems do not typically provide intelligent data
preprocessing or data analysis functionalities. Therefore, it
is necessary to construct an intelligent data management
and analysis system. The Data Analysis Decision Support
System (DADSS) for CO2 capture process reported in [2] is
a step towards filling this need. However, the DADSS is a
standalone PC-based system with limited flexibility and
connectivity. In this paper we present a web-based CO2
data management and analysis system (CO2DMA).
The system presented in this paper, as well as the first
prototype discussed in [2], are built based on data acquired
from the Pilot Plant CO2 capture process at the International
Test Centre for CO2 capture (ITC), located at the University
of Regina. The CO2 capture process in the ITC is monitored
and controlled via the DeltaV system (Trademark of
Emerson Process Management, U.S.A), which is based on
the technology of Object-Linking and Embedding (OLE)
for Process Control (OPC). OPC standards are widely used
in industry process control and manufacturing automation
applications [4]. More detailed information about OPC will
be provided later.

Keywords – web-based; decision support system; carbon
dioxide capture; data filtering.

1. Introduction
Fossil fuel is presently the world’s most abundant,
economical and reliable fuel for energy production.
However, the industry now faces a major challenge because
the production of fossil fuels, which include coal, crude oil
and gas, and the processes currently used for energy
production from such fuels, can have adverse
environmental consequences. Hence, along with the
positive economic advantages of energy production using
fossil fuels comes to the responsibility of avoiding their

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly
describes the first prototype of DADSS. Section 3 discusses
software engineering techniques used in system
development. Section 4 presents some sample test runs of
the web-based system. Section 5 concludes the paper.

*Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed.
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Briefly, the system consists of four main modules (Fig. 2):
(1) OPC Historical Data Access (HAD) Server module, (2)
OPC Data Transporter module, (3) Database Server module,
and (4) Web Server module. OPC HAD Server usually
resides in the same machine with the process control system,
which refers to the DeltaV system in ITC. It is the
repository where process data are stored, and which can be
only accessed by programs with built in HDA standards.
OPC Data transporter is a C# (Microsoft® software)
program that runs along with the OPC HDA Server in the
background. It continually reads data from OPC HDA
Server and converts the data into appropriate types in order
to transfer them into the Database Server. The Web Server
component of the system is responsible for communicating
with clients through the internet. Clients send request to and
retrieve data from the Web Server. Both communication
and data transfer are based on HyperText Markup
Language (HTML).

2. The DADSS System
Briefly, the system described in [2] is a decision support
system for pre-filtering and analysis of data captured from
the CO2 capture process. It is called the Decision Support
System for analysis of CO2 capture process, or Data
Analysis Decision Support System (DADSS) for CO2
capture process.
The basic structure of the DADSS is shown in Fig. 1. The
controller module of DADSS accepts inputs from the user
and activates the model and view modules to perform
actions based on those inputs. In effect, the controller is
responsible for mapping end-user actions to application
responses. The Data Access Object (DAO) module
provides a common interface between application and the
data storage, such as a database. The DAO module is a way
for separating object persistence and data access logic from
any particular mechanism or API.

Fig. 2. System Structure
Fig. 1. Structure of Data Analysis Decision Support System
for CO2 capture process

3.2 OPC and OPC Transporter

Some limitations that exist in the old system due to its pure
client-based features include:

OPC, which stands for Object-Linking and Embedding
(OLE) for Process Control, is basically a series of standard
specifications [8]. The OPC standard specifications support
communication of real-time plant data between control
devices from different manufacturers [9]; the OPC
Foundation maintains the standards. Since the foundation
was created, more standards have been added.

 The system relies on CSV file as its data source. This is
not flexible enough for future data analysis.
 Knowledge and data sharing through specific CSV file
will be difficult.
 Data access is limited to small LAN environment, and
to PC platform.

The purpose of using OPC was to bridge Windows
(Microsoft® software) based applications with process
control hardware and software applications because these
open standards support a consistent method of accessing
field data from plant floor devices. OPC servers can
provide a method for many different software packages to
access data from control devices by defining a common
interface.

In order to overcome these limitations, a new web-based
CO2 data management and analysis system is built.

3. CO2DMA System Development
This section presents the structure of the CO2DMA, and
several software engineering technologies that were used
during development.

Despite its advantages, two main drawbacks were found
within the OPC technology during interviews with the
operators of the CO2 capture process:

3.1 System Structure
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(1) The OPC technology including OPC servers and client
applications, are developed based on the windows
platform. This presents a problem when data and
knowledge sharing needs to be done with an
application that is developed on a non-windows
platform. Hence, interoperability is not supported.

Usually the most time consuming part of building a web
server is to program the entire site including design of the
user interface as well as construction of the background
logical layer. This process was often conducted in ad hoc
manner, based neither on a systematic approach, nor quality
control and assurance procedures. Recently, different types
of web application frameworks supporting different
languages have been built. A web application frame work is
a software framework that is designed for supporting the
development of dynamic websites, web applications and
services; the framework is intended to simplify the
overhead associated with common activity procedures in
web development. The general framework usually provides
libraries for database access, template frameworks, session
management and code reuse.

(2) Only applications that support OPC protocols can
access the data in OPC HDA Server, which is where
the DeltaV data are stored. As a result, data
manipulation and analysis relies on OPC client
applications. The data cannot be easily reused by other
mature computational tools that do not have OPC
interfaces built in.
To address these limitations, the decision was made to build
a generic database, which would retrieve data from the realtime control system and store them. We believe the generic
database can render our system more flexible and the data
reusable. The component called OPC Data Transporter is
constructed for accessing, converting and sending data from
the OPC HDA Server to our generic database. The OPC
Data Transporter is an OPC client application written in C#
(Microsoft® software) by using the Historical Data Access
(HDA) common library. Currently the transporter runs as a
background program within the same machine as the
DeltaV control system. It can also reside on a remote
machine which physically connects to the control system.
In either case, data will be periodically captured from the
OPC HDA Server and converted to the correct data type,
then stored in the generic database. This approach allows us
to protect the control system by isolating it from outside
interference, while enabling sharing of data and other useful
information.

In our development of the web server, CakePHP (trademark
of Cake Software Foundation) was adopted as the basic
framework because of its detailed documentation and ease
of use. Based on CakePHP, the system structure of the web
server was designed and developed as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Web Server Structure
As shown in Fig.3, the structure of our system follows the
Model-View-Controller (MVC) architectural pattern used
in software engineering. Recently the model has become
widely used in web application development.

3.3 Web Server Development
The Web Server plays a key role in our system because it
acts as an intermediary between the database component
and the user on the internet. The server was constructed
using the LAMP software bundle, which includes:

In the web server system, the model represents a particular
database table, and its relationships to other tables and
records. The Model also consists of data validation rules,
which are applied when the model data are inserted or
updated. The View represents view files, which are regular
HTML files embedded with PHP code. This provides users
with the web page display. The controller handles requests
from the server. It takes user input which includes the URL
and POST data, applies business logic, uses Models to read
and write data to and from databases and other sources, and
finally, sends output data to the appropriate view file [12].
This system structure has the advantages of (1)
modularizing the code and making it more reusable,
maintainable, and generally better; and (2) encapsulating
knowledge structure and translating the knowledge into
procedures and methods using an object-oriented
representation.

 Linux, a Unix-like computer operating system.
 Apache, an open source HTTP Server.
 MySQL (Trademark of MySQL AB), multi-user SQL
database management system (DBMS).
 PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor), a computer scripting
language originally designed for producing dynamic
web pages.
This LAMP bundle has become widely popular since its
inception by Michael Kunze in 1998 because this group of
free software could provide a viable alternative to
commercial packages [10]. Therefore, the LAMP bundle
has been adopted for developing our Web server.
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the system instead of being exported to Microsoft Excel for
further charting. Automation of the data filtering step is
only the first step in our research agenda. Future objectives
include utilizing the data for prediction, planning and
control of the CO2 capture process using artificial
intelligence techniques.

4. Sample Run of System
Data on operation of the CO2 capture process from
4/3/2006 to 4/13/2006 provided by ITC were used to test
the CO2DMA in this sample run.
The difference between the unfiltered data and the data that
have been filtered using CO2DMA can be revealed by
examining the two sets of data on the sample variables of
‘Heat Duty’ and ‘FI700’, which were selected from the 145
tags. Two trend lines that approximate the data are drawn as
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. The points in the plot of the
unfiltered data in Fig. 4 are more scattered because of the
high volume of noisy data. After filtering by our system,
more than 60 rows of noisy data were filtered out from the
590 rows, and the data points are more clustered together as
shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4. Plot of data before filtering

Fig. 5. Plot of data after filtering

5. Conclusion and Future Works
A web-based data management and analysis system for the
CO2 capture process has been developed to overcome the
limitations of the existing DADSS. Since the system is built
as a web service application, there is no need to install any
software in the user’s computer. By automatically filtering
and processing hundreds of fields of raw data, the
CO2DMA frees users from having to perform data filtering
manually; hence, it improves efficiency of the data filtering
process.
Currently we are working on enhancing system efficiency
by saving the user’s preferred filtering procedures in a
historical configuration file. In the future, we plan to add
curve fitting and graphing functions to the system so that
the filtered data can be processed for visual displays inside
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Abstract
Random testing can be fully automated, eliminates subjectiveness in constructing test data, and increases the diversity of test data. However, randomly generated tests may not
satisfy program’s assumptions such as method preconditions.
While constraint solving can satisfy such assumptions, it does
not necessarily generate diverse tests and is hard to apply to
large programs.
We blend these techniques by extending random testing
with constraint solving, improving the efﬁciency of generating valid test data while preserving diversity. For domains
such as objects, we generate input values randomly; however, for values of ﬁnite domains such as integers, we represent test data generation as a constraint satisfaction problem by solving constraints extracted from the precondition
of the method under test. We also increase the diversity of
constraint-based solutions by incorporating randomness into
the solver’s enumeration process. In our experimental evaluation we observed an average improvement of 80 times without decreasing test data diversity, measured in terms of the
time needed to generate a given number of valid test cases.

1

Introduction

A random approach to generating test data has the potential for ﬁnding faults that are difﬁcult to ﬁnd in other ways,
because it eliminates subjectiveness in constructing test data
and increases the diversity of input values. It also facilitates
test automation. Our recent work explored random test data
generation to unit testing of Java classes annotated with assertions [6]. A test case for a method is constructed dynamically
to ensure that it satisﬁes the precondition of the method under test. If a test case does not satisfy the precondition, it is
inadequate to test the method because the precondition is the
client’s obligation [5].
However, randomly generated tests may not satisfy the
program’s assumptions. In our case these assumptions are
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method preconditions formally written in JML [11], an interface speciﬁcation language for Java. If the preconditions are
not trivial, the chances are very low that randomly-generated
test data will satisfy them. In our recent experiment we observed that up to 99% of randomly-generated test cases did
not meet the preconditions of the methods under test [6].
In this paper we propose an extension to pure random testing to improve the efﬁciency of generating a given number
of valid test cases that satisfy the precondition of the method
under test. The key idea of our extension is to integrate constraint solving with random test data generation. For method
parameters of continuous or inﬁnite domains such as objects,
we generate test values randomly. However, for parameters
of discrete and ﬁnite domains such as integers, we represent
test data generation as a constraint solving problem, where
constraints are the assertions of the method precondition that
involve the parameters. This extension is based on our observation that about 10% to 50% of methods have formal parameters of discrete and ﬁnite domains and the precondition
assertions on these parameters can be efﬁciently solved by
ﬁnite-domain constraint solvers.
We evaluated the effectiveness of our approach by implementing a prototype tool based on our own random testing tool called JET [6] and an open-source constraint solver
called Cream [14]. In our experiments we observed an average improvement of 80 times over pure random testing measured in the time needed to generate a given number of valid
test cases that satisfy a method’s precondition (see Section 5).

2

Background

Our long term goal is to fully automate unit testing of Java
classes, from test data generation to test execution and test
outcome decision. The class under test is assumed to be annotated with a JML speciﬁcation (see Section 3); formal speciﬁcations such as method postconditions are used as test oracles.
Each method of the class is tested separately, and thus a test
case consists of a receiver object and argument values. We
generate test cases automatically—the subject of this paper—

and perform test executions by invoking the method under test
with the generated test data. We use JML’s runtime assertion
checker to recognize invalid test cases as well as to decide test
outcomes; i.e., we interpret certain types of assertion violations, such as postcondition violations, as test failures [5, 13].
Previous work has either generated test data randomly
(e.g., [6, 7, 8, 12]) or has generated tests purely by solving
constraints (e.g., [1, 3]). In random testing, a random object
of a class C is obtained via a call sequence, consisting of
one constructor and zero or more method invocations, such as
C o=new C0 (); o.m1 (); o.m2 (); . . . ; o.mn (). In such a call
sequence, m1 through mn mutate the state of o. Methods mi
and their arguments are selected randomly from appropriate
methods of C.
In constraint-based testing, test cases are generated by
solving constraint satisfaction problems. A constraint satisfaction problem consists of a ﬁnite set of variables and a set
of constraints on those variables. Each variable is associated with a set of possible values, known as its domain. A
constraint is simply a relation on some subset of these variables. A solution to a constraint satisfaction problem is an
assignment of a value to each variable from its domain, such
that all the constraints are satisﬁed. There are efﬁcient constraint solvers for ﬁnite domains. For example, Cream [14]
is a Java class library for solving constraints on ﬁnite domains. In Cream, the collection of variables, domains, and
constraints are called a constraint network. Cream provides
several built-in strategies, called solvers, that enumerate solutions for constraint networks (see Section 3).

3

Illustration

To illustrate our approach, let us consider the Account
class given in Figure 1. This class is annotated with
JML assertions written as special comments. The keyword
spec_public states that the private ﬁeld bal is treated as
public for speciﬁcation purpose; e.g., it can be used in the
speciﬁcations of public methods. A method speciﬁcation precedes the declaration of the method and speciﬁes its precondition (requires clause), its frame condition (assignable
clause), and its postcondition (ensures clause). The keyword \old denotes the pre-state value of its expression and
is used in the speciﬁcation of a mutation method such as the
transfer method that changes the state of an object.
Consider the transfer method and the likelihood of randomly generating a valid test case. To test this method, we
need a test case consisting of two Account objects—one
for the receiver and the other for the argument—and an integer. Let p be the probability of generating an Account
object successfully, i.e., the probability that all the calls in
its call sequence terminate normally. Then, the probability
of generating a valid test case is p2 q, where q is the probability that the test case satisﬁes the method precondition,
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public class Account {
private /*@ spec_public @*/ int bal;
//@ public invariant bal >= 0;
/*@ requires amt >= 0;
@ assignable bal;
@ ensures bal == amt; @*/
public Account(int amt) {
bal = amt;
}
/*@ requires amt > 0 && amt <= acc.bal;
@ assignable bal, acc.bal;
@ ensures bal == \old(bal) + amt
@
&& acc.bal == \old(acc.bal - amt); @*/
public void transfer(int amt, Account acc) {
acc.withdraw(amt);
deposit(amt);
}
// The rest of the definition including:
// Account(Account), deposit(int),
// withdraw(int), and int balance().
}

Figure 1. JML-annotated class
amt > 0 && amt <= acc.bal. In a purely random approach, q is 0.25 if we conservatively estimate the probability
of satisfying each conjunct to be 0.5.

However, we can be clever by selecting an amt value such
that it automatically satisﬁes the precondition, thus improving
q to 1. To do this, we solve the constraints on amt imposed
by the precondition; i.e. we represent the problem of test case
generation partly as a constraint satisfaction problem. For this
particular case, we need to solve the constraints: x > 0 and
x ≤ B, where B is acc.bal, the balance of the randomlygenerated Account object. These constraints can be easily
translated to the following Cream code.
Network net = new Network();
IntVariable x = new IntVariable(net);
x.gt(0);
x.le(acc.bal);
Solver solver = new DefaultSolver(net);
Solution solution = solver.findFirst();
int valX = solution.getIntValue(x);

In Cream, constraints on variables are expressed using
framework methods such as gt and le. The Cream framework also provides a set of arithmetic methods (e.g., add and
multiply) for writing arithmetic expressions.
Our approach improves the probability of generating valid
test cases dramatically. Recall that an object in a test case is
represented as a call sequence. Thus a test case is set of such
call sequences. We can apply constraint solving to each of the
method invocations in the call sequence. For example, doing
this for the transfer method improves not only q but also
p—the probability of generating a valid Account object—
even more dramatically, which has a greater impact on the
overall probability.

4

Our Approach

The problem is to generate test cases that satisfy the precondition of the method under test. The key idea of our approach is to solve constraints for values of ﬁnite domains such
as integer while generating random values for other types
such as objects. There are two main issues. The ﬁrst is how
to identify and extract constraints from method preconditions
written in JML; not all precondition assertions are constraints
on the parameters of interest. The second issue is how to
translate the extracted constraints to constraint solving code.
We address the ﬁrst issue by ﬁrst desugaring the executable
subset of JML precondition assertions to a single boolean expression and then converting it to a disjunctive normal form.
As in the predicate-based approach to test data generation
[16], we consider each disjunct of the disjunctive normal form
as a constraint to solve. For the second issue, we deﬁne a
translation from disjuncts of the normal form to Cream code.
As in [6], the receiver object of a test case is generated
randomly, but the arguments are generated in a combination
of a random approach and a constraint satisfaction problem.
For this, we classify formal parameters of a method into two
categories.
Deﬁnition 1 A formal parameter of a method is a constrained
variable if its declared type is an integral type such as int. A
formal parameter that is not a constrained variable is called
an unconstrained variable.
As outlined below, we ﬁrst prepare the preconditions for
possible constraint solving, and then generate test cases. This
preparation involves the following steps.
1. Desugar the method precondition to a single boolean expression (see Section 4.2).
2. Convert the boolean expression to a disjunctive normal
form (see Section 4.3).
3. For each disjunct of the normal form that has constraints
on any of the constrained variables, translate it to constraint solving code (see Section 4.4).
Test case generation is then done by repeating the following until a ﬁxed number of valid tests are generated. We generate random values for the receiver and all arguments as in
our previous work [6]. If the generated values do not satisfy
the precondition of the method under test, we then ﬁnd new
values for the constrained variables by solving constraints extracted from the precondition.
1. Generate random values for the receiver and all arguments (see Section 4.1).
2. If the values do not satisfy the precondition, ﬁnd new
values for the constrained variables by invoking the constraint solving code (from Step 3 above).
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If no constraints were identiﬁed for the constrained variables
(see Section 4.4) or no solution found, then we repeat the
whole process some ﬁxed number of times.

4.1

Random Value Generation

We use the method of [6] to generate the initial random
values for the receiver and arguments; e.g., a random object is constructed as a sequence of mutation method invocations preceded by a constructor invocation. However, one
important difference is that the receiver and arguments of each
method invocation in the object sequence are also generated
by using the new approach, because they also have to satisfy
the precondition of the invoked method.

4.2

Precondition Desugaring

JML features a great deal of syntactic sugar to enhance
Java expression syntax by introducing a rich set of JMLspeciﬁc expressions and several speciﬁcation clauses. We
desugar the executable subset of a method precondition to a
single boolean expression.1 The desugaring process consists
of two steps: desugaring of method speciﬁcations and simpliﬁcation of boolean connectives.

4.3

Disjunctive Normal Form

We use a disjunctive normal form to identify the set of
constraints that can be solved independently to ﬁnd values for
the constrained variables that satisfy the precondition of the
method under test. A disjunctive normal form (DNF) is a
standardization or normalization of a logical formula which
is a disjunction of conjunctive clauses, e.g., c1 ∨ . . . ∨ cn ,
where each ci is of the form e1 ∧ . . . ∧ em .

4.4

Constraint Identiﬁcation

From a method precondition converted to a DNF, we identify constraints on the constrained variables. We assume all
Java/JML boolean connectives are already desugared except
for conjunction, disjunction, and negation.
Deﬁnition 2 A constrained variable is executable in an expression, e, if it has a free occurrence in e other than in a
subexpression of a receiver or an argument to a method or
constructor call. A boolean-valued expression that contains
no logical connectives is an executable constraint if it contains at least one executable constrained variable.
We often use the term “constraint” as shorthand for “executable constraint.” The following gives an equivalent characterization of executable constraints.
1 The executable subset is JML expressions and assertions that are translated to runtime assertion checking code by the JML compiler (jmlc) [4].

JML Expression

Theorem 1 A boolean-valued expression e that contains no
logical connectives is an executable constraint if and only if it
is of the form e1  e2 , where both e1 and e2 are of an integral
type,  is a relational or equality operator, and either e1 or e2
contains an executable constrained variable.
This follows from our deﬁnitions of constrained variables
(being of integral types) and constraints (being boolean expressions).
Uses of constrained variables are not executable when they
occur as arguments to method calls, because Cream does
not understand arbitrary methods, and hence it cannot solve
for such occurrences. For example, Math.abs(x) > 10
is not an executable constraint because Cream cannot handle the call to abs. (To make it executable, one has to
translate the expression manually to one that can be handled by Cream.) On the other hand, in the expression
Math.abs(x - 10) > y, although x is not executable, y
is, and thus the entire expression is an executable constraint.
Cream can thus try to satisfy this assertion when x has a random value, even though it does not control x’s value.
Deﬁnition 3 A conjunctive clause of the form, e1 ∧ . . . ∧ en ,
where ei ’s do not use disjunction, is an executable constraint
if at least one ei is an executable constraint.
A conjunctive clause that is not an executable constraint
may contain a constrained variable, but not one that is executable. If each ei of the clause is an executable constraint,
the solutions of the whole constraint are in general valid test
data; otherwise the validity of the test data depends on the ei ’s
that are not constraints.

4.5

Constraint Solving Code

Given a DNF c1 ∨ · · · ∨ cn , we consider each conjunct
clause ci independently. If ci is a constraint, we translate it
into Cream constraint solving code. The translated Cream
code has the following general structure, where xi ’s are the
constrained variables appearing in the constraint ci and yi ’s
are fresh variables to store a solution.
Network net = new Network();
IntVariable x1 = new IntVariable(net);
···
IntVariable xm = new IntVariable(net);
Translated constraints of ci
Solver solver = new DefaultSolver(net);
Solution solution = solver.findFirst();
int y1 = solution.getIntValue(x1 );
···
int ym = solution.getIntValue(xm );

This skeletal Cream code has three parts. It ﬁrst creates a
new constraint network and adds the constrained variables of
ci to the network. It then specify the constraints of ci using
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x
x ≥ 10

10
≥

x+y
x+y
<
size()
size()
<

Cream Constraint Code
IntVariable v1 = null;
v1 = x;
int i1 = 0;
i1 = 10;
IntVariable v2 = new IntVariable(net);
v2.equals(i1);
v1.ge(v2);
IntVariable v3 = null;
IntVariable v5 = null;
v5 = x;
IntVariable v6 = null;
v6 = y;
v3 = v5.add(v6);
int i2 = 0;
i2 = size();
IntVariable v4 = new IntVariable(net);
v4.equals(i2);
v3.lt(v4);

Figure 2. Sample translation of a conjunct x ≥
10 ∧ x + y < size(), where x and y are constrained variables.
the added constrained variables (see Section 4.6 below). It
ﬁnally solves the constraints and retrieves a solution.

4.6

Constraint Translation

Given a conjunctive clause of the form e1 ∧ . . . ∧ en , we
translate each ei into Cream if it is a constraint; otherwise, we
ignore it because it does not constrain the parameters of interest or the constraint cannot be handled in Cream. For this,
we deﬁned a set of translation rules and the rules systematically translate JML expressions to Cream code by converting
Java/JML operators to Cream framework methods and by introducing temporary variables as necessary. As an example,
consider a conjunctive clause x ≥ 10 ∧ x + y < size(),
where x and y are constrained variables. It is translated to the
Cream constraint code shown in Figure 2.

5

Evaluation

We performed several experiments semi-automatically to
evaluate the effectiveness and efﬁciency of our approach. One
challenge for our experiments was that the constraint solving
code should run in the same environment as that of the method
under test because the constraints are written in terms of the
names available to the method (e.g., formal parameters, ﬁelds
of the receiver, and other methods of the class) and it should
handle JML-extensions to Java (e.g., speciﬁcation-only variables). Our solution was to manually inject constraint-solving
code to the instrumented source code produced by the JML
compiler.2 We also extended both JET [6] and Cream [14].
JET is an automated unit testing tool that generates test cases
randomly, and our extension was to implement the algorithm
sketched in Section 4 as a new test data generation strategy,
2 The JML compiler (jmlc) has an option (--print) to produce the
instrumented source code before compiling it to bytecode.
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12

16

20

24

hour

Figure 3. Diversity of solutions found for the
constraint 0 ≤ hour < 24 ∧ 0 ≤ minute < 60.
which essentially calls the injected constraint solving code as
necessary.
The Cream extension was made to increase the diversity of
generated test cases. Our initial experiments produced many
duplicate or redundant test cases, and we shortly learned that
this was caused by Cream’s deterministic algorithm for enumerating solutions. If there are multiple solutions, Cream
enumerates them in increasing order by always returning the
smallest solution ﬁrst. To remedy this problem, we introduced two techniques. The ﬁrst technique, implemented without modifying the Cream framework, was to ﬁnd and use the
n-th solution. The second technique called a random branching introduced randomness in ﬁnding a solution by modifying
the Cream framework. This modiﬁcation explores the search
space by bisecting the domains of variables. The original
Cream explores by, at each step, selecting one variable, then
exploring the rest of the search space by using only the ﬁrst
half of the domain of this variable; later, it looks for solutions
in the other half. We changed this deterministic behavior by
randomly choosing the half to explore ﬁrst. This small modiﬁcation greatly increased the diversity of the generated test
cases, as shown in Figure 3, and improved the effectiveness
of our approach.
We selected three classes for our experiments. As our approach offers beneﬁts to methods with integral parameters,
we selected classes of this characteristic.
1. PINChecker: This class stores, resets, and checks the
validity of a personal identiﬁcation number (PIN). The
method parameters are a combination of objects and
primitive data types.
2. Account: This class represents a bank account and has
methods such as deposit, withdraw, and transfer
(see Figure 1). Most parameters are of integer type
with non-negativeness constraints. Interestingly, using
our approach we discovered an error in the transfer
method—an overﬂow caused by adding a large number.
3. Clock: This class has a single method with a constraint
like 0 <= hour && hour < 24.
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Strategy
S1
S2
S3
S4

Description
Pure random
Constraint with ﬁrst solution
Constraint with n-th solution
Constraint with random branching

(a) Test data generation strategies
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(b) Average numbers of valid test cases generated for 100 attempts per method.
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We evaluated the performance of four test generation
strategies: the random strategy presented in [6] and three
variations of our new approach (see Figure 4(a)). The variations correspond to the ways we used or modiﬁed the Cream
framework. We ﬁrst measured the number of non-duplicate,
valid test cases generated by each strategy for each of the
selected classes (see Figures 4(b)). As expected, constraint
solving improved the effectiveness of random testing though
the exact improvement varied widely depending on the characteristics of the classes. In particular, random branching is
the most effective; for classes with non-trivial preconditions
such as PINChecker and Clock, we noticed huge improvements in the numbers of generated test cases (i.e., 592% and
1331%, respectively). We next measured the time needed
to generate a ﬁxed number of non-duplicate, valid test cases
(see Figure 4(c)). Again the improvements varied widely.
The constraint strategy with random branching, for example,
showed 22140%, 358%, and 1493% improvements for the
three classes over the pure random strategy, giving an average of 7997% improvement. We ran the experiments on an
AMD TurionTM 64X2 1.80 GHz with 2 GB of main memory.

Number of valid test cases

N-th solution

Time(msec)

Random branching

1.E+02
1.E+01
1.E+00
PINChecker

Account

Clock

(c) Average time needed to generate 100 valid test cases per method.

Figure 4. Experimental results

6

Related Work

Acknowledgment

Previous work focused either on random testing (e.g.,
[6, 7, 8, 12]) or constraint solving (e.g., [1, 3]) in isolation,
without taking an advantage of synergistic effects of both approaches. Some work also used meta-heuristic information to
guide the search for valid test data (e.g., [9]); e.g., in genetic
algorithms, call sequences that are likely to produce valid test
data are selected and then made to evolve by applying genetic
operations such as mutation and crossover [15].
The most closely related work is JML-TT [2], a speciﬁcation animator for JML based on the constraint logic programming. It can execute methods leaving primitive parameters
undeﬁned or with ranges of values speciﬁed for them, showing a counter-example upon a speciﬁcation violation. JMLTT can also generate test cases with boundary values. For
this, it ﬁrst extracts boundaries from preconditions and invariants. For example, a boundary test case for the transfer
method of class Account could be a1.transfer(1, a2),
where a1 and a2 are objects of class Account, with balances
zero and Integer.MAX_VALUE, respectively. Once a boundary test case is identiﬁed, it constructs needed objects (e.g., a1
and a2) using the animator. However, this step is undecidable
and thus may require a human assistance.
The jmle tool [10] is another speciﬁcation animator for
JML. It translates a JML speciﬁcation to an executable Java
implementation. The generated code relies on a constraint
solver to simulate the speciﬁed behavior; i.e., the tool transforms a JML speciﬁcation into a constraint satisfaction problem. For the approach to work, the speciﬁcation should be
detailed enough so that the constraint solver can reach the
postcondition from the precondition. While jmle does not
generate test cases, it would be possible to use some of its
techniques to interpret a ﬁxed set of method calls.
Jartege [12] is similar to JET in that it generates test data
randomly and uses the runtime assertion checker as a test oracle procedure. There are also assertion-based random testing
tools for other languages such as Eiffel [7].

7

Conclusion

We combined random testing with constraint solving to
generate valid test data—test data that satisﬁes the precondition of the method under test. The key idea of our approach is
ﬁrst to generate random test data and then, if the generated test
data does not satisfy the precondition, to solve constraints extracted from the precondition for parameters of ﬁnite domains
such as integers. Our approach improves both the effectiveness of random testing from 6 to 13 times measured in the
number of valid test cases generated and the efﬁciency from 4
to 221 times measured in the time needed to generate a given
number of valid test cases.
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Abstract
It is challenging to test machine learning (ML) applications, which are intended to learn properties of data sets
where the correct answers are not already known. In the
absence of a test oracle, one approach to testing these applications is to use metamorphic testing, in which properties of the application are exploited to deﬁne transformation functions on the input, such that the new output will be
unchanged or can easily be predicted based on the original
output; if the output is not as expected, then a defect must
exist in the application. Here, we seek to enumerate and
classify the metamorphic properties of some machine learning algorithms, and demonstrate how these can be applied
to reveal defects in the applications of interest. In addition
to the results of our testing, we present a set of properties
that can be used to deﬁne these metamorphic relationships
so that metamorphic testing can be used as a general approach to testing machine learning applications.

1

Introduction

Making machine learning (ML) applications dependable
presents a particular challenge because conventional software testing processes do not always apply: in particular, it
is difﬁcult to detect subtle errors, faults, defects or anomalies in the ML applications of interest because there is no
reliable “test oracle” to indicate what the correct output
should be for arbitrary input. The general class of software
systems with no reliable test oracle available is sometimes
known as “non-testable programs” [20].
One approach to testing such applications is to use a
pseudo-oracle [6], in which multiple implementations of an
algorithm process an input and the results are compared; if
the results are not the same, then one or both of the implementations contains a defect. In the absence of multiple implementations, however, metamorphic testing [2] [8]
[22] can be used to produce a similar effect: input can be
modiﬁed in such a manner that it should produce the same
output as the original, and if it does not, then a defect must

exist. Of course, this can only show the existence of defects
and cannot demonstrate their absence, since the correct output cannot be known in advance, but metamorphic testing
provides a powerful technique to testing such “non-testable
programs” by use of a built-in pseudo-oracle.
A challenge of metamorphic testing is to determine the
so-called metamorphic relationships that can be used to
transform an input such that its new output will be predictable, given the output produced by the original input.
This generally requires domain knowledge and/or familiarity with the algorithm’s implementation, and these relationships may not necessarily apply to other applications.
In this paper, we seek to create a taxonomy of metamorphic relationships that are applicable to input data of both
supervised and unsupervised machine learning applications,
including the inclusion and omission of data, permutation,
and modiﬁcation of numerical values. Our contribution is
a set of properties that can be used to deﬁne these relationships so that metamorphic testing can be used as a general
approach to testing machine learning applications.
Previously we have investigated approaches to testing
such applications by considering properties of their data sets
[14] and by using random testing [15]. In this paper, we
ﬁrst present our analysis of the metamorphic properties of
MartiRank [9], a ranking implementation of the Martingale
Boosting algorithm [12]. The result of this investigation
is then used to guide the creation of metamorphic relationships that can be used in testing. We apply metamorphic
testing to MartiRank, as well as to another machine learning algorithm, the anomaly-based intrusion detection system PAYL [19], and report our ﬁndings.

2
2.1

Background
Metamorphic testing

Metamorphic testing [2] [8] [22] is designed as a general
technique for creating follow-up test cases based on existing
ones, particularly those that have not revealed any failure, in
order to try to ﬁnd uncovered ﬂaws. Instead of being an approach for test case selection, it is a methodology of reusing
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input test data to create additional test cases whose outputs
can be predicted. In metamorphic testing, if input x produces an output f(x), a transformation function T can then
be applied to the input to produce T(x); this transformation
is based on a metamorphic property of the function, such
that the output f(T(x)) can then be predicted, based on the
(already known) value of f(x).
A classic example is the sine function. If we have built
a function to compute sine, and for some selected input x
we have computed sin(x) = y, then we can create the test
input (x + 2π) and expect that sin(x + 2π) will also equal
y, based on the metamorphic property of sine that sin(α) =
sin(α + 2π). Similarly, given sin(x) = y, we can create the
test input -x and expect that sin(-x) should be -y, based on
the metamorphic property of sine that sin(-α) = -sin(α).
It is clear that this approach is very useful in the absence
of an oracle. Regardless of the values of x and y, if sin(-x)
does not equal -sin(x), then there must be a defect in the
implementation of the sine function. Although the use of
these simple identities for testing numerical functions is not
unique to metamorphic testing [5], the approach can be used
on a broader domain of any functions that display metamorphic relationships, including machine learning applications.

2.2

Related work

Applying metamorphic testing to situations in which
there is no test oracle has been studied in great detail by
Chen et al. [4]. Our work builds on theirs by applying metamorphic testing to a speciﬁc application domain
(machine learning) and looking for the metamorphic relationships within those types of applications. Additionally,
whereas their work has primarily focused on functions with
simple numerical input domains [3], we are considering inputs that consist of larger (possibly alphanumeric) data sets,
as a result of the types of applications we are investigating.
27,81,88,59,15,16,88,82,41,17,81,98,42,
15,70,91,41, 5, 3,65,27,82,64,58,29,19,
22,72,11,92,96,24,44,92,55,11,12,44,84,
82, 3,51,47,73, 4, 1,99, 1,51,84, 1,41,
57,77,33,86,89,77,61,76,96,98,99,21,62,
...

...,
...,
...,
...,
...,

0
0
1
0
1

Figure 1. Example of part of a data set used
by supervised ML ranking algorithms

quality of the results, and not evaluating the “correctness” of
the implementations. Similarly, testing of intrusion detection systems [13] [17] has typically addressed quantitative
measurements like overhead, false alarm rates, or ability to
detect zero-day attacks, but does not seek to ensure that the
implementation is free of defects.

2.3

In general, data sets used in machine learning consist of
a collection of examples, each of which has a number of
attribute values and, in some cases, a label. The examples
can be thought of as rows in a table, each of which represents one item from which to learn, and the attributes are the
columns of the table. The label, if it exists, indicates how
the example is categorized. In some cases a label of 1 is
considered a positive example, and a 0 represents a negative
example; without loss of generality, we only discuss these
cases here. Figure 1 shows a small portion of a data set that
could be used by such applications. The rows represent examples from which to learn, as comma-separated attribute
values; the last number in each row is the label.
Supervised ML applications execute in two phases. The
ﬁrst phase (called the training phase) analyzes a set of training data; the result of this analysis is a model that attempts
to make generalizations about how the attributes relate to
the label. In the second phase (called the testing phase), the
model is applied to another, previously-unseen data set (the
testing data) where the labels are unknown. In a classiﬁcation algorithm, the system attempts to predict the label of
each individual example; in a ranking algorithm, the output
of this phase is a ranking such that, when the labels become
known, it is intended that the highest valued labels are at or
near the top of the ranking.
Unsupervised ML applications also execute in training
and testing phases, but in these cases, the training data sets
necessarily do not have labels. Rather, an unsupervised ML
application seeks to learn properties of the examples on its
own, such as the numerical distribution of attribute values
or how the attributes relate to each other. This model is then
applied to testing data, to determine if the same properties
exist. Data mining and collaborative ﬁltering are two wellknown examples of unsupervised learning.

2.4
Although there has been much work that applies machine
learning techniques to software engineering in general and
software testing in particular (e.g., [1]), there has thus far
been very little published work in the reverse sense: applying software testing techniques to ML applications that have
no reliable test oracle. Orange [7] and Weka [21] are two
of several frameworks that aid ML developers, but the testing functionality they provide is focused on comparing the

Machine learning fundamentals

Applications investigated

In this work we looked at two ML applications: MartiRank [9] and PAYL [19].
The development of MartiRank was commissioned by a
company for potential future experimental use in predicting
impending electrical device failures, using historic data of
past device failures as well as static and dynamic information about the current devices. Classiﬁcation in the binary
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sense (“will fail” vs. “will not fail”) is not sufﬁcient because, after enough time, every device will eventually fail.
Instead, a ranking of the propensity of failure with respect
to all other devices is more appropriate.
In the training phase, MartiRank, which is a supervised
ML algorithm, executes a number of “rounds”. In each
round the set of training data is broken into sub-lists; there
are N sub-lists in the Nth round, each containing 1/Nth of
the total number of positive labels. For each sub-list, MartiRank sorts that segment by each attribute, ascending and descending, and chooses the attribute that gives the best “quality”. The quality of an attribute is assessed using a variant
of the Area Under the Curve (AUC) [10] that is adapted to
ranking rather than binary classiﬁcation. The model, then,
describes for each round how to split the data set and on
which attribute and direction to sort each segment for that
round. In the second phase, MartiRank applies the segmentation and sorting rules from the model to the testing data
set to produce the ranking (the ﬁnal sorted order).
1.0000,61,d
0.4000,32,a;1.0000,12,d
0.2500,18,d;0.5555,55,d;1.0000,41,d

Figure 3. Sample payload byte distribution
(“detection”) phase, each incoming payload is scanned and
its byte value distribution is computed. This new payload
distribution is then compared against the model (for that
length) using the Mahalanobis distance, which is a way of
comparing two sets of data but unlike Euclidean distance
does not depend on the scale of the values; if the distribution of the new payload is above some threshold of difference from the norm, PAYL ﬂags the packet as anomalous
and generates an alert. PAYL may also raise an alert in other
circumstances, for instance if the payload length had never
been seen before in the training data.

3

Approach

Figure 2. Sample MartiRank model
Figure 2 shows a sample model. In the ﬁrst “round”,
shown on the ﬁrst line, all of the examples are sorted by
attribute 61 (indicated by the “61”) in descending order (indicated by the “d”). In the second round, shown on the second line, the result of the ﬁrst round is then segmented. The
ﬁrst segment contains 40% of the examples in the data set
(indicated by the “0.4000”) and sorts them on attribute 32,
ascending. The rest of the data set is sorted on attribute
12, descending. The two segments are then concatenated
to reform the data set, which is then segmented and sorted
according to the next line of the model, and so on.
We also investigated an intrusion detection system called
PAYL. Many such systems are primarily signature-based
detectors, and while these are effective at detecting known
intrusion attempts and exploits, they fail to recognize new
attacks and variants of old exploits. However, anomalybased systems like PAYL are used to model normal or expected behavior in a system, and detect deviations of interest that may indicate a security breach or an attempted
attack. PAYL was developed at Columbia University and is
currently used in numerous real-world deployments.
As PAYL is an example of unsupervised machine learning (which is one reason why we chose to test it), its training data simply consists of a set of TCP/IP network payloads (streams of bytes), without any associated lables or
classiﬁciation. During its training phase, it computes the
mean and variance of the byte value distribution for each
payload length in order to produce a model; Figure 3 shows
an example of such a distribution [19]. During the second

We previously reported on our testing of ML ranking applications (MartiRank and SVM-Light [11]) in which we
developed test cases by analyzing the problem domain, analyzing the algorithms as deﬁned in pseudo-code, and analyzing the runtime options [14]. This then allowed us to
devise equivalence partitions that served as guidelines for
the creation of datasets using random testing [15].
We then went back to these applications and used our
knowledge of the algorithms to identify metamorphic relationships (previously unpublished) that would give us another way of testing such applications in the absence of an
oracle. These properties are described in Section 4.
Once we had enumerated and categorized the different
types of metamorphic properties, we used these principles
in our testing. We ﬁrst tested an implementation of MartiRank, and then sought to also apply these to the anomalybased intrusion detection system PAYL, on which we conducted metamorphic testing using the same guidelines. Section 5 discusses the results of our testing.

4

Metamorphic properties

We begin by describing our observations of the metamorphic properties of MartiRank [9]. We ﬁrst considered
metamorphic relationships that should not affect the output:
either the model that is created as a result of the training
phase, or the ranking that is produced at the end of the testing phase. For the training phase, if training data set input
D produces model M, then we looked for transformation
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functions T so that input T(D) would also produce model
M. Additionally, if testing data set input K and model L produce ranking r(K, L) = R, then we looked for transformation
functions T so that the combinations r(T(K), L), r(K, T(L))
and r(T(K), T(L)) all produce R as well.
Based on our analysis of the MartiRank algorithm, we
noticed that it is not the actual values of the attributes that
are important, but it is the relative values that determine the
model. Adding a constant value to every attribute, or multiplying each attribute by a positive constant value, should
not affect the model because the model only concerns how
the examples relate to each other, and not the particular values of the examples’ attributes. The model declares which
attributes to sort to get the best ordering of the labels; in
Figure 1, if the values in any column were all increased by
a constant, or multiplied by a positive constant, then the
sorted order of the examples would still be the same, thus
the model would not change. Additionally, applying a given
model to two data sets, one of which has been created based
on the other but with each attribute value increased by a constant, would generate the same ranking, based on the same
line of reasoning. Thus, MartiRank exhibits metamorphic
properties that we can classify as both additive and multiplicative: modifying the input data by addition or multiplication should not affect the output.
It should also be the case that changing the order of the
examples should not affect the model (in the ﬁrst phase) or
the ranking (in the second). As MartiRank is based on sorting, in the cases where all the values for a given attribute
are distinct, it is clear that the sorted order will still be the
same regardless of the original input order. Thus, MartiRank also has a permutative metamorphic property, albeit
only limited to certain inputs.
We then considered metamorphic relationships that
would affect the output, but in a predictable way. For the
training phase, if training data set input D produces model
M, then we looked for transformation functions T so that
input T(D) would produce model M’, where M’ could be
predicted based on M. Additionally, if testing data set input
K and model L produce ranking r(K, L) = R, then we looked
for transformation functions T so that r(T(K), L), r(K, T(L))
and r(T(K), T(L)) all can be predicted based on R. Keep in
mind that in order to perform testing, we need to be able
to have a predictable output based on R because we cannot
know it in advance otherwise, since there is no test oracle.
We mentioned above that multiplying all attributes by a
positive constant should not affect the model. On the other
hand, mulitplying by a negative constant clearly would have
an effect, because sorting would now result in the opposite ordering. The effect on the MartiRank model, however,
could easily be predicted, because the model not only speciﬁes which attribute to sort on, but which direction (ascending or descending) as well. Consider that, if one were to sort

a group of numbers in ascending order, then multiply them
all by a negative constant, and sort in descending order, the
original sorted order would be kept intact. In MartiRank, if
in the original data set a particular attribute is deemed to be
the best one to sort on, and a new data set is created by multiplying every attribute value by a negative constant, then
that particular attribute will still be the best one to sort on,
but in the opposite direction. The only change to the model
will be the sorting direction. Thus, MartiRank displays an
invertive metamorphic property, wherein it is possible to
predict the output based on taking the “opposite” of the input. Like the permutative property, this property only holds
in the case where all values are distinct, however.
This invertive property can also be seen in the testing
phase. For data set input K, we deﬁne K’ as its inverse, i.e.
all attribute values multiplied by a negative constant. For
model L, we deﬁne L’ as its inverse, i.e. the sorting directions all changed. We also deﬁne R = r(K, L) as the ranking
produced on data set K and model L, and R’ as the inverse
ranking, where the examples are ranked in “backwards” order. Based on the explanation above, we can expect that if
r(K, L) = R, then r(K’, L’) is also equal to R, because sorting
the positive values ascending will yield the same ordering as
sorting the negative values descending. It follows, then, that
r(K’, L) and r(K, L’) should both be equal to R’, in which
the ranking is the same but in the opposite direction.
Furthermore, once we know the model, it is easy to add
an example to the set of testing data so that we can predict
its ﬁnal place in the ranking. Take, for example, the model
shown in Figure 2. In the ﬁrst round, it sorts on attribute 61
in descending order; if we add an example to a testing data
set such that the example has the greatest value in attribute
61, it will end up at the top of the sorted list. In the second
round, the model sorts the top 40% (which would include
our added example) on attribute 32 in ascending order; if
we modify our added example so that it has the smallest
value for attribute 32, it will stay at the top of the list. And
so on. Knowing the model, we can thus construct an example, add it to the data set, and expect it to appear ﬁrst
in the ranking. We can thus say that MartiRank has an inclusive metamorphic property, meaning that a new element
can be included in the input and the effect on the output is
predictable. Similarly, MartiRank also shows an exclusive
metamorphic property: if an example is excluded from the
testing data, the resulting ranking should stay the same, but
without that particular example, of course.

5

Case studies

As a result of our investigation of MartiRank, we have
identiﬁed six metamorphic properties of supervised ML applications: additive, multiplicative, permutative, invertive,
inclusive, and exclusive. We have also discovered that these
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properties exist in another ranking algorithm, SVM [18], as
well; due to space constraints, those ﬁndings are not discussed here but can be found in our tech report [16]. Although we have only considered ranking algorithms thus
far, we believe that classiﬁcation algorithms would display
the same properties because of the similarity of the algorithms in terms of the ways in which they treat the data; this
is left as future work. Following that analysis, we conducted
metamorphic testing using those properties.

5.1

Metamorphic testing of MartiRank

After identifying the metamorphic properties of MartiRank, we constructed corresponding test cases and were
able to detect a defect in the implementation. Another of
its invertive properties is that if all of the labels in the training data are negated (multiplied by -1), the ﬁnal ranking of
the testing data should be the same but in opposite order
from the original, since what was the “worst” would now
be considered “best”. However, as the particular implementation we were testing was designed speciﬁcally to rank the
likelihood of device failures, the developers never considered the case in which the labels in the training data (which
represented the number of failures over a given period of
time) would be negative. During metamorphic testing, the
implementation produced inconsistent results when a negative label existed, and we conﬁrmed this bug ﬁrst with a
simple toy data set and then upon inspection of the code, in
which a logical ﬂaw existed in the way the examples were
being segmented during training.

5.2

Analysis of PAYL

We next sought to determine whether the properties we
used to guide metamorphic testing of MartiRank could also
be applied to another ML application. The application we
chose was PAYL [19], an anomaly-based intrusion detection system.
Because the model generated by PAYL in the training phase represents the distribution of byte values in the
TCP/IP payload (see Figure 3), it is clear that it exhibits the
additive and multiplicative properties. Adding a constant
value to each byte would shift the distribution, and multiplying by a constant would stretch it. Therefore, it would
be easy to predict the effect on the model. Additionally, the
categorization (as anomalous or not) of a packet in the testing phase would not change if it, too, had its bytes modiﬁed
in the same manner.
Much of our analysis of PAYL focused on its permutative
properties, primarily because some attackers may try to hide
a worm or virus by permuting the order of the bytes, so as
to trick a signature-based intrusion detection system. Of
course, the model created by PAYL does not consider the

order of the bytes, only their distribution, so a permutation
should still result in the same model.
PAYL also has an invertive property. An “inverse” of the
distribution can be obtained by subtracting each byte value
from the maximum (255, or 0xFF), so that frequently-seen
values become less frequent, and vice-versa. If the same
treatment is applied to the payloads in the testing data, then
the same alerts should be raised, since these values will still
appear to be anomalous.
Aside from considering the distribution of byte values in
creating its model, PAYL also considers the existence (or
absence) of payloads of certain lengths, and thus certainly
has inclusive metamorphic properties. For instance, consider a model that generates an alert on a new payload because its length had never before been seen. If the particular
payload were then included in the training data, it should no
longer be considered anomalous. We would similarly expect PAYL to have exclusive metamorphic properties: if all
payloads of a certain length were removed from the set of
training data, then any messages of that length in the testing
data would thus be considered anomalous because they had
not previously been seen.

5.3

Metamorphic testing of PAYL

We then conducted testing of PAYL by using data sets
generated via these metamorphic relationships. By using
the exclusive metamorphic property, we were able to detect
two defects in PAYL. We started with training data that had
payloads of various sizes, including 274 bytes, and created
a model that was applied to a set of testing data, which also
included a payload of 274 bytes; PAYL raised no alerts. We
then removed all payloads of 274 bytes from the training
data and applied the model to the same (unmodiﬁed) testing
data, expecting that the payload of 274 bytes in the testing data would cause PAYL to raise a “length-never-seenbefore” alert. However, PAYL raised an anomaly alert for
the payload of length 274, even though there was no payload of that length in the training data. An alert was correctly being raised, but it was the wrong type.
Additionally, PAYL unexpectedly raised both anomaly
alerts and “length-never-seen-before” alerts for payloads of
1448 bytes, which theoretically should never happen (since
it can only be anomalous if that length had actually been
seen before). Upon further investigation, we determined
that PAYL actually should have raised the “length-neverseen-before” alert from the ﬁrst set of training data, since
there were no payloads of that length. So not only were the
alerts not being raised in the ﬁrst place, but false positives
were then being raised in the second.
Our key result, though, was that we were able to verify
that PAYL exhibits the same six metamorphic properties as
MartiRank, and then use these properties to drive metamor-
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phic testing and ﬁnd important defects in PAYL.

6

Conclusion and future work

We have identiﬁed six metamorphic properties that we
believe exist in many machine learning applications: additive, multiplicative, permutative, invertive, inclusive, and
exclusive. Although these are likely not the only metamorphic properties that can exist in a machine learning algorithm, they provide a foundation for determining the relationships and transformations that can be used for conducting metamorphic testing, which we have shown to reveal
defects in the applications of interest.
Further investigation would involve applying these metamorphic properties to other, larger ML applications, and
looking to classify other properties. Additionally, as we
have deﬁned our properties independent of the actual numerical values used in the data sets, future work could consider how to initially create new data sets such that further
application-speciﬁc metamorphic properties can also be revealed.
We have found metamorphic testing to be an efﬁcient
and effective approach to testing ML applications. We hope
that our ﬁndings here and the identiﬁcation of metamorphic
properties help others who are also concerned with the quality of non-testable programs.
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Abstract
File systems are part of larger, complex systems and are
used in large-scale conﬁgurations that are built on a large
number of disks. File systems rely on other sub-systems,
such as I/O and memory management that can fail, but they
are often implemented as if the other sub-systems will not
fail. Testing ﬁle systems for proper operation in large-scale
conﬁgurations is a prime concern for vendors of storage
servers. In this paper, we examine the feasibility of using
fault injection testing on user-space ﬁle systems, both with
traditional code insertion techniques and with aspects.
Keywords: Aspect-oriented programming, fault injection
testing, ﬁle systems testing, user-space ﬁle systems

1. Introduction
File systems are susceptible to failures in the underlying
subsystems, such as disks, I/O bus, and memory management. Fault injection testing can be used to make ﬁle systems resilient to sub-system failures. The overall goal of
our research is to evaluate and compare the costs and beneﬁts of performing fault injection testing on user-space and
kernel ﬁle systems using both traditional code insertion and
aspect-oriented programming techniques. In this paper, we
report results from fault injection testing using traditional
code insertion and aspects on the ext2 FUSE ﬁle system.
We compare the two approaches in terms of the complexity
involved in implementing the fault injection code.
Current approaches (e.g., [3, 4]) to fault injection on ﬁle
systems use procedural or object-oriented techniques to insert code in the kernel space where engineering costs can
be high. They insert a specialized layer of code between
the module under test and the underlying subsystems (e.g.,
between the ﬁle system and memory management). This
keeps the fault injection modular but it does not allow for

fault injection within the ﬁle system module. As an example, injecting faults into a ﬁle system’s inode caching code
would require changes within the ﬁle system, and cannot be
accomplished without adding code to the ﬁle system. Using
aspect-oriented programming [2] instead of traditional code
insertion can provide the means to performing testing at all
levels within a ﬁle system (intra-function, intra-module, and
inter-module).
Performing fault injection on user-space ﬁle systems instead of kernel-space ﬁle systems can potentially lower the
time and engineering costs. With the advent of user-space
ﬁle systems through frameworks such as FUSE1 , we now
have options for fault injection testing without the overhead
of development and testing within the kernel. We can inject faults between the ﬁle system and the storage media
through read faults, write faults, and whole-disk faults. We
used the FUSE implementation of the Linux ext2 ﬁle system and selected the set of faults from Nagaraja et al. [3].
We wrote the corresponding fault routines and inserted them
using both procedural and aspect-oriented techniques.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background and related work. Section 3 describes the proposed user-space fault injection approach using both procedural and aspect-oriented methods. Section 4
discusses the feasibility of the approach. Section 5 presents
the conclusions and outlines directions for future work.

2. Background
File systems: File systems provide the structure for organizing, storing, and retrieving data in a computer system. Windows, Linux, and most Unix-like operating systems provide an infrastructure for allowing multiple types
of ﬁle systems. The generic term for the infrastructure is a
Virtual File System (VFS) [5]. It provides a generic interface to the kernel and system calls, such as open, read,
1 See
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http://fuse.sourceforge.net/.

and write. It also routes the requests to the correct kernel
module that understands the ﬁle system. That module then
interacts with the cache and I/O managers to read and write
data stored in a formatted manner on a disk.
Traditionally, ﬁle systems has been kept in kernel-space,
where interactions with the cache manager and the I/O system are simple and the execution overhead small. To work
within this model, a user-space ﬁle system has a module that
lives in kernel-space that can receive requests from the VFS,
relay them to the user-space process handling the I/O necessary for the mounted ﬁle system, and return the responses
back to the VFS. With the FUSE module acting as the intermediary, the kernel is oblivious to the fact that the ﬁle
system is actually being handled by a user-space process.
This concept of user-space ﬁle systems is not widely
seen in practice. User-space ﬁle systems have the appeal
of being in an environment with which most programmers
are familiar, including debugging tools which are typically
more feature-rich than their kernel counterparts.
Fault injection testing: The goal of fault injection testing
is to see how a software component reacts to a failure condition [1]. Fault injection testing on ﬁle systems has focused
on disk, I/O bus, and memory failures. Nagaraja et al. [3]
used the SCSI faults in Table 1 in their Mendosa infrastructure. Column one shows the types of faults that are possible.
This table covers only I/O related faults. Other faults are
possible too, since the ﬁle system depends on things other
than I/O, such as the cache manager and the virtual memory subsystem, and faults can be injected into any of those
interactions. Faults can also be injected within the ﬁle system, such as inode cache faults and locking faults, but this
is outside the scope of this paper.
Table 1. SCSI Faults from Nagaraja et al. [3].
Fault
Disk Hang
Disk ofﬂine
Power Failure
Read Fault
Write fault
Timeout
Parity errors
Bus busy
Queue full

Characteristic
Sticky
Sticky
Sticky
Sticky
Sticky
Transient
Transient
Transient
Transient

OS Masking of Fault
Unmasked
Unmasked
Unmasked
Unmasked in Linux
Unmasked in Linux
Unmasked
Masked
Masked
Masked

Our fault
Disk loss
Disk loss
Disk loss
Read failure
Write failure
Timeout
N/A
N/A
N/A

The “Characteristic” column conveys the idea of the
stickiness of the fault, that is, whether the fault is permanent
or not. In the case of disk or block failures, if the device has
either failed in such a way that it is permanently failed or it
is unreliable, then the failure is treated as permanent.
Column three lists whether the fault is masked or not.
As Nagaraja et al. [3] point out, faults can either be masked
from the ﬁle system or unmasked. A masked fault is one
which will not be seen by the module under test (the ﬁle
system driver). For example, the I/O subsystem will retry
when a SCSI queue is full or when the bus is busy, and

ECC memory will mask parity errors. Table 1 shows that
most faults are seen by the ﬁle system. Issues related to the
SCSI controller and bus are handled by the lower software
layers. The faults used in this research are a subset of those
represented in the table. The implemented faults shown in
column four do not contain the faults that are masked from
the ﬁle system. Moreover, the three disk failure faults are
rolled into one fault. The faults are implemented to have the
sticky characteristic.
In their IRON ﬁle system work, Prabhakaran et al. [4]
used fault injection to test ﬁle systems for their tolerance to
I/O errors. A key idea is that a ﬁle system should not fail
an entire disk because of one simple failure. For example, it
should instead handle single-block failures as single-block
failures. Single block failure represents a recoverable situation, requiring only that the bad block be remapped.

3. Approach
We used Aspect-Oriented C2 to implement the four faults
shown in Table 1. We wrote the actual fault injection routines in a common ﬁle that could be reused for both the
approaches. We modiﬁed the libext2fs-based3 FUSE
implementation of the ext2 ﬁle system by using traditional
code insertion techniques to call the fault injection routines
within the read and write paths. Next, we wrote aspects
to do the same code insertion within the FUSE ext2 ﬁle
system without changing any of the FUSE ext2 code, and
wove those aspects into the code. Finally, we used the iozone4 benchmark to generate a load on the ﬁle system to
test that the fault injection technique was working as expected. We demonstrated that all the faults were injected
into the FUSE ext2 ﬁle system using both approaches.
At the core of the fault injection testing technique are
the fault injection routines: doBlkFIT() and doDiskFIT() are the entry points for the block-based and diskbased fault injection respectively. Both routines dynamically inject faults based on the number of operations that
have occurred. Pseudo-code is given in Figure 1.
Since fault injection is done based on I/O numbers, we
ﬁrst increment the count of I/O operations. We check the
sticky faults of a failed block or a failed disk. We also
check the I/O number to see if a new failure needs to occur. The faults are checked in ascending order by the frequency with which they are planned to be injected. Disk
failures happen once every one thousand I/O operations.
Timeout failures happen once every twenty I/O operations.
Disk block failures happen once every ten I/O operations.
The libext2fs code contains the core code for handling
I/O. For the traditional fault injection, the faulty code was
2 See

http://research.msrg.utoronto.ca/ACC/.
http://e2fsprogs.sourceforge.net/.
4 See http://www.iozone.org/.
3 See
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doBlkFIT(blockNo) {
ioCount := ioCount + 1
if (blockNo has been failed)
return I/O error
if (disk has been failed)
return no device failure
if (ioCount = disk failure I/O)
change disk state to failed
return I/O error
if (ioCount = timeout failure)
return timeout error
if (ioCount = block failure)
change block state to failed
return I/O error
return success
}
doDiskFIT() {
ioCount := ioCount + 1
if (disk has been failed)
return no device failure
if (ioCount = disk failure)
change disk state to failed
return I/O error
return success
}

Figure 1. Fault Injection Routines.
inserted into the core code. For the aspect-oriented fault injection, aspects were written that were woven into the entry
points in the core code.
error := read(
ioController,
physical block number,
input buffer);
if (error)
return error

Figure 2. Original Read Path.
Figure 2 shows the original logic of the libext2fs
routine load buffer(), which is at the core of
libext2fs’s read path. The ﬁle system’s I/O controller issues the actual read and places the data into
the given buffer. An error causes an immediate exit from
load buffer(); on success load buffer() does
more processing and the data is passed back to the caller
of the read() system call.
Figure 3 illustrates how we modiﬁed the libext2fs
routine load buffer() to do the traditional code insertion fault injection. We add a call to the fault injection routine. This alters the code path so that if
a fault injection is to occur, the routine that does the
read into the buffer is not actually called. This is

error := doblkFIT(physical block number);
if (error)
return error;
error := read( ioController,
physical block number,
input buffer);
if (error)
return error;

Figure 3. Modiﬁed Read Path.
slightly different from traditional code insertion, which
would place a layer of code between load buffer()
and io channel read blk(), which would encapsulate the original direct call to io channel read blk()
without changing any arguments. However, that is an engineering concern, and what we did here is sufﬁcient for
the purposes of this study. We point out this difference to
note that this insertion could be done in a modular fashion which would not require any actual modiﬁcation to
load buffer(). We understand this difference and do
not consider the chosen implementation to be representative
of modular traditional code insertion.
In the modiﬁed code ﬂow, the doBlkFIT() routine
is called before performing the I/O. If a fault is to be injected, then the corresponding error code is returned, and
load buffer() passes the error back to its caller. If
no fault is to be injected, then doBlkFIT() returns success, and load buffer() continues with the original
path, passing control to io channel read blk(). The
write block, timeout, and disk faults are all injected using
similar means in the routines ext2fs file write(),
ext2fs file read(), and ext2fs bmap(). Code
for ext2 file flush() is not shown here for lack of
space.
errcode_t around():
execution(errcode_t ext2fs_file_write(...))
|| execution(errcode_t ext2fs_file_read(...))
|| execution(errcode_t ext2fs_bmap(...)) {
errcode_t error;
error := do_dsk_FIT();
if (error)
return error;
return proceed();
}

Figure 4. Disk Fault Injection Aspect.
Figure 4 shows the disk fault injection aspect, which
performs the aspect-oriented code insertion fault injection testing. It is structured similar to the code used in
the traditional code insertion case. The pointcut speciﬁes
that the advice is to be placed around the execution of
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ext2fs file write(), ext2fs file read(), and
ext2fs bmap(). The fault injection routine is called, and
any injected error is returned. If no error is returned, then
the original call is completed and the result returned.
Iozone issues reads, writes, and seeks within a ﬁle. The
I/O that these activities cause was used to validate that faults
were being injected in both the approaches. Since ext2 is
a ﬁle system that is not intended to handle disk faults, all the
failures caused iozone to stop execution. As ext2 failed on
each fault one by one, we removed the faults from our set
until the set was empty. This way we veriﬁed that all the
injected faults caused FUSE ext2 to fail.

4. Results
We evaluated the traditional code insertion technique
ﬁrst. In the case of the timeout and write faults, the ﬁle
system ended up in a corrupted state. Essentially, the ﬁle
was corrupted such that attempting to delete it would cause
ext2 to attempt to clear a block with an invalid number,
causing the process handling ext2 to crash. Clearly, this
is an example of fault injection testing revealing a failure,
since data corruption is never an acceptable behavior. Both
the read and whole disk faults caused iozone to stop. However, neither left the disk corrupted. All that was needed to
try iozone again was to unmount and remount the ﬁle system. FUSE uses a single process for a ﬁle system mount and
the fault injection routines and associated state are stored
in that per-mount process. Therefore, unmounting and remounting the ﬁle system has the side effect of restarting
the fault injection. This is an example of behavior which
must be considered within the context of the ﬁle systems’
intended application to know whether it is acceptable or not.
Overall, this indicates that code insertion fault injection testing can be applied to user-space ﬁle systems.
Next, we evaluated the aspect-oriented code insertion
technique. The faults were injected in the same order, with
the same results. This shows that aspects can be used for
fault injection testing of user-space ﬁle systems as effectively as traditional code-insertion techniques.
The entire user-space effort took less than 10 hours.
Half of that time was spent studying the ext2 and the
libext2fs code. One hour was spent developing the
fault injection routines. For traditional code insertion, it
took 50 minutes to go from instrumented code injecting all
four faults to having encountered and removed all of them.
Also, the code insertion was done as efﬁciently using aspects if the overhead of learning how to use the ACC language and ACC tools is not included. The time needed for
familiarity with ACC was two hours. The time it took to go
from code with all aspects woven into the system to having
hit all of the faults was 40 minutes. It is expected that part
of the decrease in time is due to familiarity with the process.

Therefore, no difference in efﬁciency was seen.
It is difﬁcult to compare the two approaches from this
study because (1) they rely on common code, (2) the number of faults used is small, (3) only one ﬁle system implementation was used for this study, and (4) they were both
developed by the same person. The ﬁrst issue is of low priority, since it is fair to compare the two approaches using
common code where appropriate. The second issue needs
to be addressed by expanding the library of faults. This will
lead to ﬁnding those faults which can be injected into userspace ﬁle systems that cannot be injected into kernel-space
ﬁle systems and vice versa. The third issue can be addressed
by using more ﬁle systems. This will be difﬁcult to do in
general because there are few ﬁle systems that are available
in both user-space and kernel-space versions. This makes
it difﬁcult to generalize the results of the study. The fourth
issue needs to be addressed by having multiple developers
separately using the two approaches.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
We demonstrated that fault injection testing can be used
for user-space ﬁle systems using both code-insertion and
aspect based fault techniques. We inserted faults for read
block, write block, whole disk loss, and disk timeout faults.
To explore the generalized application of these results, more
ﬁle systems and faults must be included.
We will investigate how well the approach transfers into
kernel-space, and also check if there are faults that can be
injected in kernel-space but not in user-space. We will enhance the fault library to include faults such as memory
load/store faults, memory space faults, and buffered I/O
faults. We will carry out studies to see if developers can
use fault-injection testing of a ﬁle system in user-space to
more efﬁciently improve the quality of a ﬁle system.
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Abstract- Thanks to the emergence of the Personalized
Information System (PIS), it becomes possible to supply the user
only with the pertinent information that directly interests
him/her and suits his/her preferences. However, we need
beforehand to evaluate these systems in real situations. In this
paper, we point out the insufficiencies in the evaluation of the
PIS. Then, we propose a new evaluation method for PIS. Finally,
we describe the evaluation results of a demonstrator developed
during a project called MouverPerso. This demonstrator was
tested among a group of subjects in the University of
Valenciennes.

Index Terms- Evaluation, Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI), Intelligent Transport System (ITS), Personalized
Information System (PIS)
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the information systems, addressed to the users
and mainly in the field of transport, tend to be more and more
personalized. In the midst of a universal project labelled
Intelligent Transport System (ITS), researchers’ primary
preoccupation is to provide personalized information for the
public transport users. In fact, the PIS is a system which has
the capacity to be adapted to the user taking in consideration
his/her preferences [1]–[2]–[3]. For example, in transport
field, the traveler hopes to have at his/her disposal only some
information, just what he/she is directly interested in [4]–[5].
In addition, the traveler may have access to a reliable, multimodal and personalized information using various supports
(PC, PDA, mobile phone, etc.) [6]. Though, there are different
methods and approaches to conceive PIS systems, to our
knowledge and at the present point of research, we notice a
lack of methods to evaluate the personalization quality of PIS.
This article is made of three principal parts: at first we focus
on the insufficiencies concerning the evaluation of PIS. The
second part is devoted to describe the basic principles of a
proposed method that permits the evaluation of PIS. The third
and last part is meant to describe the evaluation results of the
demonstrator developed during a project called MouverPerso.

II. INSUFFICIENCY IN THE PIS EVALUATION
The evaluation of the interactive system has been a
recurrent problem since the last three decades. To ameliorate
the quality of human machine interaction many studies were
oriented towards the evaluation of the interactive system from
different angles and view points. Concerning this subject we
should mention that several papers and works had defined the
basic principals of the evaluation as well as the methods used
in this evaluation [7]–[8]–[9]–[10]–[11]–[12]–[13]–[14]. We
notice that the focal point in these works was on the utility and
usability while the dimension of personalization was
neglected. Nowadays, the PIS users are facing many
difficulties to interact with the badly studied or evaluated
personalized systems that do not always answer their needs.
Due to the complexity of personalized system interface, new
criteria and methods are needed to evaluate the human
machine interaction. In this context, we propose a method
which is based on the evaluation criterion of PIS detailed in
[15] and on the explicit intervention of the user who fills up
questionnaires.
III. PROPOSITION OF A METHOD FOR EVALUATING PIS
The process of this evaluation is illustrated in the fig. 1. To
give a clear structure to this proposition we use the SADT
formalism; a well known in software engineering and in
human machine interaction. This method is made up of three
phases. According to the SADT formalism, we find in the box
A0 (the box in top of diagram) the general objective that
consists in the evaluation of PIS. To reach this target we have
decomposed it into three sub-targets presented in the boxes
A1, A2 and A3 (preparation, evaluation and analysis).
- Phase A1: it represents the preparation stage wherein the
evaluator chooses the representative tasks on which the
evaluation will be based. The evaluator also prepares two
types of documents necessary to the evaluation. The first is a
general questionnaire including general information about the
users and the second is an index-card that includes the
definition of every criterion and the parts which the user fills
up during the experimentation. We distinguish seven global
criteria, detailed in [15].
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With
n: number of criteria the user is concerned with.
WK: the weight of interest representing the importance the
user gives to this criterion.
IK: the criterion index of activation.
1 if the user U is concerned with the criterion k
0 if not
NK: the mark attributed by the user to the criterion k
0
if the user is not satisfied at all
0.25 if the user is a bit satisfied
0.5 if the user is fairly satisfied
0.75 if the user is satisfied
1
if the user is very satisfied
The result is a value restricted between 0 and 1.0 so that the
more the satisfaction level is close to 1 the more the system is
adapted to the user. To judge the system according to its
degree of personalization, we calculate the average of the
satisfaction level Ns of all the subject participated in the
evaluation.
IV. CASE STUDY: IN ITS DOMAIN
 Context: Our work is a part of the project
« MOUVER.PERSO» achieved with the collaboration of
National Institute of Research on Transport and its Security
(INRETS). This system aims to incite the usage of collective
transport by ensuring the complementarity between different
modes of transport and ameliorating the quality as well as the
availability of the personalized information.
Fig. 1. Evaluation phases of the proposed method.

- Phase A2: it represents the stage of testing the model; it is
made of two sub-phases (A21 and A22):
- Sub-phase A21: it represents the pre-experimental stage; the
evaluator presents to the users the tasks already chosen in
addition to the evaluation criteria and their definition. Then
the evaluator asks them to select the most important criteria
according to their needs and/or preferences. The users must
attribute to every selected criterion a weight representing the
importance accorded to this criterion.
- Sub-phase A22: it represents the experimental stage, in fact
the users have to evaluate the system progressively while
executing the tasks in terms of the already defined criteria.
Then he/she allocates to every criterion a mark according to
his/her level of satisfaction and according to a well predefined
scale.
- Phase A3: it represents the analysis phase. In this level, the
evaluator calculates to every user the level of satisfaction Ns
that translates the level of personalisation Np of the system
applying the following formula:
n

Ns= Np=

W

K

IK  NK

K 1

n

W

K

IK

 Protocol test: The objective of this experience was to
evaluate the demonstrator MouverPerso taking as basis the
proposed approach and the criteria we have just defined for
the evaluation of SIP.
- The participants: Twenty three people have participated in
this evaluation, two expert evaluators, twenty subjects (twenty
students in computer science) and a technician.
- The evaluated task: We focused on a representative task of
the application, a research of itinerary after adding an
appointment. This task needs the consultation of at least three
interfaces of the application (an interface which permits to add
an appointment, an interface which permits to consult the
itinerary details and an interface which permits to consult the
appointment list). The dynamic task is represented by
Statechart diagram from UML (see fig. 2).
- Tools and techniques: In this experimentation, several tools
were used namely:
 The general questionnaire: the evaluator invites the user to
fill in this questionnaire which includes some general
information such as last name, first name, email, age, gender.
This questionnaire is distributed among the subjects in the
pre-experimental step.
 The criterion index-card: the user makes use of his/her
index-card to judge the system for example s/he could
attribute weights and marks, mention problems and/or draw

k 1
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the attention to them and may propose ideas to improve the
system during the experience.
 A PDA (Portable Digital Assistant): is a personal assistant
taking the form of a mobile digital appliance. It consists of a
computer equipped with a tactile screen and a stylet (fig. 6).

average of their level of satisfaction according to the three
criteria related to the quality of content personalization. For
preferences and experiences, the averages of satisfaction in
connection with these criteria exceed 0.6. For the interests the
average is less satisfying (see fig. 4).

Fig.4. Average of the student’s level of satisfaction per personalized criterion
related to the content.

B.

Container Personalization

The personalization related to the container groups four
criteria: adaptation to interactive platform, adaptation to
environment, adaptation to user’s behaviour and finally
adaptation to users’ physical capacities (accessibility). The
rate of satisfaction is 33% for the very satisfied subject, 17%
for the satisfied and 50% for the bit satisfied ones (see fig. 5).
Fig. 2. The dynamic task of adding an appointment.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This part represents the principal results issued from the test
and it is concerned with the dimensions related to the content
and container personalization.
A.

Content Personalization

Fig. 5. The subjects’ opinion about the personalization related to the container.

Three criteria were considered in the personalization of
content: the preferences, point of focus and user experience as
we see in fig.3.: 47% of the users are very satisfied, 41% are
satisfied, 6% are less satisfied and finally 6% of them are not
satisfied at all (see fig. 3).

In order to give more details about the students’ opinion
concerning the personalization related to the container, we
have compared the average of their level of satisfaction
according to the four criteria related to these dimensions.

Fig.6. Test with PDA

Fig. 3. The subjects’ opinion about the personalization related to the content.

In order to give more details about the students’ opinion
concerning the personalization content, we have compared the

After having tested the application in using two different
interactive supports (PC, PDA) (see fig.6.) the subject gives
his/her opinion about the adaptation of the system to the
interactive platform. Concerning the adaptation criterion of
the users behaviour, the students’ opinion are centred on the
neutral response (the average = 5), while as showed in fig.7,
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the student have a disapproving opinion about the adaptation
to the users’ physical capacity and to the environment (the
average <4).
0,7
0,6

main activity. Besides, this evaluation needs several iterations
to find maximum of problems. These reasons make us think
about another evaluation method that does not need the direct
intervention of the user. The principle of this proposed
method which makes the object of our future research will be
based on the usage traces of the system.

0,5
0,4
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Abstract— This paper addresses the problem of mapping
software services onto an overlay network, speciﬁcally, the
probing to locate suitable nodes on which to instantiate or
conﬁgure data processing operators. We propose a distributed
algorithm, called Dynamis, that can improve existing probing
algorithms. Experimental results on the PlanetLab testbed show
that Dynamis can dramatically reduce probing overhead while
producing high-quality services.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Processing data streams as they are delivered across a
network is essential to many applications. In the case of
data gleaned from sensor networks, for example, processing
the data as it is collected supports real-time applications and
facilitates later searching and analysis of data repositories.
While the components of some data processing services are
relatively static, others depend on dynamics in the user population and their queries, in which case the services need
to be dynamically composed and reconﬁgured as conditions
change. Realizing this functionality has been facilitated by the
advent of overlay networks, in which end hosts form a virtual
network atop a physical network. The presence of hosts along
the paths between endpoints enables intermediate processing
of data streams, without modifying the underlying network
protocols or router software.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of mapping distributed services onto an overlay network. This functionality
is an integral part of any overlay-based streaming framework
and typically requires a probing mechanism to locate suitable
nodes on which to instantiate new data processing operators
[1], or to reconﬁgure and possibly share existing operators [2].
The probing protocol should incur minimal trafﬁc overhead
while producing a high-quality mapping of services onto the
overlay infrastructure. The quality can be measured in terms
of metrics such as end-to-end delay, load balance, security,
and cost.
The contributions of this study are threefold. First, we
propose distributed selection, an optimization technique that
supports the design of efﬁcient probing mechanisms. We
demonstrate that applying distributed selection to probing
algorithms can signiﬁcantly reduce probing overhead. Second,
This work was supported in part by the U.S. Dept. of the Navy, Ofﬁce of
Naval Research under Grant No. N00014-01-1-0744, and in part by National
Science Foundation grants EIA-0000433, EIA-0130724, and ITR-0313142.
Farshad Samimi is currently with GoldSpot Media, Inc. This research was
conducted while he was at Michigan State University.

we introduce an extensible algorithm based on distributed
selection, called Dynamis, to realize efﬁcient probing for
overlay service composition. Third, we report results of an
experimental study on the PlanetLab Internet testbed, where
we assess the performance of Dynamis and other service
composition algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II provides background and discusses related work.
Section III formulates the problem of service composition
and probing. Section IV introduces Dynamis, and Section V
describes the experimental investigation. Finally, in Section VI
we conclude the paper and discuss future directions.
II. BACKGROUND

AND

R ELATED W ORK

The service composition problem arises in distributed environments where the system needs to set up and bind a number
of entities in order to realize services [3]. With the emergence
of overlay networks and adaptive middleware technologies [4],
dynamic composition of overlay services has recently attracted
considerable attention [5]–[7]. Overlay networks provide a
chassis on which to deploy services, and adaptive middleware
enables dynamic instantiation and conﬁguration of distributed
service components. Overlay service composition is particularly useful in distributed processing of data streams [8], [9].
A fundamental issue in overlay service composition is the
probing method to locate and select a set of nodes on which
to execute stream processing operators (service elements). Researchers have investigated two main aspects of this problem:
locating nodes on which to execute the operators [1], [10]–
[12] and sharing of services and processed data [2], [13].
In both cases, most prior research has addressed situations
where services already exist in the network and need to be
connected together to form a suitable service graph. Gu et
al. [10] introduced SpiderNet, a peer-to-peer service composition framework that performs distributed bounded probing.
A key property of the SpiderNet algorithm is that probes are
distributed only to nodes capable of executing the required
functions. Pietzuch et al. [1] proposed SBON, a protocol that
locates suitable nodes on which to place stream operators. The
SBON design is based on a “cost space,” a multi-dimensional
metric where the distance between nodes is an estimate
of the cost of routing between them (in terms of desired
measurements such as latency and processing power). Liang
and Nahrstedt [11] have addressed the problem where data
streams from multiple sources are processed and aggregated
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to be delivered to multiple destinations. Finally, Repantis et
al. [2] proposed the Synergy framework as a means to reuse
existing streams and processing components when composing
services. These studies and others have signiﬁcantly advanced
the areas of service composition and data stream processing.
Dynamis complements the above approaches by realizing a
generic optimization technique based on distributed selection.
As we will show, distributed selection can be applied to
existing probing protocols, such as those in SpiderNet [10] and
SBON [1], in order to reduce probing costs. We implemented
and evaluated Dynamis using Service Clouds [14], an overlaybased infrastructure to compose autonomic communication
services. A service cloud can be viewed as a collection of
hosts whose resources are available to enhance services (e.g.,
in terms of fault tolerance and quality of service) transparently
to the endpoints. Effectively, overlay nodes provide a “blank
computational canvas” on which services can be instantiated
and reconﬁgured as needed. Here, we use different probing
algorithms in Service Clouds and evalutate the differences in
the resulting service mappings.
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Fig. 1.

Service graph example (highlighting a service path).

Comparable Service Graphs. Two service graphs are comparable if they map the same functionality onto the overlay
network. In Figure 2, the service paths at the bottom of the
ﬁgure, a − g and c − e − h, both host service elements S1 , S2 ,
and S3 , so they are comparable; they are not comparable to
the d − f graph, which hosts only services S2 and S3 .

III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this section, we provide basic deﬁnitions and formally
state the probing problem for distributed service composition.
Service Element (Operator). A service element S =
{F, R, I, O} is a service entity executing on a single node,
where F speciﬁes the set of functions carried out by the
service; R deﬁnes the resource requirements of the service,
for example, {memory, processing power, output bandwidth};
I speciﬁes acceptable input, for example, {bit rate, resolution}
in a video stream; and O states the generated output speciﬁcations, for example, {size, fps} in a video stream.
Service Path. A service path P is an alternating directed
sequence P : n0 , l0 , n1 , l1 , ..., nn , ln (n > 0) of overlay nodes
and overlay links li , where li = (ni−1 , ni ), such that each
node executes one or more service elements (Si ) each time
it is visited on the sequence. 1 Figure 1 depicts an example
service path S consisting of three service elements distributed
between two endpoints. We note that it is necessary to specify
both nodes and links in the path, since an overlay network
may be multichanneled, with multiple overlay links following
different physical paths between the same two nodes [15].
Service Graph. A service graph λ = ∪{Pi } comprises the
union of one or more connected service paths. Figure 1 shows
a service graph that forms a multicast tree.
Service Graph Quality. The quality of a service graph is
the end-to-end quality observed at the endpoints. The quality
measurement is domain speciﬁc and may include overlay
stretch properties such as end-to-end delay and packet loss, or
non-functional aspects such as security, reliability, and cost.
Hosting. We say that a node can host a service element if
that node has available resources to execute a service element
and satisfy domain-speciﬁc criteria of the service graph, such
as reliability, security, and end-to-end delay.
1 In graph theory, such a traversal is called a walk, and a path is a walk in
which no vertex is repeated. Since in the service composition literature the
term service path is common and used loosely, we also use this term.
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This work focuses on composing service paths; the general
problem of composing service graphs is part of our ongoing work. Figure 3 shows examples of two overlay service
paths. In these ﬁgures, the notation {Si , ..., Sj } represents
an unordered set of service elements, that is, functionality of
members is commutative. The notation (Si , ..., Sj ) represents
an ordered set of service elements, that is, the functionality
of each member depends on the previous one and is noncommutative.
Formally, we can state the problem addressed in this paper
as follows: Given an overlay graph G of n nodes and a service
speciﬁcation S, ﬁnd a path P in G such that P can host S.
IV. DYNAMIS P ROBING A LGORITHM
In a probe-based approach to service composition, multiple
probes are sent to ﬁnd service path candidates. A probe
contains the requirements of the service path, including the
ordering constraints, resource requirements, and expected endto-end quality. The Dynamis algorithm is based on distributed
selection, which applies the principle of optimality, namely,
that in an optimal sequence of decisions or choices, each
subsequence must also be optimal [16]. We observe that
service path composition satisﬁes the principle of optimality.
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TABLE I
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b S4
S2, S3

Notation
λ
psi
qvi
bsi
cvi
D
Dmax
n
ωp , ωb , ωd

S1
c

a
SA = {S1, S2, S3, S4}
b S2
S1

Destination

a
S4

Source

Fig. 3.

S6

S3, S5

d

c
SB = ((S1, S2), {S3, S4, S5, S6})

Service ordering constraints and corresponding service paths.

That is, for any overlay node on an optimal service path, the
two partial service paths from that node to the endpoints must
also be optimal. We use this observation to design a probing
algorithm in which an overlay node drops or forwards a probe
based on the quality of the partial service paths found earlier.
Figure 4 depicts the basic operation of the Dynamis probing
mechanism, which generalizes an algorithm proposed by Tang
and McKinley [15] to construct multipath connections in
overlay networks. One of the endpoints initiates probing (pathexplore process) by sending the probe for a service path to a
subset of its neighbors in the overlay network, according to a
predeﬁned branching factor. Thereafter, probes attempt to ﬁnd
their way to the other endpoint. In the algorithm presented
here, the destination endpoint (arbitrarily and without loss of
generality) starts the path-explore process.

path-explore

n0 (source)

Fig. 4.

Meaning
service path
processing resource required for service element Si
residual processing capacity on node vi
uplink bandwidth required for service element Si
residual uplink bandwidth on node vi
end-to-end delay of an overlay path
maximum acceptable end-to-end delay
number of nodes in the service path
experimental cofactors

nn(destination)

Basic operation of the composition probing algorithm.

To measure quality of a service path λ, denoted ψ(λ), we
extend the load balancing metric from Synergy [2] to include
the round-trip time as a factor. Speciﬁcally,


psi
bsi
D
+ωb
+ωd
n (1)
ψ(λ) = ωp
qvi + psi
cvi + bsi
Dmax
where the terms of the formula are deﬁned in Table I. This
metric quantiﬁes the quality of a service path based on the
processing and bandwidth load of overlay nodes on the service
path, as well as its end-to-end overlay delay. The smaller the
ψ(λ) value, the better the quality of the service path.
The key property of the Dynamis algorithm is that rather
than performing selection only at an endpoint, the selection
is distributed. An overlay node forwards a probe only if it
describes a partial service path of signiﬁcantly better quality
than the quality of comparable service paths described by

probes forwarded previously. As we shall demonstrate in
Section V, this approach can dramatically reduce the overhead
of probing while retaining high quality.
Algorithm Sketch. Upon receiving a path-explore probe,
each node ni inspects the probe and performs one of the
following actions (details can be found in [17]):
(i) Node ni drops the probe, in any of the following conditions:
(a) The service path violates the expected quality (e.g., endto-end delay) at this point.
(b) Node ni cannot satisfy resource requirements for hosting
at least one of the service elements that can be added to
the partial service path explored to this point (hosting).
(c) The quality of the partial service path explored so
far is not signiﬁcantly better (e.g., by at least 5%—as
speciﬁed in the conﬁguration) than the quality of the best
comparable partial service path described by a probe
already forwarded by node ni .
(d) The quality of the partial service path explored so far
is not better than the quality of a comparable partial
service path described by a probe currently buffered to
be forwarded.
(ii) Otherwise, node ni :
(a) Updates the probe, adding itself to the partial service
path described by the probe.
(b) If the partial service path achieves the requested service
path, node ni announces a candidate service path. If
node ni is the target endpoint of the probe, then this
announcement is local; otherwise, node ni forwards the
probe to the target endpoint.
(c) Otherwise, node ni buffers the probe, replacing any
probe in the buffer that describes a comparable partial
service path. Node ni periodically forwards all probes
in the buffer; this period is called an epoch. Node ni
forwards a probe to a subset of “qualiﬁed” neighbors.
Criteria for qualiﬁcation include trust relationship, cost,
and availability of a particular functionality.
Example. Figure 5 demonstrates a simpliﬁed run-time
operation of the Dynamis algorithm, in which the service
path S = (S1 , S2 , S3 ) is being mapped to overlay nodes. In
Figure 5(a) two comparable partial service paths have been
found up to node d during a distributed selection epoch. The
algorithm forwards only the probe describing the path of
highest quality, and then only if the quality is signiﬁcantly
better than the best comparable service path forwarded in
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(b) node a selecting the partial service path through g, which has
higher quality than the comparable one through h
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(c) node b selecting partial service path through d and f , with
higher quality than the path through a and g
Fig. 5.

h
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Source

S3

c

S2

(d) source node s selecting (source, b, d, f, destination), the
candidate service path with highest quality

Example run of the Dynamis probing algorithm: mapping S = (S1 , S2 , S3 ) to the overlay network.
TABLE II

a previous epoch. Let us assume that S2 can be hosted
by node d, so node d forwards (d, f, destination). In a
similar way, in Figure 5(b), (a, g, destination) is selected.
Then, in Figure 5(c) node b receives two comparable partial
service paths from nodes d and a. Again, applying distributed
selection (and assuming S1 can be hosted by node b), only
the partial path with higher quality is selected if both of
the probes are received in the same epoch. If the probes are
received during different epochs, then the one received later
is selected only if it has signiﬁcantly better quality. Now, let
us assume that only (b, d, f, destination) is selected, which
is forwarded to the source node as a candidate service path.
Eventually, the source node selects the candidate with the
highest quality, (source, b, d, f, destination) in this example,
and maps the service elements onto the corresponding overlay
nodes. In approaches that do not use distributed selection,
nodes typically forward all of the probes which they receive.
Parameters. Table II gives the parameters used in the
algorithm. T is the buffer time-out period, or epoch duration;
when the buffer is empty and a probe is placed in it, a timer
starts that ﬂushes the buffer after T milliseconds. B, H, and
W are branching factor parameters that control the overhead
of the probing in three respective ways: budgeted, limited-hop,
and bounded. In budgeted forwarding, each node forwards a
probe to B qualiﬁed neighbors selected at random. In limitedhop forwarding, a probe is discarded if it has not found a
service path after traversing H overlay nodes. In bounded
forwarding, each node forwards at most W probes for a service
composition session. Finally, Q speciﬁes the minimum service
path quality improvement expected, relative to the quality of
a comparable service path in a probe forwarded previously, in
order to forward a probe in question.

Notation
T
H upper bound
W upper bound
B upper bound
Q

Meaning
buffer time-out
number of hops a probe can traverse
number of probes forwarded at each node
number of forwards for a probe at each node
expected quality improvement

V. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
We assess the performance of Dynamis in composing services on PlanetLab [18], an Internet research testbed comprising hundreds of Linux-based nodes distributed throughout the
world. We have used the Service Clouds [14] prototype to
apply Dynamis to different probing strategies. In these experiments we assume all service elements need to be executed in
order (ordered service path). Due to space limitations, many
experimental results are omitted here, but can be found in [17].
Test Setup and Procedure. Considering establishment of
service paths between two nodes on the Internet, we ﬁrst
show that the proposed approach signiﬁcantly reduces probing
overhead by incorporating distributed selection (rather than selection at an endpoint), while still ﬁnding high-quality service
paths. We use Formula 1 (Section IV) to measure the quality
of a service path. Next, we evaluate the quality of the selected
service paths in different approaches and conﬁgurations in
terms of end-to-end delay. In particular, we assess the effect
of Q and T parameters.
We measure the quality of the best service path found
and the corresponding probing overhead. This implementation
realizes a simpliﬁed Dynamis algorithm, which assumes two
service elements of the same service path do not execute on the
same overlay node (hence, probes are not forwarded to nodes
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The quality and the end-to-end delay of selected services path vs. overhead of probing in the four different strategies.

they have already traversed). The test procedure cycles through
source-destination pairs of nodes, submitting service requests
to the system and allocating resources. We have implemented
a simple protocol to reserve virtual resources. The source node
performs the ﬁnal service path selection and sends messages
to reserve the required amount of resources on the overlay
nodes along the selected service path.
Table III shows the settings of parameters. In case of
multiple values for a parameter, the one in parentheses is
used by default; unless stated otherwise. In these tests, all
service speciﬁcations contain four ordered service elements,
which consume the same amount of resources: 20 units of CPU
processing power and 200Kbps of bandwidth. We conducted
the experiments on 28 PlanetLab nodes, each assumed to
have 100 units of CPU processing power and 1024Kbps
uplink bandwidth. The results presented are the average of ﬁve
samples of service composition between each pair of nodes.
TABLE III

Parameter
distributed service selection
initial resource loads
(CPU and bandwidth)
T
Q
H upper bound
W upper bound
B upper bound
psi
bsj
Dmax
ωp , ωb , ωd cofactors

Value
(enabled) , disabled
from (0%) to 60%
(500) , 1500 , 2000 msec
(0%) , 2% , 3% , 5% , 10%
N/A
(unlimited), 3000
unlimited
20 units of normalized CPU time
200 Kbps
300 msec
1.0

Results of Experiments. These tests compare four major
strategies:
•

•

•
•

populated - nopt: composes a service path using nodes
that already host the required services; does not use
distributed selection.
canvas - nopt: considers the overlay as a blank computational canvas, so any service can be mapped to any
node with sufﬁcient resources; does not use distributed
selection.
populated: composes a service path using nodes that
already host required services; uses distributed selection.
canvas: considers the overlay as a blank computational
canvas and uses distributed selection.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the average quality and endto-end delay for each of the strategies (95% conﬁdence intervals included). While the values for the distributed selection
cases (“populated” and “canvas”) are slightly higher (therefore
worse) than those for the ﬁrst two cases, the differences are not
signiﬁcant. On the other hand, Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show that
the probing overhead is dramatically reduced by distributed
selection (over 93% in the “ populated” strategy, and over
97% in the “canvas” strategy).
Figure 7 shows the effect of the parameter T in “canvas”
strategy. These plots show no signiﬁcant change as T is set
to the different values. This observation is expected, since
each node compares the quality of a partial service path both
to all other ones received during the same epoch, and to
those forwarded in previous epochs. Thus, unless the value
of T is so small that few probes are received during an
epoch, increasing the buffer timeout does not change the
behavior of the strategies. Also, results from additional tests
show that increasing Q has little effect on overhead, but does
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increase end-to-end delay. We can conclude an epoch duration
of 500msec is sufﬁcient to signiﬁcantly reduce the probing
overhead of composing high-quality service paths, without the
need for Q, at least within the realm of these experiments.
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Fig. 7. Effect of T on the service path delay and probing overhead (“canvas”
strategy with Q = 5%).

VI. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

We described Dynamis, a probing algorithm to support
composition of distributed overlay services. Dynamis is based
on distributed service selection, which reduces the overhead
of probing to locate suitable nodes on which to instantiate
services. We presented the Dynamis algorithm and used it
to empirically assess performance of different service composition strategies on the Internet. The experimental results
show that using distributed selection reduces the probing overhead in service composition, while still ﬁnding high-quality
service paths. Future work can include experiments with
fewer assumptions, such as evaluation within a heterogeneous
assortment of nodes with different capabilities and resources;
as well as addressing quality of service in terms of nonfunctional requirements, such as trustworthiness and reliability.
Furthermore, our ongoing research addresses the design of an
autonomic framework to compose adaptive distributed stream
processing services, including real-time data streams generated
by sensor networks that monitor ecosystems.
Further Information. Related publications and software on
the RAPIDware project can be found at the following website:
http://www.cse.msu.edu/rapidware.
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Wings4Symbian: A Pervasive Computing
Middleware for Symbian OS Mobile Devices
Olympio C. Silva Filho, Danilo F. S. Santos, Angelo Perkusich, Emerson Loureiro and Hyggo Almeida

Abstract— In this paper we present the main architectural
aspects about the implementation of a pervasive middleware
(named Wings4Symbian) used to develop pervasive applications for smartphones running the Symbian Operating Systems.
Smartphones play an important role on providing users with
access to services dispersed on the environment. In terms of
software infrastructure, the Symbian Operating System is a
reliable platform for the realization of pervasive computing
vision. Key factors such as modularization, multi-tasking, realtime kernel, robustness, among others, are strongly supported.
The introduced middleware provides mechanisms for service
provision, host discovery, and context awareness. One application
developed on top of the Wings4Symbian middleware is also
discussed, focusing on its reconﬁguration features.
Index Terms— Middleware, Symbian Smartphones, Pervasive
Computing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Pervasive computing [1] has emerged as a prominent research ﬁeld in the last years. In the context of pervasive,
computing and communication capabilities will be available
not only in traditional computing appliances, such as personal
computers, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and cellular
phones, but also in everyday objects like televisions, refrigerators, cars, air-conditioners, among others [2]. Moreover,
all these computing devices will be transparently integrated
into our lives, with the goal of providing us with relevant
information and services.
Smartphones play an important role in the context of pervasive computing [1] mainly due to three reasons [3], [4], [5].
Firstly, applications can be easily deployed on them and can
use their connectivity to communicate with the environment.
Secondly, smartphones are very personal items and, thus,
remain with their owners most of the time. And ﬁnally,
they can acquire relevant information about the environment
based on different kinds of devices, like sensors, cameras, and
microphones, as well as they can detect available services that
are around. Altogether, these features make smartphones the
ideal solution for user interaction in pervasive environments.
The Symbian Operating System (Symbian OS) [6], [7],
[8] can be considered a reliable platform for the deployment
and execution of pervasive computing applications, for the
following reasons. Firstly, the Symbian OS is modularized.
The authors are with the Embedded System and Pervasive Computing
Laboratory, Department of Electrical Engineering, Federal University of
Campina Grande, C.P. 10105 - 58109-970 - Campina Grande - PB - Brazil,
emails: (olympio, danilo, perkusic)@ee.ufcg.edu.br, emerson.loureiro@ucd.ie,
hyggo@dsc.ufcg.edu.br

Therefore, the functionalities of the kernel are provided in
building blocks, making the addition of drivers and other
pieces of software easy and without major impacts in the
overall system. Also, in pervasive computing, system reconﬁguration is the norm rather than the exception. Therefore,
the modularization feature enables a seamless upgrade of
the system. Secondly, Symbian supports multi-tasking, and
thus, the kernel is able to switch between different threads.
This is important because it allows the execution of multiple
pervasive applications concurrently. Third, the Symbian OS
has a real-time kernel, which improves the performance of
time-sensitive services, which are very important in pervasive
environments [9]. Fourth, Symbian is robust, in the sense that
it is protected against bad written applications, so that they
cannot harm other applications running at the same time in
the device. All these features, along with an efﬁcient memory
and power management system, allow pervasive computing
applications to be executed securely, seamlessly, and properly
in devices that can go through many hours of operation without
recharging batteries.
Based on the introduced scenario and considering the need
for an infrastructure to help in the development of pervasive
applications for smartphones, the implementation aspects of a
pervasive computing middleware for the Symbian operating
system, named Wings4Symbian, is presented in this paper.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, the Wings
middleware architecture is presented. In Section III, the implementation in the Symbian operating system is described.
In order to illustrate the application of Wings4Symbian, an
example scenario and the application development is presented
Section IV. Related works are discussed in Section V. In
Section VI, the conclusions and the future works are presented.
II. T HE W INGS P ERVASIVE C OMPUTING A RCHITECTURE
The Wings architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. It is
targeted for pervasive computing systems and is composed
of the following modules: Dynamic Evolution, Pervasive Networking, Context Awareness, and Middleware Facade. The
Wings architecture, and more speciﬁcally the Pervasive Networking and Context Awareness modules, is a plug-in based
approach [10]. The idea is to decouple the functionalities
of these modules from the applications, by encapsulating
them into plug-ins. Therefore, always when an application is
deployed into a given device, the plug-ins for that device are
deployed as well, thus enabling the application to run in a
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wide range of devices but still keeping its code untouchable.
The details of the modules are presented as follows.
Middleware Facade
Context
Awareness

Pervasive
Networking

III. T HE Wings4Symbian P ERVASIVE C OMPUTING
M IDDLEWARE

Dynamic Evolution

Fig. 1.

use the services of the recently inserted ones as well as to
avoid using the services of the already removed plug-ins. The
Middleware Facade module, thus, abstracts all these details
from the applications. Besides, this module is also responsible
for loading and unloading the plug-ins.

The Wings pervasive computing architecture.

The Dynamic Evolution Module allows Wings middleware
to be updated at runtime. More speciﬁcally, it allows the insertion and removal of Wings-based plug-ins, without stopping
and restarting neither the middleware nor the applications
that are being executed. More precisely, new modules can
be deployed or removed whenever the user comes/leaves an
environment, but the device does not need to be restarted due
to this.
The Pervasive Networking Module implements two functionalities: host discovery and service provision. The Wings
architecture deﬁnes two types of plug-ins for implementing
these functionalities, namely, Host Discovery Plug-ins (HDPs)
and Service Provision Plug-ins (SPPs). Furthermore, since it
is possible to deploy different implementations of these plugins, at the same time, both, the host discovery and the service
provision, can be performed over heterogeneous protocols. For
example, both operations can be executed over UPnP, JXTA,
and Bluetooth based networks, thus increasing the number of
services and hosts that a device can access.
The Context Awareness Module implements mechanisms for
enabling applications to retrieve context information, which
can be performed either by using key-value pairs or context
events. For the former, each context information is associated
with a key, which is used to retrieve the current information.
Context events, on the other hand, enable applications to be
aware of changes in the context through event notiﬁcation. In
the Wings pervasive computing architecture, context awareness
is provided by a type of plug-in named Context Awareness
Plug-in, or CAP. Given a speciﬁc application domain (e.g.,
smart homes), the basic idea is that each CAP is associated
with the domain, thus providing only the context information
associated with that given domain.
The Middleware Facade Module provides a single interface
to access services provided by the available plug-ins in the
underlying modules, i.e. the Service Discovery and Context
Awareness modules. The need for this module relies on the fact
that, when different plug-ins are installed in the middleware,
it would be too complicated, from the developer point of
view, for applications to access the services provided by these
plug-ins directly. All applications would need to be aware
of each inserted and removed plug-in, for enabling them to

The Wings4Symbian middleware is implemented in C++
for the Symbian OS and the implementation is divided into
two major parts: the plug-ins and the facade implementation.
The former consists of the implementation of the Pervasive
Networking and Context Awareness plug-ins (i.e. SPPs, HDPs,
and CAPs). Such plug-ins, implemented as polymorphic dynamic linked libraries (DLL’s), are responsible for providing
the functionalities of the Wings4Symbian middleware. As
discussed in Section II, the plug-ins can be loaded at runtime
so that the middleware can be dynamically extended to satisfy
speciﬁc needs of applications – context information, service
provision, and host discovery. The facade is implemented as
shared DLL.
Two frameworks of the Symbian OS were widely used
throughout the implementation of the Wings4Symbian middleware, namely: the Active Objects Framework and the Plug-in
Framework. The former was used to implement the plug-ins
and the facade and the later was used in the implementation of
the Dynamic Evolution Module. In what follows we present
more speciﬁc details about the plug-ins and facade implementations.
A. Active Objects and Plug-in Framework
The architecture of the Symbian OS is based on a client/
server design [6]. The role of the system servers is to encapsulate resources or services to discipline clients access. Also,
considering that Symbian OS enables asynchronous service
calls, clients can register to be notiﬁed of certain server events.
Therefore, event-driven coding is extensively applied through
the use of Active Objects (AO). Unlike multi-threading, active
objects are a lightweight mechanism to perform event-driven
multitasking without decreasing responsiveness, while still
saving power and memory resources. An Active Scheduler
for each thread waits for events completion issued by any
AO of the corresponding thread and executes the code of
the appropriate Active Object. The Active Scheduler is nonpreemptive, thus the Active Object Framework is a model for
scheduling tasks non-preemptively inside one thread.
The Symbian OS framework used to support plug-ins is
named ECOM [6], which is an object-factory framework
(or object model). It is a generic and extensible plug-in
framework for registering and discovering abstract interfaces
implementations. They can be loaded and unloaded by the
framework at run-time, thus only the implementations required
by an application need to be presented. The ECOM framework
provides the following elements: an abstract interface, which
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deﬁnes a plug-in type as well as the service it provides; an
implementation of this interface, that is, the plug-in itself;
and a framework for providing clients with access to speciﬁc
plug-ins. The abstract interface has two types of methods: abstract methods and factory methods. Abstract methods deﬁne
functionalities that must be implemented by the plug-in. The
factory methods, on the other hand, are used for instantiating
a plug-in, by sending requests to the ECOM server.

•

because it is speciﬁc to each service, and consequently
must be left to be implemented by its subclasses.
MServiceDiscoveryListener: this interface must be implemented by objects interested in receiving information
about the service discovery process. It has two methods:
ServiceDiscovered, used for notifying the listener that a
service has been discovered, and SearchFinished, which
notiﬁes that the search has been ﬁnished, either explicitly
by an application or due to some error.

B. Service Discovery Plug-in
The Service Provision Plug-in, which is part of the Pervasive
Networking Module, enables devices to ﬁnd, advertise, and
use services available in a pervasive environment. The most
important classes of this plug-in are illustrated in the the class
diagram shown in Figure 2 and described as follows:
•

•

•

•

CSpp: this is the abstract interface of the Service Provision Plug-in. It has four abstract methods DiscoverServicesL, AdvertiseServiceL, UnadvertiseService, and
StopDiscovery, which specify the plug-in functionalities, and one factory method, NewL, which requests the
ECOM server to load the needed plug-in implementation
into the middleware. The DiscoverServicesL is used for
searching available services in the environment. It returns
a search identiﬁer so that applications are able to stop the
search. The AdvertiseServiceL method is used for advertising a local service to other devices. Unadivertising a
service is made through the UnadvertiseService method,
which receives the service to be unadvertised. Finally, for
stopping a search for services, the StopDiscovery method
must be used, providing it with a speciﬁc search identiﬁer.
This is necessary because one client can make parallel
searches for services, and thus, such an identiﬁer enables
the SPP to stop the correct search.
MService: this interface represents a Wings service, either
a remote or a local one. It has four methods, GetName, GetDescription, GetParameters, and GetReturnType, which provides basic information about a service
(i.e., name, description, parameters, and return type). At
last, invoking the service is done through the method
Invoke. This method receives some parameters to be
processed by the service provider and a listener, used
to receive the response. The listener is necessary due to
the asynchronous nature of this method.
MServiceProxy: this abstract class extends the MService
class and represents a remote service, that is, those
discovered by the SPPs. It is worth mentioning that
this class will have to make remote calls to the real
service implementation. Therefore, as such calls will
be performed according to the protocol associated with
the SPP, all methods of this interface are left to be
implemented by the subclasses.
CLocalService: this abstract class implements the MService interface and represents a local service. All methods
of MService are implemented by this class, except Invoke,

Fig. 2.

UML diagram of the SPPs implementation.

C. Host Discovery Plug-in
The Host Discovery Plug-in, which is also part of the
Pervasive Networking Module, is used to search hosts in
the pervasive environment so that the communication can be
established among them. The most important classes of this
plug-in are illustrated in the class diagram of Figure 3 and
detailed next.
• CHdp: this abstract interface represents a Host Discovery
Plug-in with one factory method, NewL, and two abstract
methods, DiscoverHosts and StopDiscovery, which implements its functionalities. The DiscoverHosts method
enables devices to search for hosts in the pervasive
environment through the protocol associated with the
plug-in. This method also returns a search identiﬁer,
enabling applications to stop the search whenever they
need. The remaining method of the HDP, StopDiscovery,
is used to cancel a search for hosts, and receives a search
identiﬁer as a parameter.
• MHostDiscoveryListener: this interface is used to receive
notiﬁcations about the host discovery process. It speciﬁes
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•

two methods, one for receiving a recently discovered
host, HostDiscovered, and another for indicating the
search has ended, SearchFinished. The HostDiscovered
method receives in the parameters the host that has been
discovered, speciﬁed by the MRemoteHost interface, and
the identiﬁer of the search associated with the discovery.
The SearchFinished method, on the other hand, receives
a code which identiﬁes if the search has been ﬁnished
due to an application request, that is normally, or due to
an error.
MRemoteHost: this interface represents a remote host,
providing methods for obtaining its name and description, and for opening a connection with it. Also, it is
possible to retrieve the services provided by this remote
host through the GetProvidedServices method. The ServiceDiscovered method of this instance is used by the
remote host to pass the services it provides, each one as
an instance of MServiceProxy.

•

•

•

•

Fig. 3.

will receive notiﬁcations about certain context events,
which are ﬁred by the CAP. It receives a condition, as an
instance of the MContextCondition interface, which determines when the event should be ﬁred, and an instance of
the MContextEventListener interface, which receives the
event once the condition is satisﬁed. Also, this method
returns a registration identiﬁer so that it can be revoked
through the UnregisterContextListener method.
MContextCondition: this interface represents the condition that regulates the triggering of a context event. This
condition is passed when registering an context listener to
a condition. The satisﬁability of the condition is checked
through the IsSatisﬁed method.
CContextEvent: this class represents a context event ﬁred
by a CAP. A context event provides two information, the
key and current value of the context information they
are associated, obtained respectively through the GetContextInformationKey and GetContextInformationValue
methods.
MContextEventListener: this interface represents the listener of the context events. When an event is ﬁred, the
listeners are notiﬁed through the ReceiveContextEvent
method, which receives a CContextEvent object representing the context event ﬁred by the CAP.
CConditionMonitor: this class is responsible for monitoring a context condition registered within a CAP.
It is implemented as an Active Object and creates a
CContextEvent object every time the context condition
is satisﬁed. This object will then be passed to the listener
associated with the condition (i.e., instance of MContextEventListener).

UML diagram of the HDP implementation.

D. Context Awareness Plug-in
Context Awareness Plug-ins, CAPs, are used to retrieve
context information from the pervasive environment. This
information can be of any type, for example, the temperature
of a room, the location of a user in the environment, and
so on. This section presents the Context Awareness Plug-ins,
describing its main classes and interfaces, which are illustrated
in the class diagram of Figure 4.
• CCap: this is the abstract interface that represents a Context Awareness Plug-in, providing one factory method,
and three functionalities speciﬁed as abstract methods: RetrieveContextInformation, RegisterContext Listener, and UnregisterContextListener. The ﬁrst one enables its users to retrieve context information using the
key-value approach presented in Section II. The RegisterContextListener is used for registering a listener that

Fig. 4.

UML diagram of the CAP implementation.

E. Middleware Facade
As we mentioned in Section II, the Middleware Facade
Module is the point through which applications can use the
middleware functionalities. Thus, methods speciﬁed by each
plug-in interface are also present in the Middleware Facade.
When an application invokes a method of the facade associated
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with the plug-ins deﬁned in the Pervasive Networking Module,
it forwards the request to the respective method of all related
plug-ins currently loaded. A search for services, for example,
has to be propagated throughout all the available SPPs. On the
other hand, when invoking a method associated with the plugins deﬁned in the Context Awareness Module, the facade will
search for the plug-in that provides the context information
or context event required. Thus, the request is passed only to
this plug-in. The Middleware Facade also manages the plugins through the use of the ECOM Framework. More precisely,
when a new plug-in is installed, the facade is notiﬁed by the
ECOM server, so that the plug-in can be loaded and then used
by the applications.
IV. A PPLICATION S CENARIO
In this section we present an application scenario for illustrating the applicability of Wings4Symbian middleware. The
basic idea is to deﬁne how the Wings4Symbian middleware can
be dynamically reconﬁgured taking into account the plug-ins
installed, and also how developers can use the Wings4Symbian
API to develop pervasive applications.
A. Book Searcher Application
This application was implemented to provide access to
the Embedded Systems and Pervasive Computing Laboratory
Library, to enable users to search and/or be notiﬁed of speciﬁc
books that are available, according to they preferences. For
this application the service discovery capability provided by
Wings4Symbian middleware is used. This functionality works
in the following way. The user passes a set of keywords
to the application provided as an instance variable member,
iBookKeywords of CBookSearcher. The application tries to
discover the service that performs the search for books through
a method SearchBooks. This method uses an array of service
keywords speciﬁed as a member variable (iServiceKeywords)
containing the words books and search that specify the service
to be searched. The application retrieves the discovered services (method ServiceDiscovered), and from then obtains the
one which performs the search for books. If such a service has
been found the search is stopped and the application invoke it,
passing the keywords provided by the user (iBookKeywords).
On the server side, these keywords are checked against each
book title of the library. Those that are relevant are returned
to the application, which shows them to the user.
Besides searching for books, the user can register his interest
on a speciﬁc book or a subject. As soon as books that satisfy
his preferences are available and he is in laboratory building,
he is notiﬁed about the availability of the books.
B. Reconﬁguring the Middleware
Middleware reconﬁguration is performed through the addition and removal of plug-ins. Each of these processes can be
split in two steps: installation and loading, for the addition, and
uninstallation and unloading, for the removal. The installation

consists of downloading the plug-in ﬁle to a speciﬁc folder of
the Symbian OS. The ECOM framework, thus, detect that a
plug-in has been inserted into such a folder, and then notify
the Middleware Facade, as we explained in Section III-E.
After that, the facade then loads the recently installed plugin. This loading process is achieved by sending requests to
the ECOM server. The ECOM server instantiates the plugin implementation and loads it in the process of the calling
application. Different applications running simultaneously in
different processes can load the same plug-in, and thus, the
ECOM server makes use of reference counting in order to
unload the plug-in automatically when all applications have
released it. Therefore, when no application is making use of
a plug-in, it can be uninstalled, by removing its ﬁle from the
Symbian OS plug-in folder.
Speaking speciﬁcally about our application scenario, when
the user enters a new environment for the ﬁrst time, the
applications available in it will be downloaded to his/her
device along with the plug-ins it depends on. More precisely,
ﬁve steps are executed: 1) download the applications available,
2) download the plug-ins required by each application, considering the device settings where they will run, 3) install the
applications, 4) install the plug-ins, according to the process
described above, and ﬁnally 5) execute the applications.
V. R ELATED W ORKS
On the ﬁeld of middlewares for pervasive computing, it is
a fact that a reasonable number of works have been proposed.
One of these works is MARKS [11] (Middleware Adaptability for Resource Discovery, Knowledge Usability and
Self-healing), a middleware which aims to incorporate lessexplored areas of pervasive computing, speciﬁcally knowledge
usability. However, the ﬁrst prototypal implementation offers
just Device Discovery, Service Discovery, Context-Awareness,
and Self-healing services. This prototype was implemented
using the Visual Studio .NET compact framework and does
not offer a simple and ﬂexible mechanism to dynamically load
new features to the middleware in a plug-in based way, as in
the Wings4Symbian middleware.
O3MiSCID [12] (Object-Oriented Opensource Middleware
for Services Connection, Inspection and Discovery) is a pervasive middleware built in three layers, which are responsible
for network communication, handle of services and doing
semantic description of services (ontology) at high layer.
O3MiSCID handles services (declare and discover) using the
DNS-SD (DNS-Service Discovery) mechanism and it has been
implemented using C++, Java and Tcl. Therefore, O3MiSCID
is a middleware concerned just with connection, inspection and
discovery of services, not worried about context-awareness or
dynamically addition of new features.
Cortex [13] is a middleware for context awareness in pervasive and ad hoc environments comprised of a set of component
frameworks, each of them targeted at a speciﬁc purpose,
deﬁning the kind of component it accepts. The component
frameworks deﬁned by the Cortex middleware are: service
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discovery framework, context framework, publish-subscribe
framework, and resource management framework. In a broad
sense, these frameworks are respectively responsible for the
dissemination of events, discovery of services, acquisition of
context information, and management of local resources like
CPU, memory, and network connections. These component
frameworks are implemented over the OpenCOM component
model, so that components can be inserted and removed from
the middleware on the ﬂy. The Cortex middleware, however,
does not provide host discovery features.
SOCAM [14] is an ontology and service-based middleware for context awareness in pervasive environments. The
architecture of the SOCAM middleware is based on a set of
components responsible for acquiring and representing context
information (Context providers), interpreting them (Context
interpreters), and ﬁnally passing them to the so-called Context
awareness services. Context information is provided through
services, so that context information can be acquired by
remote hosts in a decoupled way. The focus of the SOCAM
middleware is too much on context awareness, not dealing
speciﬁcally with dynamic reconﬁguration aspects.
VI. F INAL R EMARKS
In this paper we presented a pervasive computing middleware implementation for smartphones running the Symbian
Operating System, named Wings4Symbian. The infrastructure
is focused on service provision, host discovery, and context
awareness. Also, the dynamic extension of the middleware
was also tackled, through the use of a plug-in-based architecture and the ECOM framework. Therefore, the middleware
provides the necessary functionalities to build applications
for pervasive environments, with the possibility of being
dynamically reconﬁgured. We also presented an application
scenario, which showed not only how the middleware can be
adapted according to the environment, but also how its API
can be used to develop pervasive computing applications.
As a future work, our goal is to build a set of plug-ins
so that developers can use them in their own applications
scenarios. So far, we developed four plug-ins that are currently
being used, discussed in Section IV two Service Provision
Plug-ins (SPPs), one Host Discovery Plug-in (HDP), and one
Context Awareness Plug-in (CAP). The SPPs are implemented
using the Bluetooth Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) and
the Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) protocol. For the latter,
the CyberLink 1 API is being used. The HDP is also based
on the Bluetooth. Finally, the CAP is targeted at providing
information related to the Embedded Systems and Pervasive
Computing Laboratory Library, such as people present in the
building, books that are available in the library, among others.
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Abstract
Diagnosis is the most important step for achieving selfhealing of systems, which is a challenge in pervasive computing. In this paper, we present a semantic, state machinebased diagnosis approach for a web-service based middleware. We use OWL ontologies and SWRL to develop both
diagnosis and monitoring rules, based on state changes and
also invocation relationships. Malfunction information and
its resolution are encoded in an OWL ontology as a part of
a Device ontology, and can be used at run time to check how
to resolve malfunction, and further to fulﬁll self-healing activities. SWRL rules at both device level and system level
are designed and will be executed as needed. The evaluations in terms of extensibility, performance and scalability
show that this approach is effective in pervasive service environment.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Web services are increasingly needed to be adopted as
service provision mechanisms in pervasive computing environment. This trend is exempliﬁed during the inauguration phase of the Hydra project(IST-2005-034891), by some
companies that donate us Zigbee devices and other embedded devices that enabling pervasive computing, and express
their wishes for web service enabled devices.
A concrete agriculture scenario that we are considering
in the Hydra project is as followed:
Bjarne is an agricultural worker at a large pig farm in Denmark. As he walks through the pens to check whether the
pigs are provided with correct amount of food, his work is
interrupted by a sound from his PDA, indicating that a high
priority alarm has arrived. Apparently, the ventilation system in the pig stable has malfunctioned. After acknowledging the alarm and the system begins to diagnosis and soon
it decides that the cause of the problem is ’power supply off
because of fuse blown’. Then he can prepare a fuse and repair the ventilator. After repairing it, he signs off the alarm,

and writes a log on what he has done.
As can be seen from the above scenario, it is very important that the Hydra middleware can provide diagnosis functionality to the end user, or better to achieve self-healing
when there is malfunction. Such kind of self-healing can
not be always ﬁnished automatically, for example device
down because of fuse broken. But providing diagnosis and
then resolution suggestions would be the most important
step towards malfunction recovery.
In this paper, we present an OWL ontology (the Web
Ontology language)1 and SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language)2 based diagnosis using state machine and sniffering
of process invocation in the context of the Hydra middleware. The malfunction information and its resolution are
encoded in an OWL ontology as part of a Device ontology,
and can be used at run time to check appropriate resolution
to the malfunction, and further to fulﬁll self-healing activities. We use SWRL to develop monitoring and diagnosis
rules, and these rules, together with OWL ontologies, can
help make intelligent decisions on where malfunction occurs and its resolution.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section
2 presents an overview of the Hydra middleware; We then
show the diagnosis ontologies used in Hydra; In section 4,
design of both rules and the Diagnosis Manager are presented. Section 5 evaluates our work with the extensibility,
performance and scalability. We compare our work with the
related work in section 6. Conclusions and future work end
the paper.

2

Web service based middleware-Hydra

The Hydra project is developing a service-oriented and
self-managed middleware for pervasive embedded and network systems based on web service. According to the available resources, the function structure of the Hydra middleware is divided into two parts, namely Application El1 OWL Web Ontology Language Guide. http://www.w3.org/TR/owlguide/
2 SWRL speciﬁcation homepage. http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
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ements(AEs) and Device Elements(DEs). AEs are meant
to be running on powerful machines, DEs describe components that are usually deployed inside Hydra-enabled devices where small devices maybe involved. The Layered
architecture of the Hydra middleware is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Hydra middleware Layered architecture

Diagnosis Manager is used to monitor the system conditions and states in order to fulﬁll error detection and logging
device events. Its functions include system diagnosis and
device diagnosis.
The Event Manager is used to provide publish/subscribe
functionality to the HYDRA middleware. In general, publish/subscribe communication as provided by the Event
Manager provides an application-level, selective multicast
that decouples senders and receivers in time, space and data.

3

Ontologies used in the Diagnosis Manager

There are several ontologies involved in the diagnosis
process, namely Device ontology, Malfunction ontology,
and StateMachine ontology. The DeviceRule ontology is
used for holding all diagnosis rules as introduced in Section
4.1. The high level structure of the diagnosis ontologies is
shown in Figure 2.
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facturer, and so on. The device type classiﬁcation is based
mainly on AMIGO project ontologies [7]. To facilitate diagnosis, there is a concept called HydraSystem to model a
system composed of devices to provide services. And there
is a corresponding object property hasDevice which has the
domain of HydraSystem and range as HydraDevice. There
are also concepts used for the monitoring of web service
calls, including SocketProcess, SocketMessage and IPAddress. The HydraDevice concept has a data type property
currentMalfunction which is used to store the inferred device malfunction diagnosis information at run time and will
be exempliﬁed later.
To enable state based diagnosis, a state machine ontology is developed based on [5] with many improvements:
ﬁrstly, we add a datatype property isCurrent in order to indicate whether a state is current or not; secondly, we add
a doActivity object property to the State in order to specify
the corresponding activity in a state and this makes the state
machine complete; thirdly, we add a datatype property hasResult to the Action (including activity) concept in order to
check the execution result at run time. Three other datatype
properties are also added to model historial action results.
This facilitates the speciﬁcation of diagnosis rule based on
state and activity result and its history.
The device Malfunction ontology is used to model malfunction and recovery resolutions. We separate the malfunctions into two categories: Error (including device totally down) and Warning (including function scale-down,
and plain warning). There are also two other concepts,
Cause and Remedy, which are used to describe the origin
of malfunction and its resolution.
A more detailed but simpliﬁed view of the ontologies
used in the diagnosis is depicted in Figure 3.

4

Hydra implements a service-oriented architecture based
on web service interaction among devices. Thus a reasonable granularity to build a self-management system on is the
level of web service requests and responses. Furthermore,
we are interested in the states of devices per se, i.e., is the
device operational, stopped, not working and if it is operational what is the value of its sensor readings (if any) or
its actuator state (if any). This leads us initially to focus on
status reporting of the following two forms:
• State change reporting. State machines are used to report their state changes as events through the Hydra
Event Manager.

**++

(

Design of the Diagnosis Manager

'%

Figure 2. Diagnosis ontologies structure

• Web service request/reply reporting. The requests and
replies (and their associated data) can be used to analyse the runtime structure of the Hydra systems. Here a
tool called IPSniffer is used to report invocations.

The Device ontology is used to deﬁne some basic information of a Hydra device, for example device type classiﬁcation(e.g. mobile phone, sensor), device model and manu-
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Figure 3. Partial details of the Diagnosis Manager used ontologies

4.1

Design of SWRL rules

Diagnosis is a complex task which need intelligence
to infer what is the reason for error and its consequence.
The OWL-DL ontologies themselves are hardly expressive
enough to specify diagnosis rules. As an alliance to
OWL, SWRL can be used to write rules to reason about
OWL individuals and to infer new knowledge about those
individuals. A SWRL rule means that if all the atoms in
the antecedent (body) are true, then the consequent (head)
must also be true. In the SWRL rules, the symbol ∧ means
conjunction, ?x stands for a variable, → means implication; and if there is no ? in the variable, then it is an instance.
Device level rules
Device level rules are used for a certain type of devices
which are supposed to be generic for that type of devices.
The followed is an example of mobile phone battery monitoring, if battery level is less than 10%, a warning will be
published.
device : M obileP hone(?device) ∧
device : hasHardware(?device, ?hardware) ∧
Hardware : primaryBattery(?hardware, ?battery) ∧
Hardware : batteryLevel(?battery, ?level) ∧
swrlb : lessT hanOrEqual(?level, 0.1)
→ V eryLowBattery(?device)
Another monitoring rule is if the ﬂow measured from
the ﬂowmeter is more than 16 (gallon/minute), then it is too
high and should be repaired as soon as possible:

device : F lowM eter(?device) ∧
device : hasStateM achine(?device, ?sm) ∧
statemachine : hasStates(?sm, ?state) ∧
statemachine : doActivity(?state, ?action) ∧
statemachine : actionResult(?action, ?r) ∧
abox
:
isN umeric(?r) ∧ swrlb
:
greaterT han(?r, 16.0) →
device
:
currentM alf unction(device
:
F lowmeter, ”F lowHigh”)
The rule for IPSniffer is used for both checking process
id, ip address, port etc. and inferring invoking relationships.
device : messageSourceIP (?message1, ?ip1) ∧
device : ipaddr(?ip1, ?ipa1) ∧
device : messageSourceP ort(?message1, ?port1) ∧
device : hasM essage(?process1, ?message1) ∧
device : hasP rocessID(?process1, ?pid1) ∧
device : messageT argetIP (?message2, ?ip2) ∧
device : messageSourceIP (?message2, ?ip3) ∧
device : ipaddr(?ip3, ?ipa3) ∧
device : messageT argetP ort(?message2, ?port2) ∧
device : hasM essage(?process2, ?message2) ∧
device : hasP rocessID(?process2, ?pid2) ∧
swrlb : equal(?port1, ?port2) ∧
device : initiatingT ime(?message1, ?time1) ∧
device : initiatingT ime(?message2, ?t2) ∧
temporal : duration(?d, ?time1, ?t2, temporal :
M illiseconds)
∧ swrlb : lessT hanOrEqual(?d, 60000)
→ device : inovoke(?message1, ?message2) ∧
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sqwrl : select(?ipa1, ?port1, ?pid1, ?ipa3, ?port2, ?pid2, ?time1)
Usage of Malfunction and Device ontology
System level rules
For example, Bjarne get a warning of ”GrundfosPumpMQ345 failed to start”, which is a high priority
System level rules are used to specify rules span multiple
task for him as the pump is used for feeding the pigs. A
devices in a system. In the introduced agriculture scenario,
diagnosis task is initiated to check what is wrong with
thermometers are used to measure both indoor and outdoor
the pump, but as a newly installed pump, there is still no
temperature, which are named PicoTh03_Outdoor and
error resolution to this model of pump in the Malfunction
PicoTh03_Indoor respectively. In the summer time, when
ontology. As a further step, the diagnosis system will
outdoor temperature is between 12 and 33 degree, the
conduct subsumption reasoning and search for the device
indoor should follow the same trend as the outdoor temperType in the Device ontology, which is found as FluidPump,
ature. Or else, we can infer that the ventilator is down.
and then its manufacturer is also queried. Now another
device
:
hasStateM achine(device
:
query to the Device ontology will get a similar pump
P icoT h03O utdoor, ?sm)
called GrundfosPumpMQ335 as of the same type from the
∧ statemachine : hasStates(?sm, ?state) ∧
same manufacturer ”Grundfos”. And based on the name
statemachine : doActivity(?state, ?action) ∧
of the error and pump type, the solution from a query to
statemachine : actionResult(?action, ?r) ∧
Malfunction ontology is suggested ”replace a capacitor”,
statemachine : historicalResult1(?action, ?r1) ∧
which is happily the solution to solve the problem.
statemachine : historicalResult2(?action, ?r2) ∧
statemachine : historicalResult3(?action, ?r3) ∧
swrlb : add(?tempaverage, ?r1, ?r2, ?r3) ∧
swrlb : divide(?average, ?tempaverage, 3) ∧
4.2 Diagnosis manager architecture
swrlb : subtract(?temp1, ?r, ?r1) ∧
swrlb : subtract(?temp2, ?r1, ?r2) ∧
swrlb : subtract(?temp3, ?r2, ?r3) ∧
Based on the current diagnosis requirements, and also
swrlb : add(?temp, ?temp1, ?temp2, ?temp3) ∧
the status of OWL/SWRL, we come up with the following
swrlb : greaterT han(?average, 12.0) ∧
architecture for the Diagnosis Manager as shown in Figswrlb : lessT han(?average, 33.0) ∧
ure 4, in which the Component Control and Change Manswrlb : lessT han(?temp, 0) ∧
agement are enclosed with dashed line, taken Kramer and
device
:
hasStateM achine(device
:
Magee [6] three Layered architecture as a reference model.
P icoT h03I ndoor, ?smb )
The bottom of the architecture is the ontologies/rules,
∧ statemachine : hasStates(?smb , ?stateb ) ∧
in
which
knowledge of devices, and state based diagnosis
statemachine : doActivity(?stateb , ?actionb ) ∧
are
encoded.
When there are state change events, the destatemachine : actionResult(?actionb , ?rb ) ∧
vice
state
machine
instance in the state machine ontology
statemachine : historicalResult1(?actionb , ?r1b ) ∧
need
to
be
updated,
and also these state changes will be
statemachine : historicalResult2(?actionb , ?r2b ) ∧
published
with
state
machine
state changes as event topic.
statemachine : historicalResult3(?actionb , ?r3b ) ∧
The
Diagnosis
Manager
is
an
event subscriber to the state
swrlb : subtract(?temp1b , ?rb , ?r1b ) ∧
machine state change events, it will then update the correswrlb : subtract(?temp2b , ?r1b , ?r2b ) ∧
sponding state instances in the ontology. At the same time,
swrlb : subtract(?temp3b , ?r2b , ?r3b ) ∧
this will trigger the diagnosis of the device status, executswrlb : add(?tempb , ?temp1b , ?temp2b , ?temp3b ) ∧
ing the SWRL rules to monitor the health status of devices,
swrlb : greaterT han(?tempb , 0) → device :
and also trigger the reasoning of possible device errors and
currentM alf unction(device
:
their resolutions. The Diagnosis Manager will publish the
V entilatorM Y 0193, ”V entilatorDown”)
diagnosis results as an event publisher.
The Diagnosis Manager mainly runs on powerful PC or a
The processing of this rule will get the trend with
proxy for an embedded device running on a powerful node.
the difference of continuous temperature measuring of
For those node with limited capabilities, only state will be
indoor and outdoor temperature, and also an instance of
reported, which can delegate its own diagnosis to other node
the property (”VentilatorDown”) currentMalfunction of
or its proxy.
concept HydraDevice (which is VentilatorMY0193) will be
inferred. Then the Malfunction ontology will be checked
For the actual implementation, we adopted a mix of the
for the resolution of the problem based on the malfunction
Blackboard architecture style and the Layered architecture,
cause. In our case, Malfunction ontology gives us the
and use the observer pattern in both the updating of state
solution as the ”power supply off because of fuse blown”.
machine ontology and inferred result parsing.
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sis Manager is running stably with the total time in 260-270
ms for processing an event, a bit faster than the one when it
starts. Here the parsing of the inferred result is running in a
multi-threaded way in the Diagnosis Manager.
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InferringTime
380
319
278
269
263
267
266

AfterEventTillInferred
382
321
282
271
265
269
269

      


Table 1. Diagnosis Manager performance

Figure 4. Diagnosis Manager architecture

5.3

5
5.1

Evaluation
Extensibility

At present, the extensibility is evaluated by the applicability to new devices added to a system. We started the development of Diagnosis Manager with the rule for temperature monitoring. After ﬁnishing the implementation and
testing, we then try to handle the ﬂowmeter diagnosis rules.
The steps involved are:
1. Add the ﬂowmeter device to the HydraSystem concept
instance called ”Pig” in the Device ontology.
2. Add the ﬂowmeter state machine instance to the
StateMachine ontology.
3. Add the ﬂowmeter state machine instance to the hasStateMachine property of the ”ﬂowmeter” device.
4. Add ﬂowmeter diagnosis rule to the DeviceRule ontology.
After this, we test the Diagnosis Manager and it runs
very well. No single line of Diagnosis Manager code needs
to be changed. In summary, the adding of new devices to
a certain system is very straightforward. The adding of
new devices can be at run time, if the rules for the new devices are existing, then the diagnosis process can be directly
working for the new devices.

5.2

Performance

The following software platform is used for measuring performance: Protege 3.4 Build 125, JVM 1.6.02-b06,
Heap memory is 266M, Windows Vista. The hardware platform is: Thinkpad T60 Core2Duo 2G CPU, 7200rpm harddisk, 2G DDR2 RAM. The time measurement is in millisecond. The size of DeviceRule ontology is 210,394 bytes, and
contains 22 rules.
We measured the performance as shown in Table 1. An
interesting thing is after some time of running, the Diagno-

Scalability

The scalability is evaluated through clients continuously
publishing their states (thermometers and ﬂowmeters) as
events, in an almost parallel way and each of the client
sends messages as fast as possible in a loop. Then we measure how long it will be, starting from the publishing till the
end of inferring and publish related inferring result. Time
needed (y-axis) is shown in Figure 5 (x-axis shows the number of events) . We can see that the time taken is in linear
with the events need to be processed.


  

 






















Figure 5. Diagnosis Manager scalability

6

Related work

Kramer and Magee [6] recently proposed a reference
model for self-managed systems, which is composed of
component control, change management and goal management. In this paper, we largely followed this work for the
Layered architecture, but mainly focus the component control and change management. At the same time, a mix of
Blackboard architecture and Layered architecture are applied to improve performance and extensibility.
Self-healing is one of the main challenges to autonomic
pervasive computing. Generally speaking, our approach applied the same idea of ETS [2], in terms of the using of
states for detecting source of failure, and then notiﬁcation
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of failure source. And this process is actually universal for
error detections. Our ontology and SWRL rule based approach provides a way of intelligent detection and resolution, which is not easily achievable by ETS.
Work in [1] shares some similarity with us on the usage of semantic web approach for achieving self-managing.
Our approach is non-intrusive, SWRL rules are automatically executed using state machine instead of explicitly inserting sensor code to program, and is more suitable for the
characteristics of pervasive devices.
Various failures in a pervasive system are classiﬁed in
[4], and an architecture for fault tolerant pervasive computing is proposed. We focus not only on device failure monitoring using the device state machine, but also system level
detection using the relationships of different state machine
instances. In addition, our approach can be more intelligent
in terms that ontology reasoning can help the diagnosis.
There are many researches from traditional artiﬁcial intelligence point of view dealing with the diagnosis in various ﬁeld, e.g. [3]. These traditional approaches are not
utilizing the context ontologies that are already there in pervasive systems and are used for context-awareness and other
purposes. The open world assumption in OWL/SWRL and
hence in our approach makes our proposed approach well
suited for the openness of the pervasive computing environment, which automatically rejects the approaches using
Prolog kind of rules which use close world assumption.

7

Conclusions and future work

OWL/SWRL is adopting an open world assumption
which is in nature very suitable for the pervasive computing
systems, where the openness and dynamicity dominate the
interaction and function. OWL is widely used in pervasive
computing, for the purpose of context awareness, service
selection and composition. The potentials of OWL and context awareness could be further extended as we have shown
in this paper.
Diagnosis is the most important step for achieving selfhealing, which is a challenge in pervasive computing. We
present a semantic and state machine based diagnosis approach using OWL ontology and SWRL, for the Hydra middleware. The malfunction information and its resolution are
encoded in an OWL ontology, and can be used at run time
to infer the solution to the malfunction, and further to fulﬁll
self-healing activities. SWRL is used to develop monitoring
and diagnosis rules, which can help make intelligent decisions when there is malfunction occurs. IPSniffer will help
diagnosis on devices that are dead or no response which
provides fault tolerance in our approach.
The evaluations relieved us for the worrying of performance of the OWL/SWRL based Diagnosis Manager. In order to improve performance, we followed a mix of both the

Blackboard architecture style and the Layered architecture
style. The evaluations show that the Diagnosis Manager is
usable in terms of extensibility, performance and scalability. The proposed approach provides an uniform, coherent
and natural way to fully utilize the existing OWL/SWRL
reasoning power, and extend it for considering the dynamic
aspects of the pervasive system for diagnosis, which is very
suitable for the characteristics of the pervasive computing
environment.
We are improving the IPSniffer based diagnosis that only
reports invocation relationships at present. The integration
with security manager and ontology manager are under way.
Probability in OWL/SWRL is to be added in the future to
make the diagnosis more intelligent. More experiments in
a larger scale will be conducted for testing the resolving of
rule conﬂicts, accuracy of diagnosis and so on.
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Abstract
In this paper we address automated software deployment for embedded automotive systems in terms of a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). Our purely model-based
approach allows for fully automatic deployment of software functions in a resource-constrained system (exempliﬁed in terms of memory and bus load). Besides of its applicability in an early stage of development, most notably,
our model incorporates optimization criteria from algorithmic approaches proposed recently. Capturing the problemrelevant aspects in terms of a CSP is straightforward and
thus easily extendable to complex scenarios like, for example, temporal requirements or the diverse bus protocols in
the automotive domain.

1 Introduction
Today’s upper class cars contain up to 80 ECUs (Electronic Control Units), several bus systems, and about 55
percent of all failures are caused by electronics, software,
cables and connectors [1], [2]. More and more functions in
today’s cars involve electronics and software, 80-90 percent
of the new innovative features are realized by distributed
embedded systems. Following this mainstream trend, even
highly safety critical mechanical and hydraulic control systems will be replaced by electronic components.
In recent years, the focus in engineering embedded automotive systems has been on rather detailed abstractions
primarily dealing with implementation related issues like
models for code generation. Model-based optimization
techniques typically take a back seat in the overall design
∗ Authors are listed in alphabetical order.
The research herein
is partially conducted within the competence network Softnet Austria
(www.soft-net.at) and funded by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Economics (bm:wa), the province of Styria, the Steirische Wirtschaftsfrderungsgesellschaft mbH. (SFG), and the city of Vienna in terms of
the center for innovation and technology (ZIT) and by the ”Fonds zur
Förderung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung”(FWF). Special thanks to the
reviewers and to our colleague Willibald Krenn for their useful feedback.

process since they lack suitable, standardized notations,
methodologies, and integration into the model-driven tool
chain.
As today’s embedded automotive software is highly distributed, the automotive industry devotes increasing efforts
to develop tools for automated software deployment [3].
The underlying foundations comprise techniques like genetic algorithms and various other clustering techniques
[3]. However, to our best knowledge, none of the current approaches addresses automated software deployment
in terms of a model-based approach. Relying on an algorithmic approach one has to perform measurements to obtain meaningful metrics for certain parameters as, for example, a reference value for the bus load. Besides of the (often) painstaking provision of a prototype to obtain concrete
measurements, this considerably hampers the seamless integration into the model-based development paradigm.
In this paper we address the prevalent complexity of
automated software deployment in a resource-constrained
setting even catering stakeholders at an early development
stage, where no reference measurements for a concrete
ECU might be available. Our approach relies on modeling software deployment in terms of a constraint satisfaction
problem (CSP). Most notably, this model allows for incorporating optimization criteria from algorithmic approaches
proposed recently [4]. Moreover, the model-based approach
to automated software deployment directly supports an iterative reﬁnement of the model down to the level of protocols,
gateways, of software drivers.
This article is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we
present the CSP and its associated parameters, in Chapter 3
we explain how the partitioning problem is solved by means
of a CSP, in Chapter 4 we discuss some constraint solvers
available on the market. Finally Chapter 5 presents our conclusions and discusses related work.

2 Constraint Satisfaction Problem
Constraint systems are a natural and straightforward way
of describing speciﬁcations and requirements for hardware
and software systems. A Constraint Satisfaction Problem
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1.
2.
3.

{ var 1 = ( x 0 < y 0 );
min 1 = x 0;
min 2 = y 0; }

1. Resource Constraints: The resources of the CU, on
which the cluster is executed, give us the resource constraints system. The memory of the CU and the processing power, are criteria which impose restrictions
on the cluster that can be executed on the given CU.
We cannot execute for example a cluster which needs
500Kb of memory on a CU which only has 300Kb of
memory available.

Figure 1. Program for computing the minimum between
two numbers

Variables:
Domains:
Constraints:

2. Quality Constraints: Using quality functions we deﬁne the quality constraints. They assure that the system will behave within the given quality criteria. For
example, if we want to have the bus load always under 50% then we have to deﬁne the quality functions
such that this limit is never exceeded. From the quality
functions we extract the quality constraints.

V = {var 1, x 0, y 0, min 1, min 2}
D = {D(x) = N|x ∈ V }

CO =

var 1 = (x 0 < y 0),
min 1 = x 0, min 2 = y 0



Figure 2. The CSP of the program from Fig. 1
(CSP), (V, D, CO), is characterized by a set of variables
V = (v1 , ..., vn ), each variable having a domain D, and a
set of constraints CO = (c1 , ..ck ) which deﬁnes a relation
R between variables. The variables in a relation R ∈ CO
are called the scope S R of the relation.
Having the program given in Fig. 1 then its corresponding CSP is the given in Fig. 2
There are very effective reasoning algorithms available
for CSP, e.g., for computing solutions. A solution of a CSP
is an assignment of values to the CSP’s variables which
does not contradict any given constraint. State of the art
constraint solvers are available for solving CSPs. More information about CSPs can be found in Rina Dechter’s book
on constraints [5].
It is possible, due to an incorrect build of the constraints
system, for a CSP to become inconsistent. A CSP is inconsistent when there exists no assignment to its variables such
that all constraints are simultaneously satisﬁed. There are
several methods for testing the consistency of constraints
system. The best known of them are arc consistency, path
consistency and n-consistency check. A description of these
methods is found in [5]. An optimized method for consistency check is the Max-Restricted Path Consistency method
[6].

3 CSP Partitioning
When grouping functions into clusters the partitioning
problem appears. For every cluster, the partitioning algorithm must assure that the quality criteria, e.g., time,
bus load, together with the resource limitations, e.g., CPU,
memory, are fulﬁlled with respect to the control unit (CU)
where a cluster is executed. The CSP representation assures
a natural way of depicting and combining all these requirements. When we build the CSP of the system we take into
account the following types of constraints:

3. Cost Constraints: The cost constraints are given by
the implementation’s cost of the CUs. There can be
more types of CUs with different properties and different implementation costs. It is possible that although
a certain CU is expensive to implement it offers an all
around smaller cost than when using 10 CUs that perform the same task. An optimal cost is hard to achieve.
These types of constraints are strongly connected with
an arbitrary parameter which we call desired general
cost (DGC). We deﬁne the cost constraints such that
they always assure that the ’all around system’s costs’
is smaller than the DGC. We also try to have the costs
as low as possible without cutting off too much from
the system’s performance.
By combining these constraint systems we successfully
build the CSP of the analyzed system. A solution to this
CSP is a valid cluster partitioning of the system’s function
blocks.
Observation. It is possible, after combining the above
constraints, that the resulted CSP is in an inconsistent state;
that is a solution cannot be successfully computed. For example, if through the cost constraints system we specify that
the DGC is k and through the resource constraints system
we specify that we only have components that cost p, where
p < k and p > 1. We know we need at least k CUs so that
the system can function correctly. Then we have the following constraints system: (k ∗ p < k) ∧ (p < k) ∧ (p > 1). It
can be seen that these constraints system has no valid solution. In this situation we have to revise those constraints that
can be adapted such that the inconsistent state is removed.
In our example if we set the DGC level to (p ∗ k + 1) the
constraints system leaves the inconsistent state.

3.1 Resource Parametrization
In order to build the system’s CSP we ﬁrst deﬁne the
parameters that describe the system’s behavior. There are
two types of resources that we parameterize: the CUs and
the functions that have to be executed by the system.
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sources that have to be parameterized, but these basic resources are characteristics of every CU found on the market.
Figure 3. An abstract representation of the functions’s
network

We want to deﬁne the function blocks distribution for an
automotive system over a set of available electronic control
units (ECUs).
Within an automotive system there are different functions that have to be implemented. These functions have
different safety levels. Some of the functions are safety
critical, the ABS function, torque vectoring, or control of
the attitude angle, and other have a lower importance degree, e.g., entertainment functions like DVD playing. All
these function blocks are connected to each other by means
of messages and data exchange mechanisms like bus protocols. Due to this, an automotive system can function
correctly. Let’s presume that we have t function blocks,
F = {f1 ...ft }, that have to be executed on a minimal number of ECUs. We build the network functions as follows:
the nodes of the network are the function blocks that have
to be executed. Between functions that communicate there
exists a connection in the network. Each connection has a
label which denotes the communication frequency between
the connected function blocks.
Let CF = {CF1 ...CFt } be the set that denotes the communication frequency sets of the system’s functions; e.g.,
CFi = {cfi1 , ...cfit } is the set that describes the communication frequency of function f i with respect to all other
functions from the system. If there exists cf ij in the set CFi
of a function f i such that cfij = 0 then it means that there
exist no network connection between function f i and function fj . A graphical depiction of such a network is given in
Fig. 3.
The CF set helps us build the quality functions. The
quality function receives as input-parameter the CF i set of
every function f i , where 1 ≤ i ≤ t. After we have built
the network of functions we start the parameterizing process for the ECU’s. They help us construct the Resource
Constraints System. Let ECU = {ECU1 ...ECUk } be the
set of the available ECUs, then for each ECU i ∈ ECU
such that 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We deﬁne mem i as being the available memory of module ECU i and proci as being the processing power of module ECU i . Let the set M EM =
{mem1 ...memk } be the set of ECU’s memories and let
P ROC = {proc1 ...prock } be the set that describes the
processing performances of the available ECUs. The sets
M EM and P ROC represent the most simpliﬁed description of the available resources of an ECU. They sufﬁce to
describe how the resource constraints building process takes
place. Each distributed system can have supplementary re-

3.2 Building the CSP
In order to build the CSP of the system we have to build
the three constraint systems: the resource constraints system, the quality constraints system and the cost constraints
system. For this purpose we use the parameters introduced
earlier: the memory and the computational power available
on a given ECU, the memory and the computational power
that a function block requires and the communication frequency that exists between functions.
We give the following formal deﬁnitions:
Deﬁnition 1 (Function Block) Any function block (of t
function blocks) is associated with a unique identiﬁer f i and
its processing requirements pow(fi ).
Deﬁnition 2 (ECU) Every Electronic Control Unit ECU i
is associated with a processing capacity max ECUpowi .
We start building the resource constraints system. The
following equations deﬁne the constraints system.
1. The overall memory consumption of the function
blocks is smaller or equal to the available memory.
Usually not all function blocks are executed at the
same time, but in the worst case scenario, this trivial
safety constraint assures us that no jamming occurs in
the
 function execution
 process.
mem(f
)
≤
i
i
j maxECUmemj
2. An adjacent memory constraint is the maximal function block memory constraint. That is, let f max be
a function block such that the memory requirement
of fmax , memfmax , is the maximum from all function’s memory requirements. There exist an ECU,
ECUk ∈ ECU , with the available memory mem k ,
such that memk ≥ memfmax .
3. After we decide to deploy a cluster of functions,
Cj = {fi ...fi+n },i ≥ 1, on an ECU, ECU j , then
ECUj must provide enough memory and processing
power to host the deployed functional blocks. The
function deploy(ECU j ) returns the indices of the
function
blocks deployed on ECU j .

(mem(fi ) ≤ maxECUmemj ) ∧
i∈deploy(ECUj )
i∈deploy(ECUj ) (pow(fi ) ≤ maxECUpow j )
4. A function block is deployed on a single ECU only.
∀i, j ∈ {1..n}, i = j · deploy(ECUj ) ∩
deploy(ECUi ) = ∅
5. Any function deploy that distributes all functional
blocks fi on max ECUs is a solution.
max
{1..n} = j=1 deploy(ECUj )
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By unifying the above constraints system we derive the
resource constraints system (RCS):


⎫
1. i mem(fi ) ≤ j maxECUmem j ;
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
2.∃fi |fi ∈ F, i ∈ [1, t] , ∀j ∈ [1, t] ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
i = j, memfi ≥ memfj
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⇒ ∃ECUl ∈ ECU, l ∈ [1, k] :
⎪
⎪
⎬
mem(ECU
)
≥
mem
;
l
f
i

RCS : 3.
(mem(fi ) ≤ maxECU memj )∧⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
i∈deploy(ECUj )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
i∈deploy(ECUj ) (pow(fi ) ≤ maxECU powj );
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
4.∀i, j ∈ {1..n}, i = j, deploy(ECUj )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
∩deploy(ECUi ) = ∅;
⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
max
5.{1..n} = j=1 deploy(ECUj );
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨

The quality constraints system are the most important
factor when we partition the function blocks into clusters.
In order to build these constraints system we use a set of
functions, named quality functions. The quality functions
offer us a metric for computing the optimal partitioning of
the function blocks. The constraints are created by imposing output values that these functions should not exceed for
a given cluster. The constraint solver tries to ﬁnd a set of
function blocks such that all the quality constraints are fulﬁlled. When it ﬁnds such a set it creates the cluster.
Besides, as an extra quality constraint, we try to keep the
output values of the quality functions to a level close to optimal (such that the cost is minimal). Each quality function
receives as input parameter the CF set. How this set is built
depends on the user and on the described system. There are
more solutions proposed for building this set; one, given in
[4], proposes a representation of the CF set by means of
a geometrical matrix. It is beyond the scope of this paper
to discuss how the CF is created. We presume that the set
is already given and use it directly as input for the quality
functions.
We build the quality constraints system based on the
quality functions set. We use the quality functions presented
in [4].
We deﬁne the following:

Deﬁnition 6 (Distance between Clusters) It represents,
based on the CF of the function blocks, the average
distance between a cluster Ci and a cluster Cj , i, j ∈ [1, c],
i = j. We denote this metric by d(Ci , Cj ).
Deﬁnition 7 (External costs between clusters ) It represents, based on the CF of the function blocks, the external cost between a cluster Ci and the function blocks of a
cluster Cj , i, j ∈ [1, c], i = j. We denote this metric by
E(Ci , Cj ).
Deﬁnition 8 (Cluster’s Nodes) It represents the number of
function blocks within a cluster C i , i ∈ [1, c]. We denote this
metric by Ni .
The quality functions are deﬁned below. Detailed informations about these functions can be found in [4].
1. The External-Internal Ratio is a ratio between the external and the internal costs must be as low as possible.
That is, a good cluster is a cluster which communicates
as little as possible with the other function blocks from
the network and that has the internal communication
frequency as high as possible. We deﬁne for every
cluster a communication ratio limit, CRL max , which
represents the qualitative limit that every cluster must
respect.
∀Ci , i ∈ [1, c] EIii ≤ CRLmax
2. The Davies Bouldin Criteria shows a good partitioning when the factor is as low as possible. The Davies
Bouldin (DB) factor is computed only after all the cluster are formed. We set a limit, DB max that should
never be surpass by the ﬁnal cluster partitioning. After
computing all the clusters c, we compute the DB factor. If it is greater than DB max then the constraint is
violated and a new partitioning of the function blocks
is performed. If the constraint holds a valid conﬁguration with respect to the DB factor was found.
#
"
c

diam(Ci ) + diam(Cj )
DB = 1c
maxj=i
d(Ci , Cj )
i=1

Deﬁnition 3 (Cluster’s external cost) It represents the
frequency with which the function blocks within a cluster
Ci , i ∈ [1, c], communicate with the rest of the function
blocks from the network. We denote this metric through E i
and we compute it as the average CF between the function
blocks within the cluster and the external function blocks.

3. The Modularization Factor (MF) is an indicator of a
compact clustering of the function’s blocks. The value
of this factor should be as high as possible. For our
constraints system we settle a minimal value, M F min ,
below which the optimality criteria is violated. If, after
computing all the clusters, we observe that the value
of MF is smaller than M Fmin , then the constraint is
violated and we discard the partitioning. If the value
of MF is greater than M F min then we found a valid
solution.


E(Ci , Cj )
Ii
i<j
MF =  i
− 
Ni (Ni − 1)
Ni Nj
2
i<j
i

Deﬁnition 4 (Cluster’s internal costs) It represents the
frequency with which the function blocks communicate with
each other within a given cluster C i , i ∈ [1, c]. We denote
this metric by Ii and it represents the average of all CF
within the cluster Ci .
Deﬁnition 5 (Cluster’s diameter) It represents, based on
the CF of the function blocks, the average distance between
the function within a given cluster C i , i ∈ [1, c]. We denote
this metric through diamCi .
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over a number N E of ECUs such that the total cost of
these ECUs, PNE is smaller than DGC

4. The SILHOUETTE factor (Sh) veriﬁes the correctness
of the distribution of a function f i within a cluster Ci
with respect to a neighbor node C j . The domain of the
Sh value of the function f i is [−1, 1]. A good distribution of the functions f i within a cluster Ci , has the
Sh value in the vicinity of 1. For every function f i , we
compute Sh(fi ). If this value diverges with more than
δmax from 1 then the constraint is violated, the function is not distributed within cluster C i and we start the
search for a new cluster.
d(fi ,Cj )−d(fi ,Ci )
Sh(fi ) = max(d(f
i ,Cj ),d(fi ,Ci ))

2. The Bus Load Constraint (BLD) of the system must be
lower than an imposed value, BLD max . That is, we
have to choose the ECUs on which we distribute the
function blocks, such that the bus load of the system is
never greater as the imposed value BLD max .
By combining the RCS with the QCS and the CCS we derive the CSP associated to the system:
CSP = RCS ∪ QCS ∪ CCS

5. The Cluster Load Deviation (CLD) is computed after
all the clusters c are created. Small values of this function denote a good partitioning of the function blocks.
In a good case scenario all the clusters have a similar number of function blocks within them. We have
the following constraint: the ﬁnal CLD value of the
network must not be greater than an optimal criteria
CLDmax . If the CLD of the network is greater than
CLDmax the partitioning of the function blocks is discarded and we restart the partitioning process. If the
value of CLD is smaller than CLD max then we have
found a valid
$ partitioning.
%
c
c

% 1 
2
1
&
CLD = c−1
(Ni − N̄ ) , N̄ = c
Ni
i=1

4 Constraint Solvers

i=1

By combining the above criteria we build the Quality Constraints System (QCS). The CRL max , DBmax ,
M Fmin , δmax and the CLDmax must be given by the user
with respect to the desired system performances.

⎫
⎧
1.∀Ci , i ∈ [1, c] EIii ≤ CRLmax ;
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The Cost Constraints System (CCS) is built based on the
system’s cost criteria. Each ECU has a price and a performance description associated to it. We use the following
constraints in order to build the CCS.
1. The Price Constraint. Given a network of function
blocks F , a set of ECUs and a desired general cost
DGC, then we have to distribute all the function set F

A solution to a CSP is a valid assignment to all CSP’s
variables that does not violate any of the constraints from
the CSP. For solving a CSP we use CSP solvers.A CSP
solver is a software tool that, by means of different algorithms, tries to detect and remove the inconsistencies from
a constraints system and to offer a valid solution to a given
CSP. There are more state of the art CSP solvers which can
offer good performance when solving a CSP. In this chapter
we present four constraint solvers, CHOCO, JaCoP, MINION and TREE*. Each CSP solver has its weak points and
its strong points and it depends on the size and type of the
CSP which of the constraint solver is best ﬁt for a given
task. Because of that a comparison between the CSP solvers
is not always possible.
We ﬁnd a comparison and a description of JaCoP and
CHOCO in [7]. The authors say that the all around performance of the JaCoP solver is better (54% faster) than
of the CHOCO solver. However when talking about small
CSPs the CHOCO solver is consireably faster than JaCoP.
The two CSP solvers have similar speciﬁcations with regard to the type of variables and constraints that they can
handle. Both constraint solvers offer a wide range of operations for describing constraints. Both tools are free of
charge for academic porpuses. We ﬁnd a description of the
CHOCO solver in [10] and of JaCoP in [11].
The Minion CSP solver is fully presented in [8]. It
allows four type of variable’s domains and the input language supports deﬁnition of up to three dimensional matrices of decision variables. The set of primitive constraints
is smaller than by CHOCO and JaCoP. However it includes the basic constraints like equalities, inequalities,
sum, product and so on. The MINION project is an open
source project and is still under development. A particularity of this CSP solver is the fact that variables representation
is optimized at hardware level with respect to the solving algorithm (backtracking).
The TREE* CSP solver is presented in [9]. The TREE*
solver is best suited for binary constraint systems. It can
also work on integer variables but it takes a long time to
compute a solution. That makes it not a valid choice for
big CSPs. It implements the basic operations needed for
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creating constraints. A particularity of this CSP solver is
that it does not use backtracking in order to get a solution,
but simulates instead, by means of tables, all the possible
solutions of the constraints from the CSP. It then joins all
the constraints and the result is a valid CSP-solution. The
TREE* solver is an open source product and still under development.
As our model contains arithmetic as well as logical operators and we are required to provide a rather detailed model,
JaCoP and Minion CSP solvers appear to be a reasonable
choice for our speciﬁc task.

5 Conclusions and related work
Constraints are a natural way of representing complex
problems and are often used in the area of conﬁguration
and reconﬁguration of diverse systems. Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) representations are successfully used in
diverse areas from software engineering like conﬁguration
and reconﬁguration of large systems [13], recommender
systems like CAWICOMS which is presented in [15], and
software task planning [7].
In this article we outline a novel modeling approach
that allows for deployment of embedded automotive software. Our purely model-based approach allows for fully
automatic deployment of software functions in a resourceconstrained software system. For ease of discussion, we exemplify this for general constraints like memory consumption and bus load, however, our approach can be extended
in a natural vein.
Besides of its applicability in an early stage of development, most notably, our model incorporates well-known
quality criteria from algorithmic software deployment approaches.
In addition to the straightforward and natural problem
representation our model allows for computation of a valid
solution satisfying the outlined criteria (resource contraints,
quality constraints, cost constraints ...) by relying on standard CSP solvers. Moreover we do not have to generate all
the cluster combinations but rely on the the ﬁrst n, n ≥ 1,
solutions that the CSP solver comes up with.
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studied earlier in the telephony systems and referred
to as Feature Interaction (FI) [3, 6, 10, 13]. Different
mechanisms [6, 10, 13, 34] were proposed to handle
the FI problem. Aspect Oriented Software
Development (AOSD) [35] builds software systems
by composing crosscutting concerns in a similar
approach to the features in the telephony systems.
This leads to the Aspect Interaction (AI) problem that
is very similar to the FI problem. The AI is not
necessarily harmful [25]. But the term AI usually
refers to the unintended interaction. If the interaction
is planned, order precedence needs to be defined
[20]. If a dependency between two Aspects is not
planned, then unless an AI detection mechanism is
used, the dependency might slip undetected with
potential harm to the system. The Motorola WEAVR
[17] has reported the AI problem in the Telecomm
industry, where precedence is defined for interacting
Aspects [20]. Graph Transformation (GT) systems
have developed a mechanism to detect conflicts
among GT rules [38].
GT rules are used to apply changes to a host
graph. Two GT rules that overlap are said to be
critical pair. Critical Pair Analysis (CPA) is used to
detect conflicts and dependencies in GT Systems.
Two rules are in conflict if one rule disables another
rule. On the other hand, two rules are dependent if
one rule enables the other.
Since applying Aspects to a base model involves
matching and modifying elements in the base model
similar to those of the GT systems, CPA is used to
detect syntactic interaction among aspects in the
UML State Diagrams. UML State Diagrams are
increasingly used in modeling wide range of
embedded devices, from small gadgets to Telecom
Systems [17], where Specification and Description
Language (SDL) [39] is used as an Action Language
to generate code from models.
We are proposing a graph-based framework for
the detection of the unintended interaction among
Aspects. Using the proposed approach, users will be

Abstract
Aspect Oriented Modeling (AOM) separates
crosscutting concerns by defining Aspects and
composition mechanisms at the model level.
Composition of multiple Aspects will most likely
result in more than one Aspect matching the same
join points. This will create interaction among
Aspects, in the sense that one Aspect will enable or
disable another Aspect. Aspect Interaction is similar
to a phenomenon that exists in graph transformation
systems where multiple Graph Transformation (GT)
rules share some conflicting elements, it is referred
to as Critical Pair Analysis (CPA) and it provides an
algebraic-based mechanism to detect and analyze the
interaction of the rules. In our proposed framework
the same mechanism is used to analyze and detect
Aspect Interaction in UML State Diagrams. It
achieves that by performing a model-transformation
of the Aspects to the graph transformation rules. This
will enable developers to specify only the order
precedence for interacting Aspects rather than for
the combinations of every Aspect to every other
Aspect in the system. The interaction detection is
modular, independent of the base model; this adds
the advantage of not having to re-evaluate the
interaction each time the base model changes.

Keywords
Aspect Oriented Software Development; Aspect
Oriented Modeling; Aspect Interaction; Critical Pair
Analysis.

1.

Introduction

Software modules are added to other software
modules and other components in an incremental
way to build software products. This process will
most probably result in interaction among the
software modules. Most software modules have
several complex interactions with other software
module through their life cycle. This interaction was
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able to identify interacting Aspects independently of
the base model. This way users need to define only
order precedence for identified Aspects once, when
they are defined, not each time the model changes.
This paper is organized as follows; Section 2
explains the different types of AI. Section 3 relates
the GT systems and CPA to the Aspects and AI.
Section 4 presents a case study by applying the
framework to an example of an ATM modeled as
State Diagram. In the case study multiple Aspects are
defined and their interactions are analyzed and
classified using the generated CPA report. Related
work is discussed in section 5. Conclusion and future
work are discussed in section 6.

2.

M1 = The result of applying Aspect A1 to the Base
Model (BM).
M2 = The result of applying Aspect A2 to the BM.
M12 = The result of applying A1 then A2 to the BM.
M21 = The result of applying A2 then A1 to the BM.
Definition 1: Two Aspects do not have interaction
between them iff M12 = M21.
Definition 2: A dependency exists between two
Aspects if (M12 = M2) or (M21=M1)
Definition 3: A conflict exists between two aspects if
(M12 = M1) or (M21 = M2)
Definition 1 states that, regardless of the order of
applying Aspects, the output model is the same. This
is only possible if the application of one Aspect does
not alter the applicability of the other Aspect. If M12
 M21, then AI exists between A1 and A2 in the form
of either dependency (definition 2) or conflict
(definition 3). If (M12  M21 And M12=M2) then A1
depends on A2, or if (M12  M21 And M21=M1) then
A2 depends on A1. A conflict is defined as either
(M12  M21 And M12=M1) or (M12  M21 And
M21=M2), which means A1 disables A2, or A2
disables A1, respectively.
The proposed framework will detect potential
conflicts and dependencies among Aspects without
the need to check the base model for the pointcuts
applicability. It achieves this by inspecting all
combinations of the pointcuts and advices of all
Aspects in a pair-wise manner. This approach will
report potential interaction among all Aspects, even
if some Aspects might not have a match. The
advantage of this approach is to avoid regenerating
the AI report each time the base model changes. The
second approach is to eliminate some Aspects from
the analysis if they do not have a match. This will
result in fewer Aspects to analyze but the report will
need to be regenerated each time the base model
changes. Also in the second approach the base model
needs to be entirely transformed to a graph, which
will add a considerable overhead to the analysis.

Aspect Interaction

With the use of AOSD to manage separation of
concerns, AI is an inevitable issue. AI takes place
when multiple Aspects share conflicting elements in
their pointcuts or advices. Multiple aspects are said to
be independent if the order of applying aspects result
in the same model. Two models are considered
syntactically the same if there is a bijective mapping
between the two models. That is given two models
M1 and M2, for each element in M1 there is one
element in M2 with the same properties. There is also
the same reverse mapping from M2 to M1.
Interaction among Aspects exists in the form of
either dependency or conflict. This kind of AI is
referred to as Aspect-to-Aspect interaction [20]. Even
non-conflicting and independent Aspects might have
unintended impact on the structure of the base model;
this kind of interaction is referred to as Aspect-Base
interaction. Aspects may also have unintended
impact on the behavior of the base model, this kind
of interaction is referred to as semantical interaction
[5]. Currently the proposed framework studies the
Aspect-to-Aspect interaction, the other types of
interactions are planned for future work.
Without the AI analysis, Aspects designers would
have to specify order precedence for all Aspects in
the system. This requires large efforts part of which
are useless and wasted. Aspects’ designers may still
be interested in specifying order for certain Aspects,
but they do not have to specify it for all Aspects.
Using CPA in the analysis also adds the advantage of
having AI analysis independent of the base model. So
changes to the base model will not affect the AI, only
changing Aspects will require a re-run of the
analysis.
The next 4 definitions will shed light on the different
types of interactions. Let:

3.

Critical Pair Analysis and Aspects

This section describes CPA, graph transformation,
and their relation to Aspects defined in UML State
Diagrams. A graph transformation applies a GT rule
(P = L, R) to a host graph G; where P is a
production, L is the left hand side (LHS) graph, and
R is the right hand side (RHS) graph. P may also
have a set of Negative Application Conditions
(NAC), which are elements that may not exist for a
rule to apply. A GT rule replaces graph L with R in
host graph G.
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Critical Pair Analysis (CPA) [23] is “a pair of
transformations both starting at a common graph G
such that both transformations are in conflict, and
graph G is minimal according to the rules applied.“
[32]. That is the GT rules P1 and P2 form a critical
pair if both, P1 and P2, can be applied to the same
minimal graph G. But applying P1 will prohibits the
application of P2 and/or vice versa. Certain tools,
such as Attributed Graph Grammar (AGG) [1],
provide graph transformations and CPA. An
attributed graph allows the definition of attributes on
graph elements. CPA and NAC [38] are combined to
detect conflicts in GT systems, similar approach is
used in the proposed framework for Aspects.
Figure 1 shows a simple graph, referred to as host
graph, (left), a GT rule (middle) with its LHS (L) and
its RHS (R) components, and the generated graph
(right). Host graph is searched for a graph morphism
of L, referred to as a match. A graph morphism
between two graphs, G and H, is a bijective mapping
(D) between the vertices of G and the vertices of H,
such that two vertices u and v are adjacent in G iff
their mapping vertices D(u) and D(v) are adjacent in
H. If a match is found, the graph R is applied to the
host graph. GT works as follows:
 Elements in L and in R are preserved in the
generated graph.
 Elements in L but not in R are deleted from
the generated graph.
 Elements in R but not in L are created in the
generated graph.
Figure 1-(middle) shows a NAC edge between the
states ‘b’ and ‘c’ in the LHS, marked with ‘X’. The
NAC will be used in transforming some of the
pointcut constructs, such as ‘XOR’. With out the
NAC edge in Figure 1, the matching mechanism will
only check for the existence of vertices ‘b’ and ‘c’
without checking the absence, or presence, of an
edge between ‘b’ and ‘c’. These requirements for
morphism come from L. According to R edge ‘e4’ is
created and vertex ‘d’ is removed. Generated graph is
presented in Figure 1 (right).

created between GT rules and Aspects in AOM, then
the CPA technique can be used to analyze AI to
detect any conflicts and dependencies among
Aspects. The proposed framework model-transforms
Aspects into some GT rules and run AGG on the
generated rules to produce a CPA report.

4.

An ATM Case Study

In this section we present an example that will
demonstrate how Aspects with pointcuts consist of
composite state and compound transitions are
transformed to some GT rules. The example consists
of an ATM machine described by the UML State
Diagram presented in Figure 2. The ATM lacks the
behavior to diagnose and early terminate the ATM
machine. The behavior is added to the base ATM
model by the ‘diagnostic’ concern, presented in
section 4.2, that has 4 Aspects.

4.1.

The ATM State Diagram

Figure 2 presents the UML State Diagram for a
bank ATM. Since the Active state is composite nonorthogonal, only state ‘validating’ will have the
incoming transition ‘card_in’. The Maintenance state
is orthogonal, so both states ‘testing’ and ‘waiting’
will receive the incoming transitions ‘maintain’.
In order to make it easier on the reader to follow,
we numbered each state in Figure 2 and used the
numbers in the generated GT rules. Vertices whose
names are separated by a ‘|’, for instance the vertex
‘1|4’, represent substates in the composite orthogonal
state Maintenance. Digits to the left of ‘|’ come from
the top region, and digits to the right come from the
bottom region. When the state ‘Maintenance’
becomes active, states ‘testing’ (1) and ‘waiting’ (4)
become active.

4.2.

Transformation of Pointcuts to Graph
Transformation Rules

The following 4 Figures, 3 through 6, present the
4 Aspects which are part of the concern ‘diagnostic’
that will add the behavior to diagnose and earlyterminate the ATM. Figure 3-(a) presents the first
Aspect A1. Elements marked with ‘E’ are exposed
and passed to the weaver to adapt. Also to simplify
presentation of the GT rules, if an element is
presented in the LHS but not in the RHS, it does not
mean that the element is deleted, they are just not
shown for simplicity.

Figure 1 A graph transformation rule on a
directed labeled host graph.
Aspect Oriented Modeling (AOM) [19] follows
an approach similar to the GT systems by querying
and adapting base model elements. If a mapping is
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Figure 4 a-(top) Aspect 2, b-(bottom) GT rules

Figure 2 A UML State Diagram of an ATM
Figure 5 a-(top) Aspect 3, b-(bottom) GT rules

The Aspect in Figure 3-a is transformed to three
different GT rules shown in Figure 3-b. The three
vertices (2|6), (2|5), and (2|4) represent the different
states the composite state ‘Maintenance’ might be in
while in state ‘self_diagnostic’ (2). The RHS of the
GT rules in Figure 3-b represent the creation of the
edge ‘diagnostic’ between the states ‘validating’ (9)
and ‘self_diagnostic’ (2).

Figure 5 presents the third Aspect A3. The
Aspects creates the fork transition ‘diagnostic’ which
forks to the two substates, ‘self_diagnostic’ and the
final state of the bottom region in the composite state
‘Maintenance’. This results in one GT rule shown in
Figure 5-b.

Figure 3-a(top) Aspect 1, b-(bottom) GT rules
Figure 4 presents the second Aspect A2. The
advice of the Aspect creates the edge ‘eject’ to the
sequential state ‘Active’. Every substate in the state
‘Active’ will have an incoming edge labeled ‘eject’
from the state ‘idle’. The vertices 9,10,11, and 12 of
the generated GT rules in Figure 4-b represent the
substates of state ‘Active’. Note, to simplify the
presentation of the GT rules, the RHSs do not show
the edge ‘diagnostic’ and the vertices (2|6), (2|5), and
(2|4) which are preserved in the host graph.

Figure 6 a-(top) Aspect 4, b-(bottom) 4GT rules
Figure 6 presents the fourth Aspect A4. The
pointcut will match the edge ‘diagnostic’ from the
state ‘idle’ to the state ‘self_diagnostic’, or from the
state ‘idle’ to the state final state of the bottom
region, but not from both. The NAC is used to
transform the ‘XOR’ element. First two of the 4 GT
rules in Figure 6-b present the GT rules that match
the transition ‘diagnostic’, and the states ‘idle’ and
‘self_diagnostic’. At the same time it does not allow
the same transition between the states ‘idle’ and the
final substate. The bottom 2 GT rules show the
opposite.
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The GT rules of the four Aspects presented in
Figures 3-b, 4-b, 5-b, and 6-b are fed to the AGG to
generate the CPA report. There are a total of 11 GT
rules. To trace the GT rules back to the Aspects, each
of the GT rule’s name consist of two parts separated
by a hyphen. For example the GT rule “A1-R1”
represents the first GT rule (R1) of the Aspect A1,
presented in Figure 3. The GT set “A1-*” refers to all
the GT rules in A1. Any pair of rules in the GT set
“A1-*” that is in conflict or dependency with any GT
rule in other GT sets, will cause the Aspect A1 to be
in the same conflict or dependency as its rule. For
instance there is a conflict, Figure 7 (top), between
the rules A3-R1 and A4-R1, which causes the
Aspects A3, and A4 to be in conflict. This is because
the pointcut of A4 doesn’t allow for the transitions
created by A3 for its pointcut to have a match. Also
by inspecting Figure 7 bottom, we can see that A2
depends on A1 for its pointcut to find a match. One
thing to mention is that any conflict or dependency
within the same GT set is irrelevant and ignored.
Note, due to space, Figure 7 shows only part of the
report for the interacting Aspects.

When AOSD was first introduced, [14] studied
the interaction problem and proposed a framework
for detecting aspect interactions at the language level
for AOP. They are considered among the first to look
at this problem. Order Precedence for the Aspect-toAspect interference of models in the Motorola
WEAVR [17] was proposed by [20]. They define 3
precedence relations as follows, hidden_by, and
depdendent_on. The authors’ intent is not to detect
interaction, but rather to define precedence relations
for interacting Aspects. In [5] semantic conflicts
between aspects and base model are studied. Authors
translate models to Alloy [2] to be formally verified.
Their approach is for semantic verification of aspects
and base model interaction. For each aspect they
define constrains, pre and post conditions, that will
be verified using Alloy at the weaving time. Live
Sequence Charts are used by [33] to detect AI at the
Joinpoint in the form of use-case scenarios.
A graph-based approach [18] is used to detect
composition conflicts due to weaving multiple
aspects in AspectJ [22]. GROOVE [21] is used as the
graph-rewriting tool. In their approach they detect
pre-defined language violations, such as multiple
conflicting method definitions, and cyclic
inheritance. The essence of their work is to verify
predefined rules in AspectJ, contrary to our
approach, which is to detect conflicts among aspects.
An analysis of aspect interaction in AOP is
provided in [7] that was applied to AspectJ. They
provide a solution that is constraint-based and
declarative for interacting aspects. Nevertheless, their
work doesn’t discuss mechanisms for detecting
interaction among aspects. Our work concentrates on
detecting interaction, dependency and conflicts, of
aspects. A mechanism for semantic aspect interaction
in Composition Filters for AOP is studied in [11].
Authors provide a mechanism similar to the
mechanisms for detecting deadlock in a computer
system. Based on the semantics of the added advices,
their approach tries to order aspects in a harmless
way.
The next two references [9, 12] are for UML models
and are graph-based. CPA is used in [9] to analyze
aspect interaction in UML class diagrams. Model
transformations are expressed as pre and post
conditions that are used in defining graph
transformations rules. Pre and post conditions are
derived from activity diagrams. In their approach
classes and associations among classes are tracked
using AGG to analyze their interaction. Creation and
deletion of classes and their associations are mapped
to graph transformation and further analyzed using
AGG. CPA is used in [12] to detect feature

Figure 7 The CPA report of the ATM
statemachine.

5.

Related Work

Several approaches are proposed to deal with
Aspect Interaction at different phases of software
design. First workshop on AI [26] was dedicated to
this issue.
For instance [27, 28, 29] study
requirement interactions, [30] studies interaction in
design models, and [31] gives good summary of
negative impacts of Aspects on base program.
In [8] Aspect interaction is studied for AspectOriented Programming (AOP) environment such as
AspectJ. Aspects are classified based on their
interaction
to
orthogonal
(independent),
unidirectional (an Aspect depends on another), or
circular dependency between two Aspects. The AI in
AOP is also classified into different types in [36, 37].
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interaction in Software Production Lines (SPL). The
paper presents a graph-based Modeling Aspects
using a Transformation Approach (MATA) to
specify how features, modeled in UML, relate to
each other. Our framework is also graph based but
for UML State Diagrams, in particular composite
states and compound transitions and their
transformation to GT rules. Our framework uses
CPA technique to detect Aspect-to-Aspect
Interaction.

6.

7.
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Abstract— With the emergence of Model Driven Architecture (MDA), the role of model composition has become
very important. One challenge of model composition is
speciﬁcally to merge models expressed in the Uniﬁed Model
Language (UML) and its proﬁles. However, for merging it
is necessary to perform an essential task: model comparison.
In this paper, we present a model comparison technique
that relies on match strategies so that input models can
be merged if they are considered equivalent according to a
speciﬁc match strategy. To put this in practice we deﬁned
a match operator that makes use of match rules, synonym
dictionary and typographic similarity. Moreover, a guidance
for model comparison was elaborated to specify the activities
that go along with model comparison.

The model composition can be viewed as an operation
where a set of activities should be performed to merge
two input models, MA (receiving) and MB (merged), in
order to produce an output model, MAB . In short, we can
represent it by the equation: MA +MB →MAB . However,
an important step to achieve model composition lays in
the ability to compare input model elements, thus before
merging MA and MB , it is necessary to compare to verify
semantic and syntactic overlap in such models. The need
to avoid such overlaps stands for the fact that the ultimate
system’s model should represent each concept uniquely to
avoid conﬂicts, misinterpretation and mistransformation.
For example, according to UML metamodel speciﬁcation
should not exist two (or more) models (e.g., two UML
classes) with equal names in a same namespace, then
a model composition mechanism should take in account
such conditions to produce the output model, otherwise
it can have conﬂicting names and elements with same
semantic value.
In this paper we demonstrate the role and the importance of model comparison in model composition,
describe the challenges that should be tackled to compare
models and propose a match operator that is responsible
for putting in practice a strategy-based model comparison
approach. Moreover, a brief guidance for model comparison is exposed in order to specify the activities that go
along with model comparison.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A signiﬁcant factor behind the difﬁculty of developing
complex software is the wide conceptual gap between
the problem and the domains of discourse [3], [4]. The
model-driven approaches move development focus from
third generation programming language code (e.g. Java
code) to models, speciﬁcally models expressed in the
Uniﬁed Model Language (UML) and its proﬁles [14],
[16]. The goal is to manage the software at the level of its
concepts in order to reduce the gap, quickly attain code
and become the software development less difﬁcult and
costly. One reference to these approaches is the Model
Driven Architecture (MDA) [10], an approach to Model
Driven Development (MDD) from Object Management
Group (OMG).
A typical MDA process involves a number of UML
models to graphically represent a system’s structure and
behavior often deﬁned in different platforms (such as
J2EE or .NET) or domains (such as real-time or business
process modeling) from a speciﬁc viewpoint and at a
certain abstraction level that can be ultimately converted
into the actual code by a model transformation engine. It
can use models not only horizontally to describe different
system aspects but also vertically, in order to be reﬁned
from higher to lower abstraction levels. Thus, the modeldriven approaches make use of model transformation and
model composition techniques to manipulate and manage
UML models at the same and different abstraction levels.
Models can represent concepts related to the system
domain such as Telecom and Insurance, and also exposes
the underlying execution infra-structure such as .NET or
Java, which means a typical system can be represented
by several models that must be somehow assembled
(composed) into a cohesive unit.

A. Motivating Example
We motivate our work with a composition example of
two UML proﬁles, Tree and Topology [2] (see Figure 1)
each representing a Domain-Speciﬁc Modeling Language
(DSML). We have chosen UML proﬁles because they play
a central role in the OMG’s MDA approach. The Tree
proﬁle represents a common hierarchical data structure
used for many computer science applications, while the
Topology proﬁle represents the connections between the
elements of an Information System with a star network
topology.
In the Topology proﬁle, we have nodes (represented
by stereotype Node) connected by links that can be local
(LocalEdge) if they connect nodes from the same star with
its central node, or remote (Edge) if they connect central
nodes (MainNode) between each other [2]. Each node
is identiﬁed by its position (location) and each central
node has a state kind (state) that deﬁnes their availability
(its values are deﬁned by enumeration StateKind). An
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end node (EndNode) is also identiﬁed by its position
(position). The Tree proﬁle has nodes (represented by
stereotype Node) connected by links (Edge) to node, end
node (Leaf) or root node (root) that has a state kind (state)
which deﬁnes their availability (its values are deﬁned by
enumeration StateKind). Each node is determined by its
name (name) and value (value). Moreover, it is possible
to perform search operation (Search).
Before merging Tree and Topology, we should necessarily compare the input proﬁles in order to merge such
proﬁles efﬁciently. To do this, we need to be able to
identify correspondences among UML proﬁle elements
in a coherent manner. For example, despite the Tree.Leaf
and Topology.EndNode stereotypes have different names,
could they be considered domain concepts of equal semantic values?

For example, the matching of statechart speciﬁcations [9]
and of different versions of UML diagrams [11] presents
particularity because the artifacts, that are being compared, have different properties, so the model comparison
technique is tailored in agreement to them.
The UML speciﬁcation [14] deﬁnes and presents the
modelers with the Proﬁle mechanism has been speciﬁcally
speciﬁed for providing a lightweight extension mechanism to the UML standard. For instance, we can add
semantics that is left unspeciﬁed in the metamodel, give
a terminology that is adapted to a particular platform
or domain and add information that can be used when
transforming a model to another model or code.
However, the UML built-in composition mechanism,
package merge, is not able to merge proﬁles or compare
the input models correctly. So some research questions
arise: how can we compare two proﬁle elements? What
activities should we perform to match two input models?
Once we have added semantics that does not exist to a
UML metamodel element, how can we compare it in a
ﬂexible manner?
To the best of our knowledge, the need for comparing
models in a ﬂexible manner neither have been pointed
out nor even proposed by current model comparison
techniques in the model composition mechanisms. This
fact shows the pioneer side of this work.
Based on previous works [13], [12] and relevant approach studied (described in Section V), we observed
and concluded that the major challenges that researches
face when attempting to put into practice the model
comparison in the context of MDD can be grouped into
the following categories:
• The domain-speciﬁc model comparison challenge:
Such challenge arises from concerns associated with
providing DSMLs for creating and using domainspeciﬁc models in the MDD vision. For example,
the UML supports two forms of extensions: (1) using
proﬁles to deﬁne UML variants and (2) associating
particular semantics to speciﬁed semantic variation
points [14], [4]. Hence, a challenge would be how
to develop support for tailoring the model comparison techniques to the semantics plugged into UML
semantic variation points and the specializations of
the UML metamodel speciﬁed by the proﬁles
• The abstraction level challenge: Once the MDD
vision manipulates models in different abstraction
levels, how should the model comparison techniques
provide support for matching models expressed in
different abstraction-level? This challenge poses its
problems with respect to understanding and evolving
the model comparison techniques across different
modeling languages, where each one has its particularity.
• The semantic and properties challenge: As the models have a semantic value associated with it, a pair of
them with the same name under matching packages
could be assumed to form a match. However, what
should be done if they have different semantic values
or different properties? For example, two input UML

B. Contributions of this Paper
To put model comparison in practice involves answering several model comparison questions. As stated
in [9], what criteria should we use for identifying correspondences between different models? And how can we
quantify these criteria? Considering two input models,
should the model comparison techniques produce only
one possible result that representing the correspondence
among their elements? What properties of the input models should be considered in their match? What should be
used so that we can compare models?
The answers for such questions are the contributions of
this paper that consist in the deﬁnition of a ﬂexible model
comparison technique based on match strategies. The
strategies are implemented by a match operator that uses
of a range of heuristics including typographic similarities,
equivalence among the semantic values of the input
model elements and model signature. We propose a brief
guidance to specify as conduct the model comparison
process. Our approach is constituent of a UML proﬁles
composition mechanism [12] that was shown to be an
effective and ﬂexible way for specifying correspondences
among UML proﬁles. Moreover, we specify the approach
using the formal speciﬁcation language Alloy [5] and its
tool (the Alloy Analyzer) in order to realize an automatic
analysis of the approach.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 brieﬂy describes the background and the major challenges that researchers face when attempting to
realize model comparison. Section 3 presents the our
approach based on match strategies and the deﬁnition of
the match operator. Section 4 presents a brief guidance
for model comparison. Section 5 describes the related
work. Finally, Section 6 shows some early conclusions
and future works.
II. BACKGROUND AND C HALLENGES
Model comparison arises as an essential activity to put
the composition in practice and it can be viewed as a
generic operation that varies from application to application, in which elements from MA and MB are compared
in different forms depending of the kind of application.
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Fig. 1.

Example of UML proﬁles comparison

classes with same name, however one is abstract and
the other is concrete. While the pair of classes may
still be considered a match, there is a conformance
mismatch between them.

(r) and merged (m) model elements. The N-gram algorithm [8] is applied to assign a similarity value in [0..1]
to every possible pairs of (r,m). These pairs are deﬁned
by cartesian product of (R×M), where R and M are the
set of receiving and merged model elements, respectively.
The result of this is the matrix shown in Figure 2. This
algorithm yields a similarity degree to a pair of strings
based on counting the number of their identical substrings
of length N (we use N = 2).
The signature is deﬁned in terms of model element
syntactic properties, where a syntactic property of a model
element deﬁnes its structure. The signature is a collection
of values for a subset of syntactic properties in a model
element’s metamodel class. For example, isAbstract is
a syntactic property deﬁned in the metamodel class
called Class. If an instance of a Class is an abstract class
then isAbstract = true for the class, otherwise the instance
is a concrete class, isAbstract = false. The set of syntactic
properties used to determine a proﬁle element’s signature
is called signature type, as deﬁned in [15]. A signature
that consists of all syntactic properties associated with a
model element is called complete signature type, based on
a range of syntactic properties is called partial signature
type and the signature only based on name is called default signature type.
The signature is structured in comparison levels organized hierarchically. For instance, in Figure 1, a possible
deﬁnition of levels for the stereotype Tree.Node would
be: Tree.Node (name) (level 2), with Tree.Node.name
and Tree.Node.value (tagged values) (level 1). Every
proﬁle element type has one signature which is deﬁned
for it.

III. S TRATEGY-BASED M ODEL C OMPARISON
Having explained a motivation example and deﬁned
the challenges of model comparison we present, in this
section, a ﬂexible model comparison approach based
on match strategies. We speciﬁed three strategies (i) default, (ii) partial and (iii) complete match strategy; however, new strategies may be created and inserted in our
approach as well. We also deﬁne a match operator that is
responsible for putting the strategies in practice together.
From input models and the match strategy speciﬁcation,
the match operator veriﬁes the equivalence degree among
the input model elements and according to a threshold
speciﬁes the match models.
A. The Match Operator
The match operator is a heuristic and its goal is to ﬁnd
correspondences among model elements founded in static
matching and to implement the match strategies. The
static matching uses synonym dictionary, model signature
and typographic similarity among input model elements
in order to deﬁne the equivalence degree (S).
With a synonym dictionary it is possible to make a
mapping among the domain concepts that have the same
semantic values. The synonym dictionary paves the way
to the domain specialists to apply their domain expertise
in the matching process, once they have deﬁned what
concepts are synonyms. Hence, this fact improves the
result of the comparison. We denote by D(r,m) →[0,1]
the degree of similarity between receiving (r) and merged
(m) model elements, it returns 0 whether r and m are
synonym, otherwise it returns 1. D is calculated for
every possible pair of (r,m). Initially, every pair (r,m)
of input model elements are assumed to be not a synonym, then D(r,m) = 0 for every pair of (r,m). For instance, according to synonym dictionary (see Table I) the
stereotypes Tree.Leaf and Topology.EndNode, depicted
in Figure 1(a), represent the same concepts, therefore
D(Leaf,EndNode) = 1.
The goal of typographic similarity is to determinate T (r,m)→ [0..1] to every possible pairs of receiving

TABLE I
E XAMPLE OF SYNONYM DICTIONARY
Name
Leaf
Edge
Search

Synonym
EndNode, FinalNode
Border, Limit, Margin
Research, Searching, Query

The similarity degree based on signature M between
receiving (r) and merged (m) model element M(r,m) is
deﬁned by computing the weighted average between the
arithmetic average of the levels (see Equation 1):
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B. Match rules

n


M=

n


→ [0..1]

In order to check if two input model element are
equivalent, we deﬁned match rules. The match operator
is responsible to execute these match rules and, according
to the resulting of this execution, it deﬁnes consequently
the value of ϕi,j , which was speciﬁed earlier. For every
model element and item of model element are necessary a
match rule to check if they are equivalent. This checking
is based on their signature. If a match rule fails, then the
models are not equivalent (ϕi,j = 0). Otherwise, models
are equivalent (ϕi,j = 1). The match rules verify whether
the input model element properties have the same values,
and for each match strategy is deﬁned a set of match rule
according to respective signature type of the strategy.
There are three kinds of match rules: (i) default match
rules are a set of rules that compare models based on only
their name, using the default signature type; (ii) partial
match rules are also a set of rules that compare models
based on a number of syntactic properties of the models,
using the partial signature type; (iii) complete match rules
are also a set of rules that compare models based on
their syntactic properties, using the complete signature
type. Thus, the match operator makes use of these rules
to implement the default, partial and complete match
strategies. For example, the match operator makes use
of the default match strategy (hence using default match
rules) to produce the similarity table depicted in Figure 2.
Now, we present a short description of the default
match rules used in the motivation example, as follows:
MR1. Stereotype match rule:
MatchStereotype(Stereotype rcv, Stereotype mrgd) →
rcv.name = mrgd.name AND
MatchAttribute(rcv, mrgd) AND
MatchOperation(rcv, mrgd)
MR2. Association match rule:
MatchAssociation(Association rcv, Association mrgd) →
(rcv.name = mrgd.name) AND (rcv.memberEnds =
mrgd.memberEnds)
MR3. Attribute match rule:
MatchAttribute(Stereotype rcv, Stereotype mrgd) →
(rcv.ownedAttribute.name = mrgd.ownedAttribute.name)
AND (rcv.ownedAttribute.TypedElement = mrgd.
ownedAttribute.TypedElement)
MR4. Operation match rule:
MatchOperation(Stereotype rcv, Stereotype mrgd) →
(rcv.
ownedOperation.name = mrgd.ownedOperation.name)
AND (rcv.ownedOperation.ownedParameter.length =
mrgd.ownedOperation.ownedParameter.length) AND
(∀x(rcv.ownedOperation.ownedParameter[x] =
mrgd.ownedOperation.ownedParameter[x])
MR5. Enumeration match rule:
MatchEnumeration(Enumeration rcv,
Enumeration mrgd) → rcv.name = mrgd.name AND
MatchEnumerationLiteral(Enumeration rcv,
Enumeration mrgd)

(1)

pi

i=1

n is the number of levels employed to compare the
elements, where n ≥ 1 and n ∈ N∗+ .
• pi represents the weight, being pi = i, where i ≥ 1
and i ∈ N∗+ ; k expresses the number of elements in
each level, where k ≥ 1 and k ∈ N∗+ (i.e. Tree.Node
has two properties, as these properties represent a
level, so k = 2);
• ϕi,j (i and j represent the level and item of model
elements that are being compared, respectively) is
used to denote if an item of receiving model element
(i.g., name:Strig in Tree.Node) is equivalent to another item of merged model element. It is a boolean
variable and we use the match rules (described as
follows) in order to assign value to it. The match
rules compare items of model elements, so it returns
1 if the rule is satisﬁed, otherwise it returns 0. For
instance, when we compare the Tree.Root and Topology.MainNode stereotypes, ϕ2,1 = 0, applying the
match rule MR1, and ϕ1,1 = 1, applying the match
rule MR3.
We denote by S the degree of similarity between
receiving (r) and merged (m) model elements. To deﬁne
the similarity degree it is necessary to combine the partial
similarity degrees. To do this, it is calculated the average
of D, T , and M, as showed in Equation 2. If D = 1, then
T also assumes value 1 and contrariwise.
•

(D + T + M)
→ [0..1]
(2)
D+2
Based on the Equation 2, we compute the similarity
degree of every Tree elements in related to Topology elements. The Figure 2 shows the match results. To produce
a correspondence relation between the two models, we set
a threshold (t = 0.7). So, pairs of model elements with
similarity degree above threshold are considered equivalent. In short, if S(r,m)> t, then r and m are equivalent.
In Figure 2, we point out the similarity degree above
threshold and deﬁne the proﬁle elements are equivalent, as follows: (Tree.Node, Topology.Node), (Tree.Edge,
Topology.Edge), (Tree.Leaf, Topology.EndNode) and
(Tree.StateKind, Topology.StateKind)
S=

Fig. 2.

Similarity degree between proﬁle elements
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MR6. Enumeration Literal match rule:
MatchEnumerationLiteral(Enumeration rcv,
Enumeration mrgd) → ∀x(rcv.ownedLiteral.name[x] =
mrgd.ownedOperation.name[x])
IV. A G UIDANCE FOR M ODEL C OMPARISON
There is little agreement on requirements, activities and
steps that should be followed in order to accomplish the
model comparison, and even less on good practices to
avoid errors during matching. Several works (e.g., see [7],
[11]) have been proposed to tackle the problems found
in model comparison, but none of them, as yet, was
deﬁned as standard. In [14], the UML built-in model
comparison technique does not present a task ﬂow to help
the comparison speciﬁcation of UML models, does not
present a good documentation, and does not deﬁne how
model comparison should be performed.
We previously identiﬁed and delegated activities to the
match operator. We aim to successfully order and provide
a ﬂow of how such activities are accomplished. Such
ﬂow can be used as a guidance to compare models,
and it aims to represent good practices and become as
comprehensive as possible the match operator role in the
model comparison process.
The guidance is organized in two phases: (1) initial
and (2) comparison phase. The initial phase is started up
when the matching operator receives the input models.
The match operator analyzes the models in order to
know each type (i.e. Stereotype, Class, Association, etc).
Such models are separated and grouped according to
their types. For example, Stereotypes (Tree.Node and
Topology.Node) and Association (Tree.Edge and Topology.Edge) are identiﬁed and grouped according to their
types.
The goal of the comparison phase is to deﬁne what
input model elements are equivalent. It is initially realized
as an analysis of the input models and a signature is
deﬁned for every model element type. The next step is
to specify the match strategy that determines how the
comparison will be accomplished. The match operator
deﬁnes the similarity degree (S) for every receiving and
merged model element, and based on a threshold (t)
ﬁnally it determines model elements are equivalent. The
phase is ﬁnished as soon as the matching models, nomatching models and matching description are speciﬁed.
The next step is to merge the models, however this activity
is not the focus of this paper.

Fig. 3.

A guidance for model comparison

give an overview on other relevant approaches related to
our goals of putting ﬂexibility into the model comparison
process and analyze others that make use of model
comparison to merge models. To do this, the main focus of
each approach is summarized brieﬂy, followed by pointing
out similarities and differences to our own approach (see
Figure 4).
Model Composition Semantics. S. Clarke [1] introduces composition semantics for UML class diagrams.
The approach deﬁnes a new design construct, called composition relationship that supports the speciﬁcation of how
design models should be composed. With this composition
relationship it is possible to: (i) identify and specify
overlapping and non-overlapping concepts; (ii) specify
how models should be integrated, and how conﬂicts in
equivalent elements are reconciled. The identiﬁcation of
the overlapping parts is based on the name of the input
models; it is a weakness of the approach.
Model Composition Directives. Reddy et al. [15]
present a model composition technique relies on signature
matching, in which model elements are merged if their
signatures are correspondent. However, the match operator, in our work, makes use of a static matching approach
based on synonym dictionary, typographic similarity and
model signature in order to deﬁne the degree of similarity
between two models elements.
Package Merge. It is the composition mechanism of
the UML [14] and is deﬁned by match rules, constraints
and transformation (the merge rules). The major application is in the implementation of the UML compliance
levels. In principle, their match rules are similar to match
used by our match operator. However, its match rules

V. R ELATED W ORK
The model comparison is applied in different domains
and contexts, and plays a central role in numerous applications, such as model composition, schema integration,
schema evolution and migration, merging of source code,
application evolution, database integration, differences between XML documents, and differences between versions
of UML diagrams. Thus, previous research works have
proposed many techniques to tackle the inherent problems
related to matching, and achieved an automation degree of
the match operation for speciﬁc application domains. We
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possible to associate them semantics constraints. These
constraints should be considered and respected when it is
necessary to perform the composition so that the speciﬁed
semantic is not disrespected. Thus, our approach is not
able, as yet, to compare these constraints. We claim
to enhance the functionality of the match operator by
creating new match strategies and improving the match
rules. Another extension of our approach would be the
use of ontology to improve the handle of the models’
semantic values.
Even through our approach has been implemented and
integrated to a proﬁle composition mechanism demonstrating feasibility [12], empirical studies are necessary
to validate the approach in real world design settings
of model comparison and verify its performance and
applicability in different application domains. Finally, we
observed improvement in model comparison is absolutely
necessary to the model engineering evolution and to allow
model engineering to become an industrial reality.

are expressed in natural language and the match process
consider only the name of the models. Moreover, the
deﬁnition of Package Merge is incomplete, ambiguous
and inconsistent.
Epsilon Merging Language. EML [6] is a metamodel
agnostic language for expressing model composition. It
includes a model comparison and model transformation
language as subsets. The model comparison is only based
on syntactic criterion. However, the match, in our approach, is founded in synonym dictionary, typographic
similarity, syntactic properties and match strategy.
Difference between Models. It presents an approach
of the how to detect and visualize differences between
versions of UML documents such as class or object
diagrams. It produces a uniﬁed document which contains
the common and speciﬁc parts of two base documents,
where the speciﬁc parts are highlighted [11]. While our
approach tackles a range of very difﬁcult problems related
to dealing with comparison of semantics values in a ﬂexible manner, it is primarily concerned with the comparison
and manipulation of models from the same domain and
with equal semantic values; without any ﬂexibility during
the comparison.

Fig. 4.
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Comparison of related approaches

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we discussed the importance of model
comparison for the task of model composition, its problems and challenges involved in its implementation. Our
approach provides a ﬂexible form of realizing the model
comparison founded on match strategies by deﬁning the
match operator and by specifying its responsibility. Moreover, we consider that the range of different forms for
matching models improves and assures a better performance to the comparison process and the use of guidance
in order to provide a clear and easy manner to perform
the comparison helps its improvement and evolution.
The problems and challenges outlined throughout the
paper should encourage researchers to cope with the
ever-present problem of matching models so that new
generation of the application can enjoy the use of better
techniques. Our approach has some limitations that should
be investigated further. When models are deﬁned, it is
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Towards Metrics for Ontology Balance
Steffen Mencke, Martin Kunz, and Reiner R. Dumke


areas identified by [4] are collaboration, interoperation,
education and modeling.
Ontologies can be defined as a specification of a
conceptualization [5], or in other words as the formal
representation of an abstract view of the world. They include a
vocabulary, instances, taxonomy, relations and axioms about a
certain domain.
A vocabulary defines terms with unambiguous meanings.
Furthermore, logical statements for the description of terms
and rules for their combination and relation are provided. A
taxonomy is part of the ontology concept for a hierarchical
classification
in
a
machine-processable
form.
Individuals/instances represent the objects of the ontology and
thereby the available knowledge, while classes/concepts
describe abstract sets of individuals. Attributes can be
assigned to instances for description. They have a name and
value. The last key concept of ontologies is the relation. It can
be described by using attributes and assigning another
individual as a value. Common relation types are the is-a
relation (subsumption relation) and the part-of relation
(meronymy relation). The possibility to define special domain
specific relations is a considerable additional value of the
concept of an ontology. Axioms are always true and represent
knowledge that is not inferable from other individuals.
It is possible to distinguish ontologies in two broad
categories: lightweight and heavyweight ontologies. A
lightweight ontology is described by individuals, classes,
attributes, relations and axioms, meanwhile heavyweight
ontologies are an extension of lightweight ones by the
additional usage of axioms for a more detailed domain
description.
There already exist many ontologies. Some are available via
libraries like the DAML ontology library [6] and the
SchemaWeb library [7].
After this short introduction in the field of ontologies, the
authors analyze the structure of ontologies to map existing
software metrics for their applicability in this field of research
in section II following a GQM approach. Furthermore,
existing metrics are classified. Section III dedicated to a
special field of ontology metrics which the authors found
rarely researched so far – the balance of ontologies. This
paper ends with some conclusions and remarks about future
work in section 4.

Abstract— Nowadays, measurement and assessment of
artifacts within the area of software development are of high
concern for industrial organizations as well as for scientific
institutions. Ontologies are a fundamental concept of the
Semantic Web as envisioned by Tim Berners-Lee. Together with
an explicit representation of the semantics of data for machineaccessibility such domain theories are the basis for intelligent
next generation applications for the web and other areas of
interest.
The balance of ontology’s is on higher interest because the
usability and convertibility of ontologies is strongly related to the
manner how the elements are arranged. This paper takes into
account existing metrics and tries to present new ideas, as well.
At first this paper contains a brief description and
categorization of existing ontology metrics with a focus on
applicability regarding the balance of ontology’s taking into
account structure and knowledge related aspects. Therefore a
Goal-Question-Metric-based procedure was used. In a second
step initial ideas for additional metrics are identified and
enriched with certain presented formulas. A third step expresses
different approaches for further research work: gravity-related
and weighted-graphs-based approaches towards metrics for
ontology balance. The paper’s conclusion presents certain use
cases for the application of balanced ontologies in the area of elearning systems.

Index Terms—Balance, Classification, Metric, Ontology

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE importance of measuring artifacts emerging during the
software development process is beyond controversy not
only for economic purposes.
Ontologies are a fundamental concept of the Semantic Web
envisioned by Tim Berners-Lee [1]. Together with explicit
representation of the semantics of data for machineaccessibility, such domain theories are the basis for intelligent
next generation applications for the web and other areas of
interest [2] with a special focus on knowledge sharing and
reuse. Ontologies are also basis for interaction and work of
different agents or applications [3]. Top-level application
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39106 Magdeburg, Germany (e-mail: dumke@ ivs.cs.uni-magdeburg.de).

II. CLASSIFICATION OF EXISTING ONTOLOGY METRICS
For the purpose of measuring the Goal Question Metric
(GQM) approach [8] helps in discovering adequate
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measurement attempts and goals. Initially, it requires the
definition of precise goals to form the foundation for the
nomination of questions suitable for discussing issues from
different viewpoints. Finally, metrics qualified for answering
these questions become apparent. Afterwards a tailored
measurement as well as its evaluation concerning goal
attainment is possible.
The quantification of metrics attributes is separated into two
different areas being divided into four major scopes. These
areas are scheme-related and content-related, respectively.
At first it is analyzed which metrics are used to measure the
content of ontologies. One can identify two major goals in this
area: the granularity of the enclosed content and the coverage
of the content (see figure 1).

TABLE II
CHOSEN CONTENT COVERAGE RELATED METRICS
Name of
Metric
Class
Richness
(CR) [9]

Formula
C'

CR

Description

C , with C ' as the number of

classes used in the base and C as the

Describes how
instances are
distributed
across classes.

number of classes defined in the ontology.
Density
measure
(DEM)
[10]

1
n

DEM

This metric
indicates how
well a given
concept is
defined in the
ontology.

n

¦

wi C Sub  wi C Sup 

i 1

,

wi C S  wi I  wi P

with C Sub as the number of a class’
subclasses, C Sup as the number of its
superclasses, C S as the number of its
siblings, I as the number of its instances,
P as the number of its relations, and wi

Ontology Metrics

as a weight factor.
Knowledge Related

Schema Related

Cohesion

Relationship
Richness
(RRC)
[9]

Level of Detail

Granularity

Coverage

RRC

P I i , I j , I i  Ci I

P Ci , C j

,

with P I i , I j as the number of
relationships that are being used by
instances I i that belong to Ci , and

P Ci , C j

as the number of relationships

that are defined for Ci at the schema level.
Importance
(IMP) [9]

Balance

Fig. 1. Genealogy of ontology metrics

IMP

Ci I

I , with Ci I

as the

number of instances that belong to the
subtree rooted at Ci in the knowledge
base, and I as the number of instances in

To achieve these goals the mentioned GQM approach is
used to identified the content granularity and content coverage
metrics as shown in table I and table II. In the second area (the
structures of ontologies) two goals were identified as well.
An aspect which is well described by existing metrics is the
structure of ontology and identified major scopes are the level
of detail and cohesion. Especially a scheme-based level of
detail is important to evaluate ontology because it is

the knowledge base.

Fullness
(F) [9]

Average
Population
(Pop) [9]

Cohesion
(COH) [9]

Connectivity
(Cn) [9]

Formula

Pop

I C , with I as

the number of instances in
the knowledge base and
C as the number of
classes defined in the
ontology.
COH | SCC | as the
number of separate
connected components

Cn I j , P I i , I j  I j  C i I

as the number of instances
of other classes that are
connected to instances of
that class I j .

Ci I

the subtree rooted at Ci , and Ci' I as the
expected number of instances that belong
to the subtree rooted at Ci .

TABLE I
CHOSEN CONTENT GRANULARITY RELATED METRICS
Name of Metric

Ci' I , with Ci I as the
actual number of instances that belong to
F

Description

Identifies how
well the
extraction
process performed in the
utilization of
information is
defined at the
schema level.
It is not an
exact measure,
but it can give
a clear idea on
what parts of
the ontology
are considered
focal and what
parts are on the
edges.
Describes how
well was the
data extracted
with respect to
the expected
number of
instances of
each class.

fundamental to achieve content granularity (see table III).
Having introduced this concept as an indicator for information
distribution, another one is needed to describe coherence of
distinct classes. It quantifies relation-based information in
ontology. Chosen metrics are presented in table IV.
It is possible to evaluate the structure of ontologies taking
into account these two goals. Other approaches like scheme
completeness and scheme granularity are not useful because
of different reasons. So scheme completeness, when creating a
completely new ontology, is a semantic question which can
not be answered by using metrics. One can target this question
by empirical analyses in ontology usage by taking into
account other domain related ontologies. The question
whether an ontology is complete or not can not be finally
answered by using the ontology itself. The analysis in this
direction depends very much on a subjective point of view.

This metric may serve
as an indication of the
number of instances
compared to the number
of classes.

This indicates what
areas need more
instances in order to
enable instances to be
more closely connected.
It is an indication of the
number of relationships
instances of each class
to other instances.
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III. METRICS FOR THE BALANCE OF ONTOLOGIES

TABLE III
CHOSEN SCHEME-BASED LEVEL OF DETAIL RELATED METRICS
Name of Metric

Formula

Attribute
Richness (AR)
[9][11]

AR

A C , with A as

the number of attributes of
all classes and C as the
number of classes.

Centrality
Measure (CEM)
[10]

CEM

1 n
¦1 
ni1

Having presented four starting points for the evaluation of
ontologies in the following another general aspect concerning
the structure and the content of ontologies is introduced: the
balance of a distinct ontology (cp. figure 1). Existing
measures in this area (for example Average Depth, Average
Breadth) can not completely quantify ontology aspects
concerning the balance. The balance of ontology is important
because it is to be used as an indicator how good the ontology
is built up and one can identify anomalies by analyzing the
balance.
However research efforts in this area are very rare and a
complete framework for balancing ontologies is missing. In
the following initial instruments for quantifying ontologies
concerning the balance are presented.
Concerning the balance of ontologies there exist different
general aspects that can be helpful to quantify an ontology’s
balance.

Description

H >C @
2
H >C @
2

D>C @ 

with H >C @ as the longest
path that contains the class
C from root of the branch
to its bottom node, and
D>C @ as the length of the

This metric can indicate
the quality of ontology
design.

For this metric it is
assumed that midleveled classes tend to
be more representative
for an ontology due to
more details and
prototypical character.

path to C from the root.
Number of Leaf
Nodes (NoL)
[12]

NoL

A leaf class has no
semantic subclass
explicitly defined in the
ontology.

C j , with

1 d j d n and C j leaf
class of the ontology.

Number of Root
Classes (NoR)
[12]

NoR

1 d j d n and C j root
class of the ontology.

Average Depth
of Inheritance
Tree of Leaf
Nodes (ADITLN) [12]

ADIT  LN

x

A root class in an
ontology means the
class has no semantic
super class explicitly
defined in the ontology.

C j , with

D j n , with

1 d j d n and D j as total
number of nodes on jth
path.

Classes:
o Equal number of subclass in equal level of
abstraction
C
C
CSub i | CSub j with i, j 1,..., n  i z j
L
L
o

This metric describes
the sum of depths of all
paths divided by the
total number of paths.

Formula

RSS O P, Q

max

x

ucl ( P ),vcl Q

with: P and Q as the classes of interest
and cl ( P) , cl ( Q ) as the
sets of all concepts assigned to the
classes P and Q , and

RSS (C1 , C 2 )
Relationship
Richness
(RR) [9]

Inheritance
Richness
(IRC) [9]

number of relationships, and SC as the
number of sub-classes (= inheritance
relationships).

IRC

Ci C

C

(C1, Ci )

'

C'

, with

C

H (C1, Ci ) as the number of

Ci

x

Ci
k

Ci
k

Cj
L

with i, k , l

with i, j

| ACSub

Ci

l

Ci

| I

L

1,..., n

1,..., n  i z j

with i, k , l

1,..., n

Cj
L

with

i, j 1,..., n  i z j

Equal number of instances in different subtrees
Ci
k

| I CSub
l

Subtrees:
o Equal
DITCSub

920

Ci

| PCSub

| A

L

I CSub

as the number of nodes in the subtree.

1,..., n  i z j

Instances:
o Equal number of instances of different concepts
in
equal
level
of
abstraction

o

x

with i, j

Equal number of attributes in different subtrees

I

subclasses (C1) of a class Ci , and C '

L

l

Ci

ACSub

Describes the
distribution of
information in
the current
class sub-tree
per class.

i, k , l 1,..., n

Attributes:
o Equal number of attributes in different concepts
in
equal
level
of
abstraction

o

x

with

Equal number of relations in different subtrees

A

Describes the
diversity of
relations and
placement of
relations in the
ontology.

Cj

| P

L

PCSub

maxDepth
D
*
.
maxDepth  J D  E

RR P SC  P , with P as the

¦H

o

Describes
strength of
relationship
between two
classes.

Ci

| C Subl

Relations:
o Equal number of relations in equal level of
abstraction
P

Description

^RSS u, v `

Ci

C Sub k

TABLE IV
CHOSEN SCHEME COHESION RELATED METRICS
Name of
Metric
Relationship
Strength
(RSSO) [13]

Equal number of subclass in different subtrees

Ci

with

depth
Ci
k

i, k , l 1,..., n

of

| DITCSub

l

Ci

with

each
i, k , l 1,..., n

subtree

Besides these tree-based approaches a second set of
formulas is presented in the following to analyze balance
aspects of ontologies. For this purpose previous published
work about the specification of distance-based semantic
windows is used [14].
An ontology is defined as O (C , R, D, I ) , where C is the set of
ontological concepts following a taxonomic structure,
R Rtax  Rntax is the set of object properties/relations
taxonomically and non-taxonomically relating two concepts
Rij (Ci , C j ) and D is the set of datatype properties/attributes of

restricted
f

x
x
x

For each of the four views, distance measures are defined
for the existing dimensions. A help function is f niv (Ci )
describing the level of the concept according to its taxonomic
level with f niv (Croot ) 0 . Function f parent (Ci , C j ) delivers back

f ntax (Ci , C j )

and

R  Rtax

exists and is connected to them only via
and

Ci

.

Cj

Cj

o

measure the distance between the focusing point concept
C F and another concept C j of the ontology.

c spec (C F , C j )

f

c sib (C F , C j )

f

niv

(C F )  f

niv

(C j )

(1)

(C j )  f

niv

(C F )

(2)

(C F , C j ))

(3)

niv

(C F )  f

c ntax (C F , C j )

niv

f

(f

ntax

parent

(C F , C j )

The equations above are restricted by:
Equation (1) is restricted by:
f ntax (C F , C j ) z 1 .
f

niv

(CF )  f

niv

Weighted graphs approach:
o Determine a weight

(the result is -

c sib and to the non-taxonomic dimension distance c ntax . They

niv

(C j )

Equation
and

f

ntax

(2)

f niv (C F ) ! f niv (C j )

is

(C F , C j ) z 1 .

restricted

WCi

for every node of the

ontology’s graph representation based on
instances’ size, instances’ number, concept’s
relations and attributes, etc.
Ontology is balanced if (a) every node C i has a
similar weight or (b) all nodes on the same
abstraction level have a similar weight.

IV. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper an overview of existing metric ontology
measurement following a structured approached based on the
concept of GQM was presented. During research a lack of
metrics for balance-measuring for ontologies was observed.
To close this gap, different criteria for a balance measuring
framework were identified and future steps towards a balancemetrics set were outlined.

(4)
CF , Ci , C j  C

An ontology which contains not a single pair of leaf
nodes with no sibling distance can not be balanced
If every subtree of the root node has a different maximal
abstraction dimension the root can not be balanced
Two concepts having a sibling distance must have the
same specialization distance to their leafs

x

f tax (Ci , C j )

dimension distance c spec , to the sibling dimension distance

f

(CF ) .

Gravity-related approach:
o Identification of a center of gravity
o Measuring C abs , C spec , C sib and C ntax to the
border concepts of the ontology (roots, leafs, …)
o Ontology is balanced, if c abs | c spec | c sib | c ntax
o Extension towards multiple centers of gravity

, if it

1, if there does not exist such a path).
The dimensions of the distance related to the ontology’s
concepts having a concept as the focusing point are defined in
(1) to (4). The single distance measures relate to the
abstraction dimension distance c abs , to the specialization

c abs (C F , C j )

and

x

determine the length of the taxonomic or

non-taxonomic path of concepts from C i to

(CF , C j ))  f

niv

The presented approach is a first analysis of the targeted
problem of missing balance metrics for ontologies. The
mentioned numerous aspects need to be integrated in a set of
formulas. Due to manifold characteristics of the described
starting points, one has to do fundamental research about the
mathematical base to map the existing complexity of the
problem to certain metrics formulas. Knock-out criteria can be
a first starting point but it is not sufficient and quality models
with distinct measures are desirable.
Related research should follow e.g. the following ideas:

Concept view
Datatype property view
Object property view
Instance view

the first more abstract concept shared by

(f

parent

f niv (C j )

With this set of described formulas we are able to define
first knock-out criterions for balanced ontologies:

the ontology. I is the set of instances. An ontological
component of each of these types can be the enrichment point
for the semantic window. From this four different aspects the
dimensions of the semantic window can be derived.
x
x
x
x

niv

f niv (C F )

by:

.

A. Conclusions
Measuring just because it is possible can not be an
intention. The following ideas present some initial ideas for
ontology metrics in certain applications.

and
by:

Equation (3) is
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The area of knowledge discovery can be a major buildingblock for e-learning. The creation of courses or the
measurement of learning efforts can be revised with
ontologies.
Measurement approaches in this direction can be for
example:
(L1) The determination of the semantic similarity between
an ontology describing the domain to be learned and
an ontology created by the learner(s) during the
learning process is an approach to measure the
standard of knowledge at a discrete point in time. By
repetition
the
learning
progress
of
the
person/community that built up the second ontology
can be analyzed for multipurpose reasons.
(L2) Measuring the complexity of evolving ontologies
during a learning effort or an examination can help to
identify concepts that were learned very well or were
not yet learned.
(L3) The creation of tests and exercises based on ontologies
will lead to automatic determination of the level of
difficulty, respectively of the complexity of the
question and the expected answer based on the
ontology complexity.
(L4) Identifying matching concepts in ontologies to
automatically generate courses described by
ontologies is another option.
(L5) Another usage for a similarity measure can be the
description of course content depending on a domain
ontology.
Agent technology is another very interesting application
area. The authors expect ontology metrics to be extremely
useful for several aspects, e.g.:
(A1) An agent’s functionality can be characterized by
analyzing the used communication ontology.
(A2) It becomes also possible to identify a useful
separation
of
functionalities and evolving
communication based on an ontology containing a
service description. Such an approach is useful to
automatically identify the mapping of functionalities to
agents as postulated in [15] and [16].
(A3) The balancing of workload becomes possible when
the work is effort-driven distributed based on an
ontology.
Another mentionable aspect is the usage of appropriate
metrics in measurement infrastructures.
(I1) Implementation of measurement services for the
presented metrics to integrate ontology measurement
into our service oriented measurement infrastructure is
interesting as previously presented in [17] and [18].

[19]. In the future the authors will focus on the development
of the sketched balance metrics and their application to certain
areas.
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3, we describe how fragmentation affects various
aspects of mobile application development. As
fragmentation is a big problem in the industry today, a
number of techniques have emerged to combat it. We
call them de-fragmentation techniques. Section 4
presents a taxonomy of existing de-fragmentation
techniques, based on the basic approach each one uses
to tackle the problem. This taxonomy was inspired by
the work of practitioners [3] and later refined based on
further feedback from practitioners (as acknowledged
in Section 7). Where appropriate, we refer to industry
tools to illustrate each approach. Comments about
related work, conclusions, and future directions are
given at the end of the paper.

Fragmentation, in the context of mobile
applications, is the inability to "write once and run
anywhere". Fragmentation increases the effort
required in all aspects of application development.
This paper analyzes various aspects of fragmentation,
and presents a taxonomy of techniques used to combat
it. Our aim is to establish a set of useful terminology
for the benefit of researchers and practitioners
working in this area.

1. Introduction
Fragmentation is the term used in the industry to
describe the inability to "write once and run
anywhere", often resulting in multiple versions of an
application. More formally, we define fragmentation
as the “inability to develop an application against a
reference operating context and to achieve the intended
behavior in all operating contexts suitable for the
application”. Further, we define the operating context
(OC) for an application as the “external environment
that influences its operation”. Therefore, an OC is
defined by the hardware/software environment in the
device, the user, and the environmental constraints
introduced by various stakeholders such as the network
operator. While fragmentation can affect any type of
application, this paper focuses on the fragmentation of
mobile applications. Note that by "mobile applications"
we mean installed applications on the mobile device
and not the server-side applications such as SMS-based
applications 1 or mobile web applications 2 .
Fragmentation is caused by the diversity of OCs
(see Figure 1 for an illustration). In Section 2, we
describe how one OC could differ from another,
resulting in fragmentation. While users, developers,
distributors, carriers and device manufacturers are all
affected by fragmentation, this paper looks at
fragmentation from the point of view of an
organization developing mobile applications. In section
1

A server-side application accessed by a mobile device,
using SMS as the mode of communication

2

An application accessed over the Internet, using a web
browser on a mobile device.

...
...

...

A2
A2

An
An

OCn

A1
A1

OC1

Targetedoperating
contexts

OC2

Fragmented
application

Diversityin
hardware,software

Target
market
Potentialmarket

Abstract

Diversity
inusers

Diversityintroduced
byotherstakeholders

Figure 1. Fragmentation overview

2. Causes of fragmentation
By definition, fragmentation is caused by the
diversity of operating contexts (OCs). One operating
context may differ from another for the following
reasons:
 Hardware diversity of the device, such as
differences in screen parameters (size, color depth,
orientation, aspect ratio), memory size, processing
power, input modes (keyboard, touch screen, etc.),
additional hardware (camera, voice recorder etc.),
and connectivity options (bluetooth, IR, GPRS, etc.).
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 Software diversity, which may be a result of
platform diversity or implementation diversity:
o Platform diversity is caused by factors such
as differences in platforms/OS (Symbian, Nokia
OS, RIM OS, Android, BREW, etc.), API
standards (MIDP 1.0, MIDP 2.0, etc.),
optional/proprietary APIs, variations in accessing
hardware (e.g., full screen support), maximum
binary size allowed, etc.
o Implementation diversity is caused by
factors such as quirks/bugs in implementing
standards.
 Feature variations, such as light version vs full
version
 User-preference diversity, in aspects such as the
language, style, etc., or accessibility requirements
 Environmental diversity, such as diversity in the
deployment infrastructure (e.g., branding by carrier,
compatibility requirements of the carrier’s back-end
APIs, etc.), locale, local standards.
As we can see from the above, one OC can differ
from another due to many factors. Let us call these
factors fragmentors. i.e., a fragmentor is a factor,
diversity of which causes fragmentation. The
fragmentation of mobile applications is often referred
to as device fragmentation, because most of the
fragmentors can be traced to a particular device model.
This is a misnomer however, as factors outside the
device (e.g., branding by carrier) too can cause
fragmentation.
Since it is the diversity that drives fragmentation, a
closer look at diversity may provide us with clues as to
how to deal with fragmentation. It is our opinion that
diversity can be either essential or accidental. 3
 Essential diversity is the diversity that
differentiates a product/service in some useful
manner. Such diversity is intentional and often
unavoidable. For example, users will continue to
differ in their preferred size for a device, and the
device manufacturers will continue to differentiate
the devices in terms of size.
 Accidental diversity is the diversity that - does not
serve any useful purpose, is often introduced
unintentionally, and is often avoidable. For example,
diversity due to API implementation bugs/quirks is
unintentional, avoidable, and does not serve any
useful purpose
Fragmentation is often associated with JavaME
(Java Mobile Edition) applications, but it is also
applicable to non-JavaME applications. Theoretically,
a JavaME application is able to run on any Javaenabled mobile device. This means a JavaME
3

application can target a much wider range of OCs as
compared to non-Java applications, exposing it to more
diversity. As non-JavaME applications (e.g., native
applications for Symbian platform) are created for a
smaller range of devices, they are exposed to less
diversity. While a JavaME application has to run on
platforms developed by many vendors, a typical nonJavaME application will run on a platform
implemented by a single vendor or a small number of
vendors (e.g., Symbian). This means JavaME
applications have to face more implementation
diversity, as compared to non-JavaME applications.
However, developers may still have to develop a
JavaME equivalent as well, if a wider range of OCs is
to be targeted.

3. Effects of fragmentation
Fragmentation,
and
the
subsequent
defragmentation, complicates all disciplines 4 of a mobile
application project. Some examples are given next.
 Business modeling: Business analysts have to
determine the optimum set of OCs for the application
to target. Questions to be answered include “Is
operating context OC1 suitable for application A1?”
and “Is it worth porting A1 to OC1?”.
 Requirements management: If the interaction
between the actor and the application is OC-dependent,
it complicates the use-case specification by introducing
a vast number of exceptional/alternate flows.
 Analysis and design: The system architecture, and
the detailed design, should be able to accommodate the
OCs targeted at the time, but also any future OCs the
application will be exposed to during its lifetime.
 Implementation: Implementers need to optimize
the application to all the targeted OCs. Questions to
answer include “What do I have to do to fit application
A1 to fit operating context OC1?”, “How does OC1
differ from OC2?”, and “Which OCs can be served by
a single version of the application?”
 Testing: The application need to be tested for all
targeted OCs. It is usually not enough to test on device
emulators, as real devices on a real network sometimes
behave differently from the emulators.
 Project management: Having to accommodate
new (and unexpected) OCs in the middle of a project
complicates project scheduling.
 Configuration and change management: Having
multiple versions of an application (to suit multiple
OCs) clearly impacts this discipline. New devices
entering the market will increase the version count,
while evolution of the platform software may require
substantial changes to the existing versions.
 Environment: The software process has to be
augmented to cater for additional complications

This classification is borrowed from Fred Brooks' seminal
book The Mythical Man-Month, which discusses “essential
difficulties” and “accidental difficulties” of software
development

4
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disciplines as defined in the IBM Rational Unified Process

introduced by fragmentation. For example, additional
tools will be required to tackle various fragmentation
issues.
Aforementioned complications increase the required
effort in almost all aspects of the software life cycle,
driving up the cost, and lengthening the time-tomarket. Other side-effects are:
 It could reduce the quality of the product - The
additional complexity of maintaining a large number of
versions could increase the probability of bugs. Cost
considerations may tempt developers to release
applications that behave in sub-optimal ways for
certain OCs (E.g., an application may work well for
certain screen sizes, but may appear distorted in certain
other screen sizes).
 It could narrow the target market - Cost
considerations may force the application vendors to
target a smaller market than the actual potential market
it could target otherwise (see Figure 1).
 It hinders the growth of the mobile application
market, by acting as a barrier-to-entry for new entrants
- This is because creating a mobile application to fit a
wide variety of OCs requires a much higher effort and
a better expertise, when compared to a desktop/web
application.

diversity. Rather, it is the process of making the
application behave as intended on a set of diverse OCs.
In this section, we present a taxonomy of defragmentation techniques, based on the basic approach
each technique uses. Figure 2 illustrates this taxonomy
in its current state. Each approach will be explained in
detail in the subsequent subsections. Note that a single
application can use a combination of de-fragmentation
techniques, using a different technique to manage each
OC-specific variation.

De fragmentation
techniques

EMBED

4.2 The DERIVE-MULTI approach

INJECT

In the DERIVE-MULTI approach, we derive OCspecific versions of the application from a single code
base. While this still results in multiple versions of the
application, there is only one code base to work on and
therefore, the effort required may be less than in the
MANUAL-MULTI approach. In particular, we no
longer need to manually maintain duplicate copies of
the same source.
An example tool that supports the DERIVE-MULTI
approach is the NetBeans Mobility Pack [8] (a JavaME
mobile application development environment that
comes as an extension to the popular NetBeans Java
IDE). It uses a concept called project configurations,
where a single application can have multiple project

GENERATE

FITSALL

AIMLOW
ABSTRACTION
LAYER

SINGLE
ADAPT
ALLINONE

OC2

The most primitive way of de-fragmenting is to
manually develop distinct versions of the application to
suit different OCs. We call this approach MANUALMULTI. Figure 3 illustrates this approach, where A1,
A2, … An are different versions of the application A,
customized to fit operating contexts OC1, OC2, …
OCn respectively. These distinct versions will be
largely similar, but also different in subtle ways, as a
result of subtle variations in the OCs. Copy-pastemodify techniques are commonly used to “port” the
application to various OCs. MANUAL-MULTI
approach results in duplication of work in many
aspects of software development (e.g., fixing the same
bug in hundreds of different versions). The following
two alternative approaches try to minimize such
duplication of efforts:
1. Derive OC-specific versions from a single code
base (we call this approach DERIVE-MULTI)
2. Use a single version to serve multiple OCs (we
call this approach SINGLE-ADAPT)

SELECTIVE
META

An
An

Figure 3. The MANUAL-MULTI approach

One way to reduce fragmentation is by eliminating
diversity. However, only accidental diversity, which
does not serve any useful purpose, should be targeted
for elimination. Measures such as better
standardization (e.g., less optional APIs, more detailed
specifications), stricter enforcing of the standards (e.g.,
using API verification initiatives, Technology
Compatibility Kits) can help in this regard. Major
players in the mobile application industry such as
platform vendors, device manufacturers, and carriers
have a critical role to play in this front of the war
against fragmentation. One such effort in the JavaME
arena is the Mobile Service Architecture [7].

DERIVEMULTI

A2
A2
Developers

4. A taxonomy of de-fragmentation techniques

MANUALMULTI

A1
A1

OCn

ǲǳ D 
DD

OC1

4.1 The MANUAL-MULTI approach

SELFADAPT
DEVICEADAPT

Figure 2. The complete taxonomy

On the other hand, essential diversity will be much
harder, if not impossible, to avoid. The pragmatic
response here is to find ways to reverse the resulting
fragmentation. This is called de-fragmentation [3].
Note that de-fragmentation is NOT eliminating
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configurations, one for each different versions we want
to derive.
The DERIVE-MULT approach can be further subdivided into three approaches: SELECTIVE, META,
and GENERATE.

D D DD
DD D D
DDF  D DD

AA
b

AA

DDDD
D DDD

OCn

An
An
a

Developer

Figure 7. The INJECT approach

The INJECT approach requires the developer to
write the OC-specific instructions separated from the
application code. For example, Tira Jump [9] (a tool
for developing mobile applications) uses aspectoriented programming techniques to achieve such an
effect. It lets developers write the application code
against a reference OC and derives OC-specific
versions by “weaving” OC-specific variations into it.
Dautomatically DD
 DDDF

The META approach uses meta-programming (and
similar code manipulation techniques) to specify how
to derive OC-specific versions of the application.
There are two ways of achieving this: the EMBED
approach and the INJECT approach.

{
Developer

yyy

OC2

zzz

OCn

Preprocessor

Developer

@An{ zzz }

A2
A2

An
An

xxx

}

yyy

zzz

An
An

Figure 8. The GENERATE approach

The GENERATE approach automatically generates
multiple versions using an intelligent generator that
knows how to adapt a generic application to suit a
specific OC. Instead of merely following instructions
supplied by the programmer (as in the META
approach), the generator uses its in-built knowledge in
the generation process, requiring less manual coding.
The feasibility of such fully automatic generation is
rather limited, and we expect such generators to be
limited to a narrow mobile application domain or a
narrow range of OCs. For example, alcheMo tool [1]
promises to automatically generate BREW format
applications from JavaME applications.

AA
@A1{ xxx }
@A2{ yyy }

A1
A1

A2
A2

AA

OC1

xxx

zzz

OCspecificinstructions

The SELECTIVE approach (Figure 4) localizes
variations into interchangeable components (e.g.,
classes, files, etc.) and uses a build script (or a linker)
to create one version for each OC, picking out only the
components required for that particular OC. This
approach is frequently used when including images of
different resolutions to fit different screen sizes. An
example of this approach can be seen in the J2ME
Polish tool [6]. For instance, we can put an image file
in the resources/ScreenSize.240+x320+ folder, and
J2ME Polish will include this image for devices with a
screen size of at least 240x320 pixels.

A1
A1

yyy

An
An

An{ zzz }

Figure 4. The SELECTIVE approach
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A1{ xxx }
A2{ yyy }

A2
A2

OC1

OCspecificfiles

Build
script

OC2

c

xxx

OCn

b

Preprocessor

a
Developer

A1
A1

Genericapplicationcode

Genrator/
Autoadapter

commonfiles

OC2

A2
A2

OC2

c

OCn

A1
A1

Single codebase

OC1

Figure 6. A NetBeans Mobility Pack preprocessor block

OCspecificversions

OC1

D D DD  D
DDDD

//#if screen == "128x128"
//# ballWidth = 10;
//#elif screen == "176x182"
//# ballWidth = 16;
//#endif

Figure 5. The EMBED approach

The EMBED approach embeds OC-specific
variations in the source files using meta-programming
directives/tags. A preprocessor derives multiple
versions by processing these directives/tags. An
example of this approach can be seen in NetBeans
Mobility pack, which uses a concept called
preprocessor blocks to specify OC-specific code
segments. The example preprocessor block given in
Figure 6 (adapted from [8]) is used to derive two
different versions of the application, one for devices
having 128x128 screens, and one for devices having
176x182 screens.

4.3 The SINGLE-ADAPT approach
The SINGLE-ADAPT approach builds a single
version of the application that can work on multiple
OCs. This approach can be further sub-divided into
two: FITS-ALL and ALL-IN-ONE.
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The FITS-ALL approach develops a one-size-fits-all
application that sidesteps all variations between OCs.
There are two ways to accomplish this: AIM-LOW and
ABSTRACTION-LAYER.

AA

OC2

A2
A2
b

if(An){zzz}

OCn

Developer

OCn

An
An
c

OC1

AA
if(A1){xxx}
if(A2){yyy}

OC2

a

D DDDD
DDDFDD

OC1

 DDD
DDDFDD

A1
A1

The SELF-ADAPT approach (Figure 11) makes the
application programmatically discover information
about the OC and adapt itself to the OC at run-time.

Figure 11. The SELF-ADAPT approach

Developer

In Figure 12 we see an example code snippet written in
SELF-ADAPT fashion. This single piece of code will
work for both screen sizes 128x128 and 176x182. The
difference between this and the EMBED example in
Figure 6 is that EMBED will include either
ballWidth=10; or ballWidth=16; (but not
both) in each OC-specific version, while SELFADAPT will include all code in Figure 12, resulting in
a bigger application.

Figure 9. The AIM-LOW approach

The AIM-LOW approach (Figure 9) uses only what
is common to all targeted OCs. For example, the UI
will be designed to fit the smallest screen size of the
targeted device range. This approach is sometimes
referred to as the “lowest common denominator”
approach.
zzz

Canvas c = new Canvas();
w = c.getWidth (); h = c.getHeight();
if(w==128 && h==128)
ballWidth=10;
else if(w==176 && h==182)
ballWidth=16;

OC1API
OC1API

OC2

AA
}

{

}

Developer

OCn

LibraryAPI
LibraryAPI
Library
Library
xxx

yyy

xxx

yyy

Figure 12. An example of the SELF-ADPT approach

zzz

The DEVICE-ADAPT approach (Figure 13) requires
the application to be written in an abstract way, and the
device decides how to adapt it to the prevailing OC, at
run-time. This approach is commonly used when
dealing with fragmentation in the UI part of an
application, often with unsatisfactory results. In Figure
14, we see how the same calculator application appears
differently on two different phone emulators, after it
has been adapted by the device.

zzz

OC2API
OC2API

Figure 10. The ABSTRACTION-LAYER approach

The ABSTRACTION-LAYER approach (Figure
10), hides variations in the OCs behind an abstraction
layer. This abstraction layer is usually a library (thirdparty or built in-house), and the application will be
developed using the API of the library. Both the library
and the application will be deployed on the mobile
device, and it is the responsibility of the library to
execute generic method calls from the application in an
OC-specific manner. TWUIK [10] (a UI library for
mobile applications) is one example tool that uses the
ABSTRACTION-LAYER approach to write a single
UIs that can adapt for multiple OCs.

 DDDDD
D DDDD

OC1

AA
{

yyy

A1
A1
xxx

AA
{

}

OC2

xxx

OC1

 DDDD
DFDDȋD
DDȌD

A2
A2
yyy

Developer

OCn

The ALL-IN-ONE approach makes the software
adapt at run-time to a given OC, using either the SELFADAPT approach or the DEVICE-ADAPT approach.

An
An

Figure 13. The DEVICE-ADAPT approach
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Figure 14. An example result from DEVICE-ADAPT
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6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we analyzed the fragmentation
problem faced by developers of mobile applications
today. We defined the terms “operating context”- a
concept central to the way we define fragmentation.
We also explained our opinion of what it means to “defragment” an application, and contrasted it with
eliminating diversity. As the major contribution of the
paper, we presented a taxonomy of de-fragmentation
techniques currently used in the industry, and used
existing industry tools to illustrate each type of
technique. Our future plans include a comprehensive
evaluation of the techniques included in the taxonomy,
to discover their strengths/weaknesses, to find
synergies among them, and look for more effective
alternatives. We shall continue to refine this taxonomy,
based on interactions with the practitioners and our
own experimentation.
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the challenging task is to maintain an agreement between all the
stakeholders. This is because it is common for conflicts to arise
in connection to NFRs which often take place especially in a
situation where there is a large number of stakeholders with
different backgrounds and perceptions of the problem [6].

Abstract
Conflict identification and resolution is a key phase of
requirements engineering. It is crucial to identify conflicts at
early stages of the requirements engineering which in turns
helps in establishing a cohesive set of requirements to guide the
overall requirements engineering process. Conflicts especially
arise due to the self reinforcing or contradictory nature of some
NFRs (e.g. efficiency and usability). This paper describes how
quality ontologies can be used to support the identification of
NFR conflicts and facilitate discussion towards requirements
prioritization tasks in requirements engineering. Our approach
is based on using the ISO/IEC 9126 quality ontology to
underpin the NFR description and reasoning mechanisms to
pinpoint potential NFR conflicts that need to be further
discussed by stakeholders. The work is implemented in the
ElicitO requirements elicitation tool. We also report results of
applying the approach and the tool to identify conflicts in
requirements elicitation activities at the student intranet project
of the University of Manchester (Manchester Unity Web
Project).

This paper describes how quality ontologies can be used
to support the identification of NFR conflicts and facilitate
discussion towards requirements prioritization tasks in
requirements engineering. Our approach is based on using the
ISO/IEC 9126 quality ontology to underpin the NFR description
and reasoning mechanisms to pinpoint potential NFR conflicts
that need to be further discussed by stakeholders. The work is
implemented in the ElicitO requirements elicitation tool. We
also report results of applying the approach and the tool to
identify conflicts in requirements elicitation activities at the
student intranet project of the University of Manchester
(Manchester Unity Web Project).
The remainder of this paper is divided as follows: Section
2 discusses issues related to conflict identification. Section 3
provides examples of conflicts in quality requirements. Section
4 discusses how quality ontologies are used to support
requirements elicitation and conflict identification. Section 5
describes the design of the ontology for conflict identification.
Section 6, provides an example using ElicitO tool to identify
conflicts and section 7 presents some related work in conflict
identification. Section 8, summarizes the paper, discusses the
key contribution, and future work.

Keywords:

Non-functional requirements, requirements
engineering, conflict identification, ontologies.

1. Introduction
Addressing Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs) or
Quality Requirements are vital to the success of software
systems [1], playing a crucial role during systems development
and serving as quality criteria for assessing software
effectiveness [2]. Errors related to identification of NFRs are
generally acknowledged to be the most expensive and difficult
to correct once the information system has been completed [2,
3]. Without a well defined set of NFRs and their proper
fulfillment, software projects are vulnerable to failure [4].

2. Conflict Identification
The term conflict can be taken to mean interference in one’s
party’s activities, needs or goals, caused by the activities of
another party [7]. Literature concerned about conflicts originates
from different fields such as social psychology, cognitive
science, and sociology [8]. However and for the purpose of this
paper we will focus on conflicts in the requirements engineering
literature which is defined by Lamsweerde [9] as “conflict is a
divergence between goals – there are feasible boundary
conditions that makes the goals inconsistent”. Robinson [10]
also argued that many inconsistencies originate from conflicting
goals; inconsistency management should, therefore, proceed at
the goal level.

Thus, finding the right configuration of NFRs is an
important step towards achieving a successful software
deliverable. NFRs, on the other hand, have numerous complex
and nontrivial interdependencies. NFRs conflict with each other
when they make contradicting statements about a software
attribute, and they cooperate when they mutually enforce such
attributes [5]. As requirements are being elicited and modeled,
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Easterbrook [7] identified two sources of conflicts in
requirements engineering: conflicts between the participants
perceptions of the problems, and conflicts between the many
goals of design. Conflicts can also arise in connection to NFRs,
thus NFRs can make conflicts and cooperation instances more
obvious, because changes in quality attributes often cause
certain functional changes that in turn affect other NFRs [5].

characteristics level. The quality requirements may cooperate
(+), conflict (-), or have no effect with each other (0). This
model was adopted from a range of contributions specialized in
analyzing the quality requirements relationships [5, 14, 15]. The
table does not cover all the quality sub-characteristics listed in
the ISO/IEC 9126 limiting it to the common ones used in
software projects; usability [16-19], security [20] and efficiency
[21].

Many methods exist to deal with conflict resolution in
requirements but for the purpose of this paper we will
investigate the approaches that deal with NFR conflict
resolution. McCall [11] provided a checklist of attribute
capabilities to be considered in requirements specifications
without an automated conflict analysis.
The NFR-goal
framework [12] views NFRs as goals that might conflict with
each other and they must be represented as softgoals to be
satisfied, this is achieved by propagating such information along
positive/negative support links in the goal graph. Boehm and In
[4] propose a knowledge base where NFRs are prioritized
through the stakeholders’ perspective, dealing with NFRs high
level of abstraction. Easterbrook [7] provides a framework for
conflict resolution between domain specifications. Egyed [5]

Table 1 Correlations between ISO/IEC 9126 Quality
Requirements

•

In

Security

Recoverability

Fault Tolerance

Learnability

Understandability

Attractiveness

Operability

Time Behaviour

Resource Utilization

0
0
+
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
+
+
0
0
0
+
-

0
0
0
+
+
0
0
0
+
-

+
0
0
0
0
+
+
+
+
0
0

+
0
0
0
0
+
+
+
+
0
0

+
0
0
0
0
0
+
+
0
0

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
0

0
0
0
0
+
+
-

0
0
0
+
+

In an ideal universe, every system would exhibit the
maximum possible value for all its quality requirements but this
is often unattainable. Thus it is important to learn which quality
requirements are most important to the success of a project.
From Table 1, design approaches that require higher accuracy
also enforce other quality requirement such as learnability,
understandability, attractiveness, and operability. However,
higher accuracy may also increase response time and resource
consumption which are often undesirable by stakeholders.
Therefore, to reach the optimum balance of quality
requirements, we must identify, specify, and prioritize the
pertinent quality attributes during requirements elicitation.

This paper describes how quality ontologies can be used to
support the identification of NFR conflicts and facilitate
discussion towards requirements prioritization tasks in
requirements engineering. Our approach is based on using the
ISO/IEC 9126 quality ontology to underpin the NFR description
and reasoning mechanisms to pinpoint potential NFR conflicts
that need to be further discussed by stakeholders.

Conflicts

0
+
0
0
0
0
0
+
+
0
-

(+) represents a positive effect, (-) represent negative effect, (0) represents no effect

Define a terminology for standardizing the non-functional
requirements definitions and meanings.
Examine the nature and correlations between NFRs that
potentially may result in a conflict.
Automate the process of conflict identification using
knowledge management techniques.

3. Examples Of
Requirements

Interoperablity

Accuracy
Interoperablity
Security
Recoverability
Fault Tolerance
Learnability
Understandability
Attractiveness
Operability
Time Behaviour
Resource Utilizatio

Although these approaches analyzed the identification,
communication, and conflict resolution, they do not
comprehensively address the following issues:

•

+
0
+
0
0
+
+
0
+
-

Quality
Requirement

identifies requirements conflicts and cooperation using
software attributes and eliminates false conflicts and
cooperation automatically with the help of a trace analysis
technique.

•

Accuracy

Effect

4. Using Quality Ontologies To Support
Elicitation And Conflict Identification

Quality

Quality ontologies were used with requirements elicitation
by providing the requirements analysts with the knowledge
repository to support elicitation activities [22, 23] by defining
quality sub-characteristics and metrics that need to be specified
towards describing the requirements with appropriate levels of
precision.
Quality ontologies can also be used to support
conflict identification in connection to NFRs by offering the
following benefits:

NFRs, as investigated by [5], conflict with each other
when they make contradicting statements about some software
attribute, and they cooperate when they mutually enforce such
attributes. Thus it is important to understand how NFRs relate
to each other in order to identify the key conflicts early in the
requirements elicitation process and before the project evolves
to a situation where it is hard to manage the set of NFRs
developed by the stakeholders.

•

In this section we study the relationship among NFRs. We
adopted the ISO/IEC 9126 [13] as a standard quality model and
terminology for describing NFRs. Table 1 shows some
relationships between quality requirements at the quality sub-

•

930

Provide a shared domain vocabulary for the NFRs to avoid
ambiguities among stakeholders.
Analyze the relationships between quality requirements in
order to avoid combining conflicting requirements by
stakeholders.

•

Encode specialized knowledge to support the formulation
of competency questions with regard to quality
requirements meanings and relationships among each other.
Thus facilitating the elicitation of a complete set of conflict
free quality requirements.

5. The Design Of The Ontology For Conflict
Identification
The ontologies for conflict identification are developed in
OWL and they describe the domain classes, properties and
restrictions of the functional and quality requirements
knowledge, as illustrated Figure 2. There are two ontologies
underpinning the conflict identification process:

In order to achieve these goals, our motivation is to
develop an ontology driven requirements elicitation and
negotiation/prioritization method, guided by a standard quality
model. The quality model is encoded as a quality ontology, and
automated by a requirements elicitation tool ElicitO[23],
helping to address quality factors during elicitation interviews as
well as dealing with NFRs trade-offs. Figure 1 illustrates the
proposed approach. There are two main ontologies important to
guide the elicitation and conflict identification: Quality
ontology, which is based on software quality models
representing reusable knowledge about different quality
characteristics, sub-characteristics, and metrics. Domain
ontology, which provides a conceptual structure of the domain
(e.g. university helpdesk, in this paper) including functions,
activities, relationships, etc.

•

Quality Ontology: represent the quality taxonomy which is
decomposed into four main components as shown in Figure
2 (1) and corresponds to the relationships between quality
characteristics ( Conflict or influence each other), (2)
corresponds to the ISO/9126 quality model (quality
characteristics and quality sub-characteristics), and (3)
represents the quality metrics. The quantitative measures
for the metrics are borrowed from SUMO [24]
(information, time, length, and mass measures).
•
Domain Ontology, and in our case is the helpdesk ontology
for which we used text books, standards, and interviewed
domain experts (helpdesk operators with more than 5 years
of experience each). We have also borrowed some classes
and properties defined in other ontologies such as SUMO
[24]. For examples SUMO Entity (page, center, helpdesk,
student), SUMO processes (borrowing, search, register)
etc.
The restrictions are then defined for classes in the previous
ontologies to determine what metrics are representing the quality
characteristics and sub-characteristics as shown in Figure 2. In
addition, it represents the metrics related to the domain
activities.

The implementation of the ElicitO tool [23] was carried out
using Protégé. It only addresses requirements elicitation by
empowering requirements analysts with expert domain
knowledge about the functional aspects via a domain ontology
and non-functional requirements via a quality ontology relevant
to a given domain. For the purpose of this paper we continue
working with the quality ontologies to help with requirements
negotiation and conflict identification once the requirements are
elicited.

The restrictions specified above were used to restrict an
individual that belongs to a class (e.g. helpdesk has-metric
page_downloads_speed). The quality ontology, however,
doesn’t provide a mean of performing specific actions on the
ontologies (i.e. conflict identification). In order to conduct
conflict identification actions we incorporated conflict
identification reasoning to the system by applying the rule
reasoning framework supported by JessTab [25]. Although the
rules are expressed in Jess, other languages such as SWRL
(Semantic Web Rule Language) could be used; however we
have selected Jess due to its configurability and usability in
protégé via Jesstab.
There is a rule for each pair of quality attributes as
indicated in Table 1. These rules are to be fired when the
stakeholders combine two conflicting requirements in order to
alert the stakeholders and allow further discussion. Examples of
Jess Rule that will be fired when the stakeholders combine two
conflicting requirements are shown in Figure 3.
Figure 1 Ontology Guided Requirements Elicitation and
Conflict Identification Framework

The ElicitO tool also offers additional features using Jess
Rules such as:

As the requirements are being elicited [22] the
requirements analyst can also assist the stakeholders in
analyzing and validating these sets of requirements for
identifying conflicts. The ElicitO tool facilitates this process by
highlighting potential conflicts to allow further communication
and negotiation until the stakeholders’ reach an agreement and
quality attributes are prioritized.

•
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Separation between the knowledge base model (quality and
domain ontologies) and the model where the actions are
performed. This is because the first model is standardized
and shared with regards to quality attributes related to a
particular domain, however, the second model reuses the
first model but with extra actions depending on the
objectives of the ontology based applications, in our case
it’s used for requirements elicitation and conflicts
identification.

•

issue of security which wasn’t taken into account by the
requirements analysts.

Help with identifying conflicts early as requirements are
elicited to facilitate further discussion among stakeholders
until they reach an agreement and prioritize requirements.

(defrule time-security (Req_Time_Behaviour TRUE)
(Req_Security TRUE) => (printout t "Time Behaviour and
Security are Conflicting requirements" crlf))
1

Quality Ontology

(defrule attractivness-security (Req_Attractiveness TRUE)
(Req_Security TRUE) => (printout t "Attractiveness and
Security are Conflicting requirements" crlf))

2

Figure 3 Jess Rules Example
Restriction

In contrast to the unstructured and ad-hoc approach
conducted during the focus group sessions, another session was
conducted using the ElicitO tool for the requirements elicitation
and prioritization activities which provided the relevant domain
and quality knowledge to the requirements analysts to be more
effective in conducting the elicitation/prioritization interviews.
The tool highlights all the functional activities of the domain
and their attached quality characteristics.
The analyze
requirements button will examine the requirements for potential
conflict anytime during the requirements elicitation Figure 4(a).
The analyze requirements button will fire the Jess Rule that will
check the requirements for potential conflicts and a list of
conflicting requirements are as highlighted in Figure 4 (b). The
analyst then selects a set of conflicting requirements to allow
further discussion/negotiation and prioritization Figure 4 (c).

3

Domain Ontology

Figure 2 Quality Ontologies in Protégé
By extending the features of ElicitO with conflict
identification capabilities, the requirements analysts are
empowered with a knowledge repository to help with
requirements elicitation and conflict identification.
The
automation of conflicts identification tasks is especially useful in
projects involving multiple stakeholders and that can scale up to
thousands of requirements.

Table 2 Requirements Captured without the tool support

6. Running Example Using ElicitO
To assess the effectiveness of the approach, the authors
attended a focus group session which was one of the ongoing
sessions in connection with University of Manchester Unity
Web Project for the purpose of enhancing the current helpdesk
website of the university. The participants were from different
departments with different views, assumptions, and as a result,
different requirements. The participants were asked for what
they want to see in the new system and what sort of problems
they have encountered with the old system. A two hour session
was conducted jointly with stakeholders, the first hour was
dedicated to requirements elicitation and the second hour was
dedicated to requirements prioritization. The requirements
elicited during the elicitation phase are as presented in Table 2.
As indicated from the table, the types of requirements are
limited, very general, and vary from functional and nonfunctional requirements with very little attention to quality
requirements (R2, R3, and R5).

User Requirements
R1

Provide information/pathway onto how to access web services (i.e.
web mail, network drive, etc.)

R2

FAQ should be clear and simple in answering users technical
problems

R3

Make the websites among different schools consistent

R4

Provide campus map when required

R5

Make the university regulations and policies easy to access

R6

Make students user names accessible to faculty when using WebCT
(e-learning) to register students

R7

Provide information on how to report a problem and to whom

R8

Provide information about exam timetables and venues

R9

Provide links to the outside world

R10

Highlight important events or alerts

R11

Update the staff directory frequently

For the discussion and prioritization activity, all the
participants assess the perceived return on value of the quality
requirement by each participant using a scale from (1-5): 1-no
value, 2-little value, 3-some value, 4-high value, 5-very high
value [26]. For each requirement the mean value of all
participants’ assessment is calculated and a priority is specified.
The participants can also write a short justification for choosing
a certain quality requirement over the other. The same process
is applied for each conflicting requirements. Figure 4 (b)
presents the prioritized requirement of one quality requirement

The second stage of the session was the requirements
prioritization on which the requirements engineer asked the
participants to rank the above requirements with either essential
or nice to have as illustrated in Table 3. This had the potential
to trigger conflicts as every participant would vote high for what
they want disregarding how their requirements might conflict
with others. For example, R5 and R6 are considered essential by
the majority of the participants but they might conflict with the
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(a)

over the other requirement in addition to the detailed
requirements specifications (using the same amount of time as of
the first session).

Table 3 Requirements Prioritized without the tool support
User Requirements

Priority

R1

Provide information/pathway onto how to access web Nice to have
services (i.e. web mail, network drive, etc.)

R2

FAQ should be clear and simple in answering users Essential
technical problems

R3

Make the websites among different schools consistent

Nice to have

R4

Provide campus map when required

Essential

R5

Make the university regulations and policies easy to Essential
access

R6

Make students user names accessible to faculty when Essential
using WebCT (e-learning) to register students

R7

Provide information on how to report a problem and Nice to have
to whom

R8

Provide information about exam timetables and Essential
venues

R9

Provide links to the outside world

Nice to have

R10

Highlight important events or alerts

Nice to have

R11

Update the staff directory frequently

Essential

(b)

The findings obtained from the focus group sessions with
ElicitO support can be listed up as follows:
•

•

•

•
•

The knowledge encoded in the ontology formalizes the
quality requirements and makes them explicit throughout
the requirements elicitation process which reduces the
problem of understanding caused by different
interpretations of quality requirements.
The knowledge encoded in the ontology is based on the
ISO/IEC 9126. Quality model extended by adding metrics
and defined relationships among the quality factors to
enable analysts in capturing a rich set of non-functional
requirements.
The numbers of functional and quality requirements
captured were far more than the initial number of
requirements elicited without the tool support. The quality
requirements were associated with the functional
requirements which have added value to the functional
requirements.
The non-functional requirements were not only extensively
identified by the stakeholders but they were also precisely
specified via metrics.
The tool identifies the conflicting requirements early in the
process so the stakeholders can negotiate and rank the
requirements. Thus facilitating and speeding up the
software engineering process.

(c)

Overall the ElicitO tool facilitated the requirements
elicitation activities by providing the required functional
requirements, quality requirements and precise metrics to the
requirements analysts about a specific application domain via
the knowledge encoded in the ontology. ElicitO also helped
with the identification of potential conflicts among desired

Figure 4 (a): requirements document; (b): list of conflicting
requirements; (c): conflicting requirements
negotiation/prioritization

7. Related Work

quality attributes and facilitated agreement on a balance of
attribute satisfaction via communication and quality

In general, our approach complements the other work
related to quality requirements conflicts identification. Boehm
and In [4] proposed Quality Attribute Risk and Conflict

requirements prioritization.
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Consultant knowledge-base tool (QARCC) an exploratory
knowledge-based tool for identifying potential conflicts and
risks among quality requirements early in the software life cycle.
QARCC uses a knowledge base to identify software architecture
and process strategies to achieve this quality attribute. Another
approach is the requirements negotiation tool (Oz) [27] which
effectively support an automated conflict detection,
characterization, and resolution generation, and resolution
decision-making support. In the NFR framework [12] quality
requirements are identified, decomposed, and prioritized so an
effective design solution is found.
Our proposed method
ElicitO, improved on the other approaches by supporting the
quality requirements elicitation and conflict identification for
both functional and non-functional requirements via quality
ontology knowledge based domain independent tool.

8. Conclusions And Future Work
This paper proposes an elicitation and conflict
identification approach for non-functional requirements and
associated tool ElicitO aimed at supporting requirements
analysts with a knowledge repository that helps in eliciting a
comprehensive and conflict free set of requirements. The
approach is based on the application of functional and nonfunctional domain ontologies (quality ontologies) to underpin
the elicitation and conflict identification activities.
The ISO/IEC 9126 quality model was adopted as a
baseline for addressing quality concerns and the NFRs
relationships are analyzed and codified using rules to help with
reasoning about conflict identification. The approach and the
tool were evaluated using a web project at the University of
Manchester, where it proved to help in identifying potential
conflicts and allowing participants to further discuss the
requirements to effectively and efficiently reach an agreement.
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Abstract
A common data format as provided by the STEP/EXPRESS initiative is an important step toward interoperability in heterogeneous design and manufacturing environments. Ontologies further support integration by providing an explicit formalism of process and design knowledge, thereby enabling semantic integration and re-use of
process-information. By formalizing the process-model in
EXPRESS, we gain access to the domain knowledge in the
STEP application protocols. We present an approach to
process modeling using different models for abstract process knowledge and implementation details. The abstract
process model supports re-use and is independent of the implementation. As a result, we translate the process model
in combination with the implementation model to an executable workﬂow.

1. Introduction
Modern industrial design manufacturing processes allow
for collaboration among organizations and organizational
units within large companies. Design knowledge that is
spread over several design teams and systems is difﬁcult to
integrate. The lack of interoperability in heterogeneous information systems results from incompatible data formats
and differences between domain models. Data exchange
between design stages requires deﬁnition of mappings between data representations or the use of a common format. STEP/EXPRESS is an established standard for product data representation and solves the problem of incompatible data formats. Differences in domain models are addressed by modeling semantic knowledge in ontologies. Semantic interoperability between design disciplines is usually achieved by using a common upper ontology [12] or
∗ This work was funded by the CRC for Advanced Automotive Technology under project C4-801 Process Modelling in the Automotive Industry.

mappings between domain ontologies [16]. N.Guarino [4]
proposes a model for information integration that uses separate ontologies for task and domain knowledge with a common upper ontology.
In this paper we present a meta-model for task ontologies
of industrial processes that integrates process knowledge
with artifact representation. The meta-model provides us
with the means to express knowledge over artifacts and reconstruct provenance. We utilize established workﬂow execution engines for enacting the process model by building
a meta-model for the execution environment and deﬁning
a mapping between the process and the enactment metamodels. The process meta-model has two parts, an abstract
process model and an implementation model. Keeping the
implementation details separate from the process model
makes the conceptual model clearer and better suited for
re-use. We use EXPRESS to specify our ontological model,
which gives us direct access to the information models of
the STEP Standard. Furthermore, we can use the same language for (a) process models and (b) artifacts represented in
STEP. In order to close the gap between speciﬁcation and
implementation we present a mapping of process speciﬁcations to a speciﬁc workﬂow engine. Most workﬂow engines
provide an execution trace of the enacted workﬂow and support data provenance. We present an example mapping for
a speciﬁc workﬂow execution engine to demonstrate that
our process model contains the necessary information. The
process model is independent of the actual workﬂow engine and can be mapped to several different engines. Speciﬁcation of mappings between our process meta-model and
the meta-model of a speciﬁc workﬂow engine enables automatic translation of process models. Hence, we are free to
use the workﬂow execution engine that best suits the target
environment.
In Section 2 we introduce our meta-model and the beneﬁts arising from formalizing it using STEP/EXPRESS. Section 3 is dedicated to the enactment of the process model.
We use an implementation model and transformations to
create a speciﬁc workﬂow that can be fed to a workﬂow
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execution engine. An example of a process-model transformation is given in Section 4. In Section 5 we present related
work. Our contribution and future work is summarized in
Section 6.

2. Process Modeling with EXPRESS
2.1. The EXPRESS Language
The STEP standard (ISO 10303) deﬁnes a collection of
application protocols representing data models for different domains. EXPRESS is the modeling language used for
the data models and is speciﬁed in Part 11 of the standard
[6]. The language is able to represent entity-relationship
concepts in an object-oriented way. Its powerful representation of constraints on data has shown to be suitable for
formal speciﬁcations and meta programming [1]. An application model in EXPRESS comprises types, functions and
data objects called Entities. Entities consist of attributes and
constraints related to the attributes. Entities are the central
elements of the language and represent classes of objects.
As in object-oriented languages, classes are structured hierarchically by inheritance. The elements of a model are
grouped into a Schema. Schemata are like name spaces and
can be referenced by other schemata.
The language is powerful enough to express the structure of any meta-model within an EXPRESS Schema and
the standardized access interface in several languages bindings allows for the generation of a meta-data management
systems suited to the target systems [14].

2.2. The Process Model

expected on a port is speciﬁed by a ParameterDescription
which in turn includes ModelVariables, if it represents a
complex structure like a parametric model. Constraints
specify the behavior of the process in the role of preconditions and postconditions. A DataFlow connects output
ports with input ports and is the basic building block for
data ﬂow in the process model. Control ﬂow is modeled independently of the data ﬂow by Transitions. A process can
have many ingoing and outgoing transitions.
ENTITY P a r a m e t e r D e s c r i p t i o n ;
d e s c r i p t i o n : STRING ;
v a r i a b l e : SET [ 0 : ? ] OF M o d e l V a r i a b l e ;
i s s i m i l a r t o : SET [ 0 : ? ] OF P a r a m e t e r D e s c r i p t i o n ;
END ENTITY ;
ENTITY P o r t
SUBTYPE OF ( N a m e d E n t i t y ) ;
descr : ParameterDescription ;
END ENTITY ;
ENTITY DataFlow ;
source : Port ;
target : Port ;
WHERE
data is compatible
( source.descr
( source.descr
( target.descr
END ENTITY ;

:
= t a r g e t . d e s c r ) OR
IN t a r g e t . d e s c r . i s s i m i l a r t o ) OR
IN s o u r c e . d e s c r . i s s i m i l a r t o ) ;

Listing 1. Speciﬁcation of entities ParameterDescription and DataFlow in EXPRESS

The process model presented above does not specify the
properties of the data exchanged between processes. The
data model makes use of the application protocols of the
STEP Standard and is domain dependent. We use AP 214
to model the data of the design optimization process, because it contains the domain knowledge for automotive design processes. The full data model is beyond the scope of
this document. However, as an example for the expressiveness of EXPRESS, we have formulated a rule that ensures
that Dataﬂows connect only Ports with ”related” parameter
descriptions. Therefore, we deﬁne the attribute is similar to
in ParameterDescription, which represents the association
to related objects (see Listing 1). Entity DataFlow has a
rule stating that only ports that have the same parameter description, or parameter descriptions that are similar to each
other, are allowed as source and target objects.

2.3. The Implementation Model
Figure 1. An overview of the meta-model in
UML.

In the meta-model depicted in Figure 1 an abstract Process is either a CompoundProcess comprising one or more
processes or an indivisible SimpleProcess. A Process has
input and output Ports for input and output data. The data

The process meta-model describes abstract properties,
process components and their relationships, but not how
a process can be executed or where the data for its ports
are stored. This information is part of the implementation
model. The implementation meta-model in Figure 2 deﬁnes
two types of process instances, WebService and Executable.
For the sake of brevity, details on Web Services are omitted.
An Executable has at least two possibilities for its input. In
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FUNCTION g e t p o r t s p e c s f r o m p o r t d a t a ( p o r t l i s t : AGGREGATE OF P o r t D a t a )
: SET OF E n t i t y N a m e ;
LOCAL
r e s u l t : SET OF E n t i t y N a m e ;
END LOCAL;
REPEAT i : = LOINDEX ( p o r t l i s t ) TO HIINDEX ( p o r t l i s t
r e s u l t [ i ] := p o r t l i s t . p o r t s p e c ;
END REPEAT ;

);

RETURN ( r e s u l t ) ;
END FUNCTION ;
ENTITY A b s t r a c t I n s t a n c e ;
d e s c r i p t i o n : STRING ;
spec : EntityName ;
DERIVE
p o r t l i s t : SET OF E n t i t y N a m e : = [ ] ;
END ENTITY ;

Figure 2. An overview of the implementation
model in UML.

our model, it can receive input from physical storage (PhysicalStorage), e.g., a File, or as a command-line parameter
(CommandLineArg). Physical processes are part of a ProcessInstance or a GuardedTransitionInstance. The former
is the realization of a Process in the process-model; the latter is a process that evaluates the guards of a Transition in
the process-model. Realizing the evaluation of guards for
conditional execution as a physical process keeps the model
independent of the constraint language. Not visible in the
UML-diagram, but speciﬁed in EXPRESS is the constraint
has result. It expresses the invariant that an entity of class
GuardedTransitionInstance has to provide a port named ’result’ for the evaluation result (see Listing 2). This is possible, because AbstractInstance provides an attribute containing a set of instantiated ports which is overridden by its derived concrete entities. For example, in Executable the port
list is extracted from the list of ExecutablePortData.

3. Workﬂow Execution

Figure 3. Process execution.
Our process model in combination with the implementation model contains all necessary data for enactment. A
couple of workﬂow engines exist that have already reached
the required maturity for production environment (e.g. Kepler [9], MyGrid/Taverna [13]). We do not want to tie our
model to a speciﬁc workﬂow system but prefer to have the
choice to use the best system for particular requirements.

ENTITY E x e c u t a b l e SUBTYPE OF ( A b s t r a c t I n s t a n c e ) ;
commandline : STRING ;
d a t a l o c a t i o n s : LIST OF E x e c u t a b l e P o r t D a t a ;
DERIVE
SELF\ A b s t r a c t I n s t a n c e . p o r t l i s t : SET OF E n t i t y N a m e : =
get port specs from portdata ( data locations );
END ENTITY ;
ENTITY G u a r d e d T r a n s i t i o n I n s t a n c e ;
instance : AbstractInstance ;
DERIVE
g u a r d e d t r a n s i t i o n s p e c : EntityName := i n s t a n c e . s p e c ;
WHERE
has result :
SIZEOF ( QUERY ( p <∗ i n s t a n c e . p o r t l i s t | p = ’ r e s u l t ’ ) ) = 1 ;
END ENTITY ;

Listing 2. Speciﬁcation of process implementations in EXPRESS

We keep the model independent of the workﬂow system
by deﬁning transformations that generate the workﬂow description for the target system from the model. We chose the
workﬂow engine Taverna to demonstrate the approach, because it is intuitive and simple to use, but powerful enough
to support sophisticated workﬂows.

3.1. The Workﬂow Execution Engine Taverna
A workﬂow in Taverna [13] consists of inputs, outputs,
one or more processors and the data ﬂows between them
(see Figure 4). Processors have an interface for inputs and
outputs. The outputs of processors can be connected to
other inputs or the workﬂow outputs. The whole workﬂow
is data ﬂow oriented and the order of execution is deﬁned
by the data dependencies between processors. A processor
is executed as soon as it has got all of its inputs and processors may execute concurrently. The data ﬂow can lead from
one output to inputs of more than one processor. If an input
is connected to more than one output, the ﬁrst output to deliver the data ”wins”. In addition to the data dependencies
it is possible to restrict the execution order of processors
by deﬁning temporal constraints called ”Coordinate from”.
By deﬁning a ”Coordinate from” association between processors A and B, A will only execute when B has completed. The usual method of creating a workﬂow in Taverna
is by using its graphical user interface (GUI). However, all
workﬂows created by using the GUI are passed to the execution engine in the workﬂow description language Scuﬂ
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Figure 4. Meta-model of workﬂows in Taverna.

(Simple Conceptual Uniﬁed Flow Language). It is a simple
XML-based format representing the elements and links of
the workﬂow and can be used to execute the workﬂow without the GUI. It contains the workﬂow description, a couple
of processors connected by data ﬂow (link) and control ﬂow
edges (coordination) and the inputs (source) and outputs
(sink) of the workﬂow. For our current project, only two
types of processors are of interest: the local process FailIfFalse for conditional transitions and the Beanshell Scripting
Host for program execution.

3.2. Mapping the Model to a Workﬂow
The data provided in the process model is sufﬁcient to
deﬁne the nodes and links in the workﬂow. The only missing information is the deﬁnition of the implementation of
the processor nodes. This deﬁnition is provided by the implementation model. The four main elements of our process that need to be represented in the workﬂow description
are Process, DataFlow, Transition and GuardedTransition.
A process maps to a processor, where the interface of the
processor is deﬁned by the ports of the process. Data ﬂow
objects have a straight-forward equivalent in the workﬂow
description; they are represented by links between processor interfaces. A transition has no direct equivalent in Scuﬂ.
The closest representation is a coordinating link, but coordination is more restrictive than a transition. Consider a
process A with two transitions coming from process B and
C. In our model, the precondition of process A speciﬁes, if
the process waits until both or only one of the processes B
and C have ﬁnished execution. In Scuﬂ, both processes have
to ﬁnish execution successfully if A is coordinated from B

Figure 5. Implementation of a guarded transition in the target workﬂow.

and C. We keep it simple and stick to the behavior of Scuﬂ’s
coordination element and deﬁne that a process has to be
reached by all transitions in order to start its execution. The
most sophisticated part of the workﬂow generation is the
implementation of a transition with guards, i.e., a GuardedTransition. We implement it in the workﬂow description
by using a processor for the evaluation of the constraint followed by a conditional node (FailIfFalse) and a ”coordinate
from”-edge to the conditional node (see Figure 5). This
rough sketch of how to implement the workﬂow in Scuﬂ
gives a ﬁrst impression on how to achieve our goal. In order
to formalize the transformation we ﬁrst start by deﬁning the
source and target models.
Deﬁnition 1
Let X(PX , IX , OX , DX , CX ) represent a workﬂow, where
PX ... set of processors {pi (ii,1 . . . ii,M , oi,1 . . . oi,N )|0 <
i ≤ NX }, ii,j .. input j of processor i, 0 < j ≤ Mi ,
oi,j .. output j of processor i, 0 < j ≤ Ni ,
IX ... set of inputs of the workﬂow, represented as processor outputs {o0,j |0 < j ≤ N0 },
OX ... set of outputs of the workﬂow, represented as processor inputs {i0,j |0 < j ≤ M0 },
DX ... data ﬂow between processors represented by a set
of links {dν = oi,j → ik,l }.
CX ... set of coordinations c(pi , pj ), coordinate processor
pi from pj .
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Deﬁnition 2
Let M (ΠM , RM , DM , TM , GM ) denote a process model,
where
ΠM ... set of processes {πi |1 ≤ i ≤ NΠ },
RM ... set of ports {ri |1 ≤ i ≤ NR }, Ri ∈ RM ... set of
ports of process πi ,
DM ... set of data ﬂow links {lν (ri → rj )},
TM ... set of transitions {tν (πi → πj )},
GM ... set of guarded transition {gν (γν , πi → πj )}, γν ...
guard
Using the two deﬁnitions we can write the algorithm to
obtain a workﬂow X from the process model M as follows:
1. ∀π ∈ ΠM : create processor pi with inputs Ii and outputs Oi corresponding to the ports in Rπ .
2. ∀t(πi → πj ) ∈ TM : create ”coordinate from”
c(pi , pj ).

Figure 6. The example workﬂow in Taverna.

3. ∀g(γ, πi → πj ) ∈ GM :
(a) create processor pk with inputs Iγ and output oγ .
(b) create processor ”FailIfFalse” (pf ) with input if .
(c) create data ﬂow dγ = oγ → if .
(d) create
coordinations
cγ,2 (pf , pj ).

cγ,1 (pi , pk )

and

4. ∀lν (ri → rj ) ∈ DM : create data ﬂow dν = (o(ri ) →
i(rj )).

4. Example workﬂow
We tested the workﬂow generation on a process model
for multi-disciplinary design optimization in the automotive industry [15]. Part of the process is the generation of an
instance mesh from a geometric model, which is later used
by the ﬁnite element analysis. The process model of the instance mesh generation contains conditional transitions that
select between two possible paths in the process. Depending on the value of a ﬂag (run geometry ﬂag), either a new
mesh is generated or the resulting mesh of a previous run is
fetched.
The implementation model contains four executables for
the two sub-processes and the evaluation of the constraints
on the two guarded transitions, respectively. After applying
the transformations presented in the previous section, we
get a workﬂow that can be visualized in the Taverna GUI
(see Figure 6) and executed inside the GUI or with the standalone workﬂow execution engine.

5. Related Work
A number of other process ontologies exist [2, 3, 8]. But
to our knowledge, no other work uses EXPRESS to formalize a process model with workﬂow enactment. An extensive
evaluation of other ontologies in the context of industrial
design processes can be found in [10].
Our approach consolidates process and artifact ontologies under a common STEP/EXPRESS meta-model. We
chose EXPRESS because it comes with huge artifact ontologies and is well-suited for meta-modeling. It can be argued that other standard languages like the process speciﬁcation language PSL are better suited for process modeling.
PSL offers a rigorous basis for veriﬁable semantic deﬁnitions, but lacks support for context relationships and needs
better deﬁnitions of process artifacts [5]. STEP and its application protocols provide in contrast sophisticated domain
models for artifact and process modeling.
Mimoune et al. [11] exchange data between heterogeneous database systems using a generic meta-schema formalized in the EXPRESS language to overcome the difﬁculties arising from different conceptual models for the same
implementation and structural differences between implementations of the same conceptual model. Their approach
focuses on the deﬁnition of mappings between data base
schemata.
Work has been done to map from business processes to
workﬂows including ontological mapping between the output of one process and the input of another process. How-
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ever, a general mapping from control ﬂow oriented metamodels to data ﬂow oriented systems is hard to achieve [7].

6. Conclusion
Data exchange between different stages of an industrial process is difﬁcult because of the heterogeneity of
the involved systems. The common data format standard
STEP/EXPRESS helps to overcome the structural differences. The standard deﬁnes different encodings and language bindings for its speciﬁcation language EXPRESS.
These “implementation methods” comprise a clear-text and
an XML representation and bindings to the programming
languages C,C++ and Java. STEP is not intended to provide a common conceptual model, but provides specialized
models for domain knowledge. We use process modeling to
capture process knowledge explicitly. In addition to allowing easier re-use of process components, explicit process
knowledge supports execution tracking so that the provenance of the results is retained.
We propose EXPRESS as the speciﬁcation language for
the ontologies, because thereby we can directly use the domain knowledge speciﬁed in the application protocols of
the STEP standard. STEP is already used as a common data
format for many of the process artifacts in the automotive
industry and the data is accessible by our process model
without additional structural conversion overhead. Furthermore, writing our models in STEP/EXPRESS allows us to
use the same tools as already used for data modeling.
Enactment is another important aspect of process modeling. We have shown that it is possible to use an abstract process model, which is independent of the target platform and
build a workﬂow description for a speciﬁc workﬂow execution engine from this model. We have successfully demonstrated the necessary transformations for the workﬂow engine Taverna. However, because the process model is independent of the workﬂow engine, we can use any other workﬂow execution engine that provides the necessary functionality. In the future, we plan to deﬁne transformations for
other workﬂow execution environments and to investigate
the integration of domain-speciﬁc data models and ontologies.
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The Twenty-First International Conference on Software Engineering and
Knowledge Engineering (SEKE'09) will be held at the Hyatt Harborside at
Boston's Logan Int'l Airport, Boston, USA, July 1-3, 2009.
The conference aims at bringing together experts in software engineering and
knowledge engineering to discuss on relevant results in either software
engineering or knowledge engineering or both. Special emphasis will be put
on the transference of methods between both domains.
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The SEKE 2009 Conference will be held at the Hyatt Harborside at Boston's
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limited dates (6/30 - 7/4/2009) to SEKE 2009 attendees a discount rate of
$149 US dollars for single/double, not including sales tax.
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Papers must be written in English. An electronic version (Postscript, PDF, or
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URL: http://conf.ksi.edu/seke09/submit/SubmitPaper.php. Please use Internet
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